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PREFACE.

t

Dr. Nabobubbach's Commentary on Isaiah, the Evangelist among the Hebrew prophets, ap-

peared, as the concluding volume of Dr. Labgb's JBibdwerk, in 1877, just twenty years after the

publication of its first yolume on Matthew (1857). The author says in his preface (dated July

26th, 1877) that the "nomtm pronator t* cmnum" was literally fulfilled, since he has been engaged

on it nine years.

The English translation was begun sereral years ago from advanced sheets kindly forwarded by

the German publisher. It was undertaken by Dr. Lowbib, then Professor of New Testament Litera-

ture and Exegesis in theWestern Theological Seminary atAllegheny,Pa,mod his colleague and friend,

the late Dr. Jacobus. But Dr. Jacobus only lived to make some notes on the first few chapters,

which were retained unaltered (with his initials, M. W. J.) from motives of affectionate remem-

brance. After his death, the Rev. Dr. Moore, formerly of Vienna, now of New Brighton, Pa, was

associated with the work, and assumed the translation of chaps, xxi.-xxx., and chaps, bc-lxvi., in-

clusive. The other chapters were prepared by Dr. Lowbib, who for the last year and a half has

devoted all his time and strength to the laborious work.

The great length of the German commentary (827 pages), and the inexpediency of dividing the

English edition in two volumes, made it necessary to condense and to abridge as much as was con-

sistent with justice to the author and his work. For the same reason the original additions are con-

fined to interpretations differing from those of Dr. Nabgelsbach, and to additions and substitutions

of doctrinal and homiletical matter from English sources for those of German authors and sermon-

izers. The metrical arrangement of the text is based upon the well-known commentary of Bishop

Lowth and the Annotated Paragraph Bible of the London Religious Tract Society. Dr. Nab-

okubbach gives a prose version printed in the usual style, without reference to the Hebrew

psrsllftlisiWj

One more volume, containing Numbers and Deuteronomy, which has been unavoidably de-

layed for one portion of it, remains to complete the Anglo-American reproduction of Labgb, which

was begun in 1864 (seven years after the German).

It is doubtful whether any editor or publisher would have ventured on a commentary of twen-

ty-four large and closely printed volumes, could he have forseen the difficulties and risks con-

nected with it j and yet it has proved successful beyond all expectation. May Lakge's Bible-work

long continue to be an aid and comfort to pastors and theological students for whose special benefit

it was prepared.

PHILIP SCHAPP.

Wiw Torn*, October SUt, ism
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

IITRODUCTIOI.

{ 1. CONTEMPORARY HHTTOBT.

From the period of their establishment, all the conflicts in which the kingdoms of Israel and

Jndah were involved with the neighboring nations were, so to speak, merely of a local nature. Only

when they came in contact with Assyria and Babylon did they enter into relations with the world-

power ( WeUmadu). If thereby, on the one hand, the danger became infinitely greater for the theo-

cratic life, the theocracy, on the other, approached so much nearer the fulfilment of its task in the

world's history. The relation to Assyria was brought about by the desire of Aha* king of Judah to

obtain protection against Syria and Ephraim. Out of the dependence on Assyria in which Ahas

became thereby involved, his successor Hezekiah sought to free himself by the aid of the southern

world-power, Egypt. This, on his part, was an untheocratic procedure. Assyria was not to be hin-

dered in subjugating Judah by human power. Jehovah Himself protected His people and com-

pelled Sennacherib, the king of Assyria, to make a hasty retreat by the fearful desolation which the

angel of the Lobd wrought in his army (2 Kings xix. 35). But even before Judah was entirely

rescued out of the power of Assyria by this miraculous aid, it had initiated another relation to a

world-power that was to become incomparably more fatal to it than the relation to Assyria.

The Babylonian king Merodach-Baladan, when Hezekiah recovered from a dangerous illness,

had sent an embassy to him to congratulate him and to initiate friendly relations. Hezekiah, flat-

tered by the honor shown him, met the Babylonian ambassador with too little reserve. Thereupon

he was obliged to hear from Isaiah's lips the denunciation that all the treasures of his house, that he

had displayed with such pride to those ambassadors, would be carried away as booty, and his chil-

dren as captives to Babylon. In place of Assyria, therefore, now a thing of the past, Isaiah sees

Babylon appear on the horizon as the enemy that was to prepare the end of the outward theocracy.

The Babylonian captivity stands clear before his prophetic vision, but also the end of it, and there-

with the beginning of the great period of salvation that was to reach to the end of the world, albeit

with great alternations. Thus, therefore, it is a threefold conflict in which Isaiah sees the theocracy

placed : that with Ephraim-Syria, Assyria and Babylon. One develops out of the other. The con-

flict with Ephraim-Syria was properly but the handle to the fatal complication with Assyria, and
the latter in turn generated the relations with Babylon. For Merodach-Baladan, the great Baby-
lonian patriot (see comment at xxxix. 1-8) and firm defender of the freedom of his country against

the oppression of the Assyrians, would certainly not have congratulated Hezekiah on his recovery,

had he not seen in him an ally against the common enemy, Assyria. Thus we see the Prophet Isaiah

appearing at a period when the way was paving for the immediate relations of the theocracy with

the great world-powers by which its ruin was threatened. Beyond doubt, this was an historical cri-

sis of the utmost significance, and we see that only a man of the greatest spiritual power oauld be

equal to the occasion. Isaiah was equal to it. When it was reported in Jerusalem that Ephraim
had combined with Syria, hearts trembled like the trees of the forest shaken with the wind (vii 2).

Bot Isaiah declared that Bezin and the son of Bemaliah were nothing but two smoking stumps ef

torches (vii. 4). But Assyria, in which Ahaz confided, was to be feared (vii. 17). However, when
Assyria had fulfilled its mission in Israel and Judah, and now in wicked arrogance would possess.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

the city of Jerusalem, and bo swallow op Judah as it had done Ephraim, it was said : "I will put

my hook in thy nose and my bridle in thy lips, and I will tarn thee back by the way which thou

earnest" (xxxvii. 29). And so it came to pass. What human wisdom could see danger for the

theocracy in that embassy of Merodach-Baladan ? The Prophet detects the danger. He gives

warning—he announces that Babylon will have the king of Judah and those that belong to him as

captives in the midst of it. But much more than with the portrayal of this judgment he occupies

himself with the consolation that will be extended to Israel for this visitation. His gaze is chiefly

directed to the deliverance out of this exile, and eYery thing belonging to a glorious salvation for

personal and natural life that lies in perspective, even to the remotest distance, is naked and open

before his eyes.

Thus Isaiah is the great Central-Prophet who, stationed at a decisive turning-point, detects with

a clear eye all the principal points of the perspective that open out from it, and becomes thereby

to his people the prophetic mediator both of exhortation and warning, and also of consolation and

instruction as occasion demanded. And by this means he becomes, at the same time, the one on

whom all later prophets lean as on their greatest exemplar and highest prophetic authority.

Isaiah's labors fell, according to i. 1, in the time of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, kings

of Judah. According to vi. 1 he was called to the prophetic office in the year that Uzziah died. It

need occasion no surprise, therefore, that, with the exception of that information concerning the call

of the Prophet, there appears no further piece of writing from Uzziah's time. But we find none also

from Jothani's time. For there happened nothing under Jotham that could have moved Isaiah to

prophetic activity. The period of sixteen years under Jotham may have been a period of inward

collection and preparation for the Prophet. First under Ahaz his labors proper began. The first

occasion was furnished by the Syro-Ephraimitic war, concerning the particulars of which see the

commentary on vii. 1 sq. The combination of the military forces of Ephraim-Syria moved Ahaz to

call in the aid of the Assyrian king, Tiglath-Pileser. But Isaiah it moved to direct his

prophetic gaze on Assyria, and, primarily, in the prophetic cycle, chapters vii.-xiL, to announce

both the danger impending from Assyria and the final deliverance out of it Tiglath-Pileser, in

fact, complied with the desire of Ahaz for aid. It was welcome to him in the interests of his policy

of conquest He conquered and made subject the kingdom of Syria (2 Kings xvi. 9; comp. on Isa.

xvii. 1). He conquered at the same time the north and east of the kingdom of Ephraim, and led

the inhabitants away captive (2 Kings xv. 29). From that time onwards Palestine and the coun-

tries in its neighborhood remained a principal mark for the conquering expeditions of Assyria.

Ahaz brought this down on himself by his policy of unbelief. He himself, indeed, was not yet to

reap the fruits of his untheocratic conduct Although by direct encouragement of foreign modes of

religious worship (comp. 2 Kings xvi. 10 nqq.) he had added to his guilt, he still remained in pos-

session of his land and throne to the end of his life (728 B. C). Bnt his successor, Hezekiah, although

a prince devoted to the Lord with his whole heart, was obliged to experience all the distresses that

sprang forth like mischievous fruit from the dragon seed of his father. When Hosea, king of Israel,

sought to rid himself of the oppressive power of Assyria by an alliance with Egypt, Shalmaneser,

Tiglath-Pileser's successor, besieged Samaria for two years. He was prevented by death from com-

pleting his undertaking. His successor, Sargon, took the city in the third year of the siege (722 B.

C, 2 Kings xvii. 6) and led away the remnant of the ten tribes into captivity. Bat by that effort

of the king of Israel to find protection against Assyria in Egypt, the attention of the Assyrian ruler

was drawn to the latter power. From the middle of the eighth century, according to Manetho,
there reigned in Egypt the twenty-fifth Ethiopic dynasty. Three of its kingB are mentioned by

name: Sabako (Sevech, So) I. and II. and Tirhftka. According to the annals of Sargon (comp.

fkmuADVRyDUKeUinachriften und dan A. T.
t pp. 268, 318), Sevech (II.), in union with Hanno of

Gaza, encountered Sargon at Raphia (twenty-two milliaria south-west of Gaza) in the year 720 B. C.

Sargon conquered and subdued Philistia. But the Philistine princes revolted. Therefore a new ex-

pedition of Sargon against Philistia, that resulted in the subjection of the insurgents in the year 711.

This is the expedition conducted by Tartan (t. e., general in chief) to which Isa. xx. refers. All

these conflicts had taken place without the kingdom of Judah becoming involved as a fellow-sufferer.

The clouds big with destruction moved thrice along the north, west and south-west borders of Judah

before they turned to empty themselves on Judah itself. It is related also, 2 Kings xviii. 7, that

Hezekiah revolted from the king of Assyria, i. «., that he sought to relieve himself of the dependence

to which Ahaz had submitted. At the same time Hezekiah—and this was the great weakness of
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J 2. THE PEBSON AND PBOPHETTC LABOBS OP ISAIAH. S

which this otherwise admirable prince was guilty—sought protection and help from Egypt against

the danger impending from Assyria, On this account he is sharply reproved by Isaiah. Chapters

xx., xxviiL-xxxiii. are meant to warn against this untheocratic policy. Judah must trust in the

Lord who promised by His prophet not to yield it up to the Assyrian, but that he would free it by

a mighty act of deliverance. Sargon was murdered in the year 705. He was succeeded by his son

Sennacherib. The third expedition of this king that occurred in the year 700 B. C. passed through

Phoenicia to the south of Palestine. The land of Judah was traversed and desolated. Only the city

of Jerusalem remained to Hezekiah, in which he was shut up "like a bird in its cage." In order

to save at least Jerusalem, Hezekiah paid Sennacherib to retire thirty talents of gold and three hun-

dred talents of silver (2 Kings xviii. 14 sqq.). Sennacherib took the money and then still demanded

the surrender of the city. In this great strait Hezekiah cried to the Lord and received through

Isaiah a comforting promise. At Eltekeh, a Levitical city in the territory of Dan (Josh. xix. 44;

xxi. 23) the armies of Sennacherib and Tirhftka encountered. The victory was undecided. But

shortly after 185,000 men perished in the camp of the Assyrian in one night, likely of a pest This

compelled Sennacherib to retreat (comp. 2 Kings xviii. and xix,; Isa. xxxvL and xxxviL). Thus

Judah was rescued.

This event forms the conclusion of the history of Isaiah as far as known to us. For not long

after this miraculous deliverance Hezekiah died. It is doubtful if Isaiah still lived to see the reign

of Manasseh. Isaiah i. 1 is against it For there Hezekiah is named as the latest king under whom
Isaiah lived. Isaiah knew that after that overthrow (xxxvii. 36) Assyria was done away, and was

no more to be dreaded by the theocracy. His gaze, as early as the fourteenth year of Hezekiah, since

that embassy related in Isaiah xxxix., had turned in another direction. He knew that the greatest

danger threatened the theocracy, not from Assyria, but from Babylon. At this time, toward the end

of his life, before or after the Assyrian overthrow* he must have occupied himself with the relation

of his nation to Babylon. But he is not especially interested in the victory of Babylon and the eapti*

tity of his people there. This point he leaves to otherswhom the matter more nearly touched. Only the

thoughts of salvation and redemption employ him at the end of his life. In this period must have

originated the great book of consolation (xl.-lxvi.), along with the smaller pieces that relate to Ba-

bylon (xiii.-xiv. 23 ; xxi. 1-10 ; xxxiv., xxxv.).

{ 2. THE PERSON AND PROPHETIC LABORS OP ISAIAH.

The name **?£& (abbreviated n$5^i which form, however, is never used in the text of the

Old Testament as thename of the Prophet) can mean solus Jovoi or Jova talvat (salvavit). V^l com-

bined with rr must properly have sounded 'TJEj^ or njjJB^, abbreviated *J?B^ (which actually

occurs 1 Chron. ii. 31 ; iv. 20 ; v. 24). Still there prevails a certain freedom in the formation of

compound proper names. On the other hand, the compounds with TV, whose first part is a verb—

and that Kal—are extremely numerous, so that it is natural here to take P& for a verbal form.

But the meaning of HirP ;»t£ would be primarily r Jova salvus est. Still it happens not unfrequently

that, in compounding names, Kal is taken in the sense of Piel or Hiphil (comp. Koehler, Komm.
on Zech^ p. 3 sq.) ; so that here loo J?E^ might be taken in the sense of J^Bftn. There remains still

some irregularity, whether we derive iT^E^ from J?t£ or $&. But the sense remains the same.

Fuerst (in his Lexicon) takes a substantive $ti\ for the root, and translates "Jah is helper;'
9 whereas

in his Concordance he translates it "deliverance of God/' In Jerome, too, the same difference is

found, only that once he renders the name aurtfpia tvpiov, and again salvator Domini. Other men
of this name are mentioned 1 Chr. iii. 21; xxv. 3, 15; Ezr. viiL 7, 19; Neh. xi. 7. Concerning

the attempt of Abarbanel to establish a connection between the names of the prophets (and thus

Isaiah's also) and prophecy, see Koehler, /. c, p. 5, Anm.

"We know almost nothing concerning the outward relations of the Prophet. His father is called

Amoz (ytoK). Who this was is wholly unknown. Only ignorance of the language could identify

him with the prophet Amos (Dtojp) ; only Rabbinical jugglery could make out of him a brother to

the king Amaziah ('"TOOK). The latter is the source of the saying that Isaiah came of a royal race.

We are moreover uninformed about the time of Isaiah's birth and death. The opinion that Isaiah's

prophetic labore extended through the whole, or at least the greater part of the reign of Uzziah, is
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INTEOBUCTION TO THE PBOPHET taatah.

founded on the false exposition of the date given i. 1, and also of the position that the account of the
calling of the Prophet occupies in the book (comp. on this Gesknius in his Commentary, p. 5 aqq.).

That the call of the Prophet is first narrated chap. vi. has quite another explanation (comp. our
commentary, in he.). We can only infer from vi, 1 that Isaiah was called to the prophetic office in

the year of Uxriah's death, i. «., therefore in the year 759 B. C. How old he was at that time, we
know not If we assume that he could hardly have been younger than Jeremiah, who calls him-
self a "\21 when he was called (Jer. i. 6 sq.), and if we further assume that Jeremiah was twenty

yean old, then Isaiah would have lived from that time 16+ 16+ 29, thus at least sixty-one years,

and consequently must have attained an age of at least eighty-one years. Concerning the period

and manner of his, death we have only rumors. Manasseh, Hesekiah's successor, is said to have
caused the Prophet to be sawn asunder. The Prophet having fled to a hollow cedar from the king's

wrath, and having been "enfolded" by it, {he king let him be sawn in this tree (comp. the passages

from the Talmud relating to this in Gesenius, in lac.). In itself it is not at all improbable that

Manasseh inflicted a martyr's death on the faithful prophet of Jehovah. As is well known, he is

described to have been the wickedest and crudest of all the kingB of Judah. It is expressly said of

him that he shed very much innocent blood (2 Kings xxi. 16). Josephus (Antiq. X. 3, 1) adds to

this that he did not spare the prophets. But opposed to all this is the fact that, chap. i. 1, the reign

of Manssseh is not named, which certainly would not have been omitted, especially if the Prophet

had been put to death by that king. At the spot where the three valleys, Jehoshaphat, Gihon and

Tyroposon, come together, there stands an ancient gnarled trunk (it is, however, the trunk of a mul-

berry tree) that is called the tree of Isaiah (comp. Graf voir Wabteksucben, Jerusalem, Qegen-

io&rtige* und Verga*genc8>Z, Aufl,y
Berlin, 1875, p. 83) [Dr. Robinson's Researches, ete., Vol. I., p.

232, 336.

—

Tb.] At the same spot the fountain Siloam issues, of which the report says that God
sent it to the Prophet to still his thirst when he was near his death (comp. Lxtbeb in Hbbzog's
JR. EncycL XIV. p. 375). We have no hint of Isaiah's ever having lived any where else than in

Jerusalem. That he was married appears from vii. 3 (comp. x. 21 sq.), where his son is called

Shear-Jashub, and from the account viii. 3 that Isaiah, at God's command, "went unto the pro-

phetess," who bore him a son, whom, also by divine command, he named Maher-ehalal-hash-baz.

Moreover, viii. 18, Isaiah speaks of the children " that God had given him." From what is related

In the passages just cited, we see that the family" of the Prophet was quite drawn into the sphere of

his prophetic activity. That Isaiah was the instructor of king Hezekiah, as Nathan had formerly

been of Solomon (2 Sam. xii. 25), is mere conjecture that Paultjs sets up in the davis on Isaiah ix.

5. A double notice in Chronicles has occasioned the conjecture that Isaiah was annalist of the king-

dom. Thus we read 2 Chron. xxvi. 22 that Isaiah wrote (3T)3) the TW{ nan, the first and the

last And 2 Chron. xxxiL 32 it reads : "Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah, and his goodness, be-

hold, they are written in the vision of Isaiah, the Prophet, the son of Amos, and in the book of

the kings of Judah and Israel" [" (which is received) into the book of the kings," efc. Dr. N.'s

translation.

—

Tb.]. According to this, therefore, Isaiah composed historical works on the lives of

the two most distinguished kings that were his contemporaries, and one of these works was incorpo-

rated, though perhaps only partially, in the great annalistic historical work of the kingB of Judah

and Israel, from which the Chronicler drew (comp. Zoeckleb, Chronik., p. 16 sq.). When the

Chronicler calls the work on Hezekiah J'un, it is most natural to explain this designation by saying

that that historical work was regarded as a part of our prophetic book, which in fact bears the title

IH'JW jnn. And this might happen for the reason that chapters xxxvi.-xxxix. contain historical

sections that are common to our book of prophecy and to the canonical book of Kings, as well as to the

annals of the kingdom of Judah that were the source of the latter. Thebook ofprophecy might easily

be regarded by the Chronicler (who lived later, and could hardly have had before him the writing of

Isaiah about Hezekiah) as the source of Isaiah's accounts concerning Hezekiah which he found in his

annalistic historical work. But the statements of the Chronicler by no means justify the assumption

that Isaiah filled the office of a "^?TD. In the writings that we have from him the person of the

Prophet is kept in the background. " They speak of him and of what belongB to him only so far as

they have to tell of his direct and personal interference in what occurred (comp. vi. 1 sqq.; vii. 1 sqq.;

viii. lsqq., 16 sqq.; xx. lsqq.; xxii. 15 sqq.; xxviii. 9 sqq.; xxxvii.-xxxix.). The secret founda-

tion of all his prophetic activity was the consciousness that he was an instrument of God, chosen,

equipped and called to His service (comp. vi.). This consciousness generated in him the most de-

voted obedience and the most implicit trust in God. Consequently he had no fear of man and no
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regard for merely human Interests. With the greatest freedom he opposes Aha* (vii. 1 sqq.). He
does the same to the chamberlain Shebna (xxii. 15 sqq.), people of rank, priests and prophets, men
and women, in fact the whole people in general (ii.; ill.; v.; xxviii. 7 sqq.). Moreover he does not

spare Hesekiah and his noble counsellors, nor the women who seem, under him also, to have attained

great influence. He keenly reproves the secret ways that their policy followed in regard to Egypt

(xxx.-xxxii.). When Hesekiah was sick, he says to him that he must die with the same boldness

(xxxviiL 1), that he- afterwards joyfully announces to the believing suppliant his deliverance and

the lengthening of his life (xxxviiL 5 sqq.)* And upon Hesekiah's having in foolish vanity dis-

played his treasures to the messengers from Babylon, he tells him plainly that all this shall be car*

ried away in exile to Babylon (xxxix. 5 sqq.).

Though, on the one hand, we see the Prophet dealing thus practically with the emergencies of

the present, yet, on the other hand, there exists for him no merely contemporary interest For him

that immeasurable interval does not exist that for common men divides the remote from die imme-

diate future. Both appear to him a continued whole which he commands with his gase in all its

parts. Every thing of like sort, which in its realization in time forms indeed an organic, connected

line of development, yet one that is measurelessly extended, he sees before him as one tableau, whose

figure*, though really belonging to the most different stages of time, appear to him to stand along-

side of one another. In one word, the limits of time do not exist for him. Periods of time vanish

before his gaze. He contemplates together what is nearest and farthest when they belong together.

Thus he comes back from the remotest fbtare into the immediate present with a sadden spring, and

vfoe versa. Thus i. 12 he comprehends Jerusalem's whole future of salvation in one. The great dis-

course of the second introduction sets two grand images of the remotest future at its head (it 1-4

;

iv. 2-6), in order to contemplate the present in their light Much more frequently it happens that,

immediately after an event of the near future, the Prophet sees the far and farthest future. Thus in

chap. xL, immediately after the deliverance out of the hand of Assyria, he sees the form of the Mes-

siah and of His kingdom of peace, and the latter, in fact, unfolded to Its extremest consequences in

the generation of a new life of nature. In chap. xvi. 5, to Moab, in reward for its reception of the

fugitives of Jndah (whom, according to the whole context, he contemplates as expelled by a present

threatening world-power), he promises participation in the blessingB of the Messiah's kingdom. In

chap, xix^, immediately after announcing to Egypt its ruin by means of Assyria, die then representa-

tive of die world-power, he announces to it its conversion to Jehovah and its peaceful union with

Assyria and Israel. Let these examples suffice. It would lead us too far to enumerate all die cases

of this kind that occur in both parts of the book. Though this may not be an exclusive character-

istic of Isaiah's, still one may say that it appears especially strong and frequent in him. This

agrees with the elevation of the view-point that he takes. For he that stands highest sees the

tardiest

On this account especially he takes so high a rank among the prophets. In Jesus die son of

ffirach he is called 6 wpotfnx 6 ptyat (Ecclus. xlviii. 22), who further says of him that he irveOftan

firy67^) elSe rd iaxara (ibid. ver. 24), and that he for rov oi&vof Mdmft r& Mfuva (ibid. ver. 26).

Euhehiub calls him (dem. so. II. 4) rbv ptyav nal davfi&oiov npo+frnjv—indeed even irpotfnpr piytorov

(ibid. V. 4). Theodobst calls him 6 &ci6tqtoc 'Umdac. IsiDOEUB Pelus: 6 dtoparuo&ranc (lib. I.

ep. 866), and rCtv irpotfr&v oafiararoc (ibid. en. 866). Closely connected with this is die considera-

tion that Isaiah foresees those facts of the fulfilment of salvation on which rests the specific teaching

of Christianity. For it is historical facts, not dogmas, that constitute the pith of Christian teaching.

Of course it is not like one standing near that Isaiah sees those foots, but like one standing far off,

which is as it should be. For this reason he describes them in peculiarly strange words, that are to

himself indistinct, and yet are essentially correct Without himself having any presentiment of the

meaning of his words, he must predict die birth of the Saviour from an unmarried woman (vii. 14).

And then he describes this child by expressions that sound blasphemous, if he to whom they are

applied is held to be a man (ix. 5). In contrast with this, he sees the servant of God defamed so as

to appear no longer human, and then again raised up to superhuman power and glory (liii.). More-
over he sees an entirely new way of appropriating salvation that must indeed appear strange enough
to human thoughts (lv.), and, what to pious persons ofthe Old Testament must have appeared down-
right offensive, he speaks of a worship of God to which the outward temple and ceremonial service

will seem an abomination (lxvi. 1 sqq.).

Bach are, if I may so express myself, the formal substructures of Isaiah's prophecy that make
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it proper to call him, as Jerome is the first to do: unon Bolum prophetam eed evangeUetam et apoeto-

lum" (Prolog, in expos. Jee.; comp. the EpisL ad Paulinam, where he says: "rum prophetiam miki vir

ddur texere Eeaias $ed cvangelium"). With reference to this, Augustine (De ew. Dei. XVIII. 29)

says that Isaiah : "de Ckrieto et ecclesia multa plura quam eaeteri prophetavU, Hani a quibuedam evan-

gelista quam propheta potius diceretur." Cyril of Alexandria also, in the preface to his commen-

tary! remarks : " tv Tavry iari irpotffTift apa kqI dn6oroXocJ'

I never could comprehend how any one could regard it as a postulate and promotive of scienti-

fic knowledge to explain the world without the personal God. Cancel Him, and then riddles and

miracles fairly begin, and impossibilities are exacted of our faith. If one would require us to be-

lieve that some work of art came into being, not by an artist, but by abstract art, wisdom, power, we
would declare such an one to be fit for the insane asylum. And yet men would have us believe that

there is an abstract thinking and willing ! They hold personality to be a limiting, and therefore an

impersonal God to be something unlimited, therefore something higher 1 But as soon as the limits

of personality are broken away, one comes into the region of merely subjective representations ; and

the philosophers had better look to their aristocratic abstractions and see whether they possess the

property of real, objective existence. If they lack this, then the philosophers have perhaps wrought

for the study, bat. not for real life. It is both insanity and idolatry to wish to put abstract-

ideal philosophy in the place of the concrete, vitalizing Christian religion. Moreover personality

is not limitation in the negative sense. It is merely concentration, and thereby the condition of or-

derly and really effective being. Personality is, however, at the same time, the condition of an en-

tire and full existence, t. e^ it is not mere thinking and willing, but also sensibility. In other words

:

only personality can have a heart and love. To be sure, we touch here on the proper pith of the

controversy. Not all men wish to be loved by God, still less to love Him in return. Humanity

entire divides into two parts, one of which presses toward God, the other away from God. For the

former, nothing is more precious than nearness to God ; the latter feel easy only at a distance from

Him. And now-a-days those are esteemed as the lords of science and as benefactors to mankind

who do their best to ** free (us) from the Creator/' as Davxd Strauss says I Bat here the criterion

is not objective, impartial, scientific interest, but the interest of the heart self-determined in this or

that way toward God. For under all circumstances our relation to God is a concern of the heart.

One must either love Him or hate Him, be for Him or against Him (Luke xi. 23). Neutral no one

can be. Consciously or unconsciously every man must feel himself attracted by God or repelled

from Him, according as, in his secret heart, that which is kindred to God or that which is inimical

to God has the upper hand. For there is no man in which both are not present. Take the her-

meneutica that ia founded on the assumption that there is no personal God, and that the world ia

founded on abstractions, in whose real existence one must believe, much as that contradicts all rea-

son and experience; shall such hermeneutics be more entitled to consideration than that

which rests on the fundamental view that there is a personal God, to whom we are related, who
loves us and guides our fortune with paternal wisdom? This question can never be objectively de-

cided here below, because for each individual the subjective Attitude of his own heart is the crite-

rion. But at least let no one despise those who see in the Scriptures the revelation of a personal

God. And above all things, one must not explain the writings of the prophets of the Old Testa-

ment on the assumption that they did not bona fide regard themselves as organs of the living, per-

sonal God that governs the world. One may say : they fancied themselves inspired. Very well-

then let such point out the illusions that entangled them, and expose their enthusiasms. Or one may
say : they were impostors. Then let such unmask them. But let no one put upon their words a

sense that they themselves did not intend, because they just believed in a living personal God, and

were convinced that they stood under the direct influence of His Spirit. Let no one empty their

words of sense—let no one deny that they meant to prophesy because one does not himself believe

in any prophecy. Let no one (as e. g. Knobel does) make out of the prophecy a marvellous masked

representation of events that had already taken place. I willingly confess that the representatives

of the divine origin of prophecy have been faulty in many respects. It has been often overlooked

that not every thing can be prophesied at any time ; that therefore each prophecy must have its

historical reason and ground, and that the form and contents of the prophecy must be in harmony

with these. It has been further overlooked that prophesying is a seeing from a distance. From a

distance one may very well observe a city, mountain and the like, in general outlines. But parti-

culars one does not see. For this reason genuine prophecy in general will never meddle with sper
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dal prediction. Where, however, the latter takes place, either the special trait contemplated is no

subordinate individual thing, or it justifies the suspicion that it is false. These and like mistakes

have been committed. Bat this does not hinder me from maintaining the divine origin of prophecy

in general, and also from claiming a scientific title for my construction of Isaiah's prophecy.

J 3. THE LITERARY FERFORKAHOE AlfD THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET.

1. The lofty spirit resident in our Prophet has taken also a corresponding form. We see in

him a master of the Hebrew language. He uses it with a power and ease that find their like in no

other. He brought it to the summit of its development. Not only has he always the right word at

command—he also never uses one word too much or one too few. And with admirable art, yet

without affectation, he knows how to modulate the irord according to the contents of the thought.

All rhetorical forms of art are at his command, and he can employ all the riches of iho language.

Something royal has been observed in the way that Isaiah uses the language. So that Abarbanel
associates this character of Isaiah's language with the fancied royal descent of the Prophet, saying

:

" the charm of his discourse and the beauty of his eloquence is like the discourse of the kingB and

counsellors of the land, who had a much,pleasanter and purer way of speaking than the rest of the

children of men" (Oomm.in proph. post Jts. I.; see Gesenius on Jea. I. p. 36). And in another

fashion the Talmud, Tractat. Chagiga {Fol. 136) expresses the same thought, saying: "Esekiel

resembles the son of the village when he beholds the splendor of the king, but Isaiah resembles the

son of the royal residence" (comp. Fuerst, D.Kanon des A. T^ pp. 17, 21).

2. As regards the book itself, it divides first into two chief parts : chaps, i.-xxxv. and xL-lxvi.

Between these two chief parts are the chapters xxxvi.-xxxix., which, Janus-like, look forwards and
backwards, inasmuch as the chapters xxxvi. and xxxvii. conclude the Assyrian period, and chap-

ters xxxviii. and mix. prepare the way for the Babylonian period. The first part then ought

properly to be reckoned from i.-xxxvii., the second from xxxviii.-lxvi. But it is traditional to

reckon xxxvi.-xxxix. together, and that, too, along with the first chief part, because part first, on
account of the greater variety of its contents, may eaider receive those historical chapters than the

second part that has a quite uniform and exclusive character.

3. Taking part first to include i.-xxxix. we follow the traditional way of counting. But pro*

perly this first principal part begins with chap. vii. For chapters i.-vi. contain the great threefold

introduction relating to the entire book. That is to say, not only is chap. L introductive, but chap-

ters ii.-v. are the second and chap. vi. the third introduction. Through three gates we enter into

the majestic structure of Isaiah's prophecy. For the proof of this see the comment tn toe Part

first falls into five subdivisions. The first subdivision comprises chaps, vii.-xii. In this section the

Prophet treats of the relations of Israel to Assyria, contrasting the ruinous beginning of this rela-

tion with the blessed termination of it The second subdivision contains the prophecies against

foreign nations (xiii.-xxiii.) At the head of these stands a prophecy against Babylon. For first,

this begins with a general contemplation of " the day of the Lord," so that, in a measure, it forms

the introduction to all announcements ofjudgment that follow, and, then, the Prophet sees precisely

in Babylon the chief enemy of the theocracy that is appointed to make a preliminary end to its out-

ward continuance (xiiL 1—xiv. 23). This is followed by a short prophecy against Assyria, the

enemy, of course, most to be dreaded in the Prophet's time (xiv. 24—27). Following this are

prophecies relating to other nations threatened by Assyria: Philistia, Moab, Ephraim-Syria, Ethi-

opia and Egypt (xiv. 28—xx. 6).

Chapters xxi. and xxii. constitute a special little *WD. They also contain prophecies against

heathen nations, w*.: Babylon, Edom, and Arabia. But there is connected with this in an unusual

way a prophecy against Jerusalem. The reason is that these four prophecies bear emblematic su-

perscriptions, on which account we have called them libeUu* embUmaticus. The character of the su-

perscription, therefore, which coincides with that of the other three superscriptions, makes the rea-

son why this prophecy against Jerusalem is incorporated with the prophecies against foreign nations.

A prophecy against Tyre forms the conclusion of this second subdivision : the siege of this city by
Shalmaneser, which took place in the Prophets time, furnished the occasion for it But the Prophet
sees before him the fate of the city down to the remotest future, and in this contemplation of the fu-

ture is not wanting the factor that the Chaldeans shall be the ones to make an end of the independ-

ence of Tyre. Chaps, xxiv.—xxvii. form a kind of finale to the discourses against the nations.

They treat of last things, of the end of the world, the world's judgment, resurrection of the dead, and
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the fulfilment of the salvation promised to the people Israel We have called these four chapter*

libelluB apoeah/pUcui. The Third Subdivision has for its subject the relation of Israel to Assyria in

the days of king Hesekiah (xxviii.—xxxiii.). It contains five discourses in six chapters. Each
discourse begins with

%
tt1. They stand in chronological order, and are all of them total surveys, in

that each, in a special manner, proceeding from the present distress, and with censure of the false

means of deliverance, compresses in one the deliverance out of the distress and the salvation of the

(Messianic) end-period that are determined and promised of God. The Fourth Subdivision com-

prises chaps, zxxiv. and xxxv. These two chapters we designate the finale of part first They con-
' tain a concluding glance at the end-period in respect to the two aspects of it, rw.; the divine judg-

ments both in respect to punishment and salvation. The first is described as comprehending not

only the earth, but also the constellations of heaven, in which, however, the manner of its operation

on earth is exhibited by a special portrayal of the judgment against one of IsraeFs most bitter ene-

mies, vuu Edom. That we stand here at an important boundary, vizj at the close of part first, ap~

pears from the invitation, xxiv. 16, to search the " Book of Jehovah," and thereby verify the fulfil-

ment. This Book of Jehovah can be nothing else than just our part first, to which the Prophet here

refers back as to a whole now brought to conclusion. Finally xxxv. describes the salvation which

shall be imparted to the people of God by the final judgment But the Prophet for the present

makes prominent only one principal point, vis..* the return home out of the lands of exile into the

Holy Land to everlasting joy. We see in this, at the same time, a transition to part second, that

has for its subject the description of the period of salvation in all its aspects.

The Fifth Subdivision finally comprehends chapters xxxvL—xxxix. Their contents is histo-

rical and essentially the same that we read in 2 Kings xviii. 13—xx. 19. Chapters xxxvi. and

xxxvii. relate the deepest distress into which Hesekiah, confined to his capital city, was brought by

the Assyrians, and also the unexpected, sudden and complete deliverance out of this distress by the

plague that broke out in the camp of the Assyrians. This fact forms the conclusion of all relations

of Israel to Assyria, and therefore xxxvi. and xxxvii. stand first, although the events narrated in

them belong to a later period. Chapters xxxviii. and xxxix. inform us of the sickness and recovery

of Hezekiah in the fourteenth year of his reign, and of the Babylonian embassy that congratulated

him on this account Hereby was afforded occasion to the Prophet to prophesy the Babylonian ex-

ile, and in so far xxxviii. and xxxix. are, so to speak, the bridge to chapters xL—xlvi, and stand

immediately before them, although the events of which they inform as precede by about fourteen

years the events narrated in chaps, xxxvi and xxxvii.

4. Surveying again the collection of prophecies in part first, we see that they are well arranged*

The older commentators (even Luther) have erroneously held them to be without arrangement,

and put together without plan. But the dominating principle is an arrangement according to mat-

ter rather than chronological arrangement The first introduction (chap, i.) belongB to the latest

pieces. It has much in common with chapters xl.—xlvi. (see below). The second introduction

(ii.—v.) is, as a whole, also the product of that period when the Prophet put his book together. Still

for this introduction the Prophet made use of earlier pieces, especially of the period of Ahac (comp*

iii. commj. And thereby, of cousse, he has given at the same time a picture of that period of his

labors which preceded the first conflict with the world-power and the prophecies that related to it

For this reason this introduction bears more of a general ethical character. The third introduction

belongs to the foot of the last year of Uzxiah therein related. When it was written up is not ex-

pressly said. But it is in the nature of the thing that this should happen early rather than late af-

ter the event itsell

Of chapters viL—xii. the first part (vii. 1—ix. 6) belongs to the beginning of the three years

which Pekah had in common with Ahaz, thus about 743 B. C The second part, however (ix. 7—
x. 4) belongs in the end of this period, thus about 740, 39 (see introd. to the text ta foe). Of the

second part (x. 5—xii. <$) the piece x. 5-34 belongB in the time when Hesekiah was put to the great-

est distress by the summons related xxxvi (see introduction to x. 5-19). Chap, xi., on account of

its relationship with xiv. 28-32, originated in the period when Hezekiah had ascended the thione,

thus about 728 B. C. The doxology, chap. xiL, bears no trace of any particular time ; still, as con-

clusion of this section, it must any way have originated at the time the latter was put together {ibid.)

The first prophecy against Babylon (xiiL 1—xiv. 23) presupposes the period in which the Prophet

recognised Assyria as a thing of the past, and saw in Babylon the world-power that was called to

execute judgment on the theocracy. The prophecy, therefore, foils in the latest stadium of Isaiah's
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prophetic activity. Hie short prophecy against Assyria predict! Sennacherib's cataetrophe m near

at hand. It belongs therefore to the period shortly before the event The short piece xiv. 2&-32

most have originated shortly after Hezekiah took the throne. The prophecy against Moab (xv. and

xvL) must, as to its older part (xv.l-xvL 12), belong to the reign of Aha*. It may have originated

after 741 B. C. and before the incursion of the Edomites into Judah mentioned in 2 Chron. xxviii.

17. The time of its publication is indeed relatively determined by the later brief prophecy xvi. 13,

14; hot so hr it has not been made oat what event the Prophet means by the blow threatened against

Moab xvi 14 Any way, however, the Prophet has in mind an act of hostility on the part of Assyria

against Moab.

Chapters xviL and xviiL, which are equally directed against Ephraim-Syria and against Assy-

ria, belong to the beginning of the reign of Anas, to the same period to which the prophecies vii. 1

—ix. 6 owe their origin.

Chapters xix. and xx. relate to Ethiopia-Egypt They mil in the time of Hesekiah, and in-

deed they cannot have been written earlier than 708 B. C. (see in Comm. introd. to xvii.-xx.). The

brief prophecy against Babylon (xxL 1-10), which stands here on account of its emblematical super-

scription, appears to belong to the same period as xiii 1-14. Still the character of the piece in re-

spect to language and rhetoric are not quite in harmony with it. The two small prophecies against

Edom (xxi. 11, 12) and Arabia (xxi. 13-17) mil in the time of Hesekiah, more exactly, in the time

before the catastrophe of Sennacherib, when the Assyrians threatened the independence of all the na-

tions that lay between Assyria and Egypt To this same period also belongB chap. xxii. More ex-

actly, the chapter presupposes, and that in both its parts, the period when the Assyrians threatened

Jerusalem directly. The prophecy against Tyre has this in common with the prophecies against

the theocracy itself that it does not designate Assyria, the immediate source of menace, but Babylon

as the instrument to whom God has entrusted His judgment, and it must have originated in the time

when Shalmaneser besieged Tyre, thus before 722 B. C (see comm. in foe). It is hard to determine

when the chapters xxiv.—xxvii. originated. Still the Prophet sees the theocracy in conflict with

Assyria and Egypt Babylon stands veiled in the background. This seems to point to the time of

Hesekiah, and indeed to the time before Sennacherib's catastrophe (see comm. t» foe.). Of the five

discourses (xxviiL-xxxiii.) that represent the relation of Israel to Assyria in the time of Hesekiah,

the first must have originated already before the beginning of the siege of Samaria, thus about 725

B. C. (ibid.). Chap. xxix. is of much later origin, belonging to about the year 902 R a
Chapters xxx.—xxxii, according to their contents, belong to the same period as xxix. They

join directly on to this in chronological order. Chap, xxxiii belongs to the period shortly before

the summons that Babsheka sent to Hesekiah* Chaps, xxxiv. and xxxv. originated in the latest pe-

riod of the Prophet contemporaneously with the grand connected complexity of prophecy in the

chaps. xL—Ixvi. A more exact determination of the time is impossible.

Chaps, xxxvi.—xxxix. very probably spring from a memorandum of Isaiah's that had for Its

subject the great events of the reign of Hesekiah, and to which 2 Chron. xxxii. 26 seems to point

The insertion of these chapters at this point is so suitable—in mot so necessary—that we must even

ascribe them to the Prophet himself But a later hand has made alterations in the dates of the su-

perscriptions, and also perhaps in the mention of names (xxxix. 1), which has become the occasion of

great confusion. The events for instance narrated in xxxvi and xxxvii. took place fourteen years later

than those narrated in xxxviii. and xxxix. Any way, the narratives stood in the original source in the

correct chronological order, t. e., so that xxxvi and xxxvii followed xxxviii. and xxxix. The narra-

tives were transposed to correspond with the aim of the book of prophecy. Now in the original source

the introduction ofchap, xxxviii. musthave read : "And it came to pass in the fourteenth year ofking

Hezekiah." But chap, xxxvi. began with the words : "And it came to pass in the fourteenth year."

Thereby was meant the fourteenth year after the events narrated in xxxviii and xxxix.; therefore

the twenty-eighth year of Hezekiah, or the 700 B. C, the year in which actually occurred Sennache-

rib's catastrophe.* When then those historical sections were adopted into the collection of Isaiah's

prophecies, and that in a reversed order, the dates ought properly to have been altered to correspond.

This, however, did not take place. Thus xxxvi. began with the words: "And it came to pass in

* I remark here that the historical and chronological objections raised by Wkllhausto, v. Qutschmus Offset
against many reealts of Schbadsx's investigations are well known to me. Still the few data that come here into

account partly lie quite out of the sphere ofthose objections, partly, as appears to me, they are quite unaffected

by them.
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10 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

the fourteenth year/' hat xxxviii. with the words : "And it came to pass in the fourteenth year of Heie-

kiah." To an uninformed reader this sounded strange. The fourteenth mentioned in the beginning

of xxxvL seemed as if it could be no other than the fourteenth of Hexekiah. And because xxxviii.

again bore at its head the fourteenth year of this king, nothing seemed more natural than to let

xxxvi. begin with the words : "And it came to pass in the fourteenth year of king Hexekiah/' and

then join on chapters xxxviii. and xxxix. simply with the date " in those days, in that time " (see

introd. to xxxvi.-xxxix. below). Whoever made these alterations doubtless lived at a period when
the living tradition about the correct order of these events had long been obliterated. Perhaps, too,

the erroneous mention of a name xxxix. 1 is the fault of the same man and of the same time. For

Merodach-Baladan does not mean "Merodach, son of Baladan," as is there intimated. Merodach-

Baladan (= Merodach gave a son) is only one name, and is the name of a man whose father was

called Jakin (see comm. inloc.). This erroneous meaning given to the name appears also to point

to a later time in which the knowledge of the proper relation was lost

5. Part second consists of chaptera xl.—lxvi. These chapters form a separate and well arranged

total by themselves. As in other collections of Isaiah's prophecies, so here we notice a fundamental

number. For the total consists of three divisions, each containing three times three discourses. It

is to be noticed, however, that in the third division only five discourses are to be distinguished,

which, however, divide into nine chapters. The subject of these twenty-seven chapters is the time

of salvation, and that indeed the whole period beginning with the deliverance from exile and ex-

tending to the end of the present world, i. «., to the appearance of a new heaven and a new earth.

Although, in accordance with the peculiarity of prophetic seeing, the prophet sees things of the same

sort together, no matter what time they belong to, we still distinguish in the total period of salvation

three chief stages to which the three chief subdivisions of nine chapters each correspond. In the

first Ennead the Prophet sees chiefly and primarily the deliverance out of the Babylonian captivity,

and, as the source of it, Cyrus. But this Ennead by no means has this aim merely. The Prophet

knows, that along with the redemption out of exile, Israel must be raised to a higher plane of

religious moral life : it must be freed from idolatry and led to the sole worship of Jehovah. The

outward deliverance without the inward would be only a half work ; for it was precisely Israel's

spiritual bondage to idols that had been the cause of its bodily servitude. How could the latter be

removed without the former? But this redemption out of exile and the chains of a gross idolatry is

only the first stage of the period of salvation. Within this we see forming the outlines of a second and

higher stage. The glorious Cyrus, who is not called servant ofGod, but is called TVBfD, and the suffer-

ing people Israel, that is yet destined to glory, compose, so to speak, the ground forms in which a

new stage of salvation is typically represented. These preparatory elements combine in their higher

unity in the person of the servant of God who will be a suffering Israel and a conquering Cyrus at

the same time. But first appears the first named aspect of his existence, the suffering servant.

This forms the central point of the second Ennead. By suffering the servant of God becomes the re-

deemer of His people, the founder of a new way of appropriating salvation, and of a new condition

of salvation that is both intensively and extensively higher. But this servant of God lifts Himself

up out of His humility and becomes—this is the contents ofthe third Ennead—on the one hand,Judge

of the world who will destroy all the wicked, on the other, the Creator of a new creature. The

fruit of His redeeming work will be a new humanity, a new name, a new worship of God in spirit

and in truth, a new heaven and a new earth.

Therefore the Prophet has by no means in mind merely circumstances of the exile. Of course

he sees primarily the redemption out of the exile. But he sees behind this also the time in which

the personal servant of God, prefigured in the first stage by Cyrus and Israel, will begin his work of

salvation by suffering and dying ; and behind this second stage he sees a third, in which the servant

ofGod, raised out ofHis humble state to the dignity of a highest Prophet, Priest and King, shall re-

new the creature and lead it upwards to the highest degree of life in the spirit.

6. The scheme of the book is as follows

:

I. THE THREEFOLD INTRODUCTION.

a. The First Introduction, chap. i.

b. The Second Introduction, chaps, ii.—v.

& The Third Introduction, chap. vi.
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I 3. LITEBABY PEBFOBMANCE AND THE BOOK OF THE PBOPHETS. 11

H. PART FIRST, vii.—xxxlx.

1. FIBST SUBDIVISION. CHAPS. VII.—XII.

Israel's relation to Assyria, the representative of the world-power in general, described

in its ruinous beginning and its blessed end.

A.—The prophetic perspective of the time of Ahas, chap. vii. 1—ix. 6.

1. The prophecy of Immanuel the son of a Virgin, chap. vii. 1-25.

2. Isaiah giving the whole nation a sign by the birth of his son Maher-shalal-hash-

baz, chap. viii. 1-4.

& Additions:

a. The despisers of Siloah shall be punished by the waters of Euphrates,

chap. viii. 6-8.

b. Threatening call to those that conspire against Jadah, and to those that

fear the conspirators, chap. viii. 9-15.

c The testament of the Prophet to his disciples, chap. viii. 16—ix. 6.

B.—Threatening of judgment to be accomplished by Assyria, directed against the Israel of

the Ten Tribes, chap. ix. 7—x. 4.

C—Assyria's destruction Israel's salvation, chap. x. 6—xiL 6\

1. Woe against Assyria, chap. x. 5-19.

2. Israel's redemption from Assyria, chap. x. 20-34.

8. Israel's redemption in relation to the Messiah, chap, xi 1—xiL 6.

2. SECOND SUBDIVISION. CHAPS. XHL-XXVU.

The prophecies against foreign nations.

A.—The discourses against individual nations, chaps, xiii.—xxiii.

1. The first prophecy against Babylon, chap. xiii. 1—xiv. 28.

2. Prophecy against Assyria, chap. xiv. 24-27.

8. Against Philistia, chap. xiv. 28-32.

4. Against Moab, chaps, xv., xvi.

5. Against and for Damascus and Ephraim, chap, xvii.

6. Ethiopia now and then again, chap. xviiL

7. Egypt now and then again, chaps, xix., xx.

8. The HbelkiB embUmaticut, containing the second prophecy against Babylon, then

prophecies against Edom, Arabia, Jerusalem and the chamberlain Shebna,

chaps, xxi., xxii.

9. Prophecy against and for Tyre, chap, xxiii.

B.—The finale of the prophecies against the nations : the tibeUu* apocaU/ptieui, chapters

xxiv.—xxvii.

3. THIRD SUBDIVISION. CHAPS. XXVUI.—XXXHI.

Relation of Israel to Assyria in the time of king Heiekiah.

4. POUBTH SUBDIVISION. CHAPS. XXXIV.—XXXV.

The finale of part first

5. FIFTH SUBDIVISION. CHAPS. XXXVI.—XIX IK.

Historical pieces, containing the conclusion of the Assyrian and the preparation for the

Babylon period.

XXX. PART SECOND, Chap*, xt-lxvi.

The entire future of salvation, beginning with the redemption from the Babylonian exile,

concluding with the creation of a new heaven and a new earth.
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12 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROPHET TBATAH.

A.—Cyrus, chape. xL—xlviii.

1. First Discourse The Prologue, the objective and subjective basis of redemption,

chap. xl.

2. Second Discourse. First appearance of the Redeemer from the East, and of the

servant of the Jehovah, and also the first and second use of the prophecy re-

lating to this in proof of the divinity of Jehovah, chap, xli

3. Third Discourse. The third chief figure : The personal servantof Jehovah in the

contrasted features of his appearance, chap. xlii.

4. Fourth Discourse. Redemption or salvation in its entire compass, chap, zliii. 1

—

xliv. 5.

6. Fifth Discourse. Prophecy as a proof of divinity comes to the front and culmi-

nates in the name of Qyrus, chap, xliv, 6-28.

6. Sixth Discourse. The culminating point of the prophecy : Cyrus, and the effect of

his appearance, chap. xlv.

7. Seventh Discourse. The fall of the Babylonian gods, and the gain to Israel's know-

ledge of God that will be derived therefrom, chap. xlvi.

8. Eighth Discourse. The well-deserved and inevitable overthrow of Babylon,

chap, xlvii.

9. Ninth Discourse. Recapitulation and conclusion, chap, xlviii

B.—The personal servant op Jehovah. Chaps, xlix.—lvii.

1. First Discourse. Parallel between the servant of Jehovah and Zion. Both have

a small beginning and a great end, chap. xlix.

2. Second Discourse. The connection between the guilt of Israel and the sufferings of

the servant, and the liberation of the former through faith in the latter, chap. 1.

3. Third Discourse The final redemption of Israel. A dialogue between the Servant

of Jehovah who enters, as if veiled, Israel, Jehovah Himself, and the Pro-

phet, chap. li.

4. Fourth Discourse. The restoration of the city of Jerusalem, chap. lii. 1-12.

5. Fifth Discourse. Golgotha and Scheblimini (sit thou on my right hand), chap. lii.

13—Hii. 12.

6. Sixth Discourse. The new salvation, chap. liv.

7. Seventh Discourse. The new way of appropriating salvation, chap. lv.

8. Eighth Discourse. The moral, social and physical fruits of the new way of salva-

tion, chap. lvi. 1-9.

9. Ninth Discourse. A look at the mournful present, which will not, however, hin-

der the coming of the glorious future, chap. lvi. 10—lvii 21.

C—The new creature. Chaps, lviii.—lxvi.

1. First Discourse. Bridge from the present to the future ; from preaching repent-

ance to preaching glory, chaps, lviii., lix.

2. Second Discourse. The rising of the heavenly sun of life upon Jerusalem, and

the new personal and natural life conditioned thereby, chap. lx.

3. Third Discourse. The personal centre of the revelation of salvation, chap, bd.—
lxiii. 1-6.

4. Fourth Discourse. The Prophet in spirit puts himself in the place of the exiled

church, and bears its cause in prayer before the Lord, chap, lxiii. 7—lxiv. 11.

5. Fifth Discourse. The death and life bringing end-period, chaps. lxv«, lxvi.

i 4. AUTHENTICITY AND INTEGRITY OF THE BOOK.

1. Knobel says of the Isaiah collection there is found in it more that is not genuine than in

any other prophetic book (p. xxvi). The passages ii. 2-4 and xv.-xvi. 12 are not denied to be genu-

ine indeed, but they are said not to be Isaiah's, he having appropriated them from older prophets.

As regards ii. 2-4, this statement is of course correct For Isaiah has in fact, and for good reason,

put a saying of his contemporary and fellow prophet Micah at the head like a light, in order to con-

template in its light the (relative) present of his people. But as regards the prophecy against Moab,
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xv.-xvi. 12> the Prophet himself k is true, designate* it as a word that the Lord once (WD, i. &,

before) spoke against Moab. Bat the words xvi. 13 by no means assert that Isaiah cites the words

of another. Would he not have indicated this more plainly ? Besides the piece is in contents and

form quite like Isaiah. (See Comm. tn toe.). The following passages are said to be decidedly not

genuine: xiii. l~xiv. 23 ; xxi.1-10; xxiv.-xxvii. ; xxxiv.-xxxv. ; xxxvi. l-xxxvii. 20 ; xxxvii.

36-xxxix. 8 ; xL-lxvi Beside these a lew other passages are assailed by individual critics. Thus

chap. xii. is assailed by Ewald (see on the contrary Meiib, Kkobbl, p. 113). Chap, xix. is

partly or entirely so by several expositors (Eichhorn, Bosxnkuellsb, Koppk, Db Wkttx, Gb-

8KNIU8, Hrrzio, on the contrary Knobel, p. 159) ; single parts of chaps, xxviii-xxxiii. by Eich-

hobh (against which see Gbunius L, 2, p. 826) ; chap, xxxiii. by Ewald (against whom see Kno-
bel, p. 273). As these critical objections have been proved groundless even by such men as Gbse-

isnm and Knobel, we will not enter into them here. I will in the commentary itself give the

reasons why I must regard chaps, xiii. 1-xiv. 23; xjri. 1-10; xxiv.-xxvii. ; and xxxiv., xxxv., as

Isaiah's genuine productions. We have already said in j 3 under 4, what is to be thought of

chaps. xxxvi-xxxix.

2. We must give particular attention to chaps. xL-lxvi Since Kofpe and Dosdsblsin (oomp.

Bebtholdt, Einl. p. 1356 sqq.) the majority of commentators have held the opinion that a much
later person than Isaiah the son of Amos wrote these prophecies. The most suppose that this later

person lived in Babylon among the exiles. Only Ewald (Propheten dm A. B. II. p. 403 sqq.

;

Gmek. dm V. I$r. IV. p. 22 sqq. ; 56 sqq., 66, 103, 138) is of the opinion that the * great unnamed/'

as a descendant of those Jews that with Jeremiah varat into Egypt, lived in the latter place. On
the other hand Sedteckx (Der Evangelist dm A* B. 1870) concludes from chap. xL 9, that the author

must have lived in Jerusalem because otherwise the summons " Jerusalem, get thee up into a high

mountain," would have no sense. Duhm (Die Theologie der Propheten, Bonn*, 1875, p. 283), infers

from chap. xlii. 22 that Deutero-Isaiah at least did not live in Babylon, for it hardly went so hard

with the exiles as is there described. As regards the time, although the critics in general maintain

that it was written during the exile, still they differ in details very much. Bebtholdt (Einl., p.

1390) distributes the chapters into four periods : Before and after the invasion, during and after

the siege of Babylon. Gesentub supposes (IL Th. p. 33) that the prophecies originated at the time

when the advance of Cyrus against Babylon awaked in the Hebrews the assured hope of a speedy

deliverance. Still he thinks that the last chapters were written sooner than the earlier ones, in

which is discoursed with so much certainty of the victories of Cyrus. Hrrzio also apportions the

chapters very exactly among the incidents of the Persian-Babylonian war, only he thinks that chap,

xlvii. does not fit into the context chronologically, and that as an independent whole it was incor-

porated later. Beck {Die Oyrojmajan. Weimagungen, p. 16) thinks that all twenty-seven chapters

presuppose the permission of Cyrus to return home. The Prophet only represents what has hap-

pened as revealed by Jehovah in advance, in order that " His contemporaries might regard it, not

as accident, but as proceeding from the decree of God." According to Knobel " the Prophet fol-

lowed attentively the great events, spoke as these and the circumstances they brought about dictated

he should, and wrote up the discourses one after another " (p. 342). And so he maintains that chaps.

xL-xlviii. originated in the time of the first splendid successes of Cyrus ; chaps. xlix.-lxii., however,

he puts in the time when Cyrus began to carry out his plan of subduing the western nations. Chap,

lxii. 1-6 is supposed to refer to the taking of Sardis. The prayer, chap. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 11, and the

answer to it, chapter lxv. are supposed to fall in the period after this event Only in regard

to chapter lxvi. Knobel is undetermined whether it is to be put before the conquest of Ba-

bylon by Cyrus, or in the time after it Seinecke takes again the view-point of Beck : only he

denies that the Prophet prophesied the deliverance by Cyrus. Much rather this is everywhere pre-

supposed. What he does prophesy is the " new salvation/' t. e., a period of great happiness, which

of course can only be realised in the holy land. The entire prophecy is one whole made at one east

If one point of time is fixed, then the time of the composition of the whole is clear. Now it appears,

especially from chap. xli. 2, 3 ; xliv. 25; xlv. 4 sq.; Hi. 11 ; xlix. 22, 23, that the edict of Cyrus

(Esra i. 1 sqq.) had already appeared. After this proclamation, before the start of the first train of

exiles, therefore in ih^ year 536 was the prophecy written.

Most of the critics regard our chapters as the work of a tingle author. Onlv here nnd there a

voice contends for different authors. Bee Augusti, Exeget, Handbueh, p. 24 sqq., Bebtholdt, /• c,

p. 1375 j Eichhorn, PhjpAeten (the list at the close of Vol. IIL,p.686). In regard to chap. lii. IB-
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liii. 12 sq., see our comm. and Schenkel, Stud. u. KriL, 1836, p. 996. Especially Ewald haa felt

that he most assume a plurality of authors. But who may hare been the author or authoro no one
is able to say. The critics are only united in this, that it was not Isaiah, yet they confess that he
must have been a man of great spiritual significance. Ewald has introduced the name " the great

unnamed " (comp. Propk d. A, B. II., p. 403 ; Qetch. d. V. hr. IV., p. 56). It is even confessed

that the so-called Deutero-Isaiah has a great resemblance to the genuine Isaiah. To the question

:

Why then have chape. xi.-lxvi. been ascribed to Isaiah, 8einecke (p. 36) replies by saying, "that
no later Prophet has approached so near the spirit of Isaiah as the author of chap. xL—IxvL ; in
none are found so reproduced his characteristic forms of expression."

3. The reasons urged against Isaiah being the author of part second are the following : 1. Isaiah
lived more than an hundred years before the exile. He has also not once prophesied it But the
author of chaps. xl.-lxvi. lived in the exile. Both the oriental relations in general at the time of

the exile (he even calls Cyrus by name), and the special relations of the exiles are so exactly known
to him, that we must recognize in him an eye-witness and a sharer of those relations. 2. He dis-

tinguishes himself from Isaiah as much by different religious and theocratic-political views, as by
peculiar style and utus loqucndi, 3. Those prophets that lived after Isaiah and before the exile did

not know the chaps. xL-lxvi. 4. According to an old tradition, to which the Talmud testifies, and
to which the German and French Manuscripts conform, the three great Prophets follow in the order,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah. From this is inferred that this arrangement has chronological reasons,

and that Isaiah, on account of the second part having been composed at the end of the exile, was
placed after EzekieL *

In Bkply to the Fibot Objection—a). If it were proved that there is no personal God,

or that this personal God, if there be one, at least never in a direct, supernatural way interfered in the

course of the history of the world, then, of course, Isaiah could never be the author of chaps, xl.-

lxvi. For then there would be no prophecy in a supernatural and miraculous sense. There would

then at best be only an intensified power of presentiment or gift of combination. That is the stand-

point of those who aim, more or less consciously, to be rid of God as mqch as possible, to explain

the world without God, and without God to live merely under the abstract, unalterable laws of na-

ture. There are, therefore, here two fundamental ways of looking at things that are opposed to each

other, and that can never harmonise. All dialectic demonstration is useless here. Of course an

interference without motive and arbitrary on God's part, no one will admit who holds the view-point

of the moderate theism of the Bible. But according to Scripture, over the present, earthly, temporal

order of nature there exists a higher and eternal order. The earthly, temporal order of nature is

characterized by the disharmony of spirit and body. The higher order rests on the harmony of

these. The lower stage must form the transition to th* higher. This is only possible by the latter

entering into the former, partly in order to prepare the judgment on the same, partly to lay in it

the new germs of life. Miracle and prophecy, as in the organism of the history of salvation they

appear authenticated, though they are not the highest, are still the first traces of that super-terrestrial

spiritual power that, on the one hand subdues matter, and on the other, time and space, in order to

make known the divine decree of love, and gradually to realize it. Now among all the men that

divine love employs to this end in the Old Testament, Isaiah occupies the first rank. First he sees

Syria and Ephraim coming against the theocracy, and recognizes at once their harmlessness. As-

syria rises threatening behind them. But soon the Prophet sees that it too will not harm the theoc-

racy, but must itself come to disgrace by the theocracy. Only the third world-power, (Ephraim-

Syria reckoned as the first), that emerges to the view of the Prophet, immediately behind Assyria to

i. «., Babylon, he recognizes as the agent called to execute the next great judgment on the outward

theocracy. Babylon was Nineveh's rival. They had severe conflicts until first Babylon, and then

at length Nineveh fell. Now it is said that Isaiah never predicted Israel's being led into the Baby-

lonian captivity. True enough, this was not his commission. This part of the history of the future

belonged to his successors Zephaniah and Jeremiah. Yet Babylon's destination to effect this was

not unknown to him. For he expresses it chap, xxxix. 6 sq., briefly indeed, but in plain words.

And even if Isaiah were not the author of the original writing from which chaps, xxxvi.-xxxtx.

were taken, still this does not justify us in doubting that he made the statement of which xxxix. 6 sq.

informs us. Without mentioning Babylon, a period of exile is partly presupposed, partly directly

announced to the land and nation in chap. L 27 ; v. 5 sq. ; xiii. 26 sqq. ; vi. 11, 12 ; x. 5 sqq. ; xii.

20 sq. ; xi. 11 ; xxx. 12. And does not Micah (iv. 10), the contemporary of Isaiah, prophesy in
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plain words the transportation to Babylon ? No one that I know of has ever attacked the genuine-

ness of those words of Micah. Could not Isaiah see what Micah saw ? We see therefore that the

Babylonian exile was already in Isaiah's time well known to prophecy as a feet of the future.

But Isaiah's chief commission was to announce the whole great period of salvation, that begins with

the deliverance out of exile and reaches to the end of time. For although Isaiah is not silent in

regard to the judgments that threaten either Israel or the heathen, still the proclamation of salvation

is the proper contents of his discourses. In feet the opening words of xl. 1 especially characterize

the second part as "a book of consolation" (niDHJ IAD see Fuebot, Kan. <L A. T., p. 16). By
this he honors his name pnyH?* ealtu Jovae). The Talmud expresses the difference between the

three great Prophets by saying that the book of Jeremiah is I03"nn rV?D, that of Ezekiel TVCM
Knom rriNDl ica^n, that of Isaiah however KnOHJ rrSo (comp. Fuerst, I c). While the other

Prophets were called more to illumine single parts of the near or remote future, of greater or less

circumference, Isaiah, as the great chief Prophet, stands in the midst and lets the light of his pro-

phetic word fell on the great, wide circumference of the entire future of salvation, which for him
begins with the deliverance from the exile. As the broad river to the narrower branches, as a
grand edifice to the buildings that front and flank it, so is Isaiah's prophecy related to that of the

other prophets. It is, therefore, incorrect to say that Isaiah only lives in the exile, and that his

gaze does not extend beyond the horizon of this period of history. Isaiah is just as conscious that

he prophesies, i. e., that the exile is a thing of the future for him also (comp. xli. 9 ; xlviii. 6, 16

;

lii. 5 ; lvi. 10-lvii. 21 and the coram, in foe), as he is conscious that the period of exile does not

form the limit of his prophetic gaze. In feet he distinguishes most clearly three stages of that future

history that he contemplates. The servant of Jehovah suits neither the time of Cyrus, nor that of

the new creature. It suits only in the time between as the mediation of both. For without the

servant of Jehovah, Israel when returned could not possibly have risen to the grade of the new crea-

ture. One may quite as well insist that the author of chaps, xl.-lxvi. stood under the cross of Christ,

and that he read the writings of Paul, consequently that at least chaps. liL-lv. were written in the

time after Christ, as that this author lived in the exile. For he speaks of the sufferings of the ser-

vant, of the fruits of them, and of the new way of salvation thereby conditioned not less plainly than

he does of the redemption of Israel out of the exile. In feet Duhm (/. c, p. 291) acknowledges that

the view of the Deutero-Ltaiah approaches very near that of Paul. It is objected that the naming
of Cyrus and the description of relations peculiar to the exile (comp. lxiv. 9-11 ; lxiii. 3 6-5 a; lxv.

11, 12, 25 ; lxvi. 36-6 ; lxvi. 17) prove that we have before us specific prediction and not prophecy.

As such things are impossible, only a contemporary of the exile can be the author of xl.-lxvi. This
leads me to the inquiry into the ethical character of genuine prophecy, and then to the other ques-

tion whether chaps, xl.-lxvi. correspond to that distinction between prophecy and prediction that I

have myself asserted.

b. Of course the naming of Cyrus (xliv. 28 ; xlv. 1) must surprise us in the greatest degree.

But let us first notice the connection in which this naming occurs. In the firstEnnead (xl.-xlviii.)

the Prophet has directed his gaze to a double deliverance of his people : to the bodily one out of the

captivity of the exile, and to the spiritual one from the chains of idolatry. He seeks to bring about

the latter by convincing his people of the nothingness of idols and of the sole divinity of Jehovah.

For this purpose he argues thus: Prophecy and fulfilment belong only to the omniscient and
almighty God. It is a test of divinity that idols cannot sustain. I announce to you long before the

punishment of the exile has even begun, that Israel shall be delivered from the same by a prince

that shall bear the name Cyrus. If this prophecy be not fulfilled, then may you doubt the divinity

of Jehovah. But if it be fulfilled, then know that the Lord is God.
Seven times the Prophet presents this syllogism with the greatest emj^asis. He would evi-

dently have men regard this, not as mere rhetorical ornament, but as meant in earnest, and make a
practical test with it. Now let one suppose the author of our chapters to have been a contemporary
of Cyrus, and to have only feigned this prophecy, then it would be but a worthless comedy. This
would-be prophet was then an impostor that blasphemously abused the name of God. For if Cyrus
was already there, and all that Isaiah prophesies of him had already happened, or at least was at

the point of taking place, then that argument wholly lacks foundation. Then Jehovah does not

prophesy, but an impostor pretends to prophesy in His name things that in feet were not future but
past The pretended prophecy, then, would be a product, not of the Holy Spirit, of the Spirit of
truth, but of the spirit of lying. If any would assume that the pretended prophet still meant only
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to Attain a good object by morally objectionable means, that, therefore, his fraud was a pious fraud,

then nothing is gained thereby. A truly pious Israelite could not possibly have been willing to

prop his faith in Jehovah by means which Satan, Jehovah's enemy, uses to gain his ends—by lies!

But a man who is capable of desecrating God's name by gross lies cannot at the same time be inter-

ested to have God's name sanctified. Such a man is an inward contradiction. One is involuntarily

reminded here of the words of Christ : " If Satan cast out Satan, he is divided against himself; how
shall then his kingdom stand 7" (Matt xii. 25 aqq.). And how does this lying procedure agree with

the moral character of our prophecy in general? Every one receives the impression, and the mo-

dern critics themselves cannot ignore it, that there runs through the entire prophecy a spirit of ele-

vated, moral earnestness. Moral effect in the hearer and reader indeed is meant to be the chief aim

of the prophecy. How does Christ agree with Belial? Comp. Stibb, Jaaiah, niohi Pwudo-Iaaiah, p.

xlvi. R A. Lowe, We*9$agung v. Weltgeuhickte, Zurich, 1868, p. 13. It is incomprehensible how a man
like Duebtebbieck (D. Pro. -6a., ein Vortr. Jahrb.f. deuteche TheoL XVIII. 3, p. 386 sqq.) can assert

that the author of xi-lxvi. stood in the midst of the mighty crisis brought about by Cyrus (L c p. 401 ),

and yet at the same time produced the prophecy that is " not only tbe holiest of all of our prophetic

book, but of the entire Old Testament" Can then the author of a fictitious prophecy of Cyrus, seven

times repeated, be at the same time the interpreter of the holiest of all of the divine revelation ?

c But it is objected that still the name Cyrus is quite a special prediction, just as also those

other traits of special exile life that confront us in the last three chapters. But the name Cyrus is

not a name like any other. According to our Prophet's construction, Cyrus stands at the head of the

period of salvation. He represents the great turning point in the history of Israel with which be-

gins the " return " p'tf) of the holy nation. The name of the man that occupied this high and im*

portant position is no subordinate, small incident that one cannot see from a distance. On the con-

trary, this name stands forth so great and illustrious in history, even in profane history, that we
must include it among the great outlines which, according to our statement, can alone be the subject

of prophecy. But were I even mistaken in this view, still only the name Cyrus would need to be

given up. Then we would need to assume that xliv. 28 another word stood in the place of iftO

\

and that xlv. 1 the same word was either simply interpolated (which the construction allows), or

was substituted for another word. We would need then, of course, to grant also that the words

"J33K °]DBfr (xlv. 5), which manifestly presuppose the mention of the name, were inserted by the

interpolator. This would leave untouched the chief thing, the prophecy of the redeemer from the

east. The reproach of lying would not then concern the real author of the prophecy, but only some

uninvited intruder. But although I confess that this point is the most difficult, still I do not believe

that there are material reasons to compel the adoption of this construction.

d. As for the traces of authorship in the exile to be found in the last three chapters, vu. : in

lxiv. 9-11 ; lxv. 3 6-5 a; lxv. 11, 12; lxv. 25; lxvi. 36-6 ; lxvi. 17, they are of three sorts. I must

first say in general, that the last Ennead (IviiL—lxvi.) does not appear to have received its finishing

touches from the hand of the Prophet. Perhaps death arrested him. He seems rather to have left

behind only the materials. At least it must seem strange to us that the matter is not, as in both the

Enneadsthat precede, more arranged in nine distinctly marked discourses. [Comp. below the intro-

duction to chaps. lviii.—lvi.—Tr.]. This very condition of the original text invited and facilitated

the work of an interpolator. Now, as I have said, I find three sorts of such interpolations. In re-

gard to the first sort, I must primarily recall the foot that to the request of the people that the Lord
would even remember that aU Israelites are His people (lxiii. 7-lxiv. 9) the reply is made: neither

all Israelites shall be saved, nor shall all be rejected (lxv.). The Prophet intimates by this, that in

the time when the redemption will begin, . e., at the end of the exile, a division shall be effected.

And this division actuary took place when Cyrus gave the permission to return. The contrast Be-

tween the apostates and the firithful Israelites ww» distinctly marked. The original contents of the last

three chapters offered a fitting opportunity for the expression of those sentiments that the latter felt to-

ward the former in consequence of that contrast Hence we find in these chapters those passages that

have so specific a coloring from the exile, which, of course, if they were genuine, mustbe construed as

the most specific prediction. Such are lxv. 8 6-5 a; 11,12; lxvi. 3 6-6; lxvi 17. A second sort of in-

terpolation I find in the passage lxiv. 9-11. Here the condition ofthe Holy Land and ofthe Holy City

are spoken of in a way that shows that the sacred places must already have lain waste when these

words were written. A third interpolation of still another sort I find in lxv. 26. Here an earlier say-

ing of the Prophet (comp. xi. 6-9) is abruptly repeated. For particulars see the comm. in foe.
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Regarding parages of the first sort : on the one hand they contain such exact details relative

to Babylonian idolatry, and on the other* party sentiment finds in them such intense, fresh and

lively expression, that some hare supposed the Prophet has wholly translated himself here into the

exile life, and saw it as plainly as his own actual present time, while others, who deny the possi-

bility of such translation into the future, maintain that the passages in question were composed by

one living in the exile. I share neither of these views. It was no affair of prophecy to observe the

special traits of the future; it was no afiair of Isaiah's to furnish "Scenes of exile life." On the

other hand the great mass of xl-lxvi. axe so unmistakably genuine prophecy, in tact the crown of

all Old Testament prophecy, that we can ascribe them to no other than to the king among the pro-

phets, to Isaiah. If now single passages in the last chapters bear undoubted marks of originating

in the exile, then they must be later additions to the original writing of Isaiah. This applies also

to passages of the second and third sort Even Knobkl and Dixbtbl, who, for the sake of making

the whole out to be not genuine, will admit no interpolations, are still inclined to explain lxv. 25 as

" a disconnected addition." And lxvi. 3 6-6 is manifestly an interpolation, interrupting the con-

nection, and occasioned by a misunderstanding of what precedes. But if one interpolation occurs,

may there not be several, even though the seam in every case is not equally noticeable? I have

distinctly declared lxiv.9-11; lxv. 3 6-6 a; 11,12; 25; lxvi. 36-6; 17 to be interpolations. I

confess however that I hold these to be only the ones most plainly recognisable as such. As re-

marked above, the Prophet seems to me to have left the last Ennead in a form not completely

wrought out Precisely hereby some later person, was moved to put a finishing touch to it What
is most probable is that the final editor of the work did this. Thus it may be that we possess the

last chapters only in a form more or less wrought over. What is the boundary between the work
of the Prophet and that of the reviser, is likely never to be made out*

• No one win follow the Author in admitting interpolations, nnlesa first entangled by the criterion, he sets op
(end of 1 2) as the mark of genuine prophecy. In a distant view one obserres general outlines, but not details.

Prophecy is viewing at a distance. Hence prophecy in general will never meddle with special prediction. Where
the latter occurs it is only a seeming detail, while in fact, properly understood, it belongs to the grand outline,

4. p., the naming of Gyrus—or if not, then it must be suspected as an interpolation. Such is the canon the Author
adopts. Is this self-evident ? It will not appear so to multitudes. Is it proved by the mere analogy of viewing a
city or mountain at a distance ? One must not be betrayed by so shallow a fallacy. An exact statement of the
nature of prophesying, we see, involves the question : does prophecy mod lie with details ? This cannot be settled

by any aprioral dictum: norby an analogy drawn from some totally different sphere. It can only be settled by
observing the facts : have we or have we not examples of such prediction. If the Author has nothing but his canon
to oppose to the passage in question, then we accept the passage as genuine, and must simply reverse his canon.

It seems that he has something additional. It is this: chap. IviiL-lxvi, depart from the fundamental number
three, and though we have nine ohapters, we have only five discourses. Nine discourses are demanded for the

sake of consistency. This abnormity opens the door to many things, among others to a reasonable account of

the supposed interpolations. The reflecting reader will see that by that door will come In more than the Author
himself would welcome. In fact nothing remains certainly the genuine production of Isaiah. For as Da. Na»
oxlsbach says above. u It will perhaps never be wholly made out where is the boundary between the work of the

Prophet and that of the reviser.** In such uncertainty, each will draw the line to suit himself.

Only those will be entangled in this quandary that share the Author's fancy for an exact and lucid scheme of

the entire book, or rather, who is captivated by his particular scheme. But most students will agree with Da. J. A.

Auxajtdmm (Introduction to his Commentary, VoL I. p. 76, Ed. 1875) who thus remarks on the arrangement of

Haxvxbxicx who follows Rucxxbt, and to which our Author's bears resemblance :
*• As an aid to memory, and a

basis of convenient distribution, this hypothesis may be adopted without injury, but not as implying that the

book consists of three independent parts, or that any one of the proposed divisions can be satisfactorily inter*

preted apart from the others. The greater pains taken to demonstrate such a structure, the more forced and
artificial must the exposition become: and it is best to regard this ingenious idea of Ruckbrt, as an aesthetic

decoration rather than an exegetical expedient After carefully comparing all the methods of division and ar-

rangement which have come to my knowledge, I am clearly of the opinion that in this part of Scripture, more
perhaps than in any other, the evil to be shunned is not so much defect as excels ; that the book is not only a
continued, but a desultory composition; that although there is a sensible progression in the whole from the be-

ginning to the end, It cannot be distinctly traced in every minor part, being often interrupted and obscured by
retrocessions and resumptions, which, though governed by a natural association in each case, are not reducible

to a system.**

To recur to the Author's analogy of a distant view ofa city : the parallel between that and prophetic prospect

cannot be exact A man on the street of that distant city, must not necessarily be like a man in the imperial

city the Prophet sees far off in the future. Conversation at the gate of that city far off in the vista, must not be
like the discourse of men in that city the Prophet sees. In a moral and historical survey, things seemingly

minute by common measures, rise into great prominence. Jenny Geddes and her stool in St. Giles Cathedral

Church of Edinburg, in 1637, and the masqueraders of the Boston harbor Tea party, are such to us in the distant

survey of the past No one charges the historian with an unphilosophical attention to minute details that takes
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Reply to the second objection, a. It is Mid that there exists between Isaiah and the au-

thor of these chapters " a great diversity of spirit and of views." Let us contemplate these reputed

diversities as they are specified in the latest edition of Knobkl'sCommentary as revised by Diebtkl.

first, the author is thought to cherish the most transcendent hopes in regard to the return home:

xli. 18 sq. ; xliii 19 sq. ; xlviii 21 ; xlix. 10 sq. These passages, promise all of them to those re-

turning abundance of water, and have more or less direct relation to Exod. xvii 6 (oomp. especially

xlviii. 21). No one is justified in saying that the author would have them understood literally with

reference to the return-way out of the exile. But if at the same time he had in mind a second re-

turn, lying still in the remote future, then we must wait for the future to show us whether the ex-

pectations regarding it are superabounding. They are by no means more so than what Isaiah says

of the same return xi. 15, where he speaks of the drying up of the Bed sea, and of the smiting the

Euphrates into seven shallow brooks. To the same transcendent expectations are thought to belong,

what the author says of the new heaven and new earth (li. 6 ; lxv. 17 ; IxvL 22 ; be 19 sq.), of the

splendor and riches of the new Jerusalem (liv. 12 ; lx. 1 sqq.; lxvi. 12), of the great age of the Jews

that may be looked for (lxv. 20) and of their relation to the heathen (xlix. 22 sq. ; lx. 9, 10, 12;

lxi. 5 sq. ; liii. 11). All this is thought to be foreign to the more natural sense of Isaiah. But do

not the germs of all this lie already in the first eleven chapters of the book ? We have shown

already above, that the principle of the world's renewal is expressed in passages like ii 2 sqq. ; iv.

2 sqq., (see also commentary on the " HDV iv. 2). Can anything more glorious be said of the Zion

of the future than is said ii. 3 ; xi. 9 ? Is not the great age spoken of lxv. 20, a consequence of the

same new, higher principle of life, of whose operation in the impersonal creature xi. 6 sqq., speaks?

Finally, what is said about the relation of Israel to the heathen in the passages named, has after all

its root in what the Prophet has already expressed ii 2 sqq. ; ix. 2 sqq. 7 ; xi 10 sqq.

—

Kvobel
urges further, that calling Judah and Jerusalem a sanctuary (xlviii 2; lii 1 ; lxiii. 18 ; lxiv. 9 (10)

attests the later period. It is true that the expression Chpn Tft beside xlviii 2; lii 1, occurs only

Dan. ix. 24 ; Neh. xi 1, 18. Yet the expression is so natural and has so little that is specific in it,

that one can only treat its unfrequent occurrence in the literature as accidental. It is strange that

it occurs so seldom in general, thus the weight of the feet is lessened, when it is noticed that it ap-

pears in Isaiah for the first in part second. If he did not invent the expression, still he is the first

from whom we have a writing that contains the expression. As regards lxiii. 18 ; lxiv. 9 (10) see

above d—It is urged that the importance attached to the observance of the Sabbath points to a

later period (lvi 2 sqq. ; lviii 13). If now it must be admitted that neither in the historical nor

in the prophetio books of the older period, is found frequent mention of the Sabbath, still the insti-

tution was known and recognized by them as ancient and holy (see Amos viii. 6 ; 2 Kings iv. 23,

comp. ScmiijTZyAItUML TheoL I. p. 216). But like the most of the commandments of the law, it

was badly observed by idolatrous Israel. In lvi and lviii. Isaiah presents in prospect, a time in

which the new way of salvation spoken of in liv. and lv., will bring forth its glorious fruits. Shall

we wonder then if the Prophet among these fruits makes especially prominent the sanctifying of the

Sabbatb, since in fact this was the most patent sign of the universal reign of the worship of Jehovah

and of the overthrow of idolatry ? Representations of God, as one that troubles Himself very little

about the earth, as they appear in xi 27; xlviilO; xlix. 14; lvii 15, are said to occur only in

note of such things. In bis prospect they are prominences and belong to the grand outline. It is this that af-

fords the proper analogy for prophetio surreys of the future. And this shows that the distinction made in the

Author's canon between prophecy and prediction, and grand outline and details is illusory, and results from

pressing an analogy between things unlike. We may agree that prophecy will deal only in general outline. But

whateyer the Prophet sees and depicts, belongs to this outline and is a prominence in his prospect, however in-

significant and unobsenrable it may be to other ways of seeing. And such are the things represented in those

texts, which the Author would surrender as interpolations. This leaves prediction and prophecy absolutely

synonymous in that respect wherein the Author attempts a distinction.

It may be added that the Author's chief reason for admitting the notion of Interpolations, maybe turned

against his scheme of the contents of the book of Isaiah. If the departure from the rule of three, i. a, from the

nine discourses, be suoh palpable proof that chapters lviit-lxvi., were left incomplete by the Prophet, this defect

would have been as evident to the final editor as to modern commentators, and must have appeared equally im-

portant. If suoh an editor dared to tamper with the text at all in the way of giving it polish and completeness,

his first care would be to carry out this rule of three, and furnish the arrangement Into nine discourses, accord-

ing to the Prophet's (supposed) original intent. But there is no evldenoe that suoh an arrangement was re-

quired for completeness and finish, and thus the Author's reason for thinking Isaiah left his composition un-

finished is imaginary.—Taj.
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the later books of the Old Testament. But, not to mention other passages like Pa, ix. 19 ; z. 1

;

xiiL 2, is not this representation found rrix. 15 sq., which is admitted to be Isaiah's ? What, more-

over, is to be said, when Kjcobel explains the controverting of idols with reasons, and the apology

for Jahve as the sole God (xl. 12 sqq. ; xlL 21 sqq. ; xliii 9 sqq. ; xliv. 6 sqq. ; xlv. 11 sqq. ; xlvi.

1 sqq. ; xlviii. 8 sqq.), and the proof of Jahve's divinity from prophecy and fulfilment (xlL 21

sqq. ; xliiL 9 sqq. ; xliv. 7 sq. ; xlv. 19, 21 ; xlvi. 10 ; xlviii 8 sqq.), the servant of Jahve (Hi 18

sqq.), and the representation of a representative endurance of punishment (liii 4 sqq. ; lvii 1) to

be "favorite subjects" of the author's that do not appear in Isaiah? We shall show below, that

the dialectics with which the Prophet enters the lists against idols and for Jehovah, and which are

found already in the germ ii 20 ; xxx. 22 ; xxxi. 7, by no means pertain to a mere pet theme that

involuntarily comes uppermost, but that, in the passages named, it quite accords with the practical

tendency to wholly deKver from the bonds of idolatry the nation that at the end of the exile would

be ripe for this. The servant of Jehovah is just as little a mere pet theme. This notion in all cir-

cumstances stands stn generis. If Isaiah is not the author of chapters xL-lxvi., then the " TAP is

peculiar to this author, for no where else does it appear. But just in the recognised genuine pas-

sages of Isaiah are to be found the germs also of this conception. Such is the HD$ iv. 2; very espe-

cially however the *•£ JHJO *>pfl xi 1, to which passage manifest reference is had liii. 2. To this

may be added, that the word JJtt, beside xi. 1, occurs only xl. 24 and Job xiv. 8. A representa-

tive endurance of punishment lies at the foundation of the entire sacrificial worship (comp. liii 7),

and that the idea was taken up into the national consciousness, and further developed is proved by

expressions like that of Micah, Isaiah's contemporary, who, vi. 7, speaks of the giving of the first

born son as an atoning sacrifice. Must, therefore, this idea have been foreign to Isaiah ? Must it

point to the period of the exile ? And must Isaiah necessarily speak of it before he proceeded to

make his prophetic sketch of the " "Ojf ? Finally it is urged as a discrepancy that our author

looks for a theocracy without a king, whereas Isaiah will not do without a king (ix. 5 (6) ; xi. 1

;

xxxii 1 ; xxxiii. 17). It is true indeed that in our chapters the promised redeemer is never called

king. Manifestly the author avoids the word, but be has the tubetanee. For royal works and royal

honors are in richest measure attributed to this Redeemer. It is said of Him that Hie will set up
justice and law on earth (xlii. 4; li. 4), and will judge the people (li 5 ; lxiii 1-6). He will also

be light and salvation to the heathen, (xlix. 6), all kings of the heathen will pay Him homage as

the prince and commander of the nations (lv. 4 sqq. ; xlix. 7 ; lx. 2 sq., 10 sqq. ; lii. 15 ; liii. 12.

Comp. Ixi. 2-5 and the commentary). One must wonder that He, who will be over all kings, does

not Himself receive the royal title. But just in this seems to lie also the solution of the riddle.

The title "]7D appeared to the Prophet too inferior, too liable to misconstruction. One might have

supposed the redeemer would be only a king of the same genus as the others, only, perhaps, a higher

species of this genus. But the Prophet knows that this TJ3, as he calls Him lv. 4, will be toio genere

different from all other kings. He will even be, on the one hand, as the despised servant, (seem-

ingly) low beneath them, and on the other, by reason of the extent, power and glory of His king-

dom, immeasurably high above them. So that one may say : the title "pD appeared to the Prophet

to suit neither the lowliness nor the highness of the servant.

6. As regards style and the use of words, it is indeed acknowledged that our author has in these

respects great resemblance to Isaiah. Knobel says : " The author writes, indeed, like Isaiah, very

enthusiastically, fervently and lively, but much more flowingly and smoothly, also more broadly and

more diffuse." Fubbot (OescL <L bibl. LiU II. p. 648) says of the Unnamed, that He " occupies the

highest position among the later prophets as a classic'
1 This saying is properly a contradiction

;

for classic writing is found only in the period ofthe splendor of a language, not among the epigonoi.

Fuebot involuntarily gives us to understand that the chapters xl—lxvi. belong still to the classic pro-

ductions of Hebrew literature. Umbrett also (in Hebz., 22. Encycl. VI. p. 518) says : * If the son

of Amos were really the author also of the later books, then, not only in respect to form, but also

in the perfection of the prophetic spirit ... he attained the highest pinnacle." And on the next

page he calls the author of chapters xl.-lxvi. u Isaiah risen again in a new body of the spirit.
1'

Therefore we find here again the admission, that chapters xl.-lvi, in respect to the "form" or
41 body," belong to the grandest productions of the Hebrew spirit. And this writing, to which men
cannotRefuse the reputation of a classic even as to form, must still have originated, not in the classic

period, but in a period when Hebrew was just at the point of disappearing as a living tongue? The
Psalms of the exile, Haggai, Zechariah, Ezra, Daniel, Chronicles would be the books which, in
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point of time, would stand nearest oar chapters. Yet what a difference between those and these in

respect to the character ofthe language in general. Contrasted with this great difference, the relatively

few singularities that are urged in favor of the exile origin of our chapters cannot be regarded. If

we consider how many-sided the spirit of Isaiah is, and how he knowB how to fit the form to the

contents, we cannot wonder if he uses up the entire store of words at his command, and therefore at

times draws from popular speech, from kindred dialects and even from foreign languages, and here

and there allows himself to diverge from the normal modes of expression with a rhetorical art,

whose fineness we are not always in condition to appreciate. Doubtless, too, many an expression

that occurs only In later writers is to be referred to Isaiah as its source. To this is to be added

that Isaiah no doubt wrote our chapters in the latest period of his life, that therefore a period of

forty or more years, perhaps, separate his latest and earliest literary productions, and that the, in

many respects, new contents naturally conditioned a corresponding new form. Ewald says of the

genuine Isaiah : "As the subject requires, he has easily at command every sort of speech and every

change of representation, and that establishes his greatness, and also in general is one of his most

prominent advantages." (Proph. d. A. B. I. p. 173, comp. Hengstenbebo, ChristoL H. p. 213).

And yet, regardless of this recognized peculiarity of Isaiah, and spite of the existing relationship

in respect to form so recognized, men will deny that chapters xl.-lxvi., are Isaiah's 1 I would add

still further, that much that is urged as proof of difference is to be put to the account of the few in-

terpolations that I think I must assume (see the commentary). Thus I might be held excused from

entering upon the consideration of the several points that are urged in regard to style and language.

Yet I will investigate a few of these points by way of example, in order to show how little reliable

the critical results are. Thus Knobel urges that the author frequently doubles words for the sake

of emphasis, i. e., applies the rhetorical figure of anadiplosis or epanalepsis. He quotes in proof

xl. 1 ; xli. 27 ; xliii. 11, 26 ; xlviii. 11, 15; li. 9, 12, 17 ; Hi. 1, 11; lvii. 6, 14, 19; brii. 10; lxv. 1.

But this form of speech occurs not seldom in the passages recognized as genuine : viii. 9 ; xviii. 2,

7 ; xxi. 11 ; xxviii. 10, 13; xxix. 1. If we add to this that it appears also in the assailed passages

of part first (xv. 1 ; xxi. 9 ; xxiv. 16 ; xxv. 1 ; xxvi. 3, 5, 15 ; xxvii. 5 ; xxxviii. 11, 17, 19), we
can only say that it is, after all, a peculiarity of our Prophet that answers to the liveliness of his

spirit.

In these chapters are found "a great many expressions that occur only in them, or at least only

in the later books beside, and that for the most part need to be explained from the Aramaic," says

Knobel (p. 335). As regards the many &raf Xeyd/uva, they furnish no proof in themselves. For

even in the unassailed passages such are found in great number. Their use is to be explained by

this, that the Prophet completely commanded the entire vocabulary of his language, and hence, for

the more fitting expression of some turns of thought, drew from some province of language not

otherwise known to us. If many such expressions occur only once in Isaiah, and are found beside

only in later writers, it ought first to be proved that the latter did not borrow from Isaiah. Regard-

ing the statement that these expressions must for the most part be explained from the Aramaic, it

must be remembered that in very many instances the etymology is doubtful. Beside, it is quite

possible that the root of the words in question received in the Aramaic branch of the language a

stronger, in the Hebrew a weaker development But, as has been said, Isaiah used less frequent

words, and forms of language and discourse, as he needed them. The commentary offers the proof of

all this. The word D^JD (xli. 25), which Knobel says is Persian, is now most conclusively proved

to be Assyrian (comp. Schbadeb, Die Keilinschriften u. d. A. T. p. 254, 32 ; 270, 15 ; 279, 6). For

the rest we refer to the List prepared by me with great pains, and to be found at the close

of the volume. It offers a convenient survey of the vocabulary of chapters xL-lxvi. It may be

seen there what words and word forms (and to some extent, turns of expression) occur in both parts,

and what in only part second, and what are absolute or relative £to£ Tieydntva. This collection

contains all the words that occur, excepting such words as can properly mark no characteristic dif-

ference. By this means I have put a considerable weight into the scale of criticism. But, on the

one hand, this exacts the scientific rule of debate, which forbids arguing ex dubiis. On the other

hand this disadvantage is more than balanced by the advantage that the result, which, as it seems

to me, favors the authenticity of chapters xl.-lvi., may be recognized as all the more assured. It is

true that from this arrangement of the survey it also becomes plain that several of the controverted

passages of part first, expressly xxxiv.-xxxv., are very nearly related to the chapters xL-lxvi., be-

longing, as they doubtless do, to the same period of the Prophet's life. I would add that the oollec-
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tion in bo far gives an unsatisfactory representation, that, though it showB where each word ocean
in Isaiah, it does not show where it is to be found beside ; therefore, especially, it does not appear

in it whether a word belongs to the older or more recent period of the language. 8pace did not al-

low me to embrace this feature in the collection : yet the commentary makes up as much as possible

what is wanting. The sum of the matter is : it will appear from the comparison that chapters xl.-

lxvi, do indeed diner considerably in language from the passages of Isaiah that are recognised as

genuine ; but that still that there is so much that is common to both, that these differences afford

no satisfactory reasons for denying Isaiah's authorship of the chapters in question. I may be

charged with inconsistency because, in reference to the genuineness of Lamentations, I attached such

considerable weight to singularities of language as proving that Lamentations had not Jeremiah for

their author, whereas I do otherwise in reference to Isa. xL-lxvi. But, apart from the fact that the

differences in language in the case of Isa. xl.—lxvi., seem to me less than those observed in the case

of Lamentations, I am of the opinion that Isa. xl.-lvi., a$ a whole must be acknowledged to be as

decidedly like Isaiah in character, as the Lamentations taken as a whole are unlike Jeremiah.

When I make the above admission of general difference between the first and second parts of Isaiah,

I must still emphasise here, that the first chapter of our book, u e., the first introduction, forms a re-

markable exception. For this chapter has plain traces of relationship to chapters xl.-lxvi. Now
no one doubts the genuineness of chap. i. But if that is acknowledged, then, presupposing that re-

lationship, one must decide in favor of the genuineness of xl.-lxvi. That such a relationship act-

ually exists may be seen from the following comparison, in which are enumerated those expressions

that occur only in chap. i. and xl.-lxvi. (or in the contemporaneous chapters of part first, that are

likewise pronounced not genuine).

V3K i. 24-xlix. 26; lx. 16.

3Hfc i 23-xli 8; lvi. 10; lxL 8; lxvi. 10.

try? Terebinths i 29—IviL 5 ; lxi. 3.

&T* Rams i. 11—xxxiv. 6 ; lx. 7.

*VI i 3—(xvi 8); xli 15; 1. 8.

*jl? **• L 12—xl. 20; xli. 12, 17; xlv. 19; li. 1; lxv. 1.

|W n3 L 8 ;—(xvi. 1) ; xxxvii. 22; lii 2; lxii. 11.

Wj i, xxix. 80—lxi. 11 ; lxv. 3; lxvi 17.

tn Sing. i 11—(xv. 9); xxxiv. 3, 6, 7 ; xlix. 26; lix. 8, 7; lxvi 1
J3\3nn L 3-xiv. 16; xliii 18; lii. 15.

"OH i. 28—xliv. 11.

«hh L 13, 14-xlvii 13; lxvi 23.

KOn Kal. i. 4—xlii. 22; xliii. 27; bdv. 4; lxv. 20.

ym i 11—xxxiv. 6, 7 ; xliii. 24; be 16.

*SjJ L 5-xxxviii 9; liii 8, 4> 10.

T?n i. 29—xliv. 9; liii. 2.

fen ill—xiiL17; xlii. 21.

•>WJ i. 29—xxiv. 23.

»0 i 19-briii. 7 ; lxv. 14.

H33 i. 31—xxxiv. 10; xlii. 8; xliii. 17; lxvi 24.

Ill " *B *3 i 2, 20—xi 6; lviii 14.

rm) Niph. i 14-(xvi 12) ; xlvii 18.

OTO Niph. i 24-lvii. 6.

TO} Hoph. i 5—liii 4.

»3& subst i 22-100 yerb lvi. 12.

mrr xj; 1 4, 28—lxv. n.
lb? i 11—xl. 16 ; xliii. 23 ; lvi. 7 ; lxi &
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nty i. 30—xxvii. 8; xxxiv. 4; lxiv. 5.

dSj; Hiph. i. 16—Hithp. lviii. 7.

fenf K. i- 15—xxv. 11 ; lxv. 2.

ytiB l 2, 28;—xliii 27; xlvi.8; xlviii. 8; liii. 12; lix. 13; lxvi. 24.

*>5V i. 18-1L 8.

«l5y i. 26-xl. 19 ; xli. 7 ; xlvi. 6; xlviii. 10.

mffin i. 26—Hi. 4 ; lx. 9 ; lxv. 7.

31 i. 11—xxxvii. 24; xlvii. 9, 12, 13; lvii. 10; bdii. 1,7.

HJ"} Imperf. Hiph. i. 15-xL 29 ; li. 2 ; lv. 7 ; lvii. 9.

3^ i. 23—xxxiv. 8; xli. 11, 21 ; lviii. 4.

Wfr L 14-lx. 16 ; lxi 8; lxvi. 6.

V$ L 7—xliv. 16, 19; xlvii. 14.

D^tf i. 27—lix. 20.

natf i. 13—lvi. 2, 6; lviii. 13 ; lxvi. 23.

jStf L 18—lv. 10.

jfyR &$>** riJ?S>n) i. 18—xiv. 11; xli. 14; lxvi 24
H3#ta i. 13—xli. 24; xliv. 19.

Hjan i. 16—xxxvii. 4 ; xxxviii. 6 ; lvL 7.

Of course this list oners primarily only dry words and figures. But whoever examines closely

will see that very characteristic traits are represented by them. Thus it is certainly not an accident

that the expressions D'S'K and rta, found in the reproofs addressed to the idolatrous nation still in

exile, occur again only in chap. i. The D'3tf are mentioned L 27 only in the same connection as in

lix. 20, %. e^ in connection with the idea of the restoration of law and justice. What meaning the
"

3?|J
has in xl.—lxvi. will appear below. Can it be an accident that this conception occurs only

i. 4, 28 and lxv. 11? Just as little as the use of P&B noted in the foregoing list The notion

nifeftn plays a great part in these chapters.'
1 How does it happen that it is only mentioned beside in

i. 26 ? Nothing is said in the whole book of rotf and CftH except at the beginning and end, as

noted above. The same is the case with 131 « 'A O, with |V* ro, with tf$X KDH, 3H3, HhSj, 31, 3n
and all the modes of expression cited above. It is incontestible that the Prophet in chap. i. accords

in many ways precisely with the sphere of thoughts in which he had moved in chaps. xL—lxvi.
And that agrees admirably with the view, in which we have followed Drechsler and others, that

chap. i. was exactly the last piece written. For in that case it is quite natural that in this piece

numerous agreements should appear with the final parts of the work just completed. And how 7erj

exactly the words i. 7-9 correspond to the situation of the land under Hesekiah, when the king of

the land was isolated and shut up in his capital * like a bird in its cagef How admirably, too, it

suits the grand, threefold entrance, that the author had before him in its chief substance the whole

of his great work 1

Reply to Objection Three.—Jer. xxvi. is cited as proof that the prophets who prophesied

after Isaiah and before the exile did not know the chaps. xL—lxvi. It is said that Jeremiah, having

incurred the peril of his life by announcing the destruction of Jerusalem and of the holy places,

would certainly in self-protection have appealed to these chapters had he been acquainted with them.

This is a very weak objection. For, in the first place, what we read Jer. xxvi 4-6 is only the quint-

essence of what he had to announce at that time. Yet even in this quintessence it is intimated that

Jeremiah appealed to existing prophecies. For it is said there : " If ye will not hearken to me, to

walk in my law, which I have set before you, to hearken to the words of my servants the prophets,

whom I sent unto you,—then will I make this house like Bhiloh," etc Who can maintain that

Jeremiah, if he mentioned the prophets that the Lord sent, did not cite also some expression of

theirs ? The summary statement Jer. xxvi. 6 certainly does not exclude this. But if he did so, was

he obliged to quote precisely Isa. xl.—lxvi. ? These chaptera do not even discourse about the de-

struction of Jerusalem and of the temple, but of their restoration. The sole passage that speaks of

the destroyed sanctuaries is briv. 10, 11. But precisely this passage Jeremiah could not quote, see-
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ing that (according to our view) it did not at that time exist. Any way this arguing a tiimiio proves

too much, s*d therefore proTee nothing. For since there cannot be found in Jeremiah xxvi quota-

tions from any other older prophecies that directly predict this destruction, one must conclude with

the same justice that all reputed older prophecies of the sort were not in existence in Jeremiah's

time. Take e. g., Isa. v. 5 sqq. ; vi 11 ; Hos. v. 14 ; Amos ii. 4 sq. ; vi 1 sqq.—Here criticism uses

Jeremiah's silence to draw from it an argument against the genuineness of Isa. xl«—Ixvi. In other

places, where Jeremiah and his fellow-prophets after the time of Isaiah actually quote Isa. xl., lxvi,

criticism will have that it is no quotation from our chapters, but a quotation on the part of the au-

thor of chapters xl.—Ixvi of the passages in question. The passages principally concerned here

are the following :

—

bait
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only when used of the ebb and flow of the tide. The words, in themselves considered, only signify

that God is able by His omnipotence to stir up the sea into mighty heaving waves. This happens

chiefly by storms. For the regular rising of the tide is not necessarily attended with mighty hearing

waves. The reference to the ebb and flow of the tide is put into the words. Thus the words Isa.

li. 15 stand in their original sense, and hence manifestly in their original place (see the comm*, in

he, and also on Jer. xxxi. 36). The words Sdt vh OpBfn Isa. lvii. 20, spoken of the stirred up
sea, are applied in Jer. xlix. 23 to the population of a city set in commotion by bad news. Here,

too, one may see that Jeremiah has only transferred the words, and applied them in quite a special

sense that does not quite agree with their original sound. For in Isa. the wicked are compared to the

never-resting sea that ceaselessly casts up foam and dirt. There the expression *73V vh Dptfn is

quite in place. But may one say that the populace of a city is continually in a commotion such as

bad news occasions ? Therefore Jeremiah characterises a transitory condition with words that pro-

perly and originally can only describe a continuing state. Let us notice also that we find in Zecha-

riah (vii. 7) a very express testimony that our chapters, which he uses in many ways, were composed

by one of the "old prophets" at a time "when Jerusalem was inhabited and prosperous, and the

cities thereof round about her, when men inhabited the south and the plain." See for particulars

the comment on Isa. lviii. 6 sqq.

Reply to Objection Fourth.—It is alleged that in the Talmud Isaiah follows Ezekiel, be-

cause at that time already part second, written at the close of the exile, had been bound to part first,

and both parts indeed were currently received as Isaiah's; yet an obscure hint of Isaiah not being

the author was given by putting the book of two parts after Ezekiel (see Fuebst,D.Kanon des A* T„

p. 16). Eichhobn was the first to use this, and since then it has been continually repeated (see

Gbsexius, I. 1, p. 22 ; HiTZie, p. 475 ; Kxobel, edited by Diebtel, p. XXVIIL, €tc). Accord-

ing to Eiohhorn, the book of Isaiah is an anthology of prophecies, all the authors of which are un-

known, excepting only Isaiah. The book of the twelve minor prophets also he would make out to

be an anthology, but of prophets all of whom are known. Now because the latter anthology con-

tained several names (Zech., Hag., MaL) that were more recent than the most recent in the Isaiah

anthology, this last named was placed before the other, between it and Esekiel. Eichhobn says

this in Part IIL, 2 528 of his Introduction (apd that even in the first edition of 1783). But in Part

I., { 7 he does not seem to have known that the order M
Jer., Esek., Isa." occurs already in the Tal-

mud. He ascribes it to the more recent manuscripts, by which doubtless must be meant the Ger-

man and Gallican ; for the 8panish MSS., like the Masorets, put Isaiah before. But if now Eich-

hobn regards this placing Isaiah after as a change which the Jews made " on account of certain and

unknown causes, often on account of wonderful caprice," may not the same be said of those old Jews

that fancied the order found in the Talmud? Even Vitbtnga (p. 21, «Z. Basil) calls attention to

the fact that, according to the Talmud, Jeremiah wrote the Books of Kings (BabA Batba, 15 a;

Fuebst, Kanon de» A. T., p. 14). And, in fact, Jer. Hi. is nearly identical with 2 Kings xxiv. 18

—xxv. 30. Therefore, because Jeremiah was regarded as the writer of the last book of the pro-

phetae priorc*, his prophetical book was made the first of the prophctat posteriori. Then Isaiah

must be put either between Jer. and Esek., or after Esekiel. The latter was resolved on under

the influence of the fashion of gauging the principal contents of these books then current Re-

proving was thought to be Jeremiah's characteristic (KJ^WTI fH$, totxu in wutatione), Ezekiel's to

be half reproving, half consolatory (KJTOTO HiErib WSllri n#\"?),' Isaiah's to be altogether consola-

tory (KPDH3 nSp). Thus was obtained a very fitting gradation. Isaiah, of coumse, is not wholly

consolatory. But he may be considered "so in the same degree that Jeremiah is considered to be

wholly reproving. Putting Jeremiah and Esekiel together may also have been occasioned by the

fact that they were contemporaries, both prophesied the destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans

and the exile, both were witnesses of the judgment, the end of which Isaiah announced as the be-

ginning of the glorious period of salvation. After all this it may well be regarded as a bold asser-

tion, that the position assigned to the Prophet by talmudic tradition is to be taken as a proof of the

exile authorship of part second. Besides we can refer to a witness that is older than the Talmud,

and easily holds the balance against the latter. That is Jesus Sibach, who in his eakdogu* vtro-

n«m illuttrium (Ecclus. xliv.-l.) enumerates the great prophets in their order: Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Esekiel (Ecclus. xlviii. 17—xlix. 9). He puts the twelve minor prophets as following these (xlix.

10). Of Isaiah in particular he says (xlviii. 22-25) :
" Esekias was strong in the ways of David

Ids father, as Esay the Prophet, who was great and faithful in his vision, (h Spdaei ovrot), had corn-
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mtnded him. In his time the son went backward, and he lengthened the king's life. He saw by

an excellent spirit what should come to pass at the last (ra laxara), and, he comforted them that

mourned in Zion. He showed what should come to pass forever, and secret things or ever they

came." Bj these words the son of Sirach plainly characterizes the different parts of Isaiah's book.

The mention of the bpaatc points to the title pin (i. 1) and perhaps to chap. vi. also. Any way,

the expression bpaetc presupposes part first The mention of the sun turning backwards and the

prolongation of Hesekiah's life, shows that the historical section (xxxvi.-xxxix.) belonged to the

book. The prominent mention of the prophetic distant vision, and of the comforting manifestly

characterises chapters xL-lxvi. It is plainly seen, therefore, that these chapters were regarded at

that time already as belonging to the book of Isaiah, and as his work. In these words of the son

of Sirach, we do not observe in the slightest degree the existence of a tradition that chapters xL-
lxvL were not Isaiah's, which, as is alleged, has left its trace in the talmudio arrangement that as-

signs an after position to Isaiah.

{ 5. LITEBATUBE.

The literature relating to Isaiah is extraordinarily abundant. We will confine ourselves to the

mention of the most considerable works, referring the reader to Geshnius and Rosenmulleb, es-

pecially as regards the older literature up to the middle of the last century.

Of patristic commentaries, the most important are that of Thbodobst (in the edition of Sib-

mond, prepared by Schulze, 1777 Torn, IL), and that of Jeboms (ed. Vat/larhtt, Tom. IV.).

Besides these there are the Woftvfffiara of Eusebius of Caesarea (erf. Montfaucon, Paris, 1706

2 TonU foL) ; a commentary which (probably wrongly) is ascribed to Bashjub the great (Opp. Ba-
Sim M., erf. Gabnieb, Tom. I.) ; the commentary of Cybhx of Alexandria (Opp. ed. Aubebt,
lorn. IL) ; the Ipweia of Chbysostom on chapters L-viiL (Tom. VL, erf Montfaucon) ; the Syrian

commentary of Ephbem Sybus (Opp. erf. AssEMANiand Petb. Bened. Bom., 1740,Tom, IX). PBo-

copiub of Gaza, who lived in the 6th century in Constantinople, begins the list of the writers of

Catenas among the Greeks (Procopu variorum in Ee. proph. commentorwnm epitome, or. et lot. Joh.

Cubtebio, Uderpete, Paris, 1580, FoL).

There exist rabbinical commentaries of Raschi, Aben Esba, David Kimchi, Ababbahel.
As works of Catholic expositors are especially to be mentioned, the comments of the abbot

Joachim, f 1202 (erf. Cologne, 1577). Nikolaus de Ltba (in the PodUlae perpetuae). Thomas
Aquinas (Lyons, 1531). Fbanz Vatablb or Vatablb (in the editions of the Vulgate,
published by Robt. Stephens, 1545, 1547, 1557). Fbanz Fobebius, (Portuguese, Dominican,

1553). Comp. the literary account in Reinxe's Meerian, Weisu, 1859, L, p. 26 sqq.

From the Reformation period are to be mentioned, the exposition of Lutheb (InEe. proph.

sekoHa, ex. D. M. Luthebi, praeUetionibue eoUecta, Viteb., 1534). Calvin (Oommentarii, Genev.,

1562, and often). Zwingli (Oompkmatumee, Turic, 1529 and often). Oeoolamfadids (Hypo-

nmemata, Basil, 1525 and often). Bbenz (Comment. Francof. 1550). Museums (Comment. Basil,

1557 and often).

From the 17th and 18th centuries. The commentaries of the Jesuit Casp. Sanctius (San-

chez, Antw., 1621). Cobn. a Lapidb (Paris, 1621).

On the side of the Reformed [J. Cocoejus : born 1603, died 1669. Prof, at Leyden. His Com-
mentaries and other works were printed at Amsterdam, 1701. 10 vols. FoL]. Hugo Gbotius,An-
notation** in V. T., Paris, 1644. Above all the admirable commentary of Campeoixts Vitbinga,

Prof, in Franeker, died 1722. This commentary is distinguished as much by astounding learning,

penetration and sober sense as by elegance in style and practical warmth. It appeared first in Leu-

warden, 1714 and 1720 in 2 vols. FoL Often printed since (Basil, 1732) and pirated (Herborn,

1713, Tuebingen, 1732). Busching has produced an abbreviated, German edition (Halle, 1749 and

1751), with a preface by Moshexm. Joh. Rambaoh, Prof, in Giessen, has also, in his exposition

of the Proph. Isaiah (Zullichan, 1741). " drawn out in quite a brief form the pith of the work of

Camp. Vitbinga." Here belongs also Robt. Lowth, Bishop of London, " haiah, a new transla-

tion," etc, London, 1778. [American reprint from the tenth £ng. Ed., Boston, 1834]. This com*

mentary appeared in German with additions and remarks by Joh. Benz. Kopps, Prof, in Goet-

tingen, Leipzig, 1779. Against Lowra's critical experiment appeared " Vindtdae textu* hebr. Eea-

joe adv. Lowthi criticam," by Day. Kocheb, Prof, in Bern, 1786 (concerning the latter, see

StudebZnr TextkriHk dee Jeeaja in d. Jahrbb. /. proU Theol. von Hase u. a., 1877, IV., p. 706 sqq.).
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[John Gell, a Baptist minister in London : * An exposition of the Old and New Testament, Lou*
don, 1743-63, 9 parts Fol. ; designed for doctrinal and practical improvement, jet distinguished

from other works of the class by its erudition in a single province, via* talmudic and rabbinical

literature"].

On the Lutheran side we may mention the expositions of Seb. Schmidt, Pro£, in Strassburg

(Hamburg, 1702), Joh. Day. Michaelis, " German translation of the Old Testament, with re-

marksfor the unlearned, Part VIII., Isaiah, Goettingen, 1779." Moldenhaueb, pastor in Ham-
burg (1780). Hezel, Prof., in Giessen and Dorpat (Lemgo, 1784, fifth part of Hmbkl'b Bibet*

werk). HicwzTtKR, Prof„ in Kiel (Hamburg, (1788).

The transition to the 19th century is formed by E. F. K. RosntKUiAEB, Scholia in V. T„ the

third part of which containing Isaiah, appeared in Leipsig, 1791-93, 1810-20,1829-84. The critical

tendency which began already in the 18th century with Koppe, Eichhobh (Introduction to the

Old Testament, I. ed., 1783; [to be found in English], Joh. Chb, Doedeblbth (Esaias, ete

Latine vertit notaeque subjecit, AltorfJ 1775 and often), G. Ebbbh. Gottl. Paxtlub (PhUologische

Ctavis ueber das A. Tn 1793), G. L. Baueb (Scholia in V. T, vols. VIH. and IX., 1794> 1795),

J. Chb. W. Augubti (Eteget. Hdndb. d. A. T. v. HSpfheb, 5 and 6 Stuck, 1799), Ac, was continued

in the 19th Century by Gesentub (D. Proph. Jen. neu uebersettt, 1820. Pkilolog. krUischer %. kisL

Chmm., 1821), Hitzig (D. Proph. Jet* where, u. au&g., 1833), Mauser (Cbmm. gramm. erit in

Y. 21, Vol. L, 1835), Hekdewebk (Dee Proph. Jee. Weiss, chronolog. geordnet, uebersetot u. erkl.,

1838 and 1843), Ewald (die Proph. a\ A. B. L Ausg., 1840), Beck (die cyro-jesajan. Weiee.

oder die Kapp. XL.-LXVL, etc, 1844), Ebnbt Mbieb (D. Proph. Jee. eU., 1860—contains only

chapters i-xxiii.—and Die Proph. BB. d. A. T., uebere. u. erkL, 1863), Knobel (D. Proph. Jee.

erkl. I. Aueg., 1843; 4, heraueg. von Diestel, 1872). In some respects the practical commentary

of Umbbett (I Aueg., 1841, II. Aufl, 1846) belongs here.

From the positive standpoint Isaiah has been expounded by Dbechsler (D. Proph. Jee. ueber-

eetot u. erkL Kapp. i.-xii., 1845; IT. Th. 1. HalfU Kapp. xiiL-xxvii., 1849 ; 2. HaelfU, xxviiL-

xxxix., published from Dbechsleb's remains by Delitzsch and Hahx, 1854; HI. TheU, Kapp.,

xl.-lxvi., prepared by Hahn with a preface by Delitzsch), then by Delitzsch (BM. Kommentar

ueber d. Proph. Jee. II. Ausg., 1869) [published in English by Clark of Edinburgh The chapters

xl.-lxvi., have been expounded alone, from the positive position by Stteb (Jesajae nicht Peeudo=
Jesajae, 1850), in the sense of the modern criticism by Sedtecke (Der Evangelist dee A. T.,

1870).

The Messianic prophecies have been expounded on the part of Protestants by Hengstekbebo,
in his Christology of the Old Testament (I. Ausg. 1829-85, 1. Bd. 2 Haelfle; II., Ausg., 1854-56

;

II., Bd.). [Published in English by Clark, of Edinburg]. On the part of the Roman Catholics,

by Lor. Retnke, Prof., in Minister. The same author published separate treatises on chapters lii.

13-liii. 12, in 1836, chapter ii. 2-4 in 1838, chapters vii. 14-16 in 1848 ; but the other passages in

the book "Die messian Weiss, bei den grossen u. kleinen Prophcten," Qiessen, 1859-62, 5 vols. (vols.

I. and II., contain Isaiah). Apart from the Romish lack of freedom, it is a very learned work, pre-

pared with great thoroughness and care. Other commentaries by catholic theologians will be found

enumerated by Reinke, UI.p. 39 sq., 43 sq. As recently published I will add : Rohxing,D.

Proph. Jee. uebere. u. erkL, 1872 (4. Abth. I. Bd.von "DieheU. SchriflendcsA. T, nach Katholiechen

Prinsipien uebere. u. erkl. von einem Verein befreundeter Faehgenossen). Neteleb, Dae Bueh Jesa-

jas uebere. u. erkl., 1876. By the same author has appeared already in 1870 : Die Oleiderung dee

Bucks Jesajae ale Grundlage seiner ErUaerung. [Dr. KosgE,DieWeies. dee Proph. Jes. Berlin, 1877].

[Works on Isaiah in English of more recent date are: The Book of Isaiah, with a New Transit

Hon and Notes, by the Rev. Albebt Barnes, 8 vols., 8vo, Boston, 1840, and various reprints. TH\e

Earlier Prophecies of Isaiah, by J. A. Ausxaxdeb, D.D., New York, 1846; Later Prophecies, ibid.,

1847 ; both reprinted in Glasgow under the editorship of John Eadie, D. D., 1848 and 1865 ; new

and revised edition, New York, 1875. Isaiah Translated and Explained, an abridgement of the fore-

going, New York, 1851, 12mo, 2 vols. This Commentary of Dr. J. A. Axexandeb ranks all of

English authorship to the present The 8vo edition is valuable as a synopsis of commentaton and of

exposition up to 1848. Dr. Ebexezeb Henderson's Translation and Commentary, London, 1840,

2nd edition, 1857. See also Dr. Kotse's New Translation of the Hebrew Prophets, with Notes, Vol L,

3d edition, Boston, 1867. Commentary on the Book of Isaiah, including a revised English Translatifm^

by the Rev. T. R. Brass, London, 1871.]
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Other works that hare chosen for subjects selected and smaller portions of the Prophet are

:

L' Empebeub D. Is. AbrabanieUs et Mob. Alschechi comm. in Esajac prophetiam tricesimam (cap. Hi.

13—HiL 12), etc.; svbjuncta rrfutotume, etc.; Ludg. Bat, 1631. Day. Binxn: Miscellanea Saera,

jy«>Uining among other thingB a Comm. philolog. criL in Jesajae, cap. liv., Amstelod., 1754. Spon-

sel: Abhandlungen tuber den Propheten Jesajas (kap. i.—xvii.), Nuremberg, 1779. I. Dan Kbui-

osb: Deverisimitlima oraeuU Jes. liL 13—liiL 12 irUerpretandi ration* (Leipzig Univ. Programme),

1809. CTb. Ludw. Akkdt : De toco Jes. capp. xxiv.—xxvii. vindieando et cxplicando, Hamburg,

1826. A. McCaul [of Trinity College, London] : The doctrine and Exposition of the liii. of Isaiah

(German translation, Frankfort a. M., 1854, 6th ed.). Lud. de Gesb : De oraculo in Moabiias Jes.

xt., xtL (Doctor-Dissert.), Utrecht, 1855. Boehl: Vat. Jes. capp. xxiv.—xxvii., Leipzig, 1861.

V. F. Oehleb : DerKnecht Jehovas «m Dcuterojesqja, 1865. S. J. Jakobsson : Immanuel, die Erschr

tinsmg de* Memos in KnechtsgeslaU, Berlin, 1868. Bebnh. Stadb: Delsaiaevaticiniis aethiopicis,

Leipzig, 1873.

On Introduction and Critioism.

—

Pipes: Integritas Jesaiae a recentiorum conations vindi-

cate, Grei&w., 1792. Beckhaub: Ueber die Integretaet der proph. Schrtften dee A. B., Halle, 1798.

Moelleb : De authentia orac Jes. capp. xl.—Ixvi., Havniae, 1825. Kleikebt : Ueber die EchtheU

saemmdicher in dem Buch Jes. enthaltenen Weissagwngen, Berlin, 1829. Caspabi : Beitraege tur Ein-

leitung in das B. Jesaja und twr Qesch. derjesajan. ZeU, Berlin, 1848. Ibid.: Jeremia, etfi Zeuge f. d.

Echtk. von Jes. xxxiv., etc, (in the Zeitschr. f. lath. Theol. u. K^ 1843).

Of practical treatises on Isaiah I mention only such as comprehend the entire book. Veit
Dietrich : Derganee Proph. Jesaiae ausgelegt, alien Christen nuebhvnd troesUieh *tt lesen, Nuremberg,

1548. Nik. Selnecceb: Ausleg. des Proph. Jes^ Leipzig, 1569. Abb. Sculteti: Ooncionum in

Jes* habitant** idea confeeta opera Balth. Tilesii, Hanau, 1609 (the arrangement of the sermons

carried even into details in the Latin). Heine. Bxtlunoeb: 190 homUiae in Esaiam, Tiguri, 1565

and 1576. Bud. Guaxthebus: Archetypi homUiarwn in Esaiam, Tiguri, 1590 (327 homilies).

Des EeangeUsten A. T. Jesaiae Sonn-u. Festagsevangelien, etc, gruendlieh erklart von J. B. Cabpzov,

Leipzig, 1719 (sermons on all Sundays and Feast-days of the Church year, having each a text from

Isaiah corresponding to the Gospel text). Jno. Geo. Leigh (Pastor in Kindelbruecken) : Comment.

(mahftico-^xegctico-porismaHc^ oder
t ezegeUsch^noralische Betrachtongen ueber d. Weiss, des Proph. Jes. 6

Tom. 4, Brunswick, completed 1734 (diffuse, yet full of spirit, a rich treasury of varied learning).

In regard to that theologia prophetica which endeavors to prove that all the loci of dogmatics are

contained in the declarations of the prophets, and which is to be distinguished from the theologia

propheUca that gives information of all that relates to the prophets and to prophecy (see Buddeus
Isagoge in theoL universam, Iipsita 1727, p. 1738 b sqq.), comp. my remarks in the Introduction to

Jeremiah.

Finally I would mention a peculiar poetical treatment of a selection from the prophecies of

Isaiah that has appeared under the title: "Les visions d*Esaie et la nouveUe terre par Eliakim, Rotter-

dam et Leipeie 1854." The author is a Catholic, but he regards Roman Catholicism as an apostacy

from the evangUe primUif, which he proves from the prophecies of Isaiah, by attempting to show that

the doctrines of the Trinity, of the divinity of Christ, and of justification by faith, are contrary to

this gospel. He teaches a sort of transmigration of souls and return to God through successive puri-

fication*

Of recent date 1 mention : J. Diedbich, Der Proph. Jes. Kurs erklartJUr aufmerks. Bibelleser,

Leipsig 1859. By the same : Der Pr. Jes. zu Hausandachten hurt bearbeUct, Hanover 1874. Ren-
heb, Der Pr. Jes, omsgelegt mii Berucksichl. der Wurtemb. Summarien, fltuttg. 1865. Webeb, Der Pr.

Jes. m Btbdstunden ausgdegt., 2 vol., Nordlingen 1875-76.
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

I. THE THREEFOLD INTRODUCTION.

GHAPTKB8 L—VI.

The extent and the grand contents of Isaiah's

prophecies justify the artistic, complex form of
the introduction. It is not merely one gate;

there are three gates that we must pass through in

order to reach the majestic principal edifice of
Isaiah's prophecy. That the entire first six chap-
ters constitute the introduction of the whole book,

jet so that this introduction itself again appears
si threefold, (chap. L, chaps. L—iv., chap, vi.)

becomes plain both from the contents ana from
the form of these chaptera. That chap, i is in-

troduction requires no proof. Both the contents,

which comprehend in grand outlines the entire

past, present and future, and also the title, with
its formal reference, guarantee that. Chaps, ii.

—

v., however, whose connection we shall show
hereafter, have essentially the same contents and
the same title. The same contents; for these

chapters comprehend in general the present and
future. Caspaju has completely demonstrated
how in chaps. L, ii.—iv., v. threatening and pro-

mise have still quite a general character in dis-

tinction from the later prophecies. Compare in

regard to chap. L, Beitr., p. 227 sqq., in regard

to chaps, ii.—iv., p. 283 sqq., in regard to chap,

v., p. 325 sq., 334.

—

Drbohsleb, too, sajs (I. p.

225) : "A certain character of generality attaches

to all the^e chapters (i.—v.). Comp. Delitzsch,

p. 114 sq.—HBNOSTSNBERa, OhrietoL I. p. 484.—
Hjmdkwekk, L p. 64.

As regards the form : it is of the greatest sig-

nificance that chap. ii. bears essentially the same
title at its head as chap i. And this title does

not recur again. This repetition of the title of

chap. L at the head of chap, ii., has occasioned

commentators great trouble. But they were ham-
pered by the strange assumption that onty chap,

l. could be introduction. As soon as we give up
this assumption, we at once recognize the mean-
ing of the title of chap. ii. Thereby it is out-

wardly and right away shown to the reader, that

all which this tide concerns bears the same cha-

racter as chap. L, i. «., that it is also Introduc-

tion.

Jeremiah also has a double introduction; a
fact that escaped my notice when preparing my
commentary on that prophet. For Jer. ii. is also
introduction, because that chapter, like an over-
ture, represents in advance all the principal
thoughts of Jeremiah's prophecy (even the warn-
ing against the expedition into Egypt, vers. 16,
18, 36, 37).

That chap. vi. also bears the character of an
introduction cannot be doubted, and is acknow-
ledged by all expositors. It contains indeed the
call of Isaiah to the prophetic office. But why
does not this history stand at the beginning, like
the story of the call of Jeremiah and Ezekiel ?
This question, too, has given the commentators
great trouble. Many have resorted to the follow-
ing explanation (comp. Caspabi, p. 332) : they
sav chap. vi. contains the account of a second
calling, after Isaiah has been once already called,

but had forfeited the office on account of his
silence about the notorious arbitrary deed of Uz-
ziah (2 Chron. xzvi. 16 sqq.). Others assume
that chap. vi. contains only the call to a special
mission, and to a higher degree of prophecy.
But these are only expedients to which exposi-
tors were driven because they were controlled by
the assumption that only the first chapter can be
introduction. All these and other artful devices
are unnecessary as soon as one knows that chap,
vi. is introduction indeed, yet the third intro-
duction.

But whv does not this stand at the beginning ?
We will hereafter in the exposition show that
Isaiah, unlike Moses, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, did
not decline the divine commission, but rather, to
the Lord's question :

" Whom shall I send," vj.

8, at once boldly replied: "Here am I, send
me. That Isaiah, therefore, not only accepts
the call, but offers himself, is something so extra-
ordinary that one may easily imagine whv he
would not put this narrative at the head of his
book. He had rather prepare the reader for it

:

he would give beforehand proofe of his prophetic
qualification, in order thereby to explain and
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30 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

justify that bold speech. It does not stand oat-

aide by the gate, offering itself at once to every
profane eye, but one must first pass through two
other portals, by which the mind is prepared and
translated into that sentiment which is necessary

in order to understand and appreciate that ex-

alted vision, and the part that Isaiah plays in it.

Jeremiah and Ezekiel were not sensible of the

necessity of preparing in this way for the repre-

sentation of their calling, because they behaved
in respect to the divine calling in quite a normal
way, t. «., declining it The one, Jeremiah, de-

clined in express terms Jer. i. 6; the other, at

least by silence, let himself be so understood,

Ezek. ii. 8.

But why does Isaiah let two doctrinary intro-

ductions, if I may so call them, precede the his-

torical one, whereas Jeremiah follows his histori-

cal introduction by only one doctrinary one, Jer.

ii ? I believe this has a double reason. First:

threatening and promise form the chief contents

of Isaiah's prophecy, as of all prophecy. In
every single prophetic address one or the other

ever preponderates. Either threatening forms
the warp and promise the woofc or the reverse.

So Isaiah would even prelude with two addresses,
of which the first has an undertone of threatening
with which it begins and ends, while the element
of promise is represented only by intermediate
chords,—the second, however, has promise for
undertone, for this 1b represented by the two fun-
damental prophetic lights (ii. 2-4, and iv. 2-6)
in the second introduction. Second : It seems to
me also that the three portals are demanded by
the architectonic symmetry. On the assumption
that these introductions have Isaiah himself for
their author, which so far as I know has never
been disputed, we have therein a strong presump-
tion in favor of the composition of the whole book
by Isaiah (therefore also the second part, xl.—
lxvi.). For a small building one entry is suffi-

cient. A great, comprehensive, complex build-
ing, however, that pretends to artistic complete-
ness, may very well require various graded
approaches that the introduction to the chief
budding may stand in right proportion. Thus
the book of Jeremiah has a twofold introduction,
but the book of Isaiah, which is still grander, ana
more comprehensive, and altogether more artistic

even down to minutiae, has a threefold entrance.

A. THE FIRST INTRODUCTION.

Ohafteb I.

As regards the time of the composition of this

section, it seems to me all depends on the ques-

tion : was Isaiah prompted to utter this prophecy
by a definite historical transaction that demands
his prophetic guidance? No such transaction

appears. Expositors on the contrary recognize

the chapter to be of a general character. Comp.
the complete proof in Drechsleb I. p. 93 sq.

If, therefore, the address was not composed for a
definite historical event according to which it

must be understood ; if it is rather meant to be
only an introduction to the whole book, then the

time of its origin is in itself a matter of indiffer-

ence. But it is probable that Isaiah wrote the

address at the time he began to put his book to-

gether, or when he had completed it This does

not exclude the possibility that some important
events are reflected in the address. And such is

really the case. The verses 7-9 and especially

ver. 8, are so specific in their contents that one

must say : the prophet describes here his personal

experience, and in fact a present one (comp. the

exposition).

Now, during Isaiah's life time. Jerusalem was

only twice hard pressed by enemies in its imme-

diate neighborhood : once in the war with Syria

and Ephraim (2 Kings xvi. 5) ; the other time

bv Sennacherib (2 Kings xviii., xix.). If, then,

chap. L was written as a preface, it is by for the

most probable that it was written in Hezekiah's

time, than in that of Aha*. For Isaiah under-
took the collection of his book certainly not in
the midst of his ministry, but at the close of it
Moreover what is said in 2 Kings xviiL 13, and
xix. 32. fits admirably the description of chap. i.

7, 8. For in the first-named place it is said Sen-
nacherib took all the fenced cities of Judah,

which quite corresponds to Vhf Jtifi.^fr DIT'Tp i.

7. In the second-named place, however, we read

:

" The king of Assyria shall not come into this

city, nor shoot an arrow there, nor come before

it with shield, nor cast a bank against it" This
corresponds to the specific situation in which, ac-

cording to chap. i. 7, Jerusalem must have been.

We say, therefore, chap. i. was written at the
time of Sennacherib's invasion. We know this

from vers. 7 and 8, but do not assert that chap. i.

was writtenfor that time^ but regard the histori-

cal trait that points us to this time only asa proof
of the charge that the prophet raises against the

Israel of all times. The prophet adduces this

proof from the present, because the conduct of the
people during and after the invasion of Sennache-
rib could be regarded as a characteristic symptom
of a stifmeckedness that was not to be subdued by
any blows. Moreover the vain ceremonial ser-

vice spoken of in ver. lOsqq. would suit the times
of Hezekiah. But I lay no stress on that, since

there is nothing specific about it If the prophet
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CHAP. I. 1. 81

warns again* sock ceremonial service, and ex-
horts to sincere repentance; if, further, to the
purified Israel he holds up the prospect of a glo-

rious future, while, to those persevering in their

lpostocr from Jehovah, he displays a frightful

one, it is not thai he speaks of a specific occasion

;

bat that, like the whole book, has regard to all

times : even primitive time may be reflected in

the language.

Concerning the difference between this first and

the second introduction see above the general re-

marks on the threefold introduction. The analy-
sis of the chapter is as follows

:

1. The Title, i. 1.

2. The mournful present, L 2-9.

3 The means to securing a better future, L
10-20.

4. Comprehensive review of the past, present
and future, i. 21-31.

1. THE TITLE.

Chap. I. 1.

1 The vision of Isaiah the son of Amoz, which he saw concerning Judah and Je-
rusalem in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, Kings of Judah.

TEXTUAL AND GBAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1. nm "Htfat Tim is the proper word for

prophetic seeing in the double sense named below

;

whence nth is used synonymously with ICDJ, HH*!

(1 Sam. ix. 9; 2 Kings xrii 18). Thence also the ex-

pressions nm i#k irin is*, ili; nm i#k nrt
Amos 1. 1 ; run i&k "

Tw Mio. i. i ; nm tibS k&o!
T T V "I - I T T V -I T ~

las- ziiL 1 ; Hab. L 1. These are the only places where
nm ooours a* part of a superscription.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

We must consider this title in reference to
three things, viz., in its relation to chap. i. and to

chap, ii., where a title essentially like this recurs,

and to the entire collection. That the superscrip-

tion belongs to the entire collection, is evident at

once from the words, " in the days of Uzriah, Jo-
tham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah."
That the title is comprehensive enough to apply
to the entire hook is clear when we consider that

i^H "the vision" has a collective meaning, (comp.

Hoe, zii. 10 ; Eaek. vii. 26 ; Lam. ii. 9, etc), and
that Judah and Jerusalem represent the centre of

the prophetic view, around which also the pro-

phecies that relate to Ephraim and the world po-

tentates are grouped as radii servL In this con-

nection Caspabi says very appropriately: " Je-
rusalem, Judah, Israel, are, from Isa. vii. on, the

centre of prophecy in such a way that they form
three concentric circles, of which Jerusalem is

the smallest, Jerusalem and Judah the wider,

while Jerusalem, Judah and Israel is the widest.

To these three the heathen world joins on as a
fourth circle.'

9 (BeHr. s. EinleiL in d. B. Jea., p.

231 sq.). Therefore both pin and "concerning

Jadah and Jerusalem'9 make a denorninatio a
potior*. The first, because prophetic sight, in the

doable sense of more or less bodily vision, (comp.
chap. tL) and of pure spiritual knowing, gave
origin to the nucleus of the book, so that about
this nucleus doctrine, warning, comfort and his-

tory should find their place. The latter because,
at has already been remarked, Judah and Jeru-
salem most be regarded as those to whom the
prophet speaks first of all, and for whose sake he
speaks of others.

But it has seemed strange, especially to Vi«

trdtga, that in chap. ii. 1 a superscription of
almost the same sound recurs; and he would infer

from it that originally in this title the date ('0'3

U1 "in the days of") was wanting, and the re-

maining words were only a title to the first chap-
ter. Against this the following is to be remem-
bered : 1) The two superscriptions are not quite
alike. In this one we have ptn ; in chap. ii. 1

"9^D«—pM? w plainly a word of weightier im-

port. It is better fitted, therefore, for the begin-

ning of the book, and in a certain measure for its

title ; wherefore we see (2 Chron. xxxii. 82), that

the book even at that time was known under that

title. 2) That a superscription almost alike oc-

curs twice, has its reason in the fact that chap. ii.

1 is the title of the second introduction. For the

book of Isaiah has a threefold portal, as said

above; and that the superscription "vision or
word that Isaiah saw concerning Judah and Je-

rusalem " occurs only i. 1, and ii. 2, and not again

afterwards, is precisely proof, that with chap. ii.

we enter the second portal which comprehends
chapters ii.—v.

Finally, as regards the relation of this super-

scription to chap, i., we may fittingly say that the

entire ver. 1, date included, is the title of chap,

i. For chap. i. is just the whole prophecy of

Isaiah in nuee, as he delivered it under the four

kings; an assertion whose correctness can only

appear indeed as the result of exposition.

At the beginning of prophetic books as here

we find pin Obad. 1, Nah. i. l.-Iaaiah the

on of Amos. For the meaning of the name
and the lineage of the prophet see the Introduc-

tion.—Conoerning Jadah and Jerusalem.
Jerusalem, as the holy city and centre of the
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32 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

theocracy is made equal to the entire region of
Judah, and distinguished from it, which also hap-
pens elsewhere; Jer.xi 2; xviL20,efe./ 2Kinps
xviiL 22, etc. : 2 Chron. xxxiv. 3, 5, etc; and in

a reversed order, Jer. ixxvi. 31 ; 2 Kings xxiv.

20; Ezra ii. 1. We have already remarked that

the naming of Judah and Jerusalem presents no
incongruity between the superscription and the

whole book. It is worthy of special remark, that

only in chap. ii. 1 beside this does the expression

form part of the title, and that it occurs in chap,

ii.—v. relatively with most frequency. For it is

found beside chap. ii. 1, also iiL 1, 8 ; v. 3. Be-
side this only in xxii. 21: xxxvi. 7 ; xliv. 26.
Comp. remarks at ii. 1.—In the days of, etc.

That Isaiah lived Aid labored under these four
kings cannot be doubted. Comp. the Introduc-
tion. The time designated is identical with that
given Hoe. i. 1, and with that in Mic i. 1, only
that in the latter the name of Uzziah is wanting.

Even the asyndeton and the form 4H*ptn' instead

of ti^pH? (about which comp. Drechsleb in loc)

are to be found in both the places named*

2. THE MOUBNFUL PRESENT.

Chapter L 2-9.

2 Hear, O heavens, and give ear, O earth

:

For the Lord *hath spoken,

I have nourished and Drought up children,

And they have rebelled against me.
3 The ox knoweth his owner,
And the ass his master's crib

:

But Israel doth not know,
My people doth not consider.

4 Ah sinful nation, a people 'laden with iniquity,

A seed of evil-doers, children that are corrupters

:

They have forsaken the Lord,
They have provoked the Holy One of Israel unto anger,

They are *gone away backward.

5 Why should ye be stricken any more ?

Ye will 'revolt more and more

:

'The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint

6 From the sole of the foot even unto the head there is no soundness in it;

But wounds, and bruises, and putrifving sores

:

•They have not been closed, neither bound up,

Neither mollified with 'ointment.

7 Your country is desolate,

Your cities are burned with fire

:

Your land, strangers devour it in your presence,

And U « desolate, *as Overthrown by strangers.

8 And the daughter of Zion is left as a •cottage in a vineyard,

As fa lodge in a garden of cucumbers,

As a besieged city.

9 Except the Lord of hosts had left unto us a very small remnant,

We should have been as Sodom,
And we should have been like unto Gomorrah.

*Heb. ofheavineet
* Or.ott.

* Speak*.
* a Sodom of itrangert

* Heb. alienated, or, separated.
* Heb. ae the overthrow ofetrangere.

* Every head, every heart
* a booth.

*Beto, inoreaee revolt

• Not prened out
'a hanging mat
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CHAP. L 2-9. S3

TEXTUAL A1CD

Ver. 2, The formulaW n '3, i» ft>n»d Jod iU. 8;

Obad. 18; Xio. It. 4; Jer. xiiL 18. Beside these, in

Isaiah partly in the simple form as here (xxiL 25 ; xxv.

8X partly somewhat extended (xxL 17; xxiv, 8). The

more extended form 131 n 'B 'J U found in Isaiah

only, L 20, end xl. 8 ; Mil. 14.——SlJ Is often used by

Isaiah especially, for bringing up children, xxiii. 4;

xlix.il; a 18; comp.xlir.14; Hos. Ix. 11 -It la to

be seen from the exposition that we take 'OTTDVl in an

emphatic sense. Although elsewhere (xxiti. 4 ; Esek.

xxxL 4) it means the same as 7"T1 yet our construction

(which is found in Luthxs, Kaosxt, et aL) is Justified

here because DO'll does not stand in a parallel phrase

to y?X but follows with epexegetiesi emphasis. For if

TOOll Is taken as meaning Just the same as 'flSlJ,
• »

-

• i
-•

it would be empty repetition. Besides, Vrranrea refers

appropriately to Deut. xxxiL 8. [Esek. xxxL 4. The
same words occur: Children I have made great and eet

©eMo*.—M.W.J.]

Ver. 8. njp properly " the buyer," (comp. xxir. 1)

then, "the owner, the possessor,** (her. xxv. 80; Zech.

xL 8). DOK Is found only in Job xxxlx. 0; Pror. xir. 4,

beside this place. From these places it is not erldent

whether • stall ** or " crib ** is the correct meaning. As
little decisive is the root meaning M fatten ** (1 Kings
t. 3, (Eng. Bib. It. 23), Pror. xt. 17). Still in the later

Hebrew, wliich uses the word for the platter of the la-

borer (see BuxToar Lex., p. 18. Gsssxros and Dxutzsch
is toe.) the meaning "crib" seems to prevail. The
earliest versions, moreover, all give this rendering.

The context demands that the object of j?T and

tJiSfln be supplied from what precedes. For would

one take the words absolutely (Rossxmuillxb, Fckxst)

then the two members of the comparison do not harmo-
nise. Just what ox and ass do notice, Israel does not
notice, niann Is used as verb. tram, by Isaiah, also

xBiL 18 ; lii. 15. As substantially parallel we may com-
pare (Jer. vliL 7.)

Ver. 4. *fr| (frequent in Isaiah, also In the id part;

xlv. 9, 10; lv. 1 ; he uses it twenty-one times, whereas
In the rest of the prophets it occurs twenty-eight times ;

for It Is only found in the prophetio books, with the
exception of 1 Kings xiiL 80) Is distinguished from ^K
in that the latter Is more substantive, the former more
adverb. Hence it Is that 'ftt, with few exceptions (Num.

xxlv. 23; Esek. xxiv. 8, 0) has S after It, whereas ^n
Is followed by h only Esek. xiii. 18, and by S^, Esek.

xiiL 8; Jer. 1. 27, and by *?K, Jer. xlviii. 1 ; everywhere

else («. 9.1 Kings xiiL 80; Isa, v. 8, 11, etc.) it is used
without a connecting proposition. '171 therefore has
more the character ofa prepositive exclamation, though
m regard to the meaning no essential difference Is

noticeable. It Is taken for granted that an intentional

paronomasia influenced the selection of the word 'U.
On the other hand it is dear that a synonym of Djf was

meant, as after this JHT **<* tTJ3 correspond to one

another. Jl£ 133* is l*guiiUncuroberad.w Re-

garding the meaning, comp. Gen. xiiL 2 ; Exod. Iv. 10;

Hi. 8, 8; regarding the form (the oonatruct-form.

GRAMMATICAL.

"133 along with T33, like Vy? along with S*y, only

here). A PTXVlfO 13 » not one who destroys an-
•

i
- !••

other, but one that acts ruinously (direct causative Hi-

phil, 8 Chr. xxviL 2). The expression Is partly stronger,

partly^more general than the kindred ones: D'J3

Dn^D xxx. 1; JiDBf OK kS D'^H? D'J3

xxx. ». D*33ftf OT3 Jer. ML* 14, 82; Iv.'xV Comp!

np^ l6 tn3 Iaa. WiL 8. We see that this form of

expression is especially current with Isaiah, for, ex-

cepting the phrase Just quoted from Jeremiah, it is to

be found in no other prophet.

Ver. 8. rPD» ver. 6, deelinaUo, defeetut only in Dent

xiii. 8 ; xlx. Yq ; Jer. xxviiL 18 ; xxix. 32 and Isa, xlv. 8

;

xxxL 8; lix. 13. It Is true that Si) without the ar-

ticle sometimes has the meaning of M whole** (ix. II;

Esek. xxlx. 7 ; xxxvL 6; 2 Kings xxliL 8; see Dsxmscn
in loc.; Ewalb $ 290, c). But a comparison of these pas-

sages shows that the expressions in question are partly

proverbial, (see Dbschslks in loc) partly do not admit
of the meaning M

all ** in any wise. In the present case

both meanings are In themselves possible. It then, the

prophet would convey the meaning ** whole,** As mutt

use the article. 'SnS must, any way, be regarded as de-
• TJ IT

pendent on ITD understood. But it Is doubtful whether
TT

that is to be taken in the sense of " belongs, is fallen to,**

or as meaning** is become.*' The latter is the more

probable, because 'SflS TVH bears analogy to expres-

sions like TOS, DDS ITn. It Is a strong expression,

stronger than nSn. *Sn is then to be taken as ab-
T T • rt

etraetum pro concrete. Apart from this concrete mean-

ing of the word, we may compare the construction of

TVn with S with passages like 1 Sam. ir. 9 (D'tflfttS r711)
TT t ' T-5I- I

•

and xviiL n (S^n-jsf? 'V^rTu *n 33VS31.

*n 37 is found also Jer. viiL 18V and Lam. L 22. Tl
T~ " T"
does not occur again in Isaiah.

Ver. 8. The expression BrtO-ljn SjVpD Is found

only here. Every where else it reads "lp*lf> "ljpt (Deut.

xxviiL 36 ; 2 Sam. xlv. 28 ; Job ii. 7).—13 VH. We would

expect 033, as In ver. 8. But such changes in person
VT

and number occur frequently in Hebrew, comp. xvIL

13; Ps. v. 10.—OHD integrum, eanum, Is found beside

only Jud. xx. 48; Ps.xxxviii.4, 8.—#*£> (from JtfB fidtt)

is jlssura, a wound that comes from* tear or scratch

;

found In Isaiah only here. rP^f! (Joined to J*VB, also

Pror. xx. 30) is "the extravasated stripe or swelling,**

(see DauTsscH in loc.) ; only here in Isaiah. JV1B 713D
• T« I t -

pID from rnD — H /D recent fuit, found beside only
•T TT TT

In Jud. xv. 15) is the raw wound of a cut. V>? with ac-

cented penult cannot be derived from rpT dttpertit :

TT
nor can it be the same as 9*1? in Ps. lviiL 4. It Is either

an intensive form analogous to tgfc, nit, 1 Sam. xiv.

29; OO, Num. xxlv. 5; 8ongof8.iv. 10; oranarchaio

passive form from *W (comp. )Q\ Job xxlv. 24). The
latter seems to me likely for H^TH. Iss, lix. 8,

u the

squeesed, crushed" (egg), H^T^ (the foot shall crush

it, Job xxxlx. 16) "in (he squeesed out the fleece, Jud.
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te THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Tt 88), as well as the substantive *tffQ comprasio, com-

prts*um
t
vulnu8, (Jer. xxx. 13; Hos. v. 18) prore that

there is a root "W with the meaning M press together M

(oomp. 113T)b to which then our W? would serve as a

passive, like ISP to CHI ; comp. GnsKrui Thctttur., p.

418. #311 in Isaiah beside this iii. 7 ; xxx. 20 ; lxi.
-T

1. The first two verbs are In the plural, which
shows that the substantives are to be understood col-

lectively : the third verb is fern, singular. No gram-
matical necessity appears for this. It seems as If the

prophet wanted to vary the form of expression and the

fem. sing, with its quality of taking a neuter construc-

tion offered the handle for it Pual 331 only found

here ; Kal of it is found Isa. vii. 4.

Ter. 7. 7100$ occurs in Isa. also vi. 11; xvii. 0; lxii.

4; Ixiv. 0. The expression gfc rvfmfr (Ps. lxxx. 17) is

only found here. The following nDOEft does not
T T I

belong as a second predicate to DDHDIK, for then )rn

ought not to be absent But it is itself subject, to which

n/Vn must be supplied. The last, then, has the words
T t |T

D' u rOD7TD3 as attribute. These last-named words

are explained quite variously. But as it is established

that the first word is used onlv in reference to the de-
struction of Sodom and Gomorrah, the meaning of it

cannot be doubtful. From the original passage, Deut.
xxix. 22 (23) we find the words cited in Amos iv. 11, and
in Isa. xiiL 10 and Jer. L 40 exactly alike. In Jer. xlix.

18 we find them as in Deut
Ver. 8. 0f~fO 7VWW The ) byere is not conversive

but simple conjunctive, as the whole context proves,

which is only a representation of things present

n3p from ^pQ, "to weave together," the lair of the

lion as well as the foliage of the feast of tabernacles,

Lev. xxiii. 84 sqq., or the booth of the watchman, Job

xxvii.18; found again Isa. iv. 6. H^Sd synonym

of TlSn Zoom pernoctandi, night lodging x! 29, is used

xxiv. 20, for the watchman's sleeping rug, that swings
to and fro, having been hung up and spread out

HtfpD. from K#p cucumit, u field of cucumbers," found

also only Jer. x.*5.

Ver. ». The expression T*)fr Tflfrl »s to its mean-

ing, is borrowed from the u$u$ loquendi of the Penta-

teuch and Joshua. Only there it always reads, TMtfTI

Tlfr, Num. xxi. 86; Deut ii 84; lit 8; Josh. viiL 22;

x. 28
T
sq.—Jer. xliv. 7 reversed m*tf V/tiPI.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The prophet first introduces Jehovah Him-
self speaking, (vers. 2, 3). He calls heaven and
earth to witness in order to enhance His lament
over the people Israel. For His beneficence the
Lord had only a harvest of disobedience, (ver. 2).

The ox and ass are attached to their lord. Is-

rael is not, (ver. 3). Therefore the prophet pro-

nounces a war against the people that nad for-

saken the best and the greatest Lord, the Holy
One of Israel, (ver. 4). Had the Lord been want-
ing in discipline? No. He had chastised the

people so much, that for the future He hopes for

nothing more from that Israel is (inwardly,

morally) incurably sickj vers. (5, 6). While out-

wardly (from the chastisement) it is reduced to a
minimum, (vers. 7, 8). Thus far, (directly and
indirectly) the address of Jehovah. In the last

verse, (9), the prophet himself confirms the fact,

that still a little remnant exists on which to build

the hope of a better future.

2. Hear heaven—do not consider ltf

vers. 2, 3. When the Lord of the world speaks, the
world must hear in silence. Comp. Deut xxxii.

1 ; Ps. 1. 1, 4 ; Mic. i. 2 ; vi. 1, 2. But here, as

elsewhere, (Deut iv. 26; xxx. 19
j
xxxi.28; Ps.

1. 4) the world is not invoked as simply an audi-

ence, but as a witness, before whom the Lord
would make good His claim of right. For it

concerns a matter of universal interest The
world must react with Jehovah against Israel's

infraction of law, that the }'">H HDlD, foundations'
i vv ••• '

of the earth, Ps. lxxxii. 5, may not totter. At the
same time one must assent -to the remark of De-
lttzsch : * heaven and earth were present and
participantswhenJehovah gave Hispeoplethelaw
(comp. Deut iv. 36, and the places cited above)
—so then must they hear and witness what Jeho-
vah, their Creator and Israel's God, has to say and
complain of," [after seven centuries.— M. W. J.]

As Isaiah begins his hook of prophecy with
almost the words of Deut xxxii. 1. he indicates
that he had that prophetic song before his eyes,
which, with DeLitzsch, may be called, "the
compendious outline and the common key to all

prophecy." He does not indeed quote verbatim,

for the predicates pIKH and J?0\2f are transposed

(comp., too, chap, xxviii. 23; xxxii. 9). But
the thought is the same. The same is true in re.

gard to the causal phrase, Wl " *3. In Deut
it reads: p«n j?Dtfm mrim o;otfn *rran
'£) '20K. What Isaiah assigns as the reason, is

in Dent designated as object and effect. The
difference is substantially a formal one. Jehovah
is indeed Father of all men and all creatures.
He is even called (Num. xvi. 22; xxvii. 16)
" God of the spirits of all flesh ,•" and Ps. cxlv. 15
sq.—comp. civ. 27 sqq.—we read that the eyes of
all wait on the Lord, and that He fills everything
that lives with satisfaction (comp. Bom. iii. 29

;

ix. 24 sqq.; x. 12pqq.). But among the many
children that He has, there is one race that He
has not only brought up to maturity, but has ele-

vated to high honor. The Lord did not puffer all

peoples to attain the grown-up state : or rather,

not all sons of the original Father, became the
fathers of nations. But to Abraham precisely this

was granted as the first promise :
" I will make

of thee a great nation," Gen. xii. 2 ; and, " Unto
thy seed have I given this land, from the river of
Egypt, unto the great river, the river Euphrates,"
Gen. xv. 18. And this promise was fulfilled.

Abraham's seed became a great and numerous
people. But this people also were the recipients

of high honor. For it is the holy nation, Deut vii.

6, to whom the Lord drew near and revealed Him-
self in an especial manner, Deut iv. 6 pqq.

;
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CHAP. I. 2r9. 35

xxxii. sq.; Ps. cxlviL 19 sq. It is therefore the

peculiar people (71-?Jp 0£ Deut. vii. 6; xiv. 2)

through whom the "blessing of Jehovah shall

come on all nations (Gen. xiL 2 sq.; xiii. 18

;

Jer. ir. 2). And in consequence of all this, it is

called "high above all nations," Deut. xxvi. 19:

xxviii. 1; comp. 2 Sam. vii. 23. The time of

David and Solomon, and Uzziah's and Jotham's

time, the echo of the former, are to be regarded

as forerunner and type of these promises. And
they have rebelled against me.—According

to well-known Hebrew usage, what in substance

stands related as opposite is designated as equiva-

lent in form. V&& is a current word in Isa. i.

28; xliii. 27; xlvi. 8; lix. 13, ete. Expositors

inquire whether only idolatry is meant, or ako
every kind of transgression. But we can't see

why every things should not be meant that could

be called opposition to the Lord ; or rather, why
every transgression should not be regarded as

idolatry. [2^ have broken away from me.—M.
W. J.] The ox knoweth his owner.—An
ox knoweth hU owner, any ox. The words explain

the rebelling, ver. 2, by a rhetorical contrast that

sets this in clearer light The unthinking brutes,

even those of lowest degree, as the ox and ass, still

know their masters that feed them, and the crib

out of which they eat, and acquire a certain at-

tachment for master and crib, so that they do not

voluntarily forsake them.

3. Ah, sinful nation—besieged oity.—
Vers. 4-8. Jehovah's benefactions have not suf-

ficed to awaken in Israel the feeling of grateful

•

attachment. On the contrary this nation forsakes

its God, rejects Him, and sinks back into the dark-

ness of heathendom, out of which He had rescued

them. The three verbs in ver. 4 6 express the

positive consequences of the negative "doth not

know," ver. 3; and vers. 3 and 4 together contain

the more particular signification of li rebelled

against me/' ver. 2. Thus a climax occurs in

vers. 2-4. The outward construction of the lan-

guage also corresponds to this. Vers. 2 and 3

consist of four members, and vers. 4 of seven, of

which the first begins with an impressive assu-

rance. But in the first four members of ver. 4

the reason is given why Israel became untrue to

its God. The reason is a subjective one. Israel

itself is good for nothing—it is a bad tree with
bad fruit. The meaning heathen nation need not

be pressed, and so much the less, seeing the sin-

gular is often used for Israel without any second-

ary idea of reproach (Exod. xix. 6; Jos. Hi. 17,

cfe.), and also parallel with DJ£. We have trans-

lated it "Woe world*1
in order to re-echo the con-

sonance of the original as nearly as possible. It

has been justly remarked besides that Israel is

called here HOT! ^ "sinful nation/1 in contrast

with Efiip 'Yl, "holy nation," which it ought to

be according to Exod. xix. 6; Deut. vii. 6; xiv.

2, 21 ; and ^Jf "133 0£ in contrast with KfeU DJ£

TljJ, which it is called xxxiii. 24. Israel is called

moreover "a seed of evil doers," though It ought
to be "a holy seed" (vi. 13; Ezra ix. 2). Many
expositors (e. g.. Drbchsler) scruple to render

these words as in the Genitive relation, because

then the ancestors themselves would be called re-

probates. They therefore take D'JHD as in appo-
sition with jnf. But, apart from the fact that

then it must rather read JjPJS Jty., as in lvii. 3,

*)$£? #-l> I*** scruple is entirely groundless.

For D'JHp JH? is not only a posterity from

reprobates, but also a posterity that consists of
reprobates, as lxv. 23, * OHl JPT, means, not

the descendants of blessed ones, but those them-

selves blessed, and like the expressions, SjJ ^3,

Sjcfja <ix o*r:>3n
»jf t** 'Jf «*•• <*<> not

mean the sons of fools, of worthless fellows, of
prophets, of sheep, but sons that are themselves
fools, worthless, prophets, sheep. But as the
idea JH*. points to the essential identity in fruit

and seed, and to the former being conditioned by
the latter, so one must think, not of the original

ancestors of the nation, but rather of the genera-
tion immediately preceding, chiefly, however,
of an ideal ancestry, a notion that even underlies
the expression yewqfiara ixt&vCn/, tlgeneration of
vipers," Matt iii. 7. D'jno jn? w therefore a
genitive relation, in which the ideas of causality

and of the attribute are combined. The expres-
sion is found again xiv. 20.—Finally, the Israel-

ites are called O'rmtfD D<33, "children that are

corrupters," although, according to ver. 2, they
are children whom the Lord has brought up and
made high ; for, although any one may be called

JVntto
J3,

who as a man (not as a son) is

JVWp, all reference must not be denied to ver.

2, and all the places that express Israel's filial

relation to Jehovah, e. g. Deut. xiv. 1.

In three phrases, now, the bad fruits are de-

clared that the bad tree has borne. They have
(negative) forsaken Jehovah, they have (positive)

rejected with scorn (v. 24; Hi. 5; lx. 14), the

Holy One of Israel (an expression peculiarly

Isaiah's, that occurs fourteen times in the first

part, and fifteen times in the second, and in other

parte of the Old Testament only six times), and
they have turned themselves backwards. This
turning backwards can only mean the taming to

idols. For the Lord had turned Israel from
idols to Himself, comp. Josh. xxiv. 2, 14. If the

nation then turned their backs to Him, it was pre-

cisely that they might return to their idols. This
is confirmed by Ezek. xiv. 5, the only place be-

side the present in which the expression occurs.

Vers, o and 6 seem to respond to an objection.

For after the description in vers. 8, 4, of the

nation's deep depravity, the prophet proceeds to

portray the impending chastisement of it ver. 7.

But before he does so, he removes an objection

that might be raised from the stand-point of

forbearing love, tas. had sufficient discipline been
exercised on Israel? if not, might not the re-

newed application of it ward off the judgment?
The inquiry is negatived. For the uselessnest

of the smiting has long been proved by the ever-

repeated backsliding of the nation. It is seen

that we render the beginning of ver. 5: "To
what purpose shall one smite you still more T

'

For there are three expositions of these words.

The first is: "On what part of the body shall

one still smite you?" (thus Jeromb, Sajlda,
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

GeSENIUS, KOSENMUELLEB, UmBRETT, KNOBEL
and others [J. A. Alexander, Barnes] .

This resta chiefly on what follows, where the
body is described as beaten all oyer. However,
four things are to be objected to this view : a) it

could not then read HD-S& but Tty *37} HI *£

or the like. For HD is purely the general,

abstract "what?" never the partitive, distin-

guishing one part from another: "which?"
Job xzxviii. 6 cannot be appealed to. For the

meaning of that place is not: On which founda-

tions do the pillars of the earth rest?
1
' But:

do they rest at all on anything t b) Were the

rendering: "where shall we smite?" correct,

then the intermediate phrase, J"PO UPDta, were

out of place. For then onewould right offlook for

the answer : " nowhere, for all is beaten to pieces."

The insertion of those words in this form plainly

indicate that they themselves contain the an-

swer to the inquiry, *U1 HD'S^ and that what

follows is only to be viewed as the nearer expla-
nation of this reply. It would be very different

if the words were in apposition with the subject

of Of*, e) It is remarked by Luzzatto (see in

Delftzsch) that the fact that the body was
beaten all over would not hinder its being smit-

ten more, d) The phrase, ver. 6 b, VU kS • etc,
" they have not been closed," shows that not the
being wounded itself was the matter of chief
moment, but the being wounded without applica-

tion of curatives. The latter, however, as little

binders the smiting as the binding up and heal-

ing would provoke it If HD"Sjr = * where T9

then the whole phrase, ver. 6 b, would be super-
fluous.—A second exposition (Delitzsch) takes

no-Sj? as nob. and *3£ ax ye toon* to be smitten.

Then the remote thougnt would be : * That were

an insane delight in self-destruction." But the
"that were" must not be adopted as the under-
lying thought, bnt: "that it indeed delight in

self-destruction." For: "that were" would in-

volve the thought that this delight is not pre-

supposed, consequently there can be no question

about a wanting to be smitten. But if we supply
"that is," etc., that would impute too much to

the simple Imperfect. The idea of wanting it

must then be more strongly indicated, say by

VS?> o* *ke like.—According to the third ren-

dering, which seems to me the correct one.

HD-7J7 means "to what purposeV Comp. Num.
xxii. 32; Ps. x. 13; Jer. xvi. 10. The imper-
fect Passive is then simply a briefer expression

for the Active: why should I, or should one
smite yon more? with, which at least a suffix

were needed. rPO Ifi'Dta need not then be

taken as a dependent adverbial phrase; as if,

"in that ve add revolt," which involves a certain

grammatical harshness, that might be easily

avoided by a participial construction. But
TPO 'VI is principal phrase and reply to the

inquiry : to what purpose, shall one smite you
more?
However, the following words give the reason

for the saying. That is: Israel adds revolt to

revolt, because it is thoroughly sick, and does
not even use curatives for its sickness. We
therefore construe the words tfKV73 to

\Q*f?
not as describing a condition resulting from the
previous smiting, much as this seems to answer

the inquiry, U1 no~Sj7, but as a figurative ex-
pression for the moral habit of the nation.

33VS3, tfl(vS3, especially seem to favor this

view. This does not mean " the whoU head, the
whole heart," bnt "every head, every heart." If it

read 1J1 VhtllTI-hs, the meaning might easily

enough be that head and heart were already so

sore and sick that no spot remained for a blow.

But every head, every heart only expresses that no
head, no heart remained intact

The context closely considered forbids our
understanding by heaa and heart "all that exer-

cise indispensable functions in spiritual and tem-
poral offices" (Drechsler). For by ver. 6 it

plainly appears that not only the heads, but all

individuals of the nation, are described as se-

riously sick. Head and heart are rather the

central and dominant organs in the life of every

single person, whereas ver. 6 speaks also of the

structure of the outward manifestation of the life.

From a comparison of 11 221 with ver. 6, it

seems to me that by 'TO not *& outward wound-

ing of the head is meant, but an internal disorder

(comp. 2 Kings iv. 19).—From the sole of
the loot, ete. Ver. 6. As has been remarked,
these words describe the moral condition as to

its outward manifestation, as ver. 5 b described

its inward form. We must not press too far the
figurative language of the prophet in regard to

this inward and outward disorder, and especially

the wounds of ver. 6 must not be regarded as

presenting something additional.

The three substantives Jtt?B. HlOn and '& H30
are followed by three corresponding verbs, and
one is tempted to construe them as if those occu-

pying the same relative position belonged to

each other. But such strict parallelism cannot
be carried out It is rather to be said that each
of the three sorts of wounds referred to requires

all the three means of healing. Each wound
must be pressed together, and treated with heal-

ing stuns. The former process is two-fold : first

it is done by the hand in order to cleanse the

wound from blood and matter, and then by the

bandage, that prevents further bleeding ana pro-

motes the growing together of the several parts.

Thirdly, mollifying, healing oil (see Luke x. 34;
Hebzog'b R. Encye. X, p. 548) must be super-

added as organic means of cure.

The words of ver. 6 b moreover contain ano-

ther proof for the assertion that from B^lO-lD,

''every head," on, only the moral habit of the

nation is described. For is not the want of all

bodily therapeutics a figure for the want of the

spiritual; f. e. repentance? Not only is Israel

inwardly sick, but also in its outward life it pre-

sents the picture of a torn and distracted exist-

ence without one trace of discipline or effort at

improvement. If the chief thought of vers. 5. 6,

were that Israel cannot be smitten any more be-
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cause it is beaten all to pieces, then, as already

remarked Che phrase 'U1 nH6, "not closed

up," would be quite without meaning. For may
a bandaged-up person be sooner smitten than one
not bound up? Bat this phrase becomes very
significant ifwe regard the words :

" every head/'

etc, as portraying the moral condition of things.

For it is most important in regard to a man's
moral state whether the proper curatives for the

moral disorder are used or not.

Your land, see. The outward state of the

nation answers to the moral state. The nation
had already began to reap the fruits of their

revolt. The country is desolate; only the me-
tropolis still remains intact yet isolated in the
midst of a land that has been made a desert.

Therefore it may be said that the train of thought
that bean with ver. 5 ends with ver. 8. The
Lord declare*, ver. 5, that for the present He
will smite Israel no more. For there is no use.

This is because Israel is still sick inside and out,

spite of having suffered chastisement almost to

annihilation. It seems to me therefore that vers.

7 and 8 stand in contrastive relation to the two
preceding; although this contrast is indicated by
no particle. Israel is morally sick

{
the country

is turned into a desert Had things taken a
normal course, then the country had oeen deso-

lated, bat Israel would have been in health.

Then Israel had received instruction, Prov. viii.

10 : xix. 20. But now that the country is waste,

and Israel still sick, one sees that whipping is of
no use. Comp. Jer. ii. 30; v. 3; Isa. ix. 13;
xlii- 25. Thus I construe vers. 7 and 8, not as a
mere change from figurative language (vers. 5
and 6) to literal, because, as was shown, both
ver. 5 b and 6 6 contain thoughts that do not

answer to purely outward circumstances. More-
over, according to our explanation, it is clear

that ver. 7 ftjq. does not speak of future, but of

present affair*. These verses do not contain

threats of judgment, but a portrait of judgment
already accomplished. If it were otherwise, then
surely the threatenings of judgment would not

stop outside of the gate* of the metropolis, which
yet was crater and fountain of all the revolt.

This is not opposed by Jer. iv. 27; v. 10, 18:

"Yet will I not make a lull end." which some
adduce against our view. For threats of Judg-
ment only for the country, but that spare the

capital, are not to be found in any prophet

—

The words: "your land waste," etc., are auoted
from Lev. xxvi. 33, where it is said: "Your
land shall be desolate, and your cities waste."

Your ground before, etc. Here, too, impre-

cations from the Law are in the mind of the

prophet, and particularly Deut xxviii. 33 :
" The

fruit of thy land, and all thy labors, shall a na-

tion which thou knowest not, eat up." Comp.,
too, ver. 51 ; Lev. xxi. 16, 32. From Deut.

xxviii. 33, 51, it is seen what is meant by "V.

It is one that Israel does not know, and whose
language is not understood. That the word
"stranger" includes also the idea of "enemy," is

manifest from the parallel passages in Lev. xxvi.

16, 32, where for D^T we have D'rfc. 1? occurs

Isa. xvii. 10; xxv. 2, 5; xxviii. 21; xxix. 5;

xliiL 12; IxL 5. The participle D'Spfe confirms

our view that the prophet speaks of present and
still continuing circumstances. The metonymy
(the enemies eat the land) is as in xxxvi. 16;

Gen. iii 17, etc—D31£)S, according to the ac-

cents and the sense, relates towhat follows. Be-
fore your eyes, without your being able to hin-
der them, the enemies devour your land.

In our passage it is evident the prophet would
compare the destruction of the land of which he
speaks to the destruction of Sodom and Gomor-
rah. He calls the Jewish country a second de-
stroyed Sodom, only with the difference that that
was a destruction of God, this of strangers. The
question whether we have here a genitive of the
subject or of the object thus settles itself. It is

the genitive of the subject For then God was

the destroyer ; here it is the strangers. If D"}?,

"strangers," be taken as object it will not suit
the context For immediately before the stran-
gers were named as destroyers. How shall they
suddenly be named the destroyed?—From the
connection it appears that the "daughter of
Zion" means Jerusalem. Zion is originally the
mountain, then the castle, then the quarter built
about it (2 Sam. v. 6-9; 1 Kings viii. 1); then
in an extended sense the city without the inha-
bitants (Lam. ii. 8) or the inhabitants without
the city (Mic iv. 10), or as both together, as in
our passage.

Jerusalem with its inhabitants ljdng isolated
in the midst of a desolated country is now com-
pared to: a) a booth in a vineyard; 6) to a
hanging mat [hammock] in a cucumber-field,
which like the booth of the vineyard-keeper, is

a lonely and scanty dwelling-place for men ; e)

to a besieged city. But why is Jerusalem only
compared to a beleagured city? After all that
vers. 7, 8 say of it, is it not such itself? First
of all we must investigate the meaning of n*WJ.

The verb TM means primarily oossrsore, which

can be said of commandments, Ps. lxxviii. 7.

and of covenants, Deut xxxiii. 9, as well as of
the overseeing of a protector or keeper, Isa.

xxvii. 3; 2 lungs xvii. 9, and of the attention

ofa besieger, Jer. iv. 16; comp. 2 Sam. xL 16;

Jer. v. 6. An rrW TJJ is therefore either a

watched or a beleaguered city. But the first

does not suit the connection. The latter is

equally unsuitable if Jerusalem at the time of
writing was actually besieged. But ver. 7 speaks
only of the desolating of the country. That Je-
rusalem itself was besieged or blockaded is not
said directly. At the moment of saying this,

therefore, the position of Jerusalem seems to

have been that the enemy enclosed the city, not
yet in its immediate neighborhood, but still so

as to restrict all intercourse with it, so that it lay

there isolated like a blockaded town No one
ventured out or in, for the enemy was near,

though his forces were not seen encamped around
the walls of the city. The other renderings:
" as a rescued city " (Gjueniuh, in loc.; Mauber,
etc.), " as a devastated city" (Rabbins, Vuixj.,

Luther), "as a watch-tower" (Hrrzio, Tnra-
8TAD, Gesenius in his Th&aurus, p. 908), etc.,

which are to be found in Rosenmtjeller, either
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83 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

conflict with the requirements of the language or
the context.

4. Had not—we were like, ver. 9. We
must regard it, not as accidental, but as an evi-

dence of the artistic design of this address, that

in vers. 2, 3, Jehovah Himself speaks, in vers.

4-8 the prophet in the name of Jehovah, and in

ver. 9 the prophet in his own and the people's

name. It is therefore a climax descender*. The
first word belongs to Jehovah the Lord. After
that Jehovah's prophet speaks in His name to

the people. Last of all the prophet, who is in a
sense the mediator of the people, speaks in their

name to Jehovah. In this scheme is prefigured

in a certain degree the direction of all prophetic
discourse. For it is either Jehovah speaking,
directly or indirectly, or it is a speaking to

Jehovah. But ver. 9 is joined by a double band

to what precedes: by "Vftin, "had left," and by

the comparison to Sodom and Gomorrah. As to

the former, it is recognized that something re-

mains in Israel, rPHUI, yer. 8, and that this

remnant is owing to the grace of Jehovah. But
so the clear consciousness is expressed, that but
lor the grace of God, the resemblance to Sodom
and Gomorrah, which in ver. 7 was onlv slightly

intimated, would have been a notorious one.
This is, on the one hand, an humble confession,

for this comparison is not honorable for Israel

;

but on the other hand there is the opposite
thought that underlies the hypothetic reflection

:

''he has, however, left something remaining;
therefore we are still not like Sodom and Gomor-
rah ;" and that forms a comforting germ of hope
for the future.

The expression T\tiCX miT, Jehovah Sabaoth,
is not to be found in the Pentateuch, nor in Josh.,
Jud., Ezek., Joel, Obad., Jonah. In Exod. xii.

41 (' HftOjHra is said of the Israelites. If one

may regard the completest form as the original
one, then we must designate Hosea as the origi-

nator of the expression. For in Hos. xii. 6 we

find fot nfrr nficjrn *tiSk mTri; similarly

Amos Hi. 13 ; vi 14 ; ix. 5. Here it is seen that

nftOJf ig still construed as appellative. They

are not the " nwOV, Ex. xii. 41, but *3y-Sp
D!?^Di Ib*. xxxiv. 4, whose relation to the stars

may be debated. Comp. Delitzsch, The Divine
Name Jahve Zebaot, in der Zeitochrifl /. d. gee. luth.

Thealogie u. Kirch* 1874, Hefi 2, p. 217.—But
44 Hosts " becomes gradually a proper name. It
1b so beyond doubt in God of Hosts, Ps. lix. 6

;

lxxx. 5, 8, 15, 20; lxxxiv. 9, and Lord of Hosts,
Isa. x. 16. Probably it is to be so rendered in
" Jehovah of Hosts,'' which is very frequent in
the first and second parts of Isaiah. Also Jer

,

Zech., Mai., use it very often.—D£D3 is not

added to the verb here adverbially with the
meaning "almost," but united to it substantively,
and as in 2 Chron. xii. 7, is object (as apposition
with the object). In Prov. x. 20; Ps. cv. 12, it

is similarly a predicate. In respect to its sense,
it is a dimished 9£D, t. e. not patrtvm, but quasi

paulum. I do not think with Delitzsch that
referring to Ps. Ixxxi. 14 sq.; Job xxxii. 22, it

may be construed with what follows. For with
the supposition that is expressed in the first

clause of the verse, they had been, not almost,
but altogether a Sodom and Gomorrah. More-
over, it is affecting to observe how the man pene-
trates through the prophet He began as the
mouth of God, that does not distinguish himself
from God ; he proceeds as servant of God, that
clearly distinguishes himself from God ; he con-
cludes as citizen of Jerusalem, that comprehends
himself with the men against whom he directs
his words of threatening.

[Ver. 7. '? rOflnDD,like the overthrow of
strangers, J. A. Alexander, "£, «. as foreign
foes are wont to waste a country in which they
have no interest, and for which they have no
pity." Barnes, similarly.

Ver. 9. " The idea of a" desolation almost total
is expressed in other words, and with an intima-
tion that the narrow escape was owing to God's
favor for the remnant according to the election
of grace, who still existed in the Jewish Church.
That the verse has reference to quality, as
well as quantity, is evident from Rom. ix. 29,
where Paul makes use of it, not as an illustra-

tion, but as an argument to show that mere con-
nection with the Church could not save men
from the wrath of God. The citation would have
been irrelevant if this phrase denoted merely a
small number of survivors, and not a minority
of true believers in the midst of the prevailing
unbelief J. A. Alexander].
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CHAP. I. 10-20. 39

3. THE MEANS FOR OBTAINING A BETTER FUTURE.

Chaftkb I. 10-20.

10 Hear the word of the Lord, ye rulers of Sodom

;

Give ear unto the law of our God, ye people of Gomorrah.
11 To what purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices unto me? saith the Lord :

I am full of the burnt-offerings of rams, and the fat of fed beasts ;

And I delight not in the blood of bullocks, or of lambs, or of *he goats.

12 When ye come 'to appear before me,
Who hath 'required tnis at your hand, b

to tread my courts ?

13 Bring no more *vain oblations

;

Incense is an abomination unto me

;

The new moons and sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannot away with ,•*

It is •iniquity, even the solemn meeting.

14 Your new moons and your appointed feasts my soul hateth

:

They are a trouble unto me

;

I am weary to bear them.*

15 And when ye spread forth your hands,
I will hidef mine eyes from you :

Yea, when ye 4make many prayers, I will not hear

:

Your hands are full of 6blood.

16 Wash you, make you clean ;

Put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes

:

17 Cease to do evil ; learn to do well

;

Seek judgment, €relieve the oppressed,

Judge the fatherless, plead for the widow.
18 Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord :

Though your sins be as scarlet,* they shall be as white as snow

;

Though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.
19 If ye be willing and obedient,

Ye shall eat the good of the land :

20 But if ye refuse and rebel,

Ye shall be devoured with the sword

:

For the mouth of the Lord hath spoken iL

i Heb. great he-goate. * Heb. to be eeen. » Or, grief.
« Heb. multiply prayer. » Heb. bloods. • Or, Tighten.

•Eeqtdre*. * Trample. • Oblations, the sacrOege—ineense that ie abomination to me.
* J cannot bear sacrilege and tolemn meeting. • I bear them no longer. < I hide. f ecarUt stuffs.

Ver. 10. pm is found in lea. also ; ill. 6, 7 ; xxIL 8.

* Ver. 12. In regard to the constructionNWh 1IOn O,
'JD it is to be noticed especially that we hare here an

old, solemn form of expression. It is found first, Ex.

xxiiL17,whore it is said : fwn Ofi-S* TIOT-Ss IHfr
I T T -I V ' J I T VT"

—"111 thy males shall appear before the Lord;" also

Ps. Ixxxir. 8. This is the customary, and besides rery

frequent construction of the Niphal rUOX Gen. xiL7;
t :•

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
xxxr. 1 ; Ex. iii. 16, etc. But then the form^"HK HICO
" Is found in fire places: Ex. xxxir. 23 sq.; Deut xri.

16; xxxi. 11; 1 Sam. L 82. Here the question arises,

whether AK is nota accusatavi, or preposition with the

meaning "cam, coram;" or finally, whether the accusa-

tive, as in *S3£fl y>T\ '
" Ye shall be devoured by the

eword,** rer. 20, Is to be taken in an instrumental sense,

as if it ought to be rendered :
M was seen ofGod's face "

(so Ewald, Oram. | 270, c). This last rendering corn-
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40 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

mends itself the least For In iSoKD 3m the D"*n
is conceived of as adverbial. It is as one would say in

Latin : gladiaUmdevorabimm^ " Ye shall be sword-fashion

devoured." It Is essential to this construction that the

substantive so used be without sums, or a genitive fol-

lowing. In ^a ni»nS or '* *JB-n* nKI), however,
-T T" "» V T I*

this adverbial use is not admissible. It is to be objected

against the first rendering that F\H always marks dis-

tinctly the definite object, and never is used after the

question " where V* On the other hand it is admitted

that'JB-ftK means coram fade, e. g. Gen. xxvii. 80:

pnrf *8?

%

™59 3pifl *£• Comp- 2 mngs XTi 14:

Gen! xlx. 18. "The cry of them is waxen great, -fttt

<y Ufl before the face of the Lord." Comp. 1 Sam.

xxii. 4; Gen. xxxiii 18. According to that we must
translate the expression in question: M appear before

the presence of Jehovah." It may be remarked, in

passing, that Dent. xvi. 18, pan " 'Jfi-JIR HKV l6,
It " • • V v T"

Is to be translated ; " the face of the Jehovah is not seen

empty," i. e. without the presentation of a gift : where
the passive, accordiug to well-known utus loquendi, is

construed as active. This latter form of expression is,

as to sense, like those found Ex. xxiii. 16; xxxiv. 20,

—Lastly, in two places, vis. Pa. xlii. 8 and in our text

TWO with " Jjfl is found without nit In both

places Kl'3 stands 'before the Niphal of HiO. Here,

without doubt, " *JB is the acauativu* localis. In it-

self, this accusative can depend on Kfa as well as on
the Niphal n*H}. However, the original sense of the

formula favors decidedly the last supposition. Thus
the expression, as found in our text and In xlli. 8, is

to be taken as a modification of the older formula, and
as having the same meaning. 'JIB therefore is here

accusative localis in the same sense as " *Jfl-flK In
•* l v

the places cited above*—TO tfDSt Gen. xxxi 80;

xlili. 0; 1 Sam. xx. 18.—ffl DD"> Is in restrictive appo-

sition with TMft. Isaiah uses QD1 pretty often : xvi.

4; xxvi. 6; xxvlli. 8; xli.26; lxiii. 8. Moreover, the sub-

stantive DD"1D is used by him relatively oftener: v. ft;

vii.26; x. 6
T
; xxviii. 18.

Ver. 13. It is debated whether the following fOOD,

incense, is to be taken as staL absoi. as distinct from

nT13D> or as stat construct, and as designating that

which the Rltf-nr»D if to Jehovah ("It is abominable
IT ~ I*

incense to mo 1
'). Grammatically both renderings are

admissible. It Is not decisive for the latter rendering

that the Masorets have pointed rnbp with the con-

junctive Darga. It seems to me important to our in-

quiry, that with the exception of Ps. lxvi. 15 (which

confessedly dates after the exile), neither burnt-offer-

ings nor meat-offerings are ever called JVJ&P* although

VOpn is the solemn word employed for* the consump-

tion of both. Rather it is always said, that the sacrifice

shall be HIVJ ?T% *• eweet savor" to the Lord. I

believe, therefore, that the prophet must have written

rDjpfn ITH nad he wished to express what the de-

fenders of the second rendering take the words to

mean.—The combination of Bh"n &* fl3gf» beside the

text, is to be found also 2 Kings iv. 88; Ho*. iL 18.—The

expression IODO K">p is only found here. Every-

where else we read: BHb K1DD, "a holy convoca-

tion,*' Ex. xiL 16 ; Lev. xxiii. 8 sqq! ; Num. xxviiL 18 sq. ;

xxix. 1 sqq. As regards the meaning of the phrase, it

is not indictio sonetf, i. e. the publication of a feast, but
convocation the assembling of the nation to the feast For
only on the principal feast-days was the nation obliged
to appear in the sanctuary, (comp. the citations imme-
diately above, and Okhuu in Hiasoo's R. BncycL IV.,

p. 886). The three substantives stand before as casus

absoUUi, and represent a premise, to which bjW MiS

'U1 forms the conclusion: as for new moon, Sabbath,

solemn assembly, I can't bear them, etc The word

m*tf£ is found beside only in 2 Kings x. 20 and Joel L

14. In the Pentateuch only the form rTO£ (stat ab-

soL and eonstr.) is used: Lev. xxiii. 88; Num. xxix.

85; Deut xvi. 8. It is absolutely parallel with mpD,
Bnfp ** holy convocation ;** comp. 2Chron. vii.6; Neb.

viiL 18; Amos v. 21. The fundamental idea of "ltf£ is

cogere, concert, continere, to draw together, to keep toge-

ther. The noun, therefore, denotes eoactio, condo. The

fundamental idea of jJK (NK, epirare) is halitus, breath.

It is thus synonym with 17TU

Ver. 14. Of the verb »Ufef only the Kal (comp. Ps. xi 8)

partcps. occur in ourbook after this : lx. 18 ; lxi. 8 ; lxvL 6.

nV0, burden (from H1B, fatigariy Job xxxvii. 11) is

found also Deut L 12. Niphal rwSj again in Isa xvi

12 ; iML 13. The infinitive Kfe*/ is only found in Isa.

again xvlii 8; comp. beside Gen. iv. 13; Ps. Ixxxix. 10.

Ver. 16. The spreading out of the hands for prayer

(comp. HoKLKMAinr, BibcUtudim /., The Scriptural Form

of Worship, p. 187, JEneUL L 03, dupUees tenfans ad sidsra

palmas) is designated here by feHB in the Piel, and

so occurs also Jer. iv. 31 ; Lam. i. 17 ; Ps. cxliiL 8. Usu-

ally Kal is used: Ex. ix. 20, 83; 1 Kings viii 22, etc—

Only the Hithpael of vhp occurs beside in our book,

IviiL 7.—-The meaning of 'tf ^SjTK ** " no* continually

hearing," in distinction from jJoW* l6> Jer. vii. 18;

xL 14; xiv. 12.—Comp. this passage,Vers. 11-16, with the

similar one, Amos v. 21 sqq.

Ter. 18. On account of the accent, 12tfl can only be

Hithpael from H3T, not Niphal of *£?; comp. Gas**.,

Thesaur^ p. 418. The word is not used again by Isaiah

;

and this Hithpael occurs nowhere else.—The expression

O^SS^D jg*) (which occurs first Deut xxviii. 20, and

afterward especially frequentinJer.lv. 4; xxL12; xxiii.

2; xxvi. 3; xliv. 22), calls to mind the Latin iota loquendi,

that makes a conception prominent by designating it by

means of the abstract idea hovering, so to speak, over

the single, concrete manifestation of it: agricota wo*

dWenttpraaeritavermtemporis suavitate cestaUmauc-

tumnumque ventsse (comp. Naegelsbach, StUistik, 1 74).

Ver. 17. ^O'Tl HD1

? W- nowinascens like JJ^n, Ter.

18, because standing' in the accusative).—As nouns of

the form ^Op, eU have an active meaning (comp.

rfoo, oVm. Sm jmi-{n3, «&.) «> ^Yon. which oc-

curs'only here, must have the same sense as j^H. Pe-

lxxt 4,4. e^-eiolaafca, violent (comp. DOH)- The Piel Igta

means then, Just as ill. 12; la. 18; ProvTxxiii. 10, " make
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CHAP. I. 10-20. 41

direct, make go right, conduct aright" The verbs Q&Bf

and 2*\ as so often elsewhere (ver. 23 ; Pa. x. 18 ; Ixxxli.

8; Jer. t. 28, etc), signify not merely a formal judging,

bat also rendering material joatice, that is, so render-

ing judgment that what is just shall actually be done.

y\ moreover, here stands for the more usual j'l. For

3*") is not properly "Judge," but *• strive/* and first

attains the meaning of "helping one to justice" in the
connection '£) 2'1 3'") M to manage some one's quar-
rel." It is therefore with a derivative sense that 2*1
b used when it means " judging," which it does, some-
times aa matam partem, as Dent xxxilL 3 : Job x. 8,

again la bonam partem, as here and 1L Sat ; ana in either
sense it is joined to the accusative.

Ver. 18. The NIphal HD^J that occurs here, is found

elsewhere only in the participle ; Gen. xx. 16 ; 8 8am.
xt. 3; Pror. xxir. 86; Job xxiii. 7. The meaning is
"dUeeptare, faatfwfet," argue. The word is evidently
used in a friendly sense. Regarding the Hiphil in

r?
1™'(comp. Pa. li 9 (6), the word doea not again occur

in Isa.) and DHKH (lvo{ Xcy.) and their direct causa-

tlve meaning (producing whiteness, redness, i, e , be-
coming white, red).
Ver. 18. The fundamental meaning of 71DK, (which it

. T T
is worthy of note always has K7 before it except here
and Job xxxix. 9, where it stands in a negative ques-
tion), is - ready, to be willing/' (Ps. lxxxi. 12 ; 1 KL xx.
8). Accordingly the construction with vav and perfec-
turn eoneeeutivum is explained ; when ye are willing, so
that ye hearken (comp. the otherwise usual construc-

tion with Just the infinitive or 7 ; chap, xxviii. 12 ; xxx.

8 ; Esek. ill. 7 ; xx. 8 ; Lev. xxri. 81). The construc-

tion JKTp ver. 80 is evidently copied from this.—The ex-

pression fUtn 3*0, good of the land, is first found

Gen. xlv. 18^20,
T
where it stands parallel withpKTraSn

fat of the land, (comp. Deut vi. U ; » Kings viii. 9; Ear.
ix. 12).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

(
1. This section refers to the future, as vers. 2-9

did to the past and present For the theme is

how to escape oat of the misery of the present
and attain a better future. The people had
hitherto employed false means; outward cere-

monies that were an abomination to the Lord,
(vers. 10-15).

^
Instead of these the people must

bring the genuine fruits of repentance, (vers. 16,

17). Then conference may be held with the
people; then will God's grace be greater than all

guilt, (v. 18). This is the right road. If the people
will go that road they shall find salvation; if

they will not, they shall find destruction, (vers.

19, 20). It is seen that a simple and clear order
of thought occurs in this section. Vers. 18-20
must not be severed and joined to what follows.

For they contain exactly the indispensable con-
clusion, viz. : the promise of grace in case of
obedience, on the other hand denunciation of
wrath in case of disobedience.

2. Hear—Gomorrah, ver. 10.—As regards
the verbs, •' hear,--hearken," this beginning is

like that of the preceding section, ver. 2. But
the subjects are different: there heaven and
earth, here the Sodom-judges and the Gomorrah-
nation. The dividing into judges and nation is

occasioned partly by the double idea Sodom and
Gomorrah, by which this section is connected
with the foregoing one, partly bv the contents of
the positive demand, ver. 17. For, as regards its

general contents, this is directed against the entire

nation, but especially also against the princes
and judges of the nation. Expositors correctly

call attention to the fact that after ver. 9, the pro-
phet supposes a reply on the part of the people
to this effect ; how have they deserved so hard a
fate, seeing they had been so zealously diligent,

to observe all the ceremonies of the worship of
Jehovah. To this it is replied, that they are not
unjustly become like Sodom and Gomorrah be-

cause for a long time they were inwardly like

them. What Sodom-judges and a Gomorrah-
nation may be, can be learned from Ezek. xvi.

48 sou..
u As I live, saith the Lord God, Sodom

thy sister hath not done, she nor her daughters,
as thou hast done, thou and thy daughters. Be-
hold this was the iniauity of thy sister Sodom,
pride, fulness of bread, and abundance of idle-

ness was in her, and in her daughters, neither did
she strengthen the hand of the poor and needy.

And they were haughty, and committed abomina-
tion before me; therefore I took them away as I

saw good.1' Comp. Gen. xiiL 13; xviii. 20.

Therefore, rude, violent selfishness, joined with
sensual abomination was the sin 01 Sodom, and
is the sin of Judah. Consequently, and in refer-

ence to our passage, the earthly Jerusalem is

called in Rev. xL 8 irvevfiarus&c 'Lodofta «u Alyirrr-

roc. The prophet does not understand by rnin
irrPK, "the law ofour God," a simplelparallel with

" "m "the word," etc, inMitutxo, or HnDta (chas-

tisement) in general, but the Mosaic " Law, es-

pecially, corresponding to the context, which
treats of the difference between a true and a false

observance of the law. Thus the second member
marks an advance in reference to the first, and

TV^n is to be construed synedochically. " Doeebo

we," Ac. says Vitrikoa, "I will teach you
what is the sum of the law of Moses

j
not this,

assuredly, which ye hypocritically exhibit, but to

worship God with a pure heart, and manifest zeal

for justice, equity, honor and every virtue."

3. To what purpose—full of blood, v. 11-

15.—VmtraoA calls attention to a gradation in

these verses. Bloody sacrifices, attendance at the

temple, unbloody sacrifices, feasts, prayers, make
the series of religious formalities which approach
step by step to a truly spiritual worship. And
yet they may all of them not satisfy the Lord as

Israel observed them: for the nation, notwith-

standing, does not rise above the level of mere
outward ceremonial service. The 0T13T are a

comprehensive expression for bloody sacrifices,

as is often the case in writers of later date than

the Pentateuch, see 1 Sam. ii. 29; iu. 14. Isa,

xix. 21 ; Herzoo R. EneyeL X. p. 621, 637.

This appears from the prominence of the word in

ver. 11, and from its being made parallel with
nnjO ver. 13. That the discourse of Jehovah

must not be regarded as the first and only one of

the sort spoken in this matter, but as a member
of a continuous chain of words of the same pur-

port, is indicated by the Imperfect.

Without exactly intending completeness, or an
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42 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

especially significant order of the classes of beasts

and sacrifices, the prophet still enumerates the

chief sorts of those sacrifices that were taken from

(ft and y* (flocks and herds). The /vfrty as

the principal sacrifice is named first : (it is tf^p

O'Zftp comp. (Ehleb in Herzog's R. Eneyd. X.

p. 634). That only D^? ^% *** named, is

accidental For burnt-offerings were not pre-

sented only of rams, see Ley. i. nor were offerings

of rams especially holy. In all enumerations of

the sacrificial beasts rams are in the second place,

after bullocks. Exod. xxix. ; Lev. viii. ; ifum.
vii. 15 sqq. ; xxix. 2 sq., etc. In as much as, with
the exception of the whole burnt-offering, only
the fat and the blood were offered, (comp. (Ehleb,
Herzog's R. Eneyd. X. p. 632), Lev. iii. 16 sq.

;

vii. 23 sqq. ; Ezek. xliv. 15, it is natural that

these should have especial prominence in this

place. By D'K'?p we are not to understand a

particular species of beast, as many have thought.

The word is only found elsewhere in 2 Sam. vL
13 ; 1 Kings i. 9, 19, 25 ; Isa. xi. 6 ; Ezek. xxxix.

18 ; Amos v. 22. The meaning is not made out

with certainty. But in this place it seems to

mean fed beasts in general. If the fiat were all

that was offered of the solid matter of the beast,

then must a beast be the better suited for an of-

fering according as it had more fat Thence the

being fat is named as a desirable quality in the

sacrificial animal, Pa. xx. ; Gen. iv. 4. A further

proof that the prophet does not intend an exact

classification is seen in the fact that he speaks

only of the blood of bullocks, of sheep, (fe03 the

male sheep Lev. xiv. 10) and of he-goats ("NAg

the younger, ^^ the older he-goat), although

neither the blood of only these beasts, nor yet of
these beasts was only the blood offered.

Ver. 12. When y© oome to appear, efe.—

A grade higher than the rude bloody sacrifice,

this personal appearance at the place of worship
stands on the platform of spirituality. It also is

an homage that is paid to the divinity. But it

does not suffice. Hence it may be said of the
mere bodily presence, that the Lord has not de-

manded that.

"Who hath required.—Jehovah does not
require the mere bodily presence, so far as this is

nothing but an useless wearing out of the courts

by the feet of those that stand in them.
The unbloody sacrifices and the solemn assem-

bles represent again a different and still higher
grade of worship. No more lying meatofferings
shall they bring, (Comp. v. 18 ; xxx. 28) i. «.,

such* in which the disposition of the one sacrific-

ing does not correspond to the outward rite. I do
not believe that the text has to do only with the
performances of the Aarf? " laity,

1' as Delitzbch
supposes. For the prophet rejects the entire out-

ward ceremonial service, which, in feet, the
priests solemnized only in place of the nation
which ideally was itself a priestly nation, Exod.
xix. 6. Moreover, there would be an omission
in the enumeration of the parts of worship if

that very important and most holy incense offer-

ing were left out (Exod. xxx., especially ver. 36).

The Lord says, therefore, that incense, otherwise

so like the fragrant blossom of the sacrificial wor-
ship, was itself an abomination, when offered in
the false way as hitherto.

The new moon and Sabbath.—The
observance of the holy days and seasons appointed
by the Lord Himself was an essential part of the
obedience demanded from the nation, comp.
Exod. xxiii. 10-17 ; Lev. xxiii. ; Num. xxviiL

;

xxix.; Dent xvi. Yet even such performance
is of no account in God's sight, but, on the con-
trary, offensive and vexatious when it does not
proceed from that disposition He would have.
The new moons, " were so to speak the first born
among the days of the month/' and the fixing of
the other feast days that occurred in the month
depended on them (" From the moon is the sign
of feasts/' Ecclus. xliii. 7 ; comp. Saalschuetz,
Mob. R., p. 402 sqq.). Concerning their cele-

brations, see Num. x. 10 ; xxviii. 11-16 ; 1 Sam.
xx. 5, 18 sq. By A3Cf is to be understood the

weekly Sabbath, as appears from the fact that, in
what follows, the feasts and therefore the feast

Sabbaths are especially mentioned ; see Hebzog'b

R. Eneyd. IV. p. 385. Sgw is used here in the
pregnant sense of " surmounting, enduring, being
able to hold out/* like we too could say: ''nicht

vermag ich Frevd und Fesiversammlung." '* I can't

(stand) outrage and solemn assembly/' i. «., the
combination of the two, both at once surpasses

?y is used Hoe.my ability. In a similar

viii. 5; Ps. ci. 5 sq.; xiii. 6; Prov. xxx. 21.

God cannot put up with this combination of con-
centration^ and decentralization, of centripetal

and centrifugal forces. He opposes to them a
nonpossumus. In the following verse the pro-
phet repeats the same thought with still stronger
expressions. For he names again the new moons.
But what in ver. 13 he designates by the words,
"Sabbath, calling assembly and solemn meet-
ing/' he comprehends here in the one conception

OHjnocyriD "the most general word for the

holy seasons that occurred by established order."

(Ehleb in Herzog's R. Eneyd. IV. p. 383, comp.
Lev. xxiii 2). What he says to them ver. 13,

in one word SdjK-IO, u I can't bear," he now ex-

presses by three verbs. He explains his non
possumus in that he says he hates those cere-

monies, that they are a burden to him and a sub-

ject of loathing.

But prayer, too. although it is the fragrant blos-

som of the soul's life (comp. Rev. v. 8 ; viii. 3 sq),
and therefore stands high above the previously

named elements of worship in regard to imma-
teriality and spirituality, is not acceptable to the

Lord in the mouth of this people. For it also is

only empty lip and hand service. Jehovah shuts

His eyes at the caricature ofprayer ; comp. 1 Sam.
xii. 8 ; Prov. xxviii. 27 ; and also much praying

does not help the matter, for Jehovah does not

go on hearing constantly.

Tour bands are fall of blood."—In this

short phrase, which is added emphatically without

connecting particle, the reason is given why Je-

hovah cannot endure all the ceremonial obser-

vances of the nation. They are offered by hands
stained with blood. It is thus a revolting lie,

xxix. 13.
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CHAP. L 10-20. 43

4. Wash ye—plead for the widow, yen.
16-17.—Heart cleansing, turning away from evil,

proper fruits of repentance,—such is the divine

service that the Lord requires. There are nine
demands made on the people ; four negative, ver.

16, and five positive, ver. 17. The first two of
the four negative expressions are figurative.
|*rn is indeed often used of bodily washing (and

in a medial sense as here: Ex. ii. 5; Lev. xiv.

8; xt. 5 sqq. etc). HOT is used only of moral

purity, but, according to its fundamental idea,

must be regarded as a figurative expression. In
what follows the prophet says the same thing
without figure of speech : they must let the Lord
see no more wicked works, i. e.t they must cease
to sin.

The five positive demands proceed from the
general to the particular. For in advance stands
the quite general * learn to do well." Then fol-

lows the exhortation to "seek judgment," (the

?hrase is found again only xvu 5). The Old
'est. **$£*» " righteousness," consists essentially

in conformity to DBtfD, "judgment" Whoever,

under all circumstances, does what is right, even
when he has (he power to leave it undone, is a
JTW, u righteous one." When the powerful,

then, spite of his power, suffers the poor, the
wretched, the widow and the orphan to enjoy
their rights, then this justice appears subjectively

as gentleness and goodness, objectively as salva-

tion. Hence p'TO has so often the secondary

meaning of " kindness, mercy" (comp. Ps. xxxvii.

21; Prov. xii. 10; xxi. 26) and pTSf or njn*
that of "salvation" (Ps. xxiv. 5: cxxxii. 9, 16;
Iaa.xli.10; xlv.8>efe.). The Old Test HpTO con-

trasts, therefore, on the one hand with grace, that
gives more than can justly be demanded, on the
other hand, with oppressive unrighteousness,

(comp. yi$. ffon, n?f?? and others) that gives

less. Comp. my comment on Jer. vii. 5.—Who-
ever exercises strict justice will quite as much re-
strain the oppressor from doing injustice, as aid
those seeking their rights to the enjoyment of
them. The prophet expresses the former by the

words fton nef£, "righten [marg. Eng. vers.] the

oppressor."

5. Come now—hath spoken it, vers. 18-
20. As in ver. 16 the phrase "your hands are
filled with blood" is loosely strung on without
connecting particle, so also the complex thought
of vers. 18, 19, as to its sense, refers back to ver.
15 6. For the prophet evidently would say : your
hands are indeed full of blood, but if ye truly be-
come converted, all debts shall be forgiven, etc
Verse 18 therefore contains the necessary conse-
quences of the premises laid down in what pre-
cedes. The discourse gains in brevity and viva-
city by its members being strung together without
conjunctions.—" Come, now," etc, comp. ii. 3, 6.

The prophet would say : when ye shall have truly
repented, then come, and then we shall easily
come to an understanding. Gesehius and others
would have the sense to be, not that Jehovah is

represented as forgiving, but that the taking away
of the blood-red guilt consists in an extirpation
of the sinner. They support this view by remind-

ing that DfltfJ and JW O'OdEfcW always de-

signate God as the punitive Judge ; comp. lxvi*

16 ; Joel iv. (iii.) 2 ; Jer. xxv. 31 ; Ezek. xx. 35,
etc But it is precisely for this reason that Isaiah
does not employ the usual expression for " liti-

gate," but a word that does not elsewhere occur,

in order to indicate that he has in mind a litiga-

tion altogether different from the usual sort Be-
sides, it contradicts not only the sense and the

connection of our passage, but the spirit of the

Holv Scriptures generally, for one to assume that

pardon may not follow the fulfilling of the condi-

tions proposed in ver. 16, or that this pardon may
consist in the extirpation of the outrageous offend-
ers and the " cleansing and clearing away " thus
effected. No ! just those, whoss hands are full of
blood, may, if they cleanse themselves, be pure
and white; somp. xliiL 24 sq. ; xliv. 22; Ps.

xxxii. and 1L
—

*Jtf and fljg^fl are one and the

same color, via,, bright red, crimson. Here, evi-
dently, it means the color of blood. In many
places, as Exod. xxviii. 5, 6; xxxvL 8, etc; Jer.

iv. 30, we find \>tf njSta or *&T\
; Lev. xiv. 4,

6, 49, 51, 52; Num. xix. 6 tyh\n 'Jtf, Lam.

iv. 5 only j£ta. The last word means " worm,"
(comp. Exod. xvi. 20, and H^S\n Isa. xiv. 11

.

lxvi. 24 ; Job xxv. 6). What the 'Jtf AgSto is

we are well informed. It is the female cochineal
(coccus UieUy unne) which lays its eggs on the
twigs of the holm oak, and, expiring upon them,
covers them with its body. The egg nests so
formed were pulverized and the color prepared
therefrom. It is less certain why the color is

named *JEf. Comp. Leybeb, Art. crimson in

Herzoo's B. Encyd. XXL, p. 606. The plural

O^Jtf is found only here and Prov. xxxi. 21. It

seems to me in both places to mean more proba-
bly "scarlet stuffs." That sin is here called red,

has its reason in the evident relerence to the
bloody hands, ver. 15 6. But that the righteous
estate is compared to white color, happens ac-
cording to the natural and universal symbolism
of colors; comp. Ps. xxxvii. 6: MaL iii. 20 (iv.

2) ; 1 Jno. L 5, 7; Rev. i. 14 ; iii. 4 ; xix. 14, etc

If ye be willing, yer. 19. The exhortation
vers. 16, 17 is followed ver. 18 by a similar pro-
mise, i. c, by one that similarly confines itself to
the inward, spiritual domain. To this is now
joined a twofold word of a) promise also of out-
ward felicity, ver. 19; h) of threatening of bodily
destruction, ver. 20. The conclusion " ye shall
be devoured of the sword," ver. 20, corresponds
to "ye shall eat the good of the land," not only
as to sense, but also, as near as may be, as to
sound. On the formula " for the mouth," etc.,

comp., at ver. 2.

[Ver. 13. "The last clause, meaning of course,
I cannot bear them together, is a key to the pre-
ceding verses. It was not religious observance
itself; but its combination with iniquity, that God
abhorred." J. A. Alexander.

Oblations, ftruo. "This word properly de-

noted a gift of any kind, (Gen. xxxii. 13), then
especially a present or offering to the Deity.
Gen. iv. 3> 4, 6.—The proper translation would
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44 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

have been meal or flour-offering, rather than meat-
offering, since the word meat with us now denotes

animal food only. Lev. ii. 1; vL 14 j ix. 17."

Barnes.

Ver. 16. "Wash.—" It is used here in close con-

nection with the previous verse, where the

prophet says that their hands were jilted with blood.

He now admonishes them to wash away that

blood, with the implied understanding, that, then

their prayers would be heard." Barnes.

From before mine eyes. " As God is omni-
scient, to put them away from before Hit eyes is

to put them away altogether." Barnes.

Ver. 18. " God has been addressing magistrates

particularly, and commanding them to seek judg-

ment, etc., all of which are terms taken from the

law. He here continues the language, and ad-

dresses them as accustomed to the proceedings

of courts, and proposes to submit the " (their)
" case as if on trial." Barnes.
Scarlet.—" There is another idea here. This

was afast or fixed color. Neither dew, rain, nor
washing, nor long usage would remove it. Hence
it is used to represent the Jhxdnete and perma-
nency of sins in the heart No human means will

wash them out No effort of man, no external
rites, no tears, no sacrifice, no prayers are of
themselves sufficient to take them away. An
almighty power is needful to remove them."
Barnes.
Like the wooL—Instejad of the wool becom-

ing like the crimson, the crimson shall become
like the wool. Regarding the sequence of vers.

16, 17, and ver. 18; comp. Matt v. 22-24.—Tr.
Ver. 19. Ye shall eat—"Instead of seeing

them devoured by strangers, as in ver* 7." J. A.
Alexander].

4. COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY OP THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.

Chapter I. 21-31.

21 How is the faithful city become an harlot

!

It was full ofjudgment

;

Righteousness lodged in it ; but now murderers.

22 Thy silver is become dross,

Thy wine mixed with water

:

23 Thy princes are rebellious, and companions of thieves

:

Every one loveth gifts, and *followeth after rewards

:

They judge not the fatherless,

Neither doth the cause of the widow come unto them*
24 Therefore saith the Lord,

The Lord of hosts, the Mighty One of Israel,

Ah, I will bease me of mine adversaries,

And avenge me of mine enemies

:

25 And I will turn my hand upon thee,

And1 "purely puree away thy dross,

And take away all thy dtin

:

26 And I will restore thy judges as at the first,

And thy counsellors as at the beginning:

Afterward thou shalt be called,

The city of righteousness, the faithful city.

27 Zion shall be redeemed with judgment,
And "her converts with righteousness*

1 Hob. according to pwrmcu.

» chase*,

• will melt out thy droes with lye.

* Or, they that return of her.

* refresh myelf on, and avenge me c

* lead.
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CHAP. L 21-31. 45

28 'And the 'destruction of the trangressoro and of the sinners shall be together,

And they that forsake the Lord shall be consumed.
29 For they shall be ashamed of the oaks which ye have desired,

And ye shall be confounded for the gardens that ye have chosen.

30 For ye shall be as an oak whose leaf fadeth,

And as a garden that hath no water.

31 And the strong shall be as towj
4And fthe maker of it as a spark.

And they shall both burn together,

And none shall quench them.

* Heb. brtoMng.

•But
* Or, And hi* work.

' kit work a tpark.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Yer.2L Concerning the distinction betweenHpTY, pTV
and 03B?D oomp. Dhchslu in toe. I will only remark

that the grammatical form pTJf requires as its primitive,

fundamental meaning "(he being righteous, Integrity,"

therefore the idem of the verb pl¥ in its abstract gen-

erality (oomp. jTO *ftfo, mi ~*fa*\ whereas TlfTO,
although also abstract, signifies integrity as the moral
quality ofa person, and as the prerequisite ofright doing.

Comp. also Ewaw, 1 143 a; ISO k—Oflefo °° **• otaer

band, involves the idea ofrightperm, and in every respect
ef its concrete realisation. It is thus at once normal right,

and also rightful claim, legal proceeding, verdict, and
Judgment. It is natural that in application the three

conceptions should blend with one another.—pS. related

by root to S'S » properly pernoctan, then "to stay, to

dwell n generally: oomp. Ps. xxv. 13; Prov. it. 81; Job
xix. C—The verb 1VS1 does not again occur In Isaiah

;

Its participle Piel only 2 Kings vL 32.—Regarding the

construction of ver. 21, 03 %jWtO h not In a manner in

apposition with 7UDIO, •» one might be tempted to

think, out of liking for the easier grammatical connec-

tion, for the sense is decidedly against it

Ver. 22. O'XD because of the derlration from JRD

more correct than W1Q* oomp> Eaek. xxit 18 sq. ; Ps.

exix. 110; Proy. xxy. 4; xxvi. 23; only in Isaiah again,

rer. 25. K30» only found again Hoe. It. 18, oomp. lea.

ItL 12, that with which one carouses, intoxicates himself;

in French, es qui «mU. h^TXO *>• Aryn is kindred to

710 circumcised, out, comp. Juglare Falermtm, Martial

ep. L 18 ; eattrare vtnmm, Plin. Hist. Nat.

Ter. 23. p^fer «nd 0^110 (comp. xxx. 1; her. 2; Jer.

rL 28; Hob. ix. 15) is a play on words and indicates the
relation of those men to God (1. Table), as the following

CJ '13H) does their relation to men (1 Table, comp,

Proy. xxix. 24>—The singular Ap embraces the D^feP
as unity, as rank. tTJoStf to &: Aey. Tnfef is in Isa.

y. 28; xxxiiL 15; xly. 18.

Ver. 24. On >frl comp. ver. 4. The Niphal Dm is used

here Inthe sense «• to breathe again refreshed," l a, « re-

fresh oneself;'' as ML 6; Jer. xxxt 15; Eaek. xxxL 18,

ate. This meaning, howeyer, changes to the kindred one
of Dp) to revenge, Nlphal, to reyenge oneself: For re-

Tenge Is a refreshment Therefore also is 011) Joined

here with fo, which construction is the usual one for

OpJ, ultionem capert, Judg. xvL 28 ; 1 8am. xly. 24 ; Jer.

xv.15; xlyl. 10, etc

Ver- 26. Whereas T TVfn moans either -to draw

back the hand," Gen. xxxyiii.29; Josh. rill. 28; 1 Sam.
xiy. 27 ; 1 Kings xiii. 4 ; Isa. xly. 27 ; or " to return the

hand to a place," Exod. It. T, or "to bring the hand

repeatedly somewhere n Jer. yi. 9, Stf T 2'tfTI in most
* T •

••

places of its occurrence (Eaek. xxxviiL 12: Amos i.

8; Zech.xili.7; Ps.lxxxi.16; comp. 2 Sam. yiiL 3) — to

turn one's hand in a figurative sense, i a, to turn in an

hostile way against any one. V"13 ttanmtm or plumbum

nigrum, only used this once In Isa. *)j — JV"li vege-

table alkali, only here in Isa., comp. Job ix. 30. As the

alkali does not effect the smelting process, but only

promotes it, *)23 must not be construed as nominative,

but as an accusative that supplies the preposition that

is wanting after 2 (alkali fashion, comp. on 3TI vers.

20 and 12), comp. Gnsmrros, { 118, 8 Anm; the plural

0*7*13, lead pieces, is the only form of the word, which

occurs only here; comp. Esek.xxiL 18, 20; xxtII. 12.—

Kindred passages, whose authors may haye had our text

in mind, are Jer. vi. 29 *q. ; Zech. xiii. 7 sqq.

Ver. 26. The beginning with rD*tfffl has almost the

appearance'of a rhyme in relation to the same word, ver.

2ft. Evidently the prophet intends to emphasize the

difference of sense by the similar sound of the words.

The construction is an adverbial prolepti*. For whereas
otherwise, in prolepsis that, which is the effect of the

transaction, is adjoined to the object in the form of ad-

jective, the adjoining occurs here in adverbial form

;

(comp. Jer. xxxiiL 7, 11 ; and 1 Kings xiii. 6>

Ver. 28. As regards the sense, it does not matter

whether we take 13Jjf (properly fraetura xv. 6 ; xxx. 28)

as predicate, as Hmio does, or, like most others, as the

object of an exclamatory phrase. As in this chapter

several such nominatives occur absolutely, and repre-

senting a phrase (vers. 7, 13\ the latter may be more
correct

Ver. 29. The singular of D'Stt occurs only once Gen.

xiv. 8 in the proper name pKB Vlt As singular nSfjl

(ver. 80) Is always used elsewhere. The meaning "Tere-

binth," which, parallel with meanings "strength," and
a ram n (oomp. the Latin robur), develops out of the funda-

mental meaning forouare, is now admitted by all exposi-

tors, whereas many ofthe older ones, following the LXX.
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46 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

and Vuloatz, took the word In the sense of M Idols."

lea. mentions the O'/K &8 objects of idolatrous worship,

also Mi, 6, whereas, lxi. S» he opposes to these idolatrous

ones the p"W 'S^i trees (Terebinths) of righteousness,

with plainly a pregnant meaning.—The word fttijonly

Iaa., uses of the groves of idols, lxv. 3; lxvi. 17; comp.

also Hkezog'b B. Encycl. V. p. 414, Art. Hainc" The ab-

rupt change of person in animated address cannot be

thought strange. As TDH (xh*. »;) and in3 (lxvi. 8
- T " T

sq. ; Josh. xxiv. 15, 22, etc.), are often used of religious

deciding, so, still more frequently Bfi3 (xx. 6 ; Jer. il.

86; xlviii. 13, etc), and 13n (xxir. 23; Mic. iii. 7, etc.),
" T

are used for the confounding results of the assurance

reposed in idols.

Ver. 30. nSJ?
may be construed as the accusative of

closer definition (a terebinth falling away in regard

to its leaves), because JiSdJ as feminine connects more

easily with nS* than with the masculine nStf. Yet
T"

,
Vy

to me it seems more probable that ft73J is to be joined

to nS^i not as adjective, however, but at substantive*

For, as we see from xxyliL 1,4; xxxiv. 4, the participle

Kal of Sd3 becomes a noon both in the masculine and
-T

in the feminine. In that case it would be rendered ; a

terebinth, foliage that falls, (are) its leaves. nStf is to

be taken collectively— foliage. Comp. Jer. xviL 8; Ps.

1.8; Ezek. xlvii 12. As the plural occurs only in the

later Hebrew, (Neh. Till. 15), the reading Trhj Is to be

rejected.

Yer. 31. The word JOH occurs beside here only In

Amos ii. 9. According to this passage, and Ps. lxxxix.

9 (where the form V0T\ occurs) and according to the

noun ton (xxxiii. 0; Jeremiah xx.6,«tc.), whence the

Niphal pTV (xxiiL 18), the meaning can only be opu-

lentut, opvbut vattdw. The punctuation 17#2 does not

conflict with our explanation ; see Exeg. and OriU For,

apart from the fact that it is not without analogy, the

use of ?bn for Idols would be quite unusual, and the

idea that the idolater plunges his idols in ruin would

not only be strange, but also wholly without motive in

the context. The formula H330 J'Kl occurs in Isa.,

only here; elsewhere Amos v. «; Jer. iv. 4; xxL 12.

1. The prophet first looks back into the past.

What were the people formerly f They were a

people in whom faithfulness and righteousness

flourished. But then he asks: what are they

nowt A ruined nation, in which unrighteousness

and violence hold the sceptre, (vers. 21-23).

The Lord will subject this people to a severe

process of purifying, (vers. 24, 25) : whose conse-

quences will be ufaurty two-fold in form ; a) the

good elements will attain their original su-

premacy, Jerusalem will again become a city of

justice, and by justice become partaker of salva-

tion (vers. 26, 27) ; 6) but the bad elements, the

apostates that have forsaken Jehovah and served

idols, shall by their own works be pitiably de-

stroyed (vers. 28-31).

2. How is the faithful oity—widow
come unto them.—Vers. 21-23. Delitzsch
justly remarks that ver. 21 calls to mind the tone

of the nrp, the Elegy. And I have myself, in

the comment on Lam. i. 1, pointed to the de-

pendence of that passage on this. The tone of

lament, the rD'K (occurring four times in Lam.),

the archaic form 'fttt7D made this passage appear

to the author of Lam. a suitable prototype and

point of departure.—Bv reason of many expres-

sions in the Pentateucn, that designate idolatry

as whoredom (Exod. xxxiv. 15 sq. ; Lev. xvii.

7; xx. 5 sqq.; Num. xv. 39; Deut. xxxL 16).

Isa., here calls Jerusalem ruto on account of its

apostacy from Jehovah by grosser and more re-

fined idolatry. Comp. Hos. i. 2; ii. 6 sqq.; iv.

10 sqq. ; Jer. ii. 23 sqq. ; iii. 1 sqq. ; Ezek. xvi.

15 sqq., etc). It was become such, however, only

in process of time. For originally, so to speak,

in its paradisaical or golden age it was ™J£fc
faithful. It may be asked ; does the prophet by

this golden age mean the time of wandering in

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

the wilderness, as Hos. xi. 1 ; Jer. ii. 2, or the

period of David and Solomon? But as the pro-

phet speaks here of the city (p^}\>) by which he

can only mean Jerusalem, so one can only think

immediately of the beginning period of the kinp
dom. The prophet seems to have especially in

mind the early davs of Solomon. For this,

without doubt, was m respect to the administra-

tion of justice the golden age of Israel. For in

answer to Solomon's prayer for " an understand-

ing heart, to judge the people and to discern be-

tween good and bad," the Lord had given him
" a wise and understanding heart, so that there

was none like him before him, neither after him

should any be like him."* 1 KingB iii 9, 12.

And bv the celebrated judgment Solomon ren-

dered "(ibid ver. 16 sq.), tie people "saw that

the wisdom of God was in him, to do iudgment

(ibid. ver. 28). And, moreover, as "Solomon

loved Jehovah" (ibid ver. 3), he was permitted

also to build the Lord "an house," and thereby

to join the Lord and the people together bv an

important outward tie. Hence could Jerusalem,

in reference to that time, be justly named a

"fixed city" (comp. JOIO DlpO xxii. 23, 25;

O JV3 1 Sam. ii. 35; xxv.' 28), that "was full

of justice," and in which righteousness had, not

a transitory, but a permanent abode. It is there-

fore doubtful whether, in addition to this ele-

vated point represented by Solomon, we may re-

gard the reign of Jehoshaphat, with its reforma-

tion of justice, 2 Chr. xix. 5 sq., that came an

hundred years later, as referred to in this place.

For that effort can onlv be looked on as a mo-

mentary check of the downward course that the

nation began with Rehoboan. It may be asked

with more justice ; did not Isaiah have in mind

here also an earlier age than that of Solomon ?
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CHAP. I. 21-31. 47

If only the city, and not the nation, is in question
here, that age could only be Melchisedec's. This
occurred to VmraffGA, but with a "non autim"
he left the matter in sutpeneo. I believe that the
reference to Melchisedec's time is not to be re-

jected, and shall give the reason for this at ver.

26. The phrase 713 pV pilf, « righteousness

lodged in it," is only another turn and at the
same time the establishing of the sentiment
"full of judgment" For if Jerusalem is full

of the concrete manifestation of a truly right-
living, then this comes only from the fact that
the idea of right has, so to speak, taken up its

permanent abode in Jerusalem. The words " full

of judgment," therefore, belong to what follows,

and stand absolutely, at the beginning (comp.
ver. 13), the one foil of right,—righteousness
dwelt in her; but now murderers. The anti-
thesis is, of course, not quite complete. Either

runs must be wanting or else a corresponding
adversative be found. It must either say : as re-
gards justice, righteousness formerly dwelt in it,

but now murderers,—or; foil of justice, right-
eousness dwelt in it; devoid ofjustice, murderers
Kwarm in it But the prophet, evidently influ-

enced by an effort at brevity, expresses in the
second member of the adversative phrase only
that thought that corresponds to the thought of
the first member, and easily joins on to it That
one may not translate, "it was full of justice"
arises from the absence of the pronomen separatum.
For only in cases where this may be supplied of
itself may it be dispensed with.

Thy silver U beoome.—With these words
the prophet passes from the region of the inward
and general to that of the concrete outward ap-
pearance. The silver of Jerusalem has become
dross, the noble wine* mixed with water. The
noble metal, the noble wine can only mean the
noblemen. And it appears from ver. 23, which
explains the figurative language, that the prophet
ha? the princes of the people in mind. "Dicitur
argentum," etc "The silver is said to be turned
into dross, and the pure wine to be mixed with
water, when judges and senators turn from purity
and grave manners, from integrity, sincerity and
candor, and prostitute their own dignity." Vi-
TRIHGA.

As dross is related to silver, the emblem of
moral purity (comp. Leyrer in Hebzog's R.
EncycL XV. p. Ill, 114) so the diluting with
water to the strong wine.—On the matter of the
ver. comp. Jer. vl 28; Ezek. xxii. 18 sqq.

Thy princes, etc—By these words the pro-
phet himself shows, as he often does, the meaning
of his figurative language. On the change of

number comp. Pa. . 10. "It is not OlStf, that

they chase after, but tTJoSef, not peace, but pa-

cifying their greed." Delttzsch. Comp. ver. 23 b
with ver. 17 6, and the comment there.

3. Therefore—all thy tin.—Vera. 24, 25.
From the contemplation of the past and present
the prophet now turns to consider the future.
The transition to it shall be made by a grand act
of judgment and purifying. The prophet intro-
duces his discourse with solemn language, espe-

cially by employing in detail all the titles of the
Lord. He uses the solemn DlO, which is found

in Isa. much more seldom than in Jer., and Ezek.
Also P"iyn occurs in Isa. relatively, not often

;

comp. ver/9, on "ofhosts f'Jfr TM "the mighty

one, of Israel," is found first Exod. xlix. 24,

where however it reads The latter3pJf2
f*

form appears in all the rest of the places where it

is used, xlix. 26; lx. 16; Ps. cxxxii. 2, 5—
"Ah/ IvriU ease," etc. The Lord announces His
intervention in terms that make known His de-
termination to obtain satisfaction.

I will turn, etc.—In the passages cited (see Text.

& Oram. ) the hand ofthe subject is not said to have
been previously on the object named, and as little

is such the case here. The translation of Umbreit,
therefore, "let come afresh" is not admissible.
And for the same reason we must not, with Vi-
TRiNGA, who appeals to xi. 11, refer, T y&7} to
the $anan$ et benhica mania, the healing and bene-
ficent hand of God. The totality of the nation
shall be subjected to a purifying process which
the prophet compares to the process by which
silver ore is freed from the mixture of' ignoble
metal, and rendered solid silver (*JVW ^03 or

pfJTS Ps. xii. 7). The separation of the lead ore

is promoted by applying alkali, comp. Winer
B. W. B.

t
word, Metal*.

4. And I will restore—with righteous-
ness.—Vers. 26, 27. With these words the pro-
phet indicates the positive good that shall arise
from this purifying process; such judges and
counsellors as shall resemble those of the early
age (ver. 21) and by whose agency Jerusalem
shall become a righteous and faithful city. It
is seen that the prophet ascribes a decisive effect

to the influence of the chiefs of the state. He
must very well have known, by what he observed
in his times, how great must have been this in-

fluence for evil. This place reminds us much of
Jer. xxiii. 3-6; xxxiii. 15, 16. For as Isa. in
this place, so there Jer., promises the restora-

tion of a good administration that shall exercise
righteousness, and procure a name that shall be
significant of that righteousness. Here as there,

that name shall be an ideal one (not a name act-

ually employed, comp. my comment on Jer. xxiii.

6). The glorious end shall correspond to the glori-

ous beginning, (comp. "faithful 'city," "rightsmp.
eousness lodged in it/' ver. 21). It is^ moreover,
to me very probable that by the original ana
first times Isa. understands, not only Solomon's

time, but also Melchizedec's. For p^X T£ an<*

P3X t?5 (c*tv °* righteousness and king of

righteousness) comp. Hcb. vii. 2. look quite too

much alike. Also the name Aaoni-zedec, Josh.
x.; (comp. Adoni-bezek, Jud. i. 5; 1 Sam. xi. 8),

proves that not only one king of Salem had a
name composed of Zedec. It can only be objected

that Melchizedec does not belong to the begin-

ning of the Israel Jerusalem. Yet he does belong
to the beginning of the Jerusalem of the history

of grace. This city had not become the capital

city of Israel, had it not before that been the
city of Melchizedec ; and all the glory and signi-

ficance of the Israel Jerusalem is only a transi-

tional fact, that would restore that ancient gloi
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4* THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

of Melchizedec (comp. my Art. Mekhiaedee in
Hebzog's & Eneyol IX. p. 300 sq.). We are ao
much the more justified in this reasoning as the
ideal fact of the future that the prophet has in
view is, without doubt, identical with the Mes-
sianic future (comp. xL 8-6; Ps. lxxii. 1 sq.);
the Messiah, however Ps. ex. 4 (comp. Heb. v.
C, 10; vi. 20; vii. 1 sqq.), is expressly designated
as the antitype of Melchizedec

Ver. 27, is difficult. The question is; by whose
righteousness is Zion redeemed? To this three
answers are given. Some say by the righteous-
ness of the Israelites. Thus the Bobbins espe-
cially, " Because in it there shall be those who
exercise justice, it is redeemed from its iniqui-
ties.

1
' Rascbll But that conflicts with vers. 24

25 ; for according to these declarations the Lord
Himself vindicates the cleansing and deliver-
ance of Israel as His own judging and sifting

operation. Others regard the judgment and
righteousness in question as God's. Against this

idea there is, in itself naturally nothing to ob-
ject, in as much as there are plenty of passages
in which saving effect ib ascribed to the right-

eousness of God. Deutzbch, who adopts this

view, cites especially iv. 4; v. 16; xxviii. 17.

But then ver. 27 would, in substance, say only in
other words what is already contained in vers.

24, 25. It is to be considered moreover,—and
therein is seen the third answer to our inquiry

—

that in many passages, to which this is nearest
kindred in its description of Messianic salva-

tion, the righteousness of the administration of
justice forms an essential element of that glori-

ous time. Thus ix. 6 it is said, the Messiah shall

order and support the kingdom of David with
judgment and righteousness. Thus xi 3-5 it is

said of the rod out of Jesse, that he shall judge
the poor with righteousness, and that righteous-

ness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithful-

ness the girdle of his reins. And xvi. 5 we read
that upon the throne and in the tabernacle of
David one shall sit, "judging and seeking judg-
ment, and hastening righteousness.

1' But in
Jeremiah's celebrated prophecies, xxiii. 5sq. and
xxxiii. 15, it is emphatically said that the Lord
will raise unto David a righteous Branch, and that
this one shall restore judgment and righteousness

in the land, and shall procure to him the name
Jehovah our riahteousness. And, to prevent our
thinking that this righteous government is to be
only the prerogative of the Messiah, it is said
Isa. xxxii. 1, expressly of the "princes" too,

"they shall rule, in judgment." Our passage,
also, which does not at all mention the person of
the Messiah, speaks of judges and counsellors in
the plural, which may remain undetermined
whether the abstract pluralis generalis, is meant
or an actual pluralis muttitudinis. In the former
case the plural would include the Messiah, and
this is in the end, the more probable; in the
latter case the righteous judges and counsellors

would be distinguished from the Messiah, who
is only presented in idea. In any case, by
our construction, ver. 27 is a corollary of ver.

26. The righteous judges named in ver. 26,

shall fulfil as the task set before them just

that which is mentioned ver. 27 ; by righteous

rule they shall procure deliverance from the evils

under which Zion and the O^Bf (those return-

ing, Eng. vers, "converts ") had to suffer hitherto
on account of the unrighteousness of their rulers.

This D'Otft by reference to the J7Bfc ^tf (those
turning from transgression) lix. *20 has been
translated "converts;" [so Eng. ver.]. But tome it seems more likely that Isa., whose manifold
use of 2W is a prelude to Jeremiah's use of the
word, uses the word here in the double sense of
the spiritual and bodily return, that it so often
has in Jer. (comp. my comment on Jer. xxxL
22). To be sure iea^ does not in what precedes,
speak expressly of the Exile. But this notion is
impliedly contained in ver. 25. For, of course
the exile belonged essentially to that mighty
smelting and purifying process to which the
people must be subjected. Let a comparison be
made of the passages that give a survey of the
Messianic salvation, and it will be seen that pre-
cisely the return to the holy land, which of course
cannot be conceived of without the spiritual re-
form, forms a principal element (see my comment
Jer. iii. 18). If therefore our text is related to
later passages like the germ to the developed
plant, then we are right in regarding the latter as
a commentary on it and accordingly in taking
the AW in the double sense of a spiritual and
bodily'return (Est. vi 21; Neh. viii. 17).

6. And the destruction— none shall
qoenoh them.—Vers. 28-31. The reverse side
of the smelting process, the fete of the "dross"
is presented to us here. It is difficult to say what
difference there is between D\J7Eto, (transgressors)

and CTK&n (sinners). At all events the former

is the more particular, (see ver. 2). the latter the
more general word. Both words signify inimical
conduct, the former more toward the person of
Jehovah, the latter more to the idea of the good.

At the same time KBn as Piel form, contains an

intensive force in comparison with KOh ver. 4.

—

The » ^jjr, "they that forsake," are related to

" the transgressors," as negative to positive. Who-
ever does evil conducts himself in some fashion,

aggressively against the Lord. But whoever de-
serts from the Lord is an idolater. In this sense
the expression ?~n# 21J£ is often used ; so ver.

4; still more plainly lxv. 11, the sole place in

Isa., beside this where the participle occurs in

connection with "; comp. Hos. iv. 10; Jer. ii.

13; xvi- 11; xvii. 13 (in which place Jer.. had
our text before him) ; xxii. 9; 1 Kings ix. 9, etc.

For ye shall be ashamed, do.—The gen-

eral declaration that "the transgressors," etc.,

shall bo destroyed, is more particularly estab-

lished by two connected sentences, each of which
begins with "for," and the second is subordinated

to the first Those that forsske the Lord would
not be destroyed if they found the expected help
from those to when they deserted. But they are

destroyed because they do not find in idols this

help ; consequently are brought to shame in the

hopes they entertained in this direction. I un-

derstand, therefore, "the oaks" and "gardens"
to be synecdochical for the idols that were wor-

shipped in them. It is past comprehension how
Dbeghbler can say that "nothing whatever in

the text itself or in the context suggests the ex-
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CHAP. L 21-31. 49

planation of idolatry." He could only say so
because he has utterly disregarded the specific

meaning of ? OT>, « they that forsake,"

For ye shall btuan oak, etc—-This ex-
plains how the becoming ashamed ver. 29 shall
be realized. The "for" of ver. 30, is therefore
not co-ordinate with the "for" of ver. 29, but
subordinate to it Thus the prophet retains his
figure of speach. Those that clung with their
hearts to treacherous trees and gardens, and for-

sook the living waters, (Jer. u. 13; xvii. 13),
shall themselves become withered trees and dried-
op gardens. The Terebinth is not evergreen,
as is commonly asserted (oomp. Arnold in
Hbrzoo's R Encyd. XI. p. 26). Therefore not
the normal falling of the leaves is meant, but
their abnormal wiking.
And the strong shall be, etc—Ver. 81.

But the idols are not only powerless, they are
positively ruinous. For this sin against the first

commandment includes in itself all the elements
of spiritual as well as bodily ruin. The prophet
would say that the idolater, even if he be no
poor, powerless man. resembling the withered
tree, or the garden devoid of water, if; on the
contrary, he is rich, and mighty, and like the
tree abounding in sap, or a well watered garden,
nevertheless, by the ruinous influences of idolatry
he shall be destroyed. He compares such an
idolater to the tow (Jud. xvL 9) ; his work, how-
ever, i. c, the idols to a spark (pT) hn-Xry.)

[Ver. 21. The faithful city ("including the
ideas of a city and a state, urbe et cwitas, the
body politic, the church of which Jerusalem was
the centre and metropolis.") * "The particle at
the beginning of the verse is properly interroga-
tive, but like the English how is used also to ex-
press surprise, 'How has she become ? i. e., how
could she possibly become? How strange that
the should become P' J. A. Amekandeb.

Ver. 23. They judge not— doth not
come unto them.—"Thev are not simply un-
just judges, they are no judges at all, they will
not act as such, except when they can profit by
it" J. A. Alexander.
Ver. 24 "I will ease me.—This refers to

what is said in ver. 14, where God is represented
m burdened with their crimes."—" It means that
He had been pained and grieved by their crimes

;

His patience had been put to its utmost trial

;

and now He would seek relief from this by in-
flicting due punishment on them. Comp. Ezek.
t. 13; Deut xxviii. 63," Barkis.
Ver. 27. " This verse means that the very same

events by which the divine justice was to mani-
fest itself in the destruction of the wicked, should
be the occasion and the means of deliverance to
Eon, or the true people of God," J. A. Alex-
ander.

"With Jndgment.--In a righteous, just
n*nner. That is, God shall evince His justice
in doing it; His justice to a people to whom so
manypromise* had been made, and His justicem delivering them from long and grievous op-
pression. All this would be attended with the
displays ofjudgment, in effecting their deliver-
nceX "With righteotwneM.-This refers
to the character of those who shall return. They
would be a reformed, righteous people," Barnes].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On ver. 1. Ooneerning Judah and Jeru-

salem.—Jerome here pronounces decidedly

against Chiliasm, in that he says: Seio quon-

dam Judaeam, etc "I tm aware that some
explain Judah and Jerusalem of celestial things,

and Isaiah under the person of the Lord Jesus,
that He foretells the captivity of that province
in our land, and the after return and ascending
the sacred mount, in the last days. Which things

we make no account of, holding them to be wholly

contrary to the faith of Christians."

Whether Jerome understands by these fidei

Christianorum contrariety which the unwersa de-
spises, Chiliasm generally, or only the giving this

passage a chiliastic significance may be doubted.
For, on Jer. xix. 10, he saysin regard tothe Jewish
expectation of a restitution of Israel to the
earthly Canaan

;
Qum licet non tequamur," etc

" Which we may not follow, nor yet can we
condemn it ; for many churchmen and martyrs
have said that And each is strong in his opinion
and the whole may be reserved to the judgment
of the Lord." We see from this he inclined more
to reject Chiliasm.

2. On ver. 1. In the days of, etc—Sciamus
auoque^ Ezechiam, etc We know, moreover, that
Hezekiah began to reign in Jerusalem in the
twelfth year of Romulus, who erected a city of
his own name in Italy, so that it is very apparent
how very much more* ancient our history is than
that of other nations. Jerome, comp. his Epist.

ad Damasum, where it is said: Begnavit (Mat
annis 52, etc. " Uzziah reigned 52 years, in the
time Amnlias ruled among the Latins, and Aga-
mester 12th among the Athenians. After whose
death Isaiah the prophet saw this vision, i. e.

t
in

that year that Romulus, founder of the Roman
empire, was born."

3. On ver. 2. Theodoret remarks that heaven
and earth were qualified witnesses to the ingrati-

tude of Israel because the people "received
through them the most manifold benefits. For
heaven extended to them from above the food of
manna. For he commanded, says Fs. Ixxviii.

23, 24, the clouds from above, and opened the
doors of heaven, and rained down manna upon
them to eat, and he gave them bread from heaven.
But the earth brought them in the desert the
needed water, and in Palestine it afforded them
a superabundance of all sorts of fruits." That
heaven and earth, however, can actually bear
their testimony he proves by reference to the
display at the death of the Lord ;

" for when the
Jews nad nailed the Saviour to the cross, the
earth quaked mindful of the testimony; but
heaven, unable to convey this sensation owing to

its position overhead, displayed the sun in his

course, robbed of his beams and brought in dark-
ness as testimony against the impious deed."

4. On ver. 3. "There God tells them to go to
the beasts' school and uncover their heads before
the oxen and asses as their teachers, who though
the stupidest and slowest beasts, still submit to

their lords and drivers, and are therefore pre-
sented to us by God that we may learn from their

example, how we should have reverence before
our God. Is not that the greatest shame that, ao-
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50 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

cording to divine declaration, an ox and ass are, I

will not say contrasted with us, but preferred to us

because they do their duty toward their lord ? Shall

we not observe our duty toward God ? This is

expressly the wisdom and piety of men. that they

are more stupid than an ox and ass, although in

their own eyes they fancy they are wiser than all

men. For what sort of wisdom can be left when
one does not know God?" Heim and Hoff-
mann, " The great prophets according to Luther."

5. On ver. 4. "A sinful people is one that alto-

gether sticks in sin (Jno. ix. 34), that makes of

sin a real trade, and its best amusement;—of

the people that is loaded with iniquity, the impos-

tures and trespasses are so great and so many,
that they load their conscience therewith as with

a burden (Ps. xxxviii. 5) ; the evil seed (Jno.

viii. 39) has not the disposition of Abraham,
bat is of Cain's and the serpent's kind." Starke.
In peccato originali, etc " In original sin are

two evils : evil itself and punishment (Augustin,
De civ. Dei. xxii. 24). Parts of sin itself are im-

Sjrfection and concupiscence (Augustin ), as

BBSONsavB: " impotent toward good, potent to-

ward evil" Foerster.
6. On vers. 6-9. " God has two ways by which

to bring His ill-advised and disobedient children

to obedience; goodness and severity (Rom. xL
22).—That many men become only worse and
more hardened by the divine judgments comes
about, not from God, but from their own guilt

(Jer. ii. 30 ; Bom. ii. 5). The desolation of whole
cities and lands is the result of sin, hence there

is no better means against it than true repentr

ance (Jer. ii. 19 ; xviii. 7, 8).—God is gracious

even in the midst of wrath (Ps. cxxxviii. 7), and
does not utterly consume (Lam. iii. 22). The
true Church must not be judged by outward ap-

pearance, for often thinsn look very bad within it

(1 Kings xix. 14).—God is never nearer His own
than in cross and misfortune (xliii. 2 ; Ps. xci.

15)."—Starke.
7. On vera. 10-15. " We learn here plainly,

that God did not command them to offer sacri-

fices because of pleasure He had in such things,

but because He knew their weakness. For as they
had grown up in Egypt, and had learned there to

offer sacrifices to idols, they wished to retain this

custom. Now in order to divert them from this

error, God put up with the sacrifices and musical
instruments (sic!) in that He overlooked their

weakness, ana directed their childish disposition.

But here, after a long course of years, He forbids

the entire legal observance."—Theodoret.
"Hostiae et," etc.

u Sacrifices and the immolation
of victims are not principally sought by God, but

lest they may be made to idols, and that from carnal
victims we may, as by type and image pass over to

the spiritual sacrifice."—Jerome.
8. On ver. 10. Jerome observes :

u Aiunt He-
braiy" etc. " The Jews say that Isaiah was plain

on two accounts: because he had called them
princes of Sodom and people of Gomorrah, and
because the Lord having said to Moses, ' thou
canst not see my face/ he had dared to say, ' I
saw the Lord sitting' (vi. 1)."

9. Vers. 10-15. " What Isaiah says here is just
as if one in Christendom were to say : What is

the multitude of your assemblies to me ? I don't
want your Lord's suppers. My soul loathes your

feast days ; and if you assemble for public prayer,

I will turn my eyes from you. If one were to

preach so among us, would he not be regarded as

senseless and a blasphemer because he condemned
what Christ Himself instituted ? But the pro-

phet condemns that which was the principal mat-
ter of the law, and commanded by God Himself,
viz., sacrifices ; not as if sacrifices in themselves

were evil, but because the spirit in which those

people sacrificed was impious. For they cast

away reliance on the divine compassion, and be-

lieved they were lust by the sacrifice, by the per-

formance of the oare work. But sacrifices were
not instituted by God that the Jews should be-

come righteous through them, but that they
might be aims through which the pious testified

that they believed the promises concerning Christ,

and expected Christ as their Redeemer."

—

Heim
and Hoffmann. The Great Prophets, according

to Luther.

10. Vers. 16-20. "A generali reformatione,"

etc. " He begins with a general reformation, lest,

having finished with one part, they might think
it opposed a veil to God. And such in general

must oe the treatment of men alienated from God.
Not one or other of the vices of a morbid body is

to be dealt with, but, if one cares to have a true

and entire recovery, they are to be called to re-

novation, and the contagion thorough lv purged,

that they may begin to please God, who before

were hateful and nauseous. And by the meta-
phor of washing there is no doubt but that they
are exhorted to cleanse away inward filth; a
little later indeed he adds the fruits of works."

—

Calvin.
11. Ver. 18. "My art is wonderful. For,

whereas the dyers dye rose-red, and yellow and
violet and purple, I change the red into snow
white." — Theodoret. " Opera crucrisJ' etc
" Works of blood and gore are exchanged for a
garment of the Lord, wnich is made of the fleece

of the Lamb whom they follow in the Revelation

(iii. 5 j
vi. 11), who shine with the whiteness of

virginity."

—

Jerome.
12. Vers. 21-23. " From the condition of Jeru-

salem at that day, one may see how Satan often

exercises his lordship in the Church of God, as

if all bands were dissolved. For if anywhere,
then the church was at that time in Jerusalem.
And yet Isaiah calls it a den of murderers and a
cave of robbers. If Satan could so rage in it, we
must not wonder if the same thing happens in our
day. But we must take pains that we be not se-

duced by so bad an example."

—

Heim and Hoff-
mann.

13. Ver. 23. " It is great consolation for pious

widows and orphans that God knows when rulers

and judges will pay no heed to their want (Ps.

Ixviii. 6).

—

Starke.
14. Vers. 24, 25. " God proceeds very unwil-

lingly to punishment (Gen. vi. 3).—Not only
those are the enemies of God that defiantly re-

ject His word, but those also who hypocritically

glory in it—Although one may not carnally re-

joice at the misfortune of his enemies, yet it is

allowable to praise the righteousness of God in
it (Ps. lviii. 11).—If God wishes to avenge Him-
self on His enemies, every thing is ready for the
exercise qf His will (Ecclus. xxxix. 5 sq^).—It is

a blessing when God by persecution purifies His
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church from dross (Matth. iii 12).—What is tin

and what silver can be easily found oat by fire.

8o by the fire of affliction is soon made plain who
has been a hypocrite and who a true Christian."
—Stabkb.

15. Ver. 26. Regarding the fulfilment of this

prophecy, many. e. g., Museums, have found in

it the promise of a return of the days of the Judge*,

i. c*, the days of a Jephtha, Gideon. Samuel, etc.

Others understand the language of tne restitution

of the kingdom. Others again refer the language

to the return out of the Babylonish captivity un-

der Zerubabbel, Joshua,Ezraand Nehemiah. Still

others see the Apostles in the promised judges.

But all these explanations are evidently too nar-

row and one-sided. The fulfilment has its de-

grees. And if Zerubbabel, Ezra and Nehemiah
are justly regarded as the representatives of the

first feeble beginnings of the great restitution of

Israel ; if, further, the Apostles are justly regarded

as the founders of the new Zion on a higher plain,

still by all this the prophecy is not at all fulfilled.

It will only then be fulfilled when the Lord comes
"into His kingdom" (Luke xxiii. 42).

16. Ver. 27. The happiness of a people is not

secured by sword and spear, nor by horse and
chariot, nor even by industry,- flourishing com-

merce or any sort of outward institution. Only
justice and righteousness in Christ's sense can

give true peace and true well-being.

17. Vers. 27-31. " Precisely from that quarter

shall ruin come upon the godless, where they

looked for salvation. For their images and idols

are the tinder for God's wrath by which an un-

quenchable conflagration shall be kindled."

—

Helm and Hoffmann.

HOMTLETTCAL HINTS.

1. Vers. 2-9. The judicial process of the Lord
is no secret one, but public. Yea, He gives it

the greatest publicity that can be imagined. He
invites heaven and earth, and all creatures that

are in it, to attend the great trial He has with His
people.—He is a true Father. He has let it cost

Him a great deal to bring up His children. He
has raised them from small beginnings to a high
degree ofhonor and dignity.—For that they ought

to he grateful to Him.

—

How Ood wrestles for Al-

ston souls: 1. He nourishes and trains them
with true paternal love. 2. They reward His
love with ingratitude and apostasy. 3. He chas-

tises them as they deserve. 4. They become little

in order renewedly to grow up to true greatness.

4. Vers. 27-31. " Righteousness exalteth a na-

tion; but sin is a reproach to any people.'
1

Prov.

xiv. 34. Therefore every policy that is contrary

to the commands of God, can only have God for

opponent.—Now wherever the chastisements of

God are disregarded, there will His judgment also

go forth until He exterminates those that oppose

Him. a Then it goes on to the judgment of being

hardened, and sin itself must become the man's
scourge, so that he is as the tow and his work as

the spark, that it may consume himself." (Tho-
LUCK, Hours of Christian Devotion, p. 131).

False and true progress.
^

1. Falra progress is in

feet a retrograde, for a) it consists in turning back
from God's command (mostly under guidance of

orer-shepherds) ; 6) it necessarily occasions out-

ward ruin. 2. True progress is a) apparently a
going backwards, in that it first of all rests on a
return to the eternal foundations of salvation ; 6)
in fact, however, is a genuine movement forward

;

a) to a deeper comprehension of the truth ; b) to
an inalienable possession of true salvation.

From M. Hexby on the whole chapter.

[Ver. 4. "Cktidrm that are corrupters." If those
that are called God's children, that are looked
upon as belonging to His family, be wicked and
vile, their example is of the most malignant in-
fluence.

Vers. 11-15. When sinners are under the judg-
ments of God they will more easily be brought to
fly to their devotions, than to forsake their sins
and reform their lives.

" Your sacrifices." They are your sacrifices and
none of mine ; I am full of them, even surfeited
with them.

Dissembled piety is double iniquity. Hypoc-
risy in religion is of all things most abominable
to the God of heaven.

Vers. 16-20. Let them not say that God picks
quarrels with them ; no, He proposes a method
of reconciliation.

" Cease to do evil; learn to dowell" 1. We must
be doing ; not cease to do evil and then stand idle.

2. We must be doing pood, the good which the
Lord requires, and which will turn to good ac-

count 3. We must do it ^eUAn a right manner,
and for a right end ; and 4. We must learn to do
well ; we must take pains to get the knowledge
of our duty, etc.

" Let us reason.
7' 1. Beligion has reason on its

side : there is all the reason in the world that we
should do as God would have us do. 2. The God
of heaven condescends to reason the case with
those who contradict Him. and find fault with
His proceedings, for He will be justified when He
speaks. Ps. li. 4. The case needs only to be stated

(as here it is, very fairly), and it will determine
itself.

Vers. 21-23. Chrruptio optimi est pessima. That
which originally was the best, when corrupted

becomes the worst, Luke xi. 26 ; Eccl. iii. 16

;

Jer. xxiii. 15-17. This is illustrated 1, By simi-

litudes, ver. 22. 2, By some instances, ver. 23.

Vers. 24 -26. Two ways in wjiich God will ease

Himself of this grievance : 1. By reforming His
church and restoring good judges in the room of

those corrupt ones. 2. By cutting off those that

hate to be reformed, that they may not remain
either as snares or as scandals to the faithful city.

Ver. 30. Justly do those wear no leaves that

bear no fruit : as the fiff tree that Christ cureed.

Ver. 10. " There coiild have been no more se-

vere or cutting reproof of their wickedness than to

address them as resembling the people whom God
overthrew for their enormous crimes."—Barnes.

Ver. 11. "Hypocrites abound in outward reli-

gious observances just in proportion to their ne-

glect of the spiritual requirements of God's word.

Comp. Matt, xxiii. 23.—Barnes.
Ver. 31. " The principle in this passage teaches

us the following things. (1). That the wicked,

however mighty, shall be destroyed. (2). That

their works shall be the cause of their ruin—

a

cause necessarily leading to it (3). That the

works of the wicked—all that they do and all on
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52 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

which they depend—shall be destroyed. (4).

That this destruction shall be final. Nothing
shall stay the flame. No tears of penitence, no

I

power of men or devils shall put out the fires

which the works of the wicked shall enkindle."-—

I
Baiinbi.

THE SECOND PORTAL

Chapters II.—V.

Chapters ii.—v. contain the second introduc-

tion, the second portal, so to speak, of the majes-
tic cathedral of the prophecies of Isaiah. This
portal is the greatest as regards the extent of it

it is meant to afford us a more exact insight into

the contents, the power and the reach of Isaiah's

prophecies. The first introduction proceeds from
the mournful condition of the present, speaks of
the means of securing a better future, and closes

with a grand surrey of past present and future,

from which it appears that, for the believing part
of the people, the end shall correspond to the
beginning as its much more glorious antitype,

whereas, for the unbelieving part, there is only
the prospect of a wretched and total destruction.

In that chapter, therefore, threatening consti-

tutes the key-note, the promise appears, as it

were an interlude. But that chap. 1. gives onlv
brief outlines. Particularly the future is indi-

cated only by a few, albeit significant words,
vers. 26, 27.

The second introduction looks entirely away
from the past It treats only of future and pre-
sent It does this, however, in such a way that
the Prophet, as it were, with arms reaching out
far before him, holds, one after another, two lights

out into the remotest future, that make it appear
as a time of the greatest glory. These two pro-
phetic lamps, however, must serve at the same
time to show in so much the more glaring light

the distress and also the nothingness of that pre-
sent time that precedes that period of glory. In-
voluntarily the eye turns backwards from it to the
circumstances of the present, and these appear all

the more gloomy because the eye has beheld be-
fore such bright light in the future. But just the
inward nothingness and emptiness of the bad pre-
sent is, in some sense, the first step to the revela-
tion of the divine glory. For the bad bears,

indeed, the judgment in itself. But this ideal
judgment must become real, and then is the mo-
ment come wherein the majesty of the only true
God, hitherto hidden and ignored, bursts forth in
its full splendor
We must remark in advance that this second

introduction is built upon the fundamental num-
ber two. It divides into two principal parts. At
the head of each of these parts stands a prophetic
announcement of glorious contents relating to
final events of history, the first of which portrays
more the future, outward glory, the second more
the inward glory of Israel, that which lies at the
base of the first, and is identical with holiness.

These two announcements extend far into the
future to the very end of history.

Each of these lamps is followed by a look at

the present, taking this expression in a relative

sense, so that by it everything is understood that

precedes the future events lighted up by the two
lamps. Each of these two looks at the present
divides again into two parts that differ from one
another in their structure. The first look resolves

itself into a general (ii. 5-11) and a particular

part (ii. 12—iv. 1) j
the last again falls into two

subdivisions, of which the first portrays the judg-
ment in the extra-human sphere, the second that

in the human sphere. The judgment in the
extra-human sphere, then again, subdivides into

two halves, of which the first embraces all that

is beneath mankind (ii. 12-17), the second all

that is above mankind. «. «, idols (ii. 18-21 ). The
judgment of things belonging to the human
sphere also subdivides into two halves, the first

of which (ii. 22— iii. 15) has men for its subject,

the second (iii. 16—iv. 1) the women. The se-

cond lamp (iv. 2-6) has an attendant section (v.)

that again is composed of two members. The
first is a parable (v. 1-7) which, though as to form
it departs surprisingly from iv. 2-6, still in sense

joins closely on to it For as iv. 2-6 treats of

the glorious rod, and the glorious fruit of the fu-

ture, v. 1 sqq. treats of the mournful fruits of the

{nresent The second part specifies more particu-

arly the bad fruits of the present and their con-

sequences in a sixfold woe, which again subdi-

vides into two chief parts. The first two woes,

namely, evidently refer back to the first principal

part of the whole discourse (ii. 2—iv. 1) and con-

tain relatively to it an appropriate conclusion

;

whereas the last four woes refer more to the se-

cond principal part of the discourse (iv., v.) and
contain the definitive chief conclusion of the dis-

course.

In regard to the date of the composition of this

discourse, I must first of all warn against the

petty and superficial way of viewing this thing,

that ignores the grand, comprehensive glance of

prophecy, and restricts to a special point of time
what concerns the whole and the general. Thus
I challenge the right of exegesis altogether to

draw conclusions regarding the date of composi-
tion from single exhortations, warnings, threat-

ening or promises, if those are not quite de-

cidedly of a specific nature. If, for example, the

Prophet speaks against idolatry, the injustice and
oppressions of the great intemperance and licen-
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tioosnese, one is not justified in concluding there-

from that he spoke these words under a godless

prince, in Aha* or Manasseh. He could have
spoken them under an Uzziah or Hefeekiah, for

the prophet ma/ have had in his mind the entire

5
resent, i e~ the whole time preceding the re-

emption that terminates history. If, on the

other hand, the Prophet speaks of boy and wo-
man government (iia. 4, 12) that is not necessa-

rily something general That is not a standing

and abiding characteristic of rebellious Israel, but

an abnormity, that even in the times of deepest

degradation does not always happen. Where
such a reference is made, one may reasonably in-

fer that the Prophet has in mind quite special and
actual circumstances of his own time. It may
therefore be assumed with a degree of probability
(for certainty is not to be thought of) that chap,
iii. was composed under Ahaz. But I shall Bhow
hereafter that this chapter betrays the marks of
another sort of origin in the form of its transi-

tions and combinations: t. c, it gives evidence of
being an older piece, already prepared,, that is

only put in here as in a suitable place.

Now if we consider that our passage (ii.—v.)

as second portal belongs to the introduction to

the entire oook, then we must say, the obvious
date of its origin is that time when the Prophet
compiled his book into a whole. He could then
very well make use of older discourses already

on hand for introduction, but on the whole, as

introduction, as overture, as prtfax the passage pre-

supposes the whole book. The comprehensive
character of our passage, which surveys the entire

present and the niture into the remotest distance,

Las long been recognized, and with that it has
been admitted that it has essentially and gener-

ally the same extension as the whole bookj thus

it possesses the qualities that belong to an intro-

ductory preface.
^
With this correspond the chro-

nological indications that appear in ii. 2-4, as

related to Mich. Hi. 12; comp. Jer. xxvi. 18.

From Jer. xxvi. 18 we receive the impression

that Micah spoke the words iii. 12 (that are

closely connected with iv. 1 sqq.), under Hezekiah.

How could they previously be known to Isaiah?
Therefore if ii. 2-4 presupposes the time of He-
zekiah, then this agrees with our assumption that
the chapters ii.—v. only then originated as a
whole, when the prophet compiled his whole
book.
The structure of our passage is made clear by

the following scheme.

IBRAJEL OF THE PRESENT TIME IK THE LIGHT
OF ITS FIXAX GLOBT.

The I ption, ii. 1.

J. The first prophetic lamp, which in the light
of the divine eminence that shall finally ap-
pear makes known the things falsely eminent
of the present time, ii 1—iv. 1.

1. The first prophetic lamp itself, ii 2-4.

2. The falsely eminent things and their abase-
ment in general, ii 5-11.

o. The judgment against the things falsely

eminent in the sub-human and superhu-
man sphere, ii. 12-21.

6. The judgment against the falsely eminent
things in the human sphere, ii 22—iv. 1.

a The judgment against godless men, bL
22—iii. 15.

p. The judgment against godless women,
iii. 16—iv. 1.

C. The second prophetic lamp which, in the

light of the glorious divine fruit of the last

time, makes known the bad fruits of the pre-

sent, iv. 2—v. 30.

1. The second prophetic lamp itself, and the
glorious divine fruit displayed by it, iv. 2-6.

2. The bad fruits of the present in the light of
the glorious divine fruit of the final period,

v. 1-30.

a. The bad fruits of the present shown in the
parable of the vineyard, v. 1-7.

b. The bad fruits of the present and their

conseauenoes more nearly described in a
sixfold woe. at the same time, double con-

clusion of the whole discourse, v. 8-30.

ISRAEL OP THE PRESENT TIME IN THE LIGHT OP ITS FINAL
GLORY.

.—The Superscription.

Chapter II. 1.

The word that Isaiah the son of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem.

Ilia formula "the word which saw," is found only
here. Ii does not occur again either in Isaiah or in any
other prophet The form of expression ^Efat IplH,
beside this place, is only found in Jeremiah, where,

however, His regularly followed by Ijfl S* TTn.

Concerning 71TT1 in this connection comp. L 1.
TT

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
The expression "concerning Judah and Jerusalem n

connects i 1 with ii 1, because it occurs in no other

superscription. The likeness that exists between i

I

and ii 1 in reference to the first half; is completed by

this similarity of sound in the second halt; where we

would not omit to point out a second time that the dif-
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54 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

ference between ii. I and i. 1 in expression quite corres-
pon is to the difference of the position of either chapter.
Now as the expression *' concerning Judah and Jerusa-
lem," iL 1. helps connect with L 1, so it does in like
fashion with the following chapters ii.—t. For, as was

remarked L 1, it is a fact not to be overlooked that the
expression " Judah and Jerusalem n occurs relatively

the oftenest in these chapters. It occurs UL 1, 8, and v.

3, whereas in all the rest of the book of Isaiah, it occurs
only three times, vis., xxii. 21 ; xxxvL 7 ; xii?. 28.

B.—The first prophetio lamp, which in the light of the divine eminenoe that
finally appear, makea known the things falsely eminent of the present time.

Chapter II. 2—IV. 1.

1. THE FIEST PROPHETIC LAMP.

Chapter H. 2-4.

2 And it shall come to pass in the last days,

That the mountain of the Lord's house

Shall be established in the top of the mountains,

And shall be exalted above the hills

;

And all ^nations shall flow unto it.

3 And many bpeople shall go and say,

Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord,
To the house of the God of Jacob

;

And he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths:

For out of Zion shall go forth the law,

And the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.

4 And he shall judge among the nations,

And shall °rebuke many people

:

And they shall beat their swords into plowshares,

And their spears into "pruning hooks

:

Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

Neither shall they learn war any more.

* Or, prepared.

• people*.

> Or, scythe*,

* nation*.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

It is now admitted by almost all expositors that this
passage is borrowed from Micah. It Is old orthodox
opinion that the passage may be original as well with
Isaiah as with Micah. This view occurs in Abarbanel,
with the additional notion that the passage is indeed
older in Isaiah, but taken from Isaiah, not by Micah
himself, but that it was brought to him in the way of
inspiration from the older prophet. (Micha v>siontm suam
ennrravit illis verbis, quae tune ex Jenaia ori ipsiu* erant in-
dita). That the passage is original with Isaiah and bor-
rowed from him by Micah is maintained by Calmet,
Beckhaus (Integr. »• proph. Sehr. d. Altm itandss, 1798),
Umbbeit. Some recent expositors (Kofpe, Kosen-
muxllxx, Hrruo, Maurbs. Ewild), are of the opi-
nion that our passage i« the expression of a third per-
son, from whom Isa. and Micah hare drawn in common.
Hrrzio and Ewald even indicate Joel as the third per-
son, and Joel iv. 10 as the source of our text If there
were an expression of essentially the same import in
any older prophet, this hypothesis might have some
ground. But such a passage is not to be found. Joel
fv. 10 contains in fact precisely the opposite. For there
Israel is summoned to forge its mattooks into sword*,
and its pruning hooks into spears, for a war of destruc-

tion against the heathen. In as much as a third place
from which both may have drawn, i« actually non-ex*
intent, this hypothesis is in itself superfluous and null.
The question can only be, which of the two contempo-
raries has drawn from tho other? And there everything
favors the view that Micah is original. In the first place
the form of the text in both points chat way. For the
text of Isaiah, although in the main sounding the same,
has still some modifications that characterise it as a
free citation, drawn, not from the manuscript original,
but from memory. "All nations shall flow onto it,**

ii. 2, certainly oomea from the harder, "people shall
flow unto it,'* Micah iv. 1, and not the reverse. And if

ii. 4 is compared with Micah iv. 3, the unusual 0'DX£»

strong, and the still more unusual D^n*)~lJ£t qfi*r "oJTt

certainly do not make the Impression of being addi-

tions. Rather the language of Isaiah, u And he shall
judge among the nations, and rebuke many people,**

appears as an abbreviation that reproduces only what
is essential. In the second place the passage in Micah
stands in the closest connection with what precedes.
For with the threatening prophecy that for the sake of
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CHAP. H. 2-4. 55

Judah's sins " Zion shall be plowed as a field, and Jeru-
salem shall become heaps, and the mountain of the
house as the high places or the forests," Micah iii. 12,

the promise is connected by way of contrast, that this
desolation of the divine mount shall be superseded by
a wonderful glory (comp. Caspabe, Micah der Moratthite
«. 444 tqq.y. It is roost intimately connected with this
that rrm, Micah It. 1, has a motive in what goes

before, whereas, Isa. 11. 2 it has no motive, and is

without example in so abrupt a position (comp. Db-
utoscu). In the third place the passage In Isaiah
appears, in reference to what follows, as a motto,
or a torso, prefixed theme-like, whereas in Micah it

forms a well-rounded whole with two following verses.
HxxotTBXBxso is wrong when he refers the words
Mic. ir. 4 to the Israelites, The heathen, too, according
to vers. 2 and 3 are Israelites, and thereby partakers of
the promise given to Israel (Lev. xxvi. ft). Tor (such is

evidently the meaning of ver. 6), while Israel holds to
its God former as the rightful one, the heathen shall
hold to their gods, only for a season, vis., until the re-

volution announced, ver. 1, takes place. The im-

perfect ljS\ ver 5a. Is therefore not future, but sig-

nifies continuance in the present At present the pro-
phet would say, all people walk after their gods, but
they will not do this forever as Israel. For, vers. 1-8,

he had expressly announced that all heathen shall flow
to the mountain of Jehovah. As, therefore, ver. 4 com-
pleted the all-comprehensive portrait of peace in the
old theocratic sense, according to passages like Lev.
xxvi 6; 1 Kings iv. 26, ver. 5 assigns the reason for the
glorious premise made in vers. 1-4. Israel has already
dow the true way, therefore it needs only to persevere
on its way. But the heathen, that are novo In the false
way, will one time forsake this false way and turn to
the right way. The same construction proceeds, and
the vers. 1-5 appear completely as one work from one
mould. In the fourth place, the eharacterUtict of the
language in several respects bear the decided impress
of Micah. The expression " in the last days," occurs in
I*aiah as in Micah, only in this one place. The expres-
sion rt JV3 "IS! i" an evident connection with JTDil 171
Mic. Iii 12, a designation that occurs only here, there-

fore is peculiar to Micah. 2 Chr. xxxiii. 15 * JV3 ">H

occurs again for a special reason, and possibly with re-

ference to our passage. ]DJ only here in both Isaiah

and Micah : likewise '7171 B^K")3. K&J in Micah only
T •

here: in Isaiah three times beside, evidently occasioned
by our text in ii 2: see vers. 12, 13, 14: beside these vi.

1; Iii 13 ; ivii 7, 15. 1PU with the meaning eonfluere
TT

only here in Isaiah and Mifah. The expression QIJ
DOl does not occur in Isaiah except ii.2 ; on the other
hand in Micah twice ; here and iv. 11, (comp. the remark
on D*3T 0*Dp ** ver. 3). Later prophets, following

Micah*s example, make use of it, especially Esek. (iii. 6

;

xxvii 83; xxxii 3. 9, 10. etc.). HIPP 1H only here in
Micah ; and also in Isaiah only once beside, xxx. '«».—

3pjT TlSftt in Isaiah and Micah only here. Isa. always

•ays StnfeP TI^K, once 3py ^70 (xli. 21); twice

aDjT T3K (xlix. 26; lx. 16). raSTOW in both

prophets only here (comp. Mic. Iii 11 ; Isa. xxviii 9, 26).

Likewise 1C3 HdSj. The pairing of Zlon and Jeru-
salem occurs in Micah in iii, iv., relatively often ; iii

10, 12; iv. 2, 8. But In Isaiah, too, it occurs often ; iv. 8,

4; x. 12, 32; xxiv. 23; xxx. 19; xxxi. 9; xxxiii 20 ; xxxvii.

22,32; xli27; Iii 1,2; lxii 1; lxiv. 9. 0^1 D^
occurs in Isaiah in only one other place, xvii 12, whereas
it occurs in Micah four times: iv. 3, 13; v. 6, 27. The

use of 0'31 &°<I D'DWJ? together does not occur again

in Micah; on the other hand once in Isa. Mi. 12. The

singular 0WJ7 *U once in Isa. lx. 22. The words

pirn~lp are wanting in Isaiah. In tact they occur

only here. flflD in Micah again i 7; in Isa. xxiv. 12;

xxx. 14. Plural of 3in in Isaiah only xxi 15. XTM
only here and Joel iv. 10. JVJH nowhere in Isaiah.

nilDTQ in Isaiah again xviii 6. The other words have
no specific importance. The following expressions,

therefore are decidedly peculiar to Micah : 1) '' jV3 171

;

2) O'rj CTto; ») D^l D'S^; 4)3pjT t6k; for Isa.

constantly says, Sk"!BP 'tl^K, and IpjT is generally a

favorite expression ofMicah, which he uses eleven times
(comp. Casp. Mic d. Mot. m. 412,444;. Only once in Micah
and Isaiah, and that in our passage, do the expressions

occur; d'dti mnio, fai, onnn eta
1

!*, ^nj,It • t v i -t
eonfluere, VD110 WY, WrniO rO^J. At most Kfrj

TT I
• " T « I T J" T *

and the use of D'31 and O'DWtf remind us of Isaiah's

style. But it is to be considered that owing to the dif-

ference in the site of the books, a single occurrence in

Micah has relatively much more weight in settling the
unu toquendi.

Ver. 2. This beginning of tbe discourse with 7T7H is
TT:

unexampled. As is well known, several books begin

with TH, (Josh^ Judges, 1 Sam., 2 Sam., Esek., Jonah,

Neh.). But nowhere except here does TT7T1 stand at

the beginning of a discourse without a point of support
given in what precedes. We recognize in that, as shown
above, a proofthat Isaiah took the words, vers. 2-4, from
Mic. iv. 1-4 as the bast* of his discourse. Unmoved, fixed*

Such is the meaning of p;)J, comp. pDJ KD3, j^J /V3

2 Sam. vii. 16, 26; 1 Kings' ii 45; Ps. xciil. 2. inj is

probably denom. from "tHJ, and does not occur again

in Isaiah in the sense of ^flowing." For hV\7\y\ lx, 5,
I l*T!

comes from another root, kindred to *NJ, comp. Ps.
xxxiv. 6. The word occurs in Jer. xxxi. 12; li 44, with
the meaning of "flouting, streaming," but also only in

regard to nations.

Ter. 4. DD# with V2 la found again In Isa, only v. 3.

HOVl ia a juridical term as well as Ofitf. The funda-

mental meaning is
w iWww," "make right, etraight" and

corresponds to our "rUhtenundsclichten" Comp. xi. 3, 4.

In the latterplacewe find the construction with b (direct

causative Hiphfl). Comp. Job xvi.21 ; lx. 33; Gen.'xxxt 37.

O'FMt which, as already remarked, excepting here oc-

curs only Mic. iv. 3 and Joel iv. 10, is, doubtless, radically

related to JIN, D'PK. which oocurs 1 Sam. xiii 20, 21. The

first the LXX translate in all cases by iporpa, the Vn-
ajLru by aratra (in Joel) or vomerei (in Isa. and Mich.)

;

the latter the LXX translates axtvot, Vuloatx, ligo. It

is uncertain whether the distinction between D'ttK and

D'rW is only to be referred to the Masoretic pointing,

or to"a real etymological difference. In the latter case

it is not agreed whether the roots of the words in ques-

tion are JUIWW from whloh &#» *&** " engrave,

draw," thence m, PhX, not. aee^ or HJK, from which

on the one hand, is *JR, «A/p—v«cvoc on the other hand
Tl

f0K> fiK, or still another root

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. At the end of days shall the mountain of the

house of Jehovah he higher than all mountains,

and all peoples shall flow to it, (ver. 2). They
shall encourage themselves to walk thither in

order to be instructed in the law of Jehovah.

For the law going forth from Zion shall be ac-

knowledged as the right lamp of truth (ver. 3).

Then shall all strife among nations be decided by

the application of this law, and therefore, so to

speak, by the Lord Himself, so that there shall

be no more war, but rather weapons of war, and

warlike exercises, shall cease.

2. And it shall oome to pass . . . from Je-

rusalem.—Vera. 2, 3. P'o^n nnrm, Uut days,
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wliich Isaiah never uses, is a relative con-
ception, but always of eschatological significance,

whence the LXX correctly translate it by
"kv rate eox&Tatc iplpaic" or by "wr1 iox^T0V
tuv fipepuv" or by "iir eox&Tuv rctv ifiepuv."

It is therefore not = in the time following, bat
= in the last tune. Yet it is to be remarked
herewith, that, as Oehuer says : " Also the

, nearer future is set in the light of the last de-

velopment of the divine kingdom/' Comp. the
admirable exposition of this by Oehler, Her-
zoo's B. EncycL XVII. S. 653.—In this last time
now shall the mountain of the house of Jehovah
(comp. Mic. iii. 12) for all time stand unmoved
on the top of the mountains, and be exalted above
all hills. The mountains are the protuberances
of the earth, in which, so to speak, is embodied
its effort upwards, its longing after heaven. Hence
the mountains also appear especially adapted as
places for the revelation of divinity, and as places
of worship for men adoring the divinity. (What
is great generally, in contrast with little human
works, is conceived of as divine work, compare

V^"??? Pb. xxxvi. 7 ; lxviii. 16, *?!T™ **•

Ixxx. 11, O'Tlhvh nVtjl Vjp Jonah iii 3). But
there are mountains of God in a narrower sense

;

thus Horeb is called Mount of God, Exod. iii. 1

;

xviii. 5 ; and Sinai, Num. x. 33. But above all

the mountain of the temple, to which per syneo-
dochen the name of Zion is given, is called the
tl Mount of God," the u holy mountain of God,"
Ps. ii. 6 ; iii. 5 ; xxiv. 3, etc.; Jer. xxxi 23; Joel
ii. 1 ; iii. 17, etc. But the idols compete with the
Holy God for possession of the mountains. For
the high places of the mountains are also conse-
crated by preference to their worship, so that Is-
rael is often reproached with practising fornication
with the idols on every high mountain, 1 Ki. xiv.
23; 2Ki.xvii.10; Isa. lvii. 7 ; lxv. 7 :Jer. ii. 20

;

iii. 6; xvii. 2; 1. 6; Ezek. vi. 2, 3; Hos. iv. 13.
Bui the Scripture recognizes still another rivalry
between the mountains. Ps. lxviii. 16 speaks of
the basalt mountains of Bashan with their many
{rinnacles that look down superciliously upon the
owlv and inconsiderable Mount Zion. All these
rivalries shall come to an end. It is debated,
how does the prophet conceive of the exalting of
Mount Zion over the others? Many have sup-
posed he conceives of Mount Zion as piled up
oyer the others, (aiiis montibus vduH mperimpo-
sitom, Vitb.), or thus, that <' the high places run
together toward it, which thus towers over them,
seem to bear it on their heads " (Hofmawn, Weitz.
u. Erf. II. p. 101). But. comparing other passages,
it seems to me probable that Isaiah would say

:

there will be in general no mountain on earth ex-
cept Mount Zion alone. All will have become
plain ; only the mount of God shall be still a
mountain. One QodL one mountain. If, for ex-
ample, we consider the words below, vers. 12-17
the prophet says there that divine judgment shall
go forth upon all that is high in the world, and
all human loftiness shall be humbled, that " the
Lord alone shall be exalted in that day." Just
so, too, we read xl. 4, "Every valley shall be ex-
alted, and every mountain and hill shall be made
low , and the crooked shall be made straight and
the rough places plain." When hills and vallies
disappear, the land becomes even. To be sore,

it seems as if xl. treats only of a level road for
the approaching king. But this level road is pre-
pared for the Lord precisely and only thereby,
that in all the land, all high places shall disap-
pear upon which idols could be worshipped.
Zechanah expresses still more clearly the thought
that the sole dominion of the Lord is conditioned
on the restoration of a complete plain in the land.

He says, xiv. 9, 10. " And the Lobd shall be
king over all the land ; in that day shall be one
Lord, and His name one. All the land shall

turn to lowneu from Geba to Rimmon south of
Jerusalem ; But this itself shall be lifted up, and
shall abide in its place," etc. It may be ob-
jected to this explanation that ii. 2, the presence
of mountains and hills is in fact presupposed, be-
cause it says, " at the top of the mountains," and
" higher than the hills." But must the prophets
in the places cited above, have thought of the re-

storation of a plain in a mathematical sense ?

Certainly not The notion of a plain is relative.

There shall, indeed, remain therefore, mountains
and hills, but in comparison with the mountain
of the Lord, they shall no more deserve these
names ; they shall appear as plains.

From this results that tf103 is not = npon the

head (this must be expressed by VX^bg, comp.

Exod. xxxiv. 2. 1 Sam. xxvi 13 ; Isa? xxx. 17)
but ss at the top or head (comp. Am. vi. 7

;

Dent xx. 9; 1 Sam. ix. 22 ; 1 Kings xxi. 9, 12).
This latter however, cannot mean that the moun-
tain of the Lord shall have the other mountains
behind it, but under itoeff. Without doubt " the
mountain of the house of the Lord," and the

Sirjfcn DftD inandniji in ofEsekiel are identi-

cal, (Esek.' xvii. 22 sq. ; xx. 40, xxxiv. 14

;

xl. 2).

This high mountain shall be exactly the oppo-
site of that '* tower whose top may reach unto
heaven" Gen. xi. 4, which, being a self-willed

structure by the hands of insolent men, separated
mankind. For our divine mountain, a work of
God, reunites mankind again. They all see it in
its glory that is radiant over all things, and re-

cognize it not only as the source of their salva-
tion, but also as the centre of their unity. There-
fore thev flow from all sides to it. These * Many
people," i. «., countless nations, which are essen-

tially the same as the " all nations " mentioned
before, shall mutually encourage one another " to

go up," (the solemn word for religious journies,

comp. Caspari, Mieha. p. 140), forwhich a four-

fold object is named : tne mountain of Jehovah

;

on the mountain the house of the God of Jacob

:

in the house the instruction out of the ways of
God (the ways of God are conceived of as the
source of the instruction, comp. xlvii. 13 ; Ps.
xciv. 12) j and, in consequence of this instruction,

the walking in the paths of God. Only the words
from "Come ye" to "his paths" contain the
language of the nations. The following phrase
"for out of Zion," gives the reason that shall de-
termine the nations to such discourse and con-
duct rnin, law

f
is neither the (Sinaitic) law, for

it must then read rnfAH, nor the law of the king

ruling in Zion. For what goes forth from Zion
is just what the nations seek. They do not seek
a political chief, however, but one that will teach
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CHAP. H. 2-4. 67

them the troth. rni'A is therefore to be taken in

the sense of the preceding 0^1\ he wQl teach w.

It is therefore primarily doctrine, instruction in

general, bat which immediately is- limited as
r* IT) word of the Jehovah. Bat shall the nations,

tarn toward Zion only because " law " goes forth

from thence ? Did not then, even in the Pro-
phet's time and before that, law go out from Zion

;

and did the nations let themselves be determined
by that to migrate to Zion T We shall then need
to construe u law" and " word of the Lord " in a
pregnant sense: that which deserves the name
of divine doctrine in the highest and oompletest
sense, therefore the absolute doctrine, which alone
truly satisfies and therefore also irresistibly draws
all men. This doctrine, t. e., the gospel of Jesus
Cbrist is, true enough, gone forth out of Jeru-
salem, and may be called the ZtonUic^fTorz, in
contrast with the Sinaitic (Corap. Delitzsch in

he ). Therefore that '' preaching repentance and
remission of sins in the name of Christ to all

nations, beginning at Jerusalem," Luke zxiv. 47,
is the beginning of the fulfilment of our prophecy.
Comp. Zech. viii. 20 sqq.

3. And he shall judge—learn -war any
more.—Ver. 4. The consequences of this divine
instruction, sought and received by the nations,

shall be, that the nations shall order their afiairs

and compose their judicial processes according to

the mind of him that has taught them. So shall
God appear as that one who judges between the
nations and awards a (judicial) sentence. The
Spirit of God that lives in His word is a Spirit
of love and of peace. The God of peace sancti-

fies, therefore, the nations through and through
(1 These, v. 23) so that they no more confront
one another in the sense and spirit of the brute
power of this world, but in the mind and spirit

of the Kingdom of God. They are altogether
children of God, brothers, and are become one
great family. War ceases; the implements of
war become superfluous; they shall be forged
over into the instruments of peace. The exercises

at arms, by which men in peace prepare for war,
fall of themselves away. The meaning " plow-
share" evidently corresponds best to the context,
in which the contrast between agriculture and
war is the fundamental idea ; at the same time it

may be remarked that a scythe, mattock, or hoe,
does not need to be forged over again to serve for

arms, Joel 3t 10.—The rnojO (xviii. 6) is the

vine-dresser's knife. A lance head may easily

be made out of it. It is remarkable, that ex-
cepting this place, Isaiah, who speaks so much
of war, uses, none of the words that in Hebrew
mean 4< spear, lance."

As regards the fulfilling of our prophecy, the
Prophet himself says that it shall follow in the
last time. If it now began a long time ago ; if

especially the appearance of the Lord in the flesh,

and the founding of His kingdom and the preach-
ing of the gospel among all nationsbe an element
of that fulfilment, vet it is by no means a closed
up transaction. What it shall vet bring about
we know not. If many, especially Jewish ex-
positors have taken the words too coarsely, and
outwardly, so, on the other hand, we must guard
against a one-sided spiritualizing. Certainly
the prophets do not think of heaven. Plows and
pruning hooks have as little to do with heaven,
as swords and spears. And what has the high
place of Mount Zion to do in heaven ? Therefore
our passage speaks for the view that one time, and
that, too, here on this earth, the Lord shall ap-
propriate the kingdom, (lx. 21 ; Matt. v. 5), sup-
press the world kingdoms and bring about a con-
dition of peace and glory. That then what is

outward shall conform to what is inward, is cer-

tain, even though we must confess our ignorance
in regard to the ways and means of the realiza-

tion in particulars.

"

[Regarding the question of ii. 2-4 being original

to lsa. or Micah, J. A. Alexander says : " The
verbal variations may be best explained, how-
ever, bv supposing that they both adopted a tra-

ditional prediction current among the people in
their day, or, that both received the words di-

rectly from the Holy Spirit So long as we have
reason to regard both places as authentic and in-

spired, it matters little what is the literary his-

tory of either."

Baknes says : " Bnt there is no improbability
in supposing that lsa., may have availed himself
of language, used by Micah in describing the
same event."

At ver. 2. " Instead of saying, In modern
phraseology, that the church, as a society, shall

become conspicuous and attract all nations, he
represents the mountain upon which the temple
stood as being raised and fixed above the other

mountains, so as to be visible in all directions."

—J. A. A.
Ver. 4. " Volney states that the Syrian plow is

often nothing but the branch of a tree, cut below
a bifurcation, and used without wheels. The
plowshare is a piece of iron, broad but not large,

which tips the end of the shaft So much does it

resemble the short sword used by the ancient

warriors, that it may with very little trouble, be
converted into that deadly weapon ; and when
the work of destruction is over, reduced again to

its former shape."

—

Barnes.1

[Sowe have seen it—ploughing on Mount Zion.

-M.W.J.]
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58 THE PKOPHET ISAIAH.

2. THE FALSE EMINENT THINGS AND THEIR ABASEMENT IN GENERAL.

Chaptkb IX 6-11.

5 O house of Jacob, come ye,

And let us walk in the light of the Lord.
6 Therefore thou hast "forsaken thy people the house of Jacob,

Because they be replenished 'from the East, •
And are soothsayers like the Philistines,

And they "'please themselves in the children of strangers.

[ 7 Their land also is full of silver and gold,

Neither is there any end of their treasures

;

Their kind is also full of horses,

Neither is there anv end of their chariots

:

8 Their land also is rail of idols

;

They worship the work of their own hands,

That which their own fingers have made

;

9 And °the mean man boweth down,
And 4 the great man humbleth himself:

•Therefore forgive them not.

10 Enter into the rock, and hide thee in the dust,

For fear of the Lord, and for the glory of his majesty.

11 The lofty looks of man shall be humbled,
And the haughtiness of men shall be bowed down,
And the Lord alone shall be exalted in that day.

• Or, more than the East

• repudiated.
• a man it bowed down,
• And thou wilt notforgive them.

* Or, abound with the children, etc

* make covenant with foreign born,
* everybody humbled.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 6. O 7 and H3V)1» Gome, and we will walk, are
I TIpl

taken from ver. 8, and {' 1lK3 not only reminds of

WtVl, rer. 8, bat one is almost tempted to believe that

0"rt*3 rer. 3 is an echo of mmfca, which, ver. 3,I, Til
follows r07}V And if the words are compared that in

T l|"l

Mich, follow the borrowed verses iv. 1-3 ;
(** For all peo-

ple will walk every one in the name of his God, and we
will walk in the name of the Loan our God forever and
ever,*' ver. ft) it will be seen that these words, too, floated

before Isaiah's mind. Grammatically there is nothing

to object to the view of the comment below. For roSJ

"riK3 may jnst as well mean eamut in lucem, as in luce,

let u* walk into the light, as in the light And if the words
of vers. 2 and 8 that sound alike are not taken in quite

the same meaning, I would ask : are they then identi-

cal ? And If they were identical, must then the roS
* rrtmkl (that must, acoording to ver. 3, occur in the

last time) be the same with " "rtK3 roS that the Pro-

phet imposes as a duty on the Israel of the present?

Yer. 6. #03 stands very commonly In the sense of re-

pudiate: Judg. vi 13; 1 Sam.NxiL Si; 1 Kings vill.67;

Pb. xxvii. 9; xdv. 14; Jsr. vii. 29; Esek. xxix. 6; xxxii.

4. But especially the notion of tf&J appears signifi-
-T

cantly as contents of the " burden of Jehovah," and pro-

bably with reference to our passage; Jer. xxlii. 33;

comp. xll. 7 and 2 Kings xxi. 14. In many of these

places 2}p stands parallel with tfgj. From that, and

from the impossibility of taking D£ — D£ ^TJf «*y»

fashion of the people, nationality, the Inaccuracy appears

of the explanation given by Saadia, Tab©., J. D. Micha-
bus and others: M thou hast abandoned thy nation-

ality." D1DD IttSOt according to the comment below.

Is particularly to be maintained as the correct reading.

Thus both the conjecture ofBam and Bottchxb (Bxeg.

KriL JEhrenUee, p. 29) DODp (comp. Esek. xii. 24; xiii.

7), and that of Gasxirrcs (in hi* Tnetau. t. v. DIP. P- UW,
though in bis commentary he declares for the text).

DppD (comp. Jer. xiv.14; Esek. xiii. 6, 23) are needless.

Also the signification of old translations (mt rb *V ap-
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CHAP. IL 6-11. 59

Xfc UX,, ut otim, Vuia, ut oatoo, Pxschit., tieut ab ini-

tio, Targ., Jon.) is Incorrect, because the insertion of

the particle of comparison and the tearing out of ac-

count the 1 before O'Jty ve arbitrary. Drscbslsx has

Justly called attention to the fact that *Sd with |0
never means the same as M*?D with the acousatiTe.

"T
For the first does not so much name the matter with

which one Is filled as the source, the rand, the provision

oat of which.the matter is drawn. Thus e. g. Exod. xtL

tt» USD IQJJH K/D is not: tmple mesuram so, bat ex

eOyi.6^ fill the omer with the proper quantity taken from

the whole mom. Comp. Ley. ix. 17; Jer. It 34; Esek.

irxii. 6 ; Ps. cxxvii. 6. It is different EccL i. 8. DUJJ7

(Let. xix. 26; Isa. IviL 3; Jer. xxvii. 9; 2 Kings xxi.*6;

2 Ghron. xxxiiL 6) or D'JjjfD (Dent xviiL 10, 14 ; Mic

t. 11) according to the context of the passages cited,

are pUces of magicians or diviners. For the word
stands parallel with CHS?2 sometimes, and sometimes

with ETTUt as, then, in substance both are nearly re-

lated. Bat the fundamental meaning is doubtful.

Flbxsgbxb in a note in Dklitzsch in loe. controverts the

fundamental meaning maintained by Fuxbst, " teeta, ar-

cana faevensT and also the derivation from f<£ (oeulo

malignafascinans), and would derive it either from |Jtf,

eloud (weathermaker), or from the Arabic root anna

(coercere, stop by magic).—As regards the construction,

DmacHSLBB has remarked that the absence of DH must

occasion no surprise. The verb Ip'fifeP In this sen-

tence causes no little trouble. DDfef occurs in only

three places In the Old Testament : Job xxvii 23 ; 1

Kings xx. 10 and here. Beside that there is also the

noon pSjfef (DDp) Job xx. 22; xxxvi. 18.—Job xxvii. 23

we read the words to'BD to'Sjj? pbfe^- Here evi-

dently pQ& — pSD which often occurs for clapping

the hands together, or for slapping on the thigh : Num.
xxiv. 10; Lam. IL 15 ; Jer. xxxi. 19; Esek. xxi. 17. But

1 Kings xx. 10, the king Ben-Hadad of Syria says :
" The

gods do so unto me and more also, if the dust of Sama-

ria shall suffice (pflfeP) for handfuls for all the people

that follow me." And with this agrees also the Aramaic

pdD redundare, and the p^flfcTI "euperfluere, eatie esse'
1

of the late Hebrew.—Also in regard to the substantive

pOfc? the same division of meaning occurs. For while

Job xx. 22 the context requires the meaning " abundan-

«o,w opinions vary a great deal in regard to Job xxxvi.

18. Still to me the weight of reason seems on the side

of the meaning "exploiio," (disapproval, insult by hand

clapping, comp. Job xxxlv. 26, 27). And the explana-

tions of our passage divide into two classes, In that the

one bring out the 'fundamental idea of striking, the

other that of superabundance, but each variously modi-

fied. The Hiphil occurs only here. It is to be con-

strued in a direct causative sense {comptosionem faeere).

Ver. 7. nVP always with TK1 only here and Neh. IL

10;iiL3,».
V "

Ver. 8. O'VSk from Sk with intentional like sound

to Sk, D'riSk comp. Zech. xi 17 ; Jer. xlr. 14 ; Isa. ii.

18, 20; x. 10 sq. ; xix. 1, 8; xxxL 7. The singular suffix
in VT and V/\P32fft is to be noticed in grammatical
respects. Expositors correctly construe the suffixes as

distributive. Comp. v. 23 concerning the ideal number.
Ver. 9. At first sight the explanation (adopted,

e. a., by Lotus), commends itself, that takes the

verbs ntf1 And Sfitf1 •» descriptive of the volun-

tary homage that the Israelites rendered to the great

things depicted verse 7 sq. It appears to belong to

the completeness of the mournful picture that the
Prophet draws here of the condition of Israel, that also

that recognition should be mentioned which those great

things named, vers. 7, 8, received at their hands. More-
over the similarity of construction seems to point to a
continuation of that strain of complaint against Israel

already begun. Indeed the second half of ver. 9 " and
forgive them not," seems to form the fitting transition

to the announcement ofjudgment, whereas these words,

if the announcement of judpment begins with 9 a al-

ready, seem to be an v<rr«pw vp&npow. That nTOE? and

7i)tf In what follows (rers. 11, 12, 17) and especially v.

16, are used for involuntary humiliation would be no
objection, in as much as a contrast might be intended.

Nevertheless I decide in favor of the meaning approved
by all recent expositors, vis., involuntary bowing. What
determines me is, first, that already ver. 8 b speaks of

the voluntary bowing to idols. Had the prophet meant
to emphasise, not simply this, but also the bowing be-

fore the idols of riches and power, he would surely have

Joined both in a different fashion than happens if ver.

9 a is referred to ver. 7. And then Isaiah must have

said : 'ft Sk TOW, but thouforgive them not That the
- T "I

antithesis is not marked in ver. 9 6, is proof that none
exists. But then in this case ver. 9 a itself must con-

tain a threatening of judgment It is no objection to

thi<« that it is expressed in narrative form with the vav.

eoneecuthnm; comp. Dsjecmslh in loe. Ver. 9 6 is then

not antithesis but explanatory continuation. 7M must

then be taken In the weaker signification of tfS. Comp.

2 Kings vi. 27.—OIK *nd tf*K (comp. v. 15; xxxi.8;

Ps. xlix. 3; Prov. Till. 4) form only a rhetorical, not a

logical antithesis. It is not — mean and great, but —
all and every. The idea of "man " is only for the sake
of parallelism expressed by two synonymous words.

Comp. ver. 11. After Kfrn must jty be supplied, comp.

Qen. xviii. 24, 26 ; Hos. i. 6, coll. Isa. xxxiiL 24.

Ver. 10. '' infi genitive of the object, comp. 1 Sam.

xi. 7 ; 2 Chr. xiv. 13 ; xvii. 10 and below vers. 19 and 21.

TIM ">in only here.

Ver. 11. ni713J only here and ver. 17. DO in Isaiah

only here and ver. 17, and x. 12. The singular Sfltf la

explained in that nirDJ is the main idea. Comp. v. 15.

Sfitf, a common word with Isaiah (vers. 9, 11, 12, 17;

v. 15; xL 4, etc.) is verb, not adjective, for the latter is

Sotf• The same ramark obtains in reference to DTK

amfo'tfJK tnat was made ver. 9 concerning DtK «nd

tf*lt
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60 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet'sglance has penetrated into the
farthest future. There he gazes on the glory of
Jehovah and his people. In the words of his
fellow prophet Micah, to whom he thereby ex-
tends the hand of recognition and joins himself,
he portrays how highly exalted then the Lord
and His people shall be. Th*t is the true emi-
nence to which Israel is destined, and after which
it ought to strive. But what a chasm between
that which Israel shall be and what it actually is I

The Prophet calls on the people to set them-
selves in the light of that word of promise, that
promise of glory (ver. 5). What a sad picture
of the present reveals itself1 The people in that
glorious picture of the future, so one with its

God that it does not at all appear in an indepen-
dent guise, appears in the present forsaken of
God, for it has yielded itself entirely to the in-
fluences of the world from the East and West,
and all sides (ver. 6). In consequence of this,

much that is high and great has. indeed, towered
up in the midst of them. But this highness con-
sists only of gold and silver, wagons and horses,
and dead idols made by men (vers. 7-8). For that,
in the day of judgment, they shall be bowed down
so much the lower and. obtain nopardon (ver. 9).
For in that day they must creep into clefts in the
rocks and holes in the ground, before the terrible
appearance of Jehovah (ver. 10), and then shall
every false, earthly eminence be cast down, that
Jehovah alone may appear as the high one (y. 11).

. 2. O house of Jacob—light of the Lord.
—Ver. 5. " House of Jacob," so the Prophet ad-
dresses the inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem
(ver. 1), in that he connects what he says in this
address, and in the second half of the verse with
the prophetic address uttered in whal precedes,
in which (ver. 3) the temple was named "the
house of the God of Jacob." The expression
"house of Jacob" for Israel is besides Sequent
»n Isa, viii. 17; x. 20; xiv. 1; xxix. 22; xlvi.

3; xlviii. 1: lviii. 1.—As the Prophet at once
expresses what he has to say to the house of
Jacob in words that are taken from the prophecy
that precedes, he intimates what use he intends to
make of these words.

Expositors understand, '* MK partly of the
favor and grace of the Lord (for which otherwise
often C 'JiMfK Ps. lxxxix. 16; iv. 7; xxxvi.

10), partly of the instruction through the law of
the Lord (lux Jehovm lex Dei, VitbJ. But neither
the one nor the other meaning seems to me to
suit the context For in what follows there is
neither a promise of divine grace, nor exhorta-
tion to holy walk. I am therefore of the opinion,
that the prophet by •' light of Jehovah," under-
stands that light which Jehovah Himself extends
to the people by the prophetic word that just
precedes. In the light of that word ought Israel
to set its present history. The Prophet shows, in
what follows, how inBnitelv distant the present
Israel is from the ideal that, vers. 2-4, he has
shown, and which shall be the destiny of this de-
generate Israel in "the last time." Sow if Israel
will apply the measure of that future to its pre-
sent, it may escape the judgment of the last time.
On this account the Prophet summons his people
to set themselves in the "light of Jehovah."

3. Therefore thou hast—strangers, ver. 6.

The words " thou hast repelled thy people " seem
to me to indicate the fundamental thought of the
whole address to the end of Chap. v. From vers.

2-4. where Jehovah is named the God of Jacob,
and Zion the place where God's word shines so
gloriously that all nations assemble to this shin-
ing, it is'seen that Israel in this last time shall

live in most intimate harmony with its God.
That it is not so now he proceeds to describe.

For God has repudiated His people. Jehovah,
however, has not arbitrarily repudiated His peo-
ple. He could do no otherwise. For the nation
had forsaken Him. had abandoned itself to the
spirit of the world. They accorded admittance
to every influence that pressed on them from East
and West Such is the sense of the following

words. "From the eastj" means primarily, in-

deed, those parts of Arabia bordering on Pales-
tine (Judg. vi. 3, 33 ; vii. 12 ; viii. 10), but here,

in contrast with Philistines, it signifies the lands
generally that lie east of Palestine. That de-
structive influences, especiallyof a religious kind,

proceeded from these lands to Israel, appears
from the instance of Baal-Peor (Num. xxv. 3

:

Dent iv. 3), and of Chemosh (1 Kings xi 7 ; 2
Kings xxiii. 13) of the Moabites, and Milcom of
the Ammonites (1 Kings xi. 6, 7) the altar in
Damascus (2 Kingsxvi 10), and the star worship
of Manasseh (2 Kings xxL 5 ; Jer. vii. 18 ; xliv.

17 sqq.; Ezek. viii Id). But Drechsler, t*
loc, has proved that not only religious influences,

but also social culture of every sort penetrated
Israel from the East (comp. on iix. 18 sqq.; 1 Kings
v. 10; x. 1-15; xi. 1 sq. If, then, we translate
* for they are full from the East/' we would
thereby indicate the Prophet's meaning to be that
Israel has drawn from the Orient that of which
it is'full, in the sense of intellectual nourishment
But the West, too, exercised its destructive in-

fluences. The Philistines are named as repre-

sentatives of it, and especially they are indicated

as Israel's examples and teachers in witchcraft
It is true that we have no express historical evi-

dence that the Philistines were especially given
to witchcraft. Yet 1 Sam. vL 2 mentions their
" diviners," and 2 Kings i. 2, refers to the sanctu-
ary of Baalsebub at Ekron, as a celebrated oracle.

And in the obildren, etc Excepting Tabo.
Jonathan (et in legibue popxdorum ambulant) all

the ancient versions find in our P^ssagp a accusa-

tion of sexual transgression. The LXX,
Pkbghtt, and At. understand the words to refer

to intercourse of Jewish men or women with the
heathen, and the generation of theocratic illegiti-

mate posterity. Jerome, however, understands
the u

et pueri* alienie adhceeenvnt" of Pederasty,

as he expressly says in his commentary. The
translation of Stmmachus, too, which Jerome .

quotes, " et cum Mite alienie applaueenmt," is to

be understood in the same sense. ForJerome re-

marks expressly : •'Symmachw quodam circuitu et

honeeto aermonepUmdentium eandemcum puerie *ur-

pttudincm demonebraviL" Qebenius in his Com*
raentary p. 18 has overlooked this. It is seen
that LXi.(r&cva iroWKa hXMfvXa, kytvfftri afoot?),

PE9CHTT. (plurimoe ezterorum flioe eduoarunt)t

Arab. (naH mint eufilii ezteri permulH) have found
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CHAP. IL 5-1L 61

the notion of "fulness, superfluity" in Ip'DBT . But
Jerome and the Hebrew scholars that after him
translate ko+rrvblhioav (wedging oneself in, in

an obscene sense} proceed evidently from the fun-

damental meaning "striking." The later ex-

positors divide into these two classes. Still the

majority decide in favor of the meaning, "strik-

ing into, i. &, the hand, as sign of making a cove-

nant," and refer to the construction 3 JUfi (Gen.

xxxii.2; Josh.xvi.7; xvii. 10, sto.), to illustrate

the construction with 3 here. Still better is it to

compare the construction with 3 of the verbs,

nj-pW pmn,TniOn3. J nV are the chil-

dren of stranger* (Psalm zviii. 45, sq. ; Isaiah

lx 10, etc), with only the difference that in

tV the idea of a profane birth is more promi-

nent The expression is to be understood as gen-

erally comprehensive of the eastern and western

nations named immediately before, word TP
itself it occurs not seldom in Isa. ix. 5 ; viii. 18;

xL 7; xxix.23; IviL 4, 5.

4. Their land—have made.—Vers. 7, 8.

Neither the having abundance of children of
strangers (Ew.), nor the contenting oneself with
such (Drbchsler) explains to us why the land
of Jacob was full of silver and gold, of horses
and wagons. But it is very easily explained if

Israel had treaties and a lively commerce with
foreign nations. But this was contrary to the
law and the covenant of Jehovah. For according
to that Israel should be a separate people from
all other nations : " And ye shall be holy unto
Me ; for I the Lord am holy, and have severed
too from other people, that ye should be Mine."
Lev. xx. 26. Commerce with the world, of
coarse, brought the Israelites material gain, in
gold and silver, horses and wagons, so that, in

net, there was a superfluity of these in the land.

Bat by this growth in riches and power the
divine prohibition (Dent. xvii. 17,) was trans-

gressed. It is plain enough now how necessary
this prohibition was. For with the treasures of
this world the idols of this world are drawn in.

This prohibition would guard against that, for the
subtile idolatry of riches and power would serve
as a bridge to coarser idolatry, because it turns
the heart away from the true God, and thereby
opens a free ingress to the false gods. Thusis Israel,

in consequence of that being full, of which ver.

6 speaks, also outwardly become full of that which
names for great and glorious in the world. But,
regarded in the light of Jehovah, this is a false

eminence. On the subject matter oomp. Mich,
y. 9sqq.

5. Enter Into—In that day.—Vers. 10 and
.11. These words stand in an artistic double re-

lation. First, they relate to what precedes (ver.

9) ss apedncation. Second, to what follows (as

fiv at hi. 26) as a summary of the contents. For
the brief words of ver. 9 express only in quite a
gneral way the human abasement, and indicate
toe sole majesty of Jehovah only by ascribing to
iBm the royal right of pardon. These words are
now in both these particulars more nearly de-
termined in vera. 10 and 11. With dramatic

animation the prophet summons men, in view of
the terror that Jehovah prepares, and before the
majestic appearance of His glory, to creep into the
clefts of the rocks, and rock chasms (comp. ver.

19 and ver. 21), and in the depths of the dust i. e.
f

holes or caves in the earth, (comp. ver. 19). The
terror, therefore, shall be like that which spreads
before an overpowering invasion of an enemy
(Judg. vi. 2 ; 1 Sam. xiii. 6). Then shall the
lofty eye be cast down and,—which is the reason
for the former—all human highness shall be hu-
miliated. Jehovah alone shall be high in that

day, just as all mountains shall have disappeared
before the mountain of Jehovah (ver. 2). It

will immediately appear that the matter of both
these verses shall be more exactly detailed in
what follows.

JVer. 5. " From this distant prospect of the
ing ofthe gentiles, the Prophet now reverts to

his own times and countrymen, and calls upon
them not to be behind the nations in the use of
their distinguishing advantages. If the heathen
were one day to be enlightened, surely they who
were already in possession of the light ought to

make use of it" "In the light qf Jehovah; (in

the path of truth and duty upon which the light

of revelation shines). The light is mentioned as

a common designation of the Scriptures and of
Christ Himself?' (P/ov. vi. 23; Ps. cxix. 106;
Isa. 1L 4 ; Acts xxvi. 23; 2 Cor. iv. 4). J. A. A.

Ver. 6 c And with the children qf strangers

they abound.—The last verb does not mean they
please themselves, but they abound.—Children of

strangers.—Means strangers themselves,—foreign-
ers considered as dependents of a strange stock

and therefore alien from the commonwealth^ of
Israel."—J. A. A. [See comment on l. 4
o'jrneto o*ja.—-Tb.]

Ver. 7.
u The common interpretation makes

this verse descriptive of domestic wealth and
luxury. But these would hardly have been
placed between the superstitions and the idols,

with which Judah had been flooded from abroad.

Besides, this interpretation fails to account for

gold and silver being here combined with horses

and chariots.—But on the supposition that the

verse has reference to undue dependence upon
foreign powers, the money and the armies of the

latter would be naturally named together.—The
form of expression, too, suggests the idea of a re-

cent acquisition, as the strict sense of the verb is,

not it is fully nor even it is filled, but it was, or has

been filled."—J. A. A.

Ver. 9 " They who bowed themselves to idols

should be bowed down by the mighty hand of

God, instead of being raised up from their wilful

self-abasement by the pardon of their sins. Th<*

relative futures denote, not only succession
^
iu

time, but the relation of cause and effect.'*—
J. A. A.

Ver. 10. And hide thee in the dust. "May
there not be reference here to the mode prevail-

ing in the East of avoiding the Monsoon, or

poisonous heated wind that passes over the de-

sert ? Travelers there, in order to be safe, are

obliged to throw themselves down, and to place

their mouths close to the earth until it has

passed."—Babxes.]
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62 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

a. The judgment against the things falaely eminent in the sub-human and super*
human spheres.

Chapter II. 12-21.

12 aFor the day of the Lord of hosts shall be
Upon every one that is proud and lofty,

And upon every one that is lifted up ; and he shall be brought low

:

13 And upon all the cedars of Lebanon, that are high and lifted up,

And upon all the oaks of Bashan,
14 And upon all the high mountains,

And upon all the hills thai are lifted up,

15 And upon every high tower,

And upon every fenced wall,

16 And upon all the ships of Tarshish,
And upon all "pleasant pictures.

17 And the loftiness of man shall be bowed down,
And the haughtiness of men shall be made low

:

And the Lord alone shall be exalted in that day.
18 And the idols *he shall utterly abolish.

19 And they shall go into the holes of the rocks,

And into the caves of Hhe earth,

For fear of the Lord, and for the glory of his majesty,

When he arises to shake terribly the earth.

20 In that day a man shall cast 'his idols of silver, and his idols of gold,

•Which they made each one for himself to worship,

To the moles and to the bats

;

21 To go into the clefts of the rocks,

And into the °tops of the ragged rocks,

For fear of the Lord, and for the glory of his majesty,
*

v
When he ariseth to shake terribly the earth.

i Heb. pictures of desire Or, shaU utterly pass away. • Heb. the dust
* Heb. the idols of hie silver, etc, ' Or, Which they madefor Mm.

* For the Lord of hosts has a day on every thing proud, etc
* spectacles of desire. •fissures*

Ver. IS. HW In Isaiah only here. W) it often found

:

era. 13, 14 ; vL 1 ; x. 33; Itii. 16. On KfeO comp. above

ver. 2.—SflEft is to be construed as future, since QV '3

»h must be regarded as a determination of time that

points to the future.

Ver. 10. r\VD\tr Is fcr. hey. It comes from riDfe*

certainly, which, although unused itself, is kindred'to

n^B^» to behold, is only now identified in the substantive

JV3feTD. According to this etymology TVD^ff must

mean Odafia, showpiece^ thus every work of art that is

fitted to gratify the beholder's eye.

Ver. 18. I do not deny that Q'S^Sk is taken as ideal

singular, and may accordingly beJoined to the predicate

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

in the singular. But then VS3 mustbe taken as adverb.

Tet wherever this word occurs (only this once in Isa*;

comp. Lev. vi. 16 sq.; Deut. xiii. 17; xxxiii. 10; Judg.

xx. 40 ; 1 Sam. vii. ; Esek. xvi 14, etc) it is adjective or

substantive: entire or entirety. I agree therefore with

Mauwbe, who takes D,l
?
,l
7Kni «* casus absolutus put

before, and S
,l
?3 as subject : et idola (quod attinet, ecrum)

universitas peribiL—-The fundamental meaning of (|Sn

seems to me to be M to change.** Out of that develop©

the apparently opposite meanings "revircseere" IPs. xc
6; Job xiv. 7; Isa. ix. 9; xL 31; xli. 1) and " transire, pray

terirt, perire" (Isa. viii. 8; xxi. 1 ; Ps. cli. «7). The last

Is proper here.

Ver. 19. m£D (in Isaiah again xxxil. 14) is the natn-
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CHAP. n. 12-21. 63

ral rock cares, nSflD (**. A*Y- comp. S'Sn. pSn)

is the cave hewn oat by art Notice the paronomasia

In pun p^S.
Yer. ». The Prophet might have written here and

xxx. 22 ; xxxi 7, 1 «|03 vVSlt, «• «<*• o/ sitoer. But

he has chosen the common construction, which

rests on this, that nomen rectum and nomen regene

are construed as one notion, and thus in some mea-

sure as one word. — If V? after ft!]! is taken in a re-

flexiTe sense, the enaUage numeri would certainly

be very strong. Therefore most expositors justly re-

gard the artificers as subject of \\D$. The words

nnD 13nS, as they stand, can only present an infini-

tive with the prefix, and object following, for there is

no noun iblT But an infinitive does not suit here,

and besides there is no noun TT^B* Therefore the ren-

dering "hole of the mice," for which expositors have
gone to the Arabic, is only an arbitrary one. Evidently

the Masoretes, according to the analogy of n^p'PlpD,

IxL 1, and rPD~nB% Jer. xlvi. 20 would separate what

was to be united. We must then read fUliHflnS as

one word. But how it is to be pointed is doubtful. Ac-

cording to the analogy of ftiplj^. nApSpg,

nte^piR, rVipSpSn, we might point it nVidTOij?

from a singular rPB^fin. The meaning of this word
T T I ~"l

can only be digger. But what sort of burrowing animal

is meant, is doubtful. Jkbomk translated it talpa, mole.

GxsBJtros and Khobbl object to that, that the mole does

not lire in houses : Dsxchslkk that the Hebrew has an-

other word for mole, i. e^ iSH* But regarding the for-

mer, as Dklitssch remarks, the mole does, true enough,

burrow under buildings, and in regard to the latter

consideration of Dbkchslxb, T7I1 also occurs only once

(Ley. xi. 29), snd two words for one thing are not un-

usual in any language. Tet the foundation for a positive

opinion is wanting. ^Op is the 6ot (Lev. xi. 19;

Deut. xit. 18).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. With this section the Prophet begins his ex-
plication and specification of what he has pre-

viously vers. 9-11 said in general. That last

time, vers. 2-4, which the Prophet described

above in its glorious aspect for Israel, coincides

with the time when the Lord shall sit in judg-
ment on everything humanly high, that is hostile

to Him. And even all impersonal things, thus
creatures beneath man, on which, in proud arro-

gance, men put their trust, shall the Lord make
small and reduce to nothing ; the cedars of Le-
banon, the oaks of Bashan, the high mountains
and hills, the towers and walls, the ships of
Tarshish, and all .other pomp of human desire

(vers. 12-16). All this shall be abased that the
Lord alone may be high (ver. 17). But the same
shall happen to the beings above men, viz. ; to the
idols (ver. 18). That is the idolaters shall hide
themselves in terror before the manifestation of
that Jehovah whom they have despised (ver.

19) : they shall themselves cast their idols to the
unclean beasts, in order, mindful only of their
own preservation, to be able to creep into the hol-

lows and crevices of the rocks. (21).
2. For the day—brought low.—Ver. 12.

The Prophet had used for the first time ver. 11
the expression " in that day " that afterwards oc-
cnrs often (comp. v. 17, 20; iii. 7, 18; iv. 1, 2;
v. 30). He points thereby to the time which he
had before designated as " the last days." Of
course he does not mean that this last time shall
comprehend only one day in the ordinary sense.
The day that Isa., means is a prophetic Say, for
whose duration we must find a different measure
than our human one. With the Lord one day is

as a thousand years and a thousand years as one
day. (2 Pet. iii. 8; Ps. xc 4). But the chief
concern is whether there is really such a day of
the Lord. This the Prophet asserts most dis-
tinctly. For precisely because there is such a day

C?f°r> <*• 12) Isaiah could ver. 17 refer to it.

But this day is aday for Jehovah Sabaoth (comp.
i 9), or more correctly : Jehovah has such in
preparation, so to speak, in sure keeping, so that,

as soon as it pleases Him, He can produce it for

His purpose (comp. xxii. 5 ; xxxiv. 8, and espe-

cially lxiii. 4; Jer. xlvi. 10; Ezek. xxx. 3).

This day is a day of judgment, as already even
the older prophets portray it: Joel i. 15 ; ri. 1, 2,

11; Hi. 4; iv.14; Amos v. 18, 20. Obad. 15.

Indeed the notion of judgment is so closely

identified with " the day ofJehovah " that Isaiah

in our text construes DV a day directly as a word

signifying * court of justice," for he lets 7g de-

pend on it Once more in ver. 12, the notion of
nigh and proud is generally expressed before

(ver. 13) it is individualized.

3. And upon all—in that day.—Vers. 13-
17. The judgment of God must fall on all pro-
ducts of nature (vers. 13, 14), and upon human
art (vers. 15, 16). It may be asked, how then
have the products of nature, the trees and moun-
tains become blameworthy? Knobel. to be sure,

understands by the cedars houses made of cedar
(comp. 2 Sam. vii. 2, 7) and by oaks of Bashan
houses of oak wood (Ezek. xxvii. 6) such as Uz-
ziah and Jotham constructed partly for fortifying

the land, partly for pleasure, and by mountains
and hills "the fastnesses that Jotham built in the
mountains of Judah (2 Chr. xxvii. 4)." But,
though one might understand the cedars to mean
houses of cedar, (for which, however, must not
be cited ix. 9; Nah. ii. 4, but Jer. xxii. 23 comp.
Isa. Ix. 13) still the mountains and hills can
never mean " fortified places." 2 Pet. iii. 10,

seems to me to afford the best commentary on

our passage. As sure as n }N {3» angel of the

Lord of the Old Testament, is identical with the
hyyekoc tcvplov of the New Testament so is also the
'* Df\ day of the Lord identical with the

ifiipa Kvplov (l«Cor. 1. 8 : 1 Thess. v. 2, etc.). Now
of this day of the Lorn it is said, in the above
passage in Peter, that in it, " the earth also and
the works that are therein shall be burned up."
Ifnow this last great day has its preliminaries, too,

like, on the contrary, the revelation of glory ver.

2 sqq., has, then we are justified in regarding all
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64 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

degrees of God's world-judging activity as parts

of * the day of the Lord." If then the prophet
here names only the high mountains and the
highest trees growing on them as representatives

of nature, he evidently does so because it is his

idea, according to the whole context, to make
prominent that which is high in an earthly
sense, especially what is wont to serve men as

means of gratifying their lust of power and pomp.
But the mountains and the trees on them could
not be destroyed without the earth itself were de-
stroyed. Therefore the high mountains and trees

are only named as representatives of the entire

terrestrial nature, ofthe yy as it is called by Peter,

as also afterwards the towers, ships of Tarahish,
etc., are only representative of the koya, the human
works, thus the productions of art The oaks of
Bashan, beside this place, are mentioned Ezek.
xxvii. 6 ; Zech. xi. 2. A parallel is drawn be-
tween Lebanon and Bashan also xxxiii. 9; Jer.

xxii. 20 ; Nah. i. 4—High towers and strong
walls were built by others as well as by Uzziah
and Jotham; comp. 2 Chr. xiv. 7 ; xxxiL 5, etc.

—Tarshish is mentioned by Isaiah again : xxiii.

1, 6, 10 ; lx. 9 ; lxvi. 19. It is now generally
acknowledged that the locality lay in south Spain
beyond the Pillars of Hercules. It is the Taprrioobc

Tartessus of the Greeks : not a city, likely, but
the country that lay at tne mouth of the Beetis

(Guadalauiver) : comp. Hebzog, R. Encycl. XV.
p. 684. Ships of Tarshish are thus large ships
fitted for distant and dangerous voyages (Jon. i.

3 : iv. 2 ; 1 Kings x. 22 ; xxii. 49: Ps. xlviii. 8).

All this must be destroyed ana so must the
arrogance of men be humbled, that Jehovah
alone may be high in that day. So the pro-
phet repeats, with some modification, the words
of ver. 11, to prove that the specifications just

given are only meant as the amplification of
that general thought expressed in ver. 9. For
these verses 12-16, refer as much back to vers.

9 as do ver. 18 sqq., (especially vers. 18, 21,) to

ver. 10 a.

4. And the idols—the earth.—Vers. 17-21.

The judgment against the sub-human creatures

is followed by that against the superhuman, the
idols. As verses 18-16 refer back to ver. 7, so

ver. 18 sqq., does to ver. 8.

But the judgment against the idols is most
notably accomplished when the worshippers of
idols, now visaed by the despised, true God, in
all His terrible reality, see themselves the noth-
ingness of their idols and cast them away in

contempt Jehovah appears in the awful pomp

of His majesty. If the gods were anything, then
they would now appear and shield their fol-

lowers. But just because they are O'VSlt noth-

ings; they cannot do it We see from this that
the "enter into the rock and hide thee in the
dust" ver. 10, refers especially i the bringing
to shame these illusory superhuman highnesses.
In Bev. vi. 12 sqq., when at ver. 15 our passage
is alluded to, the shaking of the earth appears
as the effect of a great earthquake. Begarding
the usus loquendi comp. viii 12, 13 ; xxix. 28

;

xlvii.12.

Therefore men shall cast their idols away to the
gnawing beasts ofthe night, in their unclean holes,
not that their flight mav be easier, but because the
idols belong there. May there not be an allu-
sion in the words to the demon origin of the
idols (1 Cor. x. 20 sq.) ? In the description of
" A little excursion into the Land of Moab," con-
tained in the Magazine Sueddeutche Reichspost,

1872, No. 257 sqq., we read in No. 257 the fol-

lowing, in reference to the discovery of a large
image of Astarte. "The Bedouins dig in the
numerous artificial and natural caves for salt-

petre for making gunpowder. In this wav they
find these objects that in their time were buried
or just thrown there, which, in the judgment of
those that understand such matters, belonged all

of them once in some way to heathen worship,

and on which the prophecy of Isa. ii. 20 has been
so literally fulfilled.

1 '—Thus they cast their idols

away, they entertain themselves no more with
the care and worship of them, all trust in them
is also gone. They only hasten to save them-

selves by flight into the caverns (ft^jH see Exod.

xxxiii. 22 from "IW» to bore,) and crevices of the

rocks (comp, lvii. 5). We are, moreover, re-

minded of the words in Luke xxiii. 30. " Then
shall they begin to say to the mountains fell on
us ; and to the hills, cover us." For what wish
can be left to those that have fled to the rocks,

when the rocks themselves begin to shake, except

to be covered as soon as possible from the tumb-
ling mountains.

[Ver. 2a Idols of silver amd idols of gold. "Here
named as the most splendid and expensive, in

order to make the act of throwing them away still

more significant.

"Moles and bats are put together on account of

their defect of sight"—J. A. AJ
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CHAP. II. 22—HI. 15. 65

b. The judgment against the falsely eminent things in the human sphere.

Chap. H. 22-IV. 1.

a. THE JUDGMENT AGAINST GODLESS MEN.

Chap. H. 22-IIL 15.

22 Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils

:

For wherein is he to be accounted of?

1 For, behold, the Lobd, the Lord of hosts,

Doth take away from Jerusalem and from Judah
'The stay and the staff,
bThe whole stay of bread, and the whole stay of water,

2 The mighty man, and the man of war,

The judge, and the prophet, and the °prudent, and the 'ancient,

3 The captain of fifty, and 'the honorable man,
And the counsellor, and the cunning artificer, and the "eloquent orator.

4 And I will give children to be their princes,
1And babes shall rule over them.

5 And the people 'shall be oppressed,

Every one by another, and every one by his neighbour:

The child shall behave himself proudly against the ancient,

And the base against the honourable.

6 When a man shall take hold of his brother of the house of his father, saying

±

Thou hast clothing, be thou our ruler,

And let this ruin be under thy hand

:

7 In that day shall he "swear, saying,

I will not oe a 4healer

;

For in my house is neither bread nor clothing

:

Make me not a ruler of the people.

8 For Jerusalem is ruined, and Judah is fallen

:

Because their tongue and their doings are against the Lord,
To provoke the eyes of his glory.

9 The show of their countenance doth witness against them

;

And they declare their sins as Sodom, they hide it not.

Woe unto their soul ! for they have rewarded evil unto themselves.

10 Say ye to the righteous, that it shall be well vrtih him

:

For they shall eat the fruit of their doings.

11 Woe unto the wicked ! it shad be ill with him;
For the reward of his hands shall be §given him.

12 Asfar my people, children are their oppressors,

And women rule over them.
O my people, •they which lead thee cause thee to errf
And 'destroy the way of thy paths.

13 The Lobd standeth up to plead,

And standeth to judge the people.

14 The Lobd will enter into judgment
With the ancients of his people, and the princes thereof:
For ye have "eaten up the vineyard

;

The spoil of the poor is in your houses.
9
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66 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

15 What mean ye that ye 'beat my people to pieces,

And grind the faces of the poor ?

Saith the Lord God of hosts.

1 Heb. a man eminent in countenance.
» Heb. lift up the hand.
* Heb. dona to him.
1 Heb. swallow up,

• Supporter and supportrese,
• thefavorite.
* shall use dub tow.

•Or, skilful in speech.
* Heb. binder up.
•Or, they which eolith*
•Or, ton*

» every supporter,
t expert enchanter.
1
ltft up {his voice).

• diviner. * elder,
sand childishly shall they rule.
I trample.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 22. The yerb VtH occurs several times in Isa.

-T
i. 16; xxlv. 8, coll liii. 3. The oonstruotion with the

dative of the person addressed (DaL ethicus) has here

the meaning that this ceasing is in the interest of the

person addressed hlmselt Sin with JD : Exod. xiv.

15; xxiii 5; Job viil6; Prov. xxiii 4; 18am. ix. ft; 2

Chr. xxxt. 21.

Chap. III. Ver. L rUjftf/?M |#BfD: logically consi-

dered there can be no difference between these two

words, which moreover occur only here. Bat the Pro-

phet designs by the words only a rhetorical effect With

sententious brevity he sketches thus the contents of

the chapter whose first half treats of the male supports,

whose second half of the female.—Examples are not

few of concrete nouns which, placed along side of one

another, designate the totality by the masculine and

feminine endings: xi 12; xliii 0; Jer. xlviiL 10; Nan.

ii 13 ; Zech. ix. 17. It is doubtful about DO31 HOD3,
••Tl Tl • I

1 Samuel xv. 0. But abstract nouns are very few

that at the same time differentiate the idea as

to gender by the gender endings. The most likely

case of comparison is ntyfiSfiTI D'KVK^n, the
~ • I "I • TV«p.—

male and female branches (xxii. 24). It Is doubtful

about TTrU TO Mich. ii. 4 (comp. Caspam, Micah, p.

117). ip&O found elsewhere only 2 Sam. xxii 19 (Ps.

xviJL 19;. The feminine form occurs more frequently

tYiyvfo : Num. xxi 19; Vs. xxiii. 4; Isa. xxxvi 6, etc

Ver. 4. trSlVpn occurs only here and lxvl. 4. The
form is like O'JUJNJ, DUUIlfl. «'«• The plural can

signify the abstract, and this abstract may possibly

stand pro concreto; the plural may also have a simple

concrete meaning. All these constructions are gram-

matically possible and have found their defenders. As

regards the meaning of the word, the questions arise,

whether the word contains the notion of " child " (oomp.

SSty, SStyD) or the notion, "inJUct, bring upon, mis-

handle? (comp. S^JgAH, Judg. xix. 25; 1 8am. xxxi

4,efc., nVty, n'VSi, S
l^D,S^

|

aixvi4Xorboth

notions/and whether it is to be taken as subject or as

ace. adverbialis to designate the manner and means.

That the notion "child" lies in the word appears very

conclusively from the preceding D'^IH *nd from

SStyD, ver. 12. But It is not at all necessary to exclude

the notion vexaHo which is decidedly demanded, lxvi

4. One may easily unite both by translating as Dblitzsch

does, " childish appetites,** or " childish tricks, childish

follies." But the personifying of this Idea, or construing

It as abstr. pro concreto (puerilia— pueri, Gsssxrus)

though grammatically possible, is still hard. „ I agree

therefore with Hrrsio, who translates by * with tyranny,

arbitrariness." Oomp. D'Htf'D, frtlOto, D'kSb, etc

GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 6. {FnustrethL) Such is the sense of Bfaj. The

word is used of the violent oppression of the Egyptian

taskmakers (Exod. iii 7 ; v. 6 sqq.), of the creditor (Deut.

xv. 2, 8), of a superior military force ofan enemy (1 Sam.
xili 6), &lso of overpowering fatigue (1 8am. xiv. 24; or

of an unsparingly strict judicial process (Isa. liii 7). In

our passage the Niphal, as one may see from following

W\ B^IO E^R, appears intended in a reciprocal sense.

Moreover Isaiah uses the word often : ver. 12 ; ix. 3 ; xiv.

2; Iviii 3; lx. 17. 3m tumultuari, inscienter tractare:

comp. xxx. 7 ; li 9. n 7pJ contemtus, vilts; comp.

xvi 14; 1 Sam. xviii 23.

Ver. 6. '3 is rendered by many expositors u when **

:

TrraiKGA, Hrrsio, Ewalu, Dascnsm, DsxmscH. They
therefore take the phrase as protasis to ver. 7. The con-

sideration that vers. 6 and 7 evidently portray, not the

reason, but rather the consequence of ver. 4, determines

me also to adopt this view. By '2, then, a possibility ia

signified that may often ensue. nSgfcO occurs again

only in the plural, Zeph. i 3, where it means ofendiew

Urn, vttaVteAo*. Besides it is synonym of ^30. The

present situation therefore is manifestly designated as

a scandalous one, as a subject of offence.

Ver. 7. Efan P**** occurs only here. Other forms of

the verb occur in Isaiah in the sense of binding and
healing wounds: 1. 6; xxx. 26; lxi 1. He repels the

allegation that he still has clothing and bread, and de-

cline! therefore the honor of becoming judge of his

people, ryp is principally a poetic word. It occurs

only twelve times in the Old Testament ; three ofthese

in historical books : Josh. x. 24 ; Judg. xi. 6, 11. Isaiah

uses it four times, rtx., here, i 10 ; xx. 8.

Ver. 8. *7B*3i stumble, totter, fall, Isaiah uses often

:

v. 27; viii M;
T
xxviii. 13; xj. 30; 1U. 10, 14, etc VltfO

Isaiah uses only i 16 and iii 8, 10. *7K In an inimical

sense, as ii 4; Gen. iv. 8, etc. The form Hi^pS Is

syncopated from JThpnS (Ewalb, | 244 6> Comp. i

12; Ps. lxxviii 17. rhD *** HiPk rPOH occur very

often with » ^fl-nit^Num. xx. 24; xxvii 14; Deut i

26, 43, etc Once the Hiph. occurs with the following

*inn HK Ps. cvi 33, with following * 1*jn Ps. cv. 28

*?K no* Ps. cvii 11; onoe with *M#p Bsek. v. 6.

And so'here, too, with following " vjg.' in Isaiah the

construction with the accusative does not again occur:

fPD alone with the meaning "rebeUem, eonUmacem

esse," occurs again i 20 ; 1. 6 ; trili 10.

Ver. 9. TV^DHt which only occurs here, can, in union

with ty}9, have no other meaning than the adverbial
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CHAP. II. 22—m. 15. 67

form of speech D'39 T3H (Dent L 17; rri. 19; Ptot.
• T

xxit. »; xxvlli. 21), which means •* dignoeeere facte*

distinguish the countenances, i. «., make a partial die*

Unction " (comp, D'JD *!0}\ The notion of partial-

ity indeed does not sait here, although not a few Jew-
ishand Christian expositors understand the words in

this sense. The context constrains us rather to go
back to the simple fundamental meaning of close ob-

•errsnce, particular notice, which is the preliminary
of partial distinction. Ws are the more justified in this

ss T3H elsewhere too (lxi. 9; lxili. 16; Gen. xxxi. 82,

etc) is used tn a sense that proceeds from this funda-

mental meaning. 'Q JTOTI is therefore the magiste-
rial, so to speak, the juristic, exact obserrance and in-

Testigation of countenances. rWJJJ, which is likewise

a legal term, also favors this riew. For it is used as much
of the judge that takes cognisance (Exod. xxili. 2) as of
the witness that deposes to the Interrogation of the
jndge: Dent. xix. 16; 2 8am. i 16: «thy mouth hath

testified (T0£) against thee." ^DJ occurs in Isaiah

again onlj lxiii 7. The form of sentence in ver. 10 a is

owing to the well known attraction, common also in

Greek, by means of which the subject of the dependent
phrase becomes the object of the principal verb. There
Is no need, therefore, of taking 10K In the sense of

prcR&are. But it is simply M say, speak out loud, be
not silent, that the righteous is well off." There is,

thus, no need of referring to passages as Ps. xl. 11 ; cxlr.

6, 11- That 3^0 may mean not only bonus, but also bene

kabcns, wU off% is shown beyond contradiction by pas-

sages like Am. tL 2; Jer. xIIt. 17 ; Ps. cxii. 6.

Ter. 11. According to our remarks at L 4 concerning

'fc it is agreeable to usu* loqueruH to connect it with

Pen1

?. Besides in the best editions they are so bound
T TI

(comp. DsxmscH in loeX Therefore JH is to be taken

In the same way as D'lO Ter. 10. To be sure, there Is >w, xlvii X

no passage we can cite in which Jp means in/eUx* as

we can for 3fO meaning felia. For Ps. cri. 32, and

Gen. xItIL 9 JH is both times not used of personal

subjects. And there are no other places to cite. One
must therefore say, that the prophet in respect of the

meaning of JH has in Ter. 11 a imitated the corres-

ponding part of Ter. 10. S*D1 i» performance product

desert Comp. Judg. ix. 16; Ptot. xiL 14. The word is

found In Isaiah again xxxv. 4; lix. 18; lxvi. 6. What the

hands of the wicked hare themselves produced shall

be joined to, put on them.

Ver. 12. The singular V?tyD has general significance

and hence represents an ideal plural. Comp. JR3f njJ*>

T13J7 °*n- x,tU« *• ^ regards the form of the word,

which occurs here only, 7/\p0 i« the root form for

bbty ( 1 8am. xt. 3; Isa. xiii. 1<£ etc.) or *?Sty (Jer. wt

11 ; ix. 20).

Ter. 13. 33fJ (in Isaiah only again xxl. 8) expresses

the opposite of movement. 33fJ and "TDJ? along side

of each other occur 1 Sam. xix. 20. yt and Tl
though not seldom interchanged (comp. 1. 17), still stand

here fide by side. But comp. Jer. xv. 10; Heb. L 3.

The expression Bfl#03 Kfa ** enter into Judgment n

occurs only here in Isaiah. Comp. beside Job Ix. 32

;

xiT. 3; xxii. 4; Ps. cxliii. 2; Eccl. xi 9; xii. 14.

Ter. 14. The Piel ^£3 occurs in this sense in Isaiah

only again v. 6 ; comp. Exod. xxll. 4. It is depascere,

grazing of cattle. Elsewhere it is used of fire (Ti. 18

;

xl. 16; xliT. 15; L 11). Tlhn only here In Isaiah, Sjl

lxi 8.

Ver. 15. ton to stamp, trample (xix. 10; liii.5,10) is

intensified by IJHOn Kp v
fl. ]T)Q is to grind, pound

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Chap. iiL connects quite easily and simply
with chap. ii. so far as it continues the idea of
thejudgment, and to this effect, that it is now ex-
tended to the sphere of human existence. Chap.
ii. 22 makes the appropriate transition. For
therein the Prophet warns against trusting in
men, who are only weak transitory creatures.
Chap, iii., also, with this fundamental idea, sub-
divides into two parts, of which the first (1-15)
treats of the man, the second (16-iv. 1) of the
women. And yet we at once receive the impres-
sion that in chap. iii. he is treading ground! do-
minated by other sentiments. For while chap. ii.

discourses quite evidently of the judgment that
in the last time, the great day of Jehovah, shall be
passed on sub-human and superhuman creatures,
chap. iii. seem* only to speak of acts of judgment
that do not brine the continuation of human kind
into question. Moreover, in as much as an or-
dered government is essential to the very exis-
tence of such continuance, the removal of those
in power enumerated in vera. 2, 3 does not appear
to be a punishment of these themselves for their
loftiness, but of the people. Those authorities
appear as a benefit that is withdrawn from the
nnful nation, and in their stead they are aban-
doned to the miseries of anarchy, or of a boy and
wo-jian government If now the removal of

these pillars, the great and mighty (era. 2, 3), is

because they on their part share the blame, still

that is not the principal thought. But the chief

matter is that from the nation, which (ver. 8)

had * provoked the eyes of the glory " of the
Lord, snail be taken away the indispensable sup-

port of its customary and natural rulers. In con-

nection with chap. ii. one expects a specifying

of the contents, that as the suo-human and su-

perhuman magnates must be humbled so, too,

must the human magnates be. But this thought
comes up only at vers. 13-15. Hence vers. 1-21

make on me the impression of a discourse that

originally did not belong in this connection, but
which was inserted here because it still in some
measure suits the context. It is possible that

originally these words were directed: against the

bad government of Ahaz, who came to the throne

as a young man of 20 years (2 Kings xvi. 2), al-

though, taken strictly, they portray conditions that

really never occurred either under Ahaz or in

any other stadium of Jewish history.

because iii. 1., presupposes the destruction of

human magnates, that were for themselves and
others an object of unjustifiable confidence (ii.

22), the discourse as regards its matter fits the

context (comp. ii. 11). But it fits in also in chro-

nological respects, so far as all acts of divine
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68 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

judgment constitute a unity ; consequently all

visitations that precede the last judgment belong
essentially to it as precursors. But that the Pro-
phet notwithstanding makes a distinction appears
from vers. 13-15.

The order of thought in our passage, then, is

as follows : After the Prophet had signified by ii.

22, that now he would proceed to the judgment
against every high thing among men, he classi-

fies in advance iii. 1 the contents of what he has
to say, in that he announces that Judah and Jeru-
salem shall be deprived ofevery support, male and
female. The male supports he then enumerates
vers. 2, 3. If these are removed, of course only
children and women remain as supports of the
commonwealth. The misery of boy rule, that

gradually degenerates into anarchy, is portrayed
vers. 4-7 in vigorous lines. This misery is the
symptom of prevalent ruin in Judah and Jeru-
salem, and the consequence of those crimes com-
mitted against the Lord (ver. 8), that are public
and not at all denied. These, therefore, are the
self-meriting cause of that misery (ver. 9) ; for

as the righteous reap salvation as fruit of their

works (ver. 10), so the wicked destruction (ver.

11). Thus it comes that children and women
rule over the nation and that these bad guides
lead it into destruction (ver. 12). But this self-

merited temporal misfortune is only the prelude
of that still higher judgment that Jehovah shall

conduct in proper person which, according to

chap, ii., shall take place at the end of days, and
by which the Lord shall finally rescue the pith

of the people, but will drag their destroyers to a
merited accountability.

2. Cease ye—accounted of?—ii. 22. As,
in what precedes, the trust in things falsely emi-
nent, in money, in power, in idolatry, was demon-
strated as vanity, so the same occurs here in re-

gard to men. " ueasefrom men," says the Prophet.
How shall man be an object of trust, how shall

he be a support seeing the principle of his life is

the air that he breathes in and out of his nostrils,

thus the fugitive quickly disappearing breath ?

Thence man himself is called so often /3n breath;

Ps. xxxix. 6, 7, 12 ; Ixii. 10, etc., comp. Gen.
iv. 2.—The expression " whose breath is in his

nostrils " calls to mind Gen. ii. 7 ; vii. 22 ; Job
xxvii. 3.—" For wherein is he to be accounted
of?" Man as such, i. «., as bearer of the divine
image in earthly form (

0<
JK) ** °* cown/e of great

value before God. Comp. Ps. yiii. 5 sqq. ; Job
vii. 17. In these passages the inquiry what is

man " reminds one very much of the inquiry of

our Prophet. But as helper, saviour, defender,

support, man counts for little, yea less than noth-

ing, according to Ps. Ixii. 10. For as one knows
at once from iii. 1 sqq., human props may in a
twinkling all of them be taken away. The pre-

position 3 stands here as elsewhere (comp. vii. 2)

as sign of the price that is regarded as the means
for purchasing the wares or work.

3. For behold—eloquent orator.—Ch. iii.

1-3. The solemn accumulation of the names of

God that occurs here, occurs in like manner i.

24 ; x. 16, 33 ; xix. 4. The subject addressed

appears here also the chief city and the chief

tribe of the people of Israel. But while, i. and
ii., it is always said "Judah and Jerusalem,"

here (ver. 8) it is said "Jerusalem and Judah.*'
This is not without meaning, and we are perhaps
justified in finding therein a support for the con-
jecture expressed above, that our passage did not
originate at the same time with what precedes
and what follows it, but is inserted here. The
following words :

" the whole stay of bread and
the whole stay of water " appear to interrupt the
connection. For when, vers. 2, 3, the different

categories of kinds of human callings are enum-
erated, and ver. 16 sqq., the proud, aristocratic,

decked out ladies are portrayed, is that not the
specification of the ideas JJ787D and HJytfD, stay

and staff? And what have bread and water to

do here, seeing everything impersonal has already
been noticed above ii. 13-16? It is conceivable
that a reader, who did not understand the rela-

tion of the two words to what follows, had made
a gloss of them in this sense, and that this gloss

then had crept into the text. Such is the conjec-

ture of Hitzio, Knobel, Meier, and—though
afterwards retracted— of Gesenius and Um-
breit. The expression "stay " might call to
mind the expression " comfort your hearts with a
morsel of bread " (Gen. xviii. 5 ; Jndg. xix. 5,

8; Ps. civ. 15) and the expression °*
staff of

bread" (Lev. xxvi. 26; Exek. iv. 16; 5,16).
That just bread and water are named as cor-

responding to JJJsfO and njjftf might have its

reason in this, that they recognized in bread the
female principle and in water the male. But it

is always doubtful to assume an interpolation only
on internal grounds. Ewald and Drechsler
understand the words in a figurative sense. The
stay of bread and of water signify the supports
that are necessary as bread ana water. But
Knobel justly remarks that this were an un-
heard of trope. May not all those be called

"staffs of bread and water" that provide the
state with bread and water, i. «., with all that per-

tains to daily bread ? Call to mind the explana-
tion of the fourth petition in Luther's catechism,

wherein " pious and faithful rulers " and *' good
government 1' are reckoned as daily bread too.

taff of bread, etc., would be therefore, not the
bread and water themselves as supports for pre-

serving life (Genitive of the subject), but the
supports on which bread and water, t. e.t the ne-
cessities and nourishment of life depend (genitive

of the object).

In the following enumeration^ as Drechsler
remarks, the instructors and military profession

are especially represented. Even the entire ap-

paratus of state machinery of that day is men-
tioned. But as all that are named are designated

as those that the Lord takes away, it is seen that

they are all regarded as false supports. They
may even be that per se in so far as they ought
not to exist at all among the people of God; as

e. g., the DDp, diviner and the #0^7 p3J, expert en-

chanter, (Dent xviii. 10-14). tfnS is the mur-

muratio (magia murmurata Apvl.), the muttered

repetition of the magic formulas (xxvi. 16)

;

Jul occurs again v. 21 ; xxix. 14.

Even the K'3J may, according to the context

and the kindred passage ix. 14, be only prophets

that prophesy falsely in the name of Jehovah.

The use of the rest of the callings named is
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indeed legally justified, but nevertheless .they are

subject to abase. One may indeed cast a doubt
on the legality of the DOS Wfetf (comp. ix. 14)

the amicus regit, the preferred favorite, but not on
that of the others. Especially the men of war
appear to be indispensable, whence each of the
verses 2 and 3 begins with the naming of such.
*H3i seems to mean Hhe warrior proved by

deeds; nornp tf*K the man of war in general

;

^XiVrm
\'C tin rank of captain ; while the DBitf

as state officer and Jp^= officer of the congrega-

tion. Ahithophel and Hushai (2 Sam. xvii.) are
practical illustrations of fJ£i\ counsellor. The
D'Bfjn D3n is the engineer, master of the pre-

paration of warlike weapons and military ma-
chines (comp. on Jer. xxiv. 1).

4. And I will give — a ruler of the
people.—Vers. 4-7. When a state trusts to an
arm of flesh, and puts its trust solely in its princes

and men of might, in its diplomats and generals,

in a word, in the strength of its men, and the

Lord takes away these strong ones as false sup-
port^ then, of course, a condition must ensue in

which weak hands manage the rudder of state.

No earthly state has continuously maintained a
position strong and flourishing. One need only
call tomind the world-monarchies. That gradual
weakening of the world-power indicated in

Daniel's image of the monarchies (Dan. ii.),

takes place also within each individual kingdom.
Gall to mind the vigorous Assyrian rulers, a
Tiglath Pileser, Sargon, Sennacherib, and the in-

glorious end of the last of their successor*, what-
ever may have been his name : think of Nebu-
chadnezzar, and Belshazzar, of Cyrus and Darius
Codomannus, of Augustus and Romulus Au-
gostulus, etc. In Judah, too, it was not differ-

ent Zedekiah was a weakling that perpetually
wavered between a fear of Jehovah's prophet
and of his own powerful subjects. It may. there-

fore, be said that not some quite definite histori-

cal fact is prophesied here, but a condition of
punishment is threatened such as always and
everywhere must ensue where the strength of a
national life is exhausted, and the end approaches
(comp. Eccl. x. 16).

When weak hands hold the reins of govern-
ment a condition of lawlessness ensues, and of
defencelessness for the weak. The strong then
do as they wish. They exercise club law. A
further consequence of that anarchical condition
is that those of lower rank no longer submit to

the higher ranks, but, in wicked abuse of their

physical strength, lift themselves above them.
The misery of that anarchical condition, how-
ever, stands out in strongest relief when at last

no one will tolerate any government. Although
the inhabitants would gladly make a ruler
of any one that rises in any degree above the
universal wretchedness (say any one that has
still a good coat), yet every one on whom thev
would put this nonor will resist it with all his

might " Under thy hand," comp. Gen. xli.

35; 2 Kings viiL 20. With loud voice will the
chosen man emphatically protest This is indi-

cated by the expression *fo\ to which Vlp must

be supplied (xlii. 2, 11).

T

"I will not be sur-

geon," he says, by which he calls the state life

sick. [" The sick man," as modern designation

for the Turkish Empire,—Tb.].
[On ver. 4. "i via give children" "Some apply

this, in a strict sense, to the weak and wicked
reign of Ahaz, others in a wider sense to the se-

ries of weak kings after Isaiah. But there is no
need of restricting it to kings at all. The most
probable opinion is that incompetent rulers are

called boys or children not in respect to age but
character.—J. A. A. Similarly Babnes.

On ver. 6. * The government shall go a beg-
ging. It is taken for granted that there is no
way of redressing all these grievances, and bring-
ing things into order again, but by good magis-
trates, who shall be invested with power by com-
mon consent, and shall exert that power for the
good of the community. And it is probable that
this was in many places the true origin of govern-
ment ; men found it necessary to unite in a sub-
jection to one who was thought fit for such a
trust,—being aware that they must be ruled or
ruined."—M. Henry.
On ver. 7. '• The last clause does not simply

mean do not make me, but you must not or youshau
not make me a ruler"—J. A. A.
"The meaning is, that the state of affairs was

so ruinous and calamitous that he would not at-

tempt to restore them—as if in the body, disease

should have so far progressed that he would not
undertake to restore the person, and have him
die under his hands, so as to expose himself to

the reproach of being an unsuccessful and unskil-

ful physician."—Babnes.
On ver. 9. '' The sense is not that their looks

betray them, but that they make no effort at con-

cealment, as appears from the reference to So-
dom. The expression of the same idea firet in a
positive and then in a negative form is not un-
common in Scripture, and is a natural if not an
English idiom. Madame D. Abblat, in her
memoirs of Dr. Burnet, speaks of Omiah, the

Tahitian, brought home by Capt. Cook, as ut-

tering first affirmatively, etc., then negatively all

the little sentences that he attempted to utter."

—

J. A. A.
On ver. 10. " The righteous are encouraged

by the assurance that the judgments of God shall

not be indiscriminate.—The object of address

seems to be not the prophets or ministers of God,
but the people at large or men indefinitely."—J.

A. A.
" Whatever becomes of the unrighteous nation,

let the righteous man know that he shall not be
lost in the crowd of sinners : the Judge of all the

earth will not slay the righteous with the wicked (Gen.

xviii. 25) ; no, assure him, in God's name, that

it shall be well with him. The property of the

trouble shall be altered to him, and he shall be
hidden in the day of the LoroVs anger. — M.
Henry 1

5. For Jerusalem—thy paths.—Ver. 8-12.

Such a condition of anarchy is only a symptom
of the outward and inward decay. It is never
blameless, but always blameworthy misfortune.

As the second hemistich of ver. 8, evidently de-

scribes the inward decay, the first must conse-

quently be referred to the outward. But hemi-

stich 2 is strung on with '3 with a chain-like
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effect. The anarchy is the symptom of the
outward decay; but the outward decay is the
consequence of that which is inward. With
Deechsler I translate by " insult the eyes
of his glory." It is evident, that the Prophet
would indicate a direct antithesis between the
glory of Jehovah, and the bad tongues and
works, as also an antithesis between "the eyes
of the loftiness of man " ii. 11 ; y. 15 and "the
eyes of the glory of Jehovah." The eyes of God
who is God of light (lx. 19 j Mich. vii. 8 ; 1 Jno.
i. 5) are insulted just by this, that they must see

the works of darkness. It seems to me, on this

account, clear that the divine majesty is desig-

nated as glorious chiefly in respect to its purity
and holiness; therefore ethically. That, more-
over, the eyes of the glory of God, are not some-
thing different from the eyes of God Himself is

just as clear as that the eves of the glory must
themselves be glorious. They are here the organ
of the manifestation of His glory (comp. Rev.
ii. 18), as in other places it speaks of the arm of
His salvation (xl. 10), of His holiness, (lii. 10)
of His strength (lxii. 8). Besides the expression
i3 only found here, as may be said also of the de-
fective writing of it.

The Prophet had (ver. 8) assigned the badness
of the words and work as the cause of the fall.

But i* this accusation well founded ? Yes, it is.

A double and unexceptionable witness testifies to

its truth: 1.) the eogmtio vuUwtm, knowledge of
countenances. Thus we might translate: ''ap-

pearance testifies against thee. (See Text, and Or.)

2.) Their own declaration, though not made
with this intention. " Out of the abundance of
the heart the mouth speaketh." The godless can-
not lock up that of which his heart is full. The
mouth, as it were, foams over involuntarily with
it The Sodomites, too, (comp. i. 9, 10) spoke
out insolently the shameful purpose they had in
mind (Gen. xix. 3). So the Israelites made no
concealment of the evil they had in mind.
Therefore their ruin is merited (comp. Gen. 1.

15, 17) and just The sentence: "woe to them,
for they have hurt themselves " which, ver. 9 6,

is especially applied to Israel, is established in

what follows, by stating in its double aspect

the fundamental and universal truth that un-
derlies it, that a man must reap what he sows.
First, the righteous is pronounced blessed because
he shall eat the (good) fruits of his (good) works.
As that universal truth of the causal connection
between works and the fate of men is not ex-
pressed, but assumed, so that aspect of it that re-

lates to the righteous is not expressed in doctrinal

form, but, vigorous and life like, in the form of
a summons to declare the righteous blessed.

The happiness of the righteous will consist in
this, that he shall enjoy the fruit of his works
(Prov. i. 81). To the wicked, on the other hand,
a woe is proclaimed. The happiness of the pious
is announced to every one; the vengence that

shall overtake the wicked is announced to him-
self alone.

Ver. 12. Is a reswni. In thesewords the whole
course of thought from vers. 1-11., is compre-
hended again. The two halves of ver. 12 begin

with *)3£ "My people" put before absolutely,

which shows how much the Lord loves His

people, and how much the state of things por-
trayed makes Him sorry for His people. The
word D%

tWJ, oppressors, is used of those whom the
people, for want of better, in consequence of that
oppression mentioned in ver. 5, had been obliged
to make chiefs. By this is intimated that
these supports of necessity shall themselves
be no proper chiefs that merit the name, but
only rude oppressors. Comp. ix. 3; xiv. 2;
lx. 17. They are so, not in spite of, but just be-
cause of their being children, boys.

"NSfKD qui reetdducit, comp. i. 17. The word
is meant ironically, for how else could the "UEWD
be a n^TO? Our passage as already remarked

stands in evident connection with ix. 15. There
too the leaders are called misleaders ; there, too,

the word J?Sa is used of thosewho mislead, for they

are called D^Pp- We see by this that the Pro-

phet has not in mind the same persons in the
second half of the verse that he has in the first.

He speaks in the second clause of the false pro-

phets, as in ix. 14 sq. Like flies in honey, this

vermin is ever found where there are bad rulers.

For they need false prophets to cover over their

doings. These false prophets, however, devour
the path of the people. Delitzsch (like Jerome,
Theodoret, Luther before him) understands
by •' the way of their paths" the right way, the
way of the law. " The prophets, that ought to

{>reach it say mum, mum, and retain it swal-

owed. It has gone into oblivion by false pro-
phetic errorneous preaching." But it seems to

me as if then it must not read ynmx *|T1, the

way of thy paths. For this is just the way that
Israel actually treads, the direction that its life

path actually tends. It must then read way of

Jehovah (' IT! as Ps. xviii. 22, or rtJWK 1, or

"flto H, as Ps. cxix. 30, 32, or BfitfD IT* as

Isa.il. 14 or ltht n as lix. 8, or such like. I

therefore agree with the explanation of those that

take P1
)* in a metaphorical sense like that where

this word is elsewhere used of the destruction of
a city (2 Sam. xx. 19, 20) or of a wall (Lam. ii.

8). The expression only occurs in this place in

relation to a way, but it must mean nothing else

than to direct the path of one's life down into the
depths of destruction in which the devourers
themselves are. Comp. Job vi. 18.

6. The Lord standeth up—the Lord of
Hosts.—Vers. 13-15. At first sight one might
think these three verses bring the further expli-

cation of one matter of moment in vers. 1-12,

inc., the more particular laying down of thejudg-
ment against the chiefe of the nation which was
only indicated in ver. 1, by *V0D " taking away "

and in ver. 12 by the reproach uttered against

them.
But we see from the solemnity of ver. 13, es-

pecially from the antithesis between D'8£ and

)Q2 cnp vers. 14, 15), " the people and His peo-

ple" that we are introduced into quite another mo-
ment of time. For evidently vers. 13-15 depict

again the judgment of the world. " The world's

judgment presents itself anew before his soul,"
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says Delttzsch. "The people" ver. 13, re-

calls distinctly ''the nations" and "many peo-

ple" of ii. 2-4. However, it is not the judging

of the nations generally that is portrayed, but

only the judging of the people of God as apart
of this universal judgment. Moreover, not of the

nation in its totality, but of the destroyers of this

totality, the princes and elders (ver. 14 a). These
appear, therefore, as the chief agents of that in-

ward and outward decay that has invaded the

nation. If. according to it 3, all nations are to

stream to the mountain of the Lord, because the

law shall go forth out of Zion, then, evidently,

Jerusalem itself must previously be cleansed and
filled with the word of God. This cleansing, ac-

cording to ix. 13 sqq., begins with this, that the

Lord will cast off from Israel head and tail.

The elders are the head, the false prophets are

the tail. Here too, though a bnefer
{

still a
comprehensible, hint is given that indicates

the sort of purifying that Israel itself must un-
dergo in order to become what, according to ii.

3, it ought to become. This hint makes on me
the impression that iii. 1-12 does, viz., that a word
spoken on some other occasion has been applied
to this purpose. Comp^ the comment on ver. 16
sqq. Unmoved and immovable (comp. Gen.
xxxvii. 7) t. c, as one whom no one can crowd
from this place, the Lord conducts the judgment;
and that standing, not sitting, therefore ready
and prepared for instant execution of the judg-
ment. He exercises the magisterial function, Ps.

lxxxiL 1, which so far resembles our passage that

it also describes the judgment upon the mag-
istrates of the people, represents too, the Lord as

a judge in standing posture. Elsewhere He is re-

presented as sitting in judgment: Ps. ix. 5;
xxix. 10

{
Joel iv. 12, etc

The discourse of the Lord begins with the
second clause of ver. 14, with DHK1, " but ye,"

thus with a conclusion to which the premise

must be supplied. It is the same construction as

Ps. ii. 6. The premise to be supplied must be to

this effect: " I have made you commanders that

ye might administer justice. But ye," ete. The
princes have regarded the nation as their domain
which they might use up as they pleased. They
have, therefore, themselves become the cattle from
which they ought to have protected the vine-

yard. The he-goat had become gardener (De-
litzsch). Comp. i. 23 j

Mich. iii. 1-3. The
image of the devoured vineyard is at once ex-
plained ; robbery, plunder wrested from the poor
is found in their houses. To the " but you " of
ver. 14 corresponds an equally emphatic " what
mean ye" that begins ver. 15. The flow of words

is so fast that even the '2 for, that otherwise

would follow the question (comp. xxiL 1, 16) is

wanting (comp. Jon. i. 6, where, however, the
construction is somewhat different). To grind to

pieces the face of a man appears to me to be the
expression for beating to pieces the face (1 Kings
xxii. 24 ; Mich. iv. 14) in the intensest degree.

The expression is exactly the opposite of per-

mudere faciem 'B nSn Ps. xlv. 13 ; Prov. xix. 6.

The hiph significance of the declaration is, in

conclusion, evidenced by the reference of it to
" the Lord Jehovah Sabaoth," concerning which
see the comment at i. 9, 24.

[On ver. 13. "Nation* here as often elsewhere
means the tribes of Israel. See Gen. xlix. 10

;

Deut. xxxii. 8 ; xxxiii. 3, 19 ; 1 Kings xxii. 28

;

Mich. i. 2."-J. A. A.

On ver. 15. "Grind the faces of the poor.

The simplest and most natural interpretation is

that which applies it to the act of grinding the
face upon the ground by trampling on the body,
thus giving the noun and verb their proper
meaning and making the parallelism more ex-
act."-?. A. A.]

B.—The judgment upon the godless women.

Chap. IIL 16—IV. 1.

16 Moreover the Lord gaith.

Because the daughters of Zion are haughty,
And walk with stretched forth necks
And 1wanton eyes,

Walking and 'mincing as they go,
And making a tinkling with their feet

:

17 Therefore the Lord will smite with a scab
The crown of the head of the daughters of Zion,
And the Lord will 'discover their secret parts.

18 In that day the Lord will take away
The bravery of their tinkling ornaments about theirfeet,
And their 'cauls, and their round tires like the moon,

19 The 'chains, and the bracelets, and the 'mufflers,
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20 The bonnets, and the ornaments of the legs, and the headbands,
And the 'tablets, and the earrings,

21 The rings, and nose jewels,

22 The changeable suits of apparel, and the mantles,
And the wimples, and the crisping pins,

23 The glasses, and the fine linen,

And the hoods, and the veils.

' 24 And it shall come to pass, that instead of sweet smell, there shall be stink;

And instead of a girdle, a rent

;

And instead of well set hair, baldness

;

And instead of a stomacher, a girding of sackcloth

;

And burning, instead of beauty.

25 Thy men shall fall by the sword,

And thy 'mighty in the war.

26 And her gates shall lament and mourn
;

And she beintf "desolate shall sit upon the ground.

Chap. IV. 1 And in that day seven women shall take hold of one man, saying,

We will eat our own bread,

And wear our own apparel

:

Only "let us be called by thy name,
laTo take away our reproach.

i Heb. deceiving with their eyes.
« Or, networks.
* Heb. houses of the sovL
"> Heb. cleansed.

• Or, sweet balls.
• Heb. might.
u Heb. let thy name be catted upon us.

» Heb. make naked.
• Or, spangled ornaments.
• Or, emptied.
"Or, Take thou away.

[For the different renderings of the commentator see the comment ltMelt On the importance of them i

J. A. A/s note on ver. 18 below.—Ta.1

EXKOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This section, too, has for its subject an event
that cannot possibly coincide with the last judg-
ment to which ii., refers. For that great day,
the last of all, will not have to do with a mere
sinking down from the heights of luxury and
pride to the plane of poverty ; it will not treat of
the exchange of a girdle for a rope, of a mantle
for a sack, nor of a defeat in war, nor of mourn-
ful sitting on the ruins of the city ; there will be
nothing said of wives wanting nothing beside the
prop of a man. For in that day all will be
over ; the old world generally shall be out and
out destroyed in order to make room for a new.
Thus this section, too, makes the impression of
being some declaration, meant originally to serve

some special object but inserted here in order to

complete the grand picture of the future in this

particular aspect. The Prophet had occasion
once, and this may likely have been in the dajs
of Uzziah or Jotham, to declare himself against

the irruption of pomp of dress and luxury. This
declaration, or at least a part of it, he pieces in
here to his comprehensive prophecy ofjudgment.
And he may do this. For whenever this de-
nunciation against the arrogance of woman may
have been fulfilled, such fulfilment always consti-

tutes a part of the great whole ofjudgment which
is to be completed with the judgment of the last

day. The Prophet assumes in the prophecy that
stands at the head (ii. 2-4), that Israel itself too,

must be subjected to a judgment. For only by
a great process of refining can the mountain of

Jehovah rise to the height which, according to

ii. 2, it must attain, and only when Zion itself is

full of the Spirit of God can it become the em-
bodied ideal for all nations. How this refining

is to take place in every respect and at different

times is described in what follows up to iv. 1.

In this description the Prophet makes use also

of older utterances, which were perhaps too short

to appear independently, and that might more
suitably he joined in just here than elsewhere.

Thus there was a section of this sort that referred

to the men, iii. 1 sqq.; so now, too, we have one
that has the women for a theme. The connect-

ing formula, "and Jehovah said," favors the

view that this is a joined on piece. It would be
quite superfluous if the discourse proceeded from
one mould. Comp. on this the comment on ver.

16. The order of thought is as follows: The
luxurious pride of the women, too, shall be hum-
bled (ver. 16, 17). In the day that this shall

happen all their splendid garments shall be

taken from them (vers. 18-23) and replaced by
wretched ones to correspond (ver. 24). Their

husbands, too, they shall lose in a brief space

(ver. 25). lamenting and desolated, they shall

sit in the gates (ver. 26); yea, their want
shall be so great that seven women shall at-

tach themselves to one man, without demanding
support from him, only thereby to escape the

mifefortune of being unmarried (iv. 1).

[On ver. 16 sqq. " The Prophet here resumes

the thread which had been dropped or broken at
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the close of ver. 12, and recurs to the undue pre-

dominance of female influence, but particularly

to the prevalent excess of female luxury, not only
as sinful in itself but as a chief cause of the vio-

lence and social disorder previously mentioned,
and therefore to be punished by disease, widow-
hood, and shameful exposure. These two verses

(16, 17), like the sixth and seventh, form one
continued sentence. And Jehovah said (in addi-

tion to what goes before, as if beginning a new
section of the prophecy), because the daughters of
Zion (the women of Jerusalem, with special re-

ference to those connected with the leading

men," etc)—J. A. A.

On ver. 18. *' As in other cases where a variety

of detached particulars are enumerated simply by
their names it is now very difficult to identify

some of them. This is the less to be regretted,

as the main design of the enumeration was to

show the prevalent extravagance in dress, an ef-

fect not wholly dependent on an exact interpreta-

tion of the several items. The interest of the
passage in its details is not exegetical but arch-
sological."—J. A. A.

On ver. 26. "The gates of Ziou are said to

mourn, by a rhetorical substitution of the place
of action for the agent, or because a place tilled

with cries seems itself to utter them. She is de-
scribed, not as lying, but as sitting on the ground.
So on one of Vespasian's coins, a woman is repre-

sented in a sitting posture, leaning against a
palm-tree, with the legend Judaea Capta."—J.

A. A.]
^^

2. Moreover the Lord—seoret parte.—
Vers. 16, 17. The formula " and the Lord
saith '' occurs in Isaiah on the whole, relatively

not often. It occurs in all thirty-two times ; of
these, sixteen times in the historical chapters
xxxvi. xxxix., where it indicates the actual ex-
change of words in conversation. Beside that, it

is only employed where the Lord appears actually
speaking, ana speaks of Himself in the first

person (comp. xxiii. 12 ; xxix. 13 ; xlix. 3, 6

;

Ixiii. 8). But in our nassage Jehovah is im-
mediately spoken of again in the third person.
"The Lord will smite, the Lord will uncover"
ver. 17

;
Moreover, in what follows, the Lord

k not introduced again as speaker. It is thus
seen that by this formula what follows is only
marked as (rod's word so far as its contents are
concerned, and not formally so. But as this is

self-evident^ it is further plain, that the formula
is meant to serve as a transition, a link, a means
of uniting. We recognize, therefore, in it a sign
that here is a piece of an address, already on
hand, that has Deen skilfully strung on here.
As in ii. 11 it was said that all lofty looks shall
be humbled and all haughtiness of men be bowed
down, so the Prophet here with entire justice de-
clares that also feminine arrogance must expect
i*s share in this judgment. Are proud, etc.,

stands, therefore, in direct relation with the en-
tire section ii. 6-17. What is said there in gen-
eral of riches (ver. 7), of arrogance and haughti-
ness (vers. 11, 12, 17) of works of splendour (ver.

16), has its special application to the proud dis-
play of the women. But our passage stands in

still closer connection with H3J£Ef supportress iii.

L We showed there that this expression points

to the second half of this chapter where the

women are spoken of. That these, too, are called
u supports," staffs, refers evidently to the fact

that women, even in the commonwealth of Israel,

played a considerable part. Let it be remem-
bered that the Book of Kings expressly names
the mother of each king. Individual women are

designated as enjoying political influence in a
high degree ; Deborah fJudg. iv.

)
; Bathsheba

(1 Kings i.); Jezebel (l Kings xvi. 31 sqq^.);

Athalian (2 Kings xi.). We are expressly in-

formed that Solomon's wives had a bad influence

over him (1 Kings xi. 3 sqq-)* As long as a regu-

lar king ruled there must be a woman's court

household. If there were none such, then there

would be surely no king. How closely kingdom
and harem hung together, mav be seen from the

met that the possession of the harem obtained as

a sign that the royal dignity had been reeeived.

Therefore Absalom lay publicly with the coucu-

bines of his father (2 Sam. xvi. 21). David, too,

inherited the wives of Saul, and this is related in

a connection (2 Sam. xii. 8) that leads us to con-

clude that the fact must have been important to

the recognition of David's succession to the thron *

being a rightful one. Adonijah, after David's

death, begB for the hand of Abishag the Shuna*
mite, ana we see from Solomon's reply that he
regarded this request as an attempt to use the

possession of the concubine as a step to the throne

(1 Kings ii. 22). Comp. Michaelh, Mob. Becht,

I. p. 207. Saalschuets, I)a« Mob. Becht, p. 85.

According to this the harem was, in some
measure, a political institution, an attribute of

royalty as such, and in so far in a special sense

a support of the life of the state. Yet if Isaiah

here has especially in mind the royal ladies, that

does not exclude the other noble and proud
women from a share in his reproacha.

In T\}2jW the imperfect with van. consec. is

not necessarily to be construed as aorist. The

word nVipfefD is airaf tey. The root ">££

even does not again occur in all the Old

Testament. The Aramaic ^pO may be most

suitable to compare here, which meani
" intueri, conapM5on.,, The Piel then may have

the meaning " blinking, winking?' D^X stands in

the accusal., like |^1 There is indeed a 1j50

that means to color, to paint, whence also, the

Chald., Ababbanel and others express this

idea (Luther: with painted feces). But the

custom of painting the eye-brows black is so uni-

versal a custom of the Orient, that it has been
justly objected, Isaiah would hardly have spoken
out against it. Moreover the rest of the re-

Sroachful expressions relate to bodily gestures.

taXTOBF in Lex. Chald., Talm. et Rabb., p. 1542
cites the talmudic dictum: il Non creavit deus

mulierum ex capite Adami, ne caput suum nimium

ornaret and efferret; negue ex oculo, neesset JVJ'JpO,

oculis omnia observant." Hitzig, justly cites

Plant. AtduL 1. 1, 2: " cirmimspectatrix cum oculis

tuis emisstciis" although this is spoken of an old

tramp with thievish propensities. Also *]?&

(from which ^O Toppler, Triplet, Child) is air.

ley. The tripping short steps are the necessary
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consequences of the step chains which were
fastened by means of a ring (03$, ver. 18, again

only in Prov. vii. 22) surrounding the leg above
the ankle joint The little chains themselves
were called nVT£3f ver. 20. The verb 03p, which
occurs only here, is denominative. According
to the context the meaning can be nothing else

than ; rattling the rings to make a noise, to clink.
Como. Hebzog's 22. Eneycl. VII. p. 731. As
chastisement for such arrogance the (laughters of
Zion shall be punished with disgraceful disorders.
Their proud head shall become scurfy, covered
with scabs, thus loathsomely unclean (Lev. xiii.

2, 6-8 ; xiv. 56). nflfr, (which, written with fr,

occurs here only), is according to some a denomi-
native from finao, nnaOD* scab, scurf (vid. Lev.

xiii. xiv.) Still it is possible nafef means, to make

flow, suppurate, and thus deprive of the hair,

and that, so derived, nnDD means the fluid

scab or scurf. Comp., at xxxvii. 30. Their
shame, to whose impure pleasure those luxurious
creatures were meant to minister, shall be disgrace-
fully exposed (xlviL 3 ; Jer. xiii. 22, 26 ; Ezek.

xvi. 37, etc). The singular rifl (from JWS,

HJ1B nna, paUere) occura only here; the plural

1 Kings vii. 50 of the cardo femina from an ob-
vious resemblance.

—
"1TJJ (from which nrjjjf and

finjj loca nuda (xix. 7) which does not occur

in the Kal, means nudum esse, hence Piel to make
bare, (in Isaiah again only xxii. 6) ; Hiphil,
(because what has been hitherto concealed, when
it is laid bare, is at the same time poured out)

effundere, (liii. 12), Niphal, effmdi (xxxii. 15).

Without excluding the literal rendering of
ver. 17, we may still construe the language first

in an inexact sense and generalize it In the day
of judgment loathsome uncleanness shall take
the place of the splendor of Zion's daughters

;

disgrace and shame the place of their prond dis-

play. The Prophet has in this expressed some-
thing in genera] which he proceeds to specify in

what follows. Feminine interest revolves chiefly

around two poles : the decking out of the body
and the surrender of the body to the husband

;

therefore about dress and husbands. Therefore
the disgrace of the daughters of Zion in what
follows is portrayed in these two respects. And
first it is shown of what they shall be deprived
in the way of dress (ver. 18-23), and what shall

be given them instead (ver. 24).

3. In that day—instead of beauty.—
Vers. 18-24 " In that day," refers back im-
mediately to ver. 17. But we showed above that

not the day of the last judgment is meant here,

but only a prelude to it, which, of course, how-
ever, combines with the last judgment to make a
unity of divine world-judgment In that day,

then, the Lord will take away the adornment
(HllOn). All that follows is summed up under
this word. The word is found often in both parts

of Isa.iv.2; x. 12; xiii. 19; xliv. 13; Hi. 1;
lxii. 3 ; bdii. 14, etc). Concerning the tfOD)}

comp., at ver. 16. Concerning the CPD'SEf there
are two views held. From Schboedeb down a
number of expositors (Rosenbcuellbb, Wineb,
Ewald, Kxobel, Dbechsler) have taken the
word for a kindred form of the Arabic schwmeisa

'diminutive ofscheme, the sun), the letters ro and b
being interchanged, as is common between these
two kindred letters : Schboedeb proves, besides,
from Theoph, hisL pL IX. 4 and Plin. H. N.
XIL 14, laptf to have been a name of the sun
among the Arabians. The meaning then would
be little mme t.e.,8 metallic ornament shaped like
a sun. That would suit very well to the follow-
ing pnfr, crescents, as generally to the words that

precede and follow, all of which designate metal
ornaments. In as much as in the following list

occur several expressions borrowed from the
Arabic (comp. Dbechsleb on ii. 6), and this
word in Hebrew is air \ey„ and even the root
02V does not again occur, so that word and thing

both appear to be of foreign origin, I prefer this
view. The other view takes 0210 in the sense

of f3Bf and (Aram,) tilti "pleetere, to braid," and
D'DP therefore, for opus reUevlatum (LXX iftirM-

Kta) network hair net: (Peutzsch, "ribbons for

the forehead worn underneath the hair net, and
braided of gold or silver thread :" Buxtobf,
Lex. Chald., p. 2315, "Ornamentum," etc., a peculiar
ribbon ornament, extending in front from one ear
to the other"). The WVW are lunulas, nt/vionot,

moonshaped, or rather half-moon shaped decora-

tions. They are mentioned Judg. viii. 21, 26 as

neck ornaments of camels. That they had
a moon shape appears from this, that sahro

in the Syriac, schakr in the Arabic mean the
moon. Here, too, therefore word and thing are
certainly of foreign origin. jY" is a diminutive

ending, comp. (W*K; Ewald { 167, a.— TiDDJ

(Judg. viii. 26) from JDJ to drop (comp. Ex.

xxx. 34> dropping resin, and Job. xxxvi. 27) are
a drop shaped ornament, as they were likely

worn as pendants from the eara (ear drops).

JThtf (air. Aey,,) from "Htf torquere, to twist, is tor-

ques, a collar, chain, not for the neck, however,
but an armlet, bracelet, as is to be seen from the
dialects. Onkelos, e. gn translates, Gen. xxiv.

22, 30, 47, the Hebrew word TD¥ (the proper

word for bracelet for the arm) by inHBP. Comp.,

too, njKf'JEf and flEhef chains Exod. xxviiL 14,

22.—nn^n (air. Ary.), from /JH to tremble, wave,

are veils, and that as appears, of a costly kind:

vi*. Hebzoo, J2. Encycl. VIL p. 728.—CH*? are

diademSt tiara, that are also elsewhere named as

part of the head ornament of the priesthood

(Exod. xxxix. 28 ; Ezek. xliv. 18), or of the

dress of a bridegroom (Isaiah lxi. 10). What
part of the head covering or what sort, is not

clear.—HTJJV from tjflf, to march, pace, on ac-

count of the etymology seems most naturally

to mean the step chains (comp. on rUDDJTA, ver.

16). But 2 Sam. v. 24 and 1 Chr. xiv. 15, where
the word occurs, it seems to mean " the stepping,

walking along ;" and Num. xxxi. 60 ; 2 Sam. i.

10 HlJftK designates arm bands, arm clasps, as

one sees clearly in 2 Sam. i. 10 from the ^*>pS,J-

Hence many expositors, both old and new, (among
the last, Ewald), translate "arm clasps" And
yet it is only ™7^f* that has this meaning. The

circumstance that «TJ^* occurs twice in the sense
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of '< walking along" is no obstacle to its meaning
step-chainlets. For the abstract word could easily

be taken in a concrete sense ; the walking in the

sense of the instrument of walking.—C^p (from

!#
jj

to bind) are, according to Jer. ii. 32, comp.

Isa. xHt. 18, mentioned as pieces of a bride's

outfit. Bat whether the girdle is meant or band-
ages (perhaps the breastband, erqdddeofioc LXX.
in Jer. iL 82) is uncertain.—#131? ^3 are smell-

ing bottle*. For JV3 often stands for recep-

tacle, place of storage generally (comp. Exod.
xxvi. 29 ; Job viii. 17 ; Esek. xli. 9, and for the very
common use of this word in Aram, and Babb. lan-

guage, see Buxtorf, Lex. p. 301 sqq. ). tfDJ, how-

ever is breath, scent (comp. Niphal #?Jn respirare,

to breathe out, Exod. xxiii. 12; xxxi. 17. fl?J7

stfij fragrant wood, Prov. xxvii. 9 ; and the ori-

ginal passage Gen. i. 20, 30 ; Job xli. 13). The

expression occurs only here—D'tfnS (comp. ver.

3; xxvi. 16) are instruments of magic, amulets.—
ft£3D from JJJB, imprimere, is the ring, gener-

ally, and especially the signet ring. Comp. Gen.
xli. 42; Exod. xxv. 12, 14, and many places be-

side in Exodus.—*|Kn *OT3 are the nose rings

which are in use in the East to the present day.
Comp. Prov. xi. 22; Esek. xvi. 12; Winer B.
W. B. the word, nose-ring.

8o far the prophet has named articles of em-
bellishment made of metal. In what follows he
chiefly enumerates articles of clothing proper.

—

The ntanrjO, according to Zech. ill. 4, are such

as are the opposite of filthy garments, therefore
stately, splendid clothes. According to the funda-

mental meaning (]?£, extrahere, exuere) they are

clothes that one takes off at home, comp. HtirSn.

The expression appears to be one of general mean-
ing, ana occurs only here, and in the passage cited

from Zech.—fltopjrtD (properly covers, from «JW
cperire) are mentioned only here. The word in
Arabic staiifies the second tunic, broader, longer
and provided with sleeves, that corresponds to the
Boman stota, the garment peculiar to women.

—

nrw» from flfiD expandere (xlviii. 13) is the

great wide over aJL shawl (Ruth iii. 15, the only
place beside that the word occurs) . Ovinia found

beside only 2 Kings v. 23, from which place it

is seen that it means a bag or pocket that may
serve to carry money.—O'rSj, according to LXX.
would be dtafavi} Atucuvucd, %. «., Lacedemonian
game dresses that expose the body more than

cover it But |V*?J, viii. 1, is the smooth, po-

lished tablet. Such served for mirrors, as the an-
cients knew nothing of glass mirrors. Travellers
assure us that such mirrors in the form of small
plates set in a ring are worn to this day. Comp.
Herzoo, B. Encyd XIV., p. 666.—O^np are
etpMvsf i. s., garments of fine India linen, 'it is
debated whether undergarments, such as shirts,
are meant, or some sort of light thing to throw
over one. The word is found again Judg. xiv.

12 sq.; Prov. xxxi. 24.—Tfon* (from ^V, Ugere,

velare) are the head-band, turban. The word bands,

turbans, occurs lxii. 3; Job xxix. 14; Zech.iii.5.—

Til (from "Hi spread, spread under, spread out,

xlv.l; Ps.cxliv. 2; 1 Kings vi. 32) is the wide veil

that covered over the rest of the clothes (Arab, rida
ridat) Song of Sol. v. 7.—But not only shall all

niKOP adornment, ver. 18, be taken away, they

shall also be replaced by worse things. Instead

of OJZft, balsam, (product of the balsam bush, vid.

Exod. xxx. 23; Esek. xxvii. 22 ; 1 Kings x. 10)

pp shall be given. This latter word is only

found again v. 24, where, however, it is written
pD, which has no effect on the meaning. The
root ppo, diffluere is used of the flowing of maU
ter from a wound ; e. g. Ps. xzxviii. 6. pp seems

therefore rather to mean matter than the dry de-

cay. In place of FH^l (aPr(m> G^a* *"• 7 ;
gir-

dle, Isa. xxxii. 11 ; 1 K. iL 6) shall be a rope,

HdpJ. The word is air. Xey. There is oonflict re-

garding the meaning. Some derive it from y>J
percutere, to strike (x. 34 ; xvii. 6) and take it in
the sense ofvulnus (so theCrau>. and the most of
the Jewish expositors). But this meaning does
not well suit the context It is better to derive

it from 1p3 sBcircuire, gyrarc, circle, gyrate (see

xxix. 1 ; Hiphil ^P?). 719p3 would be, then,

feminine of ^Pj or *]$?,= turning around, i. &,

that resulting from twisting. Delttzsch derives

it from n?jj, contorqucre, but this does not occur

in biblical idiom, which uses only MDJ5. to contract,

nstead of the artistically curled hair, shall

baldness be given. ntSfpO (frr. Aey.,) in apposition

with Hfe^D is synonymous with TOfpO Exod.

xxv. 18, 31, 36 ; Jer. x. 5, opus tornatde, twisted,

turned work. Baldness, compare 2 K. ii. 23 ; for

women it is doubly disgraceful. And instead of
a splendid mantle, shall be given a girding of

sackcloth. Trnfl, air. %xy^ is ofuncertain deriva-

tion and meaning. Expositors waver between
the derivation from JHB amplum esse, with affix

VT (like S*013 from D13) and that from 'HB dis-

tance, Ti festival joy, and between the meanings

fascia pectoralis (VlTLG.) and broad mantle; yet
the grammatical and hermeneutical grounds for

the hitter overbalance. HlJinO, too, is air. Aey.

Girding with sackcloth, as is known, is often

mentioned as sign of the deepest mourning and
humiliation : Gen. xxxvii. 34, Isa. xv. 3 ; xxii.

12 ; Jer. vi. 26, Ac.
The conclusion of this list of mournful ex-

changes is made by the phrase :
" Branding for

beauty." The words are strange. They appear
disjointed and unsymmetrical. Fori, ana, is

wanting which connects all the preceding mem-
bers, and thus this small member of the sentence
stands independent and by its inversion (the

thing given stands first) in contrast with ail that

goes before. It appears to me.as if the prophet
recalled a passage of the law wherein a number
ofexchanges or recompenses are defined by means
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76 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

of the preposition " instead of." Such a passage
is ExocL xxi. 23-25. Among these specifications

occurs, " burning for burning." 71*13 Jinfl 71*13.

The Prophet, however, was not speaking of jus
talionis, therefore the idem per idem or idem pro
eodem, " like for like," did not suit his purpose.
He speaks of the recompense that threatened the
daughters of Zion. Among the things to be taken
from them he had not mentioned beauty, the di-

rect gift of nature, which to women is of the
greatest price. He had to this point spoken only
of productions of art. Now as beauty is 'Jjr

(in Isa. again only zxziii. 17), he might easily

happen to think of 71*13 as a suitable rhyme for

it. However, 71*13 itself does not rhyme, but a

word ofkindred root, properly itssimple masculine
form, '13, which appears only to have been used

in the contracted form '3 (comp. 'K, ")?,% n).

Thus too the inversion explains itself, For as
we find the words, they most resemble the pass-
ages in Exod. ; much more than if they read " in-

stead of beauty burning." *3 or '13 ig St. "key. Its

root is 7113 lf
to burn," and means, like 71*13, and

like the Arabic kej, the branded mark, orlyfta.

If even it cannot be proved that it was customary
to mark captives by branding them, that does not
affect the matter. It was also not customary to
offer them pus instead of balsam. Such traits of
poetic speech must not be pressed. Enough if

the thought in itself affords a suitable meaning.
I think, therefore, the established meaning "brand
mark," which indicates a strong contrast with
"beauty," is not to be departed from, and we
need not with Knobel understand "scratching*."

4. The women—bur reproach —Ver. 25
-—iv. 1. But the misery of the daughters of Zion
is not yet exhausted. Worse things vet must
happen to them. They shall be robbeo, too, of
the men. From the singular suffix, it is seen that
the Prophet ver. 25 now addresses Zion itself, thus
not "the daughters ofZion," ver. 16,but " daughter
of Zion." The loss of splendid garments is not
to be understood as if only articles of luxury
would be taken from the women of Zion. It is

seen from ver. 25 that the blow is to be universal,

falling upon all. Therefore all shall suffer under
it : but tne rich and noble most of alL The loss

of the men, however, shall concern all in equal
measure. For this reason the Prophet no longer
addresses the daughters, but the daughter of

Zion. D'flD does not appear to involve the no-

tion of strength, manhood. For it is wont to

stand where inferiority, lowness are predicated

of the subject man. 13DD 'TO, people of number 9

a few, G^n. xxxiv. 30, and often. D£3 'D Deut.

xxvi. 5; xxviii. 62. K]# <D Ps. xxvi.U; MK 'D

Job xxii. 15. S^yo'Isa, v. 13: and xiTl4
SlTUBh 'TO stands directly parallel with AfcSta

3p£2 worm Jacob, It stands then as the anti-

thesis of ^?^3? ti* troops, and designates not the

manhood with emphasis, but only masculine in-

dividuals (people). 7VW3| (a word of frequent

occurrence in Isa. xi. 2; xxviii. 6 ; lxiii. 15, Ac.)

only here stands in a concrete meaning=*r<x>pe.

For Jer. xlix. 35 there is no reason for taking it

in any other than the usual abstract sense,
strength.

And her gates, etc, Ver. 26. 713K, to sigh,

groan, occurs only here and xix. 8, where, too, it

stands with v3M. The latter word is in general
more frequent, and common, too, in Isaiah : xxiv.
4, 7; xxxiii. 9; lxvi. 10. Most expositors trans-
late ;

*' and her pates groan and lament" With
that Tina gate, is personified and used by me-
tonymy for the assemblies in the gate, which is

grammatically allowable. But I would make
iree objections : 1) If is surprising that we do

not read, then, "*##, gale. For nrvfl is only the

door opening (hence so often IptfTl 71/11), door
of the gate, Josh. xx. 4 ; Judges ix. 35, 44 : 2 Sam.
x. 8 ; Jer. i. 15 ; xix. 2 ; Prov. i. 21, etc.), while
*)pp stands for gate in its emphatic, and also its

comprehensive meaning. 2) Does it not seem
strange in this exposition, that the discourse sud-
denly turns from the women to speak of the to-

tality of the people? For the gates do not repre-

sent the women alone, but the entire people;
whence Dbechsler justly calls attention to the
fact that this exposition occasions * something
fluctuating in the connection of ideas." 3) nnfi,

times without number, stands as ace, localis to the
question where? or whither? without a preposi-
tion, vid. Lexicon and Concordances. It comes
very natural therefore to translate ;

'* and they
(the women) groan and sigh at her gates." There
they await, and there they receive the mournful
intelligence. The suffix in TVTinD relates nat-

urally to Zion addressed in the verse before.

The following words are obscure. f^E? can

be nothing else than Niph. pert 3 pen. fern.,

from 71j33 purum esse. Nipbal often occurs in the

sense of culpa vacuum, immunem esse, which gives

no sense here. Purifieari here can only mean
* swept out, cleared up, emptied, desokUxL' In
this sense the word does not again occur ; only
Zech. v. 3, may in some degree be compared.
Hofmann (Schrtftbeweis II. 2, p. 503) translates

:

"on the bareness, offon the bare ground sits she."

But TWpJ is neither participial nor nominal form.

If now we translate: "and she was emptied,
desolated, on the ground she sits,"—we must first

remark concerning the construction, that Dbech-
sler is right in connecting the two verbs so that

the first contains an adverbial qualification of the

second. Sitting on the ground is the posture of
those mourning: xlvii. I ; Job ii. 13; Lam. ii. 10.

The subject of TinpJ as well as of 2tfJl is Zion, to

which also the suffixes in vers. 25, 26, refer.

Therefore if the widows of Zion weep at the gates,

Zion itself appears desolate and lies on the

ground. Yet t confess that this^ exposition is

not entirely satisfactory, although it fits the ex-

isting text Perhaps the text is corrupt in HTtpJ.

At all events, according to ver. 25, a great

scarcity of men exists. For the Hebrew woman
that was the greatest misfortune. For in its most
ancient parts the Old Testament knows no other

genuine life than that on this earth, and thus no
other continuation of living after death than by
means of children. To be childless was, then,
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CHAP. IV. 2-6. 77

the same as being deprived of continuance after

death. It corresponded to the being damned of

the New Testament.* Physical reasons, there-

fore, were not all that made marriage appear as

a pressing necessity. It is now said here that

seven women (notice the sacred number) shall

lay hold of one man and, renouncing all claim

of support and clothing, beg only the right to be

called his wives.—Only let tny name, etc—
As the temple was called the house that bears the

name of Jehovah, without however the temple
being called Jehovah Himself, so, among the

Hebrews, the wives were not called bv the same
name as their husbands, which would be to trans-

fer modern customs to the ancients; but the name
of the husband was named on her, when she was
called this or that man's wife. Comp. " Sarai,

Abram's wife." Gen. xii. 17, " Rachel, Jacob's

wife," Gen. xlvi. 19. Gesenius quotes the beau-

tiful parallel from Lucan, Pharsal. II. 342, which

was fust adduced by Grotius.

da tcmtum nomen inane

Connubiu Lieeat tumulo scripsieae: Oatonis

Marcia *******—Give only the empty name tf marriage. Lei my
monument be inscribed: Qatfe Marcia.

*\0H with the meaning u
aaferre, demere*9 bear

auwy/like xvi. 10; lvii. 1. As a parallel expres-

sion comp., too Zech. viii. 23. The division of

chapters is evidently incorrect here. That the

words "seven women," ete., were carried over to

chap, iv., as Vitringa. remarks, happened be-

cause it was supposed that the seven women re-

presented the seven graces of the Holy Spirit

(xi. 1
;

2), thus Jerome and Cyru/—or the

believing women under the one man or Christ,

the Branch, ver. 2.

* [This extreme statement of the Author cannot pass without challenge. He repeats it substantially p. 269,

14, p. 60S, p. 610, }3. As he does not support it hv any more texts than Gen. xxx. 23; 1 Sam. i. 6 eqq.: if. 1 sqq.;
•uke i. 25, the reader may judge for himself how little foundation there is for the statement. See in the Vol. on
Exodus, p. 17, the Translator H O.'s note on the kindred notion that among the Israelites " the "eward of the
good and the punishment of the wicked was not expected after death, but here on earth."—Tb.J

C—The second prophetlo lamp, whioh, In the light of the glorious divine fruit of
the last time, makes known the bad fruits of the present.

Chapter IV. 2—V. 30.

1. THE SECOND PROPHETIC LAMP ITSELF AND THE GLORIOUS DIVINE
FRUIT OF THE FUTURE DISPLAYED BY IT.

Chapter IV. 2-0.

2 In that day shall *the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious.

And the fruit of the earth shall be Excellent and comely
Tor them that are escaped of Israel,

3 And it shall come to pass, thai he thai is left in Zion,
And he thai remaineth in Jerusalem,
Shall be called holy,

Even every one that is written 'among the living in Jerusalem
;

4 When the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion,
And shall have purged the blood of Jerusalem from the midst thereof
By the Spirit of judgment, and by the °spirit of dburning.

5 And the Lord will create upon every dwelling place of Mount Zion,
And upon her assemblies,

•A cloud and smoke by day,
And the shining of a naming fire by night

:

For *upon all the glory shall be 5a defence.

6 And there shall be a 'tabernacle for a shadow in the day time from the heat,
And for a place of refuge, and for a covert from storm and from rain*

*Heb. beauty and glory
4 Or, above.

•thntwhich sprouts of Jehovah.
•wind

•with the shining, etc

•Heb. For the escaping of Israel.

»Heb. a covering.

» for splendor and glory.

« sifting.

tabooth.

•Or, to Ufa

• AdoMdbydayt andsmoke together.
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78 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 2. *y* vid. xlii. 19; xxiii. ; xxiv. 18 ; xxviii. l, 4,

*• JIKi and rilKDH occur again together only xiii.

W« nO'lfl ab$L,pro concr-, comp. iii. 26; x. 80; xv.

9; xxxvii.31sq.

Ver. 3. Niph. 1DKJ is a peculiarity of Isaiah. It is

found in no book of the Old Testament, relatively so
often as in our prophet: xix. 18; xxxii.6; lxL 8; lxii.

4 (bis.). The construction D"!"!
1

? 3W3 is dubious,

3H3 in this sense is nowhere else construed with S,

unless perhaps xllv. 5 (wh. see) may be compared
D^n may be abstraetum (vita) or coneretum (ylrl).

Ver. 4. yxM occurs again in Isaiah only L 16.

nKV in Isaiah again only xxviii. 8, and xxxvii. 12, K'rL
—The verb rVin is found only in tne Hiphil ; in

Isaiah it occurs only here ; it is found elsewhere only ***

in Jer. li.34; Esek. xl. 38; 2 Chr iv. 6. As the parallel as

passages show, it means : " wash away, rinse away,"
and thereby cleanse. It is therefore synonymous with

Ver. 6. tOpS which occurs here and L 13 in Isaiah,

and in Neh. viii. 8 (where it seems to mean ** lecture "),

occurs elsewhere only fn the Pentateuch. There, too,

with the exception of Num. x. 2, where theTHVTl KIpD
convocatio coetus is indicated as the object of the use of

the trumpets, it is always Joined with tflb: Exod. xil.

16 ; Lot. xxiii. 2 sq.; Num. xxviii. 18, 25 sq ; xxix. 1, 7, 12.

It is therefore a liturgical term, and means the assem-
bling of the congregation.

JJ ?f occurs again in Isaiah

only xliv. 22. But |tftt he often uses : vi. 4 ; ix. 17 ; xiv.

81; xxxiv. 10; II. 6; lxv.5. Moreover ft)J, which does

not occur In the Pentateuch, is peculiar to Isa. L 10;

lr.3,19; lxli.l;comp.ir.l:xili.lO. Bo toomrhjams
never occurs In the Pentateuch, except in Num. xxi.
28, where it is not used of the pillar of fire. But it Is
found in Isaiah v. 24; x. 17 ; xliii. 2; xlvii. 14, He in-
timates by it that one must picture to himself, not an
even, steady gleam of fire, but an agitated flaming fire.

1J1 TiaO-SD-Sj? O. I join these words to what fol-

lows, as Hrrno also does. The Masoretlo division is

probably occasioned by the fact that the preceding

sentence from m3* to nV1
? present no strongly

marked point for setting an Athnach. But this, as is

well known, is not at all necessary; comp. ver. 4 and
v. 8. And besides, if one disjoins these words from
the following, he must conceive such a verb as decet sup-
plied, or at least a HTIP, *baU 6s. But this is hardly

admissible, which those, too, maintain who take HflH
Pual (" For all that is glorious 'shall be defended h

Gnnraus; Kkobjx, somewhat differently. HflFl oc-

curs beside this place only in Pa. xix. 8, and Joel ii. 16

in the senso of " bridal chamber, bridal canopied bed.'*

And so It means here a protecting cover, and sheltering

baldachin.

Ver. 8. On 713p booth, see i. 8, the only other place

where it occura in Isaiah.—The expressions 3in?3 *?¥

and D^D npnp recur xrv. 4-h* vid\ xvi. 8 j'xxv. 6~;

xxx. 2; xlix. 2 etc 2lf\ xxv. 5; lxi. 4. HOTO
xxviii 15, 17. "VfflDp (comp. Dating xxxlLa'ami

"rtfOD xlv.8) Is Jbr. Ac*. D^T is a word of frequent

recurrence in the first part* 'of Isaiah. Besides the
passages already cited see xxviii. 2 (bis.) ; xxx. 30. Be-
side those only Job xxiv. 8, and Hab. iii. 10. ")QO

again in Isaiah v. 6; xxx. 23.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Just at that time, i. e., at the time to which
the parallel passage ii. 2-4 refers, the rescued
ones of Israel shall partake of a glory that shall
appear as fruit of the life that Jehovah Himself
shall produce (ver. 2). In consequence of that
all that still remain in Jerusalem shall be called
holy, all whose names shall be written in the
book of life (ver. 3). But the ones left remain-
ing are those that shall be present when all moral
filth and all blood-guiltiness shall have been
cleansed away by the tempest of the divine judg-
ment (ver. 4). Then shall Jehovah hover over
each house and over the assembled total of the
dwellers of Jerusalem, as formerly over the
tabernacle, with a cloud by day, with smoke and
appearance of fire by niriit (ver. 5), for the pre-
sence of the glory of Jehovah shall be protection
and shelter against every attack (ver. 6).

2. 1 regard this section as parallel member to
ii. 2-4. Like that, it transports us into the last
time

: like that, it sets before our eyes the glory
that Israel shall then enjoy. Only there is this
difference^ that, whereas ii. 2-4 describes the out-
ward eminence and exaltation of Zion, as the
central point of dominion over all nations, iv.
2-6 rather describes the inward glory of Zion as
one that is now purified and sanctified. For the
tempest of judgment has cleansed away all

morally impure and ungodly elements. Whatever
personal lire remains in Zion is a divine scion,

and therefore whatever the land produces must
be glorious divine fruit And as in the wilder-
ness the cloud by day and the appearance of fire

by night was over the Tabernacle, so shall every
single house in Israel and the wnole congrega-
tion in its entirety be marked as the holy abode
of Jehovah by the glorious signs of His presence
warding off every hostile storm. This is the
second prophetic lamp with which the prophet,

so to speak, stretches his arm far out and illu-

minates the distant future. But as in ii. 5—iv.

1 he sets the present that lies between (we com-
prehend all that precedes that last time as pre-

sent) in the light of that prophetic word ii. 2-4,

and by this means makes manifest the immense
difference between the present and the future, so

he does likewise here. I am of the opinion there-

fore that v. has the same subordinate relation to

iv. 2-4 that ii. 5—i v. 1 has to ii. 2-4. That v. is not

independent, but integral part of the prophecy
that begins with ii. 1, has already been asserted

by F0REBIU8,V0GEL, DOEDEBLEIN, JAHN, HlT-
zig

;
Ewald (comp. Caspabi, Beitr. p. 234). I

maintain the same, only I have other grounds
for it than they. If one were to assume with

Caspabi (int. a/, p. 300) that the passage ii. 2-4,
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CHAP. IV. 2-6. 79

** is not in the proper sense prophecy ; they are

repeated, quoted, recited by Isaiah, as a prophecy
given to Israel by another prophet, for the pur-

pose of joining on to it the warning and reproof

of ii. 5-8,"—then indeed must iv. 2-6 be regarded
as the promise appertaining to ii 5—iv. 1.

But that assumption of Caspabi is as unnatural
as can be. The glorious words of Mioah must be
no prophecy 1 But they are so per se. This can-

not be controverted. They must serve only as

''points of departure and connection I" That
would need to De indicated. Then Isaiah must
have presented them in a form that would reveal
at once that he employs the words only as intro-

duction to his address proper. They must be
separated from the discourse of Isaiah, and be
expressly designated as a citation by some sort of
historical reference. But such is not the case.

Isaiah makes the words entirely his own. He
does not say that they are borrowed from another

:

those informed know it and draw their own con-
clusion; but that is another thing. The main
thing is that the Lord has so said, and therefore
Isaiah too may use the words and. found his dis-

course on it.

It is clear as day and undisputed that Isaiah
from ii. 2 to iv. 1 shows the false estimate of hu-
man glory in the light of the divine. But just as
clear, it seems to me, is it that Isaiah, in iv. and
v., also contemplates, as it were, the condition of
the fruits in the field of the hearts of Israel in the
present in the light of the fruitage that, in the
last time, shall be produced on the soil of the
judged and purified Israel. For iv. 2, "the
Branch," and 1

' Fruit of the earth" are evidently
the main ideas. These both shall become glori-

ous. This, however, is explained ver. 3: all

that then remain in Zion shall be called holy, be-
cause the tempest of judgment has removed from
Zion all pollution and all guilt Then shall both,
each individual and the totality, be fully as se-

cure a dwelling-place of Jehovah as once the Ta-
bernacle was.

Therefore the prophet speaks iv. 2-6 also of a

t
>ry indeed, but of a different one from ii. 2-4.
the

"

n the latter place he has in view more that glory
which in that time Israel shall develop external-
ly: it shall as the solitary eminence of the earth
shine far around, and all nations shall flow to
this eminence. But iv. 2 sq. speaks of that glory
that is identical with holiness, the notion "holy"
taken in the sense of tanctus and taoer : this glory,
however, is first of all inward. But as that out-
ward glory takes the inward for granted, which is

indicated ii. 3 by the terms " out of Zion shall go
forth the law," etc, so, too, the inward glory can-
not last without the outward, which is expressed
iv. 2 by the term3 " beautiful and glorious, excel-
lent and comely," and plainly enough in vers. 5,
6. When now we read in chap. v. of a vine-
yard that produces wild grapes instead of grapes,
and when v. 7, this is expressly interpreted to
mean that Jehovah has found in the field of the
hearts of Israel bloodshed and the cry of woe in-
stead of judgment and righteousness, and when,
after that, this evil fruit is more particular]v
characterized in the following sixfold woe, can
we then in the least doubt that the section that
treats of the bad fruits of the present stands in the
same relation to the section immediately preced-

ing which describes the glorious fruits of the last

time, that the section ii. 6—iv. 1 concerning false

great things does to the section that' immediately

precedes it, and that describes the true divine

greatness.

I do not suppose that this would ever have
been doubted, did not chap. v. appear so inde-

pendent, so peculiar, so distinct in itself and well

rounded, and were not suddenly ver. 1, a totally

different tone assumed ; I mean the parable tone.

But we must not overlook the relationship of the

contents because of the difference in the form.

This relationship will appear plainer as we con-

template the particulars: but we must at this

rint draw attention to one thing. As ii. 5—iv.

the outward decay appears as symptom and
consequence of the inward, so in chap. v. the
inward decay appears as the root from which Jhe
outward develops by an inevitable necessity.

According to this the two dominant passages ii.

2-4 and iv. 2-6 stand in an analogous inverted

relation, like the sections governed by them ii.

5—iv. 1. and chap. v.

Finally let it be noticed here, what we shall

prove in particular further on, that in iv. 2-6, as

a matter of course, there occur back looks or ref-

erences to what has preceded. (Comp. eg. ver. 4.)

This cannot be otherwise, in as much as iv. 2-v. 30
is the second organic half of the great second por-

tal of Isaiah's prophecies. But noticing this does
not in the least hinder the assertion that section

iv. 2-6 in the main looks forward and not back-
ward.

3. In that day,—spirit of burning.—Vera*
2-4. By the words ''in that day" the prophet
refers back to "in the last days" ii. 2. For ac-

cording to all that we have just laid down, iv. 2-

6 stands parallel with ii. 2-4, both as to time and
subject matter. This last time may have be-

gun since the birth of Christ, but it is not fin-

ished ; it is fulfilled by degrees through many a
rising and subsiding. In this last time, there-

fore, shall "the branch" and "the fruit of the
earth " be for beauty and honor, splendor and
glory to the saved ones of Israel. What is

* n3¥. " branchV The word means germi-

natio, the sprouting, and means first of all, not

a single sprout but sprouting in general, and
the total of all that sprouts. Thus it means Gen.
xix. 25 : " And he overthrew those cities, and all

the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities,

and that which grew upon the ground " (HOYI

T^^f?)* ®° aff
a^n we rea<^» Ezek. xvi. 7

:
" I have

caused thee to multiply as the bud of the field
"

(rnfcn HOYS) t. e. I have made thee like the

vegetation of the field. Again Hos. viii. 7 : ''It

hath no stalk, the bud (nrtf) shall yield no

meal." The word has the same meaning also

Isa. lxi. 11 ; Ps. lxv. 11. In Exek. xvii. 9, 10,

the abstract meaning germinaiio predominates.

If now we compare Jer. xxiii. 5 and xxxiii. 15,

we find that there "righteous Branch" (HO*

p^) means a single personality. " I will raise

unto David a righteous Branch, and As shall

reign as King, and shall prosper, and execute
judgment ana justice in the land ; in his days,"

etc. Notice the singnlar after Branch. So too,

Jer. xxxiii. 15. In Zschariah, however, we find
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80 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

no? Tzemach, has become altogether a proper

name. " Behold I will bring forth my servant

Tzemach, (Branch)," Zech. iii. 8. And vi. 12

:

" Behold the man whose name is Ttemach, and
he shall grow up out of his place, and he shall

build the temple of the Lord." If we agree with
expositors that refer the Tzemach of Jer, and
Zech. (which in them, beyond all doubt, means
the Messiah), to our passage as its original source,

still the conclusion must not be countenanced
that the word is to be taken in the same meaning
in our passage as in Jer. and Zech. For in our
passage a condition, habitus, is evidently described,

not a personality. " Fruit of the lana " stands as

correlative of '• Branch of Jehovah." This is so

general and comprehensive an expression, that it

is impossible to understand by it any single fruit,

even though it were the noblest. The passages

xi. 1, 10 ; liii. 2, do not contradict this. For just

in those passages the Messiah is designated, not
as the fruit of the land, (or of the earth), ingen-
eral, but a shoot out of the root of Jesse. '* Fruit
of the land " in the general and indefinite form
of its expression, can only signify the products of
the land in general (not of the earth, for, accord-

ing to the context, only Israel is spoken of).

Thus what grows of Jehovah and what grows of
the land stand in antithesis; spiritual and corpo-

ral fruits, the products of the heavenly and of the
earthly life.

But what are the products of the heavenly,
spiritual, divine life ? This, it seems to me, Isa,

himself tells us lxi. 11 :
'' For as the earth

bringeth forth her bud, and as thegarden causeth

the things that are sown in it to spring forth ; so

the Lord God will cause righteousness and praise

to spring forth before the nations." Thus,
" whatsoever things, are true, whatsoever things

are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatso-

ever things are pure, whatsoever things are love-

ly, whatsoever things are of good report ; if there

be any virtue and if there be any praise" Phil,

iv. 8 (and may not Paul have had Isa. lxi. 11 in
his mind ?) that is Tzemach of Jehovah. That
is the divine fruit with which the fruit of the

land stands in contrast, vu.: all corporal life that

the land produces in all the kingdoms of nature.

Therefore Tzemach of Jehovah comprehends the
entire sphere of the free, conscious, personal life,

all that is product of " the breath of life" (Gen.
ii. 7) ; whereas " fruit of the land " designates the
entire impersonal, corporal life, all that is " the
production of the earth" (Gen. i. 12). If this

is the meaning of Tzemach of Jehovah in our
passage, then this general notion may easily con-
dense and, so to speak, crystallize to the concep-
tion of a definite personality. Thus, for instance,

the idea of the seed of the woman (Gen. iii. 15)
proceeding originally from a conception general
and indefinite, gradually, in the consciousness of
believing Israel, condensed to the notion of a
definite personality.

According to this I cannot agree with those
that understand " HDV Tzemach of Jehovah of

the Messiah only (as many Jewish and Christian
expositors), or of the Church alone (so Jerome :

nomen Qiristianum), or of the people of Israel

alone (thus Knobkl, who confounds " flD¥ with
" ^??)> or of Christ and the church (thus Zwtng-

Ll :
" both expressions suit to the Branch Christ

and to His body the church." Hofmahx's expla-
nation (Schriftbew. II. £ p. 603 sq.) :

" What Jeho-
vah causes to grow ana the land brings forth, the
Prophet opposes to the thousands of human pro-
ductions with which the previously rebuked lux-
ury decked itself, especially in the case of wo-
men," seems to me to construe the idea of Tze-
mach of Jehovah too narrowly, and too little in
its distinction from " Fruit of the land," as well
as too much with reference to iii. 16 sqq.

Therefore, the entire products, both of the

spiritual and the corporal life shall be such that

the rescued ones of Israel shall be highly honored
and glorified thereby. That which has its imme-
diate source of life in Jehovah Himself, which is

the fruit of His Spirit (Gal. v. 22) must redound
to the honor of those in whom it makes its ap-

pearance (comp. Rom. ii. 7 sqq.). We read else-

where (Chap, xxviii. 5) that Jehovah Himself
" shall be for a crown or glory and for a diadem
of beauty unto the residue of His people." Both
amount to the same thinp. For where Jehovah
is, thereHe is with His life and with His power;
and where He lives and works, there He makes
glory. Moreover the fruits of the earth, where
the Lord alone becomes the principle of spiritual

life, must themselves become glorious and, as h
were, the cause of a glory like Paradise. All, in

fact, will become new : body and soul, nature and
history, heaven and earth.

jn*n ^D (or no^Hn) never means anything

else than the products of the ground. The ex-

pression is found often in the Pentateuch (Gen.

iv. 3; Lev. xxv. 19; Num. xiii. 20, 26), most
frequently in Dent (i. 25 ; vii. 13 ; xxvi. 2, 10

;

xxviii. 4, 11, 18, &c). Beside these only in Jer.

vii. 20, and Ps. cv. 35. But all this splendor and

flory shall exist only for '* the escaped of Israel/'

'his is the conception so frequent in Isa., which
he elsewhere designates as "remnant," "him
that remaineth," "residue," p*tf. nnwsf, nnfj,W comp. ver. 3; vi.13; x. 20-22; xi.ll, 16;

xxviii. 6 ; xxxvii. 31 sq. ; xlvi. 3), and which ex-

presses that, not all Israel, but only the remnant
left after the judging and sifting shall partake of

the salvation.

Ver. 3 says expressly, that the glory of which
v. 2 speaks shall depend on inward purity and
spotlessness, on that light that is said to be the gar-

ment of God (Ps. civ. 2). This verse, therefore,

contains the more particular definition of v. 2.

"The left over" (TOM comp. xxxvii. 31) and "the

remaining over " pfito comp. vii. 22, and De-

litzsch, in loc) in Zion and Jerusalem (vid. ii.

3) shall be called holy, t. e., not only be so, but be

recognized and called such.

This holiness, which becomes God's house, Ps.

xciii. 5, is, any way, to be construed objectively

as well as subjectively. It includes the sacer and

the sanctu*. But these holy men of God are His

elect in reference to whomHe has made the coun-

sel of His love documentary by entering their

names in the book of life.

"To be written to the living" or "to the

life" calls to mind Psalm lxix. 29, D'p'?? D£»

13W vh "let them not be written with the right-

eous/' or Jer. xxii. 30, where it is said: "write
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CHAP. IV. 2-4. St

this man "??£ childless." This book of life is

not thai in which are written those destined to

earthly life (1 Sam. xxv. 29, Ps. cxxxix. 16), bnt
that wherein stand written those appointed to

everlasting life. What sort of a book that may
be, and how the entry in it comports with free

self-determination in men we cannot here investi-

gate. This book is first named Exod. xxxii. 32,

33. Later Isa. in this place, and Ps. Ixiz. 29

;

Ixxxvii. 4-3 ; Dan. xii 1 mention it. In the N.
Test, we read of it Luke x. 20 nPhiL iv. 3; Eev.
iii. 5 ; xiii. 8 ; xvii. 8 ; xx. 12, 15 ; xxi. 27.

Some, not without propriety, have reminded, in

connection with x. 19; Ezek. xiii. 9; Exod. xxx.
12, etc, of the genealogical registers or roll of
citiaens, in so fur as those inscribed for life are at

once citizens of the kingdom of God and of the
city of God (Gal. v. 26 ; Heb. xii 22; Be?, xxi.

2).

Whenthe Lord shall havewashed.—Ver.
4. It seems to me that the contentsof ver.4 show de-
cidedly that it i* no premis to ver. 5, "but is to be
regarded as specification of the time and conditions

in reference to vers. 2 and 8. For only the pu-
rifying ani sifting judgments of God, that cleanse

away all filth, bring it about that any holy, divine
life still remains in Jerusalem. The filth of the

daughter of Zion is not only her moral degrada-
tion, but all that appears as fruit of it and means
for furthering it; thus the entire apparatus of
luxury discoursed of in iii. 16 sqq. Though out-

wardly showy and splendid, regarded from the

Prophet's point of view it was only vile filth. The
blood-guiltiness of Jerusalem (comp. i. 15 ; ix. 4;
xxri. 21 ; xxxiii. 15) proceeds from the innocent
blood shed by the injustice and tyranny of the

powerful (L 15sqa.). Concerning Zion and Jerusa-

lem, see ii. 3.
(
This cleansing shall be brought

about by a spiritual force that is analogous to that

force of nature that purifies, viz., the wind. Like
thai rushes over the earth and bears away all im-
pure vapors, so shall God let loose His judgments
over Israel, destroy the wicked and drive to re-

pentance those in whom the Spirit of God finds

still a point of contact, thus spiritually purify the

nation. I do not think, therefore, that nil here

is to be translated " spirit.* The context evident-

ly demands the meaning "wind." In xxx. 28,
also roi is the breath of God, as one sees from

the connection with the lips and tongue (ver. 27).

Comp. xii. 16, DKfrfi nn " the wind shall carry

them away." Meier translates our passage
tt breath of wrath." In the kindred passage
xxviii. 6, however, the meaning " spirit seems
to predominate. Whether *\£3 is kindred to that

*Vp3 that means "to burn, to kindle" (see ver. 5

;

xl/l6; xliv. 15; 2 Chr. iv. 20; xiii. 11) is

doubtful. Our *\?3 is, like vi. 13, used in the

sense of "to cast off, cut away, brush off," in
which sense the word often occurs in Deut. in
reference to exterminating the scabby sheep out
of the holy theocratic congregation (Deut. xiii.

0; xvii. 7; xix. 19; xxvi. 13 sq., comp. Num.
xxiv. 22, Ac.) The word therefore involves the
notion of a sifting. After the purification is ac-

complished by judgment and sifting, measures
shall be taken against farther corruption in that

the Lord shall hover with the .'pillar of smoke
i

6

and fire over the individual dwellings of Mount
Zion and over the whole assembly of the holy
nation for their protection.

Ver. 5 M^ therefore introduces a comple-

mentary idea of what precedes. JOD (again

in Isaiah only xviii. 4) is sedo, habitatio par
rata, stabilita. It is used almost exclusively of
the divine indwelling. For with the exception

of Ps. civ. 5, where the D'JtoO (foundations) of

the earth are named (which any way are a divine

work too), JOD stands only for the earthly (Exod.

xv. 17, &c) or the heavenly (1 E. viii. 39, 43, 49,
etc) dwelling-place of God. One is tempted,

therefore, to understand JOO here of the temple

as God's dwelling place. But then the /£ would

be incomprehensible. Or if this be translated

"whole," then there must be an article. We
mus^ therefore, understand by it all the dwell-

ings that were found on Mount Zion (comp. ii. 2,

3, naming of the city Jerusalem a potiori). The
whole of these have become holv dwellings of
God, too, inasmuch as their inhabitants are mem-
selves scions of God (ver. 2).

"Assemblies," is evidently in contrast with
" every dwelling," and declares that the sign of
Jehovah shall nover over both the dwellings of

individual families and over the assembled total

of the nation. Every single house, as well as the

house of Jacob as a whole, shall be God's holy
tabernacle, as formerly the typical Tabernacle
was alone. Even before the passage of the Red
Sea, the pillar of cloud and fire went before the

Israelites (Exod. xiii. 21 sq.). It stood as a
protection between the armies of Israel and
Egypt (Exod. xiv. 19 sq). But when the Taber-
nacle was completed, the pillar of cloud and fire

rested over it (Exod. xl. 34 sqq.)

.

In the Pentateuch the expression \Bf%, amok^u
never used for this wonderful phenomenon. It

is put in here in such a way that one does not

know whether to join it to (•!£ cloud, or to l
1 rUi

shining, etc According to the accents the former
should be done. Moreover it may be urged that

smoke is not seen by night But why then is

\&P placed after DDf" ? Some consider the con*

struction a hendiadys: cloud and 8moke=smok©
cloud ; for an ordinary vapor cloud it was not.

This may be correct But from the nature of
things smoke belongs to fire. For there is no fire

without smoke, nor smoke without fire. Like

Hengstenbebg, therefore, I refer [tfjP], and

mnobe to what follows. Preciselv as smoke would
the cloud at night be most plainly visible, for then

the smoke was seen mounting out of the fire and
illuminated by it.

For upon all glory, etc—If the Prophet, as

has been shown, regards every single house as

God's holy tabernacle, then he can call it glorious

too, like in Exod. xl. 34 sg., that which filled the

dwelling of the sanctuary is called the glory of Je-

hovah. Comp. on ver. 13. This glory of Jehovah
in the piHar of cloud and fire servea on the one
hand for Israel's protection—vis*, standing be*

tween them and the Egyptians,—on the other for

a guide in the desert The sanctified Israel of
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«2 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

the last time will not need a guide, for they will

no more wander. They are to be nrml? founded
on the holy mountain. But thej will still need
protection. For if even the majority of the na-

tions flow to them, shall then at once all enmity

in the world against God's sanctuary be extin-
guished ? Is it not conceivable that both in the
world of men and of devils hostile powers may
exist, inclined to and capable of doing harm?
(Rev. xx. 7 sqq.)

2. The bad fruits of the present in the light of the glorious divine fruit of the last
time. Chap. V. 1-30.

a. THE BAD FRUITS OF THE PRESENT SHOWN IN THE PARABLE
OF THE VINEYARD.

Chapter V. 1-7,

1 Now will I ring Ho my well-beloved

A song of my beloved touching his vineyard.

My well beloved hath a vineyard

In ,ka very fruitful hill

:

2 And he "fenced it, and gathered out the stones thereof
And planted it with the choicest vine,

And built a tower in the midst of it,

And also 'made a winepress therein

:

And he looked that it should bring forth grapes,

And it brought forth wild grapes.

3 And now, O, inhabitants of Jerusalem, and men of Judah,
Judge, t pray you, betwixt me and my vineyard.

4 What could have been done more to my vineyard,

That I have not done in it?

Wherefore, when I looked that it should bring forth grapes,

Brought it forth wild crapes?

5 And now go to ;' I will tell you
What I will do to my vineyard

:

I will take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up

;

And break down the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden down

:

6 And I will lay it waste:

It shall not be pruned, nor digged

;

But there shall come up briers and thorns

:

I will also command the clouds

That they rain no rain upon it,

7 For the vineyard of the Lord of hosts is the house of Israel,

And the men of Judah *his pleasant plant

:

And he looked for judgment, but behold •oppression;

For righteousness, but behold a cry.

*E*b. the horn of the *m ofoH • Ot% made a watt about it

• Keb. hewed. • Ueb.for a treading. ".» Hob.plant ofhUjteamtre.

• Heb. ateab,

• ofmyfriend. » a hid offat soft • hood it

• attfOiUthatundsieheda: Blutthatt Und auf Qereehtigkett, tmd tithe da : SchlechtigkeU. [The comment*-

tor's license 1b translating with reference to the sound and sense combined may be Imitated m English

thus : Re waitedfor ejuify, and lo, iniquity : For right and to, rtot.—Ta.1
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CHAP. V. 1-7. 83

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1. Attention has often been called to the artistic,

rythmical structure of ver. 1 : to HTffM corresponds

flTtf; to *TtS corresponda *fn* The first olanse

of the Terse concludes with fo^zh > the second begins

with 0^3, and the third word' la again "TtS. y}p
rhymes to D">p, and the last three words of the verse

end with t. Moreover tM rythm contlnnes into the 2d—

ver. ; for the three verb* that begin it, resemble one

another in formation* and ending.

The verbT# joined with the noon Ttf occurs ofJoy-

ful song in Isaiah in two other places, xxvt 1 ; xlIL 10.

TWVf always has the pronoun Htftn after it (Exod.

zr.i; Nom.xxi.17; Deot.xxxi. 19,21, 22,90; xxxii.

44; 2 Sam. xxii. I ; Pa. xviii. 1) ; only in Isaiah, who be-

side here uses It xxiiL lft, is it determined by only a

noun following in the genitive. TT (UU doedy bound,

Moved,frimd) used by Isaiah only here. Comp. Deut
xxxlii.12; Jer. xi. lft; eotL xii. 7; Pa. lx.7; cxxriL 2.

Tfl, kindred to TT, i* originally an abstract noun —

, caritas (comp. Song of 8. t. 9) especially In the

plural (lore deeds, fondling, 8ong of 8. L 2; It. 4, etc

;

Esek. xtL 8; Prov. vli. 18, etc). Then Ifl stands for the

person beloved (compare the words Liebeehaft, BekannU
«eao/t» acquaintance, fijnfO Ruth, ill. 2) and signifies

botli the belored generally (Song of 8. ii. 3, etc), and a
belored and near relation (Lev. x. 4; 1 8am. x. 16, etc).

That it here means the belored generally appears from
its connection with TT. ThI* word, too, does not again

occur in Isaiah. S indicates the object after verMi de-

eeadi: Oen.xx.13; Lev. xiv. 64; Ps. Hi. 8; xxil. 81;

Isa. xxtU. 2, etc yiT) is used only here In the Old

Testament of a horn shaped MIL In Orid mountain
spurs are called eornua Urrec In Greek too *4pat is so

used. Compare the German Schreckhorn, Wetterkom,

etc The expression JOEJ-J3 occurs only here. Tet

eomp. CJDtf §V1 xxriii. 1, and the kindred expres-

sions need of the fruitfulness of the solL TOVf (xxx.

28; Esek. xxxir. 14), O'JOtfO (Oen.xxvii.28, 39) 0"JOtf

K

•- i •
j
~- 1

-

(Isa. lix. 10).

Ver. 2. pjy is *». A«y., but its meaning is definitely

derived from the dialects. Sj3D in this sense only

here and lxiL 10. »DJ with double accusative comp.
-T

Jer. ii. 21 ; where, beside, the word is borrowed from

our passage. pnfef only here and Jer. ii. 21 ; Gen.

xlix, 11, np">tP; Isa. xvi. 8, D'pnfch etymology doubt-

ful, wme taking 'the underlying idea, to be without
seeds, others the shooting up. others purple color [Zech.

LiJ: comp. Lsraxa In Hsxxoo's R. BncycL XVII. p. 812.

Ver. 8. On M Jerusalem and Judah" comp. at ii. L
The expression D'ttSftT 2fth occurs beside in Isa. vliU

14; xxii. 21 ; chap. x. 24 jV? 3B^ occurs. Except these

only Zech. xii. T. 8, 10, uses * 3#\ The more usual ex-
pression is ** 'yehl 2 Kings xxiiL 2, especially in Jer.

(rUL 1; zf. 2; xiii 13, etc\ and in 2 Chron. (xx. 15; xxi.

11,13; xxxiL 28, 33, etc).

Ver. 4. On txfcfjh <*««* I 132, Rem. 1. $\\Q

Oil Wip. Corop. 1. 2.

•• Ver. 67 TOtTD, whioh some of the MSS. write with

GRAMMATICAL.
Dag. forte, is — T^ff (Lam. ii. 8) and rD*DO (Mich*

vil. 4; Prov. xv. 19). The word occurs only here in
Isaiah. The meaning is : a hedge, a thorn hurdle, from

fb eeptre (Hoe. ii. (8) 8 ; Job L 10). •ya1

? rrm et erU

ad depaeeendum, eomp. ill. 14 ; iv. 4 ; vi. 13. The expres-

sion IjftS occurs also with the meaning "ad comb**

remdum;" xliv. lft, eomp. xl. 18; L 11.—y^fl in the sense
• "TM to tear down " only here. Beside this in liv. 3, in the

sense " to break out, extend oneself abroad." 11J may
signify the low wall of a vineyard as well as the high
wall of a city: comp. Jer. xlix. 3; Num. xxii. 24. In
Isaiah the word does not again occur. Hedge and wall

might be combined in such a way that the hedge sur-

rounded the foot of the wall so as also to protect it.

Tet perhaps the double enclosure is not to be pressed

literally, but, may be construed rhetorically, slnoe no
actual vineyard is meant 00^0 eonculeaUo: vil. 25;

T I*

10,8; xxvlli. 18.—Giving up His vineyard, the Lord
abandons it to desolation.

Ver. 8. riH3 JVC? appears to correspond to the ex*
iTT

pression 7X/D XWf often used, by Jer. especially, but

which does not occur in Isaiah. TWH it e>. Ary. Aocord-
TT

ing to its meaning and derivation it Is one with 71A1

vil. 19. The verb JVV3 does not occur in Hebrew. Tet

the meaning " abedndere" is established from the dia-

lects. Prom that develops fi3 — the close-cut-off, ex-

actly measured out, as the name of a fluid measure,

(comp. ver. 10), and HH3 vtutatio and 7TJ13 abecieewn,
T T T-

prceruptvm.-—The vineyard abandoned to desolation

will, of course, no more be pruned HOT in this sense

only here in Isa., otherwise xii. 6) and no more digged

(Y\p in the sense of •* to dig " only again vlL 2ft). Con-

sequently it springs up with thorns and thistles (the

construction of H tp with the accusative like xxxlv.

13; Prov. xxlv. 31.
T
The two words TDtf *nd /Vtf, ex-

•T •"

cepting xxxlf. IS, are always joined together by Isa*: vlj.

23, 24, 25; ix. 17; x. 17; xxvii.4. Both words, as one may see

from the psssages cited, signify combustible vegetation

of the desert, although nothing as yet has been estab-
lished concerning the etymology and meaning of either.

But comp. Dirratcii, Abhandl. fur eemtt. Wortforeehuna,
p. 73, ana the Drnkschrift dcr Erfurttr Akademte von B.

Cassbl, 1884, p. 74 eqq., cited by Dbutsscx.

Ver. 7. £0} occurs again In Isa. xviL 10, 11. Isaiah

uses XPVWJJ& on\j here. TID&D occurs only here.

The verb nfl& occurs in Hebrew only In the Piel form

nDfr ill.
17."

T
It is identical with HDD (Hab! II. lft) ac-

cording to a frequent exchange of sound. Not only the

Arabic eaphacha proves that HDO means tfundere, but

also passsges like Job xxx. T ; then the substantive

TVD0 tb*t means effkeio, inundatio (Job xiv. 19) and «/-

fuium, i, «., especfally the grain that falls out (Lev. xxv.

8, 11). Of course then nflfeflD means first of all efutio.

But for the sake of a plav on words, an author may In-

dulge in such an incomplete expression. The reader at

once thinks ofpassages like iv 4; I. lft, and fills out the
conception " eanguinie " of himself. The word Dpy?
try, is not repeated In Isaiah, he also chooses it for the
snke of the play on words. For my own part I have al-

lowed myself to waive a literal translation in favor of a
likeness of sound and to use a word that at least corre-
sponds to the proper intention of the Prophet.
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84 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

KXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. When we read the introduction of this piece

it rounds like a lovely musical prelude. All
sounds like ringing. It is as if the Prophet tried

every harmonious sound of speech in order to

turn the hearts of his hearers to joy. But it hap-
pens to us as he says, ver. 7, it happened -to God
in reference to Israel. Instead or a joyful report

we receive a mournful one ; instead of happiness,

a gloomy prospect of evil is presented. The
piece therefore bears the character of bitter

irony. This is especially in the beginning carried
out even to minuteness. The Prophet makes as

if he would sing a joyous song, a song of the

vineyard, thus perhaps of wiue, a drinking song 1

It shall be of the vineyard of a boon companion.
And then the Prophet describes the situation. It

is a good site. For there is no better than on a
sunny knoll with a good, fat soil (ver. 1 a). But
the owner aided nature as much as possible by
art (ver. 2 a.). He had a right therefore to ex-
pect a good yield. His hopes were disappointed.

Instead of good grapes the vines bore wild grapes

(ver. 2). Thus far the Prophet speaks. From
thb point he lets the owner of the vine speak.

One looked to hear of a real vineyard. But what
sort of a vineyard is that whose owner accuses it

and charges it with guilt I Now, therefore, when
the inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judah are

summoned to judge between the vineyard and its

lord (ver. 3), in as much as he has faithfully

done his best, yet instead of grapes has gathered
only wild grapes (ver. 4), it is noticed at once
that behind thb is concealed something else than
the story of a real, natural vineyard. And step

by step this becomes plainer. For the lord of the
vineyard declares that he will tear away hedge
and wall, and give the vineyard up to be browsed
upon and trampled down (ver. 5), yea, that he
will make a ruin of it, he will no more hoe and
prune it, but let it grow rank with thorns and
thistles, and will forbid the heavens to rain on it

(v. 6). This last word lifts the mask entirely. It

is now seen who is the owner and who the vine- m 3 . . ~ . .

yard. And this isnow (v. 7) openly declared: Je- ^« in opposition to what is artificial appears

hovah is the lord; Israel, summoned to iudge ^ mê . he
4

lef m
„
A%l?^TJl!S!f:^li?

between the lord and his vineyard, is itself the

vineyard. The Lord had expected of Israel the

fruits of righteousness, but only gathered the fruits

of unrighteousness. What a contrast between this

fruit ofthe land and that which, according to iv.

2, the land shall one time bear I

2. I will sing—wild grapes. Vers. 1 and
2. Everything in this passage tends to express
the idea of disappointment, the contrast between
incipient hope and the final, mournful event.

Hence the joyous, one may say the lark-like trill-

ing commencement. Every harvest is preceded
by a season of hope. Israel too awakened such.

How joyous this was, v. 1 portrays. One must
not, therefore, be misled by the peculiar joyous
tone of v. 1, to think that here begins an essenti-

ally new ana independent piece. For this sound-
coloring of ver. 1, is intentional, is art

The address begins with HTtfK, J wUX ting.

One, therefore, expects a Ttf, a j^i ^^ . DOt

a nrp(Am.viiL 10),alamaU follows, Whatacon-

trast, therefore, between the sixfold woe of ver. 8

sqq.t and this joy bespeaking beginning I *TT7
seems, at first sight, to be an ordinary dative,and to

say that the prophet would sing to his friend asong,

thus likely a song of right hearty and enlivening

contents. But tOl^S suggests that that may be

an incorrect meaning: for this must mean '' in re-

gard to hM vineyard." Thus "S must here be S

of the object. Then it seems likely that in the

preceding case it has the same force. This con*

jecture becomes a certainty when we read further

"my friend (TtS) had a vineyard." From this

it becomes plain : 1) that the friend in each case

is the same, for the owner of the vineyard is

called both Tfa and TT ; 2) that we must trans-

late TT 4

? in ver. 1 u
of my friend," for the song

shall treat of the vineyard of his friend ; 3) what
theProphetwould sing isnotasongofhisown com-'

posing, but one that his friend has made of his

vineyard, so that " I will sing" is qualified by
the following. " a song of my friend," Ac. ; 4>

from the words " my friend had a vineyard," Ac.,

we know that the song of the friend does not yet

begin. For to the end of ver. 2 we have still the

words of the Prophet, by which,
^
as it were, he

preludes the song of the friend, in order to ac-

quaint the hearer with the facts that the song pre-

supposes. Thus the Prophet gives us one disap-

pointment after the other. Though they are only

of a formal kind, still they prepare us for the

more earnest and material disappointments that

follow.

We have already remarked that with *my
friend had," Ac., the song of the friend by no
means begins, as one would expect, and that what
the Prophet himself says is by no means a song,

but a very earnest presentation of gloomy facta.

This is a further disappointment. That (3, m
commentators remark, signifies the natural fruit-

its relation to ver. 2. The usus loquendi in itself

is well known : Umbrett's translation * on the

firominence of a fat spot" is incorrect. For
0tf-|3 in itself is not a "fat spot" but a real

son, a man, whom the notion " oil " characterise*

(comp. "irrr 'J3 Zech. iv. 14). It can only be-

come predicate of a place by connection with an
idea of place. Such is pp with which J0tf~j3

stands in apposition. If they were taken aa

standing in a genitive relation the meaning would
be : horn of a man of oil, of one oiled, of an
anointed man. However, to this naturally fruit-

ful spot, the owner had done everything that the

art of wine culture could suggest. He had hoed
it, gathered out the stones, and planted it with a
choice vine. But not only did the owner under-
take such labor as was important for the flourish-

ing of the vines themselves, but also such as were
for the protection of the fruit and putting it to

use. Such are the watch tower (vid. Matth. xxL
33) and the winepress (?pl. the lower wine-press
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CHAP. V. 1-7. 85

trough, comp. xvi. 10, Num. xviii. 27, Ac.), both
of them costly, Ac,—especially the latter, hence

M] and alto—demanding hard labor, because the

wine-press trough, as 2CTI (x. 15; xxii. 16; li. 1,

9) indicates, was hewn out of the rock. See Heb-
boo's jK. EncgcL VIL, p. 50$, Art Winepress, by

Leybjsr. But—disappointed hope I Instead of

0*3^ (in Isa. only here, and vers. 2 and 4) good

grapes, the vineyard bore only O'tt^O sour grape*.

This last word occurs enly here and ver. 4. It

comes from tfK3 " to be bad, stink/' and means
the fruit of the wild vine, the labrusca. It has,

therefore, happened to the choice vine according
to the word of Jer. (ii. 21), which may be regarded
as a commentary on our passage: "thou art

torned into a degenerate plant of a strange vine."
The noble vine is degenerated and become wild,
so that it produces wild grapes instead of grapes.
—Comp. Job xxxi. 40.

3. And now, O Inhabitants—no rain
upon it—Vers. S-6. The song of the •' friend "

begins first at yer. 3. It is, however, nogladsome
song,- but a lament and a complaint And the
friend is not some good friend or boon companion
of the Prophet, but the Lord Himself, which
comes out clearly at the end of ver. 6. This one.
now, summons the inhabitants of Jerusalem ana
Judah to judge between him and his vineyard.

Judge between me, etc— Comp. ii. 4 ; Exod.
xviii.. 16; Esek. xxxiv. 17, 20, 22. The sum-
mons of ver. 3 to judge between the vineyard and
its owner, must of itself awaken the thought
that no actual, physical vineyard is meant here
For where is the owner that would ever think of
laying a complaint against his vineyard ? One
sees from this, and other obvious traits of the de-
scription, that the subject here is not an ordinary
vineyard and its owner ; and v. 6 b. one is made
aware that the owner is God Himself. For only
He has the power to cause it to rain, and to shut
up the rain. Notice, moreover, how vers. 1 and 2
the Prophet himself has spoken, although an-
nouncing a song of the friend, and only at ver. 3 the
friend begins to speak, in tnat with "and now

"

he takes up the discourse of the Prophet and con-
tinues it One may say: quite unnoticed the
Prophet glides over into the part played by him
whom properly he has to produce to view. And
to the first "and now " corresponds a second in ver.

5, that introduced the judgment, so that the ex-
traordinary judgment begins in precisely the same
way that the extraordinary complaint does.
The Lord will command the clouds to let no

rain firtl on the vineyard. With these words the
vail nills completely. It is plain now that the be-
ginning of ver. 1 was irony. A fearful disappoint-
ment comes on those that had disappointed the
Lord Himself, and, by the art of the Prophet, the
reader, too, must share this disappointment, in
that he is conducted from the charming pictures
of ver. 1, to the dreadful ones that are now to
follow.

Pox the vineyard-m cry.—Ver. 7. Like
the prophet Nathan, 2 Sam. xii. 5, first provoked
King David to a stern judgment of a wicked man
ky means of a fictitious story, and then exclaimed

:

" thou art the man," so here Isaiah explains to
the men of Jerusalem and Judah, after they had
at least silently given their assent to thejudgment
on the bad vineyard : "The vineyard of Jehovah
is the house of Israel" But this statement is

connected by '3 for, with what precedes, because

a consequence of this fact was already indicated
at the end of ver. 6. For this not letting it rain
explains itself from the met that the Lord Him-
self is the owner, and the vineyard is the house
of Israel. For, though one must admit that ver. 7
refers to ail that precedes, yet still that trait in ver.

1-6 which especially receives its light from the
identity of the owner with Jehovah, is precisely
that which we read in ver. 6 6.

But why does the prophet vary from the desig-

nation "Judah and Jerusalem" hitherto em-
ployed by him? Why does he here make "house
of Iarael

T
' and " men ofJudah " parallel ? Cas-

pari attempts in his Beiirdgenj p. 164, an extended
proof that here, as iv. 2 and i. 2, Israel is Judah
as Israel, and as Israel in Judah. But one na-

turally asks: why, if Isaiah meant only Judah,
does he not name Judah exclusively ? Why does

he suddenly drop the designation used hitherto?

But if with the name "house of Israel" he desig-

nates Judah (to be) as Israel, is it not therewith

admitted that the conception Israel extends over
Judah, and is not then this more comprehensive
Israel in its totality, the vineyard of Jehovah ?

It is true that the figure of the vineyard is no-

where in older writings applied either to Judah
or Israel. But the Lord calls Israel His people

(iii. 12, Ac), His flock (Ps. xcv. 7, Ac), His pe-

culiar treasure (Exod. xix. 5 ; Deut. vi. 6), His
inheritance (Jer. ii. 7; xvi. 18, Ac,), and all

these expresssions refer to Israel entire. Thus it

cannot be contested that Israel in the narrower

sense belongs also to the vineyard of Jehovah.
If now, too, in general, as can not be denied, Ju-

dah and Jerusalem form the principal object of

the discourse (ii. 1), yet the prophet may here

and there cast a glance aside at the kingdom of

Israel. Prophets of Jehovah can never forget

that Israel, which hastens faster to the abyss of

destruction than Judah, as Jer. expressly says

:

xxxi 20 ; comp, Isa. xL 11 sqq. I therefore share

the view of Vitrinoa. Dkechsler, Delitzsch,

that " house of Israel" of course means all Israel

This view is not refuted but rather confirmed by
the fact that the men of Judah are presently

called " the plant of his pleasure." For this ex-

Sreeeion that accords to Judah a certain prece-

ence, suits better when " house of Israel " does

not signify Judah over again, but the Israel of

the Ten iSibes.

The Lord had planted with pleasure. But He
was outrageously deceived in His just expecta-

tions. He had expected a "fruit of the earthi

"

iv. 2, that would do Him honor. But behold!

instead of MB**? mishpot, He gathers HBfcD mu-

pahK : instead of Hpl* tudhaka, he gathers np^V

tseaJca. The poet here choicely depicts by the

word-likeness, which yet conceals a total differ-

ence of meaning, the deceptive appearance in the

conduct of the Israelites, which at first looked like

I good vines and then developed a wild wine.
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86 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

b. THE BAD FBUITS AND THEIR EFFECTS MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED
IN A SIXFOLD WOE—AT THE SAME TIME A TWOFOLD

CONCLUSION OF THE WHOLE DISCOURSE.

Chapter V. 8-30.

8 Woe unto them that join house to house.

That lay field to field,

Till there be no place,

That 'they may oe placed alone in the midst of the earth I

9 'In mine ears said the Lord of hosts,

•Of a truth many houses shall be desolate,

Eoen great and fair, without inhabitant.

10 Yea, ten acres of vineyard shall yield one bath,

And the seed of an homer shall yield an ephah.

11 Woe unto them that rise up early in the morning, thai they may follow strong drink

;

That continue until night, till wine 'inflame them

!

12 'And the harp, and the viol, the tabret, and pipe,
bAnd wine, are in their feasts

:

But they regard not the work of the Lord,
Neither consider the operation of his hands.

13 Therefore my people are gone into captivity, ebecause they have no knowledge:
And *their honorable men are 'famished,

And their multitude dried up with thirst.

14 Therefore hell hath enlarged 'herself,

And opened her mouth without measure

:

And their glory, and their multitude, and their pomp,
And he that rejoiceth, shall descend into it.

15 Andr the mean man shall be brought down,
And rthe mighty man shall be humbled,
And the eyes of the lofty shall be humbled

:

16 But the Lord of hosts shall be exalted in judgment,
And9 TGod that is holy shall be sanctified in righteousness.

17 Then shall the lambs feed •after their manner,
And the waste places of the fat ones shall strangers eat.

18 Woe unto them that draw iniquity with cords of vanity,

And sin as it were with a cart rope

:

19 That say, Let him make speed, and hasten his work,
That we may see it

:

And let the counsel of the Holy One of Israel draw nigh and come,
That we may know &

20 Woe unto them "that call evil good, and good evil

;

That put darkness for light, and light for darkness

:

That put bitter for sweet, and Bweet for bitter I

21 Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes,

And prudent •in their own sight

!

22 Woe unto them that are mighty to drink wine,

And men of strength to mingle strong drink

:

23 Which justify the wicked for reward,
And take away the righteousness of the righteous from him I

24 Therefore as "the fire devoureth the stubble,

And the flame consumeth the kchan;
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CHAP. V. 8-30. 87

So their root shall be as rottenness,

And their blossom shall go up as dust

:

Because they have cast away the law of the Lord of hosts.

And despised the word of the Holy One of Israel.

25 Therefore is the anger of the Lord kindled against his people,

And he hath stretched forth his hand against them,

And hath smitten them : and the hills did tremble,

And their carcasses toere
n Horn in the midst of the streets.

For all this his anger is not turned away,

But his hand is stretched out still,

26 And he will lift up an ensign to the nations from far,

And will hiss unto them from the end of the earth

:

And, behold, Jthey shall come with speed swiftly

:

27 None shall be weary nor stumble among them

;

None shall slumber nor sleep

;

Neither shall the girdle of their loins be loosed,

Nor the latchet of their shoes be broken

:

28 Whose arrows are sharp,

And all their bows bent,

Their horses' hoofs shall be counted like flint,

And their wheels like a whirlwind

:

29 Their roaring shall be like a Mion,

They shall ,roar like young lions

:

Yea, they shall roar, and lay hold of the prey,

And shall carry it away safe, and none shall deliver it.

80 And in that day mthey shall roar against "them like the roaring of the I

And if one look unto the land, behold darkness and "sorrow,

"And the light is darkened" in the heavens thereof!

lUeb. j*.
* Or, pursue than.
' Heb. the God the hot%

• Or, This is in mine ear*, saith the Lord, etc
• Heb. their glory are, men offamine.
• Hob. that eay concerning em% It is good, die.

» Heb. the tongue offire « Or, ae dung.
» Or, When it w light, it shall be dark in the destructions thereof,

t

• And have the harp, etc » And wine ae beverage.

^starvelings, •hergreed.

toe if it were their pasture. *hay.
ihecomee. * lionets.

m he end Me*. » through Us clouds.

• Heb. If not.
• Or, the holy God.
• Heb. before thesrownfbm
x Or, distress.

tseeatl\.9.
lassu*etpi\

groum.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 8. j?JJ is often construed with 3 : Gen. zztL 11

;

xxxii. 83 ; Lev. xt 38 ; 1 KL xix. 5, 7, etc. Comp, especially

Ho*. It. 2. Hiphil JTITI occurs beside only t1. 7 ; viii.

8; xxv. IS; xxvi. 5; xxx. 4. TJp i» generally not con-

•trued with 3. Bui when DucnsLxn says that this con-

structUm never occurs, it is asserting too much. For

Pa. xci. 10 it is said « No plague *f?nK3 3^p,
.
M Oomp.

• vt:1ti "•••

Judges six. 13. In our passage the construction of

the first clause has doubtless influenced that of the

second. Hiph. T^pT) only again xxvi. 17. DDK {do-

feet**, non-existent) occurs oftener in the second part

than in the first : xl. 17; xli. 12,29; xlv.6,14,22; xlvi.9,

UL 4, 10; Ur. 10. In the first part it occurs again only

xxxlv.12. The Hophal DJR3Bfan (xliv. 26) indicates

that their dwelling alone in the land was not a natural

thing, bat something contriTed. Compare complaints

of like import ill. H sq. ; Mich. 112; l!L2,sq.

Ver. 9. In mine ears, etc. In xxii. M an address

ofJehovah begins with the words, "and it was revealed

in mine ears,"** In our passage rrSjJI "andUwasre-

vealed n iB omitted. It does not fbOow from this the*

this or some similar word has alien out of the text.

For the Prophet may very weU have had in thought the

bare notion of existence as predicate of his sentence;

« In mine ears is Jehovah Sebaoth." It must not how-

ever be construed in a pregnant sense: Jehovah keeps

ever saying to me (tiegt mir in den Okren). For there

is not a thought of any resistance on the part of the

Prophet that had provoked a persistence on the Lord's

side. Neither may the expression mean: Jehovah

whispers In my ear ; as If the secrecy of the address

were meant by it; for there exists no reason for such

secrecy. But the Prophet will only say, that what fol-

lows he has clearly heard by the inward ear as the word

of Jehovah. There lies thus in the expression a dis-

tinguishing of actual from merely imaginary bearing.

Comp. Ps. xliv. 2; Job xxviii. 22; xxxlil. 8.

The pointing of the word *jm3 •» » P*™*1 form **"

pears to have for its object to separate it from what fol-

lows and to signify thereby that in this wordalone is

contained the predicate of the sentence-—TXOVh •g**1*

xiiL 9, comp. Dent xxviii 37; Mich. vi. 16. ]*KO

vi.ll; Jer.ii.16; iv.7,stC4 Zeph.ii.6;flLfc3tfT
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S3 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Ver. 11. A likeness of structure la to be noticed in the

two halves of the verse. The verb. fin. in the phrase

*DTV IDE? relates to the foregoing participle, not sim-

ply like O'lp* *•*. 8, as the dominant form, but at the

same time as assigning thepurpose ; and so is it too with

DiTSt.—The Pi. of1HK again in I**- xlvi.13. «|BTJ from

rvgf) to breathe, to blow, the time of day when cooler

air stirs, the morning and evening twilight : corap. xxi.

4; lix. 10. The verb pSl (comp. Esek. xxiv. 10) is found
I -t

only here in Isaiah.

Ver. 12. If DrrntfD (sing. eomp. Qmntm, { 93, 9)

were subject, it mast follow 71*711, for this position is
TT I

constantly maintained after a verb with Vav eontee. But

if it were predicate, it would say nothing; for what

else would music and wine be but a feast For that

7Tm would be superfluous. We construe JTH there-

fore, not as mere copula, but in the sense of being on

hand; and there is on hand. The combination of

HfeTpD with T in a manfold sense is quite current with

Ina. ii. 8; zviL 8; xix. 25; xxix. 23; xxxvii. 19; lx. 21;

lxiv.7; lxv. 22.

Ver. 13. nSj in the sense of " making bare, i. a., clear-
TT

ing out the land " occurs in Isaiah only again xxiv. 11,

which passage generally resembles this one. T\D

3tf1 has without reason been discredited, and instead

some would read 3j?1 "70 according to Deut xxxii. 24,

for D'XV) is wont to be used in a contemptuous sense,

comp. 11L 26. nrW (comp. Gexxm's Gram. {187,1 b.) is

aa^eetivum adf. Ijp, J3J, dSk etc, and only occurs here.

Ver. 14. 1£9 aperir*, that always stands with 713

(Job xvi. 10; xxix. 23; Ps. cxix. 131) occurs in Isaiah

only here. The same with 'SdS '(comp. Job xxxviii.

41 ; xli. 25). pn again only xxiv. 6. The sufflxes of

the nouns are to be referred to the notion M Jerusalem,*'

although immediately before ver. 13, the masculine Up
Is used. But it is plain that the Prophet in ver. 14 6.,

aims at a mimicry of sound. For this purpose he em-
ploys the clear a sound as often as possible. Dxlitssch

calls attention to the omission to draw the tone back on

the penult of the word TSyi, " so that one may hear the

object that is falling down as it rolls and at last strikes

bottom." 11H comp. ii. 10, 19, 21 ; xxxv. 2 ; ML 2.

Ver. 15. The aorists ntfM. ^fiBh» ri3X1 are to be con-

strued as PrceUrita prophetica. Also njSi)Bta» with the

Vav preceding and separate, is, as Dkkchslh has re-

marked— njSBtffll.
T I

-
I •*•

Ver. 17. yn is to be taken absolutely, without object

What is understood suggests itself from what pre-

cedes. The pronoun of the third person is, as object

of the phrase, very often omitted ; Gen. ii. 10 ; ill 21

;

vL 19, 20, 21, etc It Is not necessary, with Oxsunus tc

take 013*73 for 013133: forn^l very often stands

with the accusative of the place that is pastured : xxx.
23; Mich. vlL 14; Jer. vi. 3; 1. 19, etc As their pasture
shall the sheep grase over the ruins of Jerusalem, in so
far as the inhabited city becomes a sheep walk. When
Dsxmscn thinks that no accusative object is to be sup-
plied to )p\ but that the determination of the locality

results from the context, it is seen that still there is a
supplying of the object One may as well supply the
definite locality as object according to frequent utut

loquendi, as imagine it from the context The sense,

in any case remains the tame, fef33 found again

only i. 11 ; xL 6, 131 — 131? the place'whither flocks

are driven, found again only Mich, ii 12.
%n? found

beside only Ps. lxv. 6, 16. D'U are not D'U the
•T

strangers that are constant dwellers in the land, but as

participle from 1*0, those enpawtni. The LXX translate

opvcc They may have read perhaps DHJ (O'li). This

word, moreover, Sghlxusssxe, Hmxo, Ewalo and others

would restore. But we have shown above that an em-

phasis rests on the idea of a transitory stopping. 1

J

in Isaiah again xL 6 ; liv. 16. The plural ni3in occurs

only here in the first part of Isaiah ; but six times in

the second part: xliv. 20; xlix. 19 ; li. 3; lii. 9; lviii. 12;

lxL 4. The singular is found only lxiv. 10.

Ver. 18. I take itfo in its usual meaning in which •

it often occurs with the acousative (in Isaiah again

only Ixvi. 19, coll. xiii. 22 ; xviii. 2). KIEfrl 'S3H
are ropes of Has, for what binds them to sin, is the

illusion that sin makes one happy. Hence every sin

is a fraud (Heb. ill. IP). The expression further

calls to mind Jon. ii. 9; Psalm xxxi. 7; and also

HHI9n 'San Prov. v. 22, and OIK^n Hoe. xi. 4. Re-

garding theuse of Kltfin Isaiah, oomp. I. 18('tf-nrUO),

xxx. 23 C# n?U lix. 4,('BM31). The word occurs

only in these places in Isaiah. In f)l3j?3 the prefix 3

is wanting according to the familiar rule; eomp. Ga-

sxxrcs. i 118, Rem. Tftty (from rOV to twist, the twist-

ing, twisted work, rope) Isaiah uses only here. Comp.

Hos. xL 4. nSltf, M a freight wagon," found too xxviii.

27, 28.

Ver. 19. ins and BftfV maybe taken transitivelyand
intransitively. I decide for the latter construction, 1)

because 1HO is used by Isaiah only intransitively

(xxxii. 4; xlix. 17 ; 11.14; lix. 7X &TV, that occurs

twice beside here (xxviii. 16; lx. 22), is one of these

times (xxviii. 16) used intransitively; 2) because in the

parallel phrase 'U1 31pm not Jehovah but 'p n*Jf to

subject The sense is any way in both instances the

same. The forms Htf'TV and mOfl belong to the few
T • T T T

instances of the voluntative n appended to the third

person, (comp. Ps. xx. 4, and the more doubtful cases

Lev. xxi. 6; Deut xxxili. 16; Job xt 17; xxiL SI;

Esek. xxiiL 20 ; Olshausbk, | 228 b. Anm. [Gmxan, | 97, 7).

Let it be noticed moreover that this Be so stands in two

pairs of verbs, that each time it is only appended to the

last word. It seems that each time it should avail as

well for the first word. Comp. 1 24 b.—TVCf is a our-

rent word with Isaiah that occurs thirteen times in the

first part and five times in the second. On M the Holy

One of Israel " see i. 4.

Ver. 20. IWfef with S following in the sense M to make

into something

;

w xiiL 9; xxiii. 13; xxv. 2; xli. 16;

xlii.16; xlix. 11, etc

Ver. 21. On DST30 *UJ eomp. Hos. vii 2; Lam. iii.

36 ; the expression does not again occur in Isaiah, |U3
part ill. 8; xxix. 14.

Ver. 22. "JOD in Isaiah again xix. 14. ^DDO — ^O
lxv. lL Hiph. p'TOH found again L 8; HiL It 3jig

only here. intf again L 23; xxxiii. 16; xlv. 13. Hiph.

V07J frequent in the first part (L 16, 26; UL 1,18; t. i*

23 ; x. 13, etc.), in the second part only in lviii. 9. Th«
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CHAP. V. 8-30. 89

singular suffix in 1JDD must be construed distribu-

tively. The righteousness of the righteous they let

disappear from him, L e^ from the righteous man in

question. Compn at ii 8 and i, 23.

Ver. 84. As regards the construction ; S^KD is a pre-
dicate infinitive dependent on a preposition, which is

fallowed immediately, not as usually by the. subject,

but by the object, because the order tfp Eftt JiffS ^310
offends against euphony ; also in xx. 1, the object pre-
cedes, because it is a pronoun (>flfc ). Commentators
csil attention to the multiplication of sibilants in the
sentence. M One hears the crackling sparks, the sput-

tering flames** says Dixmscn. tftfn occurs only

onoe again in the Old Testament, xxxiii 11.—Hfil is

" to become lax, withered, weary, fall away ** (especially

of the Rands xiii. 7). ronS is aecui. loci. The suf-
T TV

fixes In Dtfttf and DTPD refer back to those whom
the preceding four woes concern. To these then their

punishment is announced. DO only occurs again iii 24.

rnd (only xviii 6 again) is the blossom. pa* dust, only

occurs again xxix. 6.—The second clause of the Terse
calls to mind i 4. They were therefore the opposite of
"the branch of Jehovah " It. 2, and much rather com-
parable to the bad grape-Tine, t. 1 sqq. i"POK occurs

sgain xxviii 23; xxix.4; xxxli.9.

Ter. 25. The expression *JK rPTl does mot ooour

•gain in Isaiah, and, excepting the part, Niph. xli. 11

;

xIt. 24, no other form of the rerb H^H occurs in Isaiah.

Our expression, however, calls to mind. Num. xi. 33,

"And the wrath of the Loan was kindled against His.

people, and the Loan smote the people," as all those
numerous places in the Pentateuch, especially Nam.
where the expression fi c|g TUV^ "and the anger of

the Loan kindled,** efe, occurs (Exod. It. 14 ; Num. xi.

1, 10; xiL 9, €tc%—\T B'l is also a reminiscence of the
Pentateuch from Exod. viii 2, 18; x. 22; xJr. 21, 27,

where the expreseion is used of Aaron and Moses as
they stretched out the hand to the performance of their
saksnsss. In Isaiah, this expression is repeated in the
same manner In xxtti 11; xxxi 3, eoU. xlr. 26, 27.

\y\ (KaU in Isaiah xiv. 8; xxxiL 10, 11; xxviii 21;

Ixiv. \\ used of the trembling of the earth (Joel, ii 10)

or of the foundation of the mountains (Ps. xviil. 8,

•otL 1 8am. xxii 8). The expression that the carcass

(nS^J occurs xxtL 19) shall be as the sweepings (TOTtO
t** « t

from nnO Esek. xxvi 4, evemre, drtergere— 710 Lam.

fit 45, " leavings, sweepings out ;" i*. kry.\ occurs only

here. Elsewhere it is, that the nSDl shall be as dung
in the field (Jer. ix. 21), shall be cast as a prey (Deut
xxviii 29; Jer. viL 83; xvi 4; xix 7, etc), to the wild
beasts. The reading TlfJfp (the London Polyglot has

IttjITT) is both etymologfcally incorrect, and also In

conflict with every other place in which the word oc-

curs in Isaiah (x. 6; xv. 3; xxiv. 11 ; 1L 20.

Ter. 26. p\mO does not belong to K&J,but it has

become an adjective conception and takes the place of
an adjective, as may be seen from passages like Jer.

xxiiL 23; xxxi. 10. The same is true of pmSD that

has the same meaning. The former word ' occurs
in Isaiah twelve times ; five times in the first and seven
times in the second part (xxii 3, 11; xxiii.7; xxv. 1;
xlilLO; xlix.1,12; lvii9; lix-14; lx.4,0). J s signal

set up on a high point; xi 12; xiii 2; xviil. 3; xxxiii.

23 ; lxll. 10. Only in the last named passsge does the
verb D*^H occur, pntf

u to hiss, whlstie," is taken from

the practice of bee keepers, as may be seen in vii. 18,

where the same figure recurs. HYpD recurs xiii 6

;

xlii. 10; xllii 6, thus equally in both parts. In each
place, xiii. 6 excepted, jn*n follows it rPHD pro-

perly substantive — cderiUu; recurs lviii 8 ; combined

with Sp according to Joel iv. 4, Sp recurs in Isa. xix.

1 ; xxx. 16 ; xTiii 1 On the change of number in 1*?,

comp., at Ter. 23. The singular here apparently indi-

cates that though the signal Is given at various times
and to different nations, still always, It shall be only
one at a time, that they shall be summoned.

Ver. 27. DaacHSLxa Justly calls attention to the per-

fect equilibrium in the structure of this ver. 27 ; in the
first hemistich two clauses, each with two members of
like arrangement ; in the seoond hemistich two clauses,

each with one member, the corresponding words in

which rhyme together: nnJDJ-pnj. lim-'p'W,

nfSn-rSjN. "£p recurs in Isaiah xxviii 12;

xxix. 8; xxxii 2; xlvi L On Scft see at iii 8. The

Participle (Jer. xlvi 16 ; Ps. cv. 37 ;2 Chr. xxtiii 16), oc-

curs only here in Isaiah. £MJ recurs only lvi 10, |Kh

only here in Isaiah. Niph. TlftiM ***. 16; xxxv.6;
lilt

Ver. 28. "ft In the sense of " stone, flint " occurs only

here and ver. 30, if this interpretation is allowable in

the second case; it has then the same meaning as iff

Exek.itt. 9; Exod. iv. 26 and 1« ii 10; viii 14,«fe

Niph. 2tfrtJ like ii 22; xxix. 16, 17; xl. 16.

Ver. 29. ITD
1
? (again in Isa. xxx. 6) is by most held

to mean lioness. Comp. Gxsximrs, Thet. p. 738 . . . On
the construction ofWlhs see at ver. l&—J)tBft is ac-

cording to K'thibh »t\ according to E*ri JWBK The

reading of K*r! Is the correot one, for there is no rea-

son for the perfect with the Van eontec^ whereas the Im-

perfect stands here, according to rule, to describe per-

manent qualities. D71J only here in Isaiah, see Prov.

xxviii 16 ; xix. 12 ; xx. 2). Of 0*73 the form found here

Is the only one used by Isaiah, and that only here. The

formula S'¥D PK1 occurs again xlii 22, and xliii 13, in

which latter place it sounds the same as the original

passage Deui xxxii. 39.

Ver. 30. The subject of DTIJ\
u k*thaU roar" is the

same that it has in the preceding verse. But we trans-

late M
it roars dull,** only to give prominence to the col-

lective more than to the individual as indicated in

D'~rorU3 " as the roaring of the sea.** The suffix, in

rSv can refer only to the one seised, i> a, Judah.

norO occurs only again Ps. xxxviii 9. DmsoreLxa,

has justly called attention w to the sound painting pro-

duced by accumulating the bussing and rumbling

sound of »*, and n, too,** in the first hemistich of this

verse. Both sounds are in why ; to this word Q)*3

rhymes ; in D^HDTVJS we find m. and «. again, and the

syllable am twice.—To this hemistich, which I may say

has Itself a low rumble, the seoond is opposed, which

portrays the conquered by its many, i «, and a sounds,

thus by thinner sounds, thai in a measure paint weak-
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90 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The meaning of this section is twofold.

Hist of all it contains a specification of the sour
grapes, and a corresponding announcement of
punishment In this matter the Prophet begins
with a certain selection. For he does not censure
all sins, but only the sins of the eminent, and
eminent sins. Thus six evil fruits are enume-
rated, and what the Prophet has to say with refer-

ence to each begins with a woe. But a detailed

announcement of punishment follows on each of
the first two woes only, after the description of the
sinful condition with which they are concerned.
For the following woes there follows an announce-
ment of punishment common to all from ver. 24
on. This difference observed by the Prophet in
regard to the order of his topics is connected with
the second meaning of the passage : that is to say
it contains at the same time the twofold conclusion

of the second portal, i. e. of the whole discourse
from chap. ii.—v. For the announcement of
punishment after the second woe, which is in pro-
portion long extended through five verses (v. 13-
17), manifestly contains a relative ending: the
wicked city sinks into the lower world, and themm grows over its grave. These are manifest-
ly, I may say, final chords. But in as much as
the Prophet, vers. 15 and 16

;
reiterates verbatim the

fundamental thought of his first illumination of
the present, he gives us to understand that he
would have this first (relative) conclusion refer to

the first half of his discourse (chap. ii. and iii).

And as he handles the following twice-two woes
differently from the first two, he intimates that
they have another purpose. They are not inter-

rupted in their sequence by announcements of pun-
ishment coming between, but these follow after as
common to all, Precisely by this concentration
the Prophet gains a highly effective conclusion
of the whole discourse, but which at the same time
undeniably refers to the second lamp (chap. iv.

and v.), just as we have seen that the first (rela-

tive) conclusion refers to the first lamp. One
recognizes this from the comparison of ver. 24,
drawn from vegetation, especially from the no-
tions "root" and " scion/' in which the reference

back to the HDY branchy chap, iv., as also to the

vineyard and its fruit cannot be mistaken.
Thus this most artistically composed ending is

at the same time an image of the whole discourse,

whose unity, comprising chaps. ii.-v- here be-
comes most evident As the twofold division
forms the ground-work of the whole discourse, so
it does of this conclusion. And this twofold divi-

sion appears in the conclusion in a double form

:

first the simple two for the first (relative) conclu-
sion ; then the potent, doubled two for the great
principal conclusion. From this we know, at
the same time, why there must be six woes, and
not seven, as one inclines to expect.

The first woe concerns the rich and mighty,
that swallow up the property of inferior people,
so that at last they possess the land alone (ver. 8).

These are threatened that their houses shall be
destroyed Tver. 9), and their ground shall become
so sterile that ten acres shall yield only a bucket-
fill of must, and a bushel of seed a peck [i. e. 1-16

ofa German bushel.—Tb.
J
of fruits (ver. 10). The

second woe pertains to high livers and gluttons,

that begin early and leave off late (ver. 11), and
who, amid the noise of music and the banquet,

nevercome to regard Jehovah'swork (ver. 12). For
this the people must wander into exile, and high
rank and low rank shall perish of hunger and
thirst (v. 13), and be used only to be cast into the

jaws ofthe insatiably greedy underworld (ver. 14).

Then shall human pride be humbled (ver. 15), and
the Lord, the righteous judge shall appear then
as alone high in His righteousness and holiness

(ver. 16), the waste places of the fallen grandees
shall become the pastures of the flocks of alien

tribes (ver. 17). The third woe isproclaimed against
the insolent mockers that do evil with a very
rage for it (ver. 18), and with blasphemous con-

tempt, challenge the Lord, in whom they do not
believe, to oppose His work to their own (ver. 19).

The fourth woe strikes those who perversely call

exactly that good which is bad, and thai baa
which isgood (ver. 20). The fifth woe concerns the

conceited that think they alone are wise (ver. 21).

The sixth woe, finally, is proclaimed against the

oppressors and unjust, who in order to live high,

turn aside justice for a vile reward (vers. 22, 23).

The threatening, that those who have despised

the law of Jehovah, shall be destroyed root and
branch, corresponds to the last four woes in com-
mon Tver. 24). For this the people shall be smitten
and their dead bodies be cast into the streets like

sweepings. But that is not enough even (ver. 25).

Foreign nations shall be brought from a distance

against Israel (26). They shall vigorously and
zealously accomplish the work to which they are
called (27-29). Then like the roaring surges of
the sea the enemy shall break over Israel. Israel

shall see nothing on the earth but dark night : in-

stead ofa protection against rain and storm (iv. 6),

a dark storm-cloud shall envelop the earth thai

shall turn aside the vivifying and warming light

(v. 30).

This is the result of the contemplation that the
Prophet sets forth in regard to the (relative) pre-

sent. Sad and gloomy as this result is, the realisa-

tion ofthat glorious future which he holds in pros-

pect (iv. 2-4$) is not thereby hindered : on the con-
trary it postulates and prepares the way for that

future. The words "in that day" point away to

that
2. Woe onto them—yield an ephsu

—

Vers. 8-16. On 'frl comp. remarks at i. 4. The
Prophet first proclaims a woe against the rich

and mighty, who with insatiable greed annex the
houses ana fields of their poor neighbors, so that

these are crowded out of the land, and the country
becomes the exclusive domain of these op-
pressors.

This accumulation of property violates both
the statutes concerning the Inheritance of real

estate, and the year of Jubilee (Lev. xxv. 10-13;
25 sqq.). What the Prophet has heard is this ; not
merely some, but many houses, t. e. the houses, all

that there are of them (ii. 3), shall be desolated*

and the great and beautiful ones shall be without
dwellers. This desolation of the houses is ascribed
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CHAP. V. 8-80. 91

to the sterility that comet on the land as a pun-
ishment from God. For the Pentateuch threatens
the disobedience of Israel with this punishment,
and that in not a few passages: Ley. xxvi 18-20

;

Dent. xi 17 ; xxviii 17 sq.. 23 sq., 38 sqq. How
great the barrenness shall be may be determined
from the fact, that ten acres of vine land will

only yield a bucket of wine, and a bushel of seed
only the tenth part as much fruit—TOY is a pair

of beasts of burden bound by a yoke (Judg. xix.

10 ; 1 Sam. xi. 7 ; lsa. xxi. 7, 9), then a piece of
ground as great as such a 10* could plow up in
a day. If a vineyard is not plowed it might still be
measured by the acre. How large a surface a 1D¥
might be according to our measures, has never
yet been made out. Comp. Unteres. tiber die L&n-
gen-Feld-und Wege-Mane, insbceondere der Qreich-

en und der luden von L. Fenner y. Fenxebebo,
Berlin, 1859, p. 96.

r\3 a both (comp. at TOTS ver.6) is the principal

measure for fluids, like the ephah for dry measure.
Both are the tenth part of a homer or "^2, cor,

(Esek. xlv. 11, 14), PO occurs only here in lsa.

ion komer, (probably the burden ofa 1011* an an.,

whence Judg. xv. 16 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 2 IfbH stands

directly for IDH) does not again occur in lsa. in

this sense. Also nfl
%K " on ephah " is only here

in lsa. There is still great uncertainty regarding
the relation of these measures to those used by us.

If Thexius (The ancient Hebrew long and hollow

measures, Studien und Krii., 1846, Heft. 1 and 2) is

correct, who sets the contents of the homer at

10143.9 Paris cubic inches, then this would
about correspond to the burden an ass can bear.

3. Woe unto them that rise np early—
shall strangers eat.—Vers. 11-17. The second
woe, the longest and most detailed, is directed

against the high livers and gluttons. They rise

early so as to fo soon to drinking ; they remain
long sitting of evenings so as to inflame them-
selves with wine. '' Woe to thee, O land, when
thy king is a child, and thy princes eat in the

morning 1 Blessed art thou, land, when thy
king is a noble, and thy princes eat in due sea-

son, for strength and not for drunkenness ?' Eccl.

x. 16, 17 ; Comp. xxii. 13 ; lvi. 12: Am. vi. 3

2q. The Bomans called feasts that began before

e usual time (i. c in the ninth hour) tempeeUva

convivia, seasonable feasts (Cic de Senect. 14, Sec.).

Ab oetana horn bibere was accounted debauchery
[Jwcn. 1, 49, comp. Gebexius on our ver.).

"Otf is the artificial wine, and |" the natural

The first was prepared partly from dates, apples,

pomegranates (Song of S. viii. 2), honey, barley,

((vA*, ohfoc Kpi&ipoc, Heb. 2, 77), partly by mix-

ture (like our punch, hence 138? pO to mingle

drink v. 22); Comp. Herzog's R Eneyd. XVTI.
p. 615. In general comp. xxiv. 9; xxviii. 7;
xxix. 9 : lvi. 12.

The inflaming caused by wine is physical and
psychical ;

(the former was by the ancients re-

ferred to the hepar and oculi, the liver and the

eyes) ; comp. Proy. xxiii. 29 sq.

But to ajovial banquet belongs music. There
does not mil ito (the harp, t. e. a stringed in-

stalment, with strings resting free and plumb

on the sounding board, comp. xvi. 11 ; xxiii 16;

xxiv. 8 ; xxx. 32), 73J (i. #., every stringed in-

strument, whose strings are stretched over a bag-
shaped sounding board by means of a bridge, for

7?A *» properly the bag.—comp. xiv. 11 ; xxii

24), *\R (the hand drum, the tambourine, xxiv.

8; xxx. 32), and VSn (the flute, literally bored

out, hollow, xxx. 29). Comp. Herzog's R. En-
eyd. X. p. 126 mjq. If now it is added, " and wine"
is their drink, it is to prevent one from thinking
that ver. 12 a indicates a different situation from
that of ver. 11 ; rather the identity of both is ex-
pressly made prominent

While nothing is wanting to the scene as

regards worldly pleasure ana joy, there is the
most serious poverty in regard to spiritual life.

In this respect they are as if blind and dead; the
revelations of God that are written both in the
book of nature and in history, they do not in any
way regard. The greatest misery ever known to

antiquity was destined to follow this luxury,

and debauchery that wickedly forgot the one
thing needful ; the wandering into exile. One
may see from Lam. v., how distressingly it went
with such a herd of humanity, driven away as

they were like cattle. Because the nation had
not regarded what would promote its peace, it

must go out "unawares/* HJH ^Sdd. In this is

signified both: without insight, and unawares.

The word designates the subjective state that was
portrayed ver. 12 b, and at the same time the man-
ner in which the objective divine judgment should

break over them. ' Tljn >(?3D is only found here*

But in Hos. iv. 6, which comp. Agin ,l
?3D is

found in a connection similar to this. Every

where beside it reads '1 'Sm (Deut iv. 42; xix.

4; Josh. xx. 3 ; Job xxxvi. 12). "]D here is not

causative, but negative =« without [Lowth,
Babnes and J. A.Alexander retain the meaning

of the Eng. Vers,: " for want ofknowledge."—Tb,J

The honored, the nobility of the people (1^
abetr.pro concr. comp. iv. 6 ; xvi. 14 j

xvii. 3 ; lx.

13; lxvi. 12;) shall become starvelings, and the

great crowd
(
pDH noise, then what makes noise,

the great crowd xvii. 12; xxix. 5-8,) shall pant

with thirst. Many, like Gesenius, would take

Jton to mean the rich, because the word occurs

in the sense of " riches, treasures " (lx. 5 ; Jer.

iii. 23). But the Prophet announces the judgment

to the entire people (comp. 'OJZ in the beginning

of the verse) : according to which it is quite suit-

able for him to divide the totality into nobility

and common people. When death has rich har-

vest on the earth, then the underworld must open

its gates wide to receive the sacrifice. According

to that then J3
1
? therefore, ver. 14 stands to the |37

ver. 13, not in a co-ordinate but in a subordinate

relation. A soul is ascribed to 8heol (the word

is with few exceptions, e. a. Jobxxvi 6, feminine).

It is therefore personified. The notion soul ' is

at the same time used in the meaning of desire,

greed," a usage that is not infrequent in the O.
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THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

Test, as is well known. Thus it is used, e*g„

Deut xxiii. 25, " When thou comest into thy

neighbor's vineyard, then thou mayest eat grapes

*1i??? 'T??^'" ComP* Prov
*
xxiii

*
2 ^vv^

-

a greedy person; #a?.~!JU! tTDSa Iaa.lvL 11, dogs

strong in greediness ; comp. Ps. xxvii. 12. The
same expression as in our passage is found in

Hab. ii. 5. The insatiable nature of the under-

world is declared also Prov. xxvii. 20; xxx.

16.

Sheol (in Isa. again xiv. 9, 11, 15 ; xxviii. 15,

18; xxxviii. 10, 18; lvii. 9), according to the O.

Test, representation, is the resting-place of de-

parted souls, corresponding to the Hades of the

Greeks, which is conceived of as in the inward

part of the earth (hence JVflnn *7tatf the lowest

hell, Deut xxxii. 22; Ps. lxxxvi. 13, ooU. Ps.

lxxxviii. 7 ; Lam. iii. 55 ; Isa. xliv. 23; Esek. xxvL
20 ; xxxii. 18, 24), because, naturally, the king-

dom of death must be conceived of as in the op-
posite direction from the kingdom of life. When,
therefore, God, the Lord of light, has His seat in

light which envelops us from above, then must
the kingdom of death be sought under us in the
dark depths of the earth.

There are three views regarding the derivation

of the word TMrf: 1) the older, according to

which the word should be derived from /Ktsf,

to demand. The underworld was called " the de-
manding, the summons," in accordance with its

insatiableness (comp. the passages cited above)

;

and because it will only receive and never gives;

2) Gesenius, and at the same time with him,
though quite independently, Bottcheb, Ewald,
Maureb (comp. Th&aur. p. 1348) maintain that

VlKtf is softened from fytf. But VjtfBf, which

never occurs, must, according to /Jjtf the hollow

hand, 7«T*# the excavator, inhabitant of caves,

the fox, ^PEto (Num. xxii. 24) the hollow way,

have the meaning of being hollow. Sheol would,
then, be "the cavern." 3) Hupfeld, (Ehjleb,

Deutzbch, refer the word back to the root W,
W, which is the root of /£# itself, and has the

meaning of '' hanging down loose, linking down,"
so that Sheol would be " the sinking, going down
deep." The matter is still undetermined. If it

is opposed to the first explanation that according
to it, a poetic epithet is made the chief name of
the kingdom of the dead (comp. CEhleb in Heb-
zoo's & Encyd. XXL p. 412) ; so, too, both the
other views must make it comprehensible howan
K comes to take the place of the middle radical.

All the glory of Jerusalem descends into the

wide gaping throat of hell. pDTl means the

crowd here too (as in ver. 13), but as there is

here no contrast with the honored ones as there,

but onlv the notion of superabundance, of multi-
tude, of tumult is added to that of glory.. I allow
myself with Drechsleb to translate ''riot and
revel." jbttf ttrepitou, noise, is used of the roar

of water (xvii. 12, 13), and of a multitude of men
(xiii. 4; xxiv. 8 ; xxv. 6; lxvL 6). The three

substantives designate everything that is splendid

and makes a noise, be it person or thing, n£
(a*. Aty.) t too, before which ^#K is to be supplied,

does not seem to exclude reference to things. For
why should not the music and all that pertains

to a banquet (ver. 12) be called jovial? Comp. Ps.

xcvL 12.

In as much as the Prophet in vers. 15 and 16 •

partly repeats verbatim the fundamental thoughts

of the first half of this discourse, that we have
called the first prophetic lamp (comp. ii. 9, 11,

17), he intimates that the two parts belong to one
another. Those false eminences illumined by the

first lamp, and the false fruits of which the

second treats, lead to the same end : to the hu-
miliation of the wickedly insolent men, and to

the proof that the holy and just God is alone
high. But why the Prophet just at this point casts

back this connecting look, is explained in the fact

that here we stand at a point of relative conclu-

sion. This we recognize, as was shown above,

partly from the contents of this second woe, which
sounds like & finale, partly from the form, for the

following woes have a very different structure

from this first But notice with what art the Pro-
phet leads over to the theme of the first lamp,
and thus unites the fundamental thought of both
lamps. By the description of the destruction of

the wicked multitude by hunger and thirst, he
comes auite naturally on the idea of their sinking

down into the underworld. Therewith he has
touched die deepest point of antagonism which
human enmity against God can attain. For it

goes no deeper down than the jaws of Sheol. This
mention of the deepest deep reminds him that

therewith, what he had said above on the abase-

ment of human pride, appears in a new light

That is to say it appears, by what is threatened

in ver. 14, to be absolute. Precisely thereby the

highness of the Lord appears in its fullest light

For He that is able to cast down into the lowest

deep must for His own part necessarily be the

highest But He is so as the holy one that judges
righteously. Now if the highness of God calls to

mmd the first lamp, His holiness calls to mind the
second (comp. the sacred and sanctifying Branch
of God, iv. 2, 3). And thus the fundamental
thoughts of the first and second lamp combine
most beautifully.

The first half of ver. 15 is repeated verbatim
from ii. 9 a. The second half of ver. 15 is, with
some abbreviation, taken from ii. 11 cotL ver. 17.

D9tfD is the judicial act (comp. i. 21) ; in so far

as it is a realization of the idea of righteousness,

God at the same time proves Himself to be holy

(comp. Esek. xx. 41 ; xxviii. 22, 25 ; xxxvL 23;

xxxviii. 16, 23). For holiness and righteousness

belong together like lampsand burning (ver. 17).

The Prophet concludes his mournful picture of

the future in a highly poetic manner, in that on
the site of the once glorious and joyous city, now
sunk into the ground (vers. 11, 12), he presents a
pasture in which wandering nomads are feeding

their flocks. Comp. the quite similar pictures of

future change of fortune, vii. 21-25; xvii. 2;
xxxii. 13 sq. ; Zeph. ii. 14 sq. Commentators
have justly pointed out that the present condition

of Jerusalem and Palestine may be regarded as a
1 part of the fulfilment of this prophecy. For th#
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ancient city ifi as if sank into the ground. A
depth of rubbish coven the old streets and open
places, and above them new ones are laid out in
totally different directions. Only laborious ex-
cavations can give a correct picture of the topo-
graphy of ancient Jerusalem. The land, how-
ever, is almost erery where become pastures for

nomadic Arabian tribes. And when, moreover,
one reflects that a foreign people, of another
faith and inimical to the Jews, has for a long time
reigned in Palestine, it must be confessed that the
present time correspomls very exactly to this an-

nouncement of the Prophet Yet it must not be
overlooked that the circumstances mentioned only
touch the outward side of the fulfilment. It can-

not be doubted that ver. 14 has been fulfilled also

in a deeper, more inward, and, I may say, tran-

scendental way. For what has become of the

land we know. But had not the Prophet also a
thought of the immortal souls of men?
The DT1D nmn are the ruins that once be-

longed to the fiit and rich, and were then the op-

posite of mournful, waste wrecks, that is to say,

places of splendor and prosperity. Strangers

shall devour the products of these wastes^ i. c the

grass growing there, that is use it for their cattle.

By this is implied that the places shall lie unno-
ticed and without owners. Only stranger, noma-
dic shepherds, in passing along, will stop there

with their flocks.

4. Woe untothem—may know it.—Vera,

18, 19. The third woe is directed against auda-

cious sinners who make unbelief in God's puni-

tive justice the foundation of their wicked doings.

The fact that the Prophet represents these people
as impiously bringing down the divine judgment
on themselves, has caused many commentators to

construe ^&3 in the sense of "attrahere, draw

toward," and |^ in the sense of "guilt" (Ewxld,

Umbrett), or "punishment of sin'* (Gesenhjs,
Knobkx*, arid others). But if the Prophet meant
to sav this, and to express that those had drawn
on themselves by deeds what they had invoked
by words, v e. the judgments of God, he would
certainly have employed expressions that would
more exactly correspond to the notions " HEfy'D

and ? BHlp JXfj7, thus words that mean directly

" punishment, judgment, destruction, .ruin." I
do not deny that under some circumstances the

words p£ and ntt&n may be taken in a sense bor-

dering very nearly on "guilt of sin, and punish-

ment of sin " (comp. the passages cited by Kno-
bei«, Gen. iv. 13; xix. 15; Ps. xxxi. 11 ; Zech.

xiv. 19 ; Prov. xxi. 4 ; to which, also, I would
add Isa. xxvii. 9, where these words in the paral-

lelism correspond to one another. See at the

place). But, in the present instance, precisely

the choice of these words proves to me that the

Prophet did not think of the identity of the fruits

of those doings with the display of the divine

justice, but only of a causal relation between
those doings and the divine justice. They pin

away so boldly, precisely because they believe

there is no danger of a day of vengeance. The
idea of " boldly sinning away " the Prophet ex-

presses in his vigorous style, in that he compares
those wicked men to draught horses, that drag a
heavy wagon by means of Rtout ropes. Like these

lay themselves to the traces with all their

might in order to start the load, so these lay
themselves out to sin with all their might. They
pull with might and main, they surrender them-
selves to sin with a diligence and expenditure of
power worthy of a better cause.
That »ay, eto.—Ver. 19. What chains them

so fast to sin, and makes them so zealous in its

service, is just that they do not believe in the di-
vine announcement of a day of retribution. Thev
express their unbelief in a contemptuous chal-
lenge to Jehovah to expedite Ha work, t. e. His
work of judgment and punishment, to fulfil His
purpose of retribution. They wish for an early
coming of this manifestation of judgment. For
they would like to experience it. They dare so
much. They are not afraid of it, though it were
true ; but they do not believe it is true. With
impious irony they even call Him, in whose dis-

play of justice they do not believe, by His title

;

the JIolv One of Israel. They would have it un-
derstood thereby, that He is so called, it is true*

but He is not this. Comp. xxviii. 15 ; Jer. v.

12 sq-ixvii. 15 ; Ezek. xii. 22.

5. woe unto them—the righteous from
him.—Vers. 20-23. That ver. 20 does not speak
merely of perversion of justice, as some would
have it, appears from the generality of its expres-
sions, and from ver. 23. This perversion of the
world whereby exactly bad is good, and good
bad, is Satanic. For if the devil became God, as

he attempts to become (2 Thess. ii. 4), it would
happen thus. But evil has in the physical do-
main, its correlate in darkness and bitterness, as

good has in light and sweetness. For what dark-
ness and bitterness are for the body, such is evil

for the spirit, and what light and sweetness are
for the body, such is good for the spirit. Thus,
Ps. xix. 9, the commandment of the Lord is

clear as light, and ver. 11, sweeter than honey
and the honey comb. But bitter appears in

many places as the symbol of evil : Num. v. 18
sq. ; Dent xxxii. 32 sq. ; Jer. ii. 19 ; Acts viii.

23 ; Heb. xii. 15. That to the bad it is just bad
that tastes good, we read Job xx. 12 ; Prov. v.

3,4.
Ver. 21. The Prophet pronounces the fifth

woe against the proud self-deification, to which
divine wisdom counts for nothing, but its own
for everything. Comp. Prov. iii. 7 ; Jer. viii. 8
sq. ; ix. 22 sq. The sixth woe, finally, vers. 22.

23, strikes the unjust and oppressors, who sell

justice in order to obtain the means for enjoying

a dissolute life. I^tf 100* mixing of drink,

comp. on ver. 11. It is debatable whether the He-
brews were acquainted with wines prepared with

spices. niTZio, Hendewerk
;
Deutzsch, main-

tain that proof that they did is wanting, and
take 'tf "]DD — temperare aqua, to mix with water,

in which sense the later Jews use JJO- According

to Bttxtorf, this word means :
" miscwi, temper'

avU vinum afttsa aqua" whence it is used di-

rectly for "taAmdere, to pour into." Comp. AJP

Song of Sol. vii. 8. On the other hand Gese-

nttjs (with whom under the word JTD Hitzjg

had agreed) see word ^OD, Winer (JR. W. s.

v. Wein, Drechst.er, Knobel, Leyrer (in

R Eneyl. xvii. p. 616) maintain most decidedly

that the Hebrews were acquainted with spiced

wines. Wiser and Leyeb dispute even that
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94 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

the use of vinum aqua temperare among the Jews
can be certainly proved. Theae scholars named
cite Prov. ix. 2, 6 in proofof the existence among
the ancients of spiced wine (which is to be dis-

tinguished from that prepared from fruit, honey,
barley), in which passage the "JDO that is simul-
taneous with the killing, must point to another
mixing, than that with water, which latter must
be coincident with the pouring out They further

cite a passage in Misehna Mooter seheni 2, 1 (non
condiunt oleum « . . serf condiunt vinum; $i %nci-

deril in id md et condimenta, unde melius reddatur.

ilia in melius eonfeetio fitjuzta computum;) and
also Plin. HitL not xiv. 13, 14. 15 19 where he
speaks of vinum aromatites.myrrhinum, abtyntMtes,

etc; and further to the New Testament expres-

sions olvoc tofivpfitfffUvoc Mark xv. 23, «*epa<x-

fUvov hxfHirov- Rev. xiv. 10
j
and to a passage in

Dioscob. 6, 64 sq. According to these evidence*

I do not see how it can be doubted that the lie-

brews were acquainted with spiced wines.

6. Therefore aa—stretched oat still.

—

Vers- 24, 25. On the fourfold woe of vers. 18-23,

now follows the announcement of the punishment

to be shared in common. It is joined on by |pS

like vcr. 13. The people are compared to stub-

ble and hay, who, according to iv. 2, ought to be
a flourishing divine branch. And quick as stub-

ble is devoured by fire or hay disappears in the
flames, shall their root decay and their bloom
pass away like dust. Thus here too Israel is

again represented as a plant, a figure that re-

minds us strongly of iv. 2 sqq., consequently of
the second prophetic lamp. Hay and stubble

are very inflammable stuff. But those roots and
blossoms, that ought properly to be fresh and
full of sap, shall fly away, dissolved as they are

in dust and decay, as easily as hay and stubble

are devoured by the flames.

The threatening of ver. 24, as appears from the
suffixes, concerns immediately those against

whom the preceding four woes were proclaimed.

But as ver. 13, the banishment of the entire

nation is represented as the consequence of the

sins of those greedy and riotous men, so here it

is shown how the waves of destruction shall roll

on to the utmost periphery, and thus seise the

whole people. I refer p~7P "therefore," not

merely to the second clause, but to the whole of
ver. 24. Although all the verbal forms in 25 a,

Soint to the past, the things themselves that they
eclare fall in the future. This is evident from

(ver. 24) the relation of the announcement of
punishment to the sin, which is indicated as pre-

sent ( ver. 13 sqq.), and from the parallel between
the tnreatenings of ver. 9 sq^ and ver. 13 sq.

—

Comp. Drechsler, in foe—But it were not im-
possible that Isaiah employs here the past forms,

because facts of the pa*t float before his mind,
that were to be regarded, too, as proofs of the
wrath portrayed in ver. 25, without, however, re-

presenting the entire fulfilment of the threaten-

ing. If, then, as.to its chief import ver. 25 has
respect to the future, and, in contrast with the
blows to be expected from a distant people (ver.

20 sqq.), indicates the blows to be expected out
of the midst of Judah herself, or from the im-
mediate neighborhood, then there might be a

reference in * the hills did tremble " to the earth*

quake in Usziah's time (Am. L 1 ; Zech. xiv.

6), and in " their carcases/' etc*, a reference to

those 120,000 men of Judah, that Pekah, the
king of Israel slew in one day : 2 Chr. xxviii. 6.

The formula, "for all this, his anger is not
turned awav, but his hand is stretched out still,"

(ix. 11, 16, 20; x. 4), expresses the thought that

something still greater is coming. Thus then
this formula introduces the chief conclusion of
the discourse which corresponds to that relative

conclusion, vers. 13-17. For if foreign nations

from a great distance are called to accomplish a
judgment, it is to be expected in advance that

this judgment shall be decisive, and of mighty
consequence. In fact, too, it was ever nations

from a distance that destroyed the reepublica Isro>

elitarum. Gall to mind the Assyrians, Baby-
lonians, Romans. And those that came the
farthest, did the work of destruction the most ef-

fectually.

7. And He will lift up,—deliver it—
Vers. 26-29. The whole description is general,

and not special. That is, it is not a single, par-
ticular nation, but only the genus of foreign, dis-

tant nations in general that is described. The
prophecy, therefore, finds its fulfilment in all the
catastrophes that brought foreign powers against

Israel, from the Assyrians to the Romans. Evi-
dently Isaiah has in mind the fundamental pro-

phecy Deut. xxviii. 49 sqq., from which the ex-

pression ptrn? D.'IX " nations from afar," is

taken verbatim, and of which also the *&W» aana*

He shall lift up," reminds one. It is re-

markable that after the arrival of those Baby-
lonian ambassadors, 2 Kings xx. 14, Hezekiah
should himself apply our passage, and so give
testimony to its fulfilment, in that, when asked
by the Prophet, whence these people came, he
replied, "They are come from a far country
(njrttn jniKp), from Babylon." The description

that now follows in vers. 27-29, of the enemy
that is summoned, is not ofany individual enemy,
in fact is not at all historical, but generic and
ideal in character. For, in reality, there is no
army, where no one grows tired nor stumbles, in
which no one sleeps nor slumbers, etc The Pro-
phet would only express in poetic form, the
greatest activity, unweariedness. and readiness for

conflict. There is a similar description Jer. v.
15 sqq. Their eagerness for battle, and their seal

for the cause is so great that they neither slum-
ber, nor sleep. The girdle (xi. 6 ; Jer. xiii

11), that binds the garment about tqe hips (xi.

5 ; xxxii. 11 : coll. iii. 22) does not get loose on
any one ; no one breaks (xxxiii. 20 ; lviii. 6, Pi.),

the strings (only here in Isaiah, comp. Gen. xi*.

23), by which the sandals (xi. 15; xx. 2) are
fastened to the feet

Ver. 28. The equipment of the enemy, too,

is admirable.
^
The arrows are sharp : the dows

are bent, (an ideal trait for in reality bows could
not be ever bent, that is, trod on with the foot

xxL 15). The hoofs (only here in Isaiah), or
the steeds are hard as stone. As the ancients did
not understand shoeing horses, hard hoofs were
an important requisite in a war horse, comp.
Mich. iv. 13, and x<d*fa<nK> Kparep&wt. The im-
petuous, thundering roll of their wheels make*
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CHAP. V. 8-30. 96

them resemble a tempest The name figure re-

curs Ixvi. 15. Comp, beside xvii. 13; xxL 1;
xxix. 6.

The 29th Terse finally describes the attack and
victor/ of the enemy. The discourse which, to
this point has had almost a regular beat, and
progressed, one might say, with a martial step,

now becomes irregular and bounding. With
mighty impetuosity that rereals itself in a battle

cry that is compared to the roaring of a lion, the
enemy attacks. It is strange that the Prophet
expresses this thought doubly. But this doubled
expression has apparently only a rhetorical aim.
If we take into account the comparison of deep
growling, we receiye the impression that the
Prophet would indicate that the enemy has at
command every modulation of the lion's voice.
The moment the lion seises his prey, he ceases to
roar, and one hears only deep growling. The
seised prey he saves for himself: i. «., he bears
it away out of the tumult VM (recurs only xi.

6), is the young lion no longer sucking but be-
come independent of its dam. *NJ is the sucking
lion. The plural is used here, probably, on pur-
pose to make prominent the numbers in contrast

with raS.

8. And in that day—theheavens thereof!
—Ver. 30. The Prophet hastens to the conclu-
sion. For this purpose he comprehends all that
he has still to say in one figure drawn with a few,
yet strong traits. It is also a proof of the great
rhetorical art of the Prophet, that he does not
name Judah. He rather allows to be guessed
what was painful to him to say. For we need
not refer the words only to what immediately
precedes, as if it were declared that what is de-
scribed ver. 30, happens on the same day as that
of which ver. 29 speaks. For that is to be un-
derstood of course. But this " in tha^t day" re-

fere back to ii. 11, 17, 20; iii. 7, 18: iv. 1 and
to iv. 2, so that hereby is intimated that this

prophecy too, shall be fulfilled in the " last days."
And as iv. 2 speaks of a day of great happiness,
the passage previously named, however, of a day
of dreadful judgment, so the Prophet refers

back to both, meaning to intimate that when
these final dreadful visitations of the last

time shall have come upon Israel, then shall

come the daybreak of salvation. I see therefore
in this phrase " in that day " a fresh proof of the
connection of chap, v., with the preceding chap-
ters ii. iv. Like surges of the sea, therefore, ra-

ging and roaring, shall the enemy fall on Judah
m that day? Deutzsch appropriately refers

to Sierra-Leone because, "those that first landed
there, mistook the noise of the surf breakingon
the precipitous shore for the roar of lions." The
subject of D331 (Niph. ojt. A*y.), is evidently
Judah. But the farther meaning of these words
presents great difficulties. I think two passages
shed light on this one. The first is cited by all

commentators, viz.: viii. 42. When we read
there: * And He looks to the earth and behold

trouble and darkness," (•"^^DL^*) we are

justified in taking Ht TBfrl in our passage to-

gether ; either "W asadjective (compressed, thick

darkness, ^t&fn is mate.), or as apposition (Vi-

tbihoa, Hketoewekk), or as genitive (darkness

of anguish). According to that we must sepa-
rate, then, *W from "rtw. a union for which there

is no other authority than the (for us not bind-
ing) Masoretic tradition, and then we must read
T»KJ. For this reading, however, we have the

support of another passage, which, so far as I
know, has never hitherto oeen adduced by any
expositor for the elucidation of our verse , vix.

:

Job xviii. 6. There we read ftnjo }tfn l*
" the light shall be dark in his tent" ' That
passage speaks of the wicked whose light goes
out, and whose fire burns no longer, Si whose
tent, therefore, it is dark. Can then the coin-

ing together of these words Jtfn "UK be ac-

cidental ? I am the less inclined to believe this,

as the thought, that the light itself becomes dark,
and not the lighted room, is a very specific one.
Something similar may be found xiii. 10 ; Esek.
xxxii. 8 ; Joel iv. 15.—O'fln^ is air. Aey. It is

derived from "pj? " to drop down," which oc-

curs only Dent, xxxii. 2; xxxiii. 28. ^2,
appears to be kindred to it As Sfl^ originates

from in^ by the addition of the letter S like

Sons from on* and S.P3 from H3 (Chald.,

fixit, trarufixit) see Gbjeen 2 *98, 2 c, and as

^91% very °^m J°me<* to I|? (Dent iv. 11; v.

19 ; Joel ii. 2 ; Zeph. i. 15 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 12)
undoubtedly means the cloudy obscurity, the
thick clouds, so DIF")^ can be nothing else than
the rain clouds out of which the rain drops down.

This rain cloud is now regarded as the tent

covering of the earth, or at least as belonging to

it, like e. g^ xl. 22 it says :
" that stretcheth out

the heavens as a curtain and spreadeth them out
as a tent to dwell in," (comp. Job xxxvi. 29

:

Ps. civ. 2 sqq.). The expression "in his tent'*

would not be suitable. For the light that illu-

mines a tent, stands within under the tent cover.

But the light that illumines the earth, is above
and beyond the heavenly tent cover. It then, it

is to be dark on earth, the light must be hindered
from penetrating down from above. Therefore I

translate: " and the light becomes dark through its

clouds." The fem., suffix is therefore to be referred

to yyt* « earth." It will not do to refer it tom
as Gesexius does, referring to Job xxxvi.
32 (The*, p. 1072), because then it must read

roefn. If one would, with Hrnao, make *^K

dependent on Q31 then the expression is sur-

prising. For the opposite of "earth" is not
tl the light," but •' the heaven." The explana-

tions "distress and light" (Deutxsch), and
"stone and gleam" (*. e., hail and lightning.

Drechsleb) seem to me to pay too little regard

to the two parallel passages quoted. I would,

moreover, call attention to the fact that in this

jtfn 1TK there lies, too, a significant reference to

the doings of the people who, according to ver.

20 "make darkness light and light darkness."

Because they do that, their light shall be dark-

ened wholly and permanently. And at the same
time we find here a remarkable antithesis to iv.

fc. 0. There God creates upon Mount Zion a
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06 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

cloud by day and flaming fire by night, for a
shade by day against the heat, and for shelter

against rain and storm. Here darkness of an-

guish shall cover the earth and the rain-clouds

shall not only overwhelm the unprotected earth

with their showers, but beside these keep back

the light, therefore, in a sense, be a shelter before

the liffht. Thus this chapter, which had appar-

ently begun so joyously, ends in deepest night

and gloom. One feels that the discourse of the

Prophet has exhausted itself. We are at the end.

Nothing can follow these mighty, and at the

same time vain words but—silence. But the in-

formed know well that the two prophetic lamps
that are thrust out before (ii. 1-4 and iv. 2-6)

stretch out beyond this period of misfortune.

When, then, ver. 30, it reads " in that day/1 we
know that this is a hint that refers back out of

the midnight gloom of this conclusion to the

comforting beginning iv. 2. That very dav, when
the evil fruits of the vineyard sink away in night

and horror, begins for the " Branch of Jehovah
the day of light, and of eternal glory.

DOGTBHrAl. AND ETHICAL.

1. Onii.2. DomusDetytlc "The house ofGod
is built on the foundation of the Apostles and Pro-
phets, who, themselves, too, are mountains, quasi

imitators of Christ. (They that trust in the Lord
shall be as Mount Zion, Ps. cxxv. 1.) Whence,
also, upon one of the mountains Christ founded
the Church and said: Thou art Peter, etc., Matth.
xvi. 18." Jerome.——" We can understand Je-
rusalem bv the mountain of God, for we see how
the believing run thither, and how those that have
accepted the testimonycome thither and seize the

blessing that proceeds thence. But we may also

by the house of God understand the churches
spread over land and sea, as we believe St. Paul,

who says, ' we are the house of God/ Heb. iii. 6.

And so we may recognize the truth of the pro-

phecy. For the Church of God stands shining
forth, and the nations, forsaking wickedness that

has long had dominion over them, hasten to her
and are enlightened by her." Theodoret.
Ecclesia est, etc. "The church is a mountain ex-
alted and established above all other mountains,
but in spirit. For if you regard the external look
of the church from the beginning of the world,
then in New Testament times, you will see it op-
pressed, contemned, and in despair. Yet, not-

withstanding, in that contempt it is exalted above
all mountains. For all kingdoms and all domi-
nions that have ever been in the world have pe-
rished. The church alone endures and triumphs
over heresies, tyrants, Satan, sin, death and hell,

and that by the word only, by this despised and
feeble speech alone. Moreover it is a great com-
fort that the bodily place, whence first the spiri-

tual kingdom should arise, was so expressly pre-
dicted, that consciences are assured of that being
the true word, that began first to be preached in
that corner of Judea, that it mav be for us a mount
Zion, or rule for judging of all religions and all

doctrines. The Turkish Alcoran did not begin in
Zion—therefore it is wicked doctrine. The va-
rions Popish rites, laws, traditions began not in
Zion—therefore they are wicked, and the very
doctrines of devils. So we may hold ourselves

t

upright against all other religions, and comfort

our hearts with this being the only true religion

which we profess. Therefore, too, in two psalms,

Ps. ii. and ex., mount Zion is expressly signified

:

" I have set my king upon my holy hill of Zion f
likewise: "The Lord shall send the rod of thy

strength out of Zion.
1
' Luther.

2. On ver. 2. Luther makes emphatic, as

something pertaining to "the wonderful natnre

of this kingdom," that •' other kingdoms are esta-

blished and administered by force and arms. But
here, because the mountain is lifted up, the na-

tion shall flow (fluent), u e., they shall come volun-

tarily, attracted by the virtues of the church. For
what is there sweeter or lovelier than the preach-

ing of the gospel? Whereas Moses frightens

weak souls away. Thus the prophet by the word

fluent, "flow," has inlaid a silent description of

the kingdom of Christ, which Christ gives more
amply when He says: Matth. xi. 12. "the king-

dom of heaven sufleretb violence and the violent

take it by force." i. e. ** they are not compelled,

bat they compel themselves." " Morever rivers

do not flow up mountains, bat down them ; bnt

here is such an unheard-of thing in the kingdom
of Christ,"—Starke.

3. Luther remarks on "and shall say: come"
etc. " Here thou seest the worship, works and
efforts and sacrifices of Christians. For they do
only the one work, that they go to hear and to

learn. All the rest of the members must serve

their neighbors. These two, ears and heart,

must serve God only. For the kingdom rests on
the word alone. Sectaries and heretics, when
they have heard the gospel once, instantly become
masters, and pervert the Prophet's word, in that

they say : Come let us go up that we mav teach

him his way and walk in our paths. They de-

spise, therefore, the word as a familiar thing and
seek new disputations by which they may display

their spirit and commend themselves to the

crowd. But Christians know that the words of

the Holy Ghost can never be perfectly learned as

long as we are in the flesh. For Christianity

does not consist in knowing, but in the disposi-

tion. This disposition can never perfectly believe

the word on account of the weakness of the sinful

flesh. Hence they ever remain disciples and ru-

minate the word, in order that the heart, from

time to time, may flame up anew. It is all over

with us if we donot continue in the constant use

of the word, in order to oppose it to Satan in

temptation (Matth. iv.). For immediately after

sinning ensues an evil conscience, that can be
raised up by nothing but the word. Others that

forsake the word sink gradually from one sin into

another, until thev are ruined. Therefore Chris-

tianity must be held to consist in hearing the

word, and those that are overcome by tempta-

tions, whether of the heart or body, may know
that their hearts are empty of the word."

4. Vitringa remarks on the words^ "Out of

Zion goes forth the law," v. 3. "If strife springB

up among the disciples concerning doctrine or

discipline, one must return to the pattern of the

doctrine and discipline of the school at Jerusa-

lem. For K£ " shall go forth," stands here only

as in Luke ii. 1, " There went forth a decree from

Csjsar Augustus." In this sense, too, Paul says,
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1 Cor. xir. 86, " What? came the word of God
oat from you V' The word of God did not go
forth from Corinth, Athens, Borne, Ephesus, but
from Jerusalem, a feet that bishops assembled in
Antioch opposed toJulias L (Sozom. hist. eccL III.

8, " the orientals acknowledged that the Church
ofBornewas entitled to universal honor—although
those who first propagated a knowledge of Chris-

tian doctrine in that city came from the East ").

Cyril, took K3T in the false sense of KareXiXonre

rfr ZOw, " has forsaken Zion." When the Lord
opened the understandings of the disciples at Em-
mans, to understand the Scriptures and see in the

events they had experienced the fulfilment of
what was written concerning Him in the law,

Prophets and Psalms, He cannot have forgotten

the present passage. Of this we may be the more
assured since the words: "Thus' it is written

and thus it behooved Christ to suffer and to rise

from the dead the third day : And that repent-

ance and remission of sins should be preached in

His name among all nations beginning at Jeru$a-

Um." Luke xziv. 46, 47, point clearly to vers. 2
and 3 of our passage. Therefore too, Justin
Mabtyb Apol. i. (commonly ii.), j 49, says :

" But
where the prophetic spirit predicts the future, he
says : from Zion shall go forth the law, etc And
that this finally came to pass in fact, you may
credibly assure yourselves. For from Jerusalem
have men gone forth into the world, twelve in

number, and these were unlearned, that knew not

how to speak. But by the might of God they have
proclaimed to all mankind that they were sent by
Christ in order to teach all the word of God."

"Zion is contrasted here with Mount Sinai,

whence the law came, which in the Old Testa-

ment was the foundation of all true doctrine : But
in the New Testament Mount Zion or Jerusalem
has the privilege to announce that now a more
perfect law would be riven and a new Covenant
of God with men would be established. Thus Zion
and Jerusalem are, so to speak, the nursery and
the mother of all churches and congregations of
the New Testament."—Stabkb.

5. Forsteb remarks on the end of ver. 3, that

the gospel is the sceptre of Jesus Christ, accord-

ing to Ps. ex. 2 and xlv. 7 (the sceptre of thy

kingdom is a right sceptre). * For by the word
Christ rules His church (Bom. x. 14 sqq.)."

6. On ver. 4. "Pax optima renm." Foerster.
The same author finds this prophecy fulfilled bv
Christ, who is our peace, who has made of both
one, and broken down the partition that was be-

tween, in that bv His flesh He took away the en-

mity (Eoh. ii. 14). Foebster, moreover, combats
the Anabaptists, who would prove from this pass-

age that waging war is not permitted to Chris-

tians. For our passage speaks only against the
vrwata CkHstianorum dixordia. But waging war
belongs to the publicum magistrates qficium. Wa-
ging war, therefore, is not forbidden, if only the
war is a just one. To be such, however, there
must appear according to Thomas, part. 2 ih.

ovcBst. 40. 1) auctoritatis prmeipis, 2) causa jtuta,

3) inteniio bettantium jusfo, or ut aUU efferunt: 1)

jyrMMo indicenU*, 2) qffenrio patientis, 3) inten-

<u> Jmern (f) convementie.

7. On ver. 4. Jerome regarded the time of
Augustus, after his victory at Actium, as the fui-

7

filling of this prophecy. Others, as Cocceiub,
refer the words, " they shall turn their swords
into plowshares and their spears into pruning-
hooks," to the time of Constantino the Great ; and
the words " nation shall not lift up sword against
nation " to the period of the restoration of reli-

gious peace in Germany,— finally the words:
'' they shall no more learn war," to a future time
that is to be hoped for. Such interpretations are,

however, just as one-sided as those that look only
for a spiritual fulfilment of prophecy. For how
is an inward fulfilment of this promise of peace to

be thought of which would not have the outward
effects as its consequence ? Or how is an outward
fulfilment, especially such as would deserve the
name, conceivable without the basis of the in-

ward ? Or must this peaceful time be looked for

only in heaven? Why then does the promise
stand here ? It is a matter of course that there is

peace in heaven: for where there is no peace there
can be no heaven. The promise has sense only
if its fulfilment is to be looked for on earth. The
fillfilment will take place when the first three pe-
titions of the Lord s prayer are fulfilled, t. e.

when God's name shall be held holy by us as it

in itself is holy, when the kingdom of God is

come to everything, without and within, and
rules alone over all, when the will of God is done
on earth as in heaven. Christendom makes this

prayer quite as much with the consciousness that

it cannot remain unfulfilled, as with the con-

sciousness that it must find its fulfilment on earth.

For, if referred to heaven, these petitions are

without meaning. Therefore there is a time of
universal inward and outward peace to be looked
for on earth. " It is not every day's evening," i.

e. one must await the event, and our earth, with-

out the least salius in cogitando, can yet experi-

ence a state of things that shall be related to the

present, as the present to the period of trilobites

and saurians. If one could only keep himself
free from the tyranny of the present moment I

But our entire* great public, that has made itself

at home in Philistia, lives in the sweet confi-

dence that there is no world beside that of which
we take notice on the surface of the earth, nor
over was one, nor ever will be.

8. On ver. 4. Poets reverse the figure to por-

tray the transition from peaceful to warlike con-

ditions. 'Thus Vibgil, Georg. I. ver. 506 sq.

:

Non ullns aratro
Dlgnos honos. equalent abductis arra oolonls.
Et curvre rigidum falces conflamur in ensem.

Aeneide VIL ver. 635 sq.:

Vomeris hue et falcis honos, hue omnia aratrl

Cessit amor ; recoquunt patrioa fornacibus enses.

Ovid, Fad. I. ver. 697 sqq.

:

Bella din tenaere Tiros. Erat aptior ensis
Vomere, cedebat taurus arator equo.

Sarcula oessabant, yersique in piU ligones.

Factaqae de rastri pondere cassis erat

9. On ver. 5. As Isaiah nuts the glorious

Erophecy of his fellow-prophet Micah at the head,

e illuminates the future with a splendid, shining,

comforting light. Once this light is set up, it ot

itself suggests comparisons. The questions arise

:

how does the present stand related to that shining
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future ? What difference obtains ? What must
happen for that condition of holiness and glory
to oe brought about? The Christian Church,
too, and even each individual Christian must put
himself in the licrht of that prophetic statement.
On the one hand that will humiliate us. for we
must confess with the motto of Charles V. : non-
dwn ! And long still will we need to cry : Watch-
man what of the night (xxi. 11) ? On the other
hand the Prophet's word will also spur us up and
cheer us. For what stronger impulse can be im-
agined than the certainty that one does not con-
tend in vain, but may hope for a reward more
glorious than all that ever came into a man's
heart? (Ixiv. 4; 1 Cor. ii. 9).

In the time of the second temple, in the eve-
nings of the first days of the feast of Tabernacles,
great candelabras were lighted in the forecourt
of the temple, each having four golden branches,
and their fight was bo strong that it was nearly
as light as day in Jerusalem. That might be for
Jerusalem a symbol of that " let us walk in the
light of the IJord." But Jerusalem rejoiced in
this light, and carried on all sorts of pastime, vet
it was not able to learn to know itselfin this light,

and by this self-knowledge to come to true re-

pentance and conversion.
10. On ver. 8, " their land is full of idols."

"Not only images and pictures are idols, but
every notion concerning Qod that the godless
heart forms out of itself without the authority of
the Scripture. The notion that the Mass is effec-

tive ex opere operate, is an idol The notion that
works are demanded for justification with God,
is an idol. The notion that God takes delight in
fasts, peculiar clothes, a special order of life, is an
idol. God wills not that we should set up out
of our own thoughts a fashion of worshipping
Him • but He says : " In all places where I re-

cord My name, I will come unto thee, and I will
bless thee," Exod. xx. 24 —Luther.

11. On ii. 9—21. When men have brought an
idol into existence, that is just to their mind,
whether it be an idolum manufactum, or an idolum
menU excogUatum, there they are all wonder, all

worship. " Great is Diana of the Ephesians."
Then the idol has a time of great prosperity and
glory. But sooner or later there comes a time
when the judgment of God overtakes the idol and
its servants. God suffers sin to become ripe like
men let a conspiracy, like they let fruit ripen.
But when the right time* comes then He steps
forth in such a fashion that they creep into
mouse-holes to hide themselves, if it were pos-
sible, from the lightning of His eye and His hand.
Where then are the turned-up noses, the big
months, the impudent tongues ? Thus it has often
happened since the world began. But this being
brought to confession shall happen in the highest
degree to the puffed-up world at that day when
they shall see that one whom they pierced, and
whom they thought they might despise as the
crucified One, coming in His glory to judge the
world. Then they shall have anguish and sor-
row, then shall they lament and faint away with
apprehension of the things that draw nigh. But
those that believed on the Lord in His holiness,
shall then lift up their heads for that their re-
demption draws nigh. At that time, indeed, shall
the Lord alone be high, and before Him shall

bow the knees of all in heaven, on earth, and un-
der the earth, and all tongues must confess that

Christ is the Lord, to the glory of God the
Father.

12. On ii. 22. Of what do men not make idols!

The great industrial expositions of modern times
often fill me with dismay, when I have seen how
men carry on an actual idolatrous worship with
these products of human science and art, as if that

all were not, in the end, God's work, too, but hu-
man genius were alone the creator of these won-
ders of civilization. How wickedly this so-called

worship ofgenius demeans itself ! How loathsome
is the still more common cultus of power, mam-
mon and the belly f

13. On iii. 1 sqq. Causa ooortKfi, etc. " The
saving cause of the commonwealth is the pos-

session of men of the sort here mentioned, which
Plato also knew, and Cicero from Plato, each of
whom judge, commonwealths would be blessed if

philosophers, i. e., wise and adept men were to

administer them."—Foerster. The same writer

cites among the causes why the loss of such men
is ruinous, the changes that thence ensue. All
changes in the commonwealth are hurtful. Xen-
OPH. HcUen. 2 : " etol filv iraoat fierafloXal noXt-

rtiov &avan#6poi." Aristot. Metaph. 2: "6i
fieraftoXal iravrov rapax&&etc."

14. On ver. 1. "The stay of bread," etc Vl«
thingA cites Horai. Sattr. L. II., 3 v. 153 sq.:

Deficient inopem vena U, ni cxbue atque

Ingene acccdtietomacho fultura ruenti.

And on ver. 2 sq. he cites Cicero, who, De Nat*
Deorum III., calls these uprcuidia humana" "fir-
momenta reipublicat." On ver. 6 sq. the same au-
thor cites the following passage from Lnrsr (xxvi.
chap. 6) : "Cumfameferrooue (Oapuani) urgertn-

tur, nee ulla epee superesaet us, aui noli in npem ho-

norum erant, honores detreetantibus, Lesius querendo
deeertam et proditam a primoribue Oapuam summum
magistratum ultimus omnium Oampanorum eepitf9

On ver. 9 he quotes Seneca: Devita beata, chap,
xii. : "Itaaue quod unum habebant in peccatia bo-

num peraunt peccandi verecundtam. Lau-
dant enim ea, quibus erubeacant, et vitio glorian-

tur."

15. On iii. 4 and 12. Foerster remarks

:

Puerif etc "Boys are of two sorts. Some are
so in respect to age, others in respect to moral
qualifications. So, too, on the contrary there is

an old age of two sorts :
" For honorable age is

not that which standeth in length of time, nor that

is measured by number of years. But wisdom is

the true gray hair unto men, and an unspotted life

is the true old age." Wisd. iv. 8, 9. Examples of
oung and therefore foolish kings of Israel are
lehoboam ("the young fool gambled away ten
whole tribes at one bet" 1 Kings xii). Ahax,
who was twenty years of age when he began to

reign (2 Kings xvi. 2). Manasseh who was
twelve years (2 Kings xxi. 1,) and Amon who
was twenty-two years (2 Kings xxi. 19).

16. On iii. 7. Foerster remarks : Nemo as,

etc. " Let no one intrude himself into office, es-

pecially when he knows he is not fit for it," and
then cites: " Seek not of the Lord pre-eminence,
neither of the king the seat of honor. Justify
not thyself before the Lord ; and boast not of
thy wisdom before the king. Seek not to be
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e, being not able to take away iniquity."

Jus. vii. 4-6."—* Wen aber Qott achich, den
macht er ctuch geachiekt"

17. On iii. 8. * Their tongue and their doings

are against the Lobd." Dupbei modo, etc. " God
may be honored by as in two outward ways : by
word and deed* just as in the same way others

come short; *' to convince all that are ungodly
among them of all their ungodly deeds, which
they have committed, and of all their hard
speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken
against him." Jude 16.—Vitringa.

18. On iii. 9. "They hide not their sin." 8e-

cunda post, etc. "The next plank after ship-

wreck, and solace of miseries is to hide one's im-
piety."—Jerome.

19. On iii. 10. "Now He comforts the pious as

in Pb. ii. His anger will soon kindle, but it shall

be well with all that trust in Him. So Abraham,
so Lot was delivered ; so the apostles and the

remnant of Judah when Jerusalem was besieged.

For the Lord helps the righteous (Ps. xxxvii.

17, 39)."-Lutheb.

20. On iiL 13, 14.

M Judicabit jadlces judex general!*,
Keqae qaldqcuun proderit digniUs papalis,
Bire sit episcopus, aive cardinalls,

Reus condemn&bitur, neo dicetur quails."

"Bhythmi vulgo noH," quoted by Fobbsteb.

21. On iii. 16 sq. Uaua vestium, ete. " Clothes

have a four-fold use: 1) they are the badge of

guilt, or souvenir of the fall (Gen. iii. 7, 10, 21)

;

2) they should be coverings against the weather

;

3) they may be ornaments for the body, (Prov.

xxxL 22, 25) ; 4) they may serve as a mark of

rank (2 Sam. xiii. 18).—The abuse of clothes is

three-fold ; 1) in regard to the material, they may
be costlier or more splendid than one's wealth or

rank admits of; 2) in respect of form, they may
betray buffoonery and levity; 3) in respect to

their object, they may be worn more for the dis-

play of luxury and pride than for protection and
modest adornment"

—

Foebsteb.

22. On iv. 2. "Qermen Jehovae est rumen
Meeaia mysticum, a nemine intdlectum, quam qui

tenet myeterium Patria et Chriati. Idem valet quod

filiua prooogo Patria naturalie, in quo patria mi
imago et gloriaperfectiaaime splendet, Jeaaavae in aeqq.

(ix. 5) T*r,
J3, JUiust Joanni 6 7.6yoc rob $eov, 6

vide rtpvrdroicoc, uopayevfc, proceaeio Patria notvr

rake. E»t hie erudiH eujuaaam viri elegant obaer-

ratio, quae eodem tendit, quam non licet intaetam

praetermittere. Compared tile inter ae nomina Mes-

tin m flD* (Jer. xxiii. 6) et TX\TV HO* in hoc

toco. Cum outem prior appellatioabequedubitatione

innuaty Meaaiam fore filium Davidia, docet po9terio~

rem avaAoyuc&c non posse aliud eignifieare quam Mi-

urn Jehovae, quod nomen Chriati Jeau eat uwmK&Tit-

pov, omni oHo nomine exeeUentiua. Addit non minus

docte, peraonom, quae hie germen Jehovae dictiur,

deincepeaprophetanoetroappellari Jehovam (xxviii.

6)."— Vitbikoa. This exposition, which is

retained by most Christian and orthodox com-

mentators, ignores too much the fundamen-

tal meaning of the word HO*, "Branch." It

is, nevertheless, not incorrect so far as the
broader meaning includes the narrower concen-
trically. If " Branch of Jehovah " signifies all

that is the personal offshoot of God, then, of
course, that one must be included who is sucn in
the highest and most perfect sense, and in so far

the passage xxviii. 5 does not conflict with ex-
position given by us above.

[J. A. Alexander joins with Vitringa and
Henostenbebg in regarding "the fruit of the
earth," as referring to the same subject as " the
branch of the Lord," ro. : the Messiah ; and
thus, while the latter term signifies the divine
nature of the Messiah, the former signifies His
human origin and nature ; or if we translate
'' land " instead of earth, it points to his Jewish
human origin. Thus appears an exact cor-

respondence to the two parts of Paul's descrip-

tion, Rom. i. 3, 4, and to the two titles used in

the New Testament in reference to Christ's

two natures, Son of God and Son of max.—-

Tb.].

23. On iv. 8, 4. Great storms and upheavals,

therefore, are needful, in order to make the ful-

filment of this prophecy possible. There must
first come the breath of God from above, and the

flame of God from beneath over the earthy and
the human race must first be tossed and sifted.

The earth and mankind must first be cleansed by
great judgments from all the leaven of evil. [J.

A. Alexander, with Luther, Caxyin, Ewald,
maintains concerning the word Spirit in ver. 4,

that " the safest and most satisfactory interpreta-.

tion is that which understands by it a personal

spirit, or as Luther expresses it, the Spirit who
shall fudge and burn."—Tb.]. What survives

these judgments is the remnant of which Isaiah

speaks. This shall be holy. In it alone shall

the Lord live and rule. This remnant is one
with the new humanity which in every partj both

as respects body and soul, will represent the image
of Christ the second Adam. This remnant, at

the same time, comprehends those whose names
are written in the book of life. What sort of a

divine book this may be, with what sort of cor-

poral, heavenly reality, of course we know not
For Himself God needs no book. Yet if we
compare the statements of the Revelation of John
regarding the w% in which the lastJudgment
shall be held, with certain other New Testament

passages, I think we obtain some explanation.

We read Matt. xix. 28, that on the dav of the

regeneration, when the Son of Man shall sit on

the throne of His glory, the twelve apostles, too,

shall sit on twelve thrones to judge the genera-

tions of Israel. And 1 Cor. v. 2, we read that

the saints shall judge the world. But, Rev. xx.

11, we find again the great white throne, whereon

sits the great Judge of the living and the dead,

after that, just before (ver. 4), it was said: "And
I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judg-

ment was given unto them." Afterwards it

reads (ver. 12) : " And I saw the dead, small

and great, stand before God ; and the books were

opened ; and another book was opened, which is

the book of life ; and the dead were judged out

of those things which were written in the books,

according to their works." And (ver. 15). "And
whosoever was not found written in the book of
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life was cast into the lake of fire." From this

description there seems to me to result that the

books necessarily are meant for those who are,

by the Supreme Judge charged with the judg-

ment of oarticular ones. To this end they need,

in the first place, many books that contain the

works of individuals. Qod has a book-keeping
for the life of every man. This divine record

will be produced to every single one at the day
of judgment Is he a Jew? by one of the twelve
Apostles. Is he a heathen? by some other saint

No man shall be able to remonstrate against this

account for it will carry the evidence of truth in

itself and in the consciences of those to be judged.
Should such a protest occur, the arraigned will

be referred to the book of life. This is only one.

For it contains only names. After this manner
will the separation be accomplished, spoken of
in Matt. xxv. 32 sq. For those whose names
are found in the book of life go to the right side

;

the rest to the left. Then the great Judge Him-
self takes up the word in the manner described

in Matt. zxv. 34 sqq., and calls the righteous to

Himself, that they may inherit the kingdom that

is prepared for them. But the wicked He re-

pulses from Him into everlasting fire, that is pre-

pared for the devil and his angels, in regard to

which the account of the judgment in Matt xxv.,
as far as the end is concerned, harmonizes en-

tirely with Rev. xx. 15.

24. On iv. 5, 6. "The pillar of fire and cloud
belongs to the miraculous graces by which the
founding of the Old Testament kingdom of
God was glorified just as the New Testament
kingdom was by the signs that Jesus did. and by
the charismata of the Apostolic time. But that

appearance was quite appropriate to the state of
developed revelation of that time. This had not
reached the New Testament level, and not even
the prophetic elevation that was possible under
the 016: Testament, but only the legal in which
the divine stands outwardly opposed to the hu-
man. God is present amongHis people, but still

in the most outward way ; He does not walk in
a human way among men ; there is, too, no in-

ward leading of the congregation by the Holy
Spirit, but an outward conducting by a visible

heavenly appearance. And, for these revelations

to the whole people, God m#es use entirely of
nature, and, wnen it concerns His personal mani-
festation, of the elements. He does so, not mere-
ly in distinction from the patriarchal theophanies,
. . . , but, particularly in contrast with heathen-
ism, in order to accustom the Israelitish con-
sciousness from the first not to deify the visible

world, but to penetrate through it to the living,

holy God, who has all the elements of nature at

command as the medium of His revelation."

—

Aubebxen.
As at the close of John's Revelation (chaps,

xxi.. xxii.) we see the manifestation of the God-
head to humanity return to its beginning (Gen.
ii, iii., iv.), in as much as that end restores just

that with which the beginning began, i. e. the
dwelling of God with men, so, too, we see in Isa.

iv. 5, 6, a special manifestation of the (relative)

beginning time recur again in the end tune ; the
pillar of fire and cloud. But what in the begin-
ning was an outward and therefore enigmatical
and unenduring appearance, shall at last be a

necessary and abiding factor of the mutual rela-

tion between God and mankind, that shall be
established for ever in its fall glory. There shall

come atime wherein Israel shallexpand tohuman-
ity and humanity receive power to become Israel,

wherein, therefore, the entire humanity shall be
Israel. Then is the tabernacle of God with men
no more a pitiful tent made of mats, but the holy
congregation is itselr the living abode of God

;

and the gracious presence of Almighty God,
whose glory compares with the old pillar of fire

and cloud, like the new, eternal house of God,
with the old perishable tabernacle, is then itself

the light and defence of His house.

25. On iv. 5, 6. " But give diligence to learn

this, that die Prophet calls to mind, that Christ

alone is destined to be the defence and shade of

those that suffer from heat and rain. Fasten your
eyes upon Him, hang upon Him as ye are ex-

horted to do by the divine voice, ' Him shall ye
hear F Whoever hearkens to another, whoever
looks to any other flesh than this, it is all over
with him. For He alone shelters us from the

heat, that comes from contemplating the majesty

(t. e. from the terror that God's holiness and
righteousness inspire), He alone covers us from
the rain and the power of Satan. This shade
affords us a coolness, so that the dread of wrath
gives way. For wrath cannot be there where
thou seest the Son ofGod given to death for thee,

that thou mightest live.
t
Therefore I commend

to you that name of Christ, wherewith the Pro-
phet adorns Him, that He is a tabernacle for

shade against the heat, a refuge and place of con-
cealment from rain and tempest"

—

Luther.—
With some modification, we may apply here the
comprehensive turn Foebbteb gives to our pass-

age: 1) The dwelling of Mount Zion is the
church ; 2) the heat is the flaming wrath of God,
and the heat of temptation (1 Pet. iv. 12; Ecclus.

ii. 4, 5) ; 8) tempest and rain are the punish-

ments of sins, or rather the inward and outward
trials (Ps. ii. ; Isa. lvii. 20) ; 4) the defence or
the pillar of cloud and fire is Jesus Christ (1
Cor. x.).

26. On t. 1-7. This parable has a brother in
the New Testament that looks very much like it
I might say : the head is almost the same. For
the beginning of that New Testament parable
(Matth. xxi. 33 ; Mar. xii. 1), " A man planted

a vineyard, and set an hedge about it, and digged
a wine-fat and built a tower," is manifestly imi-
tated after our passage. But here it is the vine-

yard that is bad, while there, in the New Testa-

ment, the husbandmen are good for nothing.

Here the Lord appears as at once owner and cul-

tivator of the vineyard ; there the owner and cul-

tivators are distinguished. This arises from the
fact that the Lord Jesus apparently had in His
mind the chiefs of the people, " the high-priesta

and elders" (Matth. xxi. 23, 24). From this it

is manifest that here as there the vineyard is the
nation. In Isaiah, however, the vineyard, that
is to say the vine itself is accused. Tne whole
people is represented as having equally gone to
destruction. In the Synoptists, on the other
hand, it is the chiefs and leaders that come be-
tween the Lord and His vineyard, and would ex-
clude Him from His property, in order to be able
to obtain it wholly for themselves, and divide it
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amongst them. Therefore there it is more the
wicked greed of power and gain in the great that

is reproved ; here the common falling away of
the whole nation.

27. V. 8. Here the Prophet denounces the
rich, the aristocracy, and capital. Thus he takes

the part of the poor and lowly. That grasping
of the rich and noble, which they display some-
times like beasts of prey, at other times gratify in

a more crafty and legal fashion, the Prophet re-

bakes here in the sharpest manner. God's work
is opposed to every sin, and ever stands on the

aide of those that saner oppression, no matter what
may be their rank. God is no respecter ofpersons

(DeoLx. 17 sq.).

28. V. 11-17. The morning hour, the hour
when light triumphs over darkness, ought to be
consecrated to works of light, as it is said: Aurora
Musis arnica, ffa rot vpo+ipei fiiv 66ovt irpofipei 6e

ml ipyov (Hesiod. toy. k. $p. 640, Morgenstund
hat Gold im Mund. " It was," says Foebsteb, " a
laudable custom among the Persians, that the

chamberlains entering in to their kings early in

the morning, cried out with a loud voice: 'Arise,

O king, attend to business, as Mesoromastes com-
mands/'' On the other hand, "they that be
drunken are drunken in the night,

1
' 1 Then. v.

7 sq. So much the worse, then, when men do the

works of night even in the early hour, and dare
to abuse the light "Plenus venter despumat in

Kbidincs," sayB Augustine. In vino hauria (Eph.
v. 18). Corpus, opes, animam luxu Germania per-

dU. Melancteoh. On ver. 15 Foebster cites

the expression of Auqustix: "God would not

suffer any evil to be done in the world unless

some good might thence be elicited."

29. V. 18. "Cords of vanity are false preiu-

dices and erroneous conclusions. For example

:

no one is without sin, not even the holiest; God
does not take notice ofsmall sins; he that is among
wolves must howl with them ; a man cannot get

along in the world with a scrupulous, tender con-

science; the Lord is merciful, the nesh is weak,
etc By such like a man draws sin to him, binds
his conscience fast, and resists the good motions
of preventing grace. Thick cart-ropes signify a
high degree of wickedness, the coarsest and most
revolting prejudices. For example : God has no
concern about human affairs

;
godliness delivers

no one from misery and makes no one blessed

;

the threatenings of the prophets are not to be
feared ; there is no divine providence, no heaven,

no hell (Dent xxix. 17, 18, 19). Out of such a
man twists and knots a stout rope, with which
he draws to him manifest blasphemy, entangles

himself in it, so that often he cannot get loose, hut
is sold as a servant under sin (Bom. vL 16 ; 1

Kings xxi. 20, 25)." Stakke.
30. V. 19. "The wicked mock at the patience

and long-suffering of God, as ifHe did not see or
care for their godless existence, but forgot them,
and cast them out of mind (Ps. x. 11), so that the

threatened punishment would be omitted. They
would say: there has been much threatening, but
nothing will come of it ; if God is in earnest, let

Him. etc*; we don't mind threats; let God come
on if He will! Comp. xxii.' 12, 18; xxviii. 21,

22; Am. v. 18; Jer. v. 12; viii 11; xvii. 16;
Esek. xii. 21 sqq." Starke.

31. V. 20. "To make darkness of light, means

to smother in oneself the fundamental truths that
may be proved from the light of nature, and the
correct conclusions inferred from them, but espe-
cially revealed truths that concern religion, and
to pronounce them in others to be prejudices and
errors. Bitter and sweet have reference to con-
stitution, how it is known and experienced. To
make sweet of bitter means, to recommend as
sweet, pleasant and useful, what is bad and be-
longs to darkness, and is in feet bitter and dis-

tasteful, after one himself believes he possesses in
the greatest evil the highest good." Stabke.

32. V. 21. ''Quotauot mortales," etc As manv
as, taking counsel of flesh, pursue salvation with
confidence of any sort of merit of their own or ex-
ternal privilege, a thing to which human nature
is much inclined, oppose their own device to the
wisdom of God, and, according to the prophet, are
called wise in their own eyes (xxviii. 15 ; xxx. 1,

2; Jer. viii. 8, 9; ix. 23 sq.; xviii. 18). Vit-
BINOA.

33. V. 26 sqq. The Prophet here expresses in
a general way tne thought that the Lord will call

distant nations to execute judgment on Jerusa-
lem, without having in mind any particular na-
tion. Vitrlnga quotes a remarkable passage
from the excerpts ofJohn Antiochentts m Va-
lesius (p. 816), where it is said, that immediately
after Titus had taken Jerusalem, ambassadors
from all the neighboring nations came to him to

salute him as victor and present him crowns of
honor. Titus refused these crowns, "saving that

it was not he that had effected these things, but
that they were done by God in the display of His
wrath, and who had prospered his hands." Comp.
also the address of Titus to his soldiers after the
taking of Jerusalem in Joseph. B. Jud. VIL 19.

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

1. 11. 6-11. Idolatry. 1) What occasions it

(alienation from God, ver. 6 a); 2) The different

kinds : a. a coarse kind (ver. 6 6, ver. 8), 6. a more
refined kind (ver. 7) j 3) Its present appearance
(great honor of the idols ana of their worship-
pers, ver. 9) ; 4) Its fete at last (deepest humilia-

tion before the revelation of the majesty of God
of all that do not give glory to Him (vers. 10, 18).

2. ii. 12-22.2fce false and the true eminence. 1)

False eminence is that which at first appears
high, but at last turns out to be low (to this be-

longs impersonal as well as supersensuous crea-

tures, which at present appear as the highest in

the world, but at last, in tne day of the Lord of

Hosts, shall turn out to be nothing) ; 2) The real

eminence is that which at first is inconspicuous

and inferior, but which at last turns out to be the

highest, in fact the only high one.

3. iii. 1-9. Sin is the destruction of a people. 1)

What is sin? Resisting the Lord: a, with the

tongue, b. with deeds, c with the interior being

(vers. 8, 9) ; 2) In what does the destruction con-

sist (or the fall according to ver. 8 a)? a. in the

loss of every thing that constitutes the necessary

and sure support of the commonwealth (vers. 1-

3) ; b. in insecure and weak props rising up (ver.

4) ; c. in the condition that followB of being with-

out a Master (ver. 5] ; d. in the impossibility of

finding any person that will take the governance

of such a ruinous state (vers. 6, 7).
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4. iii. 4. Insurrection is forbidden by God in
express words, who says to Moses " that which is

altogether just thou shalt follow/' Deut. xvi. 20.

Why may not God permit an intolerable and
often unjust authority to rule a land for the same
reason that He suffers children to have bad and
unjust parents, and the wife a hard and intolera-

ble husband, whose yiolence they cannot resist?

Is it not expressly said by the Prophet " I will

give children to be their princes, ana babes shall

rule oyer them?" "I gave thee a king in mine
anger, and took him away in my wrath/' Hoe.
xiii. 11. Tholuck.

5. iii. 10-13. "Let us learn to distinguish be-

tween false and real comfort," 1) False comfort
deals in illusion: the real deals in truth ; 2) The
false produces a present effect; the real a lasting

one; 3) The false injures the one comforted; the
real is health to him." Harms.

6. iv. 2-6. The holiness of Qoa°s Church on earth

that is to be looked for in the future.
1
J Its preli-

minary: the judgment of cleansing ana purifying

(ver. 4) ; 2) What is requisite to becoming a par-

taker? a. belonging to the remnant (vers. 2, 3)

;

6. being written in the book of life (ver. 3) ; 3) The
surety of its permanence : the gracious presence of
the Lord (vers. 5, 6).

7. v. 21. The ruin cf trusting in one's own wis-

dom. 1) Those that have such confidence set

themselves above God, which is: a. the greatest

wickedness, 6. the greatest folly; 2) They chal-

lenge the Divine Majesty to maintain its right

(ver. 24).

C.-THE THIRD PORTAL

Chapter VI.

We have already shown above, in the general

introduction to the threefold entrance, that Isaiah

would not place this account of his call at the

head because he felt the need of preparing his

readers for it At the same time he brings it

about that this, not merely elevated, but holy,

and even holiest of all dramas, is put in the place
that becomes a holiest of all, that is to say, not
without, but within ; not in aditu, but in adyto.

As in the temple, the court of the priests and the
holy place, with the altar of incense, constituted

the approach to the holiest of all, so, too, here
Isaiah puts two entrances in front of that history

that really transposes us into the inmost sanctu-

ary, that explains to us how it was possible that

Isaiah, the son of Amoz, should be admitted to

the vision of God, and had the boldness to offer

himself as God's messenger. If one were not go-

verned by the illusion tnat only chap. i. can be
an introduction, it would never enter his mind
that chap. vi. is the account of a second call to a
merely special mission. Deutzsch remarks:

"What Uhbrett says, that chap, vi makes the
impression on every unprejudiced mind of being
the inaugural vision of the Prophet cannot in fact

be denied. Only the position that chap. vi. has
in the book wields a contrary influence against

this impression as long as it does not admit of
being understood in some other way. But the
impression remains (as with i. 7-9) and even re-

appears." Well, then, we bring the impression
that chap, vi makes (of being the account of the
inauguration) into the most harmonious relation

to the place it holds in the book- by explaining it

as the third, the most elevatea and holiest en-

trance to the prophecies of Isaiah. Concerning
the time of its composition not much need be
said. That Isaiah wrote chapter vi. no one de-
nies. Whether, then, he wrote it immediately
after he had the vision, or later, is indifferent.

From the nature of things the former is more
probable. At all events he assigned the chap-
ter its present position when he made up his

book.

THE SOLEMN INAUGURATION OP THE PROPHET.

Chapter VL 1-13.

1 In the year that king Uzziah died I saw also the Lord sitting upon a throne,

2 high and lifted up, and l
his train filled the the temple. Above *it stood the sera-

phim : each one had six wings ; with twain he covered his face, and with twain
3 he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly. And 'one cried unto another, and

said,
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Holy t holy t holy t is the Lord of hosts

:

The whole earth is full of his glory.

4 And the bposte of the Moor moved at the voice of •him that cried, and the house
5 was filled with smoke. Then said I, Woe is me I for I am ^undone; because I am
a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips : for

mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts.

6 Then flew one of the seraphim unto me, •having *a live coal in his hand, which
7 he had taken with the tones from off the altar: and he 'laid it upon my mouth,
and said, Lo, this hath touched thy lips ; and thine iniquity is taken away, and thy
sin 'purged.

8 Also I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall I send, and who will go
9 for us? Then said I, "Here am I ; send me. And he said, Go, and tell this people,

Hear ye •indeed, but understand not

;

And see ye "indeed, but perceive not.

10 Make the heart of this people fat,

And make their ears heavy, and •shut their eves

,

Lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears,

And understand with their heart, and convert, and be healed.

11 Then said I, Lord, how long ? And he answered,

Until the cities be wasted without inhabitant,

And the houses without man,
And the land be "utterly desolate

;

12 And the Lord khave^removed men far away,
iAnd there be a great forsaking in the midst of the land.

13 But yet in it shall be a tenth,
**And it shall return, and shall be eaten :

As a *teil tree, and as an oak, 'whose Substance is in them, when tbey cast their

leaves.

So the holy seed shall be the substance thereof!

* Or, the skirts thereof.

*Reb. threshold.
» Heb. caused it to touch.
* Heb. «n teeing.
w Or, stock or stem.

*a
sterup.

J ihat shall again burn up.a holy seed is their stump.

tHeb. this cried to this.

» Heb. cut off.
• Heb. Behold me.
u Heb. desolate with desolation.

* elbowjoints.
* is covered up.
* will remove.
* terebinth.

• Heb. His qlory is the fulness ofthewhole earth.
• Heb. and in his hand a live coal
• Or, without ceasing, tic , Heb. in hearing, etc.

* Or, when it is returned and hath been broused.

•theory.
' always.
» And great will be the desolation.
i of which u%falling a stump remains.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver.L The prophet designates the Lordm 'JIM (with

the sign of the accusat., bat without the article as a pro-

per noon). Both {VlKd-M; ill. 1; x. 10,83 ; xix. 4) and

'3*1* (Hi. 17, 18; iT. 4* ri. 1,8,11; Tii.14,2*; TiiL7; ix.

7! 16; x. IS; XL 11; xxi. 6, 8, 16; xxix. 13; xxx. 20;

xxrriL 34 ; xxxriii. 16) occur only in the first part of

Isaiah.—KfcW D1 is used by Isa. ii. 18, 14, and ItIL 16,

where the Lord Himself is so named.—D'llVtf the hem,
the broad folded train of which the hems, are the ends.

The word (used mostly of the priestly garments, Exod.

xxriil. 33,84; xxxix. 24, 26, 26; comp. Jer. xiii. 22, 26;

Nah. iiL 6) does not again occur in Isaiah.

Ter. 3. tf*7D (is not infin., which is always nitSo, but)

is substantive, written oftener KwD* Comp. viiL 8;

xxxi.4; xxxfr. 1 ; xliL 10.

Ver. 7. Piel 1fl3 and Pual 1B> in xxii. 14; xxvii. 0;

xxriil 18; xlviill.

Ver. 8. oS after lS\ is grammatically considered

Dot eommodi. Who will do us a service by going ? is

the

GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 10. The verb |DB?, pinguem esse, is found in the

Kal. only Deut xxxii. 16, and Jer. t. 28 ; beside the pre-

sent the Hiph. occurs only Neh. ix. 25, with the meaning

"to become fat." The ears shall become heavy, hard

of hearing, deal 133 (Kal) is used in this sense lis. 1.

Also the word is used of the eyes (Gen. xlviii. 10) and of

the tongue (Exod. ix. 10 H?3 *4J-])> Comp. Zeoh. Til.

11 (Hiph.). The Hiph. occurs more frequently of

making heavy, i. &, hardening the heart : Exod. viii. 11,

28 ; Ix. 84 ; x. 10. yjtfn is the Hiph. imperat from pgtf

oblinert, to besmear, plaster over (comp. xxix. 9 ; xxxii

3). Km is always used transitively. It most therefore

be thought of as joined to the general, ideal subject,

which the notion of the verb of itself suggests. As is

well known, especially verbs that designate a trade or

an occupation in some art are wont to be so used.

Therefore may a verb that signifies the healing art be

readily so construed. Isaiah resorts to this mode of

speech not seldom ; vii. 24 ; viiL 4 ; xxi. 9 ; xxxiv. 11.

One might fall on the oonjecture by comparison of till*

6, that as there so here it ought to read K9"V).
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Ter. 11. As to particulars, it is to be noted that t£

DK 1B*K "until" (comp. beside Gen. xxriii 15; Num.

xxxil. 17) inYolves a conditional sentence ; the end does

not come, except that before, etc—In the root HUE?

the meaning M to be desert " derelopes out of the mean-

ing " to make a noise, to rage ;" comp. xvli. 12 sq.; xxxvii.

26, and subsUntire p'ftttf . l*i xiit 4; xxiv. 8; xxt. 6;

IxtL «. 3tfV 1HIO comp. on t.». — DTK THO comp.

Jer. xxxii. 43; xxxiiL 10, 12. The expression occurs

beside here only in the second comforting discourse

of Jeremiah.

Ver. 12. The Piel pni is used by Isaiah again

only xxvi. 15; xxix. 18. On the contrary Kal. occurs in

the second part: xlvi. 13; xlix, 19; lir. 14; lix. 0, 11.

The Hiph. does not occur in Isaiah at all.

n3tt,P properly the forsaken ono, fem. But this

feminine here must be taken as the oollectire ge-

nus, so that the word signifies the foi(«akon (the for-

sakenness, desolation). Comp. xyiL 2, 9.

Ver. 13. lyaS comp. It. 4. nS* i* terebinth (L

80) and p^H oak (ii. 13; xlir. 14). Both are extremely

lasting trees, thai become rery old and grow steadily

in size. Comp. Gxsnr. The*, p. 61 ; Job xir. 7-0. fD

w

occurs again only 1 Chr. xxtL 16, where a fOW "SJC7

is spoken of. Is this the gate of casting out (probably

only an opening in the wall through which things were

thrown out) then the word here is dqectio, pro$tratio

(comp. Jer. ix. 18). Instead of 03 we look for DHD ac-

cording to our mode of expression. But the Hebrew
in his way of representation sees, as it were, the idea

of the whole tree before him still, and in or on this ideal

tree he distinguishes the stump still present and the
(in reality severed) trunk. This is that use of 3 that

may be callod partitive. Comp. at x. 22.——1&K and

03 belong together.——Cftp JHT (comp. i.4; Ear. ix.

2) signifies the still-existing principle of holy life. The
suffix in nro^D (Ttt^D only here In Isaiah, 713*0

xix. 19) refers to Wv£y.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Isaiah describes in plain and simple lan-

guage, by which the grandeur of the contents is

only made the more conspicuous, how. in the year
that King Uzziah died he saw the Lord sitting

on a high, elevated throne. The train of His gar-

ments filled the temple (ver. 1). Seraphim sur-

rounded Him, each haying three pairs of wings

:

one covered the countenance, one the feet, and
with the third they flew (ver. 2). One cried to

the other the thrice-holy (ver. 3), a cry whose
power shook the threshold. But the house was
full of smoke (ver. 4). The majestic vision

awakes in the Prophet the feeling of his sinful-

ness, and the fear that he shall be destroyed, be-

cause he, as a sinful man, has seen the Lord (ver.

5). But one of the Seraphs reconcileshim with a
glowing coal that he has taken from the altar

(vers, o, 7). Thereupon the Prophet hears the

voice of the Lord himself, who asks : whom shall

I send ? Isaiah offers himself as messenger (ver.

8). He is accepted and his commission is im-
parted to him. But this commission is of an ex-
traordinary character. For it is not so much told

him what he shall announce, but what shall

be the immediate consequence of his announce-
ment. That is to say, he shall speak to the peo-
ple, but with the (express) consciousness that not
only will it be of no use, out that the people will

become only the more hardened (vers. 9, 10).

The Prophet, without regarding the difficulty for

himself in the matter, only inquires, because the
late of his people distresses him, how long this

anger ofthe Lord against His people is to last (ver.

II a.). This answer is: until all is destroyed
(ver. II &.), the land devoid of men (ver. 12),

and not more than a tenth part of the inhabitants

remain in it, that shall be dealt with as a tree

that was felled for burning. For such becomes a
prey to the flames to the very stump that remains
in the ground. So there will remain of Israel but
the remnant of a remnant (ver. 13). The struct-

ure of the chapter is extremely simple: vers. 1-4
describe the scene of the transaction ; vers. 5-7

the terror of the Prophet and the allaying of it

;

vers. 8-13 his call to the prophetic functions and
the commission imparted to him.

2. In the year— filled with smoke.

—

Vers. 1-4. The year that Uzziah died was tho

year 758 B. G. Jeromb (in the Epist, 18 ad
Damtu.) remarks that this was the same year
" quo Romulus, Romani imperii conditor, natus est,"

that Romulus was born. The theocracy declines:

the world-power springs up. It is asked
whether the event took place before or after the
death of Uzziah. Without doubt the event took
place before the death, but the record of it was
made after it. Forifboth occurred before Uzziah's
death there would have been no mention made of
it If both occurred after the death of the king,

then the event would belong to the period of Jo-
tham's rule, and one would justly look for the
name of this king. Thus what has been just

stated remains the only possible answer to the
above question. Our passage then agrees very
well with i. 1, for then Isaiah had prophesied
already under Uzziah. Moreover, xiv. 28 (*'in

the year King Uzziah died ") supports this ex-
planation, for there it is presumed in the whole
context that Uzziah still lives. The opinion of
those Rabbis, who. following the lead of the
Chaldee, understand the passage to refer to the
civil death of Uzziah, i. c, to his becoming a
leper, is justly pronounced by Geseniub a rabbi-

nical caprice.

How did Isaiah see the Lord ? In reality? or
only in the idea, t. e. in fancy, so that, then, the
grand painting were only the poetic clothing of a
purely subjective, inward transaction? The latter

is the opinion of rationalistic expositors. For ex-
ample, Knobel says :

"At all events there hap-
pened a moment in Isaiah's life, when the seer,

in holy, divine enthusiasm, soared aloft to Jeho-
vah and heard the Lord's call to the prophetic
office. This event of his God-inspirea inward
man he portrays in the passage before us, and
amplifies it with free, poetic art, more completely
than he experienced it." But one must be, just
a rationalist, to hold that such a transaction can-
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not possibly be an historical fact, and therefore

that it most be declared to be unreaL At the

same time one most resolve to pronounce what the

Prophet professes to do a
1

pious fraud. For that

he would only give a poem is neither inti-

mated in the narrative itself nor does the charac-

ter of the entire book suggest it The Prophets

are historians, even where they write poetrv.

The Prophet speaks here as an historian. Did
he represent as an outward calling what was only

inward, he would have arrogated an honor that

did not become him, and this very arrogance

would have deprived him of all claim to credi-

bility. For countless ones have received an in-

ward call. But precisely this outward call, just

that which Isaiah here beheld, heard and spoke,

is so extraordinary, that only privileged men can
boast that they have experienced the like. Of
Jeremiah (chap, i.) and Ezekiel (chaps, i-iii.)

similar things are told. These men, as Isaiah

himself, would be guilty of wicked presumption
did they invent a glorious, outward call. We
must therefore hold the narrative of Isaiah to be
historicaL

But if real, was it a physical or spiritual reali-

ty? That is to say, did Isaiah behold all this

with the eyes of the body or the eves of the spirit

(ev wefjfjtan) ? With the eyes of the body these

things are not to be seen. Spiritual corporality

can only be taken notice of by the opened inward
sense (2 Kings vi. 17). Therefore something, real

of course* but only inward, can be meant here, a
spiritual beholding of spiritual reality (1 Kings
xxii. 17 sqq. ; Ezek. viii. sqq. ; Dan. vii 13 sqq.

;

Rev. i. 10 sqcj., etc).

To this is joined the inquiry: In which tem-
ple did Isaiah see the Lord? In the earthly, at

Jerusalem, or in the heavenly, the pattern of the
former ? It is no reason against the former, that

Isaiah was no priest, and therefore dared not go
into the temple. Amos, also, was no priest, and
vet saw the Lord in the temple (chap. ix. 1).

The Prophet did not need to be in the temple bodi-
ly in order to see what was present in the temple.

Comp. Ezek. viii. 3.—But in the earthly temple
the throne of the Lord was the ark of the cove-
nant. On this account it is expressly called

tra^Sn yfr u dwelling between the cherubim "

(2 Sam. vi. 2; 2 Kings xix. 15 ; Isa. xxxvii. 16;
Ps. lxxx. 2: xcix. 1; 1 Chr. xiii. 16). Why
should Isaiah, if he saw the Lord in the earthly

temple, not have named the ark of the covenant ?

The expression "throne high and elevated" does

not appear to point to the ark of the covenant.

For it cannot be said that it is high and lifted up.

We shall therefore have to place the vision in the

upper, heavenly sanctuary (the original of the

Tabernacle in the first place, Exod. xxv. 9, 40

;

xxvi. 30 : xxvii. 8, and afterwards of the temple).

Thither Isaiah was transferred in spirit.

The Seraphim are not mentioned anywhere
else in the whole Old and New Testaments ex-

cept here. The word D'B^ * found Numbers

xxi. 6, but as qualifying D'tTTU (Qod sent among

the people burning, fiery serpents). The singu-

lar *p& occurs, too, Num. xxi. 8; Deut. viii.

15; Isa. xiv. 29; xxx. 6, but always in the sense

of " serpent." In Num. xxi. 8, it is synonym of

#nj. For it is said there; make thee a 'pfc. serpent,

and set it on a pole. And then ver. 9, it proceeds

:

and Moses made a rttfnj tfnj and set it on a pole.

Again Deut viii. 15 ^tP VJTVl are found joined. In

both places in Isaiah, we read l&tyO t\^-
Therefore, tpt? evidently means the serpent, but

only by an originally predicate description be-

coming the designation of the chief concep-

tion. For originally *p& means " the burner,"

from *P^ "to burn, burn up." The burning

smart of a wound occasioned this designation.

It is, moreover, not impossible that the burning;

fire is designated by the word ^fcf because it

moves itself serpent fashion. And in so far the

roots ipneiv, serpere and *)!& may agree; and

an original connection between *\yv and $erpent

might exist, only the meaning " to crawl," would

not be the medium of this connection. For only

the burning fire is thought of as crawling ; but the

serpent is called *pt7» not because it creeps, but

because it burns. On these grounds I do not be*

lieve that the angel name IJfr has anything to

do with the serpent According to our passage

indeed, the Seraphim have human form, tor they

have a countenance, they have feet (ver. 2) and!

hands (ver. 6). But, Gksknius, before this ha»

shown that the Seraph has nothing whatever ta

do with the Egyptian Seraph*, by the proof that

tliis name has sprung from the names Osiris and

Apis (Osar-Api). Comp. Thtaaur. p. 1342. Ge-
SEtfTUB, with whom recently Herm. Schumz:
agrees, takes the word in the meaning of the

Arabic tcharapk (nobiUta*), $chariph (sherifiy

princeps), comp. Dan. x. 13: viii. 25; which,

however, hardly agrees with the use of the He-

brew *pfr given above. That the Seraphim be-

long to the highest rank of the angel world, ap-

pears from their relation to God and His throne

as it is described in our chapter. For they ap-

pear here in immediate nearness to the divine

throne, and beside them no others are named.

That the Seraphim are essentially identical with,

the Cherubim, has been maintained already by

Maimonidb3 (in the ITMJn TWO iii. 6).

Hendewebk, has tried to prove the identity in

the dissertation De Seraphim a Cherubim in Bibliia

non dwerm, Konigtberg, 1836. So, too, Bxxckse

in the Stud. u. KriL 1840 HeJU II. Boehmeb also

takes this view (Herzog's 22. Encyd. IV. p. 24).

Of course the passage Rev. iv. 8 seems to favor

this view strongly. For there we find ascribed

to Cherubim on the one hand the animal forms

of Ezekiel, (i. and x.), and on the other the six

wings and the Trishagion (thrice holy) of the

Seraphim. It appears to me that the forms of

John combine in themselves the traits of the

Cherubim and Seraphim, and if it is said that

the Seraphim of Isaiah differ from the Cherubim

of Ezekiel so, too, do the Johannic Cherubim

differ from those of Ezekiel, and the Seraphim

of Isaiah are the mediating member. After all

the question is an open one. If it is asked ; why
are the Seraphim called "the burning ones?"

Philo answers: "because they devour the un-

formedness of matter, bring it into form and or-

der, and thereby render it a Cosmos." Boehmeb,
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among others, calls them " fire beings, that burn
up everything unholy." Lange (in the Art
Zom Gotfee, Berzog's R. EncycL XVIII. p. 662
sq.), distinguishes the revelation of wrath against

universal human sinfulness and sin, and the re-

velation of wrath against the conscious revolt

against the revelation of salvation in law and
gospel. The first degree seems to him sym-
bolized by God's dominion over His Cherubim
(Gen. ill. 24; Ps. xviii. 11-15; civ. 4), the second
by His appearance between the Seraphim (Isa.

vi.). ''That the Seraphim represent a vision of
the judgment of fire, in which, with the hardening
of the people, the temple must burn up, is ex-
pressed also in the meaning of the word " the
consumers." When Isaiah received the call to

preach the hardening of the people, he saw, also,

in spirit the temple occupied by the fire angels
of God, and fiUea with smoke." Apart from the
distinction between Seraphim ana Cherubim,
which I do not think has sufficient motive, it

only seems to me that their meaning is too nar-

rowly construed in the above. They do not
merely serve as a revelation of the wrath of God.
They belong, since there was a world, to the im-
mediate organs of the divine revelation in the
world generally. They are ever with God, and
" rest neither day nor night," and when they
ceaselessly offer praise, honor, and thanksgiving
to Him that lives from everlasting to everlasting,

and when they thereby give the tone, as it were,

to the sons of praise of the four and twenty elders

(Rev. iv. 8 sqq.), so it is seen plainly, that they
have not only a mission in relation to the wicked,
but also in relation to the pious, even to Goa
Himself. It does not decide the matter of their

significance in general, that they appear just here
in a moment when wrath is revealed, and that a
Seraph burns away the sin of the Prophet How-
ever, this is not the place to penetrate deeper
into these mysteries (/svarypta).

The Seraphim stood V7 7J7DO, u above him.

By a very frequent usage 1D,p is joined with

/# go that by this preposition the one standing

is represented, so to speak, as covering up the
one before whom he stands, from the eyes of the
spectator standing opposite : Gen. xviii. 8 ; xxiv.
30; Exod. xviii. 13; Jud. ill. 19; vi. 31 ; 2
Kings xxiii. 3; Jer. xxxvL 21 ; 2Chr. xxiii. 13.

Even standing before Jehovah is designated by
this preposition Job i. 6 ; 1 Kings xxii. 19

;

Zech. iv. 14 ; vi. 5.—But in our passage it is not

merely said V7J7. but V? /JflDD. This expression

is so strong that we can do nothing else than
represent the Seraphim to ourselves as hovering
about the Lord, * and with two he flew," so that

they stood, not indeed above his head, but rela-

tively above him. Each Seraph had six wings.
The imperfects manifestly serve to indicate a
continuous circumstance that is an essential part

of the scene, whereas the perfects Kip and 1DK1.

"and cried and said," express an incident that
forms part of the transaction. For what the Sera-
phim did with their wings went on continuously
and does not belong to the transaction. But the
crying out belongB to the transaction, yet does
not go on continuously, but is only an incident

that serves to finish the picture. We cannot sup-

pose that the crying out continued while the Pro-

phet, and the Seraph and the Lord talked.

Targ. Jonathan happily translates ver. 2 &.,

"duabm velabaL" etc *' With two (wingB) each

one veiled his face that he might not see, and with

two he veiled his body, that he might not be eeen."

It must not be concluded from TIT 7K MT that

there were only two Seraphim, but that there

were two choirs, say one on either side. Alter-

native song is founded in the essence of com-
munion. It is the musical expression of the

dtaXvytopol that move the congregation. There-

fore it is found in the heavenly congregation

as well as in the earthly. But the Seraphim sing

"Holy, holy, holy is Jehovah Sabaoth; fullness

of the whole earth is His *lorv.w Thus they

praise Him here as the Holy One, because in

what follows (ver. 9sq.), He makes known in

whatdegree His holiness shall react against unholy

Israel. Deutzsch calls attention to the feet

that Isaiah cherished his whole life through, a
deep, indelible impression of that holiness of the

Lobd that confronted him here so mightily in

word and aspect Fourteen times in the first part

does he use the expression Smfer chip, " Holy

One of Israel," which is, as it were, the concen-

trated expression of that impression ; fifteen times

in the second (comp. at L 4), whereas the expres-

sion occurs beside only thrice in the Psalms,

(lxxi. 22; Ixxviii. 41 ; bexxix. 19), twice in Jer.

(1. 29 : li. 5), and once in 2 Kings xix. 22 parallel

with Isa. xxxvii. 23.

But why this thrice repeated tfftjj? There

are, to be sure, examples of such repetition that

only aim at rhetorical emphasis (Jer. vii. 4:
Ezek. xxi. 32; Nan. i. 2). In feet Calvin and
Vitbenoa construe the thrice holy in this sense,

while, yet, they expressly say that they would
not exclude a deeper significance. Herm.
Schumz, (AMetL Theol I. p. 345) says: "the
choir rests on a song and counter song, combined
in the double choir, therefore the threeness of the

Holy." But here we stand before the holiest of

all of the Godhead, that is opened up for a mo-
ment, and receive a glimpse into the P&By rov deov

(1 Cor. ii. 10, " the deep things of God "). The
Christian consciousness^ from the remotest period,

has not been able to resist the impression that this

thrice-holy is a reflex of the triune being of the

Godhead. And in the New Testament sphere

this impression is the more justified because the

evangelist John (xii. 41) says expressly Isaiah

saw the glory of Jew* when he heard the words
of ver. 10. In that John says nothing extraor-

dinary. Rather he quite accords with Peter who
says (1 Pet i. 11) that the Spirit that swayed in

the Prophets of the Old Testament was the Spirit

of Christ; and with Paul, who says (1 Cor. X. 4)

it was Christ that as a spiritual rock led Israel

through the wilderness. This is only the con-

firmation of what we have long known as the

significance of the Son, vi*.: that He is the

medium, and therefore also the mediator of all

and every revelation.

In regard to the second clause of ver. 3, the

question arises, first of all, what is subject? la
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tfSp subject, then earth ii the principal notion,

and it is said here what fills it. Is ^33 subject,

then the glory of God is the principal notion and
it is declared here how comprehensive it is. The
latter alone corresponds with the context. But
the further inquiry arises: whether "1133* "glory,"

Is to be taken in an active or a passive sense, is.,

as praise, or as majesty, glory. The two cannot

be essentially disconnected. For as God's glorv

is everywhere, so in a certain sense also it lb

everywhere praised. For its very enemies even

must involuntarily do it honor (Ps. viii. 2, 3).

And I do not see why in our passage one should

separate the two. Does it not then become those

who sing unceasingly the praise of God in His
immediate presence to declare that, not only they,

but the entire creation continually proclaims the

praise of the Lord? But it says only "all the

earth." Of course : for this song of praise sounds

here primarily for one man and formm. It is just

in respect to these that the truth is declared, on
the one hand comforting, on the other appalling,

that the glory of the Lord is everywhere, and
everywhere it makes itself known and felt

Comp. xl. 6 ; Hab. iii. 3 ; Num. xiv. 21 ; Ps.

lxxii. 19.

Yer. 4. JlStt signifies in Hebrew primarily the

elbow-socket (Armgelenk-MvUer), i. «., the de-

pression resembling the box screw (Schraubm-

wuitter), in which the arm turns itself, the elbow.

The word has this meaning, too, in the noted pas-

sage 2 Sam. viii. 1, where it is said that David

took from the Philistines PIDKn jino-fl*. The
bridle of the elbow is the contrast of Wfij* JTO

Isa. xxxvii. 29, "the bridle of the lips," a bridle

attached to the elbows. The meaning of 2 Sam.
iii. 1 is that the Israelites had the bridle of the

Philistines, no longer in their mouths indeed, yet

still on their arms, so that they were hindered
from the free use of them. Therefore HQH is the

elbow, from which the meaning " ell " is derived.

Accordingly D'SDH fflOK are the elbows of the
sills. The sills are compared to the arms and
the joints in the angle are the arm joints or
elbows. Because the sills, and in fact both the

upper and lower, and as well as the side beams,
are joined together in these, therefore they are

the centre of motion, and every shock felt in such
a centre must be communicated to all the radii.

M3M occura only here in this meaning. O'BD

(only here in Isaiah) are the sills, and primarily
the under sills. For the upper sill is called
*}lp0O and the side posts nftTO (Exod. iii. 7, 22,

23). But in our passage D'BD as denominatio a

poUari stands for all parts of the door-way. The
verb $}) occurs only in the first part of Isa. vii.

2 ; xix. 1 ; xxiv. 20 ; xxix. 9 ; xxxvii. 22.—

mipn Tip (comp. xL 3) is primarily "the voice

of the caller." But in what precedes it speaks,

not of one, but of many criers. Thus we know
that tt*up is to be taken collectively and as eoncr.

pro abet.

The boose filledwith moke.—It was then

not foil of smoke from the commencement, and
still less did a cloud of smoke conceal the Lord
as Exod. xl. 34; 1 Kings viii 10. For (ver. 1)

Isaiah saw the Lord. It has been said, the smoke
came from the altar of incense (ver. 6) and sym-
bolised the seraphic praise. There may appear
some truth in that from a comparison of Rev. v.

8 ; viii. 3 sq. But it seems to me that the smoke
has still another meaning. In so far as it con-

stitutes an antithesis to the light in which the

Lord dwells, it seems to me, wherever it occurs

in connection with the appearance of the divine

gloryj to signify the reverse side of the same, the

severity, the wrath of God. Thus here, too, the

smoke, with whose appearance is connected im-
mediately in ver. 5 the Prophet's confession of

sin and mortal fear, introduces the words of con-

demnation which the Lord afterward speaks to

the Prophet as the manifestation of His holy in-

dignation. Comp.iv.5; ix.17; xiv. 31; xxxiv.

10; li. 6; lxv. 6.

a Then said I Is purged.—Vers.
5-7. After the Prophet had heard the Seraphim
praise the holiness of the Lord, after he had be-

held them themselves in the splendor of their

holiness, and also had seen its consequence, the

wrath, imaged in the smoke, he is seised with

the feeling of his own sinfulness. Every creature

that beholds or comes in contact with an imme-
diate trace of the divine Being, has a sense of not

being ableto exist under the burden of the absolute

majesty (Gen. xvi. 13 ; xxxii. 31 ; Exod. xxxiii. 20

;

Jud. vi.22sq.; xiii.22; ISam. vi. 19sq.; 28am.
vi. 7). This sense must have made itself felt in the

Prophet in the highest degree, seeing he beheld

the divine Being in a greater proximity and clear-

ness, than, since Moses at least, ever a man did.

He cries, therefore : woe is me (comp. L 4), I am
lost (xv. 1 ; Hos. iv. 6 ; x. 7, 15), for a man of

unclean lips am I, and amonga people of unclean

lips do I dwell ! That he emphasizes iust the un-

clean lips comes from the fact that he had just

heard the Seraphim bring an offer of nraise with

clean lips. In contrast with these circumcised

lips he becomes conscious how his are uncircum-

died (Exod. vi. 12); in contrast with these

calves of the lips (Hos. xiv. 3) and with this fruit

of the lips (Prov. xviii. 20 ; Isa. lvii. 19 ; Heb.
xiii. 15) he feels that he is quite unfit for such an
offering, both in respect to his own person, and
in respect to that totality to which he belongs; in

fact that this unfitness, when he has gone with

it into the jurisdiction of the highest King (xxxiii

22; xli. 21 ; xliii. 15 ; xliv. 6) must bring upon
him the sentence of death. " Such is the confes-

sion which the contrite Prophet makes ; on this

confession follows the forgiveness of sins, which
is confirmed by a heavenly sacrament, and is ex-

tended to him by a seraphic absolution."—Db-
LJTZBCH.
The altar, which is mentioned, we must think

of as an altar of incense, since any other kind of

offering than incense in the heavenly sanctuary

is inconceivable, and the glowing coals also indi-

cate an altar of incense. From this altar one of

the Seraphim took with the tongs a n«n "hot

coal." That he took it with the tongs, not only

corresponds to the usage of the earthly sanctuary

(Exod. xxv. 38 ; Num. iv. 9 ; 1 Kings vii. 49),

but has in any case also its internal reasons, as

that even in the sphere of heavenly corporal ex-

istence such distinctions occur, or that the touch-

ing with the tongs has a symbolical meaning.
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H33n (comp. *\Vh Hab. iii. 5 ; Song of Solo-

mon viii. 6) is something aglow, whether coal or

stone. The word occurs only here [in Isaiah.

—

Ta.] In the earthly sanctuary the burning of

incense was performed by taking coals from the

altar of burat-ofiering and pouring them on the

altar of incense, and then upon these was scattered

the incense (Lev. xvi. 12 ; comp. x. 1). In the

heavenly sanctuary there was no altar of burnt-

offering. At all events nS2p. designates the glow-

ing body on which the incense was cast in order
toDurn it With such a glowing body, therefore,

the Seraph touched the Tins of the Prophet in

order to reconcile him. The Prophet's lips are

touched with fire therefore, and that with the same
holy fire oat of which proceeds the cload of
smoke. Thus from the place that occasioned in

him before the painful feeling of his uncleanness,

must the holy fire penetrate and burn out the en-

tire man. It must bum up all nncleanness. The
Seraph shows himself here right properly as

"l^ty, as burner. As water has primarily gener-

ating and fructifying power, but secondarily also

a judging and destroying power (comp. creation,

the flood, and Baptism), so fire has primarily de-

vouring, and thereby judging, purifying, and
secondarily warming and illuminating power.

Omnia purgal edaz xgnis, vUiumgue metollu exco-

quit, says Ovid FasL u>. 785. Td irvp isa&alpei,

rb Mop dyvl£ei (Plut. qwaaL rom. 1). Comp.
Num. xxxi. 23 ; Herzoq's R EtuswL IX. p.

717 sq.—As here the touching takes place for the

purpose of atonement, so Jer. i. 9 it is for the

purpose of inspiration ; in Dan. viiL 17 sq. ; z. 8
sqq. ; Rev. i. 17, it is for the purpose of imparting
strength.

4. Also I heard—and be healed.—Vers.
8-10. The Lord Himself now begins to speak.

Having seenHim (ver. 1), Isaiah now hears Him.
" I heard " corresponds to the " and I saw " (ver.

1). It is worthy of notice that the Lord asks

:

whom shall I send? that He, therefore, as it

were, calls for volunteers. So we read, too, 1

Kings xxii. 20, that the Lord in an assembly of

heaven, portrayed very much as the one here,

asks : * Who shall persuade Ahab, that he may
go up and fall at Ramoth-Gilead f * There it

appears, ver. 23 (from the circumstance that

Micaiah would have been a deceiver, if a real

transaction were reported in vers. 19-22) that

this prophet only narrates a fictitious vision.

But anyway the representation remains that the

Lord not only gives His servants and messengers

command and commission according to His own
election, but also proposes the undertaking of a
commission to the voluntary determination. Now
when the Lord in our passage, as was said, calls

for volunteers, as it were, this is not to be ex-

plained by the greater difficulty or danger of the

mission. For Isaiah's mission was not as difficult

and dangerous as that of Moses or Jeremiah.

Now Moses resists the commission all he can

(Exod. iii.), though he was an TH BMjt, "able

man," as few were. Lxtthxb says of him (on the
call of Moses, Exod. iii.) : " Moses begins, as it

were, a wrangling and disputing with God, and
will not accept this office." Jeremiah refuses be-

cause he feels himself really too young and made

of too tender stuff. Ezekiel, too, appears in-

wardly at least to have had no relish for under-
taking the commission. For he is exhorted not
to be disobedient (Ezek. ii. 8), and, though he
does not express them, his doubts and fears are
disarmed (Ezek. ii. 6—iii. 9). Jonah, the most
rebellious and self-willed of all Prophets, actually

flees from the Lord. All these, who would not, are
not even asked ifthey will, but they must. Isaiah,

who will, is asked. It appears, therefore, that
the manner of the calling is regulated according
to the individuals. Where tne Lord in His
chosen and prepared instruments (Jer. i. 5) ob-
serves also the subjective readiness of mind, He
affords it the opportunity to manifest itself by the
question: "who will." That the Lord, by this

question, would not draw out something concealed
from Himself is manifest For how can a thing
be unknown to the Lord ? There was, in fact, no
one there but Isaiah that could have replied to

His question. For, it could only be a man that
could be in question for the undertaking of the
prophetic office in Israel. No such person ex-
cept Isaiah was present. The question is there-

fore a form by which the Lord honors the

ny*U nn, "free spirit" (Ps. 1L 14 (12) ), that

He knew was present in the Prophet, in that He
gave it opportunity to manifest itself.

Who are the many for whom the service is to

be done ? The plural is here as little as Gen. i.

26 : iii. 22 : xi. 7 mere form (Piur.-majest). It is

rather, as Delttzsch expresses it communica-
tively intended. Jehovah includes the whole
assembly. He honors thereby the assembled
ones, by taking for granted that His interest is

theirs and their interest His. Isaiah at once re-

plies: "Behold, here am I; send me." This
prompt offer Quite corresponds with the strong
and bold spirit of Isaiah. There is no need of
assuming that he had already been called, and
had already been In office for a time. He, the
mighty man, is at once conscious that this is his
affair. He feels that he can do it, and he will do
it, too. We find here not a trace of fear or other
consideration. It was, however, no proud self-

sufficiency that led the Prophet He has just been
reconciled in fact as a sinner. The flame that
blazes in him and impels him must have been a
pure flame. He feels himself strong in Him that

makes him mighty (Phil. iv. 13 ;Isa. xl. 29 sq.).

This "here am I; send me" is, however, so
grand, in fact, when one reflects on the examples
of other prophets mentioned already, it is so
unique in its way, that one understands where-
fore Isaiah would not put this history of his call-

ing quite in the beginning of his book, but rather
makes it the third portal of his prophetic build-

ing. He feared this intrepid ready-mindedness
would beibund incomprehensible. He puts in
advance of it therefore two other entrances,

that the reader may learn thereby to know him
and thus come prepared to this scene of his call-

ing. And, in feet, ne that has read chapters i.

—

v. must confess that here <(
is a Prophet" (Ezek.

ii. 5; xxxiii. 33), a man that had the stuff in
him, and the right to say, * Here am I ; send
me."
In vers. 9, 10 follows out of the mouth of the

Lord Himself the commission that the Prophet
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most discharge. The manner of imparting this

commission is directly the opposite of what is

usual among men in like circumstances. One
seeks, namely, in giving a servant or messenger
a hard commission, to represent it, at least, at

first, in the most advantageous light This the
Lord does not do. On the contrary. He plainly
emphasizes just the hardest part He acts as if

the Prophet were to have nothing joyous to an-
nounce, out only judgment and hopeless harden-
ing. Isaiah is caJlea the evangelist of the Old
Testament But there is not a trace of it found
here. It is not once said even that he shall warn,
exhort, threaten. But overleaping all interme-
diate members, only the sorrowful effect is em-
phasized, and that with such pointedness, that,

what in truth can be only an unintended effect

appears as directly designed. It is as if the Lord
would give the intrepid man that had said "here
am I, send me," to understand at once, that he
would require all his boldness in order to carry
through tne commission he undertook. Gram-
matically the words offer almost no difficulty.

The inff. abaol. in ver. 9 cannot have an intensive
meaning, as though the Lord had said : hear and
see toetf, with effort, zeal and diligence. For then
must they even attain to understanding. But the
Lord would say : spite of the much, and ceaseless

hearing they snail still understand nothing. This
ceaseless but still fruitless hearing is only die
correlative of that ceaseless but fruitless preach-
ing, of which especially Jeremiah so often speaks
(Jer. vii. 13, 25 ; xi. 7, etc.). Let it be noticed,
too, that Jeremiah every where points, as the

cause of this fruitless hearing, to the ^S rMTIBJ,

" the hardness of heart/1 and the stiffening of the

neck (D^fTM Htfpn Jer. vii. 26). The Prophet

never spoke to the people such words as we read
in ver. 9. Therefore it cannot be the meaning
of the Lord that He should so speak. But the
Lord would say : Whatever thou mavest say to

this people, say it not in the hope of being under-
stood and regarded, but say it with the conscious-
ness that thy words shall remain not understood
and not regarded, although they might be under-
stood and regarded, and that consequently they
must serve to bring out the complete unfolding of
that hardness of heart that exists in this people,
and thereby be a testimony against this people
and a basis of judgment Thus ver. 10 it is not
meant that the Prophet shall do what is the
devil's affair, that is, positively and directly lead
men off to badness and godlessness. Bather the
Lord can ever want only the reverse of this. If,

then, it says : * harden the heart, deafen the ear,

plaster up the eyes, that they may not see, nor
hear, nor take notice and be converted to their
salvation," still this form of speech seems to me
to be chosen for the sake of the Prophet There
is, namely, a great comfort for him in it For
what is sadder for a man of God than to see day
after day and year after year pass away without
any fruit of his labor, in fact with evidence that

things jprow rather worse than better? Is it not
for such a case a mighty comfort to be able to

say: that is precisely what the Lord predicted,

yea, expressly indicated as His relative and pre-
vious intention. Thus one sees that He has
not labored in vain, but that He has performed

his task. And inasmuch as that judgment is

still only a transition point and by the wonder-
ful wisdom of the Lord, shall become a forerun-

ner of higher development of salvation, so the
servant of God can say this for comfort, that even
out of the judgment of hardening, that it is His
part to provoke, salvation shall grow. God's
wrath, in fact, is never without love. The pre-
liminary earthly judgments, as is well recognized,

are to be regarded as chastening*, that have a be-

coming-better as their aim. And if a people like

Israel suffers one judgment after another through
thousands of years, and still never becomes better,

until at last the Lord breaks in pieces the econo-
my of the Old' Testament, like one shivers an
earthen vessel by throwing it on the ground, so

just this destroying of the old covenant is the pre-

vious condition to the arising of a new one, that

attains to what the old one could not But the
individuals themselves whose hardening andjudg-
ment is an example and beacon for the after-

world ? Here we touch on a difficult point Will
those whose fall was the riches of the world
(Rom. xi. 12) be eternally damned, or will their

fall here below also for them become some time a
means to their conversion and raising them up
again? The answer to this appears to me to lie

in Bom. ix -xi. But here is not the place to go
into it more particularly.—Heart ear, eye (comp.
xxxii. 3, 4) are named as the representatives of

the inward: sense : the heart represents the will,

eye and ear theHmowing. The heart shall be-

come fat and covered with grease, and thereby be
made incapable of emotion.

After it is said what shall be done in regard to

the three organs, it is said what shall be guarded
against by such doing ; and here a reversed order

is observed in respect to the positive phrases.

What must be guarded against is something imme-
diate and something mediate. Immediatelv must
seeing, hearing ana observing be hindered ; me-
diately the penitent conversion and being saved.

In the N. T. our passage is cited five times.

In Matth. xiii. 14; Mark iv. 12; Luke viii. 10

it is applied to the fact that Jesus always spoke

to the people in parables. Thereby was the pro-

phecy of our passage fulfilled. Jesus would ma-
nifestly say: Were I not to speak in parables,

then they would understand nothing at all ; my
discourse would outwardly rebound, and not pe-

netrate at all, and consequently effect no condition

of responsibility on their part. But as I speak by
parables, my discourse at least penetrates so far

that a certain relative understanding, and conse-

quently, too, a responsibility, is possible. But in

as much as they oppose themselves to the reali-

zation of this possibility of understanding, they

let it be known that evil has the upper hand in

them: thus they pronounce in a measure their

own judgment Our passage is cited in John xii.

40 as explaining why the Jews could not believe

in Jesus spite of the signs He did. To this end

our passage is construed in the same sense in

which the Synoptists take it: even the signs of

Jesus, no matter how near they come, still do not

bring about faith, because the susceptibility is

wanting. Finally in Acts xxviii. 25sqq. Paul

makes use of our passage in order to prove gene-

rally the unsusceptibility of the Jewish nation to

the preaching of the gospel
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5. Then said I substance thereof.—
Vers. 11-13. The announcement of the judgment
of hardening in vera. 9, 10 sounds quite absolute.

Yet the Prophet hears underneath all that it is

not so intended. It is impossible that the Lord
should quite and forever reject His people, and
abrogate the promises given to the fathers. He
asks, therefore, "How long. LordV (comp. Ps.

vL4; xc.13; Hab.ii.6). He would say: What
are to be quantitively and qualitatively the limits

of that judgment of hardening? The answer is

:

First there must be an entire desolation and de-

populating of the land ; and when at last still a
tenth of the inhabitants is in the land, that tenth

part also must be decimated till nothing is left

but the stump of a root or stem. That shall then

be the seed of a holy future. The meaning of the

words is perfectly clear.

The construction is as follows : and still there

is in it (the land) a tenth part and this is again
decimated—after the manner of or in resemblance
to the terebinth and oak, in which, when felled, a
stump remains, its stump (ofthe tenth) is holy seed.
Therefore a stump always remains, and that suf-

fices to guarantee a new life and a new glorious

future. This has been steadily verified in the

people Israel, both in a corporeal and spiritual

respect. After every overthrow, yea, after the
most fearful visitations, that aimed at the very
extinction of the people, a stump or stem was still

always left in the ground. This people is even
not to be destroyed. There is nothing tougher
than the life of this everlasting Jew. And in

spiritual respects it is just the same. Though
every knee seems to bow to the old or the new
Baal, yet the Lord has preserved always a frag-

ment (7,000 it is called, 1 Kings xix. 18) in

faithfulness.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

On ver. 1. The question: why this vision in the
year of Uzziah's death ? coincides evidently with
the question : why an Isaiah any way, and why was
he needed just at this time? If prophets were to

be, then must prophecy at some time culminate

;

and that happened in Isaiah, the greatest of all

the prophets that have written. Thence Isaiah

can stand neither at the beginning, nor at the
close. Not at the beginning, for he is far in ad-
vance of the elementary stadium ; he represents

the summit. Not at the close, for in the days of
decline art cannot flourish. It needs auiet times
for its development. Such a quiet time (rela-

tively) was that of the four kings under whom
Isaiah labored. Caspari (Beitr. p. 218) says of
the Uzziah-Jotham period, that for the Kingdom
of Judah it was 1) a time of great power and
Srosperity, 2) beside the time of Jehoshaphat (2
!hr. xvii. 18, 20), it was the greatest period since

its existence by the rending away of the Ten
Tribes from the honse of David, 3) the longest
continued prosperity during its existence, 4) the
last that it had till it fell, 5) the only period of
prosperity during Isaiah's prophetic ministry.

But this period of prosperity was, so to speak,
only the spring-time, the youth and formative pe-
riod of the Isaiah prophecy. It was under Ahaz
especially that it had to make trial of itself. The
league with Assyria fastened the gaze of the Pro-

phet on the Assyrian dominion, the Babylonian
embassy in Hezekiah's time (chap. xxxix.} on
that of Babylon. Although, even under Ahas
and Hezekiah, there were wars and great distress

by means of the Syrians and the Ephraimites, as

also by the Assyrians, still the destruction was
graciously postponed.

In that time, therefore, when the theocracy be-

gan to show its relations to the worldly powers in

a decisive way, there appeared a prophet, who,
thoroughly cultivated under the prosperous pe-

riod of Uzziah and Jotham, could recognise the
gtrtentons characteristics of the time of Ahaz and

ezekiah, and see deep into the signs pregnant
with the future; and who could reveal their

meaning with such wisdom, power and art as are
seen in the book of Isaiah. When Uzziah died,

Isaiah was just old enough and far enough ad-
vanced in training to begin the prophetic career:

under Ahaz he had attained manly maturity; ana
under Hezekiah, with glorified vision, like one
near his death, he beheld the glories of re-

demption.
2. On ver. 1. Jerome inquires: how could Isaiah

have seen the Lord, seeing John says (John i. 20)
" No man hath seen God at any time," and God
Himself said to Moses: " Thou canst not see my
face ; for there shall no man see me and live,"

Exod. xxxiii. 20 ? He replies to the question

:

that not only the Godhead of the Father, but also

that of the Hon and of the Holy Spirit, are invi-

sible to bodily eyes, because one essence is in the
Trinity. But the eyes of the spirit are able to
behold the Godhead according to the saying:
" blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see

God," Matt v. 8. And Augustine cites this say-

ing of Jerome approvingly, and comments on it

(EpisL ad FortwncUianum) Addenda ergo, etc:
" Therefore by saying in addition, * but the eyes
of the spirit,' he makes vision of this sort totally

different from every kind of bodily vision. But
lest any might think he spoke of the present

time, he subjoins the testimony of the Lord, wish-

ing to show what he had called eyes of the spi-

rit : by which testimony the promise is declared,

not of a present, but of a future vision."

3. On ver. 2. Foerster explains the fact of
the Seraphim covering their feet with their wings
as proof that they would confess that their holi-

ness was imperfect and impnre in comparison
with the absolute holiness or God. For this he
cites Job iv. 18, " Behold, He nut no trust in His
servants; and His angels He charged with folly,"

and xv. 15, " Behold, He putteth no trust in His
saints; yea, the heavens are not clean in His
sight'*

4. It was even the opinion of many Rabbis
that a trace of threeness of the divine essence was
contained in the three times holy ofthe Seraphim.
Peter Galatintjs (Italian, baptized Jew, Fran-
ciscan monk) in his Areanis catholicae vcritatis IL
1, has proved this especially of Rabbi Simon
Jochai and Jonatan ben Upiel (the Targu-
mist). Comp. Raymundus Martini in the

pugio fidei, and especially Joh. Meyer in the

DmeriaHo theologica de mysterio sacrosandae trinita-

tis tz 8oliu$ V* TL libris demonstrate. Harderwich, .

1712.

On the ground of this recognized reference to

the Trinity, this song of the Seraphim has ob-
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tained great significance in Christian liturgies to

the present time. " Its introduction into them has
been ascribed to Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch

(t 116). and already in a letter of Clement, Bi-
shop of Borne (f 100), there is found a hint of it.

Pope 8ixtu8 I. (f 130) is said to have adopted
it into the Bomish mass." Schoebeblein, ScJuUm

de* liturg. Ckor. und Qemeindegeaang* I. p. 333.

[On the Trishagion comp. a Bib. Encvcl. or
Bingham's Antiquity ofthe Christian Church, Book
XIV. ii. |3, 4, and Book XV. iii. 2 101.

5. Onver. 4. If a typical meaning of the shak-
ing of the door-posts is insisted on, it must be
sought in that power of the revelation of divine

glory that affects and moves everything, impress-

ing both personal and impersonal creatures ; and
an example must be found in the events attend-

ing the death of Christ (Matth. xxvii. 50 sq.).

6. On ver. 5. " God does not put angels into

the pulpit, but poor, weak men. The angels do
not know how sinful men are affected ; but minis-

ters of the Church, chosen from men, know that

well."

—

Foebsteb.
7. On ver. 8. Vitbtnga remarks here that

Christian expositors, Gbotiub excepted, explain
the change from the singular to the plural num-
ber, in " whom shall I send, and who will go for

us" as implying the Trinity. "Calvin, too," he
says," and Piscatob, usually more cautious than
others in observations of this sort, here plainly

ntter this sentiment." [" This explanation is the

only one that accounts ior the difference of num-
ber in the verb and pronoun."—J. A. Alexan-
der.—Tb ]. The opinion of the Jews, however,
is that God is represented metaphorically here, as

taking counsel with His family, i. t. the angels.

Vitbenga remarks also that Sancttub attributes

toThomas andHugo the important emphasis laid

on the plural "for us," which involves the mean-
ing '< who will go for us and not for himself."

8. On vers. 9 and 10. What God says to the

Prophet here rests on a law that may be called

the law of the polarity of the will. For every

thing here concerns the will, *.«., that will-do

that is conditioned by the will-be (comp. my book,

Der QoUmenschj p. 4osqq.). As in electricity si-

milar poles repel one another, and dissimilar at-

tract which depends on the principle of deep in-

ward relationship and mutual completion, so in

like manner it happens in spiritual life. The
Lord says, John viu. 37: "My word hath no
place in you," and again, ver. 43: "Why do ye
not understand my speech ? even because ye can-

nothear my words ;" which question he proceeds to

answer himself (ver. 44) : "ye are of your father

the devit, and the lusts of your father ye will dof
and immediately after He says, ver. 47 : "He that

is of God heareth God's words: ye therefore hear
them not because ye are not of God."

Therefore where the word of God comes in
contact with a heterogeneous pole, it is repelled.
And not only that, but that negative pole becomes
more intensely negative by the exercise of its ne-
gative power. And the stronger the power that
provokes its energetic reaction, and the oftener
this provocation occurs, so much the more is it

strengthened in that negation till it becomes quite
hardened. The magnet loses its power by disuse,
whereas frequent use strengthens it Thus we
find that every where the most glorious, clearest,

loveliest testimonies to divine truth are not re-

ceived where the will is wanting to receive them,
i. «., where, to speak biblically, the flesh is stronger
than the spirit. Therefore must all prophets of
the Lord oe hated and persecuted in proportion
as they announced the truth mightily and pene-
tratingly ; and that hate must attain its climax in
opposing Him who was Himself the truth.

8. On ver. 13. " Paul, also, when he represents
the rejection of the Jews in Bom. xi., calls the
race, ver. 16. a holy root, and, vers. 23-25, se-

vered branches that God will again graft in."

Starke.

homiletical hints.

1. On ver. 3. The thrice holy of the Seraphim
a revelation. 1. Of the holiness of God. . 2. Of
His glory. 3. Of the Trinity.

2. On vers. 5-8. The way of reconciliation to

God prefigured by the example of the Prophet
Isaiah. 1. The beginning of this way is the
knowledge of sin : a. occasioned by the knowledge
of the holiness of God, b. manifesting itself by the
confession of sin, c. constraining one to cry for

deliverance (woe is me). 2. The end of this way
is the forgiveness of sins: a. made possible by the
sacrifices to which the altar points, b. applied by
the word and sacrament (the address of the angel
and the live coal), c. appropriated by faith (tne

Prophet yields himself to the action of the an-

gel).

3. On ver. 8. Installation address. Whom
shall I send? etc Herein lies: 1. The divine

call to office. 2. The high importance of the

office. 3. The joyful inspiration for the office.

Hahn.
4. On vers. 9-13. The fruit of preaching. 1.

It is gratifying onlv in a small portion of the
hearers (ver. 13b; ifatt. xxii. 14). 2. In most
hearers it is rather mournful, because by preach-
ing : a. they are only moved to the full unfolding
of their enmity; b. they are made ripe for judg-
ment (vers. 11-13 a).
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112 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

IL-THE FIRST GRAND DIVISION.

Chapters VII.—XXXIX.

FIRST SUBDIVISION.

Chaps. VH.—XIL

Israel's Relation to Assyria as Representative of the World-Power generally In
its Destructive Beginning and Prosperous Ending.

Chapters vii.—xii. deal wholly with the rela-

tion or Israel to Assyria. They show how the

way was opened for this relation by the unhappy
league that Ahaz concluded with the king of As-
syria for protection against Syria and Ephraim.
The Prophet announces first that the fear of the
Syrians and of Ephraim is groundless: but Assy-
ria is to be feared. Taking with Assyria a com-
prehensiye view of all later developments of the
world-power, he announces to Israel a second ex-
ile, corresponding to that of Egypt as the first, but
also a second return, corresponding to that glo-

rious return in which Moses led them. This de-
liverance will be brought about by a Branch that

is to be expected from the house of David, that
shall spring as son of a virgin from the apparently
dried up root of this house, and, in the might of the
Spirit of God, will found a kingdom of peace that
shall embrace and have dominion over all nature.

This prophetic cycle divides in three parts. In
the first part (chap. vii. 1—ix. 6) the Prophet op-
poses to the false reliance on the aid of Assyria

against the apparent danger that threatened from
Syria and Ephraim, the ideal figure of a child,

that finds its type in the half-frightful, half-com-

fortingphenomenon of the virgin's son Immanuel,
partly in the form of a son born to the Prophet
himself: types that at the same time are earnest

of a preliminary deliverance.

In the second part (chap. ix. 7—x. 4) the Pro-
phet turns to the Israel of the Ten Tribes, with a
short, as it were, passing word. Prompted by
their proud words, as if it were a little thing for

them to make good the loss so far sustained from
Assyria, the Prophet announces to Ephraim that

what they regarded as the end was only the first

of many degrees of ruin that they were to suffer

from Assyria.

In the third part (chap. x. 5—xii. 6) the Pro-
phet tarns against Assyria itself. Because it

would not be the instrument of the Lord in the
Lord's sense, to it is announced its own destruc-

tion, but to Israel deliverance and return by the
Messiah the Prince of Peace.

A.—THE PROPHETIC PERSPECTIVE OF THE TIME OF AHAZ.

Chap. VIL 1—IX. 6.

In the beginning of the reign of Ahaz Judah
was seriously threatened by the league between
Syria and Ephraim. Thereupon Isaiah received
the commission from Jehovah to say to Ahaz that
there was nothing to fear from Syria and Ephraim.
Ahaz being summoned to ask for a sign as pledge
of the truth of this announcement, refused: to do
so. In punishment a sign is given to him. He
roust hear that a virgin of the royal house, proba-
bly his daughter, is pregnant, and will bear a
son. But this son of a virgin shall receive the
exceeding comforting name, "Immanuel." Be-
fore he will be able to distinguish between good
and evil, the lands of Syria and Ephraim shall be
forsaken and desert But danger threatens from
that side from which Ahaz hopes for help and de-
liverance—that is, from Assyria. For Assyria
will turn the holy land into a desert Shortly af-

ter, the Prophet announces that a son will be torn
to himself. He does not do this publicly, how-
ever, but to two reliable men. At the same time

the Prophet must set up a public tablet with the
inscription, Maher-shalal-hash-baz. When the
boy was born, he received these words as his

name. And it was revealed as the meaning of the
words, that before the boy could say father and
mother^ the spoil of Damascus and Samaria would
be carried away by the king of Assyria. By this

second child, then, substantially the same thing

was predicted as by the first^ the son of the vir-

gin. Both prophecies must in general have oc-

curred in the same period, in the beginning of the

reign of Ahaz (743 B. C). Only the announce-
ment of Immanuel precedes somewhat that of
Maher-shalal-hash-baz. Wherefore this double
prediction of the same thing? It seems to me
that the announcement of Immanuel was intended
immediately for the royal family. For it was a
sign involving punishment (comp. comment on
vii. 14). But the people, too, were mightily con-

cerned in this affair. Therefore there was given
to them a special sign by Maher-shalaL Such is
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CHAP. VIL 1-9. IIS

the extent of the two prophecies at the beginning
of Anus's time. It is seen that each has for its

central point the future birth of a child. From
viii. 5 on follows a series of short utterances, all

of which relate to the same subjects. The words
riii. 5-8 are a warning directed primarily to

Ephraim, not to. despise the kingdom of Judah.
nor to orer-estimate the power of Syria ana
Ephraim, for Assyria will overflow the latter like

a stream, and then, of course, Judah too. Chap,
viii. 9-15 contains a threatening proclamation to

the nations of that time that conspired against

Judah, and a warning to Judah not to fear these

conspiracies, but rather to let the Lord be the

only subject of fear. Finally a conclusion follows

(viii. 16—ix. 6) which sounds almost like the

testament of the Prophet to his disciples. For.

after a brief prayer to Jehovah to seal the law ana
testimony in the hearts of his disciples, he sets

forth himself and his disciples as living signs and
wonders that exhort men to have faith in Jeho-
vah, warns against the temptation to superstitions

divination, and exhorts to cleave to the law and
testimony. For only therein, in the troublous days
to come, may be found comfort and restoration.

And now that the prophet's testament may be
also a prophetic testament, prayer and exhortation

merge into a prophetic vision. The gaze of the

Prophet is directed to the remote future. Dark
lies the future before him. But just in the quar-
ter that the darkness is deepest, in the least re-

garded northern border of the holy land, he sees

a bright light arise, which marvellously (one in-

voluntarily calls to mind Corrbggio's painting of
the Nativity) has its origin in the person of a
child, that proves to be the promised Branch of
David, and restorer of David's kingdom to ever-

lasting power and glory. If our conjecture is

correct, that we havehere the Prophet's testament

to his disciples, then we may well conceive why
it is introduced just here. First, it has the same
obscure prophetic background that was riven by
the perspective of the abandonment of Israel to
the power of Assyria; and then, like both the
chief prophecies described above, it makes the
dispersion of that obscurity by the clear light of
salvation proceed from the person of a child thai
is to be looked for.

We may accordingly sketch out the division
of our section as follows:

I. The two chief prophecies concerning the birth
of the virgin's son and the Prophet's son. vii.
1—viii. 4.

1. The prophecy of the virgin's son ImmanueU

a) Isaiah and Ahaz at the conduit of the
upper pool. vii. 1-9.

b) Isaiah in the bosom of the royal family
announcing a sign : the Virgin's Son
ImmanueL vii. 10-25.

2. Isaiah riving the whole nation a sign by the
birth of his son Maher-ehalal-hash-bes. viii.

1-4.

IT. Supplements.

1. Those that despise Shiloah shall be punished

%
by the waters of the Euphrates, viii. 5-8.

2. Threatening against those that conspire
against Judah, and against those that fear

these conspiracies, viii. 9-15.

3. The testament of the Prophet to his disci-

ples, viii. 16—ix. 6.

o) Prayer and exhortation merging into
prophetic vision, viii. 16-23 (ix. 1).

b) The light of the future proceeding from
a child, that is to be born of the race of.

David, ix. 1-16 (2-7).

L—THE TWO CHIEF PROPHECIES CONCERNING THE BIRTH OF
THE VIRGIN'S SON AND OP THE PROPHET'S SON.

Chapter VIL 1-Vm. 4.

L THE PBOPHECY OF THE VIBGIN'S SON IMMANUEL.

Chap. VII. 1-25.

a) Isaiah and Anas at the conduit of the upper pool.

Chap. VII. 1-9.

And it came to pass in the days of Ahaz the son of Jotham, the son of Uzziafi-^
"' Rezin the king of Syria, and Pekah the son of Remaliah, king
up toward Jerusalem to war against it, but could not •prevailof Israel, went

against it

2 And it was told the house of David, saying, Syria 'is confederate with Ephraim.
And his heart was moved, and the heart of his people, as the trees of the wood are

3 moved with the wind. Then said the Lord unto Isaiah, Go forth now to meet Ahaz,
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:114 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

thou, and 'skearjaflhub thy sod, at the end of the conduit of the upper pool in the

4 'highway of the fuller's field ; and say unto him,

Take heed, and be quiet

;

. Fear not, 'neither be faint-hearted

, »For the two tails of these smoking fire-brands.

For the fierce anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of Remaliah,

6 Because 8yria, Ephraim, and the son of Bemaliah,

Have 'taken evil counsel against thee, saying,

6 Let us go up against Judah, and Mvex it,

And let us make a breach therein for us,

And set a king in the midst of it, even the son of Tabeal

:

7 Thus saith the *Lord God,
It shall not stand, neither shall it come to pass.

8 For the head of Syria ia Damascus,
4 And the head of Damascus w Rezin

;

And within threescore and five years shall Ephraim be broken, *that itbenota
people.

9 And the head of Ephraim is Samaria.
. And the head of Samaria ia Remaliah's son.

. "If ye will not believe, surely, ye shall not be established.

i Heb. retteth on Ephraim.
» Or, causeway.
• Or, waken.
• Or, Do ye not beUeveJ U is because ye are not

t
• mak$ war on iL
• devised evil.

• the Lord Jehovah.

• That is, The remnant shaU
• Heb. let not thy heart be tender.
• Ueb. from a people.

* Before these two smoking torch ends,
*shakeit.
* Jfye believe not, then ye continue not

TEXTUAL AND
Chap. VII. Ver.l. nVp la ased not only of motion

towards a place that Is coneeired of as higher («. gn 1

Kings xil. X7 sqq. ; 2 Kings xxiv. 1, and TV of the oppo-

site, e.g.1 Kings xxii. 2 ; 2 Kingt Till. 29) bat also ofany
hostile proceeding, entering on a plan (1 Sam. x?ii. 23,

26 ; Mich. ii. 13 ; Neb. iL 2, etc). h'y changed 2 Kings

xri. 5 to }by comes from the preceding JlS tf, and from

the additional idea, perhaps, that Resin was the chief
person.

Ver. 1 HO is nerer used in the sense of nttt, confldere.

Bat it it ased of swarms of birds, grasshoppers and flies,

that settle down somewhere (rer. 10; Exod. x. 14; 2

8am. xxi. 10). 8uch is its meaning here : the army of

Syria has settled down like a swarm of grasshoppers on
the spot where the army of Ephraim was encamped.
Comp. 2 Sam. xriL 12. On the fern. HTU after D1H
eorap. 2 8am. riii. 6 ; x. 10 ; eoU. xir. 15, 18.

Ver. 8. vhpft occurs again in Isaiah only xxxri. 2.

nSop Isaiah ased often beside here: xxxri. 2; xi. 18;

xix.*23; xxxiii. 8; xL 3; xlix. 11; lix.7; IxlLlO. 03^3
only here and xxxri 2, in Isaiah.

Ver. 4. After IDBfrl should follow properly a nega-

tive notion, whence the word always has after it the

conjunctions ja or Sit or the preposition }D (as soli-

tary exceptions, comp. Exod. xlx. 12; xxili. 13). There-
fore a negation must be supplied out of the following

Bptfn, M take heed of (unbeliering, thus sinful) dis-

quietude, but rather be quiet.** The direct causatire

fiiphfl DptfH has evidently the meaning that Ahas

must control his anxiety, quiet himself. The word oc-

curs in Isaiah again xxx.15; xxxii. 17 ; Ira 20, whereas

GRAMMATICAL.
the Nlph. IDE^J occurs in Isaiah only here. ^V^HIpti.

of ]y) ; with the exception of Ps. It. 22, it alwaysocean

in connection with 33b or 3^ in the sense of be-

coming weak, timorous (Dent. xx. 3 { Jer. li. 46; 8KI.
xxii. 19 ; Job xxxiii. 18) ; It does not occur again in Isa.

Only once he uses the Pual i. 8. 33? (according to Isa.

ix. 13, 14 ; xlx. 15) " the tail, the endYiece.** *Wt (found

beside only Am. iv. 11; Zech. iii. 2) is the charred stick

ofwood that may hare been used to stir the fire. jBto

M smoking," only here in Isaiah, and Exodus xx. 18.

Ml HK nna, to understand the prefix a to be of

time — M while glowing n (Dbschslxx, Dsunson, Kmo-

xbl, Gatxxros) seems to me unsuitable. JO marks tfasj

object of fear. 3 following rather distributes the com-

mon notion u smoking firebrands " to the two so-named,

as 3 often stands after general expressions of number,

(especially after S3)> Comp. Exod. xit 19, " whosoever

eateth leaven shall be cut off pKH Tnm3* "US."

Gen. rii. 21 ; ix. 2, 10. Comp. Ewald, { 217 sq. The LXX.
translates singularly 5rar yhp bpyk rov fvpod mem yrfrs-

«u, vtfAtr t*V«p«4. K«l * v&t n9 *Ap£p maX h ww* rom

*PoM«Atov, etc. Gxsximjs correctly conjectures that the

translator instead of ptlfilt reads pKflIK, or rather

piKflllt
Ver. 8. ym is Hiph. from yp. The fundamental

meaning is :
M to experience a shaking, a shock.** From

this are derived the meanings a) timer* M trembling,

quaking," (rer. 1«, Exod. i. 12; Num. xxii. 3); 6) taedere,

fasMtre. Disgust brings about a shook (comp, M et

sehatteUmieh n) which, when it is powerful, occasions

! Tomlting (MHp) (comp. e.g. Gen. xxriL 48; Norn, xxl
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*>; c) in the Hlphil: -to wake apt" for waking up to

the effect of a shook that the sleeper experiences from
without or within. In this sense, however, the Hlphil Is

'evidently a direct causative, since it properlymeans M to

make a shaking, a shaker.** Wherever else this Hiph.

V'pTI occurs, except our Terse, it means ** to awake.**

.Our verse is therefore the only one where the word oc-

curs as the causatife of the notion Yp — timer* (Terse

•16). Many expositors therefore hare hesitated to take

the word in this sense. Thus Fubbst (Cfoeortt, p. 988)

would give our V'pTI the meaning inddere, imptmgir*,

•or'aftsoader-c, in that he combines it with rtp M thorn,**

or with V'p Umput afcteuctoau, ** harvest.** Gtasiuus,

{Acs. p. 1««) proposes to read TUZW} coarcUmus, «r-

fsasmct, (xxix. 'A 7). However, as this Hiphil is in any
ease unusual, it seems better to take it in a sense that

is suggested by something near at hand, ver. IS. The
Jeminine suffix here and afterwards in Tl}pp2} and

rOirD relates plainly to Judah as land. The meaning

of the Hiph. JTpDH is not quite clear. The fundamen-

tal meaning of the word is:
u to split'* It is used of

splitting wood (Eccl. x. 9, ooU. Gen. xxiL 3) of eggshells

<Isa. lix. 6) of the earth from which springs forth the

fountain (Ps. Ixxiv. 16) of the waters of the Red Sea (Pa.

Jxxviii. 13) ; it is said that a besieged city is split when
it is taken, that is, a breach is made in its walls (2 Ki.

xxv. 4; Jer. xxxix. 2; lii. 7 ; Ezek. xxvL 10). In the last-

named sense it is used 2 Chr. xxxlL 1, where it is said

ofSennacherib; H He encamped against the fenced ci-

ties and thought r"7K DVP?
1
?." where the eomtructio

praegnans is important to the exposition of our passage.

The word however is also used of a land. 2 Chron. xxi.

17 we read of the Philistines and Arabians :
** they camo

op into Judah, nyjp3*1. *nd carried away all the sub-

stance,** etc Beside the present place, the Hiph. occurs

only 2 Kings iii. 26, where it is used of an intended

foreeking forth on the part of an enclosed army. Ac-

cording to all this, the use of the word for breaking
through, forcing a fortified city, seems to me to settle

the meaning. A land is forced, broken through, as well

as a city, when the living wall that defends it, the de-

fensive army Is broken through. Thus the sense of

our passage will be : let us break through it (the land

of Judahj i. a, take it by breaking through the protect-

ing army, and thereby take It to ourselves. There lies

in the expression, beside the pregnant construction, at

the same time a metonomy.

It to not known who M the son of Tabeal ** was. 3D to

the Hebrew ^(comp. pS"|30 1 Kings xv. 18); The

ending Sk is changed in the pause from *7K, whereby,

perhaps Intentionally, arises the meaning u not good **

(good for nothing). If the name was of Israelitish ori-

gin (comp. rraO) then likely that Tabeal or his son
•T

was a fugitive of Judea of note. The name is found

again Esra iv. 7. On the Assyrian monuments of
the time of Tiglath-Pileser is mentioned however an
/-tt-W-i-Zu, or TVtoM-fu, with the addition wmat A-ru-mu "

i. «., from the land of Aram.

Tor. 8 6. The position of these words to surprising.

Why do they not stand after ver. 9 at And how is the

1 at the beginning of ver. 8 to be construed t Is it that

paratacUo Vav, that is determined only by the connec-

tion ? And what is it that so determines it r Shall we
regard it as causal, which were quite grammatical

»

(Comp. Gen. xxiv. 66; Dent xvii. 18; Ps. vil. 10, ato.

Ewald's Qram^ { 363 a ; Gxsxx. } 146, 1 c). Or shall we,

like Cukvsostom andCAivis, with whom Tholucx agrees,

take it in the sense ofm or inUrea t Take one or the

other and it Is not satisfactory. It seems to me to an-

swer best, to assume that the words are a sample of the

oracle-like, lapidary style (LapidarstiU) and thence no
grammatically correct construction is to be looked for.

Did the words in question stand after 9 6, whither Lowra
has transposed them, then indeed the disposition of

the sentence would be more correct, but the construc-

tion would be monotonous. Vh/O occurring four times

in succession would sound bad. By the interposition

of ver. 8 6, this evil Is avoided. Thus manifoidness is

combined with equilibrium. And thus, without ig-

noring the difficulties, we will still recognise the pos-

sibility of the passage being genuine as it is, against

which there Is grammatically nothing to oppose (comp.

Tholucx. Die PropheUn und ikrt Weissagungen> and Ew-
alo). Examples of the construction '1 D'rfrf "NJ*D1
Gen. xl. 13, 19; Josh. i. 11 ; 2 Sam. xii. 22; Isa. xxi. 16;

Jer. xxviii. 3, 11; Am. iv. 7. JOT is Imp. Kal. frompnn
fractui aft xxx. 31 ; xxxi. 4; IL 8, <ffe-D£r>_0£ flVTlD,

comp. xviL 1 ; xxiii. 1 ; Ixli. 10.

Ver. 9. Niph.JDIO.iaj

(xxii. 23, 25; xxxUl.' 16; xllx. 7; Iv. 3; lx. 4). O is ple-

onastic* but very expressive, and is to be treated as de-

pendent on an ideal oerbum dictruM (Num. xxii 29, 83

;

Ps. exxviii. 4).

EXEGETICAL and critical.

i: And it came to pass with the
Wind.—Vera. 1, 2. This wnr expedition of the
united Syrians and Ephraimitea is mentioned 2
Kings xv. 37; xvi. 5 sq. and 2 Chr. xxviii. 5 sq.

Were one to follow the statement of 2 Kings xv.

$0, then Pekah did not at all live to see Ahaz.
For. there it reads: "And Hoshea the son of Elah
made a conspiracy against Pekah, and smote him
and slew him, and reigned in his stead in the
twentieth year of Jothnm the son of Uzziah." If

Pekah was killed after Jotham's death under
,Ahaz, it mast any way read "in the first year of
Ahaz" Bat according to all other data,' Pekah
most undoubtedly have lived to see Ahaz. For
2 Kings xt. 1 it reads that Ahaz became king in

(he seventeenth year of Pekah, who, according to

xv. 27, reigned twenty yean. How otherwise

could Pekah, according to Isa. vii. 1, wage war
against Ahaz? How coald Tiglath-Pileser, ac-

cording to 2 Kings xv. 29, whom Ahaz summoned
(2 Kings xvi. 7), in Pekah's day, still occupy the

region of Ephraim and carry the people away?
But the statement of 2 Kings xv. 306 proves it-

self false in other ways. For, vera. 32, 33, we
read that Jotham became king in the second year

of Pekah, and reigned sixteen years. Accord-

ingly Jotham must have died in the eighteenth

year of Pekah. Therefore Pekah survived Jo-

tham, and not Jotham Pekah, as ver. 30 gives the

impression. Hitzio (Guch. d. Volkes /jr. I. p.

212) makes the original form of the statement to

be; "And he killed him in the twentieth. year
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of his reign, and became king i 1 his stead ;" but

the following "of Jotham the son of Uzziah," etc,

are the superscription of ver. 32 sqq.

However this ma/ be, the statement of ver. 30 b

U in any case incorrect. Therefore we have here
a plain example of the corruption of the text, un-
less we assume an inexact or erroneous use of ori-

ginal sources.

Pekah not only survived Jotham, but he lived

during three years of Ahaz, because, according to

ver. 27, Pekah reigned twenty years, and in his

seventeenth year Ahaz became King. Therefore
in these three years must occur the events related

in Isa. vii. ana viii. Drechsler says correctly,

the spoiling of Ephraim, spoken of 2 Kings xv.

29, presupposes the conception, birth, and learn-

ing to talk of "Hasten-spoil, Quick-prey*' (Isa.

via. 3 sun.) ; consequently one must say that the
attack of Bezin and Pekah must be located in the
first half of the three years that the latter lived in
common with Ahaz.

Rezin was the last king of independent Syria—
for by his overthrow it became an Assyrian pro-
vince. The founder of the kingdom of Syria of

Damascus was Rezin (pP)> wno> having run away
from his lord Hadadeser. king of Syria of Zobah,
gathered a horde of fighting men, and settled with
them in Damascus (1 Kings xi. 23 sqq.). From
that period we find the Syrian power, hitherto di-

vided into many small kingdoms, concentrated
under the king of Damascus. Rezin is followed

by Hezion (p'j??, if he is not identical with pH
as Ewald, Qeach. d. V. Ier. in. 151, and lW
KIU8, on 1 Kings xv. 19, conjecture) j he by his
son Tabrimon, who, according to 1 Kings xv. 19,
appears to have made a league with Abijam the
king of Judah, which Benhadad, son and succes-

sor of Tabrimon, renewed with king Asa; an on-
theocratic proceeding, which, according to 2 Chr.
xvi. 7, provoked the sharp censure of the prophet
Hanam. We nave, then, here the example of a
league that a king ofJudah made with the heathen
king of Syria in order to war upon Baasha, king
of Israel, to which in addition must be observed
the grave fact that Benhadad at the very time was
in league with Baasha, and consequently must
have been solicited to break an existing alliance.
* Thus the league between Pekah and Rezin
against Ahaz appears as a retribution for the
league that Asa had made with Benhadad against
Baasha. That Benhadad, whom we may call

Benhadad L, was succeeded by Benhadad II., of
whom we read that he combined thirty-two kings
under his supreme command against Israel (1
Kings xx. 1 sqq.). Benhadad II. was succeeded
by Hazael, who murdered his master (1 Kings
xix. 15: 2 Kings viii. 7 sqq.). Hazael was suc-
ceeded by Benhadad III., his son (2 Kings xiii.

24); finally Bezin succeeded him; his name pos-
sibly is identical with that of Bezin, the founder
of the dynasty, as Gesenius (Theeawr. p. 1307)
and Baihinoeb (Herzog's Real-Eneyclop. VII.
p. 44) conjecture. The sounds ? and ¥ , as is well
known, being nearly related (ds and ts; comp.

ptfV and pjfcl, iny and in?, fSjJ and tSjJ, 1J0T

and Aram. 1£T, etc). But if |\n and J^n (Prov.

xiv. 28, where the word is parallel with ^7D) and

words of 2 Kings xvi. 5 sqq. correspond
Such difference

JT*> (Judg. v. 3; Ps. ii. 2, gravis, augustue, princep*,

stand related in root and meaning, we would then

see this kingdom of Damascus also begin and en$i

with an Augustus.

Pekah, son of Remaliah, an otherwise unknown

name, was tfhp of the king Pekahiah. Luthkb
translates the word by Bitter*=" knight," but it

means properly "chariot warrior," because three

always stood on a chariot (comp. Exod. xiv. 7

:

xv. 4). It signifies a follower generally (2 Kings
x. 25), as well as particularly a favored follower,

on whose hand the king leaned (2 Kings vii. 2,

17, 19). Pekah killed his master after a reign

oftwo years (2 Kings xv. 23 sqq.). Like all other

rulers of the kingdom of Israel, "he did thai

which was evil in the sight of the Lord," ver.

28. Our passage is explained by the parallel

passages, 2 Kings xvi. 5 sqq. and 2 Chron. xxviii

almost verbatim with Isa. vii. 1.

as there is indicates that the author of 2 Kings
meant, not that Jerusalem itself; but only the king,

was hard pressed,—meaning, of course, the king
as representative of the land. Moreover that the
author of 2 KingB drew from Isaiah, and not the
reverse, appears to me beyond doubt For 2
Kings is without doubt a much more recent book
than Isaiah. At most, Isaiah could only have
used one of the sources used by the writer of 2
Kinjra. But why need the Prophet look into the

archives of the kingdom for a summary notice of
an event of his own times, and known to all his

contemporaries? Combining then the accounts

of 2 Kings and 2 Chron. we obtain the following

facts: 1, the hostile incursion of Rezin and Pekah
into Judah; 2, a defeat of Ahaz by Bezin (2 Chr.
xxviii. 5) ; 3, a defeat of Ahaz by Pekah (yen.

6-15) ; 4, the taking of Elath by the Syrians (2
Kings xvi. 6) : 5, an expedition of Rezin and Pe-
kah against Jerusalem (Isa. vii. 1), with which
also the notice Isa, vii. 2 of the fact that "Syria
has settled upon Ephraim" has more or less con-
nection.

The question arises: Is the expedition referred

to in our passage identical with that related 2
Kings and 2 Chron. ? or if not, did it occur be-

fore or after the latter? At the first, glance, in*

deed, one is liable to regard Isa. vi. 1 as a brief,

summary notice of all the transactions of that

war. But then it is surprising that this notice—
with the promises that follow it in close con-

nection—gives the impression that the war pro-

gressed in a way wholly favorable for Judah

;

whereas we know from the parallel passages

that Judah suffered severe defeats and prodi-

gious loss. Therefore we cannot take our verse

as such a parallel and summary account. But
it is impossible also that what our passage re-

counts preceded the defeats of which we have ac-

count in the parallel passage. For then the state-

ments of our passages would equally disagree with
the event. They would announce only good,
whereas in reality great misfortunes occurred.

We must therefore assume that our passage refers

to an expedition that occurred after the events of
2 Kings xvi. 5 sqq., and 2 Ch. xxviii. 5 sqq.

;

and we must conceive of the matter as follows

:

Bezin and Pekah operated at first separately, as
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is expressly indicated, 2 Chr. xxviii. 5. The
Conner, likely, traversed the East of Judah's ter-

ritory and proceeded at once south toward Elath.

But Pekah engaged in battle with Aha* to the
north of Jerusalem, with the bad result for Ahaz,
related 2 Chr. xxviii. 5 6 sqq. After these pre-

liminary successes, Resin and Pekah united their

armies and marched against Jerusalem itself.

This is the expedition of which our passage in-

forms 0% and this is the meaning of riru ver. 2.

The expedition, however, did not succeed. For
Ahas had applied to the King of Assyria, and
the news that the latter was in motion in response

to the request of Ahas, moved the allied kings to

hasten home into their countries. Thus is ex-

plained why Isaiah viL 1 speaks only of an in-

tended war against the dty of Jerusalem, and
why the author of 2 Kings who mistook our pass-

age for a general notice, and used it as such, re-

sorted to the alterations we have noticed (viz., the

omissioo of "against it," and "they besieged

Ahas, bat could not overcome him'' 2 KingB
xvi. 6). This is essentially the view of Caspari
too ( in the Uitfoerriato-Pngramm Hber den «y-

rnch-ephraimUuchen Kriog, GkritUani, 1849), with

which Dklttzsch agrees (in his review of the

foregoing writing in Reuter's Repcrt., April,

1851, reprinted in his commentary).
In regard to ver. 1 6, a doable matter is to be

noticed : 1. that it does not say " he could not

take it, or make a conquest of it " or the like

;

but he could not make war upon it That must
plainly mean that Rezin and Pekah could not

find even time to begin the siege. 2. The clause

**he could not," etc, must be construed as antici-

pation of the result, which the Prophet, after the

well-known Hebrew manner of writing history,

joins on to tbe account of the beginning. What
follows then ver. 2, and after, is thus, as to time,

to be thought of as coming between ver. 1 a
and 0.

To the house of David.—Ver. 2. This ex-

pression (found again in Isaiah only, ver. 13 and
xxiL 22) can, indeed, mean the race of David,
(comp. 1 Sam. xx. 16; 1 Kings xii. 16, 20, 26,

ejc); and ver. 13 the plural WOtf, "hear ye,"

seems really to commend this meaning. But the

singular suffix in toS and ta£ "his heart," "his

people," proves that the meaning is not just the

same. Therefore it seems to me that " house of

David" here means the palace, the royal resi-

dence. There was the seat of government, the

king's cabinet; thither was the intelligence

brought It is as when one says : it was told the

cabinet of St. James, or the Sublime Porte. Of
course the expression involves reference to the
living possessor of the government building, and
the governing power, the king. Hence the lan-

guage proceeds with pronouns (suffixes) in the
singular.

2. Thmn said the Lord the son of Re-
maliah.—Vers. 3 and 4. The Prophet receives

command to go and meet the king, who had

rout, and thus whose return was to be looked
But he must not go alone, but in company

with his son, Shear-jashub. The son is no where
else mentioned. The name signifies the chief

contents of all prophecy, according to its two as-

pects. In the notionW Shear, is indicated the

entire fulness of the divine judgments, that the
Prophets had to announce : whereas 2w Jathub

opens up the glorious prospect of the final deliv-
erance. [The name means a remnant may return.—Tb.] Comp. i. 8, 9 ; iv. 3 ; vi. 13 ; x. 20 sqq.
(especially ver. 21 where the words 2*& "Wtf ex-

pressly recur). We have shown in commenting
on Jer. iii. sqq.; xxxi. 16-22 what an important
part the notion 3«f ''to return," plays in Jer-
emiah's prophecy. The significance of Shear-
jashub's name, however, makes us notice, too,
that the Prophet himself bears a significant name.
irr^tth means " aahation 0/ Jehovah." And that

the proclamation of salvation, comfort is the chief
contents of His prophecies Israel has long known,
and acknowledged. An old rabbinical saying,

quoted by Ababb. reads Knonj iSd UTJ&r nU3
comp. Introduction. Threatening and consola-

tion therefore go to meet Ahas embodied in the
persons of Isaiah and his son, yet so that con-
solation predominates, as also the words that

Isaiah has to speak are for the most part consola-

tory. Had Israel only been susceptible of this

consolation

!

The locality where Isaiah was to meet the king
is mentioned xxxvi. 2, and in the same words.

There, Rabshakeh, the envoy of Sennacherib, ac-

cording to that passage, held his interview with
the men that Hezekiah sent out to him. It must
therefore, have been an open, roomy spot, suited

for conferences. According to tbe researches of

Robinson, against which the results of Krafft,
Williams and Hrrzio prove not to be tenable,

(comp. Arnold in Herzog's B. Encyd. XVIII.
p. 632 *?.), the upper-pool is identical with the
Birket-el MamiUa

t
which in the west of Jerusalem

lies in the basin that forms the beginning of the

Vale of Hinnom, about 2100 feet from the Jaffa

Gate. Moreover this pool is identical with " the
old pool " mentioned xzii. 11. Hezekiah, when
he saw that Sennacherib was coming (2 Chr.

xxzii. 2 eqq.)» stopped up the fountains outside

of the city, and conducted the water of the foun-

tain of Ginon and that of the upper-pool in a new
conduit between the two walls (xxii. 11 coil 2
Kings xx. 2Q; 2 Chr. xxxii. 30), in contrast with

which it was that the upper-pool was called the

older. The fuller's field, the place where the

fullers washed, fulled and dried their stuffs, must
have been in the neighborhood of a pool. Now
J06EPHTJ8 (BelL Jud. V. 4, 2) speaks of a tntipa

yva+koc, "roller's monument,'' that must have
had its position north of the city. For this rea-

son many (Williams, Krafft, Hitzio) look

for the fuller's field in the neighborhood of the

fuller's monument But fuller's field and fuller's

monument need not necessarily be near one an-

other. For the latter does not necessarily con-

cern the place of the fullers as such, but may
have been erected on that spot to a fuller or by a

roller for any particular reason unknown to us.

And anyway the existence of a pool in ancient

times north of Jerusalem cannot be proved.

Therefore the fuller's field lay probably in the

neighborhood of the upper-pool west of the city.

Ahas had probably a similar end in view at

the upper pool to Hezehiah's, according to 2 Chr.

xxxii. 2 sqq. It was to deprive the enemy of all

fountains, brooks and pools, and yet preserve
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them for the use of the city. The end wan ob-
tained by covering them oyer above and conduct-
ing them into the city. Perhaps in this respect

Anas did preparatory work for Hesekiah (oomp.
Arnold, L c). The Prophet warned the king
against sinning through unbelieving despondency.
The expression " fear no^ neither be faint-

hearted," is here and Jer. h. 46, borrowed from
fieut. xx. 3, where it is said to the people how
they must conduct themselves when they stand
opposed in fight to superior forces of the enemy.
The expression occurs only in the three places
named. Why Ahax should not fear is expressed
in this, that the enemy that threatened him are
compared to quenched: firebrands and stumps of
torches. Two firebrands are mentioned in the
first clause, and yet the idea is distributed over
three bearers, Rezin, Syria and the son of Rema-
liah. We see that the Prophet takes prince and
people as one ; and here he names the two halves
of the whole, as instantly afterwards ver. 5,

Ephraim and the son of Remaliah, but the second
time he does not mention Rezin at all, but only
opposes Syria to Ephraim and its king. There
appears to me to lie in this an expression of con-
tempt for Rezin, who first is named in connection
with his nation and the second time, not at all,

so that he plainly appears as a secondary person.
On the other hand contempt was expressed for

Pekah by calling him only the son ofRemaliah.
But what is the son of Remaliah, a man utterly
unknown, opposed to the son of David t

. 3. Because Syria shall not be estab-
lished.—Vers. 5-9. The conclusion of the pre-
mise ** because Syria, etc, have taken evil coun-
sel," etc- begins ver. 7, " thus saith the Lord."
The evil counsel is set forth ver. 6. *' It shall not
come to pass/' says literally, what is expressed

figuratively by Dlpn l6 =i it shall not stand.

For there underlies the latter expression the figure
of a prostrate body that attains to standing, there-
fore gets to its feet and to life. Comp. xiv. 24

;

xxviii. 18; xlvi. 10; Prov. xix. 21. Had this

Sromise been given at the first beginning of the
yro-Ephraimite war, it would have found

no complete, corresponding fulfilment For, as
shown above, the counsel did not remain quite
unaccomplished. Precisely the Jgp3H (ver. 6),

fthe forcing a breach," succeeded, according to
2 Ghr. xxvi ii. 5. Hence we must, in accordance
too with riTU ver. 2, assume, that Isaiah ad-

dressed this prophecy to Ahai after the beginning
of the second act of that war.
Por the head of Syria, «te.—Ver. 8. These

words are very difficult Especially has the
second clause of ver. 8, given great offense both
by its contents and by its position. Many expo-
sitors therefore attempt, either to alter the text
or to reject the words Ujtt) to OJTD as a gloss.
These, in some instances very ingenious, at-
tempts mar be found recapitulated in Gksexiub.
The Prophet had said, ver. 6, that Syria and
Ephraim had the purpose of making the son of
Tabeal king in Judah. That shall not come to
pass, says ver. 7. This assertion is established
by the double statement vers. 8 and 9. The latter
consist of two members each, of which the first

correspond to the third, and the second to the
fourth. . The first, and , third member are con-

structed in pyramidal form: Syria, Damascus*
Resin,—Ephraim, Samaria, Pekah. But the
third member is quite conformed to the first in

reference to what is affirmed of the subjects.

Thus it says : the head of 8yria is Damascus, and
the head of Damascus is Rezin. And likewise:

the head of Ephraim is Samaria, and the head
of Samaria is Pekah. Saying that Damascus-
had dominion over Syria and Resin over Da-
mascus, accurately designates the limits of
the power of Rezin and Damascus. They may
command within these limits and no more.
Therefore they have not the power to set a king
over Judah according to their pleasure. More-
over, if Damascus is head of Syria and Rezin
the head of Damascus, the question arises, too:

what sort of a head is it? Is it a strong, mighty
head to which no other is equal, that is therefore

safe in its sphere of power, and unassailable:

in it? This question must be negatived. For-
how can it be said of Damascus, the great, beau-
tiful, and rich city, but still the profane and
heathen city, that she enjoys the privilege of
being unassailable; that she is able under all'

circumstances to protect and maintain her do-
minion? And what of Resin ? Is he an elect ?

Can his name give a guaranty of the permanence
of the region he rules T Not at all. Quite other-

wise is it in Judah, where Jerusalem, the city of
God, stands opposed to the city of Damascus, and
the theocratic king of David's line to the pro*

fane, heathen ruler. Behind Jerusalem and the

house of David, stands the Lord as the true head
in chief of Israel. What is then the head of
Syria, and Damascus compared with the head of

'

Judah and Jerusalem ? Thus is explained why
Judah has nothing to fear from Rezin and Syria.

But of Ephraim ver. 9, the same thing is af-

firmed. Plainly the Prophet would intimate that

Pekah and 8amaria, too, have only a sphere of
power limited to Ephraim, and that Samaria i*
not to be brought into comparison with Jeru-
salem, nor the son of Remaliah with the son of
David, that consequently, Ephraim is essentially

the same as the heathen nation Syria, and just as

little to be dreaded by Judah. Thus the meaning
of ver, 8 a, and 9 a, as also their relation to

one another is perfectly clear. But what of the

two other members ver. 8 bf
9 b? If we had only*

to do with 9 b
t
it would be an easy affair ; for it

contains a very appropriate conclusion to 8 oV
9 a. It is, if I may so speak, double-edged.

Judah is not to appropriate unconditionally the

comfort of the promise given to it. Only if il

believes and obeys its Lord, need it have nothing
to fear from Syria and Ephraim. But if it does
not believe in the Lord, it shall itself fall to

pieces as the others. It cannot be said that

anything essential would be wanting if ver. 8 6
were not there. Neither can it be said, that in
that case an essential member would be abstracted

from the outward structure. For 8 a and 9 a
correspond ; but 9 b is the one conclusion that

corresponds to both these members in commonj
Only if 9 6, were wanting, would there be an es4

sential member missing. For then it would ap-
pear strange that 9 o, should have no conclusion

like 8 a, and an appropriate termination to the

whole address would be wanting. But even if

8 6 appear unnecessary in the context, that k
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not saying that it is generally out of place. Menv
have affirmed this, because it contradicts ver. 16,
because it does not suit the cheering character
of the address, and because the Prophets anyway
never have such exact figures. As regards the
relation to ver. 16, it was lone ago pointed out
that to the desertion of the Una, that was the
consequence of the Syro-Ephraimite war (2
KingB xv. 29), in fact to the deportation 07
balnianassar, not sixty-five years, but a much less

number of years elapsed. Hence, after the ex-
ample ofPiflCATOE,JacobCappellus and others.

Ush£R (Ann. V. T^ at the year 3,327) proposed
to take as the concluding point of the sixty-five

years, the planting of Assyrian subjects in the
deserted region of Ephraim (2 Kings xvii. 24)
which, according to Eir. iv. 2, took place under
Esar-haddon. This fact, which indeed may be
regarded as the sealing of the doom of Ephraim
in regard to its existence as a state, must coin-

cide with the time of Mtraasseh, and can with the

carrying away this king, which according to the
assumption of the Jewish chronology in Seder
Otam. p.

(
67, took place in the twenty-second

year of his reign. This would of course bring
out the sixty-five yean.

14 years of Aha*.
29 " " Heaekiah.

65 years.

This reckoning, indeed, rests on no sure data,

but it is still possible, and we can meanwhile
quiet ourselves and say: if the Prophet meant
the sixty-five years so, there exists no contradic-

tion of ver. 16, and 3tyA shall beforsaken, is not
to be taken in an absolute sense. And the com-
fort that Ahax was to find in the ruin of Ephraim
that was to happen only after sixty-five years,

was this, that he could say : a city devoted to

remediless ruin, even though not in a very short

time, is not to oe feared. But as lor the exact
data of figures, Tholuck (D. Proph. u. ihre

Fas**, 1861, p. 116 sqq.), has proved the ex-

of such in the Old Testament (xvi 14;

xx. 3; xxL 16: xxxviii. 5; oomp. Ezk. iv. 6
sqq.; etc.). Whatever may be thought of the
reason of the matter, the fact itself cannot be de-
nied 7 and I do not comprehend how Diestel
(in Knobbl's K&mm. 4 Au/L p. 66) can contend
against this reality, on which everything here de-
pends.

In order that Judah may partake of the bless-
ing of this promise, it must itself fulfil a condi-
tion : the condition especially on which depends
the blessed fulfilment of all promises : it must
believe. If it believes not, which, alas, was the
actual case, then it will not continue to exist
itself.

[J. A. Alexander on ver. 4 The compari-
son of Rezin and Pekah to the tails or ends of
firebrands, instead of firebrands themselves, is not
a mere expression of contempt, nor a mere inti-

mation of their approaching iate, as Barnes and
Henderson explain it but a distinct allusion to

the evil which they haa already done, and which
should never be repeated. If the emphasis were,
only on the use of the word tails, the tail of any-
thing else would have been qually appropriate.

The smoking remnant of a firebrand implies a
previous flame, if not a conflagration. This con-
firms the conclusion before drawn, that Judah
had already been ravaged.

Pekah being termed simply the son of Re-
maliah, is supposed by some to be intended to

express contempt for him, though the difference'

may after all, be accidental, or have only a rhy-
thmical design. The patronymic, like our Eng-,
lish surname, can be used contemptuously only
when it indicates ignoble origin, in which sense

it may be applied to Pekah, who was a usurper
On ver. 6. The suppression of fekah's proper

name in this clause, and of Bezin's altogether in-

the first, has given rise to various far-fetched ex-*

planations, though it seems in fact, to show that

the use of names in the whole passage is rather

euphonic or rhythmical than significant.

On ver. 9. Another rendering equally natural

to that of Luther (vis. .* if ye believe not, then ye
abide not) is; "if ye do not believe (it is) be-

cause ye are not to be established."]

b) Isaiah in the bosom of the royal family giving a sign by announcing
the Virgin's Bon ImmanueL

Chap. VII. 10-25.

10 iMobboveb the Lord spake again unto Ahaz, saying,

11 Ask thee a sign of the Lord thy God

;

"Ask it either in the depth, or in the height above.

12, 13 But Ahaz said, I will not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord; And he said,

Hear ye now, O house of David

;

JhtitL small thing for you to weary men,
Bat will ye weary my God also ?
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190 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

14 Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign

;

Behold, a virgin 'shall conceive, and bear a son,

And 'shall call his name Immanuel.
15 Butter and honey shall he eat,

%That he may know to refuse the evil, and choose the good.

16 For before the child shall know
i To refuse the evil, and choose the good,

The land that thou abhorrest

. Shall be forsaken of both her kings.*

17 The Lord shall bring upon thee,

And upon thy people, and upon thy father's house,

Days that have not come,

From the day that Ephraim departed from Judah

;

Even the king of Assyria.

18 And it shall come to pass in that day,

That the Lord shall hiss

For the fly that w in the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt,
And for the bee that iff in the land of Assyria.

19 And they shall come, and shall rest all of them
In the *desolate valleys, and in the holes of the rocks,

And upon all thorns, and upon all "bushes.

20 In the same day shall the Lord shave 'with a razor that is hired,

Namely, by them beyond the river, by the king of Assyria,

The head, and the hair of the feet

:

And it shall also consume the beard.

21 And it shall come to pass in that day,

That a man shall 'nourish a young cow, and two sheep

;

22 And it shall come to pass,

For the abundance or milk that Hhey shall give he shall eat butter:

For butter and honey shall every one eat

That is left In the land.

23 And it shall come to pass in that day,

That every place 'shall be,

Where then were a thousand vines at a thousand silverlings,

It shall even be for briers and thorns.

24 With arrows and with bows shall men come thither

;

Because all the land shall become briars and thorns.

25 And on ail hills that shall be digged with the mattock,

Then shall not come thither Jthe fear of briers and thorns

:

But it shall be for the sending forth of oxen,

And for the treading of lesser cattle.

l Heb. and the LORD added to speak.
» Or, thou, O Virgin, shalt oalL

» is pregnant
* brooks of the ravines,
c shall raise of cattle a calf,

J for fear of.

Or, make thy petition deep.
* Or, commendable trees.

* when he shall know, etc
* pastures.
* he gets.

• Heb. (n the midst of the land.

• kings that thou feareeL
t with the hired razor beyond the rioer.
» where area thousand, etc., shall be, ete.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
On ver. 10. IpVl occurs again in Isaiah only vili.6.

On ver. 11. The words Ijn pD^H admit of several

explanations. Bat that must be excluded atonce which

reading nfrfettS? (with the tone on the ultima) takes the

word as substantive. For " request w is nSfcttf, and

there is no reason for assuming that the Masorets

punctuated falsely. The explanation is very old that

takes nSfettf as a pausal form for nSfctf (Gen. xxxtIL

S0 ; xlii.Wj'xliv. 29, 81; Num. xtL SO, 33; Esek. xxxi

16 sqq.). The LXX. Vuia, Pxsch., Asab. hare it, and it

commends itself in point of sense very much. For

when it says . " Descending deep into hell, or mounting

up to the height," both members correspond admirably

both in respect to sense and to sound. But this con-

struction is dubious. For the examples cited by Ewaia

{ 93, a, 3, rest all ofthem on this, that an existing or pos-

sible form with a may be chosen in pause for the form

with o in accordance with the law of variation. For

there is no such thing as an o changed into a m pause.
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We most therefore take nSfttB? as imperative (oomp.

ntn xxxil ii; nriSo, npotf Dan. ix, i»; myo i
titi t|t: ^|tj titi

Kings xliL 7. Then pD£H ixxix. 15; xxx. 83 ; xxxi. 6)

rQX*} (Ps. cxiiL 6) are inftabs. with a gerund sense

:

•*
i
—

•going deep ask or mounting op high."

On ver. 12. HDJlfltVl * paratactie construction.

On ver. 13. The construction ODD OjfOn means ori-

ginally M is it from you out (from your point of view) a

hitler The '3 has a causal sense : because ye insult

my God. One sees that to insult men is a small matter,

sa unsatisfying indulgence to your haughtiness. Comp.

Num. xri. 9 ; Job xv. 11 ; Esek. xxxlv. 18.

On ver. 14. Regarding TvJlf it may be considered

settled that directly and properly it can never signify a

married woman. It may, perchance, be used of a young

married woman, whose youth or youthful looks one

would especially emphasise, like Ruth (ii 6t 6) as a

young wife is called HIM- But in point of fact no

such form of expression occurs in the Old Testament

On the other hand a virgin, as such, (as vtrgo illibata) is

never called 71D vjf* For the proper term for virgin is

Tltaia (Gen.xxiv.16; Lev.xxi.3,13,14; Deut xxii. 14,

lft, SO; Jud. xix. 24; 2 Sam. xiii 2, 18) and virginity is

CrStftt (Deut. xxii. 16, 17 ; Judg. xi. 37 sq. ; Esek. xxiiL

M> TTChg is fern, of oS# tt 8«n- xvil. W; xx.22)

and has nothing to do with bSp M to conceal.*' thjp,

however, is from a root oSp. kindred to S^ (frons/ttt-

fsre, potare, intr. redundare, aucculentmn, vegetum east).

The latter Dip occurs in Hebrew only in the words

dS#, noSjf, D'D.Sy {cetMJwomMUot women Isa, liv.

4, of men Pa. lxxxfx. 46; Job xx. 11; xxxiii. 25) more
common in the dialects, where it has the meaning of

"becoming fat, thick, strong, mature, manly." TXobp
occurs (not to count the musical term rttoSp

Pa. xlvi. 1 ; 1 Chron. xv. 20) six times : Gen. xxiv. 48

;

Exod. ii. 8 ; Prov. xxx. 19 ; Ps. lxviii. 26; Song of Sol. i. 3;

vi 8. In none of these passages can it be proved to

ha?e the sense of virgo illibata or eonjux. Especially

from Song of Sol. it appears that the third class of the

occupants of Solomon's harem comprised the rftoVtS

Was virginity characteristic of them ? Prov. xxx. 19 is

difficult. According to all the foregoing it seems to me
certain that every 7H\r\l is indeed a HoSj, but not

every HD^Jg a 7lW3. As OtoSj; is the time of youth

generally, and may be used of men as well as of women,

CD*bv\3 could not be said of men) then noSjJ i« the

young woman, still fresh, young and unmarried, without
regard to whether still a virgin in the exact sense.

mn yn Din, that these words may be read : " be-

hold, the virgin it pregnant," to owned by every one.

The expression occurs twice beside. Gen. xvL 11 the

angel says to Hagar, who was already pregnant:

hmpnvh \oti nmpi \i pnhh mn «n. This

psssage haa, moreoter, so much resemblance to ours

that we must suppose that it was in the Prophet's mind.
Juda> xiii. 6, 7, it is at least very probable, considering

ver. 12, that the wife of Manoah was already pregnant
The form I1K*>p in the original passage, Gen. xri. 16, is

2 pore, fern. In our passage it may also be 3 per*, fern.

For this form is still to be found Gen. xxxiii. 11 ; Exod*
v. 16 (?) ; Lev xxv. 21 ; xxvi. 34 ; Deut. xxxi. 29 ; Jor. xiii

19 ; xliv. 23; 2 Kings ix. 37 (K'thib) ; Ps. exviii. 23. It is

seen that the form occurs most frequently in the Penta-
teuch, while Jer. xliv. 23 Is a verbatim quotation from
Deut xxxi. 29; and 2 Kings ix. 87, there exists likely an
error of the pen, thus leaving only two instances not in

the Pentateuch beside our verse. The form occurs no-

where else in Isaiah.

On ver. 15. That WjnS is not: " until his knowing,"
appears from this, that the Prophet would in that case
say that from his birth on to the years of discretion the
boy would be nourished with butter and honey, end
then no longer. Thereby, too, the prospect of a brief pe-

riod of desolation for the land would be held out, which
plainly is not the meaning of the Prophet For Isaiah

had in mind the periods of exile, both the Assyrian and
the Babylonian, and neither comprises in itself and in

the Prophet's representation so short a period. That
the latter is so is seen in the way he expresses himself

(ver. 17 sq.) on the occasion and extent of the desola-

tion. Therefore IHjnS means :
M toward the time of his

knowing ; or about the time." Comp. a^pS, !Tl# fljS

IpiS, 1to6, P«. xxx. 6 ; Job xxiv. 14 ; Gen. ii 8 ; viii.

14 ; xlix. 27,

T
efe. HKDn is

M thick milk," lac tpitnm,

(comp. Gen. xviii. 8 ; Judg. v. 2ft ; Prov. xxx. 83>

On ver. 16. That the Prophet says HDlttn and not

flKTIt has for its reason doubtless that he would desig-

nate Syria and the territory of the Ten Tribes by one

word. But the two together did not constitute an V1K,

buta land complex Ld a physical sense*—On Vp oomp.

at ver. 6.

On ver. 17. The form of expression 1*3 *S 10K is

like Exod. x. 6 ; xxxiv. 10; Dan. ix. 12. The construction

U) DTD1
? 1* like Jer. vii. 7, 25 ; xxv. 11. All that follows

depends as one notion on the distributive S. Without

S Exod. x. 6.

' On ver. 18. KIHTI 0V3 nTIV this formula occurs

vers. 21, 23; x. 20, 27; xi. 10,11; xvii.4; xxii. 20; xxiiL

16 ; xxiv. 21 ; xxvii. 13, and not again. In this formula

DV does not designate only a day in the ordinary sense,

but, according to circumstances, an undetermined pe-

riod, like we use the word ** period." 3D? only here

in Isaiah. *lftt' is an Egyptian word (comp. on xix. 6)

which, however/ has become naturalised in Hebrew.

It is partly appellative, and as such means '* ditches "

(Exod. viii. 1 ; Isa. xxxiii. 21) and rivers (Nan. ill. 8;

Dan. xii. 6); partly a proper name, and as such means

the Nile (xix. 7, 8; xxliilO). The DnjTD 'IK* (comp.

xix. 6; xxxvii. 25; 2 Kings xix. 24) are the canals of the

Nile (Exod. viii. 1).

On ver. 19. XtiM to *•*• X«V- If li ta kind™* *©

nn3 (• 6) which is most probable, it means abscittum

praeruptum, the steep side of a wady. p'pj (found

beside only Jer. xiii 4 ; xvL 16) is, as appears plain from

Jer. xiii. 4, * the cleft" fWW (*«ftm on,y ,T- 18> ta

"thethornbush; SSnMfrom *7HJ Exod.xv. 13; Isa.

xl. 11 ; xlix. 10 ; 1L 18, * to lead to pasture ") pascuwn, the

pasture, grasing ground.

On ver. 20. nbi and ")^n only here in Isaiah. mOfr
sub*, abstract*** (conduction but may be also fern, of

V3fer (eonduetuM, " hired ") occurs nowhere else. This

raaoris to be had ITU najT3. ITO without artlole.
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122 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

like Mich. vii. 13, and Jer. li. 18 (which

over, looks bock to ours), is the Euphrates. The nSj?

">nj are the two sides of the Euphrates ; for *)3£ alone

may meau the territory on the hither side as well as the

farther side (com p. Josh. xxiv. 2, 3, 14, 16; 2 8am. x. 16 ;

1 Ohr. xlx. 16, with 2 Kings v. 4; Esra viii. 88 ; Neb. ii.

7, 9"j Uk 7), and D^ag are the sides generally : Exod.

xxxiL 1ft; 1 KingsiV 4; Jer. Mil. 28; xlix. 82.

D'SjH 1p& i» euphemistic, like Deut xxtIIL 67; Isa.

xxxvi.l2K'ri. Comp.Jud.liL 24; 18am. xxiv. 4. HDOn
proves thot the Prophet uses ^]}T\ as fern., which usu-

ally is masc. Thereby the adjective construction of

n*V3Cf 1» confirmed as the correct one. Regarding the

una hqumdi, oomp. xiii. 15; xxix. 1 ; xxx. 1.

On ver. 21. |K¥ 'F\ti, because female sheep, yielding

milk are meant. He does not kill them, but lets them
lire, raises them. HTI is

u to make lire." This does

not occur only when something dead, or non-existent,

is called into life : but abo when something living, but

on the point of dying, is let live ; therefore M preserves
alive." Comp. xxxviii. 1 ; Gen. vii. 3 ; 2 Sam. xiu 3 ; i
Kings xviii. 6, tU,

On ver. 23. On JVtth *VT20 see on v. 6.

On ver. 25. Both the verb ")1JH and the substantive

"llJJD occur only in Isaiah, vix^ here and v. 6.—

nSl^D is a place where cattle are allowed to roam free

(comp. xxxii 20). The expression belongs to Deatero?
nomy. where only, except here, it is found ; Deut. xii
7 ; xv. 10; xiiL 21; xxviiL 8, 20,-OD^O see on v. ft.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Moreover the Lord- -tempt the
Lord, vers. 10-12. When Isaiah says :

" More-
over the Lobd spake," he puts himself quite in

the background. He gives prominence only to

the proper author of the address, as ver. 3, he re-

ports only the words of Jehovah to himself, and
passes over the performance that was his, a man's
work, as a matter of course. Though Ahas was
a backslider, the divine love on its part does not
let him go. The Lord says still to him : I am
thy God. Dejure He is so, though cte facto so no
longer. Because Jehovah still loves Ahas, He
seeks to reclaim him, coming to him half way,
and holding out His hand in order to make re-

turn as easy for him as possible. That is, the
Lord demands no unconditional faith from Ahaz,
but He permits him to attach his faith to any
condition that he will If Jehovah fulfils the
condition, then that is security, or the sian, that
Jehovah deserves to be believed, that He is there-

fore the Qod He gives Himself out to be.

There is no other instance of submitting to a
man's choice what the sign shall be. It mav be
fearlessly said that for Isaiah to propose to Ahas
the choice of a miraculous sign is itself a sign.

It is a pledge that he serves the true, living, and
almighty God ; that therefore there is such a God,
who not only can do miracles, but who, under
rircumstancee, will do them. Had Isaiah offered

Ahaa this choice without possessing the power
to perform what he promised, he would have
been either a deceiver or a erased enthusiast. In
the name of science, rationalistic expositors may
be challenged to prove that Isaiah was a deceiver
or an enthusiast. In any case the Prophet leaves
it to Ahas, from what part of the universe he will

have a miracle.

The reply of Ahas is hypocritical. He acts

as if he still believed in Jehovah, and as if he
declined the proposal only through fear, lest he
should have the appearance of tempting Qod
(Deut. v. 16). But he had already his own plana.
He had already resolved to oppose to the gods
and kings of Svria and Ephraim, not Jehovah,
the God of Juaah, but the gods and the king of
Assyria.

[Ver. 11. 'Ask it in the depth," etc. There
may be an historical relation between this ex-
pression and Deut. xxx. 11-14, and Jno. iv. 11-

13, and Rom. x. 6-8, and comp. Ps. exxxix. 6-10,

that makes them useful for mutual interpretation.

T$v &pvoaov
t
Bom. x. 7, seems to show that Paul

combines the language ofDeuteronomy and Isaiah,

and also to favor the LXX. and Vulo. in reading

our passage as if nSktf were meant

—

Til].

2. And he said ImmanueL vers. 13^ 14.

It seems to me that this form of address, joined

to the "moreover the Lord spake," ver. 10, inti-

mates that the Prophet spoke these words, not on
the spot mentioned ver. 3, but in the house of

David, t. e., in the royal palace, and before the

royal family, and that the contents of his address

concerned very nearly the house of David as a
family, (not merely as representative of the go-

vernment). nK7H, u to weary," corresponds ex-

actly to the French ennvyer, which means prima-
rily the discomfort one experiences from anvthing
that lasts too long, and then any sort of discom-

fort Without doubt Ahas had often enough made
trial of human patience. But "to weary men"
seems to point to the fact that in Alias's refusal

lav an insult to the Prophet For this refusal

might be regarded as indirectly repelling an in-

sane presumption on the part of Isaiah. Still,

doubtless, the insult to his God is the chief mailer

to the Prophet. Notice that bv "my God " here,

he in a measure retracts the "thy God" of ver.

10. By this one word he lets Ahas know that by.

his unbelief he has excluded himself from a part

in the Lord. Full of this displeasure, the Pro-

phet declares to the house of David : Because ve
will have no sign, one shall be given to you. The
sign must therefore be one that Ahaa could ob-

serve, and every meaning that ignores this, must
from the outstart be regarded as mistaken. It is

further clear that the sign which Ahas must ac-

cept against his will must be of a character un-
pleasant to him. The whole connection shows
this clearly. The unbelief; the desertion, the hy-
pocrisy ofAhaa must be punished. Had he ac-

cepted the offer of the Lord, he might at will

have chosen a sign from any sphere. But be*

cause he insolently declined the offer, he must
put up with a sign that will appear in a very deli-

cate quarter, and consist in a fact very unplea-

sant for him. Consider in addition that the

Prophet, as we learned above, spoke these word*
in the royal palace, and before the royal family,

and we obtain an important threefold canon for

the exposition of the passage: the sign must have*
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CHAP. VH. 10-25. 12S

been for Ahas, 1) recognised; 2) unpleasant,
punishing: 3) of concern to his whole family.
Behold the virgin, eto.—" Behold " ha*

great emphasis. " It stands here as if the Pro-
phet raised his hand, signed to all the world that
they shonkl be still and give heed to this the
ohiefest miracle of which he would now preach."

(Forester).—On noS^n see TexL and Or. Who
is *' the virgin " here ? To whom does the defi-

nite article point ? We most at the outset ex-
clude all those exposisions according to which
the Alma» " virgin " is a purely ideal person,
whether belonging to the present or the future.

What sort of a sign for Anas could it be, if the
Prophet in spirit saw in the remote future a virgin
that bore the Messiah ; even if, by means of an
ideal anticipation, the wonderful child, which
formed, as it were, the soul of the people's life,

is construed as representative of the contempo-
raries of Ahaz (Hengsteneerg) ? It is no better

when, by a figurative construction the Alma is

made to mean Israel, out of which a people of
salvation shall arise, which, after it has endured
the consequences of the present ignorance, shall

know to prefer the good to the bad (v. Hofmann).
It is thesame with the explanation ofW. Schultz
Prof, in Brtda^Slud. and KriL. 1861, Hefl. IV.)
who by comprehending under the Alma or virgin
the Messiah and His mother, and all their typical
forerunners, understands by this person " the quiet

(met of the lana\ who needed not the king nor his
co-operation." The canon we have set up as impe-
rative, is equally violated by Kueper(Z>*6 Proph.
d. A* B. ubersichtle daraeeldti, Leipzig, 1870, p.
216): he admits that Alma does not necessarily

mean a pure virgin, yet he lays especial empha-
sis on the virginity of the mother, because it may
be inferred from the name Immanuel, which
proves the pietv of the mother; and he sees pre-
cisely in this virginity the threat against Ahas, be-

cause itfollows thatImmanuel is to be born without
co-operation ofa man ofthe race of David. For it is

impossible thatAhaz conId infer this virginitythus
from the words of the Prophet Beside, there is

nothing threatening in the promise that the Mes-
siah shall be born as the Son of God in the sense
of Luke i. 35, without co-operation of a man, of
the race of David ; it is rather the highest honor.
The latest attempt at exposition, too, by Ed. En-
OELHardt (ZeiUehr. f. Luth. Theol. andK. 1872
Heft. IV.), does not satisfy. "The house of
David cannot be destroyed before the promised
deliver comes forth from it The mother is there-
fore, yet to appear that bears Him, and this

Hotter, determined by the word of the Prophecy, it

is that the Prophet means here "{L e. page

•27)." How is it to be proved that noSjm was
a standing expression for the mother of the Mes-
siah ? What, moreover, was there punitive in
this? What in the text says that the house of Da-
vid would be destroyed afterthe birth of the Mes-
siah's mother T Moreover, how is this conceiva-
ble? TV>expresswhatERX>BLKAJura fancies is the
waning of the Prophet, the words must read

:

theAhna has not yet borne. What sort of a sign,

would that be?
Others adopt an ideal construction in the sense

that they regard the birth of a son from the
Abma, at the time indicated, as an idea, • possi-

bility, without reference to its realisation (" were
s virgin to conceive this instant a boy as an em-
blem of his native land, the mother would name
her babe like the land at that time must say

:

God was with us," Eichhobn, comp. J. D.
MicHaeub, Paulus, Staeheun, etc). The ar-

bitrariness of this exposition is manifest; the
Prophet does not speak hypothetically. but quite
categorically. This sign," too, would be neither
observable, nor threatening;.

Others find the key to the exposition (Rosen-
MUEI4LER, Ewald, Bertheau), in the supposi-
tion that Isaiah saw the Messiah Himself in the
child to be born, and that consequently we have
before us, an erroneous hope and an unfulfilled

Prophecy. But it is incredible that the Prophet,
accompanied as he wss by his son Sheaijasnub,
conld have expected in so short a period the ful-

filment of the Prophecy contained in his name.
The people must first become a remnant Comp.,.
the Prophet's inquiry vi. 10 and the reply ver.

11. If the Alma does call her son Immanuel,
he is not necessarily therefore really Immanuel.
It may mean only that he signifies the Inn
manuel. And so, too, viii 8, the land of Im-
manuel is not the lend of the present, but of the
future Immanuel, who only is the true Lord and

Master of the land. In viii. 10 where Sm ODJp

is written separately as two words, can at most
only a play on the name Immanuel be recog-

nized. Moreover if Isaiah saw in the boy Im-
manuel the Messiah himself, then must certainly

bis mother be the legitimate wife of a member
of the family of David. But it is incredible that

noSf alone without any qualification, can mean

married women.
The ancient Jewish explanation, according to

which the Ahna was the mother of Hesekiah,
that Abi, daughter of Zachariah (2 Kings xviiu

2), was shown by Jerome even to be impossible,

inasmuch as Hesekiah at the time Isaiah spoke,

these words was already 12 years old. The later

Jewish explanation ranks among its supporters

Faustus SociNUS, Joh. Crelijus, (Socinian).

Grottos, (who in his Dtver. religionia ChrieU still

presented the orthodox view, but afterwards went
over to CRELLnjs* views), Joh. Ludwio Von
Wowogen (Socinian), John Ernst. Fabeb
(in the Anm. it* Harmar'a Beobachtongen ttoer den
Orient etc., I. S. 281), [Put Dr. Barnes here

:'

only that he includes a reference to Messiah, ac-

cording to Matth. i. 22.—Tb.] Gesentos. Hit-
zio, Heudewerk, Knobel, etc. According to

this view the Alma is the wife of the Prophet
himself; either the mother of Shear-jashub, or a
younger one, at that time only betrothed to him.

But this is wrecked on the impossibility of refer-

ring noSjm to the wife or the betrothed of the

Prophet without any nearer designation and
without the faintest hint of her being present

Beside, how should the familv of the Prophet

happen to have the Immanuel born in it ? Were
the promises to David to be transferred to Isaiah ?

Kimchi and Abarranel modify this view by
saying that by the Alma must be understood the

wife of Ahas. But then, instead of something

bad, the Prophet would rather have announced

something joyful Others again understand by,
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124 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

the Alma any virgin, not more particularly spe-

cified, that was present at the place of interview,

and to whom the Prophet pointed with the

finger.

For my part I believe, that in expounding our
passage, it is an exegete*s duty to leave out of
view at first Matt i. 23. We have only to ask

:

What, according to the words and context, did
Isaiah in that moment wish to say, and actually

say? How far his word spoken then was a pro-

phecy, and with what justice Matt i. 18 regards
the fact recounted there as the fulfilment of this

prophecy will appear from inquiry that must be
made afterwards. Bearing in mind then the ca-

non proposed above, and we obtain the meaning:
Behold the (i. e. this) virgin (i. e, this yet unmar-
ried daughter of the royal house) is pregnant, etc.

After the indignant words ofthe Prophet ver. 14a,

that roll up like dark clouds, we must look for a
sign that strikes the house of David like thun-
der and lightning. Doubtless Ahas was not the
only guilty person. While Joshua (xxiv. 15) had
said: "I and my house will serve the Lord,"
Ahaz had said the contrary. If not, why did the
Prophet, instead of addressing himself to the king
with such emphasis, address the whole house?
And did what was said iii. 16 sq. about the lux-
ury of the daughters of Zion have no application

to the women in the household of Ahaz ? There-
fore the whole house must with terror endure the
shame of one of the princesses who was present
being pointed out as pregnant That is the bold
manner of the prophets of Jehovah—a man-
ner that is no respecter of persons—the "sackcloth
roughness 1' of men that know that they have Al-
mighty God for their support Thus^ for exam-
ple, Jeremiah said to king Jehoiakitn that he
should be buried with the burial of an ass, drawn
and cast forth beyond the gates of Jerusalem, Jer.
xxii. 19.

As regards the sense, it remains essentially the

same whetherKTHp is translated "thou wilt call"

or "she will call." For in any case the word is

spoken in presence ofthe Alma. She herselftakes
note of what the Prophet announces in regard to

the name to be given. Whether she is spoken to

or spoken ofJ remains immaterial. If God. with
no expression of disapproval, says ''she will call

him Immanuel,'' is not that as much as to say:
"she shall so call him?" 8he would hardly have
thought of that name herself It was not a usual
name. It is found only here in the Old Testa-
ment It was a beautiful name, rich in consola-
tion. The Lord would have spoken quite differ-

ently if the name had given Him displeasure.
That such was not the case, we see from viii. 8, 10
very decidedly. If often occurs in Scripture that
mothers give names to their children: Gen. iv.

26; xix. 87 sq.; xxix. 32; xxx. 6, 8, 11, 13, 18,
20, 24 ; xxxv. 18 ; 1 Sam. i. 20. Often the name
is determined by divine command : Gen. xvi. 11

;

xvii. 19: Hos. i. 4, 6, 9; 1 Chron. xxii. 9; Matt
i. 21. Here, now. grave doubts arise. Is it con-
ceivable that God has made a fallen woman the
type of the &cot6ko?, and an illegitimate child the
type of the Son of God become man ? The objec-
tions to our view, founded on the piety of the Alma
(see above), disappear when we refer back the
giving of the name to the announcement of the

divine will. For if the Alma does not name the

child Immanuel self-prompted, she gives no proof
of fearing God and (kith in God. She did only
what she could not have omitted to do without
defying the divine will. But how is it conceiva-

ble that God should make such a child the bearer

and symbol of His holy purpose of salvation, a
child to which clung the reproach of illegitimate

birth, that was therefore the fruit and the conti-

nual monument of sin, whose mother, in fact, in

some circumstances, might have incurred the pe-

nalty of stoningj according to Deut xxii. 21?
How can this fruit of sin bear the holy name of
Immanuel ? Does this not involve the'dangerous

inference that God does not take strict account of
sin? that in some cases He does not mind using

it as means and instrument for His plans? To
this I would reply as follows. The Prophet is

extremely sparing in portraying the historical

background of his prophecies. He indicates only
what is indispensable. It isJust this scantiness

that makes our passage so difficult and all efforts

at expounding it suffer alike from this. For
there is not a single one against which it may not

be objected that one explanatory statement or
other is necessary to its complete establishment

It seems to me that the presence of the article in

"the Alma" is easiest explained if, in the circle

to which the Prophet addressed, there was only
on* person present that could be designated at

Alma. In every language in such a case a more
exact pronominal definition may be dispensed

with. Besides, in Hebrew, the article in some1

cases has decidedly a demonstrative meaning, and

can be used dtixru&c (comp. D£§«J rutfn. rf)*n»

the Prophet^ as the servant of Jehovah, might
come to the kins? unannounced. Though hated
by the king, the king still dreaded him, and, ac-
cording to ver. 12, Ahaz did not venture to ex-
press his unbelief openly, but only under the
mask of reverence. Assuredly Nathan did not
first request an audience and permission to deli-
ver a message of Jehovah's to the king (2 Sam.
xxiv. 11 sq.). And thus we may assume that the
Prophet came to the palace at a time when the
king was not surrounded by officers of state—at
least not by these alone, but also by his family.
And in the circle into which Isaiah stepped in the
discharge of his prophetic disciplinary office there
must have been one—but only one—daughter tit

the royal house who was indeed unmarried, but
no longer a virgin. More than this we do not
know. The Prophet writes no more than he said,
perhaps out of compassion, or perhaps to avoid
making the person in question the object of ho-
nors she did not deserve (possibly of idolatrous
worship in after days). By revealing this secret
to the dismay of the fiunily, the Prophet had
of course given a sign, a pledge of the credibility
of what was promised ver. 7. For whoever knew
that secret of the past and present could know
also the secret things of the future. And the king
could at once ascertain the verity of the sign that
was given. Of course he might take measures to
defeat the prophecy and render its accomplish-
ment impossible. But what good would tliat do?
The chief thing, that there was a boy in the body
of the (supposed) virgin, he could not undo, and
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this boy was called, and was de jure, and indeed
de jure dhino, Immanuel, even though the king
(or his mother) gave him no name at all* or ano-
ther name, [See addenda of Tb. pp. 127, 128.]

Bat how shall we account for so unholy a trans-

action being made the type of the holiest transac-
. tion of history? Here we must consider the re-

lation of our passage to Matt L 23. The sacred
history narrates that Mary, before Joseph took
her home, was found with child, and that Joseph
had resolved not to denounce her, but to leave
her privately (Matt L 18 so;.). Ought it to sur-
prise us if this part of the history of the fulfilment
should be prefigured, too, in the period of the pro-
phecy ? But whyjust so and then ? If that event,
that the mother of the Lord was to be found preg-
nant before marriage, was to be prefigured, could
it be done otherwise than that there should hap-
pen to a virgin in a natural way and in sinful &-
anion what happened to Mary in a supernatural
way and without sin? Sinful generation occurs
in the list of the ancestors of Jesus more than
once. Compare only the genealogy in Matthew
that calk especial attention to these cases by
naming the mother concerned. Bemember Ju-
dah and Tamar. And not to mention Bahab and
Both, there is Solomon, born of David and the
wife of Uriah. "Behold, I was shapen in ini-

Suity and in sin did my mother conceive me," Ps.
l 7, applies to the whole genealogy, and, apart

from the birth, we must apply to every individual
of it the words: "there is none that doeth good,
no, not one" (Ps. xiv. 3; Bom. iii. 10 sq.). Let
one call to mind the sins of a Jacob, a David, a
Solomon, and one must say it depends on circum-
stances which was the more unworthy vessel, they
or this unfortunate virgin. In short, we here
stumble on secrets of divine sovereignty that we
cannot fathom. The day shall declare it (1 Cor.

iii. 13).

Moreover Immanuel is only a transitory appa-
rition. He is named only here and chap. viii.

It is a single though significant point, that is visible

above the horizon once and then disappears again.

Therefore it is also to be noted that spite of Matt i.

23, and that the words of the angel Luke i. 31 re-

mind us of our text and of Gen. zvL 11, Mary still

did not receive command to call her son Immauel.
Had our passage the significance that is attributed

to it; were it a direct prophecy of the birth of

Jesus from a virgin, then properly the name that
the son of Mary was to bear was already settled,

and one can't comprehend why the angel (Luke
i. 31 ) gives another name. But Immanuel is not
Himself and immediately Jesus. He is only a
type, like many others. And, indeed, as a son of
a virgin, He is a type of that reproach of antenup-
tial conception which the Saviour of the world
had to bear as a part of the general reproach that
was meted out to Him, and which He has now-a-
davs to bear still. This is a point that prophecy
might not pass in silence, and yet could touch
only lightly.

But by his name he points to the faithfulness

of God that will not forsake His people, even

when they have become a O'JUpja, and have

signalised their desertion ofHim by the alliance

with the secular power. And this 'faithfulness is

itself a pledge in turn of that which had deter*

mined on the most glorious visitation of the peo-
ple (Luke L 78) in the person of the God-man,
precisely for that time when the nation would lose

the last remnant of its independence in the em-
brace of the secular power. All the features must
not be pressed ; which is the case with ver. 15
sqq. especially. The prophetic word hovers free-

ly over present and future, combining both, yet
leaving both their peculiarities. It was God's
providence that Isaiah should select these words
that at the same time fitted so wonderfully the
event narrated Matth. i. 18 sqq., to whom the
tongue of an Isaiah was just as subservient as that
of a Caiaphas (Jno. xL 51).

3. Butter and honey the King of Aa>
ayria.—Vers. 15-17. Butter and honey is by no
means a mean food. That appears from Deut
xxxii. 13, 14; Job xx. 17, where the words rather
mean a very noble food. Comp. 2 Sam. xvii. 29.

Nor do they appear in any passage of the Old
Testament, as children's food. Bather from ver.

21 sqq. it appears that butter and honey repre-
sent natural food in contrast with that procured
by art For butter comes immediately from milk,
and honey, too, may be had ready from bees in a
form that men can enjoy. And as Palestine had
and still has many wild bees, on account of
which it is called a land "flowing with milk
and honey 1' (comp. Exod. iii. 8, 17, sqq. and the

characteristic passage 1 Sam. xiv. 25 sqq. ; Jud.
xiv. 8), therefore we may suppose that wild
honey (Matth. iii. 4) is especially*meant here.

Therefore the boy shall eat butter and honey on
to the time when he shall know evil and good
(anni discrdionis). If the ability to distinguish

good and evil is employed as marking a period of
time, it can only be in a moral sense. For even
the smallest child distinguishes in a physical

sense what tastes bad and what good. Moreover
the expression reminds one of Gen. ii. 9, 17 ; iii.

5, 22 : comp. Dent. i. 39. Naturally the land
must be deserted before the boy knows how to dis-

tinguish between good and evil, in order that at

the time when this happens, his food may be re-

duced to butter and honey.

The two kings of the land are Bexin and Pe-
kah. It may be seen from ver. 2 how great was
the dread of these experienced by Ahaz.
The Lord shall bring, etc— It is to be

noticed here, first of all, that the Prophet adds

these words roughly and directly, without any
particle connecting them with what goes before.

This mode of expression is explained by the fact

that the Prophet contemplates the transactions of

ver. 17 as immediately behind those of ver. 10.

From his point of view he sees no interval be-

tween them. That is not the same as saying that

there is no interval between. Prophecy sees all

as if in one plane, that in the fulfilment is drawn

befall Ephraim happened by the carrying away
of the Ten Tribes (comp. 2 Kings xvii. 6, 23

sqq.). But what the Prophet predicts ver. 17 sqq.

was fulfilled by the captivity of Judah more than

120 years later. Accordingly, the relation of the

prophecy to the fulfilment takes the following

shape. Our prophecy must have happened in

the oeginning of the reign of Ahaz, consequently
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about the rear B. C. 743. The first denotation
and partial desolation of the territory of Ephraim
by the Assyrians, t. e., by Tiglath-Pileser, hap-
pened already in the time of Pekah (2 Kings xv.

29), who died B.a 739. The boy, that was to be
born according to ver. 14, in fact did not live to

see any period of the desolation of his native
land, nor did he use butter and honey in the man-
ner designated. This form of expression is trace-

able solely to contemplation of events together
that in reality are far apart For Judah suc-

cumbed to such a devastation not till 130 years
later. But if we may assume that a child awakes
to moral consciousness in its third or fourth year,
and it consequently to be regarded as a personal-

ity, capable of distinguishing between good and
evil, then that child was alive to see the first in-

road of the Assyrians into the territory of
Ephraim (and Syria aocordingto 2 Kings xvi. 9)
and consequently the beginning of the fulfilment
of our prophecy. But did it live to see the begin-
ning, then the Prophet might regard it as one
that had lived through the entire fulfilment, be-
cause, as remarked before, he does not distinguish
successive plains of fulfilment And he has good
reason for this. For as all consequences are con-
tained in the principle, so in the first-fruits of
fulfilment are contained the rest of the degrees of
fulfilment For him, who has an eye open to
divine realities, all these degrees are ideally con-
tained, but jutf on that account divinely and
really contained in the degree that is the first-

fruits. For divine ideas bear the pledge of their
reality in themselves. Therefore where a com-
plex of divine ideas is realized even in its begin-
nings, there the whole is become real forHim who
contemplates things with an eve divinely illumi-
nated. Thus Jeremiah regards the world-domin-
ion of Nebuchadnezzar, the subjection of all na-
tions under his power, and the seventy years of
Judah's exile as realized practically by the
battle at CarchemiBh, although, to human eyes,
Nebuchadnezzar during several years did nothing
to extend his kingdom on one side or other.
Comp. my remarks on Jer. xxv. 11. 80, too, the
Lord says Matth. xxiv. 34; Luke xxi. 32, "This
generation shall not pass away till all this be ful-
filled.

1
' He could, with entire justice, say that

the generation then living would live to see the
last judgment because they would/witness the be-
ginning of it, the destruction ofJerusalem. Comp.
Yah Ooste&zbe on Luke xxi. 82.

,
It is seen from the foregoing that, regarding

the passage in the light of its fulfilment we un-
derstand "the king ofAssyria" ver. 17, to include
the king of Babylon. But Isaiah could speak
here only of the king of Assyria. For in the fore-
ground of his tableau of the future he saw only
the king of Assyria. He did not know, or did not
need to intimate that the king of Babylon stood
behind the former as continuer and accomplisher.
The Assyrian king, this would-be-helper and pro-
tector, for whose sake Ahas has so impiously con-
temned the support of Jehovah (see on ver. 12),
just he must be designated as the instrument of
the judgment that was to burst in on unbelieving
Judah and its equally unbelieving royal house.
Thus it appears how impossible it is to treat the
words "the king of Assyria " as a gloss, like
KwobeTi and Dikstxl do. If the words were

not there, there would be no hint as to who was
to be the instrument of the judgment predicted
vers. 16, 17. The words connect very well with
" days" in apposition as being explanatory—for
it is just as easy to say " bring days on a people

"

as
M bring a king upon any one.11

4. And it shall corns to pas* tread-
ing lesser cattle.—Vers. 18-25. These verses
connect very closely with ver. 17, as its amplifi-

cation. This happens as follows : that in a section

underlying which is a duality, there is described
first, the means and instruments of the desolation,

second the consequences of the desolation. The
means and instruments are characterised in a two-
fold image. First, the destroyer is compared to

flies and oees, second, to a razor. The flies mean
Egypt, the bees Assyria. But both images merge
into one, into that of the razor, and Assyria ap-
pears as the razor, by which we are to understand
not Assyria alone, but also Babylon. The coo-
sequences of the desolation, again, are portrayed
under a double figure, or rather by the presenta-

tion of two examples. The first example: a man
has nothing of his cattle left but a little cow
(young cow). But he feeds on thick milk, for, in
consequence of the superabundance of food for

stock, the remnant of the inhabitants will feed on
butter and honey. The second example is itself

again divided in two: a.) a vineyard once well
cultivated, planted with noble vines, is so over-
grown with thorns and thistles, that no one ven-
tures into it without bow and arrow ; 6.) all the
once cultivated heights are so overgrown with
thorns and thistles, that they are only fit for the
pasture of cattle.

Will hiss, efe.—Jehovah's might and sove-
reignty will reveal itself here in the most glori-

ous manner. He only needs to whistle (comp. on
v. 26; Zech. x. 8), and the flies of Egypt and the
bees of Assyria come obedient to His call. That
Egypt was a land abounding in flies may be sup-
posed from the warmth of its climate ana the fre-

quent overflows with their slimy sediment Comp.
Exod. viii. 12 sqq. Jf the flics at the extreme
ends ofthe canals (see crit note on *W) are called,

those that are nearer would not stay away. The
expression then means that all the Egyptian flies,

even the farthest off, shall come on.—The Assyr-
ians are compared to the bee as noble, martial,

ptrong, dangerous. Assyria had many bees.

Comp. Knobel in tec Therefore the entire land,

to the steep, rocky ravines and cliffs of the
brooks, and to the prickly thorn hedges and the

trampled cattle pastures will be covered (TO
comp. a ver. 2) with the swarms of flies and bees.

Thus, extensively and intensively, an entire devas-

tation of the land is predicted. The same appears
by the second figure ver. 20. Ahaz, at a great

price, had hired the Assyrian king as an ally

against Syria and Ephraim. For this purpose
he had not only sacrificed great treasures out also

the independence of his land. For he had caused
it to be said to Tiglath-Pileser :

•' I am thy ser-

vant and thy son, come up and save me out of
the hand of the king of Syria and out of the hand
of the king of Israel." 2 Kings xvi. 7. For this

purpose he sent the Assyrian the gold and silver

that was in the house of Jehovah and in the
house of the king. The definite article, ia VA
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llTDkm> "the hired raor " was both historically

justified and comprehensible to Abas, who most
have felt the reproach that lay in the expression.

Thoo hast hired a razor to shave others, says

Isaiah to him, bat this rasor will share thee. In
Lev. xiv. 8 sq. the shaving off all the hair on the

body is prescribed as a part of the purification to

be observed by one recovered from leprosy. Per-

haps the Prophet would intimate that this devas-

tation was also an act of purification, by which
the nation was to be purified from the leprosy of
sin, that therefore the punishment is intended for

the improvement of those that would accept the

chastisement (Prov. viii. 10; xix. 20). The
shaving bald evidently signifies the entire devas-

tation and emptying of the land in every quarter

and with regard to men, cattle and every other

In vers. 21-25, the degree and extent of the
devastation is portrayed by two illustrative figures.

The first example shows that instead of skilful

cultivation, the grass shall grow rank. A man
rescues from his stock a heifer, the Prophet sup-
poses, (comp. xv. 5; Jer. xlviii. 34; JJeut. xxi.

3 ; 1 Sam. xvL 2) and two sheep. Because there

is no regular cultivation, grass grows in every
field. Therefore there is abundant pasture for

the few cattle. Beside, the wild bees produce
honey in abundance. Thus honey and butter are

the food of that man and of all the remnant of
the inhabitants still in the land. The second ex*
ample presents a still greater degree of unculti-

vated wildnew ; the whole land growing rank with
thorns and thistles. And this greatest wikmess
appears in a double gradation : first, every place

for growing wine appears covered with thorns
and thistles (vers. 28, 24), and then the same is

affirmed of all the hills. It is hard to find a dis-

tinction here, because wine grows on the hills,

or mountains, too. It seems to me that the Pro-
phet carries out completely in this last member
the duality which, as was remarked, rules In the

Whole section. Everything is double. Already
in ver. 18 we have flies and bees, meaning Egypt
and Assyria; ravines and clefts of the rock;
thorn-hedges and pastures. Only ver. 20 neglects

the rule, because the Prophet would designate

the two enemies in an unity. But ver. 21 and
on, this rule of duality is carried oat, and at the
dose becomes emphatic. We observe two degrees
of growing wild. In the first appear: one man
and the entire remnant of the inhabitants, cattle

and sheep, butter and honey. The second degree,

subdivides in two again, in which appears to me
to lie the emphasis, and both are characterized

by the double notions of thorn and thistle, arrow
and bow, a seeding place for cattle, and a tramp-
ling place for sheep. The thousand vines and
thousand shekels recall Song of Sol. viii. 11. In
8yria at the present time the vineyards are still

taxed according to the number of the vines; a
good vine at one Piaster a about four cents.

Therefore, the price of one shekel b to about 25
cents is high. The construction of ver. 23 betrays

a certain luxuriance and rankness. The first or

the last TV7V ''shall be" is certainly an excess.

Perhaps the Prophet would thereby express by
word painting the rank growth of the weeds.
'WiU.one go into the property with bow and ar-.

row in order to hunt, or to protect himself? I
believe, with Gbbenius, both. He that gees in

will need his weapons for protection; he that
would hunt needs only to go into the nearest
vineyard. The protecting fence is gone; beasts

wild and tame, penetrate into it* The vineyards
of Israel are now a copy of what Israel itself as
the vineyard of Jehovah had become (ver. 5).

[J. A. Alexander on vii. 14-16. " The two
interpretations that appear to me the most plausi-

ble, and the least beset with difficulties are those
of Lowth and Vitringa. with which last

Hehustenberg's is essentially identical. Either
the Prophet, while he foretells the birth of
Christ, foretells that of another child, dnring
whose infancy the promised deliverance shall be
experienced; or else he makes the infancy of
Christ Himself, whether seen as still remote or
not, the sign and measure of that same deliver-

ance. While some diversity of judgment ought
to be expected and allowed in relation to this

secondary question, there is no ground, gram-
matical, historical or logical, for doubt as to the

main point, that the church in all ages has been
right in regarding this passsge as a signal, and
explicit prediction of the miraculous conception

and nativity of Christ." On noSjn. "the Alma."

" It is enough for us to know that a virgin or un-

married woman is designated here as distinctly

as she could be by a single word. That the word
means simply a young woman, whether married

or unmarried, a virgin or a mother, is a Bubter-

fuge invented by the later Greek translators, who,

as Justin Martyr tells us, read vtavic, instead of

the old version «rap0i*oc, which had its rise before

the prophecy became a subject of dispute be-

tween Jews and Christians. The use of the word
in this connection makes it, to say the least, ex-

tremely probable that the event foretold is some-
thing more than a birth in the ordinary course

of nature."
44 To account for the Alma by a second mar-

riage of Ahas, or of Isaiah, or by the prerence

of a pregnant woman, or the Prophet's pointing

at her," 4< may bejustly charged with gratuitously

assuming facts of which we have no evidence,

and which are not necessary to the interpretation

of the passage." "A further objection is, that

though they may afford a sign in one of the

senses of the word, vit, : that of an emblem or

svmbol, they do not afford such a sign as the con-

text would lead us to expect. It seems very im-

probable, after the offer to Abas, which he re-

jected, that the sign bestowed (unasked) would

be merely a thing of every-day occurrence, or at

most the application of a symbolics 1 name. This

presumption is strengthened by the solemnity

with which the Prophet spesks of the predicted

birth, not as a usual and natural event, but as

something which excites his own astonishment,

as he beholds it in prophetic vision."

This last objection applies equally to the

Author's theory of the Alma being an unmarried

princess detected in pregnancy. In addition to

all the other assumptions of this theory, which
are greater than those of any other, it must be

assumed that the pregnancy was at a stage that

could be kept secret from the scrutiny that ever

characterized the regime of the women's apart-
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inents in an oriental family. Otherwise it would
be no ftign in the Author's senM.
The Author's threefold canon has its founda-

tion in what are obviously conjectures. Whether
the sign was to be such as Abaz was to test

because he would see it accomplished, depended
precisely on the sign itself. It might be a sign
like that to Moses Exod. iii. 12, which could only
be fulfilled after other events predicted, with
which it was associated as a sign, had come to

pass. Comp. Isa. zxzviL 30. It may have
been like those signs given by Christ to unbe-
lievers in His day, that were not meant to induce
belief in those that asked, but were the refusal

of a sign to them. (vid. Jno. ii. 18-22; Mat
xiL 38-40). If it was such a sign, then the
Author's first canon is an error. Whether the
sign was meant for the whole royal family, ac-

cording to this third canon, depends wholly
on the " house of David " having the meaning
he gives it Yet that meaning has no other
foundation than the conjecture that Isaiah had
intruded on the private, domestic retirement of
Ahaz. The second canon, vis. : that the sign in
its form must be punitive, is only an assumption.
The contrary is as easily assumed.
The connection of the words vers. 10-16 with

the ver. 9 b is very close. The belief there chal-

lenged is, by a second message, brought to the test

Ahaz does not stand the test He does not believe,

or he would joyfully avail himself of the offered

siffn, as Heaekiah did later 2 Kings, xx. 8 sq.

Thereupon Isaiah proceeds to denounce the con-
sequences already threatened ver. 9 b, that must
follow unbelief. But first, as to unbelieving
Saul was announced the man after God's own
heart that was to be raised up in his place, so to

Ahaz is announced, in a clearer light than ever
before, the promised " seed of the woman " who
would deliver Israel. But before that would
come to pass, the two kingdoms of which Israel

was composed^ Judah as well as Ephraim must
suffer desolation. Thus the prophecy of Ira-

manuel relates to Christ alone, as J. H. Mi-

chaelis and others suppose (vid. J. A. Alex. t»
foe.); and ver. 16 is (with Hendebsom) to be
understood of Canaan and its two kingdoms,
Ephraim and Judah. This view encounters
fewer difficulties than any other* while such as it

does encounter are felt as much by any other.

On the other hand it is much in favor" of this

view, that there is then in ver. 17 simply a con-
tinuation and amplification of the theme begun in

ver. 16, and no such abruptness as the Author, with
most expositors, finds in what ver. 17 announces.
The chief difficulty is that in ^3n JH\D;)&3 'J

the '3 must be given the force of "but"' (Um-

bbeit). Yet *3 may have its usual sense "for,"

and assign the reason why an Immanuel, that

knows good and evil, shall be needed. For before

such a one comes, those that call good evil and
evil good (vid. v. 20), etc., shall have brought the
inheritance of Jehovah to that extremity, by
their unbelief, where only such a deliverer can
save.

—

Tb.
On ver. 18. "Assyria and Egypt are named

as the twogreat rival powers, who disturbed the
peace of 'Western Asia, and to whom the land of
Israel was both a place, and a subject of conten-
tion. The bee cannot ofitselfdenote an army, nor is

the reference exclusively to actual invasion, but to

annoying and oppressive occupation of the country
by civil and military agents of these foreign pow-
ers. It was not merely attacked, but infested by
flies and bees ofEgypt and Assyria. Fty is under-
stood as a generic term, including gnats, mosqui-
toes, etc., by Henderson, and bee as including
wasps and hornets, by Hrrzio and Umbrett."
On ver. 20. "The rabbinical interpretation

of D^JH *\p\9 is a poor conceit, the adoption of
which by Gesenius [and Naeoelsbach—Tb,].
if nothing worse, says but little for the taste and
the ''aesthetic feeling'1 which so often sits in
judgment on the language of the Prophet. The
true sense is no doubt the one expressed by
Ewald (von oben bis unten) [from head to foot]

and before him by Clebicus." J. A. Alex.]

2. ISAIAH GIVING THE WHOLE NATION A SIGN BY THE BIBTH OP HIS 80N
MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ.

Chapter VIIL 1-4.

1 Moreover the Lord said unto me, Take thee a great 'roll, and write in it with
2 a man's %pen concerning 'Maher-shalal-hash-baz. And °I took unto me faithful wit-

3 nesses to record, Uriah the priest, and Zechariah the son of Jeberechiah. And I
Vent unto the prophetess ; and she conceived and bare a son. Then said the Lord

4 to me, Call his name Maher-shalal-hash-baz. For before the child shall have know-
ledge to cry, My father, and my mother, •the riches of Damascus and the spoil of
Samaria shall be taken away before the king of Assyria

l Heb. in making speed to tie spoil, he hasteneth the prey, or, make speed, etc.
• Or, he that is before the king cf Assyria thaU take away the riches.

Heb. approached unto.

• tablet
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chap. vm. 1-4. 129

TEXTUAL AHD GRAMMATICAL.

On ver. I. D*)H (found only here and Exod. xxxii. 4),

Is an instrument for catting in, engraving in wood,

metal, wax, tfe, the chisel, style. It stands here as sty-

las, metonymically as <frdm$pro tfecta, i «., the writing

Instrument stands for the writing. BTUK D">T1 seems
to me not to mean writing of the common man in dis-

tinction from that of men of higher degree, say, a popu-
lar as distinguished from priestly writing. Lin an or-

dinary and familiar hand, J. A. Auxasdbb, Buuras.]

For in the first place it is very doubtful If BftjK

has this meaning. The word is distinguished from

trot (oomp. Ps. lxxiiL 5) but only by its poetic use. It
T

occurs In Isaiah six times, here, and xlii. 7, 12 ; xxir. 6;

xxxiii. 8 ; II 7 ; IrL 2. In the second place we hare no
trace of there being two sorts of writing in use among
the Hebrews before the exile. The passages Hab. it

2; Ps. xlv. 2, cited by some in support of the notion,

prore nothing. I much rather believe that a contrast
of human anu superhuman writing is meant. For as
Paul distinguishes between human and angel tongue*
(1 Cor. xiii. 1) so we may distinguish between human
and angel writing. Of the latter, Dan. r. 6 nqq. offers us
an example. Corap. Exod. xxxii. 92; Ps. lxix. 20;
cxxxix. lo; Dan. xii. 1; Rst. xix. 12; xx. 12, 15; xxf.
IX 27. For the prophets were not merely " hearers of
the words of God," but also M men whose eyes were
open,** " who saw the vision of the Almighty * (Numb.

xxir. 8, 4). The S is variously explained. It is taken

as ccnstruetio penphrastka (aeeeUnUura stmt tpolia or as-

cdtratiom spolia, comp* Girn. XY.tf; Jos. 11.6; Isa.x.32;

xxxrii. 26 ; xxxviiL SO, $tc\ as depending on 2f\3 In the

sense of commanding (1 Chr. xxl. 17), as sign of dedica-

tion, or as staling the object The first two explana-

tions are inadmissible, because S would then fit only

the first member OTTO as infinitive), not the second

(Eftl particin.). S can thus be taken only as a dedica-

tion or as stating the aim. Both these ways of explain-
ing it agree in not taking irtO as lnfinn but as a verbal

adjective like Zeph. 1 14 (oomp. SpD, [KDX But they

differ in sense. This can be no dedication In the com-
mon sense. For there is no gift to be presented to
Maher-shalal, only the attention of the nation is directed

to him. The 7 can define therefore only the reference

or the destiny, the aim. It is thereby said that this
tablet with its inscription concerns a Mahershalai-
hash-bas, but of whom absolutely nothing Is known,
not even whether a person or a thing. Corap. Esek.
zxxrii. 16. The esse to different with Jeremiah xlvi. 2;
xlviii. 1 ; xlix. "L Corap. on Jer. xlvi. sqq.
On ver. 2. 'U1 iTVyKI the LXX. translates m*>tvs*>

pot *oiVo*f *» if HTlfiTl stood in the text. So, too.
T T T I

the 8m, Chald. and Aram, in the London Polyglot
which Hmio follows. The Yulo. translates :

" et adhU
bwi ;** it therefore read HTrKI ; and so, too, would

T Ttt
Eicnomv, Ds Wim, Roospa, Kmobsl, and others read.
But, after mature consideration, I find there is no ground
for departing from the reading of the text. It is per-
fectly supported by testimony. First of all it Is the
more difficult reading, and both the others give evi-
dence of being attempts to relieve the difficulty by cor-
rection. Then, too, Isaiah never uses the cohortatlve
form with the weakened sense, as it occurs elsewhere
with the Vav oonsec imperil in the first per*., especially
in Dan\, Ears, and Neh. Thus the form rrrjDW espe-

cially occurs Men. xlii 21 (along with TJW £U. ver.

16). Why did not Isaiah write TjW at Jeremiah did

in precisely the same sense, chap, xxxii. 10? Comp. 1

Kings ii. 42. The form nTlWl 6 found Deut xxxi. 28;

Ps. 1. 7; lxxxi. 0; Jer. vi. 10, everywhere as oohortative.

DHJ* TJ?n like Jer. xxxiL 10, 25, 44.

On ver. 4. Kfcr — u one will bear.** Vn in the sense

of possession, riches, treasures is found beside here x.
14; lx. 6, 11; lxl.6.

IXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL,

1. Moreover the Lord eaid the king
of Assyria.—Vers 1-4. A compound token

!

First, Isaiah is to take a large tablet (only found
beside iii. 23 ; here is meant certainly a tablet

coated with smooth wax), and write on it with
human handwriting some words. It is therefore
assumed here that there is a superhuman hand-
writing (see Text and Cham.) and that the Prophet
could understand and make use of it (oomp.
Dan. v. 5 sqq.). But Isaiah must not employ
this superhuman, but common, human writing.
Isaiah must write on the tablet " Maher-shalal-
hash-bax." It is clear that when he wrote these
words they were not designated as the name of a
son to be expected. For, first, there is nothing
of this in the text Second, there is a two-fold
gradation of the prophecy wherein the first stage
gives a pledge of the second. The words on the
tablet are the prophecy of a Maher-shalsl-hash-
bas to be looked fbr; the appearance of the
latter is therefore the fulfilment of this prophecy,
and so the guaranty that the event, to whicn the
significant name itself in turn refers, shall cer-
tainly come to pass.

The Lord commands the Prophet therefore to

set up a tablet with the inscription mentioned,
and at the same time makes known his will, that

9

Uriah and Zechariah shall act as witne

What they are to witness is as little stated as

that Isaiah shall accomplish the will of the Lobd
in regard to the witnesses and that he actually

did this. The latter is assumed as being a matter

of course. This scantiness is too common in the

prophetic manner of narrating to cause us any
surprise. The former is to be obtained from the

context For when we read immediately afters

"And I went unto the Prophetess," e(L it is

plain that the witnesses should testify that Isaiah;

at the time he set up the tablet, had communi-
cated to them that he would approach his wife,

and that she, in consequence, would become
pregnant and bear a son. But why, it may be

asked, did not the Prophet declare this publicly?

Not out of regard for propriety certainly; for

there would not have been anything the least of-

fensive in doing so. But why must then the wit*

nesses receivetnia announcement? I can think

of no other reason than the enmity and vindic-

tiveness of Aha*. He was, we may be sure, only

half rejoiced at the quieting of his fears in re-

gard to the impending denser from Resin and
rekah. The way in which he, according to vii.

10 sqq., received that reassuring announcement,

and what was connected with it as a further
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180 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

finger-board for the remote future frii. 17 aqa.),

all this was calculated to embitter him and his

against the Prophet Had, therefore, the Pro-

phet announced publicly the pregnancy of his

wife, the mother and child might have incurred

danger. This was easiest avoided by imparting

the announcement only to witnesses, who, how-

ever, were in such esteem with the nation, that

their assurance that they had at the proper time

received such a communication from the Prophet

was universally credited. Then we obtain the

following chain of events. First, the tablet.

This, makes known in general that the Loud
purposes a great crisis of war, and that it is to

be looked for shortly. Immediately thereupon

the witnesses receive the announcement of the

pregnancy of the Prophetess, The son is born,

and thereby, on the authority of the witnesses, is

given to all, the pledge that the event to which

the inscription of the tablet and the correspond-

ing name of the child pointed, shall really come

to pass,

Whether Uriah is the priest mentioned, 2

Kings xvi. 10 sqq. [Barnes, J. A. Alex-
ander], who, out of regard for Ahas, placed in

the temple the altar made after the heathen pat-

tern, is Just as doubtful as whether Zeohariah is

identical with the one said to be the author of

Zech. ix-xi.,or with the son ofAsaph (2 Chr.

xxix. 13).

Isaiah's wife is hardly called Prophetess, be-

cause she was the wife of a Prophet, but because

she herself was a prophetic woman. We do not

indeed know of prophecies of which she was the

authorees, but she, along with other things of the

Prophet's family, was set for a sign and wonder

(ver. 18).

Our exposition of vii. 14 of itself shows that

the present history is not coincident with vii. 10

sqq., and therefore that Maher-ehalal is not

identical with Immanuel. Yet the present nar*

rative is nearly related to vii* 10 sqq. In both,

pregnancy ana the birth of a son are pledges of

deliverance. In both, a stage of development in

the child is made the measure that defines the

period of the deliverance. But a child can sav

lather and mother, sooner than it can distinguish

between good and evil. If then, as also the place

of the passage in the book, indicates, what is

now narrated, took place somewhat later than the

events viL 10 sqq., it agrees very well. Both have
the same objective end, viz., the rendering harm-
less Syria and Ephraim. Therefore the later one '

must use the shorter time measure. As Pekah
and Rerin lived during the events prophesied

here, yet the former diea b. c. 739, so the trans-

actions related here must fall between B. c. 74$

and 739. The king of Assyria did not at that

time destroy Samaria. He only desolated a few
border regions (2 Kings xv. 29). But as we
showed at vii. 17, that the prophecy contemplated

two events, inwardly related, out separated as to

time, so it is here. That first, preliminary de-

vastation of the region of Ephraim bears the

later one (2 Kings xvii. 6) so really in it, that

the Prophet is justified in comprehending both
together.

II.—THE SUPPLEMENT&

1. THOSE THAT DESPISE SHILOAH SHALL BE PUNISHED BY THE WATERS
OF THE EUPHRATES.

Chap. VIH. 6-8.

5 The Lord spake also unto me again, saying,

6 For as much as this people "refuseth

The waters of Shiloah that go softy,

And rejoice *in Rezin and Kemaliah's son

;

7 Now therefore, behold, the Lord bringeth up upon them
The waters of the river, strong and many, even the king of Assyria, and all his glory;

And he shall come up over all his channels,

And go over all his banks;
8 And he shall pass through Judah ; he shall overflow and go over,

He shall react even to the neck

;

And "the stretching out of his wings shall £01

The breadth of thyland, OlmmanueL

i Reb.th9fulmmtft*«br«>ithofaylarui$haUb*t)*tt^^

• contemns. * with, • ewinto.
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CHAP. VIIL 5-8. 131

TEXTUAL AND

On wr. 6. "^31 «p^ comp. at vii. 10. DltS is com-

pounded ofOK (1 Kings xxi. 27) kmto» and the prefix.

The prefix is need like in riMS, 3**S (Ewaus 1 217 d);VT T
oomp. Gen. xrxiii. 14; 2 Bern. xriiL ft; Job xr. 11.

Corrections of the reading like D^DD (Muu — u faint-

ing away before Resin," x. 18) and ^IM ("and blind

groping seised/* Duanuia AekrmL p. 80, comp. Job v.

14 are unnecessary. Isaiah often nses the rerb faflfef

(xxxT.l; hrf.10; lxii. 6; lxit. 4; Ixt. 18 eq; lxri. 10,

14) and the tubstantire j'tferfer (xtt. 3 ; xxii. 13 ; xxxr. 10

;

11.3,11; IxL 3) and fffWffD (xxiv.8,11; xxxii. 13sq.; lx.

15; lxii. 6; Ixt. 18; lxrL 10). Here fefHfcflD seemsehosen
T

for the sake ofa peranomasia with DKO. The follow-

ing J\R cannot be the sign of the accusative, because

the subject ofJoy Is never so designated. It resembles

the proposition like lxvi. 10 (trifeft 7\m Jferfef). Joy

with Besin and Pekah is the rejoicing that It felt in com
manion, in connection with these rulers. Moreover the

substantive &1&D is dependent on tg\ which accord-

Ingiy governs two claases, a verbal and a nominal

clause. Thus, too, Dascmixa. There is then no need

for regarding ttf&D as the ttatu$ abtol. according to
i

Ewau, 1 351, 6. According to a usage especiallycommon
with Isaiah, the ttatut cotutir. stands before the preposi-

tion.

On ver. 7. y\\ Dftj? oembmed like Exod. L 9 ; Deut

GRAMMATICAL.

vii. 1; lx.14; xxvi.5; Joel if. 2,6; Miciv.8; Zech.viii.

22; DtfJ* signifying rather the intensive, 31 the ex-
tensive greatness.——"T133 here involves the secondary

notion of ** might,*1 as elsewhere that of riches (x. 8

;

IxL 6; lxvi. 12, the last citation seeming to stand in in-

tentional contrast with our passage, Comp, the Latin

ope$). Ksoamx regards iSo-JMt to TO33 as a gloss, be-

cause " good poets do notadd explanatory notes to their

metaphors.*1 As if Isaiah were only a poet, and had not,

too. a very practical interest! Comp. v& 17, 20.—-p'fiK

(not again In Isaiah) Is the bed of a torrms, synonymous

with SnJ (Josh. i. 20 ; fv. 18) ; nrU, ptor- tantum, In Isa

only here ; besides Joel lit 15 ; Iv. 18 ; 1 Chr. xli. 1ft K'ri

(beside K'thib Dili), is from TTU kindred to TlJ in-

eidit, flewie, is
M the indentation,

7
the shore-line,

T
the

shore."

On ver. 8. rjSn (comp on IL U) is originally "to

change n thence trantire (to change place, whence •* to

change " in hunters* language said ofwild gsmeX Comp.

xxi. 1 ; xxiv. 6. nOC^ means the spreading out, ")3J?

the pressing forward (both notions Joined as In xxviii.

15, 18), jr? ^Kl]f-1^ the height of the water. n>Bp
from riDJ " to spread out,*' are the out-spreadings, ex-

pamiones; &r. Xty. The sing. TYTf\ is in consequence

of the verb coming first K^D is to be construed in

an active sense (comp vi. 8; xxxi. 4; xxxiv. 1 ; xliL 10).

am not again in Isaiah.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This section has the external mark of a sup-

plement in the transition formula ''the Lord
spake also again," which occurs again only vii.

10, and which here as well as there intimates

thai an interval occurred between these words
and what goes before. But the contents, too,

show that we have no immediate and necessary
amplification of the foregoing words and deeds
before us. Nothing more is said of the son of the
Prophet. Bather the language turns suddenly
against the Ephraimites who contemned the quiet
fountain of 8hiloah, t. e. David's kingdom, and
rejoiced in communion with Rezin and the son
of Bemaliah (ver. 6). Therefore the floods of
the Euphrates^ which the Prophet himself ex-
plains as meaning the king of Assyria, shall over-
flow Ephraim (ver. 7), but of course Judah also,

the land of Immanuel (ver. 8). The mention of
Rezin and Pekah, the calling Judah land of Im-
manuel, and the threatening of overflow by As-
syria, prove that these words belong to the same
period as the preceding chief prophecies. And as
the expression '' Immanuel " presupposes the
transactions narrated vii. 10, the insertion of this

section at this place is completely explained.
2. The Lord Remaliah's son.—Vers.

6, 6. Most authorities agree that the fountain of
Shiloah or Siloam is on the south side of Jerusa-
lem ; vid. Robinson's Pbtotine, Vol. L p. 501-505.

The name (written J?7# , TJW and TTiTtf) means

mninio, est esttstus (comp. D'^tf? ^^0t
" He

sendeth the springs," Ps. civ. 10 ; hence aswrnA.

fUvof "sent" Jno. ix. 7 ; comp. Kwald } 156 a).

It occurs only here, John ix. 7 and Lnke xiii.

4, in which last place is told of the tower of Si*

loam (so LXX and New Testament, Aqu. and
Symm., Thbod. spell the name Zt^ud : Vulo.:

SUoe). Yet the name rfwf which the nStfH ro^l
" pool of Siloah," Neh. iii. 15, bears is very pro-

bably identical with our Shiloah. The descent

between the fountain of Mary above and the foun-

tain of Siloam is very little, therefore the flow is

Yerj gentle and soft.

The weak brooklet, welling up at the foot of

Moriah and Zion. represents the unobservable

nature of the kingdom of God in the period of its

earthly humility. It recalls the form of a ser-

vant which the Lord assumed, and the "I am
meek and lowly in heart" (Matth. xi. 29). This

feature is prominent in all the stages of the his-

tory of salvation. Outwardly Israel was the least

of all nations (Deut. vii. 7); Bethlehem was4he

least of the cities of Judah (Mic v. 1) ; David

was the youngest among his brothers, and his fa-

ther supposed he must be of no account at the

election of a king (1 8am. xvi. 11 sqq.). SoJtoo,

at the time of our present history, the kingdom

of David was very small and weak amid the

world-powers. If now and then it arose to great-

er power, that makes but one resemblance more to

the intermittent fountain of Shiloah.

And rejoice, etc The passage is easily ex-
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132 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

plained if one only notices that the Prophet docs
not till ver. 8 represent the swelling stream as

overflowing also the territory of Jndah. Then
" noon them " ver. 7 means those whom the As-
svnan stream, that comes in from the north, over-

flows first That is evidently the Ephraimites.
Therefore by the people ver. 6, to whom *' upon
them " refers back, mast, at least primarily, be
understood the nation of the Ten Tribes. The
nation Israel, then, £ e. Ephraim looks down con-
temptuously on the kingdom of Judah as on a
weak flowing brookle^ and meanwhile with proud
self-complacency rejoices in its own king and in

the alliance with the Syrian king that added to

his strength. This haughtiness shall not escape
the avenging Nemesis. From the Euphrates
shall mighty floods of water overflow first Eph-
raim and then Judah. ['' To understand this it

is necessary to remark that the Euphrates annual-
ly overflows its banks."

—

Barnes]. That by
this is meant the king of Assyria with all his

florious army, Isaiah himself proceeds to explain,

t is a proof that the Prophet before this had the
territory of Israel in mind, that here he makes
so prominent the trespassing of the waters into

Juaah's territory, the spreading beyond its bor-
ders. Iu ver. 8 b, the Prophet by a glorious

figure compares the volumes of water to a bird

spreading out its wings, to which he is evidently
moved by the fact that the floods of water mean
army hordes. Accordingly he designates the
wings of the army as the wings of the extended
flood. Because the space covered by the ex-
panded wings coincides with the breadth of the
land, so it may be said that the stretching out of
the wings is at the same time the filling up of the
land. It is very significant that the Prophet
closes his address so emphatically with the word
44 Immanuel." He signifies thus that the land is

Immannel's, and that consequently the violence

is done to Immanuel. It is plain that Immanuel
is written as a proper name, from the suffix in
"pHIt Yet most editions separate the words,

and several versions too, as LXX. and Aram.,
translate accordingly. The occasion for this is the,

ofcourse, correct notion that in theword there is an
intimation ofcomfort that is to be the stay of Israel
in that great tribulation. But evidently the Pro-
phet has immediately in mind a person, whom he
addresses. He turns to Him who is predicted in
the birth of that child vii. 14. Although He is a
person of the future, still the Prophet knows Him
as one already present. How else could he turn
to Him with this lamentation? Herein, then,

lies a preparation for what the Prophet says or

the promised one in the predicates of ix. 5 (6).

9

i way of this people, saying,

2. THREATENING AOAIN8T THOSE THAT CON8PIRE AGAINST JUDAH, AND
AGAINST THOSE THAT FEAR THESE CONSPIRACIES.

Chapter VIH. 9-15.

•Associate yourselves, O ye people, *and ye shall be broken in pieces

;

And give ear, all ye of far countries

:

Gird yourselves, band ye shall be broken in pieces

:

Gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces.

10 Take counsel together, and it shall come to nought

;

Speak the word, and it shall not stand:
For God is with us.

11 For the Lord spake thus to me "with a strong hand,
'And instructed me that I should not walk in the way

12 Say ye not, A confederacy,

•To all them to whom this people shall say, A confederacy

;

Neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid.

13 Sanctify the Lord of Hosts himself;
And let him be your fear, and let him be your dread.

14 And he shall be for a sanctuary

;

But for a stone of stumbling and for a rock of offence
To both the houses of Israel,

For a gin and for a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
15 And many among them shall stumble,

*And fell, and be broken,
And be snared, and be taken.

»Or,y«t
• Break ye nation*, break to piece*,
« To warn me not to walk.

* and break in piettee.

• a* often a* that people, etc

Heb. 6t ike ttrength of hand.

• with pretture of the hand.

On yer. 0. )p\ The formaand meanings ofthe roots

yy\ Jfll aod P*V croweach other In a peculiar man-
ner. ty*l can only come from the root mp ; but to

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
this root has been transferred the meaning, too, ofjjn.

Although originally J?V) has the meaning malm* tee, as

fc

appears from the impart Niph. jj)V (Pro?. xL 16; zlli.
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20) which can only be derived from a root '1p, yet thin

root never ocean in KaL, but All Kal forms that mean
"to be evil" are to be derived from a root J?jp (oomp.

jn Norn. 3d. 10, then the adjectiv*p\ and perhaps, too,

the forms mp Dent xv. 9; % Sam. six. 8 and innn. Jf*l

Bed. vii. 3). On the other hand pp*) haa undoubtedly
the meaning "to break" (Pa. ii. 9; Jer. xi. 10; xv. Ii,

etc.). We moat therefore choose here between the mean*
Lags "be evil n and " break." With Dxschsijes and
others, I prefer the latter, because ** be wicked " and
* break in pieces *' involve no contradiction ; for where-

fore may not what is wicked also break in pieces ? [
u On*

anvros in his latest lexioons gives this verb its usual

sense of being evil, malignant, which la also expressed

fay Luthb (»0id Mat, ikr PWfcar). It is here equiva-

lent to do yowr wont" J. A. AinxAvnn.]. PH1D
frequent in Isaiah (x. 8; xiiLS; xvil. 13: xxx. 27; xlf'i.

U; ptoral tTpTOD xxxiii. 17). The double impera-

tivestnm ^TKTtn sustain an adverbial relation to one

another: break up yet break in pieces yourselves ; gird

ye yourselves, and spite of it break in pieces. Comp.

OasBHn } 130, 2. The former word seems to me not to

mean bdhtm pararo, for the war is far progressed; but

in accord with the proper vU vocabuU, the girding the

loins, bracing oneself up as men are wont to do in the

midst ofan attack.

On ver. 10. Y>p only here and Judg. xix. 30. On mfJ£

comp/on v. 10. Pnal ">DH only here in Isaiah (Jer.

xxxiii. 21; Zech. xi. 11). Other forms of 111); xiv.

27; xxiv. 6, 19; xxxiii. 8 ; xliv. 2*.

On ver. 11, HpTf! wherever else it occurs (2 Ohr. xli.

1 ; xxvi 16; Dan. xi. 2) means M the being strong," and
is need everywhere of the fortified power of a potentate.

TH npTTI is therefore " the hand being strong.** It is

the hand of God that comes over the prophets (Esek. i.

S;iiL22; villi; xxxiii. 22; xxxviil; xl. 1) and in fact

our expression signifies the condition that Esekiel de-

scribee with the words HpTTl 'SjJ
" "H ill. 14,

%3")0*1 cannot be the perf, ofit must read^D'. But

the imperf. stands asjussive with the Vctv. eoftses. (Comp.

EwALn, } 347 a). ,^n0,
1 is, then, not co-ordinate with

1DK ro m Kmosxl and even Evald would have it ; but

St continues and declares the object of TH ftpttlS,

co-ordinate with the latter, subordinate to the former

(DnunscH*. As regards the form, the imperf. VD* un-

derlies it, which Hos. x. 10 is used in the first person.—

The preposition JO is to be treated as dependent on the

notion of M holding back, restraining," contained in

'3NQ% (conitrvetfo praegnant).

On ver. 12. U1 SbS does not designate the object that

is given a name. For then the second member must

read: Iffp iS HTH DJJH 1DK\ But, as DEacnsLam

Justly remarks, S before *?j) — darattf ata, brf,
u
at,"

"with," and *?j has the meaning eunque (compare

IB^-^S-^ Prov. xvii. 8, « whither-soever "). Not so

often as those, not incessantly shall they say ^tfp, as

if there were nothing in the world to fear but this. miD
only here in Isaiah. y^pn Biph. in Isaiah also ver.

18 and xxix. 28. KaL it. 19, 31 ; xlvii. 12. From xxix.
23 it is seen that Isaiah uses the word in the sense of
M timer* aiiquid;" in our passage it means "to fear" and
ver. 13 " to affright." Thus it appears that Isaiah uses

the HipK sometimes as indirect, sometimes as direct

causative, and then uses the latter in a transitive sense.

On ver. 13. In 03*00 Isaiah has evidently in mind
Gen. ix. 2; Dent xi. 25.

On ver. 14. Bhp0(againinlsa.xvi.l2; u.13. ixULW)

means sanctuary generally, here evidently with the ad-

ditional notion of asylum (comp. 1 Kings i 60 sq. 5

ii. 28 sqq.). \ before |3ltS is adversative. i)JJ only

here in Isaiah and moreover *p pit *». Aey.—StfDO
"that over which one stumbles," (again lvii.14; Iflf

7#DD only here). nfl (*»y&, "cord," vid. xxiv. 17

sq.). Vfp)0
u loop-snare" of the bird-catcher, only here

in Isaiah.

On ver. 16. The operation of 7ltf30 and Hfl are in

ver. 16 represented by five verbs, of which the first

three relate to rjjj and btfDD, and the last to HI) *nd

ttfplD. Many, «. g.t Oxsxxius, Hmio, Umbextt, refer

03 to the two notions of stone and snare. But as Kno-

bbl Justly remarks, it is a M chief thought of Isaiah that

the judgments overtake the sinners ; the pious are left

as a remnant: L 26, 28; vi 13; xxviiL 18 sq.; xxix. 20

sq. ; xxxiii. 14." Stf3 comp. ill. 8. Niph. M#) xiv.

29; xxiv. 10; xxviL 11 Xxxviil 18; xlL 1. tfjT xxix.

21 ; xxviiL 13, in which last cited passage the verbs here

employed are repeated excepting 1*?DJ.—*Q*? again

in Isaiah only xx. 1 ; xxiv. 18.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL,

1. Having reprored the perverse poller of the
earthly-minded Israel, the Prophet proclaims to

the nations conspiring against Judah that they,

the breakere-in-piecee, shall themselves be broken
in pieces (vera. 9, 10). Then he says—turning to

the spiritually-minded Israel—the Lobd has em-
phatically warned them against the ways of the
fleshly-minded (ver. 11) and forbidden them to

regard the conspiracy of the enemies as most to

be dreaded (ver. 12). Jehovah ought to be feared

(ver. 13). He is to the on* a sanctuary (asylum),

to the others, a stone of stumbling and a snare
(ver. 14, 16).

2. Associate <3od is with us.—Vers.
9, 10. These words are addressed to the D'?J?

u peoplesf vera. 6-8 were addressed to "this
people," ver. 6. Evidently then "peoples," ver.

9, is contrasted with "this people," ver. 6. The
Prophet plainly addresses nations, that arm
themselves against the land of Immanuel, de-

vise plans, issue commands. Nothing shall come
of ail this. Comparing vii. 7, it is seen that

Syria and Ephraim- must be meant here. A re-

markable contrast is put, when he that has broken

othere to pieces himself breaks to pieces. Syria

and Ephraim had already done Judah considera-

ble harm (comp. on vii. 1, 2>; ver. 9, they are

challenged to prepare still more, but spite of the

breaking already accomplished, and these first

attempts, they snail themselves be broken to

pieces. The Prophet moreover summons distant

nations to take notice of this for their own warn-

ing. The clause: "give ear—countries n is a
parenthesis. As the Prophet repeats the words

of vii 7 u and it shall not stand,1' with little al-
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134 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

teration, he intimates that he has the same matter
in his mind. And in fact vii. 5 sq., speaks of
° evil counsel " on the part of Syria and Ephraim
against Judah, the land of Immanuel, as here of
''taking counsel together/' and "speaking a

word/' By this arises the conspiracy (^^P)
spoken of ver. 12, which can mean nothing hut

the alliance of the two states named. /M MDp O-
For the third and last time we have the words
Immanuel. They must certainly be read sepa-
rate here as a clause. They express the idea of
the name as an independent judgment. The
world-power must shiver on the rock Israel,

for it is thereby the strong rock in that God is

with it. But this strong rock is not the 'Iopat)% oap-

kik6c, bqt the 'l<Jpa%\ irvrvfiartKO^ [not the fleshly

Israel, but the spiritual Israel]. Comp. Ps. ii.

3. For the Lord your dread.—Vers.
11-13. Judah is safe from the breaker-in-pieces,

for God is with it (ver. 10). That is, in a cer-

tain sense, not unconditionally. For the Lord
will be an asylum only to those who fear and
sanctify Him; but to others, who fear men more
than Him. He will be their falL "For the
Lord spake thus," etc. : " for," relates to the
thought contained in the words ImmanueL "God
is with us." This thought is both established
and limited by what follows. For God is with
that part of the people only that fears Him
above all things, loves and trusts Him alone.
Therefore the Trophet says that this word of
the Lord was directed to him. But he is re-

presentative of the believing Israel. Therefore
ver. 12 continues with "say ye not," and those
addressed are expressly distinguished from "this
people," ver. 11.

"Ye shall not say conspiracy.*—Ver.
12. It is impossible that the Prophet can mean
to say: "Ye shall not call everything conspiracy
that people call conspiracy I " For what sort of
confederations did they incorrectly call conspira-
cies? May, perhaps, Pekah's alliance with
Resin be justified here? Or is some conspiracy
of the Prophet and his followers against Ahaz
(Roorda) approved of? Or, are the believing
Israelites warned against taking part in conspira-
cies (Hofmann, Drbchsler), which does not
the least lie in the words ? According to vii. 2,
the heart of Ahaz, and his people quaked like
trees before the wind, when intelligence came to
Jerusalem of the union of Syria with Ephraim.
At that time, assuredly, the political wiseacres
might be seen in every corner putting their heads

together, and anxiously whispering : "IBfr 1E?j3»

"conspiracy, conspiracy." They called the alli-

ance of Pekah with Rezin a *\tfp and saw therein,

of course with some justice, the chief danger of
Judah. Thus, the Prophet adds, "and what
they fear shall not ye fear." It must therefore
have been a conspiracy that was the subject of
fear to the mass of the nation of Judah. The
meaning then is that men ought not to say "con-
spiracy^' so often, not so inceixmOy to have this
word in their months, and make the conspiracy
the matter of greatest concern.

4. Sanotiry be taken.—Vers. 13-15.
Here begins the antithesis, that says what ought
to be. They ought to sanctify Jehovah, (camp.

xxix. 23, the only other instance of this Bipk);
He ought to be the object of fear, the terror-maker.

In such a caseHe will be forman a safe, sheltering,

holy asylum (comp. Ps. xv. 1 ; xviii. 3 ; xxiii. 0;
lxxxiv. 5). But He will be a stone of stumbling

to those that fear Him not Therefore the

two houses of Israel, Judah and Ephraim, shall

be destroyed just by the Lord. It would have
been better for this fleshly Israel, had it never

known the Lord. Jerusalem is mentioned ex-

pressly, because, as capital city, its example had
great influence. To it the Lord will be a snare.

[J. A. Alexander on vers. 12-14. " ^tfp> ac-

cording to etymology and usage, is a treasonable

combination or conspiracy. It is elsewhere com-
monly applied to such a combination on the part
of subjects against their rulers (2 Kings xi. 14

;

xii. 21 ; xiv. 19; xv. 30). It is not strictly ap-
plicable, therefore, to the confederacy of Syria
and Israel against Judah (Gesenius, Bosen-
mtjller, Henderson, etc), nor to that of Ahaz
with the king of Assyria (Barnes, etc). It
would be more appropriate to the factious com-
binations among the Jews themselves (Aben
Ezra, Kimchi), if there were any trace of these
in history. The correct view seems to be : that
the opposition of the Prophet and his followers
to seeking foreign aid, vi*. : Assyrian, as a viola-

tion of duty to Jehovah, like the conduct of Jere-
miah during the Babylonian siege, was regarded
by the king and his adherents as a treasonable
combination to betray them to their enemies.
But God commands not to regard the cry of trea-

son or conspiracy, nor to share the real or pre-
tended terrors of the unbelievers."

On ver. 14. #lpP- "Although the temples

of the gods were regarded as asylums by the
Greeks and Romans, no such usage seems to have
prevailed among the Christians till the time of
Constantino (Bingham's, Orig. Eccles. viiL 11,
1). As to the Jews, the only case which has
been cited to establish such a practice seems to
prove the contrary. Bo far was the altar from
protecting Joab, that he was not even dragged
away, but killed on the snot [The same obtains
with 1 Kings i 60 sq., cited by Naeqelsbach.—Tr.]. The word was meant to bear the same
relation to Wnpn (in ver. 13) that *niD bears

to WTO and f^D to UTyn- God was the

only proper object to be dreaded, feared and
sanctified, i. e., regarded as a holy being in the
widest and the most emphatic sense. Thus ex-
plained ShDD corresponds almost exactly to the
Greek rb aytov, the term applied to Christ by the
angel who announced His birth (Luke i. 35). In
1 Pet ii. 7, where this rery passage is applied to
Christ, 4 Titf seems to he employed as an equiva-
lent to BhpO as here used. To others he is a
stone of stumbling, but to you who believe He is

4 r/^, something precious, something honored,
something looked upon as holy. The same ap-
plication of the words is made Dy Paul, Bom. ix.

33. These quotations seem to show that the
Prophet's words have an extensive import, and
are not to be restricted either to his own times
or to the times of Christ. The doctrine of the
text is, that even the most glorious exhibitions
of God's holiness, i. e., of His infinite perfection,

may occasion the destruction of the unbeliever.'^
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CHAP. VOL 10-23. 135

3. THE TESTAMENT OF THE PROPHET TO HIS DISCIPLES.

Chapter VIII. 16—IX. 6.

a) Prayer and Exhortation merging into prophetio vision.

Chapter VIIL 16-23. (IX. 1.)

1$ *Bnn> tip the testimony,

Seal the law among my disciples.

17 And I will wait upon the Lord,
That hideth his face from the house of Jacob,
And I will look for him.

18 Behold, I and the children whom the Lord hath given me
Are for signs and for wonders in Israel

From the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in Mount Zion.

19 And when they shall say unto vou,
bSeek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards

That •peep, and that mutter

:

Should not a people seek unto their God?
For the living* to the dead ?

20 To the law and to the testimony

:

If they speak not according to this word,
9M is because there is 'no light in them,

21 fAnd they shall pass through it, hardly bestead and hungry

:

And it shall come to pass, that when they shall be hungry, they shall fret them*
selves,

And curse their king and their God, *

And look upward.
22 And they shall look unto the earth

;

And behold trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish

;

•And they shall be driven to darkness.

Chap. IX. 1 (23). ^Nevertheless the dimness shall not be such as was in her vexation,

'When at the first he lightly afflicted

The land of Zebulon and the land of Naphtali,
JAnd afterward did more grievously afflict

Her by the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, in1 "Galilee of the nations.

* Ueb.no morning.

* Bind up testimony, $eat law in my.
« Supply (ought one to enqnire) of
* 7%m the eHetreeeed and humny wander away
fc For not-darknees ie thtrt where ie dietreee.
J But afterward brings to honor the way% etc

• Or, QaUlee the populous

* Enquire of the dead epirite. •whir.
* nno have no dawn.
t And obeewre night wide-epread. .

i AtoiU the former time)* brought diegraee on the, etc. )

* the circuit of the heathen.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Oliver. 16. ntljjn beside hereand rer. SO occurs only

Bath tr. 7. The meaning is " testifying ;" in the pas-

sive sense, " that which is testified," which then may be

taken In various senses. The dlrine will which the

prophets testify to men (Exod. xix. 21, 28; Dent. rill.

19; 18am. Till 9; Jer. xL 7; xlii. 19; Am. ill. IS, etc.)

has for contents both what men ought to do and*rhat
God has resohred to do. ifo fmper. from Wt eon-

ttringere, eoUigare (xl. 18); OHH (m Isaiah again only

xxix, 11) Is " to seal." TZpS" occurs only Ina. 1 4 ; Ut.

13 and Jer. ii. 24; xiii.28. Ii means doefc<8,0rudrtu«; and
Is nsad both of spiritaal and of physical relations.

Ob tots. 17, 18. According to oar construction It might
be expected that there would be 'JK1 before '/VSTr

Bat this 'J*) follows in rer. 18 ; forOJK HJH does not

mean * behold, I am here,** but, M behold L" I do not

deny that in itself it may mean the former. But I be-

liere that were this the Prophet's meaning he would

hare expressed H in a less mistakable form by writing

*)yn before OJ* or (Gen. xllx. 16) Qjjri. I think run

OJIt, ihen* Is epexegetieal of the subject of 'DOD.

Then is explained why this subject Is not more dis-

tinctly marked by *Jtf. The Prophet obtains a more

emphatic prominence for it in the *DJK 71371- rftH

and nfito are combined as in Deuteronomy (Deut

ir.84; Yitt;*ii.l9jxiii.8;xx*t8} xxriii.46; xxix 2 j

xxxiT.ll. Comp. Isa. xx. 8, 1J1 DJpD depends on

D^nfilDI fllfllt This addition is, in relation to

t% ,l
7"jnj ItfKt not superfluous.
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186 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

On ver. 19. 31K means an inflated leather bottle (oc-

curs only Job xxxiL 19, and as a proper name Num. xxi.

10; xxxiiL 43), then the distended body of the ventrilo-

quist, and then, not only the Tentriloquist himself, (1

8am. xxviii. 3, 9; 2 Kings xxill. 24; Isa. xix. 3; and the

passage previously cited) but the pretended spirit of the

dead that spoke by him (1 8am. xxriii. 7, 8 ; Is. xxix. 4 ; I

Chr. x. 13). In many ofthese passages it is indeed doubt-

ful which of these two meanings the word may hare ; or
' if it does not hare both. Elsewhere the word seems to

mean the secret art, necromancy, divination itself (2

Kings xxi. 0; 2 Chron. xxxiiL 8). The plural is always

fttafe. Because this plural occurs also Job xxxii. 19, it

cannot for that reason be concluded that only women

were possessed of this necromancy QtK JwJJD, 1 Sam.

xxviiL 7, the witch of Endor). Still it is surprising that

3W bp2 (masc) is found only In the Talmud (vld. On-

•in. TVs. p. 85). *JjfT never occurs alone, but always

joined with a*flt It means'4 the knowing one, wise

one, or wisard." Dkutssch, very much to the point,

compares &*(*»* according to Plato — Ufrm*t

M the

much knowing being.** HVDj* PUpel, found only in

Isaiah. The word primarily is used of the chirping of

birds (x. 14 ; xxxvliL 14), then of the roioe proceeding

out of the ground (xxix. 4). run is likewise a word

that Imitates a sound (comp. ack. dchaen). As *tifj)¥

represents a high, shrill sound, so rUH do** a low one

;

for it is used for the growling of a lion (xxxi. 4), of the

rolling of the thunder (Job xxxrii 2), of the low mur-
muring of the doTe (xxxvilL 14; lix. 11). It occurs

again in Isa. xtL 7 ; xxxiiL 18 ; lix. 8, 13. In classic an-

tiquity, too, we find a gentle, chirping, whispering Toice

ascribed to the dead. Comp. Iliad XXIII. 101, where it

is said of the soul of Patroclos u
^x*TOT«TPiYvi* ;" Odyss.

xxiv. 6-9, where Tpt£«tr etridere is equally ascribed to the

souls of the dead suitors and to the whirring of the bats

in the dark caves. Other examples see in Gxsssius, in

loe. In our passage the necromancers are said to hiss

and mutter, because they imitated the Yoloe of the

dead in this fashion. ehn with Sit (elsewhere It is

construed with *? Eaek. xiv. 7, or with 3 1 8am. xxriii.

7, 2 Kings L 2) by reason of Deut xiL 80; xviiL 11, oc-

curs in Isaiah three times; here, xL 10; xix. 8; comp.
Job t. 8. The preposition is perhaps to be treated as

depending on the notion of M penetrating ** that is con-

tained in that of Investigation.

On ver. 20. f) TtlwS i» en exclamation, a sort ofshout
of oommand. But if one musthave a grammatical con-

struction, the S may be taken as dependent on JEhl
or ODD (comp. Lev. xix. 81; xx. 6), whereby the re-

mark of Gxsxwnis (The*, p. 728) obtains, that "Sk pre*-

mitHiur homini, S rd locoque? Dxlitssch compares Jad.

viL 18. j\jrnS? HAvSt but it is doubtful whether

3^n is not to be supplied there according to ver. 20.

Expositors differ extraordinarily about kV"D*t The
explanation is grammatically quite incorrect that makes
*^8ftt begin the apodosis, and construes it as a par-

ticle of asseveration or of the apodosis (— *3) Vrxixga,

BosxirMvxLLxm, Gxsxvrus, etc). Others (Ds Witts, Mau-

msm, Ew., Hirna, DmscBSLn) take vh-Q* as s form of
adjuration :

M they will say truly.** But thisinvolves an
evident contradiction. For how can he who turns to

the law and testimony curse his king and God in time

of need? Others (Ksobxx, Dzxriscu) take it as an in-

terrogative particle, referring it back to kSn ver. 19

:

u Or will not they accord in this word that are without

dawn 7** But from the context it appears that this is

just what they will not do. I construe ItVDK simply
— nisi, and begin the apodosis with T3Jfl ver. 21 (so,

too, Disstel). irigf (comp. xix. 12) occurs xlviL 11

;

lvttL 8, as figure of the dawning revelation of salvation.

On ver. H. A3 is referred by VrmnieA, Maumxa, Da-

utssch, ete^ to VIM understood as a matter of course,

ver. 22. But this pM is not so a matter of oourse, be-

cause it firstappears after ; and 12V cannot be said only

in relation to the notion "land/* Boons*, DascnsLxa

refer it more correctly to the condition intimated by

^n%* |6 pit nttJjM is thee*, krf. If n«fj3 means

durum saw, H tobe hard, heavy," then mtoj is ^treated

hard, grieved, oppressed.**—DjjH (ix. 19; xxix. 8;

xxxIL 6; xHv. 12; IviiL 7, 10) adds to the notion of out.

ward pressure that of incapacity to bear, that is occa-

sioned by hunger. The full (Deut. xxxiL 15 ; Ps. lxxviiL

29; Prov. xxx. 9) has easily too much, the hungry too

little strength. Hithp. f|3fpnn only here KaL xlviL

•; liv. 9 ; IviL 16, 17; lxiv. 4, 8. SSp I construe with.

3 in the sense of M curse against one.** Elsewhere it is

construed with the accusative, and the following 3 sig-

nines the higher power by which one swears, L «., by
whose mediation one imprecates evil on the object of

hiswrsth(l8am.xviL43; 2 Kings IL 24). But with that

construction there would be wanting here an object of

the cursing (Dixstxl). And it is much more natural that

one enraged should curse the cause of his sufferings

than the sufferings themselves. 7 /D stay be construed

with3 afterthe analogy of verbs that mean striving (xix.

2; xxx.32,efc.) and being angry (PftUtiiL26; PsJxxvilL

82; Gen. xxx. 2; xliv.l8,«fe.). On ver. 22. D'SH Biph.

xvill. 4; xxiL 11 ; xliL 18 ; 11. 1, 2, 6, ete. rDtf/TP TO,
" distress and darkness," vid. comment, on ver. 30.——

•WD caltgo " obscurity," i». A«y. HpTl* found again

xxxJ 6 ; Prov. i. 27. TlSfiK (again ItUL 10 ; lix. 9) is

used for thick darkness, cy^Exod. x. 22. TW)D
some take in the sense of "scared away,** so that the

transition would begin here. " As to this time the na-

tion will have been rejected, so from now on shall mis-

fortune, ss it were, be exiled " (DiaoHSLxn). But the

words 'D 'J))t are so completely co-ordinate with both

the foregoing members of the sentence, end on the

other hand the transition is so utterly without anything

to indicate it, that this meaning cannot be satisfactory.

Others (Kxosxi* Dbutsscb) explain after the analogy of

Jer. xxiii 12, as if it read TVyO Mm nSfiip, or

<D 'DK3 \irn« But this also seems too artificial The

omission of the subject, when it is especially looked for

on account of its generic difference from the subjects

of both the foregoing members, most raise a doubt.

But Till has ^y DO means only the signification "to

scatter, disperse.** In Deut. xx 19 Itmeans impeUert fse-

eurim\ 2 Sam. xr. 14, propeller* immittere {tnlseriam)

Prov. viL 21 depellere, "drive away ; seduce.** Why then

may notHUD TI7BM mean tenebrae immUeae, whereby,

because the notion dispeUere undoubtedly lies in the

word, it may be taken in the sense of at omm partemmit-
•oe, long* lateque dtftoae f 80 substantially Saapxa, Ko-
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cm. As regards the incongruity ofgender, it need gire

no surprise. The predicate it to be construed as neuter

:

taas&roe tatstitftm, szpaasum aliquid. It is apparent that

in the three members of ver. 22 6 reigns the law of unity

in manifoldness. For evidently these three members are

so for alike that in all of them the words are in pairs,

and the notion of darkness recurs as the chief one. But
in the first member ooenrs bendladys (distress and
darkness—obscuring distress, or distressing obscuriryX
in the second both are merged into one notion, dimness
of anguish ; in the third the predicate is added in an
adjective, i. a, participial form.

On ver. 23. I construe the words K/ DM T«r. 20 on to

TTUO v*r. 22 as a parenthesis, and referOil *pnO *h %D
to TXDprh) rmnS ver. 2d. Where law and testimony

live in men's souls, there, spite of distress (DYtO only

here in Isaiah ; oomn. Job xxxvi. 16; xzzvii 10), is no

darkness. *JJND vh *». A«y. notice in Mu-aph a re-

Terse vowel pointing from Ma-uph, ver. 22, a play of

words that reflects the contrast of thought flS anti-

cipates the idea of "land" contained in next

U1 n^3-—3 is not a conjunction "as," but a preposi-

tion, and signifies the coincidence (Ix. 2; Gen. xviiL 1,

10, 14 ; xxxix. 18 ; Jud. iL 4, etc.)— - about the first time."

This " first time *• evidently extends to the dawn of the
new time that begins with the Messiah ; and JttnKTl PJ?
"last time** coincides therefore with D'DTI mnK
(ii. 2). Sp means town, tenuem, cnUsat ssm (Gen. viiL

11 ; Job vii. 6; Nan. i. 14; Jer. iv. IS, etc), therefore the

Hipk. (again in Isaiah only,xxilL9)tawn, exUem redder*.—mn« » poetlo form of jn* (comp. Job xxxiv. 18;

xxxviL 12). tHnWII Is best construed as accusative

of time. It might, indeed, be taken as nominative, but
elegance is against it. The same regions, that in the first

clause of the verse are described as the object of the

7pTj M degrading,** are now, in the second clause, by

other divisions and names, said to be the object of
T33H, M glorifying.*' [

u The English version supposes

a contrast that requires /DT) to be taken in the sense

of Ugktiy aflietinf, as distinguished from T33H to af-

flict more grtooouely. But this distinction is unautho-

rised by usage.**—J. A. AlsxawdxbJ.

BXIGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. I cannot help thinking that in this section

we have a farewell address of the Prophet ; as it

were, his spiritual will. That it speaks of " dis-

ciples,'
9 whereas there is no mention of them else-

where, is a hint that here lies before us a written
archive specially meant for them. What then,

could the Prophet have riven his disciples in this

written form, but something that must be valua-
ble to them for the time, when he could no longer
communicate with them by word of mouth as he
could at that moment ? Then, too, the prayer to

the Lord, to seal in the disciples law and testi-

mony, the emphatic reference to the pledges of
faith riven in the persons of himself and his

soda, the warning against future seductions, and
the reference to that which could rive light and
comfort in the troublous days to be expected,

—

all this brings me to the conviction that here we
have actually the spiritual testament of Isaiah to

his disciples.

2. Bind up my disciples. —Ver. 16.

The opening words of this will connect appro-
priately with the Lord's words of exhortation
ver. 13. I have no doubt that the words ver. 16,

are addressed to Jehovah. For only the Lord
can do this binding up and sealing. The pro-
phets might seal a nook roll, or declare that the
meaning of a prophecy is to be shut up till a cer-

tain time (eirf. Dan. viii 26; xii. 4, 9; Rev. x.

4; xxii. 10; Isa. xxix. 11 ; Jer. Ii. 60 sqq. and
my comment) : but they cannot seal the divine
revelation in the hearts of men. Moreover, in all

the following verses the Prophet is the speaker,
and the change from the words of God to the
words of the Prophet must certainly have been
more distinctly marked than by the simple 1

before 'Hon* The mention of binding up and
sealing in a spiritual sense was perhaps occa-
sioned by the actions appropriate to the real docu-
ments (vicL Jer. xxxii. 9 aqq.). Having so dis-

posed of the writing that contained his own
will, the Prophet prayed the Lord to do still

better, and enclose and seal up his testament

tit the hearts of his disciples. For the propriety

ofthe metaphor, vid. Prov. iii. 3; vii. 3; Jer. xxxi.
33. They are the same as " are written to life," Isa.

iv. 3. As primarily " the law" means the Mosaic
law, which was the basis and norm of all pro-

phetic announcements (Deut. xiii. 1 sqq. ; xviii.

18 sqq.), and which the Prophets ever and again
had to reimpress (Jer. xxix. 19). so Isaiah

must mean by "the testimony" all additional

prophetic testimony, especially all threatenings

and promises that referred to the future. In the

prayer he makes for his disciples, he does not
intend the preservation of the divine testimony

onto the proper time for its revelation, but he
would thereby give to themselves the only true

support and comfort for the evil days to come.
As, according to ver. 17, his faith in the word of

God was his own sole comfort, so (ver. 20) he
directs his disciples to the law and testimony,

warning them against every false comfort (ver.

19). Though Isaiah had primarily disciples and
scholars in mind, we need not suppose he
was at the head of a school of prophets. What
he would teach them was religious truth, not to

prophesy. And thus about this group of scholars,

as about a nucleus, would gather all in Jeru-

salem and Judah that had any heart for the

spiritual jewels of Israel.

3. I will wait in mount Zion.—Vers.
17, 18. This affords a touching insight into the

personal life of the Prophet. He enforces the

prayer just made by confessing that he holds fast

to the Lord, and waits {vid. v. 4 ; xxv. 9 ; xxvi.

8; xxxiii. 2: li. 5; lix. 9, 11 ; lx. 9; lxiv. 2),

notwithstanding the Lord seems to have for-

saken the house of Jacob (he evidently means
" this people," the fleshly Israel) and hidden His
face (comp. 1. 6 : liii. 3; liv. 8 : lix. 2: lxiv. 6).

But he does not nope alone. His children hope
with him. This is significant. We know, in*

deed, nothing about the age of the children.

That our passage follows close on viii. 1-4, is no
proof that it originated in that period. T-™**
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138 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

wrald hardly at that time hare designated his

children (plural) as companions of his faith.

For Maher-shalal was hardly yet born, and this

circumstance speaks rather for later composition.
Isaiah knows that his children are not only chil-

dren of his body, but of his spirit too. They
are miraculous children, products, not only of
•nature, but of the diyine effective power. (Rom.
ix. 7 sqq. : Gal. iv. 28 sq.). Therefore, not only
are his and their names prophetic, but their birth,

too, is such ; at least that of Maher-shalaL Thus
they are by their existenoe as by their names
fllnK, nana, rfarot rov ftiXXovroc (Rom. y. 14)
u
finger boards," and DTlfilOt miraculous pledges

of miracles. " Which Jehovah hat given me,*" dv
these words Isaiah points to the support of his

hope. For why should not we hope in God who
has done such wonders? Our passage, moreover,
recalls the words of Joshua xxiv. 15 : " I ana
my house will serve the Lord "

4» And when they shall mt to thm
dead.—Ver. 19. The Prophet now adds a
warning against seduction to idolatrous necro-
mancy. And does not this warning give the im-
pression of proceeding from a man who is on the

.

point of leaving his own, and who, before his de-
parture* seeks to protect them against impending
danger? "And when they shall say," presents
the superstition as at hand and to be dreaded.
From li. 6 ; iiL 2 sq., we see that various sorts

of superstitious divination were practised among
the Jews at that time. Such were expressly for-

bidden in the law. Comp. Lev. xix. 31 ; xx. 6,

27 ; Deut xviii. 10, 11. In all these passages
AUK "familiar spirits" and DUjfY "wixarus"
are named together, and Deut. xviii. 11 the words

O'PS^rH? ^f "necromancer'' are expressly

added: so that Isaiah seems to have had this

passage in mind.

The second clause of the verse, " should not,"

etc, is usually regarded as the reply of the be-
lieving disciples to those who tempted them [J.
A. Alexander]. But this seems to me unne-
cessary. It is primarily the answer that Isaiah
himself gives, and it is to be understood that the
disciples are to reply to the same effect Accord-
ing to the Prophet, those seductive temptations
are to be met by two arguments. First, he urges
that every nation must inquire of U* god as the
chief disposer of its destiny. Therefore Israel

onght to turn to Jehovah. It appears from this

that the Prophet assumes the position that Je-
hovah is the national god of Israel, without chal-
lenging the existence of other gods, and that he
assumes that those tempters recognise Jehovah
as the proper national god. (God of the fathers).

The second argument Isaiah takes from the re-

Sresentation of the ancients of the relation of the
ead to the living. Only he that lives in the

body lives really. By death he sinks deep down.
Comp. Frikdb., NAOELflBAOH,JEroifMr.2Vol.YII.
1 14 vqq. Nachhomer. TfooL VII. 1 14 sqq. But
how nearly Hebrew representations approach
those of classic antiquity, may be seen from
passages like xiv. 9 son. ; Esek. xxvi. 20 sq.;
xxxi 14 sqq. ; xxxii. 17 sqq. ; Isa. xxxviii. 18
sq. ; Ps. vi. 6 : lxxxviii. 4 sqq. ; Job xiv. 10
sqa. It is therefore folly, nonsense, to seek any
help for the living among those gone down deep.

Thus the words 111 Ijtt are to be construed in-

terrogatively : "For the living (shall one in-

quire of) the deadV
4. To the law Qalilee of the nations.

—Vers. 20-28 (ix. 1). Now Isaiah refers his

disciples to the divine source of light and com-
fort, which alone can keep them upright in the
impending evil days. Whoever does not find

these his support, will undoubtedly be destroyed.

Who shall sav: "To the law and the testi-

monyV All that have no dawn. They are such
as nowhere see in any outward relations a ray of
light, that announces the day of salvation. When
such see no inward comfort and support by means
of God's word, they wander oppressed and hun-
gry, efe. As hunger smarts, it readily happens
that such fall into a bitter rage and curse their

king and God, thus both the heavenly and earthly

government, as being to blame for their suffer-

ings. Most expositors understand bv DvD " his

king" that a divinity is meant; and only differ

as to whether, according to Ps. v. 3 ; lxviii. 25,

Jehovah is meant, [so J. A. Alkxavdeb and
Barnes] or, according to Am. v. 26 ; Zeph. i. 5,

the idols; agreeing that "king" and "God"
mean the same person. But against this speaks

:

1. 3 occurring twice; 2. the following "he

looks upward and to the earth he looks." Simi-
lar blasphemy is described as a symptom of the

anti-Christian time Bev. xvi. 9, 11, 21.

Wherever the wretched look, above or to earth,

everywhere presents itself only the mournful
sight of dark distress.

About the first time, efe.—Ver. 23 (ix. 1).

The Prophet now intimates what sort of light

shall arise to the believing from the law and testi-

mony. He shall know from the prophecy, which
the Prophet with these very words gives to his

own (to which however, others still are added
later), that the North of Palestine, which hereto-

fore was little regarded compared with the South,

shall attain to great honor, and become a place

of great blessing to the whole land. He evi-

dently refers to the Messianic time, and intimates

that the glory of it will illuminate in an eminent
way that northern region of Palestine. More
particularly as to the how ? and when ? the Pro-

Shet does not know. If it is asked why he pre-

icts this just here, we may see the ground for it

in the foot that at that time, it was just from that

northern quarter of the Ten Tribes, that great

danger threatened Jodah. The war with Syria
and Ephraim was the occasion of this whole se-

ries of prophecies. The gaze of the Prophet is em-
phatically fastened on the North. What wonder
if on this occasion he not only predicts the im-
pending judgment of this northern land, but also

the glory in store for it 1

Zebulon was bounded on the North by Naph-
tali, eastward bv the sea of Galilee, westward
by Asher and Phoenicia (comp. Josh. xix. 10
sqq.). Naphtali possessed the north-east of
Canaan west of Jordan, for it touched the base

of Antilebanon, was bounded on the east by the
sea of Galilee, on the south by Zebulon, and on
the west by Asher. (Josh. xix. 82 sqq.). As
"the way of the sea," according to the context,

must be a land inhabited by Israelites, it cannot
be the coast of the Mediterranean, as some have
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supposed; for Pttoanicians dwelt then. It can
only be the coast of the XVU3 V " the tea of

Chinnereth"(Nam« xxxiv. 11 ; Josh. xii. 3; xiii.

j7)-mTI T3JT " bank of Jordan," is East Jor-

dan land.
^
The expression, with and without

"the sun-rising/1
is extremely common (Gen. 1.

10 sq. ; Num. xxxr. 14 : Dent. L 1,5; Josh. i.

14 sq. ; ii. 10, etc). The region named here

trun y?J " Galilee of the nations," (**. **y.) %

was originally called VSrv^the Galilee," (the

bent, the circuit, circuit*, camultu, comp. *l£5)

and was a part of Naphtali. Comp. Josh. xx.
7; xxi. 32; 1 Chr. vi 61 ; 1 Mace. ii. 63. The

region is called also TwJ fTV (1 Kings ix. 11),

tnd nVSiTJ (2 Kings xr. 29).

*

In Jod. L 30-33 we are told that as elsewhere,

the Canaanites were not exterminated from this

region. From the nature of things, in a region
so distant from the national sanctuary, the
heathen element would increase more than else-

where. Hie continual intercourse with neigh-
boring heathen in war and peace, moreover, the
depriving the land of its Israelite inhabitants by
Tiglath-Fileeer (2 Kings xv. 29) may have grad-
ually given the heathen element a preponderance.
From the New Testament, we Know that the

Jews looked down on the Galileans with a cer-

tain contempt (Jno. i. 46; vii. 41,52; Acts ii.

7). When, Jno. vii. 41 the Jews questioned

whether the Messiah would come out of Galilee,

when they, ver. 62, asserted, too, that not even a
Prophet was to come out of Galilee, it is the

more remarkable that, as Dsutzsch quotes,

Talmud and Midrasch say : that " the Messiah

shall be revealed in Galilee, and from out Tibe-
rias shall the redemption dawn." But Matthew
sees in the fact that Jesus "came and dwelt in

Capernaum, which is upon the sea coast in the
borders of Zabulon and NephthsJim" a fulfil-

ment of our prophecy, and justly (vid. Matt. iv.

13 sqq.). For that the Prophet notices such spe-

cial traits of the Messianic picture of the future

as the ante-nuptial conception, and the going forth

from Galilee will not surprise these who reflect

that these special matters are no trifles, but of
greatest importance, and thus in a hijrh degree
worthy of prophetic notice. For they belong es-

sentially to that fundamental character of the

plan of redemption, whereby the Redeemer and
His kingdom snail rise out of the depth of ho*
mility and ignominy to honor and glory.

[J. A. Alexander with Henderson, Coo-
ceiu8 and others regard the words ver. 16 as

spoken to the Prophet *' by God, or, as some sup-

pose, by the Messiah, the #JpP mentioned in

the foregoing verse; and likewise vers. 17 and 18,

because there is no intimation of a change in the

speaker, and because Heb. ii. 13, v. 17 is quoted
as the words of the Messiah, not as an illustra-

tion, but as a proof that Christ partook of the

same nature with the persons called His children.

Delitzbch and v. Hofmann (vid. their comment
on Heb. ii. 13), who agree in treating these words
of vers. 16-18 as the Prophet's, and yet recog-

nise a typical and prophetic reference to Christ,

explain the use made of this in Heb. I. c by the

canon: "it admits of no doubt that the writers

of the New Testament, allow themselves to quote

utterances of typical Old Testament personages

concerning themselves as utterances, and words
of Christ" Delttzsch.—Tr.].

b) Tks lifht of the future proceeding from a child that is to b*) born of the
race of David.

Chapter IX. 1-6. (2-7).

2 (1) Thb people that walked in darkness, hare seen a great light:

They that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light

shined.

3 (2) Thou hast multiplied the nation!

And 'not increased the joy

:

They joy before thee according to the joy in harvest!

And as mat, rejoiee when they divide the spoil.

4 (3) 'For thou bast broken the yoke of his burden,

And the staffof his shoulder,

The rod of his oppressor,

As in the day oi Midian.
5 (4) 'For* every battle of the warrior is with confused noise,

And garments rolled in blood

;

*But this shall be with burning and •fuel of fire.

6 (5) For unto us a child is born,

Unto us a son is given

:

And the government shall be upon his shoulder

:

And his name shall be called

Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God,
The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace,
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140 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

7 (6) °Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be no end,

Upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom

;

4To order it, and to establish it

With judgment and with justice, from henceforth even for ever.

The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this.

i Or, to him.
« And it too*, etc

* Or, When thou breaketL
•Heb.meo&

• For every boot of him that steps with noity tramp, etc
• For increase--for peace without end, etc

•Or, When th^ whole boMe of the wowrior was, etc

* 7%at will be burned, afoodforfire
* Became he orders and estabUsheSj etc

TEXTUAL AND
On Ter. 1. DTDS? Ii regarded by almost all later au-

thorities as modified from rWD7* (root dS* "to be
i
-

dark "). Bat I rather side with Bosttchxe (De vnferis,

} 190 sq., 286, and Neue exeg. KriL AehrenL II., p. 124), who,

referring to fllDTJf (name of a person, 2 Sam. xxiiL 81

;

1 Chron.xxvit. 26*, and of a place, Neb* Tii. 28; ill. 29;

Ezra ii. 24 ; comp. Song of 8ol. Till. 6) explains it as a
saperlatlTe expression. The word often stands parallel

with ^Bftl and other kindred expressions (Job iii. 6

;

x. 21 ; xxvill. 3 ; Ps. cvIL 10, 14, etc.). It is a poetic term
and intensive of "tEfll, being related to it as the night

of death to common night. The word doet not again oc-

cur in Isaiah. flJJ EaL only here in Isaiah; Hiph.

xllL 10.

On yer. 2. Had the Prophet meant the heathen, he
would hare written D'U. ^JH is evidently a distinct

and single people.—In what follows, the most important

inquiry is whether K'thibh or K'ri presents the correct

reading. Of the old versions Taeo., Jon. and Stxto de-

cidedly read v); the LXX., too, so expresses itself

that this reading is detected. But Jxnom and Stxma-

chus read |T7. But many as have been the attempts, no
one has yet been able to obtain a satisfactory sense from

the latter. I therefore take 17 for the oorrect reading

(as do Kxobxl, Dsxchslxb, Dklitxsck [J. A. AxkxaxdbxJ
among the later authorities). It stands in front as in

Jer. vii 7, 8, 9, 14, 38 ; Prov. xxiv. 8, because an emphasis
rests on it

On ver. 3. V?3£ SJ7, "the yoke of his burden.** Of

the noun 730 only this form occurs, and that, in this

yerse, x. 27; xiv.25. How the primary form is to be

pointed is thus undecided. But we are Justified in as-

suming Sab (— 730 1 Kings xi 28) after analogy of

^VtJ (Ps. cl. 2) from Sli (Ix. 8; x. 12, etc) as with t2}Q

(Je'ri'iv. 7), ft
D

f> (Lev. ii. 2 ; t. 12 ; vt 8). JTDtfJ Exekl

xxii. 24. Comp. Ewald, } 266 b. The goad of the neck
is explained by " the goad of the driver." {1(90 and

02p occur not seldom together in Isa. x. 6, 16, 34; xIt.

6
;'
xxviil. 27; xxx. 81 sq. 1*3 fef33n is evidently an

allusion to Exod. v. 8, where Pharaoh's task-masters are

called Di*3 D^feUJ. Only in these two passages does

&JJ occur with 3 (after analogy of Terbs that mean a

physical holding to, holding fast, penetrating into:

m*, p^rnn, pn, pyi, eta comp. 03 ini xl ex-T I ".1|V ^"T l-T T
On Ter. 4. The O at the beginning seems to me to be

not co-ordinate with, but subordinated to the *0 that

begins Ter 8. The words Q JK0 "flKD are Tery dif-

ficult The ancient Torsions all vary, and it is evident

GRAMMATICAL.

the word was unknown to all. Joseph Kimchi first cited

the Syriao |4KD» &U0D, JOD, tWKD - ealceus, oerea,

caliga, as alio to the like meaning Chaldaic KD3 and

tODD (comp. Aetheop. TKDMV To this explanation as-
'

sent, among modern authorities, RosxmfirxLLSa, Gesx-

xrus. Hkhostbnbkro, Ewald, Dxxchslbe, BoxrrcHxa, Db-

litmch, Dibstxl. I side with these, and give to* TfttD

the meaning " boot,** and TlftO. as particip. of the verbi

denom. JKO "to boot, to stride in boots.** tffl is

understood by many of the noise of battle, according to

Jer. x. 22 (Gxsxxrus, Dbutxsch [J. A. Axbxutobb] etc).

But the expression Is not too strong for the heavy tramp

of the booted foot, as Dxlitxsch says it is, since, Ps. IxxiL

16. it is even used of the rustling of the standing grain.

Besides, the Prophet would depict here the wild noise

of the impetuous advance, as afterwards the shocking

look of the blood-stained garments. Hohkxskl has

shown from Plik. Hist. Nat IX. 18, that soldiers' boots

were stuck with nails (elavi caligares). He also cites

Josxp. De beUojud. VI. 1, 8, where it is told of a centu-

rion who had rd vwotfomr* rrr*ptUva vvkmkc koI Ifta*

i}Aoi«, and Juvxh. Sat III. 247 sqn where one cast down
in the tumult says :

M Ptanta mox undvjue magna ealcor et

indigito elavue mihi mUiUs haerU." H77J0 part Pualv

from SSj, which Isaiah uses again only in the NIph.

(xxxiv. 4J—The Vav before nfVH k that paratactio 1

which we must render by a relative pronoun "that,

this.**—The phrase TOnfeS TVT\ is found only here

and lxiv. 10. H73K0 only here and ver. 18.

On ver. I. "T7* means both the new-born child (Exod.

i. 17; ii. 3, 8), and also the grown boy (Gen. xlii. 22, etc).

Isaiah uses the word pretty often : ii. 6 ; viii. 18 ; xi. 7

;

xxlx. 23 ; lTii. 4, 6. The following {3 defines the sex.

In 1 Chron. xxii. 9, where the birth of Solomon is pro-

mised to David, it is said: sfl 1% }3 TWI. It is not

Impossible that the source whence the chroniclerdrew
suggested the Prophet's words here. %

7\Ph is praetcr.

propheUcum. For the Prophet sees the entire life of the

Messiah child as actually before him. The noun
rPtPDi principatue, prindpatum, is found only here and

ver. 6. The root mfef. kindred to "nfr. whence ^fef.

TYUff is not used in Hebrew in the sense of dowUnari,

prindpatum tenerc VSDVf 7J7, "The shoulders are

mentioned here as ver. 8, x. 27, in as much as they bear
and carry (Gen. xlix. 16; Ps. lxxxL 7), the office bearer

having the office, as it were, on his shoulders,** Hxhost.

RID' must be taken impersonally, as often : Gen. xi. 9;

xvi. 14; Num. xi. 84; Jos. Tii. 26; Jud. xv. 19. The
Tabouk JoiUTHUf, translates on the assumption

that only DlSeMfef is the name of the child, and that
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•11 thai precedes it the name of him thai bestows the

name, for tt readers thus : " et apptUabitw nomen «6 ad-

wurabitt contilH, Deo forti, qui manet in aeUrnum, Mtuta*,

ague dUbut pax eupor nobis multoplicabitur. The roost

Rabbis follow this view, referring the predicates, u ever-

lasting Father, Prince of peace," to Hesekiah. Even
the Masorets would have only these predicates just

named regarded as the name of the child, as may be

seen from the Sakeph over li\2X. Bat every one looks

for the name of the one to be named after XQJtf, and not

for that of the one givingthe name. A» the expressions

DlSsMtr, 1JTOK. *^3J S* form pairs, symmetry

requires that pfT K*?D be regarded as a pair. If we

construe it as two words, we have live names, which

does not harmonise with the duality underlying the

passage. Beside it has an analogy Id rj-TK W)B (Gen.

xvi. 12) which Is predicated of Ishmael. Id 'this the

man is properly subject and the notion "wild ass " is

attribute. It might read IOD DTK : but the expression

would not be so strong. Ishmael is not said to be a man
that might be called a wild ass ; but he is called directly

a wild ass, that is at the same time aman accordingly, a

human (two-legged) wild ass.So too isYpY K7D stronger

than H*?fi VJ?T ; for the hitter would be the counsellor

of a wonderful thing, or, that Is a wonder, whereas the

former presents the subject as a personal wonder, i. *.,

a wonderful one thai gives counsel. Comp. the expres-

sions 0J?D D'EfcK. ">BD3 0*0% which are stronger

than If the words were reversed. K7D may be either

tt eonttmetui or abeolutue, but the latter gives the more

intensive sense.——*1DJ vlt cannot be " strong hero "

(Gas**., DaWn Mauk.) because (as Kaon, says) Stt does

not occur as an adjective and because it does not read

SlC 1130. Like most words of this formation, *)Ui is a

substantive, but it is no abstract noun, and the boundary
ofnomma eonereta subetantiva aad atyeeUva is fluctuating

(comp. 'ffr t 8am. v. 14). So "rtlin stands as attri-

bute of *7K in the midst of adjectives, Deut x. 17; Jer.

xxxfi. 18: and Isaiah x.21 V3i Sk is undoubted predi-

cate of the absolute Godhead. lp '3)t Names com-

pounded oP2tt are frequent In many it means pater

meat (thus is properly pointed *3K), «. g- m WiTD*
SlTDM, n*3JJ : for pater Dei, JehovaVia a dogmatic, and

paterUliue (tor K1iV3K) is a grammatical impossibility.

In the names where "2* is et constructue, #. yn ^OK,
JNk*3K, KlbuhZkt, S:nOK, etc, it may be doubtful

whether it is genitiout auetorie or attribuUvtu. But in

lp Olt the genitive of the author is inoonoeivable :

eternity has no author. We must take it then as geni-

tive of the attribute — Father whose predicate is eter-

nity.

On ver. S. n.3"JD (formed likenmo, npBb,nfa#0),
means multiplication "increase/* and occurs again only

xxxiii. 23. Ellas Lstita conjectures that originally the

text read 7*131 th (*• multiplicatur feasant**), whioh

is little probable. We might rather conjecture that it

originally read TOinS. to which also the LXX. would

agree, which ends ver. 6 with avnf and begins ver. 6

with fMys^i 4 *«d» «*rov ; from which it may be inferred

they read mfcTOH TW (h —) ftS- The unusual con-

struction would facilitate the change to 713*1 oV [On

the D elaueum see J. A. Auexakdh «n foe.]. Vp V%i

vid. ii 7. Hxvovnaraaao would have U1 TOID*? depend

on Yp |'|t Grammatically this is admissible. Bui

then TOID*? would be superfluous. One would only

expect rnfafO
1
?. Evidently J"linD corresponds to

fp PM and stands in the same relation to m&D as

yp |*K to DlW. KD3 hp end WdSdO bp relate

to the subject and not to the object of the increase and

peace-making. The infinitives TDnS end rnjfD*?

I hold to be gerundive infinitives : thus is avoided the

tautological relation to 'U1 IWD1
?, i &, the repetition

of the aim. TOOD i> *< two-edged word. It involves

both the notion of the negative seal consuming all thai

is opposed to it, and the notion of the positive seal thai

provides and farthers all that serves the purpose. The
same words occur again xxxviL 82. Beside that, HfrUp

is found xL 18 ; xxvL 11 ; xlii. 13 ; lix. 17 ; lxiiL 15. '

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The progress at the close of chap. viii. to

this first part of chap. ix. is like that from early

dawn to sunrise. *No dawn/' viii. 20, "No dark-
Bess," viii. 23 (be. 1), ** Light is risen upon them/'
ix. 1. represent the stages in which the successive

unfolding of the light contained in the Law and
Testimony takes place. The light becomes not
only clearer and brighter, but wider extended
Ten. 1-4 (2-5). All this blessing proceeds from
a child, a son that is born to the people. It is a
wonderful child: that is proved bv his might
and his names, that point to an origin above the
earth. The child is a son of David, and will

raise op the kingdom of David on the foundation
of justice and righteousness. All this shall ap-
pear as accomplished by the seal -of Jehovah
Ter. 6 (7).

2. The people divide the spoil.—Vera,
1. 2. The people that walk in darkness is certainly

the same as viii. 23. So Matt. iv. 16 understands
the passage. But if the great light first rises on
this part of the Ieraelitish nation,It willstill notbe

confined to them. How could such great salva-

tion be the portion of one member ana not of the
whole organism? The imagery is like 1. 10; lx.

1 sq. The distresses referred to viii. 21 must ne-

cessarily have had a hurtful effect on the popula-

tion numerically. Hence increase of the nation

necessarily belongs to the new dawning day of
happiness and prosperity. This bmedictio vere

theocratioa is elsewhere, too. promised as the phy-
sical basis of the period of Messianic prosperity.

Comp. xlix. 18-21; liv. 1-3; Jer.iii. 16 (and my
comment in he.) ; xxiii. 3 sq. We assume that

"the people'' means Israel, pot the heathen (see

above, Zferi. and Oram.).

The nation, dwindled down to a remnant, is

without joy : but, as no blessing comes singly, the

nation, again become numerous, has great joy.

This joy is so great because it is a joy before the

Lord (PS. xlii. 3; xcv. 2; c 2). For substance

comp. Jud. v. 30; Ps. iv. 8; lxviii. 13; exxvi. 5
sq.; Tsa. xxxiii. 23.

3. For thou hast broken foal of fire.
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142 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

—Vers. 8, 4. These verses mention a twofold ne-

gative cause of joy: 1, the deliverance from the

harden of oppression; 2, the cessation of war.

The deliverance from oppression is mentioned
first But in order to give assurance that its re-

currence is not to be apprehended, it is added
that all arming for war, with its consequences, is

for ever done away. Israel does not free itself by
its own power from the yoke and goad of the
driver. The Lord has done it like once He de-

stroyed Midian by a little band that was not even
armed (Jud. vii., especially ver. 2). The overthrow
of the Midianites is mentioned x. 26 in the same
sense as here. The deliverance from bondage is

especially described as everlasting, in that, ver. 4,

the absolute end of all warlike occupation is an-

nounced. For as long as there is war, there are

the conquered and slaves. Only when there is

no more war does slavery cease* to which no one
submits except by compulsion. Comp. for sub-

stance Ps. xlvi.9,10; Ezek. xxxix.9, 10; Zech.
ix. 10. Rosenmueller recalls the fact that

there exist coins of Vespasian and Domitian on
which Peace is represented as kindling with a
torch a heap of the implements of war.

4. For unto as a child will perform
thla.—Vers. 5, 6. A third ^ "for" refers the

totality of all the blessings before named to a per-

sonal cause, to a child that is bestowed as a gift to

Israel and all mankind. Herein lies the reason

Why the prophetic testament of Isaiah is inserted

at this place. For, from chap. viL on, the Pro-
phet has represented the Messianic salvation as

proceeding from the race of David in a genuine
numan way bv means of conception, pregnancy
and birth. Thus the statement fits this place very
well, that one day there will be a birth, the fruit

of which will be a child, which, fashioned won-
derfully and infinitely higher than all other hu-
man children, will establish the kingdom of Da-
vid, his ancestor, not only on the firmest founda-
tions, but shall raise it Up to the point of eternal

power and peace.

There is no need of a definite subject for inpn
"and one shall call," as the present has nothing
to do with an actual name for use and calling.

The name-giving is only ideal, not real, i e., it is

not the end, but means to the end, vvl, the cha-
racteristic The Prophet invents the names only
in order by this means to characterise the child
briefly, thus to say what he is, not how he shall

actually be called by name. It is in this respect

like UpTj* rtTT "Jehovah our righteousness"

(Jer. xxiii. 6) and many other similar designa-
tions (comp. i 26; lx. 14: Jer. xi. 16; Ezek.
xlviii. 85, etc). A wonder-counsellor is one

(nyj IT^n xxviii. 29) "wonderful in coun-

sel/' who forms wonderful, unfathomably deep
purposes, into which " the angels desire to look"
(1 Pet. i. 12). "Mighty God" being added, in-
timates that He has the power to accomplish His
purposes. In this expression "God" is the chief
word, and "mighty" is the attribute (see above,
Text, and Oram.). Therefore the child is ex-

pressly called *?K, "God," and that, too, God, who
is at the same time Hero.

. The question arises: can this name Sit "God"

be applied to a creature, and in what sense? Ps.
lxxxii. 1, 6, comp. John x. 84 sq., are cited, where

Jrinces are called D^ilS* "gods." When the
ews would have stoned Jesus "for blasphemy

and because, being a man, he made himself God,"
Jesus replied by referring to the Psalm :

" Is it

not written in your law, I said, Ye are ffods?"

Evidently He would say that it is not under all

circumstances blasphemy to predicate divinity of
a man, because otherwise the Psalm could not
possibly have spoken so of men. He therefore

does notdeny that he had called Himself God, but
He challenged the right of the Jews to chargeHim
on that account with blasphemy, because it was
possible He may have called Himself God in that

sense that was allowable from their standpoint.

It appears therefore that the notion DTlS* cer-

tainly can be used in various senses, and in some
circumstances may be said of a creature, and with-
out blasphemy. But there is a difference between

/M and D'rnK. For the former is never used in

the wide sense in which we see the latter used.

/M always means the Godhead in a specific or

abseJute sense, even in passages like Gen. xxxi.

29; Deut xxviii. 32; Mich. ii. 1 ; Prov. Hi. 27.

In Esek. xxxi. 11 *?K»Vk, comp. Haevernick
in Joe. and Esek. xxxii. 21. We must, of course,

admit that for the Prophet himself there hovered
a certain obscurity about this expression. For it

is impossible for us to ascribe to him the full, clear

insight into the being of the person of Christ and
of His Homoousia with the Father. It was the
New Testament fulfilment, and especially the Re-
surrection of the Lord, that first brought full light

in this respect The term "mighty God" must
be contemplated from a double standpoint From
that of the Old Testament the expression appears
to be a term of indefinite extent It is possible

that it designates the absolute Godhead, out it is

far from clear in what sense. But ifwe contemplate
the expression from the New Testament point of
view, and in the light of its fulfilment, t. «., in the
light of the Resurrection and Ascension, then it is

plain not only that it may be taken as the predi-

cate of the absolute Godhead, but that it must be
so taken. For there is no son of David that can
be regarded as the fulfiller of this prophecy ex-
cept Jesus of Nazareth. But He is ''declared to
be the Son of God with power, according to the
Spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the
dead," Bom. i. 4.

But in what sense is eternal fatherhood (1? OK)

ascribed to the child ("TV) in our passage ? From
the fact that the Son is* called "Everlasting Fa-
ther," we know at once that it does not mean the

Father that from eternity begot the 8on. But we
must here, too, distinguish between the Old Tes-

tament and the New Testament points of view,

and must say that from the former the entire com-
Erehensiveness of the expression is not apprecia-

te. When Isaiah Ixiii. 16 and lxiv. 7 calls Je-

hovah the true Father of Israel, this passage may
be taken as saying that the Son is the eternal Me-
diator of this love. But from 1 Corinth, xv. we
learn that the Son will be the Second Adam, Me-
diator of 'incorruptibility and immortality (verv
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63) for His own. Finally the child is called
u Prince of Peace," because, according to ver. 6,
He stands at the head of a kingdom to which is

assured eternal peace. This assurance is founded
on the fact that this King will be David and 8o-
fomon in one person : David in so Jar ss He casts

down every enemy ; Solomon in so far as he reaps
peace from this sowing of war (Pa. lxxii. 3, 7;
Jer. xxziii. 6; Mia v. 4, ete.).—Of the inoreaee,
ete. The Prophet sees the promised Son enthroned
with highly significant title* that He may be a
true temper Augustus, ever an angmenter of the
kingdom and institutor of eternal peace. To this
end the child is set on David's throne and over
David's kingdom. The expected Son is Davidic
It is the Son that is promised to David 2 Sam.
vii.. the real Solomon; for his kingdom of peace
shall have no end. That quantitative and quali-
tative influence of the augmentatio and pacifisatio

is only possible by founding the kingdom on
judgment and justice (comp. on i. 21), and by car-
ryingout every single act ofadministration in this

spirit And upon his kingdom to order it
is taken from 2 8am. vii. VL where it is said: "I
will set up thy seed after thee, which shall pro-
ceed oat of thy bowels, and I will establish His

kingdom" 0*?!?DD-nK ^JOTTI). Comp, vers.

13, 16; 1 Chron. xvii.' 11; xxii. 10; xxviii. 7;
Prov. xx. 28.

[J. A. Alexander on ver. 6. u The word
n*Up, "seal," expresses the complex idea of

strong affection comprehending or attended by a
jealous preference or one above another. It is

used to signify God's disposition to protect and
favor His people at the expense of others. Some-
times, moreover, it includes the idea of a jealous

eare of His own honor, or a readiness to take
offence at anything opposed to it, and a determi-
nation to avenge it when insulted. The express-

ions are derived from the dialect of human pas-

sion, bat describe something absolutely right on
God's part for the very reasons which demon-
strate its absurdity and wickedness on man's.
These two ideas of God's jealous partiality for His
own people and His jealous sensibility respect-

ing His own honour are promiscuously blended
in the usage of the word, and are perhaps both

included in the case before us, or rather the two
motives are identical ; that is to say, the one in*
dudes the other. The mention of God's jealousy
or seal as the procuring cause of this result affords
a sure foundation for the hopes of all believers.
His seal is not a passion, but a principle of power-
ful and certain operation. The astonishing effects

produced by feeble means in the promotion, pre-
servation, and extension of Christa kingdom can
only be explained upon the principle that the
seal of the Lord of Hosts effected it/

44 Is not this the reign of Christ? Does it not
answer all the requisite conditions? The Evan-
gelists take pains to prove by formal genealogies
His lineal descent from David ; and His reign,

unlike all others, still continues and is constantly
enlarging. Henpbwbrk and other modern Ger-
man writers have objected that this prophecy is

not applied to Christ in the New Testament. But

we have seen already that the first verse of the

chapter and the one before it are interpreted by
Matthew as a prophecy of Christ's appearing as a
public teacher first in Galilee, ana no one has
denied that this is part of the same context* Nor
is this all. The expressions of the verse before

us were applied to Christ, before His birth, by
Gabriel, when he said to Mary (Luke i. 32-34),

"He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of
the Highest, and the Lord Qod shall give unto Him
the throne of His father David, and He shall reign

over the house of Jacob forever
l
and of His kingdom

there shall be no ena\" The historical allusions in

these words show clearly that the person spoken
of was expected, or, in other words, a subject of
prophecy ; and though the terms are not precise-

ly those used by Isaiah, they agree with them
more closely than with any other passage. In-

deed the variations may be perfectly accounted
for upon the supposition that the angel's message
was intended to describe the birth of Christ as a
fulfilment, not of this passage only, but of several

others also which are parallel with this, and that

the language was so framed as to suggest them
all, but none of them so prominently as the one
before us, and the earlier promise upon which it

was founded. Comp. 2 Sam. vii. 11, 12 ; Dan.
vii. 14, 27; Mic. iv. 7, eto."]

B.—THBEATENING OP JUDGMENT TO BE ACCOMPLISHED BY MEANS OP
ASSYRIA, ADDRESSED TO ISRAEL OP THE TEN TRIBES.

#
Chap. IX.

To the prophecies that denounce impending
judgment against Judah, of which Assyria was to

be the agent, is joined a prophecy, that announces
the same fate for the kingdom of the Ten Tribes.

For, that the latter are the subject of this prophe-

cy appears, 1) because, in the whole passage, only

Israel or Jacob (ix. 7, 11, 13), the " Ephraimites

and inhabitants of Samaria'' (ver. 8) appear as

those addreseed ; never Judah. For ver. 8 shows
plainly thai we must so understand Jacob and
Israel (ver. 7), because those receiving the word
spoken of in ret* 7 are designated as ''the whole

8 (7).-X. 4.

people," and they in turn in the second clause of

ver. 8 are specified, not as Judah and Israel, but

as Ephraim and the inhabitants of Samaria : 2)

because ver. 20 we notice that the totality who are

there reproached with ruinous dissensions are di-

vided into Ephraim and Manasseh. These are

opposed to one another ; if they unite it is for the

purpose of attacking Judah. If Judah were in-

cluded in the totality addressed there, it must

read : " Ephraim Judah, Judah Ephraim." But
Ephraim and Manasseh are designated as the

mutually contending members; Judah as one
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144 THE PROPHET L3AIAH.

outside of the community and the common object

of their hatred. We will show below that ver.

11 a does not conflict with this interpretation.

As to the period to which this prophecy be-

longs, we may ascertain it from ix. 9. It appears

there that at this time pieces most have been rent

away from the kingdom of the Ten Tribes. We
know of only one such diminution of their terri-

tory occurring in that period. It is that related

2 Kings xv. 29. According to that account Tig-
lath-Pileser, who had been invoked by Ahaz. de-

populated a great part of the eastern and northern

region of that kingdom. At that time the Eph-
raimites must have boasted that it would be easy

to repair the damage they had suffered. Isaiah

felt tnat he must meet this foolish notion, which
took the damage done by Tiglath-Pileser for the

conclusion of their visitation, with the announce-
ment that that visitation was only the beginning,

only the first of many following degrees. If, then,

the foregoing prophecies (vii.—ix. 6) fall in the

time before the introduction of the Assyrians,

then our present passage belongs to the period

immediately after. And if chapters vii.—ix. 6,

are attributed to the beginning of the three years,

when both Pekah and Abaft were living, say
about 743 B. C, then the present prophecy be-

longs to the close of this period, say about 740
-39B.C. (Comp. on vii. 16-17.)

The form of our passage is artistic, yet simple.

Proceeding from the underlying thought tnat

what the Ephraimites took for the end, was only
the first stage, the Prophet builds up his prophe-
cy in three stages, each of which points to the
succeeding one with the refrain: "for all this

His anger is not turned away, but His hand is

stretched out still." Even the last concludes with
these words to show that the judgment on Israel

continues still beyond the immediate horixon of

the prophetic view. This extreme visible hori-

son is the exile (x. 4). Beyond that the Israel

of the Ten Tribes has disappeared to the present
day. They experienced no restoration like Ju-
dah did. But to "the day of visitation and deso-

lation" (x. 3) the punishments increase as the
inward corruption grows. After that visitation to

which the audacious words ix. 9 refer, Israel, in-

stead of recovering and growing strong, is renew-
edlv hard pressed on the East and the West. But
still more comes (ix. 11 6). Still the people are
not converted to Him that smites them. There-
fore the punishment falls first of all on the lead-

ers of the people, who have proved themselves
betrayers, whose sins must be expiated by the be-

trayed down to the young men, the widows and
the orphans (vers. 13-16). But still more comes.

For the people are as a forest on tire : for the
flames of discord spread on all sides with devour-
ing and desolation (vers. 17-20). Injustice and
violence, according to the constant Old Testament
sentiment, the chief cause of the ruin of states,

bring the people to the ver^e of the abyss. Then
no seeking for aid from foreign nations will avail
Nothing remains but to submit to the horrors of
exile. But still more comes. For even the carry-

ing away into exile is not vet the end of Goa's
judgments on Israel (x. 1-4).

Thus we have four sections, of which the first

two have each five verses, the last two four verses*

They may be set forth as follows

:

1. The supposed end is the beginning of the
judgment (ix. 7-11).

2. The deceivers the bane of the deceived (ix.

12-16).

3. Israel devouring itself by the flames of dis-

cord (ix. 17-20).

4. Injustice and violence fill up the measureand
precipitate Israel into the horrors of exile (x. 1-4)*

L THE SUPPOSED END IS THE BEGINNING OF THE JUDGMENT.
Chapter IX. 8-12. (7-11).

8 (7) ^
The Lord sent a word into Jacob,

And it hath lighted upon Israel.

9 (8) And all the people shall know,
Even Ephraim and the inhabitant of Samaria,
That say in the pride and stoutness of heart,

10 (9) The bricks are fallen down, but we will build with hewn stones:

The sycamores are cut down, but we will change them into cedars.

11 (10) Therefore the Lord shall set up the adversaries of Rezin against him,
And **join his enemies together

;

12 (11) The Syrians before, and the Philistines behind

;

And they shall devour Israel *with *open mouth.
For all this his anger is not turned away,
But his hand w stretched out still.

iHob.mingU.
• $et$ on M$ mtmU§.

Heb. with whole mouth.

* afull mouth*

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
On ver. 8. H1KJI according to rllL 3, 11 ; xri. • ; xxv. i relates as quotation marks, In as much as It Introduces

11. 22b S"U again only x. 12. ^Dl6 does not de- **• «P««en that manifests that haughtiness.

pendon^Tl.butonniWand^S-iatowhlchttl On Ter. 9. WO. properly JVU U3JU King. r. 81

,
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Esek. xl.42; tapfdm catturae, I «., ea&i, only here in Isa.

—Thai J"U3 means not simply ezrirutra. eonttmir*.
TT

"boild up," "construct," bat also simply ttrwr* "to

pile," «* pile op," appears from passages like 1 Kings
xriii. 82; Exod. xx. 26. D'Optf only here. JHJ x.

83; xiT. 12; xxii.25; xlv. 2 (from these examples it ap-

pears that it is wont to be Joined with SflJ); bat the

context shows that not cutting down trees is meant, as

DxacHSLKm supposes, but breaking down wooden build-

ings. nSn (••• on riiL 8) is
M to exchange.** Hiph. is

— "lei come in s* exchange, reparation ;
n oomp, xL 81

;

xlLl.
On ver. 10. aafen and also TOm, ver.ll,arej>ra«frr.

propketteum. The 1 inrolTes at the same time adver-

bial meaning. DaaoBsua remarks that 3Jfc* PL has

always the meaning " to make high, unattainable, place

higher, de/nsisrs, wnmire." But then it is construed with

m (Pa, lix. 2 ; crii 41). That V^p stands here proves

that the word is taken in an offensive sense, which it

may very well have. Moreover It is to be noticed that

2J& stands in contrast with the high structures which

the Israelites purpose in ver. 9. It is inoomprehen*

sible how Evalb can prefer Hfcf, the reading of some

M88. to *Ht of the text ; or how Caam can oonstroe
"T^ **Wf as genitive of the subject, seeing that the same

power that slew Resin and conquered his land, not

twenty years later actually made an end to the kingdom
of Ephraim. 3030 ** found only here and xix. 2.

The verb ^30, with all its derivatives (TOP, rW3D, TOD,

^0) has the sense of * covering.** Now tnere is a word

3fef, tpima (Num. xxxiii. 06) and T\2\p tdum aeutum (Job

xL 31). As regards the exchange of for fef compare

^Dfef Exod. xxxiiL 22. Seeing the meaning M to oover "

In the sense usual with the Hebrews, 4 a, a to protect,'*

does not at all suit here (oomp. ver. 11), and " to oover,**

— ** to oover with arms, to arm,** cannot be supported,

I prefer, with Tabo., Sva-, 8aabw, Gatsaius (Thm.\ Ds»

unscx, [J. A. AuxAXDmm^ to take TjpDO in the sense of

"to set on,** tUmulare, condtor*.

On ver. 11. The formula Ijfl JW-Sm beside here

and vers. 16, 20 ; x. 4, is found only ver. 26.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Lord nant cedars.—Vera. 8-

10 (7-9). It seems to me that the words, "A
word has the Lord sent," etc.,

u
i* Mien," etc,

moat be judged of according to passages like Job
it. 12: xxxv. 4; Ps. lxii. 12. As in those, a
single little word, tossed to them, as it were, from
the month of the Lord as from a judging and de-
stroying power, is opposed to human pride and
haughtiness, so the Prophet here opposes a single,

brie? word of the Lord to the Ephraimites
which, as it were, mils by the war, out which
offices to humble that foolish pride. "The
word" P^TJ) therefore, stands .first with em-

phasis, as if the Prophet would say : only a word,

nothing more has the Lord sent. And tnis word
has, as it were, fallen in Israel by accident I
prefer to compare Buth iii. 18, for the meaning

of Sm * to foil," rather than Dan. It. 28, be-

cause there, too, is the underlying idea of (at

least seeming) accident This mode of expres-
sion, by whicn the Prophet represents the follow-

ing language as something accidental and by the
way, has its reason, likely, in this, that Isaiah is

a rrophet primarily for Judah, and not for

Israel. He therefore steps beyond the sphere of
his own proper activity with these words, which
foil like a morsel from the table prepared for the
children.

Jacob stands only poetically for Israel. It can
mean the whole nation, and the people of the
Ten Tribesjust as well as the name Israel (oomp.
il 3, 5, 6 ; yiii. 17). Only the context decide*
in what sense the name is to be taken where it

occurs. In the introduction to this section, we
have showed that both Jacob and Israel mean
the kingdom of the Ten Tribes. This antithesis

of Jacob and Israel in parallelism occurs here
for the first time. It is found again as designa-
tion of the entire Israel, x. 20 ; xiv. 1 ; xxvii.

6; xxix. 28: xL 27: xli. 8, 14; xlii. 24; xliii.

1, 22, 28 ; xiiv. 1, (2), 5, 21, 23 ; xlv. 4 ; xlvi. 3

:

xlviu. 1, 12; xlix. 5, 6. This antithesis is found
10

first in Hos. xii. 13 (of the Patriarch): then in
Micah. and relatively the oftenest in him : Mic.
i. 6 ; ii. 12 ; iii. 1, 8, 9. In Nahum ii. 3. In
Jeremiah ii. 4; " xxx. 10; xxxi. 7; xlvi. 27.

Exek. xxxix. 25. From this it appears that the
form of expression is pre-eminently characteristic

of Isaiah. If it is asked: what kind of word the

Lord sent? I would refer for answer neither to

y. 25 nor to vii. 14 sqq. For both are remote.

Those are right that take ver. 8, or say ver.

10 sq., as the word referred to in ver. 7. Nothing
is more natural ; any word more remote must.be
more exactly designated. The word " they shall

know it" ver. 8, favors this. For what should
the Ephraimites know? Certainly, the very
word of which ver. 7 speaks. At the same time
the context makes it clear, that they should learn

how ill the plan of Jehovah (according to ver.

10) will suit their proud plans. Therefore, "the
word," ver. 7, is identical with the object of
" they shall know," ver. 8, and we are justified)

in translating " and shall know it"
* Ephraim and the inhabitants of Samaria"'

are contrasted here just as ''the men of Judah
and the inhabitants of Jerusalem," v. 3, oomp..
i. 1 : ii. 1. The Ephraimites and Samaritans, then,

.

shall come to a certain knowledge, as persons that

are in a state of pride and height of courage, for

which just that Knowledge commends itself as

the best remedy. Wherein the pride consists is

said ver. 9.

The haughty language consists of two simple,

easily understood contrasts. Wood and stone

are the chief materials for building. Bricks are

poorer than hewn stones, and sycamores than ce-

dars. "Sycamore trees are common in Palestine,"

as Thsodorbt ta foe says. Flourishing in low
places, (ngnvm eamponm mint •yatworijsays the

Jerus. Gsmara, comp. 1 Chron. xxvii. 28) ; they
are prized as wood for building, but not compared
with the cedar. (Comp. under Tat. and Oram.)
The sense ofthe figurative language is plain. They
acknowledge that Ephraim has suffered, but they
hope abundantly to repair all these damages..
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2. Therefore the Lord—etretohed oat

tUL-Vera. 11, 12 (10, 11). Jehovah's doing

er. 10 eq. brings to nought the proud hopes

of ver. 9, and is announced here as the con-

tents of " the word " of ver. 7. They would rise

high, but the Lord raises above even their high
house, the oppressors of Rezin. These oppres-

sors are the Assyrians. They had proved them-
selves such even at that time. Thej are called

oppressors of Rezin, because Israel's strength at

that time, lay in the alliance with Rezin. The
same power that killed Rezin, and conquered his

kingdom, actually made an end of Ephraim not
twenty years later. Syria itself, compelled by
Assyria, is represented as marching against

Ephraim. Because of the words, "the Philis-

tines behind," Delitzsch supposes that the Pro-

£het, from ver. 11 on, extends his view and has
l mind all Israel, since the northern kingdom

never had to suffer from the Philistines, whereas
(ace to 2 Chr. xxviii. 16-19) an invasion by the
Philistines in Judah is expressly mentioned as

belonging to the judgments of Abac's time. But

if this were so, ver* 12 (11) would need to be
more distinctly disconnected from ver. 11 (10).

For, as they stand, the words " the Syrians—be-
hind" must be taken as dependent on *)D30^
** will set on," and the nations named here as
specifications of ''the enemies" ver. 11 (10).

But then those attacked by Syria and the Philis-

tines are identical with Ephraim to whom "him"
and " his" (the suffixes in rr* and rSj? (ver.

10) refer. But ver. 12 a (11) is not to be taken
in a literal sense. Syria and the Philistines re-

present East and West Isa. ii. 6 ; xL 14 puts

the Philistines as representatives of the West as
opposed to (OTJpJ the East. Moreover we must

not take * eating with a full mouth " as meaning
a complete destruction. On the contrary, we see

from ver. 12 b (11), that recurs afterwards three
times, that the Prophet would say : ye hold the
damage that ye hope easily to repair, to be the
end of your calamity. But I say to you : you
are destined to have your oppressors come on you
from every side in superior power, and yet even
this will be but the beginning of the end.

2. THE DECEIVERS THE BAKE OF THE DECEIVED.

Chap. IX. 13-17 (12-16).

13 (12) For the people turneth not unto him that smiteth them,
Neither do they seek the Lord of hosts.

14 (13) Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel head and tail,

'Branch and rush, in one day.
15 (14) The ancient and honourable, he is the head

;

And the prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail.

16 (15) For Hhe leaders of this people cause them to err

:

And they that are *led of them are 'destroyed.

17 (16) Therefore the Lord shall have no joy in their young men,
Neither shall have mercy on their fatherless and widows:
For every one is an bhypocrite and an evil-doer,

And every mouth speaketh Holly.

For all this his anger is not turned away,
But his hand is stretched out still.

i Or. they that cnU them blmed.
• Heb. ewallowed up,

•Palmtop.

TEXTUAL AXTD

On tot. 12. By 1 Wore D^H the thought of this Terse

In paratactically co-ordinated with the foregoing,where-
as it ought properly to be subordinated in the form of
••signing • reason. For had the people been converted
by the chastisement, then had the wrath of Jehorah
been turned away. We hare here therefore one of those
frequent instances where the 1 demands definition,

which however the readermostsupply^—2B?~tt*? sounds

like an echo of the same words in the foregoing Terse.

1J7,
especially after 3*tf, not seldom stands for Sit

:

Dent iT. 80; xxx. 2; Joel ii. 12; Amos ir.C-U ; Isa, six.
S2, sea. It appears that all these prophetic passages just
otted rest on the original passage in Deuteronomy also
cited. The expression V&V\ recalla Deut It. 20, The
arti<^bef« ^n3p is agiiist the rule. The exception

• Or, eaUed Ueteei of them.
* Or, villain^.

t wcteoH tmdabommeMe.

GRAMMATICAL.
is to be explained by the pronominal force ofthe ai-tfeJsj

according to which it refers back to Ter. 11 6.

On Ter. 13. fl^O'l »nd Y7V\ Ter. 15, must be taken as

prmet prophetic**, with which accord the fuL import

nntr and OnV rer. 16, TIS2 found only here, xix.

16 and Job xr.H—J1DJK found again only xix. lft;

lTiii. 5, what grows in DIM, N the swamp." D'Jfi lOfeU

oomp. on ill.•.—TI^D h* Isaiah again only xxx. 2a

On Ter. 15, ngfKD comp. on 11L 12. Notice the paro-

nomasia of the last two words.

On Ter. 16. *yn properly, M unclean, spotted,** poOu-

tm\ tmmmdve; s.6; xxiv.5; xxxUi.14. jnopaosml

form of JHD, unless it is— is ro3my»i ss.l

translates.
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EXEGETICAL AKD CRITICAL.
For thm people ha is th* tail.—Vers.

12 (13)-H (15). The four expression* head and
tail, palm-branch and rush, are to be found in
the same order xix. 15. Many expositor* (since

Komr*s Anmm. man LowthtcKc* Ievxia*, 1799,
tqq. the most of them) hare misunderstood the
figures. They have taken head and tail, as well
as palm-branch and rush, as a figurative express-

ion for "honorable and insignificant," and, be-

cause ver. 14 does not suit this construction, they
ha?e declared it to be not genuine* But just that

ver. 14 ought to have convinced the expositors

that head and tail did not mean superior and in-

ferior, but two sorts of leaders, the genuine and
the bad, i. e. those who as the elders and as men
of high standing had a natural right to be leaders,

and those that by lying prophecies presumed to

leadership. Kxobel says :
" making the tail to

mean a prophet that teaches lies is false, because
the false prophets, too, were leaders of the peo-
ple, and therefore belonged to the head." But
that is what the prophet means. Only the irony
has not been understood, with which Isaiah de-
dares the false prophets to be such as have their

place where the tail is. Thus he mocks them.
He intimates thereby that the lying prophets are
only seeming heads, but in fact representatives of
the region of the tail, and that if men take them
for heads and follow in the direction of their

would be heads, then Israel will go directly back-
ward instead of forward. Such is essentially the
exposition of Dbbchsleb and Umbreit. [''The
false Prophets are called the tail, because they
were morally the basest of the people, and be-

cause ther were the servile adherents and sup-
porters or wicked rulers. With respect both
to the head which thejr followed and the body of
which they were the vilest part they might just-

ly be called the tail. The Prophet does not
make a like explanation of the palm-leaf and the
rush, because they are not equally suited to ex-
press his contempt for the false Prophets."—J.
A. Alexander]. The palm-branch growing
high up on the trunk, so named because of its re*

semblance to a hand («|3f Latin palma) means of
course the elevated ones, the rush the lowly.
Thus three of the figures represent the leaders,
and only <mt» those that are led, the humble ones.
"One day" (comp. x. 17; xlvii. 9) expresses
that the destruction comes with such might as to
take off its victim with one blow.

2. For the loaders destroyed.—Ver.
16 (15). As Isaiah intimates here the final des-
tiny of leaders and led, the verse corresponds to

"will cut off," ver. 14 (13) being, as it were, the
specification of the notion. The leaders are mis-
leaders of the people, and are themselves given
over to error and its peril ; but those led astray

are swallowed up (iii. 12), a figure that recalls the

position of the rush in the water. For, if it is

long submerged, it perishes.

8. Therefore atretohed oat still.—

Ver. 17 (16). It might be objected to the Pro-
phet that among the led were many that were ir-

responsible ; thus without their fault they were
led astray. Does the Lord make no exception
in their favor ? The Prophet denies this, saying
that inasmuch as all those led astray are swallowed
up, it is to be understood that none are spared,

not even the young men, children and widows.
But are not the children required to follow their

elders? Are they not innocent then if led into

error's ways by them ? Ought they not, spite of
this, to remain the ornament, the bloom of the

nation, and consequently the delight of the Lord?
But it shall not be thus. The wish expressed Ps.

cxliv. 12 shall not be fulfilled. If the Lord,

therefore, takes no more pleasure in the young,

He leaves them indifferently to their fate. What
it is may be imagined. Widows and orphans,

without the guidance of husband and father seem,

too, to be innocent and thus deserving of compas-
sion. But no. They are all contaminated and.

thoroughly penetrated with evil. They are cor-

rupt, atrociously ba<L and what thev say is insane

wickedness. Therefore there can be no sparing.

In fact the last degree of their jndgment is far

from being

3. ISRAEL DEVOURING ITSELF BY THE FLAMES OF DISCORD.

Chapter IX. 18-21 (17-20).

18 (17) Fob wickedness burnetii as the fire

:

It shall devour the briero and thorns,

And shall kindle in the thickets of the forest,

And they shall mount up like the lifting up of smoke*
19 (18) Through the wrath of the Lord of hosts is the land Markened,

And the people shall be as the 1
fuel of the fire

:

No man shall spare his brother.

20 (19) And he shall 'snatch on the right hand, and be hungry

;

And he shall eat on the left hand, and they shall not be satisfied

:

They shall eat every man the flesh of his own arm

:

21 (20) Manasseh, Ephraim ; and Ephraim, Manasseh

;

And they together shall be against Judah.
For all Ibis his anger is not turned away,
But his hand is stretched out still.

iHeb. • H*b><
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148 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

TEXTUAL AND
On ver. 17. TlVVh, in the older writings found only

in Dent. ix. 4, 6; xxr. 2; in Isaiah only here; beside

this only in post Isaiah writings ; so that the expres-

sion seems to be a reminiscence of Deuteronomy.—
tftO n^J?3 perhaps a reminiscence of Num. xL S.—
Th« form rOP occurs only once more in lea. xxxiiL 12,

end there it is undoubtedly passire. Consider in addi-

tion that here the preposition 3 occasions surprise if

thereby the object of the kindling is expressed (Gksbk.

would take this 3 in a partitire sense, The** p. 172, tub.

A. 2X whereas 3 Bfc JV3fTI occurs often (Amos L 14;
•

•• • •

Jer. xriL 27; xxi. 14; xliii. 13, etc) thus it seems to me
more probable that r\XF\ is to be taken as passire of

Bfc JVJfiT As to the form, see Ewald, { 197, a.—
*pKnn is «r. Acy. rhe root "p* seems related to *]fln

whereby the meaning is approximated "to turn one*s-

seli; to roll, whirl n (oomp. Judg. rii. 13)
: " they whirled

GRAMMATICAL.
up in height of the smoke." The construction is analo-

gous to fVttft TD# nVtf t. 6; xxxir. 13; Pror. xxir.
•-T • T T r

SL^—jlttU must be regarded as aeeusatire, and of that

species that follows rerbs of fulness. The expression

Jttty illKi recalls D'H JWU P* lxxxix. 10.

On rer. 18. Dnjtt 2*. A«y. M burnt up, charred.** SDH
often with S^; Exod.it 6; 1 8sm.xT.3, 9, 16; xxiil.21,

etc Here bg stands for Sx as Jer. L 14; 1L 8.

On rer. 19. 1?£ means movO, and is used of cutting

through the middle a liring body (1 Kings iii. 2S sq.) or

a dead one (2 Kings ri. 4), oomp. iT^UD M » catting im-

plement,'' 2 Sam. xiL 31. It is better then to translate

it,
i( to hew," than ** to bite.*

1

On rer. 20. The aocusatiTee D'lfitt-n*. flBbD-TO
depend on iS^IT, whereas ITOn*-

1
?.? depends on the

notion of the hostile onslaught that lies in ver. 19 «.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This strophe plainly divides into two parts.

In the first (vers. 17-18 a.), the dissension is de-
scribed figuratively. In the following, the Pro-
phet himself explains the figure.

2. For wiokednaM fuel of the fire.

-Vers. 18 (17)-19 (18). The *3 "for" appears

to introduce the proof not only for rer. (16 6),
but also for (16 a). For the impregnation with
badness, that is declared of the whole people, ver.

(16), displays itself as real, if its condition may be
compared to an all -devouring conflagration.

The badness burns like fire; not as a fire that
devours only thorns and thistles (oomp., on ver.

6) the lowlier products of the open field, but also
the thickets (the standing timber, x. 34), of the
forests, consequently seizes on the entire vegeta-
tion of the land, high and low. Hie fire of ver.

17 is the fire of sin, consequently a fire hateful
to God, and which therefore bears no blessing in
it, but a curse. The Prophet therefore can say
that the effect of this fire is at the same time an
effect of divine wrath. This effect is that the
land looks burnt up, charred, while the people
dwelling in it are become food of the fire. So
far the figure.

4 Wo man shall spare itratohad out
•till.— Ver. 19 b (18) -21 (20). With these
words the Prophet explains the figure. It
is plain that he means the fire of dissension.
This he first characterises negatively by saving,
that one behaves himself pitilessly, unsparingly
against the other; then positively by describing
how the rough, selfish men direct their attacks
now on the right, now on the left But these at-

tacks do no good: for those attacking get no
blessing thereby ; they remain hungry after as

well as before. They do harm in fact. For it

appears that those men of violence have raged
against themselves, and (comp. Jer. xix. 9) have,
so to speak, devoured their own flesh. In what
sense he means this, the Prophet explains ver.

21 (20} a: The tribes of the northern kingdom
were divided among themselves, but united for

hostility against Judah. It is to be noticed that

he does not say ; Israel and Judah were mutual]v
hostile; but names only Ephraim and Manasseh
as embroiled in mutual strife. Judah, however,
appears outside of their communion and the ob-
ject of their common hatred, while, moreover,
there is no reference to a hostility of Judah
against Israel. Thus it appears that the Prophet
represents the flames of discord as raging only
in the bounds of the Ten Tribes. This is another
proof that the entire passage, ix. 7—x. 4 is di-

rected only against the northern kingdom. Ma-
nasseh ana Ephraim are mentioned because these
two tribes were descendants of uterine brothers,

the sons of Joseph. From of old there waa
Jealousy between these tribes (oomp. 1 Sam. x.
27 : 2 Sam. xx. 1 ; 1 Kings xii. 16 : xv. 27 sqq.

;

xvL 21 sqq. ; 2 Kings ix. 14, etc). From the
first the Ten Tribes were little inclined to David's
dynasty (2 Sam. ii. 8 sqq.) ; but their own his-

tory is a continued alternation of conspiracy and
murder. It may be said that the Israelites did
themselves more harm than all foreign foes could
ever have done. Thus dissension was the de-
struction of Israel. And still even this is not
the last stage of the divine judgment.

4. INJUSTICE AND VIOLENCE FILL UP THE MEASURE AND PRECIPITATE
ISRAEL INTO THE HORRORS OF EXILE.

Chapter X. 1-4.

1 Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees,
And Hhat write grievousness which they have prescribed

;

2 To turn aside the needy from judgment,
And to take away the right from the poor ofmy people,
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CHAP. X. 1-4. 149

That widows may be their prey,

And that thejr may rob the fatherless

!

3 And what will ye do in the day of visitation,

And in the desolation which shall come from far?
To whom will ye flee for help?
And where will ye leave your glory T

4 Without6 me they shall bow down °under the prisoners,

And they shall mil 'under the slain.

For all this his anger is not turned away,
But his hand is stretched out still.

» Or, to the writer* that writ*

• Ami writing eoU they write. * (Nothing) except to bow among.

TEXTUAL AND
On reac L in oomp. on L4 Because of this *in,

which •©ems to correspond to that In ver. 6, this last

section has been incorporated in the chap. x. ppn
is "to hoe, hoe Into, hew into, dig Into" (xxx. 8; xlix.

MX then (mediately, through the notion of digging or

graving in decrees into the tables 6f the laws) M to es-

tablish, decree n (xxxiiL tt). The participle ppft oc-

curs again xxfi. 16 and Jadg. t. 9. D'PPn (*e^n only

Jodg. v. 15) means the same as D'pfl* As to the form,

see Ewalbv { 186 sq. |1M frequent' in Isa, L IS ; xxix.

»; xxxL t; rriii. 9; lix.6, 7, etc The second clause

of rer. 1 can be variously construed: Either, M And
writing harm they write," or: MAnd (woe to) the writers

that write harm." I prefer the former [whioh Ass*
Emma and J. A Aixxajtpo adopt because the accents re-

quireSop to begoverned byD^/DD.—Trn.] l)Because
the quick return to the temp, fm&bum is a peculiarity

ofHebrew (comp. the second clause of rer. 36); 2) be*

cause, otherwise, one might expectMMOm. More-

over, according to this explanation, '>n relates equally
to the second clause of the verse: only it is to be sub-

ordinated to the first. 3T»3 Piel, which is found only

here, Is evidently intensive, meaning an occupation of
writing significant for quality as well as quantity. We
might conjecture that we have here a trace of mis-
chievous, bureaucratic clerical administration.

On ver. «. yio fltOT only here; it Is commoner

to say BfitfD ri\Q7) Exod. xxiii. 6; Deut xvL 19, efe,

od rim^k vn ptov. xvu. 23 ^03 p"^ ^n Prov.

GRAMMATICAL.
xviiL6,or simply |7H3f 'BH Amos v. 13; oomp. lam.

xxix. 21.—Su only here in Isaiah.—Qj; "Jj? again

xiv. 82.

"T

On ver. 8. The 1 before no has evidently an adver-

sative sense : ye are shrewd and busy in violence and

robbery (comp. Piel 3fO above) but what will ye do,

etc—7 before DV has more than a temporal sense.

The inquiry is evidently what sort of action will they

develop to ward off the day of visitation and impending
ruin. 7?npQ found again xv. 7 ; lx. 17. Httirf is j>ro-

osOo, tempettae, and is found again xlrll. 11. The word
is usually joined with Kta Prov. L 26; 1U. 26; Esek.

xxxvill. 9.—^"bp for 'D'Slt a usage very frequent

in Jeremiah (oomp. x. 1) and not unusual in Isa. (oomp.
ver. 26; xl 8; xxiL 16; xxiv. 22; xxix. 11, 12; xxxvt 12).

On ver. 4. *flSa (found again xiv. 6; xlviil. 9) after a
foregoing negation, which must be supplied here as a
negative reply to 1&J*n T1D «". 8, is equivalent to

praeter, ato, u except" (Gen. xxL 26; xlrli. 18 Exod.
xxii. 19, efe, Ewald, | 866. JH3 impersonal, M one

bows himself" (comp. vL 10).—The phrase nTVl SfiJ
'"171 cannot mean either :

" lie among the fallen," nor,

" fall under one slain," for the latter is hardly conceiv-

able. It must mean " fall among the slain." One knocked
dead may precipitate himself on one still living, and,

when this happens wholesale, the situation of those

alive under the slain is frightful. In this trait, too,

there seems to me presented a contrast with the former
glory (ver. 8) and power (vers. 1 and 2) of those ad-

dressed.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Woe unto them the fatherlesa.—
Vera. 1, 2. We might suppose that we have here
a trace of mischievous, bureaucratic clerical ad-
ministration. See above in Text and Qramm.—
Ver. 2. names the object that bureaucratic admi-
nistration pursues. It is a negative and a posi-
tive. First they aim at excluding the lowly from
justice as much as possible, or to rob them of the
benefits of justice that are their rights. This ne-

gative proceeding has the further aim of making
themselves possessors of the property of widows
and orphans. For substance comp. L 21 sq.; iii.

13sq.
2. Andwhatwill yedo—atretohed out

•tin.—Vera. 3, 4. The storm is described as
coming 'from a distance, because the Prophet, as

ver. 4 shows, means by this figure the exile, whose
agent will be a people that comes from far .(v. 26;

vi. 11 sq.; Jer. v. 15, etc). "To whom will ye
flee," is an allusion to the disposition so often re-

proved by the Prophet to seek aid from foreign

nations. 1130, according to the context, can only
mean what those addressed, i. e^ the powerful

among the people, regard as their "glory," ue.t

the ornament and adornment of their life, viz.,

their treasures, valuables, etc. The description is

drastic : the hostile storm bursts, the panic-stricken

flee, their valuables they seek to leave behind in

a secure place. The reply to the question "what
will ye do?" etc is given ironically in ver. 4. Ye
can do nothing, says the Prophet except, etc

The lot of those addressed here will be worse than
that of the other captives and slain. Whether in

prison or in the train of those led away, the other

captives will tread them under foot Once they

were honorable and powerful. Then they were
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150 THE P&OPHET ISAIAH.

dreaded (vers. 1, 2). Now the first that comes, in

whose waj thej stand, treads them under foot

Others of them fall in war, and the slain fall on
them and coyer them with their bodies. Though
in some sense the exile is the greatest theocratic

punishment, still that catastrophe is in itself not
the extreme. For the question arises: how long
will the exile last? ToJudah restoration is pro-

mised after 70 years (Jer. xxv. 11). In the case

of Israel there is no certain mention of the sort

C.-ASSYRIA'S DESTRUCTION THE SALVATION OF ISRAEL.

CHAP. X.

This address is related to the two that precede
as bright daj to dark night After Israel is com-

Jelled to hear that the same Assyria to which Ju-
ah's king had appealed for help shall be the in-

strument of his severe chastisement, now Assyria
must hear that the Lord will destroy His instru-

ment, because it fulfilled its mission, not in the

mind of God, but in the sense of its own bru-

tal lusts, and with proud boasting about its own
might. Out of the toils of the world-power,
whose totality Assyria represents here, shall re-

deemed Israel return home. Out of the almost
dried up root of the race of David shall a sprout

grow up that shall set up a kingdom which shall

pervade and rule all nations with the spirit of
peace.

. As regards the time of the composition of this

prophecy, it must be noticed, first of all, that x.

6-34 did not originate at the same time with
chapters xi. and xii. Concerning x. 5-34, every
thing depends on whether the passage x. 9-11 is

understood in the sense of an Ideal or an actual

time pant Vitbihga, Campari, Drbchbleb.
Dhlttzsch take the view that the destruction of
Samaria, that took place in the sixth year of He-
sekiah, appears as a past event in our passage
only in the contemplation of the Prophet I can-
not join in this view. The reasoning of the Pro-
phet must have been without meaning and effect

to his hearers if the conquest of the cities Carche-
mish, Calno, Arpad, Hamath, Damascus and Sa-
maria were not at that time an accomplished fact

and well known to all contemporaries. In addi-

tion, the messengers of Sennacherib, according to

xxxvi. 18 sq.; xxxvii. 11 sq., really boasted thus.

Nowhere in chap. x. is Ephraim spoken of as one
that is to be conquered. Only the conquest of Je-
rusalem is lacking in order to let the destroying
work of Jehovah on the people of His choice ap-
pear complete (x. 12). Of course one may say
that our passage then belongs in the neighborhood
of chapters xxxvi. and xxxvii. Bat those chap-
ters, a* they stand, are a historical report com-
plete in themselves; whereas an essential piece,

forming a consolatory conclusion, is lacking to

the cycle of prophecies affecting Assyria, which
begins chap, vii., if x. 5 sq. does not belong to it
As long as we have no proof that the passage x.
9-11 is not to be understood of things historically

past, I can only assume that the Prophet com-
bined the later address with the earlier, in order
to give to that earlier the suitable conclusion.
Concerning chap. xi. we have a datum for deter-
mining the period of its composition in the short
prophecy against Philistia. xiv. 28-32. This
short passage lives in the sphere of ideas of chap,
xi. In fact without chap. xi. it is not at all in-

telligible. On the contrary, we learn from xiv.

5-XIL 1.

28 that Isaiah recognized in Hezekiah in a cer-

tain sense "the root" (B^W) or "branch" ("*?.)—

through which the kingdom of David was to

spring up with new life. The passage xiv. 28-32
was written in the year of Abac's death (728).

The young king Hezekiah is described there aa

"the basilisk 1' (jTflV)that shall proceed from "the

root of the serpent" (OTU Bhfr). It is known
that Messianic hopes were connected with Heze-
kiah (comp. Dbutzbch on vii. 14 sq. and ix. 6)

:

how far Isaiah shared them we know not At all

events chap. xi. was written after the death of

Ahaz, and just as the hopeful Hezekiah ascended

the throne (728 B. C). Chap. xii. is a doxology
that certainly belongs to that period in which the
whole prophetic cycle, chaps, vii.-xii. were put
together.

In accordance with this combination, the dis-

course plainly subdivides into three principal

partSj and each principal part again into three

subdivisions, so that three forms the underlying
number. In the first part is Assyria, in the se-

cond Israel, in the third the Messiah, the chief

subject The chief traits of the discourse may be
represented in the following scheme:—

ASSYBIa's DESTRUCTION THB 8ALVATION OF
Israel (chap. x. 6-xii. 6).

L Woe against Assyria (x. 5-19).

1. Woe to the instrument that does not exe-

cute the will of God according to the mind
of God (x.6-11).

2. Woe to the instrument that knew not that

it was an instrument (x. 12-15).

3. The execution of the woe (x. 16-19).

IL Israel's redemption in general (x. 20-34).

1. The believing remnant of Israel returns oat
of the shattered world-power (x. 20-23).

2. The condemned world-power is also not to

be feared in the present (x. 24-27).

3. The impetuous onset of the condemned
world-power in the light of its final ruin

(x. 2&-34).

III. Israel's redemption in relation to the Mes-
siah (xi. 1-xii. 6).

1. From the apparently dried-up root of the

house of David shall go forth a sprout that

shall found a kingdom of most glorious

peace (xi. 1-9).

2. The return of Israel takes place only when
the Messiah has appeared and the heathen
have gathered to Him (xi. 10-16).

3. Israers song of praise for the wrath and the

grace of his God (xii. 1-6).
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L WOE AGAINST ASSYRIA.

Chapteb X. 5-19.

h WOE TO THE INSTRUMENT THAT DOES NOT EXECUTE THE WILL
OF GOD ACCORDING TO THE MIND OF GOD.

Chapter X. 5-11.

5 'O 'Assyrian, the rod of mine anger,

*And the staff in their hand is mine indignation.

6 I will send him against an hypocritical nation,

And against the people ofmy wrath will I give him a charge,

°To take the spoil, and to take the prey.

And Ho tread them down like the mire of the streets*

7 Howbeit he meaneth not bo,

Neither doth his heart think so

;

But U is in his heart to destroy

And cut off nations not a few,

8 For he saith,

Are not my princes altogether kings?
9 Is not Calno as Carchemish ?

Is not Hamath as Arpad ?

Is not Samaria as Damascus ?

10 As my hand hath found the kingdoms of the idols,

'And whose graven images did excel them of Jerusalem and of Samaria

;

11 Shall I not, as I have done unto Samaria and her idols,

So do to Jerusalem and her *idols ?

i Or, Wo4 to the Aeeyrian.
•Or, though.

• And in v>hoM hand myfury U a staff.
• 7» ptmnder plunder, and to prey prey.
• carved image*.

TEXTUAL AND
' On ver. 6. Am remarked at rer. 1, this ^71 occasioned

the existing arrangement of the chapter. What we
have said concerning the origin of Ix. 7—x. 4, and x. 5-

stL, shows thai this coincidence of the *fcl is acci-

dental. The expression 1DK D2rf is clear. It is fonnd

only here. Analogous Is ^mStf D3C? Pror. xxiL 8;

Lam. lii. 1 ; conrp. Pror. xxii. 15 ; Job Ix. 94 ; xxL t.

The second clause Is difficult. The translation :
M The

staff which in their hand, is the staff of 007 anger " (Ga-

awius) is grammatically incorrect. Forthen Igftt most

not be wanting before ittft Quite as grammatically

Impossible is that of Haxnawaax and Kxobil, who

point 7V3Q and connect It, across DT3 K1TI as a pa*

renthesis, with *D)fT:
w and the staff of my arger, it Is

la their hand." To treat DT3 K1H •» a gloss, like Hit-

no, Ewalb, L Edit and Dxbstbl do, Is Yfoienoe* Only

that rendering is grammaticaHy possible that takes

*Ojn as subject, and what precedes as predicate. Then

KIT! only serves to mark DBD as predicate. Por, were

II not there, it would not be known which of the two

worts HDD «nd *DJN i» subject, and which predicate.

* Heb. Auhur.
* Heb. to lay thorn a treading.

* uneiean.
* And yet their graven imaget eaeetted them, •**•

GRAMMATICAL.

Comp.i.o.tffijn WH DnnDeat.xH.a. oy? beside

here, is found ?er. 85; xiU.6; xxtLSO; xxx.27.

On rer. 6. «pfl oomp. on ix. 16.—rW like Jer. xlv.

14 ; xxiiL 82, with S* xxtIL 4.

On rer. 7. Plel 7TO1 Is fonnd also xir. 24 ; xL 18, S5

;

xItL 26 ; bnt Is used in the last three texts in the sense

of u to make like, compare," in which sense flithp. (
M to

make oneVseif like ") is used xir. 14.

On rer. 10. wttO with S like rer. 14 ; Pa. xxL 9 ; oomp.
TT I t

1 Sam. xxtti. 17. D"*TDfl ere " oarrad images ;** oomp.

xxLi; xxx. is; xtt.8. 'Before D'SffW is to be sap-

plied *VDDD oomp. r. 28 ; xffl. 4.

On Ter. 11. The D*3¥J» (in Isaiah again only xlri 1)

are not essentially different from D'Vpfl- For as the

underlying meaning ofSo# is eaedore, eaedendo fimgere

(Ezod. xxxIt. 1, 4; Dent. xTl, 2 ; 1 Kings r. 82), so, too,

33f», (kindred to3m 3*D) originally meant eaedore,

eecare,
M to cat oat, to shape by hewing n (Job x. 8 ; Jer.

xliY.10).

XXEOITIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Lobd denounces woe against Assyria

thai is to be the instrument of His judgments

(rer. 5). For He sent him against Israel (ver.

6), bat Assyria did not execute the mission in

the spirit in which he was commissioned, bnt in

the spirit of his brutal and insatiable greed of

conquest (ver. 7). This his sentiment appears

in the grounds he assigns for his confidence that
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152 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

he will make conquest of Jerusalem : 1) his

princes are all of them kings, which gives a mea-
sure of the extent of his might : 2) a row of con-
quests of great cities proves his invincibility.

Having conquered kingdoms whose idols excel
those of Samaria and Jerusalem, he will be able
to treat Jerusalem as Samaria (8-11).

2. Woe unto Assyria not a few.—
Vers. 5-7. The pivot on which the whole of
'the following announcement turns, is that the
Lord denounces woe against the instrument of
His wrath. In ver. 5 (see Text, and Oram.), the
Prophet expresses the thought that not only is

Assyria the rod of God's anger, but that the
anger of God is also the stall as it were, the
magician's staff (comp. vers. 24, 26, where allusion

is evidently to the rod of Moses) in the hand of
Assyria. This turn of the image need give no
surprise in our artistic Prophet How far Assy-
ria is used as a rod is explained, ver. 6. He is

to be commissioned against the impure people,
that on account of this impurity are objects of
divine wrath, as it were on an official mission, to
rob and trample down Israel, that they may be-

come as the mire of the streets (vii. 25), comp.
Jer. li. 20 sqq. Assyria will indeed trample
down Israel, and as many other nations as possi-

ble, but not in order to execute the purpose of
Jehovah on them, but only to gratify his own
lust for world-conquest.

3. For ha said her idols.—Vers. 8-11.
Assyria confides only in his own strength. He
has no suspicion that he is Jehovah's instrument,
the rod of His anger. Hence he enumerates the
facts that justify his hope of easily subduing
Israel. First, his princes are kings (comp. 2 Kings
xxv. 28). When such have only second rank in
the army of the great king of Assyria (xxxvL
4) how wide must be his dominion. His second
ground of confidence is past great successes.

Three pairs of conquered cities are named. The
conquest of one is premised as an event that made
sure that the next one named must in turn suc-
cumb. " Is not Calno like Carchemish V Car-
chemish was a city on an island in the Euphrates
at the mouth of the Chaboras, called by the
Romans Circerium, Gfresssuta, Oireunwn, Jer.
xlvi. 2-12 ; 2 Chr. xxxv. 20. and appears from
the text to have been subdued earlier than Calno.

The latter is called 71jS3 Gen. x. 10; and mSs
Amos. vi. 2 : perhaps the H33 of Ezek. xxvii.

23 is the same city. It lay North-east twenty
hours from Babylon on the East bank of the Tigris
opposite Seleucia, and belonged to Babylon.
Rebuilt at a later day by the Persian king Pa-
corus (90 b. a), it received the name Ctesiphon.
Thus Carchemish and Calno were two cities of
Mesopotamia. Did Calno become as Carchemish,
it appears that the conquest of the latter was not
merely a happy chance, but the proof of the ex-
istence of a real power, which in every like case
will conquer in like manner. Arpad is men-
tioned xxxvL 19 ; xxxvii. 18 : Jer. xlix. 23 ; 2
Kings xviiL 34 ; xix. 13. The classics do not
mention the city. According to the Arabian geo-
grapher Mababbid, (comp. Knobel in toe), an
Abphad lav in the Psshalik Haltb (Aleppo)
North-west from the latter place. According to
Kiepkbt (D. M. Q. XXV. p. 656) Arpad lay 3

German miles north of Haleb on the spot where
is found at present the ruins of Tel Lrfad. In
every passage where Arpad is mentioned, Hamath
is found too. But, beside that, Hamath is often

mentioned in the Old Testament According to

Num. xxxiv. 8 the northern border of the land to

be possessed by the Israelites, wss to extend to

Hamath, which, according to 2 Kings xiv. 25,

28 ; comp. 2 Chr. viii. 4, was actually the case at

times. Comp., beside Amos, vi. 2, 14. The city

lay on the Orontes and was called later Epi-
phania. Arpad and Hamath were thus Syrian
cities lying nearer the Holy Land.

Damascus and Samaria lay still nearer Jndah.
After naming three pairs of names of conquered
cities as proof of the irresistibleness of Assyria,

the Propnet could simply proceed ; so will Jeru-
salem, too, be unable to resist But three
thoughts suggest themselves, which he would ex-
press before that conclusion. First, that the idols

of the conquered heathen cities surpassed the
(supposed) idols of Jerusalem and Samaria,
Second, the point that Samaria is already con-

Juered; and third, the thought thatBamana and
erusalem, may just as well be set in a pair as

Carchemish and Calno, Arpad and Hamath,
Damascus and Samaria. Now the Prophet might,
of course, have said: as I have conquered the
heathen kingdoms, whose idols surpass those of
Samaria and Jerusalem, and as I have subdued
Samaria itself, shall I not be able just so to sub-
due Jerusalem ? But then Samaria would belong
to the premise, and Jerusalem would alone form
the apodosis, and there would be lacking con-
formity to the pairs before named. Hence he
combines Samaria and Jerusalem together in the

apodosis, beginning with K/H ** shall I not," ver.

11, but forms again within this apodosis, another

protasis and apodosis, whereby, of course, the
construction becomes abnormal; but still the
thought is expressed that Samaria and Jerusalem
should join as a fourth comparison, to the fore-

going three. It is to be noticed that our passage
assumes the conquest of Samaria, bv the Assy-
rians (722 b. a). According to 2 Kings xvi. 9,

Tiglatn-Pileser subdued Damascus. Samaria fell

by Shalmaneser, according to 2 Kings xvii. 5
sq., but according to the Assyrian monuments by
Sargon, in the third year of the siege. It was
long after, that Babshakeh actually used the lan-

guage against Judah (xxxvi. 18 soq. ; xxxvii.
10 sqq.)* that Isaiah here prophetically puts into
the mouth of the Assyrian. Perhaps Isaiah had
here in mind, what Amos (vi. 1 sqq.), at an
earlier period neld up to the people, though it

must remain in doubt, whether Isaiah means the
same conquest of Hamath and Arpad, that Amoa
refers to. Moreover, nothing more is known of
the conquest of the cities Carchemish, Calno,
Hamath and Arpad, by the Assyrians. But
comp. on xxxvi. 19. That the Assyrian speaks of

VS«n nDSDO (VS* as collective in the singu-

lar) " the kingdoms of the idols " is a Judaism.
The Prophet presents the Assyrian as making s
distinction between idolatrous kingdoms and
Israel, the monotheistic: whereas, the Assyrian
knows nothing of monotheism, and afterwards

speaks of the idols and images of Samaria and Je-
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CHAP. X. 12-15. 193

roemlem* Moreover the Prophet describes them I restrial powers ; only he maintained a distinction

ss "nothings" (comp. ii. 8. 18, 20; xix. 3; xxzi. I among them in respect to power. Thus we see

7) whereas the Assyrian by no means regarded how Isaiah suffered here some mixing of his
them so; lor he held them all to be superter-

1
point of view with that of the Assyrian.

1 WOE TO THE INSTRUMENT THAT KNEW NOT THAT IT WAS AN INSTRU-
MENT. Chapter X. 12-15.

12 Wherefore it shall come to pass,

That when the Lord hath performed his whole work
Upon Mount Zion and on Jerusalem,

I will 'punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria,
And the glory of his high looks.

13 For he saith,

By the strength of my hand I have done it,

And by my wisdom ; for I am prudent

:

And I have removed the bounds of the people,

And hav* robbed their treasures,

And I have 'put down the inhabitants 'like a valiant man

:

14 And my hand hath found as a nest the riches of the people

:

And as one gathereth eggs that are left,

Have I gathered all the earth

;

And there is none that moved the wing, or opened the mouth, or peeped*
15 Shall the ax boast itself against him that heweth therewith ?

Or shall the saw magnify itself against him that shaketh it ?

'As if the rod should shake itself against them that lift it up,

Or as if the staff should lift up Htaelf, as if it were no wood.

1 Heb. wittt upon thefruit of the greatneu of the heart * Or, Wee mam/
• Or, 4* if a rod ehouid shale them thattyUup. 4 Or, that whlcl

• Have/died thoee enthroned at a bulL

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Is mo* wood.

' On rer. 12, jrX* i* eemdere, abedndere; hence "to

auk* an end, complete.1* It is found onee more In Isa.

xxxriiL 12, and in the sense abedndere. There is ground

for rendering JTST as fuL exaetum: for *?pfitt, etc will

take place only when Assyria shall have executed his

task. There is no doubt but that the Hebrew imperfect

can hare the meaning of ihefuL exact ; comp. e. g. Oen.

xlir. 10, 23; 1 Kings rill 35. But it makes a difference

whether the fut, exact Is expressed by the perfect or

imperfect. In the latter case the original imperfect

meaning will still cling to it. The transaction spoken

of wfll not be represented as real and accomplished, but

only as possibly and ideally present. So, too, here.

There lies therefore in the imperfect a certain element

of comfort, as well becomes this comforting passage.

Dft, comp. VL 11, 17.

Oarer. 13. The imperfects TOW. T^tel belong to
• T I I

those isolated easeswhere the simple Van. eopul Is used

with the rerbal ending unabbreTiated (according to cir-

eomstenoes) as a weakening (of course not normally) of

the Yam, eontee. with the abbreTiated rerbal ending,

these cases occur esnecially in poetry, in the 1st pers.

•fag, and in periods comprising sereral clauses. Comp.

xliiLffl; xlir. 19; xlriii.3; It 2; lrii. 17; lxiil. 84; Ps.

df. 32; Bwald, 233 a, X'thibh Tiny poratum, opee

paratae, only here ; K*ri TJ1J? Dout xxxlL 36; Job Mi

•—
1»Hferttf is the sole example of Poel of a rerb TI7

;

ss regards meaning—TOW xrtt 14; xlii. 21 T3KD

is V2tp, K'ri must be pronounced V13. Y1K la

secondary form of T3K "the strong one *•
(1. 24; xlix.

26; lx. 16); V13 also means vatldm, potent, xtL 14;

xrii 12; xxriii. 2. There exists here no reason for de-

parting from K'thibh. To construe V3R3 ss adjunct of

the subject is flat, and 3 then seems strange. To take

it as adrerbial definition of 0*301' (bulMike sittingon
thrones, tUergleieh Tkronende, Dsutsscb) gires an extra-

ordinary and displeasing figure. IU with Dbjdchslsx,

we render XT2&V simply - inhabitants," then T11K1
seems strangely used. It seems to me best, therefore,

to take Y3tO ss adjunct to the object: u I cast down
the enthroned as the strong one** (i a, the bull, comp.
xxxir. 7 ; Ps. xxil. 13 ; L 13). Because they are to be
cast down they must be sitting high. But they shall

be cast down like the bull, i e, like one lays low a bull

by a blow on the forehead. [J. A. Alxxaxdxx retains the

K'thibh, and connects T310 with the subject meaning
M mighty man ** — "like a mighty man or hero that I

am," and adds: M there is no necessity for departing

from the less poetical but more familiar sense, Inhabi-

tants, and bringing down, i. a, subduing "]. .

On rer. 14. RJfOil comp. rer. Id |M for |9;73 a

familiar usage. *)YI)VD see riO. 19.

On rer. 16. SliTWI Hithp. only here in Iaa, l>b»Tp

"a saw** Is U. hey. The plural in POV>0 is explained
by the collectire constraotion of OW.——

*VJ71 comp.

xi. 16; xiiL2; xix. 1C; xxx. 23, and x. 32. ^jTHS
(comp. xxxL 8 ; Deut xxxii. 21) is a bold antiphraae. .
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154 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

SXEOITIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Wherefore It shall high looks.—
Ver. 12. In the foregoing strophe the Prophet's

view-point was before the execution of judgment
on Jerusalem. In this he takes his new-point
after it. As before Assyria boasted what he
would do, here he boasts what he has done. For
what he boastfully promised to do (vers. 8-11

)

he actually accomplished. But when he has
done, then comes hie hour. For then will the

Lord bring about that fall that is wont to attend

a haughty spirit. It is to be noted that what As-

Jrria is to execute on Zion is called the work of
ehovah. But as only that work of which Assy-

ria is the instrument is meant, " all his work "

cannot be intended in an absolute sense, as com-
prehending the work of salvation.—-" The fruit of
naughtiness of heart" is not so much the boasting

and blasphemy, but the works that haughtiness
has done. Comp. Dan. iv. 27 (30), "Is not this

great Babylon that I have built for the house of
the kingdom V9

etc The destruction of city and
kingdom is the destruction of the fruit of the
haughtiness of the ruler.

The massing of the nouns admirably paints the
spouting, puffed-up nature of haughtiness (comp.
xxviii. 1 ; xxi. 17).

u The loftiness of the eyes,''

£ c, self-complacency, reflected in the eyes, lends a
certain refulgence(mKJH) to the manner ofaman.
But even this illusivegleam will the Lord atrip off.

2. For ho smith peeped.—Vers. 13, 14
The Prophet cannot reproduce to his hearers and
readers the actual fruits and that proud gleam of
haughtiness. But he can let that haughtiness
express itself in words by which it may be esti-

mated. These words state that Assyria now main-
tains that, as he purposed, so he had also actually
accomplished all by his own might He boasts
his strength and his prudence. The power of
this world is wise. According to Dan. vU. 8, 20;
viit. 26 the horn of the fourth beast has eyes like
the eyes of a man, the symbol of prudence (Comp.
Aubbrlex, Der Prophet Daniel, 2 Avfi. p. 60).
The children of this world are wiser in their wav

than the children of light (Luke xvi. 8). The
borders of the nations he abolished bv incorporat-
ing all in his kingdom; he robbed their trea-

sures. Ver. 14 portrays the facility with which
Assyria does his work. The unskilful and inex-
perienced find a bird's nest at best by chance.
The knowing and experienced, however, find

them as easily as surely. But the Assyrian com-
pares his conquests not to the easy work of seek-

ing nests, but to the much easier one of gathering
eggs from Jbnakm nests. He has so gathered
everything that came under bis hand as ne went
through the land (Hab. iL 6). In a nest not for-

saken, the little owner makes a defence; he
strikes with his wings, he opens his beak and
hisses at his assailant. But his enemies had not
dared even to make a bird's defence.

3. Shall the axe—no wood.—Ver. 15.

To this senseless boasting the Lord replies in
words that set the matter in a just light. The
answer presents two pairs of parallels that repre-
sent a gradation. Without men ale and saw can
do nothing. Yet they are indispensable to men,
and that may give their self-praise some apparent
justification. But that rod or staff should lift

those that have hold of them presents the extreme
of absurd presumption. Yet this is the extent of
Assyria's blind presumption, that he not only
conceives that he executed judgment on the na-
tions without the Lord, but that divinity was
constrained to serve him. There lies thus in the
second pair of comparisons a climax, and 3 before

fyn does not compare this second pair with the

first, but with the higher degree of stupid blind-
ness intimated in ver. 14. The staff can lift no-
thing, neither wood nor not-wood. Of not-wood
it cannot even lift what is not man, e. g. a stone,

If Isaiah, as the context shows, by not-wood
means men, it is on the supposition that the read-
er of himself will recognise the true contrast
(not-wood but much greater) and the (even pho-
netic) allusion to /***•

S. THE EXECUTION OP THE WOE.
Chapter X. 1&-19.

16 Therefore shall the Lord, the Lord of hosts, send
Among his fat ones leanness

;

And under his glory he shall kindle a burning
Like the burning of a fire.

17 And the light Israel shall be for a fire,

And his Holy One for a flame

:

And it shall burn and devour his thorns
And his briers in one day

;

18 And shall consume the glory of his forest, and of his fruitful field,
1Both soul and body

:

And they shall be as when* a standard-bearer fainteth.
19 And the rest of the trees of his forest shall be few,

That a child may write them.
> Heb. from the tout, and even to theflesh.
• a weakly pereon pine* away.
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TEXTUAL AlfD

On ver. IS. jnRTI oomp. rer. 8B; i. 24; Ul. 1 ; xix. i*-

JYNQK *XMt »*e found thus combined only here. Else-

where it b always JIUO* HliT »m Ters. 23, 24; UL
16; xxii. 5, 12, 14, 15; ixrliL 22; Jer. ii. 19; xM. 10;

xlix. 5; L 25, «1. D'JOtfD are properly "the fitt
• - i

•

parts'* (oomp. Gen. xxriL 28,30), then (abitr.pro concr.

Pa. lxxriii. 31);
M the (at men," by whom Isaiah under-

stands all that hare a share in Assyria's greatness.

Oomp. xxvli. 4, where alone the word occurs again in

baiah. J1T1. from HP 4#m«ar«, maciare, Niph. con-

tabeieere (xrii. 4) occurs only here in Isaiah (oomp. '?1

xxiv. 16). It means ma*ie$, tobies, u consumption, phthi-

•is.** Tjr rerb, comp. xxx. 14; Ixt. 5, 1p* only hew.

GRAMMATICAL.

Note the paronomasia which eridently aims at an ar-

tistic sound imitation.

On Ter.17. TTM DV3 oomp. on ix. 13, Sd*13, "the
fruitful, cultivated garden and field," is also elsewhere
opposed to forest (xxix. 17), while again in other places

*\)p is mentioned at part of ths ^013 (xxxvii. 24 ; 2
Kings xix. 28). This is no contradiction, the notions
of the two words occurring sometimes in a broader,
sometimes in a narrower sense.

On rer. 18. 00*1 *>• *•*• Comp. tfJ, Syr. naiio, vonlv,

•*to be sick." ODD lnfin. from DgO xiii 7; xix. 1

;

xxxir. 3, •* to pine "away."—11)00 like Jer. xlir. 28;
Esek. xii. 16, *tc

XXEOSTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

2. Therefore write them.—Vers. 16-

19. "Therefore " introduces the consequences

that follow the doable guilt of Assyria portrayed

above. That necessary consequence is punish-

ment The, not personal, glory of Assyria shall

be bnrnt so as if toe Lord kindled a Are under
it Hie comparison of the consumption which

Ss not meant literally, and the 3 before "ifjT show

that no real fire is meant It is the fire of God's
holy wrath that is the correlative of His love.

The latter is the light of Israel in whom God takes

pleasure (2 Sam. xxii. 29 ; Ps. xxvii. 1 ; Mic.
vii. 8), bat a consuming fire for all that is against

God and His kingdom (Dent iv. 24 ; ix. 3 ; Isa.

Xxx. 33 ; xxxiii. 14}. Like ix. 17, thorns and
thistles are contrasted with the nobler representa-

tives of vegetation. The comparison does not

refer to the army of Assyria with its various

grades of rank ana file, bnt to the nation with all

its glory. Thorns and thistles mean all lowly
and inferior persons, forest and fruitful field those

of elevation and splendor.

The expression "from soul to body" (*W 0MO
"1(73 is found only here). It is to be compared
with i. 6, "from the sole of the foot to the head."
As the latter signifies the entire outward, visible

surface of the body, so the latter the entire or-

ganism generally. Not only the outward, but

the inward shall be anihilated. * For body and

soul are the entire man (Ps. xvi. 9; lxxviii. 26;
lxxxiv. 3.")—Knobel. I except to this only
that the expression is restricted to men. Have
not the beast and the plant a soul too? Comp.
Gen. ii. 19. And is it not said in our very
passage that forest and field shall be anihilated

from the soul to the flesh ? Thus in some sense
soul and flesh, i. c, body are attributed to plants.

From his exhaustless itore the Prophet produces
another figure, and calls Assyria a weakling, who
pining dies away.
Yet a remnant shall remain, but a very feeble

one. Of the lordly forest there shall be left only
a clump that may be counted ; so far from nume-
rous that a boy can count and write a list of

them. And truly, what was left of Assyria after

its destruction may be compared to the little

forest or grove of cedars that the traveller now
finds on Lebanon. But I mean not merely the

overthrow of Sennacherib, but Nineveh's de-

struction by the Babylonians and Modes. For
the Prophet's vision comprehends the whole
future both of Israel and of Assyria.

The figure of the boy writing down the trees,

seems to me remarkable in respect to the history

of culture. We hear in this place of a boy that

can write, the like of which we find even Judg.
viii. 14. and that counts the trunks of the trees.

Is the figure pure invention of the Prophet ? or

was he brought to use it from observation?

II. ISRAEL'S REDEMPTION IS GENERAL.
Chapter X. 20-24.

1. THE BELIEVING REMNANT OF ISRAEL RETURNS OUT OF THE SHATTERED
WORLD-POWER. Chap. X. 20-23.

20

21

Awr> it shall come to pass in that day,

That the remnant of Israel,

And such as are escaped of the house of Jacob,

Shall no more again stay upon him that smote them

;

But shall stay upon the Lord,
The Holy One of Israel in truth.

The remnant shall return, wen the remnant of Jacob,

Unto the mighty God.
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22 For though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea,

Yet a remnant 'of them shall return

:

•The consumption decreed shall overflow Srith righteousness.

23 For the Lord God of hosts shall make a consumption, even determined,

In the midst of all the land.

i Heb. <*, or among.

• Destruction is determined, extending vide rigkteoutnen.

• Or,*.

TEXTUAL AND
On ran. 32, 28. \£ after 2Wh is partitive, as is often

the case. Comp. vi. 13 ; Dent i. 85 ; Pa, exxxix. 18, and
especially passages where this 3 stands after words

i

meaning " to remain oyer," Exod. xir. 28 ; Ler. xxvi.

88; 1 Sam. xi. 11. [Like the EngL "one in ten "J.

*ttl jrSs. These words are difficult. jV*?3 is fonnd

again only Dt xxriii. 65, in the expression D'rJ jVSo,

which, after *y$ *ba (P*. Ixix. 4; cxix. 82, 123; Lam.

ii. 11) must be rendered oaUorum contumtio, " consump-
tion, failure of the power of vision." 8o we roost take

It here in the sense of ** wearing off, consuming, deso-

lating." y^n i» part. pass, from jnn. incidert, deci-

ders deftnere, deeemere (comp. 1 Kings xx. 40). In Isa.

it is found again only as a qualifying adjectire to the
threshing roller (xll. 16) or as name for the roller itself,

(xxriii. 27). It is so named because an implement fur-

nished with sharp corners and edges. VHT1 tvSo can

only mean, therefore: M destruction is limited, deter-

mined, concluded.*' In *lBrf is easily discerned an

antithesis to ynn : for as in the latter there is the no-

tion of something sharply marked off, so in the former
there is the notion of flooding orer (riil. 8; xxriii. 2,15,

17, 18; xxx. 28; xlliL 2; xWl. 12). We thus obtain the

figure of something determined, sharply defined, but
which in a certain sense extends itself, and withal, too,

orerflowing with a certain effect, as It were, settling it

(tjBtf with the accusat. of abundanoe). That which is

fixed, determined, is called trSo, what Is widespread

Is said to be npT3f. According to the foregoing JvSd

GRAMMATICAL.

can only designate the fate of those Israelites that do
not belong to M the remnant.** But what is HpTY ?

Many suppose it signifies the righteous state of the

whole community, which they have attained to by rear

son of the judgments (DascnsLaa according to xlviii. 18

;

Amos r. 24). But the following Terse seems to me to

conflict with this, which seems to be wholly an expla-

nation of the words If 'tf Tl JvSs. xhl evidently

corresponds to jrSa TVSITU to pin. Therefore *J
is expletive. The obscure expression ver. 22 6, which la

probably a citation, for It contrasts strangely with Its
surroundings, is used in a form suited to common un-

derstanding. Thus the word 71/3 (in I**> only again
T T

xxvilitt, where the whole style of address recurs ; fre-

quent beside in the combination i"P0 HfeM?, especially

in Jer. It. 27; t. 10, 18, etc) — * utter ruin ** stands for

jrSs; TOnnj for pin, the fern, ending being used

out of regard for the word-pair. This latter word, too,

is found only xxriii. 22, and also in Dan. ix. 27; xi. 86,

where the words are repeated out of Isaiah, But we

must takefW VibD as object ofnfefp ; for31D3 TWp
pTK-Ss Is explanation of) tptf. ' Precisely thereby

we see that t\0& states nothing more than that wide

over all the earth shall be known and manifest what

pill p'S3 is, via, a proof of the righteousness of

God. Were 7)plt to mean the conformity of human

condition to God's righteousness, then this thought

could not be rendered by the simple 4tft *733 Tfop.

EXEGXTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

And it shall come to pass all the
land.—Vera. 20-23. The Prophet turns again
to his own nation. Assyria's fall is Israel's salva-

tion. « In that day," t. «., when the destruction

of Assyria shall have taken place (vers. 16-19),
Israel will indeed still exist, but only as a rem-

nant pK# vii. 3; xi. 11, 16; xxviii. 6), and as

those escaped (HoSfl comp. on iv. 2). But this

remnant will at last have learned what ministers
to their peace. It will no more lean on Assyria
as Ahaz has done. It is plainly seen from this,

that the present passage was composed at a
ririod when the Assyrian alliance (2 Kings xvL

sqq.), was already an historical fact By the

single word *H3D, which points hack to ver. 5,

the Prophet indicates how foolish and ruinous
that alliance was. Israel's remnant will rather
lean on Jehovah, the holy God (comp. on i. 4),

who is Israel's tfjp?* rock and refuge (viii. 4)»

What is meant by TOIO "in truth'' may he best
seen from Jer. iv. 1-4, who speaks of sincere! and

entire return to Jehovah, of swearing in His
name. * in truth, judgment and righteousness,"

of reformation that '' breaks up the fallow ground
and does not sow among thorns," of circumci-
sion of the heart, and not of the flesh. So here,
leaning on the Lord " in truth," is such wherein
the heart is no longer divided, between Jehovah
and the creature, but belongs to Him wholly and
alone. The expression is round again in Isaiah
xvi. 5 ; xxxviii. 3 ; xlviii. 1 ; lxi. 8 ; comp. Jer.
xxxii. 40 sq.

That it may not be thought that he has used <

the expression " remnant of Israel " with no spe-
cial significance, the Prophet repeats it in ver.

21, with great emphasis, at the same time defin-
ing it more exactly. No false support is offered

in these words, which would ill-agree with the
promise that Israel shall lean on the Lord ** in
truth." True, the Israel '* according to the flesh"

fancied that where Abraham's seed was, there
salvation and life were guaranteed. But to them
apply the words of John Baptist : " Begin not to>

say within yourselves, we have Abraham to our
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father; for I say unto you, That God is able of
these stones to raise up children unto Abraham.
And now also the axe is laid unto the root of the
trees : every tree, therefore, which bringeth not
forth good fruit, is hewn down and cast into the
fire." Luke Hi. 8, 9. From this we see that not
all that remain after the great judgments belong
to '* the remnant," but only those that bear
genuine fruits of repentance. Paul confirms this

Kom. xi. 4 sj., when, to the question " hath God
cast away his peopleV he replies by referring

to the seven thousand that did not bow the knee
to Baal (1 Kings xix. 18), and then continues

:

44 even so then at this present time also, there is

a remnant according to the election of grace."

We may say, therefore ; Isaiah's remnant is the
u
election" (e**ox#) of Paul. " The election hath

obtained it, and the rest were blinded." Rom.
xl 7. This is confirmed, too, by the way that

Isaiah defines the aim of the return. Jer. says

iv. 1 :
* 4 If thou wilt return. O Israel, return to

me." A false returning, therefore, is possible

(vid. my com. on Jer. iv. 1 sqq.). Precisely on
this account Isaiah says in our passage the rem-
nant will return to *N3J 7K, "God Almighty."
It is not the fleshly descent from Abraham that

is the criterion of belonging to " the remnant,"
bat the return to God Almighty. It is plain that

Jehovah the God of Israel is meant. But that

Isaiah should call Him here just by this name,

arises from this, that the Prophet has in mind his
words in ix. 6. The return to EI-gibbor-Jehovah
will, in its time, be possible only in the form of
the return to El-gibbor-Messiah. Therefore
Isaiah does not promise an unconditional, uni-
versal return of all that may be called Israelite,
and that descends from Abraham, but he makes
a most displeasing and threatening restriction.
And if in the time to which he points, the time
when the world-power will be judged, Israel were
numerous as the sand by the sea—a condition
which is even a fulfilment of promise and a theo-
cratic state of blessedness (comp., on ix. 2 ; Gen.
xxii. 17)—Jehovah still can bring Himself not
to make all these Israelites according to the flesh

partakers of the promised blessing. This is the
thought that Paul carries out in Item, ix., and in
this sense he cites our passage in vers. 27, 28.
"They are not all Israel, which are of Israel,"

he says ver. 6. " Neither, because they are the
seed of Abraham, are they all children : but in
Isaac shall thy seed be called. That is : They
which are the children of the flesh, these are not
the children of God, but the children of the
promise are counted for the seed," vers. 7, 8.

Therefore the Lord prepares an election of which
the criterion is birth from God, regeneration,

faith. As proof the Apostle cites, as already
said, our passage among other Ola Testament
statements.

2. THE CONDEMNED WORLD-POWER IS NOT TO BE FEARED EVEN IN THE
PRESENT. Chapter X. 24-27.

24 Therefore thus saith the 'Lord God of hosts,

O my people that dwellest in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian

:

He shall smite thee with a rod,

*And shall lift up his staff against thee, after the manner of Egypt.
25 For yet a very little while, and the indignation shall cease,

And mine anger *in their destruction.

26 And the Lord of hosts shall stir up a scourge for him
According to the slaughter of Midian at the rock of Oreb

:

And as his rod was upon the sea,

So shall he lift it up after the manner of Egypt
27 And it shall come to pass in that day,

That his burden 'shall be taken away from off thy shoulder,
And his yoke from off thy neck,

And the yoke shall be 'destroyed beeause of the anointing.

i Or, But he shall Uftuphie ttafffor thee.

» Lord Jehovah qfhoete* » (turns) to.

• Heb.tfoiBf
• imlaced because qffat

TEXTUAL AND
Onrer.25. 1WD another form for "VYD (Gen. xix.

SO; In. lxffl. 18, etc) — parvitae,paueUae, beside here is

found only xxlx. 17 ; xtL U ; xxir. 6. It is thus a word
peculiar to the first pert of Isaiah. The expression

Djft 7T73 occurs only here and Dan. xl 86, which is

taken from our passage. Comp. Djtf 13J£ *xyL 20. It

is needless to ehange the reading '}}) 'filfl. Supply
rm after 'fim (comp. «. y.4x. 90) and construe in a preg-

GRAMMATICAL.
nant sense—M directs, turns itself." Sj£ ia employed

then Just as Ter.8. JvSafl (from nSj tritmn, am-
• I - T T

tumtutn 69*$) is aw. kry. It means coneumtio, i a, of the

Assyrians. Thus the words form a fitting transition to

er.M.
On rer. 26. *nty used of "wielding*1 a scourge only

here: it is used 3 8am. xxili. 18; 1 Ghr. xi. 11, SO of

brandishing a spear. Notice the paronomasia "nty
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158 THE PKOPHET ISAIAH.

and 3}ty. Oitf again In Isaiah only xxriii W, K'ri

-—171001 must be conceired as dependent on 111J?.

On ver. 27. The last clause ia obscure. It defines the

manner of releasing from the yoke. 730 Pu*1 occarB

only here and Job xviL L The original meaning of

San is " to twist " (thence hlH " a rope ") a to bind "

ttgare, pignort obligor*. Piel, cum tormnUU oniU, porsrv,

bat also " to twist round and round, to turn the bottom-

most to the topmost " (French boulevor$or) ; xiii. 6 ; liv.

16 ; Mic. it. 10 ; Song of Sol. ii. 16; Sect. t. 6. In Isa.

xxxii. 7 there seems beside to lie in the word the mean-
ing of u ensnaring." So there seems here, beside the

notion of destruction, to be that of a reference to a rope

or cord. Dcunscv represents, on the authority of

statements of 8cnsoo, that to this day in the Orient the

yoke is fastened to the pole by a cord about the neck.

Thus the Prophet would eridently say that, because of
the fat0&n causal as it often Is, ii. 10 ; ril. 2, ste.) which
grows on the well-fed Israel, the rope breaks, and thus
the yoke apparatus falls off. On this account it seems

to me probable that 73p, (though otherwise *?2fl

comes from San and not the rererse), is still here' to

be regarded as a Pual denominaHvum and privatiwum
coined ad hoe (comp. on HjpD rer. 83> The figure in

1^30 "00* is drawn from beasts of burden. In ix. 3,

^73p Sy the two words are combined; but separated

here'as x!t. I&>

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Therefore thus saitb of the anoint-
ing (fat).—Vers. 24-27. If all that is true that

the Prophet from yer. 5 on, has said of Assyria
as the momentary instrument of God's chasten-

ing,—and how shall God's word not be sure?

—

then Israel need not fear Assyria even in present
impending danger. Assyria will, indeed, execute
chastisement on Israel, but only a discipline with
a staff and rods (yer. 5), not with the sword, i. e.

only a transitory one, not such as ends in destruc-

tion. The Prophet intimates that the captivity
by the northern world-power will be, as it were,
a continuation of that suffered from the southern.
Assyria therefore will tread in the footsteps of
Egypt. He will raise the staff over Israel in the
way (ver. 26, Amos iv. 10), i. «. in the manner
of Egypt. For as 'Egypt could not attain his

object of extirpating the Israelite by killing the
male children that were born and by hard labor,

just as little should Assyria succeed. For only a
very little, and the wrath would cease. The
Prophet, therefore, conceives of the wrath as in
progress, but presents its speedy end in prospect
The Lord will brandish the scourge over Assy-

ria as He smote Midian at the rock of Oreb
(comp. ix. 3). That was one of the most glorious
victories of the Israelites ; but the glory of it be-
longed neither to Gideon nor to his army, but to

the Lord (Jud. vii. 2 sqq., 25). The second

clause of ver. 26 contains a magnificent figure full

of art First from Assyria's hand is taken the
staff that he is to raise over Israel and put into
the hand of Jehovah. This appears from the re-
lation of ver. 26 6. to the last clause of ver. 24.
Then this staff in the hand of Jehovah is trans-

formed to the likeness of the rod with which
Moses in Egypt prepared the Bed Sea for a way
of escape for Israel (xL 16). The sea here is that
which spreads out before Israel in the distress

occasioned by Assyria. The raising up of the rod

here (IKfrJ) corresponds to that raising it over

Israel (tff\ ver. 24) for which Assyria used it A
twofold raising of the rod took place in Egypt

:

one over Israel, the other over the sea. Both
are repeated now. Neither the rod flourished

over Israel for chastisement shall be wanting,
nor the rod of God, which, as there, shall open a
way through the deep sea of trouble. As is

familiarly Known, the passage through the Bed
Sea is often mentioned and turned to account in
a variety of ways: comp. xliii. 16; 1. 2; li. 10;
lxiii. 11; Ps. fxvi. 6; lxxiv. 13; lxxvii. 20:
lxxvii. 13 ; cxiv. 3, etc

At the time referred to Israel shall be freed
from the joke of Assyria (ix. 3 : xiv. 25), which
is signified first by the figure of the load of a beast
of burden, second! by that of the joke.

3. THE IMPETUOUS ONSET OF THE CONDEMNED WOBLD-POWEB IN THE
LIGHT OF ITS FINAL BU1N. Chap. X. 23-34.

28 He is come to Aiath, he is passed to Migron

;

At Michmash he hath laid up his 'carriages

:

29 They are gone over the passage

:

Thej have taken up their lodging at Geba;
Ramah is afraid

;

Gibeah of Saul is fled.

30 'Lift up thy voice, O daughter of Gallim

:

"Cause it to be heard unto Laish,
O poor Anathoth.

31 Madraenah °is removed

;

The inhabitants of Gebim wither themselves to flee.

32 dAs yet shall he remain at Nob that day

:

He shall shake his hand against the mount of the daughter of ZIoti,
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CHAP. X. 28-34 159

The hill of Jerusalem.

83 Behold, the Lord, the Lord of hosts,

Shall lop the 'bough with terror

:

And the 'high ones of stature shall be hewn down,
And the haughty shall be humbled.

34 And he shall cut down the thickets of the forest with iron,

And Lebanon shall fall *by a mighty one.

iHeb. Cry ikriUwitk <Ay tote*

*HarkLaish.

•Or, mightily.

« yet to-day in Nob to halt.
fXe/eOt.

TEXTUAL AND
Oliver. 88. |Q with Sf like Jud. xviU. 27, it mesas

•the Calling orer on." TpDH, eommkit, mmdmrii, <fe»

pondty Jer. xxxyL 30 ; zl. 7 ; xL 10.

On Ter. 32. H|)J^ Pilel, only here ; Hiph. with similar

meaning, xi. 15 ; xilL 2; xlx. 16; 2 Kings r. 11. The
twinging of the hand is the gesture of one threatening.

—HJl VI staAdsin<Meus.&N»te; K'thibh has jrtf-JVJ,

which Is found nowhere else, and probably results from

a confounding with TTliT JV3 *^n»

On rer. 38. *|jpD (oomp. *j*po xvii. 6; xxviL 10% PL

imommatmtm and prwatwut* like the German oasts*

from As*, Kotpfc* from ifop/(comp, ajy:

•* to out off the

GRAMMATICAL.

tail," Josh. x. 19; Ehtf "to eradicate,1' Ps. UL 7; SpD
"to remove stones,** r.2. [As in English one says
" to stone,** i. s., take the stones out]. This HJ70 is «V.

Ary. n^Kp &r. **y«» as regards meaning is certainly

identical with mRD, Esek. xvii. 6 ; xxxL 6, 6, 8, 12, 18.

It appears to be a poetic expression for the grand, lux-
urious branch ana leafy growth of the tree (IMS) origi-

nal meaning tplmder^ nUtr*, comp. *WD» JVWDft-

rnnyDt •>. A«y. is "terror" in an active tense —jwr*
tarrs/cefco.—noto " that which is standing, the trunks,

the standing timber " (comp. xxxvii. 24).

On Ter. 34. HSJ only here in Isaiah may be either

Niph.orPieL

EXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The foregoing disposes the reader to look
for an immediate portrayal of the destruction of

Assyria* But to his surprise the Prophet trans-

lates him back into the commencement of the

hostilities of Assyria, against Israel (vers. 28-32).

This first onslaught of Assyria Was so impetuous,
that it seemed as if Jerusalem could not resist

But it only appeared so. How little dangerous
that onslaught was appears from the brief de-

scription of the inevitable, impending ruin of
the world-power, that immediately follows (vers.

33, 34). A contrast is hereby presented that

gives a most striking effect, which is still more
enhanced by the masterly, dramatic representa-

tion of the march of the Assyrians against Jeru-
salem. So that this little passage proves to be a
master-piece of Art, both by its arrangement as

a whole and its execution in detail.

2. He comes the hill of Jerusalem.

—

Vers. 28-32. These verses describe the last part

of the march to Jerusalem. For, no doubt, Aiath
is the same as Ai that lay North-east of Jeru-

salem CS or Tv1 <<the Btone neftP>" Joan- Tii- 2

sqq., *£ Neh. xL 31, 7T£ [false reading HJg]

;

1 Chr. vii. 28), which is probably identical with
D*yr (Josh. xviiL 23) comp. Fay in foe). Finn,

Van de Velde, Arnold, Knobel, identify

Aiath in Tell-H-Hadschar that lies less than an
hour South-east of Btitin (Bethel). On the other
hand Deutzsch, following Schbog who per-

sonally investigated the spot, locates Aiath about
six hours nortn of Jerusalem in Tqjibe, that is

situated on a hill with an extended prospect, in

whose neighborhood there is still found a small

village, Churbet Ai. It will perhaps depend on
whether the locality of Tqjibe corresponds with

Josh. viii. 11, 13, according to which there was

a valley North of the city. [Concerning the lo-

cation of all the places named in the text con-

sult " Robinson and Smith's Bib. Be$. in Pa-
lettint, Vol. II.].

Migron, which is mentioned beside only 1

Sam. xiv. 2 (but in all probability this passage

is corrupt: Arnold in Herz. R. Ena/cL XIV.
p. 755) appears to have been quite insignificant

Deutzsch regards it as identical with Burg-
Maoran

y
a cluster of ruins eight minutes from

Bethel. But, then, would they not have marched
backwards ? Michmash, a city of Benjamin as

all the rest named here, plays an important part

in the history of Saul and Jonathan, 1 Sam. xiii.,

xiv. It still exists as a small deserted village

with the name Muchmas one hour North of

Geba (now Dscheba), three hours and a half

North of Jerusalem (Robinson and S. II. comp.
Ruetbchi, Herz. R. EnoycL IX. p. 526). There
the Assyrians left their baggage in order to press

on quicker. "The passage of Michmash" is

mentioned 1 8am. xiii. and xiv. It is the Wady-
e$'Suwcinit (according to others tt-SuvxikcK—
comp. Ruetbchi, I c)—a deep, rough ravine*

fortv-eight minutes wide, immediately below

Michmash. As it runs from East to West, they

must cross it obliquely to approach Jerusalem.

The ravine is difficult to traverse. It is hardly

credible that the proper highway from Shechem
or Nabulus (comp. Arnold in Herz. JR. Encycl.

XV. p. 163 sq. Art. "iSfrosse* in Putoesrtna,")

passed through it The Prophet's description is

ideal. He depicts not what is past but what is

future, and that, not in the manner of historical

accuracy, but as became his prophetic interests.

He would depict how the enemy presses forward

with utmost speed, by the shortest way, deterred

by no obstacles. On the. arduous way they
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160 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

cheer one another with the cry: "Geba give us

lodging." Thus they promise themselves good
quarters in Geba, that lay so charmingly on an
elevated plateau (comp. Schego in Delitzsch).
Geba cannot be the same as Gebea of Saul, as

appears evident from oar text For if it were
the same, why is it mentioned twice with a dif-

ference in the form of the name, and with the

name of another city coming between ? Rama,
now er-Bam, the city of Benjamin, made no-

torious by Saul (1 Sam. i. 19; ii. 11, etc.), seems
to have lain aside from their route though near

by. For it looks with trembling on the passers

by ; but Gebea of Saul opposite, lying perhaps
still nearer, fled outright, It lay on the summit
of TuUiUl'Tul (the Bean mountain, see Ab-
KOLD, Hebz. Beat. Encycl. p. 744) which com-
mands a view of the whole neighborhood. In
a direct line the expedition encounters Gallim,

(1 Sam. xxv. 44) which Valenttneb (Ztachr. d.

D. M. 0. XII. p. 169) thinks he has discovered

in the hill Chirbet d-Dnchisr that lies South

of the Bean mountain. Because immediately

threatened, Gallim shall shriek out (]»p aocus.).

Laishah, by no means identical with &j Judg.

xviii. 29, cannot be located. But Knobel is

likely correct in finding evidence of its being a
place near Gallim in 1 Sam. xxv. 44, where is

mentioned Phaltiel son of Laish from Gallim
(comp. 2 Sam. iiL 15). TWrvy mjf, "O poor
Anatnoth," is evidently a play on words. By
this and the emotion of the orator is to be ex-
plained the order of the words, which is not quite
normal (comp. liv. 11). Anathoth, now Anoto,
is only three-fourths of an hour distant from Jeru-
salem — Madmenah (Dung-heaps) and Gebim
(fountains, Jer. xiv. 3) are not mentioned else-

where, nor are any traces of the places discovered

as yet. Both are directly threatened ; so nothing
remains but to flee and save their goods. "Saving
their goods" seems to be indicated by W]Jn
(comp. Exod. ix. 19); yet it may very well be
construed as synonymous with HTU according to

Jer. iv. 6 1 vi. 1. "To-day still inNob, to make
a halt," is likewise the enemies' shoot to one
another. The thing is to pass on to Nob to-day,

bat there make a preliminary halt in order to

make the necessary dispositions for the attack on
Jerusalem. Nob (comp. 2 Sam. xxi. 16, 28;
Neh. xi 32) without doubt quite near Jerusalem,
is to the present not certainly identified. Schego
contends very decidedly that it may be laawije

that lies South-west of Anata fifty-five minutes
North of Jerusalem.

3. Behold the Lord a mighty one.—
Vers. 33, 34. The proud expedition ofthe Assyrian
falls like trees felled bv the axe. Like the tempest
tears away the branches, so the terror that goes
forth from Jehovah breaks the power of the Assy-
rian. "The high ones of stature (of the standing
wood) " shall be cutdown (i x. 9) the lofty onesmust
bow. The entire forest thicket (ix. 17) shall be
cut down with the iron

j
but Lebanon (notice how

the Prophet before distinguished branch;*, trunks
and thicket, but at last combines all in the com-
mon, all comprehending name I^ebanon) shall

fall by a Mighty One. Who this Mighty One
will be the Prophet does not say. That it is the
Lord Himself as the remote cause, who xxxiii.

21, comp. Pa. xciii. 4, is called I^WJ " glorious,

mighty," is of course. But it may convey also an
allusion at the same time to that one among the
Lord's ministers, that was the principal instru-

ment in annihilating the Assyrian army before
Jerusalem (xxxvii. 36). For the ministers of
the Lord, too, are called D'TIM "the excellent

or mighty," (Ps.xvL8).

in. ISRAEL'S REDEMPTION IN RELATION TO THE MESSIAH.'

Chapter XI. 1—XII. 6.

1. FROM THE APPARENTLY DRIED UP ROOT OF THE HOUSE OF DAVID SHALL
GO FORTH A SPROUT THAT SHALL FOUND A KINGDOM OF MOST

GLORIOUS PEACE. Chapter XI. 1-9.

1 And there shall come forth a rod out of the "stem of Jesse,

And a 'Branch 'shall grow out of his roots

:

2 And the spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him,
The spirit of wisdom and understanding,
The spirit of counsel and might,
The spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord ;

S 4And shall make him of 'quick understanding in the fear of the Lord:
And he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes,

Neither •reprove after the hearing of his ears

:

4 But with righteousness shall he judge the poor,
And *reprove with equity for the meek of earth

:

And he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth,
And with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked.

5 And righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins,

And faithfulness the girdle of his reins.
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6 The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb,
And the 'leopard shall lie down with the kid

;

And the call' and the young lion and the fatting together

:

And a little child shall lead them.
7 And the cow and the bear shall feed

;

Their voting ones shall lie down together

:

And the lion shall eat *straw like the ox.
8 And the sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp,
And the weaned child shall put his hand on the •cockatrice' den.

9 They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain

:

For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lobd,
As the waters cover the sea.

i Heb. scmt, or $meU.
• stump.
• administerjudgment t Tighten,

* Or, argue. » Or, odder9
*,

J**JT£j*. ^AndkUbretOkmgumbe donew thefear of the

TEXTUAL AND
Oi ver. L pU occur* again only xl. 2t ; Job xiv. 8.

The root Jflj ** «">* found. The meaning is that ofJH1
(x. 33) . eatdere " to cut down." In the three places thai
it occurs,yu Is

M the hewn, cut up stem that still sticks
in the ground." Henee *th pU end not 111 pi}.

IBTl again only Pror. xiv. 8, meaning: "rod, pliant

torig.
w

laf3, xiv. tt ; lx. 21 ; Dan. xl 7 (from 1*J un-

used root, 'tplendera, nttere), "a hardy, fresh young
branch.** VtflBto, though the accents are against it,

must be connected with 1VJ. For what does it mean
that the shoot right from the root on shall bear fruit?

Is something unnatural and impossible said of this

shoot f Or was not Christ a Tree when He bore fruit 7

The thought is rather that from tho extinct trunk and
shoot a sprout shall proceed that shall give evidence of
adequate vital power, and grow up to be a fruit-bearing

tree. Hence it is quite unjustifiable to impose upon the
verb miV the meaning of rnfT (Hnaxo, UHaaur).

On rer. 3. It fa natural to regard ITTin as antithesis

of the objective communication of the Spirit spoken of,

rer. 2. For first, Hnri means " smell anything with

pleasure " (Ley. xxvi 3t ; Amos t. 21). But if " n*V3
should be the object of imn, then it ceases to be pre-

dicate, and then the sentence is without predicate ; or
if it is construed as predicate, then the erophatlo use
of 3 after verbs of sensation cannot be appealed to, be-

cause then 3 no longer depends on the notion of smell-

ing, but on a modification of the notion of being (hap-

pens in the fear of Jehovah, is directed to the fear of

Jehovah), which must be supplied to accommodate the
subject to the predicate. Second : What means the one-
sided emphasis of smelling? If smelling may be con-

strued in the wider sense as inhaling and exhaling air

through the noae, so that it coincides with breathing,

that would suit I construe it in this wider sense as do
others (Clebicus, Hnwnzwmx, Ewald, Main). [See

Comment of J. A. Alsxaxuxb, added, p. 108, top.] Then
FT171 is to be construed as direct causative Hlphil, in

the sense of "to make TN*V as one says J'ljth "to

make ears " — to " hear," pc6n tt to make atongue,"

trnngdn, tt to blaspheme.** |jn then — u breath, life's

breath,- Gen. vL 17; vii 16, 22, etc But still much de-

pends on whether bodily or spiritual breath is meant.
The context decides for the latter. For our TlWl
" nirva stands in evident antithesis to * fl*T Tin,
ter. 2. The latter designates the objective communi-
cation of the Spirit, the former the subjective reception.

'

11

GRAMMATICAL.

S ueundum, comp. pTjh xxxiL 1: nOjb, <

nOin with 1
? likeii.4, *

" VT

On ver. 4. ^ifhf comp. xi 4 j xiii 16.

On ver. 6. Gamcrcs makes the remark here that the
repetition of lYw (instead of using onoe 1UT1) can

give no surprise in Isaiah, because he often uses the
same word in parallel clauses : xiv. 4; xv. 1, 8 ; xvi. 7

;

xvii. 12, 18 ; xix. 7 ; xxxi 8 ; xxxii 17 ; xliL 10 ; xliv. 3

;

liv. 13 ; lv. 4, 13; iix. la But in saying this Gaseous, as
DaacHsua remarks, forgot that he denies Isaiah's au-
thorship of chaps. xi—lxvi

On ver. 0. 3KT is found in Isaiah only here and Ixv.

25, that resembles this. tf/pd is "the lamb;" comp.

i 11; v. 17. npj— "the striped" is "the panther

"

(Jer. v. 8 ; xiii. 23). Isaiah has it only here, JJ"U with

3 like 1 Chr. xiii 7 ; comp. on \3 \fffi ix. 3.

On rer. 7. TVlUt xxxv. 9.
J3fj again only lxv. 25.

On ver. 8. jWjftf Pilpel trom'pptf dsftntrt, mvtcore,

comp. the pass, lxvi 12. in xiii. 22—|J\D only here

in Isaiah. rPWKD la *». Asy. I^KD 1> "light," i. a,

an illuminating body" (Gen. 1.18); n*"WKO would then

be a " light-opening," and we might understand under
that term both the entrance of the cave and the spark-

ling eye of the animal gleaming like a precious stone

(so the Tabu., Abxn Esxa, Kimchi, etc.). But the paral-

lelism with ">n prompts the conjecture, that originally

ni^Di which* otherwise never occurs,—H^D " cave*"

stood in the text (Gnsmrrus). What is correct is hard

to make out TTTTI doubtless kindred to HT, unmit-

tore is In. Xry. The OtyDV (Hx- 5) is llketyidentical

withpM (xiv. 29). The root $BX means kalare, t04-

tors. Doubtless a very poisonous serpentis meant, per-

haps the basilisk, whioh is said to.have been called tie-

Hut. Comp. Gasurxus, Tke$* p. 1182..

On ver. 9. That the beasts are subject of \pV (comp.

lxv. 25) the context puta beyond doubt D* 1» here

manifestly the sea-bed, the bottom of the sea; (comp.

Ps. civ. 8). The prefix *? before D* isexplained by the
I Y.

causative sense in whioh PteMs used here; as it is often.

—71D3 means u covering," make covering," like S,3fH

"provide rescue,"-fYDnlr

"

provide justice," ^"lstri

make length," •&, and is accordingly, like the vertta
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162 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

n*m©d„construed with the dative. So, too, is lg HD3
u to make a corer, to spread as a cover over some-

thing " (Num. xvi 33 ; Job xxxrL 32 ; Hab. iL 14, where

onr text is reproduced. [J. A. Alkiandeb on verse 8.

u Ami his tense of smelling (i. e., his power of perception,

with a seeming reference to the pleasure it affords him)

shall be exercised in (or npon) the fear of Jehovah (as an

attribute of others M ). The only sense of Winn con-

firmed by usage is to smell. This, as a figure, compre-

hends discernment or discrimination between false and

true religion, and the act of taking pleasure as the sense

does In a grateful odor. In " riKV3 the 3 ia a con-

nective which the rerbrVVI commonly takes after it,

and adds no more to the meaning of the phrase than

the English prepositions when we speak of smelling to

or of a thing, instead of simply smelling it»
w

Ibid, On ver. 9. " TheyshaUnot hurt nordestroy," etc The

absence of the copulative shows that this is not so much
a direct continuation of the previous description as a

summary explanation of it The true construction,

therefore, is indefinite, and the verbs do not agree with

the nouns (animals) of ver. 8."]

EXEGETICAL, AND CRITICAL.

1. The destruction of the proud, towering for-

est* which, meaning primarily Assyria, compre-

hends also the world-powers generally, is followed

by a contrasted picture in the renewed flourishing

or the house of David and of his kingdom. That
house of David will be reduced to a stunted and
inconsiderable root-stock, when the world-power

shall be at the Bummit of its prosperity. But
from this root-stock, that is regarded as dead, a

sprout shall still go forth (ver. 1). On it the

Spirit of the Lord shall rest :n the fulness of His
manifold powers (ver. 2). This sprout will take

delight in the fear of Jehovah ; lie will practise

justice not after the deceptive sight of the eves

(ver. 3) ; on the contrary He will so do it that

the poor and humble shall be helped, but the

wicked not merely outwardly, but also inwardly
subdued (ver. 4). For He shall stand firm in

righteousnesss and truth (ver. 5). Thus His
kingdom shall be one of peace in such a decree
that even the impersonal creatures shall be filled

with this spirit of peace (vers. 6. 7), 8. For even
the wildest beasts shall be no more wild, and no
longer do harm on Jehovah's holy mountain.

The whole shall be full of the liveliest and deep-

est knowledge of Jehovah, like the bottom of the

sea is covered with water (ver. 9).

2. And there shall come his roots.

—

Ver. 1. Without a hint as to the time when, the

Prophet announced that a reviresceace of David's
house shall be the correlative of destruction of the

world-power that was compared to the forest of

Lebanon. He says stock of Jesse, not stock of

David, for he would intimate that David's stock

will be reduced to its rank previous to David,
when it was only the stock of the obscure citizen

of Bethlehem. This explanation seems to me
more correct than the other that understands that

by this term is intimated that the Messiah shall

be the second David, for He is such not alongside

of. but after and out of the first David. The
Messiah is in fact the Son of David (2 Bam. vii.).

If this stock, dead and mutilated, only exists as a
stump, (but we know when and how that hap-
pened,) then shall a slender twig emerge from
His roots, thus out of that part concealed under
ground and still fresh, a hardy shoot that shall

not perish, but bear fruit, and therefore (as in-

cluded m the statement) develop to a new tree.

He is called "branch" iv. 2; Jer. xxiii. 6;
xxxiii. 15; Zech. iii. 8; vi. 12. At the begin-
ning of liii. (ver. 2) is found a representation of
the Messiah closely resembling our verse : " and
He raised Himself before Him like the tender
plant and like the root out of dry ground." Ezek.
too, (xvii. 22-24) speaks of the shoot of the

cedar (pj^) that the Lord will plant on the high

mountain of Israel (Isa. ii.) to show how He is

able " to bring down the high tree, exalt the low
tree, dry up the green tree, and make flourish the

dry tree."

3. And the spirit fear of the Lord —
Ver. 2. The Prophet immediately forsakes the
figurative language. He speaks of the sprout as
of a person. For on Him shall settle down (vii.

2, 19 ; Num. xi. 25 ; 2 Kings ii. 15) the spirit of
Jehovah. This is a generic designation. For in
what follows a threefold species of this genus is

named, each of which is represented in two modi-
fications. The candlestick of the sanctuary has
rightly been regarded as symbol of the spirit of
Jehovah. The stem corresponds to what we have
called the genus, the six branches to what we
have called the species (Exod. xxv. 31 sqq.

;

xxxviL 17 sqq.). The first species comprehends
(nODH and nra) " wisdom and understanding."

It is not easy to determine wherein consists the
difference between these. In not a few passages

they are placed opposite to one another in the
parallelism of the clauses : Prov. ii. 2 sqq. ; iv.

5, 7; ix. 10; Job xxviii. 12, 20, 28; 2 Chr. ii.

12, etc In all these passages is observed, first of
all, a formal distinction, a certain distinction of
rank. "Wisdom" is the great all-comprehending
chief name of all right knowledge. As the notion
wisdom rises to personality, in fact to the dignity

of divine personality (Prov. viii. 32 sqq.) the
word becomes almost a proper name. "Under-

standing "
( nr3 with njon, ng% etc) takes up

a subordinate position. It signifies always only
an element, although a very essential one of
"wisdom" (comp. Prov. viii. 14). Many find in
ilDDn the fundamental meaning offirmitas solida,

of irvK»6Tw, though the word is rather allied to
^Tl plaatum, and thus, as in aapienttOy oofla "sapor*

"taste" (comp. DJ7B) is the fundamental notion.

In any case HOOn "wisdom" has more a positive

meaning, whereas 7W3 " understanding " (comp.
yi and the meaning of the root-words in the dia-

lects) carries more the negative notion of 6\aKpimcf
the art of distinguishing between true and false,

good and bad.—TWy and mua "counsel" and
"might" (xxxvi. 5) are easily distinguished as

proofe of practical wisdom in forming and execut-

ing good counsel. A third pair is (J^n, ttaL

const, and C" flip*) "knowledge and fear of the

Lord:" for the first two pairs comprise those

effects of the spirit that relate to the earthly

life. The third pair appear to reach out beyond
this earthly life. It names a knowledge and a
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CHAP. XL 1-9. 163

fear whose object is Jehovah Himself. If the
fear of God is named last here, whereas accord-
ing to Prov. L 7 ; ix, 10 ; Ps. cxi. 10 it is the be-
ginning of all wisdom, that has its reason herein,
ihat what is the deepest foundation may at the
avae time be designated as the loftiest height,
like the great mountains form the inmost nucleus
and the highest summits of the earth's body. The
entire enumeration progresses therefore from the
bottom upwards. Moreover the view of the seven
spirits of God, that is found Bev. L 4; iii 1 ; iv.

5; v. 6, rests on our text* On the anointing of
the Messiah with the Spirit of God, comp. xlii.

1; lxL 1; Matth. xiL 18; Luke iv. 18: Jno.
hi 34.

4. And shall make his reina.-nVers.
3-5. On innn see Text, and Oram. He has not
only received the spirit from without ; He re-

ceives it also within Him, so that He continually
breathes in this spiritual air of life—this alone
and no other. He has received (objectively) the
spirit in absolute fulness. There appears to me
to lie in these words, too, an allusion to Gen. ii.

7. There it is said that God breathed in men
His spirit as the principle of life. But this prin-
ciple of life performs its functions no matter in
what element the man may find himself. Even
in the godless it is constantly active. Yet how
unsatisfying, how mournful is that breathing of
the spirit in a sphere infected by sin. The
Messiah lives wholly in "the fear of God." He
therefore breathes in an atmosphere homogeneous
to Him. He therefore brings into use for man-
kind the right breathing by bringing them back
into the pure element of spirit. He is the
second Adam.
As king, the Messiah must display the divinity

of His disposition pre-eminently in* the perfectly
adequate administration ofjustice. He will there-
fore never let His judgment depend on outward
appearance, never on that which pleases the out-
ward sense, but He will only suffer that to pass
for right that is right. He will not, therefore,
look on the person, but help the poor and lowly
to their righto (comp. i. 26 sqq.j iii. 13sqq.).
Bat the unjust He will punish. This is the mean-
ing of ver. 4 b. For the earth (pK) that He
smites with the rod of His mouth. (Rev. i. 16)
and that is put parallel with V&^ li the wicked"
can only be regarded as the territory of the world
that is hostile to God. " The wicked » J7Bh ia

bv the Chjlldee, and since that by many expo-
sitors, construed not only as a collective =
&P&\ but at the same time, (or even exclu-
sively e. a. Demtzsch) in the sense of 2 Thess.
ii. 8, as designation of an eschatological person,
in whom enmity against God shall reach its

climax. The staffof His mouth is the word that
goes forth out of His mouth, and the breath of
His lips is the same. For His word is in fact
what His lips (spiritually) breathe out. Thus
He proves Himself to be the one that can de-
stroy in the same way as He created. By His
word were things made ; by His word they pass
•way. Comp. Fa. civ. 29. In this righteous-
ness however, consists His proper strength, and
the guaranty for the eternal continuance of His
kingdom. The powers ofthe world must pass away
on account of unrighteousness (Prov. xiv. 34).

The girdle is the symbol of vigorous, unim-
peded development of strength, because the an-
cients could run, wrestle, and work only when the
girdle confined their wide garments (comp. Job
xii. 18; xxxviii. 3; xl. 2; Jer. i. 17; Eph. vi.
14 ; 1 Pet i. 13). Let the loins be girt with
righteousness and truth, and the girded man
stands strong and firm in righteousness and truth.
He is strong by both. Therefore He does not
further His cause by unrighteousness and lies,
but by the contrary.

"5. The wolf also the tea.—Vers. 6-9.
The Prophet's vision penetrates to the remotest
time: he comprises the near and far in one look.
The Assyria of the present, with its destruction
in the near future, the Messiah in the inception
of His appearance, and the latest fruits of His
work of peace—all this he sees at once in a grand
picture before him. When the Redeemer, as
Prince of Peace (ix. 5) shall have done away
with all violence, and put justice on the throne,
then will peace be in the earth, and that, not only
among men, but also among beasts. The Pro-
phet, it is true, does not explain how the beasts
are to be made accessible to this peaceful dispo-
sition. But it seems to me certain that only stu-
pendous changes in nature, violent revolutions,
world-ruin and resurrection, thus the slaying or
the old Adam, and the regeneration of nature can
bring forth these effects, (Rev. xx. sq.). " Be-
hold I make all things new," (Rev. xxi. 6) says
He, that sits upon the throne. But we see from
passages like xxxv.; xliii. 18 sua., that Isaiah
himself had a presentiment of tnis grand, and
all-comprehending world-renewal. I do not mean
by this to defend a literal fulfilment of the word
which the church fathers rejected as Judaizing,
but only themselves to fall into the opposite ex-
treme of spiritualizing and allegorizing. (Jerome
appeals to Eph. i. 3). The point is to find the
happy medium. That, however, is not found by
saying that Isaiah meant what he said in a real
sense, only he deceived himself, but by recog-
nizing that Isaiah, as organ of the Spirit of
God, beheld stupendous, spirit-corporeal reality,

but paints this reality with human, earthly, even
national and temporal colors. In short there will
be "a new creation," (2 Cor. v. 17) and this new
creation will be at the same time a restitution of
that oldest^creation, that original one of Paradise,
but on a higher plane. But how in the picture
of the Prophet to draw the boundary between
absolute and relative reality, i. e. f whether to ex-
clude only single traits as not literal, cr whether
to divest the whole of its local and temporal
construction, is difficult to say. Yet I decide for

the latter. For all the traits of the picture
painted by Isaiah bear the stamp of the existing
earthly corporality. But in this sphere the pro-
phecy cannot be realized. We must suppose a
new basis of spiritual, glorified corporality made
for this fulfilment. On this basis then the Pro-
phet's word will, mutatis mutandis, certainly be
fulfilled.

The young lion (TD3 v. 29) will lie quietly

between the calf and the fattened ox, hitherto his

favorite food ; and a small boy will suffice to keep
this entire, extraordinary, mixed up herd. Cow
and bear graze, and their young rest by one
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1M THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

another, while the old male-lion will devour
chopped straw. Poisonous serpents will change
their nature ; the sucking child will plaj at the

hole (vid. Text, and Oram,) of the adder. The
holy mountain of Jehovah (comp. on ii. 2 sqq.),

will not indeed physically comprise the earth,

but it will rule the earth, and so far the Prophet
can say, there shall no more harm be done, nor
destruction devised on the holy mountain. The
whole earth, in fact, is only the slope of the

mount of God. But the reason why there is no
more harm, is that the whole earth (notice how
in the second clause "earth" is substituted for

'' holy mountain ") will be full of the knowledge
of the Lord. No doubt the Prophet means here,

not merely a dead knowing, which even the
devils have (Jas. ii. 17) ; he means a living, ex-
perimental, practical knowledge of God, as is

possible also to the impersonal creature. There-
fore the whole earth, not merely man, shall know
God living, and thus on the holy mountain shall

no harm or destruction be devised.
(
By the glori-

ous picture of that knowledge filling the earth
like the water the bottom of the sea, the Prophet
signifies that he conceives of all creatures as
filled with this living knowledge of God.

% THE BETURN OF ISBAEL TAKES PLACE ONLY WHEN THE MESSIAH HAS
APPEARED AND THE HEATHEN HAVE GATHERED TO HIM.

Chapter XI. 10-16.

10 And in that day there shall be a root of Jesse,

Which shall stand for an ensign of the people

;

To it shall the Gentiles seek

:

And his rest shall be 'glorious.

11 And it shall comfe to pass in that day,
That the Lord shall set his hand again the second time
To "recover the remnant of his people,

Which shall be left, from Assyria, and from Egypt,
And from Pathros, and from Cush, and from Elam,
And from Shinar, and from Hamath, and from the islands of the sea.

12 And he shall set up an ensign for the nations,

And shall assemble the outcasts of Israel,

And gather together the dispersed of Judah
From the four ^corners of the earth.

13 The envy also °of Ephraim shall depart,

And the adversaries of Judah shall De cut off:

Ephraim shall not envy Judah,
And Judah shall not vex Ephraim.

14 But they shall fly upon the shoulders *of the Philistines toward the west

;

They shall spoil •them of the east together

:

4They shall lay their hand upon Edom and Moab

;

•And the children ofAmmon •shall obey them.

15 And the Lord fshall utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian sea

;

And fwith his mighty wind shall he shake his hand over the river,

And shall smite it
hin the seven streams.

And make men go over •dry-shod.

16 And there shall be an highway for the remnant of his people,

Which shall be left, from Assyria

;

Like as it was to Israel

In the day that lie came up out of the land of Egypt.

1 Heb. glory.
» Heb. the ehUdren of the east.

* Heb. wings.

i.. ,_ - *i -i:-. * — * Heb. Edom and Moab shall be flW laying on of their
• Heb. The ehddren ofAmmon their obedience. • Heb. t* shoes.

• acquire. * borders. • against
• via- the Philistines, Seaward. • their subjects.
t with the glowwg puff of hi* breath. * into seven brooklets.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
On ter. 10. S* Bhl comp. on Fill. 19, but it has more

emphasis than there.

On yer. 11. T 'TOtf! Is only found here. Many would

connect Yv with what follows as aeons, instr. Bat the

position conflicts with that Others supply rjbthi but

that is not something that maybe left to be understood.
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It is better with Dekbsub to takeT *TDin ae en ex-

pression equivalent toT TA3 (Exod. tlL 4): mamMiad-

*>« corresponding to manmn dare. If the letter means

"to ley the hand on one," then our expression means
• repeatedly to lay hands on one."

On rer. 12. DTHJ and r\T3fli)3i by this simple means
(he Prophet expresses the thought that the promised

gathering shall extend to both sexes, men and women.

rflfllD J731K is only found here in Isaiah. The words

are taken from Dent xxiL IS, and are found beside

Esek. Tii. %
Onver. 14. "Ml rjrQ3 )$p\ «n3 is without doubt here

nsed in a double sense. Every shoulder-shaped eleva-

tion is called ejrO- Thus we find ipJD-D* *\T\0 Num.

xxxir. U; *DWI «jn3 Joshua xt. 8; xviiL IS;

mjr-nn o <w<*.ver. io. m'T o xtiu. u; rm^ o
xriii.13. So, too, Josh. xt. 11 speaks of a p*lp£ Hfl3.

Therefore the shoulder-like watershed of the coast' of

Philistia toward the sea may be called *|J"0. But from

the verb 1D# it is seen that the Prophet has in mind at

the same time the figure of a bird of prey that flies oi a
man's shoulder in order to belabor his head. But Is

jrO «t const or ab$olutu$. Dkutssch is of the opinion

tsat, on account of the following fi in D'Htf
1
?!), the $taL

ebtol is need in the sense of stat eonstructm. It were
possible that the Masorets might have punctuated in

this way for the reason assigned, yet this kind of punc-
tuation ought to occur ofcener. But Delitxsch can only
ippesl to the accent not being drawn backwards in

to 3Vn t. St, and 13 ajtfl x. 16, where no $t coiutrutstut

exists. I agree, therefore, with Dbschslek who takes

D^nC^fi to be in apposition with rjrD :
M they fly on to

the shoulder, the (so named) Philistine land ;" HD\
however, refers to the whole, and is contrasted, not with

an eastern «JTO WW O Josh, xviii. 12), but with

Dip ^3- 1T3' comp.x.2.-T ntSfrD. ni*7Bb oc-

curs again only Esth. ix. 19, 22 in the sense of mtsslo (do-

norusa). On the other handT hSb^D occurs five times

in Deut (xiL 7; XV. 10; xxiiL 21;'xxviiL 8, 20) in the

sense of " something coming under the hand,1
' which is

said of food, business, etc Here it is what the master,

the conqueror, the oppressor lays his band on in order

to hold it down ; Ps. xxxii. 4 ; xxxflii. 8 ; iv. 21 ; evl. 26,

42 ; cxxxvili 7, etc In this the abstract stands for the

concrete as in nj?0B?D» which means audUntia (audi-

ence) both in the sense of confidential hearing, as a
title of honor (I 8am. xxii. 14 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 23) and in

the sense of cbedbentia (— obedientee, tubdiU).

On ver. 15. Ml O'inn. There exists no necessity for

reading TIHiT For, as Dbutssch remarks, D'inn is

only a strengthened lyX " to reproach,** Ps. cvi. 9 ; Nah.

i. 4. IT n%jn comp. on x. 82.—0\p Is «#. kty. Ex-

positors differ about it very much. To me it seems best

with Dxlitxsch to derive the word from D*p—MTi DDT1

(from which D*n n*9"*» "*&« burned black,1
* Gen.xxx.

I 82 sqq.).

EXKGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet now declares the relation of the
last, glorious return of Israel to the appearance
of the Messiah. In ver. 10, he puts in front the
fact that the heathen will inquire after the root
of Jesse, and that in this respect the place where
the Messiah rests shall partake of great glory.
By this he intimates plainly that the heathen
shall turn to the Messiah txfort Israel, and that
therefore the promised return of Israel shall only
be afterwards. Then he speaks of this return
very fully. As underlying thought, he repre-
sents that as the Lord after the Egyptian bond-
age would reject His people by a more extended
captivity, so Hewould cause a second return out of
this captivity. With this thought begins, and
closes the section vers. 11-16. The remnant of
the nation shall be fathered out of all lands
(vers. 11, 12). The inward dissension between
Ephraim, and Jndah shall cease (ver. 13). They
shall unitedly conquer, and subjugate their ene-
mies of the pest, both East and West (ver. 14).
The Bed sea shall be dried up, the Euphrates
hall be divided into seven channels, so that both
bodies of water that separated the holy land from
the scenes of the first and second captivities may
be easily crowed over. (ver. 15). Thus from the
second captivity there shall be prepared as glori-
ous a roaa for the remnant, as there was for the
nation to return out of the first bondage. (16).

2. And in that day glorious.—Ver. 10.

We must conceive of the subject matter of this de-
scription and of yen. 11-16 as falling between the
sections vers. 1-6 and 6-9. For doubtless the hu-
man world must be first penetrated by the peace of
God. Only after that can peace extend to the in-

ferior creatures (comp. Gen. L 26 sqq.). But the

Prophet has here combined the beginning and the

end, because he thought he could characterize the

Messianic dominion roost clearly, by its conse-

quences. In a similar way Jeremiah (iii. and

iv.), proceeds from the description of the tt'tf)

return in the past to the description of the return

in the far future, in order finally to join on after

that the summons to return in the present. The
Prophet's naming the Messiah Himself "root
of Jesse" after calling him, ver. 1, "a shoot out
of the root of Jesse," has a double reason. The
first seems to me to be the mere formal one, vi*.

:

(hat for brevity's sake the Prophet would avoid

repeating |0 "Wj " a shoot from." But he could

justly omit this because the Messiah formed the

most prominent ingredient of the root of Jesse.

He was in (his root like He was in the loins of
Abraham (Heb. vii. 10). But for Him, the root

of Jesse had been a common root as any other.

We have here therefore, not only a formal-rhe-

torical synecdoche, but also one justified in its

substance. For the expression is in any case a
synecdoche (comp. the so frequent synecdochical

use of the word " seed "). As root he could not
be a standard of the heathen. He could be so

only as a trunk or stem that has grown out of the

root. In this sense he is called * root of David,"
Rev. v. 5; but with omission of the synecdoche,

he is called ''root and offspring of David," Rev.
xxii. 16. Paul cites our passage Rom. xv. 12

according to the LXX. The Messiah is a standard

to the heathen so far as He will be an appearance
that will be observable to all, and mightily draw
the attention of all to Himself. On the subject

matter comp. ii. 2; lxvi 18 sqq.; Hag. ii. 7;
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Zech. ii. 15. The standard "stands" (comp. iii.

13) for it is fastened to an upright pole (Num.
xxi. 8, where the pole itself is called OX Comp.

Isa. y. 26). But it is not said who has planted

the standard. It just stands there (comp. tuirai,

Luke ii. 34). It sets itself by its own inward,

divine power. Vftti " a root " stands first with

emphasis. V/K ''unto Him" resumes the sub-

ject. " Unto Him shall seek," conveys the no-

tion of longing desire. It is clear that by "na-
tions" (D'TJ) are meant the heathen. For though

'ti " nation," in the singular, is used for Israel

(comp. i. 4), it is never so in the plural.

Israel did not receive the Lord when He came
to His own (Jno. i. 11). It is the same thought
that Paul expresses Bom. x. 20, m words taken
from Iaa. lxv. 1, 2 (according to LXX.). M I was
found of them, that sought me not; I was mani-

fest fntfVU) unto them that asked not after

me." Paul ascribes to partial blindness the ex-
ceeding remarkable fact, that after the appearance
of the Messiah the heathen entered into the king-

dom of God before Israel, (Bom. xi 25)—nnUD
" a rest," the place of rest where moving herds
or caravans settle down, (xxviii. 12 ; xxxii. 18

;

lxvi. 1, and Num. x. 33). The place where the
Messiah sits down to rest is identical with the
place where He reveals the fulness of His might
and glory, it is His body, the church (Eph. i.

23). Still at the present time the church is a
gentile church, and yet it is a glory (H23 abeir.

pro concr.), %. e., a realization of the idea of glory,
(comp. Ps. xlv. 14) even though only a prelimi-
nary and relative glory.

3. And it shall ooms to past of the
earth.—Vers. 11, 12. The Prophet now turns
to Israel. Israel must first be broken up, and its

separate parts be scattered into all lands, if it is

to accept Him that is promised to Israel for sal-

vation. Only out of a state of banishment and
dispersion, and only after the heathen have pre-
viously joined themselves to Him. does Israel

know and lay hold on its Bedeemer. But when
it shall have known Him, then will the disper-
sion cease, then shall Israel be gathered and be
brought back into its land. The first exile was
the Egyptian. Wonderfully was Israel redeemed
outofit. A second exile is in prospect. The Pro-
phet assumes it He has already announced it vi.

1 1 sqq.; x. 5 sqq. What had already occurred at
that time under Tiglath-PUeser (2 Kings xv. 29)
was as much only a faint beginning of the exile,
as the return under Zerubbabel and Ezra, was
only a faint beginning of the redemption. The
Boman exile, which is but a part of the second
exile, though the completion of it, must first

have accomplished itself, before the second re-
demption can accomplish itself.

The Lord has acquired Israel (HUJ)), He let

it cost Him something, He expended great care
upon it, therefore the nation is His property

(His nSjO * peculiar treasure," Exod. xix. 5,

etc.). njj£ •« purchased," is found in this sense

even in Exod. xv. 16, the song of triumph of
Moses, to which Isaiah seems here to allude.

The Prophet does not say 11W3, tic, (t in As-

syria," but "from A," etc, (vid. Exod. x. 6), for

he would not so much intimatethe locality where
the banished are found, as rather designate a
remnant, not yet quite exterminated by the nation

in the midst of which they are found. He then
names eight nations, Assyria in advance, for that

is the world power that he sees immediately
before him, and that represents all following

powers, i. «., the world-power in general Next
he names Egypt, for this is not only to be the

actual scene of future exile, but is also a proto-

type of such exile. Then follow two names that

belong to Egypt, then three that belong to As-
syria, finally a name belonging to a region more
distant still,

Pathros (Egyptian Pother-res, %, e*, the southern
Pather in distinction from other places sacred to
Haihor, of this name. vid. Ebxr's, Egypt, vnd die
Bueher Mote's, I. p. 115 sqq. On its relation to
D'^XO comp. the remarks at chap. xix. 1), is

Upper-Egypt (Jer. xliv. 15); "Cush" (Ethio-
pia) is a name ** that acquired an extension from
the south of India to the interior of Africa"
(Prjssel). Elam (Elymais xxi 2; xxii. 6) is

southern Media ; Shinar, southern Mesopotamia
(Gen. x. 10); on Hamath comp. on x. 9; the
islands of the sea are the western islands and
coasts of the Mediterranean sea (xxi v. 15; xl. 15:
xli. 1, 5, etc). When it is said that the Lord will

raise a standard to the nations, it is not meant
that this signal shall concern the heathen nations,

for ver. 10 spoke of the calling of the Gentiles;

but in the direction of these various abodes of the
nations, the sign shall be given to the Israelites.

4. The envy also land of Egypt.

—

Vers. 13-16. It might be supposed that, having
told of the gathering of the remnant, the Pro-
phet would proceed at once to describe the re-

turn. But he does this only at vers. 15, 16. First,

the idea of gatheringand re-union brings up that

of inward unity. He announces that the old
enmity between Judah and Ephraim will cease,

and that henceforth, both, strong from unity,

shall conquer their outward foes. Are " the ene-
mies of Judah " the Ephraimites (the Prophet
would say, did the oppressors of Judah appear
even among Ephraim, they would be exter-

minated) then the " envy of Ephraim," is not
the jealousy that Ephraim has, but that of which
it is the object. But as the Prophet ascribes to
Judah oppression in the second half, after re-

ferring to him in the first half as the one op-
pressed, so in the second half he ascribes envy to

Ephraim, after having in the first part described

him as the object of envy. There is therefore,

an artistic crossing of notions. Israel, harmoni-
ous at last, shall at once be superior in strength

to all its neighbors. It is very evident here, how
the Prophet paints the remotest future with the

colors of the present. Still in the period of the

reign of peace (comp. too, ii. 4) he makes Israel

take vengeance on his enemies, and subdue them
quite in the fashion that^ in the Prophet's time,

would be the heart's desire of a true Theocrat.

The " tongue of the Egyptian sea," is the Ara- *

bian gulf or Beed-gulf, »piD-q: (Exod.x. 19, rfc).

" Tongue " p'tfS of an arm of the sea, like Josh,

xv. 2, 5 ; xviii. 19. The Euphrates in the second

return is to correspond to the Jordan which waa
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so miraculously crossed in the journey out of
Egypt (Josh. hi.). The Lord shall wave His
hand against it, as it were, adjuring it, and at the
same time smite it with the breath of His mouth
as with a glowing hot wind, that will dry it up,

so that it will separate into seven shallow brook-
lets, which Israel ma/ walk through in.sandals.

Thereby, a "fenced way," (wo munita H9pp xix.

23; xl. 3 ; brii 10, e£e^ comp. vii 3) will be pre-
pared for the remnant of Israel out of the Assy-

rian exile, that will be as glorious as the H7DD
on which Israel returned out of Egypt As for

''the remnant," it must be understood with the
Mme restriction explained x. 21 sqq.

[J. A. Alexander, on ver. 13. A considera-

tion of the history of the enmity of Ephraim
against Judah, of the nature of the schism they
wrought and maintained in Israel, "explains why
the Prophet lavs so much more stress upon the
envy of Ephraim than upon the enmity of Judah,
vk.: because the latter was only the indulgence

of an unhallowed feeling, to which, in the other
case was superadded open rebellion and apoatacy
from God. Hence, the first three members of
the verse before us speak of Ephraim's enmity to
Judah, and only the fourth of Judah's enmity to
Ephraim; as if it occurred to the Prophet that,

although it was Ephraim whose disposition
needed chiefly to be changed, yet Judah also had
a change to undergo, which is therefore intimated
in the last clause, as a kind of after-thought.
The envy of Ephraim against Judah shall depart
—the enemies of Judah (in the kingdom of the
ten tribes) shall be cut off—Ephraim shall no
more envy Judah—yes, and Judah in its turn
shall cease to vex Ephraim.

Ibid, On ver. 16. nSoD is a highway as ex-
plained by Junius (agger) and Hbnd. (causey),
an artificial road formed by casting up the earth,

(from 77O to raise) and thus distinguished from

a path worn by the feet ftjl or HJTO)].

8. ISRAEL'S SONG OF PRAISE FOR THE WRATH AND GRACE OF HIS GOD.

Chapteb XII. 1-6.

1 And in that day thou shalt say,

Lord, I will praise thee

:

Though thou was angry with me, bthine anger is turned away,
And thou comfortedst me.

2 Behold, God is my salvation

;

1 will trust, and not be afraid

:

For the Lord JEHOVAH is my strength and my song

;

He also is become my salvation.

3, 4 Therefore with joy shall ye draw water out of the wells of salvation. And in that

day shall ye say,

Praise the Lord,
'Call upon his name,
Declare his doings among the people,

Make mention that his name is exalted.

5 Sing unto the Lord ; for he hath done excellent things

:

This is known in all the earth.

6 Cry. out and shout, thou 'inhabitant of Zion

:

For great is the Holy One of Israel in the midst of thee.

1 Or, Proclaim hit nam*.

*Thak

^ITUAL AND
Outer. 1. U) 3feK I do not think that this period

can be construed paratactically ; for then it most read

'JDIljAI 3tffN- Isaiah never uses ryit This word

fa probably an allusion to 1 Kings vlU. 40, where Solo-

mon in his prayer of dedication says : "If they sin

against thee, and thou be angry with them, 03 AfiJK1."

Comp. Ps. Ix. &.

On Ter. 2. *J\pVlh is very frequent both In Isa. (xxt.

»; xxvi. 1; xxxiii. 2; xlix. 6; li. 6, 8 ; Ivi. 1, eU.\ and in
tbePsahnB (lxii. 2; Ixxxviii. 2; lxxxix. 27, etc It oc-

ean three times in our chapter, Ter. 2, Wa, and Ter. 3.—

IT03K and TTIDK form a paronomasia. DISK K*7

*Eeb.inkabitrms.

*UttHnec

GRAMMATICAL.

recalls Ps. xxtU. 1 OHD* 'SO IIVltyD "»). The

entire second clause of Ter. 2 is borrowed from the tri-

umphal song of Moses, of whioh we were reminded be-

fore by rrtjp xi. 1. Comp. Ps. cxriii. 14. Only it may

be noticed that in our passage, as if to excel the origi-

nal (Dkxitxsch), the two divine names TWTV TV stand

in the form of a climax cucendms. JT is an abbrevia-
T

tion of niTT peculiar to poetry. It occurs first Exod.

xt. 2 ; xTii. 16. Beside the text, it occurs Isa. xxvi. 4, as

here joined with 7WV *nd xxxtUL 11, where 7V is put

double. Beside these instances the word Is found only

in the Psalms and in Song of Sol. viii «. THDT ab-
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breviated Instead of THD? would not be Hebrew. The
suffix in 'fj? applies also to JY1DT ; both appear thereby

as one notion. Comp. Ewald, { 339 6.

On ver. 3. Jlfeffer xxii. 13; xxxr.10; II. 8, 11; lxi.1.—

rorjm xii. is.

On yer. 4. The words mn to vrfrSjJ occut word
for word, Ps. ct. 1 ; 1 Chr. xvi. 8v—1D# 22to)» Comp.

Ps.cxl7iU.13: >13S \Dtf 3UW '3 which words appear
- I I Tl • •

to have arisen from a combination of our passage and
U. 11, 17.

On ver. 5. )1DT, too, Is an expression borrowed from the

poetry of the Pas. where alone it occurs sometimes withS
sometimes as here with the accus.; Ps. xlrii. 7 ; 1 xviii.6, 33.

flUt1 is an expression ofIsaiah ; comp. ix. 17. K'thibh

n#TD, K'ri nj?a The Pual participle is found

only fn the plural with suffixes, meaning: ** acquaint-

ance,'* amicus (Ps. It. 14; lxxxriii. 9, 19 ; xxxi. 12; Job
xix. 14; 2 Kings x. 11). As our chapter evinces so much
borrowing from the language of the Psalms, I prefer

K'thibh. In respect to sense, there Is no difference.

Tift is a verb easily supplied after J\pTD> The femi-

nine may refer to flllU or be construed neuter, and so
more generally. The latter is perhaps the better.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet concludes his grand prophecy
against Assyria with a short doxolopy. It has
two subdivision*, both of which begin with the
words: "and thou shalt (ver. 4: ye shall) say in
that day." Both are joined by a brief prophetic
middle term (ver. 3). The first comprises six, the
second seven members. In the first part Israel

speaks in the singular (corresponding to " thou
wilt saW'), "I will thank the Lord," etc. (ver. 12).

After this expression of a proper sentiment, and,
as it were, in response to the hope expressed in
ver. 2, the promise of ver. 3 is given. After this

interpretation comes the second summons, ex-
pressed in the plaral. Corresponding to this Is-

rael speaks in the plural, manifesting not merely
its subjective disposition, but summoning to a ge-
neral participation in it. Hence follow only im-
peratives, seven members, in elevated strain. And
this little parage, so full of sentiment and art, ac-
cording to Ewald, cannot be Isaiah's genuine
writing! Fortunately he is quite alone in the
opinion.

2. And in that day my salvation.—
Vers. 1, 2. "In that day" points to the future—
when all that has been foretold shall have been
fulfilled (comp. xL 10, 11). Then shall Israel say
" I will praise thee" f* JW) that is an original

expression of David's, and thereafter of frequent
occurrence in the Psalms; 2 Sam. xxii. 50: Ps.
xviii. 50; xxx. 13; xxxv. 18: xliii. 4; lil 11,
etc. But the first thing for which Israel is to re-

turn thanks is that the Lord was angry with him
—that He has punished him.

—

[See on the con-
struction Text, and Cham. J. A. Alexander re-

marks here :
"The apparent incongruity of thank-

ing God because He was angry is removed by
considering that the subject of the thanksgiving
is the whole complex idea expressed in the re-
mainder of the verse, of which God's being angry
is only one element. It was not simplyjbecause
God was angry that the people praise Him, but
because He was angry and His anger ceased.
The same mode of expression is used by Paul in
Greek, when he says (Rom. v. 17): "But God be
thanked that ye were the servants of sin, but ye
have from the heart obeyed," etc. The particle
but seems to be necessary to rendering our text
into English.—Tb.] The holy anger of God is
but a manifestation of His love, and he is as
much to be thanked for His anger as for His
lore.

When, too, the turning of this wrath takes
place, Israel may pray for the lasting continuance
of favor and grace. That the Masorets also con-

strued as we do (vid Text, and Oram.) appears
from the Athnach.

8. Therefore ye shall of salvation.

—

Ver. 3. These words appear to be a response to
the expression of believing trust that we find in
ver. 2. That is, richly and endlessly ye shall
partake of salvation. At the Feast of the Taber-
nacles water was drawn from the fountain of Si-
loam for a drink-offering. From the priest that
so brought it with solemnity into the temple, ano-
ther took it, and, while doing so, used the words
of our text Comp. in a Bib. Diet, art Feast of Tar
bernades. [This ceremony originated at a period
long after Isaiah's time.

—

Tb.]

4. And in that day midst of thee.—
Vers, 4-6. The second stage of the song. " Ye
shall draw" leads the Prophet to proceed in the
plural number. Excepting the change of num-
ber the words are the same as ver. 1. Thus, too,

the verbs of the following two verses are in the
plural Notice, at the same time, that they are
imperatives. From this it is seen that Israel no
longer makes a subjective confession like ver. 1,

but demands a participation in his faith : Jeho-
vah shall be proclaimed to all the world.

The last ver. (6) is distinguished from the fore-

going by the verbs being no longer in the plural,

ut "the returned" of Israel are addressed in the
singular. This, too, doubtless, is no accident. In
vers. 4 and 5 the word goes out to the wide
world : all nations must be taught ; the majestic
deeds of Jehovah must be made known to the
whole earth. It seems to me that the Prophet
would wish not to conclude with this look into

the measureless expanse, but would rather fix his
eyes, to conclude, on the beloved form of the in-

habitant [fem. Germ. Burgerin] of Zion (the ex-
pression only here in Isaiah).

All honor and all salvation of Zion rest in
this, that it has the Lord in the midst of it as its

living and personal shield and fountain of life.

DOCTBEWAL AKD ETHICA1*

1. On vii. 1. * Hierosolyma oppwpiatur, etc

Jerusalem is assaulted but not conquered. The
church is pressed but not oppressed."—Foebstkb,

2. On vii. 2. " Quando eccUma, etc When
the Church is assaulted and Christ crucified over
again in His elect, Rerin and Pekah, Herod and
Pilate are wont to form alliance and enter into
friendly relations. There are. so to speak, the
foxes of Samson, joined indeed by the tails, bnt
their heads are disconnected."

—

Fobbsteb,—
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"He that believes flees not (Isa. xxviii. 16). 'The
righteous is bold as a lion 1 (Prov. xxviii. 1).

Hypocrites and those that trust in works (work-
ssints) have neither reason nor faith. Therefore
they cannot by any means quiet their heart In
prosperity they are, indeed, overweening, but in

idvendty they Ml away (Jer. xvii. 9)." Cramer.
3. On vu. 9. (" If ve will not believe, surely

ye shall mrt be established.") "Inngnis cententia,

etc A striking sentiment that may be adapted
generally to all temptation, because all earnest
endeavor after anything, as you know, beguiles

us in temptation. But only faith in the word of
promise makes us abide and makes sure whatever
we would execute. He warns Ahaz, therefore, as

if he said : I now promise you by the word, it

•ball be that those two kings shall not hurt you.
Believe this word I For if you do not, whatever
you afterwards devise will deceive you : because
all confidence is vain which is not supported by
the word of God."

—

Luther.
4. On vii. 10-12. " Wicked Ahas pretends

to great sanctitv in abstaining from asking a sign
through fear of God. Thus hypocrites are most
eunscientious where there is no need for it : on
the other hand, when they ought to be humble,
they are the most insolent. But where God com-
mands to be bold, one must be bold. For to be
obedient to the word is not tempting God. That
is rather tempting God when one proposes some-
thing without having the word for it It is, in-

deed, the greatest virtue to rest only in the word,
and desire nothing more. But where God woula
add something more than the word, then it must
not be thought a virtue to reject it as superfluous.

We must therefore exercise such a faith in the
word of God that we will not despise the helps
that are given in addition to it as aids to faith.

For example the Lord offers us in the gospel all

that is necessary to salvation. Why then Baptism
and the Lord's Supper? Are they to be treated

as superfluous ? By no means. For if one be-

lieves the word he will at the same time exhibit

an entire obedience toward God. We ought
therefore to learn to join the sign with the word,
for no man has the power to sever the two.

But do yon ask : is it permitted to ask God for

a sign ? We have an example of this in Gideon.
Answer: Although Gideon was not told of God to

ask a signj yet he did it by the impulse of the
Holy Spirit, and not according to his own fancy.

We must not therefore abuse his example, and
must be content with the sign that is offered by
the Lord. But there are extraordinary signs or
miracles, like that of the text, and ordinary ones
like Baptism and the Lord's Supper. Yet both
have the same object and use. For as Gideon
was strengthened by that miraculous event, so,

too, are we strengthened by Baptism and the
Lord's Supper, although no miracle appears
before our eyes," Hetm and Hoffmahn after

Lcthkr. Elieser, the servant of Abraham, also

asked the Lord to show him the right wife for

Isaac by means of a sign of His own choosing,
(Gen. xxiv. 14).

It ought to be said that this asking a sign

(opening the Bible at a venture, or anv other
book) does not suit Christian perfection (Heb. vi.

1). A Christian ought to be inwardly sensible

of the divine wilL He ought to content himself

with the guarantees that God Himself oners.

Only one must have open eyes and ears for them.
This thing of demanding a sign, if it is not di-

rectly an effect of superstition (Matt xii. 39;
xvi. 4 ; 1 Cor. i. 22), is certainly childish, and,

because it easily leads to superstitious abuses, it

is dangerous,
5. On vii. 13. "Non caret, etc. That the

Prophet calls God Am God is not without a pe-

culiar emphasis. In Zech. ii. 12 it is said, that

whoever touches the servants of God touches the
pupil of God's eye. Whoever opposes teacher
ana preacher will have to deal with God in hea-
ven or with the Lord who has put them into

Office."—F0ER8TER.
6. On vii. 14. " The name Immanuel is one

of the most beautiful and richest in contents of all

the Holy Scripture. 'God with us* comprises
God's entire plan ofsalvation with sinful human-
ity. In a narrower sense it means ' God-man

'

(Matth. i. 23). and points to the personal union
of divinity ana humanity, in the double nature of *

the Son of God become man. Jesus Christ was a
God-with-us, however, in this, that for about 33
fears He dwelt among us sinners (Jno. i. 11, 14).

n a deeper and wider sense still He was such by
the Immanuel's work of the atonement (2 Cor. v.

19 ; 1 Tim. ii. 3). He will also be such to every
one that believes on Him by the work of regene-

ration and sanctification and the daily renewal of
His holy and divine communion of the Spirit

(Jno. xvii. 23,26; xiv. 19, 20, 21, 23). He is

such now by His high-priestly and royal admin-
istration and government for His whole Church
(Matth. xxviii. 20 ; Heb. vii. 26). He will be
snch in the present time of the Church in a still

more glorious fashion (Jno. x. 16). The entire

and complete meaning of the name Immanuel,
however, will only come to light in the new
earth, and in the heavenly Jerusalem (Rev. xxi.

3, 23 ; xxii. 6)."—Wilh. Fried. Roos.
Chap. V1IL—7. On ver. 5 sqq. •' Like boast-

ful swimmers despise small and quiet waters, and
on the other hand, for the better display of their

skill, boast of the great sea and master it, but

often are lost in it,—thus, too, did the hypocrites

that despised the small kingdom of Judah, and
bragged much and great things of the power and
splendor of the kingdom of Israel and of the

Syrians; such hypocrites are still to be found

now-a-days—such that bear in their eye the ad-

miranda Romae, the splendor, riches, power,

ceremonies and pomp of the Romish church, ana
thereupon ' set their bushel by the bigger-heap.'

It is but the devil's temptation over again :
' I

will give all this to thee.' "—Cramer.—" Fans
SUoaJ' etc. " The fountain of Siloam, near the

temple, daily reminded the Jews that Christ was
coming."—Calvin on Jno. ix. 7.

8. On viiL 10. " When the great Superlatives

sit in their council chambers and have deter*

mined everything, how it ought to be, and espe-

cially how they will extinguish the gospel, then

God sends the angel Gabriel to them, who must
look through the window and say : nothing will

come of it"

—

Lxjthbr.—"Christ, who is our Im-
manuel, is with us by His becoming man, for us

by His office of Mediator, in us by the work of

His sanctification, by us by His personal, gracious

presence."

—

Cramer.
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9. On viii. 14, 15. Christ alone if tet by
God to be a stone by which we are raised up.
That He is, however, an occasion of offence to

many is because of their purpose, petulance and
contempt (1 Pet ii. 8). Therefore we ought to

fear lest we take offence at Him. For whoever
falls on this stone will shatter to pieces (Matth.
xxL 44)." Cramer.

10. On viii. 16 sqq. He warns His disciples

against heathenish superstition, and exhorts them
to show respect themselves always to law and
testimony. '' They must not think that God must
answer them by visions and signs, therefore He
refers them to the written worn, that they may
not become altogether too spiritual, like those
nowa-daya who cry : spirit 1 spirit I . . . Christ
says, Luke xvi. : They have Moses and the
prophets, and again Jno. v. 39: Search the Scrip-
tares. So Paul says, 2 Tim. iii. 16 : The Scrip-
ture is profitable for doctrine. So says Peter, 2
Pet i. 9 : We have a sure word of prophecy. It

is the word that changes hearts and moves them.
But revelations puff people up and make them in-

solent" Hbim and Hoffmann after Luther.
Chap. IX.—11. On ver. 1 sqq. (2). "Pbslre-

ma pars, ete. The latter part or chap. viii. was
vofitKt) koX hwtOuirucfi (legal and threatening) so,

on the other hand, the first and best part of chap.
ix. is ebayyttXiKT) sal napafiv&vvudj, (evangelical
and comforting). Thus must ever law and gos-
pel, preaching wrath and grace, words of reproof
and words of comfort, a voice of alarm and a
voice of peace follow one another in the church.'

'

Foebsteb.
12. On ix. 1 (2). Both in the Old Testament

and New Testament Christ is often called light.

Thus Isaiah calls Him "a light to the gentiles,
1'

xlii. 6; xlix. 6. The same Prophet says: "Arise,
shine (make thyself light), for thy light is come,"
lx. 1. And again ver. 19: "The Lord shall be
unto thee an everlasting light" In the New
Testament it is principally John that makes use
of this expression :

'' The life was the light of
men," i. 4, * and the light shined in the dark-
ness," ver. 5. John was not that light, but
bore testimony to the light, ver. 8. "That was
the true light that lighseth every man that oometh
into the world," ver. 9. And further: "And this

is the condemnation that light is come into the
world, and men loved darkness rather than light,"

iii. 19. "I am the light of the world," (viii. 12;
ix. 5 ; eomp. xii. 35 ; xxxvi. 46).

13. On ix. 1 (2). The people that sit in
darkness may be understood to comprise three
grades. First, the inhabitants of Zebulon and
Naphtali are called so (viii. 23), for the Prophet's
gase is fixed first on that region lying in the ex-
treme end of Palestine, which was neighbor to
the heathen and mixed with them, and on this ac-
count was held in low esteem by the dwellers in
Judah. The night that spreads over Israel in
general is darkest there. But all Israel partakes
of this night, therefore all Israel, too, may be un-
derstood as among the people sitting in darkness.
Finally, no one can deny that this night extends
over the borders of Israel to the whole human
race. For far as men dwell extends the night
which Christ, as light of the world, came to dis-
pel, Luke i. 76 sqq.

14. On ix. 6 (6). Many lay stress on the no-

tion " child," inasmuch as they see in that the
reason for the reign of peace spoken of after-

wards. It is not said a man, a king, a giant is

given to us. But this is erroneous. For the
child does not remain a child. He becomes a
man: and the six names that are ascribed to Him
and also the things predicted of His kingdom
apply to Him, not as a child, but as a man. That
His birth as a child is made prominent, has its

reason in this, that thereby His relation to hu-
man kind should be designated as an organic one.
He does not enter into humanity as a man, i. a.

as one whose origin was outside of it, but He was
born from it, and especially from the race of
David. He is Son of man and Son of David. He
is a natural oflshoot, but also the crowning bloom
of both. Precisely because He was to oe con-
ceived, carried and born of a human mother,
and indeed of a virgin, this prophecy belongs
here as the completion and definition of the two
prophetic pictures vii. 10 sqq. : viii. 1 sqq.

—"He
came down from heaven for the sake of us men,
and forour bliss (1 Tim. i. 15 ; Luke ii. 7). For our
advantage: forHe undertook not for the seed ofan-
gels, but for the seed of Abraham (Heb. ii. 16).

Not sold to us by God out of mat love, but given
(Bom. v. 15; Jno. iii. 16). Therefore every one
ought to make an application of the word 'to
us' to himself and to learn to say: this child was
given to me, conceived for me, born to iw."

—

Cramer.—" Our oportwU, etc. Why did it be-
come the Redeemer of human kind to be not
merely man, nor merely God, but God and man
conjoined or tiedvOporov ? Anselm replies brief*

ly, indeed, but pithily : Deum qui pomet, kominem,
qui debcrcL" Foerbter.

15. On ix. 5 (6). "You must not suppose
here that He is to be named and called accord-
ing to His person, as one usually calls ano-
ther by his name ; but these are names that one
must preach, praise and celebrate on account of
His act, works and office.

1' Luther.

16. On ix. 6. " Verba pawn, ete. A few
words, but to be esteemed great, not for their
number but for their weight/' Augustine. "Ad-
mirabilia in, ete. Wonderful in birth, counsellor

in what He preaches, God in working, strong in
suffering, fetter of the world to come in resurrec-

tion, Prince of peace in bliss perpetual." Ber-
nard or Clairvaux. In reference to " a child
is born," and " a son is given," Joh. Cocceius

remarks in his Heb. Lex. s. v. v.. !
u reaped*,

etc., in respect to His human nature He is said to
be born, and in respect to His divine nature and
eternal generation not indeed born, but given, as,

Joh. iii. 16, it reads God gave His only begotten
Son."

* In the application of this language all de-
pends on the words is born to us, is given to vs."

The angels are, in this matter, far from being as
blessed as we are. They do not say : To tct a
Saviour is born this day

{
but; to you. As long

as we do not regard Christ as ours, so long we
shall have little joy in Him. But when we know
Him as our wisdom, righteousness, sanctification

and redemption, as a gift that our heavenly
Father designed for us, we will appropriate Him
to ourselves in humble faith, and take possession
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of all His redeeming effects that He has acquired.

For giving mod taking go together. The boo is

mm to as ; we must in faith receive Him." J. J.

Rambaoh, BatrockL uber das Ev. Esaj., Halle,

1724.

On ix. 6 (7). "The government is on Hie
shoulders." "It ia further shown how Christ

differs in this respect from worldly kings. They
remove from themselves the harden of govern-
ment and lay it on the shoulders of the privy
counsellors. But He does not lay His dominion
as a harden on any other; He needs no prime
minister and vicegerent to help Him hear the

harden of administration, hut He bears all by the
word of His power as He to whom all things are

riven of the Father. Therefore He says to the
house of Jacob (xlvL 3 sq.) : Hearken unto me ye
who were laid on my shoulders from your
mothers' womb. I will carry yon to old age. I
will do it, I will lift, and carry and deliver,—on
the contrary the heathen must bear and lift up
their idols, (xlvi. 1. 7)."—Rambach. "In the
first place we must keep in mind His first name

:

He is called Wonderful. This name affects all

the following." "All is wonderrai that belongs

to this king : wonderfully does He counsel and
comfort ; wonderfully He helps to acquire and
conquer, and all this in suffering and want of

strength. (Luther, Jen. germ. Tom. III. Fcl.

184 6.)" " He uses weakness as a means of sub-
duing all things to Himself. A wretched reed,

a crown of thorns and an infamous cross, are the
weapons of this almighty God, by means of which
He achieves such great things. In the second
place* He was a hero and conqueror in that just

bf death, He robbed him of his might who had
the power of death, t. e., the devil (Heb. ii. 14)

;

in that He, like Damson, buried His enemies
with Himself, yea, became poison to death itself,

and a plague to hell (Hos. xiii. 14) and more
gloriously resumed His life so freely laid down,
which none of the greatest heroes can emulate."—RaMBAvCH.

17. On ix. 18 (19) sqq. True friendship can
never exist among the wicked. For every one
loves only himself Therefore they are enemies
one of another ; and they are in any case friends

to each other, only as long as it concerns making
war on a third party.

Chap. X.—18. On ver. 4. fComp. the same
expression in chap. ix.). God's quiver is well

filled. If one arrow does not attain His object.

He takes another, and so on, until the rights of
God, and justice nave conquered.

19. On x. 5-7. "God works through men
in a threefold way. First, we all live, move and
have our being in Him, in that all activity is an
outflow of His power. Then, He uses the ser-

vices of the wicked so that they mutually destroy

each other, or He chastises His people by their

hand. Of this sort the Prophet speaks here. In
the third place, by governing His people by the

Spirit of sanctincation : and this takes place only
in the elect."

—

Heim axd Hoffmann.
20. On x. 5 sqq. ll Ad fame, etc Such

places are to be turned to uses of comfort Al-
though the objects of temptation vary and ene-

mies differ, yet the effects are the same, and the

same spirit works in the pious* We are there-

fore to learn not to regard the power of the enemy
nor our own weakness, but to look steadily and
simplv into the word, that will assuredly es-

tablish our minds that they despair not. but ex-
pect help of God. For God will not subdue our
enemies, either spiritual or corporal, by might
and power, but bv weakness, as says the text

:

mv strength is made perfect in weakness." (2 Cor.
xiL 9).—Luther.

21. On x. 15. "Ejjfcacia agendi pcne$ Deum
est, homines ministerium tantum praeoent. Quare
nunc sibUo $uo se illo$ evocahtrum minabatur (cap.

v. 26; vii. 18) ; nunc instar saaenac sibifore ad tr-

retiendos, nunc mallei instar ad feriendos Israetitas.

Sed praccipue turn declarant, qiiod non sit oiiosus in

illis, dum Sennacherib securim vocal, auae ad secan-

dum manu sua et destinaia fuit et impacta. Non
male alicubi AugusHnus ita definit, quod ipsi pec-

cant, coram esse; quod peccando hoe vel illua agant,

ex virtute Dei esse, teneoras prout visum est dividen-

tis (Depraedest Sanctt.)."—Calvin Inst II. 4, 4.

22. On x. 20-27. " In time of need one
ought to look back to the earlier great deliver-

ances of the children of God, as to the deliver-

ance of Israel out of Egypt, or later, from the

hand of the Midianites. Israel shall again grow
out of the yoke."—Dikdbich.

Chap. XI.—23. On ver. 4. "The staff of

His mouth." " Evidence that the kingdom of

Christ will not be like an earthly kingdom, but

consist in the power of the word and of the sacra-

ments ; not in leathern, golden or silver girdles,

but in girdles of righteousness and faith."

—

Cramer.
24. On xi. 10 sqq. If the Prophet honors

the heathen in saving that they will come to

Christ before Israel, he may be the more readily

believed, when ver. 11 sqq.. he gives the assu-

rance that the return out of the first, the Egyptian

exile, shall be succeeded by a return out of the

second, the Assyrian exile, (taking this word
in the wider sense of Isaiah). It is manifest that

the return that took place under Zerubbabel and

Ezra was only an imperfect beginning of that

promised return. For according to our passage

this second return can only take place after the

Messiah has appeared. Farthermore, all Israel-

ites that belong to * the remnant of Israel," in

whatever land they may dwell, shall take part in

it. It will be. therefore, a universe^ not a par-

tial return. If now the Prophet paints this re-

turn too with the colors of the present (ver. 13

sqq.), still that is no reason for questioning the

reality of the matter. Israel will certainly not

disappear, but arise to view in the
#
church of the

new covenant. But if the nation is to be known
among the nations as a whole, though no more as

a hostile contrast, but in fraternal harmony, why
then shall not the land, too, assume a like posi-

tion among the lands? But the nation can

neither assume its place among nations, nor the

land its place among lands, if they are not hoth

united : the people Israel in the land of their

fathers.

25. On Chap. XI. "We may here recall

briefly the older, so-called spiritual interpreta-

tion. Vers. 1-5 were understood of Christ's pro-

phetic office that He exercised in the days of
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His flesh, then of the overthrow of the Roman
Empire and of Antichrist, who was taken to be
the Pope. But the most thorough-going of those

old expositors must acknowledge, at ver. 4, that

the Antichrist is not yet enough overthrown,
and must be vet more overthrown. If such is

the state of the case, then this interpretation is

certainly false, for ver. 4 describes not a gradual
judgment, but one accomplished at once. There
have been many Antichrists, and among the

Popes too. but the genuine Antichrist described

2 Thess. ii., is yet to be expected, and also the
fulfillment of ver. 4 of our chapter. Thereby
is proved at the same time that the peaceful state

of things in the brute world and the return of
the Jews to their native land are still things of
the future, for they must happen in that period

when the Antichristian world, and its head shall

be judged by Christ But then, too, the dwelling
together of tame and wild beasts is not the en-

trance of the heathen into the church, to which
they were heretofore hostile, and the return of
the Jews is not the conversion of a small part of
Israel that took place at Pentecost and after.

The miracles and signs too, contained in vera. 15,

16 did not take place then. We see just here
how one must do violence to the word if he will

not take it as it stands. But if we take it as we
have done, then the whole chapter belongs to the
doctrine of hope (Hoffnungslehre) of the Scrip-

ture, and constitutes an important member of it.

The Lord procures right and room for His
church. He overthrows the world-kingdom to-

gether with Antichrist. He makes of the rem-
nant of Israel a congregation of believers filled

with the Spirit, to whom He is near in an un-
usual way, and from it causes His knowledge to

go out into all the world. He creates peace in
the restless creatures, and shows us here in ad-
vance what more glorious things we may look
for in the new earth. He presents to the world
a church which, united in itself, unmolested by
neighbors, stands under God's mighty protection.

All these facts are parts of a chain of hope thai
must be valuable and dear to our hearts. The
light of this future illumines the obscurity of the
present ; the comfort of that day makes the heart
fresh." Weber, der ProphA Jeuja, 1S7&.

Chap. XII.—26. On ver. 4 sq. "These will

not be the works of the New Testament: sacri-

ficing and slaying, and make pilgrimage to Jeru-
salem and to the Holy Sepulchre, but praising
Qod and giving thanks, preaching and hearing,
believing with the heart and confessing with the
mouth. For to praise our God is good; such
praise is pleasant and lovely'* (Psalm cxlvii. 1).

Cramer.
27. On Chap. XII. «' With these words con-

clude the prophetic discourses on Immanuel.
Through what obscurity of history have we not
had to go, until we came to the bright light of the
kingdom of Christ 1 How Israel and the nations
had to pass through the fire of judgment before
the sun arises in Israel and the entire gentile
world is illumined I It is the same way that
every Christian has to travel. In and through
the fire we become blessed. Much must be burnt
up in us, before we press to the full knowledge
of Qod and of His 8on

;
before we become en-

tirely one with Him, entirely glad and ioyful in
Him. Israel was brought up and is still brought
up for glory, and we too. O that our end too were
such a psalm of praise as this psalm J" Wjebkb,
Der Pr. Jtu 1876.

SECOND SUBDIVISION.

THE PROPHECIES AGAINST FOREIGN NATIONS.

Chapters Xin.—XXVH.

A.—THE DISCOURSES AGAINST INDIVIDUAL NATION8.

Chap. Xm.—XXin.
The people of Qod do not stand insulated and

historically- severed from the rest of the human
race, but form an integral part of it, and contri-
bute to the great web of the history of humanity.
Therefore the Prophet of the Lord must necessa-
rily direct his gaze to the Gentile world, and, as
historiographer, set forth their relations to the
Kingdom of God, whether hostile or friendly. It
is true that, in those prophecies that deal with the
theocracy as a whole, or with individual theocra-
tic relations or persons, the prophet has always to
set their relations to the outward world in the
light of God's word. But he has often occasion
to make some heathen nation or other the primary
subject of direct prophecy. Isaiah, too, has such
occasion : and his prophecies that come under thi«

category we now mid collected here.

Amos, also, put together his utterances against
foreign nations (chap. i.). But this grouping is

so interwoven in the plan of his work, that, Tike
an eagle first circles around his prey, and then
swoops down on it, so he firstpasses through the
nations dwelling around the Holy Land, then set-

tles down on the chief nation, Israel, dwelling in
the middle. Isaiah has brought the independent
prophecies against foreign nations into a less in-

timate connection with nis utterances that relate

directly to the theocracy, by incorporating them
into his book as a special "tf>0 (or volume). Ze-

phaniah has joined Isaiah in this as to material

and form; except that the latter appears less

marked because of the smallness of his book (ch.

ii.). But Jeremiah (chap, xlvi -li.) and Ezekiel
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xxY.-xxxii.) hare, just like Isaiah, de-

nt divisions of their books to the

utterances against foreign nations. The order in

which Isaiah gives his prophecies against the

heathen nations is not arbitrary. It makes four

subdivisions. First, in chaps, xiii., xiv.. comes
a prophecy against Babylon. It stands here for

a dotiDle reason: 1) because it begins with a ge-

neral contemplation of the day of Jehovah, which
evidently is meant for a foundation for all the fol-

lowing denunciations of judgment; 2) because

Isaiah, after he had lived to see the judgment of
God on Assyria under the walls of Jerusalem,
knows well that the world-power culminates, not
in Assyria, but in Babylon, and that not Assyria

but Babylon is to execute the judgment of Goo* on
the centre of the theocracy.

But it is quite natural that Assyria should not
be unrepresented in the list of the nations against

which the Prophet turns his direct utterances.

This is the less allowable because the following

utterances have all of them for subject the rela-

tions to Assyria of the nations mentioned. For
all that the Prophet has to say from chap. xiv.

28-xx. 6, and then again in chap. xxi. (from ver.

11 on), xxii. and xxiii. stands in relations more or
less near to' the great Assyrian deluge that Isaiah

saw was breaking in on Palestine and the neigh-

boring lands. Thus the second division begins

with the brief word against Assyria, chap. xiv.

24-27. To this are joined prophecies against

Philistia, Moab, Syria,Ephraim, Cush and Egypt.

The third division forms a singular little ^?p—
It might be named libeUut cmblematicw. For it

contains a second prophecy against Babylon, then

a similar one against Syria, against the Arabians,
and against Jerusalem, the last with a supplement
directed against the steward Shebna. These
four prophecies in chap. xxi. and xxii. stand to-

gether because they all of them have emblematical

tupermrtptions. Out of regard to this the prophecy
against Babylon (chap. xxi. 1-10} stands here, al-

though in respect to its contents it belongB rather

to xiii. and xiv. Even the prophecy against "the
valley of vision" with its supplement stands here
out of regard to its superscription, although it is

directed against no heathen nation, but against

Jerusalem ; so that we must say that chaps, xiii.—

xxiii contain prophecies against the heathen
nations, not exclusively, but with one exception
that has its special reasons.

Chap, xxiii. forms the fourth division. It con-
tains a prophecy against Tyre, which, indeed, pre-

supposes the Assyrian invasion, but expressly

names the Chaldeana as executors of the judgment
on Tyre. On account of this remarkable, and, in

a certain respect, solitary instance of such a sight

of things distant, this prophecy is put alone and
at the end.

Thus the chapters xiii.—xxiii. are divided as

follows:

—

I. The first prophecy against Babylon, xiii. 1

—xiv. 23.

II. Prophecies relating to Assyria, and the na-

tions threatened by Assyria, Philistia, Moab. Sy-
ria, Ephraim, Cush,.Egypt, xiv. 24—xx. 26.

III. The libtllu* emblematic™, containing pro-

phecies against Babylon, Edom, Arabia and Je-
rusalem, the last with a supplement directed

against the steward Shebnah. xxi.
{
xxii.

IV. Prophecy against Tyre, xxiii.

I.—THE FIRST PROPHECY AGAINST BABYLON.
Chapter XIIL 1-XIV. 23.

There yawns a tremendous chasm between the

preceding prophecies that originated in the time
of Ahaz and the present We at once recognise

Isaiah again in xiii., xiv. It is his spirit, his

power, his poetry, his wit. They are his funda-
mental views, but it is no longer the old form.

His way of speaking is quieter, softer, clearer ; he
no longer bursts on us like a roaring mountain
stream. He is grown older. But be has pro-

gressed, too, in his prophetic knowledge. Now
be knows that it is not Assyria that is the the-

ocracjr's most dangerous enemy. For him As-
syria is a thing of the past In proportion as it

came to the front before, it now and henceforth
retires. Isaiah had seen Assyria's humiliating
overthrow before the gates of Jerusalem. Now
he knows that another power, that Babylon shall

destroy the theocracy and stand as the sole gov-
erning world-power. But he knows, too, that

Babylon's day will come as well as Nineveh's.
For how could Jehovah's Prophet ever doubt
thathisLord andhisnation will triumph, and that

the world-power will be overthrown ? But the

judgment of Babylon is for him only a part of
the greatjudgment of the world, of that "day of

the Lord," that does not come on one day, but

realizes itself in many successive stages. He sees

in Babylon the summit of the world-power, by
whose disintegration Israel must be made free.

Therefore he makes the great day of Jehovah's
judgment break before our eyes (xiii. 1-13), but
describee immediately only the judgment upon
Babylon. On both these accounts this prophecy
stands at the head of all Isaiah's prophecies

against the nations. For it seemed fitting to put

in the front a general and comprehensive word
about the great judgment day which immediate-

ly introduced the denunciation of judgment
against the head of all the nations of the world-

power. Some have maintained that it was im-

possible that Isaiah could have recognized Baby-
lon as the enemy of the theocracy : and that it

was still more impossible that he could have pre-

dicted the deliverance of Israel out of the cap-

tivity of Babylon. But both these chapters are

Isaiah's, both in form and contents, as we have
declared above and shall prove in detail below.

Beside, there is the consideration that our chapter

has undoubtedly been used by Jeremiah (1., li.),

by Esekiel in various passages (vii. 17, comp.
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Isa. xiiL 7 ;—vii. 29, comp. Isa. xiii. 11 ;—zix.

11, comp. Isa. xiv. 5;—xxxviii. 6, 15—xxxix. 2,

comp. Isa. xiv. 13), and by Zephaniah (iii. 11,

comp. Isa. xiii. 3), as shall be shown when deal-

ing with the passages concerned. Therefore it

seems to me to be beyond doubt that Isaiah wrote
oar chapters. But how Isaiah could know all

that is here given to the world under his name
(xiii. 1) as prophecy, that is certainly a problem.
That is the problem that science should propose
to itself for solution. It ought not to deny ac-

credited facts in order not to be compelled to

recognize prophecy as a problem, i. e. as possi-

ble. For to deny premises in order to avoid a
conclusion that one will not draw, is just as un-
scientific as it is to invent premises in order to
gain a conclusion that one wants to draw.
The discourse divides into a general part and a

particular. The former (xiii 1-13) is, as has
been said, at the same time the introduction to

the totality of the prophecies against the heathen
nations. The particular part again presents two
halves: the first (xiiL 14-422) portrays the judg-
ment on Babylon, the second, after a short refer-

ence to the redemption and return home of Israel

(xiv. 1, 2) contains a satirical song on the ruler
of Babylon conceived in abttroeto (xiv. 3-23).

a) The preface : introduction in general to the propheoiea of the day of the Lord.

Chapter XIII. 1-13.

1

2
The "burden op Babylon, which Isaiah the son op Amoz did see.

Lift ye up a banner upon bthe high mountain,
Exalt the voice unto them, shake the hand,
That they may go into the gates of the nobles.

3 I have commanded my sanctified ones,

I have also called my mighty ones for mine anger,
Even them that rejoice in my highness.

4 The noise of a multitude in the mountains, 'like as of a great people

:

A tumultuous noise of the kingdoms of nations gathered together

:

The Lord of hosts mustereth tke host of the battle.

6 They come from a far country,
From the end of heaven,
Even the Lord, and the weapons of his indignation,
To destroy the whole land.

6 Howl ye ; for the day of the Lord is at hand

;

It shall come as a destruction from the Almighty.
7 Therefore shall all hands *be feint,

And every man's heart shall melt

:

8 And they shall be afraid :

Pangs and sorrows shall take hold of them

;

They 'shall be in pain as a woman that travaileth

:

They shall •be amazed one at another

;

Their faces shall be as 'flames.

9 Behold, the day of the Lord cometh,
Gruel both with wrath and fierce anger,
To lay the land desolate

:

And he shall destroy the sinners thereof out of it.

10 For the stars of heaven and *the constellations thereof
Shall not give their light

:

The sun shall be darkened in his going forth,

11
And the moon shall not cause her light to shine.
And 1 6will punish the world for their evil,

And the wicked for their iniquity

;

And I will cause the arrogancy of the proud to cease,
And will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible.

12 I will make a man more precious than fine gold

;

Even a man than the golden wedge of Ophir.
13 Therefore I will shake the heavens,

And the earth shall 'remove out of her place,
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In the wrath of the Lord of hosts,

And in the day of his fierce anger.

> Heb. the likeneee of.
• Heb. wonder every man at his neighbor.

• Sentence. * a bald mountain, • thall writhe.

•tnUvieit on the world its tridtabMM, and on the wicked their iniquity.

* Or, fall down.
* Heb.faces of theflame*.

*their Orion*.

TEXTUAL AND
On yen 1. K&D from K&j Is datum, •* something

T - T T
borne, that which is proposed,** therefore as much omu
as effatvm. On account of this ambiguity it is almost

exclusively used of such divine utterances as impose

on men the burden of judicial visitation. Prom Jer.

xxiiL 33 sqq,, we learn that the word, being abused by

mockers on account of this ambiguity, was prohibited

by Jehovah as designation of prophetic utterances. In

Isaiah the word occurs twelve times in the sense of

"judicial sentence;** and, excepting xzxvL 6, it so oc-

curs only in chapters xiii.—xxiii., and here again, with

the exception of xxii 1 (for the particular reasons see

the comment in loc\ eoleUfin utterances against foreign

nations. This last circumstanoV Is easily to be ex-

plained by the unfavorable meaning that underlies the

word, which was pressed by the mockers, Jer. xxiiL 33

sqq. A tt&D simply and only is never directed against

the theocracy. But it cannot be inferred from the ab-

sence of this in passages that relate to the theocracy

that the word is foreign to Isaiah (Khobxl).

On ver. 2. Hfitfj ooours only here ; oomp. '£# xli.

18 ; Jer. 111. 2, etc*—-03 ttfrj is an expression peculiar

to Isaiah. Gomp. v. 20 ; xi 18; xriii. 3. DPlS after

lip is to be referred to the nations called.—'—'nil!)

D'3'°TJ designates the goal of the movement to which
the nations are summoned. Both words belong to Isa,:

Hi. 28 i xxxii. 5, 8. 3Hi is
u the free, the noble" (oomp.

at xxxii. 6; and Prov. xix. 6; xxv. 7, etc.).

On ver. 8. 'flWJ T^JJ are "Those rejoicing at my
highness ** (gen. obj.). Both words are entirely charac-

teristic of Isaiah. The T^jT is found only xxii. 2;

xilii. 7 ; xxiv. 8 ; xxxii. 13, and in the borrowed passage

Zeph. iiL 11. Hence it is incomprehensible how the

passage last named can be explained to be the original.

Moreover Isaiah is almost the only one of the prophets

that uses TOIU- For beside ix. 8; xiii. 11 ; xvl. 6; xxv.

11, and the borrowed passage Zeph. Hi. 11, It occurs only

Jer. xlviii. 29, where Jeremiah, for the sake of a play on
words, heaps together all substantive derivatives from

ma
On ver. 4. HID"! occurs again in Isaiah only xl. 18.

It is found oftenest in Ezekiel, and In an adverbial

sense as here — rWD"13 (Ezek. xxiii. 16). Also plttf

is a word of Isaiah's. It occurs only seventeen times in

the Old Testament; of these, eight times in Isaiah : v.

14; xiii. 4; xviL 12; (Ms), 13; xxiv. 8; xxv. 6; lxvL 6.

The expression ftDTl /D IOi\ beside the present, oc-

curs only Nam. xxxi. 14, and 1 Chr. vii. 4 ; xli. 37. There
is evidently a contrast intended between K3¥ and

fTO02f : the Loan ofthe heavenly hosts now musters His

a-my hordes on earth.

On ver. fi. Shall we regard D'ttS At the beginning of

the verse as dependent on IpDD, ver. 4, and as apposi-

tion with non^D IOV ? U is against this that the

second half of ver. • must then be construed as a rheto-

rical exclamation, which in this connection and form

seems strange. It is in favor of this that otherwise

GRAMMATICAL.

D'tO must be construed as predicate. But then it would
• T

be said of Jehovah that He comes from a far country.

But may not this be said in the present connection ? It

has just been said that Jehovah summons the war

hordes and musters them. He is therefore their leader.

Need it seem strange then that He is described as ap-

proaching at their head ? Therefore D'K3 is the predi-

cate of ver. 6 6, placed at the beginning. prPO VlttD

occurs again only xlvL 11; other turns of expression

viii.9; x.3; xviL 13 ; xxx. 27 ; xxxiiLl7. 1DJN ^oc-
curs again only Jer. 1. 25 ; on DJH comp. on x. 6. 73n
comp. on x. 27 ; xxxii 7; liv. 16.

On ver. ft. itf3, note the play on words ; 2 i» the so-

called Kaph veritatie. Isaiah often uses lw, xvL 4;

xxii. 4 ; li. 19, etc. ; *!& he uses only this once.

On ver. 7. rU'D^P D'T" /3» the expression occurs

in Isaiah only bore, and is borrowed by Ezek. vli. 17

from this place.

On ver. 8. Sh3J in Isaiah again only xxi. 8 in a simi-

lar connection^—-D*T2f occurs again only xxi. 3 (bis)

in the sense of conetrictionee, cruciatus, cramps*—D' 73fl
Isaiah uses (v. 18 ; xxxiii. 20, 23) in the sense of " cords,**

and in the kindred " cries of a woman in travail *' (xxvL

17; lxvi. 7). Sm used not seldom of a travailing wo-

man, and as a figure of feeling terror ; xxiii. 4, 6; xxvt

17, 18; xlv. 10; liv. 1 ; lxvi. 7, 8. HDfl ttupere occurs

again only xxlx. 9. Note the conttructio praegnans.

On ver. 9. ^TDK only here in Isaiah : it is adjective.

The two substantives are, co-ordinate with '1Dft» appo-

sition with Dl\ doubtless because adjectives cannot

be formed from these substantive notions, as can be

done from ITDIt Therefore, according to frequent

usage, we are to construe rPDj? and «1K Jl^n as ab-

stract nouns used in a concrete sense. HIDy frequent

in Isa. ix. 18; x.8; xiii. 13; xiv. 8; xvi.ft. «|K JVtn

excepting ver. 13 does not occur again in Isaiah. The
expression is frequent in the Pentateuch : Exod. xxxii.

12; Num. xxv. 4; xxxii. 14; Deul xiii. 18. By the

words <)}) DtoS the Prophet designates the object of

the day of judgment The expression HDtf
1
? Dlfcf

only here in Isaiah. Perhaps it is borrowed from Joel

i. 7. HDtf
1
? H'H Isa. v. 9. 7V3# alone xxiv. 12.

That V1KTI means " the earth,*' see "Bxeget. and Grit."

on ver. 6. TDtfn x. 7; xiv. 23; xxvL 14. D
%KBn

i.28; xxxiii. 14.

On ver. 10. *3 is not causative, but explicative. That

the day of the Lord Is dreadful, and nothing but burn-

ing wrath will be evident In that the stars become dark.

If 0*330 and D'VdD *re distinguished, the ex-

planation cannot be that the latter ore not also D^DDD,
but that they are only a pre-eminent species of stars.

The Vav, is therefore the Vav augmentative: "the

stars of heaven and even its Orions.** The latter are the

most luminous stars, whose brightness, because of the

first magnitude, more cosily than all others penetrates
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176 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

whatever hinderances there may be. The plural ofVd3
is, any way, a generalizing one, i. «., that elevates the in-

dividual to the rank of a species. Otherwise we know

of only one Vp3 m a star. But as 1 8am. xvii. 43, Go-

liath says to David: "thou comest to me with the

etovet" although David had only one staff; or as Jer.

xxvhi. 12, after telling of the breaking of one yoke, con-

tinues: " wooden yokes hast thou broken,*' therefore

here as elsewhere the plural of the individual is con-

ceived as equivalent to the genus. Compare CUeronee,

Scipkmee, lee Voltaire* lee Mirabeou ; and perhaps '2ZN3

^D3 Job zzzvili. 7 belongs to the same category.

Srin, Hiph n-om 7/71* a verb that elsewhere expresses

clearness of sound, occurs only Job xxxi 86 ; xli. 10,

and in both places in connection with *)tot—On
rfD&n "]i#n comp. v. 30. Of 7U) there is only one

ether form in Isaiah, and that Kal. in just one passage,

ix. 1.

On ver. 1L V1KH is more expressly defined as 72PI

This word is very frequent in the first part of Isa. xiv.

17,21; xviii.8; xxiv.4; xxvi. 9,18; xxvii. 6; xxxlv. 1.

It never means a single land, but is always either the

ourovjUr» as terra fertilie contrasted with the desert

(xiv. 17) or the oixovpfoi as a whole contrasted with the

single parts. Dxutxsch well remarks that it never has

the article, and thus in a measure appears as a proper

noun. Ipfl with 7J? of the person and accusative

of the thing like Jer. xxiii. ft; xxv. 18; Hos. i. 4. jfcU

a frequent word In Isa. ii. 10, 19, 81 ; Iv. 8, etc.; ix. 1A*

Esek. vli. 84 seems to have had in mind our passage.

CTT only here in Isaiah, whereas flHO (comp. at

Ten 8) and j»1j? (xxv. 8, 4, 6 ; xxix. 6, 20 ; xlix. 26) occur

not seldom.

On ver. 18. TplK which makes a paronomasia with

Tflltt (a genuine Isaianlc word) occurs only here (Kal.

xliiL 4). On tf\)H and DTK comp. on viiL L Tfl

(only here in Isaiah ; comp. Ps. xix. 11 ; xxi. 4) is puri-

fied gold ; DA3 is abecondtfttm, jewel, ornament gener-

ally : not found again in Isaiah. Vflltt DHD is found
again Ps. xiv. 10; Job xxviii. 16,

On ver. 18. lyhp cannot be construed * for this rea-

son.** For it cannot be said that the Lord will shake
heaven and earth because Ho punishes the earth and
makes men scarce on it. Rather the reverse ot this

must be assumed: God shakes heaven and earth in or-

der to punish men. Thus |3~7JJ — "therefore, hence,"

but in the sense of intention (to this end, Job xxxiv.

27). Here, too, there evidently floats before the mind
of the Prophet a passage from Job ix. 6, where it reads

:

notorpp x?* TT^!> The thoa«ht *»* **** ***"

Hhali be crowded out of Its place, which is peculiar to

both of these passages, is something so specific, added

towhich the Juxtaposition of PJH71 and HOpGD pKH
is so striking, that it is impossible to regard this rela-

tion of the two passages as accidental. If we ask where
the words are original, we must decide in favor of Job,

because there the thought is founded in the context.

For in ver. 6 It is said : " which removeth the mountains,

and they know not; which overturneth them in his

anger." On this follows naturally: "Which shaketh
the earth out of her place, and the pillars thereof trem-

ble.** tfjn In Isaiah again xxiv. 18; xiv. 16. Comp.
moreover 8 8am. xxii. 8 (Ps. xvilL 8) ; Joel iv. 16. The
words majtt to )0K are the Prophet's. 3 is taken

by some as determining the time (Kvobsx), by others

as assigning a reason (Dxutisch). But both may be
combined: the revelation of the divine wrath coin-

cides with the day of His anger, and so much so thai

OV, the day, may be taken as concrete for the abstract

notion of the manifestation, coming to the light Comp.
x,8;xvii. 6.

XXBGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet opens his prophecy against the
nations with a denunciation of judgment against
Babylon. This prophecy must have originated
at a period when the Prophet had come to the
knowledge that Babylon was the real centre of
the world-power, and Assyria only a front step.

But Isaiah opens his prophecy against Babylon
with an introduction from which we learn
that he regards the judgment against Babylon
as the germ-like beginning of " the day of the
Lord** in general. First, by means of a banner
planted on a high mountain, visible far and
wide, there goes forth a summons to order men of
war to an expedition against a city (ver. 2). Then
(ver. 3) the Lord says, more plainly, Himself
taking up the word, that it is He that assembles
the men of war and that He assembles them for a
holy war. The command gathers in vast num-
bers and Jehovah musters tnem (ver. 4). They
come then from the ends of the earth, as it were
led by Jehovah, brought together in order to ac-
complish the work of destruction (ver. 5). Now
those threatened hear proclaimed: the day of the
Lord is here (ver. 6). Thereupon all are in fear

and terror fvers. 7, 8). And m fact the day of
the Lord draws near (ver. 9). The stars turn
dark (ver. 10). The Lord Himself declares that
the object of His coming is to lay low everything

in the world that lifts itself up proudly (ver. 11),
so that men shall become scarce as fine gold (ver.

12). By this manifestation of divine wrath, how-
ever, heaven and earth must be shaken (ver. 13).

2. The burden—did see.—Ver. 1. One sees a
sentence ofjudgment when, by means of prophetic

ease, one learns to know its contents, which may
be presented to the spiritual eye by visible images
(comp. on i. 1). That Isaiah is named here, and
by his entire name, son of Amos, is doubtless to

be explained in that this superscription, which
corresponds to the prophecy xiii. 1-xiv. 23, was
at the same time regarded as superscription of
the entire cycle xiii. to xxiii. and that this cycle,

as an independent whole, was incorporated in the
entire collection.

3. Lift ye up a banner my highness.
—Vers. 2, 3.—Verse 2 speaks in general. With-
out saying to whom the summons is directed or
from whom it proceeds; there is only a summons
to raise the standard of war for the purpose of
assembling warriors. On a bare mountain, de-

void of forest, shall the signal be raised, that it

may be clearly seen on all sides. But with the
voice, too, (xxxvii. 23, xl. 9, lviii. 1) and with
hand-beckoning (x. 32, xi. 15) shall the nations

be called to march forth. The gates of the
nobles can only mean the main gates of the hos-
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CHAP. Xm. 1-18. in

tale city, which alone (in contrast with the mall
ride gates, figuratively called " needle-eyes'' Matt
xix. 24) serve for the entree of princes in pomp,
in the present case for the victors. Still the ex-
pression occasions surprise. Ought we perhaps

to read W)? : "that they come willingly into

my gatesV I do not venture to decide.

Ver. 3 makes us know who is the origin of the
summons. It is the Lord who calls His warriors

who are consecrated to Him and joyfully obey
Him. The warriors are called consecrated, holy,

because the war is a holy one. Comp. Joel iv. 9,

Jer. vi. 4, xxii. 7, li. 27. Precisely for this the
Prophet immediately after uses the bold expres-

sion :
" 1 have called them for mine anger/' u e.

that they may be executors of my purpose of

wrath (comp. x. 5).

4. The noise of a multitude the
whole land.—Vers. 4, 5. Those summoned
heard the call. They are heard approaching in

troops. Theinterjection^p["*ar*"NAEOEU8B.]

is frequent in the second half of Isaiah : xl. 3, 6>

lii. 3, lxvL 6. Jeremiah, toe*, imitates the lan-

guage : xlviii. 8, L 22, 28, li. 54. The expression

{ton Tip [* Hark, a tumultuous noise/' Nae-

gbijhbJ ** noise of a multitude," occurs 1 Sam. iv.

14, 1 King; xviii. 41, xx. 13, 28. In Isaiah

again xxxiii. 3. Then in Ezek. xxiii. 42, Dan.
x. 6. I do not believe that by ''the mountains"
is meant the Zagros mountains that separated

Media from Babylon. [Zagrus m&ns, now repre-

sented by the middle and southern portion of the

mountains of Kurdistan.

—

Tb.]. For here the
prophecy bears still quite a general character.

Only by degrees does the special judgment upon
Babylon appear out of the cloud of the universal

judgment The enemies, according to ver. 5,

come " from a far country, from the end of hea-
ven." Did the Prophet mean particularly the
Zagros, why did he not designate it more distinct-

ly? The mountains are. doubtless, no certain,

concrete mountains, but ideal mountains, a poetic

embellishment Added to this, it is likely Joel
ii. is in the Prophet's mind. There, too, as here
(vers. 6, 9) the day of the Lord is at hand. But
there the grasshoppers are the enemies to be ex-
pected. These, too, come like chariots, that leap
upon the mountains like the blush of dawn
spread upon the mountains. Especially the order
of the words 3^-DJ rWD^J D^ni, «*in the moun-

tains like as of a great people," seems to me to

recall Joel ii. 2 ^ D£ OniT^1^ * upon the

mountains a great people," a form of expression

that in Joel, too, belongs to the noetic drapery.

That Isaiah had in mind the words of Joel is the
more probable, in as much as the expression
3"> DJJ is used by him onlv here, and beside Joel
ii. 2, is found only in Ezek. xvii. 9, 15, xxvi. 7.

The army, then, which Jehovah musters, con-
sists of people that have come from a far land,

and from the end of heaven, t. e. from the place
where the heavenly expanse is bounded by the
earth. The expression "from the end of heaven"
is characteristic of Deuteronomy. For, except
the present passage, it occurs only Deut iv. 32
<K»), xxx. 4 (with the borrowed expression Neh.
i 9), and Pa. xix. 7. That Isaiah by these ex-

12

pressions would designate the Medea is quite im-
probable. As in their cities, according to 2 Kings
xvii. 6, Israelite exiles dwelt at that time, how
could he locate them in the uttermost borders of
the earth's surface, where otherwise he locates,
say. Ophir (ver. 12) or Sinim (xlix. 12) ? The
undefined, universal, and if I may so say, the su-
perlative mode of expression, proves that it is to
be taken in an ideal sense. The end that the
Lord will accomplish by means of " the weapons
of His indignation" is: to overturn the whole
earth. "The whole earthF For this judgment

phecy of the world's judgment in order to let the
judgment that he had to announce to Egypt, ap-
pear as apartofthe world'sjudgment (xxx. 2 sqq.).

5. Howl ye their faoes as flames.—
Vers. 6-8. Here it is seen plainly how the Prophet
would represent the judgment on Babylon as a
part of the world's judgment For the traits that
now follow are entirely taken from the descriptions
of the world's judgments as we meet them already
in the older Prophets, and as, on the other hand,
the later New Testament descriptions of the great
day of judgment connect with our present one.
Especially Isaiah has Joel in his mind. " Howl

ye," is taken from iVrn Joel i. 5, 11, 13. Esek.
too, uses the word xxx. 2, and Matt. xxiv. 30, in

the eschatological discourse of Christ The
words :

'* for the day of the Lord is at hand,"
are taken word for word from Joel i. 15. From
anp "at hand," it is seen that the Prophet

would portray here the impression that the ap-
proach of the day will make on men ; for, as is

Known, the moments that precede any great ca-

tastrophe have terrors quite peculiarly their own.
In ver. 9, he describes the judgment as taking
place. When men notice that the destruction

comes from God Almighty, they abandon all op-
position as useless. The sign of this is that they
let their hands fall limp, and that their hearts

become like water (comp. Deut xx. 8; Josh. vii.

5; Isa. xix. 1).

For the image of the travailing woman, and of
the terror depicted in the countenances, the Pro-
phet is indebted to Joel ii. 6. That terror and
anguish not only make one pale, but also agitate

the blood, and thereby produce heat and sweat
is well known. Only the latter does the Prophet
make prominent He was likely moved to this be-

cause in Joel (i. 19, ii. 3, 5), which is in his thought,

the expression 3H7, " a flame," occurs thrice.

6. Behold the day light to shine.—
Vers. 9, 10. The day is not onlv near ; it is

here. (Comp. under Text and Grata, above).

What constellation is meant by the name TD3 is

not settled. The LXX., here end Job xxxviii.

31 translate 6 'Qplav. likewise the Vulo.
Amos v. 8 and Job ix. 9. Others (Saadia,
Abulwalid, etc), take it to be Canopus, the

Antarctic Polar star in the southern steering-oar

of Argo. Niebuhb (Beackr. v. Arobien, p. 113),

following the Jews of Sana, supposes it is Sirius.

But the passage in Job xxxviii. 31 ("or wilt

thou loose the bands 79 [Dillmann: traces] of

Vd3?) corresponds very well to the representa-
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178 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

lion that Orion (Syr. qaboro, Arab.gebbar) is the
(riant chained to the sky. Oomp. Herzog, Real-

JSncycl. Art Gestirnkunde, von Leyber, XIX. p.

665. ^According to Hrrzio and Knobel, the
darkening of the stare is mentioned first, because
the Hebrews reckoned the day from sunset

—

J. A. A.].

When the rising sun is without rajs, and moon
and stars lose their shining, then both daj and
night are robbed of their lights. The language
of the Prophet seems not onlj to be drawn from
Job, but also from Joel iii. 4, and Amos y. 8, as

on the other hand Christ's discourse, Matt ixiv.

29, borrows from our passage.

7. And I will punish his fierce
anger.—Vers. 11-13. The Prophet lets the
Lord speak here, partly, to confirm what the
Prophet had said, partly to set it forth more ex-
actly. But unmarked, the subject of the dis-

course changes again (ver. 18 6) by the Prophet
resuming and continuing the discourse of the
Lord. What was said, ver. 9, in brief words

;

" and He shall destroy the sinners thereof out of

it" is in ver. 11, more distinctly expressed by
the Lord. The Lord says, then^ that He will

punish the whole earth for their wickedness, and
the wicked (according to his righteousness) for

their guilt The means bywhich men incur guilt is

their injustice in the sense of violent oppression,

according to the view common to the Old Testa-

ment in general, and to Isaiah in particular

Scomp. on L 17, 21 sqq.). Therefore the Almighty
fudge announces here that a time shall come

when He will take in hand the mighty of the
earth who abuse their power, and will humble
them. The thought of this verse recalls ii. 1 sqq.

In consequence of this visitation, human kind
shall become rare in the earth as the noblest gold.

From this passage it appears that the Prophet,
though he speaks of a judgment on the whole

habitable world (ohcovfUtrq, /?£), has still by no
means the idea of its total destruction, say, by
fire (2 Pet iii. 7, 10). The locality of Ophir is

still an open question. The other instances of
its occurrence in Scripture are Gen. x. 29 (1 Chr.
i. 23), 1 Kings ix. 28 ; x. 11 ; xxii. 49 ; 1 Chr.
xxix. 4: 2 Chr. viii. 18, ix. 10: Job xxii. 24.

Four places are proposed ; South Arabia, East
Africa, Abhira between the Indus Delta and the
Gulf of Cambay, and southern lands in general,

for which Ophir may be only a collective name.
The best authorities, as Lassen, Bitter (Erd-
Icunde XIV. p. 348 sqq.), Deutzsch, decide in
favor of East India. But Crawford, " hardly
less learned regarding India than Lassen," in

his "Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian blonds,"
assorts, on the contrary, "that there is not a
shadow of possibility for locating Ophir in any
part of India."

The African traveller Carl Matjch gives con-
siderable weight to the scale in favor of East
Africa ; he thinks that he has discovered the an-
cient Ophir in the port Sofala or Sofara on the
East coast of South Africa in latitude 20° 14'.

Ver. 13. See under TaL and Oram, above.

b) The partioular part : The prophecy against Babylon.

Chapter XIIL 14.-XTV. 23.

L THE JUDGMENT ON THE CITY AND STATE OP BABYLON.
Chapter XIIL 14-22.

14 And it shall be as the chased roe,

And as •a sheep that no man taketh up

:

They shall every man turn to his own people,

And flee every one into his own land.

15 Every one that is found shall be thrust through

;

And every one that is joined unto them shall fall by the sword
16 Their children also shall be dashed to pieces before their eyes;

Their houses shall be snoiled and their wives ravished.
17 Behold, I will stir up the Modes against them,

Which shall not regard silver

;

And as for gold, they shall not delight in it
18 Their bows also shall dash the young men to pieces

;

And they shall have no pity on the fruit of the womb

;

Their eye shall not spare children,

19 And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms,
The beauty of the Chaldees' excellency,
Shall be as 'when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah.

20 It shall never be inhabited,

Neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation

:

Neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there

;

Neither shall the shepherds make their fold there.
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21 But Nrild beasts of the desert shall lie there

;

And their houses shall be full of s
"doleful creatures

;

And "owls shall dwell there,

And satyrs shall dance there.

22 And *the wild beasts of the islands shall cry in their Mesolate houses,

And dragons in their pleasant palaces

:

And her time is near to come.
And her days shall not be prolonged.

i Heb. the overthrowing.
« Or, ottridua.
i Or,palaeet.

» ajtoek that no om eotZaete.

• homed owU> or, yttfe.

• Heb. ZUm.
• Heb. daughters of fas owL

• Heb. OeMm.
•Heb. Ii*. ^

* is caught

TEXTUAL AND
On ver. 14. nTH is to be eenstraed neuter — a

it shall

be, it turns oat, such ere the eiroainstances.** The
Hoph. particip, TTTD only here ; beside this in Issish

the Niph. end Pasi parUciples^viii. 22; xvi. 3, 4. OV
with the meaning " gazelle," occurs only here in Isaiah.

It teems that the Prophet by '3¥3 JVTO here and

Ul '33f btt nrPffi ver. 19, intended a contrast. Ba
byion *2¥ in the sense of cfeeus, is at the same time

'3¥ in the sense of dorea*. V3DD TK1 ooours again

Nah.ilLl8; Jer.xlix.6.

On ver. 16. K]fOJ comp. xxli. 3; xxxvtl. 4. "\pl

only here in Isaiah. HUD) from HDD M to snatch,

seize.** Ver. 16. lf/01 that occurs only In Piel and Pual,

fa used exclusively of dashing to pieces human bodies

:

Hoi. x. 14; xtr. 1 ; Nah. ill. 10; 2 Kings viii. 12; in Isa.

the word occurs only here and rer. 18. DDE*" (kindred

to TlOtf, nmf x. IS; xvii. 14 ; xliL 22) only here in Isa.

Comp. Zech. xiv. 2. Niph. SjBfo (Hal. Deut. xxviii.

30; Pual Jer. lit 2} occurs only here and Zech. xir.

On ver. 19. %2X comp. on iv. 2, where also Isaiah has

ntU and n^Kfln though not in a genitive relation, a

combination that occurs in no otherplace.—fiODHOD
eomp. on L 7. The original passage is Deut. xxix. 22.

The substantive like infinitives has retained the verbal

force.

On ver. 20. The intransitive use of 2\th and ptf ( —
• to be a habitation **) occurs first in Joel iv. 2a It does

sot occur later in Isaiah; whereas in Jeremiah it is

frequent (xviL 6, 25; xxx. 18; xlvi. 28; 1.13, 89): in

Eeek. xxix. 11 also, and in Zech. ii. 8; ix. 5. The ex-

pression 1TW "IT! 1J?» occurs only here in Issish. 1)1
occurs in various connections, xxxiv. 10, 17 ; 1L 8; lvlil.

12 ; lx. 15 ; lxt 4. "21g. So still Jer. iii. 2 ; comp. xxv.

24, otherwise in later books OIJ 2 Chr. xxL 18; xxii.

1; Neh. iL 19; iv. 1; vi 1. Because of the following

D\£\ this cannot be understood to mean nomadic

shepherds in general But the word signifies the Ara-

bian proper, because in fact " Babylon lay near enough
to Arabia for Arabians proper to come thitherwith their

flocks" (Gxsmrnm). ^TV for bTW, like OD*?D Job

GRAMMATICAL.
xzxv. 11, for UfiSljtD. The form occurs only here

The verb SnK (Kal. Gen. xiii. 12, 18) is dawminativum.

y^l^H is
T
to make yil : thus it is direct causative.

Hiph. (liv.ll).

On ver. 2L D*1** (from *Jf unused, from which TVt
terra arida) are dwellers in the desert; whether men or

beasts is undetermined. Yet analogy favors the latter;

for in what follows only beasts are mentioned. The
word occurs in Isaiah again xxiii. 18 ; xxxiv. 14 ; comp.
Jer. 1. 39. Ewald, (Lehrb. 1 146, g. Atm.) derives Q"¥,
and D"K with the meaning u criers, howlers,** from

Arabic roots, as it seems to me, without necessity.

OTIK «*«£ Arv. The LXX., evidently following a kin-

dred sound, translate x«l *Aipr0j<ro»Tei •i«uu Jfxov* But
the parallelism demands lather some species of beast.

Jsbomb translates dracone*, Ausivxixros proposed first

ulula, u
owls,** "horn owls.** nj£ A? (LoT* ^ le »

Deut xlv. 15) Is " the ostrich.** The masculine form

D'JjjJ* found only Lam. iv. 8. According to some, the

name'means "the mourning daughter of the desert,**

(Mux*, Wurzeiw. p. 40,; according to others, the word

is related to the Syr. josno, M greedy, ravenous.** The

feminine designation has essentially a poetic reason,

comp. "ITU A3 Mic iv. 14 with "W"U "33 * Chr. »• W.

r^-na, lyntifftt-na (Eaek. xxvii! 6).' The word oc-

curs in Isaiah again xxxiv. 13; xliii. 20; comp. Jer. L

89 ; Mic i. 8; Job xxx. 23. Viyjff are kiriuti, pilots

"goats,** i. a, goat-shaped demons. 131 Piel only

here In Isaiah; comp. Job xxi 11 ; Joel ii. 6 ; Nah. lit

2. Ver. 22.3«|t are Mjackals." The singular 'M seems

abbreviated from ,1K from an unused 7PK. uhdavit In

Arabic the Jackal still Is called ibn-awa. The word is

found only here and xxxiv. 14, and Jer. 1. 39. 0*007*
only here for n*0D">K (perhaps with reference to their

widowhood). Comp. xxiii. 18; xxv. 2; xxxii.14; xxxiv.

13. rj*jfl are also *'jackals" (comp. Gksxn. Thetaur.

p. 89, 1457 ; 1511). The word In Isaiah again xxxiv. 13

;

xxxv.7jxliil.20.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet tarns from the universal judg-

ment that comprehends all the several acts of

judgment against the world-power from first to

last, to portray the special judgment to be accom-
plished on Babylon as the climax of the world-

power in its first stage, or as the head of the first

world-monarchy. He begins bj describing the

flight out of the world's metropolis of men that

had flowed thither out of all lands (rer. 14). This

flight lias sufficient cause—for whoever is taken

perishes (ver. 15). Children are dashed in pieces,

houses plundered, women ravished (ver. 16). The
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Lord particularly names the people charged with
executing the judgment: they are the Medea, a
people that do not regard silver and cold (ver.

17). but also as little the children, and even the

fruit of the womb (ver. 18). Then shall Babylon,
hitherto the ornament ana crown of the Chaldean
kingdom, be overthrown like Sodom and Gomor-
rah (ver. 19). It will come to be a dwelling-

place for men (ver. 20). Only beasts of the de-

sert and dismal hobgoblins shall revel in the spots

where once luxury reigned,—and in fact the time
of the judgment is near, and a respite not to be
hoped for.

2. And It shall be—ravished.—Vers. 14-16.

It is said that rats forsake a vessel that is going
to be shipwrecked. When ruin impends over a
communitv, whoever is not bound to it by ties of
piety or of possession flees out of it. Thus first

of all the foreigners flee. The crowd of such in

Babylon will scatter like scared gazelles, like a
herd panic-stricken. Babylon was the world's
capital, and consequently a resort for people of
all nations. All these, therefore, will seek safety

inflight. The words: "every man—own land"
are found word for word in Jer. 1. 16 (comp. Jer.
xlvi. 16 ; li. 9, 44). A comparison with the con-
text proves that these words are original with
Isaiah. With Isaiah the thought is the natural
consequence of the preceding image of the fright-

ened gazelles and sheep. In Jeremiah we read:
"Cut off the sower from Babylon, and him that
handleth the sickle in the time of harvest" To
these words the thought: "they shall turn every
one to his people," would be joined on without
natural connection, did not the inserted: "for
fear of the oppressing sword," (artfully) bridge
over the gap.

3. Behold, I will stir up—not spare chil-
dren.—Vera. 17, 18. The Prophet proceeds artis-

tically from the general to the particular. First
he describes quite in general the vast. I might say
the cosmical, apparatus of war that the Lord sets

in motion. To ver. 14 the earth in general seems
to be the objective point of this military expedi-
tion. And it is, toOj only not all at once. For,
from the description immediately following, taken
with the totality of eschatological imagery that
prophecy offers, it appears that that general pro-
phecy is realized only by degrees. From ver. 14
on we notice that a great centre of the world-
power is the object of the execution. At ver. 17
we are made aware who are to be the executors,
but still are in ignorance against whom they are
to turn. Not till ver. 19 is Babylon named. Of
course the superscription, ver. 1, is not to be urged
against this statement of the order of thought
The Medes are first named Gen. x. 2; but after

that the present is the next mention ; afterwards
xxi. 2 ; Jer. xxv. 25 : li. 11, 28 ; 2 Kings xvii. 6;
xviii. 11. Not till the books of Daniel and Ezra
are they mentioned often. In Gen. x. 2 they are
named as descendants of Japheth. This corre-
sponds accurately with their Arran derivation.
Herodotus (vii. 62), who unhistorically derives
the name Wfiot from Medea, says that from an-
cient times they were named generally Arians.
Medea was bounded on the East by Parthia and
Hyrcania, on the South by Susiana and Persia,
on the West by Armenia and Assyria, and on the
North by the Caspian Sea. Comp. Lassen and

Spiegel, KeilinschrifUn; Arnold in Herzog's
Real-Encyd. IX. 231 sq. It must be particularly
noted here that Isaiah makes the Medes and not
the Persians the executors of judgment on Baby-
lon. Jeremiah also, who relies on Isaiah's pro-

fhecies against Babylon, does this (li. 11, 28).
n my work :

" The Prophet Jeremiah and Baby-
Um" 1 have pointed out what a strong proof lies

in this fact against the view that the prophecies
of Isaiah and Jeremiah against Babylon were
composed during the exile. Verily, in the time
of the exile, and after the event, no one forging a
prophecy against Babylon that would pretend to
credibility, would have named the Medes as its

destroyer. Any forger must have named the
Persians. But if, about the time when the Medea
in a mighty uprising freed themselves from the
bondage of ^ve centuries to the Assyrians, the
Prophet of Jehovah sees in this nation instantly
the future conquerors of Babylon, there is a pro-
phetic look which, justified by the present, loses
none of its correctness, because, in fact, not the
Medes alone, but the Medo-Persians, accom-
plished the deed that was predicted. When Isa.

xxi. 2 names the Elamites along with the Medes,
it does not militate against what has iust been
said. For the Elamites are not identical with the
Persians. See on xxi. 2. And when, too, in
Greek writers, the Persians often appear under
the name "Medes" (comp. ir6\efu>c /wfcicrff, orpd-
rtvfia fitfSiK6v

t
fnjdiCetv, Vitringa in loc), still it

does not happen exclusively, but so that the Per-
sians are named along with them, and for a spe-
cial reason, tri*., because the Medes were recog-
nized as the apxiryirai by the Greeks. In short,
with the Greeks that designation proceeds from
exact knowledge. In Isaiah and Jeremiah, the
way in which the Medes are mentioned makes
the impression that of the Persians they knew no-
thing, and of the Medes not much.
By saying that the Medes regard not silver and

gold, the Prophet would intimate that they are
impelled by higher motives than common love
of booty. What those higher motives may be, he
does not say. They might have their reason in
a thirst for revenge ( Delttzsch) ; but they might
also have their source in an impulse to fulfil some
mission of which they were unconscious. At all

events, it is strange that Jer. li. 11, 28 sq., where
he mentions the Medes, gives prominence both
times to this thought. For he says there: "The
Lord hath raised up (*Vjp7J as in our ver. *VJtt?)

the spirits of the kings of the Medes; for his de-
vice is against Babylon to destroy it; because it

is the vengeance of the Lord, the vengeance of
His temple." And thus, too, ver. 29 :

•' for every
purposeoftheLord shallbe performed against Ba-
bylon." Bows shall dash the young men to
pieces (ver. 18) I—An extraordinary expression.

One might suppose that tftt^ means here simply
to cast down, to strike to the ground, were it not
(comp. on ver. 16 Text, and Oram.) that Piel and
Pual of Eto^ are constantly used of dashing to
pieces human bodies. But in view of this, and
moreover that bows and not the bowmen are
named, one must understand an effect of crowds
is meant, and an indirect dashing to pieces by
precipitating those struck, say from the walls.

Besides the Medes, Elamites, Persians, and later
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the Parthians, were celebrated in all antiquity as
bowmen. Comp. xxii. 6 ; Jer. xlix. 35 ; Herod.
7, 61 aq; Oyrop. II. 1, 6 sq. The fruit of the
womb being named along with children, makes
it likely that children unborn are meant Comp.
2 Kings ?iii. 12 ; xv. 16; Hob. xiv. 1 ; Amos i. 13.

Their eye shall not spare.—By synecdoche
the eye that expresses pity is taken for the effi-

cient source, The expression is from the Penta-
teuch (Gen. xlv. 20; Deut. vii. 16; xix. 13, 21
sod often; Esra v. 11 and often).

4. And Babylon—not be prolonged.

—

Vers. 19-22. The entire first half of ver. 20 occurs
at a Quotation, Jer. 1. 39. Babylon shall be un-
inhabited forever. It shall not even be used as a
temporary stopping place. Not even the nomadic
Arabian, nor a wandering shepherd of another
race, shall camp there and rest his flocks. Goats
=*" satyrs." Perhaps here is the source of that

representation of the devil as a being furnished
with horns and goat's feet Comp. Gbsenius
is foe.

When the Prophet at the last declares the
judgment on Babylon to be near, that is only in
consequence of his having said generally (vers. 6,

9) that the day of the Lord is at hand. More-
over the notion "near" is a relative one. Here
also from the Prophetic view-point that is repre-
sented as near, which, according to common Hu-
man reckoning, is still far off. As regards the
fulfilment of this prophecy, it is sufficiently

proved that it has been accomplished, not at once,
but gradually in the course of the centuries. We
have thus here again an example of that prophetic
gase which, as it were, sees in one plain wnat in
reality is extended through many successive stages
of time. Comp. what Vitbinoa has compiled on
this subject with great learning, under the title,

"hnpUrnentum prophetiae UteraUf Gbsenius and
Delitzbch in their commentaries; my work:
uDer Prophet Jercma und Babylon," p. 135 sq.;

and especially Bitter, Erdkunde XL p. 865 sq.;

"Die Bmnengruppe des alien Babylon." Ritteb
describes the impression made by the vast extent
of Babylon's nuns :

'< When one mounts one of
these elevations, he beholds in the external, so-

lemn stillness of this world of ruins the bright
mirror of the Euphrates flowing far away, that
wanders full of majesty through that solitude like
a royal pilgrim roaming amid the silent ruins of
his desolated kingdom.''

[J. A. At/exandeb on vers. 20, 21. "The end-
less discussions an to the identity of the species
ofanimals here named, however laudable as tend-
ing to promote exact lexicography and natural
history, have little or no bearing on the interpre-
tation of the passage. Nothing more will be here
attempted than to settle one or two points of com-
parative importance. Many interpreters regard
the whole verse as an enumeration of particular
animals. This has arisen from the assumption
of a perfect parallelism in the clause. It is alto-

gether natural, however, to suppose that the
writer would nrst make use of general expres-
sions, and afterwards descend to particulars.
This supposition is confirmed by the etymology
and usage of D^Tf, both which determine it to

mean those belonging to or dwelling in the de-
sert. In this sense it is sometimes applied tomen
(Pa, lxxii. 9; Ixxiv. 14), but as these are here

excluded by the preceding verse, nothing more
was needed to restrict it to wild animals, to which
it is also applied in xxxiv. 14 and Jer. 1. 39.
This is now commonly agreed to be the meaning,
even by those who give to DTIH a specific sense.
The same writers admit that D'Htt properly de-
notes the howls or cries of certain animals, and
only make it mean the animals themselves, be-
cause such are mentioned iu the other clauses.
But if D'Tf has the generic sense which all now
give it, the very parallelism of the clauses favors
the explanation of D'HIt in its original and pro-
per sense of howl$ or yells, viz., those uttered by
the D"*-— The history of the interpretation
D'TjW is so curious as to justify more fulness

of detail than usual. It has never been disputed
that its original and proper sense is hairy, and its

usual specific sense he-goals. In two places (Lev.
xvii. 7 ; 2 Chron. xi 15) it is used to denote ob-
jects of idolatrous worship, probably images of
goats, which, according to Herodotus, were wor-
shipped in Egypt In these places the LXX.
render it ftaraioic, vain thmgs, ie., false gods.
But the Tarouh on Leviticus explains it to mean
demons (fltf), and the same interpretation is

given in the case before us by the LxX. (Sa/u6-

vta)
f
Taeoum and Peshito. The Vulo. in Lev.

translates the word daemontbus, but here pilosi.

The interpretation given by the other three ver-

sions is adopted also by the Rabbins, Aben Ezra,
Jarchi, Kimchi, etc It appears likewise in the

Talmud and early Jewish books. From this tra-

ditional interpretation of D*Vjffef here and xxxiv.
14 appears to have arisen, at an early period, a
popular belief among the Jews that demons or
em spirits were accustomed to haunt desert places

in the shape of goats or other animals. And this

belief is said to be actually cherished by the na-
tives near the site of Babylon at the present day.

Let us now compare this Jewish exposition of the

passage with its treatment among Christian*. To
Jerome the combination of the two meanings—
ooats and demons—seems to have suggested the

Pans, Fauns and Satyrs of the classical mytho-
logy, imaginary beings represented as a mixture
of the human form with that of goats, and sup-
posed to frequent forests and other.lonely places.

This idea is carried out by Calvin, who adopts

the word satyri in his version, and explains the

passage as relating to actual appearances of Satan
under such disguises. Luther, in like manner,
renders it Feldgeister. VrntnraA takes another

step, and understands the language as a mere con-

cession or allusion to the popular belief, equiva-

lent to saying, the solitude of Babylon shall be as

awful as if occupied by Fauns and Satyrs—there

if anywhere such beings may be looked: for. Fo-
rerius and J. D. Michaelm understand the

animals themselves to be here meant The latter

uses in his version the word Waldtevfel (wood-

devils, forest-demons), but is careful to apprise

the reader in a note that it is the German name
for a species of ape or monkey, and that the He-
brew contains no allusion to the deviL The same
word is used by Gbsenius and others in its pro-

Sir sense. Saadias, Cocceius* Clebicus and

enderbon return to the original meaning of the

Hebrew word—vis.: vUd goats. But the great

majority of modern writers tenaciously adhere to

the old tradition. This is done, not only by the
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German neologists, who lose do opportunity of

finding a mythology in Scripture, but by Lowth,
Barnes, and Stuabt in his exposition of Re?.

xi. 12 and his Excursus on the Angelology of

Scripture (ApocaL II. 403).

The result apppears to be, that if the question

is determined by tradition and authority, on^fer

denotes demons; if by the context and the usage

of the word, it signifies wild goats, or more gene-

rically hairy, shaggy animals. According to the

principles of modern exegesis, the latter is clearly

entitled to the preference. But even if the former

be adopted, the language of the text should be re-

garded, not as 'a touch from the popular pneu-

matology' (as Bev. xviiL 2 is described by Stu-
art tnToc), but as the prediction of a real met,

which, though it should not be assumed without

necessity, is altogether possible, and therefore, if

alleged in Scripture, altogether credible."

lb. Ver. 22. As D,%K, according to its etymology,

denotes an animal remarkable for its cry, it might
be rendered hyenas, thereby avoiding the impro-
bable assumption that precisely the i

is mentioned in both clauses.]

2. THE DELIVERANCE OF ISRAEL.

Chapter XIV. 1, 2.

For the Lord will have mercy on Jacob,

And will yet choose Israel,

And set them in their own land :

And the strangers shall be joined with them,

And they shall cleave to the house of Jacob.

And *the people shall take them, and bring them to their place:

And the house of Israel shall possess them in the land of the Lord
For servants and handmaids:
And Hhey shall take them captives, 'whose captives they were

;

And they shall rule over their oppressors.

i Heb. that had taken them captive*.

• Or, nation*. * Or, they §hatt be capton of th$w captor*,

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. FVIH. comp. xxriiL 2; xlvL 7. mSj aa to

sense and construction like lvi. 3, 6, where alone the

word occurs again In this sense.—Niph. HDDJ only

here. Comp. Hithp. 18am. xxvi. 19 and on Isa. xxxrii. 30.

Ver. 2. Hithp. SnjJVl in Isa, only here.—The accu-

sative depends on the transitive notion that is latent in

the reflexive form. Oomp. Num. xxxiii. 64 and often*

The expression " J)DDt occurs only here. But oomp.

ver. 25; Joel L 6; iv. 2; Jer. iL 7, etc.—lT3tf. Comp. I

Kings vilL 46-60.—jm in Isa, only here, ver. 6, and xlt

2 (Hiph.).—trfeUi Comp- UL 12; ix. 3; lx. 17.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The reason for the destruction of Babylon
described in xiii. 14-22 is here indicated by the

Prophet to be the intention of Jehovah to have
mercy again on His people, and bring them back
into their land. That shall take place by the glad
consentand even active co-operation ofthe heathen
nations. These will join themselves to Israel—in
fact lead Israel into their own land (ver. 1). Is-

rael will then have them for servants and maids,
and will hold those in prison who before devoted
them to such a fate (ver. 2).

2. For the Lord their oppressors.—
Vers. 1, 2. Though Israel's deliverance is not the
sole motive of the Lord in destroying Babylon, it

is jet a chief motive. Isaiah in the second part,

and Jeremiah in the denunciations of judgments
(Jer. L, li.) that connect so closely with the pre-
sent and the later prophecies of Isaiah on this

subject, frequently declare that Babylon's fall is

to be Israel's deliverance (e. g.9 Jer. 1. 4 sqq., 8 sqq.,

28; li.6,36sqq.,45snq.,49sqq.). The adhesion of
strangers, who would be witnesses of the migbty

deeds of Jehovah in judging and delivering, is a
trait that the second return from bondage will

have in common with the first (£xod. xii. 19, 38;
Num. xi. 4, etc ). And the people shall take
them, etc—It is more exactly explained that this

adhesion of strangers will not be to seek protec-

tion, but to form an honorable and serviceable at-

tendance as friends and admirers. This is a
thought that often recurs in the second part of
Isaiah: xliv. 5; xlix. 22 sq.; Iv. 5; lx. 4-9 sq.,

This notion that strangers should amicably at-

tend Israel and then be enslaved for it occasions

offence. But the heathen will only display this

friendliness constrained thereto by the mighty
deeds of Jehovah. And even if the Old Testa-
ment knows of a conversion of the heathen to Je-
hovah (Hos. ii. 23 ; Isa. lxv. 1 ; comp. Rom. ix.

24 sqq.; x. 18sqq.)-—yet, from the Old Testament
view-point, there remains ever such a chasm be-

tween Israel and even the converted heathen that

for the latter no other position was conceivable

than that of those strangers whowent along to Oa-
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naan oat of Egypt or the desert, or of the Canaan-
ites that remained (1 Kings ix. 20 sq). This is a
consequence of that fleshly consciousness of nobi-

lity of which Israel was fall. Only by Christ could

that chasm be bridged over, inwhom there is nei-

ther circumcision nor uncircumcision (Gal. v. 6

;

iii. 2d; Bom. x. 12). ["The simple meaning of

this promise seems to be that the church or chosen

people and the other nations should change places,

the oppressed becoming the oppressor, and the

slave the master. This of course admits both an
external and internal fulfilment. In a lower sense
and on a smaller scale it was accomplished in the

restoration of the Jews from exile ; but its full ac-

complishment is yet to come^ not with respect to

the Jews as a people, for their pre-eminence has
ceased forever, but with respect to the church, in-

cluding Jews and Gentiles, which has succeeded to

the rights and privileges, promises and actual pos-

sessions of God's ancient people. The true prin-

ciple of exposition is adopted even by the Rabbins.
Jabchi refenfthe promise to the future, to the pe-

riod of complete redemption, Kimchi more expli-

citly declares that its fulfilment is to be sought
partly in the restoration from Babylon, and partly

in the days of the Messiah." J. A. At.ibt in loc]

a THE JUDGMENT ON THE KING OP BABYLON,

Chaptbb XIV. 3-23.

3 And it shall come to pass in the day that the Lobd shall give thee rest

From thy sorrow, and from thy *fear,

And from the hard bondage
•Wherein thou wast made to serve,

4 That thou shalt 'take up this 'proverb •against the king of Babylon, and say,

How hath the oppressor ceased

!

The *golden city ceased

!

5 The Lord hath broken the staff of the wicked,
And the sceptre of the rulers.

6 He who smote the people in wrath
With *a continual stroke,

He that 'ruled the nations in anger,
hIs persecuted, and none hindereth.

7 The whole earth is at rest, and is quiet

:

They break forth into singing.

8 Yea, the fir trees iejoice at thee,

And the cedars of Lebanon, saying,

Since thou art laid down,
No feller is come up against us.

9 'Hell from beneath is moved for thee
To meet thee at thy coming

:

It stirreth up the Mead for thee.

Even all* *the chief ones of the earth;

It hath raised up from their thrones
All the kings of the nations.

10 All they shall 'speak and say unto thee,
kArt thou also become weak as we?
kArt thou become like unto us?

11 Thy pomp is brought down to the grave,

And the noise of thy viols:

The worm is spread under thee, and the worms 'cover thee.

12 How art thou fallen from heaven,

'O Lucifer, son of the morning 1

How art thou cut down to the ground,
Which didst "weaken the nations I

13 'For thou °hast said in thine heart,

I will ascend into heaven,
I will exalt my throne above the stars of God.
I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of the

north:
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14 I will ascend above the heights of the clouds;

I will be like the Most High.
'Yet thou *shalt be brought down to hell,

To the 'sides of the pit

They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, and consider thee, toying,

Is this the man that made the earth to tremble,

That did shake kingdoms;
Thai made the world as a wilderness,

And destroyed the cities thereof;

Thai aopened not the house of his prisoners!

All the kings of the nations, even all of them,

Lie in 'glory, every one in his own house.

But thou art cast out of thy grave
Like an Abominable branch,

And as the raiment of those that are slain, thrust through with a sword,

That go down to the stones of the pit;

As a carcase trodden under feet

Thou shalt not be joined with them in burial,

Because thou hast destroyed thy land,

And slain thy people:

The seed of evil doers shall never be "renowned.
Prepare slaughter for his children

For the iniquity of their fathers;

That they do not rise, nor possess the land,

Nor fill the face of the world with cities.

22 TFor I will rise up against them,
Saith the Lord of hosts,

And cut off from Babylon the name and remnant,
And wson, and nephew, saith the Lord.

2? I will also make it a possession for the "bittern, and pools of water:
And I will sweep it with the besom of destruction, saith the Lord of hosts.

15

16

.17

18

19

20

21

1 Or, taunting speech.
« Or, The grave.
» Or, O day star.

• Or, exactress of gold. • Heb. a stroke without removing.
• Heb. leader*. • Or, great goats.
• Or, did not let hit prisoners loose homewards.

• labor. * unrest • which was wrought by thee. * robe. •

f trod down, * by persecution without sparing. i spectres, or giants, i

• thy covers. » subdue. • And yet • saidst f Only. t art
• in state. * despised. o named. ' And. » issue and offspring.

' oppression.
k Thou art

* remotest comers,
porcupine.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 3. U1 non 0V3 calls to mind Dent xxt. 19.—

2Xp in the sense of dolor, labor, only here in Isaiah. It

is not to be confounded with 3VJJ idoUm (xlviii. 6).

Also ?p*\ which often occurs in Job, does not again oc-

cur in Isaiah. 13J7 IBfc does not stand for 'K

TllJjp as Gksxnius supposes. And ItfK is not to be

rendered by the ablative, but it is accusative according
to the well-known construction of the Passive with the
accusative of the nearer object (comp. zzi. 2; Gen.
zxzt. 26). Ver. 4. Whatever may be the fundamental

meaning of StfO, and whether StfO, to rule, and StfO,

to compare, come from one or from two roots (Gassa.
Wisaa, Dxlruch assume eonstitit ereetus as the com-
mon radical meaning ; comp. Del. Commentary and
ZurOeschichU d. fud. Pbesie, p 196), the word any way
signifies a dictum In terse language, distinguished from'
a merely prosaic statement, let the dictum be fable, para-
ble, allegory, aphorism, proverb, riddle, didactic poem,
or satire. It is here used in the last named sense, i. &,
sarcastic address, as in Hab. JL 6; Mic. II. 4; comp.
Peut. xxviii. 37 ; Jer. xxiv. 9; Ps. lxix. 12; 1 Kings ix. 7.

GRAMMATICAL.
[" Its most general sense seems to be that of tropical or
figurative language. Here it may have a special refer-

ence to the bold poetic fiction following."—J. A. A.].

The word does not again occur in Isaiah. 7137110 la

aw. Aey. The LXX., translates ivurww&atrrffi, which

means the driver, inciter. It is thus synonymous with

tMJ. Vvlo. tributum, according to which the word is

derived either from 3711 = 371T, gold, or from 3711
- : TT T T

insUtere, opprimere, so that the notion oppress would be
taken in the sense of collecting tribute. In the latter

sense the meaning as regards etymology would coin-

cide with the Greek ^unrov&umfr. For, according to

the sense, the Greek translation seems to signify rather

the driver who urges prisoners or slaves to make haste.

The Pxscuito also, which translates operis exactor, and
the Tabo. Jowathaw which translates fortUudopeceatorU

appear to have read 707110* So, too, perhaps Baaala

(tfmtdifot). As Aquila translates kyUs, he must either

have taken 7137110 -713JHO, or nSTTTO - n3lOO,
t" i- rKm : • T-i- t" :-

from 3)tt, languere. Dblitssch sides with the last mean-

ing, construing ft* Mem loci, and translates,place of
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torture. Yet it seems to me that locui languendi, even if

one overlooks the permutation of M and J"l» is still a

voeabulum $atis tanguidum for place of torture. I would
like therefore, with J. D. Michabus, Gasman's, Khobxl,

Mama and others, to assume that ri3fll0 is an error

of transcribing for TOmD, *• also an old edition

( Theualon, 1,000) actually reads. It favors this, too, that

3TI1 (euperbire, opprimire) and \ffX) *Jso correspond in

parallelism, lii. ft. Ver. ft. D^StfO B3tf (comp. Esek.

xix. 11), as epexegesis of D'jNSfa HDD is any way to

be understood as a tyrant's sceptre. This is confirmed

by the statement of ver. 6. Ver. ft. The expression

TPO VV73 occurs only here : TWO in !**• i« ft » xixi.

ft; lix.13, in the sense of revolt On 'JV?3 see at x. 4.

The conjecture of Dokdxblxix, that instead of *niO
we should read JVHO has, according to the analogy

of rOO, much plausibility. The confounding of *1 and

T\ might easily happen in the unpointed text Neither

jmo nor ^"Ip occnr elsewhere. *pTD i* nom. p«-

*: the btirqpxrrtu^bdng hounded <m> like 1)ft being

; cost otoay, 2 Sam. xxiii. ft. 3tfp stations, Isa.

xxix. 3. rOlip, stfrroi in, Lev. vL 14,

T
<rtc. "|fem oc-

curs again liv"* 2; Iviii. 1. ^3 kindred to 'nSa
(eomp. Ewalb, 322, a.), is poetic negation. It occurs in

Isaiah, again only xxxiL 10. See on 73 ver. 2L

Ver. 7. 713^ TOD is an expression peculiar tothesecond
part of Isa, (xliv. 23; xlix. 13; lii. 9; liv. 1; Iv. 12) and

does not occur elsewhere. Ver. 8. HDfef with 7 in-

volves the notion of rejoicing at misfortune : Pa. *xxx.

2; xxxv. 19, 24; xxxviit 17; Mic. vii. 8; Obad. 12.

Ter. 9. T? after HTJl is constructs praegnane (comp.

We. vIL
J

14), •jKta PKIpS however is the nearer

qualification of the *h : hell gets into uproar toward

thee, that is in order to welcome thee as an arrival.

nto x. 26; xxiii. 13. 7fatf is, in the first half of

the verse, like v. 14, construed as feminine. But when

the discourse continues with the masculine form Tlty,

the reason can hardly be because SlKtf elsewhere

(Job xxvL ft) la used as masculine. For the question

still arises, why does the Prophet vary the gender ? I

think the Prophet in the first clause has the totality in

mind, whereas inlil *Hty he means that special

dominant will that he ascribes to Sheol as to a person.

The former, as with all collectives, he conceives as femi-

nine: but this person, as a ruler he conceives of as

masculine. [" Hrrno explains this on the ground that

in the first clause Sheol is passive, in the second active :

Mxubxb, with more success, upon the ground that the

nearest verb takes the feminine or proper gender of the

noun, while the more remote one, by a common
license, retains the masculine or radical form, as in

xxxiii. 9, (see Gsskxtos, f 141, Rem. 1)."-J. A. A.)

Ver. 10. 1JJF' is employed according to well-known
usage, whereby, not only the discourse responsive to

other discourse, but discourse responsive to action is

designated as answer (xxi. 9 ; Dent. xxi. 7 ; xxvL 6 ; Job

I1L2; Hat. xl 2ft; xxii. 1, etc), The Pual JVtTI only
T

here. Comp. passages like 1111. 10 ; lvit 10 ; Gen. xlviii.

1, etc; Deut. xxix. 21, ete^ and the meaning cannot be

ambiguous : tu quoque debUitotue es. Aho rhvfo} W m
is a pregnant phrase : thou art made like us and brought
to us. fOf this conttr. proegn. J. A. Assays: "this sup-

position Is entirely gratuitous.**]

Ver. It JTOn from HOH etrepere, synonymous with

jfOH (xill. 4), 'is «#. Xey. Concerning 733 comp. at

v. 12. nai only here in Isaiah.—-httSin. xlL

14 ; lxvi. 24. Ver. 12. SVn is by some expositors

(JxaoMK, Aqotla, Rosxhxukllxb, Gnuxros) taken as im-

perative from VVn — howl, in which sense, in fact,

the word occurs Esek. xxi. 17; Zech. xl. 2. But this

meaning is forced and mars the context Only that

meaning will correspond with the context which takes

this word in the sense of bright etar, from SSn, to shine

(Job xxix. 8, etc). The form 7VH can be formed after

analogy of TY?}, SVtf (Mic. L 8 K'thibh). It is, how-

ever, possible, too, that 7 r7\ is derived from 77H,

although there is no analogy for this, for'litD, TXVhf are

not analogous, and 1 before strong consonants always

lengthens to I as substitute for doubling (Ewalb, f 84 aA
It must only be that at the same time a sort of attrac-

tion took place, and thus the Tsere of the final syllable

conformed to the vowel of the preceding syllable.

Then field could be identical with the name Hillel (Jud.

xii. 13, 16); to which the remark may be added, that

Rabbi Hillsx the younger (in the 4th Cent^ after

Christ) is named 'BAAijA by EnraAxrus (Adv. Haer. II. p.

127. Ed. Pari*.). Also BuxTonr (Lex. Chald, talm. et Babb.

p.«17) writes: S-VH HiUel, oUm HelUl ut Emmanuel et

Immanuel, de qua teripUone vide Drue. Obeerv. L. IX. c.

1.** That this bright star is the morning star appears

from the addition *Wtf-p. tfSn with Accus. Exod.

xvil. 13: with Sjp only in this place, which seems to

depend on the latent notion of lording it, like il*n

KD"\ Eton, are construed with the Accus., and S.—
TT *"T I

Ver. 1ft. The adversative thought is introduced by 1|tt.

The restrictive fundamental meaning (" only,** which

receives adversative force in such a connection — niei

reditu dixerit i. c eed. comp. Jer. v. 6) seems to involve

here a certain irony : but pity, that thou must down to

Oj-tus. «M3 *J\3V stands opposed to nDV /\ The

deepest corner of the deep grave. "Wl properly, pit,

grave, but the underworld, is, so to speak, the deepen-

ing and extending of the grave xxxviil. 18 and often.

The imperf. YMfli according to DaursscB, comes un-

suitably both from the mouth of the dwellers in Hades,

and from Israel that sings this Maschal ; it is therefore

to be construed as resumption of the discourse by the

Prophet, who has before his mind as future, what the

Maschal recites as past (comp. 111H ver. 11). But this

departure from the role is improbable. Moreover It is

grammatically unnecessary to take TNil *» future.

It is present It describes the descent into Hades as

something now taking place, a movement not yet con-

cluded. Thus Joshua (ix. 8) questions the emissaries

of the Gibeonites *|Cn |*KD ; but Joseph his brethren

(Gen. xltt.7) DAKS pfo. The former regarded those

questioned as arrivals, as it were still in the act of

coming; the latter as ones who had arrived. Ver. 18.

FIJI*/ (only here in Isaiah; beside this In Ps. xxxiii.

14;
T
Song of 8. ii. 9), with 7K in connection with D'lO

evidently means attentively gating. The same thought

is still more strongly emphasised by 1JJ13JV. The word

occurs in Isaiah again i. 3; xliiL 18; lii. 15. With 7K

or by it signifies an eager, scrutinising contemplation

(1 Kings lii. 21; Ps. xxxvii. 10; Job xxxi 1). rJ*)D
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comp. on xiiL 18, where it is associated with tfjH.-Ver.

17. The masculine suffixes in V"\p and VTDH refer

to a latent masculine notion in blJX probably to J^K,
which Isaiah is wont to use as parallel with ^n (xviii.

8; zzTi. 18), and uses as masculine oftener than all

other Old Testament writers (iz. 18; xviii. 2; xxvi. 18;

lxvi. 8, beside these only Gen. xiii. 6). Thin is forored,

also, by VTDK, for there is no San 'TDK, but 'TDK
Y")H occurs (Lam. ill 84). [" The anomaly of gender

may be done away by referring both the pronouns to the

King himself; who might Just as well be said to have

destroyed hi$ own titta, as his own land and his own
people (ver. 20), the rather as bis sway is supposed to

hare been universal.—J. A A.].—Concerning the preg-

nant construction 71JV3 TVM) comp. Jer. 1. 83. Ver.

19. ^20 is an exclusively Isaianic word. It occurs, be-

side the present, only xi. 1, lx. 21, except where Dan. xl.

7 quotes xL 1. 3^/0, in Isaiah only here, is probably

chosen for the sake of the alliteration.—^tfO1
? in

Isa'ah again lxiii. 12. WOO only here.—3 in

^JLDD is Kaph verilatu (comp. on xiiL 8) and what has

been said figuratively is now said without figure.

*UB occurs again xxxiv. 8; xxxvii. 36; lxvi. 24. Part.

DblD only here ; other forms fromDO ©*• ** » lxiii. 6,

18. Ver. 20. THJ) from TFV only here in Isaiah.

Comp. Gen. xix. 8. Ver. 21. Si poetic — Sk ; occurs

again xxri. 10, 11, 14, 18; xxxiii. 20, 21, 23, 24; xxxv. 9;

xL 24; xliii. 17 ; xliv. 8, 9 ; comp. on xxvi. 8. Ver. 22.

Of the pairs of alliterated words 1K# is a current word
with Isaiah (comp. at vii 13; x. 19), 13J1 J'J

stand to-

gether in the three passages where they recur: Gen.

xxi 23 ; Job xviii. 19 and here.

[" The specific meaning son and nephew (i. e^ mpot,

grandson), given in the Engl. Version, and most of the

early writers, and retained by Umbsxit, is derived from

theChaldee Paraphrase 03 "Ol "O). Abkx Esu makes
the language still more definite by explaining Dtf to

be a man himself, "W&? a father, p a son, and 13J a

grandson. But the more general meaning of the

terms now held to be correct, is given in the LXX.
(bropia Kal x«raAci/uL/ia *at <rWp^a) and the VuLOATS (no*

nun et rdiquiat et germenetprog*niem.)"—J. A. A.]

Ver. 23. *n*BK0 is Pilp., of a root KB (WD) psffsrs,
.. , . T

protrudere, that occurs only here, from which also the

substantive W3KC3D is formed. Some have Justly

found in this word a reference to B'D cloy, out of which

the brick-builded Babylon emerged. But the broom,

of which Jehovah makes use, is IW'H (infin* nomtn.},

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In thai day wherein the Lord will grant Is-

rael the deliverance described in vers. 1, 2, Israel

shall sing a song of derision about the king of
Babylon (vers. 3, 4 a). The Prophet has no par-

ticular king in mind, but the king of Babylon in

abstract*). With wonderful poetic vigor and beauty
he shows how the proud possessor of the worlo-
power, who in titanic arrogance would mount to

equality with the very Godhead, shall he cast

down to the lowest degradation and wretchedness
by the omnipotence of the true God. He begins

with a joyful exclamation that the scourge ofthe
nations is broken (vers. 46-6). The earth now has
rest; the very cypresses and cedars rejoice that

they are no more felled (vers. 7, 8). On the other
hand, the under-world, the kingdom of the dead, I

rises in commotion at the new arrival. Spectres

hurry to meet him—the princes under them rise

off their seats (ver. 9). "Thou, too, contest to

us," they call to him (ver. 10). Then the Pro-
phet takes up the discourse again, personating
Israel, into whose mouth he puts the words, and
brings out the contrast in the history of the Ba-
bylonian : Thy pomp is cast down to helL the
sound of revel in thy palaces is hushed, ana thy
body moulders in the grave, a star cast down from
heaven (vers. 10-12). Thou wouldst raise thyself
to the level of the Godhead, and now descendest
into the deepest depth of the lower world (vers.

13-15). Also the subjects of the dead king ex-
press their thoughts at the spectacle of the unbu-
ried, cast-away corpse, seeing in this present
wretchedness the punishment of past wrong-do-
ing: Is this' the man that shook and desolated the
earth (vers. 16, 17)? While the bodies of other
kings lie quiet in their graves, his corpse, with-
out a grave, is cast away as a despised and tram-
pled carcase (vers. 18, 19). This is the punish-
ment for his having ruined land and nation.
Therefore shall his generation be exterminated

(vers. 20, 21 ) . Finally Jehovah Himselfconfirms
the announcement of destruction, extending the
warning of punishment to Babylon entire, and
presents to it the prospect of desolation in the
same manner as occurs cnap. xiii. ver. 21 sq. (vers.

22,23).
2. And it shall oome to pats hinder-

eth.—Vers. 3, 6. A song of derision about the
representative of the Babylonish world-power
cannot be appropriate while one is in its power.
When one is out of reach of his arm, then the
long pent-up resentment may find expression.

The service (niajj, comp. xxviii. 21 ; xxxii.

17) is also called "lard" (Htfg, Exod. i. 6; vi. 9;

Deut xxvi. 6) in the description of the Egyptian
bondage. Thus we have a reminder of the re-

semblance between the first and the second exile,

3. The whole earth against us.—Vers.
7, 8. But not merely the world of mankind, the
impersonal creatures were disquieted by this

world-despot, who knew no law but his own pas-

sions, ana they, too, rejoice, jubilant at the re-

pose. Representative of all others, the elevated

giants of the forest high up on Lebanon speak, to

utter their joy that, since the end of the tyrant,

they are no more felled. Cypress (xxxvii. 24

;

xli. 19 ; lv. 13; lx. 13), a hard and lasting wood,
was used, not only for house and ship-building

(1 Kings v. 8, 10; Erek. xxvii. 6), hut also in the

manufacture of lances (Nah. ii. 4) and musical

instruments (2 Sam. vi. 5 ; comp. Isa. xiv. 11).

["According to J. D. Michaelis, Antilibanus is

clothed with firs as Libanus or Lebanon proper

is with cedars, and both are here introduced as

joining in the general triumph. J. A. A.]
4. Hell from beneath like nnto us.

—Vers. 9, 10. On Sheol see ver. 14. ["The Eng-
lish word Hell, though now appropriated to the
condition or place of future torments, corresponds
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in etymology and early usage to the Hebrew word
in question. Gbenius derives it, with the Ger-
man HoUe, from Hohle, " hollowf but the Eng-
lish etymologists from the Anglo-Saxon hdan, " to

cover, which amounts to the same thing,—the

ideas of a hollow and a covered place being equally

appropriate. As Sheol, retained by Henderson,
and the Greek word Hade*, introduced by Lowth
and Barnes, require explanation also, the strong

and homely Saxon form will be preferred by
every unsophisticated taste. Ewald and Um-
breit [and Naeoelbbach] have the good taste

to restore the old word HoUe in their versions.

J. A. A.] As the Prophet has before personified

the trees of Lebanon, so here he personifies the

world of the dead. He presents it as governed by
a common will. This will, so to speak, the will

of the ruler, roused by the appearance of the king
of Babylon, electrifies the entire kingdom, so that

it gets into unusual commotion and turns to the

approaching king in wonder (comp. ver. 16).

Especially the kings already there in the king-

dom of the dead, the colleagues of the Babylonian,
are in commotion. DW> (xxvi. 14, 19) are the

lax, nerveless, powerless, who have no body, and
thus no life-power more^ who are only outlines,

shades. The word is without article, likely be-

cause not all CTKSn, but only a part of them, i. «.,

all Cmnj^ (the strong ones, or he-goats) shall be
made to rise. These are called he-goat* (i. 11

;

xxxiv. 6), not only because on earth they were
the leader-goats of the nation-flocks (Zech. x. 3:

Fs. lxviii. 31 ; Jer. 1. 8), but because they are still

such. It seems to me that there underlies here
the representation of Ps. xlix. (14) 15: "Like
sheep they are laid in the grave; death shall pas-

ture them" [feed on them, Eng. Version.]. There-
fore, perhaps it reads f^tt, earthy and not the earthy

for the latter would be the earth as abode of the
living. In the kingdom of the dead the dead are

like a great flock—death pastures them : but those
that were he-goats on earth are such also in the
under-world. For the latter has no independent
life. It only reflects in outline what life accom-
plished in complete, corporeal existence. Only to

the end of ver. 10 do the words of the shades ex-
tend. For, on the one hand, much discourse does
not become them (Knobel>, and, on the other,

much of what follows does not become the mouths
of shades, vis. .* the derision of the Babylonian that

would retort on themselves, and because vera. 16 a
and 20athey wouldspeak ofthemselves in the third
Sunon. Therefore from ver. 1 1 on the author ofthe

aschal again speaks. ["The ancient versions

and all the early writers understand O'ttfil to

mean giant*. Its application to the dead admits
of several explanations equally plausible with
that of Gbbenitts (who in the earlier editions of
his Lexicon and in his Commentary on Isaiah de-

rives it from ttin, but in the last edition of his

Lexicon derives it from HiP, to be still or quiet, a
supposititious meaning founded on an Arabic ana-
logy), and entitled to the preference according to

the modern laws of lexicography, because instead

of multiplying, they reduce the number of dis-

tinct significations. The shades or spectre** of the
dead might naturally be conceived as actually

larger than the living man, since that which is

shadowv and indistinct is commonly exaggerated

by the iancy. Or there may be an allusion to the

Canaanitish giants who were exterminated by di-

vine command, and might be chosen to represent

the whole class of departed sinners. Or, in this

case, we may suppose the kings and great ones of
the earth to be distinguished from the vulgar dead
as giants or gigantic forms. Either of these hy-
potheses precludes the necessity of finding a new
root for a common word, or of denying its plain
use elsewhere. As to mere poetical effect, so
often made a test of truth, there can be no com-
parison between the description of the dead as
weak or quiet ones, and the sublime conception of
gigantic shades or phantoms." Some comment
on the text as if it were * not a mere prosopopoeia
or poetical creation of the highest order, but a
chapter from the popular belief of the Jews as to

the locality, contents and transactions of the un-
seen world. Thus Gesenius, in his Lexicon and
Commentary, gives a minute topographical de-
scription of Sheol> as the Hebrews believed it to

exist. With equal truth a diligent compiler might
construct a map of hell, as conceived by the Eng-
lish Puritans, from the descriptive portions of
Paradise Lost. This kind of exposition is charge-
able with a rhetorical incongruity in lauding the
creative genius of the poet, and yet making all his

grand creations commonplace articles of popular
belief. The true view of the matter, as determined
both by piety and taste, appears to be that the pas-

sage now before us comprehends two elements, and
only two: religious verities or certain facts, and
poetical embellishments. It may not be easy to

distinguish clearly between these—but it is only
between these that we are able or have any occa-

sion to distinguish. The admission of a teriium

auid in the shape of superstitious fables is as false

in rhetoric as in theology." J. A. A.]

5. Thy pomp of the pit.—Vers. 11-15.

The contrasts between what the Babylonian would
be and what he now is are here set forth. The
pomp he prepared for his eyes to see, and the
glorious sounds he let his ears hear are swallowed
up by hell. His body, once so dearly cared for

and couched, has now maggots for a couch and
worms for a covering. Passages from Job (viL

5 ; xxi. 26) seem here to present themselves to the
Prophet's mind. Shining and high was he once,

like the morning star ; now he is fallen from hea-

ven. vTH, shining star, is called "son of the

morning,1' because it seems to emerge out of the

morning dawn (comes et alumnus aurorae). "In
the southern heavens, when mirrored in the waves
of the sea, this planet has a brighter gleam than

with us" (Leyrbr in Here. R. Encycl. XIX. p.

663). Tertullian, Gregory the Great, and
latterly Stier, with reference to Luke x. 18, have
taken the star Mien from heaven for Satan.

Hence originates the name Lucifer (Vulgate—
although flVVO, Job xxxviii. 82, is also so ren-

dered), iuc a6poq (LXX.). Once he was mighty
over the nations—but now he is himself broken
and cast to the earth (xxii. 25).

The following And thou hast said, etc. (ver.

13) seems at first sight to stand in antithesis to

what precedes (ver. 12). But examination shows
that vers. 13-15 belong together. For the TW%
"thou art brought down," ver. 15, corresponds to

the nhjm, "IwiU ascend," of yen. 13 and 14> and
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ver. 12 is complete in itself, each clause of it con-
taining a complete antithesis; the lofty star is

fallen, the conqueror lies prostrate on the ground.
Thus the

] before HflK is not adversative, but

simply the copulative: and thou who thoughts! to
mount to the neavens must go down to hell. The
world-power is by its very nature inimical to God

:

its aim is to supplant God and put itself in His
place. This tendency is indwelling in the world-
power derived from its transcendental author, Sa-
tan, and is realised in every particular represen-
tative. Thus, then, here the Babylonian expresses
his purpose of assuming the highest place, not
simply on earth among the lords of the world, but
in heaven itself, and that above the stars, which
seem here to be conceived of as the residences of
the spirits of God, the rMtOV, Job xxxviii. 7, and
the spheres of their manifestation, according to

heathen notions, which very well suit in the mouth
of the Babylonian. Let him be enthroned above
the stars, and he, too, is " god of hosts." Let the
throne of the potentate be above the stars; then
he shall stand on the pinnacle of the sacred

mountain of the gods, about which the constella-

tions circle, and whicn the heathen notions of the
Orient represent as in the North. This mountain
is variously named by the different nations. It

is called Meru (Kailasa, in the direction beyond
the Himalaia) by those in India, Alburg by the
others; nor doas the Olympus of the Greeks
stand wholly disconnected herewith. Comp.
Rhode, Heil. Saga des ZendcoUces, p. 229 sq.; Ge-
8ENIU3, Jes. II. p. 516 sqa.; Lassen, Ind. Alter-

thumskunde I. p. 34 sq.; Movers, Phon. II. 1, p.

414 ; Eohut, Jiid. Anaelol. u. Daemonol. in den
Abhk.f. d. Kundc des Morgenl., 1866, p. 57.

Many expositors down to Fuerst (Oonc. p. 501)
and Sheog [J. A. A. states both views without
deciding ; so also substantially Birks] have been
led by the expression IJJto in to hold that the

mountain meant in the text is Zion, as the gather-

ing place of the Israelites, for which they appeal
especially to Ps. xlviii. 3. But Zion lay neither

to the north of Palestine nor to the north of Jeru-
salem , nor does the mention of Zion in this sense
become the. lips of the possessor of the world-

power. 0]D?7- (rem°te*t corners, Eng. Vers.

sides), are the thigh*, which (considered from
within outwardly), form the extremest boundaries,
as well as (regarded in their junction), the ex-
tremest points. Thus the word stands for the in-

most corner {e.g., of a cave. 1 Sam. xxiv. 4) as
well as for the extremest boundary of a land.
Thus Jer. vi. 22; xxv. 32 says.p* TOT (sides,

coasts of the earth) ; and here Isa. (and after him
Ezek. xxxviii. 6, 15 ; xxxix. 2) says {'£)¥ " {ex-

tremest, highest North). The expressions " above
the starsm God" and M mount of the congrega-
tion" signify the loftiest height intensively, "the
heights of the clouds" (3p T1103—an expression
found only here), in an extensive sense. For as
far as the clouds extend (Ps. xxxv. 6 ; lvii. 11

;

cviii. 5) the dominion of the true God reaches,
and everywhere the clouds are His air chariots and
air thrones (xix. 1 ; Ps. xcvii. 2; civ. 3; Dan. vii.

13}. It, then, the Babylonian reigns in the loftiest

heights and every where, he has become like the
highest God. But thereby he has supplanted the
highest God : for two cannot at once occupy the

highest place. And this, as remarked above, is

the aim of Satan and of his earthly sphere of
power, the world-power, which culminates in An-
tichrist (Dan. xi. 36; 2 Thess. ii. 3sq.). This
tendency of the world-power explains how, not
only heathen, but now and then also Jewish and
Christian princes, have laid claim to divine ho-
nors, or at least have suffered such to be paid
them. Curtius (VIII. 5) praises the Persians
because:non vie $oltmi,sedeticmpnidenter rears suos

inter Deos colunL In inscriptions Persian kings
are explicitly called ticyovoi dcatv, U ymwj deCiv,

and even #eoi. Comp. Hemgstenberg, Introd.

to the 0. Test I. [p. 1£4 sqq. of the German Ed.].
This is well known in regard to the Roman Em-
perors. Such deification had its extremest illus-

tration in the case of Diocletian, who made him-
self an object ofdivine worship as a representative

of the highest God. Comp. Alb. Vogel, Profn
Per Kaiser Diocletian, ein vortrag, Gotha, 1857.
Herod let himself be called God, and had to suf-

fer dearly for that assumption of honor such as
belongs to God alone (Acts xii. 21 sqq.). In
Christian Europe, too. there have not been want-
ing instances of sued heathenish adulation of
princes. See under Doctrinal and Ethical remarks
below.

Ver. 15 expresses, in contrast with the preten-

sions of the Babylonian, what his actual fete shall

be. [See above in Text, and Oram.]
6. They that see with oities.—Vers.

16-21. "They that see" are not the denizens of
hell, for they have before them the dead as an un-
buried corpse. The underlying thought of the
passage is, however, that the sins of the deceased
are enumerated (vers. 16, 17), and his fate is des-

ignated as their merited punishment Thus it

says, " they that see thee," £ e, they that see thee
lying an unburied corpse look upon thee. Be-
cause he destroyed the rest of countries, he him-
self now finds no rest in the grave. Because he

made a desert of the fruitful land (San to be taken
in this sense here in contrast with "1310. comp.
on xiii. 11), he lies himself a deserted carcase

;

because he showed no pity to prisoners, he is

himself pitilessly dealt with.

I do not think it probable that the following

words are to be ascribed to others than the D'K"),

those seeing thee, ver. 16. e. g. to the Prophet The
internal connection with vers. 16, 17 is too close.
" Is this the man," says ver. 16 ? What kind of
man ? Why just that one who, according to ver.

19, lies as a trampled carcase. Then ver. 22,

what the Prophet says in the name of the Lord,
comes in all tne more emphatically as confirming
this. It is then the subjects of the king that re-

mark, that whereas all other kings lie in state in
the tombs of their ancestors (comp. 2 Kings xxi.

18, 2 Chr. xxxiii. 20) their king is cast away far •

from his grave (|D=procu(, Jer. xlviii. 45 ; Lam.

iv. 9).

But he is cast away as a despised branch.

When trees are felled, or pruned, many a small
branch, which compared to the whole tree is

worthless, is cast aside and trampled in the
mud.
Most expositors in explaining the following

words take #3 ? as part pass. But it seems to

me that then the two following participles appear
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CHAP. XIV. 8-28. 189

very superfluous. For what does it amount to to

describe the Chaldean as covered with the slain

that are thrust through and carried down to the
pit? It is otherwise if, with Aqu., Theod., Lu-
theb, Fukbst (orac), and others, we take &}[ as

substantive. Then it is said that the corpse of
the Chaldean is cast away, not only as a despised
branch, but also as the garment of the slain

who were thrust through with the sword and
buried. For were they thrust through with a
sword, then, too, the garment would be cut into

holes, and at least spotted wiih blood, and if they
are buried, it is explained how their garment
comes into the hands of others. When the dead
are buried on the field of battle, their clothes are
taken off them, but those that are torn and cut
in holes and smeared with blood, are cast away,
while tho*e unharmed are retained as valuable
booty. " The stones of the pit " cannot be the
stones of a grave on the top of the earth. For
neither the rock-hewn grave, nor a walled-up
tomb, nor a grave covered with stones to avoid
the trouble of shoveling up a mound, has any
meaning in this connection ; though it may be
said by the way, that heaping up stones is no less

troublesome than shoveling up a mound. Buried
in general is the chief thing. But there is only
one ^13* pit* that has stones under all circum-
stances. It is the widening and deepening of the

grave (

l
ftttf see ver. 15), that is on the snrmce.

This is in the interior of the earth. This interior

is any way closed about by the O^DJg, pillars,

(Job ix. 6), XTilX foundation*, (Ps. civ. 5) of the

earth; but these are the mountains (comp. Prov.
vii. 25) which are thence called "strong foundations
of the earth " Mic vL 2. But that the founda-
tions or the roots of the earth consist of rock was
known to the ancients as well as to us. The king,
as an unburied, thrown away corpse, shall not be
reunited in the grave with those other dead which,
according to ver. 19. are buried.—The king de-

stroyed his land by despotism and wars, and sac-

rificed his subjects in masses. Thus, not only
bionelf, but his entire dynasty shall be destroyed.
The name of his race shall become extinct as
godless. To this end his seed must be slain. The
people themselves demand it. They resolve that
this generation shall not be raised up to possess

the land and fill it with cities. Building cities

contributes to security, the establishment of do-
minion, the interests of trade, and the cultivation

of the ground. A builder of cities must ever be
a mighty man. There is no need, therefore, to

change D'^£, as some would do, to D^n;?

(Ewaij)), try (Hrrao),OH^ (Meier). On the

other hand one must be careful not to press all

the particular traits of this prophecy. What we
said above concerning the iaeal coloring of pro-
phecy is appropriate also here.

7. For I will aaith the LORD of
noaU.—Vers. 22, 23. These are words of the
Prophet which he speaks in the name of Jeho-
vah. Therefore the word of God constitutes the
formal conclusion of the prophecy, the Prophet
resuming the thread of discourse and keeping it

to the end. He confirms thereby the words of
the people by giving them a general and more
comprehensive direction. What they had said

only against the royal race is changed to a de-

nunciation of punishment against the kingdom of
Babylon in general. Its cities shall become the
possession (Job xvii. 11 ; Obad. 17) of the porcu-
pine (xxxiv. 11 ; Zeph. ii. 14), and, (in conse-

quence of the ruin of the embankments of the
Euphrates), swampy marshes (xxxv. 7 ; xli. 18

;

xlii. 15). By the porcupine appears to be meant
(he echinus aquatica, which was found of unusual
size (according to Stbabo, xvi. 1) on the islands

of the Euphrates. Comp. Bochabt, Hierot. II.,

p. 454 sqq.

DOCTRIHAX AND ETHICAL.

1. On xiii. 2-13. The prophecy concerning
the day of the Lord has its history. It appears
first in the form of the announcement of a scourge
of locusts (Joel) ; then it becomes an announce-
ment of human war-expeditions and sieges of ci-

ties. Finally it becomes a message that proclaims
the destruction of the earth and of its companions
in space. But from the first onward, the last par-

ticular is not wanting: only at* first it appears
faintly. In Joel ii. 10, one does not know whether
the discourse is concerning an obscuration of the
heavenly bodies occasioned only by the grasshop-
pers or by higher powers. But soon (Joel iii. 4,

20) this particular comes out more definitely. In
the present passage of Isaiah it presses to the
foreground. In the New Testament (Matth.
xxiv. 29; Mar. xiii. 24 sq.; Luke xxi. 25) it

takes the first and central place. We observe
clearly that the judgment on the world is accom-
plished in many acts, and is yet one whole ; and
as on the other hand nature, too, is itself one

whole, so, according to the saving: "whether one
member suffer, all the members suffer with it

"

(1 Cor. xii. 26), the catastrophes on earth have
their echo in the regions above earth.

2. On xiii. 4 sqq. "God cannot do otherwise

than punish accumulated wickedness. But He
overthrows violence and crime, and metes out to

tyrants the measure they have given to others, for

He gives to them a master that the heathen shall

know that they too are men (Ps. ix. 21 ; xi. 5)."

—Cramer.
[On xiii. ver. 3. "It cannot be supposed that

the Medes and Persians really exulted, or re-

joiced in Ood or in His plans.—But they would
exult as if it were their own plan, though it would
be really the glorious plan of Ood. Wicked men
often exult in their success : they glory in the

execution of their purposes ; but they are really

accomplishins the plans of Ood, and executing

His great designs."—Barnes.]
[On ver. 9. "The moral causes of the ruin

threatened are significantly intimated by the Pro-

phet's calling the people of the earth or land Us
sinners. As the national offences here referred to,

Vitbinga enumerates pride (ver. 11 : xiv. 11,

xlvii. 7, 8). idolatry (Jer. 1. 38), tyranny in gen-

eral (xiv. 12, 17), and oppression of God's people

in particular (xlvii. 6)."—J. A. AlexandebJ
3. On xiii. 19 sqq. Imperiti animi, etc. " Un-

learned minds when they happen on allegories,

can hold no certain sense of Scripture. And un-

less this Papal business had kept me to the sim-

ple text of the Bible, I had become an idle trifler

in allegories like Jerome and Origen. For that
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190 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

figurative speech has certain allurements bjwhich
minds seek to dispose of difficulties. . . . The
true allegory of this passage is concerning the

victory of conscience over death. For. the law is

Cyrus, the Turk, the cruel and mighty enemy
that rises up against the proud conscience of jus-

titiaries who confide in their own merits. These
are the real Babylon, and this is the glory of

Babylon, that it walks in the confidence of its

own works. When, therefore, the law comes and
occupies the heart with its terrors, it condemns all

our works in which we have trusted, as polluted

and very dung. Once the law has laid bare this

filthiness of our hearts and works, there follows

confusion, writhing, and pains of parturition:

men become ashamed, and that confidence of

works ceases and they do those things which we
see now-a-days : he that heretofore has lived by
confidence of righteousnesss in a monastery, de-

serts the monkish life, casts away to ashes all

glory of works, and looks to the gratuitous right-

eousness and merit of Christ, and that is the deso-

lation of Babylon. The ostriches and hairy crea-

tures that remain are Eck, Cochleus and others,

who do not pertain to that part of law. They
screech, they do not speak with human voice,

they are unable to arouse and console any afflicted

conscience with their doctrine. My allegories,

which I approve, areofthis sort, vis., which shadow
forth the nature of law and gospel." Luther.

4. On xiii. 21 sqq. " There the Holy Spirit

paints for thee the house of Jhy heart as a de-

serted, desolate Babylon, as a loathsome cesspool,

and devil's hole, full of thorns, nettles, thistles,

dragons, spukes. kobolds, maggots, owls, porcu-
pines, etc., all of which is nothing else than the
thousandfold devastation of thy nature, in as

much as into every heart the kingdom of Satan,

and all his properties have pressed in, and all

and every sin, as a fascinating serpent-brood, have
been sown and sunk into each one, although not
all sins together become evident and actual in

every one's outward life."

—

Joh. Arndt's Infor-

tnatorium bibHeum, } 7.

5. On xiv. 1, 2. " Although it seems to me to

be just impossible that I could be delivered from
death or sin, yet it will come to pass through
Christ For God here gives us an example ; He
will not forsake His saints though they were in

the midst of Babylon."—Heim and Hoffmann
after Luther.

6. On xiv. 4 sqq. u Magna imperia fere nihil

ewit quam magnae injuria*.

Ad generum Ceteris sine caede et sanguine pauci
Descendant regea et sicca mente tyranni—Luthbb.

Impune quidvis facere id est regem esse."— SAL-
LUST.
Among the DioUogi mortuorum of Lucian of

Samosata the thirteenth is between Diogenes
and Alexander the Great This dialogue begins
with the words: " T* rovro, & 'Atefavdpe, ridvqKac
kqI en), toirep jjuclo anavres ;" thereupon the con-
trast is ironically set forth between what Alexan-
der voas, as one given out to be a son of the gods,

and so recognized by men, and possessor of all

highest human glories, and what he is at present.

It is, as is well known, doubtful whether Lucian
really was acquainted with the Scriptures. See
Planck, Lucian and Christianity in Stud. u.

Krit., 1851, IV. p. 826 soq. Comp. also Schra-
der, die Hollenfahrt der Jtstar., 1874.

7. On xiv. 4 soq. " Omni genera figurarum
utitur ad confirmandos et consoiandos suos, ut simul

sit conjunctaeumma theologia cum summa rhetorical*—Luther.
8. On xiv. 12 sqq. As early as the LXX. this

passage seems to have been understood of Satan.

It points that way that they change the second

person into the third ; ffwf i$iireeev,etc At least

they were so understood. See Jerome, who
thereby makes the fine remark: t( Unde iUe cedr

dit per supcrbiam, vos ascendatis per humilitatem."

But Luther says : "Debet nobis intignis error to-

rtus papains, qui hunt tectum de cam angelorum ac-

cepit, studia literarum et artium decendi commendare

tamquam res theologo maxime necessarias ad tractor

tionem saerarum literarum."

9. On xiv. 13. 14. "The Assyrian monarch
was a thorough Eastern despot . . . rather adored

as a god than feared as a man." Layard's Disco-

veries amongst the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon^

1853, New York, p. 632. " In the heathen period

the pre-eminence of the German kings depended
on their descent from the gods, as among the

Greeks" (Gervinus, EinlexL in d. QescLd. 19

Jahrh^ 1853, p. 14). ChristianThomasius, in his

InstiLjurispr. divinae. dissert, proomialis, p. 16, calls

the princes " the Gods on earth." In a letter from

Luxemburg, after the departure of the Emneror
Joseph II., it is said (in a description of the lour-

ney, of which a sheet lies before me) : "we nave
had the good fortune to see our earthly god." Be-
lani, Russian Oourt Narratives, New Series, III.

Vol., p. 125: "The Russian historian Korampzin
says in the section where he describes the Russian

self-rule: "The Autocrat became an earthly god

for the Russians, who set the whole world in as-

tonishment by a 8ubmi8siveness to the will of their

monarch which transcends all bounds."

II. PROPHECIES RELATING TO ASSYRIA AND TO THE NATIONS
THREATENED BY ASSYRIA, PHILISTIA, MOAB, SYRIA, AND
ARAM-EPHRAIM, ETHIOPIA AND EGYPT.

Chapter XIV. 24—XX. 6.

a) Prophecy against Assyria. Chapter XTV. 24-27.

as a background to the prophecies that follow.

But it needed only to be a short one. For the

Prophet is sensible that the power of Assyria is

shattered by the overthrow ofSennacherib—there-

We have explained above why the prophecy
against Assyria occupies the second place and af-

ter the one against Babylon. A prophecy against

Assyria could not be omitted. It was necessary
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CHAP. XIV. 24-27, 191

fore that, in a prophetic tense, it is in principle a
thing done away. But to Assyria and the other

nations named in the superscription above, the

Prophet does not proclaim merely temporal de-

struction. He sets before all more or less plainly

the prospect of partaking of the Messianic salva-

tion of the future.

24 The Lord of hosts hath sworn, saying,

Surely as I have thought, so 'shall it come to pass

;

And as I have purposed, so shall it stand

:

25 'That I will break the Assyrian in my land,

And upon my mountains tread him under foot

:

Then shall his yoke depart from off them,
And his burden depart from off their shoulders.

26 This is the purpose that is purposed upon the whole earth

:

And this is the hand that is stretched out upon all the nations.

27 For the Lord of hosts hath purposed, and who shall disannul U t

•And his hand is stretched out, and who shall turn it back ?

> it ha* come to poet. * 7b break. • And huie the hand that it stretched out

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,

Ver. 24. nSl in the sense of animo componere, " to

dispose in thought," only again x. 7; moreorer the

Prophet seems to have had in mind in this place, Nam.
xxxiii. SO, The Perfect rUVH expresses tjie coinci-

dence of the realisation with the thought No sooner
said than done, i. t^ as God conceives a thought, it is

also (as to principle) realised. The following imperf.

Dlpn has then the meaning that what is, as to princi-

ple, realised, most arise, set up as actual, outward cir-

cumstance. Before Dlpft the p is not repeated, but

KT! is need, evidently for the sake of variety. The
thought is essentially the same. It is a sort of Anaoolu-

thon TVH and Dip are used as in vii. 7 j viii. 10.

Ver. 20. The infin. "Mvh depends on the oath-clause

ver. Si 6; what is determined shall be fulfilled frangendo

Aeeyrioe, etc ^2Vh is therefore inf. modaKe or gerun-

dime* With 1JD13K (comp. ver. 19; lxiii.0,18) the

language returns from the infinitive construction to the
vtrbvmfin., according to a frequent Hebrew usage.

The suffixes in DTvSjJD and 1D3B? have nothing to

which they can relate in the words of vers. 24, 25.—
Moreover from ver. 4 onwards, Israel is not referred to.

True, in vers. 1,2, Israel is likewise spoken of in the

third person, and with quite similar suffixes (whp

Ter.l, DtTfeUJ, DTTOtf Ter. 2); but then ver. 3 inter-

venes, in which Israel is spoken of in the second

person. It must, therefore, be assumed that the suf-

fixes ver. 25 refer back, not only over the entire Mas-

ehal (4-28), but also away over ver. 3 to vers. 1, 2, and

that these verses originated, not at the same time with

the rest of the prophecy against Babylon, but much
earlier. All this is very improbable. I cannot there-

fore agree with Vit*ihoa and DsacHSLsa, but must side

with the view, that the present verses are a fragment

of a greater prophecy for Israel of a comforting nature,

which, however, cannot be Identical with viL-xii. be-

cause in these Assyria is regarded in a totally different

light from that which appears in the present verses.

Ver. 27.W comp. viii. 10. ["This has been vari-

ously translated u scatter n (LXX.), u weaken n
(Vulo.X

«• avert" (Luth.), u dissolve n (Calvis), - change " (J. D.

Michaxus), a hinder M (Gbsxh.), break (Ewaij> [Na*-

oslsb.]); but Its true sense is that given in the Eng.

Version and by Ds Wn-ra (vereitdn) [see Fuxasr Lax,].

The meaning of the last clause is not simply that hie

hana it elretched out, as most writers give it, but that

the handetretched out U hie, as appears from the article

prefixed to the participle HMOJ. (See Gxeav. { 108, 8.

Ewald, 1 500.—J. A. A.]..

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Whoever reads the prophecies of Isaiah
against the heathen nations with attention, must
feel surprise that in them, there is relatively little

more said about Assyria. After occupying in
ii-—xii. the foreground, it retreats in xiii. and
onward into the background. On the other
hand Babylon now stands front and the Prophet
recognizes in it the representative of the per-
fectly developed world-power that has attained to
the exclusive possession of dominion. Now the
guestion arises : how are Assyria and Babylon re-
tted ? What becomes of Assyria if now Babv-

lon is called the world-power 7 How is it to te
explained that according to x. 24-27 Israel at the
end of days is delivered out ofbondage to Assyria,
if at that end-period not Assyria but Babylon

stands at the Bummit of the world-power? These
questions are solved by the short section before

us, vers. 24-27. It appears therein that in the

immediate future Assyria must be destroyed, that,

therefore, Israel may expect deliverance from the

yoke of Assyria in a brief season, but that there-

with Israel is neither delivered forever, nor is the

world-power forever broken up. But Babylon
walks in the footsteps of Assyria; and if in vii.—

xii. the world-power appeared solely under the

name of Assyria, it happened only hecause the

Prophet could not then distinguish that which
followed Assyria from Assyria itself, and there-

fore comprehended it under one name.
2. The Lord of hosts turn it baok —

Yen. 24-27. D&bchslea attaches great weight
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192 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

to the fact that the phrase "the Lord of hosts

hath sworn/' is preceded by a thrice repeated
'< saith the Lord of hosts/' vers. 22, 23. He says

the former is only a climax of these latter. He
lays stress, too, on the fact that the thrice re-

peated "Lord of hosts
1' of vers. 22, 23 has its

correlative in the double use of the same in vers.

24, 27, and that the same words which in ver. 23
" conclude the proper body of the discourse, in

ver. 24 begin the appendix." He, therefore, re-

gards vers. 24-27 as an integral partofthe discourse

that extends through xiii. 1—xiv. 27, and there-

fore as having originated at the same time. But
that i3 impossible. The words vers. 24-27 must
be older than the catastrophe of Sennacherib

before Jerusalem, for they foretell it But the pro-

phecy against Babylon xiii. 1—xiv. 28 must be

much more recent, for it is the product of a much
higher and, therefore, of a much later prophetic

knowledge [? Tr.]. If, too, in the points named
there appears a certain correspondence, yet it re-

mains very much a question whether that is in-

tentional TKe expressions in question, so far as

they correspond, occur exceedingly often in all

sorts of connections.

The expression "the Lord hath sworn" is

especially frequent in Deuteronomy, but always
with the Dative of the person whom the oath

concerns (Deut. i. 8; ii. 14; iv. 31, etc). In
Isaiah it occurs again, xiv. 23 ; liv. 9; lxii. 8.

—

The Contents of the -oath is : "as I have thought
... so shall it stand."

[" From the distant view of the destruction of

Babylon, the Prophet suddenly reverts to that of

the Assyrian host, either for the purpose of mak-
ing one of these events accredit the prediction of

the other, or for the purpose of assuring true be-

lievers, that while God had decreed the deliver-

ance of the people from remoter dangers, He
would also protect them from those at hand.—On
the formula of swearing vide supra, v. 9.—Km-
chi explains rwvn to be a preterite used for a
future, and this construction is adopted in most
versions, ancient and modern. It is, however,
altogether arbitrary and in violation of the only
safe rule as to the use of tenses, viz., that they
should have their proper and distinctive force,

unless forbidden by the context, or the nature of

the subject ; which is very far from being the case

here.— The true force of the preterite and fu-

ture forms, as here employed, is recognized by
Aben Ezra, who explains the clause to mean
that according to God's purpose, it has come to

pass and will come to pass hereafter. The anti-

thesis is rendered still more prominent by Jar-
cni, by whom this verse is paraphrased as follows—

' Thou hast seen, oh Nebuchadnezzar, how the

words of the prophets of Israel have been fulfilled

in Sennacherib, to break Assyria in my land, and
by this thou mayest know that what I have pur-

posed against thee shall also come to pass' (comp.
Ezek. xxxi. 3-18).—The only objection to this

view is that the next verse goes on to speak of

the Assvrian overthrow, which would seem to

imply tnat the last clause of this verse (24) as

well as the first relates to that event. Another
method of expounding the verse, therefore, is to

apply nivn and D)pD to the same events, but in

. a somewhat different sense,—' Aa I intended it

has come to pass, and as I purposed, it shall con-
tinue.' The Assyrian power is already broken,
and shall never be restored. This strict interpre-

tation of the preterite does not necessarily imply
that the prophecy was actually uttered after the
destruction of Sennacherib's army. Such would
indeed be the natural inference from this verse
alone : but for reasons which will be explained
below, [vis., in comment on ver. 26.

—

Tr.] it is

more probable that the Prophet merely takes his
stand in vision at a point of time between the two
events of which he speaks, so that both verbs are
really prophetic, the one of a remote the other of
a proximate futurity, but for that very reason
their distinctive forms should be retained and
recognized. Yet the only modern writers who
appear to do so in translation are Calvin and
Cocceius, who have factum est

t
and J. D. Mi-

chaelis, who has tit geschehefL—J. J. A. So
also substantially Barnes.]

In my land and on my mountain the
Lord says. Therefore not in his own land orsome
other land, but in Palestine the annihilating blow
shall fall on Assyria. This evidently points to

the overthrow of Sennacherib before Jerusalem (2
Kings xix. 35 ; Isa. xxxvii. 86). Though even
after this overthrow Assyria's power did not at

once appear broken, still it was such inwardly
and in principle. As much as Nebuchadnezzar
after his victory at Carchemish was ruler of the
world, though outwardly he had not that appear-
ance (Jer. xxv.). so Assyria, after the Lord had
smitten him in nis territory, from the view-point

of God, and according to inward and divine reali-

ty, was broken to pieces and trodden down.

—

The consequence of that overthrow of Assyria is

that Israel shall be freed from his dominion.

The words hia yoke shall depart, etc. sound
essentially the same as x. 27. Other resemblances

are of ver. 24 to vii. 5, 7 ; viii. 10 ,• x. 7 ; ver. 25 to

ix. 3; x. 27 ; ver. 26 to ix. 11, 16, 20 ; x. 4 ; xi.

11 ; ver. 27 to viii. 10. But much as vers. 24-27

remind one of chapts. vii.—xii., there is still this

essential difference, that in the last named chap-

ters there ia no where a prophecy of an overthrow

of Assyria in the holy land itself. In general the

gaze of the Prophet m those chapters is directed

to a much more remote distance. There he looks

on Assyria still as representative of the world-

power generally, and thus, too, Assyria's over-

throw coincides for him with the overthrow of the

world-power in general by the Messiah. Here
we encounter a look into the immediate future.

It must belong to the time before the defeat of

Sennacherib. Therefore our verses cannot belong

originally to the prophecy against Babylon.

[See above in TezU and Oram.].

When the Prophet (ver. 26) declares that the

catastrophe predicted for Assyria is significant

for the whole earth, and for all nations, he does

it by reason of the connection that exists between

all acts of the Godhead. That defeat of Senna-

cherib, too, is an integral moment of the decree

that the Lord has determined concerning the

'

whole earth, and all nations. This counsel of

God stands so firm that no power of the world

can hinder its execution ; the hand which the

Lord has stretched out to do this execution

nothing can turn aside from its doing.
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DOCTRINAL AJTD ETHICAL.

1. How grand is the Prophet's contemplation

of history 1 How the mighty Assyria shrivels op,

which in chapters viL-xii., played so great a
cart ! Only a line or so is devoted to It here,

"Dm mack, e$ tsf gcrickt, eir W&ilem bum e$

JSUm." The Prophet knows that Sennacherib's

defeat before Jerusalem is at once the overthrow
of the Assyrian world-power, and the deliver-

ance of Israel from his yoke, although Assyria
stood yet a hundred yean and did harm enough
to Jodah still (2 Chr. xxxiii. 11). Bat God
always sees the essence of things. What He
wilis, comes to pass ; and when it has happened,
perhaps no one snows what that which has come
to pass means: only the future makes it plain.

The fruit germ frosted in the blossom, may re-

main green for days. Only by degrees it becomes
yellow, then black, and evidently dead.

["By this assurance (vers. 24-27) God de-

signed to comfort His people, when tney should
be in Babylon in a long and dreary captivity.

Comp. Pa. cxxxvii. And by the same considera-

tion His people may be comforted in all times.

His plans shall stand. None can disannul them.
No arm has power to resist Him. None of the

schemes formed against Him shall ever prosper.

Whatever ills, therefore, may befell His people;
however thick, gloomy, and sad their calamities

may be; and however dark His dispensations

may appear, yet they may have the assurance
that all His plans are wise, and that they all

shall stand."—Babkeb].

b) Prophaoies relating to the nations threatened by Assyria, wis.: Phlllstia,
Moab, Syria and Ephxaim, Ethiopia and Egypt.

Chapter XIV. 28—XX. 6.

1. AGAINST PHILISTIA. Chap. XIV. 28-32.

This short piece was occasioned by an em-
bassy thai the Philistines sent to Jerusalem in

hypocritical courtesy, after the death of kin*
Ahaz. It contains the most manifold correspond-
ences to chap, xi., so that there can be no doubt
about its having a contemporaneous origin. Yet
chap, xi., originated before this piece, for the
latter evidently leans on the former. It is seen
that the young king Hezekiah, immediately on
ascending the throne awakened great expecta-

tions. That the present piece comes just here,

has, may be, its explanation in this, that Isaiah
would begin with these western neighbors as the
least dangerous. He then passes on to the East
to the mightier Moabites. from them he ascends
north to the still mightier Syro-Ephraimites,
to conclude with the mightiest of all, the Egyp-
tians and Ethiopians of the South. Jeremiah,
chap, xlvii., goes from the Philistines to the
Moabites, and then by a round-about to Damascus.

28 Is THE YEAR THAT KINO AHAZ DIED WAS THIS BURDEN*
29 Rejoice not thou, •whole Palestina,

Because Hhe rod of him that smote thee is broken

:

For out of the serpent's root shall come forth a ^cockatrice,

And his fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent.

30 And the first born of the poor shall feed,

And the needy shall lie down in safety

:

And I will kill thy root with famine,
And he shall slay thy remnant.

31 Howl, O gate; cry, O city
;

Thou, *whole Palestina, art dissolved

:

For there 'shall come from the north a smoke,
And "none shall be alone in his "appointed times.

32 What shall one then answer the messengers of the nation?
That the Lord hath founded Zion,

And the poor of His people shall 4
trust in it

i Or. oddsr.
Or, betakttMemidoeBwUoiL
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gatea, the *\$Vt '2Vh Ps. lxix. 13; hence the feminine

construction: covap.^ ^EHSd glfr Buthiii.ll.—

NIph. J1QJ occurs in Isaiah only here. The form is to

be regarded here as Infc absoL Regarding the form

comp. lix. 13 ; Ewald, $ 240, c IV\Ot (the hordes

united at their rendezvous, "^D Joel Tilt 11) is «ur.

Ary. TJU in Isaiah only here ; comp. Hos. viii 8

;

Ps.oii.8.

Ver. 82. yUl? is according to rule construed with a

double Accusative (comp. 1 Sam. xx. 10 ; Mic. tL 6 ; Jer.

xxili. 37, etc). The third pers. sing, stands impersonally

as Is often the case (comp. ri. 10; viL 24; viii. 4; x. 4,

etc). TlOn stands often with 3 of the place whither

one flees for refuge (xxx. 2; Pa/xxxvi. 8; JucL ix. 16,

etc).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Philistia is warned against rejoicing at the

death of Ahaz. If Ahaz was a serpent, then out

of his root (xi. 1—notice the Messianic reference I)

shall proceed a basilisk and flying dragon (ver.

29). • Israel shall pasture in peace ; Philistia perish

by poverty and care ( ver. 30) . From the northern
quarter the enemy shall invade the land, scathing

and burning (ver. 31). But to the embassy, in

regard to the matters they sought to spy out, the

short, haughty answer shall be given: Zion is

Jehovah's foundation, and in this the needy of His
people find a sure refuge (ver. 32).

2. In the year thy remnant.—Vers. 28
-30. The year of Ahaz»s death is 728 B. C. The
Philistines, according to 2 Chron. xxviii. 1 8, had
possessed themselves of territory belonging to Is-

rael. They had made a conquest in the low coun-

try (nSscf) and in the south-land (3.4P.) of the ci-

ties Bethshemesh, Ajalon, Gederoth, Shocho.
Timna and Gimzo, and dwelt in them. But of
Hezekiah it is related (2 Kings xviiL 8) : "He
smote the Philistines, even unto Gaza, and the

borders thereof, from the tower of the watchmen
to the fenced city." He had, therefore, at last

conquered back the lost territory. This is all

that the historical books offer to us concerning the
times of Ahaz and Hezekiah.
From ver. 32 it is seen that after the death of

Ahaz the Philistines sent ambassadors to Jerusa-
lem. Perhaps the ostensible object of this em-
bassage was neighborly consideration : they would
offer condolence. But in reality they were to

sound the state of affairs. [See below comment
of J. A. A., etc, at ver. 32.—Tr.] Isaiah knows
this very well, and gives them an answer that, on
the one hand, befitted their perfidy, and, on the
other, the standpoint of a genuine representative

of the Theocracy. That is not saying that Isaiah
gave this answer in the name of the government.
He jrave it as Prophet, i.e., he uttered it like he
published his other prophecies ; whether publicly
or to the ears of the embassy, or before a few wit-

nesses, is a matter of indifference. His words
concern primarily the rulers themselves. He
says to them how, as the representatives of the
people of God. they ought to reply. At any rate,

ne knew that his words would go to the right ad-
dress, t. e~as well to the government in Jerusalem
as to the Philistine ambassadors.
The introductory words (ver. 28) are the same

as vi. 1. In our passage they have evidently the
sense that Ahaz had already died. This appears
from what follows. Rejoice not etc.—These
words recall 2 Sam. i. 20, the lament of David
over the death of Saul and his sons. For there it

reads: "Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the
streets of Askelon ; lest the daughters of the Phi-
listines rejoice, lest the daughters of the uncir-

cumcised triumph" (comp. Mic i. 10). Ahaz
was as little as Saul a king after God's heart
That did not hinder the Philistines from rejoicing
at the death ofeither oftheir kings. To either event
that occasioned sorrow to Israel there was at-

tached joyful hope for them. Though so far as
we know, Ahaz did them no harm, but was ra-

ther conquered by them
;
yet they might hope

that under his youn? successor their interests

would be still more fostered. Therefore Isaiah
warns them against overflowing with too much
joy—joy that would fill all Philistia. He de-
scribes the subject of the joy to be : because the
rod of him that smote thee is broken.—As
Ahaz did not smite the Philistines, but was much
more smitten by them, we must not regard him as

the rod thatsmote, but the kingdom ofJudah in ge-

neral. David broke their power (2 Sam. v. 17 sqq.;

viii. 1; xxi. 15 sqq.). Although from that pe-

riod they were still dangerous enemies, yet the
time of their superiority was past. It is related

of Solomon (1 Kings iv. 21) and of Jehoshaphat
(2 Chron. xvii. 11) that the Philistines were tri-

butary to them. Uzziah leveled the walls ofGath,
Jabneh and Ashdod (2 Chron*. xxvi. 6). The
f)vernment of Ahaz was weak even toward the

hilistines. Might they not hope that one still

weaker would succeed Ahaz, and that thus the

staff that had once smitten them would be entirely

broken ? For this reason we take "]3D B3# (comp.
ix. 12; x. 20) to be rather: "the staff that smote
thee" than "the staff of him that smote thee."

Ahaz, though having no staff that smote, was, as

king of Judah, a part of that staff that had smit-

ten them.
But the Prophet destroys the hope of the

Philistines. He says in advance, that out of the
root of the serpent shall proceed a basilisk and a

conquering dragon. The expression Bhtf» rooU
applied to the serpent is strange. But it is to be
explained as an allusion to the " root of Jesse

"

(xi. 1, 10). Perhaps there lies in the tfTU even

an allusion to the name TT1K, and at the same
time a reminder of the serpent that Dan was to

be, according to Gen. xlix. 17, and whose reali-

zation we find in Samson. JJflV, ta^*8* (which

occurs only here) evidently means the same as

^pV which Isa. xi. 8, uses in the same dis-

course of which the expression " root " has re-

minded us. The expression must any way be

meant as something stronger compared with

* serpent," as, on the other hand, *|D1jra tpfr
" flying dragon " (found again only xxx. 6;
comp. Herod, ii. 75 ; iii. 109 and Geseh. in toe.)

is meant to express something stronger than J?fi¥*

By the " basilisk," the Prophet any way means
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Hezekiah ; very likely bv the " flying dragon,"

he means the Messiah. For what is said ver. 80
of the happy circumstances of Israel, plainly re-

calls the representation of the Messianic salva-

tion xi. 4 sqq. But if the Prophet compares
the typical and anti-typical king of Judah to ser-

pents, we must consider that they must be ser-

pents only for the hated enemies. God says of

Himself that He will be the plague and destruc-

tion of death (Hos. xiii. 14).

First-born of the lowly it says ver. 30; not

the first-born." I do not think that the
%"03

D*Tl here are the Jews. The Prophet lives quite

in the sphere of the ideas of chap. xi. There
it is said (ver. 4 sqq.), that the Messiah shall

jndge the lowly (D*71) with righteousness, and
thai wild and tame beasts shall pasture peace-

fully together. In our passage the Prophet unites

both these thoughts, in that he draws from the
one his subject and from the other his predicate.

Bat, according to xi. 4, he means the lowly and
poor in an individual sense. He is not thinking
of political lowliness of the nation. It shall be
a sign of the glory and blessedness of His king-
dom, that people, that otherwise were poor and
wretched, shall move in rich pasture and rest

there securely. Ho means of coarse Jewish
poor, but not the Jesrs as the poorest people. It

appears to me, moreover, that Isaiah nas before
hi9 mind a passage from Job (xviiL 12, 13)
where it says :

" Be hunger his power, and de-
struction stand ready at nis side ; devour the
members of his nkin, devour his members the

first-born of death."

In contrast with the rich pasture that the poor
of Israel shall find under their king, the Mes-
siah, and in contrast with the glorious fruit that
the root of the royal house of David shall pro-
dace, the Philistines shall be destroyed to the
root of their existence by hunger and want, yea,
the last remnant of them shall be strangled by
this grim enemy.

3. Howl, O gate trn«t in it—Vers. 31,
32. The Prophet describes in ver. 31, how
Philistia will suffer and feel the destruction,

which, according to 29 b and 30 6, is in pros-

pect. The gates shall howl (comp. xiii. 6 ; Jer.

xlviii. 20) and the entire population of the cities

shall cry (corap. Ezek. xxi. 17) the whole land
shall dissolve in anguish and fear, t. <?., shall be
without courage, counsel, defence (corap. Exod.
xv. 15; Jorth. ii. 9, 24, and DD"D x. 18; xiii. 7).

The reason for these utterances is assigned : for
there shall come from the north a smoke.
—It is plain enough that neither clouds ofdust nor
firsborne in advance oftroops can be intended here.
For neither of these would occasion terror like
the smoke of towns already set on fire. Most ex-
positors understand the Assyrian to be meant by
the approaching enemy. But that is much too
narrow a construction. According to ver. 29 6.

and 30 6. the Lord announces Himself, and His
anointed as the enemy that will destroy Philistia.

And if ver. 30 a Messianic salvation is pro-
claimed to Israel, then the reverse of this for the
Philistines is naturally Messianic destruction.

But Philistia will have, too, its part to endure in
the great judgments that the Lord will bring on
the world of nations, and by which He will re-

deem His people. In chap. xi. 14, which is so
nearly allied to our passage, the Philistines are,

in fact, expressly named among the nations out
of whose power the Lord will deliver His

Ole. Therefore, the Prophet means here the
judgment on Philistia, though, of course,

this does not exclude that this final judgment
has its preliminary stages, and that one of these,

too, may be an Assyrian invasion, to which, in
feet, " from the north " refers. The armv of
the enemy will be a compact and powerful bo-
dy—no one runs away, no one strays off (comp.
v. 27).

The Prophet having said to the Philistines in

general, what the reality of the future will be in
contrast with the hopes of their malicious re-

joicing, comes at last (ver. 32) to speak of the
special fact that prompted him to this prophetic
declaration. Ambassadors had come wno osten-

sibly would manifest friendly sympathy,
xxi in Jen

The Prophet knows that. It is important to

fact, spy out how matters stood

?i

but, in

Jerusalem.

give them an answer that is worthy of the Theo-
cracy. .Whether or not the powers that were
were competent and willing to do this we know
not Any way the Prophet of Jehovah con-
sidered it as belonging to his office to express
what, from the genuine theocratic point of view,

ought to be said to these ambassadors.
—

~"OK/0
'U» messengers of a nation, stands significantly

without article. 'U> nation, designates here very
expressly a heathen people. He says therefore

:

what sort of answer have messengers of a heathen
people to get^ who come with such a purpose as
these ^hihstines now do? None other than the
curt: Jehovah founded Zion, (xxviii. 16) and
therefore the wretched of His people (x. 2) can
hide themselves with confidence in this divine
foundation. [" The very absence of the article

(u «., with *U) implies that the expression (''mes-

sengers of a nation") is indefinite, and that the
whole sense meant to be conveyed is this, that

such may be the answer given to the inquiries
^

made from any quarter."—J. A. A. This judi-

cious remark may suffice to call attention to the
very slender foundation there is for the conjec-

ture which yet gives much of the coloring to the
foregoing comment. If no special Philistine

delegation is meant by Isaiah, then all that is

said about pretended condolence, malicious satis-

faction, spying, etc., is misplaced fancy. Much
as we may desire to detect tne historic facts con-
nected with prophecy, we must be content without
them if they are not supplied. The tendency of
modern exposition is as much to license in con-
jecturing the historical basis of prophecv, as

formerly it was to license in detecting the /ulfil-

raent of it. On ver. 29, J. A. A., comments

:

44 All interpreters agree that the Philistines are

here spoken of, as having recently escaped from
the ascendancy of some superior power, but at

the same time threatened with a more complete
subjection." Everything historically specific, be-

yond this obviously sure statement, is conjecture

with no broader foundation than that pointed out
above. Another commentater (Dr. B. Neteler,
Das Buck Isaias—mit BcrHchncktigwxg—der avf
seinen Inhalt sick bezieenden assyrischen InsehrifUn
trld&rt, MUnster, 1876), who reads the text in the

light of recent interpretations of Assyrian in-
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scriptions identifies the reference of the symbols
as follows: " The staff that repeatedly smote the

Philistines very seriously was Sargon. The ba-

silisk proceeding out of the root of the serpent is

Sennacherib, who, in his third expedition, con-

quered various Philistine cities. The flying dra-

gon is Esarhaddon, who, in the beginning of his

reign, undertook an expedition toward the sea

coasts, and whose war against Egypt was doubt-

less a considerable burden for Philistia." " The
messengers of the nation (ver. 32) that came on
like a devastating fire, and overcame the nation

of Philistines with little trouble, must acknow-

ledge that worldly-power comes to grief against

Zion. Sargon and Sennacherib had that experi-

ence." Birkjb makes the rod a the serpent»
Tiglath-Pileser, etc—Te.].

DOOTRIKAJL AND ETHICAL.
1. On xiv. 32. It is to be remarked here that

Isaiah holds out as a shield, the truth that the
Lord has founded Zion. But when the Jews
founded on this truth a wicked hope, in that they
saw therein a passport for every sort of godleas-

ness, then it is said: "Trust ye not in lying
words, saying, The temple of the Loud, are
these.

1
' Jer. vii. 4.

Concerning the relation of Moab to the Israel-

ites, oomp. the remarks prefixed to Jer. xlviiL

The present prophecy is a double address. For
it consists of an older discourse (xv. 1—xvi. 12),

which, as appears, was not published immediate-
ly on its origination, but was given publicity by
Isaiah only when he could announce definitely

that the beginning of its fulfilment would occur
after three years. Some have therefore conceived
the notion that the older address is not Isaianic.

Koppe, Augubti, Bauer, Bebthold, have re-

garded Jeremiah as the Author, which is quite

impossible. Hitshg (com p. his Dee Propheten
Jonas Orakd Uber Moab, Heidelberg, 1831,) even
holds that Jonah is the author, and has found
followers (Knobel, Maubeb, etc\) in this singu-

lar view, whereas Hendewerk decidedly con-
troverts nim. It is regarded as decisive for the
view that this is not Isaianic, that it betrays a
tender-hearted sympathy for an otherwise hated
foreign nation. But this sympathy is not as ten-

der-hearted as it appears. It rather serves as a
measure by which to estimate the fearfulness of
the judgment Further appeal is made to a num-
ber of "peculiar, and in a measure, singular

thoughts and turns." Some of these are that

mourning garments are put on in the street (xv.

3)—yet Hesekiah went into the temple clothed
in sackcloth, and a deputation from him to

Isaiah went in sackcloth (2 Bangs xix. 1, 2)—

;

further that crying encircled the land (comp. my
comment), Sibma's vine spread itself over whole
regions—only a bold figure worthy of Isaiah (see

the comment)— : its branches make drunk,
(which the Prophet does not say, see the com-
ment on xvi 8), the heart cries for Moab and
sounds like a harp, the tears of the writer bedew
Heshbon (also figures quite agreeing with Isaiah's

style). Moreover a number of unexampled
phrases are pointed to with doubtful suspicion

:

'3M TV, « to weep bitterly" (but the expression

means something quite different), rnDtfo D'D*
'' waters are deserts," (it means rather: places of

springs are loea arida), Sv JVC? " to set shadows,"
(it means rather to make the shadow like the
night), etc; further appeal is made to words,
forms, meanings, and references that are peculiar
to the author of this passage.

All these things rest on misunderstandings;
partly they are do-of feySfteva, the like of which
are to be found in nearly every chapter of Isaiah

;

2. AGAINST MOAB. Chapters XV., XVL
partly the Prophet intentionally imitates Moabite
forms of speech. At all events, the little peculi-

arities, which in no case witness directly against

Isaiah, and which are natural to such originality

as his. are not to be considered in comparison
with the great mass of decidedly Isaianic modes
of expression which we shall prove in particular

below. I therefore hold decidedly that Isaiah is

the author.

As regards the time of the composition of xv. I

—xvi. 12, the text seems to me to present two
points of limitation. According to these chapters

not only Dibon, but also Jahas, Heshbon, Elealeh,

Sibmah, Medeba are in the hand of the Moabites.

But according to 2 Kings xv. 29; 1 Chr. v. 26,

these regions were only depopulated by Tiglath-

Pileser, and thus only afterward occupied by the

Moabites. That expedition of Tiglath-Pileser,

according to universal opinion, occurred in the

year 741, thus in the third year of the reign of

Ahaz. From xvi. 1 it further appears that at

that time the Edomites were still subject to the

Jews. This relation was changed under Ahas.

For. according to 2 Chr. xxviii. 17, the Edomites
during his reign made an incursion into Judah.
It 1b not conceivable that after this time Isaiah

gave the Moabites counsel to send tribute from
Seba to Jerusalem. For the Edomites would not

allow that, and the Moabites who looked for re-

fuge to Edom would never have dared to do so.

Unfortunately we are not informed as to the time

when that incursion of the Edomites took place.

But it occurred in the time of Ahaz, and thus this

prophecy xv. 1—xvi. 12 must be referred to the

period of this king's reign, and that between the

two events 2 Kings xv. 29 (1 Chr. v. 26) and 2

Chr. xxviii. 17. Unfortunately we do not know
which Assyrian king accomplished (or began to

accomplish) Isaiah's prophecy to the Moabites.

Therefore we cannot know when he subjoined the

two concluding verses and published the entire

oracle.

The prophecy evidently subdivides into four

parts. Thus the old, first prophecy easily sub-

divides into three sections, of which the first

(xv. 1-9) announces Moab's terror and flight the

second (xvi. 1-6) the condition of deHverance,

the third (xvi. 6-12) Moab's haughty refusal to

fulfil these conditions and his consequent entire

ruin. Finally, the later supplement determines

definitely the teginning periodof the fulfilment

(xvi. 13, 14).
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«) THE OLDER PROPHECY. Chapter XV. 1-XVL 12.

a) Moab's Terror and Flight.

Chapter XV. 1-9.

1 The Burden op Moab.
Because in the night Ar of Moab is laid waste, and 'brought to silence

;

Because in the night Kir of Moab is laid waste, and 'brought to silence;

2 *He is gone up to Bajith, and to Dibon, the high places, to weep

.

bMoab shall howl over Nebo, and over. Medeba

:

On all their heads shall be baldness,

And every beard cut off

3 *In their streets they shall gird themselves with sackcloth

:

On the tops of their houses, and *in their streets, every one shall howl,
Weeping abundantly.

4 And Heshbon •shall cry, and Elealeh:
Their voice shall be heard even unto Jahaz

:

Therefore the armed soldiers of Moab shall cry out

;

His life shall be grievous unto him.
5 Mjr heart *shall cry out for Moab

;

•His fugitives shall flee unto Zoar, an heifer of three years old

:

For by the mounting up of Luhith with weeping shall they go it up

;

For in the way of Horonaim they *shall raise up a cry of ^destruction.

6 For the waters of Nimrim shall oe 'desolate

:

For the fchay is withered away, the 'grass faileth,

There is no green thing.

7 Therefore the abundance they have gotten, and that which they have laid up,
JShall they carry away to the 'brook of the willows.

8 For the cry is gone around about the borders of Moab

;

The howling thereof unto Eglaim,
And the howling thereof unto Beer-elim.

9 For the waters of Dimon shall be full of blood

:

For I will bring Tmore upon Dimon,
Lions upon him that escapeth of Moab,
*And upon the remnant of the land.

'Or, oUqff. « Heh. Deteendmg ktio weyfrf, or, nmlmg down with weeping,
» Or, To the harden thereof, even as am heifer. « Heb. breaking.
•Heb.4esoia**mt. • Or, vaUey of the Arabian*. » Heb. additions.

* They go np to the heme*. * they howl on Nebo and Medeba-Moab. • In his streets they gird.
* their (public) tquare*. • eric*. * eouL
* roue. tgras*. ithet
i omit ehatl k And to the remnant the ground.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. L '3 may of coursebe made to relate to 'D KfefD,

and one may fiad in the latter phrase the sense that is

elsewhere expressed by ^n or *\H (comp. ! 5). But
tbis does not suffice. For 'D HfeTD is eyerywhere else

nothing but superscription, and is nowhere connected
with the beginning of the discourse. As in chaps, it.,

xri. there is made a surprisingly frequent use of the

particle \fr—it occurs nine times in xr., and five times

in xvU-so, too, the *3 of rer. 1 la surely to be Inter-

preted according to this usage. No where else is lea.

wont to multiply ihifl particle in a surprising way. It

seems to me that he bad here a particular aim. Perhaps
be imitates Moabite language. The same Is the case

with tS. It must occasion surprise that of the five

times that Isaiah uses VS (except these houses nS'S)
three belong to the chapters on Moab (comp. xri. 8). In

GRAMMATICAL.
xxi. 11 T/ occurs, and probably for the sake of variety

in the parallelism, perhaps, too, as mimicking the dia-

lect of Edom and as reminiscence of Exod. xii. 42. Bat

xxx. 80, the form S\S occurs as $t conetr-,end also with

allusion to Exod. xii. 42. On the monument of king

Mesa, in line 16, the night is actually called nSS (comp.

Scbxottm. in Stud, and KriL 1871, Heft. IV., p/we) from

which it appears that the pronunciation with e is Moob-

itic It is needless, with DaxcnsLsm and others, to take

VS here se *t oonstr. This, as Dxlitssch says, would

giye an illogical thought, "In as much as T|tf »°d

nD°U« comp. Jer. xlvii. 5, nearly coincide as to mean-

ing.** TMfft Puol, occurs again xxiii. 1, 14 (comp. xvi.

4; xxi 2 ; xxxUL 1). "\V is without doubt the Moeb-
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198 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

itic word for V^ (comp. ScHLorrxAwir, L e^ p. 607). For

It is aped only of the capital of Moab and of the terri-

tory immediately belonging to it. It is, indeed, used in

the latter sense alone (Nam. xxi. 15; Deut. U.9, 18, 29,

comp. Schlott., p. 606) ; but in the former sense in the

connection SltfD *W (Nam. xxi. 8 and here). HOIJ
is subjoined amMnft, with an emphasis that makes
an impression of shuddering, (comp. xxxiii. 9; Jer. ix.

9 ; 1. 3). The word occurs in Isaiah again vi. 6. The re-

petition, too, of the phrase in the second clause (anadir

ptosis) is a rhetorical device that serves to make the

impression stronger. Isaiah often resorts to this : ver.

8; riii.9; xviL 12 sq.; xxi. 1L Comp. oh xL 1. TD
means in Hebrew " the wall " (xxii. 6 ; Ps. lxii. 4 ; fizek.

xiiL12sqq., and oft). But in Moabitic it stands for 7T1p.

In the inscription of Mesa ")p ocours four times in the

sense of " city
"

: Line 11, 12, 24 bis.—>D Itf and 'D Tp
although names of cities, are construed as masculines.

The reason of this appears to me to be, that in the Pro-

phet's representation the notion Moab predominated,

and the names of nations are prevalently used as mas-

culine.

Ver. 2. T\hV *8 u^d impersonally, u there goes up " or

"one goes up" (romp. xiv. 80, 32). 3K10 after K3TD
is genitive to the latter, and not nom. to T /"• Medba-
Moab is a combination that does not occur elsewhere,

but which the Prophet perhaps made because he thought

he saw in K3TD, Moabitic K3"in*D, a kindred notion

to DKto OK'D; and an allusion to the origin of the

nation (Gen. xix. 30 sqq.). W\ comp. ver. 3; lii. 5;

lxv. 14. The words nmp rtfK"rS33 are quoted

from Amosviii. 10, where we read nmp VhA
t

y~i2~lJl

(comp. Jer. xlviii. 37 ; Esek. vii. 18 ; xxix. 18). The

pointing Vl?/K**i instead of VVfc\ for which some Co-

dices read\hk\ iVhk\ Qtfih , is found only here. It
T

is possible that in the mind of the Prophet, citing from

memory, the o sound, which the word has in the origi-

nal passage, had its effect nn**ip» does not elsewhere

occur as the name of a city. Isaiah uses It again as

appellative, I1L 24 ; xxil. 12. There lies in it an allusion

which the inscription of Mesa suggests to as. For, ac-

cording to lines 21—26, this one built Eorcha (HTI^P)
t :It

iX"! cleared place at or in Dibon (according to line

24) that had as yet no wall " (Dizstxl, Die Moabitiaehe Qe-

denktafel, Iahrb. f. deuteche Theol, 1871, HefL II. p.

237), and transferred thither the royal residence (line 23).—

By quoting the words of Amos, the Prophet seems to

intend derision: if all heads are bald, then, of course,

baldness (TirPp) reigns over Moab. 7\]fVM comp.

ix.9; x. 83; xiv! 12; xxiL Vi; xlv. 2. Jer. xlvi'ii 37

has njfllJU as, according to Gssknius and Dxutssch, the

Masoka and many Codd. and older editions read in the

present passage, whereas in Jeremiah only 10 Codd.

have Hjmj. jHJ designates regular shearing, JHJ
irregular hewing or cutting off in haste (clipping). The
difference in the reading corresponds to the character

of both prophets, whence in neither of the two passages

perhaps, is the received reading to be altered.

Ver. 3. Notice here the interchange of gender and
number according as Moab comes before the Prophet's

mind as a nation or land, as a whole, or as a totality of

individuals. tlSjD, which occurs again in Isa. only

xvi. 7, seems likewise to be a mimicry of Moabitic form

of speech. For in the inscription of Mesa is found the

suffix form JV exclusively (about 12 times). The name

Nebo also is written ri3J, not as in Hebrew ta).
t t

'333 IT in the sense of u flowing down, dissolving in

tears " would be, as Khoixl, too, confesses, without ex-

ample in the Old Testament The simple Accusative

would be required for that as Jer. ix. 17 ; xiii. 17 ; Lam.
i.16; iii. 48, and often.

Ver. 4. IjTV comp. xlii. 13; xliv. 23. The Praei.

J?V occurs only here. Many expositors (Gasx*., Kho-

bxl, Dxlitisch), on account ofthe word njTV, frenulum,

*• curtain," take this word to mean •' to tremble, shake.**

But it is not to be overlooked why the Perfect should

not be taken here in the same sense in which otherwise

the Imperfect is used, i. «., in the sense of malum., mise-

rum., affUetum esse. The Prophet intends a play on the

word 1JTV, therefore he employs the otherwise on-

used perfect, without meaning to use it in any other

sense than that in whioh imperfect occurs, which has

besides passed over to the service of the kindred root

ppX Therefore V? n#*V IBftJO has the same mean-

ing as VmS JP*. 1 Sam. i. 8; Deut xv. 10; compare

ncfoS jn^i Pa. cvi. 32.

Yer.6. TY&btf rhty is construed likeny*3*171 JUtf

Jer.xlvi. 2; li. 59, i. e^ annus quarti seU. numeri; 031*/

mM Lev. xxiv. 22, TTIK jVlK 2 Kings xii la But is it

designative of a locality or appositive to such? Mau-
nxa, Ewuo, Kmobxl, DaicusLxa, Dietrich (Zur bibL

Oeogr. m Merx* Archiv L, p. 342 sqq.) see in it a " third

Egla," in proofof whose existence they appeal to Josa-

phus Ant. XIV. 1, 4, where, beside Zoar, Oronai and

other places, an 'AyoAAa is mentioned. Bat how uncer-

tain is this assumption of a M third Egla," since we do

not otherwise hear of a single one, not to speak of

three, for that*Ay«AAa'of Joskphus can Just as well be

O'SjX (rer. 8) ! Dosdxrlxik and Kostxb (Stud, and KriL

1862 I., p. 113 sqq.) take Zoar, Horonaim and Egla to

have been a Tripolis whose chief name was Egla. Bat

of such a city, which most, too, have had a considerable

circumference, there is to be found no trace. We moat
therefore take 'tf

f
ty as appositive. It cannot be re-

ferred to Moab on account of its position in the sen-

tence. It must then be referred to IJtf, and that in a

sense in which it may be Joined also to the city Horo-

naim as predicate, as is done Jer. xlviiL 34. But we
must take 'tf

{
ty as having the same meaning with

nC^Cfo nSjJJ Oen. xv. 9, along with which are named

a nOTJEfo ?# »nd a BRjjfo Tit Now these, as is ac-

knowledged, are three years old, as it were beasts raised

to the third degree, viz., degree of years. ")Y1 is ace.

loci — " on the road."—JHJpJP ia Pilpel contracted from

Vypjr* like 33*13 from ' 3333. The expression

13Bf-npj*? only here.

Yer. 6. nfaefo only here in Isaiah. The '3 here, as

in ver. 8 sq. (comp. on ver. 1), makes the impression of

being an intentional redundancy.

Ver. 7. nfe*J represents an impersonal relative phrase

— ** what are made, acquired,** unless we assume a very

abrupt change of person in the following DTnpD, HtfeT.

The impersonal construction is comparatively frequent

in our passage (vers. 2, 5), M"W can me*n only
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CHAP. XV. 1-9. 199

" Arabians " or " willows.*1 It cannot mean ." deserts,"

which is rfO^f (Jer. . 6). As only the situation of the

brook, not the meaning of its name, is of importance

here, it Is no matter which one prefers. Still, as in the

Old Testament, the word in the plural, D'3"^ nerer

occurs meaning Arabians, whereas it is often used to

mean M willows " (xliv. 4 ; Lev. xxiii. 40 ; Job xl. 22 ; Ps.

cxxxtIL 2\ I prefer the meaning "willow-brook,"

leaving undetermined whether or not rQ1J?n SlIX
Amos vL 14 is identical with this. Comp. Haasoo's B.

B**eL XI p. 14.

Ver. 8. nfi*pn does not mean here M outwardly en-

circled ;" but it is — " make the round," as in Ley. xix.

27 ; Job L 6, where there is a difference as to form, but

an essential analogy. TlSS' occurs only here in Isa.

:

elsewhere Jer. xxr. 80; Zeph. L 10 ; Zech. xi. 8.

V*r. 9. In the first clause of this verse the Prophet

accumulates the sound ofm; hence Diraon for Dibon,

which change might happen the more easily as Jbboms

informs us that «* u$que hodis imd\germtar et Dimon ci Di-

bon hoc oppidum dteitur.*
1 So far as I can see, all expo-

sitors refer 'U1 JVfrK %2 to what follows, whioh they

think Justified especially by fNDDU additamenta. But

in that case 1 and not '3 must stand before JV&tt By

'2 the phrase is connected with the foregoing. JVC?

with Sj£ like Ruth iii. 16; ExocL xxL 22; Num. xii. 11.

—niDOU occurs only here in this sense.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet portrays the desolation of the

territory of Moab,-pointing oat the fate of many
particular localities, and what the inhabitants

experience, say and do (vers. 1-4). Therewith
he does not conceal his own sympathy (ver. 5 a),

and signifies that the Moabites shall be driven

oat of their land, and be crowded oat over their

borders on every side (vers. 5 6-8). But alas,

flight will not help them much, for a mournful
fate will overtake also those that escape, who wiil

either become a prey to wild beasts, or lie un-
buried on the bare ground (ver. 9).

2. The burden silence.—Ver. 1.

The superscription is like xiii. 1, which see.

1% ike night : i. «., at an unfavorable hour. For
night adds increased terrors to the storming of a
city. The city Ar-Moab, according to most re-

cent investigations (comp. Schlottmann, /. c. p.

608 and Dietrich in Merx' Arehiv. III. 320
saq.). lay close by, indeed (according to Num.xxii.
So; Jos. xiii. 9, 16) partly in Anion. In the

last named parages it is also by the Hebrew
writers called ">7> " a city." From the Moabitic

Ar comes the Greek name *Ape6To^ (Jerome,
t» toe., in the L. V. p. 184 sq. Ed. Vallare.). The
name Rabbat-Moab does not occur in the Old
Testament. It may be that this designation,

which was not a name but an official title, was
transferred to the later Babbah, which lies several

[German] miles south of Arnon, and was a
bishop's residence in the 5th and 6th centuries

(comp. Bitter, Erdk. XIV. p. 115 sq.: XV. p.

1210 aqq.} Kir-Moab (to distinguish it from
the Assyrian Kir, xxii. 6) is mentioned by Isaiah

under this name only here. Yet Kir-Haresh or
Kir-Haresheth (xvi. 11, 7) are identical with it.

The place was a strong fortress, on a high, steep

mountain, visible from Jerusalem. It lay about
three hours south of Babbat-Moab, and about the
same distance from the Dead sea. In the Chal-
dee it ia called 3K1D1 ICHf i. ,., "castle, wall

of Moab." The Greeks called the city Xap&Z (so

probably 2 Mace xii. 17), Xapaxufta (Ptol. v.

17, 5), iapanfi€>Pa9 Xapaxpufia (Steph., Byz., and
Theodoret in Joe, who moreover appears to

identify Ar-Moab and Kir-Moab). The name
is preserved in the form Kerek until the present

day.
3. He is gone np grievous nnto him.
—Vers. 2-4. In ver. 1 Moab entire is indicated

in its two halves, represented by a northern and
a southern city. From ver. 2 on follow specifi-

cations. For on the desolation of Moab, the

great theme, are rung manifold changes : by most
numerous facts the truth of it is exhibited. In

Jos. xiii. 17 Dibon and Bamoth-Baal (S#3 fVlDS.

the hiah places of Baal) are mentioned together,

and the latter is mentioned Num. xxii. 41. Jer.

xlviii. 35 speaks of HD3 nSgq, *' the ascent of

the elevation r" and in the inscription of Mesa,

line 27, it reads: KH D>1 *3 ni>3 ftt '1^3 OJK.

[I built Beth-Bamath (a house on high) because
it was elevated.J. Therefore Dibon and another
locality, which in full was called Beth-Bamoth-
Baal, appear to have been elevated places of wor-
ship. Dibon lay to the north of Arnon and not
very far distant. It was king Mesa's birth-place,

for he calls himself in his inscription ^3^H, the

Dibonite. The city is elsewhere mentioned
Num. xxi. 30 ; xxxii. 2, 84 ; Jos. xiii. 9, 17

;

Jer. xlviii. 18, 22 ; Neh. xi. 25. oaS « for to

weep," in order to lament to the gods with tears

the distress of the land (xxii. 12). /j? before

Nebo and Medeba is to be construed locally, for

before and after there is only the description how
each place gives expression to its grief.. More-
over Nebo and Medeba are elevated spots. Of
Nebo this is in itself probable. For if it even
does not mean the mountain, it does the city that

was situated on top of, or on that mountain : as

in Num. xxxii. 3, 38; Jer. xlviii. 1, and in the
inscription of Mesa line 14. That Medeba was
situated on a hill is testified by the site of ruins
which Burkhardt (ii. 625) found a little dis-

tance southeast of Heahbon. Medeba is also

mentioned in the inscription of Mesa, line 8,

under the name M31 HO, Mo-Dcbah, as a city

conquered by Omri.
Ver. 3. Wearing sacks or sackcloth as a badge

of mourning and distress is often mentioned by
Isa. iii. 24; xx. 2; xxii. 12; xxxvii. 1 sq.; 1.3;

lviii. 5. It has been overlooked that 033 TV,
descending with weeping [see in TexL and

Gram.] should form an antithesis to *337 TVfp,
" goeth up to weep," ver. 2. They went up on
the high places at Dibon and Beth-Bamoth to

weep ; they howled on the high places of Nebo
and Medeoah; but they came aovtn also from
these high places with weeping ; they weep be-
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200 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

cause imploring the gods with tears availed

nothing. [See Margin of Eng. Bib.: Also J.

A. A., has the same rendering as Dr. N.]. This
construction is the more necessary because im-
mediately after, ver. 5, '333," is undoubtedly

used in the sense: " with weeping."
Ver. 4. And Heahbon, etc Ar-Moab and

Kir-Moab are chief city, and chief fortress ; Di-
bon and Beth-Bamoth are especially holy places
of worship, Nebo and Medebah, too, belong to

tlie latter, for there also the weeping was meant
to propitiate the gods. Now that the centres of
the power and of the national religion are shaken
to pieces, and men flee from these in despair, so,

naturally, dreadful terror seizes on the cities of
inferior rank. Thus Heshbon (Num. xxi. 23
son.), cries, and Elealeh (Num. xxxii. 37; Jer.
xlviii. 34), the two sister cities, the second of
which is never mentioned without the first. They
lay only a Roman mile distant from one another
on limestone elevations in a fruitful plain. Their
united cry of woe is heard as far as Jahaz. This
fact is not opposed to the assumption that Jahaz
is identical with TOfrr (Num. xxi. 23; Deut.

ii. 32; Jud. xi. 2 inpauaa), HOT (Josh. xiii. 18

out of pause), (Hitzig, Ketx). For Jahaz need
not on this account, like Elealeh, have lain in
the closest neighborhood. But the ancient ram-
part that lay on the east border toward the de-
sert, where of old Sihon, king of the Amorites,
opposed Israel, is named for this reason because
the Prophet would indicate that the terrific in-

telligence shook the very bulwarks of the king-
dom. If now all the strong cities of Moab so
raise the cry of despair, how shall the men at

arms of the nation not chime in ? The choice

of the expression 'D THn, "armed men of
Moab/ 9 seems to me to be explained by the idea
that the information concerning the occupation
of the land east of Jordan (Num. xxxii. and
Deut ill. 16 sqq.), comes before the Prophet.
For in these chapters just cited, the expression

pn occurs relatively the oftenest in the entire

Old Testament, ue^mx times: Num. xxxii. 21,

27, 29, 30, 32 ; Deut iii. 18.

4. My heart no green thing.—Vers.
4-6. The Prophet hitherto had in mind northern
Moab, the territory that the Amorites took from
the Moabites, then the Israelites from the Moab-
ites, and finally the Moabites from the Israelites,

after the inhabitants had been carried into Assy-
rian captivity (2 Kings xv. 29). Almost all the
cities that nave been named in the foregoing
passages were, according to Num. xxxii. 34 sqq.,

built by the Gadites and Reubenites, or at least

rebuilt with a change of name (ver. 38). In
what follows the Prophet turns his regards chiefly

to the south. But in making this turn, he feels

the need of giving expression to the impression
made. The cry he has heard, though that of an
enemy, has found in his heart an echo of compas-
sion. Therefore he cries out from his innermost

bosom (*3 7) and turning himself toward Moab
(xvi. 11 ; xiv. 8, 9). Thus * shall crv " of ver.

5, corresponds to •' shall cry" ver. 4. But his

cry of terror is at the same time a watchman's
alarm to southern Moab. We see this in the

anxious flight in which southern Moab is repre-
sented to be by the following context. nrVO is

taken by most expositors to be the same as •JTP'IS

"fugitives" (xliii. 14, comp. xxvii* 1 ; Job xxvi.
13). Delitzsch alone decides in favor of vocfes,

bars. But the thought that the ban, i. «., the
fortresses of the land extend to Zoar fines nothing
in the context to suggest it: whereas the thought
that the Moabites flee from the enemy advancing
from the north till they find shelter in a strong
fortress, corresponds very well with the context

A heifer of three years, (ses in Text and
Oram.), is one not vet brought under the yoke,
whose strength is still entirely intact Gesenius
cites Puny, viii. 4, 5 : domitura bonum intrimain,
pottea sera, antea praemaiura. Columella de re

rest vii. 2. It is therefore " a bullock unaccus-

tomed to the yoke." T?!? vh S# Jer. xxxi. 18,

the contrary of which is i™*?? n^<? u a heifer

that is taught " Hos. x. 11. Comp. Isa. x. 11

:

Jer. xlvi. 20 ; 1. 11. Now Zoar was a fortified

place* Jerome says: "praesidium in eapositum
est milUum romanorum." Eusebius calls it a
fpoi'ptov orpartuTor, SlEPH. BYZANTnTOS a K6faf

fieydArj $ Qpobptov. It, was perhaps, in Isaiah's

time a city that had never been captured, what
we call eine jungfr&tdiche Festimg (a virgin

fortress), and if in XYVthtff the notion of mdomy-
turn, jttgo nan assuetum esse prevails, then this

would explain why Zoar is so named, and why
the flight of the Moabites tends thither. They
thought themselves secure in the strong fortress

that had never been taken. [For an extensive

comparison of views on the foregoing point see

J. A. A., in he.]. That Zoar is the point to

which men flee is evident because the ways lead-

ing thither are full of fugitives. Regarding the

site of Zoar opinions differ, varying between the

southern point of the Dead sea to the mouthing
of the Wadi Kerch on the east side. Bat
wherever it was, Luhith and Horonaiui were
certainly localities that lay in the road that led

from the north thither. Luhith (from rwS u
tab-

let, board,") which according to Eusebius and

Jerome, lay between Ar-Moab and Zoar, is men-

tioned only here, and Jei. xlviii. 5. rnjJO, *• &

stair, declivity of a mountain which the road tra-

verses," is found in connection with many names

:

Num. xxxiv. 4 ; Josh. x. 10 ; xviii. 7 ; Judg. i.

36; 2 Sam. xv. 30, etc. Horonaim is men-
tioned only here and Jer. xlviii. 3, 5, 34. In
Josh. x. 10, we read " the Lokd—chased them
along the way that goeth up to Bethnoron." Did
this passage perhaps come into the Prophet's

mind? A third matter that explains the flight

of the Moabites, the Prophet makes to be the

stopping up and drying up of the waters of

Nimri. It is to be noticed that stopping up the

fountains is described (2 Kings iii. 19, 25) as

a form of hostility practised by the Israelites

against Moab. If by " the waters of Nimrka"
we understand that Bet^Nimra, that is mentioned
(Num. xxxii. 3, 36 : Josh. *iii. 27) as a Gadite

locality with a brook emptying into the Jordan,

then the Prophet would suddenly transport na

out of the south into the extremest north.
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Therefore Knobel very fittingly has called at-

tention to the feci that the more recent travelers,

Burkhardt, de Saulcy, Seetzen, mention a
WatU Nemtyru, and a spring brook Mqjet Nim-
miry (i. e. little waters of Nimri) near the south-
ern border of Moab

;
and that the Onomasticon

names under Ne/fyp*/i a place Bqwaftaptft, fiena-

merium, north of Zoar. This locality suits our
context very welL In three short sentences the
Prophet sets forth why he calls the waters of
Nimrim desolations. "^I?, u grass proper;

KBfa sward in general
; p.T. all green things. The

discourse thus contains a climax, it proceeds from
what withers most easily (Pa. ic.5; ciii 15) to

the totality of all vegetation.

5. Therefore of the land.—Vers. 7-9.

The fugitives of Moab have concentrated in the
south of the land. But there, too

(
they do not

feel safe: for the enemy presses incontinently
after. Therefore they flee with their valuables
across the Willow-brook that formed the boundary
between Moab and Edom into the latter country.
rnfT, which occurs only here and in Jer. xlviiL

36 that borrows from this, is '* provision on hand
not yet used up" (Ps. xvii 14). ^np3 i» more:

it is the costly possession that is cherished as the
treasure of the house : the word occurs only here
in this sense. The thought of the Prophet is evi-

dently, that Moab, when no longer sate in its ex-
treme southern strongholds, flees across the border.

It is therefore certainly more agreeable to the
context to understand the stream referred to by
%3"y?n SrU to mean the southernmost boundary

brook of Moab, rather than some stream farther

north, Deutzsch understands the Willow-brook
to be the northern branch of the SeU~4-Kerek

t

that actually bears the name of Wadi Softy i. e.

Willow-brook. But that does not hinder that in
Isaiah's time the southern boundary brook was
also called Willow-brook, especially since among
its various names ( Wddi el-Kardhi, el-Achri, e£
Hosaa, d-Hotaan, likely Sored too), is found the
name es-Sd/ijeh. (See under TtxL and Oram,).
In ver. 8 the need of fleeing over the border is

renewedly set forth by the statement that the cry
(ver. 4 sqa.) has gone about on the entire border
of Moab. Eglaira is likely identical with the En-
eglaina, Eze. xlvii. 10, which according to Jerome,
lay "in prindpio marii mortui," i. e. at the south
end of the Dead Sea. It is doubtful if it be the
same with 'AyaXKeip (hXyaXelfi) which Eusebius
describes as opdf Ntfrov 'Apeojr&euf dtaoruea

mjfieiotc v'> i. «. eight Boman miles, somewhat
more than three hours. Comp. Hebz. R. Encyd.
XIV., p. 741.—If Beerelim is the same fountain
mentioned, Num. xxL 16-18, that the princes
opened up, and that thereafter was called Heroes'
fountain (for so, or Terebinth fountain the word
may be translated), then the locality lay in the
northeast of Moab, and thus directly opposite to

the southwestern Eglaim (comp. Num. xxi. 13
sqq.). Accordingly the cry is gone around,
etc., would express that the cry went out on all

sides along the borders of Moab, because the in-

habitants fled on all sides. If they dispersed on
every side to the periphery of their land, that
sufficiently indicates that the centre had suffered

a heaver blow. Such a centre was Dibon, more-
over, it is represented as a city in ver. 2 and in the
inscription of Mesa, as being at that time a city

of importance. The waters of Dibon are full of
blood, therefore there is fearful, murderous work
there.—As Dibon lies not far from Arnon, " the
waters of Dibon " can, of course, indirectly mean
the Arnon, like " the waters of Megiddo," Judg.
v. 19, mean the Kishon (Bosekmueller, Hen-
dewerk), but directly must still be meant the
tributaries that lead out from Dibon to Arnon

;

for otherwise the latter could not receive blood
shed in Dibon. The fearful blood-bath at Dibon
shows that it is fated to receive full measure,
poured, shaken down and running over. Perhaps
the Prophet has in mind God's threat in Lev.
xxvi. 18, 21, that if the first chastisement foiled

of its effect on Israel He would add to it " seven
times more for their sins." Moab'a great and re-

peated transgression had also such additions as
its consequence. If we are not referred by the
second clause of ver. 9 a to what follows, then we
are not necessitated to regard what is contained
in 9 b

y
as the aggravation indicated by fUfiDIJs

addUamenta. "things superadded 11 (See TezU and
Oram.). Then ver. 9 b has reference to a part of
Moab not coincident with that before mentioned.
It is fugitives that succeeded in escaping the
sword of the enemy. Shall these be rescued ?

No. These escaped ones shall become a prey to

lions, and as many as escape these shall at last

have nothing more than the bare ground, where-
on to leave their unburied bodies. The thought
is therefore similar to xxiv. 18, comp. Amos v.

19. And how should the remnant of the nation
be called HDTK JVIftttf ? The expression is un-
exampled. We would look for D^n JVitttf, or

at least ftKH.

P) THE CONDITIONS OF DELIVERANCE.

Chapter XVI. 1-5.

1 SEHDve Hue lamb to the ruler of the land
Prom1 ¥(ela to the wilderness,

Unto the mount of the daughter of Zion.

2 For it shall be, thai, as a wandering bird

•Cast out of the nest,

So the daughters of Moab shall be
At *the fords of Arnon.
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THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

3 *Take counsel, execute judgment

;

Make thy shadow as the night in the midst of the noon day

;

Hide the outcasts

;

Bewray not him that wandereth.

4 Let mine outcasts dwell with thee, Moab

;

Be thou a covert to them from the face of the spoiler

;

For the Extortioner is at an end,

°The spoiler ceaseth,

•The oppressors are consumed out of the land.

5 And in mercy shall Hhe throne be Testablished

:

And dhe shall sit upon it in truth in the tabernacle of David,
Judging, and seeking judgment, and 'hasting righteousness.

* Or, Petra.
* Heb. wringer.

* tribute lamb.

* Heb. a rock.
• Heb. the (readers down.

• Op, a nestforsaken.
T Or, prepared.

* omit the. •Oppression. * one sits.

Heb. Bring,

•prompt in equity.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1. 13 is ** the fot lamb." It never occurs in the

stat. absoL sing. ; it is found only here in the stat constr.

sing.; and occurs again in Isaiah in the plural only
xzxiv. 6. Comp. Deut xxxiL 14. The expression

'X f|3 in ocean again only x. 88 KM.
Ver. 2. On Tltt-*^ comp. x. 14; Proy. xxrii. 8.

nS^D comp. xxvii. 10. nilDjfDf wherever the word

occurs (Josh. ii. 7 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 4 ; Judg. UL 28 ; xii. 6 sq.

;

Jer. 1L 82) are " the fords." The word stands here as

the accus. localis. Moreover, according to rule the ex-

pression means " fords of the Anion," not, the " fords of

the Anion."

Vers. 3 and 4 a. The expression mty KOH occurs

only here. It reminds one of n¥j£ OH 2 Sam. xvL 20.

The alteration of IK^H *nd H£$ to 'Vsn and *ferj;

which the K'ri offers for the sake of conformity with

the following verbal forms, is unnecessary. nS'Si),

judicium, occurs only here : IvVSb xxviii. 7. D'lVU
(xxvii 13), TVO (x. 14; xxi.

T
14),'Su (xL 0; xxiiiV;

xxxiii 14), TTltf (xxi. 2; xxxiii. 1), nnp (xxviii. 17;

xxxii. 2) are Isaianio expressions.——hlttO, ver. 4 a,

ought, according to the accents, to be connected with
what follows. And nothing stands in the way of this.

GRAMMATICAL.

Dklitsscr, who construes ver. 8 sq. as the language of

Moab to Israel must take 3K1D ver. 4 as casus absolutes,

which is harsh. The form %1H (comp. "H Gen. xxiv.

00) occurs only here. It, too, is perhaps Moabitic. But
the inscription of Mesa offers no analogy for H. I'D

"the pressor " (from po like np, ^S, TT; comp. y*D

Prov. xxx. 83, " the pressing out ") is «*. Aty. DDK is

an Isaianic word, as the entire thought is also Isaianle

.

comp. xxix. 20. *\& comp. on xili. «.—DD*1 only

here; but other forms of the verb are frequent in Isa.

:

i. 12 ; xxvi.0; xxviii. 3; xli. 25 ; lxiii. 3.

Ver. ft. ton u to make firm," stabihre, 1 Sam. xili. 13

;

2 Sam. v. 12 ; Isa. xxx. 33. Ipn is not " grace,** which

Is not the opposite of |"D, 1& and DO*lD (x. 6) but

"gentleness," eUmentia. Comp. IpH oSd 1 Kings xx.

31, and Prov. xx. 28. 111 Sn** comp. TH PS?
Amos ix. 11, and as contrast HDV 7tlk Ps. lxxriii. 67.—

It is an expression of modesty, comp. the contrast be*

tween JV3 »nd Snfc 2 Sam. viL 6^—The expression

DDEfa Vhl is wholly Isaianic It occurs only L 17

and here. ETO VHD (comp. Ps. xlv. 2 ; Prov. xxii 29)

occurs only here.

KXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. These words connect closely with what pre-
cedes, in that they assume that the fugitives of
Moab that fled over the border (xv. 7) have ar-

rived in Sela, the chief city of Edom ("from Se-
la," ver. 1). The chief thought is that Moab is

counselled to seek help and protection from Judah
(vers. 1, 2), and therefore eventually itself to af-

ford protection and help to Judah (vers. 3, 4 o).

When then the time comes wherein all unright-
eousness on earth shall have an end (ver. 46), and
the righteous ruler shall sit on the throne of Da-
vid (ver. 6), then—this is the necessary conse-
quence—Moab, too, shall share this salvation.

2. Send ye Anion.—Vera. 1, 2. No one
but the Prophet can speak these words, as well as
all that follows, because he only was able to give
the prophecy contained in vers. 4 6, 5. In the
summons to send lambs to Jerusalem there is evi-

dently an allusion to the fact that the Moabite
king Mesa, according to 2 Kings iiL 4, was obliged

to send the wool of 100,000 lambs (D'?|) and of

100,000 rams (O'Vk) as tribute to the king of Is-

rael. "The lambs of the ruler" is evidently the

tribute of lambs that belongs to the ruler of the

land. But the king of Judah is called pH bvhn

"ruler of the land," in distinction from the ")/D

3K1D, "the king of Moab," who was tributary to

the former. They are to send the tribute to Je-

rusalem from Sela, the capital city of Edom
(called Petra by the Romans ; its ruins were dis-

covered by Burkhabdt in Wadi Musa, comp.
xlii. 11). We account for this by representing to

ourselves that according to xv. 7 the Moabites

have arrived in Sela as fugitives. Unto the
wilderness—which is more exactly defined by
•' unto the mount of the daughter of Zion "—cor-
responds exactly to the description that Strabo
gives of the region of Petra. He says : x&P* *(**•

fiOi 4 irfaiorq koX fldhora i icpbc 'lovdaiav (Kno-
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CHAP. XVL 6-12. 203

bel). On the subject matter comp. xviii. 7. But
the fugitives are not in Sela only. According to

xv. 8, they dispersed on every side. Therefore

fleeing crowds appear also at Anion, the northern
border river of Moab. These are called " daugh-
ters of Moab." Does not the feminine stamp the ti-

mid fugitives as those that have turned into women
and lost all masculine courage ? Corap. t. g. iii. 1.

3. Take oounsel the spoiler.—Vers. 3,

4 a. These are not the words of the Moabites, but
of the Prophet, who directs this petition to the

Moabites in the name of his people. They are

not only to put themselves in subjection to Judah,
and purchase protection for themselves by tribute,

bat they are also on their part to afford protec-

tion. By the likeness of their contents, vers. 3,

4 a belong together. The Prophet hereby assumes
that there shall come upon Judah also such a vi-

sitation as xv.t xvi. he proclaims to Moab. This
was fulfilled by Nebuchadnezzar, and in Jer. xl.

11 Moab is expressly named among the lands into

which scatteredJudah (UllJ, Jer. xl. 12) had fled.

—The Prophet cannot mean that the Moabites
shall bring about justice between the Israelites

and their oppressors, for they lack power and
force to do this. But they are to do what is right

in that they receive to their protection those op-
pressed and driven out. This demand for pro-
tecting shelter is expressed by means of an admi-
rable figure of speech. Moab shall make its sha-

dow at clear middav dark a? at midnight, so that

he who is concealed in this shadow shall be hid
as completely as if the darkness of night enclosed
him.

4. For the extortioner—righteousness.
—Vers. 4 b, 5. The Prophet now gives the reasons

why Moab should seek shelter from Judah and
likewise afford shelter to the fugitives of Judea.
This reason is one eminently prophetic. That is

to say, Isaiah sees in spirit the end of the world-
power, therefore the cessation of all violent op-
pression and the dominion of the kingdom of God
under a great one of the line of David. Would
Moab share in this glory of the people of God,
then it must now display such conduct as the Pro-
phet imputes to it, vers. 1-4 a. This is the same
thought the correlative of which is expressed
lx. 12 (comp. Zech. xiv. 16 sqq.) in the words:
" For the nation and kingdom that will not serve
thee shall perish."—pHH, "the land," according
to the context, signifies the whole earth. For the
world-power that is characterized in the preceding
words dominates not a single land, but the whole
earth. In contrast with the violent, unjust world-
power another throne shall be set up by mildness
(10n, see Text, and Oram.). On this throne,
which stands in the tabernacle of David (an ex-
pression of modesty, see Text, and Cham.), shall

one sit in truth, %. «., one who is truthful and re-

liable, and he will do nothing arbitrarily ; but he

will keep to the forms of law (Oflfr). But not

only this—he will also interest himself to find out

the (substantial) right (BBBftp E^/l)—and when
he has found it, he will promptly execute it

(pTO THD). That the Prophet hasin mind here

the great Son of David, whose friendliness and
righteousness he had already celebrated, ix. 5 sq.;

xi. 1 sq., cannot be doubted. Where ceasing from
violence and injustice and a kingdom of right-

eousness and of loving mildness are spoken o^ the
Messianic kingdom is meant.

y) MOAW8 PRIDE AND RUIN.

Chapter XVI. 6-12.

6 We have heard of the pride of Moab ;
mhe is very proud

:

%Even of his haughtiness, and his pride, and his wrath

;

'But his lies shall not be so.

7 Therefore shall Moab howl dfor Moab,
Every one shall howl

;

For the •foundations of Kir-hareseth shall ye "mourn

;

*3urely they are stricken.

8 For the fields of Heshbon languish,
And the vine of Sibmah : 'the lords of the heathen have broken down the 'princi-

pal plants thereof,

They *are come even unto Jazer, they wandered Hhrauah the wilderness

:

Her branches are 'stretched out, they are gone over the sea.

9 Therefore I will bewail with the weeping of Jazer the vine of Sibmah :

I will "water thee with my tears, O, Heshbon, and Elealeh

:

For "the Shouting for thy summer fruits and for thy harvest is fallen.

10 And gladness is taken away, and joy out of the plentiful field

And in the vineyards there shall be no singing, neither shall
The treaders °shall tread out no wine in their presses

;

I have made their vintage shouting to cease.

11 Wherefore^my bowels shall sound like an harp for Moab,
And mine inward parts for Kir-haresh.

there be shouting

:
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204 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

12 And it shall come to pass, when *it is seen
That Moab is weary on the high place.

That he shall come to his sanctuary to pray

;

*But he shall not prevail

» Or, mutter.

•m very proud,
•grape cake*.
* omit the.

* Or,plucked up,

* omit even of.

*eigh.

i choice.
vintage shout itfallen ont etc • shall not tread wine.

• moisten. \so he shall not

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. «. The plural Ijyotf intimates that tkto haugh-

tiness of Moab to generally known.—KJ, contracted

from TIKI (ii IS) occurs only here ; (oomp. Ew. 1 166 a).

Regarding the construction, it belongs to TIKI and not

to 3K1D» for the Prophet had not experienced thai the

very proud Moab to proud, but that the pride of Moab
to very intense, or that hia pride moanta up rery high.

|ttO (oomp. ii 10 ; ir. 2 ; xiii. 11, 10 ; and often) and

TTWKix.85Xlli.a>ll;xxT.ll)arel8aianicwonto. Troy
t-:|- t:v

to ** excess," and in this sense to more frequently used

of wrath, bat is ased also of overweening pride (oomp.

|VTT rH3# Ptot. xxi 24). In Isaiah the word occurs

in the latter sense only here; in the former he uses it

often: ix. 18; x. 6; xiiiO, 13; xiv. «.—In the expres-

sion \D~vh — " the not right, incorrect wrong," the

two elements are fused into a unity of notion (comp.

Y%-vh x. 15). It to used adverbially (2 Sam. xviii 14)

as well as substantively (2 Kings vii 0; xvil. 9; Prov.

xv. 7 ; Jer. viil. 6 ; xxiii. 10; xlviii. 30, bit).—0^3 from

113 — 1(13 (oomp. KB3 and HD3 M inconsiderate
-T TT T T T T

speaking," Lev. v. 4 ; Num. xxx. 7, 9) " to invent, think

out "— commenticia, ftcticia, " conceited, vain babbling'*

(Job xl. 3 ; Jer. xlviiL 30); personally u a braggart, fop "

(xliv.26; Jer. L 36).

Ver. 7. HC^tfK, "cakes," 2 Sam. vL 10; 1 Chron. xvi

S; plural JlW'^X Song of 8oL U. 5, and D'C^Cfe Hos.

ill. 1, where it ipeaks of D'JMJJ '0'BJH. D'tOJ-^tt

to in apposition with the subject of UiW- 3K—
"only;" "who to only troubled, nothing but troubled."

K3J is **. X*y.; comp. H33 IxtL 2 and KJ3 Prov.
TT VT "T

XV. 13.

Ver.8. HOltf xxxvii 27, plural Pbiyitf Hab.iii.17,

at constr., jVlDlttf Deut xxxii. 32; 2 Kings xxiii 4.

Isaiah uses not ud frequently forms of V?D|t, xix. 8 ;

xxir. 4, 7; xxxiii 0. dSh i» tundere, percutere, "to

smite." It occurs again xxviii 1, where, to be sure, it

•Or, fa* alarm iefsMen qpo* elf.

• the vanity of his pretension, *to.
t wholly stricken. * ere withered.
k reached. >fo.
9when Moab appears, when it afflicts itsdjfon, etcn when

it comes to, eta

GRAMMATICAL.

speaks of |« p^7V—The plural of pNtf, meaning

the same as plfer7v« *, occurs only here. tf©3

Niph. xxxiii. 23, "spread themselres." JWlSif •»•

A<yn *• the sprouts " of the vine.

Ver. 9. "Tin* Piel of mi. with the second and third
I TT

radicals transposed, xxxiv. 6, 7.—TP71I to the shout

with which the toreularii cheered their labor, and pro-

bably beat time, ver. 10 ; Jer. xxv. 30 r H. 14; kS TVT)

ITn Jer. xlviiL 33. It to certain that the Prophetfor
T *•

the sake of similarity in sound wrote ll^fp instead of

JYJfD, the latter means the grape harvest But V¥p
must not be taken as — 1*jfX For why should not the

grain harvest also hare suffered under the trampling

feet of the warrior wine treaders I

Ver. 10. Sui nrtOfcr from Joel i 1& Soi3 « very

frequent word with Isaiah, x. 18 ; xxix. 17 ; xxxii 16 sq.;

xxxv. 2 ; xxxvii 24. Here, too, SoiD and 0*013 are

distinguished, a proof that we may take T3fp in Ita

proper sense.—pi and J?j?1 are also associated on ac-

count of the similarity of sound. The former occurs,

beside passages like xxiv. 14; xxvL 10; xxxv. 2; xlii

11, 0fe, also in xii ; the latter xv. 4. Neither occurs

again in the Passive conjugation used here.

Ver. 11. Mark the assonance in '31D and fenn TjX
Likely it is purely out of regard for such assonance that

the name of this single city to here repeated. This
passage generally, especially from ver. • on, to extra-

ordinarily rich in such assonances.

Ver. 12. On HODH oomp. on JVJH xv. 2, and ClSjJD

HO!) Jer. xlviii 35. n*SJ i 1*7 xlvii 13- SSflnfl
' T T T I

•

occurs not seldom in Isaiah : xxxvii 16, 21 ; xxxviii. 2;

xliv.17; xlv. 14, 20. by without expressed object,

with the meaning "to put through, accomplish," occurs

only here in Isaiah. Of another sort are the instances

i 13; vii 1; xxix. 11, and often. On the contrary this

usage to frequent in Jer.: Ui 6; v. 22; xx. 7. Comp. 1

Kings xxii 22.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. By the words vera. 1-5 the Prophet had in-

dicated to Moab the way by which it might escape
destruction. Unhappily he must verify that

Moab has no mind to follow this way of deliver-

ance. It is much too proud for that: its old
haughtiness is exhibited in a ruinous manner
(ver. 6j. Therefore the lodgments run their

course: lamentation fills the whole land. But
three localities become especially prominent in

the general chorus of those that lament, which
hitherto had been just the places of most joyous

pleasure : Kir-hareseth with its grape confections

(ver. 7), Heshbon with ita fruitful meadows, Sib-
ma with its vine culture (ver. $). The misery is

so great that the Prophet, as feeling the conta-

gion, must not only outwardly join in the lament
of the planes named (vers, 9, 10), but also feels

himself moved in his inmost by the universal dis-

tress (ver. 11). And though now Moab turns to

his idols with fervent entreaty, yet, of course,

that is of no avail (ver. 12).

2. We have heard not be so.—Ver. 6.
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What the Prophet urged vera. 1-5, is made nuga-
tory bv the pride of Moab. Jer. xlviii. 11 com-
pares ifoab to wine not drawn off from vessel to

vessel, bat ever settled on its lees. That means:
Moab has always remained in his land : never
gone into exile. Thereby has been developed in

aim a strong sense of strength and security (comp.

xxv. 11 ; Jer. xlviii. 14> 17, 18, 25, 26, 29; Zeph.
il 8, 10).

3. Therefore-—the sea.—Vers. 7, 8. The
Prophet now describes the consequences of this

haughtiness. Moab must then howl for it. Moab
howls to Moab, i. e. as the Prophet (xv. 3, " all

of it shall howl,") himself declares every thing
howls, and thus the cry of lament from one local*

ity meets that of the next For not for its neigh-
bor does each locality lament, but for itself; but
this howling is heard from one place to the other.

["It is better to adhere to the common interpre-

tation of 3WD7 as denoting the subject or occa-
sion of the lamentation :—the simplest supposition
is that Moab for Moab means Moab for itself.—J.

A. A.].

In what follows, several localities present them-
selves to the view of the Prophet elevated above
the general level of universal lament, and these
are such localities that hitherto had produced the
most precious gifts of field or vineyard, and thus
had been the places of most joyous pleasures,

Kir-hareseth, (comp. ver. IL Jer. xlvni. 11, 31,

36 ; 2 Kings iii. 25), since Vitringa, has been
recognized as identical with Kir-Moab xvi. 1,

snd perhaps so named on account of its brick
walls. It sighs for its grape cakes; and as a
further reason for the mourning it is said that the
meadows of Heshbon (xv. 4) are withered and
drv. The Essebonitis (Josephus Antia. xii. %
11) was very fruitful. Thence came the cele-

brated grain of Minnith, Ezek. xxvii. 17. "The
traveller Lbqh brought so-called Heshbon wheat
to England with stalks 5/ 1" long and having
84 grains in the ear, which weighed four times as
much as an English ear of wheat (Leybeb in
Hebz. JR. Enayd. VI., p. 21).—Sibmah (Num.
zxxiL 3 Q3&, comp. ver. 38 ; Josh. xiii. 19) ac-

cording to Jebomb on Jer. xlviii. 32, say onlv
500 paces from Heshbon. The vines of Sibmah
are cut down by the lords of the nations, i. e. the
leaders of the heathen host If these words were
understood to mean that the vines by the power
of their wine overcame the lords of the nations,
then nothing would be said of the calamity that
overtook the vines themselves. [Of the exposi-
tion here objected to, J. A. A. says : " This in-
genious exposition (sciL of Cocceius) is adopted
By VrranroA, Lowth, Hitzio, Maureb, Hen-
dewerk, De Wbtte, Kxobel, on the ground
of its agreement with the subsequent praises of
the vine of Sibmah. Gesenius objects that there
» then no mention of the wasting of the vine-
yardsby theenemy unless this can besupposed to be

included in SSftK « languish." Besides Gesenius.
Bosehyuelleb, Ewald.Umbbeit, and most of
the older writers make rrpniP the object of the

erb thn instead of its subject.,, See Text, and
Groat.]. In order to make a due impression of
the damage done by cutting down the vines of
Sibmah, the Prophet presents a picture of the ex-

tent of their culture. It reached to Jazer north-

ward, and eastward to the desert they wandered,
i. «. the vines extended in wild growth. Jazer
(Num. xxxii. 1, 3, 35 j Josh. xiii. 25, and often)

now a cluster of ruins of Siev, according to the

Onomastioom, lay 15 Roman miles north ofHesh-
bon. The vigorous growth of the vine is, even in

our colder climate, something extraordinary. It

is quite possible that in that warm and fruitful

land the vine, by root-sprouts, spread itself,

extending beyond the limits of cultivation, till

it was stopped by the sand of the desert. But to

the sea also it spread. What sea is this ? Jer.

(xlviii. 32) understands thereby '' the sea of Ja-
zer." That can be nothing but a pool or basin

(comp. " the sea," in the temple, 1 Kings vii. 23
sqq.). But our context demands that we look

rather for a sea lying to the south or vest ; for

the extension of the vines northward and east-

ward has already been mentioned. If it is to be
described as an extension on every side, there is

only wanting the southern and western direction,

or, as combining both, the south-western. South-

west of Sibmah lay the Dead Sea. This the Pro-

phet means (comp. 2 Ghr. xx. 2). But I would

not, with Deutzbch, take n
?-R'

*' they passed

over," as a hyperbolical expression for "extended
close to it." We may without ado understand

the expression in its full and proper sense. Did
not Engedi, celebrated for its vine culture (Song
of Solomon i. 14), lie on the west shore of the

Dead Sea in a corner, splendidly watered bv a
spring ? And there, only a few hours further

westward, lay Hebron, also renowned for its wine
(Num. xiii. 24, Heez. R. Encyd. XVII., p. 611).

It is only a bold poetic view when the Prophet
treats the vines that grow on the western shore of

the Dead Sea as runners from those that grow so

gloriously on the ea^ shore in Moab.
4. Therefore I will shouting to eeaae.

—Vera. 9, 10. The Prophet cannot restrain him-
self from joining in the heart-rending lament that

he hears proceeding from Moab. One may know
by that how fearful it must be. For if even the

enemy feels compassion the misery must have
reached the acme. [" The emphasis does not lie

merely in the Prophet's feeling for a foreign na-

tion, but in his feeling for a guilty race, on whom
he was inspired to denounce the wrath of God."

—J. A. A.]. OM is not= 0}3 ; and therefore

the Prophet does not say that he weeps "as bitter-

ly as Jazer," but that among the voices of the

people of Jazer, his too is to be heard. He min-

gles with those who are most troubled about the

ruin of the vines of Sibmah because they are

most particularly affected by it. For neither the

desert, whither the vines * wander," nor the re-

gion west of the Dead Sea can be so concerned

about the destruction of the grape culture in the

central point Sibmah, as the neighboring Jazer.

The Prophet will moisten with his tears the fields

of Heshbon and Elealeh (xv. 4). These withered

fields (ver. 8) may well stand in need of such

moistening, for on the fruit and grain harvests

there has fallen the shout (see Text, and Oram.)

of the harvesters or rather of the wine-treaders,

an expression that can only be chosen in bitter

irony. For it is the devastating feet of the enemy
that have so trampled the fruitful meadowB and
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206 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

pressed the sap out of every living plant, so that

they now lie there withered. In consequence of

this wine treading, joy and jubilee are (thus and
together) wrested away from the cultivated fields.

5. "Wherefore not prevail.—Vers. 11,

12. The "therefore " of ver. 11, stands parallel

with the lt therefore " of ver. 9. Moab's misery
described vers. 7, 8, has a double effect on the

Prophet: first it constrains him to outward ex-

Eression of sympathy, to weep along with them

:

e feels, so to speak, the contagion of the univer-

sal weeping: second, he feels himself really

moved inwardly. He feels this emotion in his

bowels, for the motions of the affection find their

echo in the noble organs of the body. The ex-

pression Hon *'to sound," is often used of the

bowels; indead in relation to God Himself: briii.

15; Jer. xxxi. 20; comp. Lam. i. 20; ii. 11;
Jer. iv. 19. But the greatest misfortune of all in
the whole affair is that Moab does not know the
true source of all consolation. Would it only
know that, then would its sorrow and the sorrow
on account of Moab not be so great. But Moab
appears on the high place consecrated to his

god Chemosh, and torments himself to weariness.

Examples of such self-tormenting, and sore sac-

rifices for the sake of obtaining what is prayed
for, are presented by every sort of false religion,

comp. 1 Kings xviii. 28, and by Moabite history

itself in the offering of his own son by Mesa
(Mesha) 2 Kings iii. 27.—But all that shall be
of nc avail.

b) The later prophecy : more exact determination of the period of its fulfilment.

Chapter XVI. 13, 14.

13 This is the word that the Lord hath spoken concerning Moab 'since that time.

14 bBut now the Lord hath spoken, saying,

Within three years, as the years of an hireling,

And the glory of Moab shall be contemned,

With all that great multitude

;

And the remnant shall be very small and 'feeble.

l Or, not many.

• at one time. » Ana.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 14. 3 before 3^n pDH *?3 is construed by some

as dosignatlve of the part in which Moab suffers dimi-

nution, by others as the 3 of association. The former

construction does not Answer because it restricts the

diminution of Moab to a falling off of the dense popula-

tion solely. Therefore I prefer with Delittscu the se-

cond explanation according to which it is affirmed that

Moab's glory, i. «., power and riches tog* ther with the

crowded population shall be destroyed. pDH. comp.

xiiL4;xviL12; xxix.5,and often. iy?D DyOstand

together as in x. 26. The expression TS3 occurs only

in Job and Isaiah, comp. x. 13; xrii.12; xxviii. 2. It

seems as if in this place the Prophet has in mind Jcb

xxxvL 5, where it reads: 0X& *6l T33 Sk-TH-

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1. Isaiah felt himself moved to repeat a pro-

phecy against Moab, which was imparted to him
at an earlier period, and to fix accurately the

term of its fulfilment For in precisely three

years it will be all over with the glory of Moab,
and only an inferior remnant of it will be left.

3. This is the word feeble.—Vers. 13,

14. There are instances elsewhere of a Prophet,

receiving command not to publish a prophecy at

once, but to treasure it up with a view to later

fublication (comp. viii. 1 sqo., xxx. 8; H. 60 sqq.)

Iere we have the reverse of this procedure, Isa.,

receives command now to publish a revelation that

was imparted to him at an earlier date, with more
particular designation of the term of its fulfil-

ment that was before left undetermined. If the

prophecy was not im*parted to him but to another,

why should he not name this other? Would
Isaiah deck himself»in the plumage of another T

No one needed this less than he. Nor was it un-
necessary to mention the name. For a nameless

prophecy lacks all authority. At most it could

be said Isaiah recognized the word as genuine

word of prophecy, and published it under the

seal of his name and authority, like ii. 2-4j he
takes a prophecy of Micah for a foundation.

But against this is the fact that this passage bears

on the face of it too undeniably the stamp of the

spirit, and language of Isaiah. Therefore, 1K3,

"aforetime," must only mean that some time

before he had received this revelation. By TKO

is not indicated a definite measure of time. It

is also elsewhere found opposed to the nri£,

"now:" xlviii. 7. Why the Prophet choee

just that season for publishing designated by
*' now," and what season this might be, we have

not the means of knowing. In no case was the

prophecy fulfilled in one act. Here too, as bo

often, the fulfilment is dibpersed through many
stages, which the Prophet himself does not dis-

tinguish. The end of the three years needed
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only to coincide with a fact which bore with it in

principle the fall of Moab, to assure the relative

fulfilment of the prophecy, for to the absolute

fulfilment belongs of course the entire time fol-

lowing. It is quite possible that the Prophet
received the prompting to the first prophecy
against Moab (xv. 1-xvi. 12) from the event of

the Moabites occupying the east Jordan territory

of Gad and Reuben which was depopulated by
Pal and Tiglath-Pileser (1 Chr. v. 6, 26 ; 2 Kings
zt. 29), although in our chapters there occurs no
express reference to such an act of enmity
against Israel (comp. Vaihinger in Hebz. A.
EncycL IX. p. 662). Isaiah published this pro-

phecy later when the first act of the judgment
was in prospect, that was to make a definitive

end of the state of Moab. But we are not able

to say wherein this first act consisted. Yet that

it was only a first act appears from the fact that

more than a hundred years later, Jeremiah once
again prophesied the judgment of destruction

against Moab (Jer. xlviii.). In three years,

that should be reckoned like the years of an hire-

ling, i. «., close, without abbreviation to his ad-

vantage, and without extension to his hurt (the

expression occurs again xxi. 16), in three years,

therefore, Moab'8 glory was to be made insignifi-

cant (Hi. 5).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xv. 1. "Although the Prophets be-

longed to the Jewish people, and were sent espe-

cially for the sake of the Jewish people, yet as

God would that all men should come to repentance
and the knowledge of the truth, therefore at times

also the Prophets were called on to go out of these

limits, and preach to other nations for a sign

against them, that they might have nothing
whereby to excuse themselves."

—

Cramer.
2. On xv. 2 sqq. " Against the wrath of God,

neither much money and land, nor a well equip-

ped nation, nor great and strong cities, nor night
from one place to another avail anything, but
true repentance (Ps. xxxiii. 16 sq.J. Whoever
forsakes God in good days, He will forsake again
in misfortune, and then they can find nowhere
rest or refuge (Prov. i. 24 sqq.).

—

Starke.
3. On xv. 7. " What a man unjustly makes,

that another unjustly takes."

—

Starke.
4. On xr. 8 so. " God is wont, in His judg-

ments, to proceed by degrees, to begin with lesser

punishments, and proceed to the sorer (Liev.

xzvi 18, 21, 24, 28). Although the godless es-

cape one misfortune yet they soon fall into

another."

—

Starke.
5. On xvi. 1 sqq. "God can quickly bring it

about that the people that once gave us shelter-

ing entertainment must in turn, look to us for

entertainment and a lurking place. For in the
famine, Naomi and her husband and sons were
pilgrims in the land of Moab (Ruth i. 1). David
procured a. refuge for his parents among the
Moabites (1 Sam. xxii. 3). Now their affairs are
in so bad a case that they, who were able to af-

ford shelter to others, must themselves go wan-
dering among others ; for human fortune is un-
stable."—Cramer.

6. On xvi. 4. "God therefore threatens the

Moabites, at the same time winning them to re-

pentance, for He seeks not the death of the sinner
(Ezek. xviii. 32). Thus it was still a season for

repentance. For had the Moabites once again
u*ed hospitality, then again had mercy been ex-
tended to them."

—

Cramer.
7. On xvi. 6. " Light arises to the pious in

the darkness from the Gracious, Merciful and
Just One. His heart is of good courage and
fears not, till he sees his desire on his enemies
(Ps. cxii. 4, 8]. And as it went well with Jeru-
salem, while it went ill with the Moabites, thus
shall Christ's kingdom stand, and the enemies go
down. For it is an everlasting kingdom, and
the set up tabernacle of David shall surely re-

main (Am. ix. 11.)"

—

Cramer.
8. On xvi. 6 sqq. "Moab was a haughty

nation, for it was rich and had everything abund-
ant. For it commonly goes thus, that where one
is full, there the heart is lifted up, and the legs

must be strong that can bear good days."

—

Cramer.
9. On xvi. 9 sqq. " Such must be the disposi-

tion of teachers and preachers, that for the sake
of their office, they should and must castigate in-

justice for God's sake, but with those that suffer

the punishment they must be pitiful in heart.

And therefore they must be the sin's enemy, and
the persons' friend. Example : Micah announces
the punishment to Jerusalem yet howls over it,

testifies also his innermost condolence by change
of clothing (Mic i. 8). Samuel announces de-

struction to Saul and has sorrow for him (1 Sam.
xv. 26; xvi. 1). Likewise Christ announces
every sort of evil to the Jews, and yet weeps
bitterly ( Luke xix. 41 ). Paul preaches the fright-

ful rejection of the Jews, and yet wishes it were
possible to purchase their salvation by His eternal

hurt (Rom. ix. 3)."—Cramer.
10. On xvi. 14. " Exceeding, and verjr great

is the grace and friendliness of God, that in the
midst of the punishments that He directs against

the Moabites, He yet thinks on His mercy. For
the Lord is good unto all and has compassion on
all His works (Ps. cxlv. 9)."

—

Cramer.
11. On xvi. 12. Hypocritaej vbi, etc " Hypo-

crites, whose souls are tilled with impious notions

of God, are much more vehement in their ex-

ercises than the truly pious in the true worship of

God. And this is the first retribution of the

impiou«, that they are wasted by their own labor

which they undertake of their own accord. An-
other is that those exercises are vain in time of

need and profit nothing. Therefore their evils

are born with the greatest uneasiness, nor do they

pee any hope of aid. On the contrary true piety,

because it knows that it is the servant of Christ,

suffers indeed externally, yet conquers the cross

by the confidence which it has in Christ"

—

Luther.
12. On xvi. Genuineness. [Barnes in foe.

forcibly presents the argument for the genuine-

ness of these prophecies afforded by the numer-
ous mention of localities and the prediction of the

desolations that would overtake them. In doing
so he quotes also the language of Prof. Shedd
{Bib. Repos. Vol. VII., pp. 108 sq.). BARNES
says :

" That evidence is found in tne particulari-

ty with which places are mentioned • and in the

fact that impostors would not tperify places, any
further than was unavoidable. Mistakes, we all
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know, Are liable to be made by those who attempt

to describe the geography of places which they

hare not Been* Yet here is a description of a
land and its numerous towns

;
made nearly three

thousand years ago, and in its particulars it is

sustained by all the travellers of modern times.

The ruins of the same towns are still seen : their

places in general can be designated ; and there is

a moral certainty, therefore, that this prophecy
was made by one who knew the locality of those

places, and that, therefore, the prophecy is ancient

and genuine."
—

" Every successive traveller who
visits Moab, Idumea or Palestine, does something
to confirm the accuracy of Isaiah. Towns bear-

ing the same name, or the ruins of towns, are

located in the same relative position in which he
said they were, and the ruins of once splendid

cities, broken columns, dilapidated walls, trodden

down vineyards, and half demolished temples
proclaim to the world that those cities are what
he said they would be, and that he was under the

inspiration of God." See Keith on Prophecy,

whose whole book is but the amplification of Ums
argument. The modern traveller, who explores

those regions with Isaiah in one hand and Ro-
binson's Be$earche8 or Murray's Quids in the

other, has a demonstration that Isaiah was as

sorely written with the accurate knowledge of

those regions in their day of prosperity and po-
pulous cities, as that the accounts of Robinson,
Tristram or Murray's Guide were written by
those who only had a knowledge of their ruins
and desolations.

—

Tb.].

HOICTLETICAL HINTS.

1. On xvi. 5. This text can be used on the
Reformation Feast, at Synods, Missionary Anni-
versaries and similar occasions. The throne
op the Lord Jesus Christ. L Its Founda-
tion : Grace. II. The Substance of which it is

made: Truth. III. The Place where it stands:
The Tabernacle of David. IV. The Object, for

whose attainment it is set up : Justice and Right-
eousness.

^
2. On xvi. 6-14. Righteousness exalts a na-

tion, but sin is the people's destruction (Prov.
xiv. 34). Therefore the salvation of a people
rests on their knowing and serving the Lord.
The example of Moab proves this. We learn
from it : What a People must shun and do
THAT SALVATION MAY BE ITS PORTION. I. It

must shun, a) pride (ver. 6) : b) false and ex-
ternal worship (ver. 12). II. It must serve the
I<ord, who is a) a true, 6) an almighty, c) a holy
and just God.

8. AGAINST SYRIA-EPHRAIM AND ETHIOPIA-EGYPT.

Chapters XVII.—XX.

The prophecies contained in xvii.—xx. have
this much in common, that they are directed

against two double nations. For as here Syria

and Ephraim belong together, so there Ethiopia
and Egypt Thus in the north and south the gaze
of the Prophet falls on a double nation, ana in

each case the remoter nation is the more hetero-

geneous. Then all these prophecies point to the

future of Assyria. But they do so in a very dif-

ferent sense. In xvii. Assyria appears as instru-

ment for accomplishing the judgment on the
neighboring enemy of Judah, Syria and Israel.

But immediately thereafter (xvii. 12-14) destruc-

tion is announced against Assyria itself, so that

xvii* can conclude with the words :
" This is the

portion of them that spoil us and the lot of them
that rob us." But Assyria threatened not merely
Judah and its next neighbors. The terror of it

went further: it extended into distant lands. To
these belonged also Ethiopia. Therefore on this

account the Prophet announces to Ethiopia, too,

the impending danger proceeding from Assyria.

And this announcement could so much the more
find a place here as the Prophet at the same time
had to announce the putting aside of this danger
by the same overthrow of the Assyrians that

(xvii. 12-14) he holds up to view as the deliver-

ing event for Judah. Thus the Prophet in so far

points away to a future of Assyria which is to it

Fatal, and on that account for Judah full of com-
fort. Hence these chapters involve the warning
to fear neither Syria-Ephraim nor Assyria. We
can say, therefore, that the contents of xvii. cor-

respond to the contents of the first and third part

of the prophetic-cycle vii.—xii. For we find

here everything that is set forth in extenso vii. 1

—ix. 6, and then again x, 5—xL 16. given com-
pactly in the brief space of one chapter. Re-
garding the period of their composition, we
must ascribe xvii. and xviii. to the same time.

For in both Assyria is spoken of in the same
sense, i. «., the overthrow of Assyria is held up
to view in both, and not the victory as in xix.

and xx. But then in both passages this over-

throw is spoken of in such a way that one sees

the lines of perspective of both pictures of the

future meet in the historical event that is de-

scribed xxxvii. 36 sqq. To this is added what
Drechsler calls attention to, that chapter xviii.

has no superscription, but appears with its *in,

" woe," to join on to the •• woe " of xvii. 12.

Drechsler, indeed, urges the unity too strongly

(in Aw Commentary, and Stud. u. KriL, 1847, p.

857 saq.). Yet one don't see why the Prophet

should have set just Ethiopia parallel with Ju-
dah. This is only conceivable if chapter xviii.

was not conceived ad hoe, but was put here only

as a parallel actually existing and, according to

the reference of vers. 5, 6, a fitting parallel. But,

as already said, the two passages, as regards their

origin, belong to one period. And inasmuch as,

according to xvii. 1-3, Damascus and Ephraim
still stooa intact, we must ascribe both chapters

xvii. xviii., to the beginning of the reign of

Aha*, the time to which chapters vii. 1—ix. 6

owe their origin. We would then have in our

chapters a proof that Isaiah, at that time not only

foresaw the significance of Assyria as an instru-

ment of punishment, but also its destruction.

Chapters xix. and xx., also treat of the future
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of Assyria, bat in the opposite sense : for chapter
xix* holds up to the view of Egypt its destruc-

tion. Who will be the instrument of this de-
struction is not said. It is known onlj from yen.
16, 17 that it is the God of Israel that causes the
rain to fall on Egypt But when, now, ver. 23
•qq., the view is displayed in the still more re-

mote future of the most intimate friendship be-

tween Egjrpt and Assyria, and great salration for

both, so it result^ by force of the contrast im-
plied, that Assyria must previously have been
the enemy and destroyer of Egypt And this,

then, is said in express words in chapter xx.,

which is related to chapter zix., as an explana-
tory sequel. Evidently, therefore, chapters xix.
xx, involve for Judah the warning that con-
federacy with Egypt is of no avail against As-
syria, The Lord Las given Egypt inevitably
into the hand of Assyria in the immediate future.

From this we recognize that these chapters
must have been written at a time when Judah
needed such a warning against false reliance on
the protection of Egnrpt against the danger that
threatened on the side of Assyria. Such was the
esse in the time of Hezekiah. We learn from
xxriiL—ixxii., that an " Egyptian policy " was
the great theocratic error of the reign of Hexe-
kiah. Moreover the date given xx. 1 (see com-
ment in loc)9 according to the Assyrian monu-
ments, refers us to the year 711, the 17th year
of Hesekiah, for the beginning, and xx. 3 to the
year 708, as the period of the conclusion, and of
the prophetic indication of that typical transac-
tion. According to that, chapter xx. cannot
hare been written before the year 708 b. c, and
the words, " and fought against Ashdod and took
it," ver. 1 6 are, relatively, indeed, but not abso-
lutely considered, an historical anticipation.

Bat our chapters have still a further pecu-
liarity in common. That is to sav, with excep-
tion of chapter xx., they are all of them compre-
hensive surveys, while chapter xx., as already
•aidj only more nearly determines a chief point
left indistinct in chapter xix. For the Prophet
comprehends here, as in one look, the entire
future of all the nations mentioned in these
chapters, down into the remotest Messianic time,

where all shall belong to the kingdom of peace
that the Messiah shall found. Israel (and by
implication Syria, conip. on " as the glory," etc

xvii. 3, and "a man," ver. 7), Judah, Ethiopia,

Egypt, Assyria, all of them shall with one ac-

cord serve the Lord, and in equal measure enjoy

His blessing. Connected therewith is the fact

that these chapters (xx. excepted, for the reason

given) form a total by themselves, in that they
sketch, prophetic fashion, in grand brevity, a
panorama of the future history of the nations in

question. But as regards the relation of this

second element, the Messianic to the first, the As-
syrian, it must be observed that the formei in

chapters xviii. xix., forms quite normally the

conclusion. But in xvii., the Assyrian element
forms the conclusion, and indeed it is joined on
in a loose and unconnected way. In xvii. 9-11,

the cause of the fall described vers. 4-6 is assigned

in only an incidental way, so that the Messianic
element (vers. 7, 8) has, so to speak, a subsequent
endorser in this reason assigned. Yet this style

of adding the reason after describing the event
has many examples. But the words xvii. 12-14
certainly give the impression of being a later

addition, vet one that in any case proceeds from
the Prophet himself. Without this addition

there would be wanting to xvii., one of the two
elements that characterise chapters xvii.—xx.
With it, chapter xvii. not only becomes homo-
geneous with the following chapters, but also it

becomes complete in itself (comp. ver. 14 6), and
receives a bridge that unites it with chap, xviii.

We may group the four chapters in the follow-

ing fashion :—

a) Prophecies that^ve warning not to be afraid

either of Syria^phraim, or Assyria (xvii.,

xviii.).

a. Damascus and Ephraim now and in time
to come (xviii.).

p. Ethiopia now and in time to come (xviii).

b) Prophecies that give warning not to trust to

ialse help against Assyria (xix., xx.).
a. Egypt now and in time to come (xix.).

p. The Assyrian captivity of Egypt (xx.).

t) Prophecies that give warning not to be afraid either of Syria-Bphraim or Assyria.

Chapters XVII., XVIII.

«) DAMASCUS AND EPHRAIM NOW AND IN TIME TO COME.

Chapter XVH.
K ) The destruction of Damascus and Ephraim.

Chapter XVII. 1-3.

1 The Burden of Damascus.
Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city,

And it shall be a ruinous heap.
2 The cities of Aroer are forsaken

:

Thejr shall be for flocks,

'Which shall lie down and none shall make them afraid.
14
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3 The fortress also shall cease from Ephraim,
And the kingdom from Damascus, and the remnant of Syria

:

They shall be as the glory of the children of Israel,

Saith the Lord of hosts.

• And they $hall lie down and there thall be no one making them afraid.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1. In this verso the m sound predominates in a

way not to be mistaken. The participle 1DID occurs

again 1 Sam. xzL 7. The construction with JD *»«. g*

^?QD IDKO'1 1 Sam. xv. 23. "pp is chosen for the

sake of the paronomasia with Y^D- It stands only

here for the elsewhere usual 'j;. [Imitated in Naxokls-

bach's translation by: "verworfm alt Stadt und vnrd

eine Trimmers tat fc-Ta.]. Also nSsO (of the same

meaning as H^sJD xxiiL 13; xxt. 2; and partly flSsD

Esek, xxvi. 15, 18, and often) occurs only here.

Ver. 2. In this Terse there occurs nom sound except-

ing D in the last word. On the other hand the r, hiss-

ing and dental sounds predominate. It is debatable

GRAMMATICAL.
whether *y nj? is equivalent to 'j» JYfo3 (compare

ttotfn ^V Josh, xiii 17) or is to be construed aa appo-

sitional genitive, I would not against the former of

these explanations oppose what Gasximrs {Thee. pag.

1074, comp. 1006) cites against himself, that Aroer was
no metropolis. For even if it were not the capital of a
land, it might still be the central point of a number of
smaller cities or villages. nia?J7 is — derelietae, de-

tertce (Ter. 9 ; ri. 12 ; Jer. It. 29). T1HD fW pi
is a form of speech borrowed from Job (xL 19) and re-

produced later by Zephaniah (iii 13).

Ver. 3. Notice the alliteration of the first half of the
verse. As 1K# is not ceteri, but retioto, I regard it as

T I

more accurate to connect OIK 1KEH with what follows

than with what precedes.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet makes the Syrian capital his

starting point, announcing to it first that it will

be reduced to a place of ruin (ver. 1). From
there he tarns to the territory of Israel, and tra-

verses first east Jordan Israel to its extremest
point (ver. 2), then passes over to west Jordan,
and thence returns back to Damascus (ver. 3).

Thus he describes a circuit, carries the destruc-

tion over Gilead to Ephraim and thence back to

Damascus, so that thus Ephraim becomes as Da-
mascus and Damascus as Ephraim ; thus both, as

they are politically closely united, appear joined

in a common ruin.

2. The burden of Damascus heap.

—

Ver. 1. OVm Kfro, "Burden of Damascus," is

in so far an inexact expression as chap. xvii. does
not merely treat of ajudgment against Damascus,
but of a judgment upon Ephraim and Assyria.

But the expression seems to be chosen for the sake
of conformity with the other sections of the col-

lection, chapters xiii.—xxiii. But it must not

here be construed in the sense of giving the con-

tents ; it is a simple nota, a mere designation to

distinguish and mark a beginning. As regards

the fulfilment, we see from viii. 4 that Isaiah sees

the time near at hand when the plunder of Da-
mascus shall be carried before the king of Assyria,

and according to x. 9 this capture has already

resulted. Schrader {Die KeUinsehriflm und doe

A. T., p. 150 sq. it. 152 sq.) imparts from Lay-
ard's inscriptions (London. 18ol, Fol.), an in-

scription that is unfortunately somewhat obliter-

ated, but is still plain enough to make known
that Tiglath-Pileser, by means of an expedition

lasting two years (according to Schrader, they
were the years 733 and 732 B. C. ; according to

the list of regents, the thirteenth and fourteenth

year of this king), destroyed the kingdom of Da-
mascus. The inscription reads : " .... whose
number cannot be numbered .... I caused to

be beheaded; .... of (Bin) hadar, the palace

of the father of Bezin (Ra-eun-ni, Ra-sun-nu) of
Damascus, ^situated on) inaccessible mountains
. . . . I besieged, captured ; 8000 inhabitants to-

gether with their property ; Mitinti of Ascalon
. ... I led forth into captivity : five hundred
(and eighteen, according to Smith) cities from six-

teen districts of the Damascus land I desolated
like a heap of rubbish." But it is of course to be
noticed that this catastrophe was only a tempora-
ry one. For Jer. xlix. 23-27 and Ezek. xxvii.
18 knew Damascus again as a city existing in

their time. On the whole Damascus is almost the
only one of all the cities of biblical antiquity that

flourishes still down to the present day.

3. The cities of Aroer afraid.—Ver. 2.

Three cities of Old Testament mention are called

by the name Aroer : 1) a city in Judah (1 Sam.
xxx. 28) which cannot by any means be meant
here; 2) a city in the tribe of bad, which accord-
ing to Josh. xiii. 25 (comp. Jud. xi. 33) lay
" before Babbah ; 3) a city in the tribe of Reuben,
situated on the north bank of the Anion (Dent,
ii. 36; Josh. xii. 2 ; xiii. 9, 16 ; Judg. xi. 26: 2
Kings x. 33, and often). But if the Prophet
meant only one of the two Aroers, then we miss
an element that is of importance in the connection
of thought of our passage. Are both Aroers
meant, then the Southern one, on the bank of
Arnon, must be one of them. But in that case
the words *' cities of Arnon " involve the sense

:

the entire east Jordan territory. But also the

etymological primary sense (^yh=nudu8t "bare,"

*TTI[ wop** "poor") recommended the mention

of the name of these cities. So that it thus seems
to have been chosen for a threefold reason (see

Text, and Oram.). From Damascus the judg-
ment of God moves southward like a tempest or
a hail cloud through Gilead to rebound from the
mountain chain of Abarim arid be deflected there-

by westward across the Jordan into the territory
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of Ephraim. Thus all Gilead becomes unfitted

for Human habitation. Only herds of animals
stop there, that can repose without fear of disturb-

ance.—The occupation of a region by herds is

abo in other places named as the sign of a desert

condition : xvii. 10 ; Zeph. ii 14> and often.

[In regard to "cities of Aroer," J. A. A. says:

"It is now commonly agreed that the place meant
ii the northern Aroer, east of Jordan, and that

itt citic9 are the towns around it, and perhaps de-

pendent on it"]
4. The fortress—of boats.—Ver. 3. The

Prophet now takes Ephraim and Syria together.

Of the former shall be done away all *W^? (col-

lective, "all defense"). Thereby the cities of

Ephraim also cease to be cities (ver. 1). For in

that no longer patriarchal but warlike time and
region, whatever was without wall was a village.

Comp. "ttf30 V£ "fenced cities," opposed to

tfl| or ">?3 "hamlet, village," 1 Sam.vi 18, and

often. As, therefore, " The fortress ceases from
Ephraim," ('KD 'D rotfJ, recalls TJTD 1010 "re-

jected as dtvf
" ver. 1), the end returns to the be-

ginning, and with the following words " the king-

dom of Damascus," the Prophet actually arrives

back in Damascus, whence he started out, so that

he has thus described a circuit With what art I

the Prophet Intimates that not only Ephraim be-

comes as Damascus (by the *W3D fUlSfJ), but also

Damascus as Ephraim 1 Are the cities of Ephraim
and Damascus become villages, then Damascus
can neither maintain its ancient rank as a royal
city, nor the cities of Ephraim their ancient glory.

Both must fall and go to ruin. " As the glory of
the children of Israel " must, of course, be in-

tended in the first place ironically. Ephraim
had joined itself closely with Syria to the great
terror of Judah (vii. 2; viii. 12). Isaiah shows
here how this close political coalition will turn
to their destruction, engulfing them in one com-
mon ruin. But when ver. 4 sqq. it is seen what will

be the fate of the glory of Jacob, vixj that it will

return from the fallen estate of remoteness from
God to the glory of nearness to God, then it will

not appear an error if in "the remnant of Syria"
is seen an allusion to "the remnant of Israel,"

and in the likeness of name an intimation of a
likeness of destiny that is to be hoped for : Comp.

on DTK " a man," ver. 7.
T T

[In regard to the ironical and sarcastic mean-
ing attacked to the expression "the glory of
Israel," a notion as old as Jeboms, J. A. A. savs
* it seems to mean simply what is left of their

former glory."]

3) Ephraim (and Damasous) small and again great.

Chapter XVII. 4-8.

4 And in that day it shall come to pass, that the glory of Jacob shall *be made thin,

And the fatness of his^flesh shall wax lean.

5 And it shall be bas when the harvestman gathereth the corn,

And reapeth the ears with his arm
;

And it shall be *as he that gathereth ears in the valley of Rephaim.
6 *Yet gleaning grapes shall be left in it, as the shaking of an olive tree.

Two or three berries in the top of the uppermost bough,
Four or five *in the outmost fruitful branches thereof*

Saith the Lord God of Israel.

7 At that day shall fa man look to his Maker,
And his eyes shall fhave respect to the Holy One of Israel.

8 And he shall not hlook to the altars, the work of his hands.
Neither shall 'respect that which his fingers have made,
Either the 'groves, or the 1images.

1 Or,*

• be reduced.

> look to what hie.

* at onein harvest gathereth eorn^emdhUe^mreapeth the eart.
* And gleaning* shall, etc • iniU,th*fruit tree's bought.
i look to. *t*rnto.
J Aihtaroth.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 4. JDBto again only x. 16. 7m Niph. emadari

only here ; comp. x. 18.

Yer. 5. nop xxxYii. 27. n%H) "and it goes,"

esmp. xiii. 14, "r¥p ie difficult/ The connection

leads nj first to expect the meaning " reaper,** and many
Uko it po, letting

1*3fp he Mid metonymically for 1*\p
«VXp*tfJ*<aMn4» Other* take nog in apposi-

GRAMMATICAL.
tion with l^fp, or T3fp — "harvest time n (when the

harvest time takes away the stalks. Ewald). TYp may

also he treated as accusative of time: "As one gathers

stalks of grain in the harvest." All of these explana-

tions have a certain harshness. Against Diutxsch, who

makesTSp-^p it may he objected : why does Isaiah

nse this very common word In a sense that it never has

red another

Google
elsewhere, and for which sense thert offered another
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212 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

wordOYto P». xxix, 7; Amos ix. 13; Jer. ix. 21, and

often) equally current ? The same may bo objected also

to Gasssius and Ewald. To take HOD as apposition is

harsh for the reason that then one of the two words
would be superfluous. I therefore prefer to take "V3fp

as accusatire of time, and to regard the word as a sub>

stsntire treated adrerbially like other marks of time

(•»pi nS%
S, 01% etc^ comp. Bwald, { 204 6). Then

the suffix of Ipl? relates to the notion of reaper ideally

present in *V?p.

Ver «. *)P.i »**in <»ly *!• **- 1XM is *». At*.

indM only here and ver. 9. *\yo "branch," again

only xxtIL 10. The suffix in JTITJfD relates to JVfJ

fT^A i« in apposition with the suffix (t* roam* qfut /•>

cundoo) with the signification of an adversative olauae.

Ter. 8. The D"HEftt (Trt">Bfc only in Judg. liL T; *
... -, •. -j

Chron. xix. 3 ; xxxiiL 3) are in any case the images or

symbols of Astarte, of the female principle, which had

the form of rr$Aai, pillars set upright (from "lBftt res*

turn, rietsm mm, according to Morass ; perhaps, accord-

ing to a statement of Hsbodotus IL 106, ymwuctf •.&>*+

were viaible).

EXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL,

1. Like one ties two threads into one knot no

the Prophet, ver. 3, has entwined in one anotner
the destiny of Damascus and Ephraim. It is

true that in what follows there is nothing more
said of Syria. But when it was said, ver. 3, that
" the remnant of Syria " shall be like "the glory
of Jacob," and if now, vers. 4-8, the course of de-

velopment of " the glory of Jacob " is portrayed
as a prospective sinking to a minimum and then
again as a mounting up to the most glorious

1

near-
ness to God, is not the same course of life by
implication prophesied of Syria? Therefore,
Ephraim shall be reduced to almost nothing.
The Prophet declares this in a threefold image.
First he compares the destruction of Israel to the
growing leanness of a fat man (ver. 4), second to

the grain harvest, where the reaper with full

arm, cuts and gathers the ears (ver. 5) ; third to
the olive harvest where the fruits are beaten off
the trees. But with this third figure he lets ap-
pear already in perspective a better time. The
Prophet only indirectly intimates that the tree
will be robbed of the chief part of its fruits. He
lays the chief stress here on the gleaning : there
remain hanging in the top and on the boughs
some scattered fruit, that shall be beaten off by
subsequent effort (ver. 6). Thus a remnant is left

to Israel, and this remnant shall be converted

:

Shear-Jashub (x. 20 sqq.). Notice with what art
this address also is arranged. There is a crescendo
and decrcacendo ofshadow, which gradually merges
into light. In the first figure (ver. 4) the shadow
still appears feint ; in the second (ver. 5) it

reaches its full extent ; in the third (ver. 6) it

yields unnoticed to the light. This light the
Prophet depicts here in the first place from its

subjective side, as a turning of the heart to God
(ver. 7) and a turning away from idols (ver. 8).

The objective salvation first appears in the fourth
turn of his discourse (vers. 12-14).

2. And in that day God of Israel.—
Vers. 4-6. " In that day " ver. 4, here refers to
the time of judgment announced in vers. 2, 3.
" The glory of Jacob," also refers back to ver. 3,

where the same expression is employed with only
the difference of Israel for Jacob, which seems
to have a rhetorical reason (comp. ix. 7). More-
over the Prophet speaks here of Israel-Ephraim
in a sense that declares what it has in common
with Judah. For the grand outlines of that pic-
ture of the future that Isaiah draws here,compre-
hend equally the history of Judah and Ephraim.
Moreover it must not be supposed that Isaiah has
In mind only the political ruin that ensued, say

after the shining reign of Jeroboam IT. This
growing lean embraces the entire time in which
the Ten Tribes exist as a remnant. It therefore

lasts still at the present time.

The second figure describes the same matter
only in greater extent It is presented in a mea-
sure as having three degrees. First, is called to

mind how the reaper gathers the standing grain

stalks ; second, how then the other arm cuts off

the ears ; third, how the ears are gathered, and
that in the valley of Rephaim, the fruitful plain

that extends in a south-west direction from Jeru-
salem. Such a rich harvest shall the enemies
hold in Ephraim

j
so thoroughly, therefore, shall

Ephraim be emptied out, plundered. The " gath-
ering of ears " mentioned in the second half of
ver. 5, may mean the gathering proper for bind-

ing into sheaves (Gen. xxxvii. 7); but it could
mean, too, the gleaning of the ears left lying,

as by the poor (Ruth ii. 2 sqq.). The former
better suits the context, in as much as the latter

notion appears in the following verse. In ver. 5
the whole work of the enemies is described, and
that in two stages, that are indicated by the
" and it shall be " prefixed, just as the battle and
the booty form the two sharply distinguished oc-

cupations of the warrior. The valley of Re-
phaim is mentioned in the Old Testament, Josh,

xv. 8 ; xviii. 16 ; 2 Sam. xv. 18, 22 ; xxiii. 13.

Most persons conclude from our present passage

that it was fruitful. Only Ewaxd [and Aben
Ezra, J. A. A.], finds in the passage the notion

of a "dry valley," as he also takes Bp^D in the

sense of gleaning. At present, indeed, the valley

is desert (comp. Knobel in toe.). Further state-

ments see in Arnold's article "Thaler in Paid-

etina," Hkrz. B. Encyd XV. p. 614. ["Robin-
son speaks of it en passant, as the cultivated val-

ley or plain of Rephaim (Palatine I. 328)." J.

A. A.].—But (ver. 6) thereis left on him, «. e., on
Jacob (we would say "of him," comp. x. 22) a
gleaning secundum pefxussionem or ad similitudi-

nem pertussumis oleae, that is two or three berries

in the highest top. Four or fire are beaten off

with a stick from the branches, because they had
not been brought down by the shaking. In the

boughs, of course, more remain hanging, became
they have greater extent than the tree-top. That
is, it is declared, that although the tree is fruit-

ful, vet only a few berries hang on it. Spite of

its fruitfulneas, it is now so empty that only a
little is left for the gleaner. Thus, too, Israel*
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CHAP. XVII. 9-11. 213

though now richly biased, will be reduced to a
minimum.

3. At that day the Image*.—Vera. 7,

8). The little gleaning is the small remnant of
Israel that plays so great a part in the divine
economy of salvation, vi 13 ; x. 21 : Rom. ix.

27 ; ii. 4 sq. In that day, i. «., when Israel shall

be reduced to the small remnant, will the man
look (xxii. 4 : xxxi. 1) to his Maker, the Holy
One of Israel (comp. on i. 4), but he will cast

not one more look of fear and trust toward the
idols. At last he sees that they are only the
work of his own, of human hands (xliv. 9 sqq.).

injn "the man," is never anywhere else

specially osed of Israel. The general expression
is doubtless chosen because the Prophet declares

vast concern* not Israel alone, but essentially all

mankind, and what especially is applicable to

8yria, too* which all along is conceived of as

united with Israel.

Two idols are mentioned by name, as those
that were particularly worshipped by the idola-

trous Israelites: Ontftt and D'JDn. (xxvii. 9).

[" groves" and " images" Eno. Bib. Tr.].—Re-
garding the latter it has been ascertained, that

thereby are meant the images of \BT\ ipl BaaJr

Hamon Song of S. viii. 11, the Sun-god. the su-

perior male god of the Phoenicians. Tne word,
beside the present text, and xxvii. 9, occurs Lev.
xxvL 30 ; Esek. vL 4, 6 ; 2 Chr. xiv. 4 ; xxxiv.
4, 7. See further under Text, and Oram. It

is only doubtful whether *\*Whk signifies only the
Astarte pillars, or. the goddess herself, ana the

S-oves consecrated to her (Deut xvi. 21, comp.
ESExrus, That. pag. 162 with Otto Strauss,

Nahumi de Nin. vaL ProUgg. pag. XXIV.).
Moreover it is undecided whether Astarte (?^A&K
kindred to 1J?pK, ootjJo, " star ") signifies only

the moon, or Vinus, the star of good fortune, or
the entire heaven of night as distinguished from
the domain of Baal^ the heaven of day (comp.
P. Cassel on Jude. li. 13 ; " Moon and stars, the
luminaries of the heavens by night, are mingled
in Astaroth ; they are the sum total of the entire

host of heaven.")

J) The Cause of Ephraim's Destruction.

Chapter XVII. 9-11.

9 In that day shall his strong cities be *as a forsaken bough,
And an uppermost branch,

Which they left because of the children of Israel

:

And there shall be desolation.

10 Because thou hast forgotten the God of thy salvation,

And hast not been mindful of the rock of thy strength/

Therefore "shalt thou plant pleasant plants,

And shalt set it with strange slips:

11 'In the day shalt thou make thy plant to grow,
And in the morning shalt thou make thy seed to flourish

:

*But the harvest shall be 'a heap in the aay of grief

And of desperate sorrow.

1 Or, removed in the day of inheritance, and there shall be deadly tarrow.

• Kkeforeahen plaees in the forerte and summit*.
•In the day of thy planting thou eetteet afence.

* thou plantett pteaeantgardem and eowett them withforeign teed.
* But there is a heaped-up harvett in the day, etc.

TEXTUAL AND

v«*. •• rOtt# comp. vL 12.—Bhh Is taltue, * forest."

David dwelt ntKn3 1 Sam. xxii. 15, 16, IB. Jotham,

according to 1 Chr. xxvii. 4, buflt castles and towers

Dthna. Comp. Ezek. xxxi. 8. TDK, beside the
• TTIIV • T

present and ver. 6, does not occur again. The employ-

ment of this rare and ancient word here most be ex-
plained partly by the fact of its previous use, ver. 6,

partly by the fact that in old times not only the tops of
trees, but probably also the tops of mountains were so
eslled. For the conjecture of Sixox, sanctioned by Gx-
tzxnrs, that the Amorites were named the montani, from

•nold ibie mon§ (comp. tDKnH se efferre Ps. xciv. 4)

has certainly much in its favor. The LXX. also found
In TDK the name of that ancient race, and hence trans-
lated oi 'Apeftkuot mat ot Bfcuoi.—The subject ofTltVTO

GRAMMATICAL.

is any way the ideal notion V1K contained in what pre-

cedes. This notion is likely the occasion also of the

change in gender that we observe in what follows

(comp. nrotf, pftf\ #te^ with N#D, Ter. 9). That a

land may be personified, t «., Identified with the nation

is proved by passages like Jer. vi. 19 ; xxii. 29, etc

Ver. 10. jNQh occurs only here in the first part of Isa.;

on the other hand four times in the second part: xlv.

8; 11.6; Ixi. 10; lxii.11. The expression *$& VlS*
"God ofmy salvation,** is frequent in the Psalmi: xviiL

47; xxv. 5; xxvii. 9; IxIL 8; lxv. 6, etc, comp. Mic vii.

7; Hab. iii. 18. ?tyD *W Ps. xxxi. S, comp. Ps. lxii.

8. JDJtt — D'JPJ occurs only here. mo? only

here in Isaiah. The suffix M£- relates to the Ideal

unity ascribed in thought to the' garden arrangements.
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214 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Ver. 1L Jt?Jfef, Pilp, from J*fr (comp. $0* *fr, 713*1*0
.. ,

.

i T ,

. 6) tepire, ** to fence in," ocean only here. Hlph.

of n*>£) occurs in Isaiah only here ; Kal. often : xxvli.

«; xxxv. 1, 2; lxvi 14. The words Ul V*p "W »w

difficult True, it is clear in general that the Prophet

contrasts the notions of planting, sowing, fencing round,

bringing to bloom and thatof the harrest But the ques-

tion is, does he speak of a disappearance of the hoped-

for harvest, or of the approach of a harvest not hoped

for, and unwelcome. The former is maintained by

those thai take "U — "U in the sense of tfugiL But

the verb "NJ no where in its inflection has Zere as

vowel of the second root syllable. Moreover 1J would
T

not be the right word for the notion of vanishing. One
would expect 13K or a similar word. For 1\2 is mo-

vcri, agitari, oagari, errare ; it designates, therefore, the

state of instability, fluctuation, but not that of i

istence. We stand, therefore, by the usual meaning of

1J, acervus, cumulus: ** as a heap, heaped up is the har-

vest in the day of grief." TylTM cannot be under-
v-ir

stood of taking possession, for the word means posses*

sion. Moreover, since several Codices and ancient

translations read ilSnj the latter is to be retained.

rV?nj, indeed, occurs elsewhere only in connection

wUh H3D (Jer. x. 19; xiv. 17; xxx. 12; Neh. iiL 19) or

in the sense of asgrotus (Esek. xxxiv. 4, 21) ; bat the day

of the sick (Fern, to correspond to the preceding suf-

fixes) is the day of being sick, as e.g^ the time of the

one leading is the time of leading (Jer. iL 17). 3K3,

"pain," again only lxv. 14. &\}X occurs in Isaiah

only here : often in Jer. : xviL 16 ; xxx. 12, 15, etc.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This strophe is distinguished from the pre-

ceding in this, that it assigns the reason for the

destruction threatened against Ephraim. There-
fore, after words that refer to both the strophes

that precede, and that describe the impending
rain (ver. 9), the cause of the same is now named.
It consists in this, that Israel has forsaken the

God of its salvation. This has its consequence
that it cherishes with delight untheocratic, idola-

trous existence, like one fays out a pleasure gar-

den and adorns it with exotics (ver. 10). Mea-
sures are not wanting which should surround that

garden as a protecting hedge, and speedily bring

it to a certain bloom ; but the harvest ? True
enough there will be harvest in heaps j but not a
day ofjoy. This harvest will be a day of deepest

sorrow (ver. 11).

2. In that day—-desolation.—Ver. 9.

" In that day" refers back to ver. 4 ; "his strong

cities'* to * the cities Aroer," ver. 2, and "the
fortress," ver. 3 ; ravjO. " like forsaken places,"

to '• forsaken," ver. 2; TDKH, "the summits," to

TDK "the summits (of the olive trees)," ver. 6.

By these correspondences the Prophet gives us to

understand that he speaks of the same subject as

above. But he modifies his manner in two re-

spects. First, he does not speak of the subject in

figurative language as vers. 4-6, but boldly;

second, he proves that the judgment was made
necessary by the conduct of Israel. In as much
as, therefore, " in that day " refers to ver. 4 (not to

ver. 7. as the contents plainly show), the Prophet
explains the figures used there by a reference to

a tact well known to all Israel. In the forests

and on elevated spots they had all seen the ruins

of very ancient strong buildings that were evi-

dence of the presence of a power long since over-

come and vanished away. They were the ruins

of castles which theCanaanitee forsook, voluntarily

or by compulsion, when the Israelites conquered
the land (comp. Knobel, in he.). A time will

come when " the strong cities " of Israel shall lie

like these castles. It is plain that this reference

to that evidence of fact, besides the figurative lan-

guage of vers. 4-6, was fitted to produce a deep
impression.

3. Because thou hast Borrow.-*Vers.
10, 1 1. Theevil conduct ofIsrael thatwasthecause
of that judgment was twofold : 1) the negative

i was the not regarding, forgetting Jehovah

:

2) the positive reason was the inclination to an
idolatrous existence. In regard to the positive

reason, I understand the Prophet to mean not
merely the worship of strange gods, but also the
political union with foreign powers that was most
intimately connected with it, and the inclination

to foreign ways in general (comp. iL 6 sqq.).

This culture of idolatry is compared to the culture

of charming gardens (literally, plantations of
lovely things). Israel itself, according to v. 1

sqq. 7, was for Jehovah VJptfjNBJ JTDJ, * his plea-

sant plant" But the recreant nation, instead of

cultivating the service of Jehovah, set up other

enclosures that appealed more to their fleshly in-

clinations, which they sowed with foreign grape
vines (properly grape vines of the foreigner), i. «.

in which they cultivated foreign grape vines

(comp. Jer. ii. 12) from seed. By these foreign

vines must be understood everything untheocratic,

all that was connected with heathen life to whose
culture Israel devoted itself. The Imperfects ex-

press the continuance of the present For at the

time that the Prophet wrote this under Ahax, this

tendency to idolatrous living continued opera-

tive. The people provided also a protecting

fence (comp. v. 5). By the fencing the Prophet

seems to me to understand everything that was
undertaken for the purpose of giving security to

the idolatrous efforts. That may have been part-

ly positive measures (efforts in favor of idolatry

of every sort), and partly negative protection

against whatever was done on the part of true

Israelites against the worship of idols, persecution

of such, comp. c g. 1 Kings xviii. 4, 19. The
pains of planting and fencing were quickly re-

warded : the heathen life bloomed only too soon.

The whole history preceding the exile furnishes

the proof of this. "In the morning " means the

very next morning after the planting ; therefore

very quickly. We adhere to the usual meaning

of 1J acervu*, cumulw: "as a heap, heaped up is

a harvest in the day of grief." See Text, end

Oram, For I would not construe it, with Dk-
lttzsch, in the sense :

" a harvest heap unto the

day of judgment," after Bom. ii. 5. For it does

not read OVS, "to the day," and in fiict the day

of the harvest is not distinguished from the day
of judgment, which must be assumed by those
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CHAP. XVIL 12-14 215

that explain that the product of the harvesting

heaps op/or the day of judgment. Bat the Pro-

Shet says : in the day of judgment (DV3 « in the

ay," refers back to DV3 in the first member of

the verse), which is itself just at the same time
the daj of harvest, the produce of harvest is there

in heaps. But this harvest day is "a day of

grief and of desperate sorrow." Being such, the
harvest is a bad one, and the heaps signify heaped
up misfortune. Therefore the Prophet says that

the fruit of that planting shall be a harvest that

shall come in on the day of grief and incurable

pain, thus itself shall have the form of grief and
incurable pain.

1) The World-Power (Assyria) Rises and Falls.

Chapter XVIL 12-14.

12 *Woe to the lmultitude of many people,

Which make a noise like the noise or the seas

;

bAnd to the rushing of nations,

That make a rushing like the rushing of 'mighty waters

!

13 The nations shall rush like the rushing of mighty waters

:

dBut God shall rebuke them, and they shall flee far off,

And shall be chased as the chaff of the mountains before the wind,
And likeV rolling thing before the whirlwind.

14 rAnd behold at eveningtide trouble

;

And before the morning he w not
This w the portion of them that spoil us,

And the lot of them that rob us.

i Or, noise. ' Or, many.

• Woe 1 a tumult ofmany national they moke* etc
• Peoples are rushing like* etc
• whirling dust before the storm.

9 Or, thistle-down.

* And a rushing of peoples t they are rushing like, etc
« But he rebukes it, and it flees, etc , and is chased, etc.
* At evening time behold horror.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

All expositors notice how suitably the Prophet here

flu the sound to the subject. "And it waves and seethes

sod roam and hisses,"—one not only sees, one hears,

too, the nation-waves rolling in.

Ver. 12. TTDH, comp. xvi. 11; 1L 15. pon, cornp.

xffl. 4 ; xxxiiLS ; lx. 6. 7TKtf Niph. only here. rtKtf
T T It

oomp. on xliL 4 ; xxlv.8; xxt.5; IxtI.6. T33comp.

x. 18 ; xtL 14 ; xxviii. 2.

Ver. 18, On O *\pJ comp. v. 26. *ytj in Isa. again

only Ut. 9. The construction with 2 (as of a verb, di-

mteandl) like Gen. xxxvit 10; Nah. L 4, and ofton.

like DTpO "eastward," Gen. xi.prPDD " far away

2.—Pual n"p occurs only here, as also the noun HT>P
derived from' the Hophal is fonnd only in xiv. 6.

Ver. 14, 1 before njH, [" nothing is more common in

Hebrew idiom than the use of and after specifications

of time (see Gmm., { 158 a)—J. A A, Gxsxn, \ 287, 3].—

nnSa in Isaiah only here.—TlDtf,x.l3; xlii.22. D'Dtf.
T T

as DmxcHSxxa remarks, is, so to speak, term, technicus for

the oppressors of the Theocracy: Jud. ii. 14 ; Jer. 1. 11

;

2 Kings xvii 20, and often. h^)} with S 1b the lot

assigned to the O'TTU (xlii 22, 24).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet sees and hears in spirit the
tumult of approaching nations, which ne com-
pares to the roar of mighty waters. Bat at the
chiding of the Lord they vanish like chaff or
whirlwinds of dost before the wind (vers. 12,

13). The evening when that tumult approaches
it one of terror : but only the next morning and
all has vanished without a trace left. This, he
says, shall be the lot of those that come to rob
us (ver. 14).

2. Woe rob na.—Vera. 12-14. TO
(comp. on i. 4), "woe," need not be taken in any
other sense than the usual one. For the crowd-
ing on of countless hordes of nations might well,

in the first moment, occasion a cry of woe, even
if it is afterwards changed into a cry of joy. It

is evident that the Prophet by this swelling bil-

low of nations means the nations led by the As-
syrian world-power. The expression "the

chaff before the wind" recalls Ps. xxxv. 5.—
But the phrase "chaff of the mountains," is not
found elsewhere. The chaff which is blown away
from an elevation exposed to the wind (threshing

floors were made on elevations for the sake of
the stronger breeze: comp. Hebz. B. Encycl. Ill

p. 604 sq.). 7X11 is not merely a wheel (ver. 28).

or the whirlwind, but also that which is whirled

upwards by the wind (Ps. lxxxiii. 14). ^
At even-

ing time, as night comes on, the invasion of the

enemy is more dangerous and terrible than by
day. But the evening of terror is quickly changed
into a morning of loy. That became literally

true by the sudden destruction of the power of

Sennacherib in one night, 2 Kings xix. 35.

In conclusion the Prophet generalizes the

thought just expressed: finally it ever happens

so to the enemies of the Lobd and of His people.
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216 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

It cannot be doubted that "our plunderers" and
"our spoilers" include alao the Syrians and
Ephraimites. We learn from this, from what
point of view we must contemplate the connec-
tion of vers. 12-14 with what precedes. The
Prophet would show that all enemies of the

kingdom of God must finally succumb, that there

is therefore no reason to fear them.
The verses 12-14 stand in no clearly marked

connection with what precedes, and the verses

1-11 form in themselves a disconnected whole,
like the following prophecies, zviii. 1-7 and xix.
1-25. Thus the conjecture presents itself that

these verses, 12-14, are a supplement added later

that has the double object : 1) to make chapter
xvii. conform to the two following by the men-
tion of Assyria ; 2) to restore a closer connection
with chapter xviii and to prepare for the un-
derstanding of the passage xviii. 5, 6. For
without these verses xviii. 6 would apparently
connect with nothing. At the same time—and
this is an additional gain, accompanying the two
main objects—chapter xvii. is completed by the
mention of Assyria. For Syria, Epnraira, Assy-
ria were then the chief enemies of Judah. Only
the mention of Assyria made it possible for the
Prophet to conclude with the generalisation of
ver. 146.

p) ETHIOPIA NOW A2H> IN TIME TO COME.

Chapter XVUL
K) The danger that threatens In the present.

Chapter XVIIL 1-3.

Woe to the land •shadowing with wings,

Which is beyond the rivers of Ethiopia

:

That sendeth ambassadors by the sea,
bEven in vessels of bulrushes upon the waters,

Saying, Go, ye swift messengers, to a nation Scattered and peeled,

To a people 'terrible from their beginning hitherto

;

•A nation* •meted out and trodden down,
4Whose land the rivers have spoiled 1

All ye inhabitants of the world, and dwellers on the 'earth,

See ye, when che lifteth up an ensign on the mountains

;

And when *he bloweth a trumpet, hear ye.

' Or, out epread and poUehed.
•Heb. of line, lint, and treading underfoot

•o/ whirring wing*.
*feared far away,
lone lift* up.

» Or, that meteth out, and treadefh down,
Or, Whoee land the rwere deepiee,

*And in boats of papyrut on thefate of the water*. •arown high andgleaming.
•A nation ofitem command and rough tread. land,
*on* blow*.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1. 'ID like xvii 14. StfStf ooeurs only here in

Isaiah. Betide this : in Dent xxvliL 42, with the mean-

ing ** cricket, cicada ;" JobxL 81 meaning M harpoon*'

(so called from the clinking) ; 2 8am. rU 6 and Ps. cl. 6,

we find the plural meaning M cymbals.** Older exposi-

tors hare taken the word in the sense of the simple 72C

"shadow,** or also, because of the reduplication —
** double shadow," with supposed reference to the dou-

ble shadow of the tropics (i^ivicu*, Stxabo). Both are

impossible. The word can only mean ** stridor, clink-

ing, whiasing, buss,** because this is the underlying

sense of every §hade of Its use. But what are the

D*D33 T Borne have thought of the wings of an army,

referring for proof to viii. 8. But what would this af-

ford as a characteristic T The same objection lies against

the construction M grasshopper wings,*' or *• sails"

(LXX.). It is a hardy conjecture to refer this to the

wing* of the sun, Mai. nL 20 (iv. 2) comp. Tac. Oerm, 45;

Juvxx. Sat 14, 279; the Egyptian Sistrum [a kind of

cymbal] with two rims or wings, is too insignificant as

a characteristic and cannotbe shown to belong to Ethi-

opia, On the other hand it is quite suitable to call a
land that is warm and that abounds with water and
rushes, and hence also with winged insects, the land

GRAMMATICAL.
44 of the whirring wings.n The conjecture Is very en-

ticing, that the expression 0*1)33 SlfS* ! chosen with

reference to the Tsaltsala, or Tsetse-fly, which was first

described by the Englishman Francis Galton (
u Ex-

ploring expedition in tropical South-Africa, London, Mur-

ray, 1854). It is
M a little fly, in sise and form nearly like

our house fly, but somewhat lighter colored, of which

the natives say that a single bite is sufficient to kill a

horse, an ox or a dog; whereas asses and goats sufferno

harm from it" But H is not satisfactorily made out

whether this resemblance is to be traced to a radical

relation or whether it is only an accidental similarity

in sound. Comp. in the Audand 1888, No. 8, p. 192.

Tor. 2. nStfn is to be referred to pit The mascu-

line is explained in that while rex. 1 *pK means the

land proper, in ver. 2 it represents more particularly the

notion of people : for the messengers are sent by men.

Comp. on xv. L D* like xix. 6 ; ixvit 1 ; Nah. 11L 8w—

1*¥, in the sense of * messenger," again in Isa. lvH. 9l

—-\\VtoO part. Pual from Tgfo trahere, protrahere, es-

froAsrVused again only Prov.' xiii. 12, of the fiS^fl

HDBfpD, "the long-drawn out expectation." Therefore

thVword here, too. can mean nothing but w long-drawn,
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CHAP. XVIIL 1-fc 217

loog*tretehed, procerus, &a*ci." The Ssbesns, too, are

called, zIt. 14, H10 nftK [** men of exteiwion." Eng.

Bflx " men of stature "]. D")D is
u to make smooth,

bright" It Is used of the sword that Is not only sharp-

ened, bat polished till it flashes (Rsek. x*± 14-16, 33 ;

also of pulling out the hair till the crown is smooth and
shining (Lot. xiti. 40 sq.). Comp. moreorer 1 Kings tIL

45; Esek. xrix. 18. In Isaiah the word occurs only

once more, L S, of the polling out of the hair. The form

Ento stands for D")1DD» oomp, Esek. xxL 16sq.—
TWhrt) mn-[0 KTIJ; the construction is the same as

rwS.H *JD? 1 8am. xx. 28; r. 8, and oSty "1JTI HAgS,
Vftpfp/pSW. Only we are surprised that it does

not read UDO. But the pron, sep. is used for the sake

of emphasis (oomp. Gen. xxrii. 84 ; 1 Sam zlx. 23, etc).

And wherefore may it not stand instead of the suffix ?

The Prophet wishes to mark the point of departure and
support of the Ethiopian power, thus he does not write

UQO. Analogous is ITjVrrp Nah. ii. 9 (8) (a closed up

water pool was Nineveh sine* Us existence; but now the

pool rune out, the people of Nineveh flee on all sides).

There, too, 71*0*0 might hare been used. When Btadi

remarks that it must properly read here mn IBfcDt he

is correct But WH (0 ooa be used also. On the other

hand, according to his explanation, i *, If WH should
be referred to Israel, it must of necessity read JTTO- Or

if M71 JO is to be understood of time,' who in the world

would know that WH should point to the period of

time, "quo Astkiopes Aegyptionm Jugo exeusso alHs po-

putis et imprimis AegyptiU beUa itnferre coeperutUf*

Rtfl TO* in a temporal sense, could only mean: ex quo

est. But in order to express this Isaiah would likely

hare written MH '?'Ot not to mention that it is not

credible that the Ethiopians were a widely feared peo-

ple from the moment of their existence onwards. It Is

my opinion therefore that IM71 JD stands in a local

sense, brief and pregnant for W71 ItfK ID or itflt 10
v -i I • •• -i IW IMH.—The meaning of 1D~1D must be measured

by xxviii 10, 13, far no other passage exists so nearly

like this text There, too, the word appears repeated,

IpS ID. It means originally " measuring line," and oc-

curs in Isaiah, beside the above mentioned places,

xxviii. 17 ; xxxiv. 11, 17 ; xliv. 13. From the meaning
"measuring line" is developed "norm, prescription

rule," xxviii. 10, 13. 8o we must take it here; and th«

ohoice of the short, abruptly spoken word, which more-

over is repeated, is not to be regarded as accidental and
undesigned. For this reason (see also BxegeL Comm.
below) we take 1p"1p — M command, command.** There

was much commanding, but short and sharp.—71D13D
(again only ver. 7, and xxiL 5) is " eoneuleatio, treading

down," oomp. rtfTlDta &* Prov. xxix. 1; Jti3n-|3

Deut xxv. 2.-KT3-TT3, UkeYlDtf-DDtf, DKtf-iotf
TT TT TT -T ~T

(Ewald, { 112 g ; 114 b; 161 b).

Ver. 3. V1K U3# only here. 3 designates the

coincidence, as in cases of time when. We have here

the Infc Conatr. after a Prepos. forming a phrase with

the subject latent D'iri is accusative of place.

EXEGET10AL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet sends s cry of alarm to the re-

mote Ethiopians, because they too are threatened
by the Assyrians. He characterizes the land by
the use of predicates suggested by the abundance
of its insects, and its situation on great rivers

(ver. 1). In this land the messengers fly away
in swift skiffs over the waters. Therefore the
Prophet summons these swift messengers to com-
mand the people, at the same time describing
them as a people of lofty stature, and shining
color of skin, as a nation dreaded far beyond its

borders, as a nation among whom reigns strict

command and ruthless use of power, that is yet

exposed to the power of mighty streams that
carry off its land (ver. 2). This nation is com-
manded: it will arm itself for this strife. Between
it and the Assyrian there shall come to pass a
terrible collision. When it is announced by
visible and audible signals, all nations must give
good heed : for all are in the highest degree in-
terested in it

2. Woe hear ye._Vem 1-3. Cosh is

Ethiopia, the land that bounds Egypt on the
south, which began at Svene below the first cata-
ract of the Nile (comp. fcaek. xxix. 10; xxx. 6),
and had Meroe for its capital (Herod, ii. 29).
The Egyptians, also, call Ethiopia Kus/ or Kes'
(comp. Ebeb's Eaypten und die Bueher Mosis, I.

r57
; Lefsiub in Hebz. R Encycl. I., p. 148).

do not believe, as Stade maintains (De Is. vatt.

aeth., p. 16), that the assumption ofMesopotamian
Cushites rests merely on the erroneous identifying
of the kIochoi (Her. III. 91) or Knaaaloi (Strabo
XL p. 524, XIV. 744) with the biblical Cushites.
The streams of Ethiopia are the White Nile

(Bahr-d-Abjad) and its tributaries, the Atbara,
the Blue Nile {Bahr-eLAsrak), the Sobat, the
Bahr-tl-Qhaaal

y
etc In describing the land of

whirring-wings as beyond the rivers of Ethiopia
(comp. Zeph. iii. 10), this form of expression
arises from the mighty waters occupying the fore-

ground in the mental vision of the Prophet, thus

the land lies for him beyond them.—Hpi (xxxv.

7 ; Exod. ii. 3) is the papyrus-reed. Light and
fleet boats were made of it, as is abundantly testi-

fied by the ancients and by the monuments (comp.
Geben. in loc, Wilkinson, The ancient Egyp-
tians, V., p. 119). Papyrus, once very abundant
in Egypt, is no longer round there ; but is found
in Abyssinia (comp. Champollion - Figeac,
L'Egypt* aneienne, p. 24, sq. 195) and Sicily

(Herz. R. EneycL I., p. 140 sq.).

Oo ye swift messengers, to a nation,
e*&, is understood by most expositors as if the

Prophet sent the messengers home, because Je-

hovah Himself would undertake Himself the de-

struction of the enemy. But then the Prophet

wonld not have used O7, but rather OH0. Besides

one can't understand why, if the Ethiopians were
not to fight, their warlike qualities are depicted

in such strong colors. I therefore take 07 in its

proper sense ;
a go ye." The Ethiopians are to

be bidden to the contest, and actually to fight

;

but they must know that it is the Lord that

gives them the victory.

To a nation grown high : see under Text,

and Oram, It is, moreover, not impossible that,

as Jos. Frtedr. Schelltno conjectured, there
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218 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

lies in the expression an allusion to the longevity

of the Ethiopians which was an accepted notion of
the ancients. The Ethiopians are called smooth
and shining, not we may suppose, because they
deprived the body of hair, but because they had
a way of making the skin smooth and shining.
This is known from what Herodotus relates of
the scouts of Cambyses (chap. iii. 23). When
these wondered at the long life of the Ethiopians,
they were led to a spring :

" by washing in which
they became very shining as ii it were of oil.

71 By
the constant use of this spring, the Ethiopians be-

came, it was said, poKpdpioi, •' long-lived/' It is

seen from this that to the Ethiopians was ascribed

a skin shining as if oiled. In general the Ethio-
pians, according to Herodotus, were accounted
" the largest and comeliest of all men." On the
upper Nile there yet live men whom this descrip-

tion suits. For example the Schilluks, that were
reached by the British Consul, John Pether-
ick, after eight days' journey on the White Nile,

from Chartum, are" described by him as "a large,

powerful, finely formed race, with countenances
of noble mould" (Ausland, 1861, No. 24). Oomp.
Ernst Morno (in Peterman's Qeogr. Mithei-

lunqen* 1872, 12 Hefi., p. 452 sqq.) on the ethno-

logical relations in Upper-Sennar, and especially

on the Hammedach and Iheir neighbors. That
is dreaded far away ; so the Prophet names
the people because they are feared from their

borders and far away. See Text, and Oram. We
know with certainty, at least with reference to

Egypt, that Ethiopia at that time had dominion
beyond its own territory. The Ethiopian dynasty
seems to have put an end to a condition of great

disorder in Egypt. The first king of it, Sabakon,
must have been a powerful and wise regent
Champollion-Figeac, U c, p. 363, says of him:

<* The internal disorders involved the ruin of the
public establishments, and when order was re-
vived by the presence of a wise and prudent
monarch, his first thought ought to be to repair
them. After his invasion of Egypt this duty de-
volved on the conqueror, and Sabakon did not
neglect it." To the third king, Tirhaka, are
ascribed great military expeditions—as far as the
Pillars of Hercules,— and conquests (ibid., p.
364). One may well suppose that the strict dis-
cipline and order, which naturally at times ran
to the excess of ruthless oppression, was a charac-
teristic peculiarity of those Ethiopic princes. We
therefore take )p~1p&= ucommand, command.*"
there was much commanding, but short and sharp.
The meaning "power, strength," which some
assume only for our text after Arabian analogy,
is not satisfactorily established. We do perfect-

ly well with the meaning nearest at hand. Egypt,
as is well known, is a sift of the Nile (comp.
Eber's Egypten n. d. Bucher Moms, I. p. 21.

Fraas, Aus dtm Orient, oeologisehe Beobaehtungen
am Nil, avf der Sinai-Halbinsd u. in Syrien, 1867,

p. 207). But what the Nile gives to Egypt it has
stolen in Ethiopia. Therefore the expression
"whose land rivers carry away" corresponds
exactly with the fact It appears in a measure
as a Nemesis accomplished by nature that Ethio-
pia, in return for " toe down treading " practised
by it, should succumb to the spoiling done by the
rivers flowing through it. Tne nation of Ethio-
pia therefore is summoned to the strife. A colli-

sion impends. It must be attended with import-
ant consequences. All inhabitants of the world
(comp. xxvi. 9, 18), especially the dwellers of the
territory concerned, must be on the look-out when
the signals for the combat are given ; for some-
thing of moment will happen.

3) The Deliverance of Ethiopia In the near Future.

Chapter XVIII. 4-6.

4 For so the Lord said unto me, *I will take my rest,

And I will
lbconsider in my dwelling-place

Like a clear heat "upon herbs,

And like a cloud of dew in the heat of harvest.
5 For afore the harvest, when the dbud is perfect,

•And the sour grape is ripening in the flower,
fHe shall both cut off the sprigs with pruning hooks,

And take away and cut down the branches.

6 They shall be left together unto the fowls of the mountains,
And to the beasts of the earth

,

And the fowls shall summer upon them,
And all the beasts of the earth shall winter upon them.

1 Or, regard my tct dwelling.

» I trill rat or be quid.
itheUoom,

* look on.
• And theflower become* a ripening ffrapt.

» Or, qfler rain.

• bydayUgKL
*One.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
V«r. 4. According to Kthibh HDIptfK Is to bo read;

according to K'rl HOpBfa (comp. nSYptftt Ezra viii.

«. Ewaid, 1 40 bi fCcJei *}. The form' written plme

with the accent drawn back, is of coarse not normal.

Precisely for this reason the Masorets chose the other.

But Hmio may not be wrong when he says, that the
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chap. xvra. 7. 219

doable checking of the yoice with twice raising it be-

tween depressions fittingly depicts the agreeable re-

pose in equipoise. Bptf *!• T ; IxiL L rtjo prin-

cipally nsed of the divine throne, comp. on iv. 6 ; Ps.

xxxiii. 13. 1 take 3 before Oh in the sense of com-

parison, and not in that of coincidence as in vers. 3, 6 ;

tee umder RxegeticaL For what u clear heat,'* etc, and
* a dew-cloud" is for harrest, such in Jehorah's quiet

waiting for the Assyrian.—flh is "warmth* heat;** only

here in Isaiah. Ttif (comp. xxxii. 4) is ** bright, clear.'*

•fl* *Sy is— "by daylight" (comp. Am. yiii. 9; Hab.

fli.4, etc). 7j* Is taken here in the cnmulatiye sense,

which it often has (Gen. xxxii. 12; Exod. xxxr. 22; 1

Sam. xiv. 32, etc). Thus it is properly :
" heat added to

daylight;** for it can be cold during daylight

—

htS 2V
"dew-cloud," is the light cloud that at night dissolves

in dew (comp. BftpSjJ 2V Prov xrL 15, whereas
3jjJ

Exod.zix.9-i^).
,

Var. 5. n^fi-6n3 (3 like yer. 3, rPD . 24) is fol-

lowed by a phrase in which, Hebrew fashion, the dis-

course relapses into the verb.finiL loi (only here in

Isaiah ; comp. Jer. zxzL 29 sq. ; Zsek.' xviiL 2) is the

unripe grape. 1DX which elsewhere means "disac-

custom, wean," (xl. 8; xxriiL 9) is used here in a sense

derived from that The mother, that weans her child,

has brought it to a certain degree of maturity. But, be-

side the present, the word occurs in the sense of " ripe-

ness " only Num. xvii. 23; it must be noted beside that

SOJ is to be taken in a transitive sense. For in Num.

xvii 23 this is undoubtedly the case, and Gen. xl. 10 tt

reads in the same sense 0'31£ irrhltf* tS'Bftn,

" theirgrape-stalks cooked grapes;" 1p3 ie accordingly

meant for a degree ofdevelopment of the vine that pro-

duces ripe grapes. It appears as if the Prophet had

in mind Gen. xL 10; for both nmb3 and HW and the
- - I T •

words already quoted recall our passage. H3fJ
M the

flower, blossom,'* occurs only here in Isaiah ; beside

this, Job xv. 33. n*J, moreover, is subject; thus the

predicate is put emphatically in advance.—With mDI
-Tl

begins the apodoais. Jehovah need not be taken as

subject, and therewith the substitution of the Prophet

as speaker. The subject is indefinite. We express tt

by " one " (vi. 10; x. 4 ; xiy. 32). O'SlS? (*>• Aty.) are

"the branches" of the vine; fOE^tM "the shoots,

sprouts" that develop from it (only here in Isaiah,

Jer. v. 10; xlviiL 32), ?nn, *». Aty.

Ver. 6. t^J, beside here, only xlvi. 11.—Vp, " sum-

mering," and |pn\ " wintering," are both denomina-

tives from V'D and' |pn» and are as-of JUytffMms.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet has intimated that something
neat impends (ver. 3)—he now declares wherein
it consists. He can say it because Jehovah re-

vealed it to him. That is the Lord has an-

nounced to him, that He would keep altogether

aoiet as a mere observer. Like warmth and
ew ripen the harvest, so, by the favor of His

non-intervention, the power of the Assyrians will

be brought almost to the greatest prosperity (ver.

4). Almost / For before this highest point is at-

tained, the Assyrian power shall be destroyed,

like one destroys a vine, by catting off, not
merely the grapes, bat the grape branches and the

sprouts (ve* 6). So terrible will this overthrow
be, that the beasts of prey shall all through sum-
mer and winter find abundant to devour on the

field of battle (ver. 6).

2. For ao winter upon them.—Vers.
4-6. The Lord purposely abstains from inter-

fering. He quietly allows matters to take their

own course, He waits patiently till His time
comes. This quiet; observant waiting the Pro-

Shet compares to that weather which is most
tvorable ior maturing theharvest : warm daysand

dewy nights. The ancients conceived of the dew
as originating like the rain. This appears, e. o\,

from Job zxxviiL 18, where the So *SjR "drops

of dew," are the receptaeula roris (Cod. Alex.

(jwoxai 6p6oov. The summer heat, the nightly
dew, is an extraordinary benefit to vegetation.

Therefore dew is so often used as the figure for

blessing: Gen. xxvii. 28 ; Deut xxxiii. 13, 28

;

Hos. xiv. 6; Mic. v. 6; Prov. xix. 12. The
causal *3, " for," at the beginning of ver. 6 con-

nects two thoughts that are impliedly contained

in vers. 4 and 5: the Lord observes this ex-
pectant conduct, because only immediately before

maturity of events will He interfere. " Harvest "

is evidently to be taken in the wide sense that in-

cludes also the wine harvest By an emphatic
asyndeton wherein the second word (trtn, "to
cut down ") explains the first (VD71, " to take
away"), it is now affirmed that the enemy, that

is, Assyria, shall be thoroughly destroyed. For
there will not be merely a gleaning of grapes
(comp. lxiii 1 sqq.), but from the vine shall be
cut off the very branches that yield fruit The
meaning of what has been said, becomes evident
from the literal language of ver. 6. It means a
terrible overthrow of the Assyrian army. Its

dead bodies lie in such vast numbers that birds

and beasts of prey for a summer and a winter,

shall find abundance of food on the field of battle.

"Beasts of the earth/' comp. Deut xxviii. 26,

of which passage, moreover, our whole verse
serves to remind one.

J) THE SALVATION THAT ETHIOPIA EXPECTS IN THE DISTANT FUTURE.
Chapter XVHL 7.

7 In that time shall *the present be brought unto the Lord of hosts

H)f a people ^scattered and peeled,

And from a people terrible *from their beginning hitherto

;
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220 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

A nation 'meted out and trodden under foot,

Whose land the rivers have spoiled.

To the place of the name of the Lord of hosts, the mount Zion*

1 Or, outspread andpolished.

% agifL
*fromfar away.

* omit of. • grown Hah t
• ofitem command and rough tread,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Only 0£ and DJO present difficulty. It Is

nngrunmatlcal to supply the preposition before Qp
from D^D. To amend the text by prefixing the i*

needless violence. Satfl in Isaiah again liiL 7 ; lr.

12. 'Cf, of nnoertain derivation. Is found again only

Ps. lxTiit 80; IxxtL 12.—The expression " Otf OipO

occurs only here : yet corap. Ler. xiT. 13 ; Ism. lx. 13

;

IxyL 1.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The gaze of the Prophet embraces the im-
mediate and the most remote future, while he
overleaps all time spaces that lie between as un-
essential. The consequence of that mighty over-
throw will be this, that Ethiopia presents itself

as a sacrificial gin to the Lord, and that out of
this people will oe sent sacrificial gifts to the spot
where men call on the name of the Lord.

2. In that time mount Zion.—Ver. 7.

By the "in that time" the Prophet joins what
follows close on to what precedes. Although
what ver. 7 affirms belongs to the remote future,

yet the Prophet sees it as the great chief effect

immediately after the cause, vers. 5 and 6. By
DJF and DJPD the Prophet would say that the
entire nation shall be Drought to the Lord at

present^ tribute, or sacrificial gift; that is it will
bring itself—a thought, that is familiar ; lxvi.

20; Ps. lxviii. 32,—that also, in consequence
thereof, presents out of the nation will be brought
to the place of the worship of Jehovah. For
that is two different things; in order to bring
itself the nation does not need to leave its own
place ; but in order to bring presents to the sanc-

tuary of the Lord, there must be a motion from
one place to another. Therefore a double defini-

tion appears, for "there shall be brought a pre-

sent r 1) "to the Lord of hosts a ™™»in« o\

from the people dreaded/' etc.

etc The passage Zeph. iii.

scenoe of our text

people,'1 2)
"to the place,"

10 is a remini-

b) Propheoiea that give warning not to trust in false help against Assyria.

Chapter XIX. XX.

a) EGYPT NOW AND IN TIME TO COME
Chapter XIX.

Various expositors from Eichhorh to Hitzio
have attacked the genuineness of this chapter in

whole or in part But one may judge in advance
how little valid the alleged reasons for this are,

by the fact that Knobel rejects them all, and is

decided in his recognition of Isaiah, as its author.

We may therefore spare ourselves the investiga-

tion of these doubts, and so much the more as in
our exposition of particulars, it will appear how
very much the thoughts and expressions corres-

pond to Isaiah's way of thinking and speaking.

The chapter is very artistically arranged. It

evidently divides into three parts of which the

first (vers. 1-15) shows how the Lord by His
judgments reveals His arm to the Egyptians (lii.

10; liii. 1) ; the second (vers. 16-17), as a transi-

tion, sets forth how Egypt fears btfort Jehovah

;

finally the third (vers. 18-26) presents the pros-

pect that Egypt will fear the Lord as third in

the confederation with Assyria and Israel.

K) How the LORD reveals His arm to the Egyptians by sewers Judgments.

Chapters XIX. 1-15.

The Burden op Egypt.
Behold, the Lord rideth upon a swift cloud,
And *8hall come into Egypt

:

And the idols of Egypt 'shall be moved at his presence,

And the heart of Egypt 'shall melt in the midst of it

And I will l
set *the Egyptians against the Egyptians

:

And they shall fight every one against his brother,

And every one against his •neighbor

;
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CHAP. XIX. 1-15. 221

City against city,

And kingdom against kingdom.
3 And the spirit of Egypt 'shall fail in the midst thereof;

And I will 'destroy the counsel thereof:

And they shall seek to the idols, and to the 'charmers,

And to 'them that have familiar spirits, and to the wizzards.

4 And Hhe Egyptians will I 'give over into the hand of a lcruel lord}
And a 'fierce king shall rule over them,
Saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts.

5 And the waters shall fail from the sea,

And the river shall be wasted and dried up.

6 And Hhey shall turn the rivers far away ;

And the brooks of 'defence shall be emptied and dried up

:

"The reeds and flags shall wither.

7 The Bpaper reeds by the brooks, *by the mouth of the brooks,

And 'everything sown by the brooks,

Shall wither, be driven away, eand be no mare.
8 The fishers also shall mourn,

And all they that cast angle into the brooks shall lament,
And they that spread nets upon the waters shall languish.

9 Moreover they that work in fine flax,

And they that weave •networks, shall be confounded.
10 And qthey shall be broken in the 'purposes thereof

:

All that make sluices and ponds "for nsh.

11 'Surely the princes of Zoan are fools,

'The counsel of the wise counsellors of Pharaoh is become brutish

:

How say ye unto Pharaoh,

I am the son of the wise,

The son of ancient kings?

12 Where are they ? where are thy wise men t

And let them tell thee now, and let them know
What the Lobd of hosts hath purposed upon Egypt.

13 The princes of Zoan are 'become fools,

The princes of Noph are deceived

;

"They have also seduced Egypt, even (hey that are9 10
the stay of the tribes thereof.

14 The Lobd hath mingled "a perverse spirit in the midst thereof:

And they have caused Egypt to err in every work thereof,

As a drunken man staggereth in his vomit.
15 Neither shall there be any work for Egypt,

Which the head or tail, branch or rush may do.

1 Heb. mingle. » Heb. shaU be emptied. • Heb. swallow wp.
* Or. shut up. • Heb. and $haU not be. • Or, white work*.
' Heb. foundations. •Or, of living thing*. • Or, governor*.
wHeb. corner*. u Hob. a spirit ofperverseness.

*cometh. * move, or flee, •melt*.
* Egypt against Egypt. •fellow. *mutterer*.
*the necromancer*, * Egypt • harsh dominion.
i*tern. k the river* thaU stink. » of Egypt
Reed and ruth. ^meadow*. • on the bank of the.

tall the town gromd of. « hfTpillar* shall be ruin*, a'l laborer*for hire soul-swamp*.
* Onlyfool* are the. • The wise among the counsellor* of Pharaoh, thefr counsel is.

^infatuated. •And the comer-stow of it* castes ha* led Egypt astray.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
er. L JflJ is one of the words that occur only in the

«nt part of Isaiah : ri. 4; ril. 2 ; xxir. 20 ; xxxvii. 22.—

31D, in tome sense as the enclosure that contains the

aSorrjn, frequent: xxrl 9; Ixiii. 11; Pe. xxxlx.4;

U."w
; ly. 5, etc O'VS*. see on II. & DO' 0D dSi,

seeonxiii.7.

Ttr. 1 On ^ODO comp. at Ix. 10,

Ver. 8. TlpDJ oomp. Gxxxa Or., f 141, 1 ; Isa. xxlv. 1,

3. D'Btt, **. *«Y ,
probably kindred to DkS, whloh is

used of the soft murmuring of a brook, rill. 6, and of

soft, slow, gentle stepping or acting, Gen. xxxiii. 14;

2 Sam. xriii 5, etc. POfc and D*3j?T, compare on

TilLM.
Tor. 4. D'

J

1

?*, Plural, with the abstract notion of do-
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222 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

minion, comp. Gen. xxxlx. 20; xMi. 30, 33; in la*, again

only xxtL 13. ?£ xxv. 8; xliiL 16; lvL 11* -QD,

properly M to shut up" only here in Iaaiah.

Ver. 6. The form tfHM, aa alao fVHtfJ xlL 17, and
J • TITT

njIBfa Jer. 1L 30 can be referred to r\T\U (comp. Pa.

lxxiiL 0; lxxxviiL 7), aa ia done by Hrrxio, if the mean-

ing " to seat oneself,'' dcsidere suited our paaaage and

xli. 17. But in both places (alao xix. 6 on account of the

m before D'H) it ia too evident that the meaning M «xo-

rvity to become dry,** ia demanded by the context

Moreover the whole of verae 6 ia with little altera-

tion taken from Job xlv. U. For there it reads:—

Efrl 311V injl U^SO D*D *StR It ia seen that
•Tl —.«•.• T TI T •

~
.* IT

the expressions differ somewhat in the first clause,

while In the second clause they are literally alike. Job

employs the language as the figure for growing old and

dying off, without any reference to the Nile. Isaiah ap-

plies it to the Nile particularly, and hence exchanges

)Sm (diffluunt) for WBfo.
Ver. «. There ia no anbstantive njTK; »o JTJTKTI

-IV ~ • I V IV

may not be taken as dmomincUivum, though even Ewalo

(3 126 6) adopts the view. Olshauszx ({ 256 6) explains

the form as simply a blunder ; JJTJIM is to be restored.
•i •

The meaning must be"4 to produce, to spread a stench.*'

The plural JlHrU occurs only here in the first part

of Iaaiah; in the second part: xli. 18; xlii 16; xlili. 2,

19, 20; xliv. 27; xlvii. 2; L 1 Dnnj xvill. h *» *

;

xxxiiL 2L SSl comp. xxxvili. 14; xvii. 4. On ifrD
aee Exeg. Com. on ver. 1. ^H* ia an Egyptian word.

According to Ebrrs (1* c. I. p. 338) the sacred name of

the Nile in the hieroglyphic text is Hapi, the profane

name, on the other hand, Aur. Along with the latter

name often stands aa, <, «.,
** great," therefore, A\tr-<u%—

great river. The ancient hieratic form Aur became, in

the mouth ofthe people, for or ial(r and I are exchanged
according to fancy In Egyptian, Ebbbs, p. 96). From
Aur-aa came iaro. 8o the word sounds also in Koptic

The plural D'*W occurs xxxiiL 21, of water ditches,

used for defence ; Job xxvilL 1 of the shafts that the

miner digs. Otherwise the word is used only of the

canals of the Nile: Exod. vii. 19 ; viii. 1, etc Comp. viL

18 ; xxxviL 25 ; 2 Kings xix. 24. ftjp
u cane," hence

Mntr, eanalis, xxxv. 7; xxxvL 6; xlii'. 3; xliii. 24; xtvi.

6. W0 "a reed," Exod. ii. 3, 6; only here in Isaiah.

Sop (Snp kindred to SlDK) " marcesccre, to languish,"
" It - It -t

occurs again only xxxiiL 9.

Ver. 7. tfnv (from rptf , nudum ess*, loca n*da\ oo-

ours only in this place. These W)p evidently corres-

pond to the Egyptianm* (Gen. xlL 2; Job viiL 11), the

Nile, or reed, or rush-meadow on the bank of the Nile.

Comp. Ebxbs Up. 338. ^)Kn
^fi can hardly signify

" the mouthing.*1 For vherefore should only the mea-

dows at the mouthing of the Nile wither? Rather

(comp. Ps. cxxxiii. 2) the mouth of the Nile here is the

same as the lips of the Nile elsewhereOfc%n HSt? Gen.

xlL 3, hieroglyphic sept, Ebxbs, /. c p. 339. tPTO. *»•
Tl'

Xry. can mean here only M the place of sowing, the Bowed
field" (comp. *lfttf jn? xxiiL 3). rpj, dispdlere, dia-

npare, occurs again only xli.&—13j'KI * form of ex-

pression that occurs relatively the oftenest in Job: UL
21; xxiiL8; xxiv.24; xxviL 19. Comp. beside Psalms

xxxviL 10; ciii. 16; Prov. xxiii. 6, etc

Ver. 8. OK comp. UL 26. H3T1 and JIIDDD *re

found only here in Iaaiah ; on the former compare Job

xl.25;onthelatter,Hab.L15. Mnftcomp.onxvLS.
Ver. 9. mpnfr D'ntfi) are lima*pectinate i. s, Unen

stuff made of hackeled, pure, fine flax. JNp'lfef iaf«*.

A«y. ; so also Is nV». The root ofthe latter yp (xxix.

22) means eandidum, then fio&tfsm, iplendidwn est*. We
encounter this meaning again in 1ft nobilti, nft " fine,

white bread,'* (Oen. xl. 16), probably, too, in the proper

names OHM (tn^smms) ftVn (nobilitas). Accordingly
T T •

%
ltl would be M a fine white garment." . Whether the

stuff was linen or cotton is not to be determined from
the word itself. The distinction from D^C^fl rather

favors the opinion that it was cotton. The ending $ la

an old singular ending; comp. Ewalb, $ 164, t; 177 a.

Ver. 10. The word T\\T\ti occurs again only Pa xL 3;

and there means undoubtedly M pillars, posts." This

meaning suits perfectly in this place also. Only vesse

10 is not to be connected with what precedes, but is to

be construed as the theme for what follows, yet in the

sense that the following verses specify exclusively the

notion rontf> Only at the end of ver. 15 the underlying

thought of ver. 10 recurs. For " head and tall, palm
branch and rush " is only another expression for that

which is called u foundation pillars and hired laborers."

"Ofr (compare TDfr, mtreenariut) means "msrees,

pay," and occurs again only Prov. xi. 18. They are,

therefore, "qucestttm facUntss, hired laborers;" a com-
prehensive designation of the lower classes. The
expression tfflj *M* recalls CTO 'DJK xlv. 23. The

meaning " troubled," which some give to *DJK in our

text, would form a solitary instance. Everywhere else

the word means "stagnum, paint " (xxxv. 7; xli. 18; xliL

16), or •* arundinetwn " (Jer. 1L 32). The word is used for

the pools, puddles, swamps made by the Nile (Exod. viL

19; viii. 1).

Ver. 11. 1JT3 Is verb.dmam. from *\g|, brutut, ttoiidu*.

The Niph. only here In Isaiah ; comp. Jer. x. 14, 21.

*J& this is said because the prophet has in mind a sin-

gle priest : he thinks, perhaps, of the Vx*«P«k.
u the

chief of the entire priesthood," (Ebxbs, Up. 344).

Ver. 13. iSwj. "infatuated," only here in Isa; comp.

Num. xiL 11; Jer.T.4; 1.36. KtfJ, "betrayed;" Kiph.

only here* Hiph. xxxvi. 14; xxxviL la *jj is -* «^b.

Memphis (comp. Dbutxsch asM BsuescHJGRst cTEgyptc\

H33 "the corner;" then by metonymy for (Q }D^
T * 'W

".the corner-stone," Job xxxvili. 6 ; comp. Isa. xxviiL

16; Jer. 1L 26; Ps. cxviii. 22.

Ver. 14. XX*y\p, "perversenesa," Im. Xtyn compare

Ipttf r»1 I Kings xxlL 22 sq. lUlpS ••• on ver. L

^Ooiv"22.

Ver. 15. ) before 3JT and JIOiK is here equivalent to

« or " (comp. Ewalxs 1 362, a ; Jer. xliv. 26.)
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CHAP. XIX. 1-15. 223

EXBQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Jehovah draws near to the judgment against

Egypt: the idols flee, the nation is dispirited

(ver. 1). This is the theme of the discourse. In

what follows the Prophet lets the Lord Himself

set forth how He means to carryout in detail

what is announced in ver. 1. The Egyptians

shall war on one another (ver. 2) ; bereft of all

prudent deliberation, they shall seek counsel from

the idols and wizards (ver. 3). But it is of no
use. Egypt is subjected to a harsh rule (ver. 4).

The Nile dries up ; its rushes and canes wither

(vers. 5, 6), and also the meadows and fields on
its banks (ver. 7) ; its fisheries come to a misera-

ble end (ver. 8) ; the preparation of linen and
cotton stuff ceases (ver. 9). The highest as well

as the lowest classes are ruined (ver. 10) ; the

priests and the wise men that boast an ancient

royal descent are at an end with their wisdom;
they know not what the Lord has determined con-

cerning Egypt (vers. 11, 12) ; they are altogether

perplexed in their thoughts, so that they only

lead Egypt about in a maze (vers. 13, 14).

Neither for the highest nor the lowest does labor

for the general benefit succeed any more (ver.

15).

2. The burden midst of it.—Ver. 1.

Mkraint, is not the native name for the land of

Egypt. The ancient Egyptians never used it. It is

neither to be found in the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions, nor can it be explained from the Koptic
language. The Egyptians called their land (the

Nile valley) Cham; koptic, Kerne, Kemi, Chemi
(U "black"). Mizrcnm is the name given to

the land by its eastern, Semitic neighbors.

Ebebs (L d, p. 71 sqq.) proceeds from "^O,

which means coarctatio, and then munimentum,
tl
fortification" (Ps. xxxL 22; lx. 11; Mic vii.

12; Hah. ii. 1, etc). Egypt is so named, Isa.

xix. 6 ; xxxvii. 25 ; 2 Kings xix. 24 ; Mic vii.

12. Ebebs maintains that the eastern neighbors
po named Lower Egypt primarily, from the cir-

cnmvallation that extended through the entire

Isthmus, from Sues of Pelusium to the Bed Sea,

and thus completely shut off Lower Egypt from
the East; so that it was an ^VD jn*, <' a land

shot off by fortification " for those eastern neigh-
bors. But when the Hyksos had forced an
entrance into the land, thev learned for the first

that it was far larger than they had supposed, me.,

that it extended beyond the southern extremity
of the fortification far up the Nile to the cata-

racts: in other words thev learned that there was
a Lower and an Upper Egypt. Hence the dual

Dn*3. Although the normal dual of "VfifD

would sound differently, yet Ebebs is right in
saying that the inflection of proper names often
takes its own peculiar form (L c, p. 86}. It is

debatable whetherthe original distinction between

^5 and W?fD was afterwards strictly adhered

to. In Isa. xi. 11, Dn*D is evidently used in
the narrower sense in which "WD was originally
xue& [" D!^fl? i» here the name of the ancestor

(<*?n. x 6), put for his descendants." J. A. A—
" Mizraim, or Misrim, the name given to Egypt
in the Scriptures, is in the plural form, and is

the Hebrew mode of expressing the • two regions

of Egypt 1
(so common]v met with in the hierogly-

phics), or the 'two Miser/ a name still used by
the Arabs, who call Egypt, as well as Cairo,

Musk, or Misr." Wilkinson's Mann, and Qtut.

of Ant. Egyptl. 2, quoted by Babnes in be.,

who adds :
" The origin of the name ' Egypt ' is

unknown. Egyptus is paid by some to have been
an ancient king of the country "].

Jehovah sets out for Egypt to hold an assize

there. He rides swiftly thither on light clouds

(Ps. xviii. 11 ; lxviii. 34). Egypt's idols flee be-

fore Him. They recognize in Him their lord and
master, Luke iv. 34. The people are dispirited

;

their courage sinks. One is involuntarily remind-
ed of the visitation Egypt once before experienced
on the part of Jehovah (Exod. xii. 12). Idols

and people of Egypt have once before felt the

power of Jehovah : just for this reason they flee

and tremble before Him (comp. Jer. xlvi. 25

;

Ezek. xxx. 13 ; 1 Sam. v. 3).

3. And I will sat Lord of hosts.—
Vers. 2-4. Dunckeb (Gesch. de$ Alterth., I. p.

602) says: "It cannot be determined whether
this passage refers to the anarchy that followed

the expulsion of the Ethiopians (Diodob., I. 66)
about the year 695, or the contests that preceded
Psammetichus' ascending the throne (between
678-670)." But it appears that the anarchy after

the withdrawal of the Ethiopians was not con-

siderable. Hebodotus ( II. 147 ) especially praises

the beautiful harmony of the Dodecarche. And
if misunderstandinsB did arise, they might be
taken into the Prophet's comprehensive glance as

essentially of the same sort with those that soon
after preceded the sole dominion of Psammetichus.
Such periods of internal discord, any way, oc-

curred often in Egypt Thus a papyrus discovered
by Habbis in 1855, and belonging to the time of
Ramses III., leaf75 sqq. informs us :

" The land
of Egypt fell into a decline : every one did as he
pleased, long years there was no sovereign for

them, that had the supreme power over the rest

of things. The land of Egypt belonged to the

princes in the districts. One killed another in

jealousy." Comp. Eisenix>hb, TA«ar«rf Habbis
"Papyrus; a lecture^ Leipzig, 1872. Thus even the
disturbances with which Egypt was visited in

consequence of the irruption of the Ethiopian
king Pianchi Meramen may be included, which
Stade (Dels. vaU. aeth., p. 30 sqq.) holds to be
intended by the cruel lord and fierce king ver. 4.

For when Isaiah wrote, if the date given above
is correct, the events under Pianchi Meramen be-

longed to the past and not to the future. By the

aid of Ionian and Karian pirates (Hebod. II.

152) Psammetichus subdued his opponents, after

an eight years' contest, in the decisive battle

of Momemphis.

What the Prophet says (ver. 3) of the empty-
ing out of the Bpirit of Efrypt and swallowing up
its counsel (comp. iii. 12) indicates the impotence
of the rulers to help the situation with such means
as shall be at their command. In their extremity

they will apply to their idols, their interpreters,

i. s. "the mutterers." But in vain. Egypt is

handed over to a harsh rule and a stern king. It

cannot be denied that these terms apply very
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224 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

well to Psammetichus and the subsequent kings
of his race, Necho and Hophra, for they called

in foreign help to the support of their dominion,
and gave thereby a blow to the old Egyptian
existence from which it never recovered! We
are told by Diodorus (I. 67) and Herodotus

ill. 30) that, in consequence of the favor that

'sanimetichus showed to foreigners, more than

200,000 Egyptians of the military caste emigrated

to Ethiopia during the reign of that king.

Under Necho, of the laborers on the cannl that

was to connect the Nile with the Bed Sea, 120,000

perished (Her. II. 158). Hophra or Apries was
dethroned because an expedition against Cyrene.

for which he had employed an army composed
only of Egyptians, ended in severe defeat

^
For

his conduct was construed to be an intentional

devotion of the Egyptians to destruction (Herod.
II. 161-169; IV. 159). These and other histori-

cal events may be regarded as belonging to the
fulfilment of our prophecy.

^
But they do not ex-

haust it Nothing was less in Isaiah's mind than
to make those transactions the subject of special

prediction. How would we in that case apply
what follows, where he speaks of the Nile drying
up and vegetation ceasing? Can this, too, be
meant literally ? By both declarations the Pro-
phet means only to announce to Egypt a judg-
ment by which, on both aides of itslife, the his-

torical and the natural, it shall be reduced to ex-
tremities. This judgment has not been realized

by only one or aJew definite events. It is realized

by every thing that precedes the conversion of
Egypt to Jehovah (ver. 21 sqq.) and contributes

to it ; and to that belongs, above all, its oppres-
sion by a foe from without, that is by Assyria.

This moment, it is true, does not appear especial-

ly in chapt. xix., but to the presentation of this

the complementary chapt xx. is exclusively de-
voted.

4. And the waters confounded.

—

Vers. 5-9. The Nile is called a sea (comp. xviii.

2; xxvii. 1; Nah. iii. 8; Mic vii. 12?)j not
merely because of its normal breadth within its

own banks, but also because it really spreads out
like a sea at the time of overflow, which to suit

the context, must be regarded as the special allu-

sion here. Hence Herodotus (II. 97) calls it
'* the sea of Egypt" Comp. Pun. Hist, not., 35,

11. "The water of the Nile resembles a sea."

Seneca Quae*, not. IV. 2. "At first it abates,

then by continued accession of waters it spreads
out into the appearance of a broad and turbid

sea," Gesen. in loc. If DJ,
" sea" designates the

Nile in its overflow, then ^»"U means the stream
within its normal bed, and the rilinj, '* streams "

and D"W " ditches," mean the arms and canals
of the Nile. With the drying up of the Nile and
its branches perishes, of course, the vegetation
that depends on them, and thus also the fisheries

and the important manufacture of linen and
cotton. On the extraordinary, productive fisher-

ies of the Nile, comp. Wilkinson, /. c I. and II.

Linen garments were especially worn by the
priests. In the temples they were allowed to

wear only linen garments. All mummy bandages
also were required to be of linen. On the manu-
facture of linen and cotton in Egypt* see Wn>
KIN80N II.

5. And they shall be broken rath,
may do.—Vers. 10-15. In these verses the
Prophet portrays the ruin of Egypt in another
aspect of its national lite, m. : the division into
castes, in which he especially sets forth the
highest class as overtaken by the ruin. By
flintf (see under Text and Gram.), is not to be
understood the lower classes (Hendewerk and
Ewald) nor weaving (with a reference to fi'Bf.

JVtf, Boorda, Rosenkueller and others).

They are the upper classes, the highest castes

(comp. iii. 1). These shall be D'ftOlD i. e,

"cast down, crumbled to ruins" (comp. lilt 5,

10; iii. 15 ; lvii. 15), what is thus predicated cor-

responding to the figurative meaning of the sub-

ject, in which I see an allusion to the ruins. For
already in Isaiah's time there were buildings in

Egypt whose origin dated back more than a
thousand years.

Is it not fitting that the Prophet compares the

humiliation of the grandees of Egypt to the

ruins of its ancient buildings, and the sorely

visited lower classes to swamps of its Nile ? (See

Text. an4 Oram, on ver. 10).

In what follows he depicts further the coming
to nought of the grandees, setting forth especially

the bankruptcy of their wisdom, so celebrated of
old (Acts vii. 22; Herod. IV. 6, 77, 160). The
princes of Zoan are only fools. (Zoan s Tania,

the royal residence of Lower Egypt, situated in

the Delta of the Nile, comp. Ebers, L c, I. p.

272 sqq. ; identical with Ramses, according to

Bruosch, address bdore the Oriental Qmgreea,

London, 1874). "The sages among; the coun-
sellors of Pharaoh." are properly those of the

counsellors who alone deserve the predicate
" wise." The expression recalls

!}

,^">
*f ntD3n

" her wise ladies " in the song of Deborah (Jud.
v. 29) which must also be translated: "the wisest

among her princesses." On the D'D^t the

priestly counsellors of Pharaoh, see Ebers, L e.

I. p. 341 sqq.

As to the name Pharaoh, it reads in the hiero-

glvphic and hieratic writing "Peraa" or "Bera/9

which means literally "great house" (comp. sub-

lime Porte). Comp. Ebers, p. 263 sqq. The
word designates also simply the king's palace

(Ebers, ibid.).

The Prophet assumes that the Egyptian priests

base their claim to wisdom on two circumstances

:

1) on their antiquity, 2) on their high, royal

origin. If the ancient kings were of a priestly

race, which is correctly assumed, and if the wis-

dom of the priests was traditional, then the
counsel which they gave the king originated

from a source which must enjoy the highest con-

sideration in his eyes. How lamentably, says

Isaiah, must this counsel, proceeding from such
high authority, come to confusion. Did they

know what God had determined against Egypt,
they could then take measures against it (ver.

12). As it is they are in a maze. They are

themselves infatuated, and deceived ; hence the
41 corner-stone of its tribes " (*. e., the tribe, ra. .*

the class on which the whole Egyptian body
politic rests ; the priestly class) leads the whole
land astray (ver. 13). The Lord has, in fact, as

it were, mingled a spirit of perverseness in the in-

ward part of Egypt, so that by the ywj ones in
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CHAP. XIX. 18-25. 225

whom, so to speak, the understanding of the land

concentrated, the land is led astrar in the most
shameful manner. This shameful leading astray

he expresses by a very revolting figure : Be com-
pares Egypt to a drunken man rolling about

hither and thither in his own vomitings (ver.

14). Gomp. xxviii. 8; Jer. xlviiL 26 uses the

same figure of Moab.—-Thus Egypt becomes
poor in deeds. AU it does is nothing done.
Neither head nor tail ; neither palm-branch nor
rush, t. e., neither the highest nor the lowest
(comp. on ix. 13)* will accomplish anything.
With this the Prophet returns back to the thought
from which (ver. 9) he started out

16

3) The Transition : Bgypt fears the LORD.

Chapter XIX. 16, 17.

In that day shall Egypt be like unto women

:

And it shall be afraid and fear

'Because of the shaking of the hand of the Lord of hosts,

Which he shaketh over it

17 And the land of Judah shall be a terror unto Egypt,
Every one that hnaketh mention thereof shall be afraid in nim*Alf

y

Because of the counsel of the Lord of hosts,

Which he hath determined against it

*From btforett* lifting of th$ hand, tU^ which He tjfteth againtt iL *r*atttU.

TEXTUAL AND
' Ver. IS. TITI comp. x. »; xxxit IS; xli. 6. TTO)

ziLS; xxxULU; zlir.8,11; lx-ft. TheTerb^JH we

ha?e already read of the hand lifted up In threatening:

xL 15, comp. x. 16, 82; xiii.2; xxx. 28. TIIMA fre-

quent in the Pentateuch, occurs in Isaiah only here and
xxx. 8Sy Regarding the expression rTOTP TOTK
it is to be remarked that, apart from the frequent

SnlP* fUDTK in Esekiel, HDTK nerer occurs in con-

GRAMMATICAL.
nection with the name of a nation except here and Gen.
xlTil. 80, 28, in the expression on*D HOIK- IUT1

TT
(from JLWlt etmtlart, tripudiar$\ "the rerolYlng more-

ment of dtismess," is A>. Aey.—The expression V.3
'Ul *>W» i* • resolrlng of the otherwise usual parti-

v "I

clplal construction, on which comp. Ewjlld, f 88T, «, sq.

—The Hiph. V3TTI *» frequent in Isaiah: xii. 4; xxri

IS; xxxTi. lit 22- xHii.26; xlriii. 1; lxiL8, ste.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The discourse is artistically arranged : ac-

cording to the foregoing, Egypt still thinks it

may be saved by its own wisdom. Now it has
surrendered this hope. It trembles before the
threatening gesture or Jehovah's hand (ver. 16).
In fact, whenever the land of Jndah is thought
of, Egypt quakes with fear lest the decree of Je-
hovah may be accomplished (ver. 17).

2. The expression of Isaiah * in that day

"

which is peculiar to the first part (in the second

it occurs only lii. 6) appears with more frequency
in the present chapter, than in any other passage

:

viz. : vers. 16, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24. Comp. the re-

mark at ii. 12. As often as one utters the name
Judah, men turn affrighted to him, for they know
but too well the power of the God of Judah.
The counsel of Jehovah, then, of which ver. 12
speaks, must have been partly accomplished.

Men fear its further and complete fulfilment.

a) EGYPT BY DEGREES CONVERTED WHOLLY TO THE LORD, AND THE
THIRD IN THE CONFEDERATION WITH ASSYRIA AND ISRAEL.

Chapter XIX 18-25.

18 In that day Shall five cities in the land of Egypt
*Speak *the language of Canaan,
And Swear to the Lord of hosts

;

One shall be called, *The city of 'destruction.

19 In that day shall there be an altar to the Lord
In the midst of the land of Egypt,
And a pillar at the border thereof to the Lord.

20 And it shall be for a sign and for a witness
Unto the Lord of hosts in the land of Egypt

:

15
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THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

For they shall cry unto the Lord because of the oppressors,

And he shall send them a Saviour, and *a great one,
rAnd he shall deliver them.

21 And the Lord shall
%
be known to Egypt,

And 'the Egyptians shall know the Lord in that day,
And shall do sacrifice and oblation ;

kYea, they shall vow a vow unto the Lord, and perform &
22 And the Lord shall smite Egypt : he shall smite and heal it

:

And they shall return even to the Lord,
And he shall be intreated of them, and shall heal them.

23 In that day shall there be a highway out of Egypt to Assyria,

And 'the Assyrian shall come into Egypt,
And Jthe Egyptian into Assyria,

And kthe Egyptians shall serve with 'the Assyrians.

24 In that day shall Israel be the third

With Egypt and Assyria.

25 Even a blessing in the midst of the "land : 'whom the Lord of hosts •shall blew,
saving

:

Blessed be Egypt my people,

And Assyria the work of my hands,

And Israel mine inheritance.

*Reb.th*Up,

•shall be.

• champion,
1 Assyria,
* earth.

•Or, Here*, or the sun.

b Spooking.
*And shall, etc.

J Egypt.
* since.

• Egypt.
• busses them.

•IrHa-ker*.
*Ana\
1Assyria.

IXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 18. The expressionO Hflfef occur* only here.—

pltf} with S must be distinguished from its use with

3. The latter is "to swear by one" (Ixil. 8; Amos vi

8 ; viii. 7, etc.) ; the former is •* to swear, to oblige one's-

self to another by oath,** (Zeph. i 5 ; Gen. xxiv. 7 ; 1. 24;

Exod. xiii. 6; Ps. cxxxii. 2, etc.). O^TVl or O^nTT

Sixteen Codd. have the latter reading, also several edi-

tions. The LXX. indeed reads *<t<Uk, which is evi-

dently a designed alteration resulting from the applica-

tion of i. 26 to the Egyptian city. But Srac^ the Vclo.

(eivitas soli*\ Baadia, the Talmud (Menachot FoL 110, A\
also translate M city of the sun." On the other hand the

majority of codices and editions have DVI, and among

the ancient version! at least the Sykiac decidedly so

reads (for *Apfc, which Aqu. and Tmon. read, could

stand also for O^n). Thus critically the reading VI
is the best supported. The authority of the Masora is

for it. But the reading 0">H is, any way, very ancient

Stmmachus, Jssomx, the Taeouvist met with it And it

must have enjoyed equal authority with the other read-

ing. Else the Taboumist would not have combined both

readings when he writes: KTfljn tfDBHva fVHp
3">noS, i. e^ the city "Beth-8hemes qwufutura est ad

evertendum, L «., quae evertetur." And the fact that the

treatise Menachot reads D^f) *• certainly proof that

weighty authorities supported this reading. Add to

this that D"^n by no means affords a satisfactory sense.

For the meaning " lion," which some assume from the

Arabic (haris " the render ") is very doubtful, first from

the fact that it rests only on Arabic etymology. Tet

more uncertain is the meaning UberaUo, solus, amor, be

it derived from the 8yriac (which, as Gum. in toe. de-

monstrates, rests on pure misunderstanding) or, with

Mausib, from the Hebrew, by taking O^H—" tearing
loose,** whereas it can only mean "rending in pieces,

destroying." And in this latter sense many expositors

take the word. But how can a word of suoh mischiev-

ous import suit in a context so full ofJoy and comfort?

Casfahi (Zeitsehr. /fir Lath. Theol. 1841, III.), whom
DascHSLxa and Dhjtisch follow, is therefore of the opi-

nion that the Prophet, by a slight change wrote 0^71
instead of D^n, but will have this word O^H under-

stood in the sense of ** destroying the idolatry," like

Jer. xliil. 13 prophesies the " breaking in pieces of the

obelisks in the temple of the sun in the land of Egypt.**

But against this view is the fact that such twisting of

words occurs always only in a bad sense. Thus Esek.

xxx. 17 calls the city pit by the name pit; Hoe. Iv. 16;

t. 8 (comp. Amos v. 6) calls Sk-IVS bythename pH-iT3
(forwhich moreover an actual and neighboring plt"TP3

Josh. Tit 2 gave the handle) ; Isa. vii 6 changes the

name SlOO into SlOO although he uses it in pausa;

and xxi. 11 he introduces Edom under the name of

riDH ("silence of the dead") and, finally the Tauhtd in

the treatise Aboda sara (FoL 46 a, in the Oerman transla-

tion <tf Ewald, Nuremberg, 1866. p. 824) gives the follow-

ing examples as prescribing the rule for changing the

names of cities that have an idolatrous meaning : "Has

such a city had the name K,lM TVX " house of revela-

tion," it should be called Itn3 JVl " house of conceal-

ment" (or fossae, latrinae); has the city been called

*Sd JV3f "house of the king,** it should be called

3S3 TV? " house of the dog ;" instead of V3 pjg
M the

all-seeing eye," call it ]»to pj£ "the eye of thorn***—
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CHAP. XIX. 18-25. 227

Farther example! of the kind see in Buxroarr, Lex.,

ChalcL, TWmmd, et ra66n p. 1096 sqn $. v., Kn3.

Thai we see that QVI as a twisting of O^fl mast either

be opposed to the context or to the usw loquendL I

therefore hold D^H to be the original correct reading.

Bat Din means* "the son** (Jud. L 86, where it is re-

markable that a little before, ver. 23, a JttOp 7V3 ia

mentioned > viii. 13 ; xiv. 18 ; Job ix. 7>. i 'think, as

older expositors (oomp. Gems, in foe.)and latterly Psas-

sel (Haas. R. EncycL X., p. 612) hare conjectured, that

it i3 not impossible that this name D^nn~Tp m oar

Terse was the occasion for seeking a locality near He-

liopolis for the temple of Onias. The reason why it was

not boflt immediately in or at Heliopolis was that a

suitable site (Ar»n)6«t4r«Tor r6wov) for building was

found at Leontopolls, which was yet in the Nome of He-

liopolia. That Onlas in his petition to Philometor and

Cleopatra eridently appealed in a special way to Terse

19 proves nothing against the assumption that ver. 18

also had a significance tor him. He even says expressly,

after baring quoted the contents of ver. 19 :
** *al roAAa

JJ tpoi^jwww aAAa rocavra 8tA rbv r6wo¥.n But if the

Egyptian temple, which, according to Josxraus (BelL

jvd. 7. 10, 4), stood 843 years (It ought rather to say 243),

was a great offence to the Hebrew Jews, it could easily

happen that D^n of oar Terse was changed by them to

D171. There are in fact six MS& that read expressly

tnnn Vjp "city of the curse ;" and the %kaMc of the

LXX. Is manifestly an intentional alteration in the op-

posite sense. Therefore intentional changes pro et

contra, have undeniably been perpetrated. Thus is ex-

plained not only the duplicate reading in general, but

especially, too, the tradition of Q'Vr as the orthodox
reading, and the fixing of the same by the Masoretg.—
Comp. moreover, Rxrwxxln the 7716. theoL Quart. Schrift.

1870, Heft I., on the imputed changes of the Masoretio

text in lsa. air. 18, and the remarks of the same writer

in his BeUrOgen mtr Bktr. de* A. T. Giesen 1872, Band
VIII., p. 87 sqq.

Ver. 20. The combination IJ?
1

?! INKS occurs only

here. Of more frequent occurrence is flj)fD) mK»
Deut xiiL 2; xxrili. 46; lsa. xx. 3. yi parUcip.-
u contestant, champion,'* oomp. xIt. 9 ; Jer. 1L 86 ; not

an uncommon use of the word in Judges : vi. 31 ; xi. 26;

xzi.22.

Ver. 21. 12V with latent transitive notion ; Exod. x.

26 ; comp. Gen. xxx. 29.

Ver. 22. The reason why Isaiah uses the word H}) is

probably because this word is repeatedly used of the

plagues ofEgypt : Exod. viL 27; xii. 13, 23, 27; Josh.

xxiv. 6 myJ, audUntem te praestitit alicui ; only

here in Isaiah ; comp. Gen. xxv. 21 ; 2 Sam. xxi. 14

;

xxiv. 26.

Ver. 23. 71vDD «ee vii. 8. V73V can only be under-
T • a

stood as the abbreviation of the statement that occurs

entire immediately before with application there to

Egypt alone. The same service (13J?) shall Egypt per-

form in union with Assyria. The Prophet could so

much the more readily express himself thus, in aa

much as Up is used also elsewhere (Job xxxvi. 11) in

the same absolute way.

Ver. 24, TP&btf is in itself tertia; yet not merely
part, but siaa, degree generally, designated by "three.**

Compare Tl'Vfhtf rhlp xt. 6. Here it is the third

element, the third factor that must be added in order

to make the harmony complete. ,

Ver. 25. icftt cannot be construed as simple relative

pronoun. For then the suffix in OID must be referred

to y*wn which will hardly do. It is therefore con-

strued — " so that,** or " since,** and the suffix named
is referred to the individual that each of the three forms

by itself (comp. xvii. 10, 13). Therefore "IBfa here is a

conjunction (Gbxxx Or., £ 239, 1).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Egypt will graduallybe altogether converted
to the Lord. At first, indeed, only five cities will

serve Him (ver. 18), but soon the Lobd will have
an altar in Egypt, and a pillar dedicated to Him
on the border (ver. 19) will at once announce to

the approaching traveller that Egypt is a land
that pays worship to Jehovah. Then, when they
cry to the Lord, He will deliver them from op-
pression as He did Israel of old in the days of the
jodges (ver. 20)

:
He will reveal Himself to

them, and they will know Him and offer Him di-

vine service in due form (ver. 21). He will, in-

deed, smite them like His own people, but then
He will heal them again : but they will turn to

Him, and He will let Himself be entreated of
them (ver. 22). But not only Egypt—Assyria
too will then be converted to the Lord. And be-

tween Egypt and Assyria there will be busy inter-

coarse, and they will no more be enemies of one
another, but serve the Lord in common (ver. 23).

And Israel will be the third in the confederation,
and that will be a great blessing from the Lord
for tha whole earth (ver. 24), who then will call

Egypt His people, Assyria the work of His hand,
but Israel always still His special inheritance.

2. In that day destruction.—Ver. 18.

The fifth is the half of ten. It appears to me to

be neither a small nor a great number (Corn, a
Lafide). But if in the ten there lies the idea
of completeness, wholeness, then five is not any
sort of fraction of the whole, but the half, which
added to itself forms the whole. By the five the

ten is assured. There does not, therefore, lie in

the five the idea of the mustard seed, but rather

the idea of being already half attained. From
passages like Gen. xlv. 22; Exod. xxii. 1; Num.
vii. 17, 23; Matt. xxv. 2, 20; 1 Cor. xiv. 19, it is

not erroneously concluded that the five has a cer-

tain symbolical meaning. Besides this, in respect

to the division of the year into seven months (of

freedom from water) and ^re months (of the over-

flow) the five was a sacred number to the Egypt-
ians. Comp. Ebers, /. e., p. 359: "Seven and
five present themselves as especially sacred num-
bers. ' To think, as Hitzio does, of five parti-

cular cities (Heliopolis, Leontopolis, Migdol,
Daphne, Memphis), is opposed to the character

of the prophecy. Five cities, therefore, shall

speak the language of Canaan, the sacred lan-

guage, the language of the law. That is, the/
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228 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

shall found a place- in the midst of them for the

worship of Jehovah.

["The construction of Calvin (who under-
stands five out of six to be intended) is to be pre-

ferred, because the others arbitrarily assume a
standard of comparison (twenty thousand, ten

thousand, ten, etc); whereas this hypothesis finds

it in the verse itself, five professing the true reli-

gion to one rejecting it. Most of the other inter-

pretations understand the one to be included in

the five, as if he had said one of them. As DT\Hl
admits either of these senses, or rather applica-

tions, the question must depend upon the mean-
ing given to the rest of the clause. Even on
Calvin's hypothesis, however, the proportion

indicated need not be taken with mathematical
precision. What appears to be meant is that five-

sixths, i. c, a very farce proportion, shall profess

the true religion, while the remaining sixth per-

sists in unbelief." "It shall be said to one, i. en one
shall be addressed as follows, or called by the fol-

lowing name. This periphrasis is common in

Isaiah, but is never applied, as Gesbniub ob-
serves, to the actual appellation, but always to a
description or symbolical title (see iv. 3; lxi. 6;
lzii. 4). This may be urged as an argument

against the explanation of O^nn as a proper

name.1' "AH the interpretations which have now
been mentioned [the one Dr. Naegelsbaoh fa-

vors being included in the number—Tr.] either

depart from the common text or explain it by
some forced or foreign analogy. If, however, we
proceed upon the only safe principle of adhering
to the common text, and to Hebrew usage, with-
out the strongest reasons for abandoning either or
both, no explanation of the name can be so satis-

factory as that given by Calvin pernios desola-

tion**) and the Eng. Vebmon ('city of destruc-

tion')." J. A. A.]

The city of destruction.—Isaiah often ex-
presses the future existence of a person or matter
by a name, of which he says it shall be applied
to the person in question (i. 26 ; iv. 3 : lxi. 6

;

Ixii. 4). Here there seems to be intended, not so

much a characteristic of the nature, as a mark
that shall serve as a means for recognizing the
fulfilment. For why does the Prophet give the
name of only one cityt Why does he not give the
five cities a name in common ? It seems to me
that the Prophet saw five points that shone forth

out of the obscurity that concealed the future of
Egypt from his eyes. They are the five cities in
which the worship of Jehovah shall find a place.

But only one of these cities, doubtless the greatest

and most considerable, does he see so clearly that
he even knows its name. This name he gives—
and thus is given a mark whereby to identify the
time of the fulfilment. For if in the future there
comes about a condition of things in Egypt corre-

sponding to our prophecy, and if a city under
those circumstances bears the name the Prophet
gives here, then it is a sure sign that said condi-
tion is the fulfilment of the present prophecy.
Now, from the dispersion of Jerusalem by Nebu-
chadnezzar on, Egypt became, to a great part of
the Israelites, a second home; in fact it became
the place of a second Jehovah-Temple ; later it

even became a wholly Christian land.

That Jehovah-Temple was built by Onias IV.
(according to another calculation U.) under Pto-
lomaeus Philometor (180-145) at Leontopolis in
the Nome of Heliopolis (Josephus Antiq. 12, 9,

7 ; 13, 3, 1-3; 20, 10 ; BeU. Jud. 7, 10, 2-4), or
rather was a ruined Egyptian temple restored.

Built upon a foundation sixty feet high, and con-
structed like a tower, this temple, of course, did
not in its outward form resemble that at Jerusa-
lem. But the altar was accurately patterned after

the one in Jerusalem. Onias (and probably in
opposition to his fellow-countrymen) appealed to

our passage. For the building, strictly interpre-

ted, was of course unlawful. And it was steadily

opposed by the Hebrew Jews with greater or less

determination. But the Egyptian Jews, as said,

thought themselves authorized in the undertaking
by our passage, especially ver. 19.

^
It is not im-

possible that the cnoice of the locality was condi-

tioned by the fact that our passage originally read

O^nn "Yp (see under Text, and Oram.) which was

translated * city of the sun" and was referred to

Heliopolis, the ancient On, the celebrated priestly

city (Gen. xlL 45, 60; xlvi. 20). [Would it not

be a iuster interpretation of the fulfilment of this

propnecy in regard to the foregoing application to

repeat, mutatis mutandis, Br. Naegelkbach's
own remark in the exegetical comment on vers.

2-4 above, p. 224. "Nothing was less in Isaiah's

mind than to make those transactions the subject

of a special prediction. Else how then is what
follows to be applied, where it speaks ofa Jehovah-
altar in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a pil-

lar or obelisk dedicated to the Lobd on the bor-

der of it? Can this be meant literally? If not,

then neither can ver. 18 be understood: literally."

Dr. Naeoelsbach admits above that, "strictly

interpreted," the building of such a temple * was
ofcourse unlawful f and thealtar must be included

in this statement. But in a matter appertaining

to a legal and ceremonial worship a " strict inter-

pretation," which must mean "strictly legal " is

the only admissible interpretation. Deeds of for-

mal worship that are unlawful by that interpre-

tation cannot be right by any other interpreta-

tion, seeing that no other applies to them. How
could Isaiah refer prophetically to such a matter

as the mimic temple of Jehovah at Leontopolis in

such language as we have in our verses 18, 19?

—

Tb,]
3. In that day heal them.—Vers. 19-

22. What was only hinted in ver. 18. is in ver.

19 expressly affirmed: The Lord shall have an
altar in Egypt How this was fulfilled we have
indicated already above. Egypt became not only

a second home to the people of Israel. [But it

must be remembered that this never received the

token of God's approval, who said Hos. xi. 5,
" He shall not return into the land of E^ypt"—
Tb.]. It became also the birth-place of a most

significant form of development of the Jewish

spirit It became moreover a Christian land,

and as such had played a prominent part in the

history of the Christian cnurch. Call to mind
only Origin and Athanasitts. If thus the pro-

phecy of the altar of Jehovah in Egypt was lit-

erally fulfilled, so the prophecy of the M3?f?»

"pillar," was fulfilled in a way not so literally,

but not therefore in a less real sense. The word
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CHAP. XIX. 18-25.

means statin, " standing image," etppus, u monu-
ment" Jer. iliiL 14 so designates the numerous
obelisks that were in Hehopolis. Often idol

pillars are so designated (1 Kings xiv. 23 j 2
Kings iii. 2 ; z. 27, etc), the raising of which
was expressly forbidden in the law (Lev. xxvL
1 ; Deut xvl 22). When it is announced here

that a TEND dedicated to Jehovah would be

raised up, it is not meant that this would be for

the purpose of divine service. Bather we see

from " at the border " and also from ver. 20 that

the pillar (the obelisk] should serve merely for a
sign and mark by which any one crossing the

border could know at once that he treads a land

that is exclusively consecrated to the service of

Jehovah. Altar and pillar, each in its place,

—

the pillar first and preparatory, the altar after-

wards in the midst of the land and definitive

—

shall be sign and witness of it

When we said above that this word was ful-

filled not literally, vet not therefore less really,

we mean it thus : thai Egypt, when it ceased to

be a heathen land certainly presented just as

plainly to the eve of every one entering it the
traces of its confession to the true religion, as we
now a days observe more or less distinctly on en-

tering a land, how it is with religion and reli-

giousness there. [J. A. A., on verse 19. "A just

view of this passage is that it predicts the pre-

valence of the true religion, and the practice of

its rites in language borrowed from the Mosaic
or rather from the patriarchal institutions. As
we might now speak of a missionary pitching hi$

tent at Hebron—without intending to describe

the precise form of his habitation, so the Prophet
represents the converts to the true faith as erect-

ing an altar and a pillar to the Lord in Egypt,
as Abraham and Jacob did of old in Canaan. [So
for substance also Barnbs.-Tr.]. Those explana-

tions of the verse which suppose the altar and the

pillar, or the centre and the border of the land

to be contrasted, are equally at variance with

good taste and the usage of the language, which
continually separates in parallel clauses, words
and things which the reader is expected to^ com-
bine. See an example of this usage xviii. 6.

As the wintering of the beasts, and the summer-
ing of the birds are there intended to denote the

presence of both beasts and birds throughout (he

year, so here the altar in the midst of the land,

and the pillar at its border denote altars and
pillars through its whole extent"].
In what follows we observe the effort to show

that the Lord will treat Egypt just like Israel.

There will be therefore a certain reciprocity:

Egypt conducts itself toward the Lord like

Israel, therefore will the Lord conduct Himself
toward Egypt as He has done toward Israel.

Thus the second half of ver. 20 reminds one of
that "crying of the children of Israel to Je-
hovah" that is so often mentioned in the book of
Judges (iii. 9,^15; iv. 3; vi 6, etc). In that

survey of the times of the judges contained in

Jud. iL 11 sqq. (at ver. 18 comp. Jud. i. 34 ; vi.

9) the oppressors of Israel are called D'tfV? just

as here, and Jud. ii. 16, 18 the performance of
the judges whom God sent to the people, is de-

signated f
,?^n, and the judges are on that ac-

count expressly called JTBftO * deliverers, sa-

viours," (Jud. UL 9, 15; vi 36; xii. 3). Vm
too, occurs in this sense in Judges vi. 9 ; viii

34 ; ix. 17, etc—In consequence of these mani-
fold mutual relations Jehovah shall become
known to the Egyptians. The expression " shall

be known/' tie,, recalls the celebrated passage
Exod. vL 3. " But by my name Jehovah, was I
not known to them. 11 There the Lord reveals

Himself to those that were held in bondage by
the Egyptians ; here is seen the remarkable ad-

vance that the Lord reveals Himself to the

Egyptians themselves as Jehovah, that they, too,

really know Him as such ; serving Him in ac-

cordance with His law, they present sacrifice and
oblation, t. e., bloody and unbloody offerings, and
make vows to Him which they scrupulously per-

form as recognition of His divine majesty and
grace (comp. Lev. xxvii.; Num. xxx.; Beut.

xii. 6 : xxiu. 21 sqq. ; Jer. xliv. 26 ; Ps. lxi. 9;
Ixvi. 13 ; cxvi. 14, 18, etc). Egypt is like Israel

moreover in this, that the Lord now and then

chastises it as not yet sinless, but still heals again.

The second half of ver. 22 is related to the first

as particularizing the latter. In the first half it

is merely said: Jehovah will smite and heal

Egypt But in the second half it is put as the

condition of healing after the smiting that " they

shall return,
11

etc Thereby is affirmed that the

Egyptians shall find grace only on this condi-

tion ; and also that they will fulfil this condition.

The contrast of smiting and healing reminds one
of Deut. xxxii. 39, comp. Job v. 18 ; Hob. vi.

1 sqq.

4. In that day mine inheritance.

—

Vers. 23-25. It is observed in verses 19-22,

that the climax of the discourse is not quite at-

tained, for Egypt alone is spoken o£ and an
Egypt that needed to be disciplined. But now
the Prophet rises to the contemplation of a glori-

ous picture of the future that is extensively and
intensively complete. Israel's situation between

the northern and southern world-powers had ever

been to it the source of the greatest distress in-

wardly and outwardly. But precisely this mid-

dle position had also its advantage. Israel breaks

forth on the right hand and on the left. The
spirit of Israel penetrates gradually Egypt and
Assyria, and thus binds together these two op-

ponents into one, and that something higher.

This the Prophet expresses by saying there will

be a laid out road, a highway, leading from Egypt
to Assyria and from Assyria to Egypt. Such a
road must, naturally, traverse the land of Israel,

in fact, according to all that precedes, we must
assume that this road properly gjoes out from Is-

rael in both directions. For it is the Lord that

makes Himself known to Assyria as well as to

Egypt (ver. 21), and both these unite in the ser-

vice of the Lord. For it is clear that the con-

cluding clause of ver. 23, does not mean that

Egypt shall be subject to Assyria (seeVW in

Text, and Oram.)- Then Israel will no longer be

the unfortunate sacrifice to the enmity of its two

mighty neighbors, but their peer and the third

member of their union. Thus a harmony will

be established, and the threefold accord will be a

blessing in the midst of the whole earth and for

them, because the Lord will bless them. For
Israel as the earthly home of the kingdom of

God, and Assyria and Egypt as the natural
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world powers represent the entire earth. From
them the blessing most come forth upon all.

But they must be so blest that the predicates,

that hitherto Israel had alone, will be applied to

all three. Egypt is called 'S# "my people"

(comp. iii. 12; x. 2, 24, and often), Assyria

T nfryo "work of my hands/1 (comp. lx. 21

;

hriv. 7 and often), bnt Israel retains the name of

honor VOTM, "mine inheritance,'
1

for thereby

it is characterized as the actual son of the house

and head of the family.

p) THE ASSYRIAN CAPTIVITY OF EGYPT.
Chapter XX.

This chapter, whose date is exactly determined

by the historical notices of ver. 1 in connection

with ver. 3 (comp. the introduction to chapters

xvii.-xx.), is related to chap.xix., with which it

i* manifestly contemporaneous, as a completion.
Thus chap. xix. speaks chiefly of the visitations

that shall overtake Egypt, by means of catastro-

phes of its inward political and natural life.

But to that conversion of E^ypt spoken of xix.
18 sqq., outward distresses also must contribute.
These, according to the political relations that
prevailed in the period when chapters xix. xx.
originated, can proceed only from Apsyria. At
the same time this weighty lesson resulted from
these things, that Judan in its then relation to
Assyria and Egypt must not rely on Egypt for

protection against Assyria.

1

2
In the year that •Tartan came unto Ashdod, (*when Sargon the king of Assyria

sent him), and "fought against Ashdod, and took it ; at the same time spake the
Lord^ by 'Isaiah the son of Anioz, saying, Go and loose the sackcloth from off
thy loins, and put off thy shoe from thy foot, And he did so, walking naked and
barefoot. And the Lord said, Like as my servant Isaiah hath walked naked
and barefoot three years for a sign and wonder dupon Egypt and dupon Ethiopia

;

so shall the king of Assyria lead away 'the Egyptians prisoners, and *the Ethio-
pians captives, young and old, naked and barefoot, even with their buttocks un-
covered, f

to the •shame of Egypt. Ajid they shall be afraid and ashamed of Ethio-
pia their expectation, and of Egypt their glory. And the inhabitant of this
4fisle shall say in that day, Behold, such is our expectation, whither we flee for help
to be delivered from the king of Assyria : and how shall we escape ?

1 Heb. by the hand of Isaiah,
• Heb. nakedness.

• of the Tartan's coming,
• the exties of Ethiopia,

•Heb. the captivity of Egypt
Or, country.

» in Sargon's, etc*, sending him.
'omit to.

• hefought. « concerning,
tcoast or sea board.

TEXTUAL AND

Ver. 2. One must carefully note that what follows im-

mediately on the formula of announcement, " "Q"l

^OK1
? 'tf'-T3 la not something that Jehovah spake by

Isaiah, but something that He spake to him (U1
"ft).

For T3 never has the meaning " in conspcctu1

n as some

would assume iu order to obviate the incongruity be-

tween T3 and 7h ; it has not this meaning even in 1

Sam. xxi. 14, and Job xv. 23. iblcS, therefore, as to

form connects primarily with the ^? immediately fol-

lowing, but in regard to matter it relates to all that fol-

lows, n ^Din in the beginning of ver. 3 like 1DK1
?* i»

subordinate to the more intensive 131* and introduces

the second stage ofthe revelation announced by U1 "VSl-

The expression T3 for the human orqan of the divine

revelation occurs in Isaiah only here. In Jeremiah,

too, it occurs only xxxviL 2; 1. 1. Note the constr.

praegn. in 1 hpD DJCTI nnflfl where the preposition

GRAMMATICAL.

must be connected with a verb understood. Compare
O&xkn., } 273, 3.

Ver. 3. D'jtf VHVf occasions difficulty. The inter-

pretation is altogether ungrammatical that takes these

words in the sense : " in three years shall be fulfilled

what this symbolical act signifies." The words can only

be made to relate to T7T\, or, according to the accents,

to what follows ; but in either case mast be taken in the

sense "for three years." Regarding the words only

grammatically, the nearest meaning that offers is :
** like

my servant Isaiah has gone three years," etc For were
it said: "like my servant goes tor three years/* why

then does it not read ^Sfl ? Or if the meaning were

:

u like my servant uritt go," why then does it not read

tH* T Although the Hebrew perfect indicates directly

only that something actually occurs objectively with-

out reference to the time, still the fact must belong to

some time ; and If neither an internal nor external sign

points to the present nor future, then we are obliged to
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tike the verbal form that designates facta Jurt in the

•ease offactum, L &, in the sense of a*n4 to post, done,

in respect to time. However some construe TQT} ss

perfect, bat refer D'Jtf tfStf to nfiDI HlK, so that the

sense is :
** like my servant has gone naked and bare-

foot for a type of three years long " (tribus annU comply

tuinexUiitmduetaeritAeffyptu$atqusA«thiopin; mquead
iUud tempui, quod Itajas $emel nwbts et diacalceatui ince+>

$it, typvs «•<," Arana, tcp,fl7; thus, too, the Masoasn,
JnoMZ, Hrrsio, HauDnrxma, Kkowl). Bat to this there

is s twofold objection [for the second see under the fol-

lowing Bxeg. and Crit. in loc.). First: If it were to be

expressly said that Isaiah did not for three years go

naked, bat only that he was to be a sign for three years

by once (Stadi) or several times repeated going naked,

or more exactly, if the typical transaction itself did not

last through three years, but was only to obtain as the

sign for the continuance of three years, if therefore

O'itf tihtf to to depend not on iSn but on HfllDI rOK,

then must the dependence be indicated corresponding

to the sense. The mere Accusative then durst not be

used. If Isaiah was for three years, long a type, then

most he three years long go naked. But did he go

naked only once or a few times, and were only the

typical significance of this going naked to extend to

three years, then it must read D'jtf vhtih or nfc

D'j2? vhtf rtf)to). The latter construction would not
•T T

be incorrect, as Stadi (p. 68) seems to assume, In as

much as HD1D1 fMt as to sense, form only one notion

(comp, Eaek. xxxl 10).

Ver. 4. 'IMbri is* held by Ewaxd (} 211, e, Antn, 2:

[comp. Gaxxjf, { 199 ej to be a change from 'filfem fixed

by the Masorets. Thus, too, nfcr Judg. v. 15. Others

(DxuTxscn, Dixtbjch) hold thin form, like 0^\n xlx. 8),

^An (Jer. xxii. 14),^ (Amos vii.1; Nah.liL 17), Htf

(Exod. vi 8), for a singular form with a collective signi-

fication. Hrrsio and 9taj>* regard our word as an ar-

chaic ending of the Construct State, of which the punc-

tuators had availed themselves * in order to avoid the

disagreeable sound that would be occasioned by the

following J1#." But then they would often have had

to resort to this change. It appears to me of course

probable that the pointing ,_ is to be charged to the

Masorets. But I\tf did not prompt them to this ; it

was the foregoing singulars fjrW Di^JN They sup-

posed they must punctuate 'Dlfrn as singular to cor*

respond with these. Therefore I believe that '£l&n '»

to be regarded as a singular like the '^fr, ctc^ named

above, but that It is set in the place of the original

'fl-jfrn by tradition only. But rjTTl DV *• P*rl,y con"

ditioned by ver. 8, partly It is to be treated as an ideal

number (xxiv. 22). 03 tW"\y is in apposition with

Vers. 5 and 6. D3D, that to which one looks (hoping
T -

and trusting) occurs in Isaiah only in these two verses.

Beside this In Zech. ir. 6. rpty
1
? comp. a, 8; xxxi. 1.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In the year when the Tartan, i. e. comman-
der-in-chief of king Sargon of Assyria, came
against Ashdod to besiege the city—which he
also took after a comparatively short siege,

—

Isaiah received commandment from the Lord to

take off his garment made of bad sack linen and
his sandals, and to go about naked and barefoot

(vers. 1, 2). For the incredible thing shall

happen that the Egyptians and Ethiopians, shall

be compelled to go into captivity naked and bare-

foot, like Isaiah goes about, (vers. 3, 4). There-
upon all inhabitants of the sea-board of Palestine,

will, with terror and shame, be sensible how
wrong they were to confide in the power and
glory of Ethiopia and Egypt (ver. 5). They will

say: Thus it has gone with the power from whom
we expected protection ; how now shall it go with
as? (ver. 6).

2. In the year barefoot.—Vers. 1, 2.

According to the testimony of Assyrian monu-
ments. Tartan is not a proper name, but an
appellative. It is the "Assyrian official name
for the commander-in-chief. In Assyrian the

word sounds tur-tanxi, and is, to the present, of
unknown derivation. On the Assyrian list of
regents that is communicated by ScHRADER(/)i6
KeUinaekriften u, das A. 21, uiewen, 1872, p.

323 sqq.) it reads (obvers. 9) : " Mardukiluya,
Tartan, to the city Gozan (obv. 38) ; Samsulu,
Tartan, to Armenia (obv. 48) ; Samsulu, Tartan, to

the city Surat (Reverse 19) : Samsulu, Tartan, in

the land (Rev. 32) ; Nabuaaninanni, Tartan, to

the city Arpad." Thus the ordering of these

high officers to their various posts of administra-

tion is designated. The word " Tartan " occurs

again in the Old Testament, only 2 Kings xviii.

17. As regards Sargon, it Is now settled by
documentary proof that Salmanassar and Sargon
are not one person. The Assyrian canon of re-

gents, which the great work of inscriptions by
KAWLiNSOtf, Vol. III., communicates in amended
form (comp. Schradeb, L c, p. 817) contains

as fifth Eponyme of that administration that fol-

lowed Tuklat-habal-asar, i. «., Tiglath-Pileser, the

name Sal-ma-nu-asir (another form Sal-man-
fair) : and Rawxinson (Athenaeum, 1867, No.
2080, p. 304, comp. Schradeb in Stud, and
Krit., 1872, IV. p. 737) remarks on this :

" Sal-

manassar I v., (for there were three older Salma-
nassars) ascended the throne in the year 727 B.

C, for which year there was already an Eponyme
established, so that he could only enter on his

Archonship in 723.° But Barron came to the

administration in the course of the year 722 B.

C. He is mentioned in the Old Testament only

in our passage— whereas the monuments offer

just about his reign the richest results. His name in

Assyrian is Sarrukin, which by the Assyrians

themselves, is construed partly as Sarrukin, i. e.

tl mighty the king," or 'Uhe right king," partly

as Sarruakin, i. e. "He (God) appointed the

king" (comp. JO^iT). Sargon is the builder

of North Nineveh or Dur-Sarrukin, now Ehorsa-

bad, whose monuments, with their inscriptions

of the most various sorts, are a most valuable

source of historical information (comp. Schra-
deb, KeUinm&riflen, p. 256 sqq.). The following

is the account of the conquest of Ashdod as the

Khorsabad inscription gives it according to

Schrader's (/. c, p. 259 sqq.) translation. '• Azu-
ri, king of Ashdod, hardened his heart to pay no
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tribute and sent demands to the princes of his

neighborhood to revolt from Assyria. Accord-
ingly I did vengeance and changed his govern-

ment over the inhabitants of his territory. Achi-
rait, his brother, I set over them in the government
in his place. The Syrians, that meditated revolt,

despised his dominion ana raised op Iaman over
themselves, who had no claim to the throne, and
who. like those, refused to own the dominion. In
the turning wrath of my heart I did not assemble

mv whole power, took no concern lor baggage.

With my men of war. who separated not them-
selves from me behind the raising of my arms. I

advanced on Ashdod. That Iaman, when ne
perceived the approach of my army from far,

fled to a region (?) of Egypt, which lay on the

borders of Meroe ; not a trace of him was to be
seen. Ashdod, Gimt-Asdudim (?) I besieged,

took it j his gods, his wife, his sons, the treasures,

possessions, valuables of his palace, along with

the inhabitants of his land I appointed to captivi-

ty. Those cities I restored ; I colonized there the

inhabitants of the lands that my hands had con-
quered, that are in the midst of the East ; I made
them like the Assyrians; they rendered obedi-

ence. The king of Meroe, who in the midst
.... of a desert region, on a path .... whose
fathers since remote times down to (this time)
had not sent their ambassadors to my royal an-

cestors, to entreat peace for himself: the might
of Merodaeh (overpowered him), a mighty fear

came over Trim, fear seised him. In bonds . . .

iron chains he laid him (Iaman) ; he directed

his steps toward Assyria and appeared before
me." If we compare the annals of oargon, which
register year by year the deeds of this king, we
find that in the year of his beginning to reign

(722), which is not reckoned as his first vear, he
conquered Samaria ; in the second year (720) he
conauered king Sevech of Egypt in the battle of
Baphia and took prisoner king Hanno of Gaza •

in the eleventh vear (711) he made war on Azun
of Ashdod and conquered the city, after which
the king of Ethiopia sued for peace (Schrader,
I. c, p. 264 sq.). In all, Sargon reigned seventeen
years (until 705). The monuments and the Pro-
phet mutually complete one another. If from the
formerwe see theoccasion,thenearercircumstances
and the time of the expedition against Ashdod,
the Prophet, on the other hand, informs us that
it was not Sargon himself that conducted the
undertaking, as might appear from the monu-
ments. It was the constant usage of those Asiatic
potentates, to which there are only a few excep-
tions, to register the deeds of the leaders of their
armies as their own on the monuments. Comp.
Schrader, Stud. u. KriL, 1872, IV. p. 743.
Moreover from the contents of the Khorsabad
inscription it is seen that Ashdod was not at that
time visited for the first by the Assyrians, as also on
the other hand it appears that Egypt had already
experienced emphatically the might of the Assy-
rian arm. For without anv campaign, merely out
of fear of that arm, the l&yptian-Ethiopian king
surrendered the fugitive Iaman. As regards the
time, our prophecy, according to the inscription,
falls in the year 711, thus in the eleventh year or
king Sargon's reign. The siege of Ashdod, for

which later Psammetichus required twenty-five
years (Herod. 2, 157), appears not to have lasted

long at that time. The capture followed, accord-
ing to the inscriptions (see above), in the same
year. Perhaps the divided state of the inhabi-
tants of Ashdod was to blame for this speedy cap-
ture. That there was an Assyrian party among
them appears from the inscription communicated
above.

,

The phrase U1 DfVn, and he fought against,

efe., is parenthetical. As to the sense, it is in so
far an historical anticipation that the taking did
not follow after what is related in ver. 2. But in
relation to ver. 3, that phrase is no anticipation.

For the meaning of the typical action, if my in-

terpretation of " three years" is correct, can only
have been signified three years later. Conse-
quently the entire chapter can not have been
written earlier than three vears after the "coming
of the Tartan "mentioned in ver. 1. In as much
as this " coming of the Tartan " is taken as the
point of departure for the course of events, while
the conquest is only mentioned in parenthesis, aa
a side affair, the Prophet likely received the com-
mand of ver. 2, about the time of that " coming,"
therefore before the capture. By implication,

therefore, there lay in the command at the same
time a prediction of that conquest of Ashdod.
For the conquest of Egypt presupposes the taking
of the outworks. Therefore the point of the pro-

phecy also is directed against Egypt.
At the same time is related to " In the year

that the Tartan came " as a wider sphere, as cer-

tainly as the notion T)g is more comprehensive

than the notion TUB?. The following contains

indeed, information concerning two facts: first

concerning the command to go naked, and second,

concerning the interpretation that followed after

three years. To these refer those two dates, the

narrower and the broader, as a matter of course,

the first date corresponding to the first fact ana
the second to the second fact Therewith is

closely connected that the sentence "spake the

Lord . . . saving," introduces the entire revela-

tion contained, in what follows. (See vnder TexL
and Oram.),

It is not accidental that Isaiah is called here by
hiscomplete name, Isaiah the son of Amos.
For this happens, beside the present, only i. 1 and
ii. 1, therefore only in the first and second introduc-

tion ; then xiii. 1 (in the beginning of the prophe-

cies against the nations) and xxxvii. 21, where is

related the comforting reply that Isaiah was the
means of giving to Heaekiah after the threaten-

ing of Sennacherib. By the designation of the

Prophet as " the son of Amos" is signified, as

appears to me, that there exists a contrast between
this name and what is related of Isaiah in this

chapter. It is likely no error to assume that a
" son of Amos " was a man of importance. And
this man of noble descent must for three years,

when he let himself be seen publicly, go about
like a wretched prisoner in the utmost scanty

clothing. For that Isaiah went wholly naked is

not conceivable. Anciently, indeed, one was re-

garded as naked who took off the upper garment
(comp. nudus am, eere nudue in VirgiIj, Ueorg. I.

299 ; Petron. 92 ; Joh. xxi. 7 ; Herz. R Eney.

VII., p. 725). We observe from this passage that

Isaiah constantly wore a sack, as chief and upper
garment, u «. a sack-like garment and made of
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sackcloth. The Back-garment wan sign of deep
mourning and repentance generally (lii. 24 ; xv.

3; Gen. xxxvii. 34; Dan. ix. 8 ; Matth. xL 21,

and often*. It was variously worn : partly next
to the akin (1 Kings xxi. 27), partly over the

under-garment, the riJ/IJ "tunic," as was the

case, e. a. with Isaiah, and as appears generally

to have been a prophet's costume. For, accord-

ing to 2 Kings l. 8, Elijah wore a hairy garment
with a leather girdle, which clothing, Zech. xiii.

4, is described as a prophet's costume generally.

John the Baptist, too, wore it, certainly in special

imitation of Blush (Matth. iii. 4 ; comp. Heb. xi.

37; Rev. xi. 3). Now when Isaiah received
command to take off the sack garment and his

sandals, it was that he should make himself a
living symbol of the extremest ignominy, and of
the deepest misery. Not to Judah, however, but
to Egypt is this sorrowful fate announced. Judah
U only to draw from it the lesson that it mnst not
lean on Egypt for support For this was the
great and ruinous error of the time of Hezekiah,
that men supposed they could only find protection

against Assyria in Egypt Against this the Pro-
phet strives earnestly in chapters xxviii.—xxxii.

3. And the LORD said we eaoape.—
Vers. 3-6. [On the construction of " three years/

'

•as under Tool, and Oram. ; also for a grammatical
objection to the sense: "like my servant has gone
naked and barefoot as a three years sign." etc. A
farther objection is as follows.-Ta.] If the typical

meaning of the sign was to remain in force only
three years, then, too, the fulfilment must actually

follow after three years, or the prophecy prove to

be false. Forwhat can thismean : the going naked
of the Prophet shall be three years long a sign ?

Only this : after three years the type ceases to be
type, and becomes fulfilment If that does not
come to pass, then the sign was an erroneous one
and misleading. It is no use here to regard the
number three as a round number that is only to

be understood "wmmatim" (Brabb, p. 67).

For the measures of time of fulfilment, in conse-

quence of the imperfection of our human know-
ledge about the real length of historical periods,

or because of the difficulty of knowing the points
of beginning and ending, may very well be re-

presented as only an approximation. But a mea-
sure of time which is named as an earnest pledge
of a future transaction, must not prove to be in-

correct, if the earnest itself is not to be found
treacherous. But Egypt was not conquered by
the Assyrians three years after the siege of Ash-
dod, but much later, as will be seen immediately.
Therefore the Prophet cannot have proposed a
three years1 validity of that sign. Kit ne went
three years naked and barefoot, in order to set

before the eyes of his people very emphatically
and impressively the image of how wretched
Egypt had become. And only after three years
followed the interpretation for the same reason.

For three years the men of Judah and Jerusalem
were to meditate and inquire: why does the
Prophet go about in scanty and wretched garb ?

When at length after three years they learned

:

this happened for the purpose of parading before

your eyes the misery of Egypt conoueredfby As-
syrian—then they could measure the worth and
importance of the warning that the Prophet gave

them by what it cost him to give it For the
Egyptian policy was the fundamental error of
the reign of Hesekiah through its whole extent
(comp. the Introduction to chapters xxviii.—
xxxiii). The siege of Ashdod, that key to the
land of Egypt, was assuredly a fitting event, for

letting this warning sign begin. And if about
the year 708 the interpretation followed, that was
the time, too, when Saigon's rule drew near its

end and that of Sennacherib drew near. It was
the time when the alliance with Egypt more and
more ripened, and when the warning of the Pro-
phet must become ever more pressing.

Sign and wonder is a sort of Hendiadys, in

as much as to the first notion a second is co-ordi-

nated, that properly is only something subordi-

nate to that first : sign and portent for portentous

sign. In as far as the nakedness of the Prophet
represented the misery of the Egyptians gen-
erally, it is a sign of it ; but in as far as it repre-

sented this misery in advance as something fu-

ture it is a portentous sign.

To the present, nothing definite is known of
any invasion of Egypt by the Assyrians. The
Assyrian monuments, however, tell us that the
kings Esarhaddon and Asurbanipal (Sardana-
palus) conquered Egypt The first on a brick
inscription (Schraber, I c p. 210) calls him-
self: " king of the kings 1 ' of Egypt; and his son
Asurbanipal says in his cylinder inscription

(Schradeb /. c 212) " Esarhaddon—my progeni-

tor went down and penetrated into the midst of
Egypt He gave Tirhaka king of Ethiopia a
defeat, destroyed his military power. Egypt and
Ethiopia he conquered ; eoxmtUst prisoners he led

forth,"etc Asurbanipal himself seems to have
prepared a still worse fate for the Egyptians
under Tirhaka's successor, Bud-Amon. For he
relates the following in one of his inscriptions

(Schraber, I. e. 288) : "Trusting in Asur, Sin
and the great gods, my lords, they (my troops)

brought on him in a broad plain a defeat and
smote his troop forces. Undamana (Bud-Amon)
fled alone, and went to No, his royal city (Thebes).

In a march of a month and ten days they moved
after him over pathless ways, took that city in its

entire circuit, pureed it away like chaff. Gold,
silver, the dust of their land, drawn off metal,

precious stones, the treasure of his palace, gar-

ments of Berom (?) and Kum, great horses, men
and women, . . . pagi and ukupi the yield of their

mountains in countless quantity, they bore forth

out of it, appointed them to captivity; to Nineveh,

my seat of dominion they brought them in peace, and
they kissed my feet" Cfc>mp. too, ibid. n. 290. As,

according to the^pisrtsfmTirhakadied in theyear

664, Schraber fixes the date of this conquest of

Thebes about the year 663 B. c. This monu-
mental notice is of great importance for the un-

derstanding of Nab. iii. 8-11, and partly, too,

for Isa. xix. and for our passage. From this, as

also from the other Assyrian communications
cited above, we learn that our prophecy, given in

the year 708 received a double fulfilment : one in

the time of Asarhaddon, who reigned from 681
to 668, the other by means of Asurbanipal about

the year 663. Therefore, not after three years,

but in the course of the fourth and fifth decade
after its publication was it fulfilled

Egypt's ahame [see under Text, and Oram.).
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Did not the Prophet, who for his own person as-

suredly wore only the lightest Israelitish costume,

have here in mind, perhaps, those costumes of

the common Egyptians, that allowed the form to

appear prominent, which, seen in foreign lands,

were well fitted to provoke scorn for Egypt?
Comp. e. g. the illustrations in Wilkinson's, The
ancient I&yptiane.

It is plain that in ver. 6 the Prophet means
the Israelites and their neighbors. It is a sign

of displeasure and discontent when one addresses

a person that is present in the third person. The
expression ^H "the isle" in ver. 6 is to be

noted. The expression (comp. the singular xxiii.

2, 6) is nowhere else used of the Holv land.

But the Prophet also means, not merely this, but

the entire coast of Palestine, which, because *H

is not a proper name, but appellative, he can very
well call 'K* For, as the conquest of Ashdod

itself and the preceding events (comp. the Sargon
Inscription, Schrader, p. 76) testify, the Phoeni-

cians also, and the Philistines, who shared with
Israel in the possession of the coast, were become
a prey to the Assyrian power.
When the strong power of Efeypt and Ethiopia

had proved too weak to bear the onset of Assy-
ria, tnen, indeed, might the anxious thought arise

in the hearts of the smaller nations that had
joined themselves to Egypt : how is it now possi-

ble that we can be saved? Stade is of the opi-

nion that 'K» " the ^e> or co*8* " means merely

the city Ashdod, and that ver. 6 contains the
words of the fugitive inhabitants of Ashdod, es-

pecially of Iaman. After the overthrow of Egypt
the exclamation is put in the mouth of these

:

" quomodo nos effugere poteramus,'* (p. 43). But
the assumption that the conquered inhabitants
of the 'K could not say: " how shall we be saved "

is erroneous. They were indeed conquered ; but
as long as, still dwelling in their land, they saw
trains of captives led past them, they are still in

possession of their land, and can hope for a
favorable turn of fortune, and the shaking off

of the foreign, voke. Only the captive carried
into exile is finally without hope. Only this

final and greatest degree of misfortune do the
inhabitants of the W have in mind when they

exclaim, "how shall we escape T*

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xvii. 1-3. "There are no makers of
breaches in city and wall stronger than the sins

of the inhabitants. When these strengthen and
multiply themselves, then entire cities, well
built fall over them, and become heaps of Btones

;

as is to be seen in the case of Jericho, Nineveh,
Babylon and Jerusalem itself. Therefore let no
one put his trust in fortifications."—Cramer.

2. On xvii. 7, 8. "Potnit hie," etc. " It may be
objected here, are not the ark of the covenantand
the temple in Jerusalem also work of men's hands ?
But the theological canon here is, that in every
work regard must be had whether there is a word
of God for it or not. Therefore such works as are
done by God's command, those God does by
means of us as by instruments. Thus those are
called works of the law that are done by the
law's command. But such works as are done by

no command of God are works of our own hands,
and because they are without the word of God,
they are impious and condemned, especially if

the notion of righteousness attaches to them, on
which account, also, they are reproved here."—

»

Luther.
3. On xvii. 8 (D^Eteri) ; Vitrinoa proposes

the conjecture that Osiris is to be derived from
"itfK, which the Egyptians may have pronounced
Oser or Osir. Andindeed he would have us take
as the fundamental meaning of the word, either

"oeotua," p#K), or combine it with "Wtf "to
look," so that Osiris would be as Sun-god, the

all seeing, sharp looking (TroAufyflatyoc). merit

then, as feminine of *Whk, would be Isis

!

4. On xvii. 10. " Si hone," etc " If so fearful

a punishment followed this fault, thou seest what
we have to hope for Germany, which not only
forgets God, but despises, provokes, persecutes

and abominates Him.

—

Luther.
5. On xvii. 14. "Although the evening is

long for us, we must still have patience, and be-

lieve assuredly, sorrow is a forerunner ofjoy, dis-

gust a forerunner of delight, death a forerunner

of life." Cramer.
6. On xviii. Boettcher (Neue exeaeUsche

kritteche Aehrenl. II., p. 129) calls this chapter,
" exceeding difficult, perhaps the most difficult in

the entire Old Testament." And in fact from the
earliest to the most recent times expositors go
asunder in the most remarkable manner in re-

?ard to the object and sense of the prophecy.
eromb and Cyril referred the prophecy to

Egypt. Others, but in different senses, referred

it to Judea. Euseriub of Cesarea held the view
that, as Jerome says on our passage, " prophecy
in the present chapter is directed against the Jews
and Jerusalem, because in the beginning of

Christian faith thev sent letters to all nations lest

they might accept the sufferings ofChrist." "Coo
ceius teaches that Judah is that land shadowed
with wings, which (for he refers "ItfK to wings)

are beyond the rivers of Ethiopia" (Vitrinoa).
Raschi and Kimchi, likewise, refer the prophe-
cy to the Jews, but they see in ver. 6 the over-

throw of Gofj and Magog, and understand the
promised deliverance to refer to that greatest of
all that would take place by means of the Messiah.
Also VON Hofmann {Sckriftbew. II., 2 p. 215 sqq.

)

explains the passage to refer to " the return of the
departed Israel from the remotest regions and by
the service of nations of the world themselves,

after that they shall have learned that great act

of Jehovah and therewith the worth ofHis people
and of His holy places." Others like Pellicah
think of the Roman Empire. Arius Montanus
even casts his eyes over "to the new world con-

verted to Christ by the preaching of the gospel

and bv the arms of Spain " (VrrRiNGA).
7. On xix. 1 6. " The passage recalls the myth

concerning Typhon, which represents the Hyksos,
who formerly coming from Asia subdued Egypt.
The Egyptian gods were afraid (according to a la-

terGreek tradition, which explained the Egyptian
heads of beasts as masks, comp. Diestel in the

Zeitockriflf. hitter. TheoL, 1860, 2, p. 178) of Ty-
phon and hid themselves (Plut. Dehid. et Osvr*,

cap. 72) ; thev resigned the wreaths when Typhon
had received the kingdom (Athen. xv. 25V p
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680); they assumed animal forms (Abgllos 1. 6,

3; Ovid Mcianu V. 325 sp,q.; Hygin. Fab. 196).

According to Manetho in Josephus (c Avion
I. 26) king Amenophis, who was threatened by
Palestinians, carefully concealed the gods.

Other prophets, just as Isaiah does, announce
destruction against the Egyptian idols from Jahve
(Jer. xliii. 13; xlvi. 25; Ezek. xxx. 13; comp.
£zod. xii. 12; Num. xxxiii. 4) " Knobel.

8. On xix. 5 sqq. If nature and history have
one Lord, who turns hearts like water courses

(Prov. xxi. 1) and the water courses like hearts

(Pa. xxxiii.), then we need not wonder if both

act in harmony, if, therefore, nature accompanies
history as, so to speak, a musical instrument ac-

companies a song.

9. On xix. 11. " This was the first argument
of the impious in the world against the pious, and
will be also the last : for the minds of the ungodly
are inflated with these two things, the notion of
wisdom and the glory of antiquity. So the dia-

tribe of Erasmus is nothing else than what is

written here: I am the son of the ancients. For
he names the authority of the Fathers. The pro-

phets contended against this pride, and we to-day

protest against it." Luther.
10. On xix. 13 sqq. "Where one will not let

the outward judgments of God tend to his im-
provement, there is added the judgment of repro-

bation, in such a way that even natural prudence
and boldness are taken away from those that are

the most prudent and courageous. All this does
the anger of the Lord of Hosts bring about."—
l&ringen Bibd bei Stabile.

11. On xix. 16, 17. The servile fear of those
that have hitherto not at all known God may be-

come a bridge to that fear which is child-like.

**The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wis-

dom," Ps. cxL 10.

12. On xix. 19-22. The Prophet here casts a
penetrating and clear look into the future of
Egypt Although the several forms that he de-

picts make the impression of those forms which,
standing in the midst of a sea of mist rise on an
elevated site above the mist, whose absolute dis-

tance cannot be exactly made out, still particular

traits are remarkably fitting and exact.

13. On xix. 23-25. One sees here plainly that

the Prophet regards Egypt Israel and Assyria as

the chief lands of the earth, whose precedence is

so unconditionally the measure of all the rest that

they do not even need to be mentioned. 8uch is

in general the prophetic manner of contemplating
history. It sees only the prominent and decisive

points, so as to overleap great regions of territory

and periods of time. Comp. Daniel's WeltreiehA

ii. 31soq.; vii. 3 sqq.

14. On xx. The office of prophet was hard and
severe. Such a servant of God must renounce
every thing, yield himself to every thing, put up
with every thing, let any thing be done with him.
He must spare himself no indignity, no pain

{
no

trouble. He must fear nothing, hope nothing,

have and enjoy nothing. With all that he was
and had he must be at the service of the Lord,
unconcerned as to what men might think or ap-

prove. Comp. Jer. xv. 19 sqq.; xvL 2 ; xx. 7 sqq.;

Exek. iv. 24, 15 sqq.

m. LIBELLUS EMBLEMATICUS: CONTAINING PROPHECIES AGAINST BABY-
LON, EDOM, ARABIA AND JERUSALEM. TO THIS LAST PROPHECY THERE
IS ADDED A SUPPLEMENTAL ONE DIRECTED AGAINST SHEBNA THE
STEWARD OF THE PALACE.

Chapters XXI. and XXII.

These two chapters contain prophecies against

Babylon, Edom, the Arabians, Jerusalem. The
last of them has an appendix relating to an in-

diyidual, namely, Shebna, the steward of the
palace. The reason of the juxtaposition of these

prophecies is seen in their peculiar inscriptions,

which are all of an emblematic character. The
countries spoken of are not designated by their

real names, but Babylon is called the desert of
the sea ; Edom, Dumah

;
i. e. silence ; Jerusalem,

Taller of vision. Arabia retains its own name,
hut that name is seen to be used in a double signi-

fication. For the context shows that 3^ is in-

tended to stand not only for Arabia, but also for

evening. We have, moreover, to remark, that in

three of these prophecies (xxi. 1, 13 ; xxii. 1

)

the inscription is an expression taken from the
prophecy over which it is placed. In arranging
these prophecies so much weight was attached to

the analogous character of their inscriptions, that

from a regard to it even chapter xxii. although
directed against Jerusalem, has been taken into

the series of prophecies against heathen nations
(xiii.—xxiii.) The four prophecies here placed
together have yet other points of contact. The

first and second exhibit the prophet very promi-

nently in his character as a watcher on his high

tower: the fourth presents the antithesis between

false and true seeing. In the first Elam and

Madai appear as enemies of Babylon ; in the

fourth, Elam and Kir as enemies of Jerusalem.

Moreover, the mode of attack is twice described

in the same manner. (Comp. xxi 7 with xxii.6).

Worthy of observation too, are the frequent points

of agreement with the book of Job which both

these chapters contain. Comp. xxi. 3 6
{

and 4 a
with Job xxi. 6; xviii. 11, etc; Isa. xxii. 2 with

Job xxxvi. 29 ; xxxix. 7 ; Isa. xxii. 4 with Job
vii. 19 ; xiv. 6 ; Isa. xxii. 22 with Job xii. 14;

Isa. xxii. 24 (D'Wrttt) with Job v. 25, etc. (See

the exposition).

The genuineness of xxi. 1-10 is contested by

the rationalistic interpreters. The chief reason

is that they hold such a prophecy to be an im-

possibility. But as the form and contents of the

piece are*so decidedly alter Isaiah's manner that,

as Deutzbch says, "a prophecy constructed

more exactly in the style of Isaiah than this, is

inconceivable," it would follow that we have

primarily and properly only to consider the ques-
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236 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

tion as a problem which is presented to as : How
is it possible that Isaiah conld foreknow the fall

of Babylon by nations that he calls Elam and
Madai ? A thine is here held to be impossible,

whose impossibility is by no means scientifically

established. For it is not demonstrated that

there is not a personal God.
It is very difficult to make any definite state-

ment respecting the time of the composition of

this prophecy against Babylon. The only thing
on which we can base an opinion seems to be the
identity of expressions in ver. 3 and xiii. 8. This
suggests the inference that the prophecy xxi.
1-10 and the related chapters xiii. and xiv. were
composed at the same time. On the question re-

specting the time of the composition of the three
other prophecies, consult toe introductions to
them and the exposition thai follow.

A.—Against Babylon.

Chap. XXI. 1-10.

1 The burden of the desert of the sea.

As whirlwinds in the south pass through

;

So it cometh from the desert,

From a terrible land.

2 A tgrievous vision is declared unto me

:

The treacherous dealer dealeth treacherously,

And the spoiler spoileth.

Go up, O Elam ; besiege O Media

;

All the sighing thereof have I made to cease.

3 Therefore are my loins filled with pain

;

Pangs have taken hold upon me,
As the pangs of a woman that travaileth

:

I was bowed down at the hearing of it;

I was dismayed at the seeing of it.

4 aMy heart panted, fearfulness affrighted me

;

'The night of my pleasure hath he *turned into fear unto me.
5 Prepare the table,

Watch in the watch-tower,
Eat, drink

;

Arise, ye princes, and anoint the shield.

6 For thus hath the Lord said unto me,
Go, set a watchman, let him declare what he seeth.

7 And he saw ab chariot with a couple of horsemen,
A chariot of asses, and a chariot of camels

;

And he hearkened diligently with much heed :

8 And 4he cried, A lion

;

My lord, I stand continually upon the watch-tower in the day time,
And I am set in my ward 6whole nights.

9 And, behold, here cometh °a chariot of men, with a couple of horsemen.
And he answered and said,

Babylon is fallen, is fallen
;

And all the graven images of her gods he hath broken unto the ground.
10 O my threshing, and the

f
corn of my floor

:

That which I have heard of the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel,

Have I declared unto you.

1
Heb. hard. t Or, My mind wandered. » Heb. put.

* Or, cried ae a htm. • Or, every night • Heb. eon,

*
^J^fflt**

my
fiZl—

* atroopofhorBemeninpair&yairoopofasse^atroopcfcanieU,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1. *prh supply Vit, conjugatio periphraetiea,

comp. Gmeh., { 132, Anm. 1 ^Ewald. { 237, c The design

of this periphrastic construction seems to be to denote

what is habitual : ut transire tolent-*usage which marks

chiefly the later books (2 Chron. xxvi. 5 ; Ezra ill. IS)*

The construction \n in every case a peculiar one.

Ver. 2. TVtfo TWITS is the accusative depending on the

transitive notion latent In the passive "Un. The 71 la
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TWttst (nTMK, in iM^th besides only xxxy. 10, u) is
TT-I

marked by the Masoret* as Hfi% although ** the majo-

rity of the most correct codd. and editt.** (see Gssbn.

and Dm Rossi on our place) hare the Mappiq in the n*
The sense is the same ; for eren the form with the qui*

ascent H denotes M gemttut tftu," for there is no anno-

tate form nntttlt Respecting the feminine suffix
'Tl-

vithout Mappiq, corap. Ewal*, { 847, <L

Vet. 8. The article before HaWO (Mfcah tIL 4) la the

Ver. 7. The primary signification of 331 is vectura.

This can mean 1) id quo vehitur, and that is a) and in-

deed predominantly the chariot, but also 6) the horse.

Here howeyer we have to remark that 33*1 is not the

riding hone, bat the chariot horse, and that it has this

signification not immediately from the root 33% but

per mctonymiam from the derlTati?e 33^ chariot, which

also signifies the chariot with horses, And then {part

pro toio) the horses alone (comp. 2 Sam. viii. 4 ; x. 18)

;

8) vectmra signifies also id quod vehitur, i. a>, men riding

or driving, whether singly (Esek. xxxix. 20 33^1 D*Ci

equut ei vector), or in numbers, as a band, a train (comp.

in Arabic rakb a band of camel riders). In this latter

signification the word Is to be understood here and
ver. o, and xxil. 6. 3tfp marks everywhere only the

activity of the ear and not attentive observation in gen-

eral, ytfo is the simple accusative of the object **et

attendU 'altentionem magnum" (compare Deut xiii. 8

D^n D^n, also Zeeh. i. 16, and Ps. xiv. 6;.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The first Terse contains the theme: the Pro-
phet beholds a violent tempest, which as a Si-

moon in the South, sweeps from a terrible land
against Babylon. In ver. 2 the vision is more
exactly defined, both as to the subjective and ob-

jective side. In the former relation it h charac-

terized as a hard one, i. e. one which makes a
deep and perturbing impression on him who
sees it. Objectively the vision is seen to relate

to a martial expedition against the perfidious

and devastating Babylon. This expedition, in

which Elam and Mactai are the acton*, will at the

same time make an end to the sighing. «. e. to the

bondage of Israel. In vers. 3 and 4 tne feelings

of the Prophet at the " hard " vision are more
nearly described. Pain seizes him as a travail-

ing woman ; he writhes and is terrified at what
he hears and sees. His heart beats wildly from
the horror which has taken hold of him: tne twi-

light, hitherto so pleasant, as a time of rest, has
become a time of dread. In ver. 5 there is a
brief description of the way in which Babylon,
the object of the announced invasion, behaves in

view of it. They furnish the table for a banquet
without thinking of any other defence than the

appointment of watchmen ; they eat and drink till

suddenly, in the midst of the feast, the cry is

heard : Arise, ye princes, anoint the shield! The
following verses depict the issue. In order to

observe it, the Propnet had been ordered by the

Lord to set a sentry on the watch-tower (ver. 6).

The sentry beholds a mighty train of horses, asses

and camels, and attends sharply to what it will

do (ver. 7). Many days ana nights the sentry

keeps watch without marking anything (ver. 8).

At last he calls with a loud voice ; there comes a
troop; it is but small, but it announces that

Babylon is fallen, that its idols are overthrown
(ver. 9). The Prophet in the words of the last

verse (ver. 10) declares that he proclaims this as

certain troth from the Lord to comfort his people
threshed (crushed) in the captivity.

The burden of the »ea.—Ver. 1 a. The
four prophecies which are placed together in

chaps, xxi. and xxii, have inscriptions of an
emblematical character. It is disputed whether
IT 'yyyo is a title derived from the text of this

passage, or is an independent figurative designa-

tion of the country of Babylon. It is well-known
thai writings were denominated after their initial

word, or, indeed, any word contained in them.

Compare the Hebrew names of the Pentateuch,

and of Proverbs and Lamentations; also f^p. 2

Sam. i. 18. [In the last passage the E. V.'has
" the use of the bow f but the ellipsis is best sun-

plied in the rendering "the song of the bow." D.
M.]. On such titles the Commentary of Gese-
kius may be consulted. The 3">^3 KfrD ver. 13

(comp. 3"UO as the second word of the text) and
the

f
I'tn K*J Kt?D xxii. 1 (comp. the same ex-

pression, xxii. 5) seem to have been designated on
the same principle. But although "OID occurs

in ver. 1, 0* is not found in the whole prophecy.

Vitbikoa in a juvenile production( Obiervv Sacr.

L. I.
;
diss. 2, op. 4) expressed the unwarranted

opinion which he retracted in his commentary,
that XT is substituted for 31). But why should

not 3X1 WD be written ? And although the sea

lay to the south of Babylonia, that is no reason

for calling the country " the desert of the sea."

There is lust as little ground for taking D' in the

signification " West," and giving this explanation

of the whole expression, that Babvlon is called

D' "DID because it lay west of Media and Persia,

and a desert intervened (Kimchi). I see no
reason why we should not explain the expression

D" ">31D after the analogy of the expressions 31JT3

and trm ITJL The titleWO is therefore taken

from ver. 1. But "OTD by itself would be too

obscure. Another word had therefore to be sup-

plied for nearer specification. Now Babylon was
situated on the Euphrates. The Euphrates, with

its canals, ponds and swamps, might as well

be called a sea as the Nile. xix. 5, In Jeremiah

li. 13 Babylon is thus addressed * O thou that

dwellest on great waters." See also Jer. 1. 38 ; li.

32, 36. Interpreters refer to Hebod. 1. 184 where

sneaking of the Euphrates he says :
M icpfrepav

ok (namely, previous to the erection of the dikes

by Semiramis) k6det 6 norafibc ova rb iredlov irav

irelayl&tv." A passage from Abydenus is also

cited (in Eubeb. Praep. Evang. IX. 41 ), where in

reference to Mesopotamia which is watered by

the Euphrates it is said : Aiyerai 6e ir&vra (th t$

apxvcvd^pelvat^dXaaoavKa^eofih^.
19

Finally,

it is of great weight that Babylonia is on the As-

syrian monuments often designated simply as

" sea, sea-country," (tihanUu = O^nn, in Assy-

rian the common word for "sea," Schradeb, p.
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1 sq.). Tiglath-Pileseb says in the pompous
inscription proceeding from the last year of his

reign (Schrader, p. 129 sq.), that he subdued
Merodach-Baladan, son of Jakin. king of the sea

(Sar tihamtiv). The same Meroaach-Baladan is

elsewhere called Sar Kardunias, i. «., king of
Southern Chaldaea (Schrader, p. 214 note).

Further, Asarhaddon states on a cylinder-inscrip-

tion (Schrader, p. 227) that he made over ''the

Sea-country," (mat tihamtiv) in its whole extent,

to Nahid-Sferodach, son of Merodach-Baladan.
It is clear, therefore, that " sea, sea-country " was
just an Assyro-Babylonian designation at least

of Southern Chaldaea. If now we take into con-
sideration that Babylon with its many and great
waters was formerly a sea-country, and till the
times of Asarhaddon was called " sea " (tihamtu)

at least in its southern part, and that it still

" swims as in the sea ;" if, on the other hand, we
bear in mind that the prophets depict the future

desolation of Babylon with all possible colors,

comparing it with Sodom and Gomorrah, places

now covered with water, and speaking? of its being
turned into a lake of water, we might say that

the expression "the desert of the sea" compre-
hends the past, present and future of the country
in one conception. But we perceive from the
book of the Kevelation xviL 1, 8, 15 that our
passage was understood in yet another sense [?]
There Babylon, the great whore, sits on many
waters (ver. 1) and at the same time in the desert

(ver. 3). The waters, however, are (ver. 15) in-

terpreted " peoples, and multitudes and nations
ana tongues " (comp. Isa. viii. 7 : Jer. xlvii. 2).

The apostle appears, therefore, to nave in his mind
a wilderness of peoples, and the expression "*?"??

D'lS)^ (Ezek. xx. 35; comp. Hos. iL 16) might also

have been present to his view. We see, then, that

the expression "the desert of the sea" is capa-
ble of a manifold interpretation. Did the Pro-
phet himself use it? I, for my part, find the
choice of an expression capable of various ex-
planations, as the inscription of a prophecy, to

be quite in accordance with Isaiah's manner
(comp. vers. 11, 13, chap. xxii. 1; xxx. 6). [The
Seer in the Apocalypse does not put the alleged
arbitrary and erroneous construction on the in-

scription before us. The prototype of the figura-
tive language in Rev. xvii. is rather to be sought
in Jer. IL This chapter of Jeremiah was un-
doubtedlv before the mind of John in depicting
the mystic Babylon, and in it we have Babylon
represented as dwelling on many waters (ver. 13),
and as destined to be a desert (ver. 43). The
sitting of the whore in the wilderness refers to
her impending desolation, and does not exclude
her sitting before that time on many waters.
John does not employ the expression * a wilder-
ness of peoples." In the whore sitting on many
waters we have her condition at the time John
wrote. Her appearance in the wilderness denotes
her future solitude. It is plain, then, that the
Apocalyptic Seer does not misinterpret the
enigmatical title of this chapter of Isaiah, " the
desert of the sea."—D. M.].

3. As whirlwinds land.—Ver. 1 b. Ac-
cording to the Masoretic punctuation this part
of the verse consists of three members, of which
the middle one is formed by the words IC "DTDD.

But against this division the objections lie, 1)
that we cannot say the south in general, or for

every land its south is the region of storms ; 2)
that the Prophet does not indicate by a single

word that he means the countries situated south
of Babylonia ; 3) that it is not said " from the
south." The expression 3J23 'taken strictly does
not involve the idea of a storm observed in the
south by the Babylonians, but only the idea of a
storm sweeping south of them : 4) that 3JJ3H has

for the native of Palestine a quite definite signi-

fication ; it is the south of Judah (Gen. xiii. 1

;

Num. xxi. 1 ; Deut xxxiv. 3 ; Josh. x. 40 ; xi.

16 et taepe) which is connected with the desert of
Sinai called likewise wit* ifrxftv "W?n (comp.

Herz. R Encyd. XIVII. p. 304). The Prophet

says therefore : as in the 3JU of Palestine storms

coming from Arabia Petraea (Hos. xiii. 15 ; Jer.
iv. 11 ; xiii. 24 ; Job i. 19; Zech. ix. 14) sweep

along (*pn properly •' change," thence tranaire,

viii. 8) so it comes upon Babylonia from a terri-

ble land.—K3 U neuter and impersonal, a form
of expression which we have already found fre-

quently in Isaiah: vi. 10; x. 4; xiv. 32; xv. 2;
xviii. 5. A terrible land the country is called,

because it is inhabited by a terrible people (xviii.

2, 7). What country is meant by the Prophet
we learn from ver. 2 6.

4. A grievous vision fear unto me.

—

Vera. 2-4. The vision (mm in this meaning in
fraiah only here, and xxix. 11 ; in another sense
xxyiii. 18 ; it is found besides only in Daniel
viii. 5-8) is first defined as to its subjective side,

and in general as hard
;

i. «., hard to bear, causing
perturbation (comp. similar inward experience
of the Prophets at the incalculable greatness and
importance of what they beheld, Dan. vii. 15,

28; x. 16 sqq.; Heb. xii. 21). To this general
description of the subjective impression is added
a more particular account of the objective nature
of the vision. Here the first question is, whether

the words *UUH to THE? refer to the Chaldeans
or to the Persians. In the former case we should
be told how the oppressive rule of the Babylon-
ians, while in full swing, was rudely checked.
In the latter case, the work of the enemy before
approaching the city itself would be described.
Both explanations are grammatically possible.

A worldly power in so far as it is opposed to the
kingdom of God, can be reproached* with acting
perfidiously (comp. xxiv. 16 and especially xxxih.

1, where also the two expressions °U2 and Tltf

occur together. Comp. xlviii. 8), but why stress

should be laid on this point as a prominent cha-
racteristic of the nation serving God as His in-

strument is inconceivable. 113 or HOtf (xvii.

14) would be less strange. I hold therefore with

Drechbler that the words "WD71 to Tfltf denote
the worldly power absolutely hostile to God, not
that one which serves as His instrument This
view requires that we do not attach to "U3 the
sense of robbing. This signification has been as-

sumed, as if supported by the places xxi. 2

;

xxiv. 16 ; xxxiii. 1. And indeed no other sense
than that of robbing suits the passage before us,

if it be applied to the Persians. But this appli-
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cation is untenable, and in the other passages the
context requires no other signification than that

of acting perfidiously. While we refer these
words to the Babylonians, we find in them a
reason for their ' punishment. With dramatic
liveliness the discourse is directed to those com-
missioned to execute the judgment Elam (xi.

11 ; xxii. 6;, and Media (xiii. 17) are to go up

(on 7V)p comp. on vii. 1) and besiege the city of
Babylon (~MS in this sense only here in Isaiah

;

besides only chap. xxix. 3 where the significa-

tion is similar, but not the same). That the Pro-
phet makes mention not of the Persians, but of
the Elamites, a nation adjacent to the Persians
on the west, is assuredly not favorable to the view
that this part of Isaiah was composed during the
exile (comp. on xiii. 17). An author living in the
exile would certainly have named the Persians.

That the Prophet under Elam includes Persia
also, is in a certain sense possible. Not that Ely-
maw formed a part of Persia. It was at a later

period that Elam was incorporated in the Persian
empire, though Susa, one of the three residences
of the Persian kings, was (Dan. viii. 2) in Elam.
Elam was a land known to the Hebrews in the
times of Isaiah (Gen. xiv. 1, 9), while -the Per-
sians were then still quite unknown. We might
sty that to the view of the Prophet Elam con-
cealed Persia, and so, more or less consciously to

him, involved it. And thus this discourse has
that character of dimness and obscurity, of oscil-

lating between light and darkness, which befits

the prophetic vision, and belongs to the marks
of a genuine prophecy. The concluding words
of ver. 2 are for those who were oppressed by
Babylon, for those who were the victims of the

1113 and TTltf. The genitive in nnnjK, "her
sighing/' is to be taken as the objective, the sigh-

ing over her. [We prefer to understand it of the
signing which she, Babylon, caused by her op-
pression.—D. M.]. In vers. 3 and 4 the Prophet

justifies the expression H#j3 (yer. 2). From
the variety and violence of the painful feelings

which the Prophet experienced at the vision,

we can infer the fearful nature of the things

which he saw. They give us, moreover, to

know that the Prophet not only heard the com-
mand " Go upj Elam," etc., but also beheld in

spirit its execution. What he then saw is what
was terrible ; and therefore his loins are full of

Tnrnn (in Isaiah only here; besides Nah. ii.

11 ; Ezek. xxx. 4, 9), t. *., trepidalio, spasm in

the loins. D"V¥ (with D'Ssn the most common
word for the pains of parturition xiii. 8 ; it occurs
in another signification, xlv. 16; xviii. 2; lvii.

9) have seized him as a travailing woman ; he
writhes from hearing (Hiyj the bowing down-
wards; in Isaiah besides only in Piel xxiv. 1)
and trembles (xiii. 8). Many interpreters take

JHOtfO. mma as marking a negative result: so
that I do not hear, or see. But why should the
hearing be hindered through bending, or seeing
through terror ? On the contrary, as we see from

Htfp JWI, horror which seizes the inmost soul,

proceeds from a seeing and hearing only too ac-

curate. It is certainly not a matter of chance
that almost all the expressions here employed

occur in xiii. 8, which passage also treats of Ba-
bylon, and that some of the words as

ia
V2f and

'H3J are found only in these two places in Isaiah.

There is indeed this difference, that the Prophet
here applies to himself what he there says of the
Babylonians ; but still a relation of the one place
to the other indicating a contemporaneous origin
is indisputable, n^n is more frequently used

of spiritual going astray, of aberration of heart,

(Ps. xcv. 10, comp. Isa. xxix. 24, etsoepa), but
stands here in the physical sense of the abnormal

beating of the heart (palpitation). Also HW1
?!)

(in Isaiah only here; besides Jobxxi. 6 ; Ps. lv.

6 ; Ezek. vii. 18) involves the notion of tottering,

concusrio (Job ix. 6). AJ?3 Piel, a word of spe-

cial frequency in Job, is used by Isaiah only here.

This passage, then, by the words JtyD, nwSfl and

7«133 (comp. especially Job xxi. 6) reminds one
strongly of the phraseology of the book of Job.
fl#3 signifies in every place (even 1 Sam. xvi. 14)

" to terrify, affright, disturb." The twilight ( v. 1 1

;

lix. 10) at other times a welcome bringer of rest

to the Prophet after his exciting work during the

da/ (p?fP denderium, deliciae, in Isaiah only here,

comp. i Kingp ix. 1, 19), is to him now a source

of new disquietude (HUH substantive in Isaiah

only here). We see from this that the Prophet
had the vision in the night, either when awake
or dreaming.

Prepare the table the shield. Ver. 5.

The Prophet here paints the judgment falling on
Babylon in few, quickly thrown off, but powerful

strokes. He indicates by hints couched in brief,

mysterious words, wherein that terrible thing

consists, which according to vers. 2-4 he must
see, and in what way Elam and Media fulfil their

mission. These words, too, bear that character

of prophetic indefiniteness which we have already

noticed in ver. 2. The Prophet speaks as in a
dream ; he draws nebulous forms. Only when we
compare the fulfilment, do the images assume a
distinct shape, and we are astonished at their ac-

curacy. This is neither mantic prediction, nor
voticinium post eventum. The prophet does not

understand his own words (comp. 1 Pet. i. 11)

;

he is the unconscious organ of a higher being

who speaks through him. Comp. my remarks

on Jer. 1. 24; li. 31, 39. It is well known that

Cyrus captured Babylon in a night when the Ba-
bvlonians were celebrating a festival with merry
carousals (Dan. v. ; Herod. 1. 191 ; Xenoph. Cty-

rop. VII. 5, 15 sqq.). Isaiah certainly did not

know this. He is, therefore, ignorant as to what

the jnSefrl *pj? refers, why and how it was done.

The infinitives absolute leave the action without

indication of time or subject. This indefiniteness

admirably suits the prophetic style. The expres-

sion jnStfn *p# is found also in Isaiah lxv* 11

;

Ps. xxiii. 5; lxxviii. 19; Prov. ix. 2; Ezek.

xxiii. 41. That it is the Babylonians who pre-

pare the table, Is clear from the context. It is

they who are surprised during the carousal. If

we take the words JVDVTl HDY in their obvious

meaning (watchin?, to look out) they seem inap-

propriate. Other meanings have therefore been
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•ooght out from all quarters; they kindle the

lamps—they clarify the wine—they set the ranks
in order—they prepare carpets, etc. Bat Hfl*

means in Hebrew nothing else than epcculari

;

and JVi)X (which occurs only here, but with which
rPBY, Lam. iv. 17, and HflSD, ver. 8, may be com-

pared) must accordingly denote specula, * watch-
tower, watch, looking out" It seems to me that

the Prophet does not wish us to suppose that in

a city surrounded by the enemy, a merry carou-

sal took place without the precaution of appoint-
ing guards. He means to say only that they were
so reckless as to enjoy a banquet even though
watches had been set. How dangerous even that

could be, is soon apparent when the cry reaches
the revellers in the midst of their carousal : the
foe is come, anoint the shield ! So foolhardy are

they that they do not abandon their revelry

(which was proverbial and is mentioned in Scrip-

ture xiv. 11 ; xlvii. 1 ; Jer. li. 7 ; Dan. v. 1, and
elsewhere, e. g., in Gurtius V. 6) ; but in the
presence of the beleaguering foe indulge in ban-
queting, though they took the precaution of set-

ting a watch. According to Xenofhon asquoted
above, { 25, there was really a guard in the castle,

but they were (J 27) intoxicated. The princes

who are said only now to arise and anoint the
shield, are the surprised Babylonians. The an-

ointing of the leather shield (2 Sam. i. 21) was
in order to make it more compact, firm, smooth
and shining (comp. Hebzoo R.-Enc., and Winer
RealrLex. Art Schild). [In 2 Sam. i. 21 the
Hebrew text must be consulted. The anointing
which in the E. V. is made, by supplying an ima-

finary ellipsis, to refer to Saul, refers not to him,
ut to his shield.—D. M.]. It is a sign of great

negligence that the Babylonians have not an-

ointed their shields, notwithstanding the enemy
is before the gates. Now they must either fight

with unanointed shields, or yield without a
struggle.

6. For thushath—broken untothe ground.
Vers. 6-9. '3 in the beginning of ver. 6 seems to

be explicative. In fact the vers. 6-9 are related

to the preceding 2-5 as an explanation and more
particular description. If we could already
from verses 2-5 know in general that the ruin
of Babylon through Elam and Media was de-
creed, and that it would be effected by an as-

sault; we see (ver. 7) the army of the Elamites and
Medians in march before our eyesg and (ver. 9)
the complete success of the attack is announced.
The tram of thought is the following : Babylon
is to be besieged by Elam and Media, and to be
captured by a surprise. For the Prophet sees a
mighty army moving against Babylon, and soon
after, another band coming from Babylon, which
proclaims the downfall of the city and of its idols.

The connecting of the two parts by the formula:
" For thus said Jehovah/' reminds one of chap,
viii. 11. What the Prophet now beholds in vi-

sion is represented in what follows, as if a watch-
man appointed by the command of God had seen
it, and communicated it to him. This style of cos-

tume is very effective (comp. 2 Sam. xviii. 24
soq. ; 2 Kings ix. 17 sqq.). Elsewhere the Pro-
phet himself is represented as a watchman on the
pinnacle (Hab. ii. 1 : Zech. i. 8 sqq.). And, in-

deed, here too Isaiah himself is the watchman,

though another is made to take his place. This
is only a rhetorical artifice to heighten the effect

The very words "what he sees he will declare,"

contain a praise of the watchman. For it is not

said "U\ That would indicate only the duty of

the watchman. But T£ gives us to understand

that he will really fulfil this duty. The perfects

nttll 3'tfpni ver. 7, cannot mean, " and he shall

see, hearken.11 For the watchman is not to be
dictated to in regard to what he shall see. Neither
is it allowable with Drechsler to take the
words as a conditional sentence. * and if he sees

. . . . he shall hearken " That the Pro-
phet actually appointed the watchman, would
properly be told immediately after issuing the

command. But this point, as self-evident, is here
passed over, as in other cases where a command
given by the Lord to the Prophet is related (vii.

3 sqq. ; viii. 1 sq., 8 sqq.). The watchman saw

first a train of horsemen (1?X is a collective, be-

sides in Isaiah only, v. 10, in the signification

jugum; tf^fl i* «p**i then sometimes eqwus, xxi.

6, 7; xxviii. 28; xxxL 1; xxxvi. 9) followed
by a train of asses and camels. Interpreters have
called attention to the feet that the Medes were
renowned for their cavalry (Oyrop. L 6, 10),
which Cyrus was the first to introduce among the
Persians ( tyrop. iv. 3, 4 sqq. 5 vi 1, 26 sqq.). We
learn from this last place that Cyrus furnished nis

army with numerous and improved chariots of
war. To what a formidable arm Cyrus .raised the

Persian cavalry in a brief period, appeare from
his being able to march against Babylon with
40,000 horsemen (Cyrop- VII. 4, 16). The em-
ployment of asses and camels, not only for trans-

port, but also in battle, is an established fact. In
regard to asses, Strabo relates of the Carama-
nians, a nation dwelling next the Persians to the
east, and subdued bv them, that they " ipuvrox
bvotc ol noTCkol not Kpoc ir6Xeftov oir&vet ruv Ikkuv"
And Herodotus relates that the Scythians in
fighting against the Persians under Darius Hy-
staspis, found no worse enemies than the asses,

at whose strange appearance and braying the
horses took fright (iv. 129). That Cyrus himself
employed camels in battle is expressly related by
Xenophon: Cyrvp. vi. 1,30: vii. 1, 22, 27. The
watchman sees then an army in march. The
Prophet does not mention that he saw infantry.

Prominence is evidently given only to what is

peculiar and characteristic And, in feet, hardly
another army could have been then found which
presented such a diversity of animals used in war
as the Persian host with its wonderful variety of
races. The watchman not only saw, he also

heard, or rather tried to hear; for he really heard
nothing at first. The strange, long, martial train

disappeared. The watchman then sees and hears
nothing for a long time. This surprises him. He
becomes impatient He is not aware that mean-
while a great work is accomplishing which re-

quires time: the capture of Babylon. In his im-
patience, which does not, however, lessen his

zeal, he calls now with a lion's voice (properly as
a lion, comp. Ps. xxii. 14; Isa. xlvi. 3, etc; Kev.
x. 3) : I stand in vain night and day on the
watch-tower. We see from this that that army in

march, ver. 7, was a passing appearance, and
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that after it hmd roughed, there had been a.pause,
which the watchman eonld not explain. He ad-
dress* his call to 0*1*, that is to Jehovah. At
the same time the Prophet gives np the assumed
character, and lets us see plainly that he himself
is the watchman. Hitzio and Meter wouldWM*™ "my lord" This would suit the connec-
tion better, but must the more readily be rejected
as a correction, as the Prophet could quite easily
drop the character which he personates. The
watchman had hardly uttered these complaining
words when that for which he had waited so long
took place. He sees again something which
gives information : a little band of men who ride
in pairs, comes from Babylon. The TOTUm is
to be regarded as spoken with emphasis. For it

stands in a certain contrast to what precedes;
hitherto I have perceived nothing, but now. etc.

We roust, therefore, translate, "but, lo, there
comes," etc Who is the subject of |£1 in ver. 9?
Obviously the watchman. We might think of
the troop of horsemen coming from Babylon.
This would be possible. But this alteration of the
Bobject would need to be indicated in some wav.
The want of any indication of this kind is in fa-

vor of our assuming the same subject that had
governed the whole preceding series of sentences.
The watchman learned by inquirv or knew it

from infallible signs : Babylon is fallen I A grand

utterance I ^ Hence the repetition of nbflj. In
Jer. li. 8 this place is quoted. Also in Rev. xviii.

2. Jeremiah likewise emphatically sets forth the
downfall of Babylon as a defeat of its gods (Jer.

L 2, 38 ; 11. U, 47, 52). The subject of "Utf can
be Jehovah. It can also be he who was Jeho-
vah's instrument for this work, the conqueror of
Babylon: Cyrus. This "he" who afterwards
comes clearly and distinctly under his proper
name into the Prophet's field of vision, appears

here still veiled as it were : pi6 "tttf is a preg-

nant construction, comp. viii. 11; xiii. 8: xiv. 9,

10; xx. 2. Drechsleb makes the not inappro-

priate remark that Isaiah has perhaps in his eye
here "the well-known iconoclastic zeal of the
Persians."

7. Omy threshing unto yon.—Ver. 10.
These words intimate the proper immediate object
of the prophecy. Judah is to be comforted by the
prediction of the fall of the Babylonian fortress.
The words seem aimless, if what precedes them is
regarded as vaUcimum post eventum. We have in
ver. 10 a summary of chaps, xl.—lxvi. HBho
(for which other editions read TOno) is &ir. jiy.

It means what is crushed by threshing. Israel is
so called as the object of the divine judgment
which was executed on him by means of the exile,pn is frequently employed in the sense of cleans-
ing and sifting by divine judgments, xxv. 10;
xxviii. 27 sq. ; xfi. 15 ; Micah iv. 13 ; Hab. iii.

12. The expression ["?/"" [£ reminds one of such
expressions as "IW-fS, fn5n-|3. A son of the

threshing-floor is one" who lies on it, and is
threshed, and that not merely briefly and acci-
dentally, but for a long time, as it were habitual-
ly. For he belongs to the floor as a child to its
mother. Accordingly |"U~p is stionger than
nehn. Israel is so named because in the exile
the threshing floor had become his home, his
mother-country. It is the Prophet who speaks,
but in the name, and as it were, out of the soul of
God. Otherwise the second half of this verse
would contain an intolerable transition. This
threshed people, to whom the threshing-floor had
become a home, is still the Prophet's own beloved
people. With sorrow he announces to them that
they must be threshed in Babylon ; with joy he
declares that they will be delivered from the
threshing-floor. Both events are certain. And
Israel may and ought to believe this. It is in-
deed inconceivable that the Prophet can make
such an announcement He himself does not
understand even the connection. He therefore
declares emphatically : I have not excogitated
this; but I have heard it from Jehovah, and
therefore declare I it to you as certain truth.

B.—AGAINST EDOM. Chapter XXL 11, 12.

That under Dumah we are to understand Edom
is conceded by almost all modern interpreters.
In favor of this view there are the following
reasons : 1) All other localities, which actually
bear the name of Dumah, are either too near or
too remote, and do not furnish any hold for the
assumption that Isaiah made them the objects of
a Massa (oracle). What would such a Massa
mean as directed against the isolated city of Du-
mah, situated in the mountains of Judah (Josh,
xv. 52), or against that Ishmaelitish Dumah, of
which mention is made in Gen. xxv. 14 ; 1 Chr.
i. 30, or against the three still more distant and
insignificant places called Dumah, which are not
once mentioned in the Old Testament, and which
according to the Arabian geographers are situ-
ated in Irak, Mesopotamia and Syria (comp.
Gebentus, Delitzbch, and Knobel on our
place) ? We could most readily think of the
Ishmaelitish Dumah (Genesis xxv. 14). But how

16

far-fetched is the assumption that the Simeon-
ites, who, according to 1 Chron. iv. 42 sq., emi-
grated to Edom, settled just in Dumah f And
does not our Massa stand among prophecies di-

rected against heathen nations? 2) Tne Prophet
declares expressly that the cry came to him from
Seir. But would he have uttered the taunting
expression of ver. 12 against Israelites dwelling
on mount Seir ? 3) All the four prophecies in
chaps, xxi. and xxii. have, as was already re-

marked, emblematic inscriptions. It accords,
therefore, entirely with the manner of forming in-

scriptions observed in these chapters, if we as-

sume that HDV1 ia intentionally formed from
D"l"m. Consul WiCTgBTJSiN indeed affirms in his

Excursus on Isa. xxi. in Delitzsch's Com-

mentary, p. 692, that the putting of Dumah for

Edom by a plav upon the name, would
sarily be misunderstood. But this is by no

neces-

no means
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the case. For the character of the other inscrip-

tions gives every reader an obvious hint how this

one too is to be taken. And then we have the

words " out of Seir " immediately following.

That Isaiah is the author of this prophecy
is disputed by some rationalistic interpreters

(Paulus, Baur, Eichhorh, Rosenmueller),
but is maintained by even Gesenius, IIitzio,

Hexdewerk, Ewald and Knobel. It most
clearly bears the stamp of Isaiah's style, which
only the most obstinate prejudice can fail to see.

It is difficult to say anything respecting the time
of composition. If we should insist with Knobel
that the question put by the Idumeans to the
Prophet supposes a close relation between them
and the Jews, and that such a relation existed

only during the rule of Uzziah and Jotham over
Judah, which lasted till 743, we should arrive at

the conclusion that the prophecy was composed
before 743. But the night here spoken of, if we
have respect to the then existing state of affaire

and to the analogy of all Isaiah's prophecies,

cannot possibly mean anything else than the

misery threatened by the Assyrian power. If

now the Edomites are represented as inquiring
if this calamity will soon end, they must in that
case have had some experience of it During the
reign of Uzziah and Jotham, however, they had
not yet suffered from the Assyrian dominion.
The time when the Assyrians threatened the free-

dom of all nations as far as Egypt (Ewald, Gesek.
ies V. Isr. III. p. 670: comp. Hitzig, Gcsch. da
V, Isr. p. 221) was rattier the period after the cap-
ture of Samaria, when the Assyrian king was en-
gaged in war against Egypt, and was obliged to

take care to secure his left flank, and his line of
retreat against the warlike nations that occupied
the country between Palestine and Egypt This
was the time of Hezekiah (comp. remarks on xx.
1), or more exactly, the time between the capture
of Samaria and the baffled attempt on Jeru-
salem by the army of Sennacherib (xxxvL and
xxxvii.). At that time the Assyrians frequently
penetrated into the South of Palestine. Then,
if ever, was the time when an inquiry, like that
contained in this prophecy, could come from
Edom to the Prophet of Jehovah in Jerusalem.

Chapter XXL 11, 12.

11 The bubden op Dumah.
He calleth to me out of Seir,

Watchman, what of the night?
Watchman, what of the night ?

12 The watchman said,

The morning cometh, and also the night

;

If ye will enquire, enquire ye

;

Return, come.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 11. The partiolple without specification of sub-

ject is often used for the finite rerb (Ex. v. 10 ; Gen.

xxir.90; xxxii. 7; Isa. xJ. 6, etc,). Here ITlp stands

for Kip and implies the impersonal or indefinite sub-

ject (Ix. 6 ; Jer. xxiil. • ,» xxxilL 16, et saepe). The form

V? in the second question may have been chosen for

the sake of variety, as TlS'S had been employed in the

first question. Moreorer, it is not improbable that VS
Is the Idamean form of the word, as we haye alreadyin
xt. 1 found it to be the form used by the Moabitee.

Ver. 12. tin* is the Aramaean word for tf3. but oc-

curs not unfrequently in Hebrew authors. Isaiah, in

particular, uses the word often, yer. 14 ; xlL 6, 83, 25

;

xliv. 7; xlr. 11 ; Ivi. 9, 12 (in the two last the imperatire

form m« also). But the KTIK (with K as the last radi-

cal letter) is found only here and Deut. xxxilL SI.

7\pl occurs in the Hebrew parts of the Old Testament
only in three other places, vis., xxx. 13 ; lxiv. 1 in the
sense of tumetcert, ebtdlire, and Obad. 6 in the sense of
searching, seeking out, ttudiote quaerere. In this latter

signification the word is common in the Aramaean
(Dan. iL 13, 1*, 23 ; vL ft, 8, ate.).

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet hears a cry Bounding forth from
8eir putting to him as watchman the question

:

How much of the night is past? Thereupon the
watchman answers: Morning comes, and also
night %. e. t first a raj of morning light, then im-
mediately dark night again. And when it will
have become night again, you can, if you please,
again inquire. Ouaerere licet. Whether you will
receive a favorable answer is another question.

2. The burden—return, come.—Vers. 11-
12. The appellative noun HDH occurs only in

two places of the Old Testament: Ps. rciv.
17 ; cxv. 17. In these places the word denotes
that world of death where everlasting silence

reigns. In the passage before us the word has
manifestly a similar meaning. Dumah has, it is
true, no etymological connection with Edom.
For the latter is derived from the root DTK nig-
rum, rufum esse in Gen. xxv. 30. But as the Pro-
phet represents Babylon under the name of the
"desert of the sea," Jerusalem (xxii. 1), under
the name of *' the valley of vision," and further
in ver. 18 takes 3"\p in a double sense, allud-
ing to its radical meaning as an appellative, no
here by a flight modification of the name he calls
Edom Dnmah; and hereby he intimates that
Edom is destined to become Dumah, £ «., silence,

to sink into the silence of nonentity.—Seir is the
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mountainous region which extends from the south

of the Dead Sea to the Elanitic golf, and which
became the abode of Esau,(Gen. xzxii. 3 ; xxxiii.

14, 16; xxxvi. 8) and of his descendants, who
are thence called the children of Seir (2 Chron.
xxv. 11, 14). The word is found only here in

Isaiah. Elsewhere the Prophet always uses Edom.
It is natural for him to employ the name Seir

here. For if the call is to sound forth from
Edom to Jerusalem, it must proceed from the

mountain-height, ana not from the valley. The
Prophet is addressed as °TO#, because he is re-

garded as standing on his watch. The word is

of like import with HSHfO ver. 6, and this af-

finity of signification is one reason for placing

together the prophecies against Babylon (vers.

1-10) and Edom (vers. 11 and 12). JO before

•vT? is partitive. How much of the night (the

night of tribulation, comp. v. 30 j
viii. 20 sqq,.

xlviL 5; Jer. xv. 9; Micah, iii. 6, «te.), is

past? As a sick man who cannot sleep or com-
pose himself so Edom in distress inquires if the

night will not soon come to an end. The repeti-

tion of the question indicates the intensity of the

wish that the night may speedily be gone. The
answer to the question is obscure, and seems to be
designedly oracular, and at the same time ironi-

cal. The first part of the answer runs (ver. 12)
morning is come, and also night. What does
this mean ? How can morning and night come
together? Or, how can it be yet night if the
morning is come? If we compare the historical

erents to which the Prophet's answer refers, we
can understand these words which must have
been unintelligible to the first hearers or readers

of the oracle. For, in fact, a ray of morning
light was then very soon to shine. The over-
throw of Sennacherib before Jerusalem was at

hand. That was morning twilight, the dawn.
Bat the glory did not last long. For after the
Assyrian power, the Babylonian quickly arises,

and completes what the former began (Jer. xxv.
21 ; xxvii. 3 ; xlix. 7 sqq.). This change is fre-

quently repeated: the " Chaldaean time of judg-
ment is followed by the Persian, the Persian by
the Grecian, the Grecian by the Roman ; ever
for a brief interval a gleam of morning for

Edom (think particularly of the time of the
Herods). which was quickly lost in the returning
night, till Edom was turned entirely into HOH si-

lence, and disappeared from history (Delitzsch).
The second part of the answer is, if possible,

still more enigmatical than the first. The Pro-
phet in dismissing those who question him, by
telling them that they may come again, mani-
festly intends to mock them. For of what ad-

vantage is it to be allowed to come apain ? They
knew they might do so. But what will they hear
if they come again ? What has the Prophet to

announce to them as the final doom of their na-

tion ? The answer for him who can understand
the hint is given by the word Dumah. The
words for * come " and " inquire " belong rather
to the Aramaean than to the Hebrew dialect, the
word for " inquire " occurs farther in this sense,

only in Daniel, and in the prophecy of Obadiah,
of which Edom is the subject. Further, the sin-

gular verbal ending, which Isaiah here multi-

Elies, making a sort of rhyme out of it, was proba-
ly current in the Idumean idiom. He mocks

the inquirers, therefore, with Idumean sounds.
" Return, come/' is a pleonasm employed for the
sake of the rhyme in the Hebrew. If, then, in
ver. 12 there is irony both in the style and sense,

it is more than probable that an actual inquiry
came to the Prophet from Edom, than that he in-

vented such a question as suitable to the circum-
stances. For why should he have taunted the
Edomites for their questioning, if they had not
really inquired of him ? That would have been
a mockery altogether unjust and uncalled for.

But it is quite probable that such a question was
really put to the Prophet.

The Edomites saw in Jehovah the national God
of the Israelites, and conceded to Him the same
real existence which they ascribed to their own
false gods. From their point of view Jehovah
could have prophets by whom He revealed His
will and futurity

j
as their gods had their oracles

and their organs in the goHae. Such recognition

on the part of the heathen of a divine power in the
prophets of Israel is oftentimes met witn. The king
of Assyria, for example, sent Naanian to Samaria
that Elisha might heal him (2 Kings v. 1 sqo.).

The Syrian king believed that the same Elisha
betrayed all his plans to the king of Israel (2
Kings vi. 12 sqq.). The Syrian Benhadad sent

Hazael to Elisha to inquire if he would recover
from his sickness (2 Kings viii. 7 sqq). The
fame too of Isaiah, as a great Prophet of Jehovah,
could have extended to Edom, and, though Edom
was no longer in a state of dependence on Judah,
the common distress could have occasioned the
inquiry. But this question, as it did not proceed
from the right believing state of heart, but from
an essentially heathen way of thinking, drew
from the Prophet an ironical rebuff. [May not

those closing words, " if ye will inquire, inquire

ye," be intended to intimate that further disclo-

sures would be afterwards made in regard to the

future of Edom ? The Prophet in the 34th chap-
ter actually returns to this subject, and gives in

plain terms the information which he here with-

holds. Other prophets, as Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

Obadiah and Malachi foretell the judgment that

would come upon Edom, and the solitude and
desolation to which it should be reduced. All
travellers who have visited the country, testify

to the fulfilment of these predictions, and report

that Edom has become a veritable Dumah, a land
of silence,—D. M.]
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244 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

C.—AGAINST ARABIA. Chap. XXL UW7.

13 The burden upon Arabia.
In the forest *in Arabia shall ye lodge,

O ye travelling companies of JDedanim.

14 The inhabitants of the land of Tema
lBrought water to him that was thirsty,

They prevented with their bread him that fled.

15 For they fled "from the swords,

From the drawn sword, and from the bent bow,

And from the grievousness of war.

16 For thus hath the Lord said unto me,

Within a year, according to the years of an hireling,

And all the glory of Kedar shall fail

:

17 And the residue of the number of "archers,

The mighty men of the children of Kedar,

Shall be diminished

:

For the Lord God of Israel hath spoken it.

1 Or, Bring ye,

• in the evening.

• Heb. from theface cf.

• cofxtvttns.

• Heb. torn.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ter. IS. y>p2 is ambiguous. Arabia is called Ty ;

the pausal form is 3*\tf, which, except in pause, occurs

only 2 Chron. ix. 14. The second D^D Is clearly the

source of the first In the same way "the desert of

the sea,1' Ter. 1, and "the Talley of rision," ixiL a

(comp. Ter. 6) haTe arisen. How else could we explain

the prefix J which in no other case stands after K&Q ?
I t-

It Is doubtful how the second 3"\J?D was originally to-

calised. The significations "in Arabia'* and "in the

erening," are both suitable. The old Torsions give the

latter. But the eTening is neTer denoted by 2*}£- Still

it could be. Theformwould thencome from 3lp, " to be

dark,** after the analogy of^D3 (onoe for 1JM Ps. xyiil

80) etc. The Prophet can haTe designedly* employed

the uncommon form instead of the usual D^J, in order

to giTe the double sense of Arabia and eVening, and
perhaps to intimate that Arabia should be a land not of

the rising, but of the setting sun.

Ter. 14. VT\T} can be either perfect or imperative. But

it must be taken here as perfect, as the next verb *OTp

is certainly perfect

Ver. 16. Mark the triple alliteration in this to
First, we haTe three words beginning with K, then
three beginning with tf, then three (or four) whose first

letter is a k sound.

Ver. 17. Mark the accumulation of substantives de-

pendent on a noun in the construot state. No less than
five words in the construct state occur together.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Even the free pastoral and martial tribes of
the Arabian desert most succumb to a nower that

crushes all before it The Prophet Yividly de-

scribes the fete of those tribes in his own peculiar
way by setting before our evesone effect of the pres-

sure of the great worldly power. The caravans
proceeding to the various chief emporiums of
trade in ancient times, such as Tyre, Sidon, Baby-
lon, were wont to cross the desert without moles-
tation from mightv foes. But now a force assails

them, against which they are unable to defend
themselves, as they could against the attacks of
the separate plundering tribes of Bedouins (comp.
Movers, Phacn. IL, p. 409). They are forced to

give way, and are scattered. The fugitives seek
shelter where they can find it They are fortu-

nate it, Car from toe regular route, in one of the
oases, or on a mountain slope, they can reach a
wood which will conceal them from the eyes of
their pursuers, and in which they can find pasture
and shade for their cattle. Out of this wood they

dare not venture. In order, therefore, that they
may obtain subsistence, the inhabitants of the
neighboring places must bring them bread and
water (vers. 13, 14). From this single circum-
stance it is easy to infer that the glory of the

Arabians who bordered on Syria and Babylon, as
whose representatives the Kedarenes are men-
tioned, is hastening to an end. Within the space
of a year, sayB the Prophet, their power will be
reduced to a minimum (vers. 16, 17).

2. In the forest of wax.—Vers. 18-15. I
do not think that we should, as Wetzsteih sup-
poses, takeV in the sense of the Arabic war, u
e. a place covered with fragments of volcanic
rock. For the Hebrew word never means any-
thing else than forest. We are simplv informed
here that the caravans driven from tneir course
sought shelter in some wood : and woods there
actually are there, partly in the oases, partly on
the slopes of the western mountains. The forest

conceals the fugitives, and at the same time fur*
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CHAP. XXL 13-17. 245

iushes shelter and pasture for the cattle. If they
lodge (pan the night) in such a forest, it is a
matter of course that evening has arrived. Bat
the remark that the forest was situated in Arabia
would likewise be superfluous. For if the occur-

rence happened in the neighborhood of Tema,
that sufficiently indicates that the locality is in

Arabia. Bat the expression 31#3, as having the

double meaning " in Arabia " and " in the even-
ing," is not superfluous. Dedan is according to

Gen. i. 7 (1 Chron. L 9) a descendant of Gush

;

according to Gen. xxv. 3 (1 Chron. i. 32) a
grandson of Keturah also bears this name. In
Jer. xxv. 23 Dedan is named along with Tema.
la Jer. xlix. 8 they appear as belonging to

Edom. And so in Ezek. xxv. 13. They are

marked as a commercial people in Ezek. xxvii.

15, 20; xxxviii. 13. Wotzsteih (in his excur-
ras in Delitzsch's Commentary) finds their

abode on the Bed Sea. " east of the Nile, includ-

ing the desert to the brook of Egypt or the bor-

ders of Edom." He calls them Cushite tribes.

However this may be, they are clearly enough de-

noted in the Old Testament as merchants, a peo-

?le carrying on the caravan trade, especially with
'jre. If such a caravan has found in a forest

shelter and pasture for the cattle, only bread and
water for the men would be needed. At the dic-

tate of hospitality the inhabitants of Tema bring
these requisites to the fugitives in the forest.

Wetzbtkin (as above) describes the situation of
Tema (Jer. xxv. 23 ; Job vi. 19) after careful

personal investigations. It lies, according to

aim, two days' journey by dromedary from Du-
mah. north-east of Tebuk, a station on the route
for pilgrims from Damascus to Mecca. Dumah
is marked by him as lying in the oasis d-Qot
four days' journey by dromedary to the south-
west of Babylon. He maintains against Bitter
that there are not two places called Tema. Ver.
15 explains why the Dedanians must flee. War
in every form, and with all its terrors, has assailed

them.

3. For thus hath spoken it.—Vers. 16,

17. What could be learned inferentially (vers.

13-15) from a single fact is now stated directly in

general terms. Kedar's might and glory must be
destroyed. Kedar is, first of all, according to

Gen. xxv. 13, a son of Ishmael. But the name
stands here, as very frequently in the later rabbini-

cal usage, for the Arabs, i. «., for the inhabitants
of Western Arabia, who alone were known to the
Jews. In one year, exactly computed (comp. on
xvi. 14), the glory of Kedar shall have an end.
As Isaiah beyond a doubt uttered this prediction,

its fulfilment must have taken place while the
might of Assyria flourished. We Know generally
that the Assyrians subdued the Arabians, for

Sennacherib is called by Herodotus (II., 141)
'< King both of the Arabians and Assyrians,1' and
that while mention is made of his expedition
against Egypt. This is not without significance.

For when Herodotus states that Sennacherib as
" King of the Arabians and Assyrians " attacked
Egypt, he therebygives us to understand that he
marched against Egypt with an army composed
of Arabians and Assyrians. And this fact tallies

well with our remark on vers. 11 and 12, that the
Assyrian in invading Egypt must have cared for

the covering of his left flank and line of retreat.

This object could be secured only by placing him-
selffree from dangerfrom the inhabitantsofArabia
Petraea and Deserta. Our prophecy was there-

fore delivered before Sennacherib's invasion of
Egypt, which according to the Assyrian monu-
ments, must have occurred in the year 700 B. C.
(comp. Schrader, The Cuneiform Inscription*

and the Old Testament p. 196). In accordance
with what we have before observed touching the
way in which prophecy advances to its complete
fulfilment, it is not at all needful that the pre-

dicted catastrophe should have come upon the

Arabians as a single stroke, which was not after-

wards repeated. It would oe sufficient to justify

our regarding the prophecy as fulfilled, if in the

specified time an event occurred, which was a
proper beginning of the fulfilment of the prophe-
cy, and therefore guaranteed its complete realiza-

tion. We must confess that we cannot furnish

direct evidence of such a particular event having
taken place. The Kedarenes are here character-

ised as a warlike nation distinguished for the use

of the bow. In this latter respect they walk in the

footsteps of their ancestor, who is celebrated as an
archer (Gen. xxi. 20).

D.-AGAINST THE HAUGHTY AND DEFIANT SPIBIT OF JERUSALEM AND ITS
MAGNATES. Chapter XXII.

would be likewise in danger of abusing his high

office. Touching the time of the composition of

the first part, we have to observe that it forms a

whole. But in vers. 8-14 the Prophet sets the

This chapter interrupts the series of prophecies
against foreign nations. On account of its em-
blematic superscription, it is incorporated in the
little book P&D) that is distinguished by such

superscriptions (xxi. and xxii.). Hence its pre-
sent place. It contains two parts of almost equal
length. In both, presumption is rebuked ; in vers.

1-7, the presumption of the secure and reckless
Jerusalem ; in vers. 8-14, its incorrigible obstina-
cy, which even a perception of danger cannot
overcome. In the second part of the chapter
(vers. 15-26) the Prophet declares the punish-
ment of the haughtiness of Shebna, the steward
of the palace, involving his deposition and the
calling of a worthier successor, who, however,

wicked obstinacy of the present time in opposi-

tion to the inconsideration of an earlier. The
time referred to (vers. 8-12) is ascertained with-

out difficulty from a study of these verses. It was

the period of Hesekiah, and just when the Assy-

rians were threatening the city (xxxvi. and

xxxvii.), which was by no means secured against

all danger by the measures which Hezekiah took

for its. defence (2 Chron. xxxii. 2 sqq. 80). There

must have been then in Jerusalem persons, who

in opposition to the blind, thoughtless presump-
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246 THE PROPHET TflATAH.

tion of former times (vers. 1-7), saw clearly the

danger, yet in their wicked obstinacy would not

seek the Lord, but desired only to satisfy their

low carnal passions. The second part of the

chapter belongs to the same time. It is directed

against Shebna, the proud steward of the palace.

In consequence of the divine displeasure here de-

clared, he was actually deprived of his high
office, and Eliakim, the person indicated by

as appointed his successor. In chapters

xxxvi. and xxxvii. we find Eliakim acting as
steward of the palace and Shebna only a scribe.

The latter had, it is clear, repented and submitted
to the judgment of God. Therefore the punish-
ment with which he was threatened was miti-

gated. But since Eliakim appears in xxxvi. and
xxxvii. as already steward of the palace, this pro-

phecy must belong to a somewhat earlier time.

L AGAINST JERUSALEM'S BLIND PRESUMPTION AND DEFIANCE IN SIGHT
OF DANGER. Chapter XX. 1-14.

a) The punishment of blind presumption.

Chapter XXII. 1-7.

1 The burden op the valley op vision.

What aileth thee now,
That thou art wholly gone up to the housetops?

2 Thou that art full of stirs,

A tumultuous city,

A joyous city

;

Thy slain men are not slain with the sword,
Nor dead in battle.

3 All thy rulers are fled together.

They are bound ubj the archers ;

All that are found in thee are bound together,

Which have fled ^om far.

4 Therefore said I, Look away from me

;

1 will weep bitterly,

Labour not to comfort me,
Because of the spoiling of the daughter ofmy people.

5 For Ui8 8L day of trouble, and of treading down, and of perplexity

By the Lokd God of hosts in the valley of vision,

Breaking down the walls,

And of crying to the mountains.
6 And Elam bare the quiver
With chariots of men and horsemen,
And Kir 'uncovered the shield.

7 And it shall come to pass,

That Hhy choicest valleys shall be full of chariots,

Ajid the horsemen shall set themselves in array at the gate.

1 Heb. of the bow.
* Heb. the choice of thy valley*.

•without bow.

• Heb. I will be bitter in weeping.
6 Or, toward.

* Hah. mocfe noted.

afar.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1. The question *]VtID (comp. ver. 16 and on

Hi. 15) is intensified by K1DM (xlx. 13). "3^2 for *Sp
oomp. Micah ii. 12.

Ver. 2. In PIK^D nWtfn (apposition to ^3) the ao-

enaatiTe stands first for the sake ofemphasis.

Ver. 8. On pimD, i. «n far off, oomp. on xrJL 18.

Ver. 4. 033 I^DK properly: I will with weeping
bring forth what is bitter. The Plel (in Isaiah only here,
comp. Gen. xUx. 23; Exod. i. U) is here, as often, em-
ployed like Hiphil in the caucatire sense. In this sense
the Hiphil actually occurs Zech. xiL 10. V^n (comp.

Gen. xix. 15) tntitter* is found only here in **¥*,

GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 5. riDinO, tumuliwL, perturbatio, Dent, viL 23;

xxviil. 20 ; in Isaiah only here. HD1DD. conculcatio, be-

sides only xviii. 2, 7. H3130 implicotio, entangling,

confusion, besides only Micah Til. 4. Notice the asso-

nanoe In these three words.—^p^pD is to be taken

neither as verb, dmominatimtm, nor as substantive (de-

molition) nor as apposition to Df\ It is the participle

Pilpel from Itpfodere, effodare, of which the Kal occurs

xxxTii.2ftandthe perf. Pilpel, Numb. xxIt.17. As to

its construction it is in apposition to " ,
J

fcUO. Gram-

mar does not require the repetition of the preposition.

Notice here how the sound is an echo to the ,
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CHAP. xxn. 1-7. 247

jtftf Is chior, woctfwrmtio, especially a cry for help.

Ttw word ocean only here.

Ver. 6. HDtfK quiver, in Isaiah besides xliz. 2. The
3 before 3J"1 is the 3 of concomitance — with. 3J1

OIK are chariots equipped with men—manned chariots

io opposition to wagons for lading (n1*W). D'tflfi

(oomp, on xxL 7) stands arottn*, but jet is goTerned
by 3. The meaning, therefore, is : Elam has seised the

quirer in the midst of chariots and horsemen, i. «., has
furnished an army of bowmen together with chariots
and horsemen.

Ver. 7. /Vtf without object- aciem ttruere, Pa. iii. 7.

Comp. Iaa. xliz. 15. Notice, too, the alliteration.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In this first half of the discourse directed to

the whole of Jerusalem, the Prophet assails the

presumption with which the inhabitants formerly
witnessed the approach of the enemy on an occa-

sion not more closely specified. He asks the

meaning of their going up to the roofs of the

houses. It was plainly in order to see the ap-

proaching foe, although the Prophet does not ex-

pressly say this (ver. 1). But the noise which
prevailed in the streets, and the universal gaiety

prove that the enemy was not regarded with ap-
prehension, but with proud defiance (ver. 2). in
contrast with this presumption stands the result

which the Prophet proceeds to depict. He sees

the slain and prisoners of all ranks who fell into

the hands of the enemy, not in manly conflict,

but in cowardly flight (ver. 3). A second con-
trast to that insolent gaiety, is formed by the pro-

found sorrow which the Prophet Himself now
feels as he looks upon the ruin of the daughter
of his people (ver. 4). For the Lord Himself
brings the day of destruction on Jerusalem, while
he employs as His instruments for this purpose
distant nations terribly equipped for war, as

whose representatives only Elam and Kir are
named (vers. 6 and 7).

2. The burden—fled from for.—Vers. 1-3.

The expression " the valley of vision " is taken
from ver. 5. Consult the Commentary on that

verse for further particulars. That the title is

formed after the analogy of the superscriptions.

xxi. 1, 11, 13, and that the prophecy is placed
here for that reason is self-evident. A hostile

army advances against Jerusalem. But the in-

habitants of Jerusalem are not afraid of the
enemy. Theyascend the roofe of the houses to

see the foe- This is in itself quite natural. But
yet the Prophet asks in a tone of displeasure,

What is the matter with thee that thou in a body
goest upon the roofe? The party addressed is

plainly the personified Jerusalem. It is no good
sign that all Jerusalem goes up on the house-tops.

For this looks as if the coming of the enemy was
regarded in Jerusalem as a spectacle for the
amusement of all the people. It is yet worse
that the accustomed noise prevails in the streets,

and this noise is ajoyous one. The city is calleu

tyfii which epithet includes the idea of haughti-

ness as well as joy, as we see from xiii. 3 ; Zeph.
iii. 11. (Comp. Isa. xxiii. 12; Ps. xciv. 3; Jer.

L 11 ; 11 39 ; 2 Sam. L 20). It is uncertain to

what particular occasion the Prophet
^
here al-

ludes. He cannot have in view what is related

2Kingsxvi. 5; Isavii. 1; for ^reat despondency
then reigned. This can be said too of chapter

xxxvi; 2 Chron. xxviii. 20 is too doubtful.

(Qmp. Ewjlld, Hi*toru III. p. 667 note). It was
probably some event of lew importance, perhaps
the appearance of a predatory troop. The in-

dignation of the Prophet would befit such an oc-

currence. The insolence at sight of a seemingly
slight danger annoyed him, inasmuch as the ap-
pearance before Jerusalem of a single soldier be-

longing to the army of a power aiming at uni-
versal sovereignty, should nave made them sensi-

ble of the dancer threatening them from that
quarter. This Ganger passes into fact before the
Prophet's eye. He sees a hostile army before the
walls of Jerusalem. It is of course a different

one from that whose appearance so little dis-

composed the inhabitants of Jerusalem. Now
things take quite another turn. Insolence is

changed into its opposite, into base cowardice;
security, into the greatest distress. The Prophet
sees the ground covered with dead bodies of his

people. They have perished miserably, have
died an inglorious death. And those very rulers

(OTtfp comp. i. 10; iii. 6 sq.), who, on the occa-

sion referred to in vera. 1 and 2, had doubtless set

the example of proud defiance, are now found to

be the most cowardly. They flee all together,

and are, without the drawing of a bow on their

part or on that of the enemy (on JO in the signi-

fication "without" see on xiv. 19) taken and
bound. But not only the chief men behaved with
cowardice. All the Jews who fell into the power
of the enemy (TKSDJ "thy found ones*' not
" those found in thee) were taken in their flight.

They fled afar, not from far (comp. xvii. 13).

They had sought in their timidity to flee far

away, for they thought themselves safe only at

the farthest possible distance from their en-

dangered home. We here readily call to mind
what is related 2 Kings xxv. 4 sqq. ; Jer. xxxlx.
4 sqq. Comp. Lam. iv. 17-20 of the flight of
king Zedekian and all his soldiers.

3. Therefore said Z—my people.—Ver. 4.

In opposition to that blind presumption (ver. 2)

the Prophet, who clearly perceives what will be
hereafter, experiences profound grief. His sor-

row is unintelligible to the people. They seek

to comfort him. He refuses to be comforted, and
asks only to be permitted to give vent to his grief.

" Look away from me," recalls vividly to mind
Job vii. 19 ; xiv. 6 ; Ps. xxxix. 14 ; but in these

E
Laces the Lord is entreated to turn away His
oly, and, therefore, judcring eye from sinful men.

The expression, " the daughter of my people "

first occurs here. It is not to be taken as the

partitive genitive, but as the genitive of apposi-

tion, or more accurately, the genitive of identity.

The daughter of my people is a daughter, t. e., a
female who is my people in so far as she repre-

sents, or personifies my people. The expression,

as the analogous one ''daughter of Zion," cor-

responds to our expressions, Germany, Prussia,

Bavaria, etc These expressions with us like-

wise denote the personified unity of a people
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248 THE PROPHET E3AIAH.

under the representation of a female. Observe
farther how the Piophet depicts the punishment
of their presumption in words which afterwards

served as a model for the lamentation over Jeru-
salem's destruction by the Chaldaeans (Lam. ii.

11 ; iii. 48).

4. For it is a day——the gate.—Vers. 6-7.

The conduct of the Prophet is determined by
the procedure of the Lord. As He has decreed
a day of destruction on Jerusalem, the sorrow of
the Prophet is not without a cause. The expres-

sion 'fw D^ is peculiar to Isaiah. It occurs

ii. 12 (xxxiv. 8). What it means is learnt from
lxiii. 4 where it is called " a day of vengeance
in my heart." The expression in a somewhat
modified form is used by Jeremiah (xlvi. 10) and
Ezekiel (xxx. 3). The scene.of this act of judg-
ment is to be " the valley of vision." That Jeru-
salem is thus denoted is most clearly determined
by the context Knobel's view that the expres-
sion does not mark the city itself, but only one
of the valleys surrounding it, is very strange.
Not to apeak of other things, how would a judg-
ment falling on only one of the valleys surround-
ing Jerusalem, correspond to the words of ver.

2 ? I believe that light is thrown on the expres-
sion " the valley of vision" by Joel. iii. 12 sqq.
The expression " the day of the Lord " is found
first in Joel. While then Isaiah speaks of " a
day of trouble, and of treading down, and of per-
plexity" which the Lord has, he is led to think
on the place which, according to Joel, should be
the scene of " the day of the Lord." This place
is "the valley of Jehoshaphat." or, as it is
termed a little after, (Joel. iii. 14) "the valley
of decision." The place of judgment is thus de-
noted in Joel by symbolical names. He speaks
of the judgment on the heathen which does not
touch Israel. Isaiah speaks of the judgment on
Jerusalem alone, and therefore does not call the
place of judgment " the valley of decision," but
chooses instead of it another symbolical name.
He calls it "the valley of vision." Too much
stress has been laid on the representation of a
u valley," both here and in Joel iii. 12, 14. The
valley of Jehoshaphat is not the valley of Kid-
ron, which from this passage was afterwards called
the valley of Jehoshaphat ; but it is an ideal
plain spread out at the foot of mount Zion, not
called a valley from its lying between two moun-
tains (compare also the valley, plain of Jeweel
Josh. xvii. 16; Jud. vi. 33; Hos. L 5), but in
opposition to the lofty height from which Je-
hovah descends. We have then neither to think
on the situation of Jerusalem between mountains

- ?
xy* 2^ nor on the low 8treet in a valley

in which the Prophet is supposed to have dwelt
But Jerusalem is called a valley as being on this
lower earth in opposition to the heavenly height
from which the Judge comes. There are, be-
sides, not wanting traces of the use of KU in the
wider signification of planities, plain. (Corap.
2 £*ra

; V 11
' ^ Ps

- lx- 2 ; Num. xxi. 2). But
why "the valley of vision?" To me it seems
that we must not overlook the fact, that in vers.
1*14 seeing is so much spoken of. The inhabi-
tants of Jerusalem go up on the roofe to see
(ver. 1). But they do not see as they ought.
Then the Lord removes partially the covering

from their eyes, and they look to their armory
(ver. 8). They look also to the breaches in their
walls (ver. 9), and to the lower pool : but alas I

they do not look to Him who formed all this long
ago (ver. 11). The Prophet, on the other hand;
whose eve the Lord had entirely opened, sees

accurately (ver. 14). Might not then Jerusalem
be called the valley of (prophetic) vision, because
in it the true God-imparted seeing has its place,
in opposition to the defective and often quite per-
verse seeing? The Prophet would therefore
mean : In the place where the divine seeing, has
indeed its home, but on account of false human
seeing is not regarded, the Lord will appear to
hold judgment The breaking down of the
wall took place at the destruction of Jerusalem
by the Chaldaeans (Jer. xxxix. 2). Crying
to the mountain.—It seems to me to suit

the context better, if we (with Ewaxd, Dbe-
chsler) under inn understand not the neigh-
boring mountain sides, but the mountain on
which the Lord dwells, whence He, according to

Joel iii. 16 sq., roars and utters His judgment,
and to which the prayers of the suppliants are
directed (Ps. ii 6; iii. 5; xcix. 9; cxxi. 1 ; Isa,

ii. 3; viii. 18; x. 12, 32: xi. 9, etc). Vers. 6
and 7 explain what is said in ver. 5. The gen-
eral, indefinite "and" before Elam involves in
this connection the notion '< and truly, namely."
(Comp. Gesen. Thee, p. 394 e). Elam (comp.
xi. 11 ; xxi. 2) is the Persian Uvaia, i. c, the
Susiana of the Greeks (Schrader, Cuneif. /user,

p. 31). That the Elamites were renowned as
archers appears from Jer. xlix. 30 (comp. Her-
zoo, R. Eneyd. III. p. 748). Kir is described by
Amos (ix. 7) as the earlier dwelling of the
Syrians. He also predicts that the Syrians
should be brought back thither (i. 5), a pro-
phecy whose fulfilment is attested 2 Kings xvi. 9.

It has been almost universally assumed since J.
D. Michaelis (opposed to this view are Knobel,
Voelkertqfel (Ethnological Table) p. 151. Km,
on 2 Kings xvi. 9; Vaihinger in Herzoo,
R. Encyd. XV-p. 394) that this Kir is the region
near the river K&pof, a tributary of the Araxea,
which falls into the Caspian Sea (comp. Ewaxd,
Hist IIL, p. 638). Delitzsch properly observes
that the river Kvpog is written not with p but with

3. The name has not vet been found in the As-
syrian

#
inscriptions. That the Prophet named

Elam and Kir as representatives of tne Assyrian
host is certainly possible. Only we must under-
stand the matter thus: For the Prophet who
always beheld Assyria in the foreground of his
field of vision, Assyria signifies the worldly
power in general, for which reason he elsewhere
includes even Babylon under the name of Assyria
(vii. 20; viii. 7). He mentions Elam and Kir,
because they were remote and unknown nations.

For the prophets frequently render their an-
nouncements of judgment more dreadful, by the
threatening that distant people, entirely unknown,
and therefore quite reckless and pitiless, should
be the instrument of the judgment (comp. Deut
xxviii. 49 ; Isa. xxxiii. 19 ; Jer. v. 15). The un-
covering of the shield (comp. Oocear Bell Gall.,

11, 21) is proper for infantry, so that all the con-
stituents of an army—archers, chariots of war,
cavalry, infantry, will be represented. In ver. 7
the exact rendering is ''And it came to pass; thy
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best valleys were full/' efc. But the past tense is

not to be understood absolutely. The Prophet
does not pass suddenly from the description of

future thwgB to depict what had already taken

place. He is to be understood relatively. He
marks only a progress in the picture of the future

which he beholds. He sees the chariots and
horsemen (ver. 6) not merely at rest. He sees

them in motion, he marks how they fill the en-

virons of Jerusalem. This movement which be-

longs to the future, he describes as if it took place
before his eyes. Thy ohoicest valleys, lit, the
choice of thy valleys, thy best, most fruitful val-

leys, chief of these the valley of Bephaim (xvii.

5), are filled and overrun with chariots and horse-

men, they are so numerous. But they not merely
threaten from a distance. They approach close

to Jerusalem. The horsemen have taken their

stand right before the gate in order to make a
dash the moment they are required.

b) The punishment of defiance in eight of danger.

Chapter XXII. 8-14.

8 And he "discovered the covering of Judah,

And thou didst look in that day
To the armour of the house of the forest

9 Ye have seen also the breaches of the city of David,

That they are many

:

And ye gathered together the waters of the lower pool.

10 And ye have numbered the houses of Jerusalem,

And the houses have ye broken down to fortify the wall*

11 Ye made also a Mitch between the two walls

For the water of the old pool

:

But ve have not looked unto the maker thereof,

Neither had respect unto him that feshioned it long ago.

12 And in that day did the Lord God of hosts call

To weeping, and to mourning,
And to baldness, and to girding with sackcloth

;

13 And behold, joy and gladness,

Slaying oxen, and killing sheep,

Eating flesh, and drinking wine

;

Let us eat and drink,

For to-morrow we shall die.

14 And it was revealed in mine ears by the Lord of hosts,

Surely this iniquity shall not be purged from you till ye die,

Saith the Lord God of hosts.

• uncovered, took away.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 11. The feminine suffixes in TVXOp (regarding

the form comp. Ewald, { 256 b) and fH3f* are to be re-

garded as neuters. *VT is the forming, shaping in idea,

to which then tl&V oomes as the exeoution. In analo-

gous places 1¥' stands therefore before nfefV : xllii 7

;

ilv. 18 ; xlri. 11. HoweTer in xxxrii. 26 ; Jer. xxxiii. 2,

the order is as here. We could say that the suooesslon

of ideas is conceived in the one case analytically, in the

other, synthetically.

Ver. 13. On these infinitive constructions comp. v. 6;

xxi. 5. The abnormal form pSntf is in imitation of

tintf, oomp. Hos. x. 4.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1.The inhabitants ofJerusalem are now no long-

er inspired by thoughtless presumption. They
see themselves compelled by this new emergency

to consider seriously their means of defence.

First, they inspect the store of weapons in the

arsenal (ver. 8). They examine the fortifications,

and collect water in the lower pool (ver. 9). They
pull down houses in order to repair the walls

(ver. 10), and they form a new reservoir. But to

Him who has caused this distress, and who alone

can remove it, theyjao not turn their eyes (ver.

11). And when He brings upon them bitter

misery (ver. 12), the only effect of it is that, with

the recklessness of despair, they give themselves

eagerly to pleasure, because all will soon be over

(ver. 13). But this defiant spirit exhibited no

longer in blindness, but in sight of danger, the

Lord will not pardon. They must expiate it

with their life (ver. 14).

2. And lie discovered—long ago.—Vers.
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8-11. This section is closely connected with the

preceding one, as the construction shows.—And
he discovered. The subject of the verb is the

Lord God of hosts in ver. 5. But, though the

connection of the two sections is so intimate, a
considerable interval of time must lie between

them, as the transition from that blind presump-

tion to the defiance in sight of danger here de-

scribed, was hardly quite sudden. But for this

close grammatical connection of the two sections

one might be tempted to refer the first part (vers.

1-7) as a separate prediction to an earlier time.

It would, in fact, have been possible for the Pro-

phet to have combined in one prophecy this

earlier prediction with a later one on account of a
correspondence in subject-matter between the two.

But it is most natural to regard the whole piece,

vers. 1-14, as a single composition, and to sup-

pose that the Prophet in the first part (vers. 1-7)

transported himself back to an earlier juncture,

because it served admirably as a foil to the later

crisis which he describes (vera. 8-14). This later

situation, which wa* the occasion of this whole
prophecy before us, is here described by him as

a basis tor the complaints and denunciations of

punishment which he utters, ver. 116 and ver.

13 sq. We have therefore to understand the

aoriets, ver. 8 sqq., not as praetoritapntyhetiaa,

but in their proper signification. We perceive

from ver. 8 a, that the Lord at last took from
the eyes of Judah the covering that caused blind-

ness. Tv>l is here applied not to that which is

hidden, but to that which hides, as frequently.

Comp. xlvii. 2; Nan. iii. 5: Job xli. 5. Judah
then saw the necessity of preparing for war.

They proceed therefore to the armory built by
Solomon, of cedars, called the house of the forest

of Lebanon (1 Kings vii. 2; x. 17, 21), which is

probably identical with the 0^3 /V3 xxxix. 2,

in order to see how it stood with the apparatus

belltcu*. The primary meaning of pEfa is tela.

They next examine the fortifications of the city

of David, and discover that there are many
breaches in them. I do not think that under
* the dtv of David " we are to understand the
whole of Jerusalem, as Arnold appealing to xxix.
1 maintains (Herzoo R. Ene. XVIIL, p. 593).
" The city of David " is always the South-western
elevated part of Jerusalem ; and if this part alone
is mentioned here, this need not surprise us, as

we cannot expect that the Prophet should give an
enumeration historically complete. We learn,

moreover, from 2 Chron. xxxii. 5, that Hezekiah
fortified especially the proper city of David, or
Zion. Another matter, which must be particu-
larly attended to by those who defend a city, is to

provide themselves with water, and to cutoff the
supply of it from the enemy. This is what the
inhabitants of Jerusalem do. They collect, draw
inwards the waters of the lower pool. In the val-

ley of Qihon which borders Jerusalem on the
west there are still two old pools ; the upper (now
BirketeLMamilla) and the lower (now Birhct
ei-Sultan). Compare what is said on vii. 3. The
account in 2 Chron. xxxii. 3 sq., and that in the
place before us supplement one another. In the
former, mention is made only of the stopping of
the reservoirs. Here, prominence is given to the

other necessary step, the turning into the city of
the water cut off from the enemy. )*3? cannot

here denote merely collecting in the pool by hin-
dering it from flowing away. For, first, the water,

without flowing off) would have risen and been
soon remarked by the enemy. Secondly, the
water was needed in the city.

^
I take, therefore,

f3p in the signification in which it is employed

Joel ii. 6 ; Nah. ii. 11, where it is said that faces

"inKfl W3p, %. «., draw in their brightness. Here,

then, the meaning is that the inhabitants of Jeru-
salem drew the water into their city. In refer-

ence to Delitzsch's remark that this must rather

be expressed by ^DK, I call attention to the fact

that Joel expresses, ii. 10 and iv. 15, by ^OM the

same thought which he had in ii. 6 expressed by
|Op, whence it follows that in this place, too,

j*2J)

can be used in the signification *]Dtt. It may oc-

casion surprise that ver. 10 interrupts the account
regarding the reservoirs. But the Prophet evi-

dently proceeds from the easier to the more diffi-

cult. The breaking down of the houses for the
purpose of repairing the walls, was a greater work
than drawing off the water of the lower pool into

the wells or reservoirs already existing in the
city. And the formation of a new pool oetween
the walls, in order to empty the old one, might
well appear the grandest work of all. The opi-

nion of Drechsler, that the numbering of the
houses was with a view to quartering the soldiers,

is very strange. In Jer. xxxiii. 4 it is supposed
that houses were demolished in order to repair

the fortifications. The HJpD (only here, else-

where njpD) which (ver. 11) was prepared for the

waters of " the old pool," is verv probably still in
existence in the Birket-cl-Batrak (the pool of the
patriarchs) which the Franks after this passage
and 2 Kings xx. 20 ; 2 Chron. xxxii. 30; Sirach

xlviii. 19, call the pool of Hezekiah. It lies

within the present wall of the city eastof the Tafia

(Joppa) gate. It still receives its water from the
Mamilla pool by means of a canal which enters

the city south of the Yafagate. (Comp. Arnold
in Herz., R. Enc XVIIL, p. 619, and especially

C. W. Wilson's Ordnance Survey </ Jerusalem,

1866, and WAB&irf8 Recovery ofJerusalem, 1872).
In opposition to the new pool, the pool whose
waters it received was called "the old 0001." The
former name of the old pool was "the upper
pool," which is twice mentioned by Isaiah (vii*

3; xxxvi. 2). The expression D^JTtofl occurs

besides only in Jer. xxxix. 4, and in the parallel

passages Jer. Iii. 7 ; 2 Kings xxv. 4. In these

S
laces in the books of Jeremiah and Kings a
onble wall seems to be meant, which connected

Zion and Ophel at the end of the Tyropoeon.
This does not suit well the situation of the pool
of Hezekiah as before mentioned. It is uncer-

tain whether we are to understand in the place

before us a corner of a wall between the north
wall of Zion and the wall going north-eastwards

round Akra (Delitzsch after Robinson), or a
second double wall situated near the Yafa gate.

This precaution was certainly not in itself wrong.
What was wrong in their conduct was that they
fixed their eyes only on these measures of human
prudence, and omitted to look with confidence to
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Him who had made all this, i. «., the whole rita-

ation, and had arranged it long ago. [The com-
mon view, which supposes God to be here des-

cribed as the maker and fashioner of Jerusalem,

has against it the analogy of xxxvii. 26.—D. M.].

3. And in that day—of hosts.—Vers. 12-

14. We may ask how the Lord then called the

inhabitants of Jerusalem to weeping, and to

mourning, and to baldness (iiL 24), and to girding

with eackdoth (zx. 2). The language is proba-

bly taken from the proclamations by which a
general fast, a day of humiliation and prayer was
ordained (1 Kings zxi. 9, 12). Such proclama-
tions proceed proximately from the rulers, but
ultimately from the Lord, who by the course of
His providence renders them necessary. It is

now also the Lord who so " makes and forms "

everything that Israel, if it would give heed,
would be called thereby to repentance. One
thinks here very naturally ofxxxvii 1 sqq.. where
it is related that Hezekiah, in consequence of the

message of Rabshakeh, rent his clothes, covered
himself with sackcloth, and sent deputies clothed
with sackcloth to Isaiah. 1 would say that as

vers. 8-11 recall to mind the defensive measures
taken by Hezekiah (2 Chron. xxxii. 2 sqq.), so

what is said in ver. 12 reminds us of Isa. xxxvii.
1 sqq. Hezekiah was better than the majority
of his people. His own rather was Ahaz, and his

son was Manasseh. He formed between the two
only a short episode, which stemmed indeed for

a short time the flood of corruption, but which
rendered the inundation under Manasseh all the
more impetuous. We can therefore reasonably
assume that at the very time when Hezekiah and
his immediate attendants were exhibiting these

signs of penitence there were very many people
in Jerusalem who were doing that wherewith the
Prophet (ver. 13) reproaches the Jews. They
saw the danger. They were no longer blind as

in vers. 1 sqq. They did not, however, let the
perception of the danger move them to lay hold
of the only hand that could save them, but in de-

fiant resignation they refused this help. They
made up their mind to go to destruction, but first

they would enjoy life right heartily (ver. 13).

The words lfiEft 7DK I prefer, with Drechsler,
Knobel, and others, to take as words of the
Jews, rather than with Delitzsch ascribe them
to the Prophet. For, as words of the Prophet
they are superfluous, while as words of the Jews

they round off their speech. Moreover the form

)r\& makes the impression of being an abbrevia-

tion borrowed from popular usage. Ver. 14.

The perfect TrMJl cannot be taken as the aorint

It marks rather, as Drechsler correctly ob-

serves, the revelation as an abiding one, conti-

nuing to echo in the inner ear of the Prophet.

133 (comp. vi. 7 ; xxvii. 9) properly to cover.

According to the way in which this covering

takes place the word denotes forgive, or atone.

Here it seems to me to signify to forgive, for the

mode of threatening excludes the thought of

atonement. A recompense after death is not yet

taught in the Old Testament Punishments are

inflicted in this life. If a man has to suffer pun-
ishment for guilt unpardoned, he has to bear the

burden till it has destroyed him, till he is dead.

IP till, declares, therefore, that up to death, all

through life, they will have to bear the punish-

ment of that sin. After death follows only Sheol

in which there is no more life. {Isaiah himself

seems clearly to teach the doctrine of a punish-

ment after death, xxxiiii. 14 ; lxvi. 24. And in

chapter xiv. the Prophet represents the dwellers

of Sheol as meeting the king of Babylon with

taunts on his appearance among them. This
supposes that there is life there. Though the in-

habitants of Sheol are prevented from taking part

in the affairs of the present life on earth, as Scrip-

ture affectingly testifies, this does not hinder their

possession of consciousness and activity in the

invisible world.—D. M.].

1. AGAINST THE PRIDE OF SHEBNA THE STEWABD OF THE HOUSE,

Chapter XXIL 16-25.

15 Thus saith the Lord God of hosts

;

Go, get thee unto this •treasurer,

Even unto Shebna, which is over the house, and say,

16 What hast thou here, and whom hast thou here,

That thou hast hewed thee out a sepulchre here,
lAs he that heweth him out a sepulchre on high,

And that graveth an habitation for himself in a rock?
17 Behold, the Lord bwill carry thee away with a mighty captivity.

And will surely cover thee.

18 He will surely violently turn,

And toes thee like a ball into a large country

;

There shalt thou die,

And there the chariots of thy glory
Shall be the shame of thy lord's house.

19 And I will drive thee from thy station,

And from thy state shall he pull thee down.
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20 And it shall come to pass in that day,

That I will call my servant Eliakim, the son of Hilkiah

;

21 And I will clothe him with thy robe,

And strengthen him with thy girdle,

And I will commit thy government into his hand

;

And he shall be a father to the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

And to the house of Judah.

22 And the key of the house of David will I lay upon his shoulder,

So he shall open, and none shall shut

;

And he shall shut, and none shall open.

23 And I will fasten him as a nail in a sure nlace

;

And he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house.

24 And they shall hang upon him all the glory of his father's house,

The offspring and the issue, all vessels of small quantity,

From the vessels of cups, even to all the vessels of flagons.

25 In that day, saith the Lokd of hosts,

Shall the nail that is fastened in the sure place Kb removed,

And be cut down, and fall

;

And the burden that was upon it shall be cut off;

For the Lord hath spoken it.

»Or, OAa.

* privy eovtuelior.

* Heb. lixrgt of tpacet.

* will whirl th* outwit* a whirl €

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 15. K3-f? comp. xxyL »; Esek. iii. 4, 11 j 2 Ki.

t. 5. The change of Sk and Sj without any percep-

tible difference of meaning, which is Yery oommon in

Jeremiah (comp. on Jer. x. 3) occurs also in Isaiah not

unfrequently (oomp. on x. 3).

Ver. ltt. OHO 1» accusative of the place.

Ver. 17. Grammar forbids our consideringn /010 (it

and Pilp. SdSd only here in Isaiah) as in the construct

state. For in all cases where this anomaly appears to

occur, the second word is in apposition. To take 13J
as a Tocative (as after the Syriac version many do, also

Chetks and Dxxstkl), is still harder than to regard it as

in apposition to HirP. For though a tolerable irony

might lie in 13J, yet there is no example of the word

so standing alone as vocative. The subst. H/D/D
stands instead of the customary infinitive absolute. I

do not understand why it is said that HttJ? cannot

have the signification "wrap up," "inwrap," for it signi-

fies induere in 1 Sam. xxviii. 14; Ps. civ. 2; Ps. lxxl. 13.

Comp. Ps. cix. 19, 29; lea. lix. 17 ; Jer. xllIL 12 ; and this

indutre cannot be understood in many of these places

as merely covering, but must denote an inwrapping or

enveloping one's self tightly. It might be said that

GRAMMATICAL.

n&y then signifies «• to inwrap one's self," and stands

with the accusative of the thing which is put on or in

which a person wraps himself; while in the passage be-

fore us nDJ? i* Joined with the accusative of the per-

son. But it Is well known that the Hebrew verbal stems

are by no means clearly discriminated in respect to

transitive and intransitive use, and besides, Isaiah

employs here only rare verbal forms. It appears to me
that the Prophet by HOJ? indicates the laying together

of the coverings on the person of Shebna. ipy denotes

the rolling together into a ball, SbSd the casting forth,

rpx is to wrap round, obvolvere (the verb only here and

Lev. xvL 4). Thence comes DDR, what is rolled or

wound together (*». Xry.). in5 i not in with the

prefix, but 3 belongs to the stem. Comp. xxJx. 3 and

SYV3 Job xv. 24. The signification is ptto, tphaera, glo-

bus ball. It is to be construed in apposition to HOJIT-

The word tiSp is found only here in Isaiah. *nn, DSO
and *TO£0 only here in Isaiah; DV1 is found besides

xiv. Wand in Piel xlix. 17.

Ver. 2L pin (with double accusative after the analogy

of verbs of clothing) is to make fast, strengthen (Nan.

fi.2).

EXEOETICAL AND CBITICAL.

1. The prophecy, which chastises the haughty
and defiant spirit of the inhabitants of Jerusalem
is followed by another which has for its subject the
pride of a single person. Shebna, the steward of
the palace, and first minister of the king, was a
haughty, insolent man. He went so far in his
arrogance that he caused a sepulchre to be hewn
out for himself in a rock on high (probably on
the height of Mount Zion). He was standing
beside his new sepulchre, which was yet in course
of construction, when Isaiah, by God's command,
came to him and asked him by what right and

title he was hewing for himselfhere a sepulchre in

the rock on the height (vers. 15 and 16) ? Jeho-
vah will cast him away as a ball into a distant,

level country. There shall he die, and the dis-

grace of the house of David will be there his fu-

neral pomp. But before that, the Lord will re-

move him from his office (vers. 17-19). The
Lord will call to his place as steward of the pa-
lace Eliakim the son of Hilkiah, who will prove
a father to Jerusalem and Judah, and the key of
authority over the realm shall be put into his

hand (vera. 20-22). Eliakim will thereby i
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his family also to high honors. As one hangs on
a nail all vessels of the house, so will he elevate

and bear all the descendants of his house; but

this procedure will not remain unpunished—for
the nail will break, and the vessels hanging on it

will fall down and be dashed to pieces (ver. 23
-25).

2. Thus saith—over the house.—Vers. 15.

{30 occurs only here. The feminine flXJD is ap-

plied as a predicate to the Shunammite Abiahag

(1 Kings i. 2, 4). A l^S) [Margin of English

Bible: a cherisher] is there sought for the king
and also found in the person of Abishag. That
in this connection the signification: " intimate

friend," arnica tntima, famtiiarisaitncL suits, is ob-

vious. The signification " intimate friend 1 ' is fa-

vored by the related root, p#, to dwell, with the

additional signification, to dwell together (obyicQi-

toc. Comp. Prov. viii. 12; Gns. ZVa. p. 1408),

and the Arabic sofcm, friend, and the Hiphil.
p30H, to form acquaintance (Job xxii. 21), cog-

nition habere (Fs. cxxxix. 3) consuevisse (Numb.
xxii. 30). That this was in the East a title of of-

fice ia well known. (Comp. the Lexicons and
GE3EN1US on this place). I therefore translate

t5& by "privy counsellor." The pronoun rwn

this, involves, like the Latin isie, the idea of con-

tempt. The name WD# (written HJDtf, 2 Kings

xviii. 18, 26 ; comp. ibid. vers. 37 and xix. 2

;

Iml xxxvi. 3, 11, 22; xxxvii. 2) is in the O. T.

applied only to this one individual. From the

circumstance that his genealogy is not given, some
have been inclined to infer that he was a novus

homo, an upstart, perhaps not even an Israelite.

Neither conclusion seems to me to be justified.

For, that Isaiah does not name the father of Sheb-

na because he was a homo ignobtiu, or quite un-

known, is so unlikely, that we must rather on the

contrary say, if the father of Shebna had been a
man of base, or not even of Israelitish origin, or

a person quite unknown, Isaiah would have given

prominence to this circumstance, because it would
serve to set the haughtiness of Shebna in the more
glaring light. It is therefore more probable that

Isaiah, contrary to the approved custom of the

East omitted the name of the father, because he
would not show this respect to the son. The fact

that Shebna is further described as placed "over

the house," indicates that J?6 was only a general

title. He belonged, in general, to the friends of

the king, but he was, in particular, the highest

among them, vvu major domus, maire du palais.

He filled at the same time the firet office at court
and in the state. Comp. 1 Kings iv. 6 ; xvi. 9

;

xviii. 3 ; 2 KingB x. 5. From 2 Kings xv. 5 we
learn that even the son of the king and subse-

quently his successor on the throne filled this

office.

3. What hast thou pull thee down.—
Vers. 16-19. The question "What hast thou here f'

evidently means: What entitles thee to make thy

grave here? While the question "Whom hast

thou here?" intimates that 8hebna will not suc-

ceed in burying here even one of his kindred.

The thrice-repeated HD, here, intimates that the

place was a select one, not standing open to every

person. The following words D^D *3*n to the

end of the verse, make on one the impression that

they are a quotation from some poem unknown
to us. For 1) the third person does not suit the
connection here ; 2) the parallelism, consisting

of two members, and the forms '2¥n and 'Ppn
indicate a poetic origin. What height is meant
appears from the statement in many passages (1
Kings ii. 10; xi. 43, dc; 2 Chron. xvi. 14, tie.)

that the sepulchres of the kings were in the city

of David. %. «., on Zion, and according to 2 Chr.
xxxii 33, on the height of Zion. [Ens. Ver.
there runs '* in the chiefest of the sepulchres of
the sons of David/' but "height" should be
substituted for " chiefest."—D. M.]. In this

quarter, although not in the proper sepulchres

of the kings, those kings also were interred who
did not appearworthy of the full honor of a kingly
burial (2 Chron. xxiv. 16). Comp. Heezog.
B-JEne. I., p. 773 sqq. In the neighborhood or

the royal sepulchres on the height of Zion, Shebna
also seems to have laid out for himself a tomb
hewn in a rock. An honor which was volunta-

rily accorded to such a man as Jehoiada he arro-

gates to himself. The last member of verse 16
bears evidently the character of poetic parallel-

ism, for it repeats for the sake of rhetorical effect

the thought of the preceding clause, though some-
what modified (the grave is described as a habi-

tation for the dead). Comp. Obad. 3 ; Hab. ii.

19. Shebna believes that he is able to secure for

himself and his family, even after death, a per-

manent dwelling for all times. But the Prophet
announces to him that the Lord will cast him
forth, will whirl him out with a whirl as a man,
i. e., with the force of a strong man. Ver. 18.

We have here a pregnant construction. *\M be-

sides meaning to roll together, must have latent

in it the idea of rolling forth, as it is connected

with Sljt. nWY ig then not the act of rolling, but

that which is rolled together. The expression

0"V rom, widely extended on both sides, is

found further only in Gen. xxxiv. 21 ; Judges

xviii. 10; 1 Chron. iv. 40; Neh. vii. 4. The
Prophet evidently means by this large country

Mesopotamia, which then still belonged to the As-

syrian empire. It seems to me that there is also

an antithesis in this expression. As being cast

forth stands in opposition to the peaceful staying

at home which Shebna hoped for, so the broad

country is in contrast to the elevated rock-hewn

sepulchre above the narrow valley. There, con-

sequently, in a place which is the very opposite

of the place where Shebna wished to build his

grave, there shall he die, and there shall he be

buried. But even the burial ceremonies will con-

trast strangely with those which Shebna had an-

ticipated. Almost all interpreters take 'K O pSp

as vocative. But then the sentence "and there

the chariots, e/c," would be without a predicate

;

or we must supply an unmeaning predicate such

as erunt, venienU or an arbitrary one such as pcn-

bwd. The Vulgatk and the Peshito have taken

the words nOBft to YJT* together as subject and

predicate. But when they translate "dtbicrU

curru* gloHae tuae ignominta domus donnm tta

we must not think that they take eurrm as the

subject; for this construction yields no tolerable
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sense. Bat ignominies etc. (It ^ (V?p) if the sub-

ject We have, indeed, go far as I know, no ex-
press statements respecting the use of chariots at

the funerals of the Hebrews. Only in 2 Kings
xxiii. 30 we read that the dead body of king Jo-
siah was brought in a chariot (comp. 2 Chron.
xxxv. 24) from Megiddo to Jerusalem. But the
thing is in itself probable, and in the passage be-

fore us the mention of chariots would be well ex-
plained if we durst assume that Isaiah thought
of the magnificent funeral with chariots which
Shebna might expect. In this supposition I

translate " and there will thy state-carriages be
"the shame of the house of thy lord ;" that is,

the shame which the house of thy lord will suffer,

and that, too, chiefly through thy fault, this shame
will be the escort of thy dead tody, it will serve
thee instead of the chariots with which they would
have furnished thy funeral here, suitably to thy
dignity as placed over the palace, it will consti-

tute thy obsequies and accompany thee to the
grave. That in the expression u shame of thy
lord's house," there is an allusion to the house of
the king oyer which Shebna was placed, is self-

evident. There is no hvsUron proUron when the
Prophet announces the deposition of Shebna from
his office. For, in fact, this deposition is only the
consequence of the judgment which was to come
on Shebna on account of his presumption in
building himself a vault. How can a man,
against whom such a sentence has been published,
remain steward of the palace ? He displeases the
King of kings. How can the earthly king, if he
will not draw on himself the wrath of the hea-
venly King, retain him ? He must dismiss the
man to whom Jehovah Himself has given notice

of dismissal. Ver. 19. The change of person in
the two verbs is best explained, after what has
been remarked, in this way : the first person re-

fers to the Lord as the Supreme Ruler ; the third
person, to the human authority, by means of
which the divine will is executed on Shebna.
This third person is not mentioned by name, and
is to be rendered by " he " or " one." Shebna's
§ride was certainly only one symp'om of a spirit

ispleasing to God. He was assuredly no " servant
of the Lord ;" he therefore did not employ his
power to promote the cause of Jehovah, and he
must give way to a better man.

4. And It shall come—hath spoken it.

—

Vers. 20-25. On the day when Shebna must quit
his post, Eliakim the son of Hilkiah will occupy
his place. We know of this Eliakim nothing ex-
cept what we learn from the present passage
and from xxxvi. and xxxvii. He was in all

probability of the priestly race. For Hilkiah,
as his father was called, was a common name of
priests. At all events, all persons called Hilkiah
mentioned in the O. T. are. with a single doubtful
exception (Jer, xxix. 3) or priestly, or at least of
Levitical origin, Jer. i. 1 ; 2 Kings xxii. 4 sqq.

;

1 Chron. v. 39; vi. 30; xxvL 11; Ezra. vii. 1;
Neh.>iiL 4 ; xi. 11 ; xiL 7. It seems to follow
from ver. 21, that the steward of the house had
an official dress, with the putting on of which his

installation was connected. The AJJ1D, tunic was
one of the principal parts of the dress of the
priests. (Ex. xxviii. 40; xxix. 5, 8, efc.). The
girdle (BJ3«) also belonged to the dress of the

priests (Ex. xxviii 29 ; Lev. viii.). "Slfop in

the sense of sphere of rule, jurisdiction, in Isaiah
besides only xxxix. 2. Where the paternal au-
thority stands so high as among the Jews the ex-
pression, "to be a father to one" denotes a right
to rule, which has no other limits than those
which nature itself imposes on a father in rela-

tion to his child (Gen. xlv. 8 ; Judges xvii. 10

;

xviii. 19). The expression " the house of Ju-
dah " is found in Isaiah besides only xxxvii. 31.
It occurs first in Hosea (i. 7 ; v. 12, 14) ; and is

especially frequent in the older parts of Jeremiah
(hi. 18; v. 11; xL 10, 17, etc), and in Ezekiel
(iv. 6; viii. 17 ; ix. 9, etc). Respecting the dis-

tinction between Judah and Jerusalem comp. on
ii. 1 ; v. 3. Ver. 22. The power over the house
is essentially a power of the keys. For the key
opens the entrance to the house, to the apartments
and to all that is in them. He, therefore, who
alone has this key, has alone also the highest
power. The expression reminds us on the one
hand of ix. 5 (''on his shoulder" is a symbolical
representation of the office as a burden to be car-
ried), on the other hand of Job xii. 14. The
Lord Himself is in Rev. iii. 7 represented after

the present passage as He who has *' the key of
David." Eliakim is not only to possess the
highest authority at court and in the State, he is

also to use his position for advancing all his
house to high honor. This will not happen
without abuse of power and evil consequences.
A double image is used to express what Eliakim
will be to his house. First, he shall be fastened
as a nail ("VV xxxiii. 20 ; liv. 2) in a sure place

(t. *>, in a place where it sticks fast). I do not
think that "VV is here to be taken as a tent-peg

;

for that would not suit ver. 25. The figure is in-
tended first of all to convey the idea that Elia-
kim*s influential position will be firmly estab-

lished and secure. The word of the Lord has
called him to it. In this secure and influential

place Eliakim will be for his own family a throne
of honor (1 8am. ii. 8 ; Jer. xiv. 21 ; xvii. 12),
t. c, he will bear his whole family, it will honora-
bly rest on him, as upon a throne. We see that
the two figures come substantially to the same
thing. But the figure of a nail is in itself a less

honorable one than that of a throne. For the
nail is only a common article serving simply for
the hanging up of vessels. It happens then to
Eliakim that he is a nail to which all that be-
longs to the house of Hilkiah attaches itself, in
order to attain to honor by him (ver. 24 o).

They hang on Eliakim the offspring (D'K¥K¥
an expression which occurs only Job v. 25 ; xxi.
8; xx vii. 14; xxxi. 8 and Isa. xxxiv. 1; xliL

5 ; xliv. 3; xlviii. 19; lxi. 9; lxv. 23) and the
issue ; the two expressions, denote the direct and
collateral issue. jl)j??¥ properly parasite plants,

hangers-on. njFfiV, d>. Aey.,is a contemptuous
expression, as we can see from JPA¥ (Esek. iv*

16). All vessels of small quantity, of smallnew
(xxxvi. 9, comp. Ex. xv. 16) from the basins

(Ex. xxiv. 6) to the skin bottles, or vessels like
skin bags or bottles. Thus his entire kindred
will fasten themselves on him. The proper, li-

teral expressions " the offspring and the issue"
are illustrated by the figurative expressions which
follow. Ver. 25. In that day (with significant
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allusion to ver. 20) i. «., at the time when this

nepotism will be at its height, and be ripe for

judgment, the nail which was fastened in a sure
place will give way, break and fall, and the
harden hanging on it will be dashed to pieces.

Many interpreters take offence at this turn of the
prophecy, which unexpectedly betokens disaster,

and Hitzig pronounces ver. 24 sq. a later addi-

tion. But as the prophecy directed against Sheb-
na had the effect that he actually resigned his

post in favor of Eliakim, and was .content with
the lower office of a scribe (xxxvi. 3 sqq.), in

like manner the unexpected statement, ver. 24
m., can have had the salutary design, and effect

of warning Eliakim. If this result followed,

then the words were not, in fact, pregnant with

disaster, but with profit If Eliakim did not let

himelf be admonished, he deserved what is

threatened.

DOCTRItfAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xxi. 2 "God punishes one villain by
means of another, and a man is punished by the

very sin which he himself commits (Wisdom
xi. 17). Thus God punished the Babylonians by
the Persians, the Persians by the Greeks, the
Greeks by the Romans, the Romans by the Goths,
Longobardi, and Saracens."—Oramer.

#
[The

Persians shall pay the Babylonians in their own
coin ; they that by fraud and violence, cheating
and plundering, unrighteous wars and deceitful

treaties, have made a prey of their neighbors,

shall meet with their match, and by the same
methods shall themselves be made a prey of.

Henry. D. MJ.
2. On xxi. 3. "The Prophets do not rejoice at

the loss suffered by their enemies
j
but have sym-

pathy for them as for men made in the image of
God. We ought not to cast off every humane
feeling towards our foes (Matt. v. 34)." —
Cramer.

3. On xxi. 5. " Invadunt urban vino somnoque
$epultam." Virgil. " We see here how people
commonly feel the more secure, the more they
indulge their fleshly lusts, although they are
drawing nearer their punishment. So was it

with the antediluvian world, so is it now also in

these last times when the coming of Christ is ex-
pected, as He says, Matt xxiv. 38."

—

Benner.
l%e Prophet Isaiah expounded, etc.—Stuttgart,
1865, p. 73.

4. On xxi. 6 sqq. " It is a grand, infallible

evidence of the prophetic Scriptures, and of their

divine inspiration, that they do not speak in gen-

eral uncertain terms, but describe future things

so accurately, and exactly, as if we saw them
before our eyes. This serves to establish the au-
thority of the Holy Scriptures."—Cramer,

5. On xxi. 10. Only what the Lord said to

him, and all that the Lord said to him, the Pro-
phet declares. Therefore he is sure and certain,

even when he has incredible things to announce.
Therefore is he firm and courageous, though what
he has to proclaim does not please the world.
He conceals and keeps back nothing: neither
does he add anything. He is a faithful declarer
of the mind of Goo, and does not spare even
himselC The proof, fulfilment and accomplish-
ment he leaves to Him who spake through him.

6. On xxi. 11. "He who sets the watch without
God, watches in vain (Ps. cxxvii. 1). And when
God Himself is approaching, then no care of the
watchmen is of any use, whether it be day or
night. For when the day of the Lord begins to
burn, even the stars of heaven and his Orion, do
not shine brightly. For God covers the heavens,
and makes the stars thereof dark, and covers the
sun with a cloud (Ezek. xxxii. 7). For when
God the Creator of all things frowns on us, then
all creatures also frown on us, and are terrible

and offensive to us."—Cramer. From this place
Christian Friedr. Bichter, has composed his
fine morning hymn :

—

HUter, vrird die Nacht der Sitoden

Nicht venchvmden f

[Comp. in English Bowring's well-known
hymn :

—

Watchman, tell as of the night,
What its signs of promise are.—D. M.]

7. On xxi. 14. * We ought not to forget to be
hospitable towards the needy (Heb. xiii. 1)."—
Cramer,

8. On xxi. 16. "I regard as a true Prophet
him who does not declare a matter upon mere
imagination and conjecture, but measures the

time so exactly that he fixes precisely when a
thing shall happen. —Cramer.

9. On xxii. 2 sqq. To see the enemy at the

gates, and at the same time to regard him merely

with curiosity, and to indulge in mirth and
jollity, as if all were well, ana this too at a time
when God's servants warn men with tears, as

Isaiah did Jerusalem (ver. 4), this is blind pre-

sumption which God will punish. But when the

calamity has burst upon them, and all expedients

by which they trv to avert it are of no avail, for

men to despise then the only one who can help

them, and to spend the brief remaining time in

sensual pleasure, this is open-eyed defiance, and
will lead to judicial blindness, and that sin which
will not be forgiven (Matt xii. 32).

10. On xxii. 13. This is the language of swine

of the herd of Epicurus, comp. Isa. lvi. 12;
Wisdom ii. 6 sqq. ; 1 Cor. xv. 32.

11. On xxii. 14. It is true, as Augustine says,

that '' no one should despair of the remission or

his sin, seeing that even thev who put Christ to

death obtained forgiveness, and " the blood of

Jesus Christ was so shed for the forgiveness of

all sins that it could wash away the sins of those

by whom it was shed"—but that obstinacy, which
refuses to see the needed help, excludes itself

from grace and forgiveness.

12. On xxii. 15 sqq. The mission which
Isaiah here receives, reminds us strongly of that

which Jeremiah had to discharge towards Je-

hoiakim (Jer. xxii. 1 sqq., esp. ver. 19), and also

of what he was obliged to say to Pashur (xx. 6).

A Prophet of the Lord must show no respect of

persons. Isaiah indeed seems to have produced

the desired effect ; for we find xxxvi. and xxxvii.

Shebna as Scribe and Eliakim as steward of the

house. But Jeremiah received as recompense

for the fulfilment of his mission bitter hatred and

cruel persecution.

13. On xxii. 17. The Vulgate translates here:

Ecee Dominu* asportari U faciei, Bicut a/spoiiator
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galltu gaUinaeeus. And Jerome in his exposi-

tion says: "Hebraeus, qui nos in lectione veieris

Testamenti erudivit, gallum gallinaeeum
transtulU. Sictd inquit gallas gaUinaeeus humero
portatoris de alio loco transfertur ad alium, tie te

Domiwu de loco tuo levUer asportabit" The cock

which is never mentioned in the Old Testament,

and for which we have no genuine Hebrew word,

is in feet called TH by the Taimudists. " Con-

science, wanting the word of God, is as a ball roll-

ing on the ground, and cannot rfest."

—

Luther.
14. On xxii. 19. *' Service at court is not in

itself to be condemned, and a good ruler and
a worthy prime minister are the gift of God
(tSiRACK iv. 8, II ; Ch. x.)> Let him therefore

who is called to such an office abide, as the Lord
has called him (1 Cor. vii. 17), and beware of
excessive pomp. For God can quickly depose

the proud.

—

Cramer.
15. On xxii. 21 sqej. The comparison of a

magistrate in hiffh position with a father is very
appropriate. The whole extent, and the proper
measure of a ruler's power are involved in tnis

similitude. The authority of a father and that

of a ruler have a common root in love. Eliakim
in having the keys of the house of David laid

on his shoulder that he might open and no one
shut, and shut and no one open is (Rev. iii. 7)
viewed as a type of Christ, who is tne adminis-

trator appointed by God over the house of Dnvid
in the highest sense, i. «., over the kingdom of

God. Christ has thispower of the keys in un-
restricted measure. Tne ministers of the Lord
exercise the same only in virtue of the commis-
sion which they have from Him ; and their exer-

cise of it is only then sanctioned by the Lord,
when it is in the Spirit which the Lord breathed

into the disciples before He committed to them
the power of the keys (John xx. 22 sq.). ["The
application of the same terms to Peter (Matt. xvi.

19) and to Christ Himself (Rev. iii. 7) does not
prove that they here refer to either, or that Elia-

kim was a type ofChrist, but merely that the same
words admit of different applications." Alexan-
der. " It is God that clothes rulers with their

robes, and, therefore, we must submit ourselves to

them for the IjORd's sake and with an eye to

Him (1 Pet ii. 13). And since it is He that

commit* the
^
government into their hand

t
--they

must administer it according to His will, for

His glory. And they may depend on Him to

furnish them for what He calls them to ; accord-

ing to the promise here. I will clothe him: and
then there follows, 1 will strengthen him." After
Henry—D. M.]

16. On xxii. 25. ''No one is so exalted or
raised to such high dignity as to abide therein.

But man's prosperity, office and honor, and what-
ever else is esteemed great in the world are, like

human life, on account of sin inconstant, vain and

liable to pass away. This serves as an admoni-
tion against pride and security.

11 Cramer.

HOMTLETICAL HINTS OK XXI.—XXII.

1. On xxi. 1-4. God's judgments are terrible,

1) for him on whom they (all ; 2) for him who
has to announce them.

2. On xxi. 6-10. The faithful watchman. 1)

He stands upon his watch day and night. 2) He
announces only what he has seen and what he
has heard from the Lord (vers. 9 and 10). 3)

But he announces this as a lion, t. e. aloud and
without fear.

3. On xxii. 11-12. The spiritual night on
earth. 1) It is a. a night of tribulation, 6. a night

of sin. 2) It awakens a longing for its end. 3)

It does not entirely cease till the Lord " vouch-

safes to us a happy end, and graciously takes us

from this valley of weeping to Himself in hea-

ven."
4. On xxi. 14 sq. We may fitly employ this

text for a charity sermon on any occasion when
an appeal is made to the benevolence of the con-

gregation (especially for exiles, as those banished

from the Salzburg territory for their Evangelical
faith). What we ought to consider when our contri-

butions are asked. 1) Our own situation (we dwell
in the land of Tema, a quite fertile oasis). 2) The
situation of those who come to us in their distress.

3) What we have to give them.
6. On xxii. 1-7. Warning against thought-

lessness. Pride precedes a fall. Blind presump-
tion is often changed into its opposite.

6. On xxii. 8-14. Blind presumption is bad,

but open-eyed obstinacy is still worse. The latter

is when one clearly perceives the existing dis-

tress, and the insufficiency of our own powers and
of the means at our command, and yet refuses to

look to Him who alone can helix or to consider

the fate which awaits those who die without God,
and seeks before the impending catastrophe hap-
pens to snatch as much as possible of the enjoy*

ments of this world.

7. On xxii. 16-19. He who will fly high is in

danger of falling low. God can easily cast him
down. The waxen wings of Icarus. Shebna illus-

trates, 1 Pet v. 5.

8. On xxii. 20-25. A mirror for those in
office. Every one who has an office, ought 1) to

be conscious that he has come into the office le-

gally, and according to the will of God; 2) He
ought to be a father to those over whom he is set

;

3) He ought so to do everything which hedoes in
his office, that its justice is apparent, and that no
one can impugn it. 4) He ought not to be like a
nail on which all the relations of his family
strive to fasten their hope of success; for that is

bad for himself and for those who would so abuse
his influence.

IV. PROPHECY AGAINST TYRE. Chapter XXIII.

All the nations hitherto mentioned, bordering
on Judah, come under the power of Assyria. But
Tyre, according to verse 13, is to fell a prey to
the Chaldeans. This prophecy is placed last on
account of its fulfilment belonging to a time sub-

sequent to the supremacy of Assyria^ T^rre was
not only the head of the minor Phoenician state*,

but was also the mistress of the sea, both for com-
merce and war ; and for these two reasons wan
the most important ally of Egypt. He who would
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attack Egypt from the north must first seek to

possess himself of Tyre, which was the bulwark

ofEgypt. Assyriahad long an eyeonEgypt They

were, in fact, natural rival*. Shalmaneeer, rightly

perceiving the importance which Tyre had for

his plans against EfeyDt, made himself master of

Phoenicia, with exception of insular Tyre, which
he blockaded for five years, and sought, by cut-

ting off its supply of water, to force to surrender.

Whether he succeeded in this attempt cannot be
definitely ascertained. In any case Tyre suffered

no great loss. Our prophecy must have had its

rise at this time. For further particulars see be-

low in remarks on xxxiii. 15-18. Rationalistic

interpreters place this alternative before us in re-

gard to the genuineness of the prophecy. Either

Die prophecy refers to a conquest of Tyre by the

Assyrians—in that case it is genuine; or it is in-

tended to announce a conquest by the Chaldaeans

—in that case it is spurious. It is admitted that

it bears the marks ofhaving Isaiah for its author.

But it is judged impossible for Isaiah to have an-
nounced the Chaldeans as the conquerors of
Tyre. I believe it would be more scientific not to

regard this as impossible, but to treat it as a
problem. Even Knobel defends the authenticity

of the prophecy against the shallow objections

drawn from language and history by Hrrzio
and Movers (ivbingen Quarterly Journal III.

p. 606 sqq.). Movers afterwards modified his

view so as to allow chapter xxiiL to be genu-
ine, but revised and altered by Jeremiah (Phoen.

II. 1, p. 396, Note). Knobel defends also its in-

tegrity against Eichhorn, Ewald and Meier.
The vers. 15-18 stand and fall with the expression
" the land of the Chaldgan^" ver. 18. The piece

consists of two parts, of which the first (vers. 1-

14) has for its subject the fall of Tyre, the second
(vers.15-18) Tyre* restoration.

a) The fall of Tyre. Chapter XXIIL 1-11

1 The burden op Tyre.
Howl, ye ships of Tarshish

;

For it is laid waste,

So that there is no house, no entering in

,

From the land of Chittim it is revealed to them.

2 Be Still, ye inhabitants of the isle

;

Thou whom the merchants of Zidon, that pass over the sea,

Have replenished.

3 And by great waters the seed of Sihor,

The harvest of the river, is her revenue

;

And aahe is a matt of nations.

4 Be thou ashamed, O Zidon ; for the sea hath spoken,

Even the strength of the sea, saying,
¥I travail not, nor bring forth children,

Neither do I nourish up young men,

Nor bring up young virgins.

5 'As at the report concerning Egypt,

So shall they be sorely pained at the report of Tyre.

6 Pass ve over to Tarshish

;

Howl, ye inhabitants of the isle.

7 'Is this your joyous city,

Whose antiquity is of ancient days ?

•Her own feet shall carry her afar off to sojourn.

8 Who hath taken this counsel against Tyre, 'the crowning city

;

Whose merchants are princes,

Whose traffickers are the honourable of the earth ?

9 The Lord of hosts hath purposed it,

To Stain the pride of all glory,

And to bring into contempt all the honorable of the earth.

Pass through thy land as a river,

O daughter of Tarshish

:

There is no more •strength.

He stretched out his hand over the sea

;

He shook the kingdoms.

The Lord hath given a commandment 'against *the merchant eUf

To destroy the Strongholds thereof.

17

10

11
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12 And he said,

Thou shalt no more rejoice,

thou oppressed virgin, daughter of Zidon;

Arise, pass over to Chittim,

There also shalt thou have no rest

13 Behold, the land of the Chaldeans; .

This people was not :

—

1 Till the Assyrian founded it

For them that dwell in the wilderness:

They set up the towers thereof;

They raised up the palaces theroof

;

And he brought it to ruin.

14 Howl, ye ships of Tarshish

;

For your strength is laid waste.

Heb. to pottute.

*Heb. <

• Heh-oirdlfc
• Or, strengths.

i Heb. silent
« Or, concerning a merchantman.

• And it became merchandise/or Vie nation*. * this and thefaUoufing verbs input tents.

• When the report comes to Egypt, they areforthwith in terror at the report concerting Tyre.

« Is this your lot, joyous cUyt • Her feet corned her afar to dwsU.

f the crown-gwer.

TEXTUAL AND

Yer. 1. ^Vn which is first found In Joel (I 6, 11,

13), occurs besides in Isaiah only in the first prophecy

against Babylon (xiii. 6 here evidently borrowed from

Joel) and in the form 'S'S'H in the Maasa against the

Philistines (xtv. 31).

Ver. 8. inO never means emporium, mart, which it

must signify if T1D1 should be referred to *K. The

form inD can denote only what is traded, or gain re-

sulting from merchandise (xlv. li and Pro?, ill. 14). It

Is identical in meaning with ino, ver. 18; Ptot. ill- 14;

xxxL 18. ["HID is obviously the construct state, and is

referred by Ewald to inD, b7 Gssnrrus to an assumed

form nnD.-D. M.].

Ver. Z VrU *nd 'ADDIl *» i- *> [Dkjtmch perti-

nently asks, u Who does not in these words hear Isaiah

speakr—D. MJ.

t Seel gctical Comment

GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 5. 3 before £D# marks coincidence. JfOjf Is

the accusative of time.

Ver. T. nrfyg (comp. xxli. 2) involves perhaps an al-

lusion to the Phoenician female name Elissa. Vat1

(-KOrDietolead, to bring. pimD afar (comp. on

^Ver. 11. TVJ?j?D i* treated by some, e. g^ Olshaubxv,

a* an anomaly; by others It Is supposed capable of ex-

planation. We must agree with those who regard it as

an anomalous form which has arisen by some oversight.

Ver. 13. TTI3, Kert pH3 from |H3 exptorare la the

specula, turris exploratorta. The word occurs only bora.

Vnty PihJl from Yiy <-fP£ ««diimaaw,xxiLe, "NJT

Hab. Hi. 9) nudare, to make naked, i^ to uncover by

overturning. The conjugation Pllel only here, Pilpel

Jer. 1L 68. nSflO besides only xxv. 2. Comp. TYJBO
t •• - TT *"

xviLL

XXBOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet in the first place calls croon the

Tyrian mariners sojourning in Tarshish far from

their home, to break forth into loud lamentation.

as the tidings have come to them across the land

of Chittim that their home is destroyed, and are-

turn thither is no longer possible (ver. 1). Then
in a brief word stillness, eternal silence is en-

joined on insular Tyre, that had been hitherto the

noisy centre of the Phoenician commerce, the

great negotiator between Egypt with its abund-
ance of products and the other nations (verses 2
and 3). Then Zidon is reminded of the shame it

will feel, when, on coming to the site of Tyre,
it will find no children there, but only the dead
rock and unfruitful sea (verse 4>. Egypt, too,

learns the report, and is affrighted (ver. 5). No-
thing remains for Tyre but to flee to Tarshish, as
its ships can no more return to Tyre (ver. 6).

Next, the Prophet makes a comparison between
what Tyre was and what it is. The terrible blow
falls on a joyous city having a wide dominion
from ancient time (ver. 7). But from whom does
this whole purpose respecting Tyre proceed?

From Jehovah who humbles all pride (vera. 8,

9), who liberates the nations hitherto oppressed

by Tyre (ver. 10), who rules over sea and na-

tions, in order to exercise judgment on the

haughty Phoenicians, who now must flee into dis-

tant countries, to find even there no rest (vera. 11,

12). But what people will be the instrument in

Jehovah's hand to execute this judgment* It

will be the people of the Chaldaeans, hitherto not

a nation, but who will one day make Assyria a

habitation for the beasts of the desert This peo-

ple sets up its siege apparatus against Tyre,

throws down the high buildings, and reduces the

city to ruins (ver. 13). With the cry, "Howl, ye

ships of Tarshiflh, for your strength is laid waste,

the discourse closes as it began (ver. 14).

2. The burden of Tyre revealea to

them.—Ver. 1. Attention has properly been

called to the fact that the first Maasa (xui.)

directed against Babylon, the greatest world

W

power possessing supreme dominion on the land,

the rich and luxurious consumerofall precious pro-

ductions of the earth ; and that, on the other hand,
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the last Massa has for its subject the first power
on the tea, the centre of the world's commerce,
the great purveyor of all things that are costly, or
that minister to enjoyment Here too we can add
that the worldly power first threatened with a
Massa, is according to ver. 13 to execute the
judgment on the one last threatened. The ships

of Tarshish (comp. on ii. 16) are addressed by me-
tonymy instead of the mariners sailing in them.
The form of expression is singularly brief and
concise. They are to howl TV?'?* *• «• that it has

been laid waste, that a destruction, a devastation
has taken place (xv. 1), and such a one as ex-
cludes the mariners from their house and home,
and from a return home (Kto the opposite of KX^,

t. gn in designating the setting of the sun). JO
has a negative signification, and the force of an
ecbatic conjunction, marking the result That the
destruction which renders it impossible for the
Tynan mariners to return home is the destruction
of Tyre itself is self-evident The Prophet is too

•paring of his words to say that This sad news
has come from the land of the Chittim to the
Tynan mariners far away from their home. The
report reached Chittim first, and thence was
carried to Tarshish. They do not learn the news
in Chittim, but it comes from it ; for the text is
" from the land/' not *' in the land." The name
Chittim is found in Citium, Kirnov, Kirtov, Ktjriov.

the name of a considerable port in the island of
Cyprus. The Chittim are then, in the first place,

the inhabitants of the island of Cyprus. In a
wider signification, however, the word denotes the
islands and maritime countries of the Mediterra-
nean 8ea in general (ver. 12 ; Gen. x. 4 ; Jer. ii.

10 ; Ezek. xxvii. 6 ; Dan. xi. 30), comp. on Jer.

ii.10. nS:u (comp. xxii. 14; xxxviii. 12; xL
5; Hi i. 1) intimates that the report received from
the land of the Chittim was a sure one. There-
fore they are summoned to howl.

3. Be still of the nations.— Vers. 2, 3.

The Prophet passes from the extreme west to the
extreme east of the Mediterranean Sea. He calls

now to the Tynans themselves ; W\ i. e. be si-

lent, be still (the word only here in Isaiah). He
means evidently dumb, speechless amazement
(comp. Ex. xv. 16). *K is terra maritima, includ-

ing not only an island but also continental terri-

tory having a sea coast (comp. on xi. 11; xx. 6).

Old Tyre was on the mainland and possessed no
harbor. Insular Tyre lav 30 stadia north of
Palae-Tyrus, and 3 stadia from the mainland. It

had excellent harbors, the best on the whole
coast of Palestine (Movers, Pkoen. II., I., p. 176).
As according to the latter part of ver. 2, only
that Tyre can here be meant which the mer-
chants that pass over the sea filled, we must under-

stand insular Tyre under 'K. The word is mas-

culine, but is here treated as feminine, as the

feminine suffix in 3**70 refers to '*• The mer-

chants of Zidon (which was an older city, comp.
Jtmtin xviii. 3) filled Tyrus, says the Prophet.
Zidon was itself a seaport town, but the port of
Tyre was better. The Zidonians had in the 13th
century, B. C, laid out a port and city on the
rocky inlands of Tyre (comp. Movebs, Phoen. II.,

313 ; Justin xviii. 3, 5). Hiram completed this

plan by building the suburb Eurychoros on the
east side of the smaller island, and the new city
on (his smaller island ; and at the same time he
connected the new city with the western or old
city, which was on the larger island. It is readi-
ly conceivable that beside the Tynans, chiefly
Zidonian merchants and mariners filled the port
and citv of insular Tyre. How could old Egypt,
a neighboring country, excelling as it once did,
all the nations of the East in agriculture and in-

dustry, avoid coming into the liveliest intercourse
with the great commercial centre, Tyre? The
one was necessary to the other. Of late years
Ebers in particular {Egypt and the Books of
Moses I., p. 127 sqq.) has shown the ancient con-
nection of Phoenicia with Egypt The Phoenician
alphabet, as can be positively demonstrated in re-

gard at least to the greater part of the letters, is

derived from the hieratic written characters of*

the Egyptians. "In the third millenium B. C,"
says Ebers, ut supra, p. 149, the Phoenicians
stood in close intercourse with Egypt, learned
from the subjects of the Pharaohs the cursive
mode of writing, and communicated the same to
all nations of Western Asia and of Europe.'' But
the Phoenicians received from the Egyptians, not
merely intellectual, but also material goods for

their own use, and to trade with distant regions

:

ver. 3, By great waters, %. «., by the Nile and
the sea came the seed of Sihor, and the harvest
of the river (comp. on xix. 7, where a like ex-
pression is to be noted) to Tyre, and so became
the income of this city, what was gathered into

it Sihor Intf Hebraized from Ttptq the vernacu-

lar name of the Upper Nile, but as a Hebrew
word formed from the root "^ntf, niger futif Job

xxx. 30=the black river, UiXac. The name Si-

hor denotes undoubtedly the Nile, Jer. ii. 18 ; the
places (1 Chron. xiii. 6; Josh. xiii. 3; xix. 26)
are uncertain. The double designation seed of
the Nile and harvest of the river is a poetic

parallelism which resolves one conception into

two, which, it is true, are not equivalent What
was sown and reaped on the Nile the Tyrians

fathered in, not to Keep it wholly for themselves,

ut only in order to secure commercial profit by
selling it again. Translate the last clause of ver.

3, "And it (the income of Tyrej what was gathered

into it) became the merchandise of the nations/'

What the Tyrians brought in from Eprpt goes

out from them as profitable merchandise to all

nations.

4. Be thou ashamed of the isle.—Vers.
4-6. Who should be more affected by the fate of

Tyre than its mother Zidon in the north, and its

neighbor and commercial friend Egypt in the

south? Zidon is accordingly bidden to be
ashamed at suffering the disgrace of seeing her

offspring die out in the second veneration. Early
extinction of race was regarded as a punishment
inflicted by God, and awakened the suspicion of

either open or secret crime on the part of the

person thus visited (comp. the Book of Job). For
this reason want of children was a reproach (Gen.

xxx. 23; Isa. iv. 1; Luke i. 26). By "the sea

and the strength (fortress) of the sea^' most inter-

preters understand the city of Tyre itself, and the

complaint I have not travailed nor brought
forth, etc, is supposed to mean: I have lost
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again all the children born of me. Bat it most
appear strange in the higheat degree that Tyre,

because it is situated in the sea, and lives from

the sea, should itself be called " sea." And " I

have not brought forth," etc./
1
is something quite

different from i?
I have lost again my children." J»-

home takes the words " 1 have not travailed," efc.,

as words of the sea used metaphorically : "jruttra

divitias comported, .... ilia dives Ula Ivxuriosaet

populorum quondam gaudens multUudme, in qua nas-

eetatur turba mortalium, caterva puerorum, juventutis

examina, cuius plateae virginum .... aejuvenum
.... lusibus persirepebatUy nunc ad solUudinem

redacta c*t." But even according to this view a
meaning is artificially put upon the figurative

speech which is not necessarily contained in its

term*. I believe that a literal, and not meta-
phorical interpretation suits tetter both the

context and the words employed. Zidon comes to

Tyre, her daughter, to look around her. But
with shame must the mother behold the place

empty where her daughter with hermany children

had dwelt. She sees nothing but the sea, and the

natural bulwark on which the waves of the sea

break, the bare rocks of insular Tyre. And the sea

together with the bulwark calls to Zidon, ashamed
at the sight : " I have not travailed," etc., t. e. thou
seekest children, but findest nothing else than
rock and sea, which do not travail nor bring
forth, nor nourish children. [Alexander seems
to me to set forth in brief terms the correct view
of ver. 4 :

" The Prophet hears a voice from the

sea, which he then describes more exactly as

coming from the stronghold or fortress of the

sea, i, «., insular Tyre as viewed from the main-
land. The rest of the verse is intended to ex-
press the idea, that the city thus personified was
childless, was as if she had never borne chil-

dren."—D. M.]. Ver. 5. As Zidon is ashamed
after the fall of Tyre so Egypt is terrified.

Translate: "when the report comes to Egypt."
The concluding words of the verse seem to con-
tain an empty pleonasm. But this is not the
case. The Prophet intends to say : Egypt is af-

frighted, as the report {reaches, comes to) it,

namely, the judgment of Tyre. The terror will

correspond to the importance which the fall of
Tyre must have both positively and negatively
for Egypt. The words of the sixth verse I take
as a call uttered by those who have heard the
report concerning Trre. first of all, by the Egyp-
tians. These are forthwith impressed by the
thought that nothing further remains for the sur-
viving Tyrians to do than to flee with howling
as far away as possible to the opposite end of the
earth, to Tarshish. There is yet another reason
why Tarshish is the place to which Tyre should
flee. There, according to ver. 1, its ships are
staying, which cannot return home, and which
are now the only property and refuge of the
mother country.

5. Is this yonr joyous no rest.—Vers.
7-12. These verses contain words of the Pro-
phet He contrasts what Tyre was once with
what it is now. PNm* etc, is a question. Must
it so happen to you ? Must this be your lot. as
it were, the end of the song ? And must such a
conclusion follow the jo^ul beginning? We
feel the antithesis between Twhjt and the condi-
tion to which DKT points. A joyous, because

glorious and powerful city was Tyre, and this

ibundation of its joy was deep and broad. For
its origin (^0"|& principifum, origo, in Isaiah

only here) dates from ancient time, and its power
extended to the most distant countries. Hs&o-
dotus, who was himself in Tyre, relates (11. 44)
that the priests in the temple of Hercules had de-

clared the age of the city and temple to be 2,300

years. As Herodotus was in Phoenicia in the

year 450 b. c, this would carry back the found-

ing of Tyre to the year 2,7b& B* c > and Movbw
(11. 1, p. 136) finds this quite credible. More-
over, this age in comparison with that of the
oldest Egyptian things of which we have ac-

counts, would not be a very high one. Comp.
&TRABO XVI. 2, 22 ; Cubt. IV. 4. Her feet car-
ried her alar (see on xxii. 3) to dwell. It

cannot be objected to our explanation that Tvre
reached by ship those distant places, and tLat

therefore not flight into regions tevond the sea,

but carrying away into captivity, therefore pain-
ful migration on foot is held out in prospect to
her. For it is unjustifiable to press the expres-
sion " feet," and we dare not think on a future
migration to a distance, because such a thought
is here inept. It would be proper in ver. 6, and
also in ver. 12 it suits the connection ; but in ver.

7 it makes the impression of tautology. Ver. 8.

But who is he who had the power to decree this

concerning the rich old Tvre of far-reaching
might ? The Prophet in the following verses
shows a great interest in answering this question.
Tyre was not merely the wearer of crowns, but
also the bestowcr of crowns (VDJM). This can
hardly mean that she herself nad crowned kings.
(Comp. Hiram, 2 Sam. v. 11 ; 1 Kings vi. 1

;

Jer. xxvii. 3). For many cities had these, which
are not for this reason called coronatrxeet. We
must, therefore, think of dependent cities, either
Phoenician (therefore the king of Tyre is called
Great-king, comp. Vjlihinoer in Hkrzog's, IL
EncycL XI. p. 617 sqq.), or colonial cities. Of
Tartessos (Herod, i. 163: Pa. lxxii. 10) Citium
and Carthage (originally) it is expressly stated
that they had kings. Comp. Gebeniub on this
passage, Motors, Phoen. II. l,j>. 529 sqq. ; es-

pecially p. 533, 535, 539. Jeremiah too mentions

besides the kings of Tyre and Zidon also *?*?0

'KH Jer. xxv. 22. Moreover, the rich and
mighty metropolis had also in her midst citizen*,

who, though only merchants^equalled princes in
wealth, pomp and power. How exactly too the

Prophet distinguishes D^fef and DO70. can be
seen from x. 8. The Phoenicians called their
country |#J3 and themselves Canaanites. Bat
because they were the chief representatives of
trade, merchants in general are called Canaanites;
as at a later period Chaldean denoted an as-
trologer; Lombard, a money changer; andSwisw,
a porter or body guard. Observe that here p?13
stands for 'JJH3 (comp. Gen. xv. 2, Damascus for
Damascene). Above all this pomp and power
the might of Jehovah is highly exalted. He
has decreed its destruction in order to profane)

(S-7H) the pride of ail glory.—This is to hap-
pen by delivering up and casting down into the
mire (ifthe earth. From the use of the expression
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"profane" the eonchttkm has not improperly
been drawn that the Prophet had especially in
bis mind the famous, magnificent and ancient

temples of Tyre (comp. Hbbodotus ut fupra).

Jehovah purposed further by the ruin of Tyre
to humble all the proud (proudest) of the earth.

An essential port of this humiliation is that the

colonies hitherto drained of their resources for

the benefit of the mother country, and kept under
rigorous restraint, now become free. This is il-

lustrated by the instance of the most remote
colony Tarteasus. Tarshish (ver. 10) is now told

that she may be independent* and may dispose

freely of her own territory and products. This
Terse has been explained in a great variety of

ways by the old interpreters. (Comp. Bosen-
mjeiojbr). Since Koppjb the explanation which
we havegiven is commonly adopted. As the Nile
overflows Egypt (comp. Amos viii. 8 ; ix. 6) so
shall Tarshish (daughter of Tarshish, comp.
en xxiL 4) spread herself without restraint over
her own land. This must have been previously
prevented ; and the phrase " there is no more
girdle" must have a meaning that refers to this.

The word n?D is found besides only Pa. cix. 19.

Of the same signification is n*TD Job xii. 21.

Both words can only denote in these places the
girdle. This meaning does not well rait the
passage before us. But it seems to me that the
Prophet by the word '• girdle " intends an allu-

sion which is unintelligible to us. Possibly an
octroi-line restricting commerce for the benefit

of the lords paramount, a cordon or something
of a like nature, was designated by a Phoenician
term cognate with the Hebrew nfo. How, and

by what means does the Lord execute His pur-
pose against Tyre ? This is answered in ver. 11
in general terms. He sets the sea and the king-
doms of the earth for this purpose in motion.
Here as little as in ver. 4 would I understand
under "Sea," Tyre (Hitzig), or all Phoenicia
(Knobix) ; nor do I take the expression he
stretched oat his hand, etc., as meaning that
He simply reached His hand over the sea (De-
litzbch) : for does the Prophet imagine Jehovah
to be dwelling on the other side of the sea? But
the expression "to stretch the hand over the
sea" denotes here, as in Exod. xiv. 21 (which
place the Prophet nad perhaps before his eye),

rach an outstretching of the hand as sets the sea
in motion. And so WJH denotes here not to

pot in terror, trembling ; but to put in commo-
tion in order that they may arise to execute what
the Lord commands them (xiv. 16). The sec-

ond part of the verse tells for what purpose the
sea and kingdoms are put in motion. The Lord
has given them a commandment (HW as x.

6: the pronominal object being omitted, as often

happens) against Canaan (j5P=Phoenicia, as

the Phoenicians themselves gave the country this

designation, comp. on ver. 8) in order to destroy

(TDt/j comp. on iiL 8) its bulwarks. The
meaning of the whole verse is: Land and sea

will conspire to destroy the bulwarks of Tyre.
Tyre shall be successfully assailed both by land
and sea. But Tyre shall be destroyed not merely
for the moment, but permanently (although at

ant not forever, vera. 15 sqq.). This is the

meaning of ver. 12. Tyre had been called ''joy-
ous" ver. 7. But the rejoicing shall depart from
her. She is now a np«r;m a mrgo comprcssa,

vitiata (Pual only here comp. IiL 4), and such a
one does not rejoice. That Tyre is here called
" daughter of Zidon

;
" ». cM Zidonian, is perhaps

not merely a generalization of the name Zidon. but
possibly at the same time a blow designedly given
to the pride of Tyre, which named herself on
coins "the mother of the Zidonians" (comp.
Movebs. Phan. II. 1, p. 94, 119 sq.), and per-
haps called herself so in the time of Isaiah.
Tyre must be punished, must be destroyed.
Therefore the remnant are summoned to emi-
grate to Cyprus, into the hitherto dependent
colony of Chittim, as the command had already
been given (ver. 6) to pass over to Tarshish.
But lyre arrives in Chittim, not as mistress, but
as an exile without power; a situation which
excites in those who had been hitherto oppressed
by her the desire to revenge themselves on her.

Hence even there poor Tyre finds no rest.

6. Behold, the land Is laid waste.—
Vers. 13 and 14. We had been told (vers. 11 and
12) in general terms how Tyre should be de-
stroyed, and ver. 13 informs us regarding the
particular instrument, i. e., regarding the people
that the Lord had destined to execute punish-
ment "We receive from ver. 13 the impression
that the prophetic vision is turned in another
direction. It is as if his look were suddenly di-

verted from west to east He sees suddenly
before him to his own astonishment the land of
the Chaldeans. The land of the Chaldeans, not
the people! The people he might see every-

where marching, fighting. The land he can be-

hold only in its own place. The very part of
the earth's surface wnere the country of the

Chaldeans lav, apart from its relation to Tyre,

was of great importance for the Prophet and his

people. Thence should the destroyer of Jeru-

palem come ; there should the people of Judah
pass 70 years in captivity. And because the look

of the Prophet is here for the firet time directed

to the Chaldeans, he is prompted to characterize

them in brief terms.
s
He does this with two,

but with two very significant strokes. Th^e first

describes the past the second the future of the

people. He first declares—This is the people
that was not. He certainly does not mean to

say thereby, that the people of the Chaldeans was
not at all, or was not in the physical sense.

Could the Prophet have known nothing of Nim-
rod (Gen. x. 10), nothing of Ur of the Chaldeans,

the original home of Abraham? But prophecy,

in its grand style, confines, as is well known, the

whole history of the world to a few kingdoms

;

and what does not belong to them is regarded as

if it were not But it was after the Assyrians

that the Chaldeans first came upon the theatre

of the world's history. Hence from the pro-

phetic view of history the Chaldeans appear to

us a people that hitherto was not. But why does

he say D^n, the people? If he had said "a

people," this would not have been at all singular.

There were such nations without number. But
the Chaldeans do not belong to the common
nations. They were a leading nation. There

were then in the sense of prophecy only two
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leading nations, i. «., representative* ofthe worldly
power. The one was Assyria; the other, the

Chaldeans, had not yet appeared. With the

second stroke OfS " -*&* he describes the future

of the Chaldeans. I decidedly agree herewith
Paulus and Dei* who regard mBNK as the object

of ID' placed absolutely before the verb. Ash-
ur—this has It (vizj the Chaldean nation) set,

founded for the beasts of the desert.—This
view alone suits the context. If we take Ashur as

the subject, then we must connect it with TTH K7 as

the old versions and some modern interpreters do,

but contrary to the Masoretic punctuation. *• This
people, which is not Assyria," will then signify

either ; this people will be more fortunate than
the Assyrians (were under Shalmaneser against

Tyre), or: this people, when it will be no more
Assyrian, or: which is not civilised as the Assy-

rians. This suffix in ^^0,
is then referred by

all to Tyre. It is manifest that all these expla-

nations of *WN rrn rS are arbitrary. But if we
take "WK according to the accents as subject of
•VO' then this will mean : " Ashur has appointed
them to be dwellers of the desert, t. e., Ashur
ha* transplanted them to the Babylonian plain,

and made of mountaineers dwellers ofthe desert.
1'

It is then assumed that the Chaldeans after their

first migration from the Carduchian mountains,

which event belongs to a very early time, were
subsequently strengthened by additional settlers

sent by the Assyrian kings (So Knobbl, Arnold
in Hebzoq's R-Ene. II., p. 628 saq.). It is cer-

tain that there were Chaldeans in Babylonia and
in the Armenian mountains. The first point

needs no proof; the second point is clear from
the narrative of Xbnophon (Qyrop. III. 1, 34:

Anab. IV. 3, 4 sqq. ; V. 5, 17 ; VII. 8, 25) and
is determined by the statements of Stbabo (xii.

3, 18 sqq.), and of Stephanus Byzantinus («.

v. Haloaiot), and is also generally acknowledged.

It is also quite possible that the Chaldeans sepa-

rated at a very early time, and that one part re-

mained in the old seats, t. «., in the Karduchian
mountains, while another part pursuing the na-

tural routes, i. e., the river-valleys, migrated to

the south, and settled on the lower Euphrates.

For according to the Assyro-Babylonian monu-
ments, here lies the mat Kcddi or Kaldu. Ac-
cording to them it extended to the Persian Gulf
(comp. Schrader, Cuneiform Inscription*, p. 44).

With this agree the classic authors who (as

Strabo XVI. I, 6, 8) designate this border of
the Gulf and the swamps in which the Eu-
phrates loses itself as lacus ChcUdaici (Pliny VI.
31 ; comp. Strabo XVI. 4, 1, rd ekn ra Kara XaA-
6 i«wc). That these regions were even in very
remote times peopled by the Chaldeans, is estab-

lUhe I by the fact that the ancient Or of the
Chaldeans, the home of Abraham, has been lately

discovered in Mugheir, which lies south-east of
Babylon on the right bank of the Euphrates.
For upon all the clay tablets found there in great
number, the name u-ru-tt, i. «., "MK occurs (comp.
Schrader ut supra, p. 383 sq.). Schrader re-

fers further to an inscription of king Hammurabi
dating from the second millennium B. C, com-
posed in the purest Assyrian, in which he states

that " II and Bel, the inhabitants of Sumir and

Accad (names of tribes and territories in South
Babylonia) surrendered to his rule'

1
(ibid. p. 42).

From the language of this inscription it is clear

that a Semitic people then dwelt in those regions.

But this can have oeen none other than the peo-
?le of the Chaldeans. In the tenth century B.
I Asurnasirhabal speaks of the mat Kaldu as

a part of his dominion (ibid. p. 44). Besting on
all these grounds Schrader utters the following
judgment : We can assume that since the Chal-
deans immigrated in the second or third millen-

nium B. C. into these regions on the lower Eu-
phrates and Tigris, they were uninterruptedly
the proper ruling nation, the dominant one under
all circumstances. On the other hand, they were
certainly not aboriginal in the country. They
found already there a highly cultivated people
of Cushite or Turanian extraction, from whom
they borrowed the complicated cuneiform mode
of writing. If the Chaldeans on the lower Eu-
phrates and Tigris were not aboriginal, it is na-
tural after what has been said to assume that they
migrated from the territories at the source of the
Euphrates and Tigris into the region at the mouth
of these rivers (comp. Ewald, Hist. I., p. 404
sq.). But it is a mere hypothesis derived from
this passage, and entirely without evidence, to

assume a transplantation of the Chaldeans in later

times by Shalmaneser. It is also very question-

able whether O'.lf can denote inhabitants of the

desert ; for the only place which is adduced, Pa.
lxxii. 9 ought to exclude the possibility of any
other interpretation, in order to be able to coun-
terpoise the weight of all other places where the
word signifies "beasts of the desert" It is ques-
tionable, too, whether the very fertile country of
Babylon could be described as »VX before it was

visited by the divine judgments (comp. xiiL ; Jer.

1.). Many attempts have been made at conjec-

tural emendations of the passage. Ewald would
substitute Canaanites, and Meier, Chittim for

Chaldeans. Olshausen (Emendation* of the Old
Testament, p. 34 sqq.) would make much greater
changes. But all these attempts are capricious

and unwarranted. I have already remarked that
the view proposed by Paulus and Deutzbch
(taking Ashur as the object of ID' placed abso-
lutely before it) alone corresponds to the context.
Only in this way is something said of the Chal-
deans that briefly, but completely, characterises
them. For they are then described as the people
that hitherto had not appeared as the great
worldly power, but that will now supplant the
Assyrians in this character. There is vet another
proof of the accuracy of our view. There are in
this paragraph various allusions to theninth chap-
ter of Amos. Three times Amos employs in that
chapter the Piel »W in the signification of " ap.

point, order, command/' in which meaning the
word occurs here also (ver. 11). Amos again
(ver. 5) twice makes use of the comparison with
the overflowing Nile; comp. in our paragraph,

ver. 10. In Amos ix. 6, as in D*Tf7 mo* HtfK,
the object of the sentence is placed first absolutely,
and then repeated by means of a feminine suffix

attached to 1D\ In the word Ashur the Prophet
has before him the idea of the country and or the
city rather than that ofthe people. Hence the femi-
nine suffix to 10\ Such constructions Kara <ri*«*
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ocv occur in Hebrew in the most varied forms.

—

TO* is comtUnere, to found, to establish (Hab. i.

12: Ps. civ. 8). The Chaldeans, says Isaiah,

make of Ashur, i. «., the country and city, but

especially the city, as it were an establishment

for beasts of the desert, t. «., a place of residence

appointed for them as their legitimate possession

and permanent property. Finally we must point

to Zeph. ii. 13 sq., as the oldest commentary on
this passage. For not only does Zephaniah say

clearly what D"3H 10' means, but we can also

regard his words as a proof of the accuracy of our
view in general. For they show that Zephaniah.
too, understood this passage of the destruction of

Nineveh. When Zephaniah (ii. 15) says of Ni-
neveh "This is the rejoicing city/' had he not ver.

7 of our chapter in his eye? The words " and he
will stretch out his hand " (Zeph. ii. 13) recall

"He stretched out his hand ,r
(Isa. xxiii. 11).

Comp., too, in Zeph. ii. 13 "l|l?3 rP* with the

tyvf before us. If then there are clear traces that

Zephaniah, when he wrote the flecond chapter of

his prophecy, had beside other passages in Isaiah

(xiii. 21; xiy. 23; xxxiv. 11) also this twenty-

third chapter in his mind, ana if he gives in his

prophecy a description of the ruined Nineveh,

which by the word '¥ connects itself with our

passage, and appears as a more detailed descrip-

tion of what is only slightly indicated by Isaiah/

may we not in such circumstances be permitted

to affirm that Zephaniah understood the place

before us as we do ? Further, there is contained

in Zephaniah's reference to this passage the proof
that it must have been already in existence in his

time, consequently in the reign of king Josiah

(624 B. G). If now Zephaniah did not hesitate

to*understand this passage of the destruction of
Nineveh, we will not allow ourselves to be pre-

vented from doing the same, either by the objec-

tion of Delitzbch that this would be the only

place in which Isaiah prophesies that the worldly
supremacy would pass from the Assyrians to the

Chaldeans, or by the objections of others who re-

gard it as absolutely impossible that in the time
of Isaiah a destruction of Tyre by the Chaldeans
should have been foretold. In regard to Dej>
itzbch's objection, I would wish it to be remarked
that the prophecy of Isaiah is related to that of
those who come after him, as a nursery is to the
plantations that have arisen from it bo not the
germs of the later prophecies originally lie to a
large extent in the prophecy of Isaiah ? Such

a germ we have here. The words Oj?n HI to

0"¥S form a parenthesis which quite inci-

dentally, in language brief and enigmatical, and

Srobably not understood by the Prophet himself
eposit a germ which even Nahum and Zepha-

niah have only partially developed. Not till the

time of Jeremiah and after the battle of Car-

chemish, which determined Nebuchadnezzar's
supremacy in the earth, could it be completely
unfolded. And if I assume that Isaiah could

already prophesy the destruction of Nineveh by
the Chaldeans, 1 must much more affirm that he
could also predict the destruction of Tyre by
the same people. The Assyrian invasion un-
doubtedly save occasion to this prophecy. The
Assyrians had a design on Egypt The taking

of Samaria, and the attacks on Judah and on the

countries lying east and west of it, were only

means to that end. We perceive from vers. 3
and 5 that Tyre then stood in close relation to

Egypt The power of the Tyrians on the sea was
naturally of the greatest importance for Egypt
The Assyrians baa therefore all the more occa-

sion for depriving Egypt of this valuable ally.

Let us add. that Isaiah had then to warn Judah
most emphatically against forming an alliance

with Egypt. Would not Tvre also nave been an
object of the untheocratic nopes which the un-
believing Jews placed in Egypt the ally of Tyre?
This would aptly explain to us the reason why
Isaiah lifted his voice against Tyre also. Israel

should trust in no worldly power, therefore not

even in Tyre. Tyre too is doomed to destruc-

tion ; but it will not be destroyed by the Assy-
rians. This might then readily have been con-

jectured when the Assyrians were actually en-

gaged in hostilities with Tyre. But it was a part

of the task assigned to Isaiah to counteract the

dread inspired by Assyria. He therefore de-

clares expressly : another later nation that is not

yet a people, namely, the Chaldeans will destroy

Tyre. What follows (ver. 15 sqq.). agrees with
this. The 70 years are undoubtedly the years

of the Chaldean supremacy. As we observed

already, the words DJ»H n? to O'Tf (ver. 13) are

to be treated as parenthetical. With ID'pn the

Prophet proceeds to describe the action of the

people of the Chaldeans, as the appointed instru-

ment for the destruction of Tvre. They set up
his watoh-towersj, %. e., the many set up the

watch-towers belonging to the whole body (comp.

touching this change of number i. 23 ; ii. 8 ; vers.

23, 26; viiL 20). With ver. 14 the paragraph
closes as it began.

b) The Restoration of Tyre.

Chap. XXIH. 15-18.

15 And it shall come to pass in that day,

That Tyre shall be forgotten seventy years,

According to the days of one king

:

After the end of seventy years

'Shall Tyre sing as an harlot

;

16 Take an harp, go about the city,
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284 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

Thou harlot that hast been forgotten

:

Make sweet melody, sing many songs,

That thou mayest be remembered.
17 And it shall come to pass after the end of seventy years.

That the Lord will visit Tyre,

And she shall turn to her hire.

And shall commit fornication

With all the kingdoms of the world upon the face of the earth.

And her ^merchandise and her hire

Shall be holiness to the Lord ;

It shall not be treasured nor laid up

:

For her merchandise shall be for them that dwell before the Lord,
To eat sufficiently, and for •durable clothing.

18

» Heb. ItihaU bt unto Tyr* <uthe$ongofan harioU Heb.'oU.

TEXTUAL AHD GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 16. On the form ftrOrfj eomp. Ewald, f 1M b.

Ver. 17. The He of the iuffix Is without Mappik.
Oomp. Ewald, 1 247 d.

Ver. 18. p*nj? la 1». Ary. [The word in Arabic i

old and then excellent.--D. MO*

XXEOETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. After 70 year*, which will have a character of
unity as the period of the reign of one king, the
wish will be fulfilled in Tyre that is expressed in

a well-known song which advises a forgotten har-
lot, by singing and playing in the streets of the
city, to cause herself to be again remembered
(vers. 15. 16). The Lord will again assist Tyre,
he will renew her commercial intercourse, which
is compared with amorous solicitation, with all

the countries of the earth (ver. 17). But the gain
of her harlotry will be consecrated to the Lord.
and be assigned by Him to His servants for their
rich enjoyment

2. Vers. 15, 16. Regarding the expression In
thatday oomp. on vii. 18. Seventyyeanshall
Tyre be forgotten.—This is the duration ofthe
Chaldasan supremacy, which according to Jere-
miah (oomp. my remarks on Jer. xxv. 11), lasted
from the battle of Garchemish to the conquest of
Babylon by Cyrus, consequently according to the
information we now possess, from 605 (4) till 538
B. C, or 67 years. This period of 67 years may
possibly, when we have more exact knowledge, be
extended to quite 70 years or thereabouts. It can,
however, be taken as a round number of 70 years,
according to prophetic reckoning. Tyre will be
so far forgotten, as it will be lost in the great em-
pire of the world. This period of its being for-

gotten shall last 70 yearsaccording to the days
of one king—The expression recalls xvi. 14;
xxL 16; but the meaning is different Here the
emphasis lies onTHK. The Prophet intends to de-
clare that this period will have for Tyre a charac-
ter of unity. It will happen to Tyre under the suc-
cessor as under the predecessor. The change of
rulers will produce no alteration. This time of
seventy years, during which Tyre will be for*-

gotten, will bear as uniform a character as if the
whole period were the time of the reign of only
a single king. These words make the judgment
heavier ; there will be no alleviation of Its severi-
ty. [This interpretation is preferable to the com-
mon one which makes king stand here for king-
dom or dynasty.—D. M.]. After 70 years, what

in a well-known song often sung by frivolous

young people, is under a certain condition set

forth in prospect to a courtesan who is no longer
sought after, shall be fulfilled in the case of Tyre.
£he shall regain the lost favor. But the Prophet
intends at the same time to say that Tyre must
do as the harlot in order again to attain favor.

Tyre shall, after 70 years, endeavor to recover
the favor of the nations, and again employ her
old commercial arts in order to form business
connections. And the Lord will vouchsafe suc-
cess. [The translation of the latter part of ver.

15, in the text of the £. V., cannot be fairly made
out of the original Hebrew. The rendering in
the margin is the riffht one. Ver. 16 is a snatch
of the song of the harlot, and might have the
marks of a quotation. D. M.].

8. And it shall oome clothing.—Vers.
17, 18. That commercial intercourse is compared
with unchaste intercourse has its ground herein
that the former serves Mammon and the belly
(taken in the widest sense). But mammon and
the belly are idols, and idolatry is fornication

fcomp. Sah. iii. 4). Tyre will return to her hire
tor harlotry (Micah i. 7). and will practise forni-

cation with all the kingdoms of the earth. And
her gain (ver. 3), or her hire as a harlot, will be
holy unto the Lord.—It will not be kept by the
gainers and laid up in the treasury (xxxix. o), or

concealed, hidden in the ground (JDH as a verb

only here), but it will serve thosewho dwell be-
fore Jehovah (not stand, for to stand before the
Lord marks the service of the priests in the tem-
ple, Dent x. 8 : Jud. xx. 28, etc), u e. the Israel-

ites in general, because the territory in which
they dwell is the holy land, which has the house
of Jehovah for its all-dominating centre. We
may ask here how it is conceivable that the Lou>
can restore a people on which He has inflicted

judgment, in order that it may begin again its

old business of fornication; and how the wages
of prostitution can be consecrated to the Lord, as
in DeuU xxiii. 18 it is expressly forbidden to
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chap, xxhl lwa S65

bring
u the hire of a whore " into the home of

God. I believe that the passage before as, which
bean in this point a great resemblance to xix. 18

sqq., belongs to those atterances which most have
been obscure to the Prophet himself because the

key to their interpretation is not famished till

they are fulfilled. This fulfilment, however,

seems to be afforded by the Christian Tyre, re-

specting which we shall say more immediately.

[" Instead of a queen reinstated on the throne,

Tyre appears as a forgotten harlot suing once

more for admiration ana reward. This metaphor
necessarily imparts a contemptuous tone to the

prediction. The restoration here predicted was
to be a restoration to commercial prosperity and
wealth, bat not to regal dignity or national im-
portance. .... Notwithstanding the apparent
import of the figure, the conduct of Tyre is not in

itself unlawful. The figure, indeed, is now com-
monly agreed to denote nothing more than com-
mercial intercourse, without necessarily implying
guilt In ancient times when international com-
merce was a strange thing, and nearly monopo-
lised by a single nation, and especially among
the Jews, whose laws discouraged it for wise but
temporary purposes, there were probably ideas
attached to such promiscaoos intercourse entirely

different from our own. Certain it is that the
Scriptures more than once compare the mutual
solicitations of commercial enterprise to illicit

love. That the comparison does not necessarily
involve the idea of unlawful or dishonest trade, is

sufficiently apparent from ver. 18." Alexan-
der. D. M.].

4. In regard to the fulfilment of this prophecy we
can get at the right view only when we attend
csremlly to the peculiarity of the prophetic vi-

sion. The Propnet does not see every thing, but
only the principal matters, and he sees aft the
chief things which are essentially identical, not
one after the other, but as it were on one surface
bmde each other. Hence it happens that that
appears to him an immediate effect, which in
reality is the result of a long course of develop-
ment extending over thousands of years. Hence
frequently the appearance is as if fulfilment did
not correspond to the prophecy, while yet the
mlfilment only happens in another way than it

seemed from the point of view of the Prophet
that it ought to happen. I have, to cite an ex-
ample, shown in detail in my Commentary on Jcr-
amah, 1. and li, that Babylon was never de-
stroyed by the hand of man. It has been various
times captured- The conquerors injured the city,

the one on this, the other on that part, but none
ofthem at once so entirely destroyed it, as, accord-
ing to Jeremiah 1. and li., apparently should have
been done. And yet the final result corresponds
qnite to the picture which Jeremiah draws of
Babylon's

^
destruction. The same is the case

here. Isaiah affirms two separate things: 1)
Tyre shall be destroyed, and that by the Chal-
deans; 2) It shall be restored after 70 years,

and its wealth shall be serviceable to the king-
dom of God. And these announcements have
also on the whole been fulfilled : but because the
separate constituents of the prophecy were accom-
plished at various times, widely apart from one
another, the fulfilment, while it corresponds to

the prophetic picture as a whole, is not evident

in its details. Our prophecy doss not refer to the
siege by Shalmaneser, because the Prophet (ver.
13) expressly declares that he has the Chaldeans
in view as the enemies that would cause the ruin
of Tyre, After what has been already said I
cannot acknowledge that there is anything to
justify an alteration of the text. But the con-
flicts of Shalmaneser with Tyre can have fur-
nished the occasion for our prophecy. The olject
at which the Assyrian, and afterwards the Baby-
lonian rulers aimed for the extension and securi-
ty of their kingdom towards the southwest, was
the conquest of Egypt The conquest of Syria,
Phenicia, Palestine, Philistia and the adjoining
territories of Arabia was only in order to the at-

tainment of that end. The possession of Pheni-
cia, that ruled the sea, was especially of the
greatest importance for the war with Egypt, be-

cause Phenicia, with its fleet in the hands of the
Assyrians, could be just as useful to them as, in
the service of the Egyptians, it could be hurtful to

them. For this reason the Prophet (ver. 5) de-
picts the terror which the capture of Tyre would
produce in Egypt For that party in Jerusalem
that was disposed to rely on the alliance with
Egypt against Assyria, the integrity of Tyre must
for this reason be a matter of prime moment.
We might say : they relied on Tyre as the right

arm of Egypt As now the Prophet combated
the reliance on Egypt, he must also be concerned
to destroy the false hopes that were placed on
Tyre. He does this in our chapter, while he
represents Tyre as a city devoted by the Lord to

destruction (ver. 8 sqq.). Why should Judah
trust in such a power ana not-rather in Him who
is able to decree such adoom on the nations? To
set this before his people for due consideration,

was certainly the practical aim of Isaiah. But
we must now inquire more precisely : Did Isaiah

see himself prompted to this discourse before the

campaign of Shalmaneser against Tyre, during
the same, or after it ? It is not indeed impossible

for the Prophet to have uttered this prediction

before the conflicts which Shalmaneser, according

to the fragment of Menander in Josephus (An-
Hqq. IX. 14. 2}, carried on with the Tyrians ; bat

any ground in facts for making this assump-

tion is entirely wanting. It is also in itself not

impossible for Isaiah to have composed the pro-

phecy after the blockade of Tyre had been raised,

perhaps at the same time with those prophecies

against Egypt (xviii., xix., xx.), and against the

nations whose subjugation was a necessary pre-

liminary to attacking Egypt (xv., xvi., xxi. 11

sqq.). We might even appeal in support of this

view to xx. 6, where under rwn 'KH it would be

proper to understand Phenicia and specially Tyre.

But this prophecy belongs to the year 711 B. C,
consequently to a time when the blockade of

Tyre by Shalmaneser was long past For Shal-

maneser was in the year 722 already dead. But
now it is certainly less probable that a Prophet

should make a matter the subject of a prophecy

at a time when this matter has been partially

disposed of and engages less the general interest,

than that he should do this at a time when the

matter in question is going on, and is attracting

the greatest attention. I therefore hold it to be

more probable that our prophecy was delivered

before the year 722, and that it consequently be-
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longs to a time when the conflict with Tyre was
still lasting. The prophecy published at this

juncture was, moreover, intended to tell the Is-

raelites that the Assyrians would not conquer
Tyre, as then seemed likely, but that the Cnal-
deans would do so. The prophecy then belongs

to the same time as chapter xxviii. (comp. the

introduction to xxviiL-xxxiii.), which first as-

sails the Egyptian alliance, and, as we will there

show, must have been composed before the cap-

ture of Samaria (comp. xxviii. 1), and therefore

before the contemporaneous blockade of Tyre
(comp. Schradeb, ut supra, p. 155). The block-

ade by Shalmaneser and his successor Sargon, al-

though the expression tKaprlprjoav in Menander
would warrant our inferring a final surrender, does
not seem to have been attended with consequences
particularly hurtful to the Tynans. The Assy-
rians were" themselves interested in sparing the
resources of the Tynans, that they might use
them for their own advantage. From this time
till the commencement of the Chaldean wars there
is a complete gap in the history of Phenicia
(Movers, IL, I., p. 400). That Nebuchadnezzar
besieged Tyre is now no more disputed by any
one. That the siege lasted thirteen years has at

least great internal probability. Josephus states

it on the authority of Philostratus (Antiqq. X. 11,

1) and of the Tyrian Menander (although, without
expressly mentioning his name. Contra Avion* 1,

21). We have, besides, the authority of the pro-
phet Ezekiel (xxvi.-xxviii., xxix. losqq.). But
the question is: Did Nebuchadnezzar also destroy
Tyre ? On this subject many needless words have
been used by those who thought that the honor
of prophecy absolutely required that Tyre should
have been destroyed at once and directly by Ne-
buchadnezzar. This did not happen, and is by
no means necessary to save the credit of prophecy.
We know from Herodotus (II. 161) ana Dio-
dorus (1. 68) that the Egyptian king Apries, who
was cotemporary with Nebuchadnezzar, under-
took a successful expedition against the Pheni-
cians who had hitherto been his allies. How
would this be conceivable if Phenicia (to which
doubtless Tyre is to be reckoned) had not been
for the Egyptians the country of an enemy, i. «.,

a Babylonian province? According to the ac-

count already mentioned, which Josephus (On-
tra Apion L 21) communicates from Tyrian
sources, there arose difficulties in regard to the
succession to the throne of Tyre after the thirteen

years' siege, A king Baal ruled for ten years af-

ter Itobaal, in whose reign the siege began. But
then follow two judges, one high-pnest, then again
two judges, who govern in conjunction with a
king. The duration of these governments was, in
the case of some of them, very brief. At last the
Tyrians procure for themselves a king from Ba-
bylon in the person of Merbaal, and after his
death they obtain from the same place his brother
Hiram. For, according to 2 Kings xxv. 28, there
were, beside Zedekiah, other captive kings in
Babylon. If now Nebuchadnezzar brought the
royal family with him to Babylon, is not that a
©roof of his having conquered Tyre? (comp.
Movers, ut wpra, p. 460 sqq.). So much U esta-

blished, that Tyre, since the close of the conflicts

with Nebuchadnezzar, ceased to be an independ-
ent state. Although it was not destroyed, which

would not have served the interests of the Chal-
deans, it became a province of the Babylonian
empire, whence it passed over into the hands of
the Persians, Grecians and Bomans, as Jerome
on Ezek. xxvii. says : "Quod nequaquam ultra sit

reginapoputorum nee proprium habeat imperivm, uti

Kabuit sub Hiram et ceteris regibus9sed vei Chaldoris

vet Macedonibus vel PtotemoHs et ad postremum Ro-
manis servtiura sit." The conquest by Nebuchad-
nezzar was the act in the world's history which
originated thecompletedestruction ofTvre, though
its ruin was not all at once eifected. This act had
involved in it what should take place in the fu-

tuie, and this future gradually unfolded the sig-

nificance of that act which was such a beginning
as presaged the coming end, as was the earnest

of the final doom of Tyre. Its capture by Alex-
ander the Great (333 B. C; comp. Curt. iv. 7
sqq.; Arrian II. 24) was one of the chief events
in the accomplishment of its predicted ruin.

But Tyre outlived even this visitation. Curtius
says expressly: "Multis ergo casibus defuncta et
post excidium r en at a, nunc tatnen longapaee
cuneta refovente sub tutela Romanes mansuetuainis
acquiescit" Who can help thinking here on the
restoration which Isaiah, ver. 15 sqqn promises
to the city? Isaiah indeed promises this resto-

ration after 70 years. But these 70 years denote
only the duration of the rule of the Chaldeans.
The Prophet sees only one master of the Pheni-
cian capital—the Chaldeans (ver. 13). This is

the relative defect in his vision. He sees too the
restoration immediately after the disappearance
of this one enemy. This is likewise a relative

defect For, as in reality the destruction of Tyre
had many distinct stages, so also was it with the
restoration. The occasion and starting point of
the restoration is seen by the Prophet in the pass-
ing away of this one arch-enemy. But to Isaiah
this flourishing anew of Tyre was only a revival
of its commerce, and this was really the fact.

Thus Jerome on Ezekiel xxvii. states that Tyre
"usous hodie perseverat ut omnium propemodum
aentxum in iua exerceantur commercia." Puxy,
however, remarks (Hist. Nat. V. 17) : "Tyrus dim
clara nunc omnis ejus nobilitas conchylio atque
purjmra constat," Tyre became afterwards a
Christian city. When our Lord was upon earth,
longing souls came from the borders of Tyre and
Zidon to see and to hear Him ; and He, on His
part, did not disdain to honor these borders with
His presence (Mark iii. 8; Luke vi. 17 : Matth.
xv. 21). Paul found there (Acts xxi. 3 sqq.) a
Christian church. In the beginning of the fourth
century Methodius was bishop of Tyre. In 315
a church erected there at great expense was dedi-
cated by Eusebius of Ceesarea. In 355 a Synod
convoked by the Eusebians against Athanasioa
was held there. In 1125 it was taken by the cru-
saders and incorporated in the kingdom of Jeru-
salem. In 1127 it became the seat of an archbi-
shop. William of tyre, the celebrated historian,

occupied the see of Tyre from the year 1174.
Not till the end of the 13th century did the Sara-
cens destroy the fortifications. Alter Alexander
the Great had connected Tyre with the main land
by means of a mole, it ceased to be an island, and
it is now a village of fishermen's huts, with about
3,000 inhabitants (Sur). All that the Prophet
announced has thus in fact been fulfilled. But in
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the language of prophecy and in the language of
itB fulfilment, divine thoughts clothe themselves
in such strangely different forms that only he can
perceive the identity who understands how to

combine the long-drawn lines of history into one
picture in perspective. This picture will exactly
correspond to that of the Prophet (The remarks
of our author, when carefully studied, vindicate
the Prophet from the charge of even a relative

error. The Prophet does not say that the pre-

dicted restoration of Tyre should all at once take
place on the expiration of seventy years, or the
close of the rule of the Chaldeans. The require-

ment of the prophecy is satisfied if Tyre should
begin to flourish after its deliverance from the
Chaldean oppression. The Spirit of God again
saw in the capture of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar
the germinant force which would issue in its final

complete destruction, and accordingly foretells

that the ruin of Tyre would follow that event.

But whether this should happen at once, or in the
course of time, is not declared. Nebuchadnezzar
brought Tyre to ruin ; for his capture of it led

to its entire destruction, though there intervened
a long line of operations and issues which it re-

quired many ages to develop. The remark of
Abarbanel, that has been often auoted, is here in

pointy " that it is the custom of the prophets in

their predictions to have respect at once to a near
and remote period, so that prophecies pointing to

very distant times are found among others which
relate to the immediate future. Whence we may
the more certainly conclude that God might
threaten the Tynans with the destruction of their

city, though it might be brought on at different

times and by gradual advances.'1 There is no
mistake made by Isaiah in the picture which he
drew. It fully served the object intended by
God. The relative mistake is in the exponent
of the prophecy.—D. M.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On ver. 1 sqq. "Commerce and seaports are
not in themselves evil—but where commerce
prospers and is in full bloom, there God's gift and
ordinance are to be recognised. Solomon engaged
in commerce (2 Kings x. 28). When trade de-
clines, this is to be looked upon as a punishment
from the hand of God on account of the extortion
practised by merchants. For a merchant shall
hardly keep himself from doing wrong, and a
huckster shall not be freed from sin (Ecclesiasti-

cus xxvii. 29). Sin is committed not only where
merchants deal falsely, but also where they are
proud of their riches and magnificence, and move
along as princes and lords, and forget the poor,
and at the same time neglect divine service,

God's word and sacrament." Cramer. [This is

quite too indiscriminate a censure of merchants
and traders. Cicero (De Off, Lib. 1) expresses a
similar opinion as to the necessity for hucksters
to practise deceit in order to make a profit. Hap-
pily the book of Ecclesiasticus is not inspired
Scripture, and Christianity has so far improved
the spirit of men of business that the language of
the Apocrypha as quoted above and of Cicero
would not now be tolerated, but would be uni-
versally regarded as most unjust and calumnia-
tory.—D.M.]

2. On vers. 8 and 9. "This place affords us
consolation. As the threatening of the Prophet
against Tyre was not vain, so also the tyranny of
our adversaries will come to an end. Neither the
Pope nor the Turk believes that they can fall-
but they shall fall, as Tyre fell." Luther.

3. On ver. 18. "Ego inteUigo de futuro regno
ChrisH, quod et ipsa Tyrue converienda est ad Do-
minum. Died igitur, pottauam reverea fuerit ad
suo9 negociationes

f
imminebU regnum Christi, quod

Tyru* quoque amplcctctar, ticut testatur Act. xxL"
Luther.
On ver. 18. They who dwell before the Lori—

i. «., who believe on Him, will have: 1) their
merchandise, 2) will eat and be satisfied, S)

will be well clothed. Therefore money ana
property, food and goodly apparel, are not to be
condemned and renounced. This admits of prac-

tical application against monkery and the Ana-
baptists." Cramer. [The original Anabaptists

of Germany maintained a community of goods.

-D. M.]

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

1. [On vers. 1 -14. Why did God bring these

calamities on Tyre? Not to show an arbitrary

and irresistible power, but to punish the Tynans
for their pride (ver. 9). Many other sins, no
doubt, reigned among them : idolatry, sensuality

and oppression—but the sin of pride is fastened

upon as that which was the particular ground of

God's controversy with Tyre. Let the ruin of
Tyre be a warning to all places and persons to

take heed of pride—for it proclaims to all the

world that he who exalts himself shall be abased.

After Henry.—D. M.]
2. '[Vers. 8 and 9. An appropriate text for a

discourse on God's moral government over the
nations, Dan. iv. 3.—D. M.J

3. On ver. 18. Concerning the right use of
worldly goods : 1) We ought not to gather them
as a treasure, nor to hide them. 2. We ought to

consecrate them to the Lord, and therefore apply
them : a) to sacred objects, b) for the wants of the

body according to the will of the Lord.

B-THE KiNALE TO THE DISCOURSES AGAINST THE NATIONS:
LUS APOCALYPTICUS. Chapters XXIV.—XXVIL

THE LIBEL-

If there is a living God who concerns Himself
with the history of mankind and directs the same
according to His counsel, without detriment to
that human freedom which is the basis of the
moral responsibility of every individual,—and if

consequently there is such a thing as prophecy
which demonstratesthe divine rule in history for

our consolation and warning, then we need not be
surprised if prophecy should refer even to the

very close of history. Must not God, who directs
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history, foreknow what is moat remote as well as

what ib near at hand ? And can Hehave no rea-

son for causing the things that will take place at

the end of the world to be predicted by the inter-

Sreters of His will, the prophets ? There is just

le same reason for His doing this which there is

for prophecy at all. We ought to know that the
history of the world is moving toward a certain
goal fixed by God, in order that one class may
fear, and that the other may have a firm support
in every temptation, and the certain hope offinal

victory. And we ought therefore not to be aston-
ished if Isaiah, the greatest of all the prophets,
penetrates by the spiritual vision given to him
into the most distant future. This only would
with reason surprise us,—if Isaiah should de-
scribe the distant future as one who had ex-
perienced it and passed through it. But this is

not the case. For we clearly perceive that the
pictures of the future which he presents to us are
enigmatical to himself. He takes his stand in
the present time : he is not only a man, but also
an Israelite of his own age. He depicts the
destruction of the earth in such a way that we can
see that it appears to him as the occurrence on a
grand scale or what was well known to him, * the
wasting of cities and countries." From his point
of view he distinguishes neither the exact chrono-
logical succession of the different objects, nor the
real distance which separates him from the last
things. And he is so much an Israelite that the
judgment of the world appears to him as the
closing act in the great controversy of Israel
against the heathen nations. For Deutzsch is

perfectly right when he regards our chapters as
the fitting finale to chaps, xiii—xxiii The Pro-
fhet is, moreover, an Israelite of his own age.
'or, although he knows that the judgment will

extend to all the nations that constitute the
worldly power, nevertheless Assyria and Egypt
stand in the foreground as its prominent repre-
sentatives (xxvii. 12, 13). Only once, when he
places the countries of the second exile over
against those of the first, do the former appear in
their natural double form as the countries of the
Euphrates and of the Tigris, or, as it is there ex-
pressed (xxvii. 1), the straight and the crooked
Leviathan. Under the latter we are to under-
stand Babylon (see the Exposition). And in
another place (xxv. 10 sqq.) Moab appears for
a particular reason (see the Exposition) as the
representative of all the nations hostile to the
theocracy. The same criticism, which would
make the Almighty get out of the way wherever
He makes His appearance within our sphere, has
endeavored in various ways to refer this prophecy
to particular situations in the world's history.
But here one interpreter is arrayed against the
other, and one testimony destroys the other.
After Bertholdt (EinleiL, p. 1390), Knobkl is
of the opinion (shared by Umbreit) that the
prophecy points to the time when Jerusalem,
which had been captured by the Chaldeans, was
completely destroyed by Nebuzaradan (2 Kings
xxv. 8 sqq.). Eichhorn (ffebr. Prtyph. III., p.
206 sqq.) refers the piece to the destruction of the
empire of the Chaldeans, and assumes as its
author a Hebrew dwelling in the ruined and
desolate Palestine. Bosenmueller (Scholia 1
EcL), Gebekius and Maubeb represent the piece

as composed during the exile, at a time when the
fall of Babylon was imminent (xxiv. 16 sqq.

:

xxvi. 20 sq. ; xxvii. 1). Bohttgheb (de ts/. {
485, 440) attributes the discourse to a merchant
who, resident in the neighborhood of the country
of the Moabites, journeyed on business between
Assyria and Egypt, and appended his poem on
the fail of Babylon (composed in the year 538) to
that of another merchant on the mil of Tyre
(xxiii.). Ewaxj> refers the piece to the time
"when Cambyses was preparing his Egyptian
campaign." These are the more important of
the views of those who deny that Isaiah wrote
these chapters. He who wishes to learn the
other opinions may consult Rosenkuxller, Gb-
senius, Hrrzro and Knobbl.
There are four points which seem to me to

prove to a demonstration that the Prophet has
not in view ordinary events of history. First, the
destruction of the globe of the earth announced,
xxiv. 18-20. For, when it is affirmed of the

earth with a repetition of the word ]HK Hye times,

that its foundations are shaken, that it is utterly

broken, clean dissolved, moved exceedingly, and
reels to and fro like a drunkard or a hammock,
more is certainly intended thereby than a political

revolution, or an occurrencein nature accompany-
ing such a revolution. It is the shaking of the
earth in a superlative sense—a shaking from
which it will not rise again (ver. 20 6).

Secondly, it is declared (ver. 21 sqq.) that the
judgment will extend to the stars and the angelic
powers, and that sun and moon will oease to rule
the day and the night (Gen. L 16), because Je-
hovah alone will be the source of light and glory
(comp. the Exposition). Thirdly, xxv. 6-8, we
have set before us in prospect the gathering to-

gether of all nations on Mount Zion, the removal
of the covering from their eyes, the abolition of
death and of every evil. This is no picture of
earthly happiness. It points beyond the bounds
of this world and of this dispensation.

Fourthly, theresurrection ofthe dead is foretold

(xxvi 19 sqq.) together with the last judgment
which brings to light all hidden guilt Every
restriction of this Prophecy to a mere wish in-
volves a contradiction. For that this place re-
ally contains the doctrine oftheresurrection ofthe
dead is acknowledged by all. But no one will af-

firm, much less be able to prove, that this resurrec-

tion was expected in the time of the exile,

and in order to the re-peopling of Palestine ; or,

if the latter is the ease, then the resurrection of
the dead is not the subject of discourse. For it

would be an unheard-of assertion to affirm that
the Israelites expected that their return to Pales-
tine and the resurrection should take place at the
same time. And how arbitrary is the exegesis
which limits " the inhabitant of the earth " ver.

21, to any particular people, and puts into the
latter part of the verse the thought : the earth
will restore the blood of those who were slain in
a certain time I Passages can indeed be quoted
in which we read of innocent blood that had been
shed not penetrating into the earth (Job xvi. 18

;

Ezek. xxiv. 7 sq). But the bringing forth again
of all shed blood, and the coming forth of all

that had been killed out of the earth belong
naturally to eschatology. For these axe pre*
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liminaries to the realization of the hoal judg-
ment If the view which refers this prophecy to

events in the world's history were correct, most
there not he some mention of Nebuchadnezzar
and of the Chaldeans, in order to justify the
interpretation of Bertholdt, Uxbbeit and
Knobbl? When we reflect what a mighty im-
pression this worldly power made upon Jeremiah,
and how, after the battle of Carchemish, he never
comes forth as a Prophet withont mentioning
Nebuchadnezzar and the Chaldeans, it is incon-
ceivable how a Hebrew who was among those
who suffered the crushing stroke from the hand
of Nebuchadnezzar, could speak only of Egypt
and Assyria, and at most} allusively and covertly,

of the Chaldeans (xxviu 1) as enemies of the
theocracy. But if our piece refers to the capture
of Babylon by Cyrus, why is there no mention
of the Persians? And the same objection avails

against all other interpretations which apply the
passage to events in the history of the world.
Against all of them the want of any specification

of such events may be justly objected. In regard
to the style, and to the range of thought that cha-
racterize this piece, the exact and minute investi-

gation which lies at the basis of our exposition
will show that the language is altogether that of
Isaiah. If there are found in it manifold points

of connection with other pieces which criticism

has pronounced spurious, we have simply to say

:

in view of the large amount of words ana expres-
sions that we find here, undoubtedly germane to

the authentic style of Isaiah, we are entitled to

draw the reverse conclusion, and to affirm that

those pieces mnst be genuine, because they resem-
ble so much our prophecy which undoubtedly
has proceeded from Isaiah. The accumulation
of paronomasias, which are pronounced devoid
of taste, has been made a cause of reproach to

our piece. But it must be shown that these paro-
nomasias are more tasteless than other such forms
of speech, which we meet with in the acknow-
ledged compositions of Isaiah, and that they are
of a different kind. So long as this is not done,

I venture to affirm that this ingenious facility in
the management of language best corresponds to

the eminent intellectual gifts of Isaiah, which
we know sufficiently from other sources. Persons
of such mental power, and possessing such a
command of language, are at all times rare. Ac-
cording to our modern criticism there must have
been dozens of them among the Israelites at the
time of the captivity. But I fear that such a
judgment is only possible when the critics, be-

cause they cannot or will not perceive the
divinely great in these works of genius, so de-
grade them by the aid of their intolerably petty
and vulgar standard, that, in sooth, any bungler
might have composed them. Further, against

regarding Isaiah as the author of these chapters
it has been objected that they contain many pe-
culiar thoughts and expressions which occur
only here. But what does this objection amount
to? Do these thoughts and expressions contra-

dict Isaiah's manner of thinking and speaking f

No one has yet been able to prove this. But if

this is not the case, the circumstance that they
occur only here is of no significance whatever.
Foramong the chapters of Isaiah thaiareacknow-
ledged genuine, there is not a single one which

does notcontain thoughts and words that are new
and peculiar to it alone. This is not surprising
in a mind so inexhaustibly fertile as that of
Isaiah. The objection drawn from the occurrence
of ideas that are said to belong to a later age,
might be of more weight To this class of ideas
is referred the curse of the law (xxiv. 6). But
apart from Deut xxviii.-xxx. (comp. espec. xxix.
19), that the curse should fall on transgressors of
the law is so obvious an idea, that it is incon-
ceivable that it should be regarded as the sign of
a later time. That it happens not to occur in
writings universally admitted to precede the age
of Isaiah may appear strange, but is no proof of
the later origin of these chapters. That gods are
spoken of as protecting powers of kingdoms, xxiv.
21, is just as little established as that the sun and
moon, xxiv. 23, are named as objects of idolatrous

homage (comp. our Exposition). The cessation

of death (xxv. 8), ana the resurrection of the
dead (xxvL 19) are closely connected. Both are
confessedly ideas which could not have entered
clearly into the consciousness of the Israelites till

they had attained an advanced stage of religious

culture. But that the Israelites first received
this doctrine when, in exile, from Parseeism is, as

Klostermann says, " an unfounded, unproved,
modern tradition." Von Hofmann is certainly

right when he sees in the first, and fundamental
promise [Gen. iii. 15] the basis of the hope that
" finally everything will have an end that has
come into the world through the enemy of God

—

sin and death.'
1 This does not prevent this

passage from belonging to the oldest documents
of the awakening consciousness of this hope of
faith. As we cannot see in this a proof of the com-
position of this piece during the exile, so it ap-
pears to us equally improbable that this event,

which belongs to the final history of the world,

could escape the eye of an Isaiah.

In regard to the time of composition, it is very
difficult to say anything definite, More particu-

lar indications fixing the date are entirely want-
ing.

a
The Prophet, as it were, soars high above

his time, and as if cut loose from it, lives wholly
in the future. Nevertheless, he beholds the theoc-

racy in conflict with Assyria and Egypt; and
even Babylon appears, although but dimly dis-

closed, anions these foes. If we add that these

chapters follow immediately the prophecies
against the heathen nations, and appear as the

winding up of the same, the supposition very
readily suggests itselfthat they were composed in

the time of Heztkiah, and as Deutzsgh says.

aa finale to chapters xiii.—xxiii. The manifold
points of connection with later pieces by Isaiah,

which we will particularly point out in the course

of our exposition, favor this view.

The ttructwre of the piece indicates no little art
The number two lies at its basis. There are

twice two chapters, of which the first and third

have the final judgment of the world for their

subject, the second and fourth the deliverance of
Iprael. Each of these four chapters again con-

sists of two parts.

We make out the following plan of the piece

:

1) The beginning of distress ; the destruction

of the surface of the earth (xxiv. 1-12).

2) The destruction of the globe of the earth

(xxiv. 13-23).
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3) Israel's song of praise for the deliverance

experienced (xxv. 1-6).

4) Zion as the place of the feast given to all

nations in contrast to Moab that perishes inglo-

riously (xxv. 6-12).

5) The judgment as the realization of the idea

ofjustice (xxvi. 1-10).

6] The resurrection of the dead, and the con-

cluding act in the judgment of the world (xxvL
11-21).

7) The downfall of the worldly powera and
Zion'sjoyful hope (xxvii. 1-9).

8) The fell of the city of the world and Israel's

glad restoration (xxvii 10-13).

1. THE BEGINNING OF DISTRESS: THE DESTRUCTION OF THE SURFACE OP
THE EARTH. Chapter XXIV. 1-12.

1 Behold the Lord maketh the earth empty,

And maketh it waste,

And 'turneth it upside down,
And scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereot

2 And it shall be,

As with the people, so with the 'priest

;

As with the servant, so with his master

;

As with the maid, so with her mistress;

As with the buyer, so with the seller

;

As with the lender, so with the borrower

;

As with the taker of usury, so with the giver of usury to him.

3 The 'land shall be utterly emptied, and utterly spoiled

:

For the Lord hath spoken this word.

4 The earth mourneth, and fadeth away,
The world languisheth and fadeth away,
The "haughty people of the earth do languish.

5 The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof;

Because they have transgressed the laws,

Changed the ordinance,

Broken the everlasting covenant.

6 Therefore hath the curse devoured the earth,

And they that dwell therein are desolate

:

Therefore the inhabitants of the earth are burned,
And few men left.

7 The new wine mourneth,
The vine languisheth,

All the merry-hearted do sigh.

8 The mirth of tabrets ceaseth,

The noise of them that rejoice endeth,

The joy of the harp ceaseth.

9 They shall not drink wine with a song

;

Strong drink shall be bitter to them mat drink it.

10 The city of bconfiision is broken down

:

Every house is shut up, that no man may come in.

11 There U a crying for wine in the streets

;

All joy is darkened,
The mirth of the land is gone.

12 In the city is left desolation,

And the gate is smitten with destruction.

» Heb. perverteth thefact thereof « Or, prince, * Hob. the height of the people.

• earth. t emptinees.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1. T>p)2 (comp. xix. 3 and vw. 3 ; Hos. x. 1 ; Nah.

xL 3; Jor. xlx, 7 ; 1L 2% part, from DD3 to pour oat, to

empty, forms with np/13 (devattare) a paronomasia, as

also Nah. ii. 11, where only the word ooeers <

TW pervertere, conturbare (comp. xrt 3 Niph., Plel be-

sides only Lam. ill. 9) Is here applied to the surface of
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the earth in the tense of throwing confusedly together

everything found upon it

Ver. 2. On 3—3 — as, so,£c— Accomp. EwAU>,f36Q.

The abnormal employment of the article in flAT3i3 is

occasioned by the endeavor to produce an assonance

with nn£t?2- ntf} is orsittor, and of like meaning

with rnSo, but the idea of usury seems to be involved
v »"

Ver. 3. p^m ftafl instead ofpm ?3fl may be re-

garded as forms borrowed from the related \p—stems,
and arc here chosen for the sake of conformity with

the infinitive forms 01371, T13TV

Ter. 4. The half pause, which is indicated by the

punctuation iSSott, has the force of a dash in our laa-

guage. The application to personal beings of this pre-

dicate, that had been used previously of lifeless things,
is thereby emphasised.

Ver. «. nnn in Kal only here, Niph. xlL 11 ; xlv. 24.

Ter. 7. riJtt (current only in Niph.) is found only here

in Isaiah, probably borrowed from Joel L 18.

Ver. 10. KfeO as xxiii. L
Ver. 12. frXV is «*. Ary. and stands in spposition to

the object, or, as the word is passive, in apposition to

the subject of A2P, to express what should be made of

the object or subject. Translate: The gate is smitten
to ruins. Corap. vi. 11 ; xxxvii. 26. On the form rO*

(Hoph. from DH3 contender*, xL 4; xxx. 14) comp. Ois^

Hausxv, Groix, $ 261.

EXBQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet transports himself in spirit to the

end of all tilings. He describes the destruction

of the world. He sees, however, that this de-

struction will be gradually accomplished. He
here depicts the first scene : the destruction of all

that exists on the $urfaee of the earth. This de-

struction bears the closest resemblance to such
desolations of countries and cities as even now
occur in consequence of wars. Hence the Pro-

phet borrows the colors for this his first picture

of the destruction of the world from such oc-

currences in actual history. Jehovah empties,

devastates, depopulates the tur/aee of the earth

(ver. 1), and the inhabitants are without dis-

tinction of person swept away (ver. 2) : and this

work of emptying and: devastation is thoroughly
accomplished (ver. 3). In consequence, inani-

mate nature appears mourning, and every height
and glory of creation has vanished (ver. 4) ; and
this too is quite natural, for the earth has been
defiled by the sins of men (ver. 5). Therefore
the curse has, as it were, devoured the earth:

therefore men, with the exception of a small
remnant, are destroyed from the earth (ver. 6).

Therefore the precious productions of the earth

that gladden the heart of man have vanished,

and with them all joy on earth (vers. 7-9). The
head of the earth, the great city of the world is a
chaos of ruins, its houses no man enters any more
(ver. 10). In the streets nothing is heard save
lamentations over the loss of what gladdens the
heart of man. All joy has departed (ver. 11).

Nothing remains in the city but solitude and de-

solation. The gates are broken to pieces (ver. 12).

2. Behold the LORD ... do languish.
—Vers. 1-4. 7W!, with a participle following,

frequently introduces in Isaiah the prophetic dis-

course : lii. 1 ; viii. 7 ; x. 33 ; xiii. 9, 17 ; xvii.

1 ; xxii. 17 et saepc In general, this usage oc-

curs in all the Prophets. But it is peculiar to

Isaiah, auite abruptly and without any intro-

dactory formula to begin the prophetic discourse

with HITI. The description of the destruction

of the earth begins with its surface (comp. ver.

18 b sqq.). To it the inhabitants also belong, for

they can exist only on the surface. If now all

things on the surface of the earth are thrown
confusedly together, the inhabitants, too, are nat-

urally scattered. Y'?t?> an expression which

i to be taken from the threatening words of

Deuteronomy (comp. iv. 27 ; xxviii. 64

;

3) is found besides in Isaiah only xxviii. 25;
xli. 16. The Lord knows no respect of persons.

When the great forces of nature by God's com-
mand assail our race, then all are alike affected.

In a desolation wrought by human hands the case

can be different. Then the more distinguished

persons are often treated otherwise than the poor,

and are reserved for a better fate (comp. 1 Sam.
xv. 8 sq. ; 2 Kings xxv. 27 sqq.). When "peo-
ple " and * priest " are put in contrast, and not
*' people " and * prince n or <# king," the reason
is to be sought in the fact that the priests in the

theocracy form properly the nobility. The place,

moreover, is a quotation from Hos. iv. 9. Any
citizen may become a king ; but he only can be
a priest who is of the priestly race. Comp. Lev.
xxi. ; Ezek. xliv. 15 sqq. ; Josephus Con. Ap. /,

7 : Miskna Kiddushin iv. 4. [The rightful King
of Israel must according to the divine appoint-

ment be of the bouse of David.—D. M.] The
sentence ver. 2 contains six comparisons. As in

the first half of the verse, the second and third

comparisons are not specifically distinct from one
another, so is it too in the second half of the

verse. With a repetition of assonant sounds,

which like waves or shocks succeed one another,

the Prophet paints the emptying and plundering
of the earth. We have already remarked that

he depicts the devastation of the surface of the

earth in colors which are borrowed from the

devastation of a single country by an earthly

enemy. For that the subject treated of is the

devastation of the earth, and not merely of the

land of Palestine, appears from the whole scope

of chapters xxiv—xxvii., which are intended to

depict the judgment of the world j and this point

comes ever more clearly to light in the course of

the prophecy. It might be asked : if JHK is the

earth, who then are the plunderers? But this is

an idle question. For the Prophet sees in spirit

an occurrence which appears to him at the first

sight quite like the devastation of a country in

war by a hostile military force. He sees great

confusion, men shouting and fleeing, houses burn-

ing and falling down, smoke rising to heaven,

etc. He sees no particular country ; he sees no
definite persons in the plundering enemies. It

is a question if he really perceives plundering

persons. For the whole representation is at first

a comparatively indistinct picture which gradu-
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&lly attains greater clearness and deflniteness.

On the expression "For the Lord hath spoken,"

which occur? more frequently in Isaiah than in

the other Prophets, coinp. oa L 2. The addition

'this word" is found only here. It is evi-

dently used in order to continue in the second

half of the verse the play with words by means
of lingual and labial sounds. The effect of the

devastation is that the land appears mourning
and exhausted (ver. 4). Here too the Prophet

heaps together assonant words. /?$ to mourn,

is used by Isaiah iii. 26 ; xix. 9 ; xxxiii. 9. The
description in Joel i. 9 sq. seems to have been

here before his mind. *?33, to iall off, from being

withered, is used by Isaiah i. 80; xxviiL 1, 4;

xxxiv. 4; Ixiv. 5. S?J?, the earth (either as

terra fertilis, or as olicovfiiv% never as designation

of a single country) is a current word with Isaiah.

Comp. on xiiL 11. yittn 0JJ» an expression

which Isaiah does not elsewhere employ, seems
to denote here the inhabitants of the earth in

general. This is the rather possible, as our place

is the firet and oldest in which the expression oc-

curs. It has not here* the specific sense of " com-
mon people," pUbs, in opposition to people of
rank, in which sense it afterwards occurs. Comp.
my remarks on Jer. i. 18. D^D is the abstract

for the concrete, the height for the high and
eminent Not only inanimate creation, man too
presents the sad look of decay. What among
men blooms and flourishes, as well as the fresh

green vegetation, becomes withered and languid.

3. The earth also is defiled covenant.
—Vcr. 5. This verse must be regarded as related

to what precedes as the statement of the cause.

For here the sins of men are pointed out But
sin has punishment for its necessary consequence.
We must say, therefore, that there lies a causal

power in the wav with which this verse begins:

as is not onfrequently the case. That the land
is defiled through blood-guiltiness and other sin

is declared Numb. xxxv. 33, which place Isaiah

has probably in his eye^ (comp. Jer. iii. 1, 2, 9).
Jinn is to be taken in the local sense. The
earth lies as a polluted thing under the feet of its

inhabitants. How could such polluted ground
be suffered to exist? It is an object of wrath, it

must be destroyed. The second half of the verse
tells by what the earth has been defiled ; men
have transgressed the divine laws, have wantonly
alighted the ordinance, and broken the everlast-

ing covenant (xxx. 8 ; lv. 8). rrt^ta only here
in Isaiah, is frequent in the Pentateuch: Gen.
xxvi. 6; Exod. xvL 28; xviii. 16, 20 €t saepe.

*)7n of the law only here. Mark the assonance

with *pn. The radical meaning of the word is

"to change," comp. on ii. 18; viii. 8; ix. 9;
xxi. 1. Not only to the people of Israel has
God given a law, not merely with this people has
God made a covenant ; the Noachio covenant is

for all men
;
yea, in a certain sense for all crea-

tures on the earth (Gen. ix. 1 sag., and ver. 9
sqq.). God has given witness of Himself to all

men (Acts xiv. 17), and made it possible for all

to perceive His invisible power and godhead

(Bom. L 20). The Prophet indicates here the

deep moral reason why our earth cannot forever

continue in its present material form.

4. Therefore hath the curse—drink it.—

Vers. 6-9. On the statement of the cause, ver. 5,

follows anew with "therefore" the declaration

of the consequences, so that ver. 6 serves as a
basis both for what precedes and what follows.

The same condition is described in the main by
vers! 6-12 as by vers. 1-4. Only in so far are

vers. 6-12 of a different import, as they promi-

nently set forth not only the general, but the

special experiences of men through the with-

drawal of the noblest fruit, wine, and as they

from verse 10 direct the look to the great centre

of the earth, the dtv of the world. Jeremiah has

our place in general before his eyes (xxxiii. 10).

The curse is conceived as the devouring fire of

the divine wrath (Exod. xxiv. 17; Deut. iv. 24;
ix. 3; Isa. x. 16 sq.; xxix. 6; xxx. 27-30;

xxxiii. 14). The expression H^DK H*7K (mark
the assonance with ver. 4) occurs only here.

D8fe (in Isaiah only here) denotes in this con-

nection, not "to be guilty, to contract guilt," Dat

"to suffer the punishment of guilt.
1
* Comp.

Hos. x. 2; xiv. 1 et mepe. The effect of that

burning wrath which devours the guilty, extends

first to men. These are parched by it, their sap
is dried up (Ps. xxxii. 4). But where the sap
of life is dried up, death ensues, and, in conse-

quence, but few people remain on the earth.

This surviving of a small remnant is confessedly

a very significant point in Isaiah's prophecy (iv.

3; vi. 13; x. 19 sqq.; xi. 11, 16; xvii. 6).

Isaiah uses the word Eh'JK more frequently than

the other Prophets. He employs it six times be-

side the case before us; viii. 1 : xiii. 7-12; xxxiii.

8 ; 1L 7 ; lvi. 2. Oi the other Prophets only
Jeremiah uses it, and but once. In the book of
Job the word occurs 19 times. 1£TO is found

only in Isaiah ; x. 25; xxix. 17; xvL 14. T£?
also is found only Isa. xxviii. 10, 13, and Job

xxxvL 2. 37 *tPfr occurs only here, feritTO

occurs 17 times in the Old Testament; of these
10 times in Isaiah ; viii. 6 ; xxiv. 8 (bis)

t
11

;

xxxii. 13, 14; lx. 15 ; lxii. 5; lxv. 18 ; lxvi. 10.

Ver. 8 )/* the tambourine v. 12 ; xxx. 32. pKfcr

eight times in Isaiah (v. 14 ; xiii. 4 ; xvii. 12
(bis), 13; xxiv. 8; xxv. 5; lxvi. 6) ; in the whole

Old Testament 17 times. vh$, save in two de-

pendent places in Zeph. (ii. 15; iii. 11), only in
Isaiah xiii. 3; xiii. 2; xxiii. 7; xxxii 13 comp.
v. 14. The only Prophet save Ezekiel (xxvi. 13)
that uses ">to is Isaiah; he has it five times: .
12; xvi. 11; xxiii. 16; xxiv. 8; xxx. 32. In
"VBte observe the 3 marking accompaniment,

TB? is used five times by Isaiah (xxiii. 16 ; xxvi.

1 ; xxx. 29 ; xiii. 10). No other Prophet em-
ploys the word so frequently. 1}0, to be bitter,

in Isaiah in different forms three times: xxii. 4

;

xxiv. 9; xxxviii. 17. *>3# intoxicating drink ;

with the exception of Micah who uses the word
once (ii. 11), it is used by no other Prophet save
Isaiah v. 11, 22; xxiv. 9; xxviiL 7 ter; lvi 12,
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GHAK XXIV. K-22, 27*

Isaiah, after hating foretold, ver. 7, the ^ww
tioo of the vine, the noblest fruit of the ground,

depicts ita consequence, the cessation of jojr

which wine produces (Pa. civ. 15).

6. Thai oity ofoonfuaion destruction.
—Vera. 10-12, In theae three verses the Pro-

phet proceeds to describe the destiny of the great

11/ city, the head and centre of the kingdom
of the world. It is not surprising that he gives

particular prominence to it, when we consider

how largely Babylon figures in prophecy (comp.

my remarks on Jeremiah 1. and It Introduction).

1 would not, however, be understood as affirming

that our Prophet had Babylon specifically before

his mini Isaiah intends just the city of the

world kot> i£oxfy>, whatever name it might bear.

I do not think that mp is to be taken collec-

tively as xxv. 3. (Abndt de Je$. xxiv—xxvil.

Qmmentatio% 1826, p- 10, DebcHs&kb, sis.). For
it is unnecessary to emphasise the cities beside

the level country. No one looks for their speci-

fication; for every one includes the cities in all

that has been previously said of the y*M or /3H.

But an emphatic mention of the -city of the world,
the proper focus of worldliness, corresponds to its

importance. The place xxv. 3 cannot be com-
pared; for there the context and construction

(plural verbs) are decidedly in favor of oor
taking the word as a collective* That under this

city we do not understand Jerusalem! as most do, is

self-evident from our view of this passage. The
city of the world is called the city of emptiness,

[not eonfiuion} because worldliness has in it its seat

and centre, and worldliness is essentially ti\n i. «.,

ssniftn, inanity, emptiness. Wt waned in thissense

J

xxix. 21; xxxiv. 11; xl. 17, 23; xli. 29; xliv.

; xlv. 18, 19; xlix. 4; Ux. 4; 1 8am. xii 21).

The Prophet declares thai the inward chaos would
also be outwardly manifested. Every thing here

is in accordance with the style of Isaiah. 12&
is used very often by Isaiah (viiL 16; xiv. 5;
xvii. 25, 29; xxvii. 11; xxviii 13; xxx. 14, ef

soeps). rr*1p is found sixteen times in the pro-

phets; of these, ten times in Isaiah (i. 21, 20; xxii.

2; xxiv. 10; xxv. 2^3; xxvi.5; xxix. 1 ; xxxiL

13 : xxxiii. 20). VW occurs twenty times in the
O. T.; of these, eleven times in Isaiah; one of the
places is admitted to be genuine (xxix. 21} ; the
other places where it occurs are assailed by the
critics. We might wonder how one could speak
of closed houses in a destroyed city. We may
not understand this, with Drbghsler, of some
houses that remained uninjured. It was rather

the (ailing of the houses that rendered them in-

capable of being entered into. In the street too
(ver. 11) the lamentation at the loss of wine and
the departure of all joy is repeated (comp. xvi. 7

-10). T}p
r
occurs only twice in the O. T.; vuu

Judges xix. 9 and here. Its meaning is niarum
esse, ooeeururt, oeeidere. When all joy and life

have fled from the city, nothing remains in it but
desolation (ver. 12). If I am to state what future

events will correspond to this prophecy of the first

act of the lodgment of the world, it appears to me
that the description of the Prophet, as it refers

solely to occurrences which have for their theatre

the surface of the earth, corresponds to what our
Lord in His discourse on the last things says of

the signs of His coming, and of the beginning of
sorrows (Matt. xxiv. 0-8 ; Mark xiii. 7-8 ; Luke
xxL 9 sqq.). And the beginning of sorrows cor-

responds again to what the Revelation of John
represents under the image of seven seals, seven
trumpets, and seven vials (chap. vL sqq.).

X THE DESTRUCTION OF THE GLOBE.

Chap. XXIV, 1&-23.

13 •When thus it shall be in the midst of the land among the people,

There shall be at the shaking of an olive tree,

And as the gleaning grapes when the vintage is done.

14 They shall lift up their voice,

They shall sing for the majesty of the Lord,
They shall cry aloud from the sea.

15 Wherefore glorify ve the Lord in the 'Mires,

Even the name of the Lord God of Israel in the isles of the sea.

16 From the 'uttermost part of the earth have we heard songs,

Evmglorr to the righteous.

But Isaid,

•My leanness, my leanness, woe unto me I

The treacherous dealers have dealt treacherously

;

Tea, the treacherous dealers have dealt very treacherously.

17 Fear, and the pit, and the snare are upon thee,

O inhabitant of the earth.

19 And it shall come to pass*

That ha who fleafe from the noise,of the fear

Shall frll into the pit;

18
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274 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

And he that cometh up out of the midst of the pit

Shall be taken in the snare:

For the windows from on high are open,

And the foundations of the earth do shake.

19 The earth is utterly broken down

;

The earth is clean dissolved,

The earth is moved exceedingly.

20 The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard,
And shall °be removed like a cottage

;

And the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it

;

x

And it shall fell,

And not rise again*

21 And it shall come to pass in that day,

Thai the Lord shall *punish the host of tie high ones that are on high,

And the kings of the earth upon the earth.

22 And they shall be gathered together, 'a* prisoners are gathered in *the pity

And shall be shut up in the prison,

» And after many days shall they be 'visited.

23 Then the moon shall be confounded,

And the sun ashamed,
When the Lord of hosts shall reign in mount Zion, and in Jerusalem,

And 'before his ancients gloriously.

• Heb. wing.* Or, valleys.
« Heb. t*ft
» Or, found

* For thusU shall be. * the lands of tight, the east.

« Heb. visit upon. • Heb. with the gathering ofprisoners, • Or, dungeon,"~ " J
wanting. « Ox, There hall be glory before hie a '

• Heb. leanness tome, or, my secret to me.

• shake Uke a hammock.

TEXTUAL AND
r Ver. 18. The impersonal expression DTP TTD Is to be

understood as TVni xrii. 5.

Ver. 19. T\V^ is a »ubstantive as Tj3 in rer. 16 and

flSDK in rer. 32 ; three examples in this chapter of the

infln. abs. being represented by a substantive formed

from the same stem. Ver. 22, Many would connectTDK

GRAMMATICAL.

with nSOK; bat TDM is really in apposition to the
T •* "I

subject involved in *£)0)t The singular TDK need not

cause surprise ; comp. xx. 4. The case before us comes

under the category of the ideal number treated of, Na»-

gkloach Gr^ 1 61, 1 sq. Sj£ stands in the signification

of *?tt Comp. on x, 8.

EXEGECTCAL AXD CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet depicts here the second stage of
the world's destruction. This consists substan-

tially in the shattering of the globe of the earth

itself. The transition is formed by the thought,

ver. 13, that only few men, a gleaning, as it were,

will survive the first catastrophe. But these saved
ones are the pious, the elect of God. These flee

to the promised land, to Jerusalem. From the

sea, %. e., from the westthe prophet hears the song
of praise (ver. 14). He answers by calling on
east and west to praise the name of the Lord (ver.

15). This summons is obeyed. We perceive
from this, that the elect of God are hidden in a
safe place (ver. 16 a). But that is just the occasion
for the signal to be given for the occurrence of the
last and most frightful catastrophe. The Prophet
announces it with an exclamation of anxiety and
terror. At the same time he declares why it must
be so ; the sin of men provokes the judgment of
God (ver. 16 6). He characterises beforehand the
catastrophe as onewhich shall take place in differ-

ent successive acts, each more severe than the pre-

cedinjg, sothathe who hasescaped the firstblow will

certainly fall under the second or the third (vers.

17, 18 a). For, as at the deluge, the windows of
heaven will be opened, and the foundations of the

earth will be broken up (ver. 18 6). The globe
of the earth will then rend, buret, break (ver.

19), reel like a drunken man. The earth cannot
bear the load of sin. It must, therefore, fall to

rise again no more (ver. 20). But the judgment
of God is not confined to the earth : The angelic
powers that are hostile to God will, as well as
the representatives of the worldly power on earth,

be cast into the abyss, and there shut up for a
time ; but after a certain term has expired, they
will again be liberated (vers. 21, 22). Sun ana
moon, too, will lose their brightness, so that only
in one place of the world can safety be founa,

namely, in Zion. For
;
although the rest of the

earth be shattered, Zion, the holy mount, re-

mains uninjured. For there Jehovah rules as
king, and through the heads of His people there
gathered round Him will He communicate His
glory to His people also (ver. 23).

2. When thus it shall be—treacherous-
ly.—Vers. 13-16. In the olive and grape har-
vest the great mass of the fruit is shaken or
plucked off and cast into the press. Only few
berries remain on the olive tree or vine. The
few remaining olives are struck off with a stick.

The few grapes remaining on the vine are after-
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CHAP. XXIV. 1&-23. 2^5

wards cat off. When, then, at the close of the
catastrophe depicted in yen. 1-13, only few per-

sons survive, that is a proof of the extent of the
catastrophe, and a measure whereby to estimate

it. This by the way of explaining the O. [Trans-

late, "For thus it shall be,-" not as in the E. V.
«When thus it shall be." etc']. But few escape
destruction. These are the elect To these few,

who are by implication supposed in ver. 13 6,

VTOn, ver. 14, refers. They exult at their deliv-

erance, which they owe to the majesty of Jeho-

vah. |J1 is found as here connected with /TO

11L 6 ; liv. 1. pi occurs frequently in the first

sod second part of Isaiah. ftoU is an expression

very common in Isaiah. But why does the Pro-
phet hear from the sea, i. *, from the west the ex-
ulting shout of them that have escaped ? We
cannot, with Dbscbslbb and some older inter-

preters, take 0^0 in the comparative sense (they

shall cry aloud more than the sea) ; for /TOf , an
onomatopoetic word, denotes a clear sound (like

the neighing of a horse) which cannot be com-
pared with the thunder of the sea. Does there
lie in the expression 0*0 something like a fore-

boding of the met that the Church of the Lord
wouldspread especially in the lands of the west,

and that, therefore, the great mass of the re-

deemed would come from that quarter ? From
the moment when the Prophet announced the
comforting word (vers. 13, 14), all the godly
dwelling in the east and west are to praise the
name of the Lord who has given to them, in place
of the terrible day of judgment, the promise of
deliverance. There can be no doubt that the

word D'llJ is connected with l^t, UK (ignis, flam-

wo, a word peculiar to Isaiah ; for beside Isaiah
xxxi. 9; xliv. 16; xlvii. 14; L 11, it is found
only £zek. v. 2, and there probably as a reminis-
cence from Isaiah) and with O'lttt (on the breast-

plate of the high-priest). As the light rises daily
in the east of the earth, as in opposition to it the
north is conceived as jto? (plaga abxxmdila, eali-

gwm), as the Greeks too designate the eastern
region of the heavens by irpdc ijo r* fiPhAv re (U,
lii. 239 et tnept), we are justified in understand-
ing by tT1£ the countries of light, or the sun, i.

tthe east' The meaning "eastern countries"
answers well to the " islands of the sea " in the
parallel clause. There is no need for altering the
text. In ver. 14 those who are saved are de-
scribed as coming with jubilation, and in ver. 15
all who desire deliverance are summoned to shout
for joy. This explains how the Prophet, ver. 16,
actually hears songs of pruse (comp. xii. 2 ; li.

3; xxv. 5) from the end of the earth (*|J3 ala,

•to, extremity
; fHtn *p3 only here, yet comp.

xl 12). The theme of the songs isp^ '3V.

If it were said *h Tta5, 1would unhesitatinglyre-

fer pHJf to God. But, as Delitzbch well re-

marks, Jahve bestows *3Y iv. 2 ; xxviii. 5 ; but

to him Tto3 10 given. The thought is like that

in Rom. ii. 6 sqq. Every one is rewarded ac-

cording to his works. Therefore praise ('2V ©r-

aafca, oYcus, tpUndor iv. 2; xiii. 19; xxiii. 9;

xxviii. 1, 4, 5) is to the righteous, but tribula-

tion and anguish upon every soul of man that
doeth eviL The fundamental idea of the divine
judgment is thus expressed. The Prophet has
seen the one side " glory to the righteous " ful-

filled. These, the righteous, have arrived at their

hiding place. They are gathered on the holv
mountain, and find there protection (iv. 5sq.).

But thereby the sign is given that now the judg-
ment can begin, and has to begin on the ungodly.
This prospect agitates the Prophet exceedingly.
He sees himself in that fatal moment fear and
quake, and hears himself breaking out into the

words <W 'S Ti. This he introduces with 1DW.
ni is air. ley. But the signification is clear. The
verb HT1 denotes ottsntiare, madam (xvii. 4). The
Prophet feels his powers wasting away as the
effect of the extraordinary terror (comp. Dan. vii.

28 ; viii. 27 ; x. 16 sqq.). He next declares that

the p'1¥ has his counterpart on earth in the 133-

As the former has glory for his portion from a
just God, so the latter receives " fear and the pit

and the snare." It will have been seen that I do
not take 1^2 in the sense of " robber," but retain

its proper signification of perfidy, faithlessness,

falling away (xxi. 2 ; xxxih. 1 ; xlviii. 8). The
Prophet by the accumulation and repetition of
verbal and substantive forms of 133 indicates that

this perfidy and faithlessness were exercised in
the highest degree, and in all forms.

8. Fear and the pit rise again.—Vers.
17-20. By three assonant words which sound in

accord not only with one another, but also with
the immediately preceding symphony, the Pro-
phet characterises, first in general terms, the ter-

rible catastrophe, the second act of the judgment
of the world. By the threefold series of punish-
ments the impossibility of escaping judgment is

effectively set before the eyes. And then, in par-

ticular, the all-embracing character of the judg-
ment which lets nothing escape, is exhibited by
showing how the earth is affected above, below,

and in the midst, and shaken till it is broken
down. First, thewindows (HUIK cancellijenc*-

trae, Gen. vii. 11 ; viii. 2 comp. Isa. lx. 8) from
on high, u «., from heaven, are opened, not to let

rain fall in order to produce a aeluge ; for the

earth shall not be destroyed again by water (Gen.
ix. 11). But the Lord has yet other weapons.
Wind, fire, thunder and lightning, drought, pes-

tilence, etc., are also God's instruments of punish-

ment, and they also in a certain sense come from on
high (comp.Fs. lxxviii.49). The foundation*
of the earth (lviii. 12, comp. xl. 21) are the

foundations on which the earth rests. These shall

be shaken (xiii. 13 ; xiv. 16). Then the globe of

the earth, assailed from above, and from beneath
deprived of its supports, must feel in itself the

powerful hand of Almiehtv God. Four times in

succession is the word " the earth " or " earth "

used with emphasis. Terrible, not merely local,

but universal earthquakes- shake the earth. It

receives rents, becomes full of breaks, totters (xl.

20: xli. 7 ; liv. 10), reels (vi. 4 ; vii. 2 ; xix. 1

;

xxix. 9 ; xxxvii. 22) as the drunkard (generic

article) and oscillates to and fro as the hammock
shaken by the wind (i. 8). Who could deem it

possible that there is a burden which the earth
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that sustains everything, caaaot bear, by which it

is crushed as a house too heavily burdened?
This burden is sin (L 4; ft. xxxviii. 6). This
is the destruotioii of men and of things. Where
God's creation is tainted with it, it must come to

naught As man, the lord of creation* fcH by sin,

so must the earth also, the theatre of human his-

tory, fall bj sin never again to rise in its previous
form. The words It shall fall and not rise
again, are a clear proof that the total destruction

of the globe of the earth in its present form is the

subject treated of. In its present form ! For the
earth shall rise again in a higher, holj form be-

yond the range ofsin and its consequence, death.

For there is a new heaven and a new earth,

wherein dwelleth righteousness (Ixv- 17; lxvi.

22 ; 2 Pet iii. 13; Bev. xxi. 1).

4, And it shall come—gloriously.—Vers.
21-23. The Prophet now lifts up his eve to the
super-terrestrial sphere. As the lot of the earth
is affected by the influence of that sphere, so the
swoop of the judgment that fells upon the earth
must reach even to it That DDDH IQY are not
earthly powers (Luthbb u hohe RiUenchqfl,"
Taboum, Calvin, Havekbnick and others),

may be inferred even from the expression tO¥

;

for the high ones of the earth do not form a IC3f
m

Moreover OlIDH K3Y is evidently identical with
"the hostofheaven," xxziv. 4, andby the addition
Dn®3 this Dlion K33f ifl more than sufficiently

distinguished from every conceivable DHDH R33f

upon the earth. That the host of the height
are only the stars, as Hofmakn (8chrijtbewei* II.

2. p- 622) would have it, seems to be rendered by
the context incredible. For how could the irra-

tional glories of heaven be put in conjunction with
the rational glories ofthe earth T The former cor-

respond not to our kings, bus to our earth itself.

How, too, can we conceive ajudgmentexecuted on
a world, without, its affecting at the same time
those intelligent beingB that stand in any connec-
tion with that world ? It seems to me to be like-

wise one-sided to refer DHOTI IOY merely to the
angels, who are said to be heads and guardians
of the separate kingdoms (Dan. x. 13, 20; Ko-
flEMMUfiiXER, Hrraio, Delitzbch, and others),

or to the heathen sods conceived of as angels
(Knobkl). The judgment of God fells certainly

on every thing that can be called D11071 K32J, so
far as it has at all merited the judgment The
expression is found only here; but the nearly re-

lated expression, "the host of heaven," is fre-

quently used to designate, sometimes, the host of
the stars (xl. 26; xlv. 12; Jer. viil. 2; xxxiiL
22; Dan. viii. 10), sometimes, the angelic world
(1 Kings xxii. 19; Ps. ciii. 21; Neh. ix. 6, and
the expression JW3¥), sometimes, perhaps, both

together (Dent iv. 19 ; xvii. 3 ; 2 Eingsxvii. 16;
xxi. 3, 5 ; Isa. xxxiv. 4 ; Zeph. i. 6). The hoat
of the height and the kings of the earth are
both the subject of IfiDK, ver. 22. Asnow we have
shown that the hoat of the height can desig-
nate the world of angels, and as the Scripture
dearly testifies that the angels are bound as a

t for their apostasy (2 Pet. ii. 4; Jade
; Bev. xx. 1-S), can not the Prophet's eve have

perceived this feature of the picture of what will

take place at the end of the world ? The invisi-

ble, extramundane heads of the worldly power,m
well as their earthly, visible organs, will, accord-

ing to the statement of the Prophet, be collected

as prisoners in the nit, and shut up in it The
pit is here used for Sheol as oftentimes (xiv. 15,

19; xxxviii. 18). But not merely the binding
of those angelic and worldly powers, their being
set loose for a time is also announced by the Pro-
phet Only by a brief; obscure word, probably
not seen through by himselt dees the Prophet in-

timate this. Even we should not understand this

word if the revelation of the New Testament
which is nearer the time of the fulfilment, did
not throw light on thai dark point It declares

expressly that after athousand years 8ataa should
be loosed out of his prison (Bev. xx. 7). Isaiah
uses here an indefinite announcement of time—
after many daya — and an indefinite verb.

"tpD stands here as xxiiL 17 of a visiting which

consists in fooftdns; sgain after some one who has
remained for a tune neglected (Jer. xxvii. 22).

This inwKhrruv can be a gracious visitation, but
it can also be a new Stage in the visitation ofjudg-
ment That we have to take the word here in the
latter sense is seen from the place quoted from the
Revelation of John. The setting loose of Satan
is only the prelude to his total destruction, Bev.
xx. 10. Then follows the last, highest and grand-
est revelation of God. The earth now becomes
what it- ouffht originally to have been, but which
it was hindered from being by sin, eta, the com*
men dwelling-place of God and of men. The
heavenly Jerusalem, the tabernacle in which God
dwells with men (Bev. xxi. 3) descends upon the
renovated earth. This is the Jerusalem in which
according tq ver. 23, Jehovah Zebaoth reigns as
King. This city needs no sun and no moon any
more—for the Lobd Himself is its light (Bev.
xxi. 23; xxii. 5). Before this light the earthly

sun (rren* xxx. 26) and the earthly moon {ibuL)

grow pale (comp. i. 29); thev which were created
to rule the day and to rule the night, resign their
dominion to Him who alone and everywhere from
this time on will from mount Zion rule the earth.

Here too is the place where the redeemed of the
Lord (vers. 13-16) find everlasting rest and pro*
tection (iv. 6sq.). The Prophet has already (1
22 sqq.) shown the importance of rulers for the
moral condition ofthe people. The whole history
of the people is a proof of their importance. In
the new Jerusalem the new Israel will have new
eldem also, who will not be the promoters of wick-
edness and misery any more, but of all that is good
and glorious (iii. 14); Hie elders of the Apoca-
lypse, who perhaps bear their, name from thin
place before us, are, therefore, in my opinion, not
angels, as Hofhann will have them to be, but
representatives of the aeople of God. For why
should there not be order and organisation even
in the kingdom of glory?
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CHAP. XXV- WL tn

$. ISRAEL'S BONG OF PRAISE FOB DELIVEfiANCTsV

CHirm XXV. l-£

1 O Lord, thou art my God

;

I will exalt thee, I will praise thy name;
For thou hast done wonderful things

;

Thy counsels of old or* faithfulness and truth*

2 For thou hast made of a city an heap;

Of a defenoed city a ruin;

A palace of strangers to be no city

;

It shall never be built.

3 Therefore shall the strong people glorify thee*

Hie ci{y of the terrible nations shall fear thee*

4 For thou hast been a ^strength to the poor,

. A ^strength to the needy in his distress

;

A refuge from the storm, a shadow from the heat;

•When the blast of the terrible ones is as a storm against the wall.

5 Thou shalt bring down the noise of strangers.

As die heat in a dry place;

Even the heat with the shadow of a cloud:

The *branch of the terrible ones shall be brought low.

* ttromgkoUL, • for t*4 hUet of th* terribUona was, eU. > triumpkmt $on§.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver; 1. *TDDVW (comp. Ps. zxz. f) forms an Intended

rhyme with *JO#» The expression K*?D nfefj; first oo-

eurs Ex. xr. U. Comp. rgpf» «Sfl ix, 8. Here rjtftt

follows Kbfi •* there vjj\\ Is tuU soddentsJ 7 HilOM

JDM (jo* is *». key.). The two words ere dependent

on irtop. «od hss shown truth wbieh is fidthfolness,

C &, ftUthfbl, certain. The two substantives ofthe seme
root (comp. til. 1 ; xri •) which are placed togother,

itand in the relation ef apposition. Similar oonstrno-

tions occur Prov. xxii 21; Jer, x. 10; Oen. L 13; Jer.

xx. L In these eases the substantive standing in appo-

sition serves the place of an elective that Is wanting,

or intensifies ibe notion of the adjective.

Ver. % The construction SiS TJ70 PO\9 is a eot&h

tio duarum eofutruetfonum. For it mast be either

S^ Tf £Dfr (comp. Joel L 7; Isa. v. SO; xlv.21,*

*x^fx) or TVO bl WDfef (comp. Hos. xiii 2 ; Oen. ii.c .. - T , -
19). The construction here employed has arisen from
the blending of these two modes of expression. Be-

fore 3in i
vex. 6 6, we have to supply 3 from the first

V I

part of the verse, or 3in is to be regarded as in appo-

sition.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The contemplation of the mighty acts ofGod
naturally excites to praise ana thanksgiving.

We are here reminded of Bom. xi. 33 eqq., where
Paul cannot avoid praising in a hymn the depth
of the riches, both of the wisdom and knowledge
dt God. In like manner the Prophet here ex-

tols the Lou for having executed so gloriously

His wonderful purpose embracing the most re-

mote times, thus having proved Himself to be
true, and at the same time having attested the
Prophet as a faithful interpreter of the thoughts
of God (ver. 1). The Lord has shown how He
can make good what is most incredible. He an-

nounced the destruction of great cities, when
they were in the height of their power and glory;

and so it has happened (ver. 2). He has thereby
constrained even His enemies to honor and fear

Him (ver. 3). But to His poor oppressed church
He has been a shield and refuge; and has sub-

dued the raging ef her enemies against her
(ver. 6).

2. O LORD . . . truth.—Ver. 1. The Pro*
phet here sings a psalm as in chapter xii. Hie
very commencement : O LORD, thou art my
God recalls places of the Psalms as Ps. xxxl.

15; xl. 6; lxxxvi. 12; cxviii. 28; cxliii. 10;
cxlv. 1 ; comp. Jer. xxxL 18, places which are

related to the one before us partly as models, but

mostly as copies. The pfllD ftWJ? are in my
judgment not merely the counsels conceived from

afar, i. e., from eternity (xxii. 11 ; xxxvii. 26),

but also the counsels reaching to a remote in-

calculable distance. pHTO can grammatically

bear this meaning (xvii. 13; xx. 3). And is it

not a quite characteristic mark of the nronhecy

contained in chap. xxiv. to which this hymn
particularly relates, that it reaches to the utmost

end of the present aeon of the world ? Could

this have remained unknown to the Prophet?
1 Although,, according to 1 Pet. L 11, Isaiah, when
I reflecting on the time of the fulfilment, could not
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278 ICE PROPHET ISAIAH.

; knowledge, yet so much he must
are of, that his look was fixed on

attain to exact
have been aware
facto which follow the destruction of the globe
of the earth in its present form (xxiv. 17 sqq.).

The Prophet risked something when he gave ex-
pression to these strange unintelligible things

which appeared such as an enthusiast would
utter. But he could not do otherwise, and he did
it unhesitatingly, confiding in the omniscience
and veracity of the Lord. And this sure con-
fidence, that he with his bold prophecy would not
be put to shame, did not deceive him. He sees

all the marvels which he predicted realised.

Therefore he praises God's truth, faithfulness.
3. For thou hast made—fear thee.—Vers.

2 and 3. The Prophet now goes into details.

The prophecy contains partly threatening, partly

promise. The Lord has made both good. This
is first affirmed of the threatening, and at the
same time the salutary effect of its fulfilment is

shown (ver. 3). "? in the beginning of ver. 2,

and '3 in the beginning of ver. 4 correspond

to one another. Both serve to prove the truth

of what was said in ver. 1 : For thou hast
done, etc. The general expression for thou
hast made of a oity a stone-heap, sets at

defiance all attempts of modern criticism to ex-
plain the prophecy of some definite historical

fact Not only once, but as often as it was pre-

dicted, the LioRD has converted into a stone-

heap a city which at the time of the threaten-

ing was mighty and flourishing. City and de-
fended oity are used collectively. After the

all-including Vjp the Prophet makes mention

of the prominent parts of the city, the fortifi-

cations and the high buildings (palaces). |1D"W

xxiii. 13; xxxii. 14; xxxiv. 13. The palaces
of the foreigners (comp. on L 7) have become
T#D, *• «-, without city, and therefore no city.

They stand desolated and solitary in the midst
of the destroyed city, still capable of being
recognised as palaces, but yet in the way of be-

coming what all around them is. For what else

than a ruin can a palace become, which no city,

no wall encompasses, which is exposed to every
attack? The ruins of the palaces of Nineveh,
Babylon, etc., attest this, [p in TfD is there-

fore to be taken in that negative sense in which
it can denote "without," and also "not." (Comp.
xvii. 1; vii. 8; xxiii. 1). We have further to

observe that the two Vjjfl? in ver. 2 correspond

to one another ; if out of the city p\?5), there

has become a heap, then the (WW is also *VJPJ?»

i. «., the palace has no longer a city around it,

and is also no more a city. This is very promi-
nently set forth ^by the last clause it shall
never be built (from Deut xiii. 7, comp.
Job xii. 14). The conquered must own the might
of the victor, do him homage and fear him.
This homage and fear may be caused by sheer
force, and so be raerelv outward. But it is possi-
ble tnat the conquered have been inwardly van-
quished by their adversary, i. «., that they have
perceived that there is error and injustice on their
side, and on the side of their conqueror, truth
and right. In this case the honor ana fear which
they render, will be not merely constrained and

outward, but voluntary and sincere. The latter

is to be supposed here. Isaiah has frequently
predicted the conversion of the heathen ii. 2 sqq.

;

xL 10 ; xix. 18 sqq. ; xxiii 15 sqq. ; xxiv. 13
sqq. Mark the imperfects (futures

J
in ver. 3.

The Prophet sees what is expressed in ver. 2 as
absolutely past; but the honoring and fearing
spoken of in ver. 3, will continue to all eternity.

4. For thou hast been brought low.

—

Vers. 4 and 5. The leading thought of these two
verses is that the Prophet perceives with grati-
tude and joy the manner in which the Lord has
fulfilled His promises. '2 in ver. 4 corresponds

therefore to ^ in ver. 2. That the Lord will

be rtpo (stronghold, xvii. 9, 10; xxiii 4, 14;

xxviL 5; xxx. 3) to the hi (x. 2; xi. 4; xir.

30; xxvi. 6) and to the jV3K (xiv. 30; xxix. 19;

xxxii. 7 ; xli. 17 ) has been often enough declared
by the Prophet (comp. the passages referred to).

T1 and p*3K are, as Delitzsch remarks, de-
signations, well-known from the Psalms, of the
" ecdaia presto." The second part of ver. 4 is

almost wholly borrowed from iv. 6. What is

there promised is here seen by the Prophet as
fulfilled (comp. xxxii. 2). But this fulfilment has
a positive and a negative side. The positive, t. «..

the giving of safety is onlypossible on the ground
of the negative, i. e., after the destruction of those
who would deprive the poor of safety and bring
them to ruin. '3 (translate for) before nn £
therefore not co-ordinate with '3 in the begin-

ning of vers. 2 and 4. but is subordinate to the
latter, nn is here the blast, the storm, the
furious snorting, raging of the violent ones (xxx.
28 ; xxxiii 11). Vp 0"V is a wall-storm, i. e.,

a storm beating against a strong wall See a

parallel expression in ix. 3 : ODVf HBO, the

staff striking the shoulder. Mark how the hin-
drances to safety previously mentioned are here
represented under a three-fold gradation {fetf*

nn and TDT. We shall not err if we regard

the first word as marking the beginning, the
second the middle, and the third the end of the
hostile action. For one part of the assaults made
by the wicked on the servants and children of
God is warded off at the very commencement,
when It is yet only snorting. It rebounds without
doing harm as rain from the stone wall. But
another part reaches its full meridian height It

sends forth the arrows of its fury as the sun sends
forth the arrows of its flame in the hot land, but
the Lord bends them downwards. After a vic-

tory has been won, Bongs of triumph are sung
(VOT means triumphal song, not branch, comp.
CanL ii. 12). The enemies of the people of God
can in many cases have their victory ana triumph.
But even when it has gone so far, the Lord is

Ptill able to afford deliverance. He can bow to
the dust the enemy already triumphant, and
singing songs of praise. As the shadow (xxx. 2,

3 : xlix. 2; 11. 16) of a cloud keeps off the rars
of the sun, and so diminishes the heat so wilf a
humiliating termination be prepared for the
enemies' song of victory by the hand of the Most
High, which He holds as a sheltering shadow
over His people (xlix. 2; li. 16; Job vuL 9).
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CHAP. XXV. 6-12. 279

1 ZION AS THE PLACE OF THE FEAST GIVEN TO ALL NATIONS IN OPPOSI-
TION TO MOAB, WHICH PEBISHE8 INGLOBIOUSLY.

Chapter XXV. 6-12.

6 And in this mountain
Shall the Lord of hosts make unto all people

A feast of fat things,

A feast of wines on the lees.

Of fat things full of marrow,
Of wines on the lees well refined.

7 And he will 'destroy in this mountain
The face of the covering 'cast over all people,

And the vail that is spread over all nations.

8 He will swallow up death *in victory ;

And the Lord God will wipe away tears from off all faces

;

And the 'rebuke of his people shall he take away
From off all the earth

;

For the Lord hath spoken it.

9 And it shall be said m that day,

Lo, this is our God

;

We have waited for him, and he will save us

:

This is the Lord ; we have waited for him,

We will be glad and rejoice in his salvation.

10 For in this mountain shall the hand of the Lord rest,

And Moab shall be '"trodden down under him,

Even as straw is "trodden down for the dunghill

11 And he shall spread forth his hands in the midst of them,

As he that swimmeth spreadeth forth his hands to swim

:

And he shall bring down their pride

Together with the "Spoils of their hands.

12 And the fortress of the high fort of thy walls shall he bring down.
Lay low, and bring to the ground,

Even to the dust

i Hob. Swallow up.

• fort

« Heb. eowrtd. 'Or,ftr«Jfc*L « Or, thrmhid ft* Madmmak,
* reproach. • b* catt down. « catt do%on htfo tto wo*4r$ of tto dmgluU.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. & D*nOO tTJDE? are not fat pieces unmar-

rowed, but, on the contrary, fat pieces marrowy, yea

prorided with abundant marrow. If the stem TITID,

from which 0*nOO comes, it to be regarded as not dif-

ferent from nnO to wipe away, and not as a denomi-
T T

natire from HO marrow, we must assume as common

fundamental signification " to rub, to spread orer, to

besmear.** But as then nHOO would be only what is

covered orer with fat, not what in in itself fat, the deri-

ration from HD Is in my opinion more probable. This

Pual in found only here, and no other of the forms that

occur has the signification "jrinptum, medulloswn eise."

Instead of DTIOO we hare OTipD, « rerb fh (TITTO)
• \ I • T • I T T

being formed from HO and its third radical appearing

after the manner of rerbs nS (comp. WW, VV2 xxt

12). The object ofemploying this form is to increase

the concord of sounds which is in tot. • so prominent.

GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 7. In DlSn 'Jfi we have the genithre of identWy,

the oorering being marked as that which forms the

front Tiew, as the foreside. The substantire D'lS is

found only here. The participle D'lS Is eridently chosen

for the sake of assonance (oomp. xxlr. 8). It is formed

after the analogy of D^p, 2 Kings xvl 7. Oomp. Gmnr.

Or. 1 72, note 1. H30D and rOJDJ »» notfrom TOJ &**-
T " " S '~T

diro, tttars, but from another }DJ whose radical mean-

ing seems to be M to weare." rODD is therefore pro-

perly a texture, a woren oorering. The word Is found

besides xxtUL 20.

Ver. 10. Bft^n Is as a yerbal form quite abnormal and

unexampled. It appears to me to be a changing of the

regular infinitire form tfftH Into a nominal form, and

is allied to forms such as ^tftn, Esek. xxii. 22, StH.
Ley. xix. U. gfrm would then be conculcaUo,<Uirutio.
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880 THE PROPHET TflATAfT.

BXEGETICAL AOT) CRITICIX.

1. After the hymn by which the Prophet had
given expression to his subjective emotions, he
retarns to his- objective representation of the fu-

ture. He resumes the discourse broken off at

xxiv. 23, whilst he further depicts what will hap-
pen on Mount Zion. and—in opposition to this—
what will befall the wicked. What will take

place on Mount Zion isofa twofold character, posi-

tive and negative. Positively, the Lord will

prepare for all nations a feast consisting of the
tnoPt precious articles of food and drink (ver. 6).

Negatively, He will first remove the covering
which was hitherto spread over all nations (ver.

7) ; Secondly, He will abolish death, wipe off all

tears, and take away the reproach which His peo-
ple had hitherto to endure on the whole earth

(ver. 8). While believers rejoice in the salvation

prepared for them by Jehovah their God, to

whom they can now point as to* one who is not
merely to be believed in, but to be; seen in His
manifested presence (ver. 9), and whose hand
bears and upholds all the glory of Mount Zion
(ver. 10 a), the Moabites, t. e» those who are rep-
resented by Moab. are cast like straw into the
dung-hole on whicn they stand (ver. 10 6). They
will indeed work with the hands' in order to rescue
themselves, but their efforts will not save them
from the most ignominious ruin, and their proud,
high fortresses will be levelled to the ground, and
crushed to dust (vers. 11, 12).

2. And in this mountain refined.—
Ver. 6. '* This mountain" points back to " Mount
Zion," xxiv. 23. Not only Israel, all nations will

be collected on the mountain. There the Lord
will prepare a feast for them. That it is a spiritual

feast, and that it is not simply for one occasion, but
that it will be a permanent, everlasting entertain-

ment, is implied in the*nature of the thing. For
there everything will be spiritual ; and when ac-

cording to ver. 8, death will be forever abolished,
there must, that the antithesis may be maintained,
reign forever life, and everything which is the
condition of life. This feast meets us elsewhere,
both in the Old and in the New Testament, under
various forms. In Ex. xxiv. 11 it is related that
Moses and the elders of Israel, after they had seen
God, ate and drank on the holy mountain, which
transaction we are by all means justified in re-
garding as a typical one. Gomp. Ps. xxiL 27,
30; Isa. lv. 1 ; lxv. 11 sqq. In the New Tes-
tament this holy feast given by God appears
sometimes as the Great Supper (Luke xiv. 16
saa.), sometimes as the marriage of the king's son
(Matt. xxii. 1 sqq. ; xxv. 1 soq.), or the marriage
of the Lamb (Rev. xix. 7, 9, 17 sqq,. in which
latter place the counterpart of this feast is set
forth). It is remarkable that this most glorious,
most spiritual feast k represented in so homely a
way by the Prophet This is a clear example of
that law of prophecy according to which the fu-
ture is always represented from the materials
furnished by the present. The richest, strongest,
most nutritious thing which Isaiah knew to be
served up at an earthly feast, is employed as an
image to set forth the heavenly banquet This
richest thing was the fat Therefore the fat of the
animals offered in sacrifice (Joe canto) was the

chief constituent ofthe bloody offerings, especial-

ly of the Shelamim [£. V„ peace offerings] (Ex.
ixix. 1&-22; Lev. liL 3-6: 9-41 ;. 14-16 : via.
16 j ix. 19 sqq.). We can therefore say : What
God Himself formerly required of men, as the
noblest part of the victims offered to Him, He
now Himself as host oners to His redeemed upon
His holy mountain. But the expression * fat

"

or ''marrow" is used also in reference to the
land and its vegetable products, to designate the
finest Thus it is said. Gen. xlv. 18, **ye shall
eat the fat of the land;" Nnmb.xviii. 12, "all the
fat of oil and all the fat of new wine and corn f*
Dent xxxii. 14, " the fat of kidneys of wheat"
That \QV can stand in this sense, we have already
seen from other utterances of Isaiah, v. 1 ; x. 16

;

xvii. 4; xxviii. 1-4. The most excellent drink
accompanies the choicest food. That Isaiah dee»

ignates this drink by O'lDBf is owing to the en-

deavor to put as parallel to D^O# a word resem-

bling it in sound. But the question arises, how
can Isaiah call the most excellent wine DHDeff
This word seems primarily to denote a wine con-
taining dregs, that is, turbid with dress, there-
fore, a bad wine. But Isaiah manifestly under-
stands by D^OB* wines which have lain a suffi-

cient time on their lees. For the lees are notonly
the product of a process of purification, but alsoa
reacting substance which contribute* to heighten
the strength, color and durability of the wine. A
wine poured off from its lees too soon tastes too
sweet and does not keep long. Cato, too, (De re
mat cap. 154) designates a wine that has lain long
enough on its lees vinum faecatum. Comp. Gs-
SENius, Thes.

y p. 1444, and his commentary on
this place. The expression D^Otf (only plural)

comes therefore from ^?Bf, and *TOtf is primarily

concervaUo, the letting lie, then cotmrvatum, that
which is let lie (comp. Jer. xlviii. 11). The
plural denotes the multiplicity of the ingiedienta

contained in the sediment tf'VJEJ is moreover

used here metonymically ; for it plainly signifies
not the lees alone, but also the wine united with
the lees. But we can not, of course, drink the
lees united with the wine, This wine poured off
from the lees must be percolated (PpTO only here

in Isaiah).

3. And he will destroy spoken it.

—

Vers. 7, 8. The covering here spoken of brings
at once to mind the vaH of Moses, Ex. xxxiv. 80
sqq. To the visible covering there corresponds
an invisible one also, which lies on the heart
But when the Lord will take away the covering,
He will first of all remove the covering of the
heart, as Paul says, 2 Oor. iii. 16, " repuupelToi
to K&XvpfMu" Then will the external covering
also fell oft and men will be capable ofseeing the
elory of the Lord face to face (1 Cor. xiii, 12 ; 1
John iii. 2). [All that the Prophet here says of
a covering and vail must be understood meta-
phorically. A literal, external covering cast over
the nations, distinct from a spiritual one, is not
to be thought of. D. M.]. Ver. 8. The second
negative blessing is that the Lobd swallows up
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death also. P*?* ocean not niifreqnently is

Isaiah: iiL 12; ix. 15; xxix. *j xltx„ 19. It

teem* here and tot. 7 to denote more than thai

its object is removed, for then it could be placed

somewhere else ; but its object is to be conceived

as existing no more. Paul tells us (1 Cor. xy.

26, 54) that death shall in this sense be swallowed

up. When there is no death, there are no more
tears. For team flow, either in the case of the

living, over that which leads to death ; or in the

case of survivors, over those who have suffered

death. The Apostle John quotes in Rev. vii. 17

;

xxi. 4, our place to prove that he regards the

things which he saw as a fulfilment, not only of

his own prophecy, but also of that spoken by

Isaiah, He thus makes his own prophecy an

echo or reproduction of the prophetic word of

the Old Testament Where Bin and death have
disappeared, there can be no more reproach, but

only glory. There is a new earth : it is a dwell-

ing-place of God with man ; it has, therefore,

become the place of the divine glory. Where
then could there be upon it any more a place for

the reproach of those who belong to the people

of God? For the Lord hatn spoken it

Comp. on i. 2.

4. And it shall be said rest—Vers. 9,

10 a. What follows is not a hymn, but a report

of one. This is plain from the use of the imperso-

nal "^K (xlv. 24 ; lxv. 8). TJie hymn in ver. 1

sqq. came from the Prophet's own mouth : this

one is heard bv him, and related with a brief state*

mentofits leading thoughts. Theredeemednowsee

the Lobd in whom they have hitherto only believed

(comp. ver. 7 and 1 John iii. 2). Thatthey seeHim
is clear from the expression HI TWl (comp. xxi.

9). The heathen, who believed in false gods, expe-

rience the very opposite, They are confounded

when they mustmark the vanity of their idols ; but

theywho believe in Jehovah will after faith be re-

warded with seeing ; for they can point with the

finger to their God as one who is really existent

and present before the eyes of all and can say

:

On* God is no illusion as your false gods; we
and all see Him as truly existing, as Him who
was and is to come, HITT (Ex. iii. 14). Herein is

their joy perfect (John xv. 11). UjTtfn is not

"and He saves us," Int " that He may save us 1'

(comp. viiL 11 ; Ew. { 347 o) : That the joy for

the experienced salvation is not transitory and
delusive, but will be everlasting is confirmed by
the sentence. For in this mountain shall the
hand of the LORD rest, eto., yer. 10 a The
hand of Jehovah will settle upon this mountain,
it will rest upon it (vii. 2; xL 2). But what the

band of Jehovah holds, stands fast for ever.

5. And Moab to the dost.—Vers. 106-
12. In opposition to the high, triumphant joy of

believers, the Prophet now depicts the lot of un-

believers. He mentions Moab as the representa-

tive of the latter. He cannot mean thereby the

whole nation of Moab. For all nations partake

of the great feast on the holy mountain (ver. 6),

from nil pations the covering is taken off (ver.

7), from all faces the tears are wiped away (ver.

8). Moab consequently cannot be excluded. Even
Jeremiah (xlviii. 47) leads us to expect the turn-

ing of the captivity of Moab fn the latter days.

It can therefore be only the Moab that hardens

itself against the knowledge of God which will

suffer the doom described in ver. 10 e%q. But if

Moab, so far as it is hostile to God, has to bear
this sentence, why not likewise the God-opposing
elements from all other nations ? Moab therefore
stands for all. But why is Moab in particular

named? The Moabites were remarkable for their

unbounded arrogance, Jeremiah (xlviii. 11)
specifies as the cause of this arrogance the fact

that they had, from the time when they began to

be a people, dwelt undisturbed in their own land.

Further, we must assume that the Prophet, when
he began the sentence (ver. 10 6), had before his
mind the image which he uses (vers. 10 and 11),
and the whole series of thoughts attached to it.

It is, moreover, probable that he chose the name
Moab just for the sake of the image. According
to Gen. xix. 87 the father of the Moabites owed
his birth to the incestuous intercourse of the eldest

daughter of Lot with her father. An allusion to
this fact has been always supposed to be contained
in the name 2K1D. And this view is not destitute

of philological support, comp. Gbs. The*n p. 774,
tub voce 3H1D. The K'ri HJD1D to lets us more
clearly perceive why Isaiah made mention of
Moab as the representative of the heathen world,
and should, therefore, perhaps be preferred. But,

whether we read 'D or "©, it is manifest that the

Prophet wishes to express the idea " water of the
duns-hole," and that, alluding to the etymology
of Moab, he has named the unbelievers of Moab
as representatives of the unbelievers of all na-
tions. Moab is therefore cast down (xxviii. 27
sq. ; xli. 15) under him (i «*, under the place

on which he stood, comp. Ex. xvi. 20 ( Josh. v.

8; vi. 6; Job xL 12; Amos ii. 13). Straw is

cast into the filthy water of the dung-hole, in
order that it may be saturated by it, and rendered
fitter for manure. Our interpretation of 'D ID is

confirmed by the fact that niotO obviously con*
tains an intentional allusion to the Moabite city

19*1? (Jer. xlviii 2). The person cast into the

dung-hole seeks to save himself. We have there-

fore to suppose the hole to be of considerable ex-

tent. He spreads forth his hands as if to swim.
But it is sorry swimming. The desperate strug-

gle for life is thus depicted. The effort is un-
availing. Moab must find an ignominious end
in the impure element The Lobd presses Him
down. Moab is elsewhere blamed for two evil

qualities : 1) his pride, 2) his lying disposition

(xvk 6 ; Jer. xlviii. 29). A corresponding pun-
ishment is inflicted: the lies, the artifices symbol-

ised by the skilful motions of the hands (HOIK

from Y$* nedere> especially msidiae etntere) are

of no avail. The haughty Moab (comp. T1WU

here and xvi. 6) must perish in the pool of filthy

water. The Lord humbles the proud by msking
disgrace an element of their punishment. That

Up signifies "in spite of11
is not sufficiently at-

tested. It can well retain here its proper siffnifi-

cation
u with ;" for, in fact, Jehovah presses down

not only the proud, but also the cunningand artful

The humbling of pride is, however, the main
thing. This £ therefore once more asserted, ver.

13, without a figure in strong expressions. The
phrase " the defence of the height of thy walls "

for * the defence of thy high walls " is idiomatic
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Hebrew. Compensation for tke>adjective is sought

in substantive forms (comp. xxii. 7 ; xxx. 80).

Three verbs are used corresponding to the three

substantives. If IDJ^Ty is noteqmvalent simply

to p*\ we most find in it the idea of being re-

duced to dust.

3

5. THE JUDGMENT AS BEALIZATION OF THE IDEA OP JUBTICE.

Chapter XXVL 1-10.

Ik that day shall this song be sung in the land of Judah ;

We have a strong city :

Salvation will Ood appoint far walls and bulwarks.

Open ye the gates,

That the righteous nation which keepeth the 'truth may enter in.

'Thou wilt keep Aim In perfect peace whose •mind is stayed an thee;

Because he trusteth in thee.

4 Trust ye in the Lord for ever

;

For in the Lord Jehovah is ^everlasting strength.

5 For he bringeth down them that dwell on high

;

The lofty city, he layeth it low

;

He layeth it low, even to the ground

;

He bringeth it even to tie dust
6 The foot shall tread it down,
Even the feet of the noor, and the steps of the needy.

7 The way of the just t* uprightness

;

bThou, most upright, dost weigh the path of the just
8 Yea, in the way of thy judgments, O Lord, have we waited for thee

;

The desire of aur soul i$ to thy name, and to the remembrance of thee.

9 With my soul have I desired thee in the night

;

Yea, with my spirit within me will I seek thee early

;

For when thy judgments are in the earth,

The inhabitants of the world will learn righteousness.

10 Let favor be shewed to the wicked, yet will he not learn righteousness;

In the land of uprightness will he deal unjustly,

And will not behold the majesty of the Lord.

» Heb. frets*. * Ren. peace, peace, > Or, thought, or, imagination,

• At Arm formation wilt thou preserve peace, peace, for upon thee U u confided.
* ThouwQt level right the path of thejust

*R%b. the rock qfagm.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1. Hophsl IBftH only here. According to the

punctuation TJf ought to be connected with ly?. But
most interpreters take \y Vj? together after Pros.

xviiL 10. I believe, however, that the Hssoretes indi-

cate the correct sense, and the one which corresponds

to the context We roust not forget thai the inhabt*

tants of the " land " of Judah speak thus. Vj? stands

consequently in opposition to flR. The redeemed of

the Loan do not all dwell in the city. They dwell also

In the country round about But the city is their TJ?,

their strong defence, and place of refuge. It Is there-

fore as if they said : We dwell indeed in the country,

but yet we are not withoui protection ; for we have a

city into which we can hasten and find shelter. Comp.
Ps.xxviii.8; IxxxIt.6; Isa. xiil 2; x!r. 84; xlix.5; it

9; ill. 1; lxii. 8. Obserre the structure of the second
sentence ol this Terse. The sentence consists of three

members, each member has two words ; for eren >jS~?Jf
Is rendered by Maqqeph oim word. The first two words

GRAMMATICAL.
begin each with J?; the second two with B^ ; the third

two with n.

Ysr. 4. That 3 before FT is not the so-called Beth

eteentuu was already perceived by Dmscnsuts. £ serves

here not as a mere periphrasis of the predicate (Ps,

lxrliL5); but It marks the Idea *HX, which is by no

means coincident with Jehotah (since it can be sought

out of Jehorah), as one which believers find in Jehovah
(comp. Ps. xxxl. 8 ; Ixxxix. 27 ; xoir. 22 ; xcr. 1 et seeps),

"ty njj comp. Ixt. 18. The plural D'pSty besides here

x1t.17;1I.9.
Ver. 6. 001 (comp. on L 12; xxriiL 3), *}V (comp. on

111. 14 sq.\ Si (comp. on xxr. 4) are all expressions cha-

racteristic of Isaiah.

Ver. 8. rm is an antithetic M yea.** Not only doss the

righteous man wish himself to do right, but he desires

also to see the righteousness of God. The word belongs)

especially to poetry. It is remarkable that it is found
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CHAP. XXVT. 1-10. 288

Id Isaiah In tooh apecifically poetic sections in which

S* also occurs, rnfc «• •«. lo*. "tflU and Wl, Ter.

•a, are ace. vittrum. intf, Plel "Wltfi is s word onrrent

chiefly in the book of Job, in the Psalms end Prorerbs.

To 'JDDtTO s verb is to be supplied (say, *lCr as Em-
op and Rasmi propose). The perfect noS does not

appear to me to be used in its paradigmatic force to ex-

press a matter of experience that has frequently hap-

pened (DsuTsscaX for the Prophet oomplains of a want

In this respect,—but the perfect ia intended to mark

this learning as a certain, infallible effect of the desired

judgments.

KEOrriCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Here, too, the Prophet relates a hymn which
he hears coming from the holy mountain, and out
of the holy city. Its leading thought corresponds
to the declaration 2 Peter iii. 13 regarding the

new earth in which righteousness dwells. This
thought ia here carried out in all directions. The
redeemed, who sing the hymn, begin with telling

that they dwell in a strong city well provided
with walla (ver. 1). But toe gates of the city

shall be open only to a righteous people that

keepeth truth (ver. 2), as the salvation also which
this city affords, the peace which is through faith,

resta on the foundation of the faithfulness of God,
who will just as surely never disappoint faith

(vers. 3 and 4) as He has humbled the proud,
unbelieving worldly power, and bowed it under
the feet of the once despised believers (vers. 5 and
6). The righteous people, who dwell in the city,

walk in righteous ways (ver. 7). But they lo

exceedingly to see the righteousness of God re-

veal itself free and unrestricted in all directions.

Therefore they wait for the Lord in the way of
His judgments (ver. 8). Only when the earth is

visit**1 ny these judgments, do men learn right-

eousness (ver. 9). The wicked man, when fa-

vored, does not learn righteousness : he pursues
his sinful course even in the land of virtue, and
never comes to know the majesty of God (ver. 10).

2. In that day rater in.—Vers. 1 and 2.

By the expression in that day, what follows is

marked as contemporaneous and homogeneous
with xxv. 9-12. (Comp. "in that day," ver. 9).
There the redeemed praise the person of their

God. They rejoice that they have this Lord for

their God. Here they extol the riqhUoumes$ of
their God and of His kingdom. The expression
land of Jndah is plainly employed to form an
antithesis to Moab, xxv. 10 sqq. For not Zion or
Jerusalem, but only Judah can stand contrasted
with Moab, whether this name denotes country
or people, or, as is most probable (comp. ver. 12),
denotes both. At the same time it is self-evident
that they who dwell in the land of Judah, are the
aame as those who according to xxiv. 23 ; xxv. 6,

7-10, are to be found on Mount Zion and in Je-
rusalem, t. e., not merely the people of Judah in
the ethnographical sense, but all those who ac-
cording to xxv. 6 sqq., are called and entitled to
partake of the great /east on Mount Zion, i. c, the
entire 'Iopa%X irvevfiarucdc. The hymn itself

begins with a brief description of the city of God.
Ill IWh njnsf\ Very many interpreters under-
stand that the Prophet here affirms that the city

has no walla, but has instead of walls njntf\ An-
neal is made to Ix. 18 and to Zech. ii. 9 [E. V.,
li. 5]. Comp. Pa. cxxv. 2. But it is said, Rev. xxi.

12, of the city of God, that it had " a wall great
and high, and had twelve gates," etc. There would
therefore -exist a contradiction between the Apo-

calypse and the places that have been quoted from
the Old Testament. But this contradiction dis-

appears when we understand Isa. Ix. 18 to mean:
thou shalt give names to thy walls and gatesj and
designate thy walls by the name '* Salvation,"

and thy gates by the name u Praise," (as e. g. the
walls of Babylon had names : Imgur-Bel and Ni-
vitti-bel. See Comment on Jer. li. 58). The
passage Zech. ii. 8 sq. is no more to be taken liter-

ally than Ps. cxxv. 2. But the Jerusalem, Rev.
xxi. and xxii., is a quite definite locality, not

merely ideal, but real, though spiritual, {print-

matiichrreal). Therefore this latter Jerusalem
has walls, while Jerusalem, as the spiritual mother
that includes all nations (Gal. iv. 26

j
Zech. ii.

8 sq.), has no material, outward, visible walls.

But in our place where the Prophet, as has been
shown, distinguishes the land of Jndah and
tht) oity belonging to it, we have first of all to

think of that city spoken of in Bev. xxi. and xxii.

This Jerusalem has a real wall. If this wall, ac-

cording to lx. 18, bears the name Salvation, this

can be the case only because it actually affords

safety, deliverance. And therefore 1 take H^lsT*,

as placed first, in apposition to Sm man, or as

the accusative predicate, although Deutzsch
rejects this construction. ("The mode of constru-

ing this sentence proposed by our author I can-

not assent to. He renders "God places walls and
bulwark, for salvation or safety." This rendering

is not so well recommended as that given in the

EL V., and the thought thus expressed is incom-

parably less grand and exalted. This bald, pro-

saic translation is sought out in order to avoid a
contradiction with the Apocalypse which speaks

of the New Jerusalem as girt with a wall. But
the Apocalypse is pre-eminently a symbolical

book ; and by taking its imagery in the literal

sense, it could be easily shown not only to contra-

dict statements of the Old Testament, but to be

self-contradictory. E. G. According to Bev. xxi.

2 there is no temple in die New Jerusalem : but

Esekiel describes at large a temple that will be in

it, and according to Bev. iii. 12 the believer will

abide perpetually in the temple of the city of God.

Is there then a contradiction here? No. But

when in symbolical language it is said that there

will be a temple in the New Jerusalem, the mean-

ing is that what will answer to the idea of a tem-

Sle will be found there. God's servants will

well in His presence and continually worship

Him. Symbolically a temple can be spoken or.

But a material temple will be wanting in the holy

city. So it can be said to have a sun which will

never go down ; and again, no sun will be seen

there. So, too, the most perfect protection can

be symbolised under the figure of a wall great and

high ; but the essential meaning of this statement

(not a contradiction of it), is given when it is de-
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884 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

dated M Salvation wiU God appoint for walk and
bulwark/' The divine help is a better defence

ef thecity than artificial fortifications. Verse %
ahows that the whole righteous nation will dwell

within the strong city whose walls and bulwark
are Salvation. The city is thus set forth as the

abode of more than a portion of the inhabitants of
the land of Judah. " The nations of them that

are saved shall walk in the light of it," Rev. zxi.

24. The church, too, can exult in a strong cUv
which she has even now, Pa xlvi. 4^ 5.—D. M.J.
The words walla and bulwark are used toge-

ther as here, Lam. ii. 8, (camp. 2 Sam. xx. 16).

/D is the pomoerkanj the outer cireumvallation
before the chief wait Gomp. Comment, onLam.
iL 8 and Jer. Ii. 58.

3. Open ye-^ererlaeting etmna;tli.~Vers.
2-4. These gates, according to lx. 11 and Rev.
xxi. 25 are never shut. In Isa. lx. 11 it is said
that they will always, night and day, stand open;
but in Rev. xxi. it is said they will not be shut
by day. But the latter statement is identical with
the former ; for there will be no night there, as
is expressly declared in the Revelation. I do not
think that ver. 2 is to be regarded as spoken by
angels', voices, and that the city is to be supposed
empty. It is not intended merely to express the
first opening of the gates in order to admit inha-
bitants. The same persona who said " We have
a city," say also "Open the gates," and they at
the same time declare that they know what their

city is intended to be according to the will of God.
They know that there shall not enter into.it any-
thing that is common* neither whatsoever' work-
eth abomination or a lie (Rev. xxi. 27 ; xxii. 14
sq.). This fundamental law of their city they
here declare. The gates shall always stand open
that a righteous nation that keepeth faith may go
in. The word* recall to mind Ps. xxiv. 7, 9 as

they are reproduced in Ps. cxviiL 19, 20. 'U
stands here not in an ethnographical, but in a
rhetorical signification. It denotes a multitude
of people, as e. a^ Gen. xx. 4 ; Isa. xlix. 7. An
essential pari of the ^fjjf °f &** righteous peo-

Ele is that it keeps faith. D'JDIt ia found only
ere in Isaiah. Not a superficial, vacillating

righteousness, but a righteousness having a firm
foundation is requirea. For as God is a sure

stronghold, a D'pSty "W m which we can con-

fide, so He requires also a people that trusts firmly
in Him. and cleaves to Him with a fidelity that
cannot be shaken. D'JDtt therefore, as the Latin
fides, signifies both faith and fidelity. Comp. i.

26. The Lord, on His part, often as a firm for-

mation, peace, peaoe (lvii. 19 ; xxvii 5). "HP

is a formation, frame. When it denotes a thought
that is framed, then "HP is almost always united

with nntfno or aS (Gen. vi. 5; vlii. 21 ; 1 Chr.

xxviii, 9 ; xxix. 18). As "HP stands alone in our
place, it signifies here what* it means elsewhere
when standing alone ; —a thing framed of any
kind (xxix. 16; Ps>ciii. 14 ; Hab. ii. 18). ^DO
(Ps. cxi. 8; cxii. 8) is «* established, firmly
founded. As now in a city there are many arti-
ficial formations, things framed, both of a visible
and invisible nature, as pillars, statues, buildings,
contrivances, institutions, and such like, which

serve partly-for ornament* partly fop use, so here
peace is called a formation ok thing framed
which the Loan keeps on its firm foundation.

The participle passive n*D3 is found further

only in Ps. cxii. 7. where it is usedas synonymous

with jtoJ. We may take it in our.place alsoas«
confiding, confidently established (eonglntmatum,

copulatum ac taruptam concretion ac coagmentaimn.

Fuxbst). Peace is a structure that rests on a
Rood foundation, because it is founded on the
Loud. But the feet that peace objectively is

founded on the Lord does not exclude the neces-

sity for individuals subjectively to found them-
selves on the Lord, i, «., in faith to rely upon
Him. On the contrary, he who does not subjec-

tively yield Himself to the Lord in faith will not
be partaker of the blessing of the objective salva-

tion that has been constituted, established (John
iii. 14 sqq.). Hence (ver. 4) theemphatic exhor-
tation :

*' trust in the Lord," etc, [1 cannot accept
the interpretation of ver. 3 given by Dr. Najd-
gelsbach. The best modern Interpreters are
substantially in accord with the E. V. The most
literal translation of the verse that can be given is

:

" The mind stayed or supported (on Thee) Thorn
wilt keep (in) peace, peace, because it trusteth in
Thee." Peace as an objective formation could
not be said to trust in God, for it is not a living

being possessed of vilL This objection is fetal to

the view wrought out so ingeniously and elabo-

rately by our author.—D. M.J The abbreviation

«T standing alone is found in Isaiah besides here,

xxxviii 11. The combination forming a climax

HTTP IT occurs in Isaiah besides here only xii. %
"Wf in the spiritual signification is found in Isaiah
viii.14; xvii.10; xxx.29; xliv.8; ILL [This
hallowed designation of the Lord* "Rock of
Ages," is found as marginal rendering of what in
the text of the £. V. is translated ^everlasting

strength." The rendering of the margin is literal

and accurate. The expression "Bock of Ages'1

is found in the Bible in this place only."

—

D.MJ
4. Por ha bringeth—the needy.—Vers. 5

and 6. A pledge that the Lord will be the ever-

lasting refuge of His people is seen by the Pro-
phet in this, that the Lord has already humbled,
cast down the worldly power. He expresses this

partly in words which he repeats from xxv. 12.

Those who dwell on high, (xxxiii. 5, 16), the
lofty oitj (oomp. xi. 11, 17 : xii. 4 : xxx. 13),He
haa brought low [instead ofthe firstverb being
in the present ten*e, as in the E. V., it should be
in the perfect]. The following imperfects (futures)

express the permanent condition of humiliation

in consequence of the overthrow. The Prophet
depicts the endless duration of the humiliation by
the repetition of the verb- expressing it (Anadt-

pfosts). The different forms of the pronominal
suffix attached to the verb are an agreeable varia-

tion. The feetof thosewhohad before been trod-

den in the dust by the violent foot of the worldly

power now pass without danger over the city of

the world which has been laid by God in the

dust.

6. The way—majeaty of the Lord.—Vera,
7-10. In vera. 3-fi the Prophet, in connection with,

D'JDK had discussed the idea of the reoiproca*
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CHAP. XXVL 11-8L m
fdea Implied in the life of the redeemed in com-
munion with their God and in the city of God.
In the following verses he discusses the ides of

V*XX, so that the words righteous aatlra that

keepsjth faith, tot. 2, appear aa the theme on
which the Prophet here enlarges. The people

of God most before all be themselves righteous.

They axe soch when their path is ontf'g, which

is here the subject, and means rectitudo
l
rincerita*.

It forms the ground which serves tha righteous as

substratum of His walk, as the pathway of life.

But the glory is due to God. For He it is who
so levels (properly rolls, the Prophet had here in

view Prov. iy. 26 : v. 6, 21) the path (SajTO only
here in Isaiah) or the righteous that it becomes

"U7\ The structure of the sentence forms a pro-

lepsis similar to ver. 1. But in order that the

idea of righteousness may attain its full realisa-

tion in the world, it is necessary that the divine
righteousness also should unfold itself freely and
uncotifined. The unrighteousness which reigns in

the world must be judged, the holy nature of God
must become manifest in its full splendor. And
this manifestation of the holiness and righteous-

ness of God forms an object of the most intense

desire of the believers of the Old Testament.
This desire finds expression in many Psalms, and
the Prophet here again adopts quite the tone of

the Psalms. We wait for thee in the way
of thy judgments, means : We expect to see

Thee march through the world as a righteous

judge (comp.xl. 14; Prov. ii.8; xvii. 23). This
manifestation ofjustice is hoped for by the right-

nnot for their own sake, but for the sake of

onor of God. Their desire, therefore, is to

the name and remembrance (oomp. Ex. iii.

15 and Ps. cxxxv. 13) of the Lord, t. «., that the

Lord may so manifest Himself that men may be
put in a position to call Him by the right name,
and to spread and propagate the right knowledge
of Him. But even for the sake of the world, t. e.

of unrighteous men themselves, the Prophet most
fervently longs for the full manifestation of the

divine righteousness, which he here conceives of
not exactly as that which destroys the ungodly,
but rather as that which punishes them for their

own profit (ver. 9). After having hitherto used
the plural, the Prophet passes over into the sin-

gular, I desire, I seek; This can be explained
only on the supposition that he here gives ex-
pression to a wish in which he personally was
intensely interested. Was he not himself the

object and perpetual witness of human injustice ?

He whom the question : How can God tolerate

such injustice? and the wish that an end may
soon be put to it, does not suffer to rest even in

the night, Is the Prophet himself rather than

those who, dwelling already in the glorified city of

God,have behind them the ehiefstages ofthejudg-
ment oftheworld (xxiv. ; xxv. 10sot. ). Wecannot
ascribe this longing to carnal vindictiveness. In
what follows the Prophet gives reason* for his de-
sire in such a way as to show clearly to what an ex-
tent he transfersthe actual necessitiesofthe present
time to that ideal future which he depicts. We
have here another example of the Prophet's man-
ner of representing the future with the materials
which the present time supplies. The Prophet
longs for the judgments of God, because he hopes
that in proportion as the earth is visited by them,
men will learn righteousness. We recognize here
the teacher and preacher, who deeply laments
that words produce but little imprenfion, that

facts which make themselves profoundly felt are
necessary to bring men to the knowledge and
practice of righteousness. In ver. 10 the Prophet
declares that ifjudgments do not take place, if the
wicked has favorshown him he does not learn
righteousness (jn.) Hoph of JSJ, only here in

Isaiah ; h occurs, Prov. xxi. 10. The conditional
sentence is without the hypothetical particle, as
is often the case). The wicked is not improved
when favor is shown to him, but proceeds even

when surrounded by the righteous (rtrDJ xxx.

10 ; comp. lvii. 2 ; lix. 14) to act perversely

(7i?t Piel in the causative sense, besides only Ps.

lxxL 4), and will never perceive the nature of

God in all its glory and majesty (^Kj a word

characteristic of Isaiah's writings, ix. 17 ; xii. 5

;

xxviii. 3: it occurs besides only Ps. xvii. 10;
lxxxix. 10 ; xciii. 1). We must indeed acquit the

Prophet ofa low carnal desire ofrevenge, but I am
decidedly of opinion ^.that the passage, neverthe-

less, breathes the legal spirit of the Old Testament
(comp. Matth. iii. 7 ; Luke iii. 7), and is not born

of the Spirit whose children weare to be. [A cor-

rective to this last observation is furnished in the

Exposition, which well sets forth the motives
which inspired the Prophet to desire God's judg-
ments on the earth. Without them men will not

learn righteousness. God's goodness is despised

or made the occasion of licentiousness, if there is

no clear demonstration by terrible things in
righteousness, that verily there is a God that

judgeth in the earth. If John the Baptist's words
(Matth. iii. 7 and Luke iii. 7) are, like those of

Isaiah, pronounced inconsistent with the Spirit

of the New Testament, what shall be said of the

words of our Saviour, Matt, xxiii. 33, and else-

where? The desire that evil-doers should be
punished, and that there should be a manifesta-

tion of the retributive justice of God, is not at va-

riance with the Spirit of the Gospel, or that love

of our enemies which Christ enjoined and exem-
plified, comp. Rev. vi. 10; xv. 4; xix. 1-2; 1
Cor. xvi. 22 ; 2 Thes. L $-10, efc—D. M.].

THE EESUBBECTCON OP THE DEAD AND THE CONCLUDING ACTS OP THE
JUDGMENT OF THE WORLD, Cbaptbe XXVL 11-21.

U LiOBD, «sAen thy hand is lifted up, they will not see;

,
But Haey shall see, and be ashamed for their envy1

*at the people;

Yea, *the fire of thine enemies shall devour them.
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12 Lord, thou wilt ordain peace for us

:

For thou also hast wrought all our works Sn us.

13 O Lord our God

!

Other lords beside thee have had dominion over us

:

But by thee only will we make mention of thy name.
14 They are dead, they shall not live

;

They are 'deceased, they shall not rise

:

Therefore hast thou visited and destroyed them,

And made all their memory to perish.

15 Thou hast increased the nation, O Lord,
Thou hast increased the nation ; thou art glorified

:

*Thou hadst removed it far unto all the ends of the earth.

16 Lord, in trouble have they visited thee

;

They poured out a "prayer when thy chastening was upon them.

17 Like as a woman with child, that draweth near the time of her delivery,

Is in pain, and crieth out in her pangs

;

So have we been *in thy sight, O Lord.
18 We have been with child, we have been in pain,

We have as it were brought forth wind

;

We have not wrought any deliverance in the earth

;

Neither have the inhabitants of the world fallen.

19 Thy dead men shall live:
'Together with my dead body shall they arise.

Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust:

For thy dew is as the dew of fherbs,

And the earth shall cast out the dead.

20 Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers,
And shut thy* doors about thee

:

Hide thyself as it were for a little moment,
Until the indignation be overpast. •

21 For, behold, the Lord cometh out of his place

To punish the inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity

:

The earth also shall disclose her 'blood,

And shall no more cover her slain.

i Or, toward thy people. Or,for us. * Heb. secret speech. «Heb.M*xfc.

• they shall see to their shame thy tealfor the people.
• Shades. * thou hast removedJar all the borders of the land.
' my dead body shatl arise.

* fire shall devour them, thy
• farfrom thy stght
slights.

TEXTUAL AND

Ver. 12. It la not Inconceivable thatDatffl stood here

originally, and waa changed through ignorance Into

J"|£)EfrV In that case 03$ would include Ideally the

transitive notion of awarding, allotting by judicial sen-

tence ; and on this ideal transitive notion 1jS DlSt!?

would depend. We are struck by the rare word flfltf,

while DSC? is suggested by the context [The correc-

tion of the text suggested is unnecessary.—D. M.J.

Ver. 13. "13 / stands here adverbially as Eccles. vii

29. The normal form of expression would be JpaS Jp

(Ps.11.8; Prov.r.17).
"'

'

Ver. 15. rp« is properly " to add." But the word Is

not rarely employed in the sense of " to increase," it

being left to the reader to think either of that to which
something is added, or of the addition which is made.
Niphal "133J is found besides here iii. 5; xxiii.8,9;

xlilL 4; xlix. ft. Piel pm vl. 12; xxix. 13.

Ver. 18. |*p* (on this form which is found besides

only Dent viii. 3, 18, coinp. OusmxvnM Or., 1 225, p. 440),

GRAMMATICAL.
la— cffundunt (besides here Job xxviil. 2; xxix. 6; xlf.

14; Ps. xli. 9). Analogous Is the Latin preees fmdert

(Vxeo. Aen. 6,ftft) and ftVfef ^BB^ P* ciL L—loS "pDIO
corresponds to ^¥2 in the first half of the verse, sad Is

best taken as a circumstantial clause with a verb to be

supplied (oomp. Ewald, { 341 a, p. 823). \&1 as Y^Hi
ver. 9. Comp. liii. 8.-^03 I» here, as afterwards, ver.

18 a, conjunction (comp. xli. 25 ; Gen. xlx. 1ft), and sig-

nifies not only in ver. 17, but also in ver. 18, if we exam-
ine thoroughly the construction, ianqttam, like as

OPK3). In ver. 17 this is quite evident, for the con-

struction is simple : As a woman with child Is In pain,

so were we far from Thee. [Or rather, so we were from

Thy presence, i. e^ our evil condition proceeded from

Thee.—D. MJ.
Ver. 18. The particle of comparison has the significa-

tion u quasi, as it"

Ver. 20. Instead of *J*nSl the Peri reads «jrfn. un-

doubtedly because a chamber has only one nVl, and
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not D'nSl (irfn, moreover, to not derived from nVl.
• - t r: it I

but from * form nTl which does not elsewhere odour).
TT

Bat both the sstonenoe withTim end the anomalous

nature of the form *\phl speak in fetor of TflSl. On
li rr » vi i • -:

to a singular form. It can be derited only from n2D»

whioh to not met with elsewhere : H3H to the form in

use (in Is*, xlii. 28 ; all*. 2). The appe*ranoe of the ra-

dios! Tod to also strange (OH instead of 71211). If this
• "i •• -i

*3n to to be regarded as a feminine form, this too would
be singular; for all the parallel verbal and nominal
forms are masculine. The expression J?JV0J?D3 to

found only here and In Esra ix. 8. Comp. Isa. liy. 7.

XZIQITIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. A new wonderful scene of the great eschato-
logical drama presents itself to the view of the
Prophet : the reeurreeUon of the dead / He intro-

duces this revelation with three brief sentences
addressed to Jehovah, each of them beginning
with the name Jehovah. In the first sentence he
expresses thethought thatmen do not perceive the
hand of the Lord already lifted up for judgment.
Bat they shall one day perceive it when God's
zeal will display itself. But then they will be
confounded, and fire will consume the adversa-
ries (ver. 11). On the other hand, the Prophet
expresses the assurance that the judgment of God
will promote the peace of the godly, as their
works are wrought by God Himself (ver. 12).
The Prophet in the third place introduces us into

that sphere to which he means to direct especial-

ly our attention in what follows. For even this

sphere stands in the closest relation to the mani-
festation of God indicated in vers. 11 and 12. He
characterizes this region, first in general, as one
whose inhabitants in a certain sense are not under
the dominion of God, but are in the power of
another lord. [Other lords, it should be said.

And the verb is in the past tense.—D. M.]. An
abnormal condition! The persons here meant
cannot praise God; for this can be done only
when a man is united to God, when he is m Him
(ver. 13). It is at once apparent from ver. 14 that

the Prophet means the dead. According to the
prevailing opinion the dead cannot live again.

God Himself has destroyed and blotted out for-

ever their remembrance (ver. 14). This realm
of death goes on increasing ; its borders are ever
further removed (ver. 15). Yet the longing for

deliverance is by no means extinct even in the

dead : they seek the Lord, and their whispered
prayer ascends to God from their place of trial

(ver. 16). Yea, the world of the dead even make
exertions to restore themselves to life, which
efibrts can be compared with the pangs of a wo-
man in travail (ver. 17). But the result is use-

less : only wind is brought forth (ver. 18). Yet
their hope is not disappointed. Butonly the dead
who are the Lord's will rise to life. These are

summoned to awake and rejoice. As a dew of

luminous substances will it be, when the earth

brings to the light the inhabitants of the world of

shades (ver. 19). But the earth will restore not

merely the bodies of the godly. She will bring

to the light all the evil, especially all the blood-

guiltiness which is buried in her bosom. This
will be a terrible element of wrath and judgment.
While this takes place, those who have risen from
the dead are to conceal themselves. After a mo-
ment the wrath will be past, and then salvation

and peace will reign forever (vers. 20, 21). [It

is a strange and unique imagination of Dr. Nae-
gklsbach, that the Prophet gives us in ver. 13,

Use language of the dwellers in Sheol ; as it is

most manifest that the speakers in ver. 12, con-

'

tinue in what follows their speech addressed to

Jehovah. See how verse 18 begins like the two
preceding verses with the name Jehovah. There
is nothing to indicate the assumed change of
speakers, or to make us suppose that the occu-

pants of an inframundane region, an infernal

limbos, suddenly and without a pause, take up the

address to the Almighty, abruptly dropped by the

eccUtia militant. The perfect tense, too, in ver.

13, may not be arbitrarily treated as the present,

to accommodate the language to the author's

theory. This earth, and not Sheol, is unques-
tionably the theatre of what is described in vers.

15-18. The prayer spoken of in ver. 16 comes
not from the shaaes ofthe departed, but from the

inhabitants of this world when God's judgments
are in the earth (comp. ver. 9). It is a purely

gratuitous assumption, involving, too, an anti-

scriptural error, that a place of trial under the

earth is the scene of the vain endeavors so graphi-

cally depicted in vers. 18 and 19. I append Dr.

J. A. Alexander's brief analysis of vers. 12-21.
" The Church abjures the service of all other so-

vereigns, and vows perpetual devotion to Him by
whom it has been delivered and restored (vers.

12-15). Her utter incapacity to save herself is

then contrasted with God's power to restore His
people to new life, with a joyful anticipation of

which the song concludes (vers. 16-19). The ad-

ditional sentences contain a beautiful and tender

intimation of the trials which must be endured
before these glorious events take place, with a
solemn assurance that Jehovah is about to visit

both His people and their enemies with chastise-

ments (vers. 20, 21)."—D. M.].

2. LORD thy nams.—Vers. 11-13. The
Prophet perceives the approach of great things,

but men perceive nothing of them. He com-
plains of this to the Lord. Thy hand is lifted

up, says he, and they see it not. [The ad-

verb " when " is unnecessarily supplied in the E.

V. It is better to render literally " Thv hand is

lifted up ; they will not see" or " (but) they do
not see it."—D. M.]. The uplifted hand is ready,

and able to smite. The expression HDl T is

found in the Pentateuch in more senses than one.

May it not signify here the menacing high hand?
According to Scripture great signs on earth and
in heaven will precede the coming of the Lord
(Matt. xxiv. 3, 8, 29), but the wicked will not give

heed to these signs (Matt xxiv. 87-39). They
will not be willing to see the hand of God in

them. But they will be forcad to their confusion

(itfTl is a parenthetical clause marking a circum-

stance) to recognise the hand of God in the

signs from the correspondence between them and
the decisive facts following on them, when they

shall have perceived the zeal, i. e., the strict,
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fudging, and avenging righteousness of God
(oomp. iz, 6 ; xi. 13 ; xxxviiL 32; lxiiL 15) at-

testing itself on the people (oomp. in regard to

the construction, Pa. Ixix. 10). [The expression

QJT AKJp made dependent in the E. V. on 1#3\

and understood of the envy ofthe heathen toward
the people of God, is rightly made dependent by
our author on IfTV, and la also rightly understood
of the zeal of the Lord of hosts (ix. 6 : xxxyii.

82), but this zeal of the Lord is not directed

against a people who are none of His, as Db.
Kaeoelsbach thinks, bat is the seal of the Lord
for His own people.—D. M.]. The fire of this

seal will consume those men who could see, but

would not see; will devour thy adversaries

nn¥> prefixed apposition to the suffix in dSdKA).
From the wicked, who to their dismay are sur-

prised by the judgment of God, the Prophet turns

to the pious who wait for the day of judgment as
the day of their redemption (Luke xxi. 28).

These express the confident assurance that the
Lord will assign, prepare them peace on that

great day. flfitf, ponere, statuere, is found in

Isaiah only here. oomp. 2 Kings iy. 38; Ezek.
xxiy. 3 ; Ps. xxii. 16. The righteous justly ex-
pect from the judgment the peace of God. For
now could the righteous Judge award them aught
else, seeing that He Himself has wrought their

works 7 Instead of thesecondW we should per-

haps ratherexpect U3 ; but the Prophet, who de-

lights in significant accords in sound, chose un-

doubtedly to make a secondW correspond to the
first, in order to indicate thereby that the fruit of
the judgment must correspond to the fruit of the

life. The third sentence begins with Wnh* Him
The address is thus more forcible, and forms an
antithesis to the subject and predicate of the sen-

tence. Is it not a contradiction which cannot be
maintained, when it must be said : Thou art in-

deed our God, but others rule oyer us ? [But the
perfect tense should not be treated as a present.

—

D. M.]. To understand D^IK of the worldly
powers alone, which is the common view, seems
to me quite too restricted, and not to correspond
to the context I translate *p **<n thee" [•' By
thee," i. «., by thy power or help, is the common
rendering.—-!). M.J. The aim of yer. 13 is that
of a general introduction into the region which is

afterwards to be particularly spoken of. [" As
to the lords who arementioned in the first clause,

there are two opinions. One is, that they are the
Chaldeee or Babylonians, under whom the Jews
had been in bondage. This is now the current
explanation. The other is, that they are the false

gods or idols whom the Jews had served before
Che exile. Against the former and in favor of
the latter supposition it may be suggested, first,

that the Babylonian bondage did not hinder the
Jews from mentioning Jehovah's name or prais-
ing Him ; secondly, that the whole verae looks
like a confession of theirown fault and a promise
of amendment, rather than a reminiscence of
their sufferings; and thirdly, that there seems to
be an obvious comparison between the worship of
Jehovah as our, with some other worship and
some other deity. ...... An additional argu-
ment in favor of the reference of the versa to

spiritual rulers, is its exact correspondence with
the singular fact in Jewish history, that since the

Babylonish exile they have never even been sus-

pected of idolatry.
1' Alexander.—D. M.].

3. They are "dead enda of the earth.

—Vers. 14-15. The Prophet proceeds now di*

rectry to the thought which he intends afterwards,

ver. 19, to bring to light : the resurrection of the

dead. But that the light of this wonderful divine

revelation may shine more conspicuously he pre-

sents, as a foil to it, the opinion which had not
been hitherto disputed, and which was supposed
to be indisputable, rii., that the dead do not come
to life again. [Rut what indication is given that

the Prophet in the 14th verse means to relate an
opinion said to prevail universally in regard to

the impossibility of a resurrection of the dead f
Why not rather understand this verse as a decla-

ration that the other lords just spoken of should
not merely cease to exist, but even to be remem-
bered ? The language used is applicable to the
deities of an effete mytholoey once worshipped by
Israel, as well as to the Babylonian and previous
oppressors of Israel. In regard to the opinion
which " hitherto has passed and even now passes

in the whole world as incontrovertible truth, that

there is no redemption from the bands of death."

does not Hosea, an earlier Prophet than Isaiah,

announce that death and Sheol should be de-
prived of their prey? Hos. xiii. 14. Isaiah him-
self, too, does not here for the first time make
mention of the vanquishing of death. See xxv.

8 ; oomp. Job. xix. 25-27.—D. M.]. For this

wary reason (pV—nrith reference to this, in so

far. Corap. on Jer. v. 2 ; Isa. xxvii. 9) hast thou
visitedand destroyedthemandmadetheir
memory to perish. Most interpreters under-
stand verse 15 of the fall and resuscitation of the
people of Israel. [And rightly do they so under-
stand it. Few readers will assent to Db,Naboeub-
bach's singular opinion that the land that is en-
larged is the region of the dead. In the E. V.
the last clause of verse 15 is rendered " thou hadVt
removed it for unto all the ends of the earth."

But the words "it" and " unto" are not in the
original text, and the pluperfect is not warranted.
Omitting these additions and discarding the plu-

perfect, we have the rendering, " thou hast re-

moved the ends of the landI" «. e.
t
extended the

boundaries of the country. Thus we are told that
extension of territory had been granted along with
increase of population.—D. M.J.

8. LORD in trouble world fallen.—
Vers. 16-18, Bat even in the realm of the dead
the longing for life and the hope of regaining it

are not extinguished. Even the dead in their

distress seek the Lord, the fountain of all hope.
[" VieU is here used in the nnnsual but natural

sense ofseeking God in supplication."

—

Alexan-
der]. The prayer of the dead in a low whisper

(VTVt) ascends from their place of trial to the
Lord. [If we take our theology from the book
of Isaiah, there is no " place of trial " for the god-
ly after this life. Hie righteous man when he
dies enters into peace, 1vii. 2. I need hardly state

here that a purgatory, according to Roman Catho-
lic doctrine, is not intended for unbelievers.—D.
M.]. Verse 17 obviously supposes that a deliv-

erance from Sheol is possible, and that the hope
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of this deliverance is not extinct in its occupants.
This nope produces rather, according to the view
of the Prophet, in the dwellers of Hades, a strag-
gleandendeavorafterliberationfrom prison which
can be compared with the pains of child-bearing.
Bat this impulse of hope remains unsatisfied so
long as it is a merely natural one. I take ^390
not in the causal bat in the local rignification«far
from (comp. xiv. 19; xxiL 3; Judg.ir.21). Far
from Jehovah, without vital union with Him, a
dead man cannot raise himselftonew life. [1 prefer
taking TJ3p in the causal signification. The
text runs^-M So have we been" (UTI), not "we
ort.y—D. M.]. All convulsive efforts of the dead
which aim at a new life are ineffectual. They
are like bringing forth wind, the issue of an ap-
parent pregnancy in consequence of the disease
called empTwruwatowa (Gebenius, Delizbch). The
D'ria must learn by experience that without Je-

hovah they cannot bless (comp. on niNBP yer. 1)

the land of their habitation, i. c, here, the earth

(comp. afterwards '?£), because, however con-

vulsive their pangs may be, through them no in-
habitants of the world (Ps. xxxiii. 8 ; lea.
xviii. 3; xxvi. 9; Nah. i. 5; Lam. iv. 12) will
drop, i. e., no births to a new life will take place.

vDJ is used here and ver. 19 ofthe partus. Comp.
the Greek xinretv, the Latin cadere, the German
werfen (Gra. Thes. p. 897). [This meaning of

>3J ia in my opinion more than doubtful. But
what are we to think of the Shades in Hades
striving to give birth to themselves, fruitlessly
laboring to get back into the world, and this, not
so much for the purpose of releasing themselves
from their gloomy abode, as with a view to bless
the world with new inhabitants, and to work de-
liverance or safety for it? Generous Shades I

So self-forgetful amid their sufferings in Hades 1

The judicious reader may be left to make his own
comments on this strange notion.—D. M.l.

5. Thy dead—the dead.—Ver. 19. ["This
verse is in the strongest contrast with the one
before it. To the ineffectual efforts of the people
to save themselves, he now opposes their actual
deliverance by God. ,,—Alexander.]. The suf-

fix of the first person in 'JV?2J corresponds to

the suffix of the second person in "J'no. nS^J
(ver. 25) is never used in the plural. It is a
collective word (comp. Lev. xi. 8, 11 sqq.; Jer.
vii. 33 ; xvi. 4 et wzepe). We have to refer the
suffix of the first person to the Prophet who here
speaks in the name of the church. It is he who
after the disconsolate words of the Shades [?1
speaks as the interpreter of Jehovah here (and
afterwards vers. 20, 21) words of consolation, and
in the spirit of prophecy utters the triumphant
call to awake, which will one day be pronounced
by a mightier voice that it may be fulfilled.
•>8p *joer only here. comp. xvhi. 3. The words
0J1 70 O graphically depict the thought ex-
pressed in what goes before. On the morning of
the resurrection a wonderful dew will cover the
earth. It is no more the earthly dew, it is a

heavenly, a divine dew (therefore *|;?0). If even

now the earthly dew, when the rays of the sun

19

289

mirror themselves in it, sparkles like pearls, how
resplendent will be the drops of that heavenly
dew, every one of which will be a glorified lumi-
nous body, a body of the resurrection! The
plural mm is found only here; for nbk 2
Kings iv. 39 is a quite different word [?]. Dn*t
alsojjccurs only once; Ps. cxxxvi. 7. The singu-
lar rnm is found Ps. cxxxix. 12 ; Eat. viiiTlfi.

That the signification "lights" suits the connec-
tion cannot be doubted. For the new resurrec-
tion life is a life in the light (John i. 4 ; viii. 12),
and the 66£a of which our body, as oipfiop+w
with the body of Christ, will partake (Phil. iiL
21) is in its nature light (Matt xvii. 2). But
whence come these forms of light which as
heavenly dew-drops will on the morning of the
resurrection shine on the surface of the earth ?
Thev have arisen, i. e., they come out of the
earth in which they hitherto as D*Kin, as gloomy
shades have dwelt. At the almighty word of the
Lord the earth was forced to give up (cast out.
ver. 18) these D'Kfil that had been hitherto r*
garded as a spoil that could not be snatched from
it [ver. 14).

6. Come my people her slain.—Vers.
20, 21. If we receive the simple natural im-
pression made by the Prophet's representation,
we must say that we are transported t>y these two
verses into the time after the resurrection. [?] For
what people can be addressed except that which
according to ver. 19 has been awakened to new
life ? And why must this people after it had in
Hades pined so long in suspense and anxiety, [?1
conceal itself again after it had hardly come forth
to the light? And why is it set forth as a cha-
racteristic mark of the time during which the
people shall remain hidden, that in that time the
earth shall disclose all the shed blood it had ab-
sorbed, and all corpses of the slain which it had
concealed and kept? Is that not a clear refer-
ence to the time of the last judgment which
brings everything to light and finishes every-
thing ? These are questions the answer to which
was not known by the Prophet himself. It is.

the Apocalypse of the New Testament that first

solves for us this riddle. It distinguishes a first

and a second resurrection. And it makes the
setting loose of Satan with the last assault on the
citjr of God follow the first resurrection, after
which there ensues the second general resurrec-
tion with the great universal judgment (Rev..
xx.). [According to this exposition they who
partake of the first resurrection were gloomy
shades in misery till the earth cast them forth

;

and after having been raised from the dead they
must hide themselves. But the dead in Christ
were never shades in misery, and when they are
raised, they shall be at once caught up to meet
the Lord in the air and to be ever with Him.
1 Thess. iv. 16, 17. The ingenuity displayed by
our author in illustrating this passage of Isaiah
from the Apocalypse is very striking.—D. M.l.
What those chambers are into which the people
should go pin only here in Isaiah) the Prophet

does not explain. Bat when according to Rev.
xx. 9 the napefipoty rQv 6yUn> and the ffMc
rjyatnifikvfi is surrounded by enemies, I cannot
doubt that the saints are enjoined during the
short tribulation of the city to withdraw, and*
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give themselves to solitary prayer in quiet ex-
pectation. At the same time this does not, 1

think, exclude the application of the counsel here
given by the Prophet to all cases related to that

final and highest storm of indignation as typical

and preparatory events. Ver. 21 Oft a &torm,

storm of wrath, is a word which occurs not rarely

in Isaiah; x. 5, 25 : xiii. 5 ; xxx. 27. The storm
is comparatively snort, but in its intensity sur-

passes all others. For it comprehends according

to Bev. xx. 9-15 nothing less than the overthrow
of Satan, and the general judgment Verse 21

answers to this exactly. If Jehovah rises from
His place in order to visit the euilt of the inhabi-

tants of the earth C*n 38^ collectively) on them,
and if the earth then discloses all hidden blood-

guiltiness, this plainly enough indicates that that

storm of wrath involves a work of judgment.

The words "for, behold, the Lord cometh out
of his place," are taken literally from Micah, i.

3 comp. Matt xxv. 31 ; Bev. xx. 11. As count-
erpart to the blessed fruits, which the earth ac-

cording to ver. 19 will bring forth, and at the
same time as proof of the all-comprehensive cha-
racter of the judgment, the slain and the blood
that has been shed are specified as what the earth
will on that day cause to come to light. The
earth opened its mouth to receive the blood of
Abel wno was the first person slain (Gen. iv. 11).

And since that time it has taken in all the blood
that has been shed, and all the dead bodies of
the slain: and preserves them faithfully for the
day ofjudgment, when they shall come forth as

incontrovertible witnesses against the guilty. In
the book of the Revelation, too, it is expresslv
declared that the sea, and death, and Hades will

disclose ail their dead (Bev. xx. 13).

THE DOWNFALL OF THE WOBLDLY POWEBS AND ZION'S JOYFUL RESUR-
RECTION. Chapter XXVIL 1-9.

In that day the Lord with his *sore and great and strong sword,
Shall punish leviathan the lbpiercing serpent,

Even leviathan, that crooked serpent

;

And he shall slay the dragon that is in the i

In that day sing ye unto her,

A vineyard of red wine.

3 I the Lord do keep it

;

I will water it every moment.
Lest any hurt it,

I will keep it night and day.
4 Fury m not in me;
Who 'would set the briers and thorns against me in battle?
I would 'go through them,
I would burn them together.

5 Or let him take hold of my strength,

That he may make peace with me

;

And he shall make peace with me.
6 *He shall cause them that come of Jacob to take root

:

Israel shall blossom and bud,
And fill the face of the world with fruit

7 Hath he smitten him, *as he smote those that smote him?
Or is he slain according to the slaughter of them that are slain by him ?

8 In measure, 'when it shooteth forth, thou wilt debate with it

;

••He stayeth his rough wind in the day of the east wind.
9 By this, therefore, shall the iniquity of Jacob be purged

;

Aid this t8 all the fruit to take away his sin;

When he maketh all the stones of the altar

As fchalkstones that are beaten in sunder,
The 'groves and *images shall not stand up.

1 Or, crossing Uke a bar,
* Or, when thou sendest it forth.

• Or, march againtL
• Or, when he removeth it

• Ueb, according to the stroke of thoss.
• Or, eun-imagei.

• hard, h JUeing.
* IncomingdanwiUJacob taheroot •VfiSi
tienagetqfAehtoreth.

Mowoth with Ms rough blast
• wiUiet
* stones ofwtortar.
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TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1 On the authority of the Septuagint (£jur«A»r

mA&« iwtivmtLm), of the Targum (nnea ptantata m terra

bom), and of many codtoes and editions, many inter-

preters read TOTT, which finds support in lOTVDlJ,
V V t_ V V •• «

"•

mos r. 11, and HOT) Hlf» Isa. xxxiL U. Comp. t. 7;

Jer. iii. 19. Although nin is the more difficult read-

ing, "ton is perhaps to be preferred here. For what

does "Von D"0 mean? [Bui compare r*H |JDj» Numb.

vL 4; Jud. xiii 14, and such phrases as a 'mine of

weaKA, a weU of water. Though Dr. Naxoklsbach follows

mort modern commentators in preferring the reading

TDn, there is no necessity for altering here the com-
mon text of the Hebrew Bible.—D. M.J. If the suppo-

sition be made that 0"O denotes a plantation in gen-

eral, andrn 0^3, Judg.XY. 6, be appealed to, still 0*0

alone denotes a vineyard in so many places that the*

addition ion appears pleonastic [But this objection

GRAMMATICAL.
would equally arail against such an expression as a
tprimg of water.— D. M.j. It cannot be proved that

1DH denotes a nobler kind of wine. I prefer therefore,
with DaacBSLKB and Dsutzsch, and many older inter-

preters, to read Ton.

Ver. &. DasdtSLsa is in error in thinking that Tfoy
cannot be taken as jussive. Comp. Naboslsbacv, { 90,

8,«.

Ver. 6. BMtfn raeUcee agere (Job v. 8; Ps. lxxx. 10) is

denominative from \[h\& (comp. xlviiL 24).

Ver. 8. The word HKOKDD is best derived from HKD
mtneuroy so that the word is contracted from HMDS
TOO. Dageth forte in the second arises from the as-

similation of the H, while the first K has completely

lost its power as a consonant Compare HK^pV for

nmpS, n*on for roton.

XXEGXTICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. If we consider that vers. 1, 10 and 11 of this

chapter are directed against the worldly power,
while Ten. 2-9, and 12, 13, contain words of com-
fort for Israel, we ascertain that the chapter is

divided into two principal parts, each of which
again consists of two subdivisions which corres-

pond to one another. The Prophet sees here also

the salvation of Israel set off oy the foil of the
judgment inflicted on the heathen worldly power.
If we connect, as many do, ver. 1 with chap. xxvi.

we destroy the beautiful parallelism of chapter
xxvii., violate the principle of the number two,

which dominates chaps, xxiv.—xxvii., and bring

ver. 1 into a connection to which it does not be-

long. For after the words in xxvi. 21, which are

of so general a character, chap, xxvii. would not
follow naturally ; and is not xxvii. 1. by the for-

mula in that day, even as manifestly separated

from xxvi. 21 as it is connected thereby with
xxvii. 2? As chapter xxv. is related to chapter
xxiv., so is chap, xxvii. related to chap. xxvi.
As in chap. xxv. Mount Zion emerges from the
all-embracing scenes ofjudgment as the only place
of salvation and peace, so the leading thought in

cbap. xxvii. is seen to be Israel's victory over its

enemies, the worldly powers, and its deliverance
from their grasp, in order, as a united people, to

partake of salvation on Mount Zion. The Pro-
phet in xxv. 10 sqq., set forth the worldly pow-
ers under the name of Moab, and he now gives a
different emblematic representation of them. He
exhibits them under the form of beasts as the
straight and the coiled Leviathan, and as the cro-

codile. Of all these he declares that they will be
vanquished by the mighty sword of Jehovah (ver.

1). A call is at the same time made bv him
to begin a hymn regarding Israel, as he himself
had already done, xxv. 1 »qq. (ver. 2). In this

hymn Jehovah Himself is introduced as the
Speaker. He declares that He will faithfully

protect and tend Israel as His vineyard (ver. 3).

And if hostile powers, like thorns and thistles,

should desire again to injure the vineyard, He
will terribly intervene, and burn them up (verse
4) : unlesi they make peace with Him by humble
and believing submission under His might (5).

Israel shall accordingly in the distant future take
root, blossom and bud, and fill the earth with its

fruits (ver. 6). That the prospect of such a glo-
riouB future is disclosed to Israel ought not to

seem strange. Think how the Lord has hith-
erto treated Israel. It has never been exposed
to such destructive strokes as its enemies (ver. 7).

The Lord metes out punishment to Israel in
spoonfuls, not by the bushel, punishing it only bv
temporary rejection when He makes His breath
pass over the land like a blast of the east wind
(ver. 8). And by these very chastisements Is-

rael's guilt is purged, and Israel reaps then the
blessed fruit, that the stones of the altars of its

false gods are become as lime-stones that are
crushed and cast away, and that therefore the
images of Asbtoreth and of the sun will stand up
no more (ver. 9).

2. In that day In the sea.—Ver. 1. The
expression in that daw indicates here too that

what is introduced bv this formula belongs to the
same stage of the world's history as what precedes.

The Prophet freely uses the verb Ipfi in these

chapters of punitive visitation : xxiv. 21 ; xxvi.

14, 21 ; xxvii. 3. That 1p£P here is connected

withtpfi
1
?, xxvi. 21, maybe readily admitted.

For truly the visitation spoken of in xxvii. 1 is a
part, yea, the chief part of that universal one
which has for its object, according to xxvi. 21,

the whole population of the earth. But I cannot
concede that the visitation xxvii. 1 is absolutely

identical with the one threatened in xxvi. 21.

For, as has been shown above, chap, xxvii. is not

of so general a character as chap. xxvi. And the

formula in that day points to a difference as

well as to contemporaneousness. ^
In xxvii. 1 that

part of the judgment is prominently set forth

which has respect to the great worldly powers that

are the immediate oppressors of Israel, as chaps,

xxv. and xxvii. have for their subject the singular

position ofIsrael in thegeneraljudgment indicated

by D*Stf1V31 pf ina (xxiv. 23 comp. xxv. 6) or

irSrtvai Bhpn ITU (xxvii 13). Theawordof

Jehovah, symbol ofHis power that destroys every
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292 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

thing opposed to it, is after the original passage,

Dent, zxxii. 41 sq., often mentioned; Pa. vii. 13

;

xvii. 13; lea. xxxiv. 5, 6: lxvi. 16: Jer.xii. 12:

xlvii. 6. This sword with which the Lord will

annihilate the enemies of Israel is described as

hard in respect to its material, great in regard to

its length, and strong with reference to its irresis-

tible action. These enemies of Israel are repre-

sented under the image of monstrous beasts. This

form of expression is based on .views which per-

vade the divine revelation of the Old and New
Testament Comp. Ps. IxviiL 31 ; lxxiv. 13 ; Dan.

vii. 3 sqq.; viii. 3 sqq. ; Rev. xii. 3 sqq. ; xiiL 1

sqq. The kingdom of God is human (Dan. vii.

13 sqq.), the worldly power is animal, brutal,

heartless, cruel. Here, first of all, the question

arises whether merely earthly powers of the world

are meant, and not rather powers of heaven
and of the world as xxiv. 21. In support of the

view that the two Leviathans mentioned in this

verse are powers of heaven, appeal is made to Job
xxvi. 13, where certainly FVH3 tfTO is mentioned^

as a constellation. Hence the conclusion is drawn

that also prtSpy tfTU is a constellation (Hitzig,

Hendewerk, Drechsleb). But the whole
structure of these four chapters proves thatpowers
of heaven cannot be here in question. For our
chapter stands parallel to chap, xxv., and treats

of the peculiar position of Israel in opposition to

the worldly power. But in chaD. xxv. the worldly

power is represented by what is of the earth, by
the personified Moab. Here there is a climax,

while three animal forms, placed at the com-
mencement of the discourse, take the part of

Moab, which is there placed at the close. More-

over, in this passage, Tina tfm and pnSpy tfTO

are not the leading terms. But these designations

only define more particularly the term Levia-

than. The case would be different if the latter

terra were wanting, and the Prophet spoke only
ofO tfTU and 'V Bm J. As our text runs, we can
only say that the Prophet has in view two powers
that in their nature are closely related, nay essen-

tially alike, for which reason he designates both
of them by the name Leviathan.—They have,

however, their individual peculiarities, wherefore

he more particularly defines the one as the flee-

ing serpent and the other as the ooiled ser-

pent. The predicate " fleeing serpent " is mani-
festly borrowed from Job xxvi. 13, as we have
already observed manifold traces of the use of the
book of Job in Isaiah (comp. on xiv. 30; xvii. 2;
xxi. 4 ; xxii. 2, 4, 22, 24 : xxiii. 12 ; xxv. 2).

The expression TV^3 tfnJ denotes in Job, as is on
all hands admitted, a constellation or appearance
in the heavens, although the learned still dispute

whether it is the dragon, or the milky way, or
the scorpion, or the rainbow (comp. Leyber in
Herzoo*8 R. Ency. XIX., p. 565). Isaiah, how-
ever, found the expression in its literal significa-

tion fit to be appended as an apposition to the
term Leviathan. This is apparent, because Levia-
than nowhere else denotes a constellation, and

the second apposition pfl/pjf tfnj occurs in no
other place as the name of a constellation. The
question then is, what is the proper meaning of
rY"i3 #TU ? That tfru denotes a serpent, is un-
doubted. The word is found in this signification

in Isaiah xiv. 29: lxv. 25. But nn:i which,

besides here and Job xxvi. 13, occurs only Isa.

xliii. 14, can according to its etymology (rP3/»-

gere) have only the meaning * fleeing." A BTU
rVQ is therefore a serpent which at full stretch

flees away in haste. In opposition to it tfTU

pnSpy is a crooked, coiled serpent The word

pflSpj? is fa. Xry. The radix /pj? occurs besides

only in ^M? (Hab. L 4 jus pcrvcrtum) and in

n
^p!?P^ tortuosa, crookednesses, crooked ways

(Judges v. 6; Pa. cxxv. 5). \tvV7 is a poetic

symbolical generic name which is sometimes
given to the Crocodile (Job xl. 25; Ps. lxxiv.

14), sometimes to other monsters of the deep (Job
iii. 8 ; Ps. civ. 26). With such a bellua aquaUca
the two worldly powers are here compared in

such a way that each is placed in parallel with a
species of this genus. For it is plain that two
powers are compared with two species of the ge-

nus Leviathan, the one with one species, and the
other with another species; and that a third

power is compared with the
|

%JR The sword is

a single one. It is only once mentioned, and is

the subject common to three predicates. But the
Leviathan is twice named, each time with a difler-

ent specifying word. And that the Prophet un-
derstands under the {'Jfl a third hostile power is

evident from his not putting this term in apposi-

tion to the term Leviathan. When afterwards,

vers. 12 and 13, the land of the Euphrates, Assy-
ria and Egypt are expressly designated as the
countries from which redeemed Israel will return
home, is not this to be regarded as a consequence
of the Lobd having according to ver. 1 crushed
these hostile powers and so compelled them to let

Israel go free ? It has been further observed that
pin denotes Egypt, 1L 9 (the only place beside

this one where it occurs in Isaiah) ; Esek. xxix.
3; xxxii. 2; Ps. lxxiv. 13. The word is in
meaning, though not in etymology, closely con-
nected with the term Leviathan. Now if these
places where pn is used in reference to Egypt
are borrowed from the one before us, they cer-

tainly bear witness to aa ancient and indisputa-
ble interpretation. We are, therefore, fully jus-

tified in understanding Egypt to be denoted bythe
dragon that is in the sea (regarding D' comp.

xviii. 2; xix. 5 ; xxi. 1). But if the |"J£ denotes

Egypt, then the Leviathan, the fleeing ser-
pent, must be the land of the Tims, «. «., Assy*
ria, for the serpent shooting quickly along is an
apt emblem of the rapid Tigris, which name,
according to the testimony of the ancients (Stra-
bo XL p. 527 ; Curt. VI. 36), means an arrow.
In the Persian and Kurdish Tir denotes both an
arrow and the Tigris (comp. Gesen., The*., p.
448). In regard to the windings ofthe Euphrates
Herodotus speaks (I., 185) and relates that in
sailingdown the river, Arderikka, a place situated

on it, is passed by three times in three days.
Might not Jeremiah (L 17) have had this passage
before his mind in writing: "first the king of
Assyria ate him, and last this Nebuchadrezzar,
king of Babylon, hath crushed his bones V9 Assy-
ria, the power that rushed straight upon Israel,
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CHAP. XXVTL 1*4. 29S

hid hold ofhim with its teeth. But it tore eff as

it wore only pieces of hie flesh, inflicted flesh

wounds. Bat Babylon has as the Boa Constrictor

enfolded Israel in the coils of his powerful body
and crashed his bones. Comp. Nabqeusbjlch
on Jer. L 17. That Isaiah had Babylon before

his mind la just as possible here as xxL 1-10.

Both places are to be similarly explained.

a. In that day wine.—Ver. 2. While the

worldly powers are annihilated, Israel is elevated

to high joy and honor. The Prophet announces

Uusfor the comfort of his people in a hymn
which is parallel to the hymn xxv. 1-6.

^
This

hymn is peculiar in its structure, as it consists of

brief members formed of only two words. It is

true that many members of it consist of three or

four words. But two constitute always the lead*

ing ideas ; what is over and above, may be said

to be accessory ideas which are only grammati-

cally indispensable. In ver. 4 in the line UJJV~'D

JVBT 1*D0 the first two and the last two words

form each one principal notion. The two chief

sentences, verses 3 and 4, contain each four such
members or lines consisting of two ideas; the

introduction (ver. 2) and the close (ver. 5) each

contain three of them. The principle of duality

is here carried out in such a way that the whole
of six times two, and eight times two,

consequently, of 28 members. That the intro-

duction and close have each only three times two
members, imparts to the whole the charm of a

sort of crescendo and decresccndo. Ver. 2 does not

properly belong to the sons itself. For it con-

tains only the theme and the summons to cele-

brate it in song. But it is rhythmically con-

structed aa the song itselC and rhythmically re-

garded, it is a part of the song. The words 0"O
^DH form the title prefixed absolutely (comp.

D*tt3n ver. 6). Israel is compared with a vine-

yard as in v. 1 sqq. But there is this difference,

that in v. 1 sqq. Israel appears as a vineyard con-

signed to destruction as a punishment ; here it is

a vineyard faithfully protected and tended. ^OH

is found only here and DeuL xxxii. 14. That

the word denotes wine is certain : but it is doubt-

ful how this meaning is reached whether ab ef-

ferveecendo (from fermenting) or a rvbedine. [The
analogy of the cognate Arabic and Syriac bud-

ports the former of these derivations, which is

the one commonly adopted by modern scholars.

—D. M.1. nSW is not to be joined with 0V3
Wnrv For this date plainly refers to all that

follows, and rbW are not words of the Prophet,

but words which people at that day will call out

to one another. S after njy in the signification

"in reference to" as Num. xxi. 17 ; 1 Sam. xxi.

12; xxix. 5; Ps. cxlvii. 7.

4- ItheltORD peace withme.—Vers.
S-5. The Prophet by putting into the mouth of

the people a song in which Jehovah Himselfjba

speaker gives glorious promises to the people, in-

timates that the people may regard these promises

aa their own certain possession. For they belong

to them as those who publish them, and they are

sure to them, because they proclaim them as

verba xpnstima of Jehovah. The Lord promises

now that He will keep His vineyard ana abund-

antly water it (irynS everymoment atDnpaS
which two expressions stand together Job vii. 18.

Comp. Isa. xxxiii. 2 ; Ps. lxxiii. 14 et eaepc) yea
watch it night and day, that it may not be visited

by an enemy flpfl with Sj? which elsewhere de-

notes a visitation for punishment, comp. Hos. xii.

3; Jer. ix. 24 sq., seems to stand here in the

sense of, JUf, #J*. The fury (Hon here for the

first time comp. xxxiv. 2; xlii. 25; 1L 13, 17, 20,

22 et eaepe in the second part of Isaiah), which the

Lord formerly felt and manifested toward His
vineyard Israel (ver. 5 sqq.), no longer exists.

Nay more, thorns and thistles, which the Lord
according to ver. 6 would for a punishment let

grow up in the old vineyard, He wishes now to

be set before Him in order to show by destroying

them the seal of His love for the renewed vine-

yard. Thorns and thiatlea, which grow from
the soil of the vineyard itself are, in opposition

to the wild beasts which break in from without,

symbols of internal decay, symptoms of the germs

of evil still existing in the vineyard itself Here
external foes are not expressly mentioned as in

chap, v., and we have therefore to understand here

under thorns and thistles everything which could

set itself against the naturo and purpose of the

vineyard. [But does not the expression nonSsa

point rather to external enemies of the Church

as denoted under the symbols of briers and

comp. Job xxix. 2; Jer. ix. 1) is a formula ex-

pressive of a wish. The suffix has here a dative

sense, HDnSna is connected by the Masoretes

with what precedes, but it belongs necessarily to

what follows, as Ekobel and Delitzsch have

perceived, with war, i. e., with martial im-

petuosity, would the Lord atride in (^frfl oradiri,

xngredi only here, substantives derived trom it

1 Sara. xx. 3: 1 Chron. xix. 4) againat them
(H3 the feminine suffix refers to the nouns "VD#

JVEf, and is to be taken in a neuter sense, as after-

wards the suffix in njJVSK) and burn np the

bushes all altogether FVXn for JV*n only here.

When in ver. 5 the Lord speaks of people before

whom the alternative is placed, either to be over-

come by the storm of war iust mentioned, or (\*

as conjunction with omitted \3 comp. Exod. xxi.

36 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 13 comp. Lev. xiii. 16, 24) to

lay hold of the protection of Jehovah (3 pinn iv.

1 ; 1 Kings i. 50 ; H^D defence, protection, xvii. 9,

10; xxiii.4,11,14; xxv. 4; xxx. 3) and to make

peace with Him (Josh. ix. 15), we perceive that

He thinks of such among the people for whom
there is a possibility of repentance and salvation.

From this possibility even the external enemies

of the theocracy are not excluded (ii. 3 ; xxv. 6

sqq.), but to Israel it appertains pre-eminently.

TVis is another reason for supposing that under

the thorns and thiatlea (ver. 4) internal ene-

mies arising out of Israel are to be understood.

The taking hold of protection is a subordinate

matter, involving merely passive submission and

endeavor after safety. But in the making of

peace with God there is something higher^ posi-
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294 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

tive yielding of one's self to him, union with
Him.
To the last thought peculiar weight and em-

phasis is given by its repetition with DlStf the
chief term placed first The close of the song is

thus at the same time fitly intimated.

5. He shall oause with fruit.—Ver. 6.

The cessation of a uniform rhythm shows that the
langtiajje of prose is resumed. But what is now
said is in sense closely connected with the song,

the thoughts of which it explains and completes.

For it sounds as the solution of a riddle (comp. ver.

7), when it is now explicitly stated that Israel

is the vineyard of the Lord ; at the same time
the fruit of the vineyard is described as glorious,

and spreading far and wide. [Dr. Naegels-
bach's translation of the first clause: ''In the
coming days Jacob shall take root" is adopted
by the best modern scholars, and is much more
natural and accurate than the rendering of the
Eng. ver.: " He shall cause them that come of Ja-
cob to take root.'

1 The sense ofcausing to take
root is foreign to the form of the verb employed,
and the order of the words will not admit of the
translation those that oome of Israel.—D M.]
D'lOn supply D%

p;, comp. e. g., D'K3 0^ Jer.

vii. 32; Eccles. ii. 6 and rrtYtfe resftUurae chap,

xli. 23; xliv. 7. The accusative marks the dura-
tion of time. The names Jacob and Israel de-

signate sometimes the whole people (chaps. 2, 3,

5, 6 and seqo,.), sometimes the northern king-

dom in particular (ix. 7). Here, however, it

seems as if the Prophet by the use of the two
names intended to designate the entire people
by its two halves. In favor of this view is the

plural W7D, as only the singular would have

been requisite, as in the verbal forms mo, |"X

Vh&. That yr (only here in Isaiah) stands

before 1"P3 (germinare, sprout comp. xvii. 11

;

xxxv. 1, 2; lxvi. 14) is not to be pressed. We
too, can say " blossom and bud " or " bud and
blossom." At most we might say that the Pro-
phet wished to put the blossom first as the higher
ofthe two. The fruit (H3Un proventus, produce
of fruit, only here in Isaiah) will be in such
abundance that the whole earth will be filled with
it (xxxvii. 31). Israel will then, when the judg-
ment shall have destroyed the worldly powers
and the heathen, be all in all. For mount Zion
and Jerusalem shall stand, even if heaven and
earth should perish.

6. Hath he smitten—stand up.—Vers. 7-9.

The declaration that Israel will continue, even if

all the rest of the world should be swallowed up
by the floods ofjudgment, is so bold as to require

a particular justification. This is given by the
Prophet while he shows from history how the
Lord always distinguished Israel, and even when
He smote him, never «mote him as his enemies.
(Comp. x. 24 sqq.). Therefore he asks, verse 7

:

has Jehovah, his God, smitten him, namely
Israel, with the stroke of his smiter (H3D

as x. 26 j xiv. 7; xxx. 26; *n30 (comp. ix. 12;

x. 20 ; xiv. 29) t. e., even so hard as He smote
those who smote L>rael ? Or has he ever been so

slain as the enemies of the theocracy that were

slain by him (Israel)? JHH in Isaiah besides

xxx. 25. Part. D'jnn in Isaiah only here and
xxvi 21. JHtl Pual only here and Pa. xliv. 28.

The meaning is: Israel has never suffered com-
plete destruction. Turning to address the Lord
Himself the Prophet continues : In small mea-
sure by sending her away thou punishest
her. The connection requires the signification

mennarcL Beference is rightly made to Jer. x.

24; xxx. 11 (xlvi. 28), where DDCtoS U used in

a like sense. Knobei, objects that HKO does not
signify measure in general, but a definite mea-
sure, and the figurative use of it would be as hard
as if we should say : to punish one by the quart.
fWD is by all means a definite measure of grain,

and according to the statements of the ancients,

the third part of an ephah. But this significa-

tion suits admirably, The translation in mea-
sure is of course not literal. It should be : with
the measure of a §eah by putting away thou pun-
isheet her. The meaning accordingly is that the
Lord ordains only a small measureful of punish-
ment for Israel. The antithesis to this is then a
large measure which causes destruction. The
expression " tmadl measure " involves necessarily
the idea of clemency. Hitzio, Ewald and
Knobel propose to read HKDIJtDS Inf. Pilp. from

K1D=j;H—by his disquietude. But this thought,
apart from the artificial etymology, does not suit
the context. It appears to me that this HK0K03
was a popular and familiar expression. At all

events, it occurs in the language of Scripture only
here. The feminine suffix in the last two words
shows that the Prophet, in accordance with the
notion of "putting away

{

" thinks of Israel as a
wife. 3^ stands here with accusative of the per-
son in a signification in which it is commonly

construed with one of the prepositions DJ?» 7K or

3, namely= dUercari, to contend, dispute with,

punish. However, this construction with the ac-
cusative is found elsewhere: xlix. 25; Deut.
xxxiii. 8 ; Job x. 2 ; Hob. iv. 4. The imperfect
(future) is not used to express repetition in the
past ; for the Prophet cannot yet say that Israel**]

exile has terminated. Israel is to-day still in
exile. The imperfect rather marks the still un-
completed, enduring fact That the second per-
son imperfect is used, while before and afterwards
Jehovah is spoken of in the third person, has,
apart from the ease with which in Hebrew the
person is changed, its reason perhaps in this, thai
the Prophet wishes to make the three words of
this clause which are like one another in respect
to the ending and number of the consonantal
sounds, as conformable to one another as possible
in their initial sounds also. For Tau\* certainly
more nearly related to the S-sounds with which
the preceding words begin, than Yod. Lexicog*-
rsoners and interpreters are inclined to regard
rm as an independent verbal stem, to which they

ascribe the meaning " amovert, aeparare, to sift,"

which is supposed to occur only nere and Prov.
xxv. 4, 5. I believe that our Hjn is identical
with the njn that occurs so frequently. The
word is clearly onomatopoetic, and its radical
meaning is " to breathe f* and it means that kind
of breathing which consists in a strong ejection
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of air through the throat The sound that la thus
produced corresponds to the rough guttural sound
of the roaring lion (xxxi. 4), to the noise of thun-
der (Job xxxvii. 2), to the moaning of a dove
(xxxviii. 14), to the muttering of conjurers (viii.

19), and to the sighing of a man (xyi. 7), and is

also the physical basis for human speech, whether
this be a speaking with others or a speaking with
one's self under profound emotion (medUari).

Even in Prov. xxv. 4 sq. this signification holds.
M Breathe (blow) the dross from the silver " is

what we read there. This means, we are to re-

move by blowing the impure ingredients that

swim on the surface of the molten silver. And so

(Prov. xxv. 5) the court is to be purified from the
hurtful presence of a wicked man, he is to be
blown away as scum upon molten silver. In our

place, too, run is simply "to breathe." He
breathes with hia rough breath in the day
of the east wind means nothing else than

:

God blows Israel away out of his land by send-

ing, like the storm of an east wind, His breath
with great force over the land. The thought in-

volved in nrntf is once more expressed by an
image. The Prophet knows that exile is the se-

verest punishment which Jehovah inflicts on His
people. Whether it was the case that Isaiah had
already witnessed the earning away of the ten

tribes, or thai passages of the Pentateuch which
threaten the punishment of exile were present to

him (Dent. iv. 27 .sq.; xxviii. 36, 63 sqq. ; xxix.

23), he certainly means that Jehovah does not
exterminate His people as He, e. ^., exterminated
the Canaanitea, but tnat He inflicts on them as

the maximum of punishment only temporary

exile. The use of the perfect run is then quite

normal, in order to describe further a matter con-

tained in the principal sentence (firntf ). The
expression Htfp Tin does not elsewhere occur.

Bat Isaiah does speak of a Htfj? D,
3
4W xix. 4, of

a neffj rwrn xxi. 2, of Htfj) rnty xiv. 3, of a
Htf£ 3^n ver. 1. A mighty political catastrophe

which would purify the land is here compared
with a stormy wind, or east wind, the most vio-

lent wind known in Palestine (Job xxvii. 21

;

Hoe. xiii. 15, which place was perhaps before the

mind of the Prophet ; Jon. iv. 8 ; Ezek. xvii. 10

;

xix. 12) ; and this wind is marked as niJV nn
as a breath proceeding from the mouth of God

;

wind being frequently in the O. T. described as

God's breath, or God's breath being described as
wind (Ex. xv. 8 ; Job iv. 9 ; xv. 30 ; Hos. xiii. 15

;

Isaiah xL 7j fix. 19). As a violent tempest
causes much damage, but at the same time does
much good by its purifying influence, so this pun-
ishment of expulsion from the land is so far from
being intended for the destruction of Israel, that
the salvation of Israel arises from it. For just

thereby (J?7 as xxvi. 14 ; Jer. v. 2) the guilt of

Jacob is expiated (covered comp. xxii. 14). The
words by this, therefore, are to be taken together, and
point with emphasis backward*, nt?j cannot be
referred to the following IDltCQ, because atone-
ment is not made for Israel by this 0J1 D*&, but
on the contrary, this 'U1 Ol&'fo the fruit of the
expiation. By this expiatory punishment Israel

is made partaker of great blessing. The Lord
knows how to make good come out of evil (Gen.
1. 20). The expiation, t. e., the removal of guilt

has the effect that Israel thereby becomes free also

from the power and dominion of sin. P??',
though it strictly means shall be atonedfar, is here
metonymicallv used to denote the effect and not
the cause, purification and not expiation. In the
very same way it is applied to the cleansing of
inanimate objects. Alexander.—D. M.]. Jy.

refers to '°}d and what follows. All fruit of the

forgiveness of sin, consequently all sanctification

concentrates itself in Israel's keeping cow the first

and greatest commandment, and in definitively

renouncing idolatry. JIT is not, however, the de-

monstrative pronoun, but is to be taken adverbi-
ally ; this word, as is well known, possessing the
two significations this and there. Hence the con-
struction \ofol (not tolfr) can follow. Comp.

3J» HI *7£ Num. xiii. 17. Israel by so dash,

ing in
p

:eces all the stones of their idolatrous

altars, that they can no longer serve for places of
worship for Ashtoreth and images of the sun, ex-
hibits tne fruit of the expiation that has been ren-

dered and of the forgiveness that has been re-

ceived. TJ (djr. Xey.) is lime, TJi *J3H are not
lime-stones, in the mineralogical sense, but stones

in a wall which are covered with lime, mortar

[?]. roxJMO, (comp. xi. 12 ; xxxiii. 3) are the

same stones, when they, in consequence of the de-

struction of the wall which they formed, lie broken
in pieces. This shall happen to the stones of the
idolatrous altars, and they will in consequence no
longer serve as pedestals on which images of
Ashtoreth and of the sun (comp. on xvii 8)
stand up.

8. THE DESTRUCTION OF THE WORLDLY CITY AND ISRAEL'S JOYFUL RES-
TORATION. Chapter XXVIL 10-13.

10 "Yet the defenced city shall be desolate,

And the habitation forsaken, and left like a wilderness

:

There shall the calf feed, and there shall he lie down,
And consume the branches thereof.

11 When the boughs thereof are withered, they shall be broken off:
The women come and set them on fire

:

For it w a people of no understanding

;
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206 THE PROPHET I8AIAH.

Therefore lie that made them will not have mercy on them,
And he that formed them will show them no favor.

12 And it shall come to pass in that day,
That the Lokd shall beat off

From the bchannel of the river unto the stream of Egypt,
And ye shall be gathered one by one,
O ye children of Israel.

13 And it shall come to pass in that day,
That the great trumpet shall be blown,
And they shall come which were ready to perish in the land of Assyria,
And the outcasts in the land of Egypt,
And shall worship the Lobd in the holy mount at Jerusalem*

• For. * tar qf corn.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 10. TO (only here in Isaiah) ia an edrerb, or

substantive need adverbially. It might also be TttS
(comp. Numb. xxiU. 9; Micah vii. 14). That an adverb

can be the predicate Is well known.

Ver. 12. TTIK TTmSi *• *, to one one, to one which is

one and nothing else, wholly one. This combination
occurs only here (for Eccles. viL 27 is different). "in*

GRAMMATICAL.

Is the form of the construct state, and can be treated

here as snch ; for the construct state marks In apposi-

tions! relations nothing bat the closest connection

(Namkubach Gr.t { 64, 1). [To one one, 4. «., one to the

other, to mark careful attention to each individual, and
to express the idea that all will be gathered together

and without exception.—D. M.J.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet again draws on a dark back-
ground the picture of the worldly power. He
had represented it, yer. 1, in the form of beasts;
here, as already (xxiv. 10-12; xxv. 2, 3, 12;
xxvi. 5), the great city of the world, the centre
of the worldly power, is made to appear. He
depicts it as a desolate forsaken place, overgrown
with boshes, whose tender branches the calves
eat off; whose withered twigs women gather for
fuel. This pitiable lot is the punishment of their
folly (vers. 10 and 11). Quite different is the
case with Israel. This people finds grace in the
eyes of its Lord. Out of the sheaves of the
nations, which shall be gathered in the day of
judgment, all the ears that belong to Israel shall
be separated, and bound together (ver. 12). And
when the great trumpet sounds, all the Israelites
lost and scattered in the lands of the heathen,
shall return home, in order to worship Jehovah
on the holy mountain at Jerusalem (ver. 13).

2. Yet the defenced—no favor.—Vers. 10,
11. The city which becomes desolate and finds
no mercy (ver. 11) cannot possibly be Jerusalem.
It can only be the city which the Prophet has
already (xxiv. 10-12; xxL 2, 3, 12; xxvi. 5)
so emphatically set forth as the centre of the
worldly power, and distinguished from the earth
of which it is the centre. Vers. 10 and 11 are
therefore connected with ver. 1. \3 is here ex-

plicative, rather than causal. The defenced
oity of ver. 10 is identical with the flW3 nnp
in xxv. 2.—TO (comp. xxxii. 18; xxxiii. 20;
xxxiv. 13; xxxv. 7; lxv. 10) is originally a
habitation of Nomades, a place where people can
stay with their flocks and herds. Then it is
habitation in general ; and as the city is here
designated as 2tyl ntt, what the city was, and
not what it is, is denoted by HO. It was formerly
an inhabited city, ffij ia accordingly not to be

taken here as " pasturage," but as habitation,
dwelling-place. The HU is said by Metonymy

to be driven away (nS#D) although only its

inhabitants are so. (Comp. nSttO |D xvi 2;

nwhn Vyn Amos v. 3; and 3#i? pKrj L*. xiiL

20). As the wilderness can be said to be for-

saken, but not driven away, we have to connect

only 3TJO with *OT03. and not vhvfo also. On
the place that has been So forsaken calves will
feed (comp. y. 17; xxvii. 13 sqq.), and lie
down, and oonaume (xlix. 4) the branches
(comp. xvii. 6) thereof, t. e., of the forsaken
city. What remains of the branches P'Xp in

the collective sense of foliage, especially in Job
xiv. 9 ; xviii. 16 ; xxix. 19), and is withered,
is broken off (the plural tt'OBW to be referred
to the idea of a multitude of branches contained
in "Wp) ; then women oome and kindle it

(JVrtK as a neuter comp. on ver* 4), i. e., they

make an "UK, a flame of it (xxxi. 9 ; xliv. 16 ; 1.

11 comp. Mai. i. 10). This judgment comes upon
the people (i. e., the nations conceived as one)
of the worldly power; because it is a people
without right understanding (plural only here.

Comp. on xi. 2). Therefore, although Jehovah
is the Creator of the heathen also (Gen. L 26

:

comp. Job xii. 10 ; Acts xvii 26), yet He will

not be gracious unto them pntPJ? as xvii. 7 ; xxix.
16.W comp. xxix. 16: xlv. 9 ettaepe). [Many
of the best interpreters hold that the city spoken
of in ver. 10 is Jerusalem, and not Babylon.
The desolation here described is not so complete
as that denounced against Babylon (xiii. 19-22),
and corresponds exactly to the judgment foretold
elsewhere by Isaiah against Israel and Jerusalem
xxxii 13, 14 ; v. 17. The people of no under-
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standing, whom Maker and Former is Jehovah,
certainly looks like Israel. Corap. i. 3.—D. M.].

3. And it shall oome—Jerusalem.—Vera.
12, 13. In contrast to the sad image of a wilder-

ness in Ten. 10 and 11, the Prophet depicts

Israel's final destiny as a harvest of glory and
highest honor for Israel. The image of a great

harvest-day (Matt xiii. 39; Bev. xiv. 14 sqq.),

forms the basis of the figurative language of vers.

12 and 13. The sheaves are gathered, even in

the countries where Israel lives in exile, mainly
therefore, in the countries of the Euphrates and
the Nile. For these countries are for the Pro-

phet here, as xL 11 sqq.; xix. 23 sqq., repre-

sentatives of the lands of exile in general. But
when the harvest-sheaves of those countries are

borne by the reapers, the Lord shall beat these

sheaves (DJH of the beating off of olives Deut.

xxiv. 20 ; of the threshing of grain with a staff

Jud. vi. 11; Ruth ii. 17; Isa. xxviii. 27), and
the ears of Israel will fall out, and then be

gathered to be brought back. It is plain that the

Prophet means by this image what he afterwards,

ver. 13, states in proper terms. For the scattered

Israelitish ears amid the great flheaves of the

Gentiles are nothing but the D 13* and DTTU

ver. 1'3. I take therefore rhip ver. 12 as a col-

lective designation of ears of grain.
#
For what

significance would it have here to give promi-
nence to the Euphrates being at high water, as

it is quite indifferent for the Geographical bound-
ary whether the Euphrates has much water or

little (PhM
t fiums aquae, emphasises the abund-

ance of water, Ps. lxix. 3, 6 ; besides only Jud.
xii. 6 where the meaning is a matter of no conse-

quence)? We dare not press the line of the

Euphrates, or the line of the D'"ttD Sm any
more than the depth of the Euphrates as a sharply

drawn boundary-line. For the grain-ears of the
Euphrates are lust the ears of the lands of the

Euphrates, and the ears of the brook of Egypt
are the ears of Egypt, as appears from ^Vthk yIK

and CT'TOO ver. 13. I believe that in regard to

grammar we are fully justified in supplying Jw3#

after IJf and before *D Snj. The omission of
substantives after prepositions of comparison
furnishes a perfectly sufficient analogy for this

omission (comp. Job xxxiii. 25). [The proposed
construction is intolerably hard, and has no clear

parallel to support it It is unwarrantably as-

sumed that ">Hjn nSatf must mean the high
water of the river Euphrates as distinguished

from the river at low water, phltf denotes cur-
rent, flood, and so abundance of water, and it

may well be put as an adjunct of the river Eu-
phrates when the other terminus is the insignifi-

cant stream of Egypt, the Wadi d Arish. ft ap-

pears to me exceedingly forced to take rtatf
here as a collective, meaning ears of grain, and
then to suppose an ellipsis of this substantive
after "W.—ft M.].

That the 'O Sm is the Wadi el Arith which
flows near Rhinocolura into the sea is certain.

(Comp. EnERft, Egypt and the booh of Motet, I.

p. 275). But it is not mentioned along with the

Euphrates to designate a boundary of the Israelit-

ish kingdom (Gen. xv. 18; 1 Kings viii. 65),

but as emblem of the southern and first land of
exile ; as the Euphrates is emblem of the second
and northern land of exile.

At the signal which will be given by sound of
trumpet (xviii. 3 ; Matt. xxiv. 3; 1 Cor. xv.52;
1 Thes. iv. 16) all tha Israelites who are lost
(Jer. 1. 6). and scattered (xi. 12 comp. Ezek.
xxxiv. 4, 16) in the lands or Assyria and Egypt
(in the same lands which were previously de-

signated by %TJ and 'D Snj) come to worship
the Lord in Jerusalem, on the mountain of the
Sanctuary (xxiv. 23 ; xxv. 6, 7, 10). Here ends
the libdlue ajyocalyptict* of Isaiah- This wor-
ship he conceives as never ending (comp. xxv. 7
sq.). Israel's return to his own land is type of
the restoration of redeemed men (the 'lopayX

mwHtarucdc) into the heavenly home. It is not
possible in this connection to think merely (as

even Drechsxer does) on a single act of wor-
ship before taking possession of the land and
settling in it

DOCTItniAL AHD ETHICJLL.

1. xxiv. 2. " When general judgments take
place, no distinction is observed between man and
wife, master and servant, mistress and maid,
learned and unlearned, noble and plebeian, clergy

and laity ; therefore let no one rely on any exter-

nal prerogative or superiority, but let every one
without distinction repent and forsake sin."—
Crameb. Though this is right, yet we must, on
the other hand, remember that the Lord declares

in reference to the same great event. " Then shall

two be in the field ; the one shall be taken, and
the other left Two women shall be grinding at

the mill ; the one shall be taken, and the other
left

11 (Mntth. xxiv. 10 sq.). There is no contra-

diction in these two statements. Both are true

:

outward relations will make no difference ; there

shall be no respect of persons. But the state of
the heart wilt make a difference. According to

the inward character there will, in the case of
those whose external position in the world is per-

fectly alike, be some who enter life,* others whose
doom is death.

2. xxiv. 5 sq.
u The earth is burdened with

sins, and is therefore deprived of every blessing.

The earth must suffer for our guilt, when we
have as it were spoilt it, and it must be subject to

vanity for our sakes (Rom. viii 20). What won-
der is it that it should show itself ungrateful

toward us 7"—Cramer.
[3. xxiv. 13 sq. " Observe the small number

of this remnant ; here and there one who shall

escape the common calamity (as Noah and his

family, when the old world was drowned), who
when all faces gather blackness, can lift up their

head with joy. Luke xxi. 26-28." Henry.—
D. M.].

4. xxiv. 17-20. Our earth is a volcanic body.
Mighty volcanic forces were active at its forma-
tion. That these are still in commotion in the

interior of the earth is proved by the many active

volcanoes scattered over the whole earth, and bv
the perpetual volcanic convulsions which we cab
earthquakes. These have hitherto been confined

to particular localities. But who can guarantee
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that a concentration and simultaneous eruption
of those volcanic forces, that is, a universal earth-

quake, shall not hereafter occur? The Lord
makes express mention of earthquakes among the
signs which shall precede His second coming
(Matth. xxiv. 7; Mark xiii. 8; Luke xxi. 11).

And in 2 Pet iii. 5 sqq. the future destruction of
the earth by fire is set over against the destruc-

tion of the old world by water. Isaiah in our
place announces a catastrophe whose characteris-

tic features will be that, 1) there will be no escape

from it; 2) destructive forces will assail from
above and below ; 3) the earth will be rent asun-
der ; 4) it will reel and totter ; 5) it will suffer

so heavy a fall that it will not rise again (yer. 20
6). Is there not here a prophecy of the destruc-

tion of the earth by volcanic forces ? And how
suddenly can they break loose 1 The ministers

of the word have every reason to compare this

extreme exposedness of our earth to fire, and the
possibility of its unexpectedly sudden collapse

with the above-cited warnings of the word of
God. and to attach thereto the admonition which
is added in 2 Pet iii 11.

5. xxiv. 21. The earth is a part of our plane-

tary system. It is not what it appears to the op-
tical perception to be, a central body around
which worlds of a different nature revolve, but it,

together with many similar bodies, revolves

round a common centre. The earth according to

that view of the account of the creation in Gen.
i., which appears to me the true one, has arisen

with all the bodies of our Solar system out of
one primary matter, originally united, common
to them all. If our Solar System is a well-

ordered, complete organism, it must rest on the
basis of a not merely formal, but also material
unity ; t. c, the separate bodies must move, not
only according to a principle of order which
governs all, but they must also as to their sub-
stance be essentially like. And as they arose
simultaneously, so must they perish simultaneous-
ly. It is inconceivable that our earth alone
should disappear from the organism of the Solar
System, or pass over to a higher material condi-

tion. Its absence, or ceasing to exist in its pre-
vious form and substance, would necessarily draw
after it the ruin of the whole system. Hence the
Scripture speaks every where*of a passing away
and renovation of the heaven and the earth (Ps.

cii. 26; Isa. li. 6; lxv. 17 ; lxvi. 22; Matth. v.

18 ; xxiv. 29, 35 ; 2 Pet. iii. 7, 10, 13 ; Heb. xii.

26 ; Rev. xx. 11 ; xxi. 1). The heaven that shall

pass away with a great noise, whose powers shall

be shaken, whose stars shall fall, is the planetary
heaven. The same lot will happen to the com-
panions of our earth, to the other planets, and to

the centre, the sun, and to all other co-ordinate
and subordinate stellar bodies, which will befall

the earth itself. This is the substance of the view
which serves as a basis for our place. But per-
sonal beings are not thereby by any means ex-
cluded from the DHD K3¥. The parallel ex-

pression nOTKH O 73, and the use in other places
of the related expression D'DBftl K2¥ lead us
rather to suppose personal beings to be included.
But I believe that a distinction must be made
here. As the heavenly bodies which will pass
•way simultaneously with the earth, can only be

those which arose together with it, and which
stand in organic connection with it, so also the
angelic powers, which are judged simultaneously
with us men, can be only those which stand in
connection with the heavenly bodies of our Solar
System, i. e., with the earthly material world.
Ihere are heavenly bodies of glorious pneumatic
substance. If personal beingB stand in connec-
tion with them, they must also be pure, glorious,
resplendent beings. These will not be judged.
They are the holy angels, who come with the
Lord (Matth. xxv. 31). But it is quite con-
ceivable that all the bodies of our Solar 8vstem
are till the judgment like our earth suffered to be
the theatre of the spirits of darkness.

6. xxiv. 21-23. It seems to me that the Pso-
phet has here sketched the chief matters pertain-
ing to eschatology. For the passing away of hea-
ven and earth, the binding of Satan (Rev. xx. 1-
3), the loosing of Satan again (Rev. xx. 7), and
finally the reign of God alone, which will make
sun and moon unnecessary (Rev. xxi. 23)—are
not these the boundary-stones of the chief epochs
of the history of the end of the world ?

7. xxv. 6. ["The Lord ofhosts makes this feast
The provision is very rich, and every thing is of
the best It is a feast, which supposes abundance
and variety ; it is a continual feast to believers

;

it is their fault if it be not It is a feast of fat
things and full cf marrow; so relishing, so nourish-
ing are the comforts of the Gospel to all those
that feast upon them and digest them. The re-

turning prodigal was entertained with the fatted
calf; and David has that pleasure in communion
with God, with which his soul is satisfied as
with marrow and fatness. It is a feast of wines on
the lees; the strongest-bodied wines, that have
been long kept upon the lees, and then are well
refined from them, so that they are clear and fine.

There is that in the Gospel which, like fine wine,
soberly used, makes glad the heart, and raises the
spirits, and is fit for those that are of a heavy
heart, being under convictions of sin, and mourn-
ing for it, that they may drink and forget their
misery (for that is the proper use of wine ; it is a
cordial for those that need it, Prov. xxxi. 6, 7)
may be of good cheer, knowing that their sins are
forgiven, and may be vigorous in their spiritual

work and warfare, as a strong man refreshed with
wine." Henry.—D. M.]

8. xxv. 9. "In the Old Testament the vail and
covering were before men's eyes, partly because
they waited for the light that was to appear, partly
because they sat in darkness and in the shadow
of death (Luke i. 79). The fulfilment of this pre-
diction has in Christ already begun, and will at

last be perfectly fulfilled in the Church triumphant
where all ignorance and sorrow shall be dispelled

(1 Cor. xiii. 12)." Cramer.
9. xxv. 8. "God here represents Himself as a

mother, who presses to her bosom her sorrowful
son, comforts him and wipes away bis tearo (Isa.

lxvi. 13). The righteous are to believe and ap-
propriate this promise, that every one may learn
to speak with Paul in the time of trial : the suf-

ferings of this present time.are not worthy to be
compared with the glory which shall be revealed
in us, Rom. viii. 18." Cramer.

10. xxv. 10. "This is now the hope and consola-

tion of the church that the hand of the I<orj> rests
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on this mountain, that is, that He will he gracious,

and let His power, help and grace be there seen

and felt. But the unbelieving Moabites, i. «., the

Jews, with all others who will not receive the

gospel, shall be threshed to pieces as straw in the

mire; these the Lord's hand will not rescue, as it

helps those who wait on Him, but it shall press

them down so that they will never rise, accord-

ing to the saying, Mark xvi. 16." Veit Diet-
rich.

11. xxv. Three thoughts contained in this

chapter we should hold fast: 1) When we see

the world triumph over every thing which be-

longs to the Lord and His kingdom, when our
hearts are anxious about the preservation in the

world of the Church of Christ, which is sore op-

pressed, let this word of the Prophet comfort our
hearts. The world-city which contains all that

is of the world, sinks into the dust, and the church
of Christ goes from her chains and bands into the

state of freedom and glory. We have often seen

that it is the Lord's way to let every thing come
to maturity. When it is once ripe, He comes
suddenly with His sentence. Let us comfort our-

selves therewith, for thus will it happen with the

world and its dominion over the faithful followers

of Christ. When it is ripe, suddenly it will come
to an end. 2) No one who has a heart for the

welfare of the nations can see without the deepest

pain how all hearts are now seduced and befooled,

and all eyes closed and covered. The simplest

truths are no longer acknowledged, but the more
perverse, brutal and mean views and doctrines

are, the more greedily are they laid hold of. We
cannot avert this. But our comfort is that even
this seduction of the nations will reach its climax.
Then men will come to themselves. The vail and
covering will fell off) and the Gospel will shine
with new light before the nations. Therewith let

us comfort ourselves. 3) Till this happens, the
church is sorrowful. But she shall be full ofjoy.
The promise is given to her 'that she shall be
fully satisfied with the good things of the house
of the Lord. A life is promised to her which
neither death nor any pain can affect, as she
has rest from all enemies. The word of the
Lord shall be fulfilled in her : Blessed are the
meek, for they shall inherit the earth. The
Church that has such a promise may wait in pa-
tient quietness for its accomplishment, and praise

the Lord in affliction, till it pleases Him to glo-

rifv her before all cations." Weber, The Prophet
Jmiah. 1875.

12. xxvi. 1. "The Christian church is a city of
God. God has built it, and He is the right Mas-
ter-builder. It is strong: 1) on account of the
Builder; 2) on account of the foundation and
corner-stone, which is Christ; 3) on account of
the bond wherewith the living stones are bound
together, which is the unity of the faith." Cra-
joer. [The security and happiness of true be-
lievers, Both on earth and in heaven, is represented
in Scripture under the image of their dwelling in

a city in which they can bid defiance to all their

enemies. We dwell in such a city even now, Pa.

xlvi. 4-5. We look for such a city, Heb. xi. 10,

16; Bev. xxi.—D. M.]
13. xxvi. 2. [These words may be taken as a

description of the people whom God owns, who
are fit to be accounted members of the church of

the living Qod on earth, and who will not be ex-
cluded from the celestial city. Instead of com-
plaining that only the righteous and the faithful

will be admitted into the heavenly city, it should
rather give us joy to think that there will be no
sin there, that none but the just and true will

there be found. This has been a delightful sub-
ject of reflection to God's saints. The last words
written by Henry Mabtyn were: "Oh I when
shall time give place to eternity? When shall

appear that new heaven and new earth wherein
dwelleth righteousness? There, there shall in no
wise enter in any thing that defileth ; none of that

wickedness which has made men worse than wild
beasts—none of their corruptions which add to the
miseries of mortality shall be seen or heard of any
more."—D. M.]

14. xxvi. 4. "The fourth privilege ofthe church
is trust in God the Bock of Ages, *. e., in Christ,

who not only here, but also Matth. xvi.; 1 Cor.
x.; 1 Pet. ii., is called a rock in a peculiar man-
ner, because no other foundation of salvation and
of the church can be laid except this rock, which
is here called the rock of ages on account of the
eternity of His being, merit and office. Hence a
refutation can be drawn of the papistical fable
which makes Peter and his successors, the Roman
Pontiffs, to be the rock on which the church is

built." Foerster. [" Whatever we trust to the
world for, it will be Dut for a moment. All we
expect from it is confined within the limits of
time ; but what we trust in God for will last as
long as we shall last For in the Lord Jehovah,
Jah, Jehovah, in Him who was, and is, and is to

come, there is a rock of ages, a firm and lasting

foundation for faith and hope to build upon ; and
the house built on that rock will stand in a storm."
Henry."—D. M.l

15. xxvi. 5. "It is very common with the
prophets, when they prophesy of the kingdom of
Christ to make reference to the proud and to the
needy, and to represent the latter as exalted and
the former as brought low. This truth is directed
properly against the self-righteous. For Christ
and His righteousness will not endure spiritual

pride and presumption ; but the souls that are
poor, that hunger and thirst for grace, that know
their need, these Christ graciously receives."

Cramer.
16. xxvi. 6. "It vexes the proud all the

more that they will be overcome by those who
are poor and of no consequence, for example,
Goliath was annoyed that a boy should come
against him with a staff (1 Sam. xiii. 43)."

Cramer.
17. xxvi 8-10. That the justice of God must

absolutely manifest itself that the majesty of the
Lord may be seen, and that the wicked may
learn righteousness, must even from a new Testa-
ment view-point be admitted. But the New Tes-
tament disputes the existence of any one wno is

righteous when confronted by the law, and who is

not deserving of punishment [But that there is

none righteous, no not one, is taught most empha-
tically in the Old Testament also.—D. M.]. But
it (the New Testament) while it shuts up all,

Jews and Gentiles, without exception, under sin
(Gal. iii. 22; Bom. iii. 9; xL 32), sets forth a
scheme of mediation, which, while it renders full

satisfaction to justice, at the same time offers to
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mil the possibility of deliverance. This media-
tion is through the Cross of Christ It is only
when this mediation has not been accepted that

punitive justice has free course. It should not
surprise us that even the Evangelist of the Old
Covenant, who wrote chap, liii., did not possess

perfect knowledge of this mediation. Let us re-

member John the Baptist (Matt iii. 7 ; xi. 11)
and the disciples of the Lord (Luke ix. 64). [Let
us not forget that Isaiah was a true Prophet, and
spoke as he was moved by the Spirit of God. The
Apostle Paul did not find fault with the most ter-

rible denunciations ofjudgment contained in the
Old Testament, or aflect a superiority over the
men who uttered them. On the contrary, he
quotes them as words which could not be sunered
to fall, but which must be fulfilled in all their

dreadful import See e. g. Rom. zi. 9, 10.—D. M.].
18. xxvi. 12. "It is a characteristic of true,

sincere Christians, that they give God the glory
and not themselves, and freely confess that they
have nothing of themselves, but everything from
God (1 Cor. iv. 7 ; Phil. ii. 13; Heb. xu. 2)."

Cramer.
19. xxvi. 16. The old theologians have many

comforting and edifying thoughts connected with
this place: "A magnet has the power to raise

and attract to itself iron. Our heart is heavy as
iron. But the hand of God is as a magnet When
that hand visits us with affliction, it lifts us up,
and draws us to itself." " Distress teaches us to

pray, and prayer again dispels all distress. One
weage displaces the other.' uEx gravibus curis

impeUimur ad pia vota." ftEx monte myrrhae
procedimus ad eollem thuris (Cant. ix. 6). In
amaritudine cruris exsurgit odor devotae preeationis

(Ps. lzxxvi. 6 sq.)."
'r Ubi nulla crux et tentatio,

ibi nulla vera oratio. Oratio Bine malts est tanquam
avis sine alis. Optimus orandi magister necessitous.

T£ iratitfiara ftav4j/MTa. Quae nocent, dooenL Ubi
tentatio, ibi oratio. Mala, quae hie nos premunt, ad
Deum ire eompellunt, Qui nescU orare, ingrediatur

mare" " Wnen the string is most tightly drawn,
it sounds best Cross and temptation are "the right

prayer-bell. They are the press by which God
crushes out the juice of prayer.'1 Cramer and
Foerster.

20. xxvi. 20. As God, when the deluge was
about to burst, bade Noah go into his ark as into

his chamber, and Himself shut the door on him
(Gen. vii. 16) ; so does the Lord still act when
a storm is approaching; He brings His own into

a chamber where they can be safe, either for their

temporal preservation and protection against
every might (Ps. xci. 1), or, on the other hand, to

give them repose by a peaceful and happy death."
" His anger endureth but a moment ; in his fa-

vor is life (Ps. xxx. 6)." Cramer.
21

;
xxvii. 1. [" Great and mighty princes

[nations] if they oppose the people of God, are
in God's account, as dragons and serpents, and
plagues of mankind ; and the Lord will punish
them in due time. They are too big for men to

deal with, and call to an account ; and therefore

the great God will take the doing of it into His
own hands." Henry.—D. M.].

22. xxvii. 2-5. "It seems to the world that
God has no concern for His church and Chris-
tians, else, we imagine, they would be better off.

But certain it is, that it is not the angels but God

Himself that will be watcher over this vineyard,
and will send it gracious rain." Veit Dietrich.
[•'The church is a vineyard of red wine, yielding
the best and choicest grapes, intimating the refor-

mation of the church, that it now brings forth
good fruit unto God, whereas before it Brought
forth fruit to itself, or brought forth wild grapes,
chap. v. 4." " God takes care (1) of the safety
of this vineyard ; I the Lord do beep iL He speaks
this, as glorying in it, that He is, and has under-
taken to be, the keeper of Israel: thro that
bring forth fruit to God are, and shall be always,
under His protection. (2) God takes care of the
fruitfulnes* of this vineyard : I will water it every

moment; and yet it shall not be over watered.
We need the constant and continual waterings of
the divine grace ; for if that be at any time with-
drawn, we wither and come to nothing." Hectly.
D. MO-

28. xxvii. 4. "Est aurea promissio, qua prae-
eedentem confirmaL Indignatio non est mini, fary
is not in me. Quomodo enim is nobis irasci po-
test, qui pro nobis est mortuust Quanquam igttur

appareat, turn irasci, non tamen est strata, quod
irascatur. Sic Paulo immittUur angelus Satanae,

sed non est ifa, nam ipse Christus dimi: snficit

tibi gratia mea. Sic pater JUkun deUnquentem
eastigat, sed non est tro, quanquam appareat
ira esse. Oustodia igitur vineae aliquando eogit

Deum immittere speeiem irae, ne pereat luxurie,

sed non est ira. Est insiams textus. which we
should inscribe on all tribulations: Non est indig-

natio mihi, non possum iraseu Quod autem videtur

irasci est custodta vineae, ne jpereas et fiat securuM.

Luther. * In order to understand fully the doc-
trine of the wrath of God we must have a clear
perception of the antithesis: the long-suffering

of God, and the wrath of God, wrath and mercy.
Langs.

24. xxvii. 7-9. " Christ judges His church*
i. «., He punishes and afflicts it, but He does this

in measure. The sorrow and cross is meted oat,

and is not, as it appears to us. without measure
and infinite. It is so measurea that redemption
must certainly follow. But why does God let His
Christians so suffer? Why does He not lay the
cross on the wicked ? God answers this question

and sneaks : the sin of Jacob will thereby cease.

That is : God restrains sin by the cross, and sab-
dues the old Adam." Veit Dietrich.

25. xxvii. 18. ["The application of this

verse to a future restoration of the Jews can nei-

ther be established nor disproved. In itself con-
sidered, it appears to contain nothing which mar
not be naturally applied to events long past." J.
A. Alexander.— "This prediction was com-
pletely and entirely fulfilled by the return of the
Jews to their own country under the decree of
Cyrus." Barnes.—D. M.J.

HOMTLETTCAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. On xziv. 4-6. Fast-day sermon. Warning
against dechristianization of the life of the people.

1) Wherein such dechristianization consists: a,

transgression of the commandments that are in
force ; b, alteration of the commandments which
are essential articles of the everlasting covenant,
as e. g. removing of all state institutions from the
basis of religion. 2) Its consequences: % Dese*
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cration of the land (subjectively, by the spread of

a profana, godless sentiment ; objectively, by the

secularization of relations hitherto held sacred) ;

b, the curse consumes the land, ver. 4.

2. On xxv. 1-5. The Lord, the refuge of the

needy. 1) He has the power to help. This we
perceive u, from His nature (Lord, God, Won-
derful) ; 6, from His deeds (ver. 1 6, ver. 2). 2)

He gives His strength even to the feeble, (ver.

4). 3) These are thereby victorious, (ver. 5).

3. On xxv. 6-9. Easter Sermon, by T. Schaef-
tkb (Manch. Gab. u. tin Qeist III., p. 269) :—
** The glorious Easter-blessing of the Eisen One

:

1) Wherein it consists? 2) who receive it? 3)

what are its effects ? Christmas Sermon, by Rom-
berg (ibid. 1869, p. 78): Our text represents to

us Christmas joy under the image of a festive

board. Lei us consider, 1) the host; 2) the

guests; 3; the gifts."

4. On xxvi. 1-4. Concerning the church.

1) She is a strong city in which salvation is to

be found. 2) The condition of having a portion

in her is faith. 3) The blessing which she is in-

strumental in procuring is peace.

5. xxvi. 19-21. The comfort of the Christian

for the present and future. 1) For the present

the Christian is to betake himself to his quiet

chamber, where he is alone with his Lord and
by Him made cheerful and secure. 2) For the

future he has the certain hope, a, that the Lord
willjudge the wicked, b, raise the believer to ever-

lasting life.

6. xxvii. 2-9. How the Lord deals with
His vineyard, the church. 1) Fury is not in
Him towards it ; 2) He protects and purifies it

;

3) He gives it strength, peace and growth ; 4)
He chastens it in measure; 6) He makes the
chastisement itself serve to purge it from sins.

THIRD SUBDIVISION.
1

THE BELATION OF ISRAEL TO ASSYRIA IN THE TIME OF KING HEZEKIAH.

CHAPg. XXVIIL—XXXIIL
As chapters vii.—xii., resting on the facts re-

lated vii. I sqq., contain the first great cycle of
Isaiah's prophecies, so our chapters (xxviii.

—

xxxiiL), which have for their basis the facts nar-
rated in the historical appendix (xxxvi-xxxvii.)
contain the second £reat cycle. Chapters vii.

—

xii. depict the relation of Israel to Assyria in the
time of Ahas. Our chapters set forth this rela-

tion as it stood in the time of Hezekiah. As the

sin of Ahai consisted in his seeking protection

against Aram-Ephraim not in the Lord, but in

Asvria, so Hezekiah erred in seeking protection

against Assyria, that had become a scourge
through Ahab's guilt not in the Lord, but in
Egypt. Hezekiah, the otherwise pious king,

must have been weak enough to yield so far to

the influence of those around him, as to sanction
a policy which aimed at concluding a league with
Egypt, as the infallible means of deliverance.
Isaiah now in chapters xxviii.—xxxiii. assails

with all his might this Egyptian alliance, which
the government of Hezekiah, knowing it to be
contrary to the will of God. was seeking behind
the back of the Prophet to bring about with all

diplomatic skilL and at great sacrifices of money
and property. He follows it from its rise through
all stages of its development. He leads us, chap.
xxviiL, to its source. The Prophet assigns as its

source a swamp, if we may employ a figure ; the
swamp of low carnal passion for drink. From
this swamp the policy had already issued which
Ephraim was pursuing to its destruction. From
this swamp too the disposition was produced which
led Judah to contemn the admonitions of the
Lord, and to place wicked confidence in its own
carnal prudence (xxviii. 14 sq.). In chap. xxix.
the Prophet lets it be clearly perceived that the
secret plotting behind his back did not remain
concealed from him (xxix. 15 sqq.]. But it is

not till chap. xxx. that he plainly declares (ver.

2 sqq.) that those secret machinations were with
a view to an alliance with Egypt- But he certi-

fies at once by a written declaration (ver. 8), that

this Egyptian alliance will be of no benefit. The
Lord only will deliver Israel. He will certainly

do it. In chaps, xxxi. and xxxii., which belong
together, the Lord proclaims the vanity of Egyp-
tian succor. A«syna will not fall by the sword
of a man (xxxi. 8), but the Lord will overturn
it; and to this promise of the impending deliver-

ance of Israel from Assyrian oppression the Pro-
phet immediately attaches a glorious picture of
the future, which, while it praises the truly noble
disposition of those high in rank in the Messianic
time, is very severe on the existing aristocracy,

composed of the nobility and of public functiona-

ries ; and at the same time (as in chap, iii.) ad-

dresses with an impressive warning the women
who have great influence, and occupy high posi-

tions. Finally (xxxiii.), the Prophet speaks di-

rectly to Assyria in order to announce its speedy
and sudden destruction. This last chapter con-

tains matter which is for the most part of a joyful

character for Israel. It has a dark side for the

people of the Lord only so far as it sets forth

that the predicted glorious deliverance will make
a disagreeable impression on the sinners in Is-

rael, who desire to know nothing of Jehovah.
Although therefore chaps, xxviii.—xxxiii. are
arranged according to a certain plan, they do not
form one connected speech. There are rather
five speeches delivered at different times, each of
which in itself forms a whole, while each pre-

sents a complete picture of what the Prophet be-

held, embracing threatening and promise. We
have here to remark that the Prophet always
draws the most remote Messianic future into the
sphere of his vision, though he does so every time
from a different point of view. The first speech
must have been composed before the destruction
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802 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

of Samaria (722 B. C), for it addresses Samaria
as yet standing. Nay, more, as Samaria is seen
flourishing in all her pride, and her inhabitants

indulge their evil passions without fear or re-

straint, the speech must have been written before

the commencement of the three years' siege of

Samaria by the Assyrians, say in the year 725,

and therefore in the commencement of the reign

of Hezekiah. Chap. xxix. belongs to a later time.

In ver. 1 the Prophet declares that the city of

Jerusalem should he shut in. He can only mean
that isolation of the city in regard to which Sen-

nacherib states in his inscriptions (comp. Bchra-
der, pp. 176 and 187), that he had enclosed He-
zekiah "as a bird in a cage." This event, ac-

cording to the usual chronology, happened in the

year 714, while according to the Assyrian mon-
uments (comp.Schradeb, Cuneiform Inscriptions,

p. 299, and our Introduction to chaps, xxxvi.—
xxxix.), it took place in the year 700. As this

difference, as we will attempt to show in the in-

troduction to chaps, xxxvi.—xxxix., was occa-

sioned by a misunderstanding of later writers,

there being originally no disagreement between
the biblical and Assyrian chronology, but both
originally agreeing in referring the expedition
of Sennache/ib against Phenicia, Egypt and Ju-
dah to the 28th year of Hezekiah, t. e., the year
700 B. C, the speech contained in chapter xxix.
would consequently have been delivered about
the vear 702. We have an aid to fixing the date
in tne words ver. 1 :

•' Add year to vear, let the

festivals complete their round." According to

our exposition the Prophet intimates by these

words that after the expiration of the current year
another year should complete its revolution, and
then the hour of decision should arrive. That at

this time the Egyptian alliance had been already,

as is hinted in ver. 15, arranged to a considerable

extent in secret consultations, is extremely pro-

bable. And when we find, xxx. 2 sqq., the Jew-
ish Ambassadors already on the way to Egypt,

and hear, xxxi. 1 sqq., the futility of Egyptian
help again emphatically asserted, and then read
xxxii. 10 that, after an indefinite number of days
above a year had expired, Jerusalem should be
cut off*from its fields and vineyards by the enemy,
we may draw from all this the conclusion, that
chaps, xxx.—xxxii. were produced not long after

chap. xxix. But when we read, xxxiii. 7 sqq.,

that the ambassadors of peace sent by Hezekiah
return in sorrow, because the Assyrian king in
addition to the great ransom (2 Kings xviii. 14
sqq.) demands the surrender of the city itself;

when that passage describes the occupation of the
surrounding country by the enemy, in conse-
quence of which Judah (xxxiii. 23) is compared
with a ship whose ropes no longer keep the mast
firm, when at last the Lord, xxxiii. 10, exclaims
" Now will I rise ; now will I be exalted ; now
will I lift up myself" we shall not err in assuming
that this prophecy belongs to the time immedi-
ately after the return of those ambassadors of
peace, and was therefore uttered shortly before

the summons given to Hezekiah by Rabshakeh.
Each of the five speeches of our prophetic cycle

begins with *in. From the absence of 'Ifl at the
beginning of chap, xxxii, as well as from the

tenor of this chapter, we see that it forms with
chap. xxxi. one whole. '1H is found once, xxix.

15, even in the middle of the discourse.

That Isaiah is the writer of these speeches is

almost universally admitted. The doubts which
were raised by Eichhorn in regard to separate

parts, were seen by Gesenius to be unfounded
{Comment. I. 2, p. 826; ; and Ewald's conjecture

as to the composition of chap, xxxiii. by a dis-

ciple of Isaiah, has been sufficiently refuted by
Knobel.
We have not in the section before us one or-

ganic discourse, but five speeches, which from the
initial word common to all of them we shall de-
signate as first woe, second woe, etc

L—THE FIRST WOE.
Chap. XXVTII.

1. SWAMP EPHBAIM, SWAMP JUDAH, AND WHAT ARISES OUT OF THE SWAMPS.

Chap. XXVIH. 1-13.

1 Woe to the crown of pride, to the drunkards of Ephraim,

Whose glorious beauty is a fading flower,

Which are on the head of the fat Valleys

Of them that are Overcome with wine.

2 Behold, the Lord hath a mighty and strong one;

Which, as a tempest of hail,

And a destroying storm,

As a flood of mighty waters overflowing,

Shall cast down to the earth with the hand.

3 The crown of pride, °the drunkards of Ephraim,
Shall be trodden hinder feet

4 And the glorious beauty which is on the head of the fat valley.

Shall be a fading flower,

And as the dhasty fruit before the summer;
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Which, when he that looketh upon it seeth,

While it is yet in his hand he 'eateth it up.

6 In that day shall the Lord of hosts be for a crown of glory,

And for a diadem of beauty, unto the residue of his people,

6 And for a spirit ofjudgment to him that sitteth in judgment,
And for strength to them that turn the battle to the gate.

7 But they also have erred through wine,

And through strong drink are out of the way

;

The priest and the prophet have erred through strong drink;
They are swallowed up of wine,

They are out of the way through strong drink

;

They err in vision, they stumble in judgment
8 For all tables are full of vomit and filthiness,

So that there is no place dean.

t

9 Whom shall he teach knowledge?
And whom shall he make to understand 'doctrine?

Them that are weaned from the 'milk,

And drawn from the breasts.

10 For precept *#mtt* be upon precept, precept upon precept;

Line upon line, line upon line

;

Here a little, and there a little

:

11 For with Stammering lips and another tongue,
fWill he speak to this people.

12 To whom ne said,

This is the rest wherewith ye°may cause the weary to rest;

And this is the refreshing

;

Yet they would not hear.

13 But the word of the Lord 'was unto them
Precept upon precept, precept upon precept

;

Line upon line, line upon line

;

Here a little, and there a little;

That they might go, and fall backward,
And be broken, and snared, and taken.

» Heb, broken.
* Or, hath been.

» of the drunkarde ofEphraim,
* early tig.

t stall come.

« Hob. withfeet « Hob. iwtOtoweth.
• Heb. stammering* of Up*. > Or, he hath epoken.

* vaUep.
• followed by note of interrogation.

« Heb. A* hearing.

unkarde ofBphraim.
followed by note of interrogation.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 1. Sai ^¥ *» *ub$t cum adj. would be here ab-

normal, inasmuch as nothing can come between the

aostm rectum and regent. The normal construction

woold be Sain imKDn '3* pr. But we know from

1 80 and xxxiv. 4, that Isaiah uses the participle of *?3J

substantively in the signification of that which is with-

ered, falling off. We have then to regard SriJ here not

as an adjective qualifying V'¥, but as a substantive co-

ordinate with the other members in the series of geni-

tives. Comp. on *73J tXX** ver. 4. The absolute state

trODEf need cause no surprise. The word does not

stand in the genitiral relation to what follows. But two
genitives are dependent on tfm, namely, D'JDt? K'J

and p 'DlSn. [We prefer to say with Detjtwch that

tryD&t although standing connected with what follows,

has the absolute form, the logical relation carrying it

over the syntax. Comp. xixiL 13; 1 Chron. ix. 13.—

D.M.J.
Ver. S. The verb rUDOIfl *n the plural has no ex-

pressed subject. This is not necessary. For in the

Hebrew language an ideal subject can be readily under*
stood. The proud crown is Samaria. But this one great
crown includes many smaller ones. The plural can be
referred to this ideal multitude (comp. Naigklsbach's
Or., 8. 61, 1). [It appears to me simpler to say with ths

Jewish grammarians that the word crown is to be token
here as a collective noun.—D. M.]. In ver. 4 n3P3f looks

as a hint for the right understanding of 73J. We have

already remarked on ver. 1 that SjM is to be taken as a

substantive. If this could be seen from the mere gram-
matical construction, and from the parallel places, 1. 30

;

xxxir. 4, it is obvious from the word n3T¥. For we
clearly perceive from this nominal form which occurs
only here, and which is certainly intentionally chosen,

that 12) is to be regarded as a substantive, and as a co-

ordinate member of the series of genitives.

Ver. 7. DID, Kal, only here. Besides only Hlphil

Mil. 10. itVSd (aecut. tod) only here. Comp. xvi 8;
Job xx xi. 28.

Ver. 0. On the preposition between the governing and
the governed noun, see Naxoklsbach's Gr., J 63, 4 c
Ver. 12. KttK for *3K comp. OlbhavsxjTs <7n, } 226,

6, p. 449 sq.
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804 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1 Samaria is still standing in proud pomp, but
sunk in the vice of drunkenness. Therefore the

Prophet proclaims a woe upon it (ver. 1), and
announces that a mighty foe as a tempest will

cast it to the ground (ver. 2), and tread the proud
crown under loot (ver. 3). Then shall this glo-

rious but already decaying flower quickly disap-

pear, as an early fig which a roan no sooner sees

than he eats it (ver. 4). Not till then is the mo-
ment come when the Lobd Himself will be to the

remnant of His people for an adorning crown,
and for a guiding spirit in judgment, and for

strength in war (vers. 5 and C). With Jerusalem
it stands no better than with Samaria. There,

too, the vice of drunkenness prevails fearfully.

Even priests and prophets are under its sway.
Even in the sacred moments of prophetic vision

[ ? ] and ofjudging, its effects are visible on them

;

the holy places are polluted by their vomiting
(vers. 7 and 8). Ana, moreover, they mock the
servant of Jehovah who warns them : Whom
does he think that he has before him? Are they
mere children ? (ver. 9). We hear from him con-
tinually trifling moral preaching, broken into lit-

tle bits, which are scomngly imitated by short,

oft-repeated words, which resemble stammering
sounds (ver. 10). For this they will have to hear
the stammering sounds of a foreign nation of bar-

barous speech (ver. 11). Because they would not
hear the word of Jehovah which offered rest and
comfort to the weary (ver. 12), the will of God
will be made known to them in words, which in

sound resemble their scornful words, but in im-
port are short, sharp words of command. That
will of God has this significance, that they will

be ensnared in inextricable ruin.

-eateth it up.—Vers. 1-4. It is no2 Woe-
honor for Jerusalem, when it is said to her that

she walks in the footsteps of Samaria. Jerusalem
should be ashamed of this likeness, and seek to

remove it ' This is, doubtless, the reason why the
Prophet first directs his look to Samaria in order
to describe the there prevailing vice of literal

(and in connection therewith of spiritual) drunk-
enness, and to threaten it with punishment from
God. Thence his look passes over to Jerusalem.
Micah bad before Isaiah done just the same. In
chap. i. 6 sq. Micah first of all threatens Samaria
with judgment, although " Judah and Jerusalem
were the proper objects of his mission " (comp.
Caspari, Micah tlie Morasthtie, p. 105). Isaiah
himself had once already (viii. 6 sqq.) announced
that the storm ofjudgment would firstcome upon
Ephraim, and thence spread into the territory of
Judah. This wav of the judgments of God is not
determined simply by the geographic situation.

There is also a deeper reason when Jerusalem
goes in the ways of Samaria. On 'in comp. on

i. 4. HID; besides only lxii. 8. On niKl comp.

on xxvi. 10. y*X stands in conjunction with /2J

besides only xl. 7 and 8. On VHRSn O* comp.
on iv. 2; xiii. 19. This proud crown of
Bphralm, this flower of his glorious orna-
ment whioh lay upon the head of the val-
ley of fatnesses (comp. v. 1 ; xxv. 6) *. e., on
a beautiful hill commanding a fertile valley, is

Samaria (1 Kings xvL 24; Amos iv. 1 ; vi. 1).

T.l ^P^lJ (comp. xvi. 8) are vino obtuti, pereumL

Compare Qui se percustit flore Liberi, Plant Cos.

3, 5, 16; multo percuuus tempora Baccho, Tib. 1, 2,

3; mero sauciue Mart., 3, 6, 8; oivoirMrf, o«pd-

nlrpcroc, etc Two images are here blended:
namely, that Samaria is the crown of the hill, and
the crown or garland on the head of the Ephraim-
ites. The accumulation of predicates shows off

the vain-glorious pride of the Ephraimites ; and

at the same time it is intimated by *?3J jnt and

V* '01*771 Pm Vy that this garland, this crown
will not endure long. For the garland is with-
ered, and the crown totters upon the head of the
drunkards. For the avenger of this drunken
pride is already prepared. The Lord has him
at hand (ii. 12). He is the Assyrian. He will
overturn to the ground (Amos v. 7) Ephraim's
glory with his nand (T3 stands over against

the following D*Sj"D), as a storm of hail (xxv.
4; xxx. 30), as a shower of destruction
("\yfr and 30p only here in Isaiah), as the rush-
ing of mighty waterfloods (V33 only Job
viii. 2 ; xv. 40 ; xxxi. 25 ; xxxiv. 17, 24 ; xxxvi.

5 bis and Isa. x. 13 ; xvi. 14; xvii. 12, and in

this place ; tptf, vera. 15, 17, 18 ; chap. viii. 7

sq., 10, 22; xxx. 28; xliii. 2; lxvi. 12). The
meaning is that Ephraim, when standing, shall be
dashed to the ground with the hand ; when lying,
shall be trodden with the feet. Ver. 4. The
flower of the fading one is like the expres-

sion JBJ3H ^3xxii. 24. This flower will be de-

stroyed as quietly as an early fig, which is no
sooner seen than it is eaten off-hand by him who
discovers it Such a dainty morsel (comp. ix.

10) is not laid by, as the other fruits which ripen
at the usual time, which are afterwards eaten at

table out of the dish or off the plate. This is the
meaning of m\p3. The intentionally lengthened
sentence nrrtK HlOn nK"V paints how the inqui-
ring look passes slowly and gradually over the
tree. The Prophet predicts not a hasty capture
of the city (Samaria, as is known, did not fall till

after a siege of three years, 2 Kings xvii. 5;
Schradeb, The Cuneiform Inscriptions and the O.
T., p. 157 sqq.), but a change of aflkirs in general,

which should take place in a surprisingly brief

time, considering the proud security that then
prevailed. If our propnecv was delivered in one
of the first years or Hezekiah, it was fulfilled in
such a manner that four or five years later a king-
dom of Israel was no longer in existence. Of this

no one could have had a presentiment when the
Prophet uttered these words.

3 In that day to the gate.—Vers. 5 and 6.

It is self-evident that WH DV2 is again to be taken
as a prophetic date, which is not to be judged ac-

cording to the ordinary human measure. It sim-
ply intimates that when Ephraim has lost the de-
ceptive earthly crown, Jehovah will take the
place of it. Judgment must make it possible for
the Lobd to assume the place at the head of His
people which belongs toHim. This has virtually
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and in principle taken place, as soon as judgment
has done its work. Bat when and how this coro-
nation will be outwardly exhibited, is known to
God only. But although it should not happen
till after thousands of years, still the word of the
Lord is true, and fiuth may console itself with it

in patience. IDJf "Wtf is to be referred neither
to the Israelites left in the land after the carrying
away of the ten tribes, nor to the tribes of the
kingdom of Judah, but to the total remnant pri-
marily of Israel, of which those carried captive,
yea, all who are still of the seed of Israel, form a
Dart For the Prophet here speaks first of all of
Ephraim. This brief word of promise, vers. 5
and 6, makes, moreover, the impression as if the
Prophet would herewith let Israel have his defi-
nite and complete portion of threatening and pro-
mise- For in what follows he refers to Judah
only. But it is obvious, that Ephraim is included
in the promises which are given to the remnant
of all Israel (comp. on iv. 2 sqq. ; vi. 13; vii. 3;
x. 20 sqq.). The expression^* mDj? i8 found
only here. We frequently meet with mKOn mD;f
(Prov. iv. 9 ; xvi. 31 ; Isa. lxii. 3 ; Jer. xiii. 18

;

Esek. xvi. 12 ; xxiiL 42). But Isaiah has here
preferred for the sake of the assonance to join
m*an with the term HVfi* (from IDS in orbrm
wit, orbiartua, hoop, diadem, besides only Ezek.
vii. 7, 10). But Jehovah will be not only the
source of the highest honor for His people, but
also the source of the wisdom and strength so
much wanted in the present time. Jehovah Him-
self; who is one with His Spirit, will fill the judges
as a spirit ofjudgment (Comp. iv. 4 ; comp. xi.

1 and 1 Kings xxii. 22). ODBfon S$ 3BT can
mean to sit over a forensic cause as over the ob-
ject submitted to the judge, and we may compare

such places as 1 Sam. xxv. 13 O'San-Stf «tf\
, ^

*•
t IT

Or /# stands in a modified signification equiva-

lent to vK (7), and such places as 1 Sam. xx. 24

0?}-m-Sj aefti and Ps. xxix. 10 3tf; SsdS *

may be compared, b is wanting before ^'Bto.

The v which stands in the corresponding 2&vh
is to be regarded as carrying its force over to this
clause. (Comp. xxx. 1 ; xlviii. 17 ; lxi. 7). To
turn back the wax towards the gate is to
be understood of the repulse of the enemy either
to the gate through which he entered, or back
even to the enemy's own gate. (2 Sam. xi. 23

;

2 Kings xviii. 8 ; 1 Maccab. v. 22.)

4. Bat they also have erred no place
Clean.—Vers. 7, 8. The Prophet now turns from

Samaria to Jerusalem. With 7}))X he points to his

own countrymen in particular! They, too, are
seized bya spirit of giddiness which arises from the
fearfully prevailing vice of literal drunkenness.
The Prophet ingeniously depicts the extent and
intensity of this vice, through the accumulation
of words related in form : Shagu—ta-u,—shagu—
teti, thapur-paku. We hear and see as it were
the reeling and staggering of the drunken com-
pany, rutf, to reel, is used only here by Isaiah,

•W of a drunken person, also xix. 14 comp.
xxi. 4. How fearfully the vice of drunkenness
had spread is seen from the fact that even priests

20

and Prophets were addicted to it, and that not
only in their private life: but they even per-
formed their official functions in a state or in-
toxication. This is strictly forbidden in the law.
Lev. x. 8, 9 (comp. Esek. xliv. 21). The ex-

pression |"n-jD ybl) occurs only here. It does

not mean that they in consequence of drinking
wine have been swallowed up one of another. ]p
does not here mark what is mediately or re-
motely causal; but it denotes the immediate
cause. The wine itself has swallowed up those who
greedily swallowed it (comp. ver. 4). Not only
has the carouser the fit of intoxication, but the fit

of intoxication has him. JWl stands only here
for >n (Gen. xvi. 13; 1 Sam. xvi. 12 ei aaepe)

as ntn vers. 15 for fHin. Even in such moments
when they should be under the influence of the
Spirit of God alone, they are by a blasphemous
perversion under the influence of the spirit of
alcohol. Not less wicked is it when judges, who
should speak judgment in the name and Spirit
of God (Exod. xviii. 35 sq.; Deut i. 17 ; xix.
17 ; 2 Chron. xix. 6), appear governed by that
infernal spirit while performing this sacred func-
tion. That pronouncing judgment in the highest
instance pertained to a priestly tribunal, may be
seen from Deut. xvii. 8 sqq. Comp. xix. 17

;

Hebzoo, B^EneyeL V. p. 58. The wickedness,
therefore, of these priestly judges appears so
much the greater. For they sit in a commission
that has not trifling matters, but the most diffi-

cult and important causes to decide. Every one
may convince himself that the Prophet has not
said too much of the drunkenness of those people,
who will take the trouble to visit the place*
where thev Bit. He will find there palpable
traces of it ; all tables full of filthy vomit
(K'p xix. 14 vomit, HN¥ from K3T excremaUa,

9orde$, dirt, iv. 4} xxxvi. 12), and consequently,

no place to sit on, or to lay anything (* /3 espe-
cially frequent in Job viii. 11 ; xxiv* 10 ; xxxi.
39 ; xxxiii. 9 ct saepe; in Isaiah v. 13, 14 : xiv.

** " D1PD6; xxxii. 10; DlpD comp. v. 8)

5. Whom shall He teaoh there a
little.—Vers. 9 and 10. In these words the
Prophet lets his drunken adversaries themselves
come on the scene. He makes them utter scof-

fing words, that he may give the same back to

them in another sense as a threatening of punish-
ment. They are themselves Prophets and Priests,

and therefore full grown men, educated men, and
not children. Thev, therefore, ask indignantly

:

Does he—namely the Prophet of Jehovah—not
know whom he has- before him ? To whom does
he think that he has to impart right knowledge?
(Hjn xi. 9). To whom has he to give under-
standing bv his preaching ? (HjJIDtf ver. 19 and
besides only liii. 1, in the signification " preach-
ing, announcement " s= the Greek hiwfj Bom. x.

16, 17; in another signification Isa. xxxvii. 7).

Is it to little children who have just been weaned
from the milk (xi. 8), removed from the breasts

(P'ftJ? in this sense only here in Isaiah)? And
now the Prophet exhibits them as ridiculing the

tenor of his preaching in monosyllabic words,

which by their sound and repetition are designed
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to produce merriment, while he at the name time

turns his opponents into ridicule, as these mono-
syllabic words admirably represent the stammer-

ing of a person intoxicated. W from «W is

praeeeptum (besides here only Hoe. v. 11); 1j?

(comp. ver. 17 ; xviii. 2, 7 ; xxxiv. 11, 17 ; xliv.

13) is cord, measuring cord, direction, rule. They
reproach the Prophet with bringing forward a
mass of little sentences, precepts, rules in weari-

some repetition, and without a right plan and
order, here a little, there a little (VJN besides

Job xxxvL 2, comp. ^JD x. 25 ; xvi. 14 ; xxiv.

6; xxix. 17). The contemptuous designation

ffirep/ioX6yoc which the Athenian Philosophers

gave the Apostle Paul, has been fitly compared
(Acts xvii. 18).

6. For with stammering and taken.

—

Vers. 11-13. The Prophet replies to this mock-
ing speech, and concedes that it is to a certain

extent accurate and just For these scoffing

words will indeed be spoken. But not as those

drunkards think. For ('2 ver. 11) the Lord
will speak them to them by a foreign and hostile

people, whose utterances will be to them as stam-

mering and strange jargon. JJg7 bdRmtiens, bat-

bus, barbarus is found besides only Ps. xxxv. 16.

In chap, xxxiii. 19 Isaiah uses in the same sense,

and likewise of the Assyrian language the par-

ticiple Niphal )$/}. It is easy to conceive that the

Assyrian language, as being much less cultivated

than their own, and having only the three funda-
mental vowels a, i, u, made upon the Israelites the
impression of being as the lisping of children.

What a Nemesis ! Because this people to whom
the Lord spake words of comfort in its own
mother tongue would not hear them, it must hear
from the enemy's mouth harsh sounds, which
fall on the ear like the scoffing words uttered

against the Prophet, but have a quite different

meaning ; for they are words of command in-

tending the destruction of the vanquished and
captured people. The words HnUOH HKT are

taken from Micah ii. 10. Micah there reproaches

the false Prophets with withholding from the

people the genuine word of God, which is affec-

tionate and kind, and with instigating the people
with lies to forsake that wherein it would truly

find rest [This is hardly the sense of the pas-

sage referred to in Micah*—D. M.]. In opposi-

tion to this Isaiah characterizes the genuine
preaching of Jehovah by the words HHWOn DHT.

For justly in reference to that of which the false

Prophets say nnusn nK'rt6, the real Prophet

must say rtnosn HK'T. This true "rest of the

people of God/1 says Isaiah, Jehovah has not
merely shown from afar. He has also com-
manded to put the weary souls longing for salva-

tion in possession of it, (n*jn to procure rest for

one, xiv. 3), and has offered the place of rest, u
«., the real means of grace and salvation. nniJO
means elsewhere, place of rest ; but here I take
it in the sense of rest (comp. lxvL 1) in opposi-

tion to njUID the place of rest (&*. ky. Comp.
Jer. vi. 16). Isaiah, in thus referring to a word
of his colleague Micah, which he confirms and
applies, reaches him here again the fraternal

hand. The words appear too general for us to

find any political allusions in them. When in

ver. 13 the scornful words of the Prophet's ad-
versaries are employed as a weapon turned against

themselves, it seems to me that what makes it

possible to put them in the enemies' mouth lies

not merely in the effect upon the ear, in the re-

semblance to stammering sounds, but in the

actual meaning also. As we found in ^pT^p?

xviii. 2, 7 the meaning of a short, sharp order,

this meaning seems still more to lie in the present
place. The Israelites will hear nothing but such
short, monosyllabic words. But they will be
words full of meaning, whose effect will be seen
in what we read at the close of ver. 13. For to
fall backward and be broken and enaxed
and taken captive will be the doom of the pre-

sumptuous people. Ver. 13 6, from "f^]f
is an

almost literal reproduction of viiL 15.

2. THE FALSE AND THE TRUE REFUGE.

Chapter XXVIII. 14-22.

14 Wherefore hear the word of the Lord, ye scornful men,
That rule this people which is in Jerusalem

:

15 Because ye have said,

We have made a covenant with death,

And with *hell are we at agreement

;

When the overflowing scourge shall pass through,
It shall not come unto us

:

For we have made lies our refuge,

And under falsehood have we hid ourselves

:

16 Therefore thus saith the Lord God,
Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone,

A tried stone, a precious corner stone,

A sure foundation

:

He that ielieveth shall not bmake haste.
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17 Judgment also will I lay to the line,

And righteousness to the plummet

:

And the hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies,

And the waters shall overflow the hiding-place.

18 And your covenant with death shall be disannulled!

And your agreement with *hell shall not stand

;

When the overflowing scourge shall pass through.

Then ye shall be 'trodden down by it

19 'From the time that it goeth forth it shall take you

:

For morning by morning shall it pass over,

By day and by night

;

And it shall be a vexation only Ho understand the report

20 For the bed is shorter than that a man can stretch himself on it;

And the covering narrower than that he can wrap himselfm it

21 For the Lord shall rise up as in mount Perazim,
He shall be wroth as in the valley of Gibeon,
That he may do his work, his strange work

;

And bring to pass his act, his strange act
22 Now therefore be ye not mockers,

Lest your bands be made strong

;

For I have heard from the Lord God of hosts a consumption.
Even determined upon the whole earth.

1 Heb. a treading down to it,

•SheoL tjta.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 15. rjoitf \s\tf- So we are to read with the JTrt,

I, becnuBeiheKethibh&Jtf ha* in xxxiii. 21 the signifi-

cation M oar,** which is not suitable here ; S, on account

of the aeaonanoe with HOWi which would otherwise be

lost; 3, because in rer. 18 6 there is a blending of two

figures for the sake of the alliteration. For D^tf is a

eeourge (x. 20), and HDrf is to overflow, inundate (comp.

on ver. 2). A scourge when swung makes a flowing mo-
tion; but it does not inundate, overflow. Only the dl-

Tine judgments do this, and these for another reason

can be called the scourge of God. The K*ri "I3p\

* Or, when he $haU make you to vnderttand doctrine.

• SheoL * a* often as.

GRAMMATICAL.

which is both supported and discountenanced by ver.

18, is anyhow unnecessary, for the perfect can be taken

nsnfvturum exactum (oorap. iv. 4; tL 11).

Ver. 11 The Dagetk forte in 1D*3 is manifestly in-

tended to distinguish the word as a participle from the

substantive 10)0-

Ver. 20. Hithp. jnnfefil *• extender*, porrigore, only

here, Kal. jptf only Ley. zxi. 18 ; xxJL 23.

Ver. 21. On the absence of the preposition of place

before in and pD£, eomp. i. 25; y. IS, 20; x. 14; Ga-

•xxius Or., $ 118, 3,' note.

BXEGITIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Those scoffers, who are here described as the I

rulers of the people in Jerusalem, had naturally
a foundation on which they rested, in opposition
to the foundation of the Prophet which they de-
rided. Their foundation was falsehood and de-
ceit, by the aid of which they hoped that they
would have nothing to fear from death and
Hades. (Vers. 14 and 15). Against this founda-
tion the Lord now says to them : I have laid in
Zion my strong comer—and foundation—stone

:

only he who holds last to it will not yield (ver.

16). And on this foundation-stone the building
shall be erected by means ofjudgment and right-

eousness ; bat the flood of waters will sweep away
that refage of lies (ver. 17). And that covenant
with death and 8heol will not stand. They who
made it, shall be trodden down by those who
shall come noon tbem as the scourge of God
(ver. 18). That scourge, moreover, shall come
not only once, but repeatedly by day and night
Then shall they hear no more a preaching by
word, bat a preaching by deed ; and it will be

nothing but terror (19). For Israel'* might will

then prove too weak (ver. 20). But the Lord
will rise in might as formerly on Mount Perazim,

and in the valley of Gibeon, in order to execute

His very strange work of destruction, which ap-

pears to the secure Jews impossible (ver. 21).

Therefore the scoffers should be quiet, that they

may not remain forever in the snares mentioned

ver. 13; for that they should not escape from

them is announced by the Prophet as the decree

of Jehovah, which cannot be averted (ver. 22).

We perceive, therefore, that the section vers. 14-

22 corresponds exactly to the preceding one vers.

1-13, and especially to the vers. 9-13. For here

the right foundation is set in opposition to that

false one, resting on which those scoffere think

that they may deride the Prophet (vers. 14>17)

;

then the vanity, yea destructiveness of that fidse

foundation is shown (vers. 18-21), and the scof-

fers are accordingly exhorted to give np their

mocking (ver. 22).

2. Therefore hear hid ooraetows}.—Vers.
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14, 15. With pS, ver. 14, the Prophet introduces

thejudgment of tne Lord, which he has to publish
on the ground of the accusation preferred vera.

9-13. This judgment is addressed to the scoffers

(Prov. xxix. 8), whose derisive speeches (ver. 10)
are quoted, ana who, after the judgment has been
pronounced, are exhorted to mock no more (ver.

22). These scoffers are not insignificant men.
They are the leaders of the people (xvi. 1 ; lii.

6), its Priests and Prophets (ver. 7). '3 in the

beginning of ver. 15 is
u because f the illative

particle ]
J? in ver. 16 corresponding to it. The

utterance is put in the mouths of these people,

which if not actually spoken by them, yet cer-

tainly corresponds to their actual conduct : we
have made a covenant 'with death, etc

This explains why these people scoffed at the
Prophet They stand with their whole manner
of thinking and feeling upon another foundation
than his. Isaiah has the Lord Himself for his
foundation. But they deride this very founda-
tion. They have another and better, as they
imagine. This is the art of falsehood, of cunning
policy, of fine diplomacy. By its help they hope
to be safe from death and Hades. The Prophet
admonishes them to obey the Lord, and to trust

in Him in order to find protection against As-
syria. But in their opinion these are fanatical

means of defence, which good policv could not
employ. An alliance with Egypt, artfully planned,
carried out with all diplomatic skill, appeared to

those politicians to be a much more reliable, yea
an infallible remedy against the threatening
evils. For thev hope through that alliance to be
proof against death and Hades. They imagine
that they have thereby as it were concluded a

friendly alliance with death and Hades (i"V*0 mD
as lv. 3 ; ixi. 8). nth (comp. HKl ver. 7), for

which below in ver. 18 JWH stands, has only

here the signification " treaty, agreement." The
lie of which they speak, may well refer to the re-

lation of dependence on Assyria into which Ahaz,
the predecessor of Hezekiah, had brought Jodah
(2 Kings xvi. 7 sqq.). For they may even then
nave considered the right policv to consist in a
secret league with Egypt, while appearing to

stand by the obligations entered into towards As-
syria. A like course was subsequently pursued
(2 Kings xvii. 4 ; Ezek. xvii. 15, sqq.). The
conjunction of Hon and "WD is characteristic of
Isaiah, comp. ver. 17. and iv. 6.

3. Therefore thus saith the whole
earth.—Vers. 16-22. The scoffers had declared
that they had made falsehood their refuge, and
that thev hope reiving on this refuge, to get the
better of death and Hades. The Prophet wishes
to expose the vanity of this hope. There is only
one refuge that guarantees safety. This is the
foundation, and corner-stone laid by the Lord
Himselfin Zion. The water sweeps away the other
false^ foundation, and thev who rest upon it go
to ruin. Our passage contains, therefore, primarily
not a promise, but a threatening. For first of
all, the confidence expressed in ver. 15 is to be
shown to be unfounded. But naturally the (un-
real, resting only on appearance) negation of the
truth can be overcome only by the positive setting
forth of the truth. And where this real positive

foundation of truth is exhibited, it involves al-

ways to ipso a promise.
\jJ,

as has been shown,

corresponds to the A? in ver. 15. The false af-

firmation necessitates a protest in which the truth

is testified. 10' 'WH is = 1D» ItfK WH UJn

comp. xxix. 14; xxxviii. 5. But what sort of a
stone is that which the Lord has laid in Zion ?

It must be a stone which really guarantees truth

and right Consequently it cannot be Zion itself

(nrrzio, Knobel), nor the royal house of David
(Reinke), nor Hezekiah (Rabbis, GebbicIus,

Maurer and others; which explanation Theo-
doret characterizes as &vota eox&rii), nor the

temple (Ewald). As Isaiah does not say that

thev had made Egypt their refuge, but that thev
had made falsehood their refuge, the antithesis

to this refuge of lies can only be a refuge of
truth. As such we might, with Umbreit, re-

gard the law, or, with Schego, the word of GoJ
in general But the law and the word of God,
so Sir as they are laid in Zion as objective means
of Salvation, suppose a still deeper, a personal

foundation : the law supposes Him through whom
the revelation of the law took place ; the spoken
and written word supposes the living, personal

word of God Himself, the Logos (So the Catholic

expositors Loch and ReIschl, comp. Reinke,
the Messianic Prophecies I. p. 404). The Logos,
the only mediator between God and men, the
Messiah promised in the Old Covenant, who has
appeared in the New, this is the personal and
living foundation-stone laid in Zion, on whom the

whole building fitly framed together grows unto
a holy (erected therefore according to the line of
right and justice) building (Eph. iii. 20 sqq.).

That the personal Word of the Lord can be
called a stone, is apparent from viii. 14, where

Jehovah Himself is called J3K and TO. It is

not impossible that Isaiah had this last passage
in view, and perhaps the composer of the 118th
Psalm had in ver. 22 regard to both these pas-

sages of Isaiah. Anyhow Peter (1 Pet. ii. £-8)
combines these three places. The Lord Him-
self (Matt xxi. 42-44) had in view the place in
the Psalms and Isa. viii. 14 sq.; and Paul. Bom.
ix. 33, refers to both places of Isaiah ; while in
Acts iv. 11 reference is made to the 118th Psalm
only; and in Bom. x. 11, solely to the place
before ns. The stone laid In Zion is further

called an jn3 ]3K> i. «., lapis probationis. The
term pa can be taken in an active or passive

sense : a tried and a trying stone. The former
would mark its tested firmness, the latter would
express the idea, that the thoughts of the hearts

must be made manifest by it For no one can
escape it, but all must be tried on it and it must
have some effect on all, and be either for their

fall or rising. The passages Matt xxL 44; Luke
ii. 34 speak strongly for the latter view. I do
not dispute it, but I believe that the Prophet
designedly chose an ambiguous expression. For
the former interpretation is likewise recom-
mended, being naturally suggested by the expres-
sion employed, and by the context We expect
to hear the nature of the stone' extolled, and not
merely to be told what service it can render.
That the praise should be expressed in this par-
ticular form is in accordance with the usu* la-
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quendi observable in this chapter, in which bo

many designations of a property are denoted by a
substantive in the genitive (vers. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8).

nil) is corner.—And a stone which forms the

corner is naturally a corner-stone. (Comp. xix.

13; Job xxxviii. 6 ; Jer. li. 26 ; Ps. cxviii. 22).

mp' is here, as perhaps also Ps. xxxvii. 20;

Prov. xvii. 27, a substantive, prectoumeu, so that

we must translate; a corner-stone of pre-

oiousnees of a founded foundation (10^0

after the form *>WD, comp. 2 Chron. viii. 16

;

JTTOD Isa. xxx/32; Esek, xli. 8; "1D*D Part

Hoph.), i. a, a corner-stone well suited (1 Kings
v. 31 ; vii. 9-11) for a firm foundation. The
emphatic expression "10*0 "1D1D is like D'DDn

tTD3np Prov. xxx. 24. We have already ob-

served that the Prophet shows here a predilec-

tion for the accumulation of substantives in the
genitive. The firm foundation-stone manifests its

saving efficacy, not in a magical way ; but this

efficacy is conditioned by the inward susceptibil-

ity, or faith. The firm foundation itself requires

a keeping fast to it. Therefore the Prophet adds

:

He who believes flees not.—This apotheg-
matic addition reminds us, both by its form

and tenor, of chapter vii. 9 l6 '3 W?Kn |6 OK
U?*n. P3**1 OCCVLn farther xxx. 21 ; xliii. 10

;

Hii. 1. Vl*nn is here not indirectly ( to make some-

thing or another hasten, v. 19 ; lx. 22) but directly

causative ; to make haste, to flee hastily, to retreat.

There lies in it an antithesis to the idea of firm-

ness, which is contained in what is said of the
stone, and in pOKO. The word has this meaning

no where else. Where the firm foundation is ob-
jectively laid, and the individual subjectively in

faith keeps fast on it, then the erection of a holy
temple in the Lord is possible, an erection in
which right serves for the line (lj5 comp. on

ver. 10), and righteousness for the plummet

(TDpBfo only here, comp. fnpEfD 2 Kings xxi.

13); a figurative expression, the meaning of
which can be only this, that this building will

arise according to the rules of divine justice, and
will consequently be a holy building. D&tfD and
nplX stand here related as in L 27 ; v. 16 ; ix. 6

;

xxxii. 16 ; xxxiii. 5 ; lvi. 1*; lix. 9, 14. Thin
building stands firm. But the refuge of lies and
the hiding-place of deceit the hail will eweep
away (•TJP, whence JP a shovel for the clearing

away of ashes from the altar, Ex. xxvii. 3;
xxxviii. 3; Numb. iv. 14 eteaepe, is an-. Xey.)

and the waters wash away (ver. 2). In con-

sequence, that covenant with death and
Hades, of which they boasted (ver. 15), shall
be covered, i. &, obliterated, annulled. The
covenant is conceived of as a written document,
whose lines are covered, *. c, overspread with the

fluid used for writing. Comp. obliterare offensio-

nem,famam, numoriam. To OMIT ¥0 in verse 15,

0O1D1
? n DJVTH corresponds. Comp. v. 5 ; vii.

25 ; x. 6. The Prophet here leaves the image
out of sight. The expression is shaped by his

realizing in thought the thing signified by the

previous figure, namely, the invading host which

serves as the scourge of God. This host shall
stamp the scoffers under foot, shall tread them
like dirt on the streets. The Prophet had ex-
pressly declared in x. 6 that the army of the As-
syrians should do this. But the scourge will
come not once only, but often. Ver. 19. The ex-
pression njr is suggested by another image,

namely, the idea of something which takes away
(Jer. xv. 15), snatches, washes away, correspond-

ing therefore to *)Dltf, as a mighty flood which
comes along by rushes. In fact, the invasions by
the Assyrians and by the Chaldaeans, who were
called to complete their work, were as waterfloods
that kept ever inundating the land till it was en-
tirely desolated (xxiv. 1, 3). The second half

of ver. 19 is clearly related to njnotf
\

%T in ver.

9. There the scoffers had asked : to whom will
he preach ? They thought themselves much too
high to need the preaching of the Prophet In
opposition to this language Isaiah now tells them

:

because you would not hear my well-meant
preaching by word, which was designed to give

you nnOD, you will be compelled to hear a
preaching in act, and it will be naught but ter-

ror. HJW stands therefore opposed to nTIUD. If

in ver. 9 H^IOBf pin signified " to make to know,
or understand preaching/' it must in the con-
nexion in which it here stands signify "to hear
preaching" (comp. xxix. 16; Job xxviii. 23;
Micah iv. 12 et eaepe). For it is not the preacher
who experiences terror, but he who hears the
preaching. i\£1? (only here in Isaiah, besides

comp. Dent xxviii. 25 ; Jer. xv. 4 et taepe ; Ezek.
xxiii. 46) is concussio, commotio vehement, formido.
The subject of the sentence is f3n and the predi-

cate nyiT. Is not that a dreadful preaching, when

one finds himself in a situation which is fittingly

compared to a bed that is too short, or to a
covering that is too narrow ?—This is a dis-

tressful condition. For resistance is encountered
on all sides, and the means are insufficient for any
undertaking, "ftp in Isaiah besides only 1. 2

;

lix. 1. P*V stratum, &tt Xey. DDDD besides only

xxv. 7. DJ3, coUigere, coacervare, Hithp. seipsum

colligere, to make of one's self a heap, only here.

3 in DJ3JTin3 marks coincidence= when one

bends one's-self together, coils onefa-self (xviii. 3

:

xxiii. 5). That such will really be the nature of

the situation is now further illustrated by two his-

torical examples. Israel will themselves be in a
condition like that in which they through God's

help twice brought their enemies. One of these

events to which the Prophet here alludes, is the

defeat which David inflicted on the Philistines

at Baal-Perarim (2 Sam. v. 20 ; 1 Chr. xiv. 11).

David there said D'D jnflD *}& '?*"** " pf
*. e*, Jehovah has broken through my enemies
before me, as water breaks through. Yitbinoa
perceived that Isaiah was led to think of this

passage by what he had said in ver. 17 and ver.

2 ofthe D'flStf D'D. The other event I take, with

most of the older interpreters, to be the defeat

which Joshua inflicted on the Canaanites at Gib-
eon (Jos. x. 10). There, in ver. 11, it is said ex-

pressly that the Load crushed the enemy by a
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810 THE PROPHET IflATArT.

great hail-storm. And this circumstance corres-

ponds exactly to what Isaiah in verse 2 and verse

17 had said of the hail from which Israel should

suffer. That victory of David over the Philis-

tines at Gibeon (2 Sam. v. 22sqq. ; 1 Chron. xiv.

14 sqq.) does not supply such an analogy. UT
comp. on xiv. 9. infrjJO *W (comp. v. 12) and

1JVDJ7 *V1D} (U. 6) are parenthetical clauses, and

not in apposition to the preceding )T\WpD and
VVOjt ; for the putting of the adjective first would
in that case be quite abnormal. Strange, incon-

ceivable is the work of the Lobd pronounced,
because He does something which could not have
been expected ofHim. Who could have thought
that Jehovah would treat Israel as the heathen,

that He would thus destroy His own work ? Af-

ter all these statements we see how foolish and
infatuated the people were in scoffing at the warn-
ing voice of the Prophet, and in relying on their
own miserable, self-chosen supports (ver. 15).
The admonition which the Prophet adds at the
close, and now be ye not mockers is well-
meant, and deserving to be laid to heart. Hithp.

jTfnnn= to behave mockingly, is found only here.
If they do not cease to mock, the bands by which
they have been bound ever since Anas foolishly

made submission to Assyria (2 KingsxvL 7 aqq.),

can never be broken. For that they must bear
these bands, and become acquainted with the na-
ture of them, that is the purpose of God, resolved
on, and already revealed to the Prophet. Om
ninnjl 7TO comp. on x. 23.

THE CHASTISEMENT IN MEASURE.

Chap. XXVIII. 2&-2fc

23 Give ye ear, and hear my voice

;

Hearken, and hear my speech.

24 Doth the plowman plow all day to sow ?

Doth he open and break the clods of his ground f

25 When he hath made plain the face thereof.

Doth he not cast abroad the fitches,

And scatter the cummin,
And cast in "Hue principal wheat,
And the appointed barley.

And the Vte in their 'place ?

26 *For his God doth instruct him to discretion,

And doth teach him.

27 For the fitches are not threshed with a threshing instrument,
Neither is a cartwheel turned about upon the cummin

;

But the fitches are beaten out with a staff,

And the cummin with a rod.

28 "Bread corn is bruised

;

Because he will not ever be threshing it,

Nor break it vrtth the wheel of his cart,

Nor bruise it urith his horsemen.
29 This also cometh forth from the Lobd of hosts,

Which is wonderful in counsel,

And excellent in Vorking.

* Or, the wheat in theprincipal place, and barley in the appointed place. • t Or, tpett
• Heb. border. 4 Or, and he bindeth Uineueheoriat hUGoddothteachhim.

• Wheat inrow end barley in the appointed place.
• le bread corn entehedt

> and he beate itproperly; htt God teach* him thie,

* helping.

Ver. 2S. JDD3 is &r. hey. It seems to be pert Niphal

whioh denotes ** marked off, designated by D^D'D"
This JDOJ is to be considered as accme. tod u in the place

marked oil.*'

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,

Ver. 88. tfVlK, if there be not a clerical mistake, is to

be derived from a form tfTK, which does not elsewhere
- T

occur.
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CHAP. XXVIIL 28-29. Sll

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As theProphet could not leave the brief word
concerning Ephraim (vers. 1-4) without a con
solatory conclusion (vera. 5 and 6), so he cannot
conclude the word directed against Jerusalem
(ver. 14) without making at the close of its re-

bukes an announcement of salvation. This he
does by employing a parable drawn from agri-

culture. He does not interpret the parable in

dear terms. Therefore^ before uttering it, he
calls for attentive reflection (ver. 23). Then he
sets forth the parable. It has, we may say, a
double point. First, the Prophet makes us ob-

serve that the former does not always plough,

does not always as it were lacerate the ground
with sharp coulter or pointed harrow (ver. 24).

No, he casts into the bosom of the earth good

seed of various kinds (ver. 25). Moreover, the

fruit produced from the seed, which can be di-

vested of its integuments only by the application

of a certain force, is yet not too severely handled

by him, nor is equal force applied to all kinds

of fruit, but he is careful in ma treatment as the

natnre of things appointed by God teaches him
(ver. 26). For, not a threshing sledge, or thresh-

ing roller is applied to the more tender kinds of

fruit, as the cummin, but only a staff (ver. 27).

Even the corn-fruits that yield bread are not so

threshed that the grain is crushed thereby (ver.

28). That, too, has been arranged by the Lord,
that His wonderful wisdom in counsel, and His
great power to help may be known (ver. 29).

The operations of ploughing and threshing,

which are necessary for seed time and harvest,

should therefore teach Israel in symbol the cer-

tainty that the temporal judgments which they

most endure are only correctives in the hand of

God, from which Israel will come forth as glori-

ous fruit cleansed and purified.

2. Give ye ear in their plaoe.—Vers.
23-25. The summons to pay attention (comp.

as to the words 1, 2 and zxzii. 9). is owing to the

yharnw^r of the following speech. As it is an
ingenious parable, it is necessary for the hearer

to consider it with attention and reflection, that

its meaning may be apparent to him. D1TI 73
er. 24, i. s., continually, perpetually. The ex*

pression is found in Isaiah usually in this signi-

fication li. 13; lii. 5; lxii. 6; lxv. 2, 6. The ad-

dition JP?
4
* might appear superfluous. But the

Prophet wishes to intimate that the end in view
is cultivation of the soil, and not merely clearing

away of vegetation for any other purpose, such

as for building a house. This expression jn?S
conveys a pre-intimation that the Lord's proce-

dure towards His people is not simply of a de-

structive character, no mere negation without

positively designing their salvation. 01*71 73H
is to be connected also with the second half of

Ter. 24 (Jer. xlix. 7). nflfi is only here used of

opening, turning over, ploughing the earth. Yet
its use to denote engraving in wood or stone is

analogous: Comp. Exod. xxviii. 9, 36 ; 1 Kings

ii. 36, ct $aepe. "Hfr oeeore, to harrow, besides

here only Job xxxix. 10 ; Hoe. z. 11. The bu£>

fix in tnoiK delicately expresses the affection
which the farmer cherishes to his own land. Be-
cause it is dear to him, he will not wish to in-

jure it HUE? occurs in the sense of acquaint,

complanavti only here (Piel besides in Isaiah
xxxviii. 13). The Prophet has evidently before
his mind a large farm regularly laid out in vari-
ous kinds of fruits. TO

p. [not fitches as in E.

V., but] black oummin (nigdla arvenns, com-
mon black cummin, or more probably nigella

damamsena, garden black cummin, which grows
wild near the Mediterranean) occurs only in this

place.
J5>3 cummin, common cummin, earum

carvi, which belongs to a different order from that

of the black cummin (namely to the umbdliferae,

while the other belongs to the ranunculaceac), is

mentioned in the Old Testament only here. Di?

is the proper expression for the placing or plant-

ing of the wheat, in reference to which Gesenius
remarks: " Industrious farmers in the Orient
plant as they do garden plants, many kinds of
grain which with us are only sotwi (Niehbtthr'9
Arabian. 157) ; they thrive when planted much
better. (Comp. Plinius, Htst. NaL xviii. 21)."
rrhfr, an. Aty. is identical with the Talmudic and

Arabic mUBf series, row, order. The planting:

of wheat spoken of, is done in rows (rn^t? accus.

loci). ADO? [rye E. V.], according to an ex-

cursus of Consul Wetzstein, in Delitzbch's
Commentary on Isaiah, is a variety of the com-
mon vetch {vicia saliva) the Kurscnne. Accord-

ing to the passage before us this plant, which is

eaten by cattle much less readily than barley,

would be planted around the corn fields as a
border or enclosure, in order to serve to protect

the nobler kinds of grain, as according to Wetz-
stein, ut supra, the Ricinxu is at present employed

for this purpose. H^Ci (Sing, only here, Plur.

x. 13) confiniwn, the border, enclosure. The

Suffix in ljV?13J is to be referred to some such

term 93 a piece of ground (HTtf) which is not ex-

pressed, but is supposed in what has been pre-

viously said.

3. For hieGod teaoh him.—Vers. 26-29.

[Dr. Nabgeusbach renders this verse: *He
(the farmer, beats (corrects) it properly, his God
so teaches him." But the E. Y. is correct (comp.

Prov. xxxi. 1) D. M.]. The Prophet does not

think of the heathen fables of Ins and Osiris,

Bacchus and Geres, ete. In what follows the way
and manner in which the farmer takes fruits

from their husks is spoken of. And here there

is a two-fold procedure, a part of the fruits is not

threshed in the oriental manner, by means of a

threshing sledge or threshing roller, but is beaten

out with a staff. To this class belong black cum-
min and cummin—V^H, <*&*&*, i"16 fa^ de-

signation is fVtn r>to Isa. xL 15) is the thresh-

ing instrument, which consisted either of planks

only, or of planks with rollers among them.

Those planks and rollers were fitted with sharp

iron or stones, which tore the ears of grain
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812 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

(comp. Herzog, IL-Encyd. III. p. 604). The
word is found besides only Job xh. 22 ; Amos i.

3. [Comp. the Latin tribula, a similar threshing

machine, whence tribulation, lit, a subjection to the

tribula.—D.M.] . nSJJT {D1H, wheel of the wagon,
denotes the last mentioned sort of threshing in-

strument; whether its rollers were themselves

movable, and therefore at the same time wheels,

or were immovable, and were drawn by the

wheels. 3DV denotes not the turning round of
the wagon, its going in a circle, but the turning

of the wheels. For 3D is also used of the turn-

ing of a door on its hinge (Prov. xxvi. 14 ; Ezek.

xli. 24). B3TV comp. on xxvii. 12. pTV DTlS

must be taken as a question (HrrziG, Knobel,
Delitzsch) ; Is bread-corn crashed ? An-
swer ; No ! For not incessantly, i. «., till the grain

is completely bruised does he thresh it, or drive

the wheels of his wagon, and his horses over it.

lie does not crush it The other explanation

:

it is crushed into bread, (»'. «., afterwards in the

mill, but not in the threshing), for not inces-

santly, etc.—is refuted by the necessity of under-

standing before K7 O the words indicated as re-

quired to complete the sense ; while according to

our explanation only the simple " no " must be

supplied, and it is implied in the question. Dm
is here as olroq bread-corn comp. xxx. 23;
xxxvi. 17; Gen. xlvii. 17; Ps. civ. 14. The
Prophet distinguishes from the various species of
cummin the proper bread-corn, whose grains are

harder to separate from the husk, ppl besides in

Isaiah only xli. 15. DOH, eoncitcwe, to drive, only

here in Isaiah. Ver. 29 'U1 flit? DJ namely, this

procedure of the farmer, comp. ver. 26, U^\
That the punishments spoken of vers. 14-22
proceed from Jehovah, needed not to be par-

ticularly affirmed. But that this so simple,

unpretending, customary procedure of the farmer
is a shell wherein a kernel of divine wisdom is

concealed, and therefore according to God's inten-

tion a means of teaching men such wisdom—this

might well be set forth and emphatically affirmed.

KvDn in Isaiah onlv here and xxix. 14. God
manifests wonderfully wise counsel, both in the
ordinances of nature, and in His direction of his-

tory, for which latter the former work serves as
a type full of instruction and comfort But the
aim of this wonderful wisdom is salvation (iVBftn

only here in Isaiah). It seems to me more ap-
propriate to take the word in the meaning " sal-

vation " (Job vi. 13; xxx. 22; Prov. ii. 7;
Micah vi. 9), because the idea of "wisdom " is so
nearly related to that of "counsel" that almost
a tautology would arise from the translation

wisdom. It is certainly reasonable to expect that
the Prophet in a place like the present, in which
the whole fulness of his thoughts is compressed,
should in significant, closing words combine in

two different words two specifically different

thoughts.

[But God's counsel and wisdom, as nearly re-

lated ideas, can be very properly extolled toge-
ther at the close of this chapter. The rendering
of the last word ?Ttf4fl by working in the £.

V. is warranted neither by the tout loquendi nor

by etvmologv. The Prophet here simply magni-
fies the Lords counsel and wisdom.—D. M.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On chap, xxviii. 1-4. A glorious city on a
hill overlooking a broad, fertile plain, when the
Lord is not its foundation and crown. What is

it else than one of the vanities over which the
preacher laments (Ecclus. ii. 4sqq.)? Samaria
and Jerusalem, Nineveh and Babylon have fallen.

Cannot Paris, and London^ and Berlin [and New
York] also fall ? How vain and transitory is the
pomp of men I [All travellers unite in praising
the situation of Samaria for its fertility, beauty
and strength. But '*the crown of pride" has
been trodden under foot.—D. M.]

2. On vers. 7, 8. Those words of Solomon are
therefore to be remembered : it is not for kings to
drink wine ; nor for princes strong* drink ; lest

they drink and forget the law, and pervert the
judgment of anv of the afflicted

'

t
Prov. xxxi. 4, 5).

Most of all is drunkenness unseemly in preachers
and teachers. Scripture enjoins that they should
be sober and not given to wine (1 Tim. iii. 2, 3)."

Renner. Can. Apost. 53: "Si derictu in caupona
eomedens deprehentus fuerit, $egregeUtr

t
paeterquam

si in diterwrio publico in via propter necemtatem
diverteriL" Can. 1: "Episcopus aut presbyter aut
diaconua aUae et ebrietati determent aut detinaU aut
condemnetur." [What 1 a priest, a prophet, a mi-
nister, and vet drunk I Tell it not in Gath.
Such a scandal are they to their coat. Ver. 8.

All tables are full of vomit, etc '' See what an
odious thing the sin of drunkenness is—what an
affront it is to human society ; it is rude and ill-

mannered enough to sicken the beholders,"

—

Henry.—D. M.J In accordance with the rab-

binical usage, which not seldom puts D^pO by a
metonymy for Qod, the expression here employed,

DpO <S3, is translated in Pirke Aboth III. 3:
" without God.1' [The passage of the Mishna re-

ferred to runs thus: Babbi Simeon says, Three
who have eaten at one table, and have not spoken
at it words of the law, are as if they ate of sacrifices
to the dead ; for it is said, for all their tables are

full of vomit and filth, without D^pO,"*.e^

place, God the place of all things, or who contains
all things. Of course this is only an ingenious
diversion of the language of Isaiah from its real
meaning.—D. M.]

3. Ver. 9 sqq. " This is the language of scorn-
ers and the ungodly, who have always mocked and
railed at God's word and its ministers. Job, Je-
remiah and David must be their song and mock-
ing-stock (Job xxx. 9; Lam. iii. 63; Ps. lxix.

13). If such dear men of God could not render
all the people more pious, what will happen in
our age in which there will be no lack of mock-
ers (2 Pet. iii. 3)? Cramer,"

4. Ver. 13. " The severe and yet well-deserved
punishment for contempt of the word of God is

that they who are guilty of it fall, and not only
fall, but also are broken, and not only are broken,
but also are snared and taken. For when they
have not the love of the truth, God sends them
strong delusions that they should believe a lie.

that they all might be condemned who believed
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CHAP. XXVIII. 13-29. 313

not the truth, bat had pleasure in unrighteousness

(2 Thess. iL 10) » Cramer.
6. On ver. 15. This is the direct reverse of trnst

in God. The people of whom the Prophet here
•peaks believe themselves secure from death and
hell because the? had made a friendly alliance
with them. And the sign of this covenant is

their setting their hone on lies and hypocrisy.
For the devil is the father of lies (John viti. 44).
He who is in league with him must lie, and
learns to lie to the highest perfection. But the
fools who have built their hope on this master—
and their mastery in lying—must at last, as their

righteous punishment, see that they are themselves
deceived. For tne aevil urges a man into the
swamp of wickedness, and when he sticks so deep
in it that he cannot get out, then he leaves the

deluded being in the lurch, and appears as an ac-

cuser against him. Hence he is called not only
tempter (neipASov), but also accuser (<J«J/JoAof, «o-

rfoup, Rev. xii. 10).

6. On ver. 16. " Christ is the head and founda-
tion-stone of the Christian Church, and another
foundation cannot be laid (1 Cor. iii. 11 ; Acts iv.

11). There is, moreover, no other means of lay-

ing hold of Christ than faith, whose effect and
property it is to be confident of what we hope for,

ana not to doubt of what we do not see (Heb. xi.

1)." Cramer. [The image of faith here given
is that of a stone resting on a foundation by which
it is supported and sustained. When we are told

that "he that believeth shall not make haste or
flee," we are taught the confidence, composure and
peace which trust in the Lord Jesus Christ im-
parts.—D. M.]

7. On ver. 17 sqc^. "He who relies on his own
wisdom, strength, nches, or righteousness, on the

help of man, on the intercession of the saints, on
letters of indulgence and such like, he makes to

himself a false refuge, and cannot endure, but
builds his house on a quicksand." Cramer.

They that make any thing their hiding-place

it Christ, the waters shall overflow it, as every
shelter but the ark was overtopped and over-

thrown by the waters of the deluge." Henry.—
D.M.]

8. On ver. 19. " People who are not tried are
inexperienced, and have a merely speculative re-

ligion, which is of no advantage to them. "JhV
ditatio, oraiio, tentatio faciunt Theologum." Lu-
ther. "As long as all is well with us, and we
have the enjoyment of life, there is too much noise
around us, and we cannot hear the voice of God.
Every affliction is a wilderness, in which a man
is in solitude and stillness, so that he understands
better the word of God. Every tribulation is a
power of the soul. In the noisy day we have
hearkened so much to the voices of men. In the
wilderness there is quiet, and when human voices
are silent, the voice of God begins to speak."
Tholuck.

9. On ver. 20. "Vcxatio&eu crux pcrinde est atque
brms totes, t* quo eontrahendum est corpus, nisi al-

sere veHmus. Hoe est : Solus verbi audttus retinen-
dus at sequendus est Tribulatio avian continet nos
ee* t* brtvi leeto, nee sinit nos evagrari in nostra stu-

dio." Luther.
10. On ver. 21. ["This will be His strange

work, His strange act, His foreign deed ; it is work
that He is backward to ; He rather delights in

but

showing mercy, and does not afflict willingly ; it

is work that He is not used to ; as to His own peo-
ple, He protects and favors them ; it is a strange

work indeed ifHe turn to be their enemy and fight

against them (lxiii. 10) ; it is a work that all the

neighbors will stand amazed at Deut xxix. 24."

Henry.—D. M.]
11. On ver. 22. "Nolite evangelium et verbwn

habere pro fabulia, alioquin fiet, ut magis eonstrin-

gamini et impticemini effioaetoribus erroribus utfiatis

improbi ad omne bonum opus" Luther.
12. On vers. 23 sua. "God Himself is the hus-

bandman. The field is the Church on earth.

Before it can bring forth fruit, it must be ploughed
and prepared. The plough is the cross of trial,

when the ploughers make their furrows long upon
our backs (Ps. cxxix. 3). The seed is the impe-
rishable word of God ( 1 Pet i. 23). The rain is

the Holy Ghost who gives the increase (Isa. xliv.

3 ; 1 Cor. iii. 6). Further, when the fruit is ga-

thered in, if men will bake bread out of it, it must
be threshed. This is done not for its destruction,

but with such moderation as the nature of the

grain can bear. The practical application is that

we learn to yield ourselves to such husbandry of

God, and bear with patience what God does to

us. For He knows according to His supreme
wisdom to order every thing, that we may be His
grain, and rood, pore bread upon His table of

shew-bread." Cramer.
13. ["We see (1) The reason of afflictions.

It is for the same reason which induces the farmer

to employ various methods on his farm. (2) We
are not to expect the same unvarying course in

God's dealings with us. (3) We are not to ex-

pect always the same kind of afflictions. We may
lay it down as a general rule that the divine judg-

ments are usually in the line of our offences ; and
by the nature of the judgment we may usually as-

certain the nature of the sin. (4) God will not

crush or destroy His people. The former does

not crush or destroy his grain. (5) We should

therefore bear afflictions and chastisements with

patience, God is good and wise." Barnes.—
b.M.]

14. On ver. 26. [Where men do not cultivate

the corn-plants, wheat, rye, barley, etc., the cere-

aliat as they are called
{
they are in the condition

of savages. Savages live on what comes to hand

without patient culture. Man could never have

learned the cultivation of the coi n-plants without

being taught by God. The certalia do not grow

as other annuals, spontaneously or bv the disper-

sion and germination of their seed. If left to

themselves, they quickly become extinct Thev
do not grow wild in any part of the world. Their

seed most be sown by man in ground carefully

prepared to receive it ^But while human culture

is necessary for the growth and propagation of

corn-plants, man is naturally ignorant of their

use and value. It would never have occurred to

man to prepare the soil for wheat-seed at a parti-

cular time of the year, and to wait many months

for the grain that would ripen in the ear; and

then to grind the hard seeds, and to mix them

with water, and to bake this paste is what man,

left to himself, would never have thought of.

The fact that we have corn-plants alive on the

earth at this day demonstrates that they must

have been called into existence when man was on
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814 THE FBOPHET I8AIAH.

the earth to cultivate them, and that man must
have been taught by a Higher Power to do so,

and to use them for his support. It is then a
matter that can be established by the clearest and
most convincing evidence, that God, as the Pro-

phet here tells us, instructed the plowman to

plow, to open and break the clods of the ground,

and to cast in the wheat and barley. (Vers. 24,

25.) These may appear to us now simple opera-

tions. But they must have been at first taught to

man by God in order that wheat and barley, and
the other cereals which He had made for the use

of man, might be preserved on the earth. Beside

the natural powers furnished us by God. to whom
we owe the capacity of knowledge and the lessons

given by Providence in external nature, God still

teaches the husbandman through that primeval
revelation of the art of agriculture made to man
when He put him into the garden to dress it and
to keep it—D. MJ

HOMTLETICAIi HTNTB.

1. On xxviii 1-6. "In the light of this word
of God let the glorious acts of God (the fall of

Paris, etc) be to us a mighty proclamation: 1)

of God'sjudgment, 2) ofGod's grace.
1
' Fbommel,

Zeitpredtgten, Heidelberg, 1873.

2. On vers. 11 and 12. An earnest warning
voice to our people. It bids us consider 1) What
the Lord has hitherto in kindness offered to us
(How rest may be had is preached to us Matth.
xi. 28 sq.); 2) How we have received what has
been offered to us (We will not have such preach-
ing) ; 3) What the Lord for our punishment will

hereafter offer to us (He will speak with mock-
ing lips and with another tongue unto this peo-
ple).

3. On vers. 14-20. Text for a political sermon
such as might be delivered before a Christian

court, or before an assembly of those who have
influence on the direction of public affairs. Gods
word to those who direct the ajjaire of the State:

1) The false foundation: a. as to its nature

(ver. 15), b. as to its consequences (vers. 17 6-20).

2) The true foundation: a. wherein it consists

(ver. 16), b. the conditions of its efficacy (giving

heed to the word, believing), c its effects.

4. On vers. 16 and 17. 2%e foundation and cor-

ner-stone of the Christian Church: 1) Who He is

(Matth. xxi. 42; Acts iv. 11; Bom. ix.33; 1

Pet ii. 6 sq.). 2) How we partake of His bless-

ing (He who believes flees not). 3) What salva-

tion He brings us (ver. 17 ). Ver. 16 is often used
as a text for discourses at the laying of the foun-

dation-stone of churches.

5. On ver. 19. Affliction teaches us to give heed
to the word. Affliction is the bed instructress of the

foolish heart ofman; for it teaches us to know : 1)

the vanity of earthly things, 2) the power to com-
fort and to save which lies solely in the benefits

offered to us in the word of God.
6. On ver. 22. Warning to scoffers. God will

accomplish in the whole world the triumph of His
cause. Woe then to the scoffers. Their bands
will only become the harder. They hurt them-
selves by their scoffing.

7. On ver. 23 sqq. Consolatory discourse. God
does not always chastise. Chastisement is with
Him only a means to an end, as with the husband-
man ploughing and threshing. When the chas-
tisement has reached its aim, it ceases. Let us
therefore give heed unto the word, and the trial

will not be continued.

8. [The Church is God's tilled land. 1 Cor.
iii. 9. Paul tells the Corinthians: Ye are God's
yetipyuv, God's tilled land. Christ has called His
Father the yeopyfa the husbandman, John xv. 1.

God does not leave us without culture. He treats

us as the farmer does his field. He gives us, too,

what corresponds to the rain and sunshine, in the
influences of His Spirit. He employs means for
making us fruitful. Comp. Heo. vi. 7, 8 as to
the doom of those who fail to bring forth fruit

—

set forth by a metaphor taken from agriculture,
-D. M.]

IL—THE SECOND WOK
Chapter XXIX.

1. THE FOURFOLD AEIEL. Chap. XXIX. 1-12.

1 Woe Ho Ariel, to Ariel,

The city where David dwelt I

Add ye year to year

;

Lot them •kill sacrifices.

2 *Yet I will distress Ariel,

And there shall be heaviness and sorrow ;

And it shall be unto me as Ariel.

3 And I will camp against thee round about,
And will lay siego against thee with a mount,
And I will raise forts against thee.

4 And thou shalt be brought down, and shalt speak out of the ground,
And thy speech shall be low out of the dust,
And thy voice shall be as *of one that hath a familiar spirit, out of the ground,
And thy speech shall *whisper out of the dust
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& "Moreover the multitude of thy strangers shall be like small dust,

And the multitude of the terrible ones shall be as chaff that passeth away

;

Yea, it shall be at an instant suddenly.

6 Thou shall be visited of the Lord of hosts

With thunder, and with earthquake, and great noise,

With storm and tempest, and the flame of devouring fire.

7 And the multitude of all the nations that fight against Ariel,
Even all that fight against her, and her munition,
And that distress her,

Shall be as a dream of a night vision.

8 It shall even be as when an hungry man dreameth,
And, behold, he eateth

;

But he awaketh, and his soul is empty

;

Or as when a thirsty man dreameth,
And, behold, he drinketh

;

But he awaketh, and, behold, he i$ feint,

And his soul hath appetite

:

So shall the multitude of all the nations be,
That fight against mount Zion.

9 Stay yourselves, and wonder

;

••Cry ye out, and cry

:

They are drunken, but not with wine

;

They stagger, but not with strong drink.

10 For the Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep,

And hath closed your eyes

:

The prophets and your •rulers, the seers hath he covered.

11 And {he vision of all is become unto you as the words of a Tbook that is sealed,

Which men deliver to one that h
is learned,

Saying, Bead this, I pray thee

:

And he saith, I cannot ; for it m sealed

:

12 And the book is delivered to him that is not learned,

Saying, Bead this, I pray thee

;

And he saith, I am not learned.

i Or, O Arid, that Is, the Hon of God.
* Heb. peep, or, chirp.
* Or*UUar.

* let thefeasts compute a revolution.
* of the spirit of one dead.
t bind yourselves and be blend.

• Or, of the dty.
» Or, take your pleature andrioU

Heb. art o/Ot As**.'
•Ueb. heads.

*then.
• But
fc knows writing.

•poet
tiheehaUbevieUedideltoercQ.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. L By comparing xxx. 1 we see that 1£)D is not

from t|0\ bat from HDD (Jer. vii. 21, et saepe). «|pj

(Ksl only here, Hiphil further in Isa. xt. 8) is drcuire

cwculare. This meaning belongs to fttHDA Ex. xxxiv.

tt; 2 Chron. xxiv. 28.

Ver. 7. rrif is used for the sake of variety Instead

ofrpRifJ comp. m*tn mw Ter. 2, ouna ynaS
Ter. ft! The construction of the suffix is to be explained

a* in T3p Ps. xviii.40, 40. mfrD is found also in Esek.

xiz. 0, where the king ot Judah is spoken of who was

caught by means of net and pit, placed in a cage by

means of hooks, and brought to Babylon into /VhifO.

The whole connection there renders It probable that

nHlfD denotes a place for wild animals that hare been

captured—*prison or something of that kind—whereas

in Bccles. ix. 12, where only the word again occurs, the

meaning " net" Is undoubted. When then TTTJfD» and

GRAMMATICAL.

notmm? is in the text, and when, moreover, I consi-

der that the grammatical co-ordination ofn/YWD with

the suffix in 7V3¥ (all her assailants and of her 7MXD)
would be very abnormal, because we cannot, e. gn say

nrrtnw n'n instead of nnVnit ^at rrjx-n seems
T -:|-T VT T -I "I T VT

to me much more probable that TTVtD Is intended to
T I

denote here not the fortress Zion,but the siege entrench-

ments set op against Zion, the flhyo verse 3» which en*

close the city as a net, and can therefore be called its

net. And this net of bulwarks, together with those who

by means of it distress Zion (D'D'YD comp. onVHp*¥n
ver. 2), shall disappear as a vision of a dream. More-

over the conjecture of BorrrcHxa (Aehrenleee p. 32) that

we should read iT3¥ instead of TV33f seems to me not

unworthyof attention. For the difficulty still remains to

give a specific meaning to 7T3Y, If it is £o stand for

TVIOX. BoxTTcaxa not unjustly remarks, too, that the
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*3¥, the splendor of the city (xxiii. 9; xxyiii. 1 sqq.;

xxxii. 13 sq.) certainly formed a prominent point in the

vanishing vision as " the refreshment which they de-

sire, and imagine they will receive.** Whoever is in-

clined to adopt this conjecture ofBorrrcHKi, which even

KffOBZL accepts, will have no difficulty in connecting

nfYT¥01 with what precedes it.

Yer. 8. We should expect a pronomen tcparatum (WIPO

along with the participles him and TUW, and the ad-

jective *V*p. But it is well known that this pronoun is

frequently omitted.

Ver. 11. Instead of 19071 {Tfr we find In the K ri

1*)0 without the article, as in ver. IS. But the altera*

tion is needless. For in this connection 1D0H can also

be said, if only we take the article as the generic Be*

specting 1DK1, vers. 11 and 12, oomp. on xL 6.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet sets forth in vers. 1 and 2 the
theme of his discourse. For he announces to

Ariel, t. «., to the city of God, Jerusalem, that he
will cause her after a time great distress, notwith-

standing that she is Ariel, t. e., lion of God ; that

she, however, in. this distress will prove herself to

be Ariel, t. «., the hearth of God. This thought
is further developed in what follows. The Lord
causes Jerusalem to be told that He will besiege

and afflict her greatly (ver. 3), so that she, bowed
low in the dust, will let her voice sound faintly

as the ppirit of one dead (ver. 4). But the com-
forting promise is immediately annexed, that the
enemies of Jerusalem will suddenly become as

fine dust or as flying chaff (ver. 5). For Jehovah
will come against them as with thunder, and tem-
pest, and devouring fire (ver. 6). The whole
force, therefore, of the enemies that fight against

Ariel, t. «., here the mount of God, will pass away
as a vision of a dream in the night (ver. 7} ; these

enemies will be in the condition of one who in a
dream thinks that he has eaten and drunk, and
only on awaking perceives that he has beendream-
ing (ver. 8). In vers. 9-12 the Prophet himself
depicts the effect of his words on the obdurate
people. They build on other aid. Thev there-

fore hear the word of the Prophet in fixed amaze-
ment (ver. 9). For they are as blind (ver. 10),

and in relation to the prophecy they are as one
who has to read a sealed document, or as one who
has an unsealed writing given him to read, but
he cannot read (vers. 11 and 12).

2.Woe toAriel—asAriel.—Vera. 1, 2. This

paragraph begins with *ttl as xxviii. 1 ; xxix. 15

;

xxx. 1 : xxxi. 1 ; xxxiii. 1. The name /K'lK oc-

curs 2 Sam. xxiii. 20 ( 1 Chr. xi. 22) as the name of
Moabite heroes ; Ezra viii. 16 as the name of a
Levite; Ezek. xliii. 15, 16 the altar is called

S*nn and V"!* (K'ri, Kethibh V*OK) ; Isa.

xxxiii. 7 /KIR is found in the signification

" hero.
11

Interpreters take the word as often as
it occurs in the passage before us, namely, ver. 1

(6w), ver. 2 (bis), and ver. 7, either in the signi-

fication of " lion of God," or in that of u hearth
of God." Only Hrrzio, who is on this account
censured, assumes a play on the word, and takes
it in ver. 1 as ara Dei, and ver. 2 as lion of God.
I am of opinion that Hitzig has not gone far
enough. For it seems to me that the Prophet has
each time used the word in a different significa-
tion according to the connection, and that it is

taken in four different meanings [?]. First of all,

Ariel appears as an enigmatical, significant name
which the Prophet attributes to the city of Jeru-
salem in a manner unusual and fitted to excite

inquiry. That Jerusalem is meant by it is clear

from the connection, especially from nan JVIp

HI ver. 1, and from jrx-in ver. 8. But we
mark from the connection in each instance, that
the Prophet intends each time a different allu-

sion while employing the same word. In adding
in ver. 1 in run JVIp he gives us to understand

that under SirIK he alludes to *?R 1£ city of Ood.

The word 1JP is used besides only of the Moabite

capital Ar-Moab : Num. xxi. 15, 28 ; Deut.ii. 9

>

Isa. xv. 1. /R
13J

may accordingly involve an

antithesis to 2W3 1JJ—Moab, as in xxv. 10 sq.,

being thought of as the representative of all op-
position to God. The Septuagint translator has

referred 7R*1R to Moab/while he takes this word
to designate the Moabite city ; for «he renders
oval itoaic 'AptfjX, fjv &avld kizoM^atv** whereby
he certainly had in his eye the victory achieved
by David over the Moabites, 2 Sam. viii. 2. But
what led him to think of Moab in connection

with SfcTIH, was either the recollection of the Mo-
abite heroes mentioned 2 Sam. xxiii. 20, or the
similarity in sound to the name of the city Ar
(Greek "Ap Num. xxi. 16 ; Deut. ii. 9) which
lies in Ar-iel. That the resemblance could have
been thought of by the Prophet appears from the
manifold permutations which occur between K
and J? in Hebrew, and in the cognate dialects

(oomp. ver. 5 JJPfl and OKtt), MR and D^« Sm
and *???, 3RTI and 3?R SlU and *?JU, etc Comp.
Ewald, Qrn J 68, a, note 1 and c; Gesen. The*.

p. 2). The yod in ^R'lR does not militate against

our exposition. For, apart from the fact that a
mere similarity in sound is the matter in question^

the " % " would not grammatically stand in the
way of the explanation "City of God," as this

''i" occurs not rarely as an antique connecting
vowel especially in proper names (oomp. Gabriel,

Abdiel, cte., Ewald, Or^ J 211, b). Accordingly
I consider the words HI run JVIp as explanatory

of the word Ariel, or as a hint to intimate in what
signification the Prophet would have us under-
stand the word here. For Jerusalem, a holy city

from a high antiquity (Gen. xiv. 18 sqq.), became
the city of God (ch. lx. 14; Ps. xlvi. 5; xlviii.

2, 9 ; lxxxvii. 3 ; ci. 8), and the centre of the
theocracy from the day when David, chosen king
by all Israel, took up in it his royal residence, (2

Sam. v. 6 sqq.); With the words "XI TOttf tf)D

to n^K) the Prophet confirms the woe which he
had pronounced. First of all, the question pre-

sents itself whether the words ISO . . . Wpr <
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fain an indefinite or a definite statement of time.

If the declaration of time be indefinite, the occur-

rence of the calamity would be placed in prospect

at a point of time incalculably remote. For no-

thing would indicate how long this adding year

to year, and this revolution of the festivals should

last. Thereby, however, the effect of the pro-

phecy on those living at the time of its deli-

very would be neutralized. Fof they could in-

dulge the hope that the catastrophe would not

affect them. The design of the Prophet could

not be to produce such an impression.

We must therefore assume that the Prophet
wishes to indicate by these words an interval at

least approximately defined, and a point of time
not very remote, but rather relatively near (as

xxxii. 10). The meaning then would be : Add
to the present year another year, and let
smother annual revolution of festivals be
completed. This would be tantamount to say-

ing, that from the end of the present year another
year would run its course, and then the catastro-

phe announced in what follows would take place.

The addition ti>pr DMn is intended to intimate

that a full sacred year has yet to run its course.

If the time when the Prophet spoke this pro-

phecy was coincident with the beginning of the

sacred year, then the addition was really super-

fluous. But if this coincidence did not exist,

then the addition had the meaning that the com-
plete year is not to be reckoned from the day
when the Prophet spoke the words, but from the

beginning of the next sacred year. It is there-

fore not probable that the Prophet made the ut-

terance at the time of the Passover festival, which
formed the commencement of the theocratic year
(Exod. xii. 2). But the Prophet must have
spoken the words a considerable time before the

Passover. [" Many of the older writers, and the

£. V., take the last words of the verse in the

sense, let them kill (or more specifically, cut off

the heads) the sacrificial victims ; but it is more in

accordance both with the usage of the words and
with the context to give DUn its usual sense of

feasts or festivals, and IjH that of moving in a

circle or revolving, which it has in Hiphil. The
phrase then exactly corresponds to the one pre-

ceding, " addyear to year." Alexander.—D. M.l
Ver. 2 tells what shall happen at the point of
time indicated. Then the Lord will cause Ariel

difficulty and distress (ver. 7 ; viii. 23 ; li. 13)

;

and there shall arise sighing and groaning
(besides only Lam. ii. 5 borrowed from this

place ; the verb njK Iaa. iii. 26 ; xix. 8, comp.

the related HJKH of the snorting of the female

camel [wild she-ass.—D. M.] in heat, Jer. ii. 24).

Here Ariel is represented as on all sides op-

pressed, which extorts pitiable groaning. The
name Ariel seems therefore to involve nere an
antithesis to 'Jllp'Tfn : The strong is oppressed,

and in this his distress he sighs ana groans.

When then in this connection the idea of strength

in prominent in *7tt**W. we shall have to take the

word here in its common signification = lion
of God. But this distress does not last forever.

The Prophet in this statement passes hastily over

the whole field of vision from the bad beginning

to the glorious end: Jerusalem (for this is the

subject of nivm) shall yet be to the Lord as

Sttnit It is manifest that the word must be
taken here as a word of good meaning, in such
a signification we find it used £zek. xliii. 15 sq.

For there the altar of burnt offering is so de-
signated. The same altar is also called there

*?Kin. But this designation seems to be given

to the altar as a whole. When therefore Sk^M

along with 7KVI is an altar-name, we may as-

sume that both words have a signification refer-

ring to the nature of the altar. In the case of

/K^n this is at once evident ; the high place of
God is put in opposition to the high places
(n)D3) of the false gods. It is true that ^K is

found elsewhere only in the signification lion.

But the radix n^K denotes carpere (Ps. lxxx 13

;

Cant. v. 1), and can, like V£, be used of fire.

If further we compare the Arabic *ird t focus,

caminus, and consider that in Isa. xxxi. 9, it is

said of the Lobd that p?3 ft "UK, it follows that

the Prophets were justified, in a connection in

which a manifold playing on a word is ingeni-

ously practised, in finding in the word '*W an
allusion to the place of fire, to the altar. It is

particularly to be observed that the Prophet in

our place says ^fTTJfj? as Ariel. He does not

say
1

??
V
1¥

V

2. Jerusalem is not therefore to be-

come an altar, but it is to prove itself as a holy

hearth, which it has long been. It shall be

treated as such by the Lord, it shall therefore

be again delivered out of distress.

3. And I will oamp the dust.—Vers. 3
and 4. What was stated in vers. 1 and 2 with

the brevity of a theme is now set forth more fully.

And, first, it is shown how the Lord will afflict

the strong lion, and compel him to utter lamenta-

ble Bounds of difltress. HJO, which is employed
by Isaiah only in this chapter, denotes here en-

camping with a view to besieging. The word
stands frequently in the historical books in this

sense in conjunction with /% : Josh. x. 6, 31, 34

;

2 Sam. xii. 28 et saepe. W3 (besides only xxii.

18) = as in a circle. W (related to iVl perio-

due) is to be regarded as standing in the actus, to-

talis. "HX (in Isaiah besides only xxi. 2) stands

frequently with ty in the sense of pressing upon

:

Deut. xx. 12, 19; 2 Kings vi. 25; xxiv. 11 ; Jer.

xxxii. 2 et saepe. 3*0 (a>. ?,ey.) t is synonymous

with T2U. njm 32fO' es Static, excubiae pratsi-

dium, post. As to construction the word is to be

regarded as in the accusative (actus, instrum.).

ni«D, which occurs in Isaiah only here, is a

venr 'general term, which is most fluently

equivalent to "too in the expression n?«p i£

(2 Chron. xi. 10, 23; xii. 4; xiv. 5; xxi. 3). It

manifestlv denotes not instruments for attacking

a place, "but fortifications, entrenchments em-

ployed by a besieging army, among which are

nV?6 (2 Sam. xx. 15; Jer. vi. 6, et saepe) and

pV (2 Kings xxv. 1). The plural then denotes

the various parts of the works thrown up by the
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besiegers. As the fortifications for defence are

also called nVWD 2 Chron. xi. 11. The expres-

sion TID'pTO is not opposed to what has been

said. For the machines used in a siege, the
D'^3, as is clear from Ezek. iv. 2, belong to the

on?3fa. Ver. 4 illastrates the words in ver. 2,

and there shall be sighing and groaning
[£. V., heaviness and sorrow]. The construc-

tion *^3nn JV?ABft is the well-known one, ac-

cording to which an adverbial notion is expressed
by the verb that is placed first. Jerusalem will

lie so low that her voice will be only heard as if

it proceeded from the dust, yea, from under the
earth. There is here a climax descendens. The
voice comes from a female Bitting on the ground,
out of the dust, from under the earth. In the
clause I^DJJDI we mark a pregnant construction,
nntf is used by Isaiah with tolerable frequency

:

ii. 9, 11, 17; v. 15: xxv. 12; xxvi. 5. The
word is used especially of a suppressed voice

Eccles. xii. 4. Regarding 3ta and tptfiX comp.

on viii. 1 9. The voice will, like that of the spirit

of one dead, come forth out of the earth.

4. Moreover the multitude Monnt
Zion.—Vers. 6-8. These words expand the
short promise at the close of ver. 2. The distress

of Jerusalem shall not last long. The supplica-
tion of her who has been brought so low shall
be heard ; her enemies shall be brought still

lower ; they shall be crushed even to dust. p2M
comp. v. 24. p? besides xl. 15. p'OH is used

by the Prophet four times in this passage: ver.
5 Ws, ver. 7 and ver. 8. Regarding IT comp. on
i. 7. The image of chaff carried away by the
wind is frequent: xvii. 13; xli. 15: Ps. i. 4;
xxxv. 5; Jobxxi. 18; Zeph. ii. 2. D'in;? comp.
xiii. 11. The crushing of the enemies shall be
not only complete, but also sudden. It will be
thereby all tne more terrible. JtRQ i8 substan-

tive = the opening of the eyes, a moment; but

Dfenfl is an adverb (comp. dSlJ. OdV»). In regard

to the permutation of V and K see on ver. 1.

The two words stand together Num. vi. 9, where,
however, we find DKflfl yr&2> and Isa. xxx. 13.

7 denotes the measure (momentaneo modo, comp

HDDS, p.-n6. B*6, etc). Ver. 6 describes the

means, by which the Lord crushes the enemy of
Jerusalem. Hpflfi is taken by Geseniub, Hitzlq,

Knobel, Delitzsch impersonally: A visitation

shall be made. But it seems to me that this

would require the passive of the causative con-
jugation, namely Hophal. (Comp. on xxxviii.

10). The reference to Jerusalem is suggested by
vers. 2, 7 and 8. The Prophet says therefore,

that Jerusalem will be graciously visited, i. c,
delivered (xxiv. 22) [According to this interpre-

tation we must translate "and she shall be
visited, etc" If we use the second person as in
the E. V. v "thou shalt be visited/' then the
enemy must be addressed, and not the city Jeru-
salem, which would require the verb to be in the
feminine form of the second person.—D. M.].
*U1 DJH3, observe here the similarity of sound in
these words. Ojn, the cracking, roaring (of

I

thunder 1 Ps. civ. 7 ; Ixxvii. 19), is found only here

in Isaiah. tfjH congua8aatio,<jeuTfi6c. (hence earth-

quake 1 Kings xix. 11; Amos i. 1), is further

used by Isaiah ix. 4. Tl£tfD from ^0 (*]?*. HDD)

auferre, rapere, is rather the whirlwind, turbo,

comp. v. 28 ; xvii. 13 ; xxL 1 ; lxvi. 15. mp
tempest, hurricane, comp. xl. 24 ; xli. 16. Both
words are found in conjunction elsewhere only
in Amos i. 14. The flame of devouring

fire, comp. xxx. 80. The plural DOnS xiii. 8

;

lxvi. 15. Besides HSnS iv. 5 ; v. 24 ; x. 17
;

xliii. 2; xlvii. 14. 71738 #K comp. xxx. 27,

30 ; xxxiii. 14. Vitringa. thinks that we ought
to take these words literally, and find in them an
intimation that the Lord destroyed the Assyrians
in that night (xxxvii. 36) by a frightful thunder-
storm. But this is a manifest misconception of
the Prophetic style. In vers. 7 and 8 the Pro-
phet depicts at the close the disappointment
which the enemy will feel. This is expressed by
a simple image. The Assyrians, so far as they
had really seen Jerusalem before them, and had
it in reach of their power, will, after their over-
throw, have the impression that they had seen
Jerusalem only in a dream, in a vision of the
night : and in so far as they had hoped to be
able easily to conquer Jerusalem, they will be as
if they had eaten in a dream, but on awaking,
should feel themselves as hungry as before. By
the two images the Prophet expresses very em-
phatically the thought that the whole attempt of
Assyria upon Jerusalem should be as if it had
not been ; should be in fact as empty and unreal
as the fabric of a dream. The subject of ver. 7

is n-ipn and ™ rr3*-SD>. The expression

HT / p?n Onn is found besides only Job TTTiii,

15, where we read nVS jVm tfSna (comp. Job
iv. 13; xx. 8). They who fight against Ariel

will be as a vision of a dream (K2X as a verb in
Isaiah besides only xxxi. 4). In what sense we
have to take Ariel here, is evident from ver. 8.

For there the whole phrase " the multitude of
all the nations that fight against" is repeatedJbnt
instead of " Ariel " we read " Mount Zion." Thia
makes it clear that the Prophet would have us

take ^*T"}K here in the sense of '*")•? Mount of

God [?]. K and «1 are interchanged just as fre-

quently as K and J% comp. \$ and \i)9 J^OTI

and pDK, DJTO 1 Kings xii. 18 and D^TTI 2
Chron. x. 18^ (See Gesen. Toes. p. 2). Ezekiel

too has in chap, xliii. 15 got from our 7tr*}K his

/Kin. In ver. 8 the Prophet compares the de-

parture of the Assyrians from Jerusalem to the
awaking of a hungry or thirsty man who per-
ceives mat he has only dreamt that he has been

eating or drinking. The term tfflJ as in v. 14 ;

xxxii. 6. n p D) tf (Ps. cvii. 9) has the significa-

tion " panting for, hungry "as t derivative
meaning from the radical notion *' to run to and
fro," (xxxiii. 4). The concluding words of thia
verse " the multitude of all the nations that fight
against Mount Zion,11 which correspond exactly
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to -what we find in yer. 7, except that there instead

of ''Mount Zion" the name "Ariel" occurs,

furnish the key to the understanding of the enig-

matical word Ariel. Can it be deemed acci-

dental that the Prophet in ver. 8 repeats those

words of yer. 7 with the sole change of substitut-

ing for u Ariel" the words " Mount Zion?" Is

not this a hint which the Prophet at the close

gives to assist in understanding his meaning?
And the first who understood this hint was Eze-
kiel (chap, xliii. 15).

5. Stayyonraelvea notlearned.—Vers.
9-12. The prediction contained in vers. 1-8,

most have been received by the hearers of the

Prophet with very mingled feelings, because it

holds out to them the prospect of deliverance,

but deliverance in a wav not agreeable to them.

For the saying np5>n ftliT Dj;o ver. 6 did not

please them. Although then the Prophet is

aware that he does not say what corresponds to

their wishes, still they must just hear it for their

punishment. Yes, stop and wonder, whether it

please you or not whether you comprehend it or

not ; it is so as I nave said to you. The Hithpael
nononn (to stand questioning, refusing: delaying

Gen. xliii. 10; Ps. cxix. 60 ei aaqx) is found only
here in Isaiah. DSD to be astonished, to wonder
(conjoined with nsnnrtn in Hab. i. 6 as here)

occurs further in Isaiah xiii. 8. Both verbs de-

note amazement at what is offered, with unwil-

lingness to receive it. The Hithpael yetyntfn
stands Ps. cxix. 16, 47 undoubtedly in the signi-

fication obUclari, deUctari. Many expositors would
take the word here too in this meaning, while

they consider the two imperatives as marking an
antithesis (be joyous and yet blind). But we do
not perceive from the context why they should be

joymL It is better therefore to take JFEtyntfn

in the original signification of Kal which is '* per-

ma/sum, obiUum esse" (comp. Isa. vi. 10). Hence
the significations "obUctari" (xi. 8; lxvi. 12)

and ''to become blind" are equally derived.

Kal occurs only in this passage where it has this

last signification. The threatening of a punish-

ment, which should first affect the spirit, is here
announced to the Israelites. But this punish-

ment will also produce its outward and visible

effects. Because these effects follow in the way
of punishment, the Prophet speaks of them no
more in the imperative, but in the perfect. He
sees the people reel and stagger like drunken
men, although this intoxication does not proceed
from wine. {" with HDtf is the accusative of

the instrument Where a capacity to receive the

divine word is wanting, there it works an effect

the very opposite of what it should properly pro-

dace ; it hardens, blinds, stupefies. It is as ifthe

spirit of understanding had become in those who
do not desire the knowledge of the truth, a spirit

of stupefaction, of stupidity. HOTin, which is

found only here in Isaiah, has here this spiritual

sense. VXJt is used xxxiii. 15 of the binding up

of the eye*, but in xxxi. 1 in its usual significa-

tion of being strong. That these two significa-

tions are closely connected in other cases also is

well known. Compare *Nn, pm (xxii. 21) "H?j5

(Gen. xxx. 42), Iff**. fox***/ The Piel oiyT

which is used by Jeremiah (L 17) as a denomi-

native in the sense of "to break the bones, to
bone,'1 occurs only here in Isaiah. The words
prophets and seers, if omitted, would not be
missed in ver. 10. For this reason it is utterly

improbable that they are an interpolation of a
glossator. They obscure the meaning, instead of
making it more apparent We might almost
conjecture that there were Prophets of a first, and
of a second rank. The latter would have been
the interpreters of the former, as in the New Tes-
tament the speech of those who spoke with tongues
was explained by interpreters (1 Cor. xii. 10, 30;
xiv. 5, 13). Not as if these prophets of the se-

cond rank or interpreters had an official position.

For there is no trace of this. But there were
persons who, when the meaning of the prophetic
utterances was the subject of conversation among
the people, pushed themselves in the foreground,

claiming to do specially endowed with the capa-
city of explaining what the prophets had spoken

;

and perhaps they acquired as such here and there

a certain authority. The prophetic word of the
great Isaiah may have been often thus interpreted

to the people by such prophets. But these subor-

dinate prophets, although perhaps their posses-

sion of a certain physical gift of prophecy was
not to be disputed, (comp. Saul, 1 Sam. x. 10 et

9aepe) stood yet in a nearer relation to the people
than to the Lord. Therefore their prophetic gift

was often not sufficient; often it was even abused
by them (comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 32 ; 1 Kings xxii 6
sqq.). Isaiah alludes here to this state of mat-
ters. The people were often puzzled by the pro-

phecy of Isaiah, and even their prophets who
were wont to be their eyes for such things, had
as it were bound-up eyes or covered heads. KOJ

and n?n, comp. K'3J and nit*^ 1 Sam. ix. 9. The

figure employed in vers. 11 and 12 suits very well

to the explanation proposed. Beading was an
art which was not understood by .every one. He
who could not himself read, must request another

to read to him. Thus was it too with the pro-

phecy of Isaiah. The people must apply to their

prophets to interpret it for them. But it hap-

pened then, says Isaiah, as it often happens to

one who applies to another in order to have a
writing read to him. It can be the case that the

person asked is able to read, but yet cannot road

the document reached to him. because it is sealed.

But what can this mean ? If any one reaches me
a sealed paper, in order that I may read it to

him, he must unite with his request the permis-

sion to unseal it. Or, were there seals which
could not be removed by every one ? It appears

to me, that the comparison here made use of is

purely imaginary. It is very unlikely that any
one could not comply with the request to read a
document, because it was sealed. The Prophet

only imagines such a case. But what he meant
to intimate thereby was most real. The words

of Isaiah were to many among those prophets of

the people sealed words, t. «., intelligible as to

their verbal meaning, but incomprehensible as to

their inner signification. To others, or partially

perhaps even to all, thev were not intelligible even

in their verbal meaning. They did not know
what to make of them. They stood before them
as one who cannot read stands before what is

written. It seems that this prophecy regarding
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320 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Ariel proved to be one of the moat obscure pro-

fhecies of Isaiah. This gives occasion to the
rophet's expressing himself in this manner re-

garding the reception and understanding of his

prophecies. 7371 DITTl denotes not merely the im-

mediately preceding prediction, but the prophecy
of Isaiah in general. For why should it have
happened thus with only those words that imme-
diately precede? mm (comp. xxi. 2; xxviii.

18) is synonymous with pTH chap. i. 1.

2. THE SECRET COUNSEL OP MEN, AND THE SECRET COUNSEL OF GOD.

Chapter XXIX. ia-24.

13 Wherefore the Lord said,

Forasmuch as this people draw near mp with their mouth,
And with their lips do honor me,
But have removed their heart far from me,
And their fear toward me is taught by the precept of men

;

14 Therefore, behold, l
l will proceed to do a marvellous work among this people,

Even a marvellous work and a wonder

;

For the wisdom of their wise men shall perish,

And the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid.

15 Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the Lord,
And their works are in the dark,
And they say, Who seeth us ? and who knoweth us ?

16 'Surely your turning of things upside down shall be esteemed as the potter's clay ;

For shall the work say of him that made it, He made me not ?

Or shall the thing framed say of him that framed it, Ho had no understanding?
17 Is it not yet a very little while.

And Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field,

And the fruitful field shall be esteemed as a forest?

18 And in that day shall the deaf hear the words of the book,
And the eyes of the blind shall see

Out of obscurity, and out of darkness.

19 The meek also 'shall increase their joy in the Lord,
And the poor among men shall rejoice in the Holy One of Israel.

20 For the terrible one is brought to nought,
And the scorner is consumed,
And all that watch for Mniquity are cut off:

21 That make a man an offender *for a word,
And lay a .snare for him that reproveth in the gate,

And turn aside the just dfor a thing of nought.

22 Therefore thus saith the Lord, who redeemed Abraham,
Concerning the house of Jacob,
Jacob shall not now be ashamed,
Neither shall his face now wax pale.

23 "But when he seeth his children, the work of mine hands, in the midst of him,
They shall sanctify my name,
And sanctify the Holy One of Jacob,
And shall fear the God of Israel

24 They also that erred in spirit 'shall come to understanding,
And they that murmured shall learn doctrine.

» Heb. IwiUadd. i Heb. thaU add. • Heb. thaU know underttamdktff.

• your perverting t Or it the clay etteemed like the potter, that the work should eay to Us maker, etc
* tnttchief. • byword. * by deceit • For when he, when hit children, $ee the work oj my hand*, ett.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,
Ter. 13. That we arc to read not fettj (with the Targum i antithetic Dill- That contrary to the accentuation

and many MSS. and Editions, in the sense of M to urge, I VM is to be connected with tfD,ls apparent from thisv

trouble, torment one's self,") but Efa}, is shown by the | that the people are to be reproached, not with drawing.
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CHAP. ttty, 1&-24. 821

near to God In general, bat with the outward, deoeitftd

approach to Him. The great liberty which in Hebrew

is indulged In with reference to person and number, is

seen from *jrC3 and DflKT in relation toVM. Vnfit?

and ttS* We hare to take pfH as a causative, and at

the same time intensive Piel (to make removal with

seal — to strive to get away).

Ver. 14. On npV as the third person oomp. on xxviiL

1*. PP^1 Is the third person of the future. There Is

an ellipsis to be supplied : Behold, I(am hewho) will add,

et*-D. M.J. HK after irSflH is not the sign of the ac-

cusative, but is the preposition. Instead of a second

infinitive, a noun of the same stem K/D is attached

to the Infinitive absolute (oomp. xxlt 17, 18; xxiv. 19).

Ver. IS. p'D^n is the proper causative Hiphil»to

make a deepening, a sinking. At the same time the

construction with JO is a pregnant one; but THD*?

fsyncopated Hiphil comp. xxiii. 11—D. M.] is not a state-

ment of the design, but is the ablative or gerundine m*
ftmtivue modalie, which when united with a causative

conjugation, can be expressed by us by a verb with any
adverb, as here : who deepfrom Jehovah hide, etc. Comp.

Jer. xlix. 8, 80, and as to the usut loquendi Isa. vii. 11

;

xxx. 33 ; xxxi. 6. Dtt in ver. 16 corresponds to the Latin

an, and marks the second member of a disjunctive

question, the first of which is to be supplied.

Ver. 90. Iptf nrovW^w, alaerem eue, vigilare, invigi-

late, is elsewhere always construed with *?£ (Jer. L 12;

v.6; xxxi. 28; xliv.27; Prov.vilLd*; Jobxxi.32). This

word is found in Isaiah only here. The construction in

this place is to be judged aocording to such forms of

expression as ytfa '3B? (lix. 20), IO¥ J^Sn (Numb,

xxxii 27) and similar phrases. The form Mtfp' might,

considered by Itself, be the perfect (comp. 'fttfp' Jer.

1.24), as the form itfp' with the primitive r'must be

Mtfp * according to the rule that a closed syllable can

be without the tone only when it has a short vowel, and

an open syllable precedes (comp.10^*—po^p* Ewald,

$ 86, a; 88, c). But if we have regard to the syntax, the

imperfect (future) is more correct, because the Prophet

has In his mind not merely single definite facts,but the

permanent habit of those people. The form is in this

case to be derived from Eftp, which occurs only here.

XZSQBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

pie to fear Jehovah,
and to trust in HinTaloneT Even in Hezekiah's
times the people were not pleased to do so. On
this account the preceding announcement (yen.
1-8), notwithstanding the glorious promise with
which it ends, was to so many an offence (vers.

fr-12). The Prophet, therefore, directs now his
discourse against those who honor the Lord with
merely external, ceremonial service, and not
from the heart (ver. 13), and announces that the
Lord will deal strangely with them, and that their

wisdom will be brought to shame (ver. 14). He
further reproves those who imagine that they can
carry out in the most profound secresy the plana
of their untheocratic policy (ver. 15), by remind-
ing them that the clay can never be equal to the
potter, or the work formed from clay be able to

deny the potter, or accuse him of ignorance (ver.

16). A great cnange will soon happen : Assyria,
which is like Lebanon, shall be brought low

;

Judah, which resembles only Carmel, shall be
highly exalted. Then people will understand
the words of the Prophet, which they had before
despised, and will perceive that they are true and
salutary. But behind that deliverance, which
belongs to the history of the nation, the I*rophet
discerns also Messianic blessing. The compari-
son has therefore this meaning also for him, that
the wilderness shall become uncultivated land,
while uncultivated land shall become a wilder-
ness (ver. 17). This means that a poor condition
of external nature shall be remedied by the
divine favor, and, conversely, a condition of high
culture shall, by the withdrawal of the divine
favor, pass into a state of wildness; the deaf
shall hear, the blind see (ver. 18) ; the poor and
oppressed shall become strong and joyful in the
Lord (ver. 19). The violent and felse shall be
exterminated (vers. 20 and 21). For the Lord,
'who redeemea Abraham will bring Jacob to
honor (ver. 22). For when Jacob shall see the

21

Lord's wonderful work for his salvation, he will

sanctify the Lord (ver. 23), and understand what
makes for his peace (ver. 24).

2. Wherefore the Lord said be hid.

—

Vers. 13 and 14. Bv means of "TO*1
! the Pro-

phet connects what he has to say with the im-
mediately foregoing. He indicates by this verbal
form that what follows is occasioned by the stupid

and perverse behaviour of the people (vers. 9'

and 10). That perversity had its root in the
people trusting more in themselves and their

wisdom than in the Lord. They, therefore,

thought that they could satisfy the Lord, whose
worship Hezekiah lately imposed on them, by the

performance of outward ceremonial' service. For-
the rest, in what concerned their life and con-
duct, and especially in their policy, they went
their own ways. The Lord had already said

(Deut vi. 4 sqq.), that He is not satisfied with
mere ceremonial service, but desires hearty love

from His people. But it was this chiefand great-

est commandment (Matt, xxii 38) which Israel

never learned. Hence till the time of the exile

the inclination to idolatry prevailed, and if they

at times served the Lord* this was only as sv

pause in the song. And the reformations of Hese-
kiah and Josiah were no expression of the mind
of the people, and were consequently not of long

duration, Manasseh followed Hezekiah, and Je~

hoiakim and Zedekiah followed Josiah. But
Isaiah here takes up earlier utterances (Pb. 1.

;

Amos . 21 sqq. ; Micah vi. 8 sq^)- He after-

wards returns to this subject (lviii. 2 sqq., oomp.

.

i, 11 sqq,). The expression mOTO TWO is found

only here* When we compare such expressions

as mD*?D nS^JJ. Hob. x. 11, V#/n»|j» 1 Chron.

xxv. 7, HOnSo HdSd Cant iii. 8, we perceive

that in mOTD,. as here used, there lies the idea of

training* of external discipline and accustoming.
I [The complaint is that their religion, instead of
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being founded on the authority of God's word,
rested on human ordinances.—D. M.]. The
punishment for this hypocritical conduct of the

people towards Jehovah is that the Lord con-
tinues to deal with them in a wonderful way.
Wonderful had been all the ways which the
Lord had from the beginning pursued towards
the people. The Prophet seems to wish by the
word "WlDn to prepare the transition to ver. 15.

From the wisdom, which must hide itself because
it is brought to disgrace, he passes over to the
wisdom which desires to hide ltselfj while it can-
not do so.

3. Woe unto them understanding.

—

Vers. 15 and 16. We clearly perceive here how
significant was the position of tne great Prophets.
They might be said to be the eye and the mouth
of Jehovah. They watched over the course of
the theocracy, and the leaders of it could not but
respect them, if then the policy approved by
the leaders was untheocratic, they must fear the
word of the Prophets. For their word was the
word of Jehovah. When, therefore, there was a
consciousness of an untheocratic aim, care was
taken to conceal the political measures from the
Prophets. Thus Ahaa sought to hide from Isaiah
his Assyrian policy (vii.). Here likewise Heze-
kiah tries to keep secret his Egyptian policy.

For even Hezekiah does not seem* to have risen

to the height of the only truly theocratic policy,

which must consist in having the Lord alone as

their support 'U1 rrm. Not merelv is the

plan secretly concocted, but the execution of it,

too, takes place with all secresy. "]BftlD» in Isaiah

besides only zlii. 16. DiTfc^D, bo far as the
form is concerned, might be singular. But as

the copula TVJJ precedes, DiTfryD can also be

the plural, and this view corresponds better to

the U8U8 loquendi elsewhere (xli. 29 j
lix. 6 ; lxvi.

18). D33Dn ver. 16 is an exclamation : O yonr
perverting 1 That is, how ye pervert things

!

They act, as if their wisdom were greater than
the wisdom of God, as if they could therefore re-

view, determine, and according to their pleasure
influence and direct the thoughts of the Lord,
while they are but clay in the hand of the potter.

The word MDflH (on account of the Danc&h lene,

not from the Infin Kal, but from the substantive

^?n» which occurs only here, comp. ^?H *JJpn

Ezek. xvi. 34) is to be taken in an active signifi-

cation, so that it marks not so much perversity,

as the perversion of ideas which proceeds from
perversity, as is in ver. 15 implicitly, and in ver.

16 explicitly evinced. If the potter were clay,

and the clav were potter, then the clay could de-
termine ana direct the potter, could for this pur-
pose lead him astray, aeceive him, etc. Either,
then, the Israelites are perverse, or the potter is

not clay. If indeed the clay were potter, then
the former could justly say : he, the potter made
me not,—or he understands and observes nothing.
This is what Israel says in imagining that he is

able to lead astray the Prophet that is, the om-
niscient Lord Himself While the politicians

forge Hezekiah's plans, they think that they
knead them, as potters do their vessels, according
to their pleasure, and unobserved by the Lord,
while they themselves are yet but clay.

4. Is it not yet a thing of nought.—

Vers. 17-21. An end will be put to this evil

condition. The Lord Himself will reform His
people, and that thoroughly. Then the deaf will

hear, and the blind see, and to the poor the
Gospel will be preached. But those proud, im-
perious and infatuated politicians, who forcibly

suppress all opposition against their line of ac-

tion, will go to ruin. When the Prophet holds
out the prospect of this reformation within a
brief period, ne does this in the exercise of that

prophetic manner of contemplation which reckons
the times not according to a human but a divine
measure. For in fact the Prophet here beholds
along with, and in what is proximate the time
of the end. The prospect of blessedness which
he presents belongs also to the days of the Mes-
siah, as we clearly perceive from vers. 18 and 19.

The expression "\pfD B>?0 "T1.P is used thus in x.

25 also. Comp. xxvi. 20; liv 7. In a short
time, therefore, Lebanon shall become a
fruitful field, and the fruitful field a forest
The expression can be variously explained. It

seems to me to denote primarily that the Lord
can bring down that which is high, and raise

that which is low. And in this sense the word
was fulfilled in the overthrow of Sennacherib.
Then Assyria, the lofty Lebanon, became the low
Carmel ; but J udah, which was a little mount,
and low plain, became a lofty wooded mountain-
range. Thereby it became at the same time evi-

dent how false the untheocratic policy was in its

calculation, and how truly the Lord's mouth
spoke by the Prophet. Lebanon and the forest

represent wild nature, or the natural wilderness

;

the fruitful field again represents a state of cul-

ture (x. 18 ; xxxvii. 24). All depends on the
essential character, the nature of a thing. What
in its nature and essence is good, although it

looks rough and wild as the wooded mountain-
range, shall yet gradually, even in outward ap-
pearance, become a fruitful cultivated land ; but
what is in its nature rough and wild, even when
it appears to be cultivated, will certainly sooner
or later manifest its true nature as a wilderness,

in a corresponding external appearance. In short,

the true nature of things must at last be mani-
fest ["The only natural interpretation of the
verse, is that which regards it as prophetic of a
mutual change of condition, the first becoming
last and the last first"—Alexander, D. M.].
This form of speech was probably proverbial,

and seems to me in the form in which it here lies

to bear the meaning assigned to it. That it was
used in yet another form, and then naturally in a
signification modified as the case required, we
can see from xxxii. 15. Instead of 2tf we find

•Trn in xxxii. 15. The passage before us seems

to be the only one in which 3*tf i* undoubtedly
employed in this wider signification = to turn
one's selffrom one direction to another (it properly
signifies; to turn one's self back). The definite

article before bn*\D and V* is the generic

(comp. ver. 11). 1D1D is used nine times by
Isaiah: x. 18; xvi 10; xxix. 17 (bis) ; xxxii. 15,

16; xxxiii. 9 and xxxv. 2 (proper name)
;

xxxvii. 24. The expression 7 3gftV is not meant
to affirm that the fruitful field is merely esteemed
as a forest, without really being such. That it
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CHAP. XXIX. 13-24. 823

really is such, is what the Prophet means to af-

firm. In the following verses the proverbial and
figurative expression, ver. 17, is illustrated. The
deaf shall in that day (i. «., in the time indicated

by "UNO BpO) hear words of the writing,
and the blind will aee out of obscurity,
and ont of darkness.—When the bound senses

of the deaf and dumb can freely unfold them-
selves, when the love of life, which is kept under
in the poor and wretched, can display itself with-
out impediment, then Lebanon, the wooded moun-
tain range, has become a fruitful field, for then
nature has advanced from neglected disorder to

a well-ordered, cultivated condition. When it is

said that the deafwill hear, ^flO ^H, the word
13D seems superfluous. But the Prophet alludes

evidently to ver. 11, from which it is at the same
time clear that he is not speaking of physical

deafness, etc It was there declared of the people
present that the Lord had poured out upon them
a spirit of sleep (in which, as all know, one does
not hear), and bound up their eyes so that the

ahecy was to them as the words of a sealed

. When then Lebanon has become a fruitful

field, and nature shall have given place to grace,

then too the ears of the people that were previ-

ously deaf will be opened, and they will under-

stand the tH^nn "^?3 ^ t. e., the words ofthe

prophecy proceeding from the Lobd through His

Prophets, and will emerge from gloom ( vDfc only

here in Isaiah) and darkness, (in which they
hitherto were with their eyes round up by the

Lord), so as to behold the light (com p. xxxv. 5).

They will, therefore, perceive also the errors of

their policy, and see that the word of the Prophet
which shocked them, pointed out the true way
of safety. They who were deaf and blind were
also unhappy, just for this cause. When they
hear and see, then are they happy men, delivered

from oppression and distress, and joyful in their

God. D^UJ? outwardly and inwardly oppressed,

in Isaiah besides xi. 4 ; lxi. 1 ; pJJ? means meek,

and is to be distinguished from *ty poor.—D. M.l.
130* corap. xxxvii. 31 ; they obtain joy not only
once, but continually, i. «., they increase joy.
ni!T3 comp. kv imply in the ifew Testament ; it

is therefore not merely= through, but= in the
LORD, namely as those who are rooted and
grounded in the Lord. The expression W2X
tnK is found only here, comp. Ex. xxiii. 11.

" Chip comp. on i. 4. 1/T,—the rejoicing too has

the Lord first for its basis, afterwards for its ob-

ject (xli. 16). Is not the purport of these two
verses, 13 and 19, reproduced in the saying of

Christ, " The blind receive their sight, and the

lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf
hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have
the Gospel preached to them" (Mattxi.5; Luke
vii. 22) ? In this passage in the Gospel allusions

are commonly found only to Isa. xxxv. 5; lxi. 1.

Without wishing to deny these references, we yet

remark that Isaiah xxix. 18 and 19 contains the

ideas conjoined, which the other places present

apart- And when the Lord in dealing with John,
who had fallen into doubt regarding His Messiah-
ship, describes His works by pointing to this

passage, are we not justified in saying that this

passage is of Messianic import ? We of course

admit that Matt. xi. 5 is not an exact quotation
of our^ passage. The joy of the pious has as its

condition the removal of the wicked, whose un-
checked display of themselves is identical with
the deterioration of the fruitful field into a forest.

Hence vers. 20 and 21, which explain ver. 17 6,

are connected by '3 with what immediately pre-

cedes. DSN besides only xvi. 4. ]*S only here

in Isaiah, but comp. xxviii. 14, 22. Hiphil
K'Dnn to make, to declare a sinner, (Deut. xxiv.
4; Eccles. v. 5), only here in Isaiah. They
make people sinners by words, i. e., they
bring about their condemnation not bj actual
proofe, but merelv by lying words. [The render-
ing of the E. V. is much more easy and natural

:

that make a man an offender for a word,
and is justly preferred by Ewaxd, Alexander
and Delitzsch.—D. M.]. fTpto the reprover,

reprehensor
t
he who maintains the truth. Comp.

Job xxxii. 12; xl. 2; Prov. ix. 7; xxiv. 25, et

saepe; Ezek. ill. 26. Isaiah seems to have had

specially before him Amos v. 10. HtSH vrith the

accusative of the thing (Deut xxvii. 19 ; Prov
xvii. 23 ; Amos ii. 7), or the person (Prov. xviii*

5; Amos v. 12), to designate a violent deed per-
petrated by wresting judgment, is of frequent oc-
currence. But where it is joined with 2, it de-

notes the sphere in which, or the means by which
the wresting ofjudgment is accomplished, not the

terminus in quern. As moreover Tin denotes
everywhere in Isaiah what is null, vain, empty,

and is synonymous with rM1 (wind) /3n» DJDK

(comp. xxiv. 10; xxxiv. 11; xl. 17, 23; xli. 29;
xliv. 9; xlv. 18, 19; xlix. 4; lix. 4), we have

to regard WR as designating the empty lying ac-
cusations which were brought against the Pro-
phet.

5. Therefore thus aaith—dootrine.—Vers.
22-24. These verses contain the comprehensive
close. According to verses 13 and 14, Israel had
omitted to serve the Lobd in the proper manner,
and according to verse 15, they had omitted to

trust in the Lord alone. That on this double
sin a double crisis must follow, which will make
the good elements of the people ripe for salva-
tion, the bad elements ripe for judgment, had
been declared vers. 1G-21. Now the close fol-

lows : As the ancestor of Israel had been delivered
from the danger of idolatry like a brand plucked
from the fire, so shall Israel also be delivered,

when it shall have seen that judgment on the
wicked. It will sanctify the name of the Lobd,
it will learn the true wisdom, and that will be

its safety. ° fl*?~TO ver. 22 = in reference to

the house of Jacob (comp. Gen. xx. 2; Ps. ii. 7
et saepe), for in what follows it is spoken of in

the third person. The clause 1J1 HIS itfK refers

to HliT- That God, who had formerly saved
Abraham, the progenitor of Israel, from the

snares of idolatry (Josh. xxiv. 2, 14, 15), will

also redeem Israel from the internal and external

dangers which now threaten him. Israel will in

the end not be put to shame (xix. 9; xx. 5;
xxxvii. 27 ; xlv. 16, 17 ; liv. 4 et saepe). 11H

candidum esse, pdUescere is &ir. 'Key, Delitzsch
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824 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

here observes " that people whose feces are of a
bronze color know in their language only of a
growing pale for shame, and not of a blushing for

shame." Both the correction (vers. 20 and 21),
and the deliverance (vers. 18 and 19), will bear
fruit. The Prophet intends both when he speaks
of the work of Jehovah among the people.

When Israel (i. e., not the patriarch but his de-

scendants,W is added by way of explanation

to 1fi1K"0 to obviate any misunderstanding) shall

see this, he will sanctify the Lord, t. «., regard
Ilim as holy (comp. on viii. 13, and the first peti-

tion of the Lords prayer). [But the E. V.,
which puts the work of my nanda in apposi-

tion to hie children, is better, comp. xlix. 18-
21.—D. MJ. The Prophet states in ver. 23 b,

that the effect of the eanctification of the name
of God will be that the people will esteem as
holy the Holy One of Jacob, and will fear the
Goa of Israel Beside the variation of Jacob,
and Israel, which is so frequent in the second
part of Isaiah, mark how the Prophet distingu-

ishes between sanctifying the name of God, and
sanctifying the Holy One of Jacob. This eancti-

fication moat be substantially one and the same.
But when the Holv One of Jacob and the God
of Israel is named as object of the second eancti-

fication (ver. 28 6), a sanctifying seems to be
thereby intended, which gives in a way which
all men can perceive, the glory to this God above
the sods of the heathen. The fruit of the in-

ward disposition of heart which is externally per-
ceptible and operative, seems to be thereby in-

tended. As "Vti Itfnp' refers to viii. 18, so
Wtnjr refers to viii. 12. Thus Israel will be-
come truly wise. That wisdom which they
thought they must conceal from God, was both
foolishness and destruction. But when they shall

have learnt to sanctify the Lord, then they who
hitherto erred in spirit (comp. Ps. xcv. 10), will

attain the true wisdom, and they who heretofore
murmured against Goers counsel and direction
(|n Eal only here), will be satisfied with the

discipline of God, and let it have its effect upon

them (HP7 what one takes, Prov. i. 5; iv. 2 et

eaepe, only here in Isaiah).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xxix. 1-8. The Prophet designates
Jerusalem as Ariel in a four-fold sense. Taking
Ariel as denoting the city of God, the name
suits Jerusalem as the holy, separated dwelling-
place in which the church of God, and all saving
ordinances have their seat and centre. Taking
Ariel as the lion of God, the names applies to
Jerusalem as the oedema militant, as the host of
God fighting asainst the worldly power and con-
quering it Taking Ariel as denoting the Altar

of God, it sets forth Jerusalem as the place in
which reconciliation with God, and the bestowal
of all the gifts of His grace take place. And,
lastly, Jerusalem appears as Ariel in the signifi-

cation of Mount of God, because it is the
height of God which overtops all other heights,
in which He manifests His glory to all the world,
and to which all nations flow in order to worship
Him (ii. 2 sqq.). But when Jerusalem forgets

these her high honors, and neglects the obliga-

tions thereby laid upon her, she is corrected and
humbled as any other city. [There may be an
allusion made by the Prophet to the two-fold

meaning of Ariel as lion of God, and hearth

of God, but sober exegesis will be slow to ad-

mit the other meanings attached to the name of

ArieL and supposed to be here significantly al-

luded to by Isaiah.—D. M.].
2. Ver. 3. [" It was the enemy's army that en-

camped against Jerusalem; but God says that

He will do it, for they are His hand, He does it

by them. God had often, and long, by a host of
angels, encamped for them round about them, for

their protection and deliverance; but now He
was turned to be their enemy, and fought against

them : The siege laid against them was of His
laying, and the forts raised against them were of

His raising. Note, when men fight against us.

we must, in them, see God contending with us."

Henry.—D. M.].
8. On ver. 7 sq. "A very consolatory com-

parison. The Bomans and all enemies of the
church are as blood-thirsty dogs. But when they
have drunk up a part of the blood of the saints,

and imagine, that they have swallowed up the
church, it is only a dream. Since we see, that

Christ and His Christians are, thank God, not yet
destroyed."

—

Cramer.
4. On vers. 9-12. « Awful description of the

sorest punishment from God, which is spiritual,

confirmed blindness; which is at this day so
manifest in the Jews. For although they are
confuted by so many clear and plain Scriptures

of the Prophets, although they must themselves
confess that the time is past, the place no more in
existence, the lineage of David extinc^ so that
they can nave no certain hope of a Messiah, they
yet remain so hardened and obstinate in their

opinion, as if they were drunken, mad and
drowned in the snares of the devil by which they
are bound, and could not come to sober and
rational thoughts. This we ought to take as a
mirror of the wrath of GocL that we, while the
book is yet open to us, may freely and diligently

look into it, that it may not be closed and sealed

before our eyes also.

—

Cramer.
5. On vers. 9-12. To all those who bring to

the reading of the Holy Scripture not the Spirit,

from whom it proceeded, but the opposite spirit,

the spirit of the world, the Scripture must be a
sealed book, into which they can stare with
plastered eves, which see ana yet do not see,

which watch and yet at the same time sleep (vL
9, 10; Luke viii. 10: Acts xxviii. 26, 27).

6. On ver. 13. An ! how pious people would
be, if only piety consisted in lip-service, and ex-
ternal behavior ! Devotion aistc, convenient re-

ligion, that is the business of all those who would
willingly give to God what is God's, and to the
devil, what is the devil's; that is, who would like

to have a religion because it is required by a
voice within the breast, and the power of custom
and example, without thereby paining the flesh.

Comp. Isa. i. 11 sqq. ; lviii. 2 sqq. ; Amos v. 23

;

Matt. xv. 7 sqq.

7. On ver. 14. [" They did one strange thing,

they removed all sincerity from their hearts;

now God will go on and do another, He will re-

move all sagacity from their heads : the wiedom
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CHAP. XXX. 1-5.

sf their wise men shall perish. They played the
hypocrite, and thought to put a cheat upon God,
and now they are left to themselves to play the
fool ; and not only to put a cheat upon them-
selves, hut to he easily cheated by all about them.
.... This was fulfilled in the wretched infatua-

tion which the Jewish nation were manifestly

under, after they had rejected the gospel of

Christ . . . Judgments on the mind, though least

taken notice of, are to be most wondered at.—Henry, D. M.].

& [Formalism in worship is here assigned as
the cause of the judicial blindness which has hap-
pened to Israel. Mark the logical connection
between vers. 13 and 14. The same judgment
inflicted for the same reason, has befallen a large
part of the nominal Christian Church. They
who worship God must worship Him in spirit

and in truth. We are amazed at the ignorance
in matters of religion displayed by men of great
mental capacity and learning, who have appeared
among the Jews, and professors of a corrupt
Christianity. That which excites our astonish-

ment is here accounted for.—D. M.].

9. On ver. 18 sqq. u Here everything is re-

versed. Before, he had said, the wise shall be
blind. Here he says, the blind shall see. The
scope of all that is said is that they who were in

office and were called priests and Levite*, together
with the bulk of the people, should be blinded for

their unbelief. On the other hand, the poor,

wretched people, that had neither office nor repu-
tation, together with the heathen, shall be called,

and shall be the people of God, who truly know
God, invoke His name, and have joy, comfort and
help in Him." Vbtt. Dietrich.

10. On ver. 23. [" The emphatic mention of
the Holy One of Jacob and the God of Israel, as

the object to be sanctified, implies a relation still

existing between all believers and their spiritual

ancestry, as well as a relation of identity between
the Jewish and the Christian church. Alexan-
der.—D. 1L].

HOMLETICAL HUTO.

On xxfx. 1-8. How the Lord regards and deals
with His church, 1) She is predous in His eyes,
a. as the city ofGod ; b. as the lion of God ; c. as
the altar of God: d. as the mount of God. 2) He
brings her very low (vera. 2-6). 3) He delivers
her wonderfully (yen. 7, 8).

2. On vers. 9-12. As the light of the sun does
not illuminate, but dazzles and closes an eye which
is not adapted for receiving it (e. o., that of the
mole), so also the word of God is for those who
are not born of God and cannot receiye the Spirit
of God, by no means a light which enlightens
their inner sense, but rather an element which
dazzles their mental eye, and confuses their sense*,

so that they stand before the word as one who can
read stands before a sealed book; or as one who
cannot read before a writing which is handed to
him

r

8. On vers. 13-14. Warning against hypocrisy.

1) Its nature (it consists in honoring God with
self-invented, external, ceremonial service, while
yet the heart is far from Him); 2) its punish-
ment (the wisdom which is self-asserting and for-

gets God will come to shame).
4. On vers. 15-24. Every man has his task in

this life. Some, however, are minded to transact

their affaire without God. For either they do
not believe that there is a God, or if they believe

it, they wish to be independent of Him. They
wish to execute everything according to their

own mind and their own lusts. But when they
imagine that they can carry out their plans as it

were behind God's back, unobserved by Him, this

cannot be (vers. 15 and 16). This is great folly,

too. For such a work cannot succeed. There-
fore the Prophet utters a woe on such an attempt,

ver. 15. They, on the other hand, who do every-

thing with God, partake of the most manifold
blessing ; the deaf hear, the blind see, the wretch-

ed rejoice, the poor are enriched, the oppressed
and despised are delivered.

m.—THE THIRD WOE.
Chapter XXX.

1. THE SIN OF THOSE WHO SEEK HELP FROM EGYPT, NOT FBOM JEHOVAH.

Chapter XXX. 1-5.

1 Woe to the rebellious children, saith the Lord,
That take counsel, but not of me

;

And that •cover with a covering, but not ofmy spirit,

That they may add sin to sin

:

2 That walk to go down into Egypt,
And have not asked at my mouth

;

To strengthen themselves in the strength of Pharaoh,
And to trust in the shadow of Egypt!

3 Therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be your shame.

And the trust in the shadow of Egypt your confusion*

4 For his princes Vere at Zoan,

And his ambassadors 'came to Hanes.
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826 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

5 They were all ashamed of a people that could not profit them,

Nor be an help nor profit,

But a shame, and also a reproach.

• make an alliance. * havebsen.

TEXTUAL AND

Ver. 1. If we take D*Y^1D in • causative sense =
making apostasy, which rlew is Justified by the form of

the word, (which is after the Pilel conjugation), and by

Its use elsewhere, (Lam. ill. 11), we can then Join with

It 1.11 Hlfe^ • the infinitive of nearer specification.

This infinitive then expresses wherein and how far they

are 0^10 tT)2 (»• 23; lxv. 2).

Ver. 2. The KaL HJJ, from which many derive T\p»

does not occur. We find only Hiphil pj^n, x. 31; Ex.

Ix. 19 ; Jer. iv. 6 ; ri. L The context too appears to me
not to require by any means the signification M confuger*

and rcfugiumf' as this meaning Is contained in tho fol-

lowing clause, and a repetition of the same thought

cannot be expectod. I prefer, therefore, to take Tty in

the signification " to be strong M and ItyD, as It is often

used = munim«ntumt defence, protection (xviL 10; xxv.

4; xxvii. fl, et taept). HDII la confugere; it Is found

united with *?£ Judges ix. 16; Ps. xxxvL 8; lviL a.

GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 3. INon (=- Horn I*. 6; xxv. 4; xxriii. 15, I7X
t v-«

r-

is ar. K*y.

Ver. 6. B^KDil is a mongrel form arising from Ef'Dfr

t^lOn, the former of which itself proceeding from

a confusion of the two roots C?2' and tffc, signifies pit-
-T

dorem produxit, to produce shame, to bo ashamed, to

come to disgrace, while B^'KDH denotesfoetorem prot$h
• t

•

lit, both together therefore signify " to produce stinking

disgrace, or disgraceful stench, to make a stinking, dis-

graceful figure, therefore, ignominiously to come to

shame.n All (Ewald, 2 288, «) are disgraced on account

of a people that does not profit them (the senders of the

embassy), is not for help, nor for profit This K*71

Vjflrf? strikes us as tautological. It is probably occa-

sioned by the effort clearly apparent in this sentence to

multiply the **L" and a O" sounds, and especially the

combination of the two.

BXEOETI0AL AND CRITICAL.

1 . The subject treated bjr the Prophet in these

chapters is unfolded more and more folly, bo as

to be perfectly clear. What he had hitherto

only hinted at, he now declares in plain terms

:

the alliance with Egypt is the sin against which
he contends with all the force of his spirit This
alliance is no longer a subject of deliberation. It

has already taken shape. An embassy to con-

clude this league is already on the way. The
Prophet therefore utters another (the third) woe
against the apostate people, because they form
such purposes without the Lord, only to heap
sin upon sin (yer. 1). They have gone down to

Egypt without consulting the Lord, in order to

find there increase of power, and protection (ver.

2). But power and protection shall be changed
into disgrace (ver. 3). It was possible to try to

invalidate this threatening of the Prophet by a de-
nial of the facts. But he leaves no room for such
contradiction. For, says he, the Jewish princes

are already in Zoan, and will come to Hanes
(ver. 4). Therefore, he repeats with emphasis
his threatening : Israel will be ashamed of the

Egyptian nation which can bring to the people
of God no advantage, but only disgrace.

2.Woeto—a reproaoh.—Vers. 1-5. *in

comp. on xxii. 1. mfj? r\)&p is= to execute a

counsel (2 Sam. xvii. 23). *30 H71 as Hoe. viii.

4. We bad HOOD xxv. 7; xxviii. 20 (comp.

rpOO Judges xvL 13, 14) in the signification

"woven or plaited covering;" but in this chapter,

ver. 22, (comp. xlii. 17) the word has the signifi-

cation " what is molten, cast." That H30D ]DJ

signifies here (ver. 1) to form an alliance, is

placed out of doubt by the context. But it is

Suestionable whether the expression originally
enotes '* to weave a web," or * airovd^v oiriv-

deoOat" The latter is to me the more probable,

not although, but because H3DO from ^0J to

pour, to cast, denotes a molten image. For it

seems to me that the Prophet intends a double
sense by the expression : tibationem ejfundare and
idolum futile fundere. He hints therewith at the
idolatrous character of such a league, which is a
transgression of the first [second] commandment.

This agrees very well with Wl vh\ an expres-
sion which, both in sense and construction, is

connected with *JD K7l, as we are to regard Till

as dependent on the preposition p. The clause

that they may add sin to sin does not ex-
press the conscious, subjective design, but only
affirms that the objective fact is of such a cha-
racter as to warrant the conclusion as to the con-
scious design (comp. Amos. ii. 7 ; Jer. xliv. 8
et eaepe). HlflO comp. on xxix. 1. D'sSnn ver.

2 (apposition to O'VnO D'J3 ver. 1) marks the

going away, the terminu* a quo, JTTV? the tcrminu*

ad quertu In wbfln we must not press the
notion of time, but only the notion of the word,
i. en the Prophet does not set forth that they are
now going away (praesene), but states the simple
fact of their going away. If we so understand
the word, every appearance of a contradiction

with ver. 4 disappears. ** *D m& besides only
Josh. ix. 14 comp. Gen. xxiv. 57. Ver. 4 con-
tains a proof which is introduced by \3. It ap*

pears to me that the Prophet supposes the at-

tempt on the part of his hearers still to deny this
league with Egypt which had been laid to their
charge. He therefore says: Everything stated
in verses 1-3 is true, for the ambassadors have
been already in Zoan, and are now on the way to
Hanes. Vn is therefore the proper perfect; the
imperfect VTr (comp. Gen. xxviii. 12)
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CHAP. XXX. ft-U. 327

for the designation of a fact yet incomplete, still

in progress, *» *•> t&e ambassadors are only about
to reach Hanes. The accusative is accus. loci.

How Isaiah could so speak is easily seen, if we
do not forget that he was the Prophet of Jehovah,
and that the Spirit of the Lord, whom the others

excluded in their consultations (ver. 1), assisted

the Prophet Men told him nothing at all of
the embassy: assuredly the ambassadors them-
selves sent him no message, nor was a message
sent by them communicated to him. But vet he
knows that the ambassadors have actually ar-

rived in Egypt His mentioning the cities Zoan
and Hanes is not to be pressed, t. «., he does not
mean to mark precisely the exact points between
which the ambassadors now are. He has other
reasons for naming these cities. I do not com-

Srehend how Delttzsch can say, '* the Tanitic
ynaaty then bore rule, which preceded the

Ethiopian : Tanis and Anysis were the two royal

seats." For after the middle of the 8th century
B. c, the Ethiopian (the 25th) dynasty already
bore rule (Duxcker, Geachichtc des AUerth. I p.

693). Hezekiah cannot therefore have formed
an alliance with the predecessor of the Ethiopian
dynasty. Deutzsch seems here to rely too

much on Herodotus, IL, 137 iniL, where a king
Anysis of Anysis, i. «., Hanes, is named as pre-

decessor of the Ethiopian Sabakos. Moreover,
Ewald's assumption resting on Herodotus, IL
141, that the Egyptian king, with whom Senna-
cherib had to do, was the Ethiopian Sethon,
priest of Hephaestos, who was at the same time
ruler of lower and middle Egypt with Tanis for

his royal seat is refuted by Assyrian monuments.
For, although the first inscriptions that mention
the name Tirhaka (Assyrian Tar-kuru), belong
to the time after Sennacherib, yet the monuments

of Sennacherib expressly name his Egyptian op-
ponent "king of Meroe" (Schrader. die JTei-

linschriflen und das A. T., p. 203), which could
not possibly be said of a Tanitic king. When
Isaiah here mentions Zoan (situated in the Delta
of the Nile, southwest of Pelusium), he is proba-
bly led to do so, because this city, since the end
of the second millennium before Christ had
been the capital of the kingdom. For till the
expulsion of Hyksos, Memphis, then Thebes, had
been the capital ; then, from the epoch men-
tioned. Zoan, (comp. Dunckeb, Oeschichie de$

AUerth, I, p. 598). Isaiah had already (xix, 11)
mentioned Hanes (Egyptian Hnis, JEhnes, after-

wards Herakleopolis, situated in the neighbor-
hood of lake Moeris), because it had been last

after Tanis the royal seat of a native dynasty
(comp. Herodotus, II„ 137). If then Zoan and
Hanes are the cities which had last been royal

seats, and if they were known as euch to the

Prophet there is really no reason with Hitzio,

Knobel and others to adopt the reading DJH

W£]t
which lies at the basis of the Alexan-

drine version, but has in it only a very uncer-

tain support It is likewise unnecessary, and

does not correspond to the context to refer the

suffix in V3K70 to the Egyptian king as having

vainly summoned the warrior caste by his mes-

sengers (Herodotus, II. 141). It is most natural

to refer the suffix in VDK*7D to the same sub-

ject to which the suffix in Vlto belongs. If

the Prophet wished the suffix in VDK/O to

have a different reference from that in V^fr, he
must have made this known in a way not to be
misunderstood.

2. THE PEOPHET AS IIE OUGHT TO BE, AND AS HE OUGHT NOT TO BE.

Chapter XXX 6-14.

6 The burden of the beasts of the south

:

Into the land of trouble and anguish,

From whence come Hhe young and old lion,

The viper and fiery flying serpent,

Thev will carry their riches upon the shoulders of young asses,

Ana their treasures upon the bunches of camels,

To a people that shall not profit them.

7 For tne Egyptians shall help in vain, and to no purpose

;

Therefore "have I cried 'concerning this, Their strength m to sit still.

8 Now go, write it before them in a table,

And note it in a book,
That it may be for *the time to come for ever and ever

:

9 That this is a rebellious people,

Lying children, children that will not hear the law of the Lobd:
10 Which say to the Seers, See not

;

And to the prophets, Prophesy not unto us right things,

Speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits

:

11 Get you out of the way, turn aside out of the path,

Cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from before us.
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12 Wherefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel,

Because ye despise this word,

And trust in •oppression and perversenees,

And stay thereon

:

13 Therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a breach ready to fell,

Swelling out in a high wall.

Whose breaking cometh suddenly at an instant.

14 And he shall break it as the breaking of *the potters
9
vessel,

That is broken in pieces ; he shall not spare

;

So that there shall not be found in the bursting of it a sherd

To take fire from the hearth,

Or to take water withal out of the pit

* Or, to her. t Heb. the latter day. » Ortfra*d. * lleb. tJU bottU ofpotUrt.
• through a land of troubU. * Uonm and lion. • J call it ; Boattar that $if $tiiL

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. n. The form *JQ is found only here. The Ma-

soretie note under the text is tobe reed " Two None with

Taeri." '3D is formed after the analogy of the forms

\*?i?» *!?D¥* ***** mnd hM the Mme mea&mSM the more

oommon^JD (zItL 8).

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In order to set forth right vividly the certainty
of his prophecy, Isaiah tells the people that he
has been commanded to mark his utterance con-
cerning the Egyptian help as a particular mosso,
to which he now gives an emblematic title simi-
lar to what we find in chapters xxi., xxii. The
purport of this masaa is this : The Jewish ambas-
sadors drag rich treasures laboriously through the
perilous wilderness to Egypt, in order to purchase
the assistance of the Egyptians which will prove
to be empty vapor; wherefore Jehovah Himself
gives Egypt the name "Boaster, sitting still

"

(vers. 6 ana 7). This mana is to be preserved till

the remotest future, as a witness for the truth of
what was said by the Prophet (ver. 8). In this

way it must be made possible to establish objec-
tively the truth of the prophetic testimony, as all

sense for the truth is wanting in the people of Is-

rael, for they are a lying race, that will not hear
the law of Jehovah (ver. 9). They show this by
actually demanding of the prophets that they
should not tell them the truth, but only what Is

agreeable, even when it is pure falsehood (verse

10) ; and, further, by requiring that they (the
prophets) should depart from the right way.and
remove from their (the people's) eyes the Holy
One of Israel (ver. 11). Because then they des-
pise the word of the Lord, and rely only on vio-
lence at home and a perverse foreign policy (ver.

12), this their sin shall be to them as a rent wall
which bulges out and threatens every moment to
foil (ver. 13). And it will also fall, and its re-
mains will through the violence of the fall become
reduced to small pieces such as the sherds of a
pot, none of which is large enough for one to carry
in it fire from the hearth or water from the pit
(vers. 14).

^
2. The burden and ewer.—Vers. 6-8.

Very unjustly is thespuriousnessofthe inscription
DJU mtfna KfeD maintained. In ver. 8 the Pro-
phet is commanded to record it, i. e^ the pre-
ceding brief^ sharply marked saying in a particu-
lar tablet to serve as documentary evidence in the
future. I understand this saying to be verses 6
and 7. For they are essentially of the same im-

port as verses 1-5. But they reproduce this im-
port in a quite peculiar, emblematic, mystical

form. They bear, we might say, a decidedly pro-
phetical character. Their purport is designedly
set forth in this peculiar form for the purpose of
beimi specially recorded. If now this brief say-

ing is manifestly designed to have an indepen-
dent existence, why should it not also have its

own name, its particular inscription ? The Pro-
phet has recorded from xiii.—xxiii. a series of
prophecies against foreign nations, to each of
which he gives the title WD, He has, in parti-

cular, in chapter xxi. brought together some ra-

ther short utterances under the title KftD with an
emblematical addition (xxi. 1, 11. 13). Might
he not designedly insert here in the text such a
brief emblematic K?7D, as he was led to do so by
the peculiar circumstances attending its origin ?

As he states, ver. 8, he received, after having
orally delivered the words, the command also to

make a particular record of them in writing. As
now this recording formed an interlude to his oral

teaching, and as he committed to writing all his

oral teaching, why should he not record this in-

terlude also? It could not possibly be passed

over. Nor could he place it as an independent

KfrO among the rest, for it would have been un-

intelligible in that connection. It is a rash con-

clusion to declare that the very expression KferD

is an evidence that the inscription did not pro-

ceed from Isaiah, because he never used the word.

It is only in such prophecies as immediately refer

to the theocracy that Isaiah does not use the word.

It is with him a standing designation of prophe-

cies concerning foreign nations. On this veryac-
count the word is here entirely appropriate. This
only maybe admitted, that when Isaiah orally de-

livered the prophecy contained in vers. 6 and 7,

he did not then employ the words 'J TI3 KfeTO.

Possibly they may have been put as an inscrip-

tion only to the writing mentioned in ver. 8. The
Surport of the massa is denoted by the words
U mora. 1 believe that these words are am-

biguous, and are purposely used in their ambigu-
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ity. The emblematic inscriptions xxL 1. 11, 13

;

xzii." 1 are ambiguous. . 3JU is the south gener-
ally (Josh. xv. 4; xviii. 15, 19, et $aepe), but also
specially the south of Judah (comp. on xxi. 1).

It is clear that the word cannot be taken here in

the latter sense. For although the ambassadors
on the way to Egypt crossed the south of Judah,
they went also far beyond it. They made a jour-
ney into the south, into southern lands in general,

and to these Egypt, the end of their journey, be-
aJU niona are therefore beasts whichThe

belong to the south generally. As then the Pro-
phet above all means to warn against Egypt must
not also an Egyptian beast belong to these niona

OD? In factmom recalls to mind the fltoitt

Job xl. 15, the hippopotamus, in Egyptian pro-
bably p-che-mou, from which there is formed in

Hebrew iltorj3 resembling the plural of ftOitt

(Comp. Lepsius in Herz. R-Enc I., p. 141),
which could the more easily happen, since the
Egyptian word signifies bo§ aquae, as the animal
is called among the Arabians aamfa elrbahr, the
river buffalo, and among the Italians bomarino.
Comp. Herod. II. 71. But the Prophet does
not think of the behemoth only. He has certainly

also in his eye the beasts going to the south, bear-
ing the treasures of Judah. Yea, I believe that

the editors of Dbechsler's Isaiah (II. p. 65, note)
are perfectly right, when they say that we are to

regard also as a subject of the oracle " the Mag-
nates of Judah sent to Bgypt> who more devoid
of knowledge than ox anaass, belong to the beasts

of burden." This kind of irony corresponds to

the manner of Isaiah, and suits the context well.

For not the innocent beasts, but those fools and
untrustworthy Egypt must be regarded as the ob-
jects of the divine mono. [The beasts of the
south are simply the asses and camels that bear
the treasures to Egypt—D. M.]. 00 'S pwa is

to be connected with Pfer. W*aS to *\DW is pa-

renthetical. The expressionsm* (anguttiae) and

Hp3f (eoardaHo) occur also in the verse, viii. 22;

yet they are found combined as here only in Prov.

L 27.—**3S comp. on chap. v. 29. &]S is found

combined with WT? only here, and occuro be-

sides only in two other places : Job iv. 22 ; Prov.

xxx. 30. Dnp refers to f^K, there being substi-

tuted for this term in the singular the idea of the

many separate localities from which such beasts

may come. We, who are more accustomed to

mark the place where, than the place whence any-

thing appears (comp. e. g, SjfO and JTP^J ^UJ??
Gen. i. 7}, can fitly render *' wherein are lion-

ess and lion.
1' «\gflW vipera, regains, besides here

lix. 5; Job xx. 16. t)fl^D *p& comp. on xiv.

29. Observe the Irony: through so dangerous a
country the grandees of Judah drag their trea-

sures, in order to purchase a help which will

leave them in the lurch. D*Vj? (Kethibh D'TJJ)

comp. ver. 24; Gen. xxxii. 16 ; Judg. x. 4; xii.

14. The plural ofVn occurs besides only in the

signification * forces, bands of warriorB," and is

mostly preceded by '^iu or ^fr (1 Chron. vii. 5,

7,11,40; Jer.xL 7,13; xlL 11, etiaepe). Only

in Eocles. x. 10 does the word 6tand in the gen-

eral signification *t*ret." rittfcn hump, bunch,

is &ir. tey. But Egypt will help vapor and
emptiness (pm San only here) t. e., the result

of its assistance will be nothing but empty vapor,

pm San are therefore not to be taken as adverbs

(which thev can indeed be, comp. Ps. lxxiii. 13

;

Job xxi. 34 ; xxxv. 16, et taepe), but as accusa-

tives ofthe object depending on an idea ofmaking,
effecting latent in Ity (comp. xix. 21 ; Exod. x.

26; Job vi 4; Zech. vii. 6). The Lord gives
Egypt also a characteristic name, as it were, to

serve as .a warning that no one may rely on this

deceitful help to his own detriment He names

Egypt ftttf OH am. Here, first of all, it ap-
pears to me that the Prophet chose this expression

with reference to a place in Job. We read, Job
ix. 13, in a context which treats of the might and
majesty of the supreme God :

" Eloah turns not

His anger, under Him bow themselvesam
'yfi."

Whatever the author of the book of Jobmay have
understood by theseam ^TJ?, at all eventsm view
of Isaiah's unquestionable acquaintance with the
book of Job, and of his frequent references to it.

it is certainly not to be regarded as accidental

that he applies to Egypt the two words "WJ7 and
am which stand together in that remarkable
passage in Job which we own to be for us very

obscure—am (from 3HJ tumultuari, shrepere iii.

5; Prov. vi. 3; Ps. cxxxviii. 8; Cant. vi. 5) is

ferocia, mperbia, and is used poetically to desig-

nate a huge aquatic animal (Job xxvi. 12 ; 1st.

li. 9) which is conceived of as symbol of Egypt;
hence am occurs simply as symbolical name of

Egypt: Ps. lxxxvii. 4; lxxxix. 11. am is then

also nere a designation of Egypt in the sense of

feroeia, supertax, haughtiness,Toasting. The words

ftatf OH are a closer specification, involving at

the same time an antithesis. We best fill up the

ellipsis by supplying 1#W before DJ], as hereby

the abruptness of the construction is avoided.

Cases such as ySa, nS§n d; win Dnfen *D£

*^ft~W'n Gen. xiv. 2, 3 are not analogous ; as in

them an unknown name is explained by one that

is known. But in our passage a new essential

antithetic element is to be added to the first

name ; the whole name is to be marked as con-

sisting of two parts in contrast to one another:

Boasting that is at the same time sitting still.

This thought is best expressed in German [and
English] by the total omission of the pronoun,
Boasting—sitting still.

[" Those who approve of our common render-

ing, Their strength is to sit still, consider

the words as designed to teach that the true

strength and security of the Jews consisted in the

exercise of quiet and patient confidence in God,
assured that He would deliver them in His own
way. To justify such rendering, however, the

first two words must be joined, Diurn. But

against this construction there lie two objections.

First, the pronominal suffix could not with pro-

priety be referred to any antecedent but Egypt
at the beginning of the verse. Secondly, the
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noun 3rn never occurs with the acceptation

strength, but always signifies pride, intolence, rage."

Henderson. If we only iteep in mind, as a
Hebrew would do, the significance of the name
Rahab as meaning arrogance, we shall liardly find

a happier translation of this expression than that

given by Lowth, Rahab the Inactive.—D. M.]-
The same explanation is to be given of the plural

OH as of DHO in ver. 6. Dbechsleb is disposed,

after the example of Cocceius and Vitbinoa, to

derive ri3C7 from nitf desinere* But, not to men-

tion that such a derivative J"Otf does not occur

(for in Gen. xxL 19 ; Prov. xx. 3 fOBf is cer-

tainly the infin. of 3&^), the notion of ceasing,

of doing nothing more is here quite unsuitable.

The context requires the idea of inability to do
anything, notwithstanding great noise with words
and gestures. The Prophet after having hitherto

delivered his prophecy orally
j received the com-

mand also to write it down immediately. And
this should be done DiJK, i. e„ before their (the

people's) eyes (lix. 12 ; Job xii. 3 el saepe). For
it was to be established that the Prophet had pre-
dicted the fruitlessness of the effort to obtain aid
from Egypt, in order that, when this should be
demonstrated by fact, the omniscience of Je-
hovah, and the trustworthiness of His servant as

a Prophet, might appear indubitable. It appears

to me that Kta intimates that the Prophet could
not do the writing on the spot where he was
speaking, but must repair to a place where he
would find the materials necessary for writing.

Tyn and ^?D differ only rhetorically in the

parallelism. For, in> fact, the word was to be not
twice, but only once, written down. It is not ne-

cessary to read 1#7 for "V 7. Observe the cli-

max in the three specifications of time.

3. That this is a ofthe pit. —Vera. 0-14-
The writing down which was commanded would
not be needful, if there were alive in the people
a mind for the truth and for what was really con-
ducive to their welfare. But as they now refuse

to hear the warning voice of truth, so they would
also hereafter deny that they had been warned,
if it could not be proved to them, as we say

?
on

black and white. The Prophet, therefore, gives

a reason for what he had said, vers. 6-8, by the
words 'Ul ^D D# *D vers. 9 scjq. The expression
^D D£ is found only here in Isaiah. He had,

perhaps, Numb. xvii. 25 [E. V. xvii. 10] in view,

where the command is given that the rod of

Aaron should be kept na-ttS nV?. tfn3 is
Mr . |V ....

, T v
found only here. So corrupt are the people that

they actually dare to attempt to prescribe to the
Prophets what thejr ought* and what they ought
not to prophesy, as if the true Prophet could see

anything else than what Jehovah shows him
(comp. the demand made upon the Prophet
Micaiah, the son of Imlah, ana his answer to it,

1 Kings xxii. 13, 14, also the answer of Balaam
Numb. xxii. 38, sqq.). The distinction between

0*K"> and D'TTI has merely a rhetorical signifi-

cance; for there is no real difference between

them (comp. xxix. 10 and 1 Sam. ix. 9). HHl

occurs in this signification in Isaiah only here.

These people would have best liked entirely to

forbid the Prophets of Jehovah to see anything
as Prophets. But where this failed, they tried to

induce them at least to accommodate their visions

to the wishes of the public They said to them

:

see not right things (the truth xxvi. 10 ; lix.

14) for ns (daL commodi), speak unto us
what is agreeable (properly smooth, going
smoothly on, Ps. xii. 3, 4, only here in Isaiah),

and see deceptions (nnnno dV. Xty^ comp.

D :FX Job *?"• & an(^ Hiph. /PH Gen. xxxi

7 ; Judg. xvi. 10 et saepe). Yea, they proceed

Suite consistently still further ; they call upon
le Prophets to turn aside altogether from the

right way, that is, to forsake the Lord Himself
and to remove Him, the Holy One of Israel (on

xxix. 19) entirely from the face of the people.

They thus require that the Prophets should not

only apostatize to idolatry, but even take up an
offensive attitude against the Lord, JV3pn
(xiii. 11 ; xvi. 10 ; xxi. 2) is used of the aboli-

tion of idolatrous institutions, e. g.t
2 Kings xxiii.

5. This wicked conduct cannot remain un-
punished. Because they thus contemptuously re-

ject (DtO with 3 comp. vii. 15 sq. ; xxxih.15

;

comp. Amos ii. 4) the warning word of the Lord,
which Isaiah announced to them respecting their

Egyptian policy, and hope for their deliverance

by exacting by violence the money needed to

purchase the aid of Egypt (ver. 6, comp. 2 Kings
xv. 20), and by sinful reliance on the help of the

heathen (rt
/J

part Kiph., perversum, pravwn, only

here in Isaiah, besides only in the Proverbs of
Solomon ii. 14 ; iii. 32 ; xiv. 2 comp. iii. 21 ; iv.

21), this godless procedure of theirs shall Le to

them the precursor of certain destruction. As
the breach in a wall and its bulging oat
is the sure precursor of its fall, (comp. Pa. Ixii.

4), so this Egyptian alliance shall be a symptom,
not of the deliverance, but of the ruin of Judah.
jHfl (besides only lviii 12) is manifestly not

simply the mere rent, but that which is rent or

burst in pieces. A Si)J pfl is a part of a wall

that has burst asunder, which is falling, i. «.,

about to &1L It is also njraj (tumeecens, H£3
to swell up, boil up, lxiv. 1, to desire eagerly xxL.
12 ; except in Isaiah the word occurs only Obad.
6) in a nigh wall. The higher the wall, the

more dangerous the breach. #fil)S DttHd comp.
xxix. 6. The suffix in rnitf refers to HO'Hl.

When we read in the next verse B^Efy Jehovah

is evidently the subject, and the object is the
wall, by which Judah is to be understood—

a

rapid transition from the image to the thing sig-

nified, which is here the less surprising as another
image is immediately employed in what follows.

That the subject of R^t? must °° a person,

clearly appears from the nature of the figure, as
it is more closely denned by the following words

Sd?V «S mro. For it is not a potter's vessel
that breaks of itself that is spoken of, but one

which is intentionally (SoiV Hi) broken in
pieces (mro is therefore the nearer specification
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of "V?# : the transition from the infinitive to the

finite verb in /DIV K7 occurs frequently, and is

here rendered necessary especially by the nega-

tion), nrpp cvrUusio, then as the abstract for the

concrete, that which is broken in pieces, the frag-

ments, nnn copers, to fetch, besides here only

ft. lii. 7 ; liov. vi. 27 ; xvii. 10 ; xxv. 22. Tip;

(the verb IjV in Isaiah only x. 16 ; lxv. 5 and

here), is that which is kindled, burning, the

glowing fire. 'Jfrn is properly nudure, rctcgere*

But while we take off* the surface, we. as it were,
uncover the fluid. H}#, nudoril, is likewise used

of pouring out, because the bottom of the vessel
is thereby uncovered—(Gen. xxiv. 20 ; 2 Chron.

xxiv. 11 ; lsa. liii. 12). *|fe?n occurs further in

Isaiah xx. 4 ; xlvii. 2; lii. 10. K3J is a cavity,

a deep place in the earth, only here in Isaiah
(comp. Ezek. xlvii. 11). That the Prophet al-

ludes here to the exile is evident. But the pass-

age did not receive its complete fulfilment till

the second, or Roman exile.

a THE PEESUMPTUOU3 AND THE WELL-FOUNDED CONFIDENCE.

Chapter XXX. 15-18.

15 For thus saith the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel

;

In returning and rest shall ye be saved:

In quietness and in confidence shall be your strength:

Ana ye would not
16 But ye said, No ; for we will •flee upon horses

;

Therefore shall ve flee

:

And, We will ride upon the swift

;

Therefore shall they that pursue you be swift.

1/ One thousand shall flee at the rebuke of one

;

At the rebuke of five shall ye flee

:

Till ye be left as a lbbeacon upon the top of a mountain,
And as an ensign on an hill.

18 And therefore will the Lord wait, that he may be gracious unto you,
And therefore will he be exalted, that he may have mercy upon you

:

For the Lord is a God ofjudgment:
Blessed are all they that wait for him.

* Or,a tree bereft oj branchet: Or, a matt,

» hasten. * a pine,

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Thai the way ofdeliverance panned by Israel

was wrong, appears not only from its roots (vers.

9-11) and from its fruit (vers. 12-14), hut also

from setting over against it that which is declared
by Jehovah to be alone salutary : Returning and
rest in Him

;
quiet, patient trust in Him who

only is strong and mates strong. But Israel de-

clined to take this latter way (ver. 15). Accord-
ing to their notion, oulv Egypt's horses could
help them. But these horses are to serve onlv
for precipitate flight Runners, too, there shall

be, but at the disposal of the pursuers of fleeing

Israel (ver. 16). A great number of Israelites

will flee from a petty band of enemies, and Is-

rael's whole might will be reduced to but a small
remnant, that might be compared with a single

?ine or a solitary banner on a mountain-height
ver. 17). And the final consequence will be that

the Lord, as He is a God who exercises justice,

must delay His help, which eventually will not
be withheld. Then will it appear that only they
are to be pronounced happy who hope on the

Lord (ver. 18). [I understand the purport of

ver. 18 differently. Bee exegetical and critical

remarks on it—D. M.]
2. Vers. 16-18. For thus saith wait for

him.—TI3)tf (ott. Aey.) is certainly not quicken-

ing, vwificatio, but returning. For the question
here relates to what Israel was bound to do. And
3W is that very significant leading term in the
prophecy of Isaiah, and especially in that of Je-
remiah, which we nave already (l. 27) taken no-
tice of, and have particularly remarked in the

name 2Mh *Wtf (comp. on vii. 8). JV1J, from
nu, to rest (comp. ver. 30, et stupe), as rVJT, ver.

24, from HO, marks, as it were, the point where

the H^tf ends. For Israel has to return to the

Lord and then rest in the Lord (comp. "Syria
resteth on Ephraim," viL 2). This meaning
seems to me more appropriate than that of " rest

from one's own self-confiding endeavor" (Del.).

[Delttzsch appears to me to set forth the exact
idea intended by AHl. It is hard to assume an
ellipsis of the words "in the Lord" after rest.
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Bat the supplement proposed by DsLmscH is

naturally suggested by the context—D. M.]

—

Optfn includes the idea of abstaining from

making one's self outwardly busy, as well as that

of inward composure. Isaiah called DpBfrj (vii.

4) to Ahaz, who was seeking safety in external
military and political measures. nfUD3 (an. 3ey.)

forms a fine counterpart to DptfTI : the true re-

pose rests on the confidence which casts every
concern on the Lord (oomp. xxxiL 17, where also

DDtfn and 1103 stand together. In this union

of self-restraint and of yielding one's self to the
Lord would consist Israel's strength (mui,
iiL 25; iL 2; xxviii. 6: xxx. 15; xxxiii. 13:
xixvL 5; in the second part only the plural

rflTOJ, bdiL 15, occurs). But alas! Israel re-

fuses to make this self-surrender to the Lobd

(ver. 9). The people say rather: DUJ DID Sj?

(ver. 16).
<
The Vulgate translates: ad eauoefur

giemu*, as in x. 8. But it is apparent tnat the
rhyme between DO and DO is designed : and for

the sake of the rhyme a modification of tne mean-
ing of DO is allowable. The following words

—

we will ride upon the swift—make clear

the thought which the Prophet desired to express

by 'J 010 *ty. I therefore take DU, as many mo-
dern interpreters do, in the sense of ocleriterferri,

feetinwre (oomp. fO> JMJ ; in German fiithen and

fliegen £in English to flee and to fly]). If the
clause signified " on horses will we flee" (Dbechs-
leb), then it must be said in opposition : there-
fore shall ye flee on foot. We should then ex-
pect a word which would indicate $bw flight

But in using this language the Israelites were
thinking of meeting the enemy on swift horses.

The appropriate antithetic statement which the
Prophet makes is : no, horses will serve you only
for flight. Parallel to "we will hasten upon

horses" is the clause 3TU Sp-fy. Only here is

7p, celer, xkTjjc (oomp. v. 26; xviiL 2; xix. 1)

used of the swift horse. The Israelites were
warned in the Law against the horses of Egypt
(Deut xvii 16; oomp. 1 Kings x. 25, 28), and
our Prophet utters soon after (xxxL 1. 3) in plain
words the same blame which we find here. [Be-
side the play of words in WO, DO and pOOA, that

in Sp and Aj£ should not be overlooked.—D. M.]
Ver. 17 depicts the disgraceful haste and sense-
lessness of their flight in terms that evidently al-

lude to passages in the Law (oomp. Lev. xxvL
17 ; and especially Deut. xxxiL 30). [Lowth
supposes that after HBfJjn there stood originally

71331, which has dropped out of the text But
the connection with the following words would be
disturbed bv this proposed emendation : " at the
rebuke of five shall ye flee till ye be left," etc,

Henderson properly quotes the censure of Ko-
cheb on such intermeddling with the sacred
teit : Quin tandem cUiquando suae stW viae eertwn
vatem ire einentee noetroe errores corrigimuet--T>M.']
This wasting, destructive flight will last till there
remains of Israel only a small remnant The
smallness of this remnant is set forth by the Pro-
phet under a double image. He compares it first

with a single pine (pjl= pfc, xliv. 14, origi-

nally the pine, then the mast made oat of it

xxiiii. 23; Ezek. xxvii. 5), on a high moun-
tain, which is all that remains of a wick wood

;

and then with a solitary signal-pole (Numb. ni.
8 sq.; Isa. v. 26; it 10, 12, et eaepe) set up on a
bare height (liiL 2). The choice of this second

image was perhaps determined by the resemblance

in sound between 0} and 0U. Ver. 18 describes

the second and last effect of the DTP3K *h in ver.

15. The first was destruction and dispersion, the

second is the delay in God's showing favor [?]

D3n with S to wait for something, Ps. cvi. 13

;

Job iii. 21 : 'isa. viii. 17 ; lxiv. 3. The sense of

delaying lies in this word in 2 Kings vii. 9 ; ii.

8. This sense, too, is not foreign to the passage,

Job xxxii. 4. The parallelism indicates that the

words D^DTTV? D1V must have an analogous
sense. I understand DO here with Bashi (comp.
Gesen. Thee. p. 1274) in the sense of pDI^ he

is high, i. e^ gone away upwards, because he
dwells on high. He takes a high, «•&, retired,

distant position in relation to pitying you (oomp.

yODtfD Dno, Psalm x. 5). It must be admitted

that we should expect DO^D}? instead of hS.

The matter is still dubious. Perhaps we should

read DtT or D\T (with Houbigant, Lowth,
Ewald, Cheywb, and some Codices). That
God delays in granting deliverance, is according
to His justice. He must punish vou. Divine
justice requires this. If He should only show
mercy, this would not be rood for the sinner him-
self (xivi. 10). It is therefore on the ground
of the declarations Ei. xixiv. 6, 7 ; Nnmb. xiv.
18 said of him [rather the Lobd Himself says] :

"I will not make a full end of thee; but I wUl
correct thee in measure, and will not leave thee
altogether unpunished" (Jer. xxx. 11 ; xlvi. 28).
Yet from this correction in measure, which satis-

fies justice and love, there is a deliverance to the
enjoyment of the full light of salvation for those
who wait on the Lord in faith. This thought
forms the transition to the second part of the
chapter, which is ofa consolatory character. The
last clause of ver. 18 recalls to mind the closing
words of the second Psalm. [Must we then give
up using the hallowed phrase: "The Lord
waiteth to be gracious " as an encouragement to
come to Him, and in deference to just criticism
regard these words as rather a threatening that
the Lobd will delay to show favor T Though one
or two instances of the rare use of HOD in the
sense of delaying may be adduced, vet the word
more naturally marks a tending or inclining to
the object of waiting. Herewe have H3n followed

by 7, which forces us to give the word a sense the
very opposite of deferring or delaying. Dr. Nae>-
gelsbach confesses the unsatisractoriness of the
explanation which must be given to the following
parallel clause, if the first clause of the verse ia to
be understood of Jehovah delaying to be gracious.

But, it may be asked, how is J3 7 at the beginning

of the verse to be explained, if it does not contain
a threatening? I connect ''therefore'1 with the
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miserable condition of Israel described in the
preceding Terse. This misery awakens the di-

vine compassion. Therefore the Lord " repents
Himself for His servants when He seeth that
their power is gone," Dent xxxii. 36. He seeks

opportunity to relieve the distressed because " He
deiighteth in mercy.'1 And "He is exalted

above the heavens," not to be remote, not to with-

draw Himself and to withhold aid, bat that " His
beloved may be delivered," Pa. cviii. 5, 6. Need

I add that it is in accordance with Scripture to
represent the Lobd as displaying His righteous-
ness when He fulfils His promise to show mercy,
and is faithful in keeping His gracious covenant?
See how in the next, the 19th, verse the Prophet
illustrates what he means by the Lord waiting
that He may be gracious to Israel, when He de-
clares " He will be very gracious unto thee at the
voice of thy cry."—D. M.]

4. THE SANCTIFICATTON AND SALVATION OP THE PEOPLE.

Chapter XXX. 19-26.

19 For *the people shall dwell in Zion at Jerusalem

:

Thou shalt weep no more

:

He will be very gracious unto thee at the voice of thy cry

;

When he shall hear it, he will answer thee.

20 And though the Lord give you the bread of adversity, and the water of 'affliction,

Yet shall not thy teachers be removed into a corner any more;
But thine eyes shall see thy teachers

:

21 And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying,

This is the way, walk ye in it,

When ye turn to the right hand, and when ye turn to the left

22 Ye shall defile also the covering of *thy graven images of silver,

And the ornament of thy molten images of gold

:

Thou shalt 'cast them away as a menstruous cloth

;

Thou shalt say unto it, Get thee hence.

23 Then shall he give the rain of thy seed,

That thou shalt sow the ground withal

;

And bread of the increase of the earth.

And it shall be "fat and plenteous

:

In that day shall thy cattle feed in large pastures.

24 The oxen likewise and the young asses that ear the ground
Shall eat "clean provender,

Which hath been winnowed with the 'shovel and with the fen.

25 And there shall be upon every high mountain and upon every 'high hill,

Rivers and streams of waters
In the day of the great slaughter,

When the towers fall.

26 Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun,
And the light of the sun shall be seven-fold,

As the light of seven days,

In the day that the Lord bindeth up the breach of his people,

And healeth the stroke of their wound.

* Or, opprt$not%.
* Or, savory. Heb. Uaoentd.

« Heb. the graven Unagt* of thy tUvtr.
» Heb. lifted up.

"^"^

•apeopU. * fuU oftap andfat. •taUed.

• Heb. teatter,

* fan andfork.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Vet. tt. *pir for *piT as Gen. xliiJ. 29. Comp. Oie-

liCBW, Gn, } 243, *' 3* before WjJDtf marks coinci-

dence. Comp. Gen. xxiv. 80; xxxiv. 7; xxxix. 15, et

nepe. The Infinitive fbtf with the feminine ending

i* found only here.

Ver. 20. D'D is In the absolute state instead of the

construct. [On this kind of apposition the note in Da-

Liraon's Commentary in tocomay be consulted.—D. MJ.

f\}2 occurs as a ?erb only here. There is no reason
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834 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

apparent why thiw word should not be the root of *U3

covering, wing, and accordingly signify to cover, to

hide, in the Niphal to hide one'a-self. The singular is

used because *\)y is the prefixed predicate.

Ver. 21. imKn for WWR (comp. Ewald, Gr. t g 122,

e). This form occurs only here.

Ver. 22. [T\)l is abbreviation for HH ^3- D«l.].
IT TT . t

Ver. 23. TJpO could be in the singular. But forms

such as %
Jp!D Ex. xvii. 3 ; Numb. xx. 19, show that the

word is also actually used in the plural. n^V is there-

fore singular as *V}y in ver. 20. (See remark on the

latter place).

Ver. 24. rW? is either Pual part for m?D. or Part,
v «

Kal as a verbal form in which the subject is implied

(comp. ii. 9 ; xxiv. 2 ; xxix. 8).

Ver. 26. Lowth, GssxHros, Hmio, Hcxncwxax and

Khobxl regard the words D^n nplti ")UO a* •

gloss because they are wanting In the LXX. and form

a needless epexegesis which disturbs the parallelism.

But their absence in the LXX. is no reason for treating

them as an interpolation. They are found in the Tar-

gum, in the Syriac and In Jerome. There is here no

fixed metre. We can neither affirm that the verse con-

sists of four members, nor that a definite length is re-

quired for each line. And in regard to the sense, the

epexegesis is not so needless. For who is not sensible

that the UVyp2& i« »et more vividly before us by the

addition that follows ?

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. TheProphet, after preparing the way by ver.

18, looks into the distant future. It present* itself

to him as a blessed time. He gives a general

picture of it in colors borrowed from the present.

We call it a general picture, because it will not

be realized in a fixed time ; but it comprehends
as in a frame what will take place for the good
of the people from the proximate till the most
remote future. But this picture of the future is

painted with colors of the present, for the cir-

cumstances of the present supply the images
under which the Prophet represents the blessings

of the future. He assumes that there will always
be a people dwelling in Zion, i. c, Jerusalem.
This people will not always have to weep ; a
time will come when its requests will be speedily

answered (ver. 19). They will not indeed be
without bread of distress and water of tribulation

in the future, but their eyes will also be con-

stantly able to see the teachers who will show
them the way out of distress (ver. 20) ; and the

ears of the people will hearken every moment to

the voice which will call from behind the direc-

tion as to the way they should go (ver. 21).

Then will the people put away the abominations
of idolatry (ver. 22). And the Ik>rd will grant
rain and glorious fruit to nourish men and cattle

(vers. 23, 24). Springs of water, too, will gush
forth on the high mountains in the time when
the Lord by rivers of blood has made this possi-

ble (ver. 25). The light of sun and moon will

shHe many times brighter than now, in that time
when the Lord shall have healed the wounds of
His people (ver. 26).

2. For the people—Get thee hence.

—

Vers. 19-22. The cheering prospect of which
ver. 18 permitted a view, is now mlly and com-
pletely unfolded. First of all, the Prophet pro-

mises that in Zion—Jerusalem a people will

always dwell, t. e., the holy city will never like

the world-city become a desert forsaken by men
(xiii. 19 sqq.; xxv. 2; Jer. 1. 13 et saepe).

D7EftT3 is added for nearer explanation, and as

if to prevent a misunderstanding. If the Pro-
phet had written only Zion, it might have been
supposed that he speaks of the Kingdom whose
proper centre was Zion, the seat of the house of
David (comp. Ps. ii. 6 ; ex. 2et saepe). By the
addition "Jerusalem" the Prophet renders it im-
possible to mistake that he means the city. And
in fact Jeruduleiu has never ceased to be in-

habited, whereby it is distinguished from the

world-cities Babylon and Nineveh, which have
lain desolate for thousands of years. We may
not take D£ as a vocative, though in that case

HDDH would fitly follow; but the first clause

would then have no meaning. The sudden
change of person, which occurs frequently in

this paragraph, should not cause surprise. Comp.

ver. 20 D5S, ver. 21 T.JTK, oS, ver. 22 *JfiD3

Dr.K3p. The infinitive absolute toS has evi-

dently the force that the weeping will not be
long continued, as the Lord will speedily have
mercy. In the future to which the look of the

Prophet is directed, Israel will not be without tri-

bulation. But this tribulation the Prophet com-
prises in the expression bread of distress,

water of affliction. *W Dm is found only

here. 1 Kings xxii. 27 ; 2 Chron. xviiL 26 we

find ]TlS D'DI ]TlS Dr6 to designate the meagre

fare of prisoners. As the Prophet according to

what follows (comp. especially ver. 26) has the
entire future in his eye, we cannot refer the ex-
pressions *' bread of 'distress and water of afflic-

tion" merely to the siege of Jerusalem by the As-
syrians (xxix. 3 sqq.). But, although that siege

stands in the fore-ground of the Prophet's field

of vision, we have to look upon that aiege with
its bread of distress and its water of affliction

only as a type and representative of all the af-

fliction which Israel must endure in the future.

And if this affliction is here alluded to only in
sparing terms, this is owing to the character of
this second part of our prophecy, in which the
threatening almost disappears behind the promise.

But Israel will bear affliction quite otherwise
than formerly. Hitherto they displayed in times
of need their rage against tne Prophets of the
Lord. These were called those who trouble
Israel (1 Kings xviii. 17), were treated as ring-

leaders of sedition (Amos vii. 10), and traitors to

their country (Jer. xxxviii. 4 sqq.); all misery
was attributed to the forsaking of the worship
of idols owing to their urgent effort (Jer. xliv.

16 sqq.). Then the Prophets were persecuted,

and must conceal themselves (Matt xxiiL 37

;

Jer. xxxvi. 26). This will happen henceforth
no more. But Jerusalem will, on the contrary,

in affliction direct its eyes to the teachers in order
to follow them ; it will open its ears to the word
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CHAP. XXX. 1&-26. 835

of the Lord which the servants of God, who are

conceived as commanders marching behind a
procession, will call to it, and will direct its steps

exactly according to their commands.
[" Their teachers were to be before them, but

when they declined from the right way, their

backs would be turned to them, consequently, the

warning voice would be heard behind them. The
first and last clauses of the verse closely cohere. 1 '

—Henderson. D. M.J. This obedience to the

word of Jehovah implies that they will abandon
idols. This will be done while they treat the

silver and golden images, without (see command
Deut. vii. 25) regard to the precious metal, as

impure things, yea, cast them away as objects of

abhorrence (comp. ii. 20). K30 as 2 Kings xxiii.

8, 10, 16 (only here in Isaiah).
%U)¥ is the metal

covering ofstatues (Deut xvii. 3, 4 ; Ex. xxxviii.

17, 19) mDK is found besides only in Ex. xxviii.

8 and xxxix. 5 in the expression nj£K 3#n, a

part of the priest's dress. ["The word is the

feminine of "N3K; but here, as parallel with

'Id?, it signifies a covering or plating over the

body of an image."—Henderson] . rDOD (ver.

1) funo, fusura, /utile, a molten image (Exod.
xxxii. 4, 8 et soepe, further in Isaiah only xlii.

17). The expression Dim thou shalt scatter
them, recalls Exod. xxxii. 20. K¥ is a strong

expression (comp. 2 Sam. xvi. 7). The singular

w here involves the notion of something con-
temptible : Get out ! thou wilt say to the trash.

3. Then shall he give their wound.—
Vers. 2S-26. To the change of life described
there is now attached the promise of the richest

blessing even of a temporal kind. First, to the
seed the necessary rain is promised, a blessing

which could never be wanting in an oriental

picture of prosperity, and is therefore also so fre-

quently referred to in the theocratic promises

:

Lev. xxvi. 4 ; Deut. xiv. 11 ; Joel ii. 23 ; Jer. v.

21 ; Zech. x. 1 et saev*. The rain which is to

fructify the seed is tne seed-rain or early rain
(rnV) which falls in October. The expression

" He shall give the rain of thy seed 1' in-

stead of ''to thy seed" recalls places such as

Gen. xxxix. 21: Numb. xii. 6. JH?n *l#K =
with which thou shalt sow (comp. xvii.

10) [$y is here construed with a double accusa-

tive]. DnS is by 1*n nwan generalized. It is

therefore all that Ahe earth produces for the
food of man, as Dn7 is used also in this compre-
hensive sense in the expression " to eat bread."

(Gen. xxxi. 54 ; xliii. 16 ; Jer. xli. 1 et tacpe).

All these products of the field serving for food
shall be of the best quality, full of sap and
strength ({EH as an adjective "only here in Isaiah:

comp. Pa. xcii. 15 ; Gen. xlix. 20). ^3 in the

nullification of pascuum only here and Ps. xxxvii.

20; lxv. 14. The Niphal 2mJ dilatatum, spatio-

mm esse is likewise found only here. The oxen
and asses which till [In the E. V., we have the
word ear which is now obsolete and means to

plough or to till.—D. M.] the land are the ani-

mals employed by the farmer for draught and
carrying burdens. These shall be fed with the

best provender.
l

7
,73 (only here in Isaiah, be-

sides Job vi. 5j xxiv. 6) is a mixture, a mash,
provender consisting of grain (comp. the follow-

ing rn?) and chopped herbs. j^OH leavened,

salted (comp. fpn, J^ph) is aV. Xey. The pro-

vender is salted with salt or saltish herbs, in order
to make it more palatable. It has previously to

be cleansed from impurities that it may be more
excellent. This is done by winnowing. The
implements which serve for winnowing are nrn
and rn?0 which are still called Baeht and Midra.

The former is a flat shovel and serves, according
to the interesting Excursus of Wetzstein in

Delitzsch's Commentary, to winnow leguminous
fruits, and the mixed remains of the better kinds
of grain. The latter is a five or six pronged
fork which is employed in winnowing the su-

perior kinds of grain. If the Prophet had men-
tioned the winnowing shovel only (racht) t the
meaning would be that the cattle would be fed

only with inferior provender. The mention of

the FPf? intimates that they should also have

grain of wheat and barley, nni is air. tey
t

rn?D occurs further in Jer. xv. 7. On all high

mountains and towering hills were the

E
laces of idolatrous worship, where flowed the

lood of the offerings so offensive to God, espe-

cially of the children sacrificed to Moloch (1

Kings xiv. 23; 2 Kings xvii. 10; Jer. ii. 20;
iii. 6; Ezek. vi. 16; xx. 28). Instead thereof

there should now flow on the mountains and hills

water-brooks, a blessing hitherto confined to the

valleys (xli. 18). DU7D are certainly natural

brooks; W^T (besides xliv. 4) are perhaps water-

courses turned off from them. But as the Pro-

phet had already, ver. 20, intimated by the men-

tion of bread of distress and water of affliction,

that distress and affliction would not be wanting,

so here at the close of his discourse he sets forth

the prospect of great slaughter and falling

of towers. By these intimations he lets us per-

ceive that the glorious time of the end lies be-

yond a dreadful period which first must be passed

through. This latter he has described often

enough (comp. xxiv. sqq.), to be able to suppose

that these brief allusions would be quite well un-

derstood by his readers. DV3 is to be taken here

in that general sense in which we have already

frequently met it (comp. e. a., xxvii. 1) ; but in

our place the occurrence following that time is

placed first It is implied, too, in the DVD that

there is a certain connection between the occur-

rences mentioned. There is no chasm lying be-

tween them, 60 that the following time has abso-

lutely nothing to do with the foregoing. That

water-streams of blessing succeed streams of

blood is not accidental. These streams of blood

must atone and purify so as to prepare the ground

for blessing. rjn occurs further xxvii. 7. I

find in J^n and D'S^UD SflJ simply an allusion

to the great judgments which must tali on people

and city before the day of redemption. The old,

theocratic Jerusalem with its towers and its tem-

ple is reduced to ruins, while streams of blood

have at the same time flown. And here the Pro-

phet takes in one view the first and second de-

struction of Jerusalem. But immediately behind
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836 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

this destruction he sees the time of blearing.

That long periods of time most intervene be-

tween these occurrences is matter of no moment.
Verse 26 transports us into a time which lies be-

yond the present state of things, though not into

the time of the new heaven and new earth, for

the present sun and the present moon still exist

But their influence is intensified ; they are ele-

vated in the scale of existence. DeiJtzbgh is

certainly right in saying : " It is not the new
heaven of which the Prophet here speaks, but
that glorification of nature promised both in Old
and New Testament prophecy for the final period

of the world's history." Comp. Rev. xx. 1-4.

The light of the moon (TUlb besides only
xxiv. 23 ; Cant vi. 10) will then be as the
light of the sun (Hon, likewise in xxiv. 23
and Cant vi. 10, besides Job xxx. 28) ; but the

light of the son will be the seven-fold (septa*

pkm Gen. iv. 15, 24 ; Ps. xii. 7) of what it now
is. For it will be as the light of seven days, i. e..

the quantity of light which has hitherto been suf-

ficient for seven days will then be concentrated

in a single day. On this day all the wounds
which the Lord must inflict on His people before

and after the time of the Prophets (vers. 20 and

25), will be healed. "V?tf is a word of very fre-

quent use by Isaiah. VfOO JTID is the fracturei

contusion of the bone caused by the stroke which

it receives. |TID seems to indicate a sorer evil

than *tttf. [Instead of the R V., the stroke
of their wound, we should rather render
the wound of their stroke. It is doubtful
whether the suffix in VOD should be referred to
ojr or rnn\—D. MJ.

6. THE MUSIO OP THE WORLD'S JUDGMENT.

Chapter XXX 27-33.

27 Behold, the name of the Lord cometh from far,

Burning with his anger, *and the burden thereof ie Tieavy

;

His lips are full of indignation,

And his tongue as a devouring fire

:

28 And his breath, as an overflowing stream,

Shall reach to the midst of the neck,

To sift the nations with the sieve of vanity

:

And there shall be a bridle in the jaws of the people,

Causing them to err.

29 Ye shall have a song, as in the night

When a holy solemnity is kept

;

And gladness of heart, as when one goeth with a pipe

To come into the mountain of the Lord,
To the 'mighty One of Israel.

80 And the Lord shall cause 'his glorious voice to be heard,

And shall show the lighting down of his arm,
With the indignation of hie anger,

And with the name of a devouring fire,

With scattering, and tempest, and hailstones.

31 For through the voice of the Lord
Shall the Assyrian be beaten down,
b Which smote with a rod.

32 And ^n. every place where the grounded staff shall pass,

Which the Lord shall 'lay upon him,
It shall be with tabrets and harps

;

And in battles of shaking will he fight •with it.
'

33 For dTophet is ordained"of old;

Yea, for the king it is prepared

;

He hath made it deep, ana large,

The pile thereof is fire and much wood

;

The breath of the Lord, like a stream of brimstone,
Doth kindle it.

» Or, and the grievousneee offlame. * Heb. heavinen. » Bob. the glory of kit
« Heb. every paerinp of the rodfounded. • Heb. cause to rettvpcnhm. • Or, againet them.
* neb.from yesterday.

* Rock. * with the rod will he emite. • every stroke ofthe rod ofdoom. * oplaceofbwmkng.
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CHAP. XXX 27-33. 837

Ter. 28l nwn for «\^nmiia Terbai
TT-l I • T

an infinitive. Comp. Esther U. IS.

Ver. 33. Instead of fl3whioh we most refer to the land
T

of Assyria, the K'ri ha* the preferable readinf 03.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ter. 8S. The reading of the K'ri *%
7\ has probably

arisen throagh the attempt to produce a conformity

with the feminine suffix in nm^O.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet sees the Lord appear with all

His attributes as Judge, and the nations brought
to Him as beasts compelled by the bridle tocome
to be destroyed (vers. 27 and 28). Meanwhile
Israel's ^odoJb heard as the rejoicing at a festival

(ver. 29). Then Jehovah's majestic voice sounds
forth, and His arm is seen to descend to strike

(ver. 30). It is Assyria that stands trembling be-

fore Him and receives the strokes (ver. 31), and
every stroke is inflicted with the music of tabrets

and harps, to which the sound of the heavy blows
forms as it were the accompaniment (ver. 82).

This is the immolation of Assyria, as we see from
the broad and deep place of burning which is pre-

pared with a huge pyre
{
which the breath of the

Lord, as a brook ofburning brimstone, will kindle
in order to consume the slaughtered victim Assy-
ria, i. «., the worldly power (ver. 33).

2. Behold the name—to err. Yen. 27 and
23. The name of Jehovah that comes from far to

judgment is not a mere word, nor does h stand
simply for God Himself but it is a manifestation

of Deity in which He reveals His holy and right-

eous nature and His almighty majesty for the
purpose ofjudgment We nave here to refer to

Ex. xxiii. 21, where the Lord declares of His
angel: my name U in him ;—and to all those

5
laces where it is said that the name of Jehovah
wells in His holy temple ; and, lastly, to places

such as Pa. lxxv. 2 where we read " Thy name is

near." The name of Jehovah that comes to judg-
ment is a person. It is He who is the Agent in

every revelation of the Godhead, and accordingly

He to whom the Father has committed all judg-
ment (John v. 22; Acts xvii. 31 ; Bom.xiv. 10;
etmepc). The name of God comes from far, be-

cause He comes from heaven (Ps. cxxxviii. 6).

But as far as the eye can reach He is seen. His

appearance is like a tempest ID* "\p3 recalls

Ps. ii 12. mtoo iD3) supply rrn. niteD is

lifting up, and according to Judg. xx. 38 of smoke.

It occurs only here. D£? foam, foaming rage, (x.

6,25; xiii. 5; xxvi. 20). n*?3K tfK occurs Ex.

xxiv. 17 ; Deut iv. 24 ; ix. 3 ; hence in Joel ii.

6 and Isaiah xxix. 6 ; xxx. 27, 30 ; xxxiii. 14.

It has been rightly remarked that two images-
thai of a tempest and that of a raging man—are
here blended. The Lord moves along in His
wrath like an overflowing brook which divides
(•TOT) the man who has fallen into it into two
unequal parts, only the smaller appearing above
the water (viii. 8). He sifts the people with the

sieve (71W air. ley.) of emptiness, t. e^ a sieve

which lets the light useless grain fall through it
[This explanation is not natural. The sieve of
vanity, or emptiness, or destruction is so-called as
marking the result of the sifting, a reduction to

nothingness.—D. M.]. The Lord comes as Judge.

The nationaare brought toHim against their will.

A bridle is put into theirjaws which compels them
to go from the way which they intended ([01
T\pr\Q the expression only here. HJjnn in Isaiah
UL12; ix.15; xix.l3sq.: lxiii. 17).

8. Te shall have a son*—Israel. Ver. 29.

The Prophet marks by the article before 1'tf the

customary solemn festal song. 03*7 is the dot

com/modi. The night when the festival is kept or

consecrated is the night from the fourteenth to
the fifteenth of the month Nisan, the night in
which the paschal lamb was eaten amid solemn
songs; for this was the only festival which was
celebrated at night On the fifteenth the feast of
unleavened bread began, to which the passover
served as an introductory dedication. Israel's

preservation in the night when the destroying
angel smote the host of Sennacherib (xxxvii. 36
sqq.) can be regarded as one, but not the only
one, of the events which Isaiah had here in his
eye. The Prophet comprehends in the section

vers. 27-33, all that is future, as he had done in.

the parallel section vers. 19-26. Bfapnn is vox

9oUmm$ for the consecration preparatory to the
festival (Ex. xi*. 22; Numb. xi. 18; Josh. iii.

5; vii. 13 e< stupe). But in those places the people
or the priests are the subject Here it is the fes-

tival. The expression is a metonymy, the festival,

being put for those who celebrate it tfl kot*

K°xfr> is elsewhere the feast of tabernacles. Here
the festival is definitely marked as that of the

passover by T7. Beside the solemnity celebrated*

at night with song, the Prophet makes mention in.

the second part of the verse of another such so-

lemnity happening by day. He also employs the
manifold festal processions which with accompa-
niment of song and music moved to the temple,
as types of the joy granted to Israel in distinction.

from the heathen. i>h3 — }!$? ^?J0^3 comp*

v. 29; x. 10; xiii. 4, ef sofps. V?n, v. 12; 1.

marks accompaniment xxii. 6 ; xxiv. 9. 'X "WA
In order to avoid using the same preposition,

twice 3 is here used instead of /It or Sj?. The

expression 7K1fcfw11¥ occuro besides here only 2
Sam. xxiii. 3. The expression, suits admirably
the context in which it is said that Israel stands

while all else fells. How. could what has this

rock as a refuge fell ?

4. And theLORD kindle It Vers. 30-

33. The verses 27 and 28 had depicted the ap-

proach of the judge (comp* *3 ver. 27 ). The de-

scription of the judgment begins with verv 30.

Jehovah makes the fclorj o£ his voice to be
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heard, the action of his arm he makes to be

seen. The image of corporal chastisement is

employed by the Prophet to make his picture of

the judgment the more incisive. *)£I snorting,

anhditus, only here in Isaiah. yS) is &ir. fcy.

The root X?* denotes *' to scatter, to break or dash

in pieces" (xi. 12; xxxiii. 3; Jer. li. 20 sqq.).

As snorting of the nose and flame of fire point to

a thunder storm, while 0*1? and "H3 |2K are kinds

of rain, y$} must also belong to this category.

We take it as signifying the breaking, the rend-

ing of a cloud, a water-spout D^T comp. on
xxviii. 2. TJ| |3* comp. xxviii. 17 ; Josh. x.

11. '3 in ver. 31 is explicative, What is the

nature of the chastisement in question is ex-

plained. First, we are told who is the party

punished. It is Assyria. He stands before the

Lord and trembles as a boy before his punisher's

rebuke—^n; comp. vii. 8; xxxi 4; li. 6, 7 et

mate. He who administers the punishment is

Jehovah. It is He who strikes with the staff.

Hence the repeated lighting down of his arm.

The words TO* B3tf3 I do not refer to Assyria
notwithstandingthe agreement with x. 24. For it

was not needful to mention that Assyria formerly

smote Israel with the rod. But it was necessary

to say that Jehovah now strikes Assyria with the
rod, in order to explain IJfllf ^ru ver. 30 and

also IT "Ojra *?:> ver. 32. The staff makes
strokes, passes P2? - here *n tne active sense,

the passing over). The staff is called mo*D HOD
because it is handled according to divine appoint-
ment and ordination (Hab. L 12) comp. xxviii.

16 and Ezek. xli. 8. ivr is related to nnj ver.

30. The meaning is " to make rest," so that the
ceasing, the extreme point of the motion is thus
indicated (comp. Ezek. v. 13 : xvi. 42 : xliv. 30

;

Exod. xvii. 11). Every stroke, which Jehovah
makes to fall or rest on Assyria, is inflicted amid
the noise of timbrels (v. 12 ; xxiv. 8) and
harps (v. 12: xvi. 11; xxiii.16; xxiv. 8). This
is doubtless that joyous noise with which Israel

as it were accompanies the acts of judgment of
his God (ver. 29). Thus there arises a complete
concert The timbrels and harps form the so-

prano; "the battles of shaking/1
i. c, the battles

of the Lord fought with shaken, brandished
hand, beat as it were the time, and also represent
the bass. The strokes spoken of in vers. 30 and
32 are deadly strokes. This appears from the al-

tar being already prepared for the slaughtered
victim. And a dreadful altar it will be, a Tophet*
deep and broad, with a huce pile of wood, which
will be set on fire by the breath of the Lord in
the form of a burning stream of brimstone.
The Prophet had already said (x. 16 sqq.), that
Assyria's glory will perish by violent fire. Who
does not here think of the destruction of Nineveh,
in which fire played a prominent part (comp.

Otto Strauss on Nah. iii. 15) ? nnflfl is fa.

Tjey. nfih occurs most frequently in Jeremiah.

The derivation is uncertain (comp. my remarks
on Jer. vii. 31). The form Hft&n is after the

analogy of HttS, HBfK. The Tophet in the valley

of Hinnom was a place of sacrifice dedicated to

Moloch ; the Tophet here spoken of is intended

to burn up the \T& himself, in which word there

is probably an allusion to yO. It is therefore a

place like Tophet, and this may be the force of

the form enlarged by the addition of TU The

form /4DDK occurs only here and Micah ii. 8.

With the preposition }p it is commonly TOA?.

It cannot possibly mean here the definite past

(yesterday). It denotes the indefinite past which
is represented by yesterday. From the fact that

the place of burning has been long ago prepared,

we see that those strokes (vers. 30 and 32) are

not mere chastisements administered in love, but

destructive, deadly strokes. With Ktfl W the

second sentence begins. These words cannot be

referred to ^/D, for then they must come after it.

But the Prophet intends to say that Ashur shall

not only be slaughtered, but. also solemnly con-

sumed in a vast place of sacrifice specially pre-

pared for this purpose. But why this consuming
fry fire ? Not simply to denote total annihila-

tion. If the supposition should not be estab-

lished that the worship of Moloch which Anas
introduced was connected with Assyrian influ-

ences (comp. Keil on 2 Kings xvi. 3), still Assy-
ria was essentially a representative of the idola-

trous worldly power. And when Ashur is now
told that the dreadful end of a saciifice to Moloch
awaits him, there lies therein a not indistinct allu-

sion to the everlasting fire of that infernal lake

which burns with fire and brimstone, which we
find again xxxiv. 9, 10, whose name Gehenna is

derived from the place Tophet W\ 'J, a trace of

which drawn from Isaiah we meet with Dan. vii.

11, and which is more fully unfolded in the es-

chatological discourse of our Lord (Matt. xxiv.
and xxv. where xxv. 41 rb irvp rd aUwtov rd

jtrotpaophov clearly recalls * ordained of old " in
our passage), and the Revelation of John, xiv. 10,

11; xix.20; xx. 9, 10, 14. When mention is

made in these places of a pool of fire and brim-
stone, it may be maintained that the idea of the
Xifivq isdrawn from the expression * he hath made
it deep and wide," while the idea of fire and brim-
stone comes from the latter half of this verse.
n*UlD from *W (xxii. 18 ; xxix. 3) is the round

pile of wood, the pyre. The word is found be-

sides only Ezek. xxiv. 9 comp. ibid, ver. 5. I do
not look on D*?j£ #* as a hendiadys ; for we see

from the last clause of the verse that the Prophet
desires to give prominence to the circumstance

that fire will not be wanting to kindle properly
the huge pile of wood. The two ideas of wood
and fire are therefore not to be blended, but to be

kept distinct The w^prds 1J1 JVDBfa accordingly

tell us whence the mighty fire will come which is

destined to kindle the pile of wood. The breath
of Jehovah (ii. 22 ; xlii. 5) is here described aa

a stream of brimstone (P^Di 7T1J comp. xxxiv.
9). Brimstone is set forth in Scripture as a de-
structive means ofjudgment, on the ground of thai
rain of brimstone which fell on Sodom and Go-
morrah (Gen. xix. 24). *^3 in the signification
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CHAP. XXX. 19-26. 839

aeeendere or accendi Hoe. viL 4 ; Ps. ii. 12. Not
slowly and gradually from a spark will the flame
spread, but suddenly and in an imposing manner
a whole stream of burning brimstone shall kindle
the pile of wood. Thus the view of the Prophet,
which embraces together the near and the most
remote, is directed from the temporary occasion
of the Egyptian embassy to the end of the present
dispensation.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On vers. 1-14. " Such false trust as the Jew-

rebellious, disobedient, lying children. God
brings them to shame and derision in regard to

what they relied on, and ordains a curse and de-
struction upon them. Therefore the Scripture
saith : " The fear of man bringeth a snare : but
whoso putteth his trust in the Lord shall be
safe." Comp. also Ps. cxlvi. S.and Jer. xvii. 6-
8. Benner. [''God is true, and may be trusted;

but every man a liar, and must be suspected.

The Creator is a Bock of Ages, the creature a
broken reed; we cannot expect too little from
man, or too much from God." Henry.]

2. Ver. 8. [" The Prophet must not only preach
this, but he must write it. 1. To shame the
men of the present age who would not hear and
heed it when it was spoken ; their children may
profit^ by it, though they will not. 2. To justify

God in the judgments He was about to bring
upon them

;
people will be tempted to think He

was too iiard upon them, and over severe, unless

they know how very bad they were. 3. For
warning to others not to do as they did, lest they
fare as they fared." Henry.]

3. Ver. 10. A faithful minister must not suffer

men to prescribe to him what he should preach.
For some would tell him to prophesy of wine and
strong drink (Mic. ii. 11), the covetous would ask
that he should preach now they might practice

extortion and oppression. Or it they dare not be
so impudent, they would at least desire that he
should pass over in silence what would be disa-

greeable to them, and speak what their ears itched

for (2 Tim. iv. 3). But faithful ministers preach
sharply against sin that it may be avoided. Ex-
amples: Ahijah, 1 Kings xiv. 6; Micaiah, 1
Kings xxii. 18." Cramer,

4. Ver. 15. "Neoue in religions solum valet hie

locus sed etiam in poutia. Sic enimfere accidit quod
praedpUia consiha faUunt. Contra felicia sunt eo,

quae timide et cum ratione suseijnuntur. Ideo lour

dant Romani cunctatorem Fabium qui cunctando
restituit rem. Semper etiam fallit praesumtio de
nostril viribus. Bene igitur dictum at iUud 'patient

terii omnia virtus.
9 Et Paulus: ' Vxncite %n bono

malum * non enim possunt durare impii, et

est vfrirnmwn, quod dicitur 'malum destruit se ip-

sum.* Simus igitur quieti et eommendemus omnia
manSbus Dei. Deinde etiam speremus futuram li~

berationem et cxperiemur, quod spes non confundet
nos, sed confundentur adversarii nostri, qui impietar

tis causam contra Christum impie de/endendam sus-

ccperunL" Luther.
5. Ver. 18. "Precious consolatory discourse

for all who have to bear the cross. God waits
till the right time to help comes." Cramer.

6. Ver. 19. ["He will be very gracious —
and this in answer tc prayer, which makes His
kindness doubly kind : He will be gracious to

thee at the voice of thy cry ; the cry of thy neces-

sity, when that is most urgent; the cry of thy
prayer, when that is most fervent When He
shall hear it—there needs no more—at the first

word He will answer thee, and say, Here I am.
Herein He is very gracious indeed." Henry.]

7. Ver. 20. [It was a common saving among
the old Puritans, " Brown bread and the Gospel
are good fare." Henry.]

8. Ver. 22. ["Note: To all true penitents sin

is very odious ; they loathe it, and loathe them-
selves because of it; they cast it away to the
dunghill." Henry.]

9. Ver. 29. ["It is with a particular satisfac-

tion that wise and good men see the ruin of those

who, like the Assyrians, have insolently bid de-

fiance to God, and trampled upon all mankind."
Henry.]

HOMELETICAL HINTS.

On vers. 1-3. What one who needs conn'

sd has to do. 1) He is not to take counsel without

the Lord : for a. thereby he apostatises from the

Lord, ana heaps sin on sin ; b. the counsel thus

resolved on leads only to disgrace and misery.

2) He is to let himself be led by the Spirit of the

Lord, while he a. invokes Him in prayer; b. seeks

to know His will out of the word of God ; c ac-

cording to such direction makes conscientious iife

of the means at his command.
2. On ver. 8. Text for a sermon at a Bible fes-

tival. The importance of the written word—Utera
seripta manet.

3. On vers. 9-14. A mirror which the Pro-

phet holds before our churches also. 1) Do
you make the same demands on your minister

which the contemporaries of Isaiah, according to

vers. 9-11, made on the prophets? If so, it will

happen to you according to the word of the pro-

phet in vers. 12-14. 2) Or will you hear the law

of the Lord (ver. 9) ? Then you will be spared

the judgments of God, and the peace of God will

be imparted unto you.

4. On vera. 16-17. We have many and severe

conflicts against outward and inward foes to stand.

For this we need strength. Wherein does

the right strength consist t 1) Not in horses

and runners, etc 2) The right strength is in the

Lord, which we obtain when a. we make room
for it by .being still ; when 6. by believing hope

we attract it to us.

5. On ver. 18. ["He will wait to be gracious;

He will wait till you return to Him, and seek

His face, and then He will be ready to meet you

with mercy. He will wait, that He may do it in

the best and fittest time, when it will be most for

His glory, when it will come to you with the

most pleasing surprise. He will continually fol-

low you with His favors^ and not let slip any op-

portunity of being gracious to you." Henry.—
5.M.1

6. On vers. 20 and 21. The importance of a
faithful teacher.

7. On vers. 26-33. We can in treating of the

last things cite these words, and show that the

judgment has two sides, according as it has re-

spect to the children of God, or to the ungodly.
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340 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

IV.—THE FOURTH WOE.

Chapters XXXI—XXXII.

1. EGYPT CANNOT PROTECT WHAT THE LORD DESTROYS.

Chapter xxxL 1-4.

Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help

;

And stay on horses,

And trust in chariots, because they are many

;

And in horsemen, because they are very strong

;

But they look not unto the Holy One of Israel,

Neither seek the Lord !

Yet He also is wise,

And will bring evil, and will not 1
call back His words r

But will arise against the house of the evil-doers,

And against the help of them that work iniquity.

Now the Egyptians are men, and not God

;

And their horses flesh, and not spirit.

•When the Lobd shall stretch out his hand,
*Both he that helpeth shall fall, and he that is holpen shall fall down,
And they all shall fail together.

For thus hath the Lord spoken unto me,
Like as the lion and the young lion •roaring on his prey,

When da multitude of shepherds is called forth against him,

He will not be afraid of tneir voice,

Nor abase himself for the 'noise of them

:

So shall the Lord of hosts come down to fight *for mount Zion,

And for the hill thereof.

i Heb. remove.

• But *And\

»Or, mvUitmde,

•growling. < the totality.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 1. nity 7 oomp. on x. 8 ; xx* 6.—Note the

structure of sentence in this Terse. First a participle

depends on *fti» which, aooordlng to familiar Hebrew
usage, in the second clause immediately changes to a

verb.finitum, and that the Imperfect, because a continu-

ous not concluded action is meant; to this is joined

the third clause by the Vav coneeeuttoum, because It

contains a special consequence of the preceding general

clause ; whereas the two negative concluding clauses

are in the perfect, because they express the funda-

mental fact, complete and present, that conditions all

that precedes. Comp. y. 8, 11, 18, 90 sqq. D'Chi)

GRAMMATICAL.
comp. on xjcI. 7, 9; xxiL 6sq.; xxriil. 88.—•7\$& comp.

on xvii. 7 sq. ; xxii. 4L—" ttftlp comp. on i.4.

Ver. 2. The aorist R3*1 depicts the certainty.

TOft oomp. Josh. xL 1ft. The expression tFjHD JVD
occurs only here: yet comp, i. 4; xlv. 20; Ps. xxiL 17

;

xxri. 8 ; Ixiv. 3. TVVp stands here as abetroctvm pro
eoncreto: the help for the totality of those helping.

Ver. 4. run of the growling of a lion only here

;

comp. on Till. 19. ItSo, comp. Yi. 8 : riii. 8, is the full

number the totality.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Woe to them the hill thereof—
Vers. 1-4. The Prophet raises anew his warning
voice against trusting to Egyptian help, by repre-
senting its nselessness ; on the other hand, he pro-
mises most glorious help from the grace of Jeho-
vah, on 'condition of turning back from idols.

For the fourth time from xxviii. on ^H, "woe,"
appears here at the head of a section, so that we
may regard this resemblance as a sign that these
chapters belong together. We must understand

by "those that go down," not only those physi-
cally goinp down to Egypt, but also those that
accompanied them in spirit and shared their in-
tention. Five clauses depend on "woe/* which
all belong to one and the same degree of time, and
in our way of speaking depend on one relative
notion : woe to those who go down . . . lean on . . .

trust ... but look not to God . . . and seek not the
Lord. See Text and Qromm.
The sending to Egypt seemed to the &iends of
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CHAP. XXXI. 6-9. 641

this policy a particularly prudent measure. They
plumed themselves far too much on their pene-
tration. In antithesis to it the Prophet says : Je-
hovah, too, who opposes that policy, is wise, [The
comparison is double-edged :

" God was as wise as

the Egyptians, and ought therefore to have been
consulted ; Ue was as wise as the Jews, and could
therefore thwart their boasted policy.11—J. A. A.]
This statement, humble as it appears, contains,

however, only a divine irony. .For if God, com-
paring His wisdom with that of men, savs : " I
am wise also," it means in effect: "I am wise and
ye are fools." The words that the Lord will not

recall must be threatenings that He had uttered

against the Egyptian alliance (comp. xxix. 14eqq.;

xxx. 12sqq.). That God keeps His word under
all circumstances is declared Num. xxiii 19 ; 1

Sam. xv. 29. The people in Egypt are indeed
persons, therefore JwlOj yet only unite, creature

persons, thus not of a divine sort, and no equals

of God. But their horses are not even spirit, not

even creature spirit, but only weak, perishable

flesh. Therefore neither man nor horse in Egypt
is to be relied on, and Jehovah has but to stretcb

forth His hand, and both Egypt that is called to

help and Judah that is supported by this help will

be laid low.

Ver. 4 proves the statement of ver. 3 by a com-
parison. It might, for instance, seem strange

that the Lord, ver. 3, made no difference between
Judah and Egypt, as if the former were no more
to Him than the latter. Therefore He assures

most expressly that no power will be able to deter

Him from the judgment determined against Ju-
dah. The formula of transition, " for thus hath
the Lobd spoken unto me," we had identically or
at least similarly viiL 11 ; x. 24: xviii. 4; xxL
16; xxviii. 16; xxx. 15. For when a lion has
stolen one of the flock, all the shepherds are called

to help (note the allusion to the calling on Egypt
to help) and save it. But the lion is not alarmed
(comp. vii. 8 ; xxx. 31 ; li. 6 sq., etc.) by their cry
and does not crouch (xxv. 6) at their noise. He
does not let them deprive him of his prey. From
Bochart (Hiero*. L, cap. 44) on, expositors here
recall similar images in Homer, JL XII. 298 sqq.;

XVIII. 161 sqq. So the Lord does not suffer

Jerusalem, in as far as He has made it the object
of His wrath, to be seized from Him by the mu-
tual aid of Judah and Egypt Mount and hill of
Zion are put antithetically, also x. 32. It is seen
from this passage that the Prophet understands by
the mount the highest summit, the places of the
temple and of the king's house ; but by the hUl
the other dwelling-places of the people. But
most expositors understand ver. 4 ofthe protection
that the Lord would extend to Jerusalem. [Thus
Barnes, J. A. Alexander, Birrs, etc.] The
meaning would then be, not that Egypt, but that
He, the Lord, would protect Zion ana not suffer

His city to be taken from Him. But (with Hit-
zio, Hekdewerk, Delitzbch) I am decidedly
of the opinion that the Prophet would say that
the Lord will not suffer Jerusalem, as the prey
of His anger, to be taken from Him (comp. xxix.

1 sqq.; and regarding K33f with tp, xxix. 7, 8

;

Num. xxxi. 7). In ver. 3 He has emphatically
said, in met that both, the protector and the pro-
tected, should be destroyed. To this thought the

" For" f3, ta&) of ver. 4 must relate. For did

it only relate to ^P *?&£ ("the helper shall stum-

ble"), there would arise a direct contradiction

between vers. 8 and 4. It is urged that ver. 5 re-

3uires ver. 4 to be taken in a sense favorable to

ernsalem [see Translator's note on ver. 5]. But
then the fact is overlooked that ver. 5 has no sort

of connecting word that joins it to ver. 4. It fol-

lows abruptly, whereas ver. 4 is closely joined to

ver. 3 by '2. The Prophet purposes here an ab-

rupt transition from darkness to light In all

preceding chapters night and sunshine alternate.

All begin with severe threatening, that is to

change to glorious promise. This transition is

effected in the preceding chapters in a variety of

ways. But it accords with the facile spirit of our
Prophet once, in the present case, to effect this

transition with a leap, as I might say.
^
Would

he thereby intimate, perhaps, that the deliverance

also shall presently come, with a leap, quite sud-

denly and unexpected ?

&-JEHOVAH PBOTECTS HIS EARTHLY HOME THAT HONOBS HDL
Chapter XXXI. 5-9.

5 As birds flying, so will the Lord of hosts defend Jerusalem

;

Defending also he will deliver U ;

And passing aver he will preserve iL
6 Turn ye unto him

From whom the children of Israel have deeply revolted.

7 For in that day every man shall cast away
His idols of silver, and l

his idols of gold,

Which your own hands have made unto you *for a sin.

8 Then shall the Assyrian fell with the sword, not of a hnighty man ;

And the sword, not of a 'mean man, shall devour him

:

But he shall flee from the sword,
And his young men shall be* Miscomfited.

9 And he *Bhall pass over to •his strong hold for fear,
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842 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

And his princes shall be afraid of the ensign,

Saith the Lord, whose fire w in Zion,

And his furnace in Jerusalem.

i Hob. theidolt of hit gold,
* Heb. for melting, or tribute,

•with.

* Or,for fear of the sword.
• Heb. hit rock shall pott awayforfee

* omit mighty. • omit 1

» Or, tributary.
• Or, his strength.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 5.

|J
\ Hiph. nn — " to make a cover," is always

Joined to Sp (Sit) xxxvii. 36 ; xxxvlil. 6 comp. 2 Kings

ziz. 31; xx. 6; Zech. ix. 16 or 1£3 Zech. xii. 8.

D,l70m niDS S'Vm JUJ is to be Judged grammati-

cally thus : 1). The infinn. abtoL, are to be regarded as

put after the verb. fin>*\Y i 2) the perfects Vvm and

D ,l
?Dni signify by means of the Vow contec. the im-

mediate consequences of that fact of the future inti-

mated by niDfl |UJ jr. which .may be expressed by

.** that/* There is accordingly no reason for regarding

V*H and D'Sari (with Gbskxius in toe.), *» rare infini-
• i

•

tive forms.

Ver. 6. After mo Ip'Djfil one might look for

*3Qp, or perhaps, too, according to the connection, V?.

But "ICftf Is to be construed as a relative word in the

broadest sense, or as universal relative adverb
("where "), thst involves any kind of relative reference,

GRAMMATICAL.

however determined. irrDJfil comp. i. 6; Hoa. . 2;

ix. 9. 1 would not take Smfer 'J3 as vocative to

OltP, because the third person lp'DjM intervenes: it

must be regarded as the subject of Ip'Ojftl*

Ter. 7. MOD i» in the accusative as the casus adver-

bialit signifying the (inward) modality: u sinful-fashion,**

as quite similarly the substantives D^Z^D. 1101, "^PBf.

no*^, are used.

Ver. 8L "e^K l6, stcncomp. Sk t6 Dent xxxii. 6;

Amos vi. 13; jer. xvi. 20 ; ]»£ K1
? x. 16, etc On the dis-

tinction between tf*K and DTK comp. ii. 9. 3*^n

uSdKH comp. I. 20. iS 01 dnt ethUut, comp. ii. 22 ;

xxxvi. 9. DO 1

? (TH M to be held in vManage, made
to serve, made a slave" (Gen. xlix. 15; Deut xx. 11,

etc), only here in Isaiah.

Ver. 9. UK ** fire, flame," is quite an Isaianio word,
For excepting Esek. v. 2, it occurs only in Isa. xliv.

16; xlviL 14; 1.11, and here.
—

"ito only here in Isaiah.

SXEGETICAL AND OBITICAL.

1. Judah gains nothing by self-elected human
means. But the Lobd will help in Hit fashion.

As a bird spreads its feathers over its young, so
the Lobd protects Jerusalem (ver. 5). fiat, of
course, only on condition that it turns from its

deep falling away to its God (ver. 6). And this

condition will be fulfilled ; Israel shall cast away
its idols (ver. 7). And so then Assyria shall be
destroyed in all its parts by the sword of the
Lobd. This will certainly happen, for Jehovah
has said it, who has His dwelling in Zion (vers.

8,9).

2. As birds flying in Jerusalem.—
Vers. 5-8. nto^ is not predicate, but attribute of

DnSV ; therefore not "as birds fly," but as "fly-

ing birds." Of course the form of expression is

short, and only suggestive. For it is not said

what sort of flying is meant. One sees from the
ret comparata that the Prophet thinks ofbirds that,

hovering over theiryoung, protect them (comp.
Deut. xxxii. 11). lliat *|V may mean such ho-
vering appears from its being used for every sort

of flying (Deut iv. 17 ; Isa. vi. 6 ; xi. 14 ; Ix. 8

;

Zech. v. 1, 2; Pa. xviii. 11). [These citations

prove the very reverse of the Author's idea.

—

Tb.J
"£)¥ is used sometimes as masculine, sometimes
as feminine. Being used here as feminine, one
sees that the Prophet thinks of the female bird,

therefore of maternal love. In HIDfl [from which
is derived nDD, ** passover "] there lies a plain

allusion (comparable to that in xxx. 19) to that

sparing of the avenging angel in " passing over"
the Israelites, Exod. xii. 13, 23, 27 (the only pas-

sages, with the text, in which the word occurs in

this sense).

[Most readers will likely hesitate to take the
Author's lean from ver. 4 to ver. 5, but will rather
agree with the almost universal sentiment that
embraces them in one paragraph. The transition
to light is plainly marked (even rhetorically-

marked by «• turn ye"), at ver. 6. The Authors
division is prompted by the interpretation of the
simile of ver. 5, which is the common, perhaps
the universal interpretation. If this interpreta-
tion is correct, ana the Author's interpretation
of the simile of ver. 4 be correct, then the division
he makes of the context seems necessary. Cer-
tainly the view of ver. 4 given above seems obvi-
ous. The simile expresses " the intensity ofGod's
purpose" (Babneb). Jerusalem, as the object
of His anger, shall not escape Him, or be wrested
from Him, no matter how many Egypts may be
summoned to thwart Him. This is in perfect ac-
cord with the many passages that construe these
alliances as rebellion against God Himself. Why
shall we not let this clear sense prescribe the-
meaning of the next simile? The Author shows
how, vice verso, the supposed obvious meaning of
ver. 5 has controlled the interpretation of ver. 4
(see above). The simile of ver. 5, then, is but a
change of figure, such as is common in Isaiah, and
represents by the motions of a bird of prey what
was before represented by a beast of prey. It is

a picture to the very life. niDJf describes the

strong-winged bird. It covers (JUJ with /£) its

quarry with its wings, and snatches it away
(TVn, the common primary sense of /¥J in Isa,

who frequently uses it in both parts ; see List at
the end of the volume ; comp. also xxxviii. 6, where
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CHAP. XXXII 1-8. 343

both p1 and 72U occur and imply the same figure

aa here)
;
passing oyer (TODfi), Bar the heads of

those that would frighten it from its prey, it gets

off with it (O'Son ; comp. Job zx. 20 and Fuebot

Lex. s. v. D70). To this there seems absolutely

no objection. The Author's inference, from the

use of *lto¥ in the feminine, is not well grounded,

seeing that the word is always feminine, there be-

ing only two exceptions (see Fuebst's Lex.).

Moreover the word is explicitly used by Ezekiel
(xxxix. 4, 17) of birds of prey along with beasts

of prey. The interpretation just given has the
advantage of imparting to our context consistent

sense and rhetorical harmony.

—

Te.]

But to that protecting and sparing grace of God
is attached a condition, which is expressed ver. 6.

Israel must turn back from its idols (ver. 7) to

its God. As we supply in thought this condition
here, so at ver. 7 we must supply the thought that

Israel is ready to fulfil this condition. In that
day points into the time that the Prophet has
before his eyes in all these promises. It is the
day of salvation that begins with the deliverance
from Assyria as its first morning twilight, and
continues to the end of all days (comp. xzx. 26).

Within this time will fall the entire conversion
of Israel from idols. But the precise moment of
this the Prophet does not declare. For he does
not distinguish the stages of time. He does not
see the things one after the other, but beside one
another. Idols of silver, etc.—See ii. 20 ; comp.
xxx. 22 ; xxvii. 9 ; xvii. 8. What has just been
said is confirmed anew by ver. 8. For there it

appears as if the overthrow of Assyria would fol-

low the time in which Israel would renounce
the worship of idols, whereas in fact the reverse

was true. JWhy may not 2 Kings xviii. 1-8,

with the history of Sennacherib following, be
taken as a literal fulfilment, in its degree, and in
the actual order of the text? So Barnes.—Tb.1
The Prophet even sees Assyria's fall along with
the events of the last time. *To determine the ex-

act time relation is not his affair. It is enough
for him to settle the "that" of the great facts of

the future. The "when" can only become per-

fectly clear by the fulfilment

For the understanding of ver. 9 it must first of
all be settled that Assyria shall fall, not by hu-
man, but by God's power I

^
By this means we

will avoid several explanations that are prosaic

or far-fetched. The antithesis to D^tP, "princes"

(comp. also xxxii. 2) suggests that by ¥ /D is to

be understood the king of Assyria (Luther,
Hkxdewerk, Delitzsch) . This hitherto strong

and never shaken refuge of His army shall now
suddenly abscond and disappear (comp. xl. 27

;

Deut. xxvi. 13 ; 1 Kings xxii. 24, etc.). The pa-

rallelism with 1UDD indicates that DJD refers not
to the Assyrian standard that the princes desert,

but to the Jewish, whose appearance is enough to

put them to cowardly flight Israel may assuredly

rely on this comforting promise, for it proceeds
from the mouth of God, who has chosen Zion
above every other place in the whole earth as His
dwelling-place. It is implied that He Himself is

interested in bringing to nought the plan of the

Assyrian ; for it would, so to Fpeak, have driven
Jehovah Himself out of His own favorite dwell-

ing. *MK is the fire at which one warms himself,

and "Mart" is the oven in which one cooks, and es-

pecially bakes bread. It never signifies the hearth

for sacrificial fire. The expression is anthropo-

morphic, but for Israel uncommonly honorable
and comforting. For by it Zion is signified to be
not a mere place of worship, but actually the

earthly home of Jehovah. ["But this use of fire

and furnace is not only foreign from the usage of
the Scriptures, but from the habits of the Orient-

als, who nave no such association of ideas between
hearth and home. The true explanation of the

clause seems to be that which supposes an allusion

both to the sacred fire on the altar and to the con-

suming fire of God's presence, whose altar flames

in Zion, and whose wrath shall thence flame to

destroy His enemies."—J. A. Alexander, in

be.].

a THE FALSE AND THE TRUE NOBILITY.

Chapter XXXII. 1-8.

Behold, a king shall reign *in righteousness.

And princes shall rule *in judgment.
And a man shall be as an hiding place from the wind,
And a covert from the tempest

;

As rivers of water in a dry place,

As the shadow of a *great rock in a weary land.

And the eyes of them that see shall not be Mim,
And the ears of them that hear shall hearken.
The heart also of the 'rash shall understand knowledge,
And the tongue of the stammerers shall be ready to speak plainly.

The *vile person shall no more be called liberal,

Nor *the churl said to be bountiful.

For the •vile person will speak 'villany,

And his heart will work iniquity,
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Ui THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

To practise 'hypocrisy, and to utter error against the Lord,
To make empty the soul of the hungry,

And he will cause the drink of the thirsty to ML
The instruments also of the ''churl are evil

:

He deviseth wicked devices

To destroy the poor with lying words,

Even 4when the needy speaketn right

But the liberal deviseth 'liberal things

;

And by 'liberal things shall he 'stand.

* Heb. heavy. « Heb. kaety.

'Or, when he epedketh against the poor injudgment. » Or| to «i

*aeeordbg to,

tfoUy.
*pta$Ure&up* •fooL

* cheat l

• the cheat 04 catted

TEXTUAL AND

Ver. 1. pixb is found only here. S here signifies

the norm, as in ODetoS. It Is thus — eecundw*, eomp.

nm^S, D^W tfDttfoS xi. 3. [-The use of S here
V j- » --:t - i • i I

may hare been intended to suggest, thathe would reign

not only Justly, bat for the very purpose of doing

Justice." J. A. A.].—S before D'Hfr—gwod atikut ad, comp.

Eccl. ix. 4. Manifestly this unusual construction is for

the sake of baring the L—sound maintained, which
thus occurs consecutively in lire words-—))& from
which the imperfect lifer, Pror. vUL It, occurs only

here in Isaiah,

Ver. S. tttnn, « hiding comer, place of hiding," i».

Aty., comp. 1 Sam. xxiii. ». 100 comp. xvL 4 ; xxriif.

IT. 'D U71) comp. xxx. 2& jVtf comp. xxy. 6.

Saf comp. It. 6; xxt. 4, ft. ruVjf p* saain only Pa.

cxlIU.6.

Ver. 8. nrjtffl can hardly be derived from njfaf.

It comes nearer to take it in the sense of pJfltf
" oWf.

nerc, to close up ; plaster up," in which sense this latter

verb often occurs in Iaau vL 10 ; xxlx. 9. 3BTD, proba-

bly kindred to 3?j? "to point, to prick** (the ears), oc-

curs only here in Kal.

Ver. 4. Aj?, u ba0m$,» 5». A*y. r^n* (oomp. xvilL

4) are niUnUa, clara, clear, plain words.

Ver. 6. Isaiah uses *?3J only here; rV?3J again Ix. M.

GRAMMATICAL.

*V3, written 'S3 in ver. 7 for the sake of similarity In

sound with vS3, is to be derived from Voj traudmlemter
t •• -t

egit {Raucsi, Kimchi, Onssvn and others), Gen. xxxvii.

18 ; Num. xxv. 18; Ps. cv. 23; Mai. L 14, so that from

SoJ, by rejecting the J, as in f\f\, rotS7, K'fef, etc*, there

results *T3 with the rare ending 'T (comp. oi "^tf.

nh> Bee Qasxv, f 194, 2, 6. JItf (from JNtf •*«»*-

plot, dives Jfeft," kindred to J*E^) is the rich man, Inde-

pendent on account of his means.

Ver. 6. |1K nfrjf occurs only here (comp. Hx. 6) ; the

idea Is always expressed elsewhere by |1M SjfO-

niftvS, gerundive. fjjh, *». Xry.; comp. Hfijn Jer.

xxill. 15; substantive from *ljn ix. 16; x. 6; 'xxxliL

14. niMH ** error," comp. xxlx. 24; again only Neh.

iv. i. Hiph. TDnn •g»to only Exod. xvi 18. The
construction VDFV~1 fP^nS is to ba explained as

a return of the subordinate form Into the principal form.
Ver. 7. A mutual attraction appears to have happened

here: 1) ryhz chosen for the sake of *So; 2) *S*3

changed to <*73 for the sake of rSj- TIB? " com*.- .. r .. T .

m" (Job xvii 11) then especially amilium jirau—w,
cceUu, occurs only here in Isaiah. S3TJ " to destroy,"*

comp. xlfl.5; liv. 16.

Ver. 8. 7131J occurs again only Job xxx. 15,

EXEGETICAL AND CKITTCAL.

1. This passage, which strongly reminds one
of xxix. 18-24, and somewhat also of xxx. 20
sqq., must necessarily be joined to what precedes,
as it can neither stand alone, nor be regarded as
belonging to what follows. We see in these
verses an amplification of xxxi. 6, 7. For the
latter passage only presents to view in a negative
way the turning Sack and abandonment of idola-
try. Bat in oar passage is set forth what posi-
tive forces of blessing will become operative in
the entire ethical life of the nation, and espe-
cially in the relation of the powerful and nobles
to the lowly. It is manifest that the Prophet in
enumerating what shall no more be, has in mind
the irregularities of his own time. It is very
probable that he even alludes to particular, con-
crete facta, in a way that his 'contemporaries
would understand*

2. Behold speak plainly.—Vers. 1-4.

The king that will rule righteously must be the
Messiah. For the time when Israel will be
cleansed and purified, and live and be ruled ac-
cording to truth and righteousness, is the Mes-
sianic time (comp. L 24 sqq. ; ix. 6, 7 ; xi. 1 sqq.

;

xvi. 5 ; xxviii. Id sqq.). Nothing justifies us in
assuming that such a condition as our vera. 1-8
describe, will intervene before that time. la
that time only the Messiah can be king. Of an
under-king prophecy knows nothing. One mutt
only say, that, in distinction from passages like
ix. 6 sq. ; xi. 1 sqq., the person of the Messianic
king appears more in the background, and the
Prophet depicts the admirable surrounding of the
expected Messiah, rather than His personality.
One may suppose that the state of things under
Hesekiah furnished the occasion. The king him*
self was good ; but his surroundings did not oor-
respond. Hence the Prophet emphasises here^
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CHAP. XXXIL 1-8. 845

thai in the Messianic time, the glorious central

figure, whom he only briefly names ver. 1, will

have also a suitable environment Thus the
point of this passage is directed against the mag-
nates that surrounded the king. Instead of op-
pressing the nation as heretofore (i. 23; iii 15

;

x.2; xxviiL 15; xxix. 20), each of them (the

princes) will himself be a protector of the op-

pressed, like a sheltering, covering place of con-

oetlment protects from wind-storm and rain.

Yes, they will even afford positive refreshment

to the poor and wretched, as water-brooks and
dense shade do to the traveller in the hot desert

The eyes of them that see, the ears of them
that hear (ver. 3), are eyes and ears that can see

tod hear if they will. It is well-known that

there are ways of plastering up such eyes, and of

making such ears deaf (l. 23; v- 23: xxxiii.

15). The like of that shall not be with these

princes.

Delitzsch well remarks that, according to

rer. 4, Israel shall be delivered also from fault*

of infirmity.

I would only so modify this remark as to make
ver. 4, like that which precedes and follows, refer,

not to Israel in general, but to the princes. Thus
the D'inaj "the rash, reckless/' are such judges
as are naturally inclined to judge hastily, and su-

perficially (comp. on xxxv. 4). These will ap-

ply a reflecting scrutiny (comp. on xi. 2) in order

to know what is right The stammering are such
as do not trust themselves to speak openly, be-

cause they are afraid of blundering out the truth

that is known to them, and so bringing them-
selves into disfavor. Thus all the condition! for

the exercise of right and justice will be fulfilled.

The judges will be what thev ought to be in re-

spect to eyes, ears, heart ana mouth.
3. The wile person shall he stand.—

Vers. 5-8. From those in office the Prophet
passes to the noble apart from office. In this re-

spect there often exists in the present conditions

the most glaring contradiction between inward
and outward nobility. This contradiction will

cease in the Messianic time. For then a fool will

no longer be called a noble. A fool, v!)J, is, ac-

cording to Old Testament language, not one in-

tellectually deficient, but one that practises gross

iniquity; for sin in its essence is perveneness,

contradiction, nonsense. The wicked surrenders

realities of immeasurable value for a seeming
good that is transitory : whereas the pious sur-

renders the whole world in order to save his soul,

and this is at the same time the highest wisdom
(comp. Deut xxxii. 6 ; Jer. xvii. ll ; Jud. xix.

23 sq.; xx. 6 : 1 Sam. xxv. 25 ; 28am. xiii. 12).

-Oni [Eng. BibL: "linenl]* undoubtedly in-

volves originally the notion of voluntariness

(Exod. xxv. 2; xxxv. 5, 21, 22, 29, etc). But
he that does good from an inward, free impulse

is a noble man. Thus gradually 3,-U acquires

the sense of noble, superior man, and indeed so

much without regard to inward nobility, that the

word is used with a bad side-meaning (Job. xxi.

28). Isaiah uses it again only xiii. 2. One will

not call a swindler baron, the prophet proceeds

to say, ver. 5 b.

By the following causal sentence, rer. 6, the

Prophet proves the sentence "the fool will no

|
more be called noble." His argument may be
represented by the following syllogism : In the
Messianic time each will be called what he is.

Bat in that time also there will be people that
are fools. Therefore in that time these will also
be coiled fools and not noblemen. Tit is not the
Prophet's aim in ver. 6, to state what fools will
do in that time, as if their doing then will be
different from now, which obviously it will not
be. He would say there will be fools, and they
will be called fools, and nobles and they will be
called nobles.—Tb.]. Of course for the Prophet
the only important thought is that in the last

time falsehood will no longer reign as in the
present, and that accordingly a man's being and
name will no longer be in contrast, but in perfect

harmony. One sees that it is a point with him
to say to the cheats of his day and age how they
ought to be called, if every man had his dues.

The general thought of ver. 6 a, is particularized

in what follows. One does and speaks folly

when he practises unclean, shameful things (by
which the land is defiled before God, xxiv. 5

:

Jer. iii. 1), and utters error, (what misleads)
against Jehovah. This doing and speaking is

for the purpose of enriching one's self by robbery
of the poor and weak (i. 28). This is figuratively

expressed : to make empty the soul of the
hungry (ue^to take away what can satisfy the
need of the hungry, comp. xxix. 8) and to *' cause

the drink," etc D%
73, ver. 7, are properly instru-

menta. Not the physical implements are meant
here, but the ways and means in general of which
the swindler mates use. [" He deviseth plots to

destroy the oppressed (or afflicted) with words of
falsehood, and (i. «., even) in the poor (man's)

speaking right (t. e., even when the poor-man's
claim is just, or in a more general sense, when the

poor-man pleads his cause)."—J. A. Alexaxdeb]*

In ver. 8 we must remark the same in regard

to y*}*\ that we did in regard to *?3J and

'So vers. 6 and 7. The Prophet will not in gen-

eral give a characteristic of the 3HJ, but he would

say in what regard the names 21J and S2J will

be held in the Messianic time. Thus vera. 6-8

are proof of ver. 5. According to these verses

none will be given a name that does not become

him. He that is called *WJ "fool," will also

speak rtatt, and he that is called Til will cer-

tainly confirm his claim to this name by having

noble thoughts, generosameditatur.—nWD Sj? Dip

can hardly mean " to stand on noble ground

"

(Meieb), for JW1J are generose facta, the ex-

hibitions of generosity, not this generosity as a

moral fundamental habit Otherwise the second

JW1J would have a meaning different from the

first Therefore Oil Oip* must mean : and he

perseveres in his noble thoughts, i. «., he not

only conceives them, but he carries them out

In bestowing the name, men will not be in-

fluenced only by the thoughts that proclaim them-

selves ; men will make the name depend on one's

steadily adhering to them his whole life. Dip

often has this sense of continuing, persevering.

Comp. xL 8 ; Lev. xxv. 30; xvii. 19.
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3*8 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

4.—THE PBESENT PUNISHMENT OF THE PBOUD WOMEN, AND THE FUTURE
GLORY OF THE NATION.

Chapter XXXIL 0-20.

9 Rise up, ye women that are at ease

;

Hear my voice, ye careless daughters

;

Give ear uuto my speech.

10 ^auy days and years shall ye be troubled, ye careless women

:

For the vintage shall fail, the gathering shall not come.
11 Tremble, ye women that are at ease ;

Be troubled, ye careless ones :

Strip you, and make you bare, and gird sackcloth upon your loins.

12 aThey shall lament for the teats,

For *the pleasant fields, for the fruitful vine.

13 Upon the land of my people shall come up thorns and briars

;

•Yea, upon all the houses ofjoy in the joyous city

:

14 Bacause the palaces bshall t>e forsaken ;

The multitude of the city bshall be left

;

The 4
forts and towers "shall be for dens forever,

A joy of wild asses, a pasture of flocks

;

15 Until the spirit be poured upon us from on high.

And the wilderness be a fruitful field,

And the fruitful field be counted for a forest.

16 *Then judgment shall dwell in the wilderness,

And righteousness remain in the fruitful field.

17 And the work of righteousness shall be peace

;

And the 'effect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever.

18 And my people shall dwell in a peaceable habitation

And in sure dwellings, and in quiet resting places

;

19 fWhen it shall hail, coming down on the forest

;

And Hhe city shall ba in a low place.

20 Blessed are ye that sow beside all waters,

That send forth thither the feet of the ox and the ass.

1 Heb. Days above a year.
* Or, eMfts and watchtowers.

» They beat on the breastsfor. *>ia •are.

«Heb. thefields of desire.
• Or, the city shallbe utterly abased.

*And. •service.

Or, Burning upon, etc

<And it will hailwhen theforest fails.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 9. nttt Is here used absolutely as in Jud, xvilL

7, 10, 27 ; Jer. vil. 8; xii. 6, n*tf again yew. 9, 11, 18;

xxxiil.20; xxxvil. 29.
'

Ver. 10. The singular PJE? must be taken in the sense
TT

of one year, seeing there is nothing to indicate that it

is a collective. After the specification of time the
sentence ought properly to proceed with the Vav. consec
and the pert Yet there are also examples of the use
of the imperf. with Vav. (Exod. xiL 8; Jer. viii. 1

K'thlbh) or without it *xxvii. 6 ; vli. 8 comp. xxi. 16

;

Jer. viii. 1 K»ri ; Gen. xL 13, 19). The accusative D'D'
responds to the question "when," to signify the point
of time where the predicted event will intervene*

On *Sa comp. at xiv. C
Ver. 11. In W|n we have the masculine as the chief

form that inoludes the feminine, as the man rules and
represents the woman : In rim, nBtffl, Tnp, min
we have also the chief form ofthe imperative, i. ejthe

masculine, with the cohortatlve He of motion toward.
Thus these imperatives contain no individualised com-
mand, but one formed quite generally as to matter,
without regard to person and number: similar to our
way in giving words of command, wherein at least no
regard is had to the number of those addressed as we
use the iofln., or past particip. [the illustration is

drawn of course from the Germ, idiom.—Ta.]. This ver-

shows plainly how In Hebrew the gender of words is not
so rigidly fixed as in classical and modern language*,
and hence it not so consistently adhered to. Isaiah
uses Otfi) only here.-—Of *MJ? "nudum esse** he uses
the Piel xxiii. 13.

Ver. 12. The same preponderance of the masc gender
appears in D'IDD that is noticed in ver. 11, and haa the
same explanation. IBO as verb in Isaiah, only here;
comp. xxii. 12 ; Jer. xlix. 3, Note the similarity in

sound of DHEf-Sy and HfeHjJJ. TDn "amoemUas,

deliciae
n only here in Isaiah, comp. on xxvU. 2 ; Amos
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CHAP. XXXIL 9-20. 847

y. n.—rP"tf) oomp. xtIL 6; Pi. oxxriii 3; Esek.

xix.10.

Ter. 13. Y)p "thorn, thorn bashes," again to Isaiah

only xxxiii. 12, and is Joined with "TOtf only here.
• T

Ererywhere else Isaiah joins this word with JVt7 (. 6;

TiL 23 iqq. ; Ix. 17 ; x. 17 ; xvli. 4). One might gram-

matically regard the words TDtf V1p *• having a geni-

tive relation. Bat as the words JVBP TOEf, xxvil. 8, oo-

cur in apposition ("VOEf which is JVBr). we may as-

some the same construction here. The general notion

rip (reseeafufcm, from pp — ^?p comp. n^p
u locks n) is more exactly defined as TDtf C* prickly

thing"). The \ff)\ffO TO are not necessarily the

houses of H?1 7# STIp* For there are soon houses of

pleasure, not only in the capital, but in all cities and
Tillages of the land. Therefore I can as little take TQ
'D in the genitive with y 7T")p as I could assume

that construction xxviiL 1. As there " *D1 /i"l> so here

y »Vlp is dependent on *}£•

Ver. 14, This verse is subordinated to the last clause

of ver. 13, fur it explains how the city has become over*

grown with thorns. There is a metonymy In the ex-

pression aij; Vj; pOH» the effect being put for the

cause, t. «., Yj; JIDH stands forTTOh VJ? xxii. 2.

Ver. 15. The expression DI^OO TO^ occurs only

here; DHO occurs in Isaiah, often: xxiL16; xxiv. 18;

xL26; lviLlfi; lvlii.4,«ic

Ver. 17. nfefJTO (comp. v. 2 ; iv. 10; Hab. iii. 17) is
u the

yield ;

n m3# in the sense of « fruit of service," comp.

rivyfit occurs, as far as I can see, only here. T11J in

the same sense as here xxxiii. 20; xxxlv. 13; x'zxv.

7. 0TI03D in Isaiah only here. nnWD xi. 10;

xxviii. 12; lxvLL

Ver. 19. The verb 113 occurs only here : but comp.

xxviii. 2, 17; xxx. 30 TlSsef is a». X«y. Note that

Y^3 and JW^li fwSEf and Sfltffi on the one hand,

and 1jT and TJ? on the other correspond in assonance.

EXEOETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As in chapter iii. so here, the Prophet ad-

dresses men and women separately, having in
mind especially those of the nigher, and highest
ranks. According to the foregoing exposition,

vers. 1-3, under the guise of a glorious Messianic
prophecy, contain a sharp reproof for powerful
ones in Jerusalem. The second part of the
chapter, on the other hand, is directed against

the proud, secure women, announcing a season
of disaster for them (vers. 9-14), ["until by a
special divine influence a total revolution shall

take place in the character, and, as a necessary

consequence, in ihe condition of the people."—
J. A. A., on ver. 15] (vers. 15-20).

2. Rise up pasture of flooks.—Vers.
9-14. The form of the introduction calls to mind
i 2; xxviii. 23, but more especially the address
of Lamech to his wives Gen. iv. 23. I do not
think that " rise up" demands a physical rising

up. Like our German " auf" " up," it may signify

the merely inward rousing of the spirit to give
attention (comp. Num. xxiii. 18). JJWBf has
elsewhere also the secondary meaning of proud
ease: Ps. cxxiii. 4; Amos vi 1; Zech. i. 15.

The specification of time in rutf-Sj? D'D* ver. 10,

does not relate to the continuance of the desola-
tion, as is evident from ver. 15 " until the spirit,"

etc According to xxix. 1, which is manifestly
related to our passage both as to matter and time
(see the exposition there); it is probable that the
Prophet means an indefinitenumber of days added
to a year. (See Text, and Oram.). Evidently
the Prophet has in mind women that have here-

tofore never known any want, but have continu-

ally lived in abundance and luxury. Just for

this reason will trembling and dismay seize them.
For they would assuredly not have dispensed with
the products of the wine and fruit harvest, had
not the enemy occupied the territory about Jeru-
salem and made gathering and plucking impos-
sible. Thus the scarcity of those noble products,

felt at a sure token of the enemy's presence, most
of all in the apartments of women of rank, will

frighten the women out of their secure and proud
repose. Comp. xvi. 7 sqq. TJf3 " the wine har-

vest" (comp. xxiv. 13). »)Dlt, elsewhere «J'DK

(Exod. xxiii. 16; xxxiv. 22),* is "the fruit har-
vest " (Mic vii. 1). The word occurs again only
xxxiii. 4, and there only in its fundamental sense.

That which ver. 10 is presented as in prospect, is

announced in ver. 11 as the command, the will
of God. Hence it must happen. Strip you,
etc The command to disrobe is that garments
of mourning may replace those before worn (Joel
i. 13 ; Isa. xv. 3 ; xxii. 12).

Though we may translate '3, ver. 13 6, by

"yea " (tmmo), as more accordant with our speech,
still there underlies it a causal relation. That the
land is overgrown with thorns and thistles, will

appear the more credible, when it is perceived
that even the houses of pleasure, indeed the very
capital grows rank with such weeds. (See Tact,

and Oram.). The joyous oitj means Jerusa-

lem (comp. xxii. 2 ; Zeph. ii. 15). P7p
f as was

shown at xxii. 2, has the secondary meaning
" presumptuousjoy." The propriety of this sense
here in reference to the women of careless ease is

evident. (On the logical connection of ver. 14
see TexU and Oram.). Inasmuch as "joyous
city" and "multitude of the city," (which ex-
pressions are conjoined xxii. 2). occur only in

xxii. 2 and our text, one properly infers a rela-

tionship between these chapters both as regards

matter and time.

As not every city has an Ophel, and thus Ophel
may not be taken as a general attribute of cities,

but as something peculiar to Jerusalem (though
not in distinction from all cities, for Samaria had
an Ophel, 2 Kings v. 24), so we may understand
by it the locality mentioned, 2 Chron. xxvii. 3

;

xxxiii. 14 ; Neh. iii. 26 sq. ; xi. 21, " the southern

steep, rocky prominence of Moriah from the south

end of the temple-place to its extremest point the

'O0A5, 'CtyXoV of Josephus." (Arnold in Her-
ZOO'8 JR. Eney. VIII., p. 632).—JT13 (an-. Xey.) is

anyway kindred to pn? or pn| (xxiii. 13) and

must, according to the fundamental meaning of

the verb (T13 (probare, erplorare, examinare) sig-

nify a locality suitable for this, a watch-tower,
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348 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

look-oat. Bat whether towers in general or a
particular tower is meant, is hard to say. jni

does not occur elsewhere; yet the common word

for •' tower," /^D, signifies also watch-tower (2
Kings ir. 17 ; xvii. 9, sfc.), and wall-towers (Neh.
iii. 11 ; xii. 88). Perhaps this would hare been

used here, were only towers in general spoken of.

Hence it is rather probable that this word |J"Q

named along with /DJJ, and occurring tmly in

this passage, signifies a tower especially desig-

nated by this name, located in Ophel
;
perhaps

" the neat tower" of Neh. iii. 27 that is men-
tioned in connection with Ophel. Ophel and jna

shall be pro speluneU or viot tpdunearum. TJ3
which everywhere involves the notion of some-
thing separating, has here the meaning " for, in-

stead of. For what intervenes for another, in a
measure puts itselfbefore iL and in this way forms
a partition between it ana the observer. Wild,
lonely, and far remote from all human intercourse

must be the caves in which the wild ass (K"]a

only here in Isaiah) has as much joy as a man in

his finely built dwelling (ver. 18).

3. Until the spirit— and the ae*.—
Vers. 15-20. As all the preceding prophecies
are double-sided, including as it were day and*
night, such too is the case with the present one.
Bat here, too, the Prophet dees not promise im*
mediate salvation. He sets the glorious Messianio
last time o?er against the pernicious present
time, yet in a way that overleaps the long cen-

turies that intervene, and sees that future di-

rectly behind the present. Thus "V that begins
ver. 15 is both a restriction of the hyperbolical

DT\y-^p (immeasurable extent of time as e. g^
lxiii. 16; Jer. ii 20), and a bold bridge from
the present into the remote future. He portrays
the latter in that aspect that corresponds to the
things he reproves in the present Proud se-

curity now reigns, for which however there is no
reason. Bat in that time there will reign security

and repose, resting on the securest foundation.

For Israel will then be filled with the spirit of
God, and serve in this spirit, by which shall be
assured to them God's protection and support
against all enemies. The expression HljP is very
strong, meaning properly: the spirit from on
high will be emptied out on as, completely poured
out (comp. xi. 9, and respecting the word Gen.
xxiv. 20 comp. Isa. iii. 17 ; xxii. 6 j

liii. 12).

How far-reaching and comprehensive is the gaze
of the Prophet here ! He regards the spirit from
on high not merelvas an ethical and intellectual,

bat also as a physical life-principle. He speaks
here, as he does xi. 2-9, of nature and of persons
as wholly pervaded by spirit And the wil-
derness will be a fruitful field, efo, which
has a proverbial sound, must certainly be taken
in another sense than that of xxix. 17. The
latter passage speaks of retrogression ; here pro-
gress is meant There is a descending climax,
Lebanon, fruitful field, forest ; here an ascending,
desert fruitful field, forest, in which the Prophet
manifestly treats the forest, not as representing

absence of cultivation, but as representing the
most prodigious development of vegetation. He
would say : what is now waste will then be fruit-

ful field, and what is now fruitful Held will then
be forest i. e., will stand high as a forest Then
a very different, a higher principle of life, origi-

nating from the divine 66^a will penetrate even
nature. Of course, then, the personal life of
men also. And how beautifully the Prophet de-

picts this harmony of both I He names again
the wilderness and the fruitful field (ver. 16) in

order to say that judgment and righteousness

shall dwell in them (comp. i. 27 ; v. 16 ; ix. 6

;

x. 22 ; xxviii. 17]. And the fruit of this spirit-

ual right-being will in turn make its impress by
a right glorious outward appearance, vis., in ever-

lasting peace, rest and security. What a picture

for the proudly secure women (ver. 9 sqq.)!

They may see why they are so called in a re-

proving sense. Their ease and security lack

foundation.

When it shall hail, etc I can only regard
ver. 19 as the sombre foil which the Prophet uses

to enhance the splendor of that future which he
displayed to his people. [Some think there is

an allusion to the hail in Egypt while Goshen
was spared; see Exod. ix. 22-26.—Tb.]. We
have had several such pictures of the future with
a dark background (xjl 14 sq. : xxv. 10 soq.

;

xxvi. 5 sq., etc). Every one admits that 19 a,

relates to Assyria, We had the forest as emblem
of Assyria ix. 17 ; x. 18, 19. 34. This forest

shall fall under a storm of hail. On TV comp.
Deut xxviii. 52; Zech. xi. 2. It is not said that

the forest shall break down by the hail, but that

it shall hail when the forest breaks down. Thus
this breaking down may be effected by something
else, say by the blows of an axe. Anyway the

forest will break down under a storm of hail,

some phenomenon coming from on high and ac-

credited as a divine instrument of judgment
Very many expositors understand the city in a
low place to mean Jerusalem (Hitzio, Kko-
bei* Caspabi, Delitzsch, etc).

(
But why of a

sudden this dark trait in the picture of light ?
Is not the abasement of Jerusalem sufficiently

declared in vers. 13, 14? Why a repetition

here ? or, if not repetition, why thus suddenly a
new judgment in the midst of the blessed, spirit-

effected condition of peace ? If the forest means
the world-power generally, then the city must
mean the centre orit, the world-city (comp. xxiv.
10-12; xxv. 2, 8, 12; xxvi 5. It is worthy of
remark that, xxv. 12 ; xxvi. 5, the Prophet uses

TDBfn thrice in reference to the judgment on the
world-city. That he does not elsewhere in xxviiL-
xxxiii., mention the world-city is no reason why
he may not once mention it here. Why need he
mention it oftener? Is it more probable that he
would not mention it at all, than that he should
do so once?

In ver. 20 the Prophet returns exclusively to
Israel. In contrast with the desolations (near for
Israel, remote for the world-power), he promises
to his people the possession of the land in its

widest extent, and the freest use of it for cultiva-
tion and pasture. Bleated are ye (comp. xxx.
18 • lvi. 2) he says* who sow beside all waters,
u «., on all fruitful lands. Thus all well-watered
and so fruitful land-stretches will be at IsraeFs
service, and Israel shall cultivate them, and rais-

ing cattle shall be unhindered (comp. xxx. 23).
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In fret the earth shall be theirs, and the/ may
me ss much land as they wish for either. Cattle

msj pasture in foil freedom, unrestrained by
fetters or fence* The whole land ** shall be for

the tending forth of oxen," vii. 25.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL*

1. On xxxi. 1,2," Against the perverted con-

fidence and fleshly trust in human wisdom, power
sad might, because the people doubt God's help,

and because of such wicked doubt put their trust

in human power, wit and skill. It is true the

Scripture does not deny that one may use means
sod call in human aid in danger, yet so that even
the heart looks rather to God, and knows that if

Be watches not and keeps not Israel, all other
human help and means are in vain (rs. exxvii.

1 ; Jer. xvii. 6)."—Cramer.
2. On xxxi. 3. " NoUtur diligent* ttntentia

Mate prophetae: Aegyptus homo et non Dene,
afooqvo eymboli loco semper in ore habeator et

umtrpatur turn addoctrinam, turn ad eonsoUUionem
(ft. lxii. 10; lxxiii. 18 so.)."—Foerster.

8. On xxxi. 4. 5. The Lord, on the one
band, compares Himself to a lion, that will not
suffer his prey to be torn away from him, and
means by that that He will not suffer Himself to

be turned from His counsel aoainet Jerusalem by
those false helpers, to which Jerusalem looks for

protection against the punishments that it has
deserved. Bat on the other hand the Lord
compares Himself most toucbingly and fittingly

to the eagle that stretches its leathers over its

ang to protect them (Deut. xxzii. 11) [see

's. note on ver. 5]. Blessed is he that sits

under the shelter of the Highest, and abides under
the shadow of the Almighty (Ps. xci. 1 ; comp.
Matt, xxxiii. 27).

4. On xxxi. 7. Foerster remarks on this

verse, that it is used by the Reformed as a proof-

nassape against the use of images in churches.
He distinguishes between imagines svpentUiosae,
whose use is of course forbidden

{
and imagines

non euperstUiosae, the like of which were even
permitted and used in the worship of Jehovah,
c a., the cherubim and other images of art in the

Tabernacle and in the Temple.
5. On xxxi. 8. " God has manifold ways by

which He can head off tyrants, and does not need
always to draw the sword over them. Exam-
ples : 8ennacherib, 2 Kings xix. 36 ; Nebuchad-
nezzar, Dan. iv. 30 ; Herod, Acts xii. 23."—
Cramer.

6. On xxxi. 9. That the Lord has in Zion
His fire and His hearth in Jerusalem is at once
the strength and the weakness of the Old Cove-
nant. It is its strength so far as, of course, it is

a high privilege that Israel enjoys above all

nations of the Gentile world, that the point of
the earth's surface that the Lord has made the
place of His real presence on earth is the cen-
tral point of their land and of their communion.
But it is its weakness so far as this presence is

only a transient and outward one, which, when
misunderstood, can minister only to an outward
worship and a false confidence (comp. Jer. vii.

4) that affords only a treacherous point of sup-
port Ihat is dangerous to the soul. How totally

different is the real presence of the Lord in

fiC

the church of the New Covenant! To it the
Lord is organically joined as a member, as on
the other hand the Lord joins all members of
His church really to Himself by His Spirit and
His sacraments.

7. On xxxii 1-8. "The picture which the
Prophet paints here of the church of the last

time is the picture of every true congregation of
Christ. In it, the will of the Lord must be the
only law according to which men judge, and not
any fleshly consideration of any sort. In it, there
must be open eyes and ears lor God's work and
word ; and if in some things precedence is readily
allowed to the children of this world, still in
spiritual things the understanding must be right
and the speech clear. Finally, in it persons must
be valued according to their true Christian,
moral worth, not according to advantages that
before God are rather a reproach than an honor.
But the picture of the true congregation mirrors
to us our own deformities. All this is not found
in us. Everywhere appears worldly considera-
tion

{
looking to the world, much weakness in

spiritual judgment, and in speech far too much re-

spect for the advantages that worldly position and
wealth give the church member. May the Lord
mend these things in us ; and if only at the last

He transforms the old church in its totality into
the new, so let each of us pray the Lord that
still He would more and more transform each
worldling into a true, spiritual man."

—

Weber.
The Prophet /sotoA, 1875.

8. On xxxii. 1-4. Men of all times may learn
from the Prophet?s words what son of persons true
kings, noblemen and officials ought to be. Un-
derlying the whole discourse of Isaiah is the
thought that those in authority are there for the
sake of the people [comp. Luke xxii. 25, 26.

—

Tr.], and that truth and honor are the first con-
ditions of flourishing rule (comp. Herz., &-
Encyel. XI. p. 24).

On ver. 8. Old Flattig once met the Duke
of Wurtemburg on the latter^ birth day. " Well,
Flattig," inquired the Duke, what did you
preach on my birth-dav ?" "Serene highness,

what did I preach ? I lust preached that princes

ought to have princely thoughts." The Duke
rode on without making any reply. Where there

is no princely heart, there can come forth no
princely thoughts. And only then does one have
a princely heart when the Lord is the heart's

prince.

9. On xxxii. 9. " One must not suppose that

it was no part of the Prophet's office to reform

women, seeing God includes all men under sin,

and the proud daughters of Zion with their os-

tentation, were a great cause of the land being

laden with sins (iii. 16)."—Cramer.
[« The alarm is sounded to women,—to feed

whose pride, vanity and luxury, their husbands

and fathers were tempted to starve the poor."—
M. Henry, in he.].

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

1. On xxxi. 1-4. Warning against con-

fiding in human help. 1) It is insulting to

God. 2) It proves idle at last, for a, the power

of men is in itself weak ; 6, it is wholly power-

less against the strong hand of God.
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2. On xxzi. 5-9. The Lord alone is the
shelter of His own. 1) He will be each (ver.

5 ); 2) He must be such (ver. 9 6, His own interest

demands thin) ; 3) He alone eon be such (ver.

8) ; 4) He will be such on one condition (ver. 6).

3. [On xxxi. 6, 7. A genuine reforma-
tion. 1) It is general: every one shall cast away
his own idols and begin with them before trying

to demolish those of other people, which there

will be no need of when every man reforms him-
self. 2) It is thorough: for they shall part with

their idolatry, their beloved sin, made more pre-

cious by the gold and silver devoted to it. 3)

It is on the right principle: a principle of piety

and not of policy ; because idolatry was a sin and
not because it was profitless f " deeply revolted,"

"sinfully made idols"). Aster M. Henry, in

loc —Tr.].

4. On xxxiL 1-8. As there are always poor
people, so there must always be persons of power
and superior rank. The latter must know that

they are there for the sake of the people, as

guardians of right, as protectors of the noor and
weak, so to speak, as the eyes, ears ana tongues

of the commonwealth. But as in God's king-

dom descent from Abraham counts for nothing
any more, and true worship is no more that which
is offered in Jerusalem, but that which is in spirit

and in truth, so, too, the nobility of the flesh

must yield precedence to nobility of the spirit

Not he that is noble according to the flesh, but a
fool according to the spirit shall be called noble.

Only he that nas princely thoughts shall be called

a prince ; for truth reigns in the kingdom of God.
5. [On xxxii. 2. This may be given a spirit-

ual application by a special reference to Christ,

as eminently true of Him, the King of kings.

This application is old and precious. Wind and
tempest, rain and hail and burning heat are em-

blems of the calamities of life, and especially of
God's judgments on sin. Distress and impend-
ing judgment make men seek shelter. Christ is

the only adequate hiding-place and covert. Let
men run to Him with the eagerness of travellers

in the burning desert taking refuge under a rock
from the coming storm. The same rock-din"
often has a bountiful stream issuing just there
where its cavernous recess affords the best shelter.

While the traveller is safe from the tempest, he
may rest and refresh himself from the distress

he has endured. The rock " not only excludes
the rays of the sun, but it has itself a refreshing
coolness that is most grateful to a weary traveller.

—Barnes. "Some observe here, that as the
covert, and hiding-place, and the rock, do them-
selves receive the battering of the wind and
storm, to save those from it that take shelter in
them, so Christ bore the storm Himself to keep
it off from us."—M. Henry. Tr.].

6. On xxxii. 9-11. When a land goes to ruin
a great part of the blame of it rests on the women.
For they are more easily prompted to evil, as

they are to good. Where evil has once taken
root, they are the ones that carry it to an ex-
treme. "Und geht es tu des Bosen Haus

t das
Weib hat tausend Schritt voraus." Therefore the

punishment falls the hardest on them. As the
weaker and more delicate, they suffer the most
under the blows of misfortune.

7. On xxxii. 15 sqq. When once the Spirit

of God is poured out on all flesh (Joel iii. 1)

then the personal and impersonal creation will

be glorified. Then Satan will be bound, and the

Lord alone will rule in men, and in nature.

Then at last will it be beautiful on earth. For
then right and righteousness will reign on earth,

and peace, and that rest that is promised to the
people of God (Heb. iv. 9).

V.—THE FIFTH WOE.

Chapter XXXHI.

1. THE GLORIOUS TURNING POINT: THE WOE UPON ISRAEL BECOMES A
WOE UPON ASSYRIA.

Chap. XXXIH. 1.

1 Woe to thee that spoilest and thou wart not spoiled

;

And dealest treacherously, and they dealt not treacherously with thee!
When thou shalt cease to spoil, thou shalt be spoiled

;

And when thou shalt make an end to deal treacherously, they shall deal treacher-
ously with thee.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

lH\tf andTO conjoined as In xxi. 2. The primary
meaning of*U3 Is "to cover ;" hence 1J3 "the cover,

garment** Hence the secondary meaning'of perfidious,
treacherous doing [like the secondary meaning of the
English word "to cloak."—Tr.]—On the inf. 1DJVO

see Ewijj>, { 114 a, Goo, | 141, 8. S|riSj3 stands for

JjhSjn^, comp. iii. 8 ; the Dag.f. in the 3 is because of

the Masorets assuming a synkope, whereas, properly,

there Is an elision.
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XXEGETIGAL AND CRITICAL.

The season of preparation for withstanding the

Assyrian foe, that Israel has spent in so per-

verse a fashion, is past. The enemy is at hand
(comp. ver. 7). But now, too, is the time when
God will fulfil His word that He would smite the

Assyrian (xzx. 18 sqq. ; Slsqq.; xxxi. 8 flq.)-

Now, therefore, the Prophet tarns the woe against

Assyria. This power, hitherto unconquered,
will be overthrown (ver. 1). This is t)ie princi-

pal thought of the chapter, which the Prophet
pats at the head ver. 1, as a theme. But as a
stone thrown into the water makes wave-lines

that extend in concentric circles wider and wider.

so the Prophet joins on to this primary theme
three declarations which, enlarging in extent
and contents, state the particulars of the condi-
tion, the completion and consequence of that act
of deliverance. This woe follows as a fifth those
of xxviii. 1 ; xxix. 1 ; xxx. 1 ; xxxi. 1. But
unlike the preceding, which are directed against
Israel, this is against Assyria (comp. x. 1, 5).
For, according to the contents of the chapter,
none but Assyria can be the desolater. This an-
nouncement of its destruction is opposed to that
audacious presumption that regarded itself as in-

vincible (x. 6-14).

2. THE PRAYER OF FAITH QUICKLY HEARD.

Chapter XXXIII. 2-6.

2 Lord, be gracious unto us ; *we have waited for thee:

Be thou their arm every morning,
Our salvation also in the time of trouble.

3 At the noise of the tumult the people *fled
;

At the lifting up of thyself the nations °were scattered.

4 And your spoil shall be gathered like the gathering of the caterpillar

;

As the running to and fro of the locusts shall he run upon them.
5 The Lord is exalted ; for he dwelleth on high

:

He dhath filled Zion with judgment and righteousness.

6 And wisdom and knowledge shall be the stability of the times.

And strength of l
salvation :

The fear of the Lord is his •treasure.

» Heb. Salvations.

• we wait tjbe. iJIUi. • trtatwe-houH.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver.l Ujrtoomp. Ps. cxxiil.8; lvii.2; 1L 8, etc

mp often in the Pas., mostly with the Accusat. With

S referring to God it occurs only Ps. cxix. 96, compare

Pa. hix. 21. Bat Isaiah often construes the word thus

:

11117; xxv.Oj lx.9.

Ver. 8. flfSn Is from ffij (Niph. of |Tffi) inflected like

the Kal ffij/perhaps because yXS does not occur ex-

cept in this and in two analogous Niphal forms (Gen. ix.

19; 1 Sam. xflL 11).

Ver. 4. tjpk may not be taken passlTely (with Cap-

murs, DoxDCBunr, Dbschslxs, etc\ as appears from the

Image Itselt and from O^J (*>• Ary. comp. 3^ Nah. Hi.

H; ^3} Amos vii. 1, certainly a name of the locust, al-

though of uncertain derivation and meaning. Comp.

Hem. R. Bncy, VI. p. 70). This latter word Is expressly

active* On rjDfc *)0|t comp. xxiy. 22. »JDfc Is here as

xxxH. 10 a noun (MIc. vli. 1). As to construction, it is

to be regarded as In the ate modattt. S'DFl only here

In Isaiah ; see Joel 1. 4; tt. 25. pptf (xxix. 8) used In

the same sense Joel ii. 9.—DHfo, M detcursitatio" aw.

Kry. ta refers to the camp, not before named, yet ide-

ally present

Ver. 6. lUlM, «• ". IT; xii. 4. OnD ptf again

only lvit 16 j comp. xxxiU.16. ItSp Piel, again xxliL

2;lxv.ll,2Q.

Ver. 6. The Plnral tm# occurs principally in later

books ; still also Job xxiy. 1. Only here in Isa. : comp.

Ps. xxxi. 16. yty JWDK I« predicate, the following

substantives to njH are subject. Jpn "<$>«» thetau-

ru$,
n only here in Isaiah comp. Prov. xv. 6 ; xxvii. 24

;

Jer. xx. 6 ; Ezek. xxli. 26. nJNB^ xxvt ™. elsewhere

only In the Pss. xviii. 61 ; xxviiL 8; xlii. 6, 12; xliii. 6,

etc The suffix inmiK relates to the same subject as

the suffix in TAjf. Interchange of person often occurs

in Isaiah, but It is not always so easily traced to Its mo-

tive as in ver. 2. See below in Bxeget. and CrU.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The first ware-circle I In grand, rapid flight

the Prophet's gase hastens through three stages:

he shows what must precede the overthrow of
Assyria, then this itself then its contrast in the
remote future. For having by a prayer intimated
that believing trust in Jehovah is the condition

of salvation (ver. 2), he describes the immedi-
ately consequent overthrow of Assyria (vers. 3,

4). But on this present earthly salvation follows
for the Prophet at once the Messianic futnre with
its blessings, of which the deliverance from As-
syria is a type.

2. O LORD Hi* treasure.—Vers. 2-6.
This short prayer, that unexpectedly interrupts
the prophecy, is assuredly not an involuntary
sigh, but it occupies a place in the discourse
chosen with deliberation. The Prophet intends
two thingB by it. First he would present to the
people what they must do on their part to obtain
deliverance. They must believe and confide in
the Lord, according to the words ** if ye will
not believe, surely ye shall not be established "

(vii. 9), and * he that believes will not yield "

(xxviii. 16.). But as the Prophet gives, not a
warning to pray merely, but an example of it.

and himself intercedes, he gives on the one hand
an example to men, and on the other hand a
Eroof to God that there are still righteous men in
srael (comp. Gen. xviii. 24 sqq.) that love the

people and trust in God. A people from which
issues such prayer is no dead heap of ashes.
There is a glow in them that can be kindled up
again (xlii. 3). The prayer has the form of those
in the Pss. (comp. xii.).

The (suflix of the) third person in Djn? * their
arm," that occurs in such harsh dissonance with
(the suffixes of) the first person preceding and
following, is to be explained, it seems to me,

by the word JHT "arm" itself. The Prophet
means here those called to protect city and state
with the power of their arm. He and many
others do what they can with heart, and head
ano! otherwise. But when it concerns defence
against an outward enemy, then those that serve
with the arm are very important. Therefore the
prayer that the Lord Himself might be the arm
of those who have devoted their arm to the
country. Comp. Ps. lxxxiii. 9 ; lxxxix. 11, 22,

etc DnpaS comp. Ps. lxxiii. 14; d. 8. *|K comp.
xxvi. 9; Ps. xvi. 6; xviii. 49, etc Also T\jn&
is very frequent in the Pss.: lxviii. 20 ; xxxv. 3;
lxii. 2, etc m* ty2 see Ps. xxxvii. 39 : comp.
Ps. xx. 2; 1.15.

r

In vers. 3, 4 is announced the hearing of the
prayer. In very drastic form, but, with all its

brevity, still vivid, the flight of the Assyrian
and the plundering of their camp are depicted.
The enemy hear a loud tumult like the onset of
an army. But it is no human army : for, as ap-
pears from "jr»DD"lD and from xxix. 6 ; xxx. 30
sq., the Lord effects that noise. He brings about
a panic among them by letting them hear a
tumult that has no actual existence (comp. Ps.
liiL 6; Exod. xiv. 24 sq. ; xv. 16 : Judg. iv. 15

;

vii. 22 ; 1 Sam. vii. 10). The fleeing nations are
of course those of Assyria. The Lord arises
(comp. ver. 10; xxx. 18; Ps. xxi. 14; xlvi. 11,

etc), to smite the enemy. The expression is an-
thropomorphic, he, so to speak, raises himself
high aloft. In ver. 4 the Prophet addresses the
Assyrian. He sees the Israelites plundering his

camp, gathering the spoil with a celerity like

locusts clearing offa field* Seeing in this coming
victory a type of the final, crowning triumph of
Jehovah over the worM-nower, he contemplates
this glory in ver. 5, chiefly from its inner side.

He would intimate that the treasures of salva-

tion, that Israel will then acquire, will, because
of a spiritual sort, be more glorious than the
goods round in the Assyrian camp (comp. ver.

23; xxxvii. 86, comp. 2 Kings vu. 16). On ac-

count of this typical relation, the two periods are
treated as a connected whole, without regard to
their temporal disconnection. Iu this the Prophet
does not contradict what he had said ty*", 15 of
the continuance of the desolation till the initia-

tion of the great regeneration of the last time.
For that period of the desolation falls precisely
in the period that the Prophet over-leaps from
the stand-point of his manner of regarding the
matter. He thus sees the Lord elevated on high
and withdrawn from every hostile attack because
enthroned on high. From this height the Lord
fills Zion with right and righteousness, which
plainly recalls xxxii. 15, 16. Likewise ver. 6
recalls xxxii. 17 : the very beginning with mm
coincides. But "the stability of thy times " cor-
responds to what in xxxii. 17 sq., is called
"peace, assurance, sure dwelling, quiet resting
place." Thus we must give ruiDK here the
meaning "security," a condition that guarantees
peace, tranquility, confidence (ver. 16). When
the times are such that there is no disturbance
of the public welfare apprehended, then they
have the quality of rWDlt, then one may speak
of an DMJ? HJIOK. But of course HJIDtt occurs
only here in this sense (comp. fDIU ver. 16).

As in xxxii. 16 the security appears as the fruit
of moral inworkings, so here also. Fulness of
salvations, wisdom and knowledge shall
be the stability, etc As in the 'fiuniliar de-
claration Pempire Jest la paix the copula has a
tropical sense, so here there is the trope of the
metonymy, since two things that actually stand
related as cause and effect are, apparently, identi-
fied in expression. Thus the security of those
times is the effect of the treasure, the wealth in
treasures of salvation. It will not rest on subjec-
tive human possessions, as the women at ease
(xxxii. 9) suppose, but upon objective, God-given
treasures of salvation. The kind is declared in
what follows, vim.: inward, spiritual goods : wis-
dom and knowledge (on these notions comp. xi.

2). "The fear of the Lord 1' is named last, al-

though it is the beginning of wisdom (Prov. i. 7).

But it seems to me the Prophet would distinguish

between IrfK and (ph. The fear of the Lord
is the treasure-Aouse OY1K as s. g. Joel i. 17 : 2
Chr. xi. 11, etc, = W*n /va Jer. L 25, etc),

that hides that treasure in itself. Our passage
recalls xi. 2 in many ways : also in this that,

rightly counted, seven spiritual goods are named

:

1) judgment, 2) righteousness, 3) security, 4>
riches of salvations, 5) wisdom, 6) knowledge, 7)
the fear of the Lord.
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& WHEEE NEED IS GREATEST HELP IS NEAREST.

Chapter TXYTTT, 7-12.

7 Behold, their Valiant ones shall cry without

:

The ambassadors of peace shall weep bitterly.

8 The highways lie waste,

The wayfaring man oeaseth

:

He hath broken the covenant, he hath despised the cities*

He regardeth no man.
9 The earth mouraeth and languisheth

:

Lebanon is ashamed and 'hewn down

:

Sharon is like a wilderness

;

And Bashan and Carmel shake off their fruits.

10 Now will I rise, saith the Lord ;

Now will I be exalted

;

Now will I lift up myself.

11 Ye shall conceive chaff, ve shall bring forth stubble

:

Your breath, as fire, shall devour you.

12 And the people shall be as the burnings of lime

:

As thorns cut up shall they be burned in the fire.

»Or,

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 7. The LXX.have somehow deriveddSm^K from
KT fe to be afraid," for they translate :

u iprj *o£y *p&r

•wo* ^ofhtOfoor Tai" The other ancient versions refer the

wordtoTWV Thus the VvLQ.eceevidenteaelamabuntforU.

8riCM.andTHSOD. Mty^OfL«uavTtK<." Aquila : ipafff^ro/im.

It appears that they read D^IOK as if it were D*?inK

(syncopated from DTlb HiriK,' like DO*??? fromHD
037)* Similarly tbeChald.' and Syr. (comp. Gksxh. in
V T

toe). Bat these derivations and explanations are un-

grammatical and do not suit the context In 2 Sam.

xrili 80 7K^*)K seems to serve as designation for he-

roes, and in fact as nom. propr. though dill retaining its

fundamental appeUatire meaning, since it reads there

Sltn* 'Xf snd not D^Sljt^H or S« \n«. Bat from

Sir*!* may be derived either SlOK (HkeSj3K from

"W2K 1 Sam. xiv. 60), and this form underlies the pa-

tronymic 'SljnK (Gen. xlvt 16 ; Num. xxvi. 17) ; or SlHK
like s.^ rjb'it (1 Chr. vt 8, 22) from ^OK^* (Exoi

vi. 24), in^jj from tjy *3K (1 Sam. xxll. 20 sq., etc).

From 7K1H comes our present word. SlflH—"God's
-iv •• "1

lion," i. &, hero, a designation that occurs also in the

Arabic and Persian (comp. asadaUah and tchir-ehoda.

BocKABT Hicrot, IIM p. 7, ed. RossmcuxLUca, and Gxsxir.

The*^ p. 147). But this does not explain the daghesh

forte in the S. I would side with those that read

• Or, withered

GRAMMATICAL.

0S*rm or oSlpK or 0Sn$*s eight codices actu-

ally have D'^jnit Taking 'dSkIK ss the mean be-

tween the Masoretic reading and what is otherwise de-

manded, we must in addition construe it as collective

(ihre Htldensckaft). ID (oomp. v. 20; xxxviiL 16, 17)'

is as accusative to be regarded as dependent on 1VDT

:

"they weep bitterness," L «., bitter tears (comp. Zeph. i.

14). The form \¥2T oocurs again only Job xxxl. 88;
• T J *

comp. Isa. xxt 12 ; xxxi. 8.

Ver. 8. DMD with following accusative Job ix, 21;

with X Judg. ix. 38 ; Job xix. 18. Comp. Ps. lxxxlx. 80,
t

where DKD is used in the same sense as rOT-

Ver. 0. 73K in the masculine as a prepositive and
" T

remote predicate. Comp. xxiv. 4,7; xxvi. 8; xix. 8.—

"Vflnn. direct causative- RiphU—puddrcm producii, liv.

4.—Sop only again xix.fi. Pattahh in pause, Ga. \ 65 o.

Ver. 10. DD^K stands for DD'nnK, see Gaxxic's Or.t

T T S V
} 82,6(1.

Ver. 11. ("OH with the accusative of fulness : comp.

lix. 4; Ps. vTi.

T
15* CftfJT see v. 24. tfn see v. 24;

xli.2; xlvii.14.

Ver. 12. D'VTp comp. onxxxii.18. r\Q3 iBdeseoare,

dbtdndere : the word only here in Isaiah. Comp. Ps.

lxxx. 17. tfHjr, oomp. ix. 17; Jer. xli. 68; xlix. 2,

Grxxn's Oram., % 24, c, 140, 1.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1- The second wave-circle. It is broader as to

extent than the foregoing, but as regards intensity
it is narrower. For it issues from the same point
as the first, but extends only to the eve of the
saving act The distress occasioned by the hostile

Assyrian is portrayed concretely and visibly, and

just as visibly then do we see the Lord, as it

were provoked by the intolerable distress, come
to the rescue. A respectable embassy that Heze-
kiah had sent with a ransom had returned without
accomplishing anything (ver. 7). They could
only say that the Assyrian had indeed accepted
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854 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

the ransom, bat gjjite of that ravaged the land
(vers. 8-9). This is the overweening "M3 spoken

of in ver. 1. Then Jehovah declares that now
He will arise against the enemy (ver. 10). He
threatens them that their plan shall come to

naught, jea that it shall turn to their own de-
struction (ver. 11), and that thev shall burn up
like limestone, jea like dry brushwood (ver. 12).

2. Behold their valiant ones burned
with fire.—Vers. 7-12. By lpJTC and \V2T
the Prophet intends to express contrasts. Heroes
raise a loud cry of lament ; messengers of peace,
that should bring and feel joy, weep. Almost
all commentators agree that the Prophet means
by these heroes and messengers of peace the am-
bassadors that Hezekiah sent to the Assyrian
king to Lacish (2 Kings xviii. 14). They were
to purchase the withdrawal of the Assyrians at

the cost of subjection and a heavy ransom. Both
were accepted. But after the prodigious sum of
800 talents in silver and 30 talents in gold was
paid, the Assyrians still would not retire, but de-
manded beside the surrender of the capital.

The ambassadors came back with this sad news,
that was afterwards confirmed by the message of
Rabshakeh, and with news of all the ruin that
the Assyrians had wrought in the land. In
verses 8, 9 they give information of the condition
of the land as they had found it in consequence
of these desolations. The roads lay desolate

(comp. Judg. v. 20 ;) passengers along them had
ceased (Ps. viii. 9; Isa. xxiii. 2; Lam. L 12;
iL 15) ; there was no commerce over them. He,
i. «., the king of Assyria had broken covenant,
in that, spite of the ransom he had accepted, he
still did not retire, but made further demands.
He treated the cities lightly, that is, not he de-
spised them, but he captured them by his su-

perior force that enabled him to make little ac-
count of their resistance. The words contain au
intimation of the capture of the cities of Judah
of which xxxvi. 1: 1 Kings xviii. 13; 2Chr.
xxxiL 1, speak. Moreover he does not regard I

.
». *, he sacrifices human life unsparingly

(comp. iL 22 : xiii. 17).

To this point the discourse is prose. Now it

becomes poetry. For ver. 9 the Prophet personi-

fies things of nature. The general notion earth

is specified by naming the particular parts dis-

tinguished by their vegetation. First Lebanon,

to the north of the Holy LumL is named. It is

ashamed, withered. Sharon, rich in flowers, the

plain between Gnsarea and Joppa, has become
like a steppe (lxv. 10). The two fruitful eleva-

tions east and west, Bashan and Carmel, espe-

cially noted for their forests (iL 13) autumnlike

shake off their leaves (lii. 2, comp. Exod. xiv.

27 ; Ps. cxxxvL 15). The sad news of the em-
bassy is at an end. It bows the hearts of the

Israelites down deep, but for the Loan it is the

signal that now has come the moment to inter-

fere. But with Him the interference is bitter

earnest This appears in the three-membered
sentence with its thrice repeated self-summons,

ver. 10. The Lord announces to the Assyrians

the vanity of their purpose, yea its ruin to them-

selves. "Ye shall conceive hay," i. *, your
plans shall be like hay ; not fresh, full of life,

out utterly dry, without strength or sap; and
hence when they come to the light they shall

prove to be dry, dead stubble. That they shall

prove their own destruction the Prophet ex*

presses by saving : your puffing (comp; xlv. 4

;

xxx. 28) shall be a fire to devour you (L 31 ; ix.

17). This is characterised by a two-fold image
(ver. 12). The first is burning lime. Water
poured on lime causes it to sink away without

name (comp. Jer. xxxiv. 5: Dent xxviL % 4;
Amos iL 1). But thorns torn with a bright

flame, a loud crackling and much smoke. It

seems to me the Prophet would say that, in the

overthrow of the Assyrians, many nations would
disappear in the great conflagration unnoticed
and leaving no trace, whereas the fell of others

(he means, doubtless, the greater and better

known) will make the world wonder at the
grand spectacle they present.

4. THE ALARM OF SINNERS; THE COMFORT OF THE PIOUS.

Chapter XXXIH. 13-22.

13 Hear, ye (hat are far off, what I have done

;

And, ve that are near, acknowledge my might.
14 The sinners in Zion are afraid

;

Fearfulness hath surprised the 'hypocrites.

Who among us shall dwell with die devouring fire ?

Who among us shall dwell with everlasting burnings ?

15 He that waiketh 'righteously, and speaketh 'uprightly

He that despiseth the gain of •oppressions,

That shaketn his bands from holding of bribes,

That stoppeth his ears from hearing of 4blood,

And shutteth his eyes from seeing evil

;

16 He shall dwell on 'high

:

His place ofdefencesAoff be the munitions of rocks

:

bBread shall be given him

;

His waters shall be sure.
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chap, xxxra. 1&-&. 855

17 Thine eyes shall see the king in his beauty :

They shall behold •the land Hhat is very &r off
18 Thine heart shall meditate terror.

Where is the scribe? where is the Treceiver f

Where is
dhe that counted the towers ?

19 Thou shalt not see *a fierce people,

A people of deeper speech than thou canst perceive

:

Of a •stammering tongue, that thou canst not understand.
20 Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities

:

Thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation,

A tabernacle that 'shall not be taken down

;

Not one of the stakes thereof shall ever be removed,
Neither shall any of the cords thereof be broken*

21 But there the glorious Lord will be unto us

A place 9of broad rivers and streams

;

Wherein shall go no galley with oars,

Neither shall gallant ship pass thereby.

22 For the Lobd is our judge, the Lord is our "lawgiver.

The Lobd is our king ; he will save us.

* Heb. to righteousness.

« Heb. bloods.

"Heb.
teeigher.

stautUmaker.

» Heb. uprightness.
• Heb. heights, or, high placet.
• Or.r'-"

—'—

-

• Or. dscatt*.
• Heb. offar
• Heb.oroad spaces, or hand*.

* the imcriber of the towers.
f Aptoeeof streams, ofriven oroed on either side*

* Ht$ bread.
• the audacious.

• awide extended I

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 14. mjH only here Id Isaiah. Comp. Ps. II. 11

;

xlviii. ? ; Job iv. 14.—1U with aeeus. toe. comp. Judg. t. 17

;

Pa. . 5; cxx. 6. Elsewhere Isaiah eonstraes *>U with

prepositions ; xi. 6; xtL 4; liy. 15. IjS is the so-

called dativus ethteus. Though elsewhere this dative re-

fen to the actual subject (comp. Gen. xxi 16 ; xxxi. 41

;

Is*, it 22 ; xxxi. 8 ; xxxvi. 0, etc), according to which it

would need to read here )SW 'D, it is in this place

related to the ideal subject, i. *, to the speakers, who
properly affirm of themselves this inability to dwell

with Jehovah. This dative everywhere represents a

phrase that affirms an intensive relation to the interests

of the speaker : in this place say : who will dwell (we say

this in relation to ourselves, in our own interest) with

deToaring Are, etct IpID again only Ps. di. 4.

"ttr "D is the beginning of Ps. xv. Moreover the words

*ferb *1\ Of "iSin «• » recall Ps. xv. 2.

Ver. 15. The plural rNDrxt*j*tUfacta occurs again m
lea. xlv.24; lxiv. 5. D'ltf'O ">3"1 comp. Prov. xxiii.

16; the latter word again in Isa. xxvL 7; xlv. 19.

jnf3 (comp. Exod. xviii. 21) again in Isa. lvL 11 ; lvii.

17. What sort of Jflf3 is meant is explained by the ad-

dition mptfyD (opprmtionm, again only Prov. xxviii.

IS).——lyj see ver. ».—The construction with |0 Is

constr. pnegnam. For the preposition depends on the

notion of refraining ideally present in 1j?J,
M to shake.**

TTttf comp. Ps. xt. 6 ; Isa. i. 28; v. 28; xlv. 13.

far* DDk with following m occurs Prov. xxi. 13, comp.

Pro?, xvii. 28. D'Dl i*
M bloodshed, murder," (comp.

Exod. xxiLl; Isa. IrJi). r»# rhyming with OBK,
we find here in Kal. with the same meaning that it has

in the Piel xxlx. 10. JH3 T\K1 u to look on evil with

pleasure."

Ver. to tTOnO, plural, in Isaiah only here; oomp.

GRAMMATICAL.
Judg. v. 18; Prov. viii. 2, etc—-HVlVD as ft constr.

comp. 1 8am. xxiv. L 3JlEro» "atyhwa," "refuge,"
again only xxv. 12.

Ver. 17. The 2 pert, masc. suffix, as in vers. 6 and 20,

refers to the nation regarded as a unit

Ver. 18. run, "to think, consider, meditari- (Josh. i.

8; Ps. i. 2; iUl, etc; Isa. lix. 13) may relate also to what

is past. fta'Kt "terror," only here in Isaiah. IflD

again xxxvi. 8; xxxvli 2. Sptf as substantive only

here in Isaiah j the verb M to weigh out " money xM. 6

;

It. 2.

Ver. 10. The two halves of this verse contain the anti-

thesis of seeing and hearing. This proves that the ex-

planation of ntfj — TjrtS harbors loquens (Ps. cxiv. 1>

does not agree with the context That tyU means
H mute beckoning " according to the Arab. wa*asa (Hrr-

sio) is disproved by Qxsxw. The*, p. 607 sq. There re-

mains thus the explanation that takes ]V\} as part.

Niph. from T^-mKcomp.Orr and DDH, BfD' and

tftfD, p*V and
7
ppl) and that with the meaning " hard,

audacious, overweening conduct " (Stoic. &?ai8fo Vulo.

impudens). The word, moreover, is ar. A«y., and for this

reason it may be possible that Isaiah hints at some As-

syrian word at present unknown to us.

Ver. 20. |£¥ «». Aryn Arab, to'ona of the roaming of

the nomads.'

Ver. 21. D' O corresponds to the negations of ver.

21. "in* in Isaiah again only x. 84. Dsxirsscn af-

ter Lussatto has proved that DIpD is not to be taken —
loco,

M instead." The suffixes in 13 and 1J'pJP are ma-
nifestly to be referred to OlpD- BUgf "oar"

(oomp. ISWO Bsek. xxvii 29 and DWD Esek. xxvli. 6)
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356 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

is £». Acy.—*Y contracted from 'TO, cotmm, rofundum

a/t^idd, Is a great belliod-out ship (Num. xxir.U ; Szek.

xxx. 9; Ps. ct. 41).

Ver. 22. 8Inoe it does not readOf'EftD (xliiLS; xlviL

15, etc.), I would accord with Hrrno, who takes IJ^So,

UODtf, UppHD, not at predicates but at apposition

with mn*, so that UjTtf1 *» t*10 "d* predicate of the

foregoing three subjects which are comprehended em-

phatically in the Kin.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Here we have the final and broadest circuit

of waves before us. According to ver. 10, Je-

hovah was about to arise and come to the rescue.

He has done so. The rescue is accomplished in

an astounding fashion. The present passage be-

longs to time after the rescue. It presupposes it.

For it contains glances into the future, that rest

upon that deed as their foundation. First the

Lord summons those far and near to give proper

attention to what He does (ver. 13). Then the

Prophet describes the effect of what has been
done on the sinners in Jerusalem. They are ter-

rified : they would flee the neighborhood of this

mighty God, for they are ill-at-ease in it. Hence
they ask : who can abide by this devouring fire ?

(ver. 14). To this is replied : this fire is harm-
less for the pious, the lovers of truth, the right-

eous (ver. 15), for such will dwell in Jerusalem
in security and abundance (ver. 16) ; and will

see the king of Israel sitting in might and glory

at the head of a wide empire (ver. 17). As one
thinks of something that has disappeared from
memory, so shall men reflect on the time of war's

distress (ver. 18), and of the terrific presence of

the barbaric nation in the land (ver. 19). Zion
'vill be a secure fortress, a quiet, abiding place

of worship, and no more a shifting tabernacle as

in the time of the journey through the wilderness

(ver. 20). For Jehovah is there Himself in His
majesty; protecting waters surround the place

(ver. 21), and the Lord Himself as judge, law-

giver and king is the deliverer of Ilis people
(ver. 22).

2. Hear my might—Ver. 13. The piece

begins with the cry of a herald that makes known
to the whole world the accomplished mighty act.

For the perfect TPfefK without doubt designates

the act of rescue as accomplished, which verses

1, 3, 10 held in prospect; and we must regard

rnpj (as often in the Books of Kings, where

rnij and nfeW continually stand parallel: 1

Kings xv. 23 ; xvi. 27 ; xxii. 46, etc.), in the con-
crete sense as a display of power, and, because of

TT&K, as already come to pass. But the herald's

crv would intimate that an event of vast and
wide effect has happened, of concern to all men,
even to those far remote. For they may know
from this who is the true, and therefore also who
is their God. For He that did what happened
to the Assyrian host in the neighborhood of Jeru-
salem in llezekiah's time must be God over all

gods (comp. xxxvi. 18-20; xxxvii. 10-13) and
Lord over all lords. Those near are plainly the
Israelites, who had in great part been witnesses

of the deed. These should acknowledge the de-
monstration of the Lord's power. According to

their inward condition they should draw from it

comfort or warning.
3. The sinners seeing evil.—Vers.

14-15. The Prophet first presents that mighty
deed as a warning to the wicked. Such were the

idolaters who had no joy in a proof so irrefraga-

ble of the sole power and divinity of Jehovah.
Therefore these sinners (i. 28 ; xiii. 9) and the

unclean fix. 16; x. 6; xxxii. 6—there lies in the

word a hint at idolatry) in Zion are terrified.

Devoid of the right knowledge of God, because

they would not, not because they could not have
it, the nearness of this almighty, and above all

of this holy God is in the highest degree burden-
some to these people. Living in Jerusalem
where this God has His fire and His furnace
(xxxi. 9) is painful to them. Hence they cry :

who among us, etc It is manifest that by the
devouring fire they mean Jehovah. By the
strages Asm/riorum He had proved Himself to be
such. And shall they ever remain near this
power that is as irresistibly present as it is terri-

ble? The expression is taken from Dent iv. 24

;

ix. 3, comp. Isa. xxix. 6 ; xxx. 27, 30. IpID de-

signates here the place where the fire burns,
"the hearth." By calling this everlasting they
judge themselves : for they show by that a know-
ledge, that it is a veritable divine fire, that barns
there, not an imaginary one. But just with this
they will have nothing to do.

The Prophet (ver. 15) replies to their inquiry,
that one may dwell very well by this burning
fire. But with the Holy One, one must live holy.
The image He proceeds to draw of a holy life is

an Old Testament one. The traits of it are chiefly
taken from passages in the Psalms (see TexL and
Oram,). Shaking the hands, (thus refraining
them) from taking a bribe, is a strong expression
for striving to keep and prove the integrity of
the hands.

4. He shall dwell will save us.

—

Vers. 16-22. This is the confirmation that one
may dwell happily with the devouring fire. For
these verses show what blessings they shall have
who live agreeably to the holy being of God.
And since there shall never be wanting such in
Zion, the salvation and glory of Zion is assured
for all time. Thus these verses contain the same
thought uttered by the Prophet already xxviiu
16 sqq. ; xxix. 22 aqq. ; xxx. 15, 19 sqq. : xxxi.
6 sq. ; xxxii. 1 sqq., lo sqq., that Israel's deliver-
ance depends on an upright and thorough conver-
sion to the Lord ; that on this condition, however,
it is secure forever. (OIO " what is certain, never
deceives expectation, never fails" (comp. ver.
6; Jer. xv. 18; Isa. xxii. 23> 25). As happened
vers. 5, 6, so here, for the Prophet the salvation
of the near present merges into one with the (great,
final Messianic period. And so, influenced per-
haps by the then oppressed look of the king of
Judah, he contemplates the latter beaming with
the joy of victory, and at the same time as the
type of the Messiah, resplendent in the snpremest
beauty and glory, whose beauty the author of Ps,
xlv. (ver. 3) had also seen prefigured in the ap-
pearance of the bridegroom-king whom he oele-
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CHAP. XXXTII. 23-24. 867

brated. That the Prophet's glance penetrates into

the Messianic future appears from the expression
the land that is very far off (viii. 9 ; Jer. viii.

19). The expression is too strong to be under-
stood merely of free motion in the land in con-
trast with the confining siege, or of the normal
extending of Israelitish territory according to

Dent i. 7 ; xi. 24. As royal pomp and beauty
adorns the person of the king, so immeasurable
extent does nis land. 'D f"w is thus not a far

distant, but a wide extended land. It is the same
thought that meets us ii. 2sqq.; ix. 7; xi. 10;
xxy. 6 sqq.

The Prophet in vers. 18, 19 connects his glori-

ous image of the future with the mournful condi-

tion of the present. For he describes it as a chief

blessing of that future, that the bad things of the

present will be present to thoughtful contempla-
tion as things that one rejoices to have overcome.
El hoe mcminisse juvabil. In his graphic way
the Prophet gives prominence to particular

terrors that must have left a peculiarly deep im-

pression. The 1DJ, * writer," and the *Jp&
u weigher," before whom one had to appear and
pay tribute, and who then weighed the valuables

received, and made a list of them, were certainly

persons of terror from whose mouths they had
often had experience of the Vae victU (Iavy, 5,

48). [" The Apostle Paul in 1 Cor. i. 20, has a
sentence so much like this, in the threefold repe-

tition of the question where, and in the use of the
word scribe, that it cannot be regarded as a mere
fortuitous coincidence." M It may be regarded
as a mere imitation, as to form and diction, of
the one before us."—J. A. Alexander, in loc.].

Again it must have made a terrible impression,

when from the walls they saw the enemy taking
the first steps toward attacking the city by one
of the leaders riding around the walls, regarding

the towers, counting them and taking notes of his

observations (comp. Ps. xlviii. 13). What hap-
piness to be able to call out : * where are they
now those fearful men ? They have disappeared
forever F What felicity to be quit of the foreign,

repulsive appearance of this enemy ; no more to

be compelled to see the overweening nation ; no
more to hear its barbarous sounds 1 The Israel-

ites will no more hear '' the nation too deep of
lip to be understood " and " stammering andjab-
bering with the tongue (comp. on xxviii. 11

;

xxxvii. 22) without meaning."
The Prophet having enumerated the bad things,

now directs attention to the good that is to be

seen in and about Jerusalem. He first describes
Zion as the religious centre of the nation. There
is the temple : were Jehovah dwells (comp. on
ver. 14) ; thither the people assemble to worship
the Lord and keep His feasts. Thus He calk

the city UTjna nnp'foomp. Ufa "in xiv. 13,

comp. L 14). That he intends an antithesis to

1JHD 7HK appears from ver. 15. Israel then has
no more a tabernacle, a eity for festival gathering
(of the people with one another, and with Je-
hovah). As such Zion must be especially looked
to. And if one looks more narrowly, then the
meaning of this designation appears to be that

Jerusalem will be a secure, quiet abode (xxxii.

18), of course still a tabernacle, but no longer so
in the original, nomadic sense; not like the
travelling tent of the wilderness, but one that

does not move about The Prophet signifies that

there shall happen to it neither a voluntary nor
a violent breaking up of the tabernacle (pro

means a violent rending, comp. v. 27, not the
usual striking of a tent). This permanent taber-

nacle shall be attended with a glorious rest for

the people of God in the future that is described,

that shall be founded on the presence in the
midst of them of Jehovah, the highest Majesty.
The Lobd is called a plaoe of rivers

{
of course

in a figure. In all this figurative description lies

the notion of defence, refuge. Hence a place

of rivers" may as appropriately be used of Je-
hovah, as " rock, tower, shield, horn of salva-

tion," (Ps. xviii. 3). But commentators are right

in saying that the Prophet has in mind cities like

Babylon, Nineveh, No-Ammon (Nah. iii. 8),

that were defended by great rivers and river

canals. The present Jerusalem lacked such de-

fences, but such is the meaning, Jehovah Him-
self will be river-defences.^ D'^nj may allude

to the cities of Mesopotamia, and D'°W to the

similarly located cities of Egypt; for ^pj^? is

nar* 'e£oxi)v the Euphrates (viii. 7 ; xi. 15) and
"lfe* the Nile (xix. 7, 8; xxiii. 10). Those

streams and canals that recede right and left, and
thus are very broad, are called EFT om (comp.

Ps. civ. 25 ; Isa. xxii. 18 ; Gen. xxxiv. 21 ; Judg.
xviii. 10; 1 Chr. iv. 10; Neh. vii. 4). Neither
oared-ship, nor sail-ship shall be able to pass

these mighty waters. The Prophet ends with

rhymes that make the conclusion sound like a
hymn. Jehovah, Israel's judge (ii. 4 ; xi. 3, 4),

lawgiver (comp. Deut xxxiii. 21), and king, is

also its deliverer.

Recapitulation and Conoloaion,

Chap. XXXIIL 23, 24.

23 lThj tacklings are loosed

;

They could not well strengthen their mast,

They could not spread the b
sail

:

Then is the prey of a great spoil divided

;

The lame take the prey.

24 And the inhabitant shall not say, I am sick

:

The people that dwell therein shall be forgiven their iniquity.

1 Or, They haveforsaken thy tackling*.

» They hold not erect their matt. * fag.
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858 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Tar. 88. We most take )«£» Niph. u ibe pM-
•Ct© of the notion mUtwn fact** M to sleeken** (oomp.

Exod. xiiil 11; Ptot. aril. 14). Expositors take
J3

to

mean the socket in which the meet sets in the bottom
of the ship. But that (the imw&n) is not held by the

cables. And when Viranwu says that the cables malum
tuttinmtto thseas tuccurrmt, thai is even not DTH. For

this word denotes mlttrktgw^ftnmm reddere, and can

only relate directly to the mast, as occurs in the text.

Hence Dsxchslkb would nottake cables but the seamen
as subject of IpflV ; in which case the negatire expres-

sion appears strange. Hence I think that 13 here is

not the substanttYe, but the adJectiTe derired from |tt,

enetm tUtU, which means rates, and would here be

taken in iu original physical sense,though ererywhere
else, indeed, it is used in a spiritual or moral sense (un-

less, perhaps, 1 Kings tIL 29, 81 form exceptions).

The suffix in DJVI (comp. xxx. 17) isalao proof that the

cables are subject. For it is their chiefaim to hold the

mast (oomp. Gou, Kultvrbiider out Hetku mid Rom. IL,

p. 197). This may, therefore, be called their mast. The

tangled cables hinder the unfurling of the flag (the iwi-

o^por or wmp6vm*m>f (oomp. Esek. xxrlL 7). *1g de-

noting M booty** occurs again only Gen. xllx. 87; Zeph.

Jtt.8.

Ver. 84. Ver. 88 and ptf make it clear that ffc refers

to Jerusalem.—tty K|*J occurs only here; bat oomp.

Ps.xxxiLlandIss,
T
ilL*; ix.ll

EXEGSTICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. We regarded ver. 22, in form and contents,

as a conclusion of the prophetic perspective that

joins on to the act of deliverance spoken of before
ver. 13, and presupposes it With ver. 23 the
Prophet returns into the immediate present dis-

tress from which proceeds the entire prophetic
cycle of chaps, xxviii.—xxxiii. At ver. 23 we
stand again in the period before the overthrow of
the Assyrians, With few, yet vigorous and clear

lines the Prophet portrays, in the first three
clauses of ver. 23, the present distress, nsing an
image suggested by ver. 21. He compares the
kingdom of Judah to a ship whose cables hang
loose and hold neither flag nor mast [but see

comment below]. For then (i. e., in the great mo-
ment referred to, vers. 1 and 3, whose approach
he had announced as immediate ver. 10, and pre-
supposes ver. 13 sqq.), in this great moment great

booty is distributed, and in fact plunder is so easy
that the lame themselves can share in it (ver. 23
end). Now Israel is reinvigorated to a healthy,
strong life. It has in that deliverance the pledge
that God has forgiven its sin, and thai is the
pledge of all salvation (ver. 24). Thus the pro-
phecy concludes with a brief word as it began.
And the pith of it is the same fact to which ver.

1 refers worn another side,

2. Thy taeklings iniquity.—Vera. 23,
24. Expositors down to Ewald, whom Dkbchs-
ler and Deuttochjoin [so also Barnes, J. A.
Alexander, Birksj, understand the image of
the ship to refer to Assyria, and to form a conti-

nuation of the allegory of ver. 21 : did the enemy
succeed in crossing those trenches, they would be
wrecked, and Israel would divide the spoil. The
following considerations conflict with this view

:

1) ver. 22 concludes the preceding discourse; 2)
according to ver. 21 the hostile ships will not
cross over those water trenches; the mention of
them is in respect only of plundering and de-
struction ; 3) the description of ver. 23 does not
suit a vessel disabled in conflict, but only one
badly equipped for battles ; 4) what is said of the
lame plundering implies a locality that such can
reach, they cannot be supposed to take part in a

sea-fight ; 5) the feminine suffix in "|
,l
?3n refers

to Zion. because Assyria is nowhere else made fe-

minine. For in the sole passage quoted in proof

that it is (xxx. 32) the reading is doubtful, and
if the reading H3 be correct, still the suffix most
refer to the land of Assyria, which is impossible
in our text [The Author hardly does justice to
the view he controverts, which, as put by J. A.
Alexander, in Joe, seems more natural than his
own. " There is, at the beginning of this verse, a
sudden apostrophe to the enemy considered as a
ship. It was said (ver. 21) that no vessel -should

approach the holy city. But now the Prophet
seems to remember that one had done so, the
proud ship Assyria. But what was its fate ? He
sees it dismantled and abandoned to its enemies.'9

-Tr.]
The ship of the Jewish state presents a desolate

spectacle. But patience I Then (i. e*, in the mo-
ment, that is partly predicted, partly presupposed
in what precedes), spoil will be divided, which im-
pliescomplete victory. Theaccumulation ofworda

meaning booty ("TJFt ihltt, T3) denotes the rich
abundance of it What is said of the lame inti-

mates plainly enough that the field of plunder
must have been near Jerusalem, and tnat the
enemy had fled. For only then could such reach
the camp or venture into it Manifestly the Pro-
phet has in mind the same feet to which he refers

ver. 4 (2 Kings xiz. 86 sera.; Isa. xxxvii. 86 sqq.}.

As in vers. 5, 6 the spoiling of the Assyrian is

made the pledge of all other displays of divine
grace, so, too, here. The nation that has experi-
enced such salvation from God may comfort it-

self with the assurance of all support both for the'

body (24 a) [comp. Jer. xiv. 18] and for the soul
(24 6). Both hang closely together (comp. Luke
v. 20 sqq.). But forgiving sin is the chief mat-
ter: for sin separates God and man ; and as soon
as it is taken away, both are closely united, and
the way is opened for blessing men (comp. vers.

5,6).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xxxiii. 1. Per quod qui* peccai, per idem
punitur et ipse. Jer. xxx. 16 ; comp. Adonibesek,
Judg. i. 5 sqq.: Matth. vii. 2.

2. On xxxiii. 10. God alone knows when the
proper moment has come for Him to interpose.

Till then He waits—but not a moment longer.
Till then it is our part to wait with patience.
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CHAP. XXXHL 28-24 869

Bat let the right moment come, and let the Lord
once my: " Now will I rise," then what is not of
God falls to pieces, then the nations most despair

and kingdoms fall; the earth most pass away
when He lets Himself be heard (Ps. xlvi. 7).

Then the hidden truth of things becomes mani-
fest: what appeared strong then appears weak,
and the weak strong, that the Lord alone may be
high at that time (H. 11 ; v. 15).

S. Ver. 14. Here we get a deep insight into the
obstinate and despairing heart of man, and recog-

nize why it will not endure a living and personal

God. As Peter said: "Depart from me, for I
am a sinful man, O Lord " (Luke v. 8), so they
would turn the living God out of the world, be-

cause they feel themselves to be sinful men. who
cannot renounce their sins, because they will not

;

for did they but earnestly will to do so, then they
could also. The inmost reason of all practical

and theoretical heathenism is the feeling of the
natural man that he and the holyGod cannot ex-
ist side by side in the world. One or other must
yield. Instead of adopting the way and means
which God reveals, by which from natural and
sinful men we may become holy children of God,
we rather deny the living God and substitute

either demons "(1 Cor. x. 20) or abstractions for

Him. But the Prophet here awakens the presen-
timent that we may become holy children of God
(ver. 15) ; the Son of God, however, in the new
covenant teaches us this with perfect clearness

(IPet. ii.9sqq.).

HOMILXTIOAL HINTS.

L Vera.2-6. Help in great dietrtu. 1) On what

condition (believing prayer, ver. 2); 2) Itsground
a. the grace of God (ver. 2a)/ 6. the power of
God (ver. 86, v. 5a)/ 8) Its two sides, in that it

is a. corporal (vers. 8, 4); b. spiritual (vers. 5, 6).

2. [Ver. 5. When God's enemies and ours are
overthrown, both He and we are glorified. " 1.

God will have the praise of it (ver. 5 a) / 2. His
people will have the blessing of it (ver. 56)."

8. Vers. 10-13. TKe Lorcfe act* of deUeercmee.
1. They come at the right moment (ver. 10). 2.

They are thorough in their effects (vers. 11, 12).
3. They teach us to know and praise God.

4. [Ver. 14. «
1. The hypocrites will be greatly

alarmed when they see punishment come upon
the open and avowed enemies of God. 2. In
such times they will have none of the peace and
quiet confidence which His true friends have.
3. Such alarm is evidence of conscious guilt and
hypocrisy. 4. The persons here spoken of had a
belief in the doctrine of eternal punishment—

a

belief which hypocrites and sinners always have,
else why should they be alarmed 7 5. The pun-
ishment of hypocrites in the church will be dread-
ful." A. Barkis].

5. [The character of a righteous man (ver. 15).

The reward of the righteous (ver. 16 sqq.). 8ee
M. Hexrt and Barnes in toe.—Tr.]

6. Vers. 20-22. Comfort for the church in adver-

sty. The church of the Lord stands Cut. For
1. It is the last and highest institution of God
(ver. 20). 2. The Lord Himself is mighty in it,

a. as Judge, 6. as a Master (Teacher), c as King
(vers. 21, 22).

FOURTH SUBDIVISION.

THE CONCLUSION OP PART FIRST.

Chap. XXXIV.—XXXV.
Chapters xixiv., xxxv. are the proper conclu-

sion of the first part of Isaiah's prophecies. For
chaps. xxxvi.—xxxix. are only an historical sup-

flement, though a very important one. Hence
do not think that chaps, xxxiv., xxxv. are only

the finale of chaps, xxviii.—xxxiiij; for that we
have already found in chap, xxxiii. Bather chaps.
xxxiv., xxxv. form a conclusion of the first half

of the book that sums up and finishes the an-

nouncements ofjudgment and salvation ofthe first

part, and prepares for and introduces those of part

second. For we notice already in these chapters

the language of xL—lxvi First of all the Pro-
phet carries us in chap, xxxiv. to the end of days.
As if to make an end corresponding to the begin-

ning, i. 2, he summons the earth and all its in-

habitants to notice the announcement of the final

judgment that is to comprehend heaven and earth

(xxxiv. 1-4). But be is not in condition to rep-

resent the how of the world's destruction. As re-

marked in the introduction to xxiv.—xxvii., he
can only paint that remote judgment in colors of
the present. He gives at once a vivid and an
agreeable picture of it by representing it as a
judgment against Edom. For the negative boss

of Israel's hope of salvation is that its enemies
shall be destroyed. That the Prophet means here
to conclude all announcement ofjudgment against

their enemies appears from the demand of ver.

16 that they shall search "the book of the Lord,"
and compare the prediction there with the fulfil-

ment We shall try to show that this appeal to
" the book of the Lord " implies the entire fore-

going book.

In chap. xxxv. the Prophet presents the other

side of the judgment of the world, vis., the final

redemption of Israel. It appears as a return

home to Zion out of exile. Not aword intimates

that the Prophet has in mind only the return from
Babylon. He names no land ; he speaks only of

return (
p^v, ver. 10) in general. Already in

Deut xxx. $ sqq. it is promised that the Lord
will gather the Israelites and bring them back out
of all lands, even though driven out to the end of
heaven, thence too theLord will fetch them. On
the ground of this passage Isaiah had already
held out a similarprospect (xL 11 sqq.; xix. 23 so.;

xxvii. 12 sq.), and alter him Jeremiah especially

deals much in this particular of the glorious last
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860 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

time (xvi. 14 sqq.; ixiii 8 ; xxix. 14 ; inii.
37; xl. 12; xlvl 27). Therefore the Prophet
promisee here glorious and joyful return home—
that to the Israelite must be dearest of all—and
the object of his greatest longing (Ps. cxxxvii. 5,

6), and in that home eternal joy (ver. 10). One
may say that he draws here the outline of the pic-

ture that he afterwards carries out in chaps, xl.-

lxvi. in all the varieties of its forms.

Their contents show that the two chapten be-

long together. Chap. xxxv. is the necessary ob-

verse ofxxxiv. The expressions 'S "V*n D^n HU
xxxv. 7, which manifestly contrasts with xxxiv.
13, form a close bond between the two chapters;

and it is to be noted that "TOH in the sense of *WT1

occurs only in these two places. Also the meto-

nymic use of J7p3 (xxxiv. 15; xxxv. 6) which

occurs beside only lviii. 8 ; lix. 5, is a peculiarity

of language that poinis to the correlation of the
two chapters.

Eichhorn, Grains. Rosenhuellbr, De W.,
Maur., Hrrzio, Ew., Umbil, Knobel and others
ascribe these chapters to a later author that lived
in the time of the captivity. They only differ in
that some (Gesenius, Rosenmueller, Hrrzio.
Ewald) put this unknown author at the end of
the exile, the others at an earlier period. We
will show in the exposition, by exact investigation

of the language, tnat both the contents and the
form of language of these chapters connect them
intimately with xl.—lxvi., yet that in both these
respects there is also a common character with
part first. This view is confirmed by the unde-
niable fact that these chapters are variously quoted
by prophets before the exile. This will be proved
in respect to Jer. xlvi. 10 in the comment on
xxxiv. 5 sqq. I have shown the connection be-
tween these chapters and Jer. L 27, 39; li. 40, 60
sqq. by an extended examination in my work

:

"Der Prophet Jer. und Babylon, Erlangen, I860."
Comp. Kueper, Jerem. Itbr. soar, interpr. atque
vindez, Berolini, 1837, p. 79 sqq. Caspari, Je-
rem., ein Zeugef&r d. Ecntheit von Jen. xxxiv««fe.,
Zeitsehr. von Rudelbach und Quericke, 1843, Heft.

2, p. 1 sqq. The proof that Jer. has drawn on
our chapters carries with it the proof that the re-

semblances noticed between Zeph. i. 7, 8 and Isa.

xxxiv. 6, and between Zeph. ii. 14 and Isa. xxxiv.
11, are to be regarded as a use of these chapters
by Zephaniah, the older contemporary of Jere-
miah, and not a quotation of Zephaniah by these
chapters.

The reasons adduced against Isaiah's authorship
of these chapters will not stand examination.
Knobel thinks the hatred of Edom in the degree
shown in xxxiv. 5 sqq. is to be found only in pas-
sages that belong to the time after the destruction
of Jerusalem bv the Chaldeans. But not to men-
tion Obadiah (especially vers. 10-14), there are
found in Joel (iv. 19) and Amos (especially i. 11
Bqq.) proofe enough that there could be in Isaiah's
time a hatred like that expressed in our chapter
xxxiv. We will show in the exposition of xxxv*

that it does not presuppose the Babylonish exile,

but the second, great and last exile in general.

It is incomprehensible how the announcement of

a greatjudgmenton the heathen generally (xxxiv.
2. 3, 5 sqq.; xxxv. 8) can denote a later author-

ship, seeing the same is announced in the ac-

knowledged prophecies of Isa. ii. 4. 11 sqq., and
even in xxx. 25 sqq. (see comm. in loc). But we
may refer in this matter to the entire liber apoca-

lyqticu* (xxiv.—xxvii.), by assaulting which the

critics of course becloud for themselves the con-

spectus of Isaiah's field of vision. What Knobel
further urges of the extravagant expectations

(xxxiv. 8, 4, 9; xxxv. 1, 2j 5saoA affects only
the bold and grand images in which the Prophet
utters these expectations. And these images are

too bold, too hyperbolical for Isaiah 1 If the ge-

nuineness ofchs. xiii., xiv., xxiv.-xxvii. is denied,

then the analogies for the dissolution of the hea-
vens (xxxiv. 4) and for the goblins of night and
wild beasts (xxxiv. U-17) are surrendered. On
this subject we can only refer back to our defence of

the genuineness ofchap, xiii., xiv. Finally Kno-
bel mentions a number of expressions in these

chapters which in general, or at least, in their pre-

sent meaning, occur only in later writers, putting
in the latter class some expressions that are pe-

culiar to this author. One may admit that many
expressions occur in Isaiah that only later writers

employ, or that are analogous tt> expressions of
later use. But is this any proof of the later ori-

gin of these chapters ? Isaiah is so opulent a spi-

rit, he reigns with such creative power even in
the sphere of language, and his authority is so
great with his successors, that we may confidently

affirm, that very many later words and expressions
are to be referred to him as the source or exem-
plar. Moreover that argument loses weight when
we consider that in our chapters much ancient

linguistic treasure occurs, e. g.t
tfk2, xxxiv. 3

;

DK1, xxxiv. 7; DD3 and W*?tf, xxxiv. 8.~ »' ITT X
*

Isaiah, then, is doubtless the author ofour chap-
ters. But he wrote them in his later period, when
Assyria was for him a stand-point long since sur-

mounted, and when, withdrawn from the present,

he lived, with all his prophetic seeing ana know-
ing, in the future. I agree with Delitzsch in
assuming that Isaiah, in preparing the book as a
whole (if he actually himself attended to this

matter), put these chapten here as a conclusion
of the first part of his prophetic discourses. 1
only add that on this occasion Isaiah must have
added vera. 16, 17 with their reference to the now
completed "book of the Lobd."

The division of the chapters is simple:—

1. The judgment on all nations, xxxiv. 1-4.

2. The judgment on Edom as representation of
the whole in one particular example, of especial

interest to Israel, xxxiv. 5-15.

3. Concluding remark: summons to compare
the prophecy with the fulfilment, xxxiv. 16, 17.

4. The obverse of the judgment: Israel's re*
demption and return home, xxxv.
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CHAP. XXXIV. 1-4. 861

L THE JUDGMENT ON ALL NATTON&
Chapter XXXIV. 1-4.

1 Come near, ye nations, to hear;
And hearken, ye people

:

Let the earth hear, and 'all that is therein

;

The world, and all things that come forth of it
2 For the indignation of the Lord is upon all nations,
And his fury upon all their armies

:

He bhath utterly destroyed them, '*

He hath delivered them to the slaughter.
3 Their slain also shall be cast out,

And their stink shall come up out of their carcases,

And the mountains shall be melted with their blood.
4 And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved,

And the heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll:

And all their host shall °fall down,
As the leaf falleth off from the vine,
And as a *&Hingfig from the fig tree.

> Heb. thefultxest thereof,

•the LORD has wrath on. * hath cursed. •wUt. *0Tt wated1*af-faU.

TEXTUAL AND
W5&* [For the sake cf economy in labor and space

we will omit in this and subsequent chapters the Au-
thor's abundant and laborious citations cf texts illus-

trative of Isaiah's style, and involving proof of the

common authorship of parts first and second. The
Author has prepared a comprehensive list cf the

words and texts concerned in these chapters, which

appears at the dose of the volume and, except where

the commentaryfurnishes additional matter, we shall

refer to that list by the sign 9ee list.—Tx.].

Ver. 1. 131p, D'DK1
?, ytfm see U»L D"U occurs

often in both parts, e. g^ L4; ii. 4; x.7; xi. 10; xl. 15;

xli. 2. The expression HkSdI p* occurs Deut xxxiiL

16; Ps. xxiv. 1 ; Mic. 1. 2, and often ; in Isaiah only here.

Comp.n6D1 DTI xlii.10; vi.8; viii.8; xxxL 4.-S^H
(comp. on xMt 11) occurs only in part first D'K¥K¥
(plur tant) are t* iicyora, ** the products." The expres-

sion Is based on Gen. L 12, 24 (pKH Ktflfl). The Pro-

phet thus does not mean only men, as many,influenced
by the LXX. and GhalcL, hare supposed. The word,
being made parallel with 71**70, denotes everything
that as production of the earth fills it.

GRAMMATICAL.
Vers. 2, 8. *|Vp, K3¥, 1130, D^Sn seeM-IWUD

casus abeolutus, comp. Ewaxd, J 800 6. gfttt only here in

Isaiah. Comp. Joel Ii. 20 ; Amos tf. 10.

Yer. 4. ppD (as Terb only here in Isaiah), is used Ps.

xxxviil. 8 of a festering wound, in Zech. xiv. 12 of rot-

ting flesh, i. «., eyes and tongues rotting in their natu-

ral place. In Lev. xxri 39 ; Esek. xxiy. 23 ; xxxiii. 10 it

is used in the more general sense of passing away, dis-

appearing; Isa.ili. 24; v. 24. DO is
- that which has

rotted, mouldered." Add to this that ^30 Ps. cvi. 43;

Job xxiv. 24 ; Eccles. x. 18, denotes eorruere, cotlabi ; ^D
Lev. xxv. 26, 85, 89, 47 means " to collapse, decline, wax
poor," but JHD (Amos ix. ft, 13 ; Ps. lxv. 11, etc), diffluere^

dieeolvi. Thus we most recognise as the fundamental

meaning of this family of words * decomposition, disso-

lution, rotting, mouldering, turning to dust " occasioned

by the departure of the spirit of life. But this effect

may be variously brought about. Fire, a. g., can pro-

duce it in a tree by scorching it Such appears the

sense here. Thus 2 Pet iiL 12 oipawoi wvpotfpn'oi Avftf-

<rorroi seems to me to correspond to our U3DJ. hi)

for btt see Gush's Oram-, 1 140, 2. Niph. only here in

Isaiah I Polal. ix. 4.—*?3J comp. 1 30; xxiv. 4; xxviii.

1, 4 ; xl. 7, 8; lxiv. ft, especially as regards f)73J see on
xxviii. 1,4.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

I. It is a mighty matter, the concern of all

nations that the Prophet has to announce: hence
he summons all to hear his address (ver. 1). For
the wrath of the Lord is kindled against all
nations and all that belong* to them. They are
all to be given up to the slaughter (ver. 2), and
•hall be cast oat so that the stench shall mount

up, and whole mountains shall run with blood
(ver. 3). Yea, the heavens shall roll up as by
strong heat, and the heavenly bodies shall fall

like Qjy leaves (ver. 4).

2. Coma fig tree.—Vers. 1-4. The ex-
pression D'WfK2f occurs only in Job and Isaiah

(see on xxii. 24). The use nearest like the pre-
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sent is xliL 5. In ver. 2 only the nations are

mentioned as the object of the judgment. Though
impersonal nature shares in it, still this is only the

means to an end. DK32f-73» having a similar re-

lation to that of mtttoHw (see Te±L and Oram.),
denotes not the host merely, but the host of man-
kind in general Already, by virtue of the de-

cree of wrath determined against them, the Lord

has laid on them His corse or ban (Dnm xL
15 ; xxxvii. 11), and devoted them to slaughter.

On the description ver. 3 comp. xiv. 19;
xxxvii. 86; Ixvl 24; x. 18? xiii. 7: xix. 1.

The passages Matt xxiv. 29: 2 Pet liL 7, 10,

12 ; JBev. vi. 13, 14 are founded on the present
text For that the Prophet has in mind the de-

struction of the world, is manifest from this de-

scription comprehending the earth and heavens.

2. THE JUDGMENT ON EDOM, AS REPRESENTATION OP THE WHOLE IN ONE
PARTICULAR EXAMPLE OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ISRAEL..

Chapter XXXIV. 5-15.
,

5 'For my sword shall be bathed in heaven

:

Behold, it shall come down upon Idumea,
And upon the people ofmy curse, to judgment.

6 The sword of the Lord is filled with blood,

It is made fat with fatness,

And with the blood of lambs and goats,

With the fat of the kidneys of rams

:

For the Lord hath a sacrifice in Bozrah,
And a great slaughter in the land of Idumea.

7 And the ^unicorns shall come down with them,
And the bullocks with the bulls

;

And their land shall be 'soaked with blood,
And their dust made fat with fatness.

8 *For U is the day of the Lord's vengeance,
And the year or reoompences for the controversy ofZkvL

9 And the streams thereof shall be turned into pitch,

And the dust thereof into brimstone,

And the land thereof shall become burning pitch.

10 It shall not be quenched night nor day

;

The smoke thereof shall go up for ever

:

From veneration to generation it shall lie waste

;

None shall pass through it for ever and ever.

11 But the 'cormorant and the 4bittern shall possess it;

The owl also and the raven shall dwell in it

:

And he shall stretch out upon it the line of confturionj

And the stones of emptiness.

12 'They shall call the nobles thereof to the kingdom,
But none shall be there,

And all her princes shall be 'nothing.

13 fAnd thorns shall come up in her palaces,

Nettles and brambles in tne fortresses thereof!

And it shall be an habitation of "dragons,
And a court for "owls.

14 The wild beasts of the desert shall also meet with Hhe wild beasts of the island,
And the "satyr shall cry to his fellow

;

The •screech owl also snail rest there,

And find for herself a place of rest
15 There shall the Jgreat owl make her nest, and lay,

And hatch, and gather under her shadow

:

There shall the vultures also be gathered,
Every one with her mate.
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CHAP. XXXIV. &-15. 363

1 Or, rhinoeerot.

* Or, ottriehet.

• Or, drunken.
• Heb. daughtert of thee
• Or, night moneter.

• Or, peUean.
• Keb. aim.

» Becauee my tword hat become drunken,
• For a day ofvengeance hat Jehovah,
• lie nobirn there are none to proclaim the monarchy.
f And tie palaeet eoar aloft in thorns.
1 «*aWy montteri—i, A. A.

TEXTUAL AND
Ter. 4. Only by great ingenuity can '3 be explained to

mean u
for.** Henoe Kaoasx constraea it as pleonastic,

connecting the discourse, and appeals, a, yn to viii. 23.

Bat there exists a plain causal connection between
vers. 4 and 5, only the ret eaueant ia In Terse 4 and not

in ?er. a. Henoe '3 here — " because n and not "for."

Because the sword ofGod has become drunken in hea-

ven it cornea down to earth (oomp. Gen. 11L 14; titHI.

11 ; Exod. i 19, etc). rm (oomp. xtL 0) ia direct cau-

tatiTe Piel — ebrietatem faeere,
u to produce drunken-

Bets.
1' Aa, a, ?., rDE^n not only means M fatten," 4 «n

others, but also ** make, produce, grow fat," i. a>, grow

frt one's-sel£ so this verb meana not only M make others

drank" (Jer. xxxi. 14; Ps. lxr. 11), but also "make

ene*s-eelf drunk."—DDBfo
1?—in behoof of accomplish-

ing Jndgment ; comp. flab. L 12; Esek. xliv. 24 K'rl;

comp, Isa. xIL 1; liv. 17, in another sense Isa. t. 7;

xxxiL 1; xxviiLM.

Yer. 6. Dkkhsub refers mfTv to TWho * the sword
is to the Loan (the Loan has His sword) full of blood.

Bat then it would need to read 311171, aa the sword haa

already been mentioned. Would"one tranalate :
M Jeho-

vah has a sword that is full of blood," that again does
not suit the previous mention of the sword verse 0,

though this translation would best suit the three other

instances of the use of HUT1
? in this seotion (verses 2,

f, 9). The context requires the rendering " the sword
of the Lob* is full of blood." For verses 6, 7 manifestly

tell what the sword, (that ver. was to come on Edom),
vhen actually come, has done to Edom. This is inti-

mated by describing the sword after the execution.

Thus the same sword ss ver. 6 is meant The article ia

wanting because TUTT
1
? Din, (Instead of mTT 3m

which occurs only 1 Chron. xxi. 12) seems to be vox to-

tawfr, (Jud. vii. 20; Jer. xii.12; xlviL 6), T\Wh»\ in-

stead ofrUBhnn, Hothpaal from jBft, eomp. verse 7

;

xxx. 28; GanaxV Gross., {96, a. That JO before Dl
is to be explained according to ii. 6, does not seem pro-

bable. Bather itseems thai the*notion of causality, that

lies in 3*7110 HJfZnn, has passed over to what follows:

inch as wss before intimated, the sword hasbecomefrom
the blood of the sacrificial beasts, 13 again only xvi.

* buffalo*.
* porcupine.
' no more.
*jackaL

GRAMMATICAL.

L HflJ again only L 11 ; xiv. 0. D^S'M again in

Isa. i 11; lx.7. TOT *Ad niB (verse 8) correspond in

sense and sound. On TOT **s U*t*

Ver. 8. The Plural D'DlStf occurs only here : oomp,

the sing. Hos. ix. 7 ; Mio. vii. 8. If the pointing 3*"lS
• i

is correct, then yi is to be construed aa substantive.

For me such it is in the construct state and haa given Its

tone to the governing noun ; then 7 does not ttand di-

rectly before the tone syllable. But if it is a verb, then It

haa the tone, and 7 In that case receives pretonio ka>

meta (comp. 3**17 Sii. 13). Aa noun T1 means cautae

actio, defemtio, in the same sense aa the verb with follow-

ing accusative (L 17 ; 1L 22) ia used (oomp. xix. 20).

Ver. 10. DTTCJ TTVjS (the Masoretic form of writing

nVJ occurs four times; Ps. xlix. 20; 1 8am. xv. 29; 1

Chron. xxix. 11) occurs only here, )pj 1HJ) ass UtL

Ver. 12. rrih ia put absolutely before.—TD17D

1

DAK. •«««*.
'

Ver. 13. JIO^K oomp. xxiii.13; xxv. 2; xxxli. 14.

D'YD; tflDpl •»<* niH (kindred HH xxxviL 29) oc-

cur only here in Isaiah, 1¥3D, loeut munUut xrii.3;

xxv. 12. nMteelitt.

Vers. 18,H 15. D'OTI, nj)T T\MX
%% D"R Tjfo

comp. on xiii. 21, 22. "Vim (- Wl» tout teptut) 00-

curs again in Isaiah only xxxv. 7 (see Coram, safoc.).—

Bfafi in Isaiah only here. T|K has here also its re-

strictive sense. When Gstsxius (Thee. p. 89) says : that

the vit rutringendi relates non at proxtmum ted ad •*-

quent quoddam vocabulunh and translates here accord-

ingly : non niti tpectra ibi habitant, non niti vulturet (bi

conoregantur, the two statements exclude each other.

For where only tpectra dwell, the vulture cannot also

dwell, and vice verta. To express that, the ^K must be

Joined toJvV? and niH (vers. 14, 15). But both times

it ia joined to Dtf* Henoe it appears that the Prophet

would say: only there doea the lllith rest, only there

does the vulture congregate : t. *., there is no other

place so suitable for them. Hiph. y>XV\ again 11. 4

in another sense ; in xxvlii. 12 we had the noun HjfJPD
M resting place." Also HUD " resting place," only here

in Isaiah ; oomp. Gen. viii. 9; Lam. L 8.

XXSGSTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. If the Prophet would not deal only in in-

definite generalities in regard to the judgment on
the nation* of the earth, he must give promi-
nence to the case of one nation instar omnium.
Among neighboring nations Moab, and Edom,
and Amnion, were most detested by the Israelitea

(comp. Dent xxiii. 8-6; Eaek. xxxv. 5eqq.;
Amos i. 11 ; Obad. 10 eqq. 5 Pa. exxxvii. 7, etc).

Aa Isaiah elsewhere, in a similar connection,
mentions the Moabitea by way of exemplification

(xxv. 10 aqq.), it is natural he should give simi-

lar prominence also to Edom, aa he does here and

lxiil. 1 sqq. Now, because the sword of Jehovah

has already become drunken in heaven with

blood, it descends to earth, because it finds no

more work above.

2. Tor my iword of Hon.—Vera, 6-8.

The relation of this section to what precedes is

this: the Prophet has said (vers. 2, 8), what the

Lobd purpote* to do on earth. DD'inn and
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864 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

Djro ver. 2 are to be understood of acta of the

will, not of performance: ver. 3 describes pro-

phetically what shall once take place on earth in

consequence of that divine decree. Ver. 4 pic-

tures the judgment that shall be executed on the

heavens, but here the Prophet combines inten-

tion and performance. He contemplates the

judgment of God as beginning in heaven, and
continued on earth.

[On the construction of *3 see Text and Oram.
" It may be construed in its proper sense, either

with ver. 3 (Hitzio), or with the whole of the

preceding description. All this shall certainly

take place for my sword (the speaker being God
Himself) is steeped." etc,—J. A. Alex., in loci.

The expression is a bold poetic one. Isaiah

speaks of the sword of the Lord again xxvii. 1

;

lxvi. 16. But only here does he personify it.

He may, as regards the sense, have in mind Deut.

xxxii. 41-43. Inevitable and irresistible are the

judgments of the Lord. This the Prophet ex-

presses by saving that the sword of the Lord,
intoxicated with the judgment accomplished on
" the host of the high ones that are on high

"

(xxiv. 21), and thirsting for more blood, descends
to earth, and that first on Edom, as the nation

that above all has become an object of the divine
ban. (D^n the segregatio ad intemeewnemj 1

Kings xx. 42 ; Isa. xliii. 28). Vers. 6, 7 describe

the effects of the execution. The sword of the

Lord is not only full of blood, but is fattened,

dropping fat As in the second clause of ver. 6,

the Edomites are regarded as a sacrifice, they
are here compared to sheep, goats and rams.

Bozra stands for Edom also lxiii. 1. Concern-
ing this city see on Jer. lxix. 13.

The enumeration of buffaloes, bullocks and
bulls (ver. 7) denotes that the entire nation shall

parish, great and small, high and low. Dtp
(only here in Isaiah, elsewhere only Num. xxiii.

22 ; Deut xxxiii. 17 ; Job xxxix. 9 sq. ; Ps. xxii.

22; xxix. 6; xcii. 11). It is now universally
understood to mean the buffalo (see Herz. R.-
EncycL, XI. p. 28). D^B see on i. 11. ^3*
mmning " bull " occurs only x. 13 K'thibh. IT
meaning " to fell " trees, beasts or men, is pecu-
liar to Isaiah (see xxxii. 19). For Jer. xlviii.

15 ; 1. 27 ; li. 40 the use of the word is not quite
the same. In consequence of the slaughter the
earth itself is drunk with blood, and fat with fat,

comp. on vers. 5, 6. The parallelism reigns not
only in these verses, but in the entire complexity
of vers. 6-8. For the description of the judg-
ment in ver. 6 a. and ver. 7 correspond, and the
reasons assigned ver. 6 6. and ver. 8. But pro-
gress appears in the thought because ver. 8 gives
particularly the object of the " sacrifice " and the
u
fllaughter." The Lord will thereby satisfy

His vengeance, and give Zion justice by a right-

eous recompense.
The expression for the day of the Lord's

etc., recalls ii. 32 and lxiii. 4. But the Prophet
seems moreover to have in mind Deut xxxii.
35, 41. For in those passages, as here, the
notions of vengeance and recompense underlie the
discourse.

But beside this, our passage lay before Jere-
miah. For Jer. xlvi. 10 is penetrated with ele-

ments drawn from Isa. xxxiv. 5-8. The follow-

ing considerations show that our passage is the

source from which Jer. drew. I) The grand,

drastic boldness and loftiness of the language of

our passage, of which the words of Jer., after the

fashion of that Prophet, are but a tempered imi-

tation. 2) Isaiah uses the expression Hftn twice

(vers. 5, 7) ; Jer. says, nnn. It is much more

likely that Jeremiah would dilute the strong ex-

pression of a predecessor, in his well-known

fashion (see my comm. on Jer. Introd. } 3) than

that an author living much later in the exile,

should intensify the normal but weaker expression

of Jer. 3) Jer. says npp^ DV; Isaiah Dp^ Dr.

Now in general DpJ is the older form of the

word, and is used only in Lev. xxvi. 25 : Dent*
xxxii. 35, 41, 43 ; Judg. xvi. 28 : Ps. lviii. 11

;

Prov. vi. 34 ; Mic. v. 14, and in Isa. (xxxv. 4 ;

xlvii. 3; lix. 17 ; lxi. 2 ; lxiii. 4). In the excep-

tions Eiek. xxiv. 8 ; xxv. 12, DJ5J Dpi is evi-

dently said for the sake of the effect of sound ; in

Ezek! xxv. 15 the expression Dp3 *0p£! is used

along with nnj^. On the other hand n
?j£} is

the form exclusively used by Jeremiah, and in
Ezekiel it is the prevalent form (the exceptions
being given above) and beside these is used only
here and there (Num. xxxi. 2. 3 ; Lam. iii. 60

;

Ps. cxlix. 7). But it is not probable that a writer
later than Jeremiah has introduced the old form
into a passage borrowed from Jeremiah.

3. And the stream*—emptiness.—Vers.
9-11. Edom was situated at the southern point
of the Dead Sea. The following description re-

calls the pitchy and sulphurous character of this

sea and its surroundings. It seems as if the Pro-
phet would allude to that event which, recorded
in Gen. xix. 24, 25, 28, had impressed that cha-
racter on the region. At least the sulphur, the
overturning (^Dn) and the ascending smoke are

traits that he seems to have borrowed from that
passage. HOT occurs again only Exod. ii. 3.

JV1IU we had already where xxx. 33 the breath
of God is called " a stream of brimstone." When
the streams are flowing pitch and the dust of the
land is sulphur, the whole land will become a
fearful place of conflagration. Day and night
(the expression occurs Deut. xxviii. 66, beside
comp. Isa. iv. 5: xxi. 8 ; lx. 11), forever, for it

is the flame of the last judgment, the burning
shall continue. The burning land is the subject
of TQ2H which is used intensively also xliii. 17 ;

lxvi. 24.—Ver. 10. On *^H as denning time see

on xiii. 20. "WlS "^HD occurs only here, a^n
exareseerSf exsicoari, comp. xix. 5, 6 ; xliv. 27 ; lx.

12. 1?j? pK again only lx. 15. It does not

agree well to sav of the same land that it shall ;

become an everlasting burning, and that it shall
be a pathless desert. But the Prophet describes
the future by means of the present, and contem-
plates the earth as an Edom cursed of God, and
thinks of the 1atter as a scorched desert land. [The
same may be said of the similarly inconsistent de-
scriptions in all that follows in this section.

—

Tr.1.

Ver. 11. As such the land is inhabited only by
beasts of the desert. [On the names of beings
enumerated in this and the following verses see
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CHAP. XXXIV. S-16. 965

J. A. Alex., oomm. in toe., especially on JvVS
?er. 14—TB.J. HKp (from Kip " to vomit ") is

the pelican (Lev. xL 18 ; Deut liv. 17 ; Zeph.
ii. 14), TAP "the porcupine" (see on xiv. 23;
Zeph. ii. 'l4). «JlBfr "the owl" (only here

in 1ml comp. Lev. xL 17 ; Deut Jr. 16),—3"V
'•the raren" (in Isaiah only here). As right
building can only be done by means of measur-
ing line and plummet (Job xxxviii. 5), so shall
right destruction be directed by aid of the same
implements. The image is the same as Amos
vii. 7-9, comp. 2 Kings xxi. 23 ; Lam. ii.^ 8.
u The stone " is the weight that makes the line

plumb. The expression 1H3 ^K is &ir. ley.
;

and TO Iaaiah uses no where else (see Qen. i. 2

;

Jer. iv. 23).

["The sense of the whole metaphor may then
be—that God has laid this work out for Himself
and will perform it (Barmes),—that even in de-

stroying He will nroceed deliberately, and by
rale (Knobzl), which last thought is well ex-

pressed in Robexmueller's paraphrase (ad men-
turam vastabitur, ad regulam dcpopulabitur)."—'

J. A. Alexander.]
4. They shall call with her mate

—

Vera. 12-15. The Prophet now describes the de-

solation as it affects the territory of the nobility

of Edom, both as to their persons and their

castles, rrin being nominative absolute, the

words must be translated: ''as to her nobles,

there are none there that call out a monarchy
(election of king, accession to regency)." As the

presence of the nobility is the necessary condi-

tion of a king's election, and not vice versa, I re-

gard this translation as more correct than the

other which is also grammatically pos?ible, viz.

:

"there is no kingdom that they may proclaim."

Moreover it is logically more correct that in the

phrase with \ the word put before absolutely

should be the subject Royalty in Edom was not
inherited, but Esau's descendants formed a high
nobility from which the king proceeded by elec-

tion (Gen. xxxvi. 15 sqq. ; 31 sqq.). 1H, liber,

ingenum, nobilis Isaiah uses only here. Comp.
EccL x. 17 ; Jer. xxvii. 20 and often.

[On nnn, J. A. Alexander gives a copious

synopsis of interpretations and then adds : "This
great variety of explanations, and the harshness
of construction with which most of them are

chargeable, may serve as an excuse for the sug-

gestion of a new one, not as certainly correct, but
as possibly entitled to consideration." Beside
the meaning nobles, D^il in several places " no

lew certainly means holes or cave$ (see 1 Sam.
xiv. 11; Job xxx. 6; Nah. ii. 13). Now it is

matter of history not only that Edom was full of

caverns, but that these were inhabited and that

the aboriginal inhabitants, expelled by Esau,

were expressly called Horitez (W^P) as being in-

habitants of caverns (xiv. 6 ; xxxvi. 20 ; Deut.
il 12, 22). This being the case, the entire de-

population of the country, and especially the
destruction of its princes, might be naturally and
poetically expressed by saying that the kingdom
of Edom should be thenceforth a kingdom of
deserted caverns." For the appropriateness of
description see in Robinson's •• Researches" the
account of Petra,—Tb.].

Ver. 13. The ruin of the nobility is followed
by that of their palaces. They are said to mount

up (Hrnj?) but only ironically, for they appear
great and high only by the rank wild growth on
them.

^
Not only beasts of the desert, but also repul-

sive demons of the desert disport themselves in
the desolate ruins of Edom. The Prophet men-
tions a female being, the ghost-like, restlessly

wandering (comp. Matt xii. 43) Lilith, but which
just there in those dreadful places finds a con-

genial resting place. The name JVT7 certainly

comes from VS " the night," and denotes a being

of the night, a spectre. According to the Tal-
mud Lilith is the chief of the nocturnal Schedim,

of the J'VS or p*JB (comp. Buxtorf, Lex.

rabb., p. 1140 and 877), and bears the name

n
!?r

!

s2 *9 ny** *• «•> " *&*& toe (female)

dancer." Comp. Kohut, Jud. Angel und Da-
monoL, 1866. p. 61 and 86 sqq. Certainly Lilith

is a production of popular superstition, to which
various attributes and forms of appearance are

ascribed. Comp. Buxtorf, /. e. Bochart,
Hieroz. III., p. 829, ed. Rosenmuexlbr, Gesen.
The*, p. 749. [Smith's Diet, of Bible, under the

word Owl]. JVV1

? is oir. >Uy.

[" In itself it means nothing more nor less than

nocturnal, and would seem to be applicable to an

animal or to any other object belonging to the

night." "This gratuitous interpretation of the

Hebrew word" (viz., as referring to the supersti-

tions mentioned above) u was unfortunately sanc-

tioned by Bochart and Vitrikga, and adopted

with eagerness by the modern Germans who re-

joice in every opportunity of charging a mistake

in physics, or a vulgar superstition on the Scrip-

tures. This disposition is the more apparent

here, because the writers of this school usually

pique themselves upon the critical discernment

with which they separate the exegetical inven-

tions of the Rabbins from the genuine meaning

of the Hebrew text. Gesenius for example, will

not even grant that the doctrine of a personal

Messiah is so much as mentioned in the writings

of Isaiah, although no opinion has been more
universally maintained by the Jews, from the

date of their oldest uncanonical books. In this

case, their unanimous and uninterrupted testi-

mony goes for nothing, because it would establish

an unwelcome identity between the Messiah of

the Old and New Testament But when the ob-

ject is to fasten on the Scriptures an odious and

contemptible superstition, the utmost deference

is paid, not only to the silly legends of the Jews,

but to those of the Greeks, Romans, Zabians and

Russians." " Beside the feet that JvS
,l

7 means
nocturnal, and that its application to a spectre is

entirely gratuitous, we may argue here, as in

xiii. 20, that ghosts as well as demons would be

wholly out of place in a list of wild and solitary

animal*. Is this a natural succession of ideas?

Is it one that oneht to be assumed without ne-

cessity?" ... "Of all the figures that could be

employed, that of resting seems to be the least

appropriate in the description of a spectre." . . •

The quotation of Matt xii. 43 in this connection
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866 THE PBOPHET TflATAF.

1b " strange n and " incongruous," " where the
evil spirit is expressly said to pass through dry
places seeking rest and finding none." . . . " The

sense is sufficiently secured by making JvV?
mean a nocturnal bird (Abek Ezra), or more
specificially, an owl (Coocetus), or screech-owl
(Lowth). But the word admits of a still more
satisfactory interpretation, in exact agreement
with the exposition which has already been given
of the preceding terms as general descriptions

rather than specific names. If these terms repre-

sent the animals occupying Idumea, first as be-

longing to the wilderness (0"¥), then as dis-

tinguished br their fierce and melancholy cries
(D"K)

f and then as shaggy in appearance p'jH*),
nothing can be more natural than that the fourth
epithet should also be expressive of their habits
as a class . . . nocturnal or belonging to the
night."^J. A. Alexander, in foe—Tr.].

Ver. 15. Bochart in his HieroM., IL p. 194
sqq., has proved that Pflp means arrow-snake.

In lonely places, out of danger it harbors and

lays its eggs, ISnD Piel ™ "to cause slipping

away," like the Hiph. lxvi. 7 : the imperf., with
Vav consecutive makes what must hypotacticallT

be regarded as a repeated fact, appear paratacti-

cally as occurring once. J7p3 "to cleave," for

by cleaving £>en the young are brought forth.

comp.xxxv.wJ lviii. 8j lix. 5. "U*l " to cherish'*

(only here and Jer. xvii. 11), cherishes the young
in its shadow (i. «., of its own body)—TTI u vul-

ture," again only Dent xiv. 13. The expressioa

nnijH HtfK only here and ver. 16 in Tsaiah.

Drechsler justly construes it as asyndeton, and
as in apposition with the subject, as must be done
also ver. 16.

[" As to the particular species of animals re-
ferred to in this whole passage, there is no need,
as Calvin well observes, of troubling ourselves
much about them. {Non est cur in us maonopere
torqueamur). The general sense evidently is that
a human population should be succeeded by wild
and lonely animals—implying total and contin-
ued desolation."—J. A. Alexander. For rich
illustration of the subject from modern travellers

see Barnes* Notes on Isaiah, in foe—Tb,].

& CONCLUDING REMARK: SUMMONS TO COMPABE THE PROPHECY WITH
ITS FULFILMENT.

Chapter XXXIV. 16, 17.

16 Seek ye out of the book of the Lord, and read,

No one of these 'shall fail,

None shall want her mate

:

For my mouth it hath commanded, and bhis spirit it hath gathered them.
17 And he hath cast the lot for them,

And his hand hath divided it unto them by line

:

They shall possess it for ever,

From generation to generation shall they dwell therein.

• fails, Neither one nor the other does one miss. * its breath.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 18. Comp. 3fD with Sjf xxx.8; Jen xxxyL 29;

Dent xxvii. 8, 8, etc.—imp! comp. xxix. 11, 12. The

LXX. reads *ehl instead of *tf"n, and refer the
ITT |

•

word to what goes before. Moreover it has some-
how confounded IflD^JrtD with IflOD, and de-

rived *|Op from mp occurrere
t
for it reads Urns : Utl

lAo^oi ffvinjiriprar icai liov rft wp6<rwxa i\X^\mv *pt*>y
vapr^eov. In the waprj\$x>v is doubtless a reference to

Gen. ii. 18. Strangely enough late expositors (Kxobxl,
Mxxxb) adopt this rendering through misconception of
the passage.-!—-I do not believe that the feminines in

rUHD nrW andrwyn HtfK relate only to the living

beings enumerated in vers. ft-U. Forwhy are not other
traits of the prophecy, murder, burning, etc., to be ful-

filled? And why conceive of all the living beings as
feminine? The Prophet changes the gender ver. 17. I

agree with those that take these feminines in a neuter
sense, and as relating to all the traits of the predicted
judgment, which is grammatically quite Justifiable
(oomp.xU.22). mjN is used xl 26, as here, in the

GRAMMATICAL.

sense of desiderari, (tests.—As DTrinK HOfe is said of
T "I T •

inanimate things (Exod. xxvi. 8, ft, 6, etc.) so the same is

possible ofnm;n rn&m (asyndeton like ver. 16). ^pQ
is — " to miss," (properly : to verify by inspection the
non-existence, comp. 1 Sam. xx. 6; xxv. 15). The 3d
pen. plnr. denotes the impersonal subject— w one.**—
"9 occasions great difficulty. Borne (as DnscHsxnm)

would refer the suffix in 'fl to the Prophet and in imi
to God. Bnt could the Prophet say: my mouth has
commanded it? He could only say *• announced," CTjn
or the like). Thns the Vulo. translates : quod ex are meo
proeedity itte tnandavit But the LXX. has simply, 5rt
riptof ivmikero avrolt. It is better, with several Rab-
bis and DKLrnscB, to refer both suffixes to God r •• my
mouth has commanded it and its spirit, t. a, the spirit
ofmy mouth has gathered them.** Still this is astrange
form of expression. For It appears as if the Lokd dis-
tinguished between His spirit and the spirit of m*
mouth, as if the latter were nofHis spirit; a distinction
that does not appear Ps. xxxlii. 6; Job xv. 80. Ho
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CHAP. XXXIV. 16-17. S67

orer the explanation of 6nmra, who would take H1H
for the nomm regene belonging to ,

fl (oomp. §rn %D^D
Hsh. ii 9), is not satisfactory. This construction is

quite abnormal ; for Nah. Ii • is not similar. With the

txcepUon of the olanae " for my mouth—haih gathered

them,** not only the entire preceding ptft of the ohapt
but also rersos 16, IT are spoken only by the Prophet.

A corruption of the text was Tery possible, in as much
«• TTfi, by reason of the WH after 1M\ could easUy

change to IMH ^fl. Hence I think that we must simply

translate " his mouth."
J¥3p

(Piel, ses lis is to be

referred to the same objects as the fern, suffixes pre-

ceding.

Ver. 17. *nij| Van only here in Isaiah; oomp. Pa,

xxii. 10; Esek. xxi*. «, etc SlU done and pStl **•

list ip and 7118^" *nd 713 HOtf' oomp. on Terse

11. Vn Tnh seerersell.

XXEGITIOAL AND CBITICAL.

1. The Prophet translates himself in spirit

Into the time when his prophecy shall have been
falfilled. As a pledge to his present readers of
the reliability of his predictions he, so to speak,

stakes his own and God's honor on the fulfilment,

which most be compromised by the non-fulfil-

ment For what the mouth of the Lord has an-

nounced, that the Spirit of the Lord will bring

to pass. Though the immediate reference of

these words is to the prophecy against Edom, it

lies in the nature of things that the present sum-
mons concerns in the same way alt predictions

of the Prophet It is hard to see why only the
prophecy against Edom should be provided with
such a postscript ss the present. It is therefore

a natural conjecture that this postscript stands

connected with the position, and general signifi-

cance of this prophecy against Edom. The Utter

concludes part first : for with xxxri. the histori-

cal pieces begin. We have found, too, this pro-

phecy against Edom to be an exemplification in

one nation of what is to happen to all (vers. 1-4).

We may then take this postscript as pertaining

to all the preceding threatening prophecies, be-

cause all of them are, so to speak, comprehended
in this last one against Edom. Now as chap,

xxxiv. is certainly more recent than most of the
foregoing pieces, it is probable that this post-

script was first added when the collection was
made, to which perhaps the expression " Book
of the Lord" refers. But, one may ask, why is

this postscript put at the end of xxxv. ? The
verses 16, 17 are by their contents most inti-

mately connected with xxxiv. 6-15. But why
such an appeal to the written word only after a
threatening prophecy? Christ, too, speaks the

significant words " behold I have told you before "

{Matt. xxiv. 25 ; Mar. xiiL 23) after announcing
judgments. God's salvation comes to the pious,

and they know from whose hand it comes. But
the wicked will not hear of God's sending judg-
ments. They ascribe them to accident or fatalis-

tic necessity. Therefore it specially concerns
them to prove, that the judgment is something
announced beforehand, and thus is something
previously known and determined, that it is

therefore the act of Him who knows all His
works from the beginning of the world (Acts xv.

18). Added to this, xxxv* points forwards more
than backwards. It is the bridge to chapters xl.-

Ixvi., as it were, the morning twilight of the day
of salvation, which dawns with chap. xl.

2. Seek ye—dwell therein.; Vers. 16,

17. The summons to read in the written book
seems to me to indicate that the Prophet has just

been busy with a book and finished it, which he

calls "the book of the Lord." Gesen., and
Drechsl., explain this to mean that the Prophet
"had in mind the insertion of his oracle in a
collection of holy Scriptures j" that he " knew it

to be a part of a greater whole, into which, in its

time, it must be adopted." But then why does
he think this only of this prophecy? Even
though elsewhere there is mention of recording

tingle prophecies for the purpose of appealing to

them afterwards (viii. 1 ; xxx. 8), still there is

nowhere, beside the present, any mention of an
entire book that deserved to be called " the book
of the Lord." But we evidently stand here at a
boundary. The prophecies of part first conclude.

Chapters xxxvi-xxxix- form an historical sup-

plement. With xl., the second part begins.

And at this significant point a " book of the Lord "

is mentioned. This is certainly not to be ex-

plained by saying that in closing his prophecy
the Prophet happened here to mention the future

book of which it was to become a part It is

much more likely that the Prophet provided this

prophecy with such a conclusion, when he put
this prophecy at the end of a great book, that he
called Jehovah-book, as containing the entire Je-

hovah-word announced by him. The expres-

sion HUT IDO occurs only here. Only a work
in which Jehovah had space to give an all-sided

revelation of His nature and will, deserved this

name. And only a Prophet that was conscious

of having been God's faithful instrument in all

he had said and written, could set such a title to

his book.
The prophecy must be fulfilled because God is

adthor of it. This is the general sense. But as

to particulars 'B occasions difficulty, on which

see Text, and Oram. The Spirit of God, or per-

haps more correctly the breath of God drives,

or rather blows together, from all quarters what
God needs in one place for the accomplishment

of His counsel. Compare an analogous use of

Y*p Mic i. 7. The various beings or powers

mentioned in, vers. 5-15 are partly masculine,

partly feminine. The Prophet repeats with em-

phasis that the total of them, «. «., the representa-

tives of both genders are endowed with the land

of Edom in eternal possession. He has similarly

expressed the difference in gender by the different

gender terminations, iii. 1.

[On ver. 17. "An evident allusion to the

division of the land of Canaan, both by lot and

measuring line. (See Num. xxvi. 55, 56 ; Josh,

xviii. 4-6). As Canaan was allotted to Israel,

so Edom is allotted to these doleful creatures."—

J. A. AjaXaJTDBR.].
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868 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

4. OBVEBSE OF THE JUDGMENT: ISRAEL'S REDEMPTION AND RETURN HOME.

Chapter XXXV. 1-10.

1 'The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them

;

And the desert shall rejoice, and blossom as the- rose.

2 bIt shall blossom abundantly,
And rejoice even with joy and singing

:

The glory of Lebanon "snail be given unto it,

The excellency of Carmel and Sharon,
They shall see the glory of the Lord,
Ana the excellency of our God.

3 Strengthen ye the weak hands,

And confirm the feeble knees.

4 Say to them that are of a ld fearful heart,

Be strong, fear not

:

Behold, your God *will come with vengeance,
Even God vrith a recompense

;

He will come and save you.

5 Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened,
And the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped*

6 Then shall the lame man leap as an hart,

And the tongue of the dumb sing

:

For in the wilderness shall waters break out,

And streams in the desert.

7 And the 'oarched ground shall become a pool,

And the thirsty land springs of water

:

fIn the habitation of dragons, where each lay,

Shall be *grass with reeds and rushes.

8 And an highway shall be there, and a way,
And it shall be called The way of holiness

;

The unclean shall not pass over it ; *but it shall be for those:
The wayfaring men, though fools, shall not err therein*

9 No lion shall be there,

Nor any ravenous beast shall go up thereon,

It shall not be found there

;

But bthe redeemed shall walk there

:

10 And the ransomed of the Lord shall return,

And come to Zion with songs
And everlasting jov upon their heads

:

Thev shall obtain^oy and gladness,

Add sorrow and sighing shall flee away.

• Heb. hasty. t Or, a court for reeds, etc • Or, for he shall be with them.

• Be glad desertr-rejoice steppe, etc. * Bloom, bloom let it • is given, * disconcerted.
• vengeance comes, recompense of Ood I He comes that He may save you. * mirage,
• In the habitation ofjackals is their encampment, an enclosurefor reeds and rushes, k redeemed one*.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver.l. [The Author, like the LXX, translates the fu-

tures of this Terse, (and also of ver. 2) as imperatives.

But, as J. A. Autx. says, w there is no sufficient reason
for departing from the strict sense of the future."—Ta.J.

The abnormal form D*ife*£P must not be regarded as an

error in copying, as has been done by Lowth, Eichhorn,
Hitiio, Umbbkit, Olsh. (Gram.). Nor can the ending D*
be treated as a suffix, as is done by Gssxxius, Bossnsl,

Maubkb, Drschslkb, who regard it as put for D3 with
T

reference to " the felicitous revolution of all things that

is announced in the present chapter.** Such a refer-

ence would be harsh, and a departure from the analogy

of the construction of verbs of rejoicing. It is better

(with Absk Ezra, Kimchi. Ewald, (J 91, b\ Kwobbl, Da-
Lmscn) to explain the form as an assimilation of the

|
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CHAP. XXXV. 1-10.

in ppfer
1 to the following Q : m in Numb, lit 40 tf"Id

ftth stands for <0 p*11), and as, according to Wmrmui
(sreufNw in Dxutxsch, p. 688), at the present day even
in Arabic « becomes m before a labial. In Greek also

rfet jpr^a ooours for fV *tvWp«. On the reoorrenoe of

fcRft H% rOV in Iaaiah, sm UtL

Ver.iT nVj «• tttt. The int JJ1 again only Pa.

cxxxii. 11—1/' -7133 and TIM *m U*L

Ver. 3. The words are manifestly borrowed from Job
It. 3, 4, By a comparison of the Hebrew original it is

seen that the first clause quite agrees with the words
of Job; but the second oombines elements of the two

following clauses in Job, and PlStf3 is substituted for

rujnj. But the two expressions 'fil 'T DTT1 and

JtiSefr (or nijHD) 0O"»3 ^DK oocur only in these

two places.

Ver. 4. bncHsuot, DmjrxscH. as some Rabbins before

them, Uke Dpi as ace modaiU (Dbxcuslu: "BUchen*

kommt er," L e., as much to do vengeance, as also in Ten-
geance, In exhibition of vengeance). But no example
can be cited of designating the object of coming by the
accusative, or of the use of Dp} adverbially as denoting

the manner of appearance, like the use of ntalto,

n03, Iptf, SDH, ste. The parallel passages thatare

cited (xiiL9; xxx. 27; xL 10) prove only that DD'SlSt
can be joined toWy as its predicate, something that
is not doubted. The accents indeed favor this connec-
tion here, but they are not binding. In an entirely simi-
lar sentence as to structure (Jer. xxiii. 19 ; xxx. 83) they
make such a distribution as I think Is also the correct
one here. With most expositors, therefore, I take

DOTlSl run as first clause, which incontestibly is

grammatically possible (comp. c g. xvii.U ; Gen. xii. 19),

•^KIT DpJ as the second. Thus by run, as it were

with the index finger, the Prophet points to God as He
draws near, and then with the following words explains
His coming. Vengeance, says he ("comp. on xxxiv. 8),

comes, divine recompense. It SlDJ is in apposition

with Dp}- D'H 7K denotes not merely the author, but

also the manner of the recompense : it is such as God
only can visit, vU^ as just in principle as it is complete

m execution. The expression therefore recalls 'K JIPH
•the terror of God,w Gen. xxxv.5; b* 'pK Ps. Ixxx.

H ; ° 7J Ps. civ. 16, etc '1 KIT WW emphasises

the coming of the Loan for a positive object. The
fonn Dr?fj^1 stands for DgjTfih, as Prov. xx. &f&)
forJPEfa. The abbreviated (Jussive) form denotes that

the clause is to be construed as marking intention

:

"that he may save you."
ver. a. enn, *«« u«t.

Ter. 6. Al u to spring" (Ps. xviil. 30) and V* only

here in Isaiah. TOB oomp. xxxiii 23. oS*, swart.

Ver. 7. DJK and jnao (BocL xii. 6X see UtL pxD*
again only DeuUviii. 16 ;Ps.oviL 88. Both as to sense
and grammar it gives a harsh construction to Jake
H*31 in apposition with ,1U, and to refer the suffix to

D'JTU What need is there of saying that themj of the
jackal is also its pi? Nor would I, with Dbbchslib
refer the suffix in TO31 to D"D : for pi is a place of

repose (comp. lxv. 10; Jer. 1. 6 ; Prov. xxiv. 16). ni*31
is manifestly to be referred to Israel. It is true that in
what precedes ttere is no word to which the suffix ,1-

may be grammatically referred. But we know the great
liberty of the Hebrew, in which verbal and nominal
endings, as also suffixes are referred to ideal notions ot
suoh as are implied in the context (comp. on xxxiii. 4).

It is in this case to be referred to some feminine notion
of the author's mind, suoh as Zion or daughter of Zion.
The following words, too, " l^fn are an echo of xxxiv.

13 b r JTUn
1

? nm). Hence the latter passage seems
to me to indicate what must be the explanation of the
present, and that we must here also take V2fn in the
sense of 1¥n« This interchange, indeed, does not oc-

cur in any other than the passages named. But gramma-

tically it is not impossible (oomp. D^Sfi and ttSfl, jpx*
and £p\ p'n^ and pnp, EwAu>t»HM) and the sense

demands it in xxxiv. 13. For the ostrich does not eat

grass. Henoe I construe Yjffl hi this place as iyn
and in apposition with 'fl nij.

Vex. 8. The 1 before H1TI might be taken in a cau-al

sense (Ewald,* $ 363, o). But it seems to me more suit-

able to regard the clause ID
1

? 1(1711 as the negative cor-

relative ofKDB majT ItS, and to translate 1 accord-

ingly by M but * (EwAin, 1 864, a, p. 848). Note here, too,

what freedom the Prophet takes with the gender of the

words. The fem. ,lS after mp" is immediately fol-

lowed by the masculines 1J13JV and KflT 111 is

most commonly masculine (fem. only Deut. i. 22; Ps. U
6 ; cxix. 33; Ezra viii. 2). But it is incredible that this
interchange of gender Is conditioned by the double
gender of "pi, for that would not Justify suoh inter-

change in one and the same passage. But ph relates

71 /DD. »• «m to the notion H^DD which is here in an
exceptional way represented by the other word* iSil

is part mbtohttwro, and prepositive conditional clause. In
respect to the sense oomp. xlli. 18. VlK again only

xix.lt

Ver. 0. y«1|) only here in Isaiah, The 8 pers. fem.

In KVDn is to be referred Jim, for this 3-pers. fem. in-

volves an ideal plural (comp. on xxxiv. 13)—D'SllU
again only H. 10; Ixii. 12; Ps. evil. 2; [but also, toe Wtf].

ver. lo. *ii9, jtsa pr. nnj«. ** h*l nnofcn
comp.xxil.13; It. $11; Ui.3*

EXEGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As in all sections of Isaiah's prophecies, so
here the perspective closes with a glorious future
(comp. xi. and xii. j xxiii. 15-18; xxvii. ; xxxiii.
13-24}. As exile is the sum of all terrors for the
Israelite, so exile's^ end, return to Zion to ever-
lasting, blessed residence there is the acme and
«im of all felicity.

^
Thus here the prospect of

joyful return home is presented to Israel in con-
24

trast with the frijghtful judgments that (xxxiv.)
are to come upon the heathen, and at the same
time as a transition and prelude to chapters xl.-~

lxvi.

The desert through which the way lies shall
flourish like Carmel and Sharon (vers. 1, 2).
There all the weary and languishing shall re-
ceive new strength (ver. 3)* The fearful and
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370 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

timid shall gain fresh courage at the prospect of
the vengeance and deliverance from their God
(ver. 4). The blind shall see ; the deaf hear
(ver. 6), the lame walk, the dumb speak ; springs

shall well up in the desert (ver. 6) ; the mirage
shall become reality, the lair of tne jackal will

become a place of grass and water fitted for an
encampment (ver. 7). A highway will appear
that shall be a holy way. For as, on the one
hand, nothing unclean shall go on it, so, on the
other, the simple ones of Israel will not lose their

way on it (ver. 8). No ravenous beast shall

render it insecure. Only the redeemed of the

Lord shall travel it (ver. 9). They shall return

on it to Zion with joy. Then shall everlasting

joy go in there, ana sorrow and sighing flee

away (ver. 10).

2. The wilderness—of ourGod.—Vers.
1, 2. These verses, as it were, prepare the theatre

in general for the return of Israel. This return is

to Be through the desert There is not a word to

intimate that the Prophet has a definite desert in

view. The march of Israel through the Arabian
desert when returning from the Egyptian cap-
tivity, is as much the type for all home returns
of Israel, as that first captivity is the type for all

that follow. For so says Isa. xi. 16: "And
there shall be an highway for the remnant of her
people, which shall be left from Assyria, like as

it was to Israel in the day that he came up out
of the land of Egypt." The Kile and Euphrates
shall be made passable by dividing their beds
into seven email streams (xL 15), and the desert,

(according to Jer. xxxi. 21), by setting up signs

and way-marks, and preparing the road. Espe-
cially in Isa. xliii. 19 sq. ; xlviii. 21 it is pro-
mised that those returning home shall enjoy
abundance of water in the desert Thus then our
passage sees in the wilderness the chief territory

for the march of the home-returning Israelites.

The desert shall conform to the blessed people
that wander through it. It will change its nature.

Hitherto a place of curse, abode ofdemons (xxxiv.

14), it will become a place of blessing, a para-
dise. The principle of a higher, spiritual, eter-

nal life, the principle of glorification will become
operative in it This idea of the glorification of

nature is peculiar to Isaiah (see iv. 2; vi. 3 ; xi.

7 sqq.). rhxsn translated "rose," occurs only
here and Song of Solomon ii. 1. It is variously
translated rose, lily, narcissus, crocus. That it

denotes some sort of bulbous plant appears from

/£! (Numb. xi. 5) which means u onion." H is

often used to form quadraliterals, comp. /DJn,

/p3JT1, Gesen., Thee., p. 436. Some suppose that

the meadow-saffron, eolchieum autumnate is meant,
because the Syriac translates the word chamza-
foito (see Gesen., Oomm. in loc.). But it seems
impossible that such a poisonous weed could be
meant here and Song of Sol. ii. 1. If a bulbous
plant is meant, it may (distinguished from nSBh'tf,

the lilium candidum, the "ktlptov of the Greeks),
be the lilium btdbiferum, the fire lily (comp. Plin.
Hist. not. XXL 5, 11, est ct rubens lilium, quod
Gratci Kpivov wcant). In fact the LXX., trans-
late it here by Kpivov. But it might even be the
narcissus, '< the miraculous flower, at the sight of
which gods and men wonder, that raises itself out
of the earth with a hundred heads, whose fra-

grance rejoices heaven, sea and earth " (Viktor
Hehn, Kulturpflansen, u. Hausthiere, Berlin, 1870,

E.

164). Arnou) (Him., H-EncycL, XI. p. 25)

olds this view. [The translation " rose " is true

to the poetry if not to the botany.—Babnes, J.

A. Alexander]. But however this may be, the

meaning is, that the entire steppe, covered with

the bloom of this flower, shall appear like one

single individual flower of the sort Lebanon.
(see list) Sharon (i6u2.) and Carmel appear united,

xxxiii. 9, as types of the most glorious vegetation,
nsn must be referred to the gloriously adorned

meadows. For just because they are honored
with beholding the glory of God, they must them-
selves appear in adornment to suit.

3. Strengthen the desert.—Vera. 3-4.

The Prophet ver. 3 addresses his own word of

encouragement to the returning ones, and then
ver. 4 prescribes to them the words with which
they are to reassure any that are dismayed (see

on xxxii. 4 where the word is used for nurry in

judging), to whom the undertaking may seem
too bold and daring. The words ''be strong, fear

not" are evidently borrowed from Deut xxxi. 6
(comp. 2 Chr. xxxii. 7). How can Israel fear

since the Lord their God hastens to them to visit

vengeance on the enemyand to redeem His people I

What is said vers. 5, 6 of opening eyes, ears

and tongues, and of the free use of members before

crippled, we will need to understand as much in

a spiritual as in a corporeal sense. For the '* hasty
of heart," ver. 4, proves that also spirit and spirit-

ual defects on the part of the returning Israelites

are still to be removed. And Hpfl is the specific

technical term for opening the eves generally
(only once of the ears xlii. 20) ana for opening
the spiritual eyes in particular (xxxvii. 17 ; xlii.

7). ["As Henderson justly says, there is no
proof whatever that Christ refers John the Bap-
tist to this prophecy (Matt xi. 5; Luke vii. 22)

:

He employs none of the formulas which He uni-
formly uses when directing attention to the Old
Testament (e. g„ in Matt ix. 16 ; xi. 10 ; xii. 17

;

xiii. 14), but simply appeals to His miracles in

proof of His Messiahship : thelanguage is similar,

but the subjects differ. To the question, whether
this prediction is in no sense applicable to our
Saviour's miracles, we may reply with Cai/vtn,
that though they are not directly mentioned, they
were really an emblem and example of the great
change which is here described. So, too, the
spiritual cures effected bv the gospel, although
not specifically signified by these words, are in-

cluded in the glorious revolution which they do
describe.—J. A. Alexander].

The clause ver. 6 6. gives a reason, not spe-
cially for the healing of the dumb, lame, etc, but
in general for the exhortation to be of good cheer
that is given to those returning, and to rejoice

that is given to the desert itself from ver. 1 on-
wards. Abundance of water shall be given in
the desert This explains why the desert is to

flourish and rejoice, and those that journey
through it should be of good cheer. J?p3J " to

break out " (comp. at xlviii. 21) stands in the
well-known metonymic sense as elsewhere (see

list). But this verse forms at the same time the
transition to what follows, vis. : the more particu-
lar description of the road, by which the re-
deemed shall return.
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CHAP. XXXV. 1-10. 871

4. And the parched flee away.—Yen.
7-10. [21tf it is now agreed denotes the ilia-

sire appearance often witnessed both at sea and
land, called in English looming, in Italian fata
morgana, and in French mirage. In the deserts

of Arabia and Africa, the appearance presented
is precisely that of an extended sheet of water,
tending not only to mislead the traveller, bat to

aggravate his thirst by disappointment " More
deceitful than mirage" (or aerab) is an Arabian
proverb. The word (which occurs again in the

Old Testament only xlix. 10) adds a beautiful

stroke to the description, not only by its local

propriety, but by its strict agreement with the

context Comp. J. A. Alex., and Barnes, in

loc. Herjl, R-EncycL XXL, p. 607. Curtiub,
VII. 5, 3 and 4.—Tr.].
This torture shall not be experienced by the

returning Israelites. Instead of the mocking at-

mospheric illusion there shall be an actual lake,

and the dry region shall become a region of bub-

bling (jn3D) springs. Where before was only the

lair ofjackals, there Israel will bivouac as in a
place where now is a green spot hedged in for

cane and reed. The Prophet has in mind his own
description xxxiv. 13 b.

On hV31 and ^H see Text, and Oram. By
the construction defended there we see that the

Prophet explains why a former lair ofjackals has

now become fit for a resting place. It has become
a fence enclosure for reed and cane. Once dry,

it is now moist ; so much so that plants requiring

great moisture grow there. Wherever the mois-

ture extends these plants grow. Their station,

therefore, being sharply defined, may be called

really a aeptum, a hedge. But this is a natural

fence, not artificial ; depending on organic life,

not on stone walls. It is well remarked by Ge-
sentus (The*, p. 512) that the meanings of "l^OT

and "^yn hang together. For the nomadic *Wn
extends exactly as far a* there is "lTfn. So also

the Greek *<*?"* (by which the LXX. generally

translate "V¥H) is at once fodder, grass and fence,

court (comp. hortus and chors, con, cohors). We may
then in the text take *V¥H as having the addi-

tional notion of the natural hedge, the district of

vegetation. Hip "cane" see xix. 6. KDJ^ pro-

perly the papyrus reed (see on xviii. 2) stands

here for rushes generally (Job viii. 11). Ver. 8.

The Lord's care extends further : He will make
in the desert an embanked highway, a causeway

;

an impossible construction for men ! /1/DD

( = H7D0 see lid) is arr. "key. The expression " a
highway and a way" is plainly a hendiadys.
This way shall be holy. The Lord built it and
destined it to lead to His house. .It is a pilgrim
way. Hence nothing unclean, neither unclean
person nor thin£, may come up on it ; it belongs
only to them, %. «., the Israelites, which notion
here, as well as in mf3T (see Text, and Oram.),
must be regarded as ideally present. Another
advantage of this via sacra is that even the sim-

f>le-minded (" Thumbt "), cannot go astray on
L For whoever goes on it is a sanctified one,

under God's protection and care. *]"n *pn is in

contrast with KDD U13JP K7 : an unclean person
will not cross the way, but as regards him who
goes, i. «., who has once entered on the way,

—

even fools will not go astray. All that can make
unclean or occasion danger will remain at a dis-
tance from the holy way. (Comp. comm. on
xliii. 20). Instead of that redeemed, and only
they shall journey on it. Hence the way will be
a, or rather ike way of salvation. Ver. 10, which
is identical with li. 11, defines the goal of the
travellers and the success of their journey.
The ransomed of the Lord will return home.

The idea 3*tf in all its modifications plays a peat
part in Isaiah and Jeremiah. Comp. on vii. 3

;

x. 20-22; Jer. iii. 1 ; xxxi. 22. Joy and peace
as the promised blessings (Deut. xxuii. 2, 15) the
redeemed shall receive, but sorrow and sighing
shall flee, [On their heads may be an expres-
sion denoting that joy is manifest In (he face and
aspect. Gesenitjs, Barnes.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xxxiv. 1-4. Because Bev. vi. 12-17 has
express reference to this passage, some would con-
clude that the Prophet here has in view only that
special event of the world's judgment (the open-
ing of the sixth seal). But that is not justified.

For other passages of the New Testament that do
not specially relate to the opening of the sixth
seal are based on this passage (Matth. xxiv. 29

;

2 Pet. iii. 7 sqq.; Rev. xiv. 11 ; xix. 11 sqq.). It

appears from this that the present passage is, as
it were, a magazine from which New Testament
prophecy has drawn its material for more than
one event of fulfilment

2. On xxxiv. 16. The word of God can bear
the closest scrutiny. Indeed it desires and de-
mands it. If men would only examine the Scrip-
tures diligently and with an unclouded mind and
love of truth, " whether these things are so/1

as
did the Bereans (Acts xvii. 11 : Jno. v. 39)

!

3. On xxxv. 3. "The Christian church is the
true Lazaretto in which may be found a crowd
of weary, sick, lame and wretched people. There-
fore, Christ is the Physician Himself (Matth. ix.

12) who binds up and heals those suffering from
neglect (Ezek. xxxiv. 16 ; Isa. lxi. 1). And His
word cures all (Wisd. xvi. 12). His servants, too,

are commissioned officially to admonish the rude,
to comfort the timid, to bear the weak, and be pa-
tient with all (1 Thess. v. 14). Therefore, who-
ever feels weak, let him betake himself to this Be-
thania ; there he will find counsel for his soul."

Cramer.
4. [On xxxv. 8, 9. "They who enter the path

that leads to life, find there no cause of alarm.
Their fears subside ; their apprehensions of pun-
ishment on account of their sins die away, and
they walk that path with security and confidence.

There is nothing in that way to alarm them ; and
though there are many foes— fitly represented by
lions and wild beasts—lying about the way, jet no
one is permitted to ' go up thereon.1 This is a
most beautiful image of the safety of the people
of God, and of their freedom from all enemies
that could annoy them." " The path here referred

to is appropriately designed only for the re-

deemed of the Lord. It is not for the profane,

the polluted, the hypocrite. It is not for those

who live for this world, or for those who love
pleasure more than they love God. The church
should not be entered except by those who have
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872 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

evidence that they are redeemed. None should

make a profession of religion who have no evi-

dence that they belong to " the redeemed," and
who are not disposed to walk in the way of holi-

ness. But for all such it is a highway on which
thev are to travel. It is made by leveling hills

ana elevating valleys ; across the sandy desert and

through the wilderness of this world, infested with

the enemies of God and His people. It is made
straight and plain, so that none need err ; it is de-

fended from enemies, so that all may be safe ; be-

cause 'He,' their Leader and Redeemer, shall

go with them and guard that way." Babnes
inloc]

FIFTH SUBDIVISION.

THE HISTORICAL PIECES: CONTAINING THE CONCLUSION OF THE ASSYRIAN
AND THE PREPARATION FOR THE BABYLONIAN PERIOD.

Chapters XXXVL—XXXIX.
These four chapters run parallel with 2 Kings

xviii. 13—xx. 19. It is not hard to see why they

are here. Chaps, xxxvi. and xxxvii. represent

to us the contemporaneous fulfilment of the pro-

phecies relating to Assyria. Chaps, xxxviii. and

xxxix. show how "from afar" (pirPD) was be-

gun the spinning of the first threads of that web
of Babylonish complications that were at last so

fatal. There is good internal ground for putting
side by side these two retrospective and prospec-

tive histories, which Delitzsch aptly compares
to the head of Janus. It is, moreover, natural

that the retrospective should come before the

prospective piece. But researches among the As-
syrian monuments have established beyond doubt
that the overthrow of Sennacherib did not occur
in the fourteenth, but in the twenty-eighth year of
Hezekiah; therefore not in 714 B. C, but in 700
B.C.
According to the annals and according to the

Canon of Ptolemy^ Sargon ascended also the
throne of Babylon in 709 B. C. (see on xxxviii.

1). For the latter calls the year 709 the first of
'Apiciavof, ».«., Sargon, Therefore Sennacherib
cannot possibly have reigned as early as 714.

The lists of regencies (comp. Schrader, p. 331,

268 sqq.) say distinctly that Sennacherib, after

the murder of his father on the 12th Ab (July)
of the year 705, ascended the throne. Lenor-
mant, as learned as he is positive in his opinions
(Lesprem.civUis, II. p. 237) savs: "In fact the at-

tack of Sennacherib on the kingdom of Judah i*

fixed in a precise way at the third campaign of
that king and at the year 700 B. C. by the text

of the annals of his reign inscribed on a cylinder
of baked ear:h possessed by the British Museum.
It is said, in fact, that it precedes by one year the
installation of Asurnadinzum as viceroy in Ba-
bylon, an event which, in the astronomical Canon
of Ptolemy^ is inscribed in 699. Consequently
the expedition against Judah took place in the

twenty-eighth and not in the fourteenth year of
Hezekiah." It appears not clearly made out
whether Sennacherib's expedition against Judah
occurred in 701 or in 700. Lenobmant savs
70& but Schrader (/. c) is still in doubt. The
difference is unessential. It appears to be occa-
sioned by different computations of the begin-
nings of the years, I will follow that of Lenob-
mant.

Now while it appears that chaps, xxxvi. and
xxxvii. relate the events of 700 B. C, or of the

twenty-eighth year of Hezekiah's reign, it is

equally certain chaps, xxxviii. and xxxix. relate

the events of 714, or of the fourteenth year of He-
zekiah. For according to xxxviii. 5 (see oomm.
in toe.) the Lord prolongs Hezekiah's life fifteen

years. We know also from 2 Kings xxi. 1 (2

Chr. xxxiii. 1) that Manasseh was twelve years

old when he succeeded his father Hezekiah.

From this results that he could only have been
born after the seventeenth year of Hezekiah's

reign. In the fourteenth then he was not yet

born. And this explains both the grief of Heze-
kiah (xxxviii. 3) and his great joy (xxxviii. 19).

But the following considerations show that Heze-
kiah's sickness and recovery and the embassy
from Babylon did not occur before Sennacherib's

overthrow: 1) The treasury chambers, still full,

in contrast with 2 Kings xviii. 14 saq. (see xxxix.
2 and oomm.). Had this been the spoil of an
enemy, Hezekiah would have displayed it as

such, and the Prophet (see comm. at xxxix. 6)

would not have called it " that which thy fathers

have laid up in store." 2) The deliverance from
Assyria is spoken of as in the future (xxxviii. 6).

3) We do not find in Hezekiah's psalm (xxxix.

10 sqq.) the slightest reference to the miraculous

deliverance spoken of in xxxvi. and xxxvii. which
would be inexplicable if that glorious event were
a thing of the past.

Accordingly it appears that chaps. xxxvL

—

xxxix. are not chronologically arranged, but ac-

cording to their contents, as already explained.

[On the misunderstandings to which this has led

and the possible change of the captions, see Intro-

duction, H 3, 4.] The important question arises

:

which of these records is the original one— this in

Isa. xxxvi.—xxxix., or the parallel one in 2
Kings xviii. 13—xx. 19 ? It seems to me that no
impartial reader can remain in doubt on this sub-

ject. The text of the Book of Kings is the
older. •

This appears probable from the fact that it is

more comprehensive and stands in an historical

book. For as certainly as prophecy needs his-

tory, so certainly it needs only such facts as verify

its fulfilment. And the presumption is that this

in Isaiah being the shorter, has been abbreviated

for the ends of a prophetic book. Moreover it is
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CHAP. XXXVL-XXXIX. 373

better to think, if any alterations must be admit-
ted, that the/ are of the nature of abbreviations,

rather than arbitrary additions, which is the al-

ternative, if the shorter text be regarded as the

older. These probabilities become certainties

when we view the difference in these passages in

concrete. The differences on the part of Isaiah

form two chief classes, abbreviations and correc-

tions. Additions, i. e., where the text in Isaiah

S'ves something more than the Book of Kings,
ere are none, except the psalm of thanksgiving,

xxxviii. 9-20. But this exception proves the

rule. For it proves that the author ofeach book
had in view his own object. Such a psalm suits

better in a prophetic book to which song and
prayer are kindred elements, than to historic an-

nals- Moreover this psalm is so far important
that it proves that, beside the two writings before

us, there must have existed a third, that probably
served as the source of both.

The abbreviations in Isaiah's text are of two
sorts. They are partly the omission of historical

data that seemed unsuited to the aim of the pro-

phetic book. To this sort belong xxxvi. 1, 2

;

xxxvii. 36 ; xxxviii. 4-7 (where the whole text

is much contracted). And partly also they are

omissions of rhetorical and grammatical redun-

dancies. Such are xxxvi. 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14,

17; xxxvii. 4 (comp. ver. 17 and xxxix. 2), 11,

21, 26 ; xxxix. 2. I will refer for the particulars

to the following commentary. But here I will

call special attention to a few passages. Can any
one deny that the accumulation of predicates in

2 Kings xviii. 17 b HOI lS;n D'ScnT 1KT1 )Sjn

TOJH are contracted into oneword in Isa. xxxvi. 2,

wherein, besides, TOJT must become 10JT because
Isaiah leaves out two ofthe three ambassadors ? Or
can itbedenied that the picturesque, circumstantial

TDK*! 13T1 of Kings has been contracted to the

simple IDK^, Isa. xxxvi. 13? Or must the edi-

tor of 2 Kings xviii. 29 have added the surprising

1TD? Did not rather the editor of the Isaiah

text leave that word out because it was superfluous

for him and seemed harsh ?

But still more common are the differences that

are doe to corrections. They are the following:

xxxvi. 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15, 19, 21 ; xxxvii. 2, 6, 9,

12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32,

34, 35, 36, 37 ; xxxviii. 2, 3; xxxix. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6,

7, 8. I will notice here the following : xxxvi. 5

we have WiOK instead of J^DK. The latter—
• s- T T : - T

though at first sight strange—is undoubtedly cor-

rect (see comm.). Can Dlpon have come from

f"Wn (2 Kings xviii. 25 and Isa. xxxvi. 10), or

1Bnnm, 2 Kings xviii. 36, have come from
IBrnm, Isa. xxxvi. 21 ? Is the '3 of xxxix. 8

changed into CK *Sn, 2 Kings xx. 19 ? These few

examples and the others that are commented on
more at length in the exposition below seem to

prove irrefragably that we have in 2 Kings a more
original text. Deutzsch (in Drechsler's
Comm. II. p. 151 sqq. and in his own Comm., p.

373) is certainly right in saying that our chapters
were not composed by the author of the Book of
Kings himself, or drawn from the annals of the
kingdom. I agree perfectly with his explanation

of the difference between annalistic and prophetic
writing of history, and according to which he
ascribes our chapters to a prophetic source. I
also quite agree with him, that an account com-
posed by Isaiah must essentially be that source.
For he justly appeals to the fact that, according
to 2 Chr. xxvi. 22, Isaiah wrote a history of king
Uzziah, and elsewhere weaves historical accounts
into his prophecies (vii.

;
viii., xx.), and in them

speaks ofhimself partly in the third person, as he
does in xxxvi.—xxxix. I moreover willingly
admit that the mention of the locality xxxvi. 2,

on account of almost literal agreement, connects
with vii. 3, in fact presupposes it. And finally I
have no objection to the statement that the author
of 2 Kings had Isaiah's book before him, and mat
2 Kings xvi. 5 compared with Isa. vii. 1, may be
adduced as proof, 1 even add to this that the two
passages now reviewed are proof of this. For
(he author of 2 Kings could have accepted for

his book the arrangement according to the con-
tents and contrary to the chronology, only on the
ground of the book of prophecy that lay before

him. But I must controvert the view that 2
Kings xviii. 13—xxx. 19 is drawn from Isa.

xxxvi.-xxxix. as its' source. For reasons already
given I think the text of 2 Kings the more origi-

nal and better.

Isaiah may have written down an account of

the remarkable events of which our chapters

treat, a matter that is at least highly probable.

From this source was first drawn what we have in

xxxvi.—xxxix. These chapters are so suitable

and even necessary where they are, that we may
refer the idea of them to the Prophet himself, and
even admit that he directed his account to be
adopted into his book of prophecy, not unaltered,

but with a suitable transposition of events ana
abbreviation of the text. Both were done, but
the latter not quite in the sense of the Prophet.

The result was as described in the Introduction,

22 3, 4 (at the end). But we must not suppose
the false dates of xxxvi. 1 ; xxxviii. 1 ; xxxix. 1
were put by this first editor. The author of the

Book of Kings, too, who wrote in the exile (pro-

bably 562-536 B. C) must have known the right

relations of these chapters and the proper dates.

For he had at the same time before nim that his-

torical account of the Prophet as his source, and
reproduced it more perfectly and unaltered than

his predecessors that had used it for the prophetic

book. Possibly, while following the order of

Isaiah, he may have retained the original dates

of their common source. But in time, and for

reasons easily conjectured, his text would expe-

rience the same alterations as to dates as did the

parallel passages in Isaiah, and perhaps by the

same hand. And if, in respect to chronological

arrangement of the account, the Book of Kings
differed from the prophetic book and agreed with

their common original source, then it is probable

that a later hand, perhaps the same that changed
the dates in Isaiah, brought the Book of Kings in

this respect into accord with the prophetic book.

Thus it is found, that the transposition of events

in the prophetic book for material reasons has be-

come the origin of that discrepancy between the

Assyrian and Bible chronology of this historical

epoch. We have seen in respect to the taking of

Samaria that these two sources completely agree.
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Also for Manasseh's time the agreement is satis-

factory. Only for Hezekiah's time there existed

this fatal difference of fourteen years in reference

to the all-important event of Sennacherib's over-

throw. This difference is seeming. It dissolves

when we consider the misunderstandings occa-

sioned by the transposition of the chapters.

So it can have been. I do not say that it must
have been so. For in these ancient matters we
will hardly be able ever to make out the exact

course things have taken. Only that chap, xxxvi.
—xxxix. are not derived from Isaiah in their

present form, but have proceeded by alteration

and abbreviation from the original account of
Isaiah seems to me certain*
$>eutzsch, in proof of the authenticity of the

present text of Isaiah, appeals to 2 Chron. xxxii.

32 :
" in the vision of Isaiah the prophet, the son

of Amoz, (and) in the book of the kings of Judah
and Israel." He finds in this that " an historical

account of Hezekiah out of the collection of
Isaiah's prophecies with the superscription p?H

passed over into the " book of the kings of Judah

• [The reader versed in studies belonging to the ge-
neral subject of Introduction will be reminded by the
foregoing of the Urevangelium, the original Gospel, the
fascination of German critics of the New Testament.
Its foundation is conjecture, and nothing better than
probability at best. Though one accumulate a moun-
tain of such conjectural probabilities, they will no more
sustain a fact or make a fact than a cloud will sustain a
pebble or condense into a pebble. The same may be
said of the Author's original Isaiah history. On the ge-
neral subject treated of in the foregoing, J. A. Alkxah-
dxe, in his introduction to chapter xxxvi., gays: "The
simple, common-sense view of the matter is, that since
the traditional position of these chapters among the
writings of Isaiah corresponds exactly to the known
fact of his having written a part of the history of Judah,
the presumption In favor of his having written both the
passages in question cannot be shaken by the mere
possibility, or even intrinsic probability of other hypo-
theses, for which there is not the least external evi-
dence.1* And again on xxxviil. 1 he says : " Why may
we not suppose that the overthrow of Sennacherib oc-
curred in the interval between Hesekiah's sickness and
the embassy from Merodach-baladan ? It is altogether
natural that the Prophet, after carrying the history of
Sennacherib to its conclusion, should go back to com-
plete that of Hesekiah also.N-Ta.]

and Israel." I admit thai the words of the Chro-

nicler have this sense, which is favored by 2

Chron. xx. 34. But what is gained by that?

Only that then, when the Chronicler wrote, the

books of Isaiah and EingB were in existence, and
that he supposed the text in Kings to be taken

from Isaiah. He might have been moved to take

this view by the recognized priority of Isaiah's

book, and by the conviction that Isaiah was cer-

tainly the author of the text contained in his

book. But this view of the Chronicler does not
weaken the fact that the text in 2 Kings is more
original and purer than that in Isaiah.

It has been objected to the claim of originality

for the text in 2 Kings, that 2 Kings xxiv. 18

—

xxv. 30, although the original text, is still more
corrupt than the parallel text, Jer. Hi. This is

in general true (see my comm. on Jer. Hi.). Bat
there one sees that the text of 2 Kings, being the
older and more disintegrated, is, on account of ad-
verse experiences, less preserved. But the text of
Isa. xxxvi.-xxxix.. on the contrary, has notbecome
worse in process of time and by unfavorable cir-

cumstances, but it is from its origin worse through
the fealty epitomizing and unfortunate emenda-
tions of its author.

The division of the chapters is very simple.
Embassies play a great part in them. Chapters
xxxvi. and xxxviL contain the conclusion of the
relations between Israel and Assyria. This first

part has six subdivisions. 1) The embassy of Sen-
nacherib to Hezekiah, chap, xxxvi. 2) The em-
bassy of Hezekiah to Isaiah, xxzvii. 1-7. 3)
The writing of Sennacherib to Hezekiah, xxxviL
8-13. 4) Hezekiah's prayer, xxxvii. 14-20. 6)
Isaiah's message to Hezekiah, xxxvii. 21-35. 6)
The deliverance, xxxviL 36-38. The second part
that paves the way for the relations to Babylon
has three subdivisions: 1) Hezekiah's sickness
and recovery, chap, xxxviii. (a. sickness, yen. 1-
3 ; 6. recovery, vers. 4-8

;
psalm of thanksgiving,

vers. 9-20 [22]). 2) The Babylonian embassy,
xxxix, 1-8.

I.—THE CONCLUSION OP THE RELATIONS OP ISRAEL TO ASSYRIA.
Chapters XXXVI., XXXVII.

1. THE EMBASSY OF SENNACHERIB TO HEZEKIAH.

Chap. XXXVL 1-22.

1 Now it came to pass in the fourteenth year of king Hezekiah, that Sennacherib
king of Assyria came up against all the defenced cities of Judah, and took them.

2 And the king of Assyria sent Rabshakeh from Lachish unto Jerusalem unto king
Hezekiah with a great army. And he stood by the conduit of the upper pool in

3 the highway of the fuller's field. Then came forth unto him Eliakim, Hilkiah'a
son, which was over the house, and Shebna the "scribe, and Joah, Asaph's son, the
recorder.

4 And Rabshakeh said unto them, Say ye now to Hezekiah, Thus saith the great
5 king, the king of Assyria, What confidence is this wherein thou btrustest ? •Isay,

toyed thou, (but they are but* vain words) *Ihave counsel and strength for war : now
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CHAP. XXXVL 1-22. 875

6 on whom doet thou trust, that thou rebellest against me? Lo, thou trustest
in the staff of this dbroken reed, on Egypt ; whereon if a man lean, it will go into

7 his hand, and pierce it : so ia Pharaoh king of Egypt to all that trust in him. But
if thou say to me, We trust in the Lord our God : « it not he, whose high places
and whose altars Hezekiah hath taken away, and said to Judah and to Jerusalem,

8 Ye shall worship before this altar? Now therefore *give 'pledges, I pray thee, to

my master the king of Assyria, and I will give thee two thousand horses, if thou
9 be able fon thy part to set riders upon them. How then wilt thou turn away the

face of one captain of the least of my master's servants, fand put thy trust on Egypt
10 for chariots and for horsemen? And am I now come up without the Lord against

this land to destroy it ? The Lobd said unto me, Go up against this land, and de-

stroy it

11 Then said Eliakim and Shebna and Joah unto Rabshakeh, Speak, I pray thee,

unto thy servants *in the Syrian language ; for we understand it : and speak not to

12 us 'in the Jews' language, in the ears of the people that are on the wall. But Rab-
shakeh said, Hath my master sent me to thy master and to thee to speak these

words ? hath he not sent me to the men that sit upon the wall, that they may eat

their own dung, and drink their own pfas with you ?

13 Then Rabshakeh stood, and cried with a loud voice 'in the Jews' language, and
14 said, Hear ye the words of the great king, the king of Assyria. Thus saith the
15 king, Let not Hezekiah deceive you : for he shall not be able to deliver you. Nei-

ther let Hezekiah make you trust in the Lord, saying, The Lord will surely

deliver us: this city shall not be delivered into the hand of the king of Assyria.
16 Hearken not to Hezekiah : for thus saith the king

i
of Assyria, "Make an agreement

with me by a present, and come out to me : and eat ye every one of his vine, and
every one of his fig tree, and drink ye every one the waters of his own cistern

;

17 Until I come and take you away to a land like your own land, a land of corn and
18 wine, a land of bread and vineyards. Beware lest Hezekiah 'persuade you, saying,

The Lord will deliver us. Hath any of the gods of the nations delivered his land out
19 of the hand of the king of Assyria ? Where are the gods of Hamath and Arphad ?

where are the gods of Sepharvaim ? and khave they delivered Samaria out of my
20 hand ? Who are tliev among all the gods of these lands, that have delivered their

land out of my hand, that the Lord should deliver Jerusalem out ofmy hand ?

21 But they held their peace, and answered him not a word : for the king's command-
22 ment was, saying, Answer him not. Then came Eliakim, the son of Hilkiah, that

was over the household, and Shebna the '•scribe, and Joah, the son of Asaph the

recorder, to Hezekiah with their clothes rent, and told him the words of Rabshakeh.

* Or, teeretary. * Heb. a word of ftps. * Or, but countel and strength arefor war.
* Or, hostages. * Or, teek my favor by a present • Heb. make with me a Massing.

» the chancellor. * eonftdest. • J say it it mereUp work the counsel and etrengthfor carrying on war.
* bruited. • make a wager. * for thee (i. c

K
for thy advantage),

f And truttett thou, etc f h in Aramaic. i in Judaic
J mate, k (where were your gods) that delivered Samaria, etc

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 2. The form S*T1 occurs only here and 2 Kings

xriii. 17 as ttat abeoL Yet comp. Sn< which differs in

meaning xxtL L 123 In the sense of u considerable

for number," comp. Num. xx. 90 ; 1 Kings UL 9 ; z. a ; 2

Kings tL 14. "IDJT, abbreviated compared with 2 KL
ttUL17 6.; see introduction to this chapter. 2 Kings
xriii. u begins with u And when they had called to the

king,'1 which are wanting here in accordance with the

tendency to abbreviate.

Ver. ft. Instead of TOOK 2 Kings has JV)Olt I re-
T f T

gsrd the latter as the correct reading, and that in Isaiah

to be a correction, occasioned by not knowing that

tTjlfifer 13*1 IK is parenthetical, and thus not under-

standing how Hesekiah could speak words that in the

month of the Assyrian king could hare good sense, but

in Hesekiah's none. According to the question ver. 4,

" what confidence,** etc T the contents of this confidence

is set forth :
u thou sayest namely : counsel and strength

for war.** The words '# 1 "|K are parenthetical, and

words of the Assyrian, by which he gives his opinion

of the expression imputed to Hesekiah. This expres-

sion is put as an exclamation, thus as a clause without

explicit predicate. This is a somewhat pathetic form
of sentence. It reveals an intention of making Hese-

kiah's words appear to be empty pathos, absurd boast-

fulness. If the entire first clause of verse 6 were to be
construed as the utterance of the Assyrian, then the se-

cond clause must begin with '2 instead of HflJ*. For

then a reason would need to follow showing Hesekiah's
words to be empty boast But if ver. 6 a contain in its

chief clause Hesekiah's words, then nftj
4
is perfectly
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In place. For then by means of it Heseklah is sum-

moned to establish his (so-called) boast Come, now 1 in

what dost thou trust that thou rebellest against me T

Ver. «. Tin? before 7137% and "|S after HMOS are

missing here for abbreviation's sake.——Ul 1DD' itfK

is paratactio.

Ver. 7. *>DKn for tnDKH and the omission of

D'SbO'V'J at the end of the verse are further marks of

simplifying and abbreviating.

Ver. 8. *|S after fljV? evidently means "to thy ad-

vantage.** It is dat commodi : meaning, M thou mayest

use these horses for your advantage against me, in case

you can mount them with riders."

Ver. 9. D'JD ^BTH elsewhere means •* to turn away,

refuse," in reference to suppliants (comp. 1 Kings it. 16,

17, 20). Only here is it used of turning away an attack.

But comp. xlv. 27.—nnfl. which occurs first 1 Kings
T v

x. 16, of Solomon's V")Kn fill"!!), i. a, governors of the

land, has been since Bixm (MonaUnamen, p. 195), de-

rired from the Sanscrit, from pakeeha, eodus, amicus.

But Schkadee (p. 88 sq.) places the Semitic origin of the

word beyond doubt He lays stress on its appearance

in such ancient Hebrew documents, and maintains that

this is proved by the Assyrian documents. " In Assy-

rian the word is used and modified like any other word
of pure Semitic origin. From a singularpahat is formed
a plural pahati; not less immediately from the root

the abstract pihat — satrapy.** The word does not oo-

couragain in Isaiah ; but does in Jer. It 23, 28, 67; Esek.
xxiii. 6, 23 ; Hag. i. 1, 14 ; ii. 2, 21 ; Mai. i. 8. Preceding

nODrO there is no explicit verbal form on which the

Tav consecutive can support itself; but the Prophet
connects it with the implied affirmation M thou canst

thyself do nothing.**

Ver. la 2 Kings xviil 26 begins without I The Hnjn
here is likely Imitated from vers. 7, 8, 9. But ver. 10 is

not parallel with what precedes. For the Assyrian here
turns their weapons against them. Hence the reading

in 2 Kings Is the correct one. Moreover the first clause

of ver. 10 has plttr-S^ instead of VDDDTVbp 2 Kings

xviil 25, which also appears to be a correction, occa-

sioned either by the thought that Sennacherib did not
come up merely against Jerusalem, or by the fact that

jnKTI stands also in the second clause, or both. That

Sj7 is exchanged here for Sit is of inferior significance

(comp. xxxix. 9).

Ver. 12. The consonants of the K*thlbh, according to

the view hitherto prevalent (comp. e. g.t Fvbbst in the
PropyUuaMaeorm, p.1366), are to be pointed DJVmn (2

Kings xviii. 27 Dmn) which word implies a

singular Wyv But Deutxsch points DTTIpTl or

DTTpTl, taking nn as the ground form, which is quite

possible. The word occurs beside only 2 Kings vi 26,

where perhaps simply D"jV nn is to be read. The
meaning is ttercue, eacrementum. For the Masorstb the

expression is indecent Hence they substitute DDKY*
(fromnitt - nKT«ttm«a,comp.iv.4; xxviii.8; Prov.

xxx. 12); as immediately afterwards for UTVYtf (from

yp, Plur. D'Ttf, wrina, only here and 2 Kings xviii. 27)

they put on^in nro.
Vers. 11, 12. The differences between the present

readings and 2 Kings are inconsiderable. In verse 11

« son of Hilkiah** is omitted, U^K before miiT In-

stead of UDJ* (a correction because the latter seemed

too familiar). In verse 12 DiT^M is omitted before

Rabshakeh ; we haveSkH instead of Si*71 before yjTK
(in order to restore likeness of expression when there

is likeness of meaning ; 2 Kings however would avoid

the many S*), Dmon instead of Dmn (the K in

Isaiah being Intended likely to make the etymology
more noticeable). Here then appears a tendency to ab-

breviate and correct

Vers. 13, 14. KtfJ, unused In Kal, may be used in the
T T

Hiph*, also in the direct causative sense, and hence may
mean "to cause KBfa, i. «., fraud**, deception,** which

explains the construction (here and Jer. xxix. 8) with
the dative, along with the construction with the accu-
sative (Gen. Hi. 13 ; Jer. xxxvil. 9 ; 2 Kings xix. 10, etc).

In ver. 13 the 13T1 of 2 Kings xviii 28 omitted as
superfluous : we have ^31 instead of 13T because
they are many word*. Ver. 14 does not end as 2 Kings
xvili. 29 with VTD, which is both abbreviation and re-

moval 6f the harshness of combining " let not Heseklah
deceive,** which are the words of the king and " from
his hand,** which are spoken by the ambassador.

Ver. 15. TJ771 *ive8 an easier construction than
Vjrn-nK 2 Kings xvili., though the latter is the cor-

rect reading. As to the third pern. fern. tDJH see 1

Sam. xxx. 6; 2 8am. xili. 2; Ps. xxxiii. 9; Lam. iii. 37.

On nCD* comp. Jer. xxviii. 15 ; xxix. 3L

Ver. 16. VVft ^3K are Imperatives by attraction of

those preceding and supply the place of Futures.

Vers. 17, 18. The end of the verse shows considerable)

abbreviation compared with 2 Kings xviil. 83, which
see. Isaiah omits the description of the land of exile
as superfluous, and also the repetition of the warning
against Heseklah. Jfi beginning ver. 18, (occasioned

by the omission last mentioned), stands here indepen-
dent of any foregoing verb, of which there are other
examples (Job xxxvi. 18; Jer. 1L 48). JVDfl or H^OH
properly means " stfmutore, to incite, set on,** from which
develops the meaning u seduce, deceive '* (comp. Josh.
xv. 18 ; 1 Sam. xxvL 19 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 1).-^—The omission

of 73ffl found in the parallel of 2 Kings xviii. 83 is again

a plain proof of abbreviation.

Ver. 19. If the text of the second clause be correct
031 here instead of the simple '3 2 Kings xviil. 34), the

construction is bold and unusual. The subject of)S^n
is wanting and must be supplied from what preoedes,

II might be, say: pDBhnK t6* TWIorSKlfer?
Isaiah omits the words rWJp J*371 that appear in

2 Kings xviii. 34. These words are in both texts, Isa.
xxxvii. 13and 2 Kings xix. 18. Daxmsca supposes they
are patched into 2 Kings from Isa. xxxvii. 13. To me it

seems more probable that they were purposely omitted
in our verse. For consider that xxxvii. 10-13 Hesek fah
is addressed. There it is said :

** Let thy God not do-
ceive thee ; where is the king of Hamath,** etc t Thns
the sense there is : it will be no better for thee, king
Hesekiah, than for the king of Hamath, etc Butxxxrl.

14-20 the people are addressed : Let not Hezekiah de-
ceive you by pointing you to Jehovah's help. Where
are the god$ of Hamath, etc t Readers that construed the
words Htyl J}371 as verbs (see on xxxvii 13) must hare
found it as improper to say : deoe expulit et eubvertit, as
they found it proper to say : regtm expulit et subvertit.

Ver. 20. The plural lVvn does not conflict with ^O,
for this interrogative is found only in the singular: this
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singular may be taken as collective.—*3, after a ques-

tion referring to the fatare, may be taken in the sense

o(ut; but fundamentally it means quod, and has a cau-

sal sense : Who has delirered ? Are there any way gods
(beside the Assyrian gods) that deliver? because (ac-

cording to your opinion) Jehovah will deliver Jerusa-

lem. [» The parallel S Kings xviii. 36 omits these be-

fore lamus; another exception to the general statement

that the narrative of Isaiah is an abridgement—J. A. A.].

Ver. 21. IttMrW Instead of D^H IBMnTO of 2 Kings
xviii. 36. Hesekiah had commanded his representa-

tives to make no response. With that HSMlTl corres-

ponds. The reading of 2 Kings is usually translated

:

M and they kept silence, the people," Dj? being construed

in apposition. Rather than this strange construction I

think a more probable rendering is :
** and they hushed

the people.** tf^Tl means mutum esse, etiere (Ps. xxvlll.

1; xxxv. 22; L 3, etc), Hiphil means first mutum red-

deret ad rtlmtium redigere aliquem. Tet il Is true that it

occurs seldom In this sense (Job xL 8). Usually Hiphil

is direct causative — " mutitatemjacert, to make silence,

to be silent" Here, " they made the people be silent'*

would imply that many of them wanted to reply to the

words of ver. 12 sqqn but that Hez*ktah*s messengers,
even before Rabshakeh had finished, had commanded
silence and themselre* made no response. According
to this the perfect Hf/^nTH does not merely continue

the recital, but states an accompanying circumstance

that had already occurred before Rabshakeh had done
speaking. But the reviser of Isaiah's text was not ac-

quainted with this meaning of the Perfect [1]. He
thought the word meant only to continue the recital.

Therefore he changed it .to the Imperfect with Vav
consec

Ver. 22. 0*113 ^Jfl^p. **»« participle In the construo*

state retains the construction of its verb with the accu-

sative ; comp. 2 8am. xiii. 3L

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In the fourteenth year (after the sickness of)

Hezekiah Sennacherib conquered all Judea ex-
cepting the capital. He sent Rabshakeh from
Laciah with a considerable army to demand the
surrender of the latter. Babshakeh first seeks to

convince the messengers of Hezekiah that they
could rely neither on Egypt (ver. 6), nor on Je-
hovah (ver. 7), nor on their own might (vers. 8,

9). especially as the king of Assyria had under-
taken his expedition against Judea by Je-
hovah's express commission (ver. 10). These
words he had spoken in the dialect of Judea.
Hezekiah's messengers haying requested him to

speak in Aramaic (ver. 11), Rabshakeh answered
that his mission was properly just to the dwell-
ers of Jerusalem hearkening there on the city

wall (ver. 12). Then he calls with a loud voice
to them (ver. 13) not to let Hezekiah deceive
them by any illusion about their own power, or
about the aid of Jehovah (vers. 14, 15). Let
them rather give themselves up to the king of
Assyria. He will for the present leave them in
peaceful possession of their own (ver. 16), till He
shall come for the purpose of deporting them to
a good land like their own (ver. 17). They must
the less expect help from Jehovah seeing no god
had been able to protect his land from the power
of Assyria (vers. 18-20). By Hezekiah's com-
mand the messengers made no reply, but with
rent garments, in token of dismay at what they
heard, they conveyed the message to the king
(vers, 21, 22).

2. Vow it came took them.—Ver. 1.

According to the Assyrian monuments Senna-
cherib (Assyrian Sin-ahiririb or /Strv-oAwr-oo, i. e.

t

8fa (= Luna) muUiplieat fratres, Heb. ^y?
DT1K) became king in the year 705 b. a, on the

12th of the month Ab (Schkader, p. 331). He
was the son and successor of Sargon, and reigned
to the year 681. Sennacherib relates to us the
events of his third campaign on two monuments
with nearly identical inscriptions, viz. : an hexa-
gonal clav cylinder, and the bulls at the portal
of the palace at Koyyundschik. Their contents
is chiefly as follows. Sennacherib moved first

against Phoenicia. King Elulaeus of Sidon fled
to Cyprus. The Assyrians conquered all Phoeni-

cia, and Sennacherib installed Etobal as king*

The kings Menahem of Samaria (?), Etobal of
Sidon, Abdilit of Arvad, (Jrniski of Byblos,
Mitinti of Ashdod, Puduil of Ammon, Kamosna-
dab of Moab, Malikram of Edom, the whole of
the kings of the westland (?) did homage and
brought presents. But Zidka of Ascalon would
not do homage. Hence he was expelled and
another put in his place. Also the cities of his

territory (?) Bet-Dagon, Joppa, Benebarak, Azur
were conquered. The inhabitants of Ekron had
imprisoned their king Padi, who held faithfully

to the Assyrians, and " in the shadow of the

night" had delivered him to Hezekiah. But the

kings of Egypt and Meroe, as allies of the Pale-

stinian opponents of Assyria, had led up a great

army. In the vicinity of Altaku (Eltekeh Josh,

xix. 44; xxi. 23 in the territory of Dan, between
Timnat and Ashdod) there was a battle. The
Assyrians claimed the victory.

Thus it appears that what was undertaken
against Judah formed merely an episode of this

expedition. Sennacherib relates that he took

forty-six of the fortified cities of Judah, and shut

Hezekiah up in his capital "like a bird tn its

cage.** He then threw up fortifications against

Jerusalem and caused the exit of the great gate

to be broken through. The conquered cities he
gave to Mitinti of Ashdod, Padi of Ekron, and
lsmibil of Gaza. Thereupon Hezekiah was
greatly alarmed and agreed to pay tribute, and
by his messengers payed thirty (30) talents of

gold and eight hundred (800) talents of silver.

So far the Assyrian inscriptions.

One sees how accurately they agree with the

Bible account, in our text and in 2 Kings xviii.

The Bible account says three hundred talents of

silver (2 Kings xviii. 14). This difference is only
apparent For 800 Assyrian talents are exactly

equal to 300 Palestinian (Schbader, L c, p. 197,

But with this agreement there is a considerable

discrepancy in these two accounts in respect to

chronology. Both accounts agree in giving the

year 722 B. c, for the taking of Samaria by Sar-

gon. But before and after this the statements di-

verge. According to the monuments Sennacherib

became king only 705 B. c, while the Biblical
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account places this expedition which he himself
calls his third in the year 714. This difference

between the Assyrian and Biblical chronology is

limited for the time after 722 to the date ofex-
pedition of Sennacherib against Palestine and
Egypt For, as Schradeb (p. 300) expressly
says, in respect to the time of Mannassen both
reckonings agree satisfactorily:" [For the Au-
thor's method of reconciling this discrepancy in

date, see the general Introa. } 3, and the intro-

duction to chapters xxxvi.-xxxix.]. The omis-
sion of three verses 2 Kings xviii. 14 sqa., relat-

ing to the payment of ransom show the designed
abbreviation of this account

3. And the king the reoorder.—Vers.
2, 3. Schrader (p. 199) remarks on Babshakeh
that there occurs no mention on the monuments
of the chief cup-bearer, as a high dignitary and
officer of state. But rab-dak is mentioned. That
however is not the chief cup-bearer. For saJc

means chief, captain, collective chiefs. There-
fore rabsak is the chief of the captains (coinp.

tab sari&im, rob tabbachim), perhaps the chief of

the general's staff Then the form •"'p.^pl is a

Hebraizing occasioned by accordance of sound

with nj#p Gen. xL 1 sqq. Chald. 'ptfD or *ptf

which means pineema, pocQJUrtor. The names
Tartan and Rabsaris 2 Kings xviii. 17 are omitted
here. Lacish, whence this detachment of troops
came, is the modern Umm-L&khisg in the S. W ..

of Judea near the border of Philistia, on the roaa
from Jerusalem to Gaza. This was the extreme
southern point to which Sennacherib penetrated
at that time. On the approach of the Egyptian
army he retired to Altaku (Eltekeh) that lay N.
E of Lacish. There is a bas-relief (Schbader,

. p. 170) with the inscription :
" Sennacherib, the

Kinjg of the nations, the king of the land of As-
syria, sits on an exalted throne and receives the
spoil of the city Lacish/'
And he stood, etc The locality is described

by exactly the same words that vii. 3 describe the
place where Isaiah was to meet Ahaz. That now
the Assyrians stand in such threatening attitude

by the conduit of the upper pool is the fruit of
Ahaz having so insolently rejected the promise
given him at that time, and in the same place,

and having preferred to call Assyria to his aid.

We do not err, therefore, in understanding by
this literal agreement of the naming of the place
in both passages, that an intimation of the divine
nemesis is intended. On Eliakim the chamber-
lain and Shebna the scribe see xxii. 15, 20 sqq.

The *>$b " scribe " appears as a state officer first

under David, 2 Sam. viii. 17, where he is dis-

tinguished from several other officers. He was
the king's secretary, who wrote all that the king's

service demanded. Thus his office would lead
him to meddle with every branch of government,
and we find him expressly mentioned in matters
of finance (2 Kings xxii. 3 sqq.). and of war (2
Kings xxv. 19; Jer. Hi. 25). The T3J3 (LXX.
i7TOfivyftaToyp6$oc

9
M tuv {nrofivtifidTuv, Vt/LG., a

commentariis), is certainly not the monitor (The-
nuts), but the one that was charged with record-
ing the re* gesta* of the king, and of the kingdom,
and preserving them for posterity (comp. 2
Bam. viii. 16; xx. 24; 2 Kings iv. 3; 2 Chr.

xxxiv. 8). As is well-known, national archives

are found not only among civilized but also

among uncivilized people. Of Joah, Asaph's
son, nothing more is known. Both the names
are Leyitical, comp. 1 Chr. vi. 6 ; xxix. 12

;

xxvi. 4. In 2 Chr. xxxiv. 8 is mentioned a Joah
son of Joahaz, who was recorder to king Josiah.

4. And Rabahakeh destroy it.—Vers.

4-10. On the Assyrian monuments the kings
designate themselves, or are designated, • great

king," "mighty king," "king of the nations."

The Assyrian seeks to prove to Hezekiah that his

only recourse is to yield himself unconditionally
to the great king. M That thou rebelleat." It

may be asked : does this refer to the matter men-
tioned 2 Kings xviii. 7, orto thatmentioned 2Kings
xviii. 14 sa/j., vis. : the refusal to surrender the

city in addition to the ransom? Both must be un-
derstood. For to the Assyrian, that refusal was
only a symptom that the rebellious disposition

was not sufficiently broken.
In showing further, how nugatory every thing

was on which Hezekiah relied, he calls Egypt a
bruised reed, that breaks when one rests on it and
pierces the hand. This reproach was well founded.
Isaiah himself says the same xxx. 3, 5, 7 in other
words.

^
Ezek. xxix. 6, 7, employs this figure,

amplifying it In another sense and connection
Isaiah uses the image of the bruised reed xliL 3,

where fttH and *&& used together show that

the former word does not mean * broken " but
" bruised." What the Assyrian says ver. 6 is an
undeniable truth. But he omits making it gen-
eral as the prophets did. For what was true of
Egypt was equally true of Assyria, and of any
other world-power. They do no favor for nothing,
but sell their aid so dear, that it becomes doubt-
ful whether friend or foe harms the most [The
charge of reiving on Egypt may be true, or it

may be a malicious fabrication, or a shrewa guess
from analogy.—J. A. Alexander.]

Ver. 7. As proof that even Jehovah cannot be
expected to help; the Assyrian appeals to the
fact that Hezekiah has done away with all the
high-places and altaro of Jehovah, and has left

remaining only a single spot for worship in Jeru-
salem. As is well-known Hezekiah did away
with all high-places in Judea, even those that
were monotheistic, consecrated to Jehovah (2
Kings xviii 4, comp. J. G. Muixkr in Hkrz.
R.-Encyd., VL p. 176), and thus had stringently
carried out the principle of the one, and only au-
thorized central sanctuary. In 2 Chr. xxxii. 12
it reads " ye shall worship before one altar, and
burn incense upon it," instead of, as here, u ye
shall worship before this altar." The Assyrian,
ignorant of the higher commandment that had
prompted Hezekiah's obedience, saw in this con-
duct a reduction, an arrest of Jehovah-worship.
Less probable is the explanation that the Assy-
rian has in mind what is related 2 Kings xvi. 10-
17, and has confounded Ahaz and Hezekiah. For
such confusion is hardly credible. Ver. 8. He
next holds up to contempt Hezekiah's own power.
His derisive proposition intimates both the
abundance of Ajssyria's cavalry and war chariots
(comp. chap. v. 28) and the weakness of Jodah
in this respect. 3^ is "to pledge," then "to
pledge for others," t. e^ go security, and in fact
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in the double sense of a benefit to be done to a
third party (e. g^ 'JXJf xxxviiL 14, U^J?* Gen.

xliii 9) or of a performance incumbent on a third
party. Bat there is a pledging when two or more
bind themselves to a performance in common,
even when the pledging is not specifically made
prominent or is silently presumed. Thus the
word acquires the meaning, "to enter into, be-

come one, to mix oneself in with." Here the

notion apcmmo appears evident: pledge thyself
t. *>, urate thyself by a mutual pledge with the

king of Assyria. But as under the present cir-

cumstances the one party pledged himself to con-

ditions he thinks impossible to the other, the
pledging acquires the significance of a wager, in

which sense also Clebicus has taken the word.

Ver. 9. Two inferences are drawn from the re-

presentation of ver. 8 ; the positive, that Heze-
xiah cannot hope to resist the least captain of
Assyria, and the negative, that this personal ina-

bility explains how Judah must be leaning on

Egypt- The relation ofTO* PHD to what follows

is not simple genitive of the subject (commander
of the small servants, Knobel), out is a partitive

genitive : of one captain from among the most in-

ferior servants of my lord, . «., who belongs to

the most inferior servants of my lord. Ver. 10.

The Assyrian feigns to have received a commis-
sion direct from Jehovah to go against Judah and
destroy it. That this was false appears from
xxxvii. 6, 21 sqa., where the Lord Himself pro-

nounces the words of the Assyrian blasphemous,
and takes Judah in protection after a grand
fashion. The Assyrian may possibly have heard
something of Isaiah's prophecies, who, he may
have known, was then in Jerusalem, which pro-

phecies treated of a subjection of Judah to Assy-
ria (comp. vii. 17 sqq., x. 5 sqq.). These and
similar prophetic utterances may have afforded

the occasion for this pretext. But no prophecy
"go up against this land and destroy it," nor any-
thing like it exists in Isaiah, or any other Pro-
phet.

5. Than said HUakim words of Rab-
ahakeh.—Vers. 11-22. Hezekiah's messenger*
had so far hearkened in silence. Bat apprehen-
sive of the effect of the words of ver. 10 on the

people assembled on the wall, they beg the mes-
senger of the Assyrian not to speak the Jewish
tongue but to speak in Aramaic The people
might easily take this pretended mandate for

reality. Had not the Lord Himself called As-
syria "the rod of mine anger" (x. 5) ? Dis-

couragement might arise from this among the

people, and paralyze every effort at self-defense.

JIHVP means primarily the dialect of the tribe

of Judah. It was thus spoken in Jerusalem and
was the purest and best Hebrew. Babshakeh
spoke this dialect. A considerable time had
elapsed since that fatal resort of Aha* to Assyria
spoken of in chap, yii, certainly more wan
twenty-five years. During this time the Assyrian
rulers were in constant intercourse with Judah,
and were properly attentive to Jewish affaire.

This explains now there would be in their court
persons that could speak the dialect of Judah.
Besides the Assyrian and Hebrew languages were
daughters of the same Semitic stem, and an As-
syrian would find no great difficulty in learning

Hebrew. See the Assyrian Grammars of Oppebt.
1859 and of Mknaht, 1868. Eliakim would not
have called the dialect of the northern Israelites,

Jewish had Babshakeh spoken that. For at that
time the name Judah had not become the na-
tional name as it did after the exile. At the
latter period miiV comprised all that was He-
brew, even what had perhaps attached itself to
the tribe of Judah from the isolated elements of
the other tribes (comp. Neh. xiii. 24). By
JVD"W Eliakim understood, not the mother-
tongue of the Assyrian, but the Syro-Chaldaic-
Aramaic, thus the language whose territory lay
between that of the Hebrew and of the Assyrian
and that was suited for mediating between them.
According to Alex. Polyhisjtob. in Eusebitjs,
Chron^ arm. I., p. 48, Sennacherib erected a
monument to himself with a Chaldaic inscrip-
tion, and with the later Persian kings Aramaic
seems to have been the government language for

intercourse with the nations of western Asia (Ezr.
iv. 7). Our passage shows that Aramaic would
not be known to all people of Judah without
studv and of course.

Eliakim's remonstrance only exposed a weak
place, of which Rabshakeh immediately took ad-
vantage. He noticed, that his words were re-

garded as likely to produce an impression among
the people prejudicial to Hezekiah's intention,

and at once he acts as if his mission were to the
people, and not at all to Hezekiah, though ver. 4
and 2 Kings xviii. 18, 19 show the contrary.

He proceeds therefore to warn the people to save
themselves from the dreadful fate that impended,
and to beware of letting Hezekiah deceive them.
In D30.P, " with you," end of ver. 12, there is em-
5hasis implying reproach for those addressed,
'he Assyrian means: those sitting on the wall

will fare well with as (comp. "come out to me "

ver. 16). but they will have to endure the dread-
fulest distress with you. Vers. 16, 17. Babsha-
keh makes definite proposals in the name of the
king of Assyria, in opposition to the designs of
Hezekiah against which he warns them. "Make
with me a blessing/' i. «., an alliance of blessing,

he says. rCO is not merely the blessinp itself,

but also, by metonymy, either what the blessing

involves (comp. Gen. xii. 2 ro^3 ITni), or what
the blessing produces (e. g., a rich gift 1 Sam.
xxv. 27. etc). Thus here the alliance, the treaty

is called H3">3 because, in the opinion of the As-
syrian, it would be a source of blessing. The
word occurs in this sense nowhere else. WP with

/K often occurs in the sense of dcdtiio: 1 Sam. xi.

3 ; 1 King xx. 31 ; Jer. xxi. 9 ; xxxviii. 2, 21. To
eat hie wine and hia fig tree, and drink hia
waters (metonymic expressions, comp. on i. 7 :

v. 18) is a figurative description of a peaceful ana
undisturbed existence (comp. ftic. iv. 4 ; 1 Kings
v. 5). On ver. 17 Schkadek remarks :

" Such
a recommendation of surrender to the Assyrian

were even for an Assyrian a little maladroit." I

cannot see that The rate that Babshakeh pro-

posed was relatively a mild one. Humanly
speaking, there was no hope of deliverance. If

the Assyrian would revenge the revolt of Heze-
kiah on the capital, who would hinder him?
Even after a glorious defence, which was sure to

be attended with much suffering, they must pre-
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pare for entire destruction attended with great

cruelties. This or the proposition of vers, 16, 17

were the alternatives to the Assyrian. It cer-

tainly never entered into his mind to treat them
with sentimental mildness. "A land of bread

and vineyards " is a more comprehensive expres-

sion than "a land of corn and wine.*' For
" bread " (see xxviii. 28) represents here every

sort of vegetable that gives Dread, and in vine-

yards not only vines grow, but also other noble

tree* (comp. fPT 0*^3 Judg. xv. 5).

Vers. 18-20. Rabshakeh repeats the warning
against illusive hopes of help from Jehovah, and
would prove that they are illusive by appealing to

facts that showed how the heathen gods had been
unable to save their lands. The question where
are the gods of Hamath and Arpad? etc, is

not meant as denying the existence of these gods
generally, but only to demonstrate their inability

and unworthiness to let themselves be seen, t. «.,

to show themselves in a dear light. They are
brought to shame and must hide themselves. On
Hamath and Arpad see x. 9. According to the
Assyrian monuments (see Schrader, p. 152),
Hargon, in the second year of his reign, therefore

a year after the conquest of Samaria) conquered

king Ilubid of Hamath, and took as the royal
share of the spoils 200 chariots and 600 horsemen.
From this is inferred that he transported most of
the rest of the inhabitants. And in fact we read
2 Kings xvii. 24 that, among others, people from
Hamath were transplanted in Samaria. Arpad,
that is never named except with Hamath, does

not appear in theinscriptionsafterSarson (Schra-
deb, p. 204). It likely shared therefore the
fate of Hamath. Rabshakeh does not mean to

enumerate here the conquests of Sennacherib.
But he would remind the men of Judah of ex-

ample* of transplanted nations well-known to them.

By which Assyrian king it was done was unim-
portant It was enough that Assyrian kings
could do this. The words vera. 18, 19, are, be-

sides a fulfilment of the prophecy x. 7-11.

Vers. 21, 22. Hezekiah's prohibition of any
reply was wise. A single incautious word might
occasion great harm, as was in fact proved by
Eliakim's blundering interruption ver. 11. Every
reply needed to be maturely considered. Those
were serious and significant moments in which
only he ought to speak who was qualified, and
authorized to represent the entire nation.

% HEZEKIAH'S MESSAGE TO ISAIAH.

Chapter XXXVII. 1-7.

1 And it came to pass, when king Hezekiah heard it, that he rent his clothes, and
2 covered himself with sackcloth, and went into the house of the Lord. And he sent

Eliakim, who was over the household, and Shebna the scribe, and the elders

of the priests covered with sackcloth unto Isaiah the prophet the son of Amoz.
3 And they said unto him, Thus saith Hezekiah, This day w a day of trouble, and

of rebuke, and of lblasphemy : for the children are come to the birth, and there is

4 not strength to bring forth. bIt may be the Lord thy God will hear the words of
Rabshakeh, °whom the king of Assyria his master hath sent to reproach the living

God, and will dreprove the words which the Lord thy God hath heard : •wherefore

5 lift up thy prayer for the remnant that is 'left. So the servants of king Hezekiah
6 came to Isaiah. And Isaiah said unto them, Thus shall ye say unto your master,

Thus saith the Lord, Be not afraid of the words that thou hast heard, wherewith
7 the 'servants of the king of Assyria have blasphemed me. Behold, I will 'send a

blast upon him, and he shall hear a rumor, and return to his own land ; and *I

will cause him to fell by the sword in his own land.

• Or, provocation.

• chancellor.
• with which the king commieMoned him.
• and thou toUt lift up a prayer.
1 1fell him.

* Heb. found. * Or, put a tpirU into I

* peradventure.
* administerpunithmentfor the %oord$.
* tlie boys.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 3. m* DT comp. Pa. xx. 2 ; 1. 15 ; Obad. xli. 14;

Nan. i. 7, etc. The expression nTDIf! DV is taken
from Hos. . 9. 7T¥KJ from VKJ contemner^ atper-

ttari (1. 4 ; v. 24 ; 1x. 14\ conitmtwt, opprobrium occurs only

here. In Neh. Ix. 18, 26 n?tO 1b found in the sense of
TTV

pXauntHiiita, blasphemy. Our present word mast be taken

in this sense (comp. verse 4). The expression the

"children are come •OtfO~
-W occurs again only

2

GRAMMATICAL.
Kings xix. 8. But comp. Hon. xiii is! m*? inf. nom.

again only Jer. xiii. 21.

Ver. 4. mStf lEfc, nStf with double ace. like yerbe

of teaching, commanding: comp. It. 11; Exod. It. 28,

etc. *n D'hSk, except here and ver. 17, the expres-

sion always reads D^M 'K (Dent v. 23; 1 Sam. xrii. 26,

86 ; Jer. x. 10; xxiil. 36). The constant absence of the

article in the expression is noteworthy. Thus It appears
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CHAP. XXXVH 1-7. 881

to dm io designate God, not as Vu only liring God, bat

only in general as fanag God in contrast with the dead

idols, whereby is not expressly excluded that there may
be still other D"H 'It (comp. ttfat fikaa+wilv Jade 8).

The two perfects HOITO and flltfeW connect with

the imperfect JJ3BK Many older expositors have ex-

plained nOim to be an infinitive, and hare taken it as

the continuation of *pnS« But then one must make

the word mean M to contemn,** whioh it does not It

most therefore be construed as perfect. The meaning
h direct causative : * exercise reproof (comp. ii 4 ; xi.

4). The prefix 3 before D'^3"l has a causal sense

:

aand he will use reproof (Judicial decision) (morech by
the words, etc" Comp. L 1 ; Irii 17. The perf. nKfrjl

formally connects with the Imperf. JfDEf^ although ma-
terially the rererse is the proper relation. JV^fettSfn

HK^Djn is the remnant in fact as opposed to that

which ought to be. Comp. xilL 15 ; xxii. 3.

Ver. ft, cru occurs only in Piel (Num. xr. 80 ,* Ps. xlir.

17; Esek. xx. 27; S Kings xix. 6, 28); it means "to
wound, insult, blaspheme."

Differences between the text of I*aiah here and 2 Ki.

xviii. appear in ferses 2, 4, «. In Terse Isaiah has

D»T
,

7K instead of DnS because the former is the more

usual, at least in these chapters (comp. 2 Kings XYill.

19,22,26,26,27; xix. 8, 10; xx. 1,8, 14, 16, 19). The sim-

ple ? after 1DK occurs only once, 2 Kings xviii- 22.

EXBGBTTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. And it came Amos.—Vera. 1, 2. It

is perhaps not unimportant to note that, except
here, when Isaiah speaks of putting on sackcloth

he uses the expression pfr *UM (iii. 24 ; xv. 3

;

xxii. 12) and never employs the general article

that occurs in Kings, and elsewhere also (2 Kings
tL 30, comp. 1 Kings xxi. 27). The expression
"elders of the priests " beside here and 2 Kings
xix. 2, occurs only Jer. xix. 1. (Ehler (Hebz.,
REncyd., XII. p. 182 sq.), distinguishes these

priest-elders from the nfr or D\jn$n 'tflO (2

Chr. xxvi. 14 ; Exr. x. 5 ; Neh. xii. 7), and un-
derstands by the latter the overseer of the priestly

class, and by the former only "the most respected

priests on account of their age." The embassy
to Isaiah as one sees from those composing it.

was one commensurate with the importance or

the subject, and also very honorable for Isaiah.

["Hezekiah resorted to the temple, not only as
a public place, but with reference to the promise
made to Solomon (1 Kings viii. 29) that God
would hear the prayers of His people from that

place when they were in distress. On ver. 2.

"The king applies to the Prophet as the au-
thorized expounder of the will of Qod. Similar
applications are recorded 1 Kings xxii. 9; 2
Kings xxii. 14 ; Jer. xxxvii. 3."—J. A. Alex.].

2. And they said in Ms own land.—
Vers. 3-7. One may say that m* "anguish"
relates only to the Jews. ftroin " rebuke" is re-

ceived from the Lord through the Assyrians, and
the object of TOIO, "contempt," is Israel and
their God. Thus it appears, they intimate that
the matter concerns, not them only, but also God,
and that in an active and in a passive sense.

[The metaphor in the last clause expresses, in
tlie most anectinff manner^ the ideas of extreme
pain, imminent danger, critical emergency, utter
weakness, and entire dependence on the aid of
others.—J. A. Alex.]. Judah had done all in
its power to keep away the supreme power of As-
syria. But the latter has taken the whole land
(xxxvL 1) ; and moreover an immense sum of
gold has been sacrificed (2 Kings xviii. 14). But
the Assyrian demands the capital itself, and Ju-
dah is powerless to hold him back. There is no
going backwards, x. «., what was done in vain to

ward off the Assyrian cannot be mnde a thing not
done; and there is no going forwards, i. c, there
are no means left toward off the worst There-
lore the very life is in peril. Such is the mean-

ing of the figurative language. In ver. 4 the
messengers present their request. It begins

timidly with wilt, " peradventure." It refers to

two things : 1 ) that Jehovah will hear and punish
the words of Babshakeh, 2) that Isaiah will make
supplication. The order may seem an inverted

one. But they produce the things sought for,

not in the order in which they are to be realized,

but according to their importance. The most im-
portant is that Jehovah hears and punishes. The
means to this is Isaiah's intercession. [" The pre-

terite pW0 denotes a past time only in reference

to the contingency expressed by yotf\ Perhaps
he will hear and then punish what he has heard.

The reproach and blasphemy of the Assyrian con-

sisted mainly in his confounding Jehovah with

the gods of the surrounding nations (2 Chr.

xxxii. 19), in antithesis to whom, as being im-
potent and lifeless, He is here and elsewhere

called the living Qod.—J. A. Alex.]. Comp.
viii. 9 ; Ps. cvi. 28 : cxv. 4 sqq. u To reproach
the living God," strongly reminds one of the

blasphemy of Goliath, 1 Sam. xvii. 26, 36, 45.

Such an one the Assyrian here appears. " The
remnant extant" (see Text, and Gram.). The
deportation of the Ten Tribes, and xxxvi. 1 show
that Jerusalem was at that time only a weak
remnant of the theocracy.

[Ver. 5 " is a natural and simple resumption
of the narrative, common in all inartificial his-

j

tory. It affords no ground for assuming a trans-

l

position in the text, nor for explaining HDIW
|

ver. 3, as a subjunctive."—J. A. Alex,J. Vers.

6, 7, contain Isaiah's answer. The Assyrian mes-
sengers are contemptuously called D'ljH, i. e.,

;

" boys, striplings " of the king of Assyria. The
expression Behold, I am patting a spirit in
him designates the subjective side of a resolve

accomplished in the king of Assyria, and he
shall near a report the objective cause. It had
manifestly been the purpose of the king of Assy-

ria to go immediately at that time against Jeru-

salem. Sending Babshakeh was the prelude to

it. On the return of the latter with Hezekiah's
refusal, the advance on Jerusalem was instantly

to be made. This is confirmed vers. 9, 10 by
the warning to Hezekiah not to cherish unwar-
ranted expectations from the unlooked for diver-

sion made by the Ethiopian army. Thus the

Prophet says here, " I impart to him a spirit, t. e.

I occasion him a mind, a tendency of the will
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

(oomp. xix. 14j xxix. 10, etc.), and he shall hear
a report." This is the first stage of the deliver-

ance. It intimates that the Assyrian's next in-

tention now at once to advance on Jerusalem shall

not be realized. But that only wards off the im-
mediate danger. Perhaps to reprieve is not to

relieve. Thus the Assyrian himself seems to

have thought according to vers. 10-13. But there

is no danger. He shall not come before Jeru-

salem at all (ver. 83), but shall return into his

land, and there fall by the sword. Let those be-

lieve that, "and I will fell him by the sward,"

etc., is ascribed to Isaiah by the narrator post

evcntam, who cannot believe that there may be

such a thing as a spirit of God, that can look

freely into the future, and, when it seems good to

him, can declare the future.

3. THE WHITING OF SENNACHERIB TO HEZEKIAH.

Chapter XXXVH. S-13.

8 So Rabshakeh returned, and found the king of Assyria •warring against Libnah

:

9 for he had heard that he *was departed from Lacish. And he heard say concerning
Tirhakah king of Ethiopia, He is come forth to make war with thee. And when

10 he heard it, he sent messengers to Hezekiah, saying, Thus shall ye speak to Hea-
ekiah king of Judah, saying, Let not thy God, in whom thou trusteet, deceive
thee, saying, Jerusalem shall not be given into the hand of the king of Assyria.

11 Behold, thou hast heard what the kings of Assyria have done to all lands by de-

12 stroying them utterly ; °and shalt thou be delivered ? Have the gods of the nations
delivered them which my fathers have destroyed, as Gozan, and Haran, and Re-

13 zeph, and the children of Eden which were in Telassar? Where is the king of
Hamath, and the king of Arphad, and the king of the city of Sepharvaim, Hens*
and Ivah ?

•fighting. * had decamped.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

• and thou wilt be detoured.

Ver. 0. The variation! from 2 Kings xix. 9 are Flight;

Sj? here instead of S*, and a second JTOtfM instead of

212^1 2 Kings xix. ; which latter is doubtless the correct

reading. That second ^DB^I seems to be merely a co-

pyist's error, unless the reviser of the Isaiah text over-

looked the familiar adverbial meaning that the word
has here.

Ver. 10. On JTBfn, comp. on xxxvi. 14. U T1DD
see on xxxvi. 7.—-'1 "jrOH K*? see on xxxvi 15.

Ver. 11. OD^nnS (»ee xL 16 ; xxxlv. 5) is that verbal
form which we translate by the ablative of the gerund.
Ver. la The words mjN JTJH are difficult The Ma-

sorets seem to have regarded them as verbs, seeing that

they have punctuated the former as perf. Hiplu,and the
latter as perf. Piel. So also the Chald. (exptderunt eoe et

in capHvitatem duxerunt) and Syxxachus (Ar«<rr*r»<r«r

c«i Jrovtfoww). But the context demands names of
localities. The LXX. translates 2 Kings xix. 13 *Af4

jmI *Aova* ; also the Vulg. both 2 Kings and our text.

In vers. 11-13 the variations from the text in 2 Kings
xix. are inconsiderable. But such as they are they also

give evidence of an effort at simplification and accom-
modation to the prevalent unu loqumdL For example

Isaiah, IfrSn (according to sound) Instead of 2 Kings

IfeMSfl (which would correspond to the Assyrian TuL

Ateuri, i. a., hill of Assyria).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. While the events narrated vers. 1-7 were
taking place, Rabshakeh returned to report to his
master, whom he found at Libnah. The news
received there of the movement of the king of
Ethiopia made it impossible to undertake any-
thing against Jerusalem just then. In the event
of a prolonged siege, Sennacherib might find him-
self m the Dad situation of having the Jews in
his front, and Tirhakah in his rear. This he
must not risk. But to check the triumph of
Hezekiah, he sends the message of vers. 10-13,
which is virtually a repetition of Kabshakeh's
words xxxvi. 18-20, except that while the latter
warned the people against Hezekiah Sennacherib
warns Hezekiah not to let his Ood deceive him.

2. So Rabshakeh saying.—Vers. 8, 9.
Rabshakeh it seems did not tarry long before

Jerusalem for a reply. The silence (xxxvi. 21)
that followed his words was itself an answer. He
returned, therefore, to his master to report that
neither in king nor people did he meet with any
disposition to make a voluntary submission. Lib-
nah, in the siege of which he found his master
engaged, was an ancient Canaanite royal city
(Josh. x. 29 sqq.). It belonged (Josh. xv. 42)
to the low country of Judah, and was later (Josh,
xxi. 13 ; 1 Chr. vi. 42) a Levitical and free city.

It must have been near to Lecish (Josh. x. 29 sqq.),
and between that place and Makkedah. Yak
de Velde supposes it is identical with the Tell
of 'Ar&h-cl-Mensehijeh, because "this is the
only place in the plain between Sumeil (Makke-
dah) and Um-Lakkis, that can be recognised as
an ancient fortified place" (He&z., J2 -EncycL,
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CHAP. XXXVIL 8-13. 883

. p. 763). Ver. 9. The subject of "he
*" beginning ver. 9 is, of course, Senna-

XIV.
heard
cherib. Tirhakah was the third and last king of

the twenty-fifth or Ethiopic dynasty. Sabako, or
Sevechoe, L and IL, were his predecessors. He
resided in Thebes, where, on the left bank of the

Kile, in the palace of Medenet-Habu, sculptures

still exist, that represent Tirhakah wielding the

war-mace over bearded Asiatics. See Wiijus-
80N, "Popular Account ofthe Ancient Egyptians" I.

p. 393 sqq. According to Herod.. II., 141, there

appears as his contemporary, probably as subor-

dinate king (comp. Ewald, Qewch,, d, V. Ier. III.

p. 678), Sethon, a priest of Hephastos, who ruled

orer middle and lower Egypt. According to the

Assyrian monuments, Saigon conquered Seven
(Sevechoe) king of Egypt in the year 720 b. c,
at Bephia (comp. on xx.). Again in 715, the

canon of regents mentions a payment of tribute

by the Pharaoh of Egypt. In the arrow-headed
inscriptions of Sennacherib's time, the name of
Tirhakah has not been found as yet But Asur-
banipal (Sardanapalus), the grandson of Senna-
cherib, and successor of his son Esarhaddon, re-

late*, that he directed his first expedition against

the rebellious Tar-ku-u of Egypt and Meroe
(Schrader, p. 202 so.). As Sennacherib reigned
till 681, and Esarhaddon till 668, the statement
of Maxetho, that Tirhakah arose 366 years
before Alexander's conquest of Egypt, agrees, of
course, better with the Assyrian statement, ac-

cording to which Sennacherib came to the throne
in 705, and undertook the expedition against

Egypt in 700, than with the chronology hitherto

accepted, that places this expedition in 714 b. c.

3. Thus shall ye and Ivan ?—Vers. 10-
13. [The design to destroy, not the people's con-

fidence in Hezekiah, but Hezekiah's confidence
in God, makes Sennacherib's blasphemy much
more open and direct than that of Kabshakeh.

—

J. A. Alex.]. The servant could in flattery as-

cribe conquests to his master (xxxvi. 18-20)
which the latter (ver. 11 sqq.)* more honestly
acknowledges as the deed of his predecessors.

£' Others, with more probability, infer that the
singular form, employed bv Babshakeh, is itself

to be understood collectively, like '' king of
Babylon " in chap, xiv."—J. A. Alex.]. Go-
zan, in the form Guzanu, is often mentioned in
the Assyrian inscriptions, and that as a city

(Schrader, p. 323, 9), and a province (ibid, p.

327, 11, 12>p. 331,
8J.

But opinions differ as

to its location, some taking it for a Mesopotamian
locality (Gesen., Kxobel, on the authority of
Ptoumaeus V. 18

?
4, also Schrader, p. 161,

because, in an Assyrian list of geographical con-
tents, Guzana is named along with Kisibis, and in
our text with Haran and ftezeph. But others,

on the authority of Arab geographers, seek for

Gozan in the mountainous region northeast of
Nineveh. There is a river Chabur there, flowing

from the mountain region of Zuzan. Tnis Cha-
bur, a left branch of the Tigris, appears to be the
{ftl inj "fan mentioned 2 Kings xvii. 6 ; xviii.

11, and must be distinguished from the "123 or

Chaboras (Chebar) Ezek. i. 3, efc., that" 'is a
branch of the Euphrates. Comp. Delitzsch in
Iocs EwAiiD, Oeech. d. V. lsr. III. p. 638, 658:
" The Nettorvme, or the Lost Tribes," by Asahel
Grant. According to 2 Kings xvii. 6 : xviii.

11, Goian belongs to the lands into which the
Israelites were deported. Now we find these
(Ezek. i. 3 ; Hi. 15, 23 ; x. 15, 22) settled on the

"U3, u e., Chebar. The subject is not yet cleared

up. Haran, occurs often as Hatmm in the in-

scriptions as a Mesopotamian city (Schrader,
p. 45). It is a very ancient city (Gen. xi. 31

;

xii. 5 ; xxvii. 43, etc.), and well-known to Greeks
and Romans under the name K6p/>at

t
Carrae

!
famous for the great defeat of Crassus.

—

Tr ],

see Plutarch, vit. Cram, 25, 27 sq.). Rezeph,
too, is a Mesopotamian city, west of the Eu-
phrates, that frequently appears in the inscrip-

tions as Ra~6a-ap-pa or Ra-sap-pa* Later it ap-

pears under the name Benafa, or Rosa/a (comp.
Ewald, L c. III. p. 639). Regarding the "B'ne
Eden in Telasser," it must be noted that Ezek.

xxvii. 23 mentions a people P#, that were mer-

chants dealing between Sheba, u «., Arabia and

Tyre, along with
J
jn and 7X53 (%. «., ruS? or

^73 Isa. x. 9). Moreover Amos i. 5 mentions a

pj? JV3 that, as part of the people of Syria, was

to emigrate to Kir. Telasser is mentioned only
once in the inscriptions, where it is related, that

Tiglath-Pileser brought an offering in Tul-Assuri

to the god '' Marduk (i. «., Merodach) that dwelt
at Telassar" (Schrader, p 203 sq.]. We must
thus consider Eden and Telassar as Mesopotamian
localities, though views differ much as to their

precise locations. The question (ver. 13) " where
is the king of Hamath, ' etc, is a repetition of
xxxvi. 19, excepting that we have here "king"
instead of " the gods." It is moreover remarka-

ble that here it reads : '0 VyS iSo. The reason

for this form of expression, if it is not a mere
variation, is not clear. For analogies see Josh,

xii. 18 ; Num. xxii. 4, and in the Chaldee Ezra,

v. 11. [" Another explanation of these words is

that suggested bv Luzzatto, who regards them as

names of the deities worshipped at Hamath, Ar-

pad and Sepharvaim, and takes
"J
/D in the sense

of idol or tutelary deity, which last idea is as old

as Clericus. This ingenious hypothesis Luz-
zatto endeavors to sustain by the analogy of

Adrammeleeh, and AnamekcL the gods of Sephar-

vaim (2 Kings xvii. 31), tne second of which
names he regarded as essentially identical with

Hena. In favor of this exposition, besides the

fact already mentioned that the names, as names
of places, occur nowhere else, it may be^ urged
that it agrees not only with the context in this

place, but also with 2 Kings xviii. 34, in which
the explanation of the words as verbs or nouns
is inadmissible."—J. A. A ley.].
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884 THE PROPHET ISAIAn.

4. HEZEKIAH'S INTERCESSION.

Chapter XXXVII. 14-20.

14 And Hezekiah received the letter from the hand of the messengers, and read it

:

and Hezekiah went up unto the house of the Lord, and spread it before the Lord.
15, 16 And Hezekiah prayed unto the Lord, saying, O Lord of hosts, God of Israel,

that 'dwellest between the cherubim, thou art the God, even thou alone, \>f all the

17 kingdoms of the earth : thou hast made heaven and earth. Incline thine ear, O
Lord, and hear ; open thine eyes, O Lord, and see : and hear all the words of

18 Sennacherib, which hath sent to reproach °the living God. Of a truth Lord, the

19 kings of Assyria have laid waste all the Nations, and their countries, And have
'cast their gods into the fire : for they were no gods, but the work of men's hands,

20 wood and stone : therefore they have destroyed them. Now therefore, O Lord
our God, save us from his hand, that all the kingdoms of the earth may know that

•thou art the Lord, even thou only.

1 Heb. lands.

• eeated onth^eU.
*ana\

> Heb. given.

• thou Jehovah atone (art it).

• Ifefaf dhrfetij*

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 14. D'*)fiDt properly scripta, stands, like the La-

tin litcrae^ for one writing (comp. 1 Kings xxi. 8 ; 2 Kings

x. 1, where Terse 2 *\Q0 interchanges with mSD ; *

Kings xx. 12, comp. Isa. xxxlx.1). The singular suffix

following refers to the singular notion 1D0. teriptum.

Ver. 15. The contents of this verse forms In 2 Kings

xix. the beginning of ver. 15, and Instead of ni*V~Sfc<

1DK /» which is the more usual form of speech, it reads

maKings-IDm" ^dS.

Ver. 16. D%nS*n Kin nfftt Grammatically it is, of

course, not Impossible to take KM! as predicate and

DTlbfttn as In apposition with it. But then Kin is in

effect a formal, rhetorical emphasis of the predicate.

But if Kin is construed In apposition with the subject,

then it is materially significant. For then it acquires

meaning " talis" and refers emphatically to the being

of God as the inward ground of His works. This em-
phatic sense (— talis) K1H has in reference to men Jer.

xlix.12.

Ver. 17. IJ'y, according to the punctuation and ac-

cording to 2 Kings xix. 16, TJ'£, is to be construed as

plural, npfl is used only of opening the eyes and the

ears xlii 20, comp. Dan. ix. 18.

Ver. 18. Instead of rTOnKn-^D-n* we read in 2 Ki.

xix. 17 D'Urmit If the reading in Isaiah be correct,

then the following DVW^niO can only mean that the

Assyrians have destroyed their own land, and that M by

depopulation in consequence of constant war** [comp.

xlr. 20.—Te.1. But DJ3K introduces a concession of the

truth of what the Assyrian says, who boasts only of what
they have done to other nations. It must then be ad-

mitted that 2 Kings has the more correct reading. There
appears to be an alteration in Isaiah, probably occa-

sioned by the IT^Hi! less used of nations than of

lands, and possibly also by the flWn~SDS ver. 11.—

S'lnn. which reminds of D^Mil ver. 11, means pro-

perly u to make withered," then generally "to waste,

desolate.** In Its radical meaning and primarily it is

used of lands, then also of nations (xlix.17; lx. 12; Jer.

1. 27). [ni¥*W is used here in the sense of nations, as

the singular seems sometimes to denote the inhabitants

of the earth or land. This would at the same time ac-

count for the masculine suffix in DV1K—J- A. Auex.

The Author's hypothesis to account for the variation in

Isaiah's text is noticed by J. A. Aucx., as urged by Gs-

sxsrnrs, as is the case with much beside that the Author
has to present on the same subject. In reference to the

present Instance J. A Alxx. pays :
" Besides Its fanciful

and arbitrary character as a mere make-shift, and its

gratuitous assumption of the grossest stupidity and ig-

norance as well as ioattention in the writer, it Is suffi-

ciently refuted by the emphatic combination of the

same verb and noun lx. 12,—(which) proves that such a
writer could not have been so shocked at the expres-

sion as to make nonsense of a sentence merely for the
purpose of avoiding it. The reader will do well to ob-

serve, moreover, that the same Imaginary copyist is sup-

posed, in different emergencies, to have been wholly
unacquainted with the idioms of his mother tongue
[comp. Dr. Nakgxlsbach above at xxxvi. 21 on H!^")nn,
and at xxxvii. 9 on J*DBH]» and yet extremely sensitive

to any supposed violation of usage. Such scruples and
such ignorance are not often found in combination. A
transcriber unable to distinguish sense from nonsense
would not be apt to take offence at mere irregularities

or eccentricities in the phraseology or diction of his

author." The wisdom of this remark wfll no doubt in

most minds outweigh the considerations that the Au-
thor offers, in the progress of his commentary on the
present section, in proof of our text being second hand.
-Ta.J.
Ver. 19. DIIDtt'l describes, according to the succes-

sion of verbs ITIHTI |rtf% the concluding result

Ver. 20. mTV HTOt In 2 Kings xix. 19 the reading fa

DTlStt HUT, and according to the accents these words
belong together, whether construed as predicate or ap-

position with the subject nntt Moreover the author
of the Isaiah text seems to have combined them, and
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CHAP. XXXVII. 21-35. 885

for this reuon to hare treated D'flS* m iuperfluou*.

Bat it is certainly the most natural to separate the two

words and take D'iTTtt ** predicate so that we obtain

the sense :
M that thou Jehovah alone art God." Then

the Isaiah text must be so understood, and HUT be

taken as in apposition with the subject HflK, while the
notion God is supplied from the context : " that thou
Jehorah, alone art (it, vis. Qod).'*

IXEOSTTOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. And Hemekiah saying.—Vers. 14,
15. We learn here for the first that the mes-
sengers were to deliver a written message, for

yen. 9, 10 spoke only of an oral commission.
The spreading oat of the letter was a symbolic
transaction. It verified on the one hand, the
reality of the present necessity, on the other, it

would, as it were, itself cry to neaven, the blas-

phemy of it should itself call down the divine
vengeance. It recalls all the passages where men-
tion is made of impiety that cried to heaven

:

comp. e. g. t
Gen. iv. 10 ; Job xvi. 18 ; zxiv. 12

;

xxxx. 33: Hah. iiL 11.

2. O LORD thou only.—Vers. 16-20.

That the Cherubim are only symbolic and not
personal angel forms, as Langb would have it

(Gen. iii. 24) is hard to believe. What Ezekiel
saw (i. 4 sqq.; ix. 3; x. 2sqq.), were not mere sym-
bols, for symbols are likenesses, in which from a
known greatness one infers the unknown. That
partially agrees with the Ezekiel visions. For
the rest these are of a transcendental nature.

They open to us glimpses into the depths of the

divinity, consequently into realities in fact, but

into such before which we stand as before one
that speaks in tongues. We must modestly refer

the cherubim to the class of riddles that will not

be resolved until the next life. It is a reflection

of those heavenly functions of the cherubim, as

they are described in Ezekiel, when we see the

cherubim forms appear on the ark of the cove-

nant as the bearers of the presence of God in the

midst of the congregation of the Old Testament
(Exod. xxv. 18 sqq.)- From the Kapporeth,
from out the space between the two cherubim
{ibid. 22) the Lord will reveal Himself. Hence

He is repeatedly designated as the D,3"OH 2tf*

(1 8am. iv. 4; 2 Sam. vi. 2: xxii. 11 : 1 Chr.
xiii. 6; Ps. lxxx. 2; xcix. 1). The thou art
the God, even thou Hczekiah took from the

glorious prayer of thanksgiving of his ancestor
David (2 Sam. vii. 28) in which the latter made
known nis faith in the glorious promise given to
his house (ibicL ver. 12 sqq.). [See Text, and
Oram.]. In reference to God, comp. Ps. xliv. 5.

Moreover one needs to examine closely in its con-
text every single passage which may besides be
drawn hither (Dent, xxxii. 39 : Isa. xli. 4 ; xliii.

10, 13, 25; xlviii. 12 ; li. 12; Neh. ix. 6, 7), see
on xlL 4. Hezekiah evidently is at pains right
thoroughly to emphasize the aloneness of God.
Babshaken and Sennacherib himself (ver. 12)
had most incisively expressed the heathen idea
that every land has its $ods. In contrast with
this Hezekiah most decisively makes prominent
that Jehovah is not merely a God, but the God
alone for all nations of the earth : and that be-
cause he made heaven and earth (Gen. i. 1 ; Isa.

xliv. 24; li. 13, etc).

The causal clause for they were no gods, etc.

ver. 19, gives at once the reason whv those vic-

tories of the Assyrians were possible, and the
negative ground of comfort for Israel's hope.
They could desolate those lands and destroy their

gods, because the latter were only men's work of
wood and stone. But therein lav the reason for

Israel's hope. For Israel's God was something
very different : therefore the victory over those
gave no ground for inferring that Assyria would
conquer also the God of Israel. Ver. 20 contains
the prayer itselt

^
[" The adverb now is equivalent to therefore, or

since these things are so. The fact that Senna-
cherib had destroyed other nations, is urged as a
reason why the Lord should interpose to rescue
His own people from a like destruction: and the
fact that He had really triumphed over other
gods, as a reason why He should be taught to

know the difference between them and Jehovah.'1

—J. A. Alex.].

5. JSAIAH'S MESSAGE TO HEZEKIAH CONCERNING THE DANGER THREAT-
ENED BY SENNACHERIB,

Chapter XXXVII. 21-35.

21

22

Then Isaiah the son of Amoz sent unto Hezekiah, saying, Thus saith the Lord
(rod of Israel, aWhereas thou hast prayed to me against Sennacherib king of As-
syria : this is the word which the Lord hath spoken bconcerning him

;

The Virgin, the daughter of Zion hath despised thee,

And laughed thee to scorn

;

The daughter of Jerusalem hath shaken her head *at thee.

23 Whom hast thou reproached and 'blasphemed ?

And against whom hast thou exalted thy voice,

And lifted up thine eyes on high?
Even against the Holy One of Israel.
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24 *By thy servants hast thou reproached the Lord, and hast said,

By the multitude of my chariots am I come up
To the height of the mountains, to the sides of Lebanon

;

And I will cut down *the tall cedars thereof, and the choice fir trees thereof;

And I will enter into the height of his •border, and *the forest *of his Carmel.

25 I have digged and drunk water

;

And withJthe sole of my feet have I dried up all the rivers "of the 4besieged places.

26 'Hast thou not hheard long ago, how I have done it

;

And of ancient times, that I have formed it ?

Now have I brought it to pass,

That thou shouldest be to lay waste defenced cities into ruinous heapst

27 'Therefore their inhabitants were *of small power,

They were dismayed and confounded

:

They were as the grass of the field, and as the green herb,

As the grass on the housetops,

And *as corn blasted before it be grown up,

28 'But I know thy Tabode, and thy going out, and thy coming in,

And kthy rage against me.
29 Because Hhy rage against me, and thy tumult, is come up into mine ears,

Therefore will I put mv hook in thy nose,

And my bridle in thy lips,

And I will turn thee back by the way by which thou earnest.

30 And this shall be a sign unto thee,

Ye shall eat this year such as groweth of itself;

And the second year that which springeth of the same

:

And in the third year sow ye, and reap,

And plant vineyards, and eat the fruit thereof.

31 And *the remnant that is escaped of the house of Judab
Shall again "take root downward,
And bear fruit upward

:

32 For out of Jerusalem shall go forth a remnant,
And they that escape out of Mount Hon

:

The zeal of the Lord of hosts shall do this.

33 Therefore thus saith the Lord concerning the king of Assyria,
He shall not come into this city,

Nor shoot an arrow nthere,

Nor come before it with ^shields,

Nor cast a bank against it

34 By the way that he came, by the same shall he return,

And shall not come into this city, saith the Lord.
35 For I will defend this city to save it

For mine own sake, and for my servant David's sake.

1 Heb. By the hand of thy servants.
* Heb. the tallness of the ced*r* thereof\ and the choice of thefir tree* thereof,
« Or, and hie fruitful field.
* Or,fenced and doted.
* Or, Host thou not heard how I have made it long ago* and formed it of ancient timet t should Inow bring

it to be laid waste, and defenced citiet to be ruinous heaps t
• Heb. short of hand. t Or, sitting.
• Heb. the escaping of the house ofJudah thai remaineth. • Heb. the escaping.
» Heb. shield.

• regarding that that thou hast prayed to me respecting Sennacherib.
fe against. • after. * reviled. • summit.
' hts most luxuriant forest c ofEgypt
k heard t fromfar back I have done it,from ancient da\s I haveformed, etc * And.
J afield before the stalk. * thy ragvng. > (haughty) security. » add. into ft.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 21. Xv)Jtf is here, not merely "to send" gener-

ally, bat to send a message, as appears from "1DK
1
?

:

comp. Gen. xxxviii. 25; 2 Sam. xiv. 32; 1 Kings xx. 6 ;

2 Kings v. 8, etc. The clause 1J1 rhhfHXft 10* can

be construed grammatically as the premise to the apo-

dosis 'U1 "U"m H? ver. 22, or as a relative explanatory

clause to " 'nSftt iTllY ver. 21. The latter is possible

because in Hebrew, by a prepositive "lrflt, even the 4
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CHAP. XXXVIL 21-36. 887

obtiqtd of the pronoun* of the first and second persons

can receive a relative meaning. Comp. xli.8,9; lxiv.

10; Gen. zlr. 4. But the latter explanation seems tome
unsuitable because a clause like a

I to whom thou hast

prayed," does not sound well in the mouth of God. For

does not that assume that Hesekiah might have prayed

to some other? But the harshness of the first explana-

tion, according to which in the premise Jehovah Him-

self speaks, while in the conclusion He is spoken of, is

an objection to it. Hence the reading of 2 Kings xix.

22, at the end, 'nj>Otf, which the Isaiah text omits as

needless, is the more correct ; especially as there ap-

pears to be an intentional echo of God's promise to So-

lon;on 1 Kings Ix. 3.

Ver. 22. The accents designate the verb 71?3as Mllra.
TT

According to that, it would be either part. fern, from

113* or 3 pors. masc. Kal from nil. The latter would

be grammatically possible, so far as HI3 can be regarded
as prepositive predicate. But, although T13 and 7M2
mean the same, still the latter is more frequently Joined

with the accusative and the former with the dative. For

HT3 occurs with 7 only 2 Sam. vi. 16 (1 Chron. xv. 29),

whereas TO mostly appears joined with 7 (Pro?, vt 30;

xi.12; xili.13; xiv. 21; xxiii. 9; xxx.17; Zech. Iv. 10;

Song of Sol. viiL 1, 7). Besides these ?D occurs only

Prov. i. 7 ; xxiii. 22. As the Masoretio pointing Is not

binding, I would rather regard our 7113 as 3 pen. fern.

KaL from J13, corresponding to n^S*—-Also ^7 is

mostly Joined with 7; Ps. ii. 4; lix. 0; Ixxx. 7| Prov.

xviL 5; xxx. 17; Jer. xx. 7, etc. #m JTjn a gesture

of derision as in Ps. xxiL8; cix. 25; Job xvL 4; Lam.
ii.15.

Ver. 23. *pn and rpj comp. vers. 4 and fl^-0 tfVlp

is a specifically Isalanic expression.

Ver. 24. This verse contains a number of variations

on 2 Kings xix. 23, that, from the stand-point of our

author, represent emendations. On 7101p see x. 83.

—-In 17D"0 *yp* of an adjective notion is made a sub-

stantiTe. For 7D*1D has here its appellative meaning:
"fruitful field or garden.**

Ver. 26. TOD ^IT comp. on xix. 1 and «.

Ver. 26. DimoS is, like Dip WD (simplified from

'O'oS 2 Kings xix. 26), to be referred to what follows.

Properly the prep. JD before plMl would suffice; but

the Hebrew favors the cumulation of prepositions

(comp. 2 Sam. vti. 19 ; Job xxxvi. 9 ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 16.

etc). By the prefixed 7 is expressed the thought that

the divine doing relates to a period beginning far back.

-On Dip TT comp. xxiii. 7 ; li. 9.-By ST/MCn nrij*

(comp. xlvi. 11) the Prophet affirms that precisely what
the Assyrian pretended he had done hy his own power,

was only the accomplishment of Jehovah's thought.

Hence Tlftl must also be construed as 2 pers. masc.

and referred to the Assyrian. rPTl with 7 following is

used in the sense of u to serve for something** as in v.

6; xhv. 16. JWttfn 1« Hlph. from ilKE*" ttreperey tu-

multuari. But the word means also the noise, the crack-

ing of something falling in, and hence not only Kal (vi.

Jl) and the corresponding Niph. (ibid,) and Hiph. (our

text and 2 Kings) have the meaning " to fall in ruins, to

be laid waste,** but also the substantive fffltf means »n-

ferifet, perviciet (Pa. xl. 3 ; Jer. xlvi 11). The words

D*!TJ D*Si. according to Heb. usage, express the result

of the destruction in the form of apposition with the

thing to be destroyed ; comp. vL n ; xxiv. 12. D"3fJ is

part Niph. from fT3f}» and occurs in the sense of " waste "

only here and Jer. iv. 7.

Ver. 27. The expression T"*12fp "short-handed,*' i.

e., weak, original in Num. xl. 23, occurs again only 1. 2

;

lix. 1, the adjective *tfp only here. IBfrl inn as in

xx. 6. Everywhere else' the expression " grass of the

field" reads ftlfen 3fe*l* as in Gen. ii. 6; 1IL 18, etc
vt - v*5

KCn pT only here ; comp. Ps. xxxvii. 2. In 2 Kings

xix. 26 the fourth comparison is nfiltf " blasting," or

-blasted field," instead of HDltf * a' field." It is no

doubt a stronger figure, and as a climax, more in place.

It is far more likely that it is the primitive reading and

that our text is secondary.

Ver. 29. On m» first depends the tnfin^ which then

as in xxx. 12, continues in the verb fin. Instead of

^Uftttf 2 Kings xix. 27 has *|JJK0. [In some editions

it is "precisely the reverse.—Ta.]. Are both Infin. as

Olsbauskn (J 187, a and{ 261, 6, p. 662) maintains ; or is

only the former, as Ewaxo seems to assume ( } 167, 6,

comp. ( 120, a) [also Gxxxw, see J 122, 1 and 187, 1, d.—

Ta.]? To me the latter seems more probable, for I do

not see why, when |JX# is infin., it would be pointed

*]JJKtf, whereas this is quite easily explained if *|HK0

be
T
de5ved from the adjective JJKGf

M quiet."

Ver. 80. StoK in the ty. absoL presents the verbal

notion without determining the time or manner. The

Prophet thereby affirms simply what actually is, what

occurs according to nature. D*ntf is *». Acy. 2 Kings

xix. 29 has VftlD* The latter word is devoid of any

etymological basis, as there is no root E*T1D either In

Hebrew or the kindred dialects. Moreover there is no

agreement about the root of the form D'ntf/. There Is

no root Dntf in Hebrew. Of various explanations, that

may deserve the preference which connects DTltf with

the Arabic achate* which means " scattered, standing

thin," unless perhaps the fundamental meaning is
u to

divide itself; to cut loose from," so that DTIE*" would

mean "that which separates itself from the root, grows

out of it." DMIB*" would then be the sprouts of the root

(Aquxla and Taxon. translate «wro$vij). The impera-

tive in 0J1 1JPT involves so far an exhortation that the

Prophet would say to the Israelites to lay aside all anx-

iety about the enemy for the third year, and carry on

agriculture confidently. Instead of SlDW K'rl has

J73K1 which is also the reading of 2 Kings xix. 29, and

seems to be the more original. For SoiO may be sus-

pected of being imitated from the same word beginning

the verse, and moreover it would involve a certain em-

phasis which, accurately considered, would be out of

place here. It would — w and—in short-eat your fruit;"

thus it would recapitulate and say in brief. It can, how-

ever, naturally refer only to D'DID (comp. Ixv. 21 ; Jer.

xxlx.6,28; Amos ix. 14).

Ver. 32. The word flUO* is wanting in K'thibh of 2

Kings xix. SL The books of Kings have this word of

the divine, name only three times, vix,, 1 Kings xvilL 16;

xix. 10 and 14; 2 Kings iii. 14 in the history of the pro-

phets Elijah and Elisha. In Isaiah, on the other hand, it

is of frequent occurrence ; see ix. 6 (7) the parallel pas-

sage and on i. 9.

Ver. 83. DC** here stands for 7\fttf as In 1 Sam. ii 14; 1

Kings xvili. 10 ; Jer. xix. 14. Dipk never used in the

transitive sense — "to make come before, cause to
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338 THE PROPHET ISAIAH,

meet," so as to construe the word with a doable accusa-

tire of the place and the nearer object. But as after

other rerbs the Instrument can be designated by the

accnsatiTe (oomp. 1. 20), as well as the use of 2, bo also

Dip can be used with 2 (oomp. DeuL xxlii. 6 ; Isa. xxJ.

14; Pa. zct. 2) and with the simple accut. inttrwn. as in

Pb. xxi. 4. We hare here a double accusatiTe of the

place and of the instrument

Ver. 84. K2' intimates that the Assyrian must be
thought of as not in the land, but on the way to Jeru-

salem.

Ver. 35. On 'flUJ see on xxxL 5; xxxriii 6,

SXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. To Hezekiah's prayer (vers. 16-20) the
Lord gives an answer through Isaiah, which an-
nounces the triumph of Jerusalem (ver. 22), con-
victs the Assyrian of blasphemy against God, in
that he spoke haughtily against the Holy One
of Israel, and ascribed to himself the glory of
conquests in which he was only the instrument
(vers. 23-27). But the Lord knows him tho-
roughly, and will make him know himself by un-
mistakable treatment (vers. 28, 29). To Judah
a sign is given, that it is to be free forever from
the Assyrian (vers. 30-32). For the immediate
future it is announced that the Assyrian shall not
even come near Jerusalem, but shall return home
by the way he came; and God is declared to be
the protector of Jerusalem (vers. 33-35).

2. Then Isaiah at thee—Vera. 21, 22.

See TexL and Oram, Jerusalem shall see the
Assyrian retreating with aims unaccomplished.
Then it will look after him ("pHK) with deri-

sion. ["Hrrzio supposes that the shaking of
the head, with the Hebrews as with us, was a ges-
ture of negation, and that the expression of scorn
consisted in a tacit denial that Sennacherib had
been able to effect his purpose. Thus under-
stood, the action is equivalent to saying in words,
no,nofi. «., he could not do it A similar ex-
planation is given by Hengstenbebg, on Ps.
xxii. 8."—J. A. Alex. For another view see
Baehb, on 2 Kings xix. 21.—Tb.].

3. whom hast thou reproached be-
sieged plaoee.—Vera. 23-25. The question
extends to " thine eyes f and thus " against the
Holyj" etc., is the answer to all the preceding
questions (Vithinga, Gesen., Deutz.). Others
construe " against the Holy," etc., with the fore-

going words " and lifted up/' etc., as the answer;
so that the question ends with "voice." But
against the latter it may be urged that the ques-
tion and answer do not correspond : the question
is not answered, and the answer given refers to
something about which nothing is asked. Ac-
cording to our construction it is asked : " Whom
hast thou blasphemed, and against whom hast
thou insolently raised voice and eyes (comp. Ps.
xviii. 28; ci. 5; Prov. vi. 17; xxi. 4)?" The
answer is: "against the Holy," ete./ wherein,
according to familiar usage, the form of die an-
swer corresponds to the final member of question.
This appears more evident in 2 Kings xix. 22, as

* tfnp-Sy connects more exactly with Tl 'D'hy.

[" Ewald carries the interrogation through the
verse, and renders 1 at the beginning of the last

clause, thai or so that, while Hrrzio makes the
whole of that clause an exclamation. This con-
struction is more natural—the answer begins with
the next verse where he is expressly charged with
blasphemy against Jehovah."—J. A. Alex.].—
Vers. 24, 25 express more exactly how he has

blasphemed. It was done by his servants. (The
"hand of" figurative expression for "organ, ser-

vice, means" generally xx. 2; Jer. xxxvii. 2 ; 1.

1 ; Hag. i. 1, 3; ii. 1). The emphatic thought is

that tervants of men have blasphemed the Lord
of the world.

This blasphemy consisted mainly (xxxvL 7, 15,
18) in representing trust in Jehovah as folly, and
in the inference that, because they had conquered
heathen nations, it was logically necessary that
the people of God might be conquered, and thus
in placing Jehovah on a level with idols. Mure-
over what they did, they supposed they had done
by their own might, and that what was to be done
yet could be done in the same way. Isaiah ex-
presses this thought in vers. 24, 25, with close ad-
herence to the circumstances, so as to divide an it

were the task of the Assyrian into two parts. The
first part was the conquest of the Syrian, Phoe-
nician and Palestinian districts. All these lands
lie about Lebanon. One traveling from Nineveh
by Carchemish to Phoenicia must in any case go
past Lebanon, which, by its lofty, snow-covered
summits, gives distant notice of the locality of
these lands. Lebanon therefore may serve as an
emblem. Moreover in the Scriptures it is not
uncommon to represent Zion under the image of
Lebanon (comp. Jer. xxii. 6, 7. 23 ; Ezek. xvii.

3), partly because in general Lebanon is the image
of what is lofty and admirable (comp. ii. 13 ; x.

33 sq. ; xxxv. 2; lx. 13 ; Hob. xiv. 6 sqq. ; Zech.
xi. 1 soj.), partly and especially because the king's
palace in Zion had grown on Lebanon, i. «., was
built of cedars of Lebanon, (comp. 1 Kings vii. 2
" house of the forest of Lebanon, or " house of
the forest," Isa. xxii. 8). It is inconceivable that
Sennacherib or one of his predecessors ever scaled
Lebanon with horse and chariot, and destroyed
the cedars. The Prophet rather makes him boast
that he had conquered the lands of Lebanon.
And Hamath, Arphad, Syria, Phoenicia, the
kingdom of the Ten Tribes, the greater part of
Judah and Philistia, were actually in his pos-
session. With reference to this, one might well
represent him as saying: I have ascended up the
heights of the mountains, up the sides (properly
the shanks, comp. on xiv. 13) of Lebanon. The
chief work seemed done, the chief summits were
surmounted. It only remained to penetrate into
the inmost part, and there destroy the ornament
of Lebanon, its glorious standing timber of cedar

and cypress. By *JVS# the Prophet manifestly

refers to what has been accomplished, i. e., the
occupation of the Lebanon districts. But n">DH1
and K13K1 refer to what remains to be done. Only
Jerusalem remained for Sennacherib to conquer
(comp. on xxxvi. 1). Thus the best, the real or-
nament, the central point of the Palestinian Leb-
anon lands was not yet his. Jerusalem with its
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CHAP. XXXVH 21-85. 889

temple and its king's palace, the two Lebanon
houses (because with both cedars of Lebanon had
so much to do, comp. 1 Kings vL 9 sqq. ; vii. 2
sqa.) might well be compared to the crown of
Lebanon with its ornament of cedars. 8uch is

the understanding of Thentub and Baehr, with
whom I agree. The expression * tall-growth of
its cedars, choice of its cypress,

1 ' quite agrees with
the Latin mode of expression, by which can be
•aid eg. cibumpartim unguium tenacitate arripir

uni, partim a duncitaterostroruin"(Cic. Dtor.NaU
II. 47, 122). Comp. Friedr. Naegelsbach's
LaUtin&ilistik, J74; Isa.i.16; xxii.7j xxv. 12;
xxx. 30. The Prophet does not ascribe to the
Assyrian the intention of destroying the height
of the cedars, while he would leave them their

other qualities, but that he would utterly cut down
the high cedars as they are, On BfH3, the cy-
press, comp. on xiv. 8. '< The height of his end
or border is also no more than his highest sum-
mit. The notion height is not already expressed
in "the uttermost," as Baehr supposes. For a
mountain has an uttermost in every direction.

One may therefore speak of an uttermost in the
direction upward, and of a height of the utter-

most.—The forest of his garden-laud is then the
forest that, as it were, forms the garden of Leba-
non, that adorns Lebanon like a pleasure park.
The most luxuriant, glorious standing forest of
Lebanon is meant

In ver. 25 the Prophet speaks of the second
task presented to Sennacherib, which was to con-
quer Egypt That concerned a certain campaign,
not in a mountainous region, but in a level land,

partly waste and without water, partly abounding
in water.^ While Sennacherib stood on the south
of Palestine the great army had no superabund-
ance of water. When, e. g., we read of Moses' re-

quest to Edom (Num. xx. 17 sqq.) it cannot seem
strange that the Prophet imputed to Sennacherib
the boastful assertion that so far he has provided
his mighty host with water in a strange land, that

he has dug wells, because the existing ones were
insufficient, and nad drunk away their water from
the inhabitants. For such is the meaning of
D'")? D'D 2 Kings xix. 24, which our author has
omitted for the sake of simplicity. Had the As-
syrian traversed the desert et-Tih. digging wells

would, of course, have been a still greater neces-

sity. But on the border of it, whither Sennache-
rib penetrated, it may have been needful. He
boasts, moreover, that where there is much water,

and the water is a bulwark for the inhabitants, as

the Nile with its canals is tc Egypt, he will

easily destroy this bulwark. For by the sole of
his tramp shall the streams of Egypt be dried up.
Thus his warriors will dry up the streams of Egypt
like a puddle, merely by the tramp of their feet

The expression " sole of the tramp " is found only
here. It is metonymy. Still in respect to the act

of stepping, "step" and "foot" are often inter-

changed. Comp. Ps. cxl. 5 with lvi. 14 ; cxvi. 8

;

Ps. xviL 5 with xxxviii. 17, etc [
" The drying

up of the rivers with the soles of the feet is under-
stood by Vitringa as an allusion to the Egyp-
tian mode of drawing water with a tread-wneel
(Deut xi 10)."—J. A. Alex.].

4. Hast tnon not heard—thou earnest?
—Vers. 26-29. The Assyrian imagined that he
poshed, and he was pushed. He regarded all he

did as the product of his own free fancy, and of
his power to do. The Prophet however says to

him that he had only been an instrument in the
hands of God, With " hast thou not heard," the

Prophet, so to speak, appeals to the better under-
standing of the Assyrian. Has it not somehow,
if not from without, still from within, come to thy
hearing (comp. Ps. lxii. 12) that it is not as thou
thinkest? Does not thy conscience, the voice of

God within thee say that it was not thou that hast

planned and carried out all this, but that I, the

Almighty God, long ago (xxii. 11 ; xxv. 1) laid

it out and have accomplished it ? Therefore the

Assyrian was to be a thorough destroyer of things.

But when God destroys the things, He intends

always a corresponding effect on the persons. The
latter is the thought of ver. 27. Their inhabi-

tants (t. «.. of the cities named ver. 26), as short-

handed, (i. «., weak), are dismayed and confound-

ed. Then with strong figures this effect is more
nearly characterized. The sorely visited inhabi-

tants are compared to the M grass of the field,"

" the green herb," '• the grass on the house tops"

(in shallow soil, weak rooted; the expression

again only Ps. exxix. 6), " the grain field before

the standing fruit " (t. «., all blade and no stalk ),

and thus soft and tender like grass. But not

only is the foregoing true of the Assyrian as the

instrument of God's purpose, but all his doing and
not doing has been directed by the Lord without

his knowing it : what he proposed at home, his

march forth, his coming into the Holy Land, and

his hostile raging against the people of God, all

was under the notice of the Lord, and must run

the course determined by Him. "Sitting, going

forth, coming home," are expressions for the total

activity of a man (comp. Deut xxviii. 6; Ps.

exxi. 8; exxxix. 2). Ui stands for every vehe-

ment emotion whether of fear, of anger, or of joy

(comp. v. 25; xiii. 13: xiv. 9, 16; xxiii. 11;

xxvin. 21, etc.). The Hithp. occurs only here

and ver. 29. Because the Assyrian with this

Uinn had sinned against the Lord and rebelled,

and would not hear of his being dependent on the

Lord, but only the report of his proud security

came to the Lord, he must feel his dependence in

the most incisive way. He must return home by

the way he came, as it were, led by a ring through

the nose like a wild beast (comp. Exek. xix. 4,

9; xxix. 4 ; xxxviii. 4), or by a bridle between

the lips, like a tame beast On the ruins of Chor-

sabad are figures of prisoners whom the " royal

victor holds to a rope by means of a ring fastened

in their lips." Comp. Thenius on 2 Kings

xix. 28.

5. And this shall do thU.—Vers. 30-32.

The Prophet turns to Hezekiah. In vers. 22, 29

he had in a general way held out the prospect of

the pitiful retreat of the Assyrian out of the Holy

Land. Now he names a sign to the king that

Bhall be a pledge of the promise given and place

it in the right light It may be asked : how can

this sign, that requires two years for its accom-

plishment, be a pledge for an event that is to take

place at once : according to 2 Kings xix. 35, even

that very night? I believe that two things are

to be considered here. First: Israel receives the

promise, not merely of a momentary, but of a defi-

nite deliverance from the power of Assyria. This

appears evident from our prophecy itself, The
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890 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

scorn with which Zion greets the retreat of the
Assyrian (ver. 22) would be ill-timed if he could
return to take vengeance. According to ver. 29
he is bo thoroughly led off that he is certain to

have no wish to come back. According to vers.

33, 35 he is not to come before Jerusalem. It is

not said, however, that this shall not happen only
this lime and in the present danger. The Assy-
rian shall never come any more. Assyria is done
away. The Theocracy has nothing more to fear

from it We have shown above that this thought
occurs in chaps, xxviii.—xxxiii., especially in

xxxiii. It cannot surprise one that a promise so
all-important, that Assyria shall nevermore hurt
the Theocracy, is guaranteed by a sign requiring
years for its realization. A promise to be ful-

filled aftersome hours properly requires no pledge.
In the second place : it is to be noticed that

there is no exact statement in our prophecy as to

the way in which Assyria is to be expelled from
Judah. It is neither said that it shall be so sud-
denly! nor in this fashion. Hence the question
might arise after the event, whether this sudden
expulsion is to be explained by accidental or na-
tural causes, or as the operation of divine omni-
potence. Did the Lord give a sign and the sign
come about, it would prove that that first mighty
blow carried out against Assyria was also intended
by the Lord. But it may be asked : how can a se-

ries of events serve for a sign, which in fact take
a very natural course, which could not happen
otherwise? It might be urged that it took

> mighty little prophetic insight to know that no
regular seeding and harvest could be possible be-
fore the third year. That is true. I et only He
for whom there is properly no future could know
beforehand that in the third year there would
certainly be a seeding and harvest. For it was
quite possible that the Assyrian invasion would
last for years still. What the Prophet predicts
here is the favorable aspect of the future that was
in general possible. Better could not happen.
I construe ver. 30 essentially as Drechsler does,
and think that the subject has been needlessly
made hard. According to the Assyrian monu-
ments, the expedition of Sennacherib against Sy-
ria, Palestine and Egypt occupied only the one
year, 700 B. C. For in the year 699 we find him
on another theatre of war, employed against Su-
zub of Babylon. Comp. the canon of Regents in
Schrader, p. 319, ana our remarks on xxxix. 1.

If, then, this campaign lasted no longer than a
year, still it certainly demanded the whole of the
time of a year suitable for warfare. Therefore
Sennacherib certainly was in Palestine in Spring
before the harvest, and when it was ripe seized on
it, for his immense army. He conquered in
fact the whole land, ana shut up Hezekiah in
Jerusalem "like a bird in its cage." But he
must have remained in Canaan till late in the
year. For when one considers that in this year
he made the conquest of Phoenicia, several Phi-
listine cities (Beth-Dacon, Joppa, B'ne-Barak,
Azur), forty-six fortified cities of Judah, besides
countless castles and smaller places, and men also
fought a considerable battle with the Ethiopic
army, there is presented a labor for whose accom-
plishment three-quarters of a year does not ap-
pear too much time. But with that the invasion
lasted so long that the season for preparing a har-

vest had pasted by ; especially when it is consi-

dered that the inhabitants needed first to assem-
ble again, put their houses to rights, and provide
beasts of labor, as their stock must certainly have
fallen a prey to the enemy. Comp. xxxii. 10, 12,

13 and xxxiii. 8, 9, which may be taken as a suit-

able description of the condition brought about
by this invasion. For the year after the invasion,

therefore, there was no product of the land to be
expected in general, but such as would spring up
of itself. Not before the third year could there

be regular cultivation and a corresponding har-

vest. And, as already said, that was much, in

fact, the best that could happen as things then
were. For that end it would be necessary that the

Assyrian by the end of the second year should no
more be in the land, and have no more power to

hinder field-labor. According to this explana-
tion, we have no need of assuming a Sabbatic
year, nor a year of jubilee, nor a return of the
Assyrian out of Egypt to Palestine, nor an inva-
sion lasting three years, nor that agriculture in

Palestine at that time was carried on in the same
ceremonious way that, according to Wetstein
(in Delitzsch, p. 389 sjj.), is the case now-a-days.
Naturally, during the invasion, in the first year,

there was no fruit of harvest to eat, since the As-
syrian had carried it off, but only IVflD (Lev.
xxv. 5, 11 : Job xiv. 19). The word comes from
DSD, whicn undoubtedly means effundere, pro/un-
dere. infundere (Hab. ii. 15 ; Job xxx. 7 ; Isa. v.

7), in Niph. and Hithp.: "to pour" (of rivers),

"to mouth, debouch," *.«., se adjungere, adjungi
(xiv. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxvi. 19). TVDD, therefore, is

effusio, " the outpour, what is poured out, spilt."

Thus all field produce is meant that comes from
spilling at seeding or harvest, or that comes from
such spilt fruit In the present case it would be
first the former, like crumbs from the rich man's
table, and then the latter, of which the Israelites

would get the benefit. On DTI& see TcxL and
Gram. See in Gesen. and Knobel proof that in
warm countries grain propagates itself partly by
spilt seeds and partly by shoots from the root.

[The stooling of winter wheat is familiar to agri-

culturists.—Tr.]

But the Prophet has not only deliverance from
ruin to announce to Judah, but also new growth.

The escaped (ntrSl), oomp.iv. 2; x. 20; xv. 9)
of the house ofJudah (" P'b, again only xxii. 21),
the remnant (comp. xju 11, 16), shall add on root
downwards (xxvii. 6). It shall, however, also
bear fruit upwards, thus be a firm-rooted and
fruitful tree. It is true that Judah somewhat
more than an hundred years later was uprooted.
Still it was not, like Israel, quite and forever
wrested away from its indigenous soil, but only
transplanted for a while, to be replanted again,
in order to go and meet a new and final judg-
ment, with which, however, was also combined a
transition into a new and higher stage of exist-
ence. And precisely for this higher stage of ex-
istence the remnant, according to our passage and
former statements of the Prophet (iv. 3; vi. 13;
x. 20 «qq.)» formed the point of connection. By
ver. 32 a the Prophet explains how this revives-
cence of Judah shall be brought about. All Ju-
dah fell into the hand of the enemy, and by him
was hostilely treated and desolated. Only the
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capital remained unhurt Therefore in it had
been preserved an untouched nucleus, formed
parti/ of the inhabitants of Jerusalem them-
selves, partly of such men of Judah as had taken

refuge in the capital Hence the Prophet can

say : " out of Jerusalem shall go forth a remnant,

and the escaped from mount Zion." For of course

the repeopling and restoration of the land must
proceed from Jerusalem, as from the intact core

and heart of the land. On the last clause of ver.

32 see on ix. 6. The words here are evidently

intended in a consolatory sense, and to intimate

that what theLord has promised,He will perform

with seat

6. Therefore that eaith—David's sake.

—Vers. 33-35. In these verses, what was given

in the foregoing in ageneral way is now definitely

formulated and applied to the present situation.

The Prophet affirms most positively thatJerusalem

shall not be besieged by the Assyrian. It is com-

monly assumed that the Assyrian of course en-

closed Jerusalem, and that he met the fearful

overthrow narrated ver. 36 before its walls. But
when Sennacherib received intelligence of the

approach of the Ethiopian army, he was at Lib-

nah. From there he retired a little further north

to Altakai (Eltekeh). where occurred the battle-

Evidently he avoided encountering the Ethiopian

near, and especially obliquely south of Jerusalem,

so as not to tempt the Jews to aid the enemy, ana

to avoid having to sustain their attack on his

rear. But it is thought that the " great armv "

(xxxvL 2) with which Babshakeh appeared be-

fore Jerusalem remained there while he returned

to the king (ver. 8). The text, however, says no-

thing of this, and moreover, it is internally not

probable. For with the prospect of encountering

so great a host as the army of Egypt and Ethio-

pia doubtless was. Sennacherib would not have
weakened himself by sending away a great part

of his own army. He might have sent a small
corps of observation: but the 185,000 men of

which ver. 36 speaks certainly did not lie before

Jerusalem. There is therefore a climax in ver.

33. First it says, Sennacherib shall not come into

the city. Then, he shall not shoot an arrow into

it. In sieges among the ancients, the shield

played a great part as a protection against spears,

stones, etc, that were hurled down from the walls,

as also against melted pitch (comp. Herz. Real-

Encyd. IV. p. 392 sqq.). nV?D, « the besiegers'

wall" (2 Sam. xx. 15 ; Jer. vi. 6 ; Ezek. iv. 2, etc.).

Ver. 35 is causal as to its contents. The first

clause names, as the reason of the Assyrian's ex-

Sulsion, Jehovah's purpose to protect Jerusalem,

lut the reason for this protection is the promise

given to David (2 Sam. vii. 12 sqq.; comp. 1 Ki.

xv. 4) whereby the honor of the Lord itself was
at stake (comp. xliii. 25 ; xlviii. 11) and thus the

preservation of Jerusalem was necessary. It is

true that Jerusalem was destroyed, after all, at a

later period, and the kingdom of David demol-

ished ; but this occurred under circumstances that

did not exclude a restoration. Had Judah been

destroyed at that time by Sennacherib, it would

have had the same fete as the kingdom of Israel

6. THE DELIVERANCE. Chapter XXXVIL 86-88.

36 Then the angel of the Lord went forth, and smote in the camp of the Assyrians

a hundred and fourscore and five thousand : and when they arose early in the morn-

37 ing, behold, they were all dead corpses. So Sennacherib king of Assyria departed,

38 and went and returned, and dwelt at Nineveh. And it came to pass, as he was

worshipping in the house of Nisroch his god, that Adrammelech and Sharezer his

sons smote him with the sword ; and they escaped into the land of 'Armenia :
and

Eear-haddon his son reigned in his stead.

* Heb. Ararat.

EXEOETIGAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Then the angel in his stead.—Vers.
86-38. In 2 Kings xix. 35 it is said: "And it

came to pass that night that the angel," etc If

these additional words were supplied by some
later copyist or glossarist, it is incomprehensible
how they do not appear in both texts. For who-
ever made the addition most have wished to be

credited. Bat in order to credibility both docu-

ments most agree in this respect Or if it be as-

sumed that these words were originally in the

Isaiah text, bat were omitted by some one who
conld not harmonize them with the view of ver.

29 ; then the question arises : why did not the

same one omit the words at 2 Kings xix.? We
most therefore hold that the words in 2 Kings
xix. are genome, and that the Author of our text

omitted them, as he has done much beside, be-

they appeared to him superfluous or ob-

scure. Of course, on a first view, this datum

may appear strange. The events narrated in

vers. 9-35 are unmarked by any data to indicate

the time they required. Thus it may appear

that they followed in quick succession, and that

there is left no room for the battle between Sen-

nacherib and Tirhaka. if the 185.000 were de-

stroyed the night following Isaiah's response.

Yet that battle must have occurred between the

announcement of Tirhaka's approach (ver. 9) and

the destruction of the 185,000.

According to the inscriptions on the hexagon

cylinder (Schrader, p. 171) and on the Ku-

jundschick bulls (ibid. p. 184), the battle of Al-

taku took place even before the payment of tribute

by Hezekiah. But Schrader is undoubtedly

correct in remarking (p. 190) :
" he (Senna-

cherib) purposely displaces the chronological
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order and concludes with the statement of the
rich tribute, as if this stamped its seal on the
whole, whereas we know from the Bible that this

tribute was paid while the great king was en-

camped at Lacishj and before the battle of Alta-
ku (2 Kings xvih. 14)." The Assyrian docu-
ments, therefore, cannot prevent us from placing
the battle in the period between vers. 9-36. But
it could not have been attended with decisive re-

sults. For had Sennacherib sustained a decisive

defeat, he must have retreated, and the destruc-

tion of the 185,000 would not have been neces-

sary. On the contrary, had he conquered, then
the Egyptians must have retreated, of which we
have no trace. Moreover the Assyrian account
of the battle sounds pretty modest For though
it speaks of a defeat of the Egyptians, and of the
capture of " the charioteer and sons of the Egyp-
tian king, and of the charioteer of the king of
Meroe," yet there is wanting that further state-

ment of the number of prisoners taken, the cha-
riots captured, etc., statements that otherwise
never fail to be made. Schbader also con-
cludes from this that it must have been a Pyrrhus
victory, if a victory at all. According to xxxi.
8, Assyria was even not to fall bv the sword of
man. The Lord had reserved him for Himself.

If the battle of Altaku occurred as we have
said, then it follows that the events narrated, vers.

9-36, cannot have occurred in such very rapid
succession. " In that night," 2 Kings xix. 35,
therefore does not refer to a point of time im-
mediately near the total events previously nar-
rated. It seems to me to relate only to the day
in which Isaiah gave his response. When Sen-
nacherib heard of the approach of Tirhaka (ver.

9) he did not necessarily send off at once his mes-
sage to Hezekiah. He had likely more important
matters on hand. It sufficed for his object if he
sent his messengers two or three days later. Then
the messengers would require several days to
reach Jerusalem. If, then, on the same day [of
its receipt] Hezekiah spread the letter of the As-
syrian before the Lord, still it is not at all to be
assumed that the response immediately followed.
That could not follow sooner than the Lord com-
missioned the Prophet But the Lord postponed
His response to the moment when the fulfilment
could follow on the heels of the promise. It is

apparent that, after days of anxious waiting, the
facts of the comforting assurance and of the un-
speakably glorious help, coming blow on blow,
must have nad a quite overpowering effect It is,

after all, but the Lord's wise and usual way, in
order to exercise men in faith and patience, to
let them wait for His answer, thatwhen they have
stood the trial, He may then let His help burst in
on them mightily to their greater joy (comp. Ps.
xxii. 3 ; Prov. xiii. 12 ; Jer. xlii 7 ; 1 Sam. xiv.
37, 41 sq., etc.).

The mention of " the angel of the LORD "

calls to mind the destruction of the first-born in
Egypt (Ex. xii. 12 sqg.), and the plague in Jeru-
salem (2 Sam. xxiv. losqq.). In these three places
the angel is said u

to smite " (H3n Exod. xii. 12
sq.; 2 Sam. xxiv. 17 or ^to Exod. xii. 13, 23; 2
Sam. xxiv. 21, 25). He is therefore designated as
jvntfo " destruction " (Exod. xii. 13, 23; 2
Sam. xxiv. 21, 25). But in 2 Sam. xxiv. 15 the

destruction wrought bv the angel is expressly

called "D% " P€8t>" which word is employed by

Amos iv. 10, probably with reference to that de-

struction of the first-born. Thus, then, in our
passage a pest is to be understood as the sword
with which the angel smote the host of Assyria

;

to the rejection of other explanations, such as a
tempest, a defeat by the enemy, or forsooth poison-

ing (comp. Winer, R. W. 2?., Art. Hezekiah).
Even that plague in David's time carried off in a
short space (probably in less than a day, accord-
ing as one understands 1JND ty 2 Sam. xxiv.

15) 70,000 men in Palestine. Other examples of
great pest-catastrophes in ancient and modern
times, none of which however equal what is told

here, see in Gesen. and Deutzsch. What is

told here receives indirect confirmation from
Herod. (II. 141), who narrates that " Sanachar
ribos, king of the Arabians and Assyrians " was
compelled to retreat before king Sethos at Pelu-
sium, because swarms of field mice had gnawed
away the leather work of the Assyrian arms. As
a monument of this victory there stands in the
temple of Hephaestos [Vulcan], whose priest

Sethos was, a stone statue of this king with a
mouse on his hand, and the superscription " *c

efU tic &ptov evoepfc t<rro." This superscription

Herodotus accounts for, by narrating that this

king in his necessity before the battle prayed to

his god, and received the assurance of divine
help. If this be perhaps a trace that the over-

throw of Sennacherib was recognized as evidently

a demonstration of divine help, so, too, the mouse
is probably a reminiscence of the rescuing plague.

For the hieoroglyphics employ the mouse as the
symbol of watting and destruction; so that the
narrative of Herodotus contains probably only
the signification of the mouse supporting statue

ascribed to it bv those of later times. This com-
bination was first made by J. D. Michaelis,
who has been followed by Gesen. [?], Hrrzio,
Thenius [Barnes, J. A. Alex., per contra see

Baehr, 2 Kings xix.]. Comp. Letrer in
Herz., R.-EncycL XI. p. 411.

Though the plague is a natural agent, still the
great number carried off in one night is some-
thing wonderful. It appears inadmissible to me
to assume with Hensler and others (Deutzsch,
too,) a longer prevalence of the plague. The de-
liverance of Israel was not to come about by the
sword of Egypt, nor by a natural event of a com-
mon sort Both Israel and the heathen must
recognize the finger of God, that every one may
fear Him and trust in Him alone. Comp. x. 24
sqq. ; xiv. 24-27 ; xvii. 12-14 ; xxix. 1-8 ; xxx.
7-15 sqq., 30 sqq. ; xxxi. 1-9 ; xxxiii 1-4* 10

sqq., 22 sqq, The subject of IDOBh is the sur-

viving Assyrians, as those who actually in the
morning came upon the corpses. In D'fkD is evi-

dently to be made prominent the notion of ina-

bility to act, especially to fight The strong war-
riors of Sennacherib were become motionless,

harmless corpses. The 3BH "]Vl $01 as has of-

ten been remarked, recalls Cicero's abiit, evasiL

excemt, crupiL The three verbs depict the haste of
the retreat. In "and dwelt at Nineveh"
the verb 3tfM has manifestly the meaning of re-

maining, comp. Gen. xxi. 16 ; xxii. 5 ; xxiv. 55

;

Exod. xxiv. 14, etc In fact, after this overthrow,
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8ennacherib reigned still twenty years, and un-
dertook fire more campaigns. But these were all

directed toward the north or south of Nineveh.
He came no more to the west (Schrader, I. c p.
205). What is narrated, therefore, in ver. 38,
did not occur till twenty years after this.

According to Oppebt (Exped. kUtU. en Meeop.

II. p. 339) yip} means " binder, joiner," and as

the prayers that have been found addressed to
him have for their subject chiefly the blessing of
marriage, the conclusion seems justified that riis-

roch corresponded to Hymen of the Greeks and
Bomans. Schrader assents to this view, only
that, according to him, the root * Barak " in As-
syrian means to vouchsafe, to dispense,1 ' rather
than * to bind," so that "|">03 would more pro-
perly be u the good, the gracious " or " the dis-

penser." An inscription of Asurbanipal, the son
and successor of Esar-haddon, in which he nar-
rates his mounting the throne in the month Iv-
yar. calls this month " the month of Nisroch, the
lord of humanity" (Schrader, p. 208). In
the list of gods found in the library of Asurbani-
pal (comp. on xlvi. 1, and Schrader in the
Stud, and KriL, 1874, II. p. 336 sq.), the name of
Nisroch is not found, while Sennacherib wor-
shipped in the house of his god, his two sons slew
him. An awful deed: parricide and sacrilege at
the same moment, each aggravating the other.
Sach was the end of the naughty Sennacherib
who had dared to blaspheme the God of Israel.

He, who had boasted that no god nor people
could resist him, must fall before the swords of
his sons. He that regarded himself unconquera-
ble by the help of his idols, must suffer death in
the temple and in the presence of his idol. [How
different the experience of Hezekiah in the tem-
ple of Jehovah, and^ the fate of Sennacherib in
the temple of his idoll

—

Tr.]. Hendewerk
cites, as parallel instances of monarchs murdered
while at prayer, the cases of Caliph Omar, and
the emperor Leo V. No mention has been dis-

covered thus far, in the Assyrian inscriptions of
the murder of Sennacherib, whereas they do in-
form us of the murder of his father Sargon.
Polyhystob, among profane historians, relates
(in Euseb. Armen. Chron. ed. Mai, p. 19) the
murder of Sennacherib. But he only names Ar-
dumusanus, i. &, Adrammelech as the murderer.
Abydentts, on the other hand (ibid. p. 25) makes
Nergilus the son of Sennacherib succeed the
latter. This one was murdered by his brother
Adramelus, and the latter in turn by his brother
Axerdis. Here Adramelus is evidently = Ad-
rammelech, Axerdis =m Esarhaddon. Nergilus,
however, according to Schrader's sagacious con-
jecture, =» Sareser. For Sarezer in Assyrian is

Sor-Hwr, i. «., protect the king. But to this Im-
perative is prefixed the name of the god that pro-
tects, so that the complete name may sound,
sometimes BU+ar-umtr, sometimes^Asw-tar^mar,
sometimes Nirgal+ar-utur, etc But the name

may also be used in an abbreviated form, viz.

:

with the omission of the name of the god : so
that thus this Sarezer when the name in full was
spoken, may have been Nirgal+awmur. Abyde-
NU8 then may have preserved the first half of
this name, while the Bible preserved the latter

half (Schrader, p. 206.) Adrammelech occurs
as the name of a god 2 Kings xvii. 31. The word
in Assyrian is Adar-malik, i. c Adar is prince.

(Schrader, p. 168).

According to Armenian tradition, the two sons
of Sennacherib were to have been offered in sacri-

fice by their father (see Delitzsch in loc.). Ac-
cording to the book of Tobit (i. 18 sqq.), Senna-
cherib wreaked his vengeance for the overthrow
he suffered on the captives of the Ten Tribes.

On the other hand he was a hated person by the
Jews, whence also they held his murderers in

high honor. Later Rabbins were of the opinion
that these became Jews, and in the middle ages
their tombs were pointed out in Galilee (comp.
Ewaxd, Hi*L d. V. I*r. IIL p. 690, Anm.). Our
text says the parricides escaped to the land of
Ararat, i. e.. Central Armenia. The Assyrian for

Ararat is £/r-ar-(t. The word often occura in the
lists of government as the designation of Armenia
(comp. Schrader. p. 10, 324, lines 37-40, 42, 44;
p. 329, lines 31, 39). According to Armenian his-

torians, the posterity of those two sons of the
king long existed in the two princely races of the
Sassunians, and Arzerunians. From the latter

descended the Byzantine Emperor Leo the Ar-
menian, from whom in turn a long row of Byzan-
tine rulers were descended. " Not less than ten

Byzantine Emperors, if such were the case^ may
be regarded as the posterity of Sennacherib : so

that thus the prophecy of Nah. i. 14 received its

fulfilment only very late. Delitzsch, in loc.;

Bitter, Erdlcunde, A. p. 686 sq. Esar-haddon
in Assyrian is Atur-ahAddin, i. «., Asur gives a
brother (Schrader, p. 208). According to the

canon of regents {ibid. p. 320), Esarhaddon as-

cended the throne in the year 681 B. c. Ewald
places the date of Isaiah's entrance on his office

under Uzziah in the year 767, his death under
Manasseh in the year 696 (Oeseh. d. V. Itr. III.

p. 844, 846). Delitzsch, following Duncker
sets the beginning of Esar-haddon's reign in the

year 693, and admits that in this case Isaiah must
have been almost ninety years old. Now in as

much as, according to the very certain data of the

Assyrian documents, Isaiah, if he lived when
Esar-haddon's reign began, must have become
almost 100 years old, one muBt recognise at least

in vers. 37 sq., an addition by a later hand, which

also Delitzsch admits. [The reader that desires

to inform himself more particularly on these ques-

tions of chronology, and to see a defence of Isai-

ah's data, is hereby referred to Birk's Comm. on

/so., Appendix 111., " The Assyrian Keions in

Isaiah/' The same article will serve as an in-

troduction to the English literature on the sub*

ject—Tr.].
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394 THE BOOK OP ISAIAH.

H—THE WAY PREPARED FOR THE RELATIONS WITH BABYLON.
HEZEKIAH'S SICKNESS AND RECOVERY, AND THE EMBASSY
FROM BABYLON THIS OCCASIONED.

Chapters XXXVIH. XXXIX.

1. HEZEKIAH'S SICKNESS AND RECOVERY.

Chapter XXXVIH.

a) The Sickness. XXXVHL 1-3.

1 Ik those days was Hezekiah sick unto death. And Isaiah the prophet the son

of Amoz came unto him, and said unto him, Thus saith the Lord, Set thine house
2 in order: for thou shalt die, and not live. Then Hezekiah turned his face toward
3 the wall, and prayed unto the Lord, and said, Remember now, O Lord, I beseech

thee, how I have walked before thee in truth and with a perfect heart, and have
done that which is good in thy sight. And Hezekiah wept s

sore.

i Heb. Give charge concerning thy home.

TEXTUAL AND
V«. 1. In J\)lJl we have a conetrucUe- prcegnanef in as

much as the preposition depends on a notion of move-

ment onward, nearing, that is latent in the verb H/P-
l T T

Unless 7 be regarded as a particle denoting design ; he

was sick in order to die, in which case the eonseqnenoe

would be represented as intention, as elsewhere simi-

larly the reason is substituted as an object in olauses

with ?3, 7£, *3. It is said in like manner Jud. xvt 16,

JWdS 'itfSJ "Wpfl.2- ^ the I»ra»el plac© 2 Chr. xxxii.

24 nO;-*l^ stands for our fUD a which corresponds

essentially with the first of the two explanations given

above. The expression «' to command bis house," for

" to make his last will known to his house " is found
again only 2 Sam. xviL 23, where, however, the preposi-

tion IK is used instead of S. The expression riD""0

TVnn K n nnit denotes the dying as certain, surely

determined, by using the positive affirming participle

(which presents death as abstract, timeless foot, thus a
fact determined as to substanoe, though undetermined
as to form, comp. Oen. xx. 8) and the negative clause

iTnn KSi that excludes the contrary. As analogous

to the meaning " to remain living/1 comp. HT1 — " to

retain alive," vii. 81 and the comment
The differences between our text and 2 Kings xx. 1-

8 are inconsiderable as to sense, and yet are character-

istic : ITTpm omitted at the beginning of ver. 2, and

"lDKS substituted at the end for our IDK'I beginning
ver. 2. Here our passage again gives evidence of an
amended text. The absence of a subjeot for 3D'1> when
previously Hezekiah and Isaiah and Jehovah had been

* Heb. With great weeping.

GRAMMATICAL.
named, and Hesekiah in fact the furthest from the pre-

dicate, lets it be possible (though only grammatically)
to think of Isaiah or Jehovah as subject And the em-
phatic IOIt'1 ver. 3 corresponds to the importance of

the brief prayer much better than the short 1DK1
?, that

is only equivalent to our quotation marks. Thus we see
here again that 2 Kings has the more original text For
it is inconceivable that the corrector and completer text
has been changed into that which Is less correct and
complete. [The foregoing reasoning on the differences

of the two texts must strike most readers as simply the
fruit of a foregone conclusion. When, moreover, one

takes the latter statement concerning IDK'1 and l^vh
and compares the two texts at Is*, xxxvii. 15 and 2 KL
xix. 10, this impression is confirmed. See the Author's

comm. on xxxvii. 16 under Text and Gram, There we
find precisely the reverse of what the Author remarks
here on the occurrence.of the two words in the parallel

texts. In using 1DK7 xxxvii. 15, instead of the ")Dm
found in 2 Kings, does the Isaiah text do Injustice to

the importance of the solemn prayer of Hesekiah in the

Temple ? And does he fail to observe how much better
" the emphatic IDK^l corresponds to that importance V*

The reader is also referred to the comparison between
vii. 1 (in loc) and 2 Kings xvL 5. When all the details

of this argument, (vis. for the text of 2 Kings being more
original and the Isaiah text being amended from that,

and so still more remote from a genuine Isaiah textX

have been gone over, we may anticipate that the con-

elusion of most students will agree with the opinion of

J. A. Alex., (see his comment on xxxvii 17, 13), who
characterizes most of it as " special pleading " and M per-

verse ingenuity."—Ta.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In the fourteenth year of his reign. Heze-
kiah fell dangerously ill. It was no doubt a
proof of especial divine grace when Isaiah an-
nounced to him his approaching end, and thereby
gave him time to command his house. But Heze-

kiah was terrified at the intelligence. He prayed
weeping to the Lord, and appealing to his life

spent in the fear of God.
2. In those days wept sore.—Vers. 1-

3. We have, above in the introduction to chape.
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-mix. sufficiently shown what is the re-

lation of chaps, xxxviii.-xxxix. to the two that

precede it It can no longer be a matter of doubt
that the time of HexekisJrs sickness preceded the

oTerthrow of Sennacherib. The former as cer-

tainly belonged to the year 714 as the latter to

the year 700. The transposition of the chapters,

which was for the sake of the connection of the

subject matter in them with the general contents

of the book, occasioned the belief that the over-

throw of 8ennacherib also happened in the year
714. In consequence of this, expositors only
differ in this respect, that some pot all the events

narrated xxxvi.-xxxvii. before those narrated

xxxviiL-xxxix. while others pat the sickness of

Hesekiah before xxxvi.-xxxvii. but the embassy
after them. An end is made to all this bv the

fact, now put beyond doubt, that Sennacnerib
only began to reign in the year 705, and made
his first and only campaign against Phoenicia,

Jndea and Egypt in the year 700. For these

reasons "in those days 1' ver. 1 and "at that

time," xxxix. 1 are equally unauthentic and not
genuine. Both must owe their origin to emenda-
tion. [See introduction before xxxvi. Comp.
Smith's Diet, of the Bible, article Hezekiah.].

It cannot be certainly determined what was the

nature of Hesekiah's sickness. Many have in-

ferred from pntfn ver. 21 ; 2 Kings xx. 7, that

he had the plague, and have associated this with
the plagne in the Assyrian camp, (xxxvii. 36),

and even used this as proof that Hezekiah's sick-

ness occurred after Sennacherib's overthrow. But
prtK? (jHEf, a root unused in Hebrew, but mean-

ing in the dialects ("incalujt, calidusfuit") stands
not only for the plague boil {bubo), but also for

other burning ulcers, as it occurs in reference to
leprosy (Lev. xiii. 18 sqq.), and other inflamma-
ble cutaneous diseases (Exod. ix. 9 sqq. ; Deut.
xxviii. 27, 36 ; Job ii. 7). If JTltfn ver. 21 be

not taken collectively, so that there was only one
boil, then the next meaning would be a carbuncle
(i. «., a conglomeration of ulcerous roots). In re-

spect to God's promises and threatenings being,
as it were, dependent on the subjective deport-
ment of men, for their realization, comp. Jer.

xviii. 7 sqq. ; where especially the pX}4 connect-

ing with the celerity with which the potter trans-

forms the clav, denotes the celerity with which
the Lord, under circumstances alters His decrees.

Comp. my remarks in loc. Hezekiah turned his

face to the wall because at that moment he neither
wished to see the face of men, nor to show his

countenance to men. He would, as much as

possible, speak with his Qod alone.. It was dif-

ferent with Ahab, 1 Kings xxi. 4. oStf dS is

animus integer, i. «., a whole, full, undivided
heart (1 Kings viii. 61 ; xL 4). It is an Old
Testament speech, that Hezekiah makes. A
Christian could not so speak to God. Hezekiah
applies to himself the standard that Ps. xv. offers,

and that Christ proposes in the Sermon on the
mount (Matt v. 21 sqq.).

b) The Reoovery. Chap. XXXVIIT. 4-8.

4, 5 Then came the word of the Lord to Isaiah, saying, Go, and say to Hezekiah,
Thus saith the Lord, the God of David thy father, I have heard thy prayer, I

6 have seen thy tears : behold, *I will add unto thy days fifteen years. And 1 will

deliver thee and this city out of the hand of the king of Assyria : and I will de»

7 fend this city. And this shall be a sign unto thee from the Lord, that the Lord
8 will do this *thing that he hath spoken ; Behold, I will bring again the shadow of

the degrees, which is gone down °in the *sun dial of Ahaz, ten degrees backward.
So the sun returned ten degrees, by which degrees it was gone down.

1 Heb. degrees by, or, with the sun.

• IadcL *word. • ceufder Stufenuhr Achas* vermoege der Sonne, or, on the degrees,

ortUpso/Ahcu with the «*».—J. A. Alii.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 5. On the construction of <VDV 'HD Me on

xxviii.16; xxix.14.

Ver. 2L The word TlSyt. •* constr. TlSin. beside the

text, and 2 Sings xx. 7, occurs only 1 8am. xxx. 12; 1

Chr. xii. 40. The Greek word wa\d6r), which means a
cake of dried fruits, especially of figs, seems to hare

been derived from vhll through the Aram. KnSTI.
__ T •* I T I V I

The 3 per*, plur. WZT has for subject those who na-

turally performed the service in question. We u.«e in

such cases the indefinite subject they (Germ. " man ")

:

(comp Jer. lii. 16 sq. ; Isa. xxxiv. 16). TPD occurs

elsewhere only in the substantive form r\)lo\contritus

GRAMMATICAL.
eeU,te§Uculoseontritoshabew,lAV.xxl.2D.) The meaning

is
M to crush, triturate." It is thus a constructio prceg-

nans : let them crush figs (and lay them) on the boil.

On rntf* See on ver. 1.

In 2 Kings xx. 7 at the end of the verse it reads ^n'Jj

M and he lived," i. a, recovered, instead of as here TP1#

" that he may live." Our text appears to be an effort to

remove a difficulty. For 'HI seems primarily to mean

that Hesekiah immediately recovered. But that such

was not the case is seen from the king's asking:
M what shall be the sign that the Loan will heal me, and

that I shall go up to the temple the third day?" (2 Kl.

xx. 8). It was, therefore, no instantaneous cure : and
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

this oar text would intimate by 'ni. Bat the word in

2 King8 zz. 7 Is only an anticipation of the narrator,

who states the effect immediately after the application

of the means although other events Intervened.

Vers. 21, 22, are an epitome of 2 Kings xx. 7, 8, with

the omission of what is less essential. But it is to be

noted, as a further proof of the second-hand nature of

our text, that the words * what Is the sign," etc 2 Ki.

xx 8 have there their proper foundation in that the pro-

mise is expressly given (2 Kings xx. 0) that the king
should go up to the temple, whereas that item is want-
ing in our ver. 6. Whether or not our vers. 21, 22 were
intentionally or accidentally put where they are by
some later copyist cannot be certainly determined, and
is in itself indifferent But it seems to me most natural
to assume that some later person, with the feeling that
there was a disturbing gap, thought he must supply it

from 2 Kings. An interpolation between vers. 6, 7 would
have involved a change in his actual text, thus he sup-
plemented at the end. As they are found in the LXX.
the addition must be very ancient. They are important,

too, as proof in general that the text In oar chaps, has

suffered alterations ; and especially that the dates have

been ohanged.

Ontke text at ver. 8 ft. An important difference is to

be noted between this and 2 Kings xx. 9-11. Our text

assumes an actual going backward of the sun, probably,

as is also assumed by many expositors, because it was

thought that this miracle must be pat on a level with

the sun standing still at Oibeon (Josh. x. 12). In the

Book of 8irach (Ecclus. xlviiL 23) it is expressly said:
M in his days the sun went backward and he lengthened

the king's life.** The older and original text of the Book

of Kings knows nothing of this construction.*

• [This use of Ecclus. xlvili. 23 conflicts with the ap-

peal the Author makes to the same text in his Introduc-

tion, 1 4 (at the end), in support of the genuineness of

the Isaiah text. If it there serves to prove that an en-

tire section, trft, the historical part, xxxvL—xxxix. in

Isaiah's own work, it must certainly prove as ranch for

the particular language that 8irach actually refers

to.—Taj.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Then oame the word was gone
down.- Vera. 4-8. In 2 Kings xx. 4 we are told
that the wofd of the Lord came to the Prophet
when he had hardly left the king, when he had
not yet traversed the njb'fl Tjp, or, as the K'ri

and the ancient versions have it probably more
correctly, nilTfl lyn, £«., the inner court of the

residence. Therefore actually yy\ (Jer. xviii. 7),

t.e., suddenly, Jehovah recalled the announce-
ment so categorically made ver. 1. Just that so
harsh sounding announcement had brought forth
that fervent sigh of prayer from the depths of He-
zekiah's heart Precisely this was intended. Ne-
cessity mast teach Hezekiah to pray. The Lobd
calls Himself "the God of thy father David" in
order to rive Hezekiah one more comforting
pledge of deliverance. For He intimates that He
will be still the same to him that He had been to
David. The Lord had heard the prayer, He
had seen the tears. Both were well pleasing to
Him, He regarded both. And thus He promises
the king that He will add yet fifteen vears to his
life.

I cannot accord with all that Baehr remarks
on our passage (see the vol. on 2 Kings xx. 4 sqq.).
But I agree with him when he says: "The Pro-
phet announces to the suppliant that God has
heard him, and promises him not only immediate
recovery, but, in feet, that he shall reign as long

Sain as he has already reigned." Accordingly
ezekiah must already have reigned fifteen years.

This could easily be the case if the historian
fxxxyi. 1) reckoned the fourteen years from the
first day of the calendar year, beginning after
Hezekiah'8 becoming king, while the Lord reck-
oned so favorably for Hezekiah that He counted
the fragment of the first calendar year when he
began to reign and the fragment of the current
year as a whole year. Then is explained how by
divine reckoning Hezekiah reigned 15+15
T^SV- by human reckoning only 14+15.
In 2 Kings xx. 5 the additional promise for the
immediate future is given : " Behold, I will heal
wee

: on the third day thou ahalt go up unto the

house of the Lord." This is manifestly omitted
in our text because included in the larger pro-

mise. The promise of ver. 6 is of course con-
ceivable even after the overthrow of Sennacherib.
For the latter was to the Assyrians, though a se-

rious, yet by no means an annihilating blow.
They could recover themselves after it, and fall

on Judah with augmented force and redoubled
rage. But our passage stands primarily in unde-
niable connection with xxxvii. 35, especially
when we regard it in the construction of 2 Kings
(comp. 2 Kings xix. 34 with xx. 6, where only

7* for 7£ and the Tiyvhnh wanting in xx. 6
make* the difference). If we are correct in con-
struing the temporal relations of xxxviii., xxxix.,
to xxxvi., xxxvii. (see on xxxviii. 1), then our
passage is older than xxxvii. 35. But the latter
passage promises deliverance from Sennacherib
in words evidently taken on purpose from our
passage, so that the promise there given to Heze-
kiah appears as a renewal and repetition of that
he had received already fourteen years before.
In addition to this, both our passage and xxxvii.
85 have their common root in im r 5. There as

here JUJ and T*n occur together; there, too,

|OJ is illustrated by the touching image of a ho-
vering bird. There it is expressly said that, not
Egypt shall protect the people of Israel, but Je-
hovah has reserved this care for Himsel£ And
this deliverance of Judah from Assyria was in feet
definitively and forever decided by the defeat of
Sennacherib. Assyria, as we have already seen,
is done away. The deportation of Manasseh (2
Chr. xxxiii.) was more a benefit for Judah than
a punishment One may say: Sennacherib's
losing his army, not by the sword of Egypt, but
by the hand of the Lord, is the true and proper
fulfilment of the promises, xxxi. 5; xxxvii. 35;
xxxviii. 6. For these reasons I believe that our
. Bsage is to be referred to Sennacherib's defeat
and, because that was decisive for Judah's rela-
tions to Assyria, to no later event. But then our
passage also puts a decisive weight in the scale in
favor of the assertion that the events narrated
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xxxviii. precede the events narrated xxxvi. and
xxx?ii.

In oar text are wanting after ver. 6 the words
that 2 Ki. zz. 7, 8 are found in the proper place,

raj "And Isaiah said, Take a lump of figs," etc.

Instead we have in vers. 21, 22 an epitome of

what is there said. We will, therefore, anticipate

here the exposition of these verses. The Prophet
proceeds at once to the fulfilment of the promise
of yera. 5, 6. To this end he orders a piece of fig-

cake to be laid on the diseased spot. 71731 means
a round (sometimes four-cornered) cake of dried

rammer figs, that were pounded in a mortar and

put up in this form for better preservation and
transportation (see Winer, R.-W.-B. art. Feigen-

faun [Smith's Bib. Diet. art. Figs']). It is well

known that anciently, as now-a-days, too, figs

were applied as an emollient to hasten the ga-

thering of a boil. Comp. Gesekius on ver. 1 and
Baehb on 2 Kings xx. 7. Already Jerome
mentions the opinion that the sweet fig was a eon-

barium, i. e., an aggravation of the evil, and adds

:

"Ergo, ui Dei poientia monstraretur, per res noxias

et adversas sanitas restitute est." According to

Seb. Schmidt, Hebraei eommuniter et Ckristiano-

rum quidam (e,gn Grottos) share this opinion.

We are told in the Scriptures of countless mira-

culous cares in which divine omnipotence made
no use of natural means. Why such means were
still sometimetimes employed (comp. Mar. vii.

83; viii. 23; Jno. ix. 6sq.) we will hardly be
able to fathom. If the means used in the present

case were already known at that time as a cure
of this disease, why did not the physicians apply
it? Or was this cure still unknown at that time ?

Or did the physicians not understand the disease

correctly ? Or had the Lord, beside the object

of the bodily cure, some other higher objects to

which that means stood in a relation to us un-

known? Such are the questions that men raise

here, but can hardly answer to satisfaction.

Asking and giving signs is nothing unusual in

the Old Testament, ana especially in the life of
oar Prophet. The more the life of faith stands
in the grade of childhood, the more frequent it is.

Christ would rive no sign on demand (Matth. xii.

38 ftqqj; xvi. 1 sqq.; Luke xi. 16 ; John ii. 18 ; vi.

30). But Moses received and gave them in abun-
dance (Exod. iv.). Also in the times of the

judges and of the kings they were frequent
(Jude. vi. 17. 36 sqq.; 1 8am. ii. 34; x. lsqq.).

Isaiah himself was more than once the medium
of such signs (vii. 11 sqq.; viii. 1 sqq.; xx. 3sq.;
xxxvii. 30). They are sometimes threatening,
sometimes comforting in their promissory con-
tents, and are, accordingly, given now to the
wicked as a warning, now to the pious for comfort
and to strengthen their hopes. Thus Hezekiah
here receives the second comforting sign. That
his life shall be prolonged the Lord makes known
to him by means of an implement used for mea-
suring time. At Hezekiah's request the Lord
actually causes the shadow on the sun-dial to go
backward ten steps or degrees. Here we must
note the not inconsiderable difference between
our text and that of 2 Kings zx. 9 sqq. Accord-
ing to our text, the Prophet does not propose to
the kins the choice whether the shadow shall go
forwards or backwards; moreover he does not

call on the Lord to do the miracle. But the Pro-
phet declares at once that he will (of course by
the power of God) turn the shadow back. Finally
our text says, ver. 8, that the sun returned back
the ten degrees that it had gone down, whereas 2
Kings xx. speaks only of the return of the shadow

('UI Syrrrw 2Vhy The last mentioned differ-

ence is so fax especially important because it in-

tensifies the miracle. We have hitherto learned,

in the character of an abstract that the Isaiah

text bears, to recognize a mark of its later origin.

This magnifying the miraculous may be regarded
as a further symptom of the same thing. See
TexL and Oram.

It is now admitted by all that by TvhpD we are

to understand a sun-dial. The ancient notion

found in the LXX., in Josephus (Antuw. X. 2,

1), the Syr., various Rabbis, ScAUGERfiVa^.ad
can. chronol.) was that the steps were a simple

flight of stairs exposed transversely to the sun.

But to this it is objected that one may imagine

the withdrawal of the shadow from ten stair-steps,

but not the going down. For the sun must stand

so that the upright faces or risers of the stair cast

their shadows on the flat steps. But then all the

flats must be shaded equally from the top to the

bottom. One may of course picture that the ten

lower steps lost their shade, but not that the sha-

dow descended ten steps further, as all the steps

must already have their shadow. This ascent or

descent of the shadow is only possible where there

is one object to cast the shadow, and serve as an
indicator, whatever may be its form. Hence all

expositors understand a sun-dial to be meant.

[The words in the Hebrew literally mean " the

degree or steps of Ahaz in (or by) the sun.'*

PY7JJD, like the Latin gradus, first means steps,

and then degrees. The nearest approach to the

description of a dial is in the words :
" degrees of

Ahaz," which certainly do not obviously mean a

dial. As investigation shows, there is no histori-

cal necessity for assuming that a dial could not be

meant, and that we must assume that the shadow
here meant was the shadow cast upon the stairs

of Ahaz. " The only question is, whether this

(latter) is not the simplest and most obvious ex-

planation of the words, and one which entirely

exhausts their meaning. If so, we may easily

suppose the shadow to have been visible from
Hezekiah's chamber, and the offered sign to have

been suggested to the Prophet by the sight of it

This hypothesis relieves us from the necessity of

accounting for the division into ten, or rather

twenty degrees, as Hezekiah was allowed to

choose between a procession and a retrocession of

the same extent." J. A. Alkx. A neighboring

wall might have cast its shadow on such a stair,

which might be called the shadow of the stair, as

God's shadow is called " thy shadow."
*ft*,

Pa.

cxxi. 5 ; comp. D*JY , Num. xiv. 9. The stairmay

have served designedly or undesignedly for a rude

or even comparatively accurate gauge of time, or

it may not.

—

Tr.]

We learn from Herodotus (II. 109) that the

Greeks received the sun-dial from the Baby-

lonians, and he says expressly that the Greeks

learned from them ra dvAdena pipea nfr tifitpr^.
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Thus the Babylonians seem already to have known
the division into twelve day and twelve night
houre. The sun-indicator of Ahaz may also have
had this division. For the mention of ten degrees

does not warrant the inference that it was divided
according to the decimal system. The sun-dial

could easily pass from the Babylonians to the Sy-
rians, and from the latter to the Jews. Ahaz was
disposed to introduce foreign novelties (corap. 2
Kings zvi. lOsqq.), and may have introduced
this with other things from Syria, But this is

only conjecture. The same is true of any
thing that mav be offered concerning the form of
Ahaz's sun-dial [see Barnes in loco; Smith's
Bib. Did.].
As the Prophet offered the choice of letting the

shadow rise or fall ten degrees, it must have been
at a time of day that allowed room for both on
the dial. Of course this room was measured by
the length of time represented by the degrees.

Did they represent hours or a like larger measure,
then a gnomon arranged for only twelve would
not have sufficed. But what was proposed could
have been done did the degrees mark half or
quarter hours. Delttzsch says: "If the per-

formance of the sign took place an hour before

sundown, then the shadow, going back ten degrees,

of half an hour each, came to where it was at

noon." But how then could the shadow at 5
o'clock, P. M., go also ten degrees further down ?

Could the dial mark the tenth hour after noon?
It is thus more probable that the Prophet came
to the king nearer mid-day. [According to the
old view defended above, it would be, say half-

way, between sunrise and meridian.—Ta.J

The expression m7#a is manifestly used with
different meanings. It designates first the degrees

or steps, however they may have been marked.
And, in my opinion, it has this sense four out of

the five times that it occurs in our passage. More-

over m 7JJO IX seems to me to be *the shadow of

the degrees," not "the shadow of the gnomon."
For it is not correct to say: "the shadow of the

gnomon that is gone down on the gnomon of

Ahaz." For if NnpQ be taken in the concrete

sense, meaning that particulargnomon, that would

be to distinguish what in fact is identical. But if

the word be taken generally=the sun-dial sha-

dow that is on every dial in general, then FvnpQ

is quite superfluous. Hence I think that HwJflD

means here the degrees, and "the shadow of the

degrees" is the shadow that, connected with the

degrees, marks the hours, be it that the degrees

themselves cast the shadow, or that the shadow
strikes the degrees (be they lines, points, circles,

or the like], and thereby marks the position of

the tun or the time of day. Moreover, the third,

fourth and fifth time the word means "degrees."

For in these it is only said that the ran has ret-

rograded over the same degrees on which it went

down. But the expression TTOt HwJTO is mani-

festly to be taken as a metonomy, as far as it is

pars vro toto. The language had no name for the
novelty. It had only a word for the chief fea-

tures of it, and thus that became the name of the

whole. ftv?J?D ICftt is both times the accusative

of measure. Efatfa stands in an emphatic anti-

thesis : by means of the sun's movement, thus in

consequence of a natural cause, the shadow had
gone down ; but I, says the Prophet in the con-
sciousness of the will and power of Jehovah, I
bring it about that, contrary to nature, it must re-

turn ten degrees. This could happen indirectly

by refraction of the sun's rays (comp. Keel on 2
Kings xx. 9), or perhaps directly by an optical

effect. It remains a miracle any way. [See
Barnes in lot. for a full presentation of thi* sub-
ject] Various natural explanations see in Wi-
ner, B.-W.-B. Art. Hiakia. Thenius (on 2
Kings xx. 9) supposes an eclipse of the sun, which,
according to Seyffabth, took place September
26th, 713 B. C. But this date does not sufficiently

agree with our event, nor would an eclipse explain
the retrocession of the shadow. I believe that the
Lord desired to give to His anointed, at a very
important epoch of his personal and official life,

the assurance that He, the Lord, could as certainly

restore the sands of Hezekiah's life that were
nearly run out, and strengthen them to renew
their running, as He now lets the shadow of the
sun-dial return a given number of degrees.

No one doubts the genuineness of this song.
That it was not composed during the sickness, ap-
pears from the seoond half, which contains thanks
for recovery. But it is probable, too that the
song was no involuntary burst ofjovful and grate-

fuL feeling, such as might well forth from the
heart in the first moments after deliverance. For,
as Delitzsch has remarked, the song bears evi-
dent marks of art, and of choice, and partly of
antiquated expression. 8uch forms of expression
are : ^"Jj?? (again only Exod. xxxviji. 21) and

Sin (&r. Xcy.) ver. 11 ; Ifct in the sense of

"dwelling" (perhaps again Ps. xlix. 20),
%jh

o) Hesekiah's Psalm of Thanksgiwing.

Chapters XXXVm. 9-20.

(adjective form only here), IBP and fwl mean-

ing "fiction" (fa. Aey.) ver. 12; rwtf meaning
" composuit animum " (again only Ps. exxxi. 2}
ver. 13; "NJf D*D (again only Jer. viii. 7) and

HjJB^ (an. tey.) ver. 14 ; Hithp. min (again

only Ps. xlii. 5) ver. 15 ;
ptfn ver. 17 and JjU

ver. 20 with the accusative instead of the usual

construction with 3; w? *** substantive= inttri-

Uut and joined with HPtf (only here) ver. 17.

Added to this are echoes from Job, especially in

the first, lamenting part of the song: j?DJ Niph.

ver. 12 (again only in Job iv. 21). 'JiftT ver.
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chap, xxxvm. 10-14. 899

12, comp. Job vi. 9 (chap, xxvii. 8); 'JD'Stfn

ver. 12, oomp. Job xxiii. 14. ftW"ty DTO ver.

12, Job iv. 20 ; "Jl A^ ver. 14, comp. Job xvi.

20; 'J:ny ver. 14, comp. Job xvii. 3; D*?n ver.

16, comp. Job mix. 4. Compare the list by

DELTTZBCHin Dbbchslkb's Komm. II. p. 620

sq. It is, therefore, conjectured, not without rea-

son, that the learned king, well acquainted with
the ancient literature of hi* people, produced this

song later as he had time and leisure for it, as a
monument both of his art and learning. Apart
from the superscription yer. 9, the song has evi-

dently two parts ; a lament (vera. 10-14), and a
joyful thanksgiving (vers. 1&-20.

c) SUPERSCRIPTION. XXXVIII. 9.

9 The writing of Hezekiah, king of Judah, when he had been sick, and was recovered

from his sickness.

EXEGETCCAL AKD CRITICAL.

'
It is doubtful ifaMO-DfOO. For although

b. and m. are in general kindred sounds, still an

interchange specially of the roots 3H3 and DA3

never occurs. For neither Dflpj (Jer. iL 22, see

my remarks in loe.)
t nor the noun DA3 has any-

thing to do with 2TO. We have besides, as de-

rived from the unused root DfO only DTOD in

the superscriptions of Ps. xvL lvi-lx. Why
should the exchange of 3 and D be made just for

this species of Psalm ? Why was not SfOO used
in the superscription of those Psalms as well as

for our passage, if both words are actually of like

meaning? Beside 3rOD occurs elsewhere, and
means either abstractly the writing, mode of

writing (Exod. xxxii. 16 ; xxxix. 30 ; Deut. x.

4; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 22; Ezra. i. 1), or in the con-

crete sense, a something written, piece of scrip-

ture, copy (2 Chr. xxi. 12; xxxv. 4). Here, too,

H means a writing, a written document or record.

The word would give us to know that another

source for this song lay before the author than for

other parts of chapters xxxvL-xxxix. The Book
of Kings does not contain the song of Hezekiah.
From that therefore the author could not take it

There lay before him a document that was either

held to be a writing of Hezekiah's or actually

was such. In fact we may take the word '' writ-

ing " in the sense of original manuscript. For
the unusual word, 3i"OD, doubtless chosen on pur-

pose, and on purpose put first,' intimates that not

only the contents of the writing came from Heze-
kiah, but also that the manuscript of it was his.

It may be remarked as a curiosity, that G$otius
conjectures that the song was dictated to the king
by Isaiah, thus was properly the production of the

latter. Excepting this no one has doubted Heze-
kiah's authorship. He is known to have been a
very active man in the sphere of art and litera-

ture. He was the restorer of the Jehovah-cultus
in general, and of the instrumental and vocal

temple music of David in particular (2 Chr.

xxix.). According to Prov. xxv. 1, he had a col-

lege or commission, called the *^p{tt *!??!?» which

appears to have been charged with collecting and
preserving ancient documents of the national lit-

erature. See Delitzsch in Drech&l. Komm.

II. 2, p. 221. From the words in*?rD and Wl
rSnD we see that the sickness and recovery are

treated as a total. In the second of these peri-

ods, inexactly defined, the song originated.^ The
second period is named, not by the infinitive as

the first but by means of the verb, fin., according

to that frequent Hebrew usage, in which the dis-

course quickly returns from subordinate to the

principal form. Comp. xviii. 6.

p) THE DISTRESS. Chapter XXXVHL 10-14.

10 I said in the catting off of my days,

I shall go to the gates of the grave

:

I am deprived of the residue of my years.

11 I said, 1 shall not see the Lord,
Even the Lord, in the land of the living

:

I shall behold man no more
With the inhabitants of the Vorld.

12 'Mine age is departed, and is removed from me as a shepherd's tent

;

I have *cut off like a weaver my life

:

He will cut me off !with pining sickness:

From day even to night wilt thou make an end of me.
13 *I reckoned till morning, thai, as a lion,

So will he break all my bones

:

From day even to night wilt thou make an end of me,
14 Like <a crane or a swallow, so did I chatter

:

I did mourn as a dove;
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400 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

Mine eyes fail with looking upward

:

O Lord, I am oppressed ; ^undertake for me.

* Or, from the thrum,
» in the pause ofmy day*.
* rolled up.
languished upward.

1 Or, ease*
* nonexistence.
• I composed myself.
k be my surety.

• My dwelling is broken t
' a swallow, a era**.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 10. Views differ very much about *D* *D1. The

Ancient Versions guess at it. The LXX. have hr

fiy-« (they probably read *D1); the Vulojltb, u in di-

midio n (if this was not for the sake of resemblance in

sound between 'Dl and dtmidium, then it was from

a calculation that the point of culmination is at the

same time solsUtium). The Syria*, also, by reason of

the same combination, has in mediis diebus meis ;" Tabg.

Jo2fatax has in moerore dientm mtorum ; Aqu. and Stmm.

have iv iaQevlv, (they take the root HOI — Sill); the
T T TT

Ahas. and various Rabbins translate " in ademtione, ex-

eisione dierum meorum" in which they proceed from the

meaning " to destroy/1 which J1Q1 certainly has, espe-

cially in the Nlph. (comp. Hos. z. IB ; Isa. vt 5; xv. 1,

etc.). Many modern expositors, following the precedent

of Ebxkh. ScBm>(Diss.phUoL exeg. ad Cant Hisk. Lugd.

Bat. 1709), translate the word as do the Vulq. and Snu,

viz^ in dbnidio, medio (oomp. '0* ^H3 Ps. cii. 25). This
-T * "I"

meaning is supported by reference to the supposed
still-stand of the sun in the midst of Its course; but it

is over ingenious and entirely isolated here. For in

other places of its occurrence '731 undoubtedlymeans

:

u being still, pause " (lxil. ft, 7 ; Ps. lxxxiii. 2). Most ex-

positors now adopt this sense (Geszwius, Maubxx, Um-
brktt, DaxcHSLxa, Knobel, DsurtBCR). Tet they differ

also; some understanding by the stillness the political

still-stand consequent on Sennacherib's defeat (Gjsssjl,

Maus~, Dsxchslxe), or that promised to follow the hoped-
for retreat of the Assyrians (Kkobxl). Others refer to

the expression "
,£Ptl WS (

w in the days of my harvest"

Job xxix. 4), and suppose the meaning to be M the time

of manly maturity when the spirit of men begins to be
clearer and quieter " (Umbs.\ or " the quiet course of

healthful life" (Del.). Thus all these expositors take

*Q1 in a good sense, L «., of quiet, happy condition, of

rest of spirit, of rigor of life, vigor. But I cannot think

it has this positive meaning. One must not transfer to

7101 the sense ofno* The root HD1 has the predo-

minant meaning * not to be, to bring to nought, to anni-

hilate," whether this comes from the notion of making
like (the earth), or elsewhere. For 7101 means u to de-

stroy," once in Kal. (Hos. It. o), always in Niph. (Hos.

It. 6; x. 7, IS; Isa. xr. 1; Ti 6; Jer. xlvii. 6; Obad.6;
Zeph. i. 11) ; in Piel in the solitary instance of this con-

jngation (2 Sam. xxi. 5). Kal. occurs beside only in the

sense of negative rest, of being no more, ceasing (ees-

sare): Jer. xiv. 17; Lam. ill. 49. And also '01, in the

three instances where it occurs (lxil. 6, 7 ; Ps. Ixxxiii. 2),

is primarily only a designation for ceasing to speak,

being silent, as Eeutisch himself remarks c? lxii. 6.

Accordingly I think that '0' 'Dl means rather "being
still, standing still, the quenching of life-power." Thus
the king would say: M as I noted that the clock of my
life gradually stopped, I thought: now it goes in the
gate of Hades." It is plain that, with this construction
*0% W must be referred toWOK, whereas those who
construe '01 positiTely must refer it to HD^K. For ft

is self-evident that one whose life-clock st«ps must en-
ter the gates of Hades, whereas it needs to be made em-
phatio that one, still in the vigor of life, must make up

his mind to this fatal entry. The Masorets understood
the words in the latter sense ; hence the pause in roStt
indicated by Tiphhha. One is necessitated thereby to

construe iSfl emphatically u to go off," and the connec-

tion with 'rf *lptfD as a pregnant construction, which
is needless with our exposition. The cohortative form

in HD /K seems to me to mean that the speaker, as it

were, spurs himself on to do what he must do, but doe*
unwillingly (comp. Ewald, 228, a). Pual lp£ occurs

again only Xxod. xxxviiL 21, where it means' M to be
mustered, inscribed, inventoried." It is plain that it

cannot mean this here. Hence some take it— "made
to miss, deprived ottfrustrari.

n But Dklits. justly re-

marks that then it ought to read WTpDH (comp. on

xxix. 6) Gwrnif. translates :
** I am missed through the

rest ofmy years," grammatically correct but flat. The
most inviting is the rendering :

** I am fined the residue
of my years," which is grammatically possible since

IpB occurs with the accusative of the person meaning

" tovieit, punish * (Jer. vi 15; xllx. 8 ; Ps. lix. «).

Ver. 11. Concerning TV see on xii. 2. If the words

SlH %2& UP sretakenas parallel with D%,nn f1lO,
then of course one must oast doubt upon Sin (A». A«y.)

as Chstnb, Dkutssch, Dixstbl and others do, and read

iSn, i*** w world in the sense of earthly presence"

(o& osvot) Ps. xvii.14; xllx. 2; lxxxix. 48. But ft we
are correct in referring TIH VUG to the object and
not to the predicate (see comm. below), and if, according;

to the principle of parallelism, the same construction

obtain in the second half of the verse, then the position

ofity after D1K. end then also the difficulty of connect-

ing Tin psO
T
*nd also Vm 0J7 D1K, show that

Sin ^Vh Op is not to be joined to the object bat to
the predicate, that therefore there is an antithetical pa-

rallelism. Therefore VlH is correct, and is to be taken

m the sense *&} «Zmt, of a relative not being, or being
no more.

Ver. 12. If 1\1 be taken in Its usual sense of " cetot,

time, life-time" (DaacHSLxa) there ensues the disad-

vantage that the predicates nSjJI p02 do not fit to It.

For they contain the notion breaking off, removal In
respect to space, which is applicable to dwelling-epaee,

room, but not to the tune of dwelling. Hence moat ex-
positors recur to the dialects wherein 1T1 (likely be-
cause ofa relation to 1U) hasvery constantly the sense
of " dwelling." Thus In Chaldee 141 Is a very common
word for ••dwelling," Dan. IL 98; Hi. 31; iv. 9, 18, 32.

Thence come the expressions of the Targum 1»1 "the

Inhabitant," Kin " the dwelling." In Syriac, too" dairo,

dajoro, dahvno is
M the dwelling ;" and in Arabic dor. It

seems that the radical Idea "rotundum, orbis " has In

Hebrew developed more to the meaning "circuit* pcrt-

oduSy period, age," whereas in the dialects it has been
restricted more to the meaning of the round tent-dwell-

ing. Still there are not wanting examples to prove that
in Hebrew also the word has retained its original sense
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CHAP. XXXVm. 10-14. 401

of * befog round " in reference to things of space. Thua
xxiL UW meana - ball ;** xxix. 3 W3- drmmdrea

;

Efek.xxiv.6 in - mriD "the wood-plle in round

layers." Indeed Pa. xlii «u 1\r\ Tery likely means ape-
cifioally «• dwelling." It ia ?ery probable that Heaekiah,
a learned prince and well acquainted with the ancient
monuments of the national tongue, in solemn poetry,
availed himself of an antiquated expression^—yQ)
used for pulling up the tent-pegs, xxxlli. 90 ; Niph. found
sgain only Job It. 31, and with the same meaning.

n*MJ from n*?4
m to uncover," u to clear out the land,

•NMaorV* then specifically m $mgrartt

n Nipk — U mi-
grarefactw, dcportatou.—'jp*) is an adjectife formation

from Tljft — patioriei*$: it occurs only here. That

19p (*r.*A«y.) doea not mean M to out off
H seems pro-

bable to me also. For all kindred roots Kflp, TDp, Vflp,

as also the derivative "tfdp "the porcupine,*' Indicate

that it meana • to contract, wrap together, lay together.**

Thus many moderns translate: U
I have wound up my

life." But if one so understands it :
M
I regard my life

as wound up,'* u «., done, finished, I hare finished with
life, then it seems to me not to suit the first person, nor
the primary aense of 'mfip. My rendering (see Bxeg.

and Qrit below) makes plain why we find the first and
then the third person. 'JJWT (reminds strongly ofJob

vL»,comp.xxvii.8). nVV^Tj; DVD recall Job It.

»; and UD'Stfn Job xxiiL 14.

Ver. 18. rWEf is
M eomponmrt, eompianare," We had the

word with a physical sense xxriiL 29; here it has amo-
ral sense like Ps. cxixL 2, where it means eompond et

compete* animum. In our text '#£3 is wanting. It is

seen from this that the poet uses the word in that di-

rect causative sense, so frequent in Hebrew, according
to which TWtf can mean, not only "to make alike, even,

mild, quiet,*' but also "to effect equality, evenness
{atpitaUm antini), equanimity, quietnees.'* nK3
(pointed with the art. like Ps. xxiL 17), though referred
by the Masorete to 'mtf , still manifesUy, as to sense,
belongs to what follow*. For the lion is no example
of that animum eomponerc The retrospective \2 after

a 3 immediately preceding occurs here like it does di-

rectly after, at the beginning of ver. 14.
Ver. 14. The words H\ty 0103 are difficult. First, as

to DO, it Is to be remarked that Jer. vlli.7, the only
other place where the words occur, K'ri would reid

D'D* This shows thai the word has nothing to do with

WO " horse,** whatever may be the etymology of the lat-

ter word. The conjecture of Vxltbussji (BHtrag zur Au-
fklaerungdet DankUtdu HWeiae wr Btfoerdorung thiol.

KermtnimvonJ. A. Ciama, P. Lp. 61 not), seems to me
reasonable, that the Masorets, beside the pronuncia-
tion sim, intimate another tfie or sis, because the latter

better corresponds to the sound-mimicry of the word.
For it is very probable that the bird receives its name
from the sound it makes (like cuckoo, Uhu u

owl,*' ete.).

•)))#. There ia no root -)& in Hebrew. It is re-

garded aa coming by transposition from *\gj| inerepart,

but whioh in Ethlopio is said to mean M to sigh,** in Ara-

bic "to implore plaintively.** Boarraua (AekrenUte, p.

38) takes "))Xp for a softened "U2J? — "disturbed,

troubled,** and this M as the peculiar mark of the rettUu
swallow that flies back and forth.** But this does not
suit Jer. viil. 7, where It is pure arbitrariness to omit
V—It is certainly no accident that in many languages

the crane is designated by a word containing the sound
g (*) and r, and it shows that all these denominations
are *svoM«rovoiYruci. The name in Arab, ia Kurki;
Aram., htrkja; Greek, •yrfporot; Lat gnu, etc This
meaning suits very well Jer. viil. 7, but is less suitable

in our text 1U# D'03 1» the same as *i1)p3 0*03
(Fubust): The asyndeton (the like occurs Nan. ii.12;

Hab. lii. 11) gives emphasis: "like a swallow, (still

more) like a crane I sigh.** There are cases where, not
the species, but the individual forms the basis of com-
parison. Thus the rule that would require It, to read

0*02 if 1UJ? ia co-ordinate and not subordinate, cannot

be strictly carried out. Beside the examples just given ,

.

comp. Num. xxiii. 24; xxiv. 0,0; Job xvL 14. HJIT

is used for the note of the dove also lix. 11, comp. Eaek.

.

vlL 16; Nan. It 8. ^-nptftf 5 so punctuated nptfjT

can only be perf. 8d per. fem., and the fern., ia to be con-

strued as neuter. But ptffy occurs no where else in an

intransitive sense. Hence, and for the sake of anti-

thesis to *J2^JF (as LonATTo well remarks, see in

DxLiTiscn), it is better to read nptZfr, which must then

be taken as substantative — H opprtuio% anxiety,**—

SS^t " to hang down limp,** Job xxviiL 4, then, gen*

erally, M langtHdxm, dtbUem etae," comp. xix. 6 ; Ps. lxxlx.

8 j cxvL 6 ; oxlil. 7.)—'33^ is sponde pro me. The-

construction with the accusative of the person like-

Gen, xliii. 0; xliv. 32; Prov. xi. 15.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The poet depicts how he felt in the moment
of extreme peril of life, when he thought he must
enter the gates of Hades, and, as it were, pay the
penaltv of the remnant of his days (ver. 10).
Then he believed he would for ever oe rohhed of
the blessing that is enjoyed in contemplating the
works of Jehovah and in the companionship of
men, by his exile in the land of unsubstantial
jhades (ver. 11). He sees his body already
broken up and removed away like the tent of a
wandering shepherd ; he was in the midst of the
labor of weaving his life and rolling it up, like

u
weavcr hi* w*h on the weaver's beam ; out in

the midst of this labor he sees his life suddenly
cot off. By dav still untouched, it ia mortally
•mitten before night comes (ver. 1 2). In anxious
expectation he drags on till morning. But that

26

brings only new suffering. Like a lkm the dis-

ease falls upon him to crush hia bones, and anew it

seems as if between dav and night his life must
end (ver. 13). Mortally sick, he can only utter

weak murmurs and groans, like the complaining
sounds of the swallow, the crane, the dove. Yet
his languishing eyes look upwards ; he has great

anguish, but he is able still to call on the Lord
to be surety for him (ver. 14).

2. I «dd of the world—Vers. 10, 11.

'JK before THD*, beginning ver. 10, seems to

stand in antithesis to *TO*1, ver. 15. I thought}

the poet would say, that allwas up ; but the Lord
thought otherwise. *>OK stands for what one
says, i. e., thinks inwardly to himself (comp. Gen«
xxvL 9; xliv. 28 j 1 Sam. xx. 3, etc).
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402 THE PROPHET TflATAR

The expression gate* of Hades ocean only
here : cump. Ps. ix. 14 ; cvii. 18 : Job xxxviii.

By the rest of my days Hezekiah means, of
course, the extent of life he hoped for according
to the natural conditions of life. It is the same
as is expressed in " the half of my days " (Ps. cii.

25 ; Jer. xvii. 11). Having mentioned the evil

that was in prospect (10 a), and named the food
in a general way of which he was to be deprived

(106), Hezekiah proceeds in ver. 11 to specify

the particulars of this good. He puts first that he
shall no more see Jah, namely, Jah in the land
of the living. But can one any way see Jah?
With the bodily eve, certainly not, and least of
all in the land of the living. Bnt to see Jehovah
means nothing else than to observe and enjoy the
traces of His being and essence. For #< to see"
stands here, as often, in the wider sense of percep-
tion of the senses generally (comp. Ps. xxxviL
13; xxxiv. 13; Jer. xxix. 32; Eccl. Ui. 13; ix.

9, etc.). [It is both more obvious and more edi-

fying, ana more to the honor of Hezekiah, to ex-

plain this seeing Jehovah by a reference to Psalm
IxiiL, especially vers. 2, 6 ; colL ver. 20 of the
text The whole Psalm mutai. mutand. may be
taken as the amplification of our ver. 11 a; or,

vice vertex 11a may be taken as Hezekiah's epi-

tome of Ps. IxiiL, which may have been his solace

in the languishing night-watches. It is strong

confirmation of this explanation of "the seeing,"

that Isaiah communicatee to Hezekiah his near
recovery by promising that in three days he shall

enjoy wnat he here represents as the prime bless-

ing of life: "the third day thon shalt go op onto
the house of the Lord" (2 Kings xx. 5). The
promise may be completed in the words of Psalm

lxiii. 2 :" to see (PHO1

?) Jehovah's power and
glory, as thou hast seen Him in the sanctuary."

According to the exposition that follows, "the
third day " might be from the beginning of the

disease.—Tr.1
The clause In the land of the living is a li-

mitation and nearer definition. Not that he
means that Jehovah is not to be observed in the

land of the dead, and as if that land lay outside

ofJehovah's power and dominion. How contrary

to Old Testament Scripture that sentiment would
be appears from Amos ix. 2 : Job xxvi. 6 ; Psalm
exxxix. 8: Prov. xv. 11. Hence the poet defines

his meaning: "I thought never more to see Ms
Jah who reveals Himself in the land of the

living." This is the first and greatest good that

the deceased loses. But he loses also the compa-

nionship of men. And this, again, is not to be
understood absolutely, bnt relatively. For in

Hades the dead person is with other dead men.
But they are even no right and proper men any
more, but only shades. Comp. Naegeusbach :

Homer TheoL VII. { 25, p. 398 sqq.; Die nachhth

mer. TheoL detgrieek. Vothglaubcn* XIL J 25, p.

413 sag. (see Text, and Oram,).
3. Mine age for me.—Vers. 12-14. The

king depicts in these verses, by a succession of
images, the progress of his sickness to its culmi-
nation* then the turn brought about bv his be-

lieving prayer. '1T1 means "my dwelling" and
not " mine age" (see Text and Gram.). By this

Hexekiah evidently means his body (comp. 2
Cor. v. 1, 4; 2 Pet L 13, 14). Though in the
body still, he contemplates the separation of body
and soul as already accomplished. Comparing
the body to a shepherd's tent, which after a while
is struck, so his tent he regards as already struck

and removed. The next image is drawn from the
weaver (see Text, and Oram.). I understand the

words thus : 1 sit at the loom and roll up my life

continuously on the weaver's beam; He cuts me

off from the thrum (HTl, is- the ends of the
threads attached to the beam). The Lord, by
His cutting off, interrupts the labor of Hezekiah,
who is, so to speak, weaving his life. "From day
to night thou finishest me." This seems to depict

the feeling of the poet at the close of his first day
of suffering. Socn was the rapid progress of the
disease that it seemed about to do its work in one
day. By evening, indeed, he was not dead, but
only by the greatest effort the patient wards off

despair. "I composed myself to the morning"
(on 'mtf see Text, and Oram.). On the follow-

ing day the torments of the disease continue. He
feels its power like that of a lion that crunches the
bones of its prey (comp. Prov. xxv. 15, where is

a different sense). A second time he thinks the
evening will end his sufferings, and awaits the
issue with murmnrings and groaning* compara-
ble to the querulous notes of the swallow, crane
and dove.
The second clause of ver. 14 forms the turning

point With painful longing, under severe op-
pression, the poet lifts his eyes to the Lokd. His
prayer is only a short one. He regards himself
sa a debtor hard pressed by his creditor, and prays
the Lord to be surety for him. 'H^p is, more-
over, a literal quotation from Job xvii 3. Hese-
kiah thinks of suffering Job, and concludes a si*

milar event with the same appeal.

y) THE DELIVERANCE. Chapter XXXVI1L 1&-22.

15 What shall I say?
He hath both spoken unto me, and himself hath done it

:

I shall *go softly all my yean
*In the bitterness of my souL

16 O Lord, by these things men live,

•And in all these things is the life ofmy spirit

:

So wilt thou recover me, and make me tolive.

17 'Behold, Tor peace I had great bitterness

:

But *thou hast in love to my soul delivered it from the pit of ecorruption

:
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CHAP. XXXVIH. 15-21 403

For thou hast cast all my sins behind thy back.

18 For the grave cannot praise thee,

Death can not celebrate thee

:

They 'that go down into the pit cannot hope for thy truth.

19 The living, the living, he shall praise thee, as I do this day

:

The father to the children shall make known thy truth.

20 The Lord Hoas ready to save me

:

Therefore *we will sing my songs to the stringed instruments

All the days of our life in the house of the Lord.
21 For Isaiah had said, Let them take a lump of figs, and lay it for a plaister upon
22 the boil, and he shall recover. Hezekiah also had said, What is the sign that I

shall go up to the house of the Lord ?

1 Or, on my peace oame great bittern**. 'Heb. thou hatt loved tnyeoulfrom the pit

* walk solemnly. *For, •And tothefuUtyeofmyepiritetrenathenme thereby and let me live.

* Beholdfor peace bitternewe inured to me. •deetrvctum, or nothingness
'that are gone down, lis present fc we will touch thettringed inttrvmentt.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 16. The Hiph. rtTTT! (denoting the solemn walk

of those visiting the temple), oocars again only Ps. xlii.

6. To take it as meaning the walk of life seems to me
unwarranted in view of that passage, and in the entire

absence of any supporting passage. The same may be

said of taking iff here, as in other passages after rerbs

or noons denoting cumulation (xxxviil. 5; xxxil. 10;

Lev. xv. 25), in the sense of " according to*1 Nor may
we take 7JJ — " spite o£" which it never means. It is

here simply causal.

Ver. 16. The suffix In DiVSjJ can only refer to the

two notions nfrjn "1DK. The plur. masc, need not

surprise: oomp. Esek. xviii. 26; xxxlii. 18,18. Sf
Joined to JTT1 denotes the ground or cause of life ; and

TT
ft is to be noted that a Hebrew regards as the basis of

lire what we regard as the means of living. Hence that

from which one lives in the usual sense, C «., his sup-

port, is joined with Sj? (Gen. xzvIL 40 ; Dent vi.'i. 3).

Much more JTH may stand with Stf when the absolute
TT *

foundation of life is to be designated. The plural VrV
has for subject the living generally, for which we may
use " one.** Among the many explanations, more or

less forced, of the following olause, the most admissi-

ble seems to be that of GssBxrcs, afterwards amplified

by Debcbsw. It takes all from 73Sl to TTOT as one

clause, and thus has the double advantage of obtaining

for 73/1 a suitable reference and for the verbs at the
close a suitable connection. M And to the totality, t, a.,

the completeness, full power of the life of my spirit

mayest thou by the same both strengthen and make me
live." JH3 refers to Tlfyp} ">DK rer. 15. The change

of gender is common in Hebrew. The insertion

of p3 between 73 and 'TVcorresponds to the fre-

quent insertion of Tftp after 73, a form of expression
that occurs once in Hoe. xlv. 3 in reference tott&J.and

in Isaiah even xl. 12 In reference to #*Stf3. dSh with

that meaning that alone suits here occurs only in this
Htph. and again in Kal, Job xxxix. 4. The meaning of
Kal Is MpinguieJ fortie fuit ;* thus Htph. would mean u to
make fat, strong, healthy." Instead of TTIH the
Vrto. and Talmud seem to have read TTW. One Co-
dex reads thus, and many expositors adopt it In fact
there is no alternative bat eitherto read 'J'Tirt [Lowth],

or to take ) before UD'Snfl in that demonstrative re-

GBAHHATICAL.
trospective sense in which we had it xxxvii. 96; xvit

14 ; ix. 4, and whloh, in fact, occurs generally in clause*

that are expanded either extensively or intensively.

Comp. 2 Sam. xiv.10; Prov. xxlii. 24 ; Nutn.xxiii.3; Isa.

Ivi. 6 sqq. According to this the 1 would refer to the

remote 7*37*. But ^"TUTI would denote emphatically

the chief result contemplated by the poet Heseklah

was convalescent when be composed this song. He
could therefore wish that he might be restored to the

full power of his spirit But. if, instead of this impera-

tive, one reads 'J"nA» then the double Vav before the

verbs — et—et, as in rer. 16. The sense remains essen-

tially the same.

Ver. 17. DtStfS i* not— vhvfc. But the meaning
is

u for peace, for good it was bitter to me." It is not to

be objected to this that then 71*71 ought not to be want*

ing, for, apart from its absence being quite normal here

(comp. ver. 20), ")D may itself be regarded as a verb

[" preterite Kal of 1)0, not elsewhere used, though the

Hiph. is of frequent occurrence.**—J. A Aucx.]. (Comp.

xxiv. 9 ; Job xxii. 2; Buth i. 20). But it is more likely

that ID ia adjective used as noun as in Ruth L 13; Lam.

L 4. Comp. *7 Tlptfp, Ter. 14. According to our con-

struction of D17E/7 we must regard ftpSfrl 71JW a cau-

sal clause expressive of the situation. ptfn — " to

be lovingly attached'* (Deut vii. 7; x. 16, etc.); but

while elsewhere construed with 3, it is here (comp. |jp

ver. 20, with the accusat though elsewhere always with

3) joined with the accusat of the object, and beside this

with JD to designate the Urmtnue a quo of the way of

deliverance (construct prcognant) [coll. Heb. v. 7, sol

cmcovrfelf *«b r*« «6Ao0«£ac.—TnJ. The combina-

tion '73 TWAVf "the pit of destruction," occurs only

here ; even the substantive use of '73 does not occur

elsewhere.

Ver. 18. *S before 'fl Swtf, by a familiar usage,

(xxiii. 4; 1 8am. il. 3, etc) extends to the following

clause, The 1)3 H"W (comp. xlv. 12; Ps. xxviii. 1;

lxxxviii 6, etc) are not those going down, but those

gone down. For in Hebrew the Participle is in Ueeff

devoid of tense signification, which must be ascertained

from the nature of what is affirmed or from the context

Here the hopelessness is during the endless stay in
Hades. .

Ver. 10. jmm with 7K arises from the direct causa-

tive use of this Hiph. For jnfil — a to make, prepare
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404 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

I\jn. knowing, knowledge.*' Accordingly he for whom

the knowledge in prepared, L c, to whom it is imparted

must be in the dative. The object of knowledge i* de-

signated b/ Stt in accordance with the frequent use of

this preposition with verbis deeemdi (comp. Gen. xx. 2 ; 1

8am. It. 19 ; 2 Kings xix. 9, etc).

Ver. 20. In 'JJTBhnS Hirr we are to supply 7V71

(comp. Ter. 17; xxi. 1 ; xxxriL 26). We must not trans-

late :
** Jehovah wot there to save me," for HesekUh oer-

tainly did not feel the saving hand of God as something

that withdrew after accomplishing its work. He felt it

as something still present He still needed it, as appears

from ver. 16. This is precisely the sense of thts peri-

phrastic construction, that it does not represent the

verbal notion simply, but with the additional notion of

continued occupation with something.—yj is puUarc,

and is used of playing stringed instruments (1 8am. xvi.

16, 23, etc). Hence jtfrJJ Is to be understood of iiutrw
•i

mmtom puUatile, (not cxmtu*), as in the superscriptions

of many Psalms: iv„ vL, U?., etc; Hab. lit 10.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In thin second part of his song Hezekiah
expresses his gratitude to the Lord. "What
shall I say?" he begins, as if he ecuId not find

the proper word to express in a suitable manner
what he had been permitted to experience. In
two brief words, he first expresses comprehen-
sively what he has to say. "He promised it, and
has also done it !" But I, as long as I live, will

walk before the Lord, in gratitude for His im-
parting to me by means of bitter suffering so

much joy (ver. 15). Such is, as it were, the
theme. In what follows the details are ampli-
fied. First, the king expresses the great truth

that God's word and act are the foundation
of life for all. and adds the petition that God
would by word and act, also fully restore him to

life (ver. 16). This petition forms the transition

to further thanksgiving. The poet acknowledges
that his suffering had inured to his salvation

:

the Lord had precisely in the depth of suffering

made him to know the height of His love. But
how could such salvation accrue to the sinner?
Because the Lord graciously forgave his debt
(ver. 17). But also because it is in a measure
important to the Lord Himself to preserve man
alive. For in Hades there is no thanksgiving to

God nor any more trusting in Him (ver. 18).

Only the living can do this, and that both for

themselves, and by handing down the praise of
the divine faithfulness to their posterity (ver.

19). Because he knows the Lord to be near as

his redeemer and Saviour, he will, in the church
and in the house of the Lord, let his song sound
as long as he lives (ver. 20). Verses 21, 22.

which are here out of place, were explained
above at ver. 6.

2. 'What shall I say my soul.—Ver.
15. The sentiment is, that there is properly an
infinite amount to say. What shall the poet
select from mass of material. One may com-
pare 2 Sam. vii. 20. Hezekiah resolves to make
two things prominent: 1) that the Lord was as

good as His word. 2) that he, for his part, will

give solemn thanksgiving as long as ne lives.

The construction 'JJ Kirn nDKl must not be taken
as Riving a reason. The antithesis of " saying "

and "doing " reveals that we have here two cor-

relative members, and that 1 before 1DK does

not point backward, but forward. The 1—1 is

here simply =etct. In the second number WH
" idem " is added for emphasis. For the «« truth "

that is so lauded vers, 18, 19 only exists when
the performer is identical with the promiser
(comp. Num. xxiii. 19). Therefore 1DK "He
hath said " refers back to ver. 5, and stands in
an emphatic sense, as in general the notion "1DK

is capable of various emphasis (comp. 2 Chr.
xxxii. 24). The second clause of the verse ex-
presses in brief the thanks that Hesekiah means
to pay. He promises zealous Jehovah-worship
(on nTTK see Tad. and Oram.), as proof of his

thanks for the misfortune sent him that had
become the source of so much good fortune to

him, as he expressly confesses ver. 17. The
thought recalls xii. 2, where the Prophet thanks
Jehovah for being angry at him.

3. O LORD to live.—Ver. 16. These
words contain a nearer definition of "he said and
he did/' ver. 15, from which is seen that the
poet attaches great importance to this thought.

By the words VTV DrrSjr he first utters the
general sentence, that all life rests on God's word
and deed (Drechsler appropriately refers to

the creative word and act Gen. i.). The follow-

ing clause applies this universal truth to the poet
himself. (See Text and Oram.).

4. Behold, for peace thy truth.

—

Vers. 17-19. In these verges the poet gives in
brief outline the Btoryof his suffering and the
deliverance from it. The bitter distress of death
serves him as a foil that lets the light of the de-
liverance shine all the brighter. He praises the
miraculous power of God that has brought it

about that precisely what was bitter accrued to

his salvation. Therefore he repeats emphatically
ID "bitterness" (comp. *rt tI ver. 19; xxiv.
16 ; xxvii. 6). This gracious deliverance comes
from the Lord's no more remembering the poet's

sins (Ps. xc 8), and casting them behind Him
(Ps.li. 11; Micvii. 19).

In vers. 18, 19 Jehovah's deliverance is ex-
plained from another side. It is shown that the
Lord Himself has an interest in preserving
Hezekiah alive. The Sheol (metonomv : the total

for the individuals that constitute it) does not
praise the Lord; death (also metonomy) does
not celebrate Him : those that have pone down
into the pit hope not in His faithfulness. We
have here quite the Old Testament representa-

tion of the condition of the dead as something
that excludes all free and conscious action. Thus
in Pa. vi. 6 (5). *'For in death there is no re-

membrance of thee ; in the grave who shall give
thee thanks?" Bring together also in .one con-
spectus the expressions Ps. lxxxviii. 11-13;
xxx. 10 ; Eccl. ix. 5, 6 and comp. Job xiv. 10
son. ; Ps. cxv. 17. One sees that the spiritual

activity of the dead was looked upon as paralyzed
by the shades of death. They oannot hope,
etc points to the future as what precedes does to the
past. The dead have as little remembrance of
the benefits received from God in life, as they
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CHAP. XXXEL 1-8. 406

have hope in the faithfulness of God that rules

over them and promisee a better future. ["The
true explanation of the words is given by Cxl-
Yiv, ok, that the language is that of extreme

agitation and distress, in which the prospect of

the future is absorbed in contemplation of the

present, and also that, so far as he does think of

mturity, it is upon the supposition of God's

wrath. Regarding death, in this case, as a proof

of the divine displeasure, he cannot but look

upon it as the termination of his solemn praises."

—J. A. Alex.].
With jubilant emotions, Heiekiah feels that

he again belongs to the living, hence the repeti-

tion of *n who Uvea, who lives, he praises,

ete^ and the joyous OVH ytfOD as I this day,
in which appears how much the contrast between
the mournful yesterday, and the blessed to-day

moves the heart of the poet The words father
to the children, etc., havea peculiar significance

in Hezekiah's mouth. His successor Manasseh,
according to 2 Kings xxi. 1, ascended the throne
at twelve years of age. Consequently he cannot
have been born at this time. Indeed, since it

was customary for the eldest son to succeed, it is

very probable that at that time Hezekiah had no
son at all, which seems to be confirmed by '*¥'

'U% xxxix. 7. Considered from this point of
view our words appear prophetic Yet, when
one reflects what sort of a son Manasseh was, it

would almost seem to have been better had Heze-
kiah done nothing to avert the sentence of death
ver. 1.

5. The LORD house of the LORD.—
Ver. 20. Concluding verse, containing once
again the chief thought, and a summons to con-

tinual praise of Jehovah. " Jehovah tt present

to save me," see Text, and Oram. 8o will we
touoh my stringed instruments, ibid. The
song accompanying the stringed instrument is not

excluded, though the latter alone is mentioned.

The plural has been urged as favoring the mean-
ing " song." But could not the musical King
Hezekiah understand various sorts of playing

on stringed instruments? Or, IT not this, may
not the plural be that of the general notion?

Some suppose, that by the plural \M* " we will

touch," Hezekiah sets himself as the chorus-

leader of his family. But one must not forget

the Levitical musicians that he himself had in-

stituted for the service of God's house (2 Clir.

xxix. 30). Corresponding to the HTTK ver. 15,

Hezekiah thinks here not of private divine ser-

vice, but of the worship of Jehovah in the

temple. The preposition /£ is surprising. Per-

haps one may compare Hoe. xi. 11. Perhaps,

too, the preposition has reference to the elevated

way which, according to 2 Kings xvi. 18, led the

king into the temple, and afforded him an ele-

vated place from which he saw the greater part

of the house beneath him. Moreover it is to be
remarked, that tarrying in the house of the

Lord has a prominent place in many Psalms:

xv. 1 ; xxiii. o ; xlii. 5 ; xliii. 4 ; lxxxiv. 2 sqq.

11, etc

2. THE BABYLONISH EMBASSY.

Chapter XXXIX. 1-8.

1 At that time Merodach-baladan, the son of Baladan, king of Babylon, sent

letters and a present to Hezekiah : for he had heard that he had been sick, and was
2 recovered. And Hezekiah was glad of them, and showed them the house of his pre-

cious things, the silver, and the gold, and the spices, and the precious ointment, ana all

the house of his ' 'armour, and all that was found in his treasures : there was
nothing in his house, nor in all his dominion, that Hezekiah showed them not.

3 Then came Isaiah the prophet unto king Hezekiah, and said unto him, What
said these men ? and from whence came they unto thee ? And Hezekiah said,

4 They are come from a far country unto me, even from Babylon. Then said he,

What have they seen in thine house? And Hezekiah answered, All that w in

5 mine house have they seen: there is nothing among my treasures that I have not
6 shewed them. Then said Isaiah to Hezekiah, Hear the word of the Lord of hosts

:

Behold, the days come, that all that is in thine house, and that which thy fathers

have laid up in store until this day, shall be carried to Babylon : nothing shall be
7 left, saith the Lord. And of thy sons that shall issue from thee, which thou shalt

beget, shall they take away ; and they shall be *eunuchs in the palace of the king
of Babylon. Then said Hezekiah to Isaiah, Good is the word of the Lord which

8 thou hast spoken. He said moreover, For there shall be peace and truth in
my days.

1 Or, fpteary. 'OrJoMtt. •Heb. vuuU or, itutrummUi.
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406 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

On ver. 1. The text of 2 Kings xx. 12 aqq., reads

pt6? ^K*^3 instead of ^TKIO. Acoordlng to the

monuments the reading of Isaiah appears to be de-

cidedly the correct one. For the name in Assyrian is

u Mardok-habal-iddina," u «. Merodach gave a (or the)

son (ScMBADsa, p. 213). The form *p!03 seems to have

sprung from the attraction of sound of the three fol-

lowing words, which begin with 3- What has been said

shows that Merdttaoh-Baladan does not mean " Mon>-

daeua BoUuUmiftliua," as our text and 2 Kings 83em to

understand it. [This imputed misunderstanding seems

quite gratuitous in the Author.—Ta.]. We have here,

also, an evidence of a later writer who was indifferently

acquainted with the subject. On D^DO oomp. on

xxxvil. 14. Our text differs from 2 Kings xx. 12, in

reading #D#M and DTTVV Both seem to me traceable

to correction. The editor of the text in Isaiah might

take offence at the double '3, and thus have replaced

the first by ). But he also stumbled at its only being

said 2 Kings: "he had heard that Hesekiahwas sick.*'

For it seemed to him that the wonderful recovery of

Hesekiah, and the proof it gave of his being a ruler

under the protection of a mighty god, had as much to

do with the Babylonian's sending an embassy.

On ver. 2. Here, too, the two texts differ. The

#DEh of 2 Kings xx. 13, is the more difficult reading,

compared with which HDfeW appears an emendation

:

being the easier and more natural reading.

On ver. 3. At the end of the verse our text has *7K
after MO, which is wanting in 2 Kings xx. 14.

On ver. 6. Our text has nitOX at the end, which is

wanting 2 Kings xx. 16. It may be here the same as in

the case of ohap. xxxriL 32, compared with 2 Kings
xix.3L

On ver.6. Our text has ^33, * Kings xx. IT, nS33-
On ver. 7. Our text has Hip; 2 Kings xx. 18 only

K'ri has this reading, whereas K'thibh reads np\
Certainly the latter is the more difficult, and Nip' ap-

pears as an emendation. The sing, maybe taken either
as the predicate of an indefinite subject (one) or, more
correctly, as seems to me, as predicate of a definite

subject, which, however, is present only in idea, vis.:

the king of Babylon.

On ver. 8. 2 Kings xx. 19 has OK *Vl where our

text has simply *3. DK l*Sn does not occur else-

where. EwxLn (1 324 b\ takes it In the sense of "yea,
if only." But that is neither grammatically justified,
nor does it give a clear meaning. According to my
view of the context (see Bxeg. and Grit below) kSh —
notm*. I, therefore, take OK not as a particle expres-

sive of desire, as many do, but it has its conditional
meaning, — «* if; in so far as." The *»3 in the text of

Isaiah has essentially the same meaning, as Dxlitxsch

also has admitted. For it says, that between the senti-

ments that Hesekiah had betrayed in reference to the

ambassadors and his affirmation "good is the word,**

etc, there was no contradiction, because, in fact, while

he lived peace and fidelity would certainly be undis-

turbed. At least, our text can be so understood.

Whether its author really meant this, is another ques-

tion. For itwere possible, too, that he substituted for

the obscure OK KSn the general, indefinite '3 per-

haps only in its pleonastic sense, that introduces the

oratiQ recta.

SXEGSTICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As the text needs no special comment, it

may be well for the better understanding of the

circumstances involved, to present briefly the

chief points of Babylonian history relating to

them, according to the data of the Assyrian
monuments as far as the latter have been de-

ciphered. Oar chapter speaks of two Baladans,

viz. : Merodach-Baladan, who sent the embassy
and Baladan his father. Yet there appears in

this a misunderstanding. According to the As-
syrian monuments (corap. Lenormaxt, Us pre-

mieres cmlusations, Paris, 1874, 2bm, II., in the

essay " vn patrioie babylmien," p. 210) our Mero-
dach-Baladan was a son of Jalrin. Comp. also

the ostentatious inscription of Tiglath-Pileaer

mentioned above at xxi. 1, which states that he
received the homage of " Merodach-Baladan. son

of Jakin, king of the sea, in the city of Sapiga."

We remarked above at xxi. 1, that by iihamtu

(DftV), "sea, sea-land") is to be understood

south Chaldea, the watery- region at the mouth

of the united rivers Tigris and Euphrates. Mero-
dach-Baladan, when he did homage to Tiglath-

Pileser, was king of Bit-Jakin (such was the
came of the residence and of the small territory

of his father), and so remained till the year 721.

In the year 721, when Sargon ascended the
throne, this energetic man, who was an enthu-
siast for the independence of Babylon, succeeded
in mounting the throne of all Chaldea in Baby-

lon. The canon of Ptolemy names Mardoc-
empad, under this year as king of Babylon, a
name that is universally regarded as identical

with Merodach-Baladan. Sargon states, that in
the first complete year of his reign (t. c, in the
year 721), after having in the year 722 com-
pleted the conquest of Samaria, he marched
against Merodach-Baladan. But his undertak-
ing was not successful. For Merodach-Baladan
maintained himself and reigned, according to
the Canon, yet twelve years as acknowledged
king of Babylon. Not till the year 710 did Sar-

gon again take the field against him. The strug-

gle extended into the year 709, ending in the de-

thronement of Merodach-Baladan (see the in-

teresting description of this campaign in Lenor-
mant, I e. p. 243 sqq.). In this year Sargon

himself mounted the throne of Babylon. The
Canon, from the year 709 onwards, names 'Ap**a-

voc, i. e, Sarrukin or Sargon, as king of Baby-

lon. But the courage of Merodach-Baladan was

not yet broken. He fled back into hm own here-

ditary land Bit-Jakin, a narrow strip of land on
the Persian gul£ extending from Schat-d-arab to

Elam. Sargon marched against him again and

stormed first the stronglv fortified position where
Merodach-Baladan awaited him, then the city

Dur-Jakin, his opponent's last refuge on the main-

land. Merodach-Baladan escaped with great dif-

ficulty. But Btill he did not submit Sargon

was compelled, in the beginning of the year 705,
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to §end hi* mo 8ennacherib against the obstinate

rebel. But not lona; after, Sennacherib received

in camp the intelligence of Che murder of his

father by a certain BelkaspaL probably a patriotic

Chaldean and adherent of Merodach-BalaoWg.
Then there followed a period of two or three

years, filled up with the strife* of various pre-

tenders to the crown, and hence designated by the

Canon as Ktupdc afiiailtvToc. Thus it appears by
the account of Polyhistor in Euskbius {eMran.

armen, td. Mai, p. 19), that after Sargon's death.

his son and a brother of Sennacherib ascended
the Babylonian throne. But after a short term
this one was obliged to give place to a certain

Hagisa, who, after not thirty days' reign, was
killed by Merodach-Baladan. That this was our
Merodach-Baladan can scarcely be doubted. The
implacable enemy of the Assyrians boldly raised

his head anew. Sennacherib marched against

him and conquered him at Kis, a city that Nebu-
chadneasar afterwards incorporated in the city

territory of Babylon by means of his great wall.

Sennacherib gave the throne of Babylon to a cer-

tain Belibus or Elibus, the son of a u wise man,"
whom, says the king, " they had brought up in

the company of the small boys in my palace."

Hence this Belibus was not an independent pre-

tender, as would seem according to Polyhiotor,
but a subordinate king? recognised by Sennache-
rib after the expulsion of Merodach-Baladan.
According to the Canon of regents (Schrader,

L319),
this expedition against Merodach-Bala-

a fell in the year 704 B. a In the year 700
Sennacherib accomplished his unfortunate expe-
dition against Judah and Egypt, according to the

entirely credible testimony of the Assyrian monu-
ments. The news of his defeat appears to have
been the signal for a new insurrection to the
Chaldean patriots. For in the following year

(699), according to the Taylor-cylinder (Schra-
der, p. 224), we find Sennacherib on the march
against the rebellious Babylonians. Merodach-
Baladan had allied himself with a young prince

Susub, son of Oatul, of the race of Kalban, and
Belibus found it best to enter into negotiations

wiih these opponents. For this, according to

Bbrosus, he was deposed and carried prisoner to

Assyria. Sennacherib first attacked Suzub, whose
troops were defeated ; he himself escaped. Then
Sennacherib turned against Merodach-Baladan,
who gave way before the threatening danger.

He fled by ship to the city Nagit-RagRi, situated

on an island in the Persian gulf. The territory

of Bit-Jakin was desolated. Sennacherib made
his son Enar-Haddon king of Akkad and 8umir,
i. «., Babylon (699). After that were eleven years
of quiet During this period, Merodach-Baladan,
whom the king of Elam, Kudhir-Nakhunta, had
made lord of a strip of the coast, had moved the
discontented elements of Babylon and Chaldea to

emigrate in mass into his land. This led Senna-
cherib to build a fleet in Nineveh (they were
called u 8vrian ships " because Phoenician seamen
manned them), with which he attacked the island

and the coast possessed by Merodach-Baladan,
and entirely devastated them (see the remarks on
xliii. 14). At this point Merodach-Baladan dis-

appears from history* It is related that the in*

fluential Babylonians then forsook him. On the
ether hand, they moved the king of Elam to send

that Susnb to Babylon. Susub, indeed, ascended
the throne of Babylon. Their purpose was to cut

Sennacherib from his own land.
^
But the latter

returned in time and defeated his opponents in

two battles. He took Susub prisoner, but spared

his life. This happened in the year 687. But
in the following year Susnb escaped from prison,

was again proclaimed king in Babylon, and, in

alliance with Umman-Menan, kins of Elam, the
successor of Kudhir-Nakhunta, and with Nabusu-
miskim. the eldest son of Merodach-Baladan, he
opposecf a considerable army to Sennacherib at

Kalul on the Tigris. Sennacherib conquered
again, and still again in another battle, by which
he utterly destroyed the power of his opponents.

He then resolved utterly to destroy Babylon : and
this resolve was actually executed (685). Yet
only four years after, the city was rebuilt. Sen-
nacherib died 681, and his son and successor de-

termined to put an end to the everlasting strife

with the Babylonians by an opposite policy. He
raised Babylon to equal rank with Nineveh, and
made it his residence.

The eldest son of Merodach-Baladan, Nabusu-
miskun, was taken prisoner at the battle of Kalul
and beheaded by Sennacherib. His brother next
of age to him, Nabozirnapsatiaair, reigned after

him in the land Bit-Jakin. A third brother, Na-
hib-Marduk, submitted to the Assyrians on the
condition that he be put in possession of the bind
Bit-Jakin. Esar-Haddou, in the year 676. actu-

ally invaded the land and conquered it. Proba-
bly Nabosirnapsatiasir then lost his life (Lenor-
kant, I c, p. 303). Nahir-Marduk's son, Na-
bobelsum, returned to the sentiments of his grand-
father. He took part in the insurrection made
by Samulsumukin, the second son of Esar-Had-
don and viceroy of Babylon, against his elder

brother Asurbanipal, great king of Assyria (651).

Asurbanipal conquered. Samulsumukin burned
himself in his palace in Babylon (648). After
many negotiations, and finally after an expedition
that devastated the whole land of Elam, the king
of Elam, Ummanalda8, was obliged to promise
that he would surrender Nabobelsnm. The latter

procured his death at the hands of a master of the
norse. Asurbanipal, when the head of the corpse

was sent to him, had it preserved in salt. A
small bas-relief, found in the palace of Kujund-
schik, displays Asurbanipal banqueting in a gar-

den with nis wives, and the head of Nabobelsnm
hanging before him on a tree. Only thirty-five

years later Nineveh was destroyed by Nebuchad-
nezzar and Cyaxares (605) 1

According to our chapter, the embassy of Me-
rodach-Baladan to Hesekiah fell in the time when
the former reigned undisputed king of Babylon.

As shown above, this was a period of twelve

years, reaching from 721-709. It must not be
supposed that Merodach-Baladan would not have
sought the friendship of Hesekiah had he not

heard of his victory over 8ennacherib. An in-

scription of Sargon's (Lbnobmakt, L <k, 231 ) save

of Merodach-Baladan :
" For twelve years had he

sent embamm contrary to the will of the gods of

Babylon, the city of Bel, the judge of the god*."

These twelve years are manifestly the twelve

years of Meroaach-Baladan's undisputed reign.

During this period the latter had sought allies for

the event of war breaking out again. Is it to be
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wondered if, under these circumstances, he should
send mich an embassy to Hezekiah ? According
to 2 Chron. xxxii. 31, the messenger came from
Babylon to Hezekiah " to inquire of the wonder
that was done in the land." The context shows
that Hezekiah's miraculous recovery and the mi-
racle of the sun-dial are meant. It is, therefore,

probable that the report of this miracle penetrated

to distant lands. If it came to astrological Baby-
lon, what wonder if the king of this city had his

attention drawn to the kins of Judea, especially

as it was known of this people that more than once
they had been an opponent or an ally of the Assy-
rians that was not to be despised.

2. At that time shewed them not—
Vers. 1, 2. The author would say that Hezekiah
gave ear to the words of those ambassadors (see

Text, and Oram.). Probably there is in this an
intimation that they already made propositions

of a political nature not displeasing to Hezekiah.
And as he was pleased to hear what they said, so

he wished them to see the things that gave him
joy. There appears to me, therefore, in this an-

tithesis of hearing and showing, to be a hint of

Hezekiah's sin. JOJ is an obscure word both as

to derivation and meaning. In Gen. xxxvii. 25

;

xliil 11 PiOJ either means spices in general, or,

which is more likely, a particular sort of spice

(storax—or tragacanth gum. Comp. Lxtbeb in

Hebzoo's BeaJ-Eycyclop. XIV. p. 664). Many
expositors are disposed to recognize in our nrOJ

(K'ri, 2 Kings xx. 13, tfOJ) the same word, and

to understand by O JV3 a spice magazine : on
which Leybbk, I c. remarks that this would im-
>ly a great monopoly carried on by the kings of
udah in this particular. Others generalize the

meaning and regard "spicery house" asadeno-
minaiio a potiori for " provision house " in general

Others, finally, derive HtoJ, not from IOJ ("to

beat, pound/' hence fUOJ, " that which is pounded

in a mortar "), but from a root DO, not used in

Hebrew, but which is kindred to 0*3, " to gather,

preserve," and in Arabic means (Pi. hajjata) " to

cram, stuff full." Of this TOJ would be a Niphal
form (xxx. 12), and mean " provision, treasure."

Thus Httzig, Enobel, Fuebst (Lex. under

DO and JW3), Delitzbch (comp. Ewau>, Gfesch.

d. V. Isr. III. p. 690, Anm. 1). The items that

follow, in which, beside gold, silver and spiceries

(D'OfeO, the most general expression for aromatic
substances, comp. Xeybbb, I c, p. 661) are par-

ticularly named, of course correspond best with a
word of such general significance as "provision."

Still the subject is not satisfactorily cleared up.

On " the precious ointment," Movers (who trans-

lates rOJ JV3 "styrax house") makes the follow-

ing remark : " Here Jewish expositors, no doubt
on the best grounds, understand the balsam oil got
from the royal gardens, comp. 2 Chron. xxxii. 27.

Olive oil, that was obtained in all Judea, was not
stored in the treasuries along with gold, silver and
aromatic*, but in special store-houses, 2 Chron.

xxxii. 28 " (Phon. II. 3, p. 227 Anm.). D^O XV3

is likely " the arsenal," as D* 73 often signifies all

sorts of war implements, and the arsenal doubtless

i

was of prime importance to those ambassadors.

In this case D'Sa is identical with the ^JTH JT3
of xxii. 8. It appears that Hezekiah in this dis-

play observed a climax descendens
1
beginning with

the precious articles of luxury and ending with
the things of practical need. flnYIK (probably
the store-houses like t. g. Joel i. 17 ; 2 Chron. xi.,

etc.) to contain stores in case of siege. It is to be
noted that had this embassy come after the over-
throw of Sennacherib, Hezekiah would verily
have had nothing to show *'in his dominion"
outside ofJerusalem. For the whole land outside
of the capital had been in the power of the enemy,
who would have left little worth seeing. "Mis
store-house, the spiceries, the fine oil," do not in-

timate specially war booty. Moreover it would
then need to read : Hezekiah showed them the
spoil he had taken from the Assyrians. Comp.
on-ver. 6.

3. Then came Isaiah—my days.—Vers.
3-8. Apart from the internal probability of it, one
may conclude from W31

that Isaiah came to the
king with the inquiry of ver. 8 while the ambas-
sadors were still in Jerusalem. For this Imper-
fect can only have the meaning that the coming
was in a certain sense still an incompleted trans-

action, although the king had then shown them
every thing (ver. 4). The Prophet regarded them
as advenast arrivals, and that is a quality they
have as long as they are in Jerusalem (comp.
xxxvii. 34 with 2 Kings xix. 33 ; Josh. ix. 8 with
Gen. xlii. 7). But it also seems very probable to
me that the Prophet addressed his inquiries to
die king in the presence of the ambassadors, and
that " these men " is to be understood feucru&c.

This suits entirely the free and exalted position
that the prophets assumed as the immediate mes-
sengers and instruments of Jehovah, even toward
the kings themselves. Comp. on viL 14. If
thereby those ambassadors enjoyed the opportu-
nity of observing for once a genuine prophet of
the true God in the exercise of his office, and if

thereby the true God Himself drew near to them,
it was one of those revelations of His being such
as the Lord at times vouchsafed to the heathen,
e. a., Moses before Pharaoh, Balaam before Ba-
lak, Elisha before Naaman, Daniel before the
kings of Babvlon. To the question what said
these men 1

? Hezekiah gives no answer, and
Isaiah presses it no further. Their very presence
there and the reception they found were adequate
proof that Hezekiah allowed himself to treat with
them, that once again, as he had done by the
Egyptian alliance (xxvii.-xxxii.), he had ex-
tended to the world-power at least the little fin-

ger. That, in his answer, he lays strew on the
far country, betrays an attempt to excuse him-
self. One cannot show men the door who come
from a distance to show one honor and friend-

ship. And Hezekiah ought not to do that. Nei-
ther ought he to indulge in vain boasting nor to
seek false supports. O. had he only known how
ill-timed both were in the case of Babylon ! He
would surely, without violating the duties of hos-
pitality, have yet avoided with anxious care every
approach to more intimate relations. That he
adds the name Babylon so briefly to the preceding
" they are come from a far country unto me " seems
to betray a certain embarrassment, a presentiment
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of having committed a fault [8ee remarks of
Tb. beiow.l

We stand here on a boundary of immeasurable
importance. Assyria is done away, but Babylon
rises aloft. Ahaa had formally introduced Assy-
ria by seeking its help. Here Babylon offers it-

self. With cat-like friendliness it creeps up.

Hesekiah ought to have maintained an attitude of
polite refusal. His vanity betrayed him into boast-

ing and coquetting. Still by just this he yielded

himself to the world-power. The Theocracy was
later, under Zedekiah, ground to pieces between
Egypt and Babylon. Only by leaning solely and
wholly on the Lord could it maintain itself be-

tween the southern and the northern world-power,
between the Nile kingdom on the one hand, ana
the Euphrates-Tigris kingdom on the other. He-
sekiah had unfortunately indulged in intimacies

both with Egypt and with Babylon. The necessary

consequence was that the Theocracy succumbed
to the mightier of these. Hence it is announced
to him that the precious things, of which he had
made a boastful display, must go to Babylon, yea,

that the posterity that was to issue from him who
as yet was childless, would once do chamberlain
service in the palace of the kings of Babylon.
With this the Prophet points to a new and fatal

future. Here, between the first and second parts

of Isaiah, we stand on the bridge between Nine-
veh and Babylon. For what Nineveh was for the
first part of Isaiah, Babylon is for the second.

Let it be particularly noted that Isaiah says

:

that whioh thy fathers have laid up in
store until this day (ver. 6). Had Hesekiah's
treasures been emptied by the event narrated 2
Kings xviii. 14 sqq., the Prophet could not have
spoken so. For then what the fathers had ga-
thered came into the hands of 8ennacherib ; and
whether, after the defeat of the latter, all was
found again, one must doubt very much. Senna-
cherib, who knew that he would not be pursued,
could take all the spoils with him. Therefore the
expression : " what thyfathers have laid up shall be
carried captive to Babylon" favors the view that
Hesekiah showed the ambassadors the gatherings

of his fathers, that therefore this embassy did not
come after the defeat of 8ennacherib. [If the
foregoing has any force, it would equally prove
that the Babylonish captivity must have preceded
the invasion of Sennacherib, "for then, after the
latter event, what the fathers had gathered came
into the hands of Sennacherib," etc., as just above.
-Tr,]

That %^0 Is not simply the " eunuch " appears

from Gen. xxxvii. 36 ; xxxix. 1. The word often
stands for court officer, chamberlain generally (1
Ki. xxii. 9; 2Ki. vili. 6; ix. 32; xxv. 19, etc.).

It is clear that *p3 must not be understood of di-

rect generation, and that is agreeable to usage.
Hesekiah's son Manasseh went, indeed, as pri-
soner to Babylon (2 Chron. xxxiii. 11), but he
did not act as chamberlain. Yet the prophecy
was fulfilled by what is related Dan. |. 3.

Hesekiah humbly submits himself to the de-
claration of the Lord. The expression Good is
the word, ete. involves in general the sense of
approval and acquiescence (comp. 1 KingB xviii.

24), especially that of submission under a severe
jodgment, but one that is recognized as just

(comp. 1 Kings ii. 38, 42). For the meaning of

'? (DK ttSn, 2 Kings xx. 19), see Text and Oram.

I fall back on the conjecture given above, that the

ambassadors were present at this interview. If

one then considers that the prophecy of vers. 6,

7

presupposes war between Babylon and Judah,
and that this poorly corresponds with the assu-

rances of friendship just interchanged between
Hesekiah and the ambassadors, he can see that

the word of the Prophet would embarrass these

parties. It would the king, because it must seem
strange that he, at the moment when an honora-

ble embassy had brought him offers of peace and
friendship, should call the announcement of the

termination of the friendship (though it should

turn to his disadvantage) a "good word." It

might appear as if he, Hezekiah
{
were a weather-

cock, an unreliable man, who in turning about

knew how to transform himself from a friend into

an enemy. To ward off this evil appearance from
himself, Hesekiah speaks these words, which are

primarily addressed to the ambassadors. He
would say : is it not self-evident that I call the

prophetic word good only on the assumption that

peace and truth shall continue while I five? By
this construction disappears also the objection

that has been made to Hezekiah, as ifhe betrayed

by this expression a sentiment like that depraved
motto : * apres mot le deluge,"

It may be seen from 1 Kings xxL 27 sqq. that

the Lord lets Himself be moved by a penitent

mind to postpone punishment beyond the life-

time of the man whom it primarily threatens.

—

DDK! Dr?rf occurs again Jer. xxxiii. 6 ; comp.
xiv. 13 ; Esther ix. 30. It means here, manifestly,

peace and faithfulness in the sense of political

peaoeableness and fidelity to alliances.*

* [la his conjectural Interpretation of Hesekiah's con-
duct and Its relation to Isaiah's prophecy the Author
has only built on a foundation dating back to the
earliest traditionary exposition. And the building, one
must admit, agrees with the foundation. He has only
built further than others, but in the same style. Yet,
when so much Is built, and of such a sort, one is con-
strained to look at the foundation to see if such a struc-
ture is Justified. The Author admits that he resorts to
conjecture ; his confidence is In the natural reasonable-
ness of it But his work may be challenged down to
the very foundation as, not only without warrant- in
8ctipture, but actually against 8crlpture. Bee Babhb,
on 2 Kings xx. p. 241. And ifthis appear to be so, then the
judgment of expositors against Hesekiah, though it be
theJudgment or ages, must be reversed.
The only Scripture that can seem to give positive

support to the (so commonly accepted) injurious view
of Hesekiah's oonduot in the case before us is 2 Ghr.
xxxii. 26, 81. Ver. 31 clearly relates to the transactions
of oar text But ver. 2ft as clearly does not and must
not be brought in to shed light on them. It is in the
context separated from them by the statement of ver.
2S. viz. : that " Hesekiah humbled himself for the pride
of his heart, both he and the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
so that the wrath of the Loan came not upon them In
the days of Hesekiah.'1 What follows this verse is but
descriptive proof of the last statement in it, and in-
cluded in this proof H wr. 31. 8ee the comm. of Da.
O. Zobcklbb in the Lawob, B. W. in Joe p. 97. The ren-
dering of the Eng. Ver. " Howbeit" for pi ver. 31 Is

forced, and that by the pressure of the very opinion
here combated. It means " And so " or ** in this man-
ner.** The particle introduces the additional statement
of the trial Hesekiah underwent, and refers to the
prosperity Just described as having providentially led
to it Ver. 31 does not Imply reproach of Hesekiah or
anything contrary to what may be included under the
statement of ver. 2S. H?J*» Cfod M

left him," does not.
For it remains to be determined to what he left him.
The context must supply this, and we must not under-
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DOCTRINAL AHD ETHICAL.

1. On xxxvi. 4 I test Saianae\ sqq. "Uaec vroprte

Imejua et mmt non Eabeaoie sect tpjwrmi Diaboli

verba, outfas non inwroe urois, eta meduiiam J2u*

stand simply divine desertion in general, especially as
that conflicts with all the recorded facta. The reive
itself only supplies the event of the Babylonian em-
bassy, and we may Include of coarse Isalah*s interpre-
tation of it To that the Loan left Hesekiah. Comp.
2 Chr. xii. 6 " and therefore I have left OfOIJ?) yon in
the hand of Shlshak." It is gratuitous to Infer that
<iod left Hesekiah to the workings of his own heart. It
Is equally so to infer that, because God so left Hese-
kiah, therefore Hesekiah mu<«t first have loft God, as in
the case Just cited. Without leaving God or his own
humility (ver. 38) Hesekiah might be thus left of God
to this extraordinary providence. Comp. Ps. xziL 1

with Matt xxvlt 46. '«) W1DlS -to try him,** sfs..

does not imply reproach any more than the trial of
Abraham Gen. xxli. 1. The sentiment of these words
and even the very words are drawn from Deal viii. 2,

16. As an obvious quotation from the most familiar
part of the Law, the only proper completion of their
sentiment must be found in the completion of the
quotation. That must be :

•* to know what was in his
heart toknow whether he would keep his (God's) com-
mandment or not** The records of lea. xxxix. 8, and
2 Kings xx. 19 furnish the only documentary informa-
tion of what was revealed by this trial to be in Heze-
kiah's heart It was nothing but resignation and ac-
quiescence in the will of Goo, the only form of obedi-
ence and keeping God's commandment that the case
admitted. It is, therefore, not only gratuitous to infer
that the trial revealed the sinful vanity of Hesekiah's
heart it is contrary to the very record. That ha showed
his treasures is thought to be evidence of such vanity.
But this is only prejudice growing out of the very as-
sumptions now combated. Why should this hospi-
tality be so bad in Hesekiah, when that of Solomon to
the queen of 8heba, substantially the same, is men-
tioned only with approval, and is even elevated to typi-
cal importance ?

As for the rest of Hesekiah's answer Isa. xxxix. 8 s;
2 Kings xx. 19 6, "Good is the word of the Loan,'* efe,
it may be interpreted best in the light of Deut viii. 16.

A promise of good is given there for the latter days of
those that stand the proof of God's trials and keep His
commandments. Hesekiah had the consciousness of
such integrity (Isa. xxxviii. 3), he therefore gratefully
rested in the expectation of sur»h good for his latter
days : in which he was also Justified by the terms of
iMAiah's prophecy, if not by some more explicit an-
nouncement (2 Chr. xxxii. 26).

The event of the Babylonian embassy, as it appears
in our book, must be viewed as subservient to the ends
of prophecy. It is told for the sake of the prophecy
in vers. 6-7. Our Author himself weir remarks (at the
beginning of the introduction to chapters xxxvt-
xxxix.), that our chapters "show how 'from afar*
(pimD) was begun the spinning of the first thieads

of that web of complications, that were at 1a«t so fatal."
The event of the embassy was providentially ordered
for prophetio purposes. It may be compared to snch
events as Melchisedec, Esau selling his birth-right the
queen of 8heba*s visit the birth of Maher-shal-al, the
wise men of the east at the crib of Christ the inquiring
Greeks. Jno. xii. 20-24. The questions of Isaiah, and
the replies of Hesekiah at recorded, bring out precisely
the traits needed for the prophecy about to be made.
The " from a far country ** was a providentially indited
expression, like that of Caiaphas Jno. xi. 49, sqq. Pre-
vious prophecy, likely familiar to Hesekiah, had made
known that a visitation of wrath was coming on Judah
"from far** x. 3, xxx. 27. Now this event strangely
brings to Jerusalem and its king representatives ofthe
very people that were to be the instruments of this
wrath, and the Prophet appears, and identifies them
and their destiny. And from this onward the Baby-
lonians become more distinctly the theme of prophecy.
Hesekiah submits, not like one receiving a well merited
rebuke, but like Moses when the people were turned
hack from Kadewh-Barnea. All that the Author says
about negotiations looking to alliance between Hese-
kiah and Babylon, does not pretend to be more than
shrewd conjecture. As it does not find one word of cor-
roboration in the Scripture, it would be well to make little

or no account of it Comp. the Author's oonjectures
on Tit 10-16, and the additions by Ta. that follow—Taj

ehiae, hoc eet, tenerrimom one fidem oppugnaL"—
Luther. *«In this address the chief-butler.

Satan performs in the way he usee when he would
bring about our apoatacy. 1) He urges that we
are divested of all human support, ver. 5 ; 2)

We are deprived of divine support, ver. 7 ; 3)
God is angry with us because we have greatly

provoked Rim by our tins, ver. 7 ; 4) He decks
out the splendor, and power of the wicked, vers.

8, 9 ; 5) He appeals to God's word, and knows
how to turn and twist it to his uses. Such poi-

sonous arrows were used bj Satan against Christ

in the desert, and may be compared with this

light (Matt iv. 2 sqq.). One needs to arm him-
self against Satan's attack by God's word, and to

resort to constant watching and prayer."

—

Cramer.
The Assyrian urges four particulars by which

he would destroy Hesekiah's confidence, in two
of which he was right and in two wrong. He
was right in representing that Hesekiah could
rely neither on Egypt, nor on his own power.
In this respect he was a messenger of God and
announcer of divine truth. For everywhere the

word of God preaches the same (xxx. 1-3; xxxL
1-3; Jer. xvu. 5; Ps. cxviii. 8, 9; cxlvi 8> etc).

But it is a merited chastisement if rude and
hostile preachers must preach to us what we were
unwilling to believe at the mild and friendly voice

of God. Bat in two particulars the Assyrian
was wrong, and therein lay Hesekiah's strength.

For just on this account the Lord is for him and
against the Assyrian. These two things are, that

the Assyrian asserts that Hesekiah cannot put
his trust in the Load, but rather he, the Assyrian

is counseled by the Lord against Hezekialu
That, however, was a lie, and because of this lie,

the corresponding truth makes all the deeper im-
pression on Hesekiah, and reminds him how as-

suredly he may build on the Lord and impor-
tune Him. And when the enemy dares to say,

that he is commissioned by the Lord to destroy

the Holy Land, just that must bring to lively re-

membrance in the Israelite, that the Lord, who
cannot lie, calls the land of Israel Jutland (JoeL
iv. 2: Jer. ii. 7 ; xvi. 18, etc.), and the people of

Israel Hie people (Exod. iii. 7, 10; v. 1, etc).

2. On xxxvi. 12. [" In regard to the indelicacy

of this passage we may observe: 1) The Mm-
sorets in the Hebrew text have so printed Use

words used, that in reading it the ofiensiveness

would be considerably avoided. 2) The customs,

habits and modes of expression of people in dif-

ferent nations and times, differ. What appears

indelicate at one time or in one country, may not

only be tolerated, but common in another. 3)

Isaiah is not at all responsible for the indelicacy

of the language here. He is simply an historian.

4) It was of importance to give the true ext-

ractor of the attack which was made on Jeru-

salem. The coming of Sennacherib was at-

tended with pride, insolence and blasphemy ; and
it was important to state the troe character of the

transaction, and to record put what worn mid emd
done. Let him who used the language, and not

him who recorded it bear the blame*—BARHia
m JocJ.

3. On xxxvi. 18 sqq. " OUemmdum hie, owed
apud gentee otirn vigwcrd koU&m adeo, «* quaemt

etiam wrb$ peeuUartm hatmerti Dewm ' "-
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Cuius etbnicismi exemplum vwvm et tpirans adhuc
kabemus apud ponttfriot, quibus non inscite objiei

potest illud Jeremiae; Quot ewitates Ubi, tot etiam
Dei (Jer. iL 28)."—Foerster.

4. On xxxvi. 21. Answer not a fooj according
to bis folly (Prov. xivi. 4), muoh lens the blas-
phemer, lest the flame of bis wickedness be blown
into the greater rage (Ecclus. viii. 3). Did not
Christ the Lord answer His enemies, not always
with words, but also with silence (Matt. xxvi.
62; xxvii. 14, etc.) ? One must not cast pearls
before swine (Matt vii. 6). After Foerster
and Cramer.

5. On xxxvi. 21. * Est aureus textus, qui doeet
no*, ne cum Satana disputemus. Qaando enim
videty quod sumus ejus spectatores et auditores, turn
capiat occasionem majonsfortitudinis et gravius pre-
mU, Petru* dioU, cum circuire et quaerere, quern
dcvoreL Nullumfacit insidiarum finem. Tuiissi-

mum autem est non respondere, §ed contemner*
cum,n—Luther.

6. [On xxxvii. 1-7. " Rabrihakeh intended to
frighten Hesekiah from-the Lord, but it proves
that he frightens him to the Lord. The wind,
instead of forcing the traveler's coat from him,
makes him wrap it the closer about him. The
more Babshakeh reproaches God, the more Hese-
kiah studies to honor Him." On ver. 3. " When
we are most at a plunge we should be most
earnest in prayer. When pains are most strong,

let prayers be most lively. Prayer is the mid-
wile of mercy, that helps to bring it forth."

—

&L Henry, in he.]

7. On xxxvii 2 aqq. Hesekiah here gives a
good example. He shows all princes, rulers and
peoples what one ought to do when there is a
great and common distress, and tribulation. One
•aght with sackcloth, t. &, withpenitent humility,
to bring prayers, and intercessions to the Lord
that He would look on and help.

8. On xxxvii. 6 sq. "God takes to Himself
all the evil done to His people. For as when
one does a great kindness to the saints, God ap-
propriates it to Himself so, too, when one tor-

ments the saints, it is an injury done to God, and
He treats sin no other way than as ifdone to Him-
self. He that torments them torments Him (lxiv.

9). Therefore the saints pray: 'Arise. O God,
plead thine own cause: remember how the foolish

man reproacheth thee daily' (Pa. lxxiv. 22)."

—

Cramer.
9. On xxxvii 7. "God raises up against His

enemies other enemies, and thus prepares rest

for His own people. Example : the Philistines
against Saul who pursued David, 1 Sam. xxiii.
27."—Cramer.

10. On xxxvii. 14. Vitbinoa here cites the
following from Bonfin Berum Hungar. Dec. III.
Lib. VI. p. 464, ad annum 1444: * Amorathes,
cum smo* laborar* eerneret et ab Vladdalao rege non
fine magna eaedefugari, depromtum e rinu codicem
imti sanctissim* foederis explicat intentis in eoe-
lum o cults, Haec sunt, inquU ingeminans,
Jem Ckri*te,joedera, quae Chrtstiani tui mecum

Per numen tuum sanctum jurarunt,
tub nomine tuo Mem violorunt, perfide
m abnegarunt. Nun* Christe, si Deus en

(at ajunt et ne* hoMucinamur), tuas measquc hie
fa/anas, te quaeso, ulciecere et hi*, qui sanctum tuum
nmm nondmm agnovere, vioiatae fidei poena* at-

tend*. Viz haec dixcrat .... cum prodium, quod
ajteeps ac dubvum diu fuerat, tnelinare coepit, etc"

[The desire of Hesekiah was not primarily
his own personal safety, or the safety of his king-
dom. It was that Jehovah might vindicate His
great and holy name from reproach, and that the
world might know that He was the only true God.
We have here a beautiful model of the object

which we should have in view when we come
before God. This motive of prayer is one that is

withmat frequency presented in the Bible. Comp.

xliL 8; xliii. 10, 13, 26; Dent xxxii 89; Ps.

lxxxiii. 18; xlvi. 10; Neh. ix. 6; Dan. ix. 18, 19.

Perhaps there could have been furnished no more
striking proof that Jehovah was the true God,
than would be by the defeat of Sennacherib.

The time had come when the great Jehovah
could strike a blow which would be felt on all

nations, and carry the terror of His name, and
the report of His power throughout the earth.

Perhaps this was one of the main motives of the
destruction of that mighty army."

—

Barnes,
on ver. 2].

11. On xxxvii. 15. * Fide* Esechiae verbo con-

firmata magi* ac magi* creecit. Ante non ausu* est

orore,jam orat et confutat blasphemias omnes Assy-
Hi. Adeo magna vis verbi est, ut long* alius per
verbum, quod Jesajas ei nunciari jussit,foetus sU."—Luther.

12. On xxxvii. 17. ["It is bad to talk

proudly and profanely, but it is worse to write

so, for this argues more deliberation and design,

and what is written spreads further and lasts

longer, and does the more mischief. Atheism
and irreligion, written, will certainly be reckoned
for another day."—M. Henry].

13. On xxxvii. 21 sqq. [" Those who receive

messages of terror from men with patience, and
send messages of faith to God by prayer, may
expect messages of grace and peace from God for

their comfort, even when they are most cast

down. Isaiah sent a long answer to Hezekiah's
prayer in God's name, sent it in writing (for it

was too long to be sent by word of mouth K and
sent it by way of return to his prayer, relation

being thereunto had :
* Whereas thou hast prayed

to me, know, for thy comfort, that thv prayer is

heard/ Isaiah might have referred him to the

prophecies he had delivered (particularly to that

of cnap. x.), and bid him pick out an answer from
thence. The correspondence between earth and
heaven is never let fall on God's side."—M.
Henry.].

14. On xxxvii. 31 sqq. " This is a promise of

great extent. For it applies not only to those

that then remained, ana were spared the im-
pending destruction and captivity by the Asav-

rians, but to all subsequent times, when they fhould

enjoy a deliverance; as after the Babvlonish

captivity, and after the persecutions of Antiochus.

Yea, it applies even to New Testament times

from the first to the last, *ince therein, in the

order of conversion to Christ, the Jews will take

root and bring forth fruit, and thus in the Jews
(as also in the converted Gentiles) will appear in

a spiritual and corporal sense, what God at that

time did to their fields in the three following

years."—Stabke.

15. On xxxviii. 1. "Isaiah, although of a no-
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412 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

ble race and condition, does not for that regard it

disgraceful, but rather an honor, to be a pastor
and visitor of the sick, I would say, a prophet,
teacher and comforter of the sick. God save the
mark ! How has the world become so different in
our day, especially in our evangelical church.
Let a family be a little noble, and it is regarded
as a reproach and injury to have a clergyman
among its relations and friends, not to speak of a
son studying theology and becoming a servant
of the church. I speak not of all ; I know that
some have a better mind; yet such is the
common course. Jeroboam's maxim must ra-
ther obtain, who made priests of the lowest of the
people (1 Kings xii. 31). For thus the parsons
may be firmly held in rein {tubferula) and in po-
litical submission. It is not at all good where the
clergy have a say, says an old state-rule of our
Polituxrum." Feuerlein, pastor in Nuremberg,
in his Novissimorum primum, 1694, p. 553. The
same quotes Spener: "Is it not so, that among
the Roman Catholics the greatest lords are not
ashamed to stand in the spiritual office, and that
many of them even discharge the spiritual func-
tions? Among the Reformed, too, persons born
of the noblest families are not ashamed of the of-

fice of preacher. But, it seems, we Lutherans
are the only ones that hold the service of the gos-
pel so low, that, where from a noble or otherwise
prominent family an ingenium has an inclination
to theological study, almost every one seeks to
hinder lym, or, indeed, afterwards is ashamed of
his friendship, as if it were something much too
base for such people, by which more harm comes
to our church than one might suppose. That is

to be ashamed of the gospel."

16. On xxxviii. 1. [" We see here the boldness
and fidelity of a man of God. Isaiah was not
afraid to go in freely and tell even a monarch
that he must die. The subsequent part of the
narrative would lead us to suppose that, until this

announcement, Hezekiah did not regard himself
as in immediate danger. It is evident here, that
the physician of Hezekiah had not informed him
of it—perhaps from the apprehension that his
disease would be aggravated by the agitation of
his mind on the subject. The duty was there-
fore, left, as it is often, to the minister of religion
—a duty which even many ministers are slow to
perform, and which many physicians are reluctant
to have performed.
No danger is to be apprehended commonly

froin announcing to those who are sick their true
condition. Physicians and friends often err in
this. There is no species of cruelty greater than
to suffer a friend to lie on a dying bed under a
delusion. There is no sin more aggravated than
that of designedly deceiving a dying man, and
flattering him with the hope of recovery, when
there is a moral certainty that he will not and
cannot recover. And there is evidently no danger
to be apprehended from communicating to the
sick their true condition. It should be done ten-
derly and with affection ; but it should be done
faithfully. I have had many opportunities of wit-
nessing the effect of apprising the sick of their
situation, and of the moral certainty that they
must die. And I cannot now recall an instance
in which the announcement has had any unhappy
effect on the disease. Often, on the contrary, the

effect is to calm the mind, and to lead the dying
to look up to God, and peacefully to repose on
Him. And the effect of that is always salutary."
Barnes in loeJ]

17. On xxxviii. 2. It is an old opinion, found
even in the Chald., that by the wall is meant the
wall of the temple as a holy direction in which to
pray, as the Mahometans pray in the direction

of Mecca. But Tpn cannot mean that Rather

that is correct which is said by Forerius:
"Nolunt pii homines testes habere suarum laeryma-
rum, ui eas liberius fundant, neque sensu dis&aki,
cum orare Deum ex animo volunL"

18. On xxxviii. 8:—

"Non Deus est numen Parearwn careers eimtmtm.
Quale putabatur 8toicu$ esse Deus.

JUe potest SoUs eursus inhibere votantes.

At veluti tcopulos fiumina stare faciL"

—Melanchthon.

19. On xxxviii. 12. "Beautiful parables that

picture to us the transitoriness of this temporal
life. For the parable of the shepherd's tent means
how restless a thing it is with us, that we have
here no abiding place, but are driven from one
locality to another, until at last we find a resting-

spot in the church-yard. The other parable of the
weaver's thread means how uncertain is oar life

on earth. For how easily the thread breaks."

Cramer. " When the weaver's work is progress-

ing best, the thread breaks before he is aware.
Thus when a man is in his best work, and sup-

poses he now at last begins reallv to live, God
breaks the thread of his life and lets him die.

The rational heathen knewsomething of this when
they, so to speak, invented the three goddesses of

life (the three Pareas minims pareas) and included
them in this little verse:

Clothe oolum gtetat, Laehesis trakit,

AtroposoceaL

But what does the weaver when the thread
breaks? Does he stop his work at once ? O no!
He knows how to make a clever weaver's knot, so

that one cannot observe the break. Remember
thereby that when thy life is broken off; yet the

Lord Jesus, as a master artisan, can bring it to-

gether again at the last day. He will make such
an artful, subtle weaver's-knot as shall make us

wonder through all eternity. It will do as no
harm to have died." Ibid.—Omnia sunt hominum
Unui pendenHa filo,

["As suddenly as the tent of a shepherd is

taken down, folded up, and transferred to another
place. There is doubtless the idea here that he
would continue to exist, but in another place, as

the shepherd would pitch his tent in another

place. He was to be cut off from the earth, but

he expected to dwell among the dead. The whole
passage conveys the idea that he expected to

dwell in another state." Barnes mi toeJ.
20. On xxxviii. 17. ["Note 1) When God par-

dons sin, He casts it behind His back as pot de-

signing to look upon it with an eye ofjustice and
jealousy. He remembers it no more, to visit for

it. The pardon does not make the sin not to

have been, or not to have been sin, but not to be
punished as it deserves. When we cast oar sins

behind our back, and take no care to repent of
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CHAP. XXXIX. 1-g. 413

them, God sets them before His face, and is ready
to reckon for them ; bat when we net them before

oar face in true repentance, as David did when
his sin was ever before him, God casta them be-

hind His back. 2) When God pardons sin, He
pardons all, casts them all behind His back,

though they have been as scarlet and crimson.

3) The pardoning of sin is the delivering the soul

from the pit of corruption. 4) It is pleasant in-

deed to think of our recoveries from sickness

when we see them flowing from the remission of
sin ; then the cause is removed, and then it is in

love to the soul." M. Henry in foe.]

21. On xxxviii. 18. [Cannot hope for thy truth.

"They are shut out from all the means by which
Thy truth is brought to mind, and the offers of
salvation are presented. Their probation is at an
end ; their privileges are closed ; their destiny is

sealed up. The idea is, it is a privilege to live

because this is a world where the offers of salva-

tion are made, and where those who are conscious

of guilt may hope in the mercy of God." Barnes
tn loc.] God is not willing that any should pe-
rish, but that all should come to repentance (2
Pet iii. 9). Such is the New Testament sense of

these Old Testament words. For though Heze-
kiah has primarily in mind the preferableness of
life in the earthly body to the life in Hades, yet
this whole manner of representation passes away
with Hades itself. But Hezekiah's words still

remain true so far as they apply to heaven and
hell. For of course in hell, the place of the

damned, one does not praise God. But those that

live praise Him. These, however, are in heaven.
Rince then God wills rather that men praise Him
than not praise Him, so He is not willing that

men should perish, but that all should turn to re-

pentance ana live.

22. On xxxix. 2. "Primo (Dens) per obsidionem

et bellum, delude per gravem morbwn Ezechiam eer-

vaverat, ne in praesumtionem laberetwr. Nondum
tamen vind potuit antiquus terpens, seU redit et levat

caput suum. Adeo non possumus consistere, nisi

Deo* not affllgaL Vide* igitwr hie, quia sit afflictio-

sutm ttsus, ill mortificent scilicet carnem, quae non
potest resfare aecundas.

19 Luther.
23. On zzziz. 7. " God also punishes the mis-

deeds of the parents on the children (Ezod. zz.
5) because the children not only follow the mis-
deeds of their parents, but they also increase and
heap them up, as is seen in the posterity of Heze-
kiah, viz. : Manasaeh and Amon."

—

Cramer.

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

(The reader is referred to the Ample hints corerlog
the same matter to be found in the volume on 2 Kings,
chapters xviiL-xx. It is expedient to take advantage
of that for the sake of keeping the present volume
within reasonable bounds. Therefore but a minimum
is here given of what the Author offer*, much of which
indeed is but the repetition in another form of matter
already given.—Ts,]

1. On xzxvii. 36. " 1) The scorn and mockery
of the visible world. 2) The scorn and mockery
of the unseen world." Sermon of Domprediger
Zahn In Halle, 1870.

2. On the entire xxxviii. chapter, beside the
22 sermons in feuerlein's Nomssimorum prir
tawa, there is a great number of homiletical ela-

borations of an early date ; Waxther Maoirus,
Idea mortis et vitae iu two parts, the second of
which contains 20 penitential and consolatory

sermons on Isa. xxxviii. Danzig, 1640 and 1642.

Daniel Bchaller (Stendal) 4 sermons on
the sick Hezekiah, on Isa. xxxviii. Magdeburg,
1611. Peter Sieohund Pape in " Qott gchei-

liyhte Wochenpredigten," Berlin, 1701, 4 sermons.
JacobTichlerus (Elburq) Hiskiae Aufrichtig-

keit bewiesen in Qesundheit, Krankheit und Oene-
sung, 18 sermons on Isa. xxxviii. (Dutch), Cam-
pen, 1636. These are only the principal ones.

3. On xxxviii. 1. " I will set my house in

order. This, indeed, will not be hard for me to

do. My debt account is crossed out ; my best

possession I take along with me; my children I
commit to the great Father of orphans, to whom
heaven and earth belongs, and my soul to the

Lord, who has sued for it longer than a human
age, and bought it with His blood. Thus I am
eased and ready for thejourney." Tholuck, Stun-

den der Andacht, p. 620.

4. On xxxviii. 1. "Now thou shouldeet know
that our word 'order his house' has a very
broad meaning. It comprehends reconciliation

to God by faitn, the final confession of sin, the

last Lord's Supper, the humble committing of

the soul to the grace of the Lord, and to death
and the grave in the hope of the resurrection. In
one word: There is an ordering of the house
above. In reliance on the precious merit of mv
Saviour, I order my house above in which I wish
to dwell. Moreover taking leave of loved ones,

and the blessing of them belongs to ordering the

house. And finally order must be taken con-

cerning the guardianship of children, the abiding

of the widow, and the friend on whom she must
especially lean in her loneliness, also concerning
earthly bequests." Ahlfeld, Dae Leben tr/t

Liehte des Wortes Gotlcs, Halle, 1867, p. 522.

5. On xxxviii. 2-8. This account has much
that seems Rtrange to us Christians, but much,
too, that quite corresponds to our Christian con-

sciousness. Let us contemplate the difference be"

tween an Old Testament, and a New Testament

suppliant, by noticing the differences and the re-

semblances. \. The resemblances. 1) Distress

and grief there are in the Old, as in the New
Testament (ver. 8). 2) Ready and willing to

help beyond our prayers or comprehension (vers.

5. 6) is the Lord in the Old as in the New
Testament. II. The differences. 1) The Old
Testament suppliant appealed to his having done
nothing bad (ver. 3). The New Testament sup-
pliant says: "God be merciful to me a sinner/'

and u Give me through grace for Christ's sake
what it pleases Thee to give me." 2) The Old
Testament suppliant demands a sign (vers. 7, 8

;

comp. ver. 22); the New Testament suppliant

requires no sign but that of the crucified Son of

man, for He knows that to those who bear this

sign is given the promise of the hearing of all

their prayers (Jno. xvi. 23). 3) In Hezekiah's

case, the prayer of the Old Testament suppliant

is indeed heard (ver. 5), yet in general it has not

the certainty of being heard, whereas the New
Testament suppliant has this certainty.
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414 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

EL—THE SECOND PART.

THE TOTAL SALVATION TO COME, BEGINNING WITH REDEMP-
TION FROM THE BABYLONIAN EXILE AND CONCLUDING
WITH THE CREATION OF A NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW EARTH.

Chapters XL.-LXVL

This second principal part is occupied with
the redemption of Israel. And the Prophet con-

templates this redemption as a total, although
from its beginning, which coincides with redemp-
tion from the Babylonian exile, to its conclusion,

it takes up thousands of years. For to the gaze
of the Prophet, that, which in point of time, is

most remote, is just as near as that which is

nearest in point of time. He sees degrees, it is

true ; but the intervals of time that separate the

degrees one from another he is unable to mea-
sure. Things of the same kind he sees along
side of one another, although as to fact, the

single moments of their realization take place

one after another. Consequences that evolve out
of their premises only after a lone time he con-

templates along with the latter. Thus it happens
that the representations of the Prophet have
often the appearance of disorder. To this is

joined still another thing. Although, in general,

the Prophet's view point is in the midst of the
people as already suffering punishment and
awaiting their redemption out of it, thus the view-
point of the Exile, yet at times this relative

(ideal, prophetic) present merges into the abso-

lute, i. €., actual history of his own time where
both have an inherent likeness. But this inhe-

rent likeness becomes especially prominent where
the punishment of sin is concerned, which is the
concern of both epochs in common, that is the
epoch in which the Prophet lived, and the epoch
of the Exile.

These are the chief points of view, which must
be held fast in order to make it possible to un-
derstand this grand cycle of prophecy.
The twenty-seven chapters that compose this

cycle subdivide into three parts containing each
nine chapters. (This was first noticed by
Frtedrich Rubckebt, Heb. Propheten Qbers. u.

criautert, 1831.)

The first Ennead (chapters xl.-xlviii), has

Koree* {Cyrus) for its middle point; the second

(chapters xlix.-lvii.), the personal Servant of Je-

hovah; the third (chapters lviii.-lxvi.), the nev

creature.

In regard to the critical questions, see die In-

troduction.

[In regard to the above division the following

may be appropriate which Dr. J. A. Alex-
ander says concerning the division proposed by
himself, and which does not materially differ

from the one above, though it makes three heads

of what above is comprised in the first (xl.-

xlviii.). "These are the subjects of the Pro-

phet's whole discourse, and may be described as

present to his mind throughout ; but the degree

in which they are respectively made prominent
is different in different parts. The attempts

which have been made to show that they are

taken up successively, and treated one by one, are

unsuccessful^ because inconsistent with the fre-

quent repetition and recurrence of the same
theme. The order is not that of strict succession,

but of alternation. It is still true, however, that

the relative prominence of these great themes is

far from being constant As a general fact it

may be said that their relative positions in tots

respect answer to those they hold in the enu-

meration above given. The character of Israel,

both as a nation and a church, is chiefly promi-
nent in the beginning, the Exile and the Advent
in the middle, the contrast and change of dis-

pensations at the end. With this general con-

ception of the Prophecy, the reader can have
very little difficulty in perceiving the unity of

the discourse, and marking its transitions for

himself. Abridged Ed. Vol. II. p. 18.].

•[The Author uses thin Hebrew form of the nape
throughout the following context. We substitute for

it the common form.—Taj.

A—KORE& Chaptebs XL.—XLVIII.
The first Ennead ofchaps, xl.-lxvi. has two cha-

racteristic elements that distinguish it from the
two following Enneads: 1) The Promise of a
Hero that will come from the east, that will re-

deem Israel out of the Babylonian captivity, and
who in fact is called by his name "Korea"
xliv. 28 ; xlv. 1 : 2) The affirmation that Je-
hovah, from the fulfilment of this fact predicted
by Him, must also necessarily be acknowledged
as the only true God, as also, on the other hand,
from the inability of idols to prophesy and to

fulfil must evidently be concluded that they are
no gods. One sees from this that the Prophet
wiflhes primarily to attain a double object by the
first nine chapters of this book of consolation

:

First, Israel shall have the prospect presented of

bodily deliverance by Cyrus ; but Second, its de-

liverance also from the worship of idols shall be

made possible by means of that promise. For

the Lord intends to make it so evident that the

deliverance by Cyrus is His work, and at the

same time His victory over the idols that Israel

can no longer resist acknowledging Him as alone

divine. These two aims manifestly go hand in

hand. But now a Third is added to them.

Cyrus and Israel are themselves prophetic types

that point to a third and higher one. Each of

them represents one factor of the development of

salvation. In that third both factors nnd^ their

common fulfilment Cyrus is only the initiator

of the redemption, fie brings to an end the

seventy years
1 exile, and opens up the era of sal-
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vation. Bat the miration which he immedi-
ately brings is still only a feint twilight. On the

other hand, in himself considered) Cyras is a
grand and glorious appearance. He beams like

the son in the heavens, that is unobecored by
clouds, and that, indeed, not only in our pro*

pbecy, bat also in profane history. In this re-

spect he prefigures the element of glory that must
appear in the fulfiUer of redemption. In chap.
xlv. 1 He is called rrtfD (Messiah, anointed).

He is therefore the messiah in a lower degree.

Lowliness, reproach, suffering, nothing of this

tort is found in him. On the contrary Israel is

the lowly, despised, much enduring servant of Je-
hovah, whoj however, in his lowliness is still

strong, and in the hand of Jehovah a mighty in-

strument, partly to punish the heathen nations,

and partly to save them. This particular also

attains its conclusion in Him who fulfils the re-

demption. Therefore He is called Messiah and
Servant of Jehovah in one person. He unites both
in one : the glory and the lowliness, the kingly
form and the servant form. Thus it happens, that
in xl-xlviiL beside the promise of Cyrus (as far

as it relates to the deliverance out of the Baby-
lonian exile), and the proof of divinity (drawn
from prophecy and fulfilment) which form the
peculiar subjects of these chapters, we see those
two other elements appear in a preparative way

:

the element of glory represented by Cyrus, and
the form of the servant of God by the people
Israel Those first named subjects are concluded
in xl.-xlviii. For after xlviii. nothing more is

mid either about Cyrus or about prophecy and
fulfilment But that in Cyrus and in the people
(regarded as the servant of Jehovah) which is

typical has its unfolding in the two following
Knneads, of which the former is chiefly devoted
to the servant of God, and the latter to the glory
of the new creation. Thus, therefore, we may
say : the first Ennead forms the basis of the two
that follow, in as much as it carries out to com-
pletion the two fundamental factors of the initia-

tion of the redemption by Cyrus, and the proof
of the divinity of Jehovah drawn therefrom, but
partly, too, in that it lays the foundation for the
representation of Him who in the highest degree
is the Servant of God and King.
Let us now observe how the Prophet carries

out in detail the plan which we have just
sketched in its outlines.

In chap. xl. after the prologue, the Prophet pre-
sents first the objective then the subjective oasts of
the redemption. For this chapter, after a general
introduction (vers. 1-11) referring to the whole
book, and thus also to the subsequent parts of
chap. xL, contains first a presentation of the abso-
lote power and wisdom of God, from which fol-

lows also the impossibility of representing Him
by any natural image (vers. 12-26). If then re-
demption is objectively conditioned by the omni-
potence and wisdom of God, so it is subjectively by
that trust that Israel must repose in its God (vers.
27-31 ). This chap, contains, therefore, three parts,
and has wholly the character of a foundation.
To chapter xli. we give the superscription:

First appearance of the redeemerfrom the east and
tftkeeemmtofJehcwhyaeatethefiretcmdeec^
rea/oo/wn of the prophecy relating to this as proof

For in chapter xli.ef the divinity of Jehovah.

the Prophet begins by bringing forward as the

principal person of his prophetic drama the form
of him who as beginner of the redemption has to

stand in the foreground of the first Ennead. He
does not yet name him, but he draws him with
traits not to be mistaken, and designates him as

the one called of God, and his calling a test of

divinity which it is impossible for idols to give

(xli. 1-7). Immediately after the redeemer the

Prophet lets the redeemed appear, sis.; the

people Israel, whom he introduces as ** servant

of Jehovah " in contrast with the glorious po-

tentate from the east, for in him must appear
that other typical element, poverty and lowli-

ness, which still does no detriment to his

strength. The Prophet characterises this servant

of Jehovah primarily as the chosen one of God,
whom God will not reject but will strengthen to

victory (xli. 8-13), then again as poor and
wretched, who. notwithstanding, will be a nighty

instrument or judgment and rich in salvation and
knowledge (xli. 14-20). After he has thus de-

scribed the redeemer and the redeemed servant of

Ood, he employs in conclusion precisely this pro-

phecy of redemption a second time as the basis

of an argument which has for its conclusion the

sole divinity of Jehovah, and the nothingness of

idols (xli. 21-29).

In Chapter xlii. the third principal person ap-

pears on the scene, viz., the personal Servant of Ood
to whom both the chief personages before men-
tioned pointed ; the first of them prefiguring His
glory, the second His lowliness. He is repre-

sented first as meek, who at the same time will

be a strong refuge of righteousness (xlii. 1-4)

;

then as the personal representative of a new
covenant, who shall mediate for all nations lijyht

and right ; and at the same time this is the third

prophecy which the Lord presents as pledge of

His divine dignity (xlii. 5-9). These two stro-

phes are like a ladder that leads up to the cul-

mination. For chapter xlii. is a pyramidal
structure. In verses 10-17 the Prophet has

reached the point of the nyramid. In them the

expression " Servant of God " is no longer used.

And yet the discourse is concerning the same
that ver. 1 was designated as the Servant of Je-

hovah. He appears here in His unity with Je-

hovah in which He Himself is El-Gibbor [Ood
a mighty one]. As such, He issues out of Israel

into the blind heathen world in order partly to

judge, partly to bring them to the light of know-
ledge and or salvation. From this elevation the

following strophes recede again. And in vers.

18-21 the Servant of Jehovah, who appears here
again under this name, is portrayed as one, who
can indeed make others see and hear, but Him-
self, as one blind and deaf, goes to meet His de-

struction, yet precisely thereby secures the favor

of God, and becomes the founder of a new Tora
(law). Unhappily this new institution of salva-

tion is not accepted by unbelieving Israel. For
this reason the Prophet sees Israel as a people
robbed, plundered, and languishing in kennels
and prisons (xlii. 22-25). From his heart he
wishes that Israel might take warning from this

threatening in time, and the sooner the better.

But, alas, the Prophet knows that Israel, spite

of the Exile, in which it has already so em-
phatically experienced the chastening hand of
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its God, will not yet lay to heart this warning
With this the second discourse concludes.

Having in xli.-xlU. introduced especially the
chief persons of the redemption, vis.: the re-

deemer from the east, then the redeemed or ser-

vant (people) of God, finally the personal Servant
of God, in whom the two former combine, the

Prophet nowportrays in xliii. chiefly the redemp-
tion itself. He gives first a survey of the chufpar-
ticulars of the redemption (vers. 1-8). Having
ver. 1 assigned the reason for the redemption, he
depicts it, ver. 2, as one that shall come to pans

spite of all difficulties ; in vers. 3, 4, as such that

it must come to pass though even heathen nations

must be sacrificed for the sake of it ; in vers. 6-7

as all-comprehending, *. «., as such that it will

lead back into their home out of all lands of the
earth the members of the people of Israel

;

finally, in ver. 8, is indicated the condition that

Israel must fulfill in order to partake of this

salvation, vis. .* that it must have open eyes and
ears in a spiritual sense. To this representation

of the redemption in general, the Prophet adds
(vers. 9-13) the statement, that recurs thus for

thefourth time, that prophecy and fulfilment are

a test of divinity, and that Israel in its capacity

as servant of God is called to be witness by fur-

nishing this test After carrying out this thought,

that recurs so like a refrain, the Prophet turns

again to the chief thought or chapter xliii. He
describes the return home of Israel especially

out of the Babylonian captivity. Yet not without
finding in the Lord's manner of bringing this

about a reference to the distant Messianic salva-

tiorij in respect to its exercising also a transform-

ing influence upon nature (vers. 14-21). In the
fourth strophe of the chapter (vers. 22-28) the

Prophet treats the thought of the inward, moral
redemption, viz.: the redemption also from sin.

He lets it be known here that this inward re-

demption will by no means follow close on the
feet of the outward redemption from exile. For
Israel has never kept the law. The 'Lord has
already hitherto borne Israel's sin, and will in

future blot out the guilt of it But the Israel that

contemns the grace of God in proud self-right-

eousness will nave to be destroyed. The Lord,
however, will break the power of sin by the rich

effusion of the holy and holy-making Spirit upon
that seed of Israel that shall be chosen to serve

the Lord as His servant; and this is the thought
of the fifth strophe that includes xliv. 1-5.

Having portrayed in xli. the first redeemer and
then the redeemed, i, &, the servant (people) of

God, then in xlii the antitype of both, the second

Redeemer and Servant of God in a personal sense,

then in xliii. the redemption itself, and all this in

such a way that, interspersed, He has appealed
four times, in a refrain like repetition, to the
ability of Jehovah to prophesy in contrast with
the inability of idols, as proof of His divinity, the

Prophet now xliv. 6 sqq., makes a decided use

of this last element for which He has made such
preparation. This entire chapter is an edifice

whose substructure consists of the members of
just that argumentation, that whoever can pro-
phesy is God, and the crowning point of which
appears to us in naming the name "Kores"
(Cyrus), the way for naming it being now well
prepared, and the motive sufficient That is to

say, in xliv. 6-20, for the fifth time, in a drawn-
out recapitulation extending through three stro-

phes, it is set forth that Jehovah, as the only

true God, can alone prophesy, and that He is

God He will now prove by a grand prophetic

transaction for the salvation of Israel. Accord-
ingly, in the first strophe (xliv. 6-11) the Prophet
shows that Israel possesses the stronghold of iti

salvation in its living, everlasting God, who can

prophesy, and has prophesied, which Israel also

as a witness must testify to, whereas the senseless

makers of idols must go to destruction. In the

second strophe (xliv. 12-17), in order to set forth

the senselessness of idol worship most convin-
cingly, the manufacture of idols is described in a

drastic way. In the third strophe (xliv. 18-20)
in order on the one hand to explain the possi-

bility of such senseless acts as making idols, the

deep reason of it is pointed to. vis. .- the blind-

ness of men's hearts and minds; on the other

hand however the Prophet points to the destruc-

tive effects of this insane behaviour. In the fourth

strophe (xliv. 21-28) the Prophet attains finally

the culmination. He first deduces briefly the

consequences from the foregoing. Before all he
reminds that Israel is Jehovah's servant, i. &,

property, which the Lord has bought for Him-
self by graciously blotting out his guilt This
ransomed servant may return home (note the

highly significant H240 xliv. 22). Then there is

a second brief reminder of Jehovah's omnipotent

divinity, and, in contrast with it of the necessary

disgrace ofidols and their soothsayers. In contract

with the latter it is finally declared with all empha-
sis: Jehovah makes true the word of -His prophets.

Therefore Israel will and must have a happy re-

turn home, and Cyrus shall the prince be called

who shall accomplish this decree of Jehovah.

With this we have the culmination of the

cycle of prophecy in chapters xl.-xlyiii. and in

respect ot space have reached the middle of it

For, if, we leave aside xl., as a general laying

of a foundation, and remember that the prophecy

relating to Cyrus begins with xli., we have

here at the close of xliv., four discourses be-

hind us, and still four discourses before us.

In chapter xlv., the prophecy remains at the

elevation which it attained at the close of chapter

xliv. We may therefore designate this discourse

as the culmination of the cycle of prophecy in

xl.-xlviii. and its contents as " Cyrus and the

effects of his appearance." For we are informed

in xlv. 1-7 what shall be brought about by

Cyrus, whom the Lord has chosen and designates

as His anointed (TrB^D), and what three-fold

object will be secured thereby. But we learn

xlv. 8-13 that Cyrus is the beginner and founder

of the era of salvation promised to Israel, al-

though according to appearance this seems not

to be, and the faintheartedness of Israel requires

the assurance that Cyrus is certainly called to

accomplish the outward restoration of the holy

people and of the holy city. The Prophet even

gives the further assurance, that, beade^ that

northern world-power directly ruled by Cyras,

even the southern, i. e., Egypt with the lands of

its dominion, convinced by the salvation accru-

ing to Israel from Cyrus, shall be converted to

Jehovah and will join itself to His people (xlv.
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14-17). Filially, however, in consequence of the
saving effect proceeding from Cyrus, this greatest

advantage shall eventuate, viz. : that Israel, when
it sees the heathen north and south converted to

Jehovah, shall at last and definitively abjure
idols, and give itself up wholly and entirely to

its God, so that from that time on humanity
entire shall have become a spiritual Israel (xlv.

18-25). In the seventh discourse (chapter xlvi.)i

as also in the eighth (chapter xlvii.) the obverse

side of this picture of the future brought about
by Cyrus is shown. In xlvi. namely, we have
presented first the downfall of the Babylonian
tdois; but connected with this, also the gain that
Israel shall derive from this, for its knowledge
of God. That is to say. Israel will come to see
that there is a great difference between Jehovah
who carries His people, and those idols that are
carried by beasts of burden into captivity (xlvi.

1-4). In fact Israel will know, too, which just

such a difference exists between Jehovah and
the images that are meant to represent Him (of

which xl. 18, 25 has discoursed), for the latter

also are idols that need to be carried (xlvi. 5-7).

Israel will actually draw the conclusion that the

Lord here presses home for the sixth time, viz,

:

that the God who can prophesy and fulfill, who,
in particular, has correctly announced before-

hand the ravenous bird from the east, must be
the right God (xlvi. 8-11). But the Prophet
foresees that not all Israelites will draw from the
facts so far mentioned that advantage for their

religious life that, according to Jehovah's inten-

tion, they ought. Will not this make pro-
blematical the realization of the promised salva-

tion ? He replies to this question, " No." For
the righteousness and salvation of God must
come in spite of the hard-heartedness of Israel

(xlvi. 12. 13). The eighth discourse is occu-
pied wholly with Babylon. It paints in drastic

images the deep downfall of it, exposes the rea-

sons (the harshness against Israel transcend-
ing the measure that God would have, and the
secure arrogance xlvii. 1-7), and shows the use-

lessness of all the means employed to rescue

Babylon, both those derived from the worship
of demons and those which the connections with

other nations seem to offer (xlvii. 8-15). The
ninth discourse, finally, (xlviii.) is recapitulation

and conclusion. After an address to Israel that

displays the motives that prompt Jehovah's in-

terest in the nation (xlviii. 1, 2) the Prophet
makes prominent for the seventh time the import-

ance of prophecy for the knowledge of Qod. He
points Israel to the fulfilment of the old prophe-
cies, that they had experienced and verified in

order to move them to faith in the new that con-

cern the redemption from exile (xlviii. 3-11).

Then the chief contents of this new prophecy is

repeated : what idols cannot, Jehovah can do,

for He promises and brings on a redeemer that

shall accomplish the will of God on Babylon
(xlviii. 12-15;. But Israel is summoned to go
out of Babylon as out of an opened prison house,

and to proclaim to all the world that the Lord
by Cyrus has led His people out of Babylon and
home, as He did by Moses out of Egypt (xlviii.

20-21). We join these verses close on ver. 15
because the contents of both passages demand it
The verses 16 and 17-19 are two insertions. The
first, which is very obscure, appears to be a side

remark of the Prophet's, to the effect that the
wonderful things discoursed in xl.-xlvii. were to
himself not known from the beginning, but
learned only in the moment of their creation (in

a prophetic sense, comp. on xlviii 6), but now
by the impulse of the Spirit he has made them
known. Verses 17-19 are of a retrospective

nature. They contain the lament of the Lord
that Israel did not sooner give heed to His com-
mands ; for thereby it would have partaken of
the blessing given to the patriarchs without the
chastening agency of the Exile. Ver. 22 finally

(which occurs again as to the words at the close

of chap, lviii., and in respect to sense at the close

of chap, lxvi.) is a refrain-like conclusion in-

tended (in contrast with the consolatory words
that begin the entire book of consolation chapters
xl.-lxvi. and its principal parts) to call to mind
the important truth, that this consolation is not
unconditionally offered to all. For the wicked
can have no share in it.

This, in its essentials, is my opinion of the
plan and order of chapters xl.-xlviii.

I.—THE FIEST DISCOURSE.
The Prologue : the Objeotive and Subjective basis of Redemption.

Chapter XL.
1. THE PROLOGUE OF THE SECOND PART AND OP THE FIRST DISCOURSE..

Chapter XL. 1-11.

1 CoifFORTye, comfort ye my people,

Saith your God.
2 Speak ye Comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her,

That her Varfare is accomplished,
That aher iniquity is pardoned

:

bPor she hath receivea of the Lord's hand
Double for all her sins.

3 The voice of him that crieth °in the wilderness,

Prepare ye the way of the Lord,
Make straight in the desert a highway for our God.

4 Every valley shall be exalted,

And every mountain and hill shall be made low

:
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And the crooked shall be made 'straight,

And dthe rough places 'plain

:

And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed,

And all flesh shall see it together:

For the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it

•The voice said, Cry. And he said, What shall I cry f

All flesh is grass,

And all the goodliness thereof is as the flower of the field

:

The grass withereth, the flower fadeth :

Because the spirit of the Lord bloweth upon it

:

Surely the people is grass.

The grass withereth, the flower fadeth

:

But the word of our Grod shall stand forever.

*0 Zion, that bringest good tiding^ get thee up into the high mountain

;

•O Jerusalem, that bringest good tidings,

Lift up thy voice with strength

;

Lift it up, be not afraid

;

Say unto the cities of Judah, Behold your God I

feehold, the Lord God will come "with strong hand,

And his arm shall rule for him

:

Behold his reward is with him,

And 8his work before him.

He shall feed his flock like a shepherd:

He shall gather the lambs with his arm,
And carry them in his bosom,
And shall gently lead those *that are with young.

10

11

* Hob. to the heart * Or, appointed time.
* Or, a plain place.
* Or, thou that tellest good tidings to Jerusalem.
* Or, recompensefor his work.

* her guilt has been enjoyed. * thai.
* the connecting ridges become valley bottoms.
* the breath ofJehovah blew on it

» Or, a straight place.
* Or, O thou that tellest good tidings to Zion.
T Or, against the strong.
• Or, that give suck.

• prepare in the wilderness.
• Bark! there speaks, •• cry / And there replies: "what* etc
i as a strong one.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. L The rhetorical form of anadiplosls (epana-

lepsis, epizeuxis) occurs, Indeed, principally in the

second part (xl. 1; xli. 27; zlili. 11, 25 ; xlviii. 11,16 ; li.

9, 12, 17 ; Hi. 1, li ; lvti. 6, 14, 19 ; Izii. 10 ; Izy. 1). But it

occurs also not unfrequently in passages of the first

part that are the acknowledged productions of Isa.

(viiL 9 ; zviii. 2, 7 ; xzL 11 ; zzriii. 10, 13 ; zziz. L Com p.,

beside zv. 1; zzi. 9; xziv. 16; xzri. 8,15; xxvii. 6;

zxxviii. 11, 17, 19. Agreeably to the character of this

section, the Piel DH3 occurs oftener in the second

part: zl.1; zliz.l3;"ll 8,12, 19; 1U. 9; fad. t; Izri. 13

(Pual liy. 11; lzri. 13). Piel occurs twice in the first

part: zii. J ; zxii. 4. The passages zlix. 13 ; li. 8, 12;

lit 9; lzvi. 13, are manifest echoes of the present

passage DJJ with the suffix referring to Jehovah, as

it suits the contents of the second part, is found there

oftener than in the first: comp. ill. 12; z. 2, 24; zzxii.

13,18,withzLl; zliii. 20; xlvii. 6; 1L 4, 16; lii. 5sq.;

xzTiii. 6 ; zxz. 26; Mil. 1 ; lzy. 10, 19, etc

The expression 'K ">DK\ ss an introductory form-

ula, is peculiar to Isaiah ; for it is found only in Isaiah,

and that in both parts: 1,11,18; zzziiL 10; zl. 1, 25;

zli. 21 ; lzvi 9 (comp. Elkvxbt, Bchtheit der jesajan,

Weissag, I. p. 239 sqq.). The Imperfect "IDW corres-

ponds to the aim of chapters zl.-lzvi. Comp., the

formula with which the Prophet introduces the prophe-

cies he addresses to the present church (" 12*1 Ipffltf

i 10; * DJO t 24; 'U1 H?n Itf* IJJH "ii! 1, itc\

comp. Tii. 3i' 7, 10; viiL 1,6, ll*xlv. 28? zzj^ etc). 1DR»,
taken exactly, is for us an untranslatable yerbal form,

GRAMMATICAL.
that, according to its original sense, designates the

thought neither as present nor future, nor in any way
as one to be estimated by time measuro, but one to be

estimated by the measure of its mode of existence.

That is, the Imperfect designates, not that which ha*

objectively come into actual existence, bat what Is only

present some way subjectively. In other words, 1DK\
standing at the beginning of the second part, cha-

racterises it as addressed to an ideal church. In itselt

indeed, 1DK" can mean, "he will speak." Thus it Is

taken bySma, v. HonLunr (Schr\ftbew. II. L p. 91, Avsg.

v. J. 1353), and KiosTsaMAsnr (ZeUschrift f. Luth. Th. «.

K. 1876, 1, p. 24 sqq.) ; the last named of whom, however,

errs in thinking that the following discourse vers. 3-11

gives the Imperfect the direction toward the future.

For what follows, and is separated by intermediate

members can never determine the specific sense of a

Hebrew verbal form. 1DIC can, also in itself mean fre-

quent repetition (Dzunscn). But all these significa-

tions are too special. The subjective force of the Im-

perfect is capable of various signification according to

the context Here at the beginning we are much too

little aufaitt to assign to the word a construction as de-

finite as those ezpositors would do. Here we know from

the 1DK'1 only this much, that what follows is to be re-

garded, not as something that has just gone forth, some-

thing to be executed st once for the present church,

but as an ideal word ofGod according to its point of de-

parture and aim. We have said above that 0J? with a

suffix referring to Jehovah occurs much oftener in the

second part than in the first. The same is to be said
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of DM^K with the suffix referring to Israel. '7lSK oc-

curs twice in the first part (vii. 13 ; xxv. 1), five times In

the second (xl. ST; xllx.4,6; lvii. SI; lxi. 10); UTlSlt
six times in the first pert (i. 10; xxv. 9; xxvi. 18; xxxv.
S; xxxvi. 7; xxxvii. 20), eight times in the second (xl.

3,8; xlii. 17; UL 10; It. 7; lix. 13; lxL 2*6); «pnStt in

the first pert properly only onee in the sense here under
review (vii. 11 ; beside this xxxvii. 4, 10), six times in the

second (xli. 10, 13; xlilL 8; xlvill. 17; 1L 16; lr. 6);

s)3JSrt occurs not at all in the first part, on the other

hand nine times in the second (1L 20, 22; UL 7; liv. 6;

lx. 9, 19; lxii. 3, 6; lxvi. 9); DD'TiSk in the first part

only xxxr. 4, in the second xL 1, 9 ; lix. 2; mSK in the

sense meant here only 1. 10; Mil. 2; TVnSlt and

DtlTI7K occur in this sense in neither part It is quite

natural that the affectionate words of endearment
should occur oftener in the book of comfort than in the
book of threatening.

Ver. 2. The question might be raised whether *3 is

to be construed as a causal particle. But in that case

imp must be referred to what precedes, and that, say,

in the sense of MtSo *K">p (Jer. It. 3) in order that it

may not stand as flat and superfluous. This construc-
tion is not allowable here because llOp must be closely

connected with the preceding 3S-S.P 1131.

We must therefore refer imp to what follows, and

'3, in the sense of " that," introduces the objective

clause. K33f only here and Dan. vili. 12 is used as
T T

feminine. The reason seems to me to lie in this, that
in both passages the word is conceived as collective, i.

«h as designation, not of a single conflict, but of a mul-
titude of conflicts, of a long continued period of con-

flict. kSd of time (eomp. Gen. xxv. 24 ; xxix. 21 ; Jer.

xxv. 12) occurs again in Isaiah only lxv. 20 in the PieL

The expression D%
Sl)3 occurs elsewhere only Job

xi. 6; the singular, also, Sfl3, duplicate, only Job

xli. 4.

Ver. 3. Piel 1#\ M make straight," occurs again only

xlv. 2, 13.—T131J?, regio ortdo, apart from xxxv. 1, 6,

occurs in part first only xxxiil. 9; whereas in part
second, beside the present it occurs xli. 19; li. 8.

H70D occurs in the same sense as here xi. 16; xix. 28;
lxii 10; comp. xxxiil. 8 ; xlix. 11 ; lix. 7. It occurs be-
side viL 3 ; xxxvL 2. It is

M the highway, embankment
road, eaoitssee."

Ver. 4. 7§tf a word of frequent recurrence, espe-

cially in the second introduction : ii. 9, 11, 12, 17 ; v. 16

;

then x.33; xxix. 4; xxxii. 18; also the antithesis of
in and 7\p2i in parallelism occurs very often in part

first: ii. 14; x. 82; xxx. 17, 25; xxxi. 4, and somewhat
oftener still in part second: xL 4, 12; xli 16 ; xlii. 16;

liv. 10; Iv. 12 ; lxv. 7. 3pjp in the present sense only

here; comp. Jer. xvii.9. hifrft xi. 4 in the ethical

sense ; xlii. 16. D3"} •«". Ary., from 031 aUigavit Kxod.

xxviii. 28; xxxix. 21,' Uk«Jugum from JuZger* " the Join-
ing," particularly the union between two mountains,
• the yoke."

Ver. 5. n^pl again in Isaiah only xli. 18; lxiii. 14.

The expression " Tf33 la found in Isaiah again

only xxxv. 2 ; lviii. 8 ; lx. 1.
'*

T133 nSlJ does not oo-

cur again in Isaiah. The expression seems to connect

with * T133 HIC"1J in the Pentateuch : Exod. xvi. 10;

Lev. ix. 6; Num.'xiv. 10, etc ^3"S3 found again

only xlix. 26; lxvi. 16, 23, 24; with following ITT again

only in Job xxxiv. 16. The clause 1K11 to HFV i» to

.

be referred to what precedes, and not to what follows.

For if im were to be taken in the sense of spiritual

seeing, of knowing, still it would be a secondary thought

that all flesh shall know that revelation as one that was

announced beforehand. The chief thing will be that

they will verify with their own eyes that revelation.

And this seeing shall win them to the Loan. Moreover

1K1 evidently corresponds to the preceding nSjJ.

Therefore the pronominal object must be supplied to

1IO as is often the case. The causal clause 1 ^ 'D O
relates to all that precedes.

Ver. 6. Notice the verbal form 10K with a simple

Vav eopulaUounu It does not say IDK'1. That would

be to present this saying as a new chief member of the

eotuecutio rerum, of the succession of facts that nat-

urally unfold themselves. That might and perhaps

would have happened were it a merely earthly transac-

tion that is treated. To represent such in the complete-

ness of its successive points, it must have read:

'ui pn *Jp* no iDst'i "WDk Sip yoetei. But

the Prophet translates us into the spirit world where
time and space cease. There what with us develops one
after another is side by side. For this reason the Pro-

phet here makes use of a form of speech which other-

wise serves only to fill out some trait or to mention ac-

companying circumstances: comp. vi.3; xxi. 7; xxix.

11 sq. ; lxv. 8. lfr3n~S3: 1fef3 is meant collectively
T T - T |

or as designation of the genus : whereas in lfeQ-73
ver. 6 (each flesh) it has individual signification.

Ver. 7. The perfects tfy and S3J must not be oom-
"T "T

pared with the aoristu* gnomiem of the Greeks (nor

even xxvi. 9 ; comp. my remarks in toe.). For only that

Hebrew verbal form that has, too, the notion of succes-

sion, therefore includes that of time, vU. : the iroperf.,

with Vav cone., can be compared with the Greek aorist.

Here, as in xxvi 9, the perf., designates timeless ob-

jectivity and reality. '3 is not a for," but a when."
Were it taken in the sense of " for," then the nature of
the wind would be designated as the eonetant cause of

the withering of vegetation. But it withers also when
its time comes, without wind. But when a hot desert

wind (xviiL4; Jer. iv. 11) blows, then it withers espe-

cially quick. 3Efa flavit, inflavtty occurs in Eal only here.
- T

Hiph. Gen. xv. 11 ; Ps. oxlvli. 18. There is much un-

certainty about the origin of tne particle |3K. Gbsxm.

(Thee. p. 668 under nS), Fuxest. (Lex. under pH and

|3) and Ewxld ? 206 d seem to me to be right in main-

taining that px, on account of its derivation from p,
has resident in it an argumentative meaning. Thus
Fuxrst. regards it primarily as ** a strengthened p —
therefore in a resumptive apodosis." He refers in proof

to Exod. ii. 14 and to our passage. And in fact Exod. ii.

14 seems to involve the drawing of a conclusion. For
after Moses perceived the defiant answer of the He-
brew man, he cries out: ^311"! 1H1J ?3K. Would not

T T - w - " T
this be most correctly rendered :

** is the matter there-

fore really known ?" It is clear that the omission of

ver. 7 in the Alexand. and Vatic text of the LXX. is

owing to arbitrariness, if not to oversight. Kom,
Gmkhius, Hrrno, who regard the whole verse, or at least

7 6 as a gloss, as M a very diluted, sense-disturbing
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thought," as " an ejaculation of a reader/* only prove

thereby how little they have understood the sense and

connection of the prophetic discourse.

Ver. 8. The words V2fT1 BfcT are taken verbatim from

xv. 6, like VTf Saj from xxviiL 1, where we find y*
hi}- The expression Dip* "Ol occurs in Isa. Till. 10,

comp. riL 7.

Ver. 9. Piel ifeft is exclusively peculiar to part

second : xli. 27 ; UL 7 ; lx. 6 ; lxi. 1, a fact that need oc-

casion no surprise. For it Is natural, that the word,

which means «vayy«At£ir, should be found chiefly in

the «wayytt*orof the Old Testament S^p D^H xiii.

*, Mil. 1. T03 comp. "T r03 x. 18. With that ex-

ception T13 occurs only In the second part : (xxxrii.

»,; xl.26,'29,81; xlLl; xliv. 12; xlix. 4; I 2; IxliiL

The expression KVH S* is very frequent not only

in Isaiah but also in the whole Old Testament ; viL 4

;

viii. 12; x< 24 j xxxv. 4; xxxviL 6 ; xl. 9; xli. 10, 13, 14;

xliiL 1. 6; xliv. 2; 1L 7; 11v. 4, 14. D3'7iSk fUn
strongly reminds one, and just by reason of what fol-

lows, of xxxr. 4. Comp. beside xxv. 9. The expression

is found in no other Prophet.

Ver. 10. p?Tl3, 2 tumtitu. pTTI occurs agate xxvii.

I; xxviii. 2. HIST ^JIK occurs ten times in the first

part: iiL 15; viL 7 ; x. 24, etc., and thirteen times in the

socond part: xlviii. 16; xlix. 22; 1. 4,6,9, etc The

clause lS nStfD JHT1 Is not co-ordinate with the fore-

going chief clause, but subordinate to it. It is a clause

expressive of situation (comp. Ewald, ( 306, e; 841 a,

sqq.), that more precisely explains the notion pm3.
\l is properly Dat. commodi, not mere Dot ctkicu*

as in }S «S# ver. 9, which is, moreover, to be seen from

the masculine j*?. For were it Dot cthicut, then, cor-

responding to the gender of jn?, H must read ph.

Ver. 11. It is remarkable that the verb ftp*) is never

used in part first in the sense of M to pasture,** the ac-

tion ofthe shepherd, although fyjyy "•hepherda" oc-

curs xxxL 4 (xxxviii. 12), (comp. v. 17; xi.7; xiv. 30;
xxvii 10; xxx. 2-1). In part second, also, the word
means " pasture** in the active sense only once: lxL 6,

three times ** pasture * of beasts : xliv. 20; xlix. 9 ; lxv.

26. njtp " shepherd ** in part second : xliv. 28; Ivi.

11; lxlii.'ll. Tiy M the flock** found again xvIL 2;

xxxli. 14. D'l6o — D"So. from ^O occurs in
• ti t : • i

Isaiah only here (comp. 1 Sam. xv. 4). Beside this

nSd lxv. 2"». p*n occurs again only lxv. 6, 7.

The word frtSj? is joined Gen. xxxiii. 18 with JK3f and

•^p3 ; is used therefore of sucking beeves and sheen,

1 Sam. vi. 7, 10 of sucking beeves alone, Ps. lxxvili. 71

as here used of both without addition. The word oc-

curs only here in I.*aiah. But comp S*i#, " the suck-
ling" xlix. 16; lxv. 20.

1

;,;0, which has in Gen. xlviL

17 the meaning ** to bring through,** muUn&art* 2 Chr.

j
xxxli. 22, the meaning ** to protect, hedge about,** and

1

slso Isa. 11. 18 the meaning " careful guiding,** occurs in

|
Isaiah beside here and the passage just named, only

xlix. 10.

EXEGETICaX AND CRITICAL.

1. We have here before us the Prologue both

of the first discourse and of the entire prophetic

cycle of xl. 12—lxvi. 24. For the representation

of Jehovah as the comforter after protracted suf-

fering (vers. 1, 2), as the true One, whose word
abides when all that is earthly is destroyed (vers.

6-8), and as the true shepherd that leads His peo-

ple with paternal care (ver. 11) corresponds to

what follows (xl. 12 and onwards), wherein Jeho-
vah is portrayed as the infinite, incomparable,

almighty God, and the restorer or His people, so

that we find in our passage the keynote of the

whole of part second of Isaiah's prophecies. Their
contents are predominantly consolatory ; but our
passage is like the outline of the thoughts of peace
therein unfolded. The outward form of the dis-

course, moreover, bears the imprint of this inward
correspondence. The entire second part is domi-
nated by the fundamental number three. For it

is composed of three subdivisions, of which each
consists of three times three, therefore nine dis-

courses. But our Prologue consists first of an in-

troduction that contains twice three clauses. By
three imperatives, namely ("comfort ye," "speak
ye," "cry 19

) it is announced that the Lord has a
comforting message for His people, and bv three

clauses, each of which begins with '3 (" that,"

" that," "for") is stated what is the contents of
this joyful message (vers. 1, 2). Hahn was the

first to maintain (what Delttzsch, too, finds

"not without truth," p. 408) that these three

clauses beginning with '2 correspond to the three

calls that follow (vers. 3-5, 6-8, 9-11) and to the
three parts of the book, not only in respect to

number but also their contents. That there is a
correspondence in respect to number can hardly
be doubted. But that the contents corresponds to
the three times three corresponding degrees can
only be made out by great ingenuity.

After the prologue of the prologue, there fol-

low, as remarked, three calls, each of which com-
prises three Masoretic verses. But by the similar
beginnings of the three calls, and by their inter-
na! arrangement, it appears certain that the Ma-
soretic division into verses corresponds in general
here to that division into periods intended also
by the author. Only in regard to the first run
(behold) at the close of ver. 9 (comp. below) there
may be a divergence. Each of the three calls
begins with a vivid dramatic announcement And
here, in fact, occurs a remarkable gradation. The

first call is introduced by the simple K*Mp 7lp

(" Hark ! a call "). The second call begins with
the extended formula, containing a summons to

call mp* HO 1DK1 mp tDK Sip. The third

call, finally, begins with a still more comprehen-
sive formula of summons. It contains three mem-
bers : 1) go up on a high mountain evangelist Zion •

2) raise with might thy voice evangelist Jerusalem

-

3) raise it, fear not, say to the title* of Judah. Here-
with it is worthy of notice that the third member
itself has again three verbs ("raise, "be not
afraid," "say"). There follows then on thin

threefold formula of summons a threefold run
(behold) vers. 9, 10. Here, perhaps, the Maso-
retic division into verses may not quite corres-

pond to the meaning of the Prophet. For if the
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first njn corresponds to the two that follow, then

the clause introduced by it ought rather to be re-

ferred to what follows. Verse 9, accordingly,

ought to end with the word Judab. The con-
cluding verse (11) also contains three members:
1) he shallfeed hisfiock like a shepherd; 2) he shall

gather bosom; 3) shall gently lead with

young. According to this the division into threes

is not absolutely carried out in the prologue, but
only just so far as it could be done without spirit-

less, outward mechanism, and tiresome monotony,
and with such delicacy that it reveals itself only
to close observation and not at all in a disagree-

able way. Thereby the Prophet has proved
himself to be a real artist Moreover this tri •

partite division has its complete analogy in Isai-

ah's style in that twofold division that we noticed

in the second introduction and in chaps, xxiv.

—

xxvii.

In regard to the order of thought, the three
calls contain a threefold specification of that gen-
eral announcement of salvation contained in vers.

1 and 2. The first call (vers. 3-5) expresses the
thought that now is the time to get out of the way
every outward and inward obstacle that may ob-
struct the promised revelation of glory. The se-

cond call (vers. 6-8) declares that all earthly glory
—even of the elect people—must be destroyed
before and in order that Jehovah's promise of
glory may be fulfilled in its complete sense. The
third call, finally, (vers. 9-11) summons Israel,

which is in exile, to rally to its Lord, who comes
as Redeemer, and to commit itself to His faithful,

parental guidance.
2. Comfort all her sins.—Vers. 1, 2.

With three emphatically comforting words the
Prophet begins. For the twice-repeated IDnJ,

that stands significantly at the head, as the stamp,
so to speak, of the entire second part, is not alone

comforting. The object "my people," that de-

pendson i t, is quite as much so. Although judged
and exiled, Israel had not ceased to be Jehovah's
people, the elect peculiar people. It is usual to

understand the prophets to be the ones addressed.

But it was not possible for every Israelite to hear
the voice of a prophet directly. Hence there lies

also in the words a summons to carry the pro-

phetic word further. Every one shall help to

comfort. Each one shall contribute his part, so

that the comforting word of God may come to all

the members of the people. Not once only will

the Lord assure Israel of His consolation. With
emphasis in ver. 2 He summons the same ones
whom He had already commanded in ver. 1 to.

comfort His people, to speak to the heart of Jeru-
salem (personification and metonymy at the same
time, comp. iv. 4 ; xl. 9 ; xli. 27). The phrase

3V" 7J7 "O"! (to speak out over the heart, to charm
the heart, to cover with words, to sooth, to quiet)

occurs elsewhere eight times in the Old Test.:

Gen. xxxiv. 3 ; L 21 ; Jud. xix. 3; Ruth ii. 13

;

2 Sam. xix. 8 ; 2 Chron. xxx. 22 ; xxxii. 6 ; Hos.
ii. 16.^ Whereas " speak ye to the heart " implies
affecting address, l"Wp (call ye) involves rather

the notion of loud, strong and clear speaking. By
every means the conviction must be brought to

the people that now the time of grace is at hand,
—toy, militia, "warfare" is used here figura-

tively at in Job vii. 1; x. 17; adv. 14. As in

general the trials and troubles of this life can be
set forth as conflicts (comp. Eph. vi. 11 sqq. ; 1

Tim. vi. 12 ; 2 Tim. ii. 3 sqq. ; iv. 7), so here the
whole time of Israel's affliction and suffering and
especially the exile is designated as a time of

conflict.

The second clause 1W WTJ ^ ("for her
guilt is thoroughly tasted "), is difficult. First

of all it must be noted that the Prophet has here
in mind the passages Lev. xxvi. 34, 41, 43. It is

said there that when the judgment of exile shall

come upon the people Israel the land will be de-
sert, and by tnat means shall enjoy the rest

which it could not enjoy so long as the land was
inhabited by a disobedient people that would
not observe the prescribed Sabbath seasons

crrSy Dsrotfj DTnhatfa rxratHh nete pk
T V T V I I • I V " I ~ I T I IT V ~:

Lev. xxvi. 35). The land will then enjoy its time

ofi^t(n,nh3^-nK nrWyer. 34). TTin with

the accusative is " to have pleasure in something,
enjoy something, deleetari aliquare" The Hiph.
™")n that stands parallel with HJf"|n is nothing

else than a direct causative Hiphil which means
" deleelalionem agere, to pursue pleasure," thus sig-

nifies continued, undisturbed enjoyment ; as e. g.

D'pEftl is not merely quietum facers but quietum

agere (vii. 4), and like expressions, such as

J'DBfrl, |*3Sn, etc^ signify not merely " make fat,

make white/' but a continued activity whose pro-
duct is

"
to be fat, to be white" In contrast with

this thought that the land shall enjoy its period
of rest stands now the other (Lev. xxvi. 41, 43)
that the people in exile shall enjoy their guilt

:

'' the land also shall be left of them, and shall

enjoy her sabbaths, while she lieth desolate with-
out them ; and they shall accept of the punish-

mentoftheir iniquity w (Wty-AK «T DP] "they

shall enjoy their fault/1
ver. 43). This expres-

sion " enjoy their guilt" is manifestly ironical.

Whereas the absence or the wicked people is for

the land a benefit, an enjoyment, the people in
exile must enjoy the fruit of their disobedience.
They must at last taste how bitter and bad it is to

forsake the Lord (Jer. ii. 19), after having been
unwilling to believe that apostacy from the Lord
was ruinous. Ifnow |\P rnn lBfrui culpa, deleetari

culpa, then p^ ny*U is the passive of it, and means

"the fault is enjoyed, thoroughly tasted." Niph.

•"*¥")?» *t ** true» occurs in many places where it is

used of the favorable acceptance of sacrifices.

But there it means "enjoyed," "accepted as
lovely enjoyment," "to be pronounced^ wel-
come." Moreover this use is found only in Le-
viticus: i. 4; vii. 18; xix. 7; xxii. 23, 25, 27.

If
pjf

ever had the meaning "guilt offering,"

then the matter would be quite simple. For then

H)HJ HJiy would mean "their guilt offering is fa-

vorably accepted." But it never has this mean-
ing. We can only say therefore that the Prophet

construes rflHJ in the sense of " is enjoyed/ 1
so

that it forms the antithesis of WW WV, Levit.

xxvi. 41, 43.

That mournful time when Israel must enjoy the
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bitter fruits of its sin is now gone. The peculiar

ironical antithesis of " the land shall enjoy her
sabbaths/' and " they shall enjoy their fault," has

the effect that we are necessitated to hear now of

an enjoyed, thoroughly tasted guilt-broth into

which they have broken crumbs for themselves

and have now eaten it up. The third clause be-

ginning with '2 is best construed as an objective

clause parallel with the two preceding objective

clauses. For if it were a causal clause, as Hahn
would have it, it must be so indicated by an un-
mistakable causal particle opposed to the two ob-

jective particles preceding. But that the Perfect

nnp7 ifl not to be taken in a future sense (" in

time to come receives," Hahn) is plain from the
parallelism with the foregoing Perfects. Nor can

D]733 mean the double amount of salvation

(Hahn, comp. lxi. 7), for neither nnp7, nor

rrnKOrrSD3 suits that The former does not for

the reasons already given ; the latter does not be-

cause it must in that case read flnR For how
Hahn can say that the sins are the means by
which Jerusalem comes into possession of a dou-
ble amount of salvation is incomprehensible. If
Jerusalem bad not committed these sins, would it

then have been the worse off for it ? The Prophet
can therefore only mean to say that Jerusalem has
received double punishment, has been chastised
with double rods. Then 3 is the preposition of re-

compense, as the recompense may be regarded
as the means in order to acquiring the thing

[" comp. Gen. ixix. 18, /T\JS, properly by means

of Rachel, as the price is the means by which one
acquires the work or the wares." From Br. 21.'a

Gromm.—Tr.].
But how can it be said that Jehovah has laid

on double the punishment deserved ? How does
this agree with His justice ? One must remember
first that the executors of the judgments against
Israel did not merely restrict themselves to the
measure of chastisement determined by Jehovah,
but ex propriis intensified it, and thus Drought on
Israel a measure of punishment pressed down and
shaken together (x. 7; Jer. 1. 7, 11, 17, etc.). Yet
if Jehovah permitted this. He is still accountable
for it, seeing He could hinder it. And Jer. xvi.
18: "And first I will recompense their iniquity
and their sin double" shows that this severe mea-
sure was intended by God. But was it really too.

severe ? Deutzsch is right in saying that the
expression is not to be taken in a juristic sense.
It is rather to be taken rhetorically. It is an hy-
perbola, meant to set forth the compassionating
love of God in the clearest light. For this love
is at once ro high and so humble that it accuses
and excuses itself as if it had done too much in
the wayof punishment Thereby, too, it betrays
the motive for that overflowing salvation it pro-
poses to display. For if one has given others so
much pain, he will gladly make it up by so much
the greater benefaction.

It is to be noticed that in vers. 1, 2, first the
Prophet speaks. For by means of "saith your
God" he takes up the word himself in order to
introduce the Lord as speaking the remaining
words to iUyr. In the latter half of ver. 2 the

Prophet himself again speaks, as appears from
" the hand of the Lord." The Prophet there-
fore partly cites the verba ipeUnma of Jehovah,
partly states what the Lord has done. This is

the usual manner of prophetic announcements.
It is necessary to note this here, because in what
follows there is joined in climax fashion an tm-
usual form of announcement

2. The voice hath spoken it.—Vera.
3-6. The Prophet hears a voice. He does not

say whence or from whom the voice came. This
is unusual. For if now and then in other cases

the prophets hear terrestrial or super-terrestrial

voices, still in every case the source of it is ex-

plained. The context makes known whence and
why the voice sounds (comp. xxi. 11 ; Ezek. i.

28: Dan. x. 9). Here one learns only that a
voice sounded. This is manifestly a rhetorical

embellishment The Prophet would make pro-

minent thereby the importance of what follows

by saying that it was important to him in an

especially solemn way by a special superter-

restrial voice. tOlp /1p can in itself mean

:

"a voice cries" (comp.e.?. Mic vi. 9). But it

is more drastic and consonant with other analo-

gies to take the words as an exclamatory phrase

and as a genitive relation (comp. vi. 4 ; xiii. 4 ; Hi.

8 ; lxvL 6). A heavenly messenger, then, brings

the command to prepare for the Lord the way
through the desert (vers. 3, 4). This com-
mand has evidently a double sense. For in the

first place the people shall in fact be redeemed
out of exile and be brought back home. And
Jehovah Himself will conduct this return, as

appears beyond doubt from vers. 9-1 1. But the

Lord will lead them in order that the journey of
the people may be made easy and prosperous
without obstacle or attack (comp. xh. 17 sqq.

;

xliii. 1 sqq., 14 sqq. ; xlviii. 20 sq. ; xlix. 9 sqq.

;

lv. 12 sq. ; lvii. 14). Such is certainly the im-
mediate sense of our passage. In fact the whole
context, especially in its immediate connection

with the comforting prologue, proves that it con-

tains a promise and not an exhortation to re-

pentance. With this agrees ver. 5, whichplainly
declares that vers. 8, 4 announce the fulfilment

evident to all the world, of a promise given long
before by the Lord. But of course it cannot be
doubted that the old figurative meaning given
already by John the Baptist is also justified. For
in the first place it comports with the universal

and everywhere to be assumed principles of the

divine pedagogy, that that physical desolation of

the way homewards were not possible without an
ethical desolation of the ways ofthe heart And
in the second place, since the language is such
that it can mean both, this possibility of doable-

meaning makes it a natural conjecture that such
was actually intended. In the third place it is to

be noticed that this first voice announces the
chief matter, redemption and return home, in a
general way. The second (vers. 6-8) gives ex-

planation respecting the when of its accomplish-

ment. The third (vers. 9-11) defines the man-
ner of fulfilment, and contains only in this respect

those two points, one after the other, which in

vers. 3-6 we observe in one another. For what
is that " behold your God," ver. 9, but the an-

nouncement thai the Lord by repentance and
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faith will come to His people? And what are
Ten. 10 and 11 but the statement that the Lobd
Himself as a parental guide will come home with
His people?
UTM ver. 3 is referred by the LXX.the Vulo.

and the Evangelists (Mat. iii. 3: Mark i. 3;
Luke iiL 4) to what precedes. This is not only
contrary to the accents, but to the very sound of
the words, since "OTOi evidently corresponds to

the following H3ijtt, and must be construed like

the latter. John the Baptist in the application
of these words, calling himself a ^uvi) po&vrof kv

rv hww (John i. 23), followed the LXX. He
found in that sound of words familiar to his
hearers, which our passage has in that transla-

tion, a fitting expression for what he would say,

without meaning to give thereby an authentio in-

terpretation of the original text (comp. Tholuck,
The Old Testament in the New, 1858, p. 5). For
when Delttzsch says : " One may, indeed ought,
as it appears, to represent to himself that the
caller, going out into the desert, summons men
to make a road in it," I can find no point of sup-
port for this statement in the Hebrew text. The
command to make a road in the desert does not
of necessity sound out of the desert itself. If the
matter itself presents no necessity for this view, I
see nothing else in the Hebrew text to indicate

that the voice which the Prophet heard sounded
out from the desert Therefore the meaning
which the Baptist, following the LXX, gives to

the words *OTD3 mip Sip seems to me to be-

long to the category of those free citations that
occur so often in the New Testament in reference

to Old Testament passages, and which constitute

one of those departments of biblical hermeneutics
that still remain the most obscure. Of course
from our point of view no objection arises against

the meaning and application given by the Evan-
gelists (especially Luke iv. 3-3) to the words that

follow 13TD3.
The Piel HJfl, used elsewhere also of clearing

out a house (Gen. xxiv. 31 j Lev. xiv. 36) occurs
again in reference to ways, in the sense of " mak-
ing clear, light, opening a road;*' lvii. 14; lxii.

10; Mai. iii. 1, the last of which passages is

likely a reference to the present The subject

of lvii. 14 and lxii. 10 is also that road on which
the people shall return out of exile to their home.
If the customary route from Babylon to Canaan
did not pass through the desert, yet the properly

nearest one did. And from ntP and ver. 4 it is

seen that Israel was to go along, not only the most
convenient, but also the directest way home.
From Egypt, also, the people had to traverse the
desert in order to reach Canaan. The notion
" desert" plays an important part in all the
pictures of the future that relate to the deliver-

ance out of exile. How consonant to Isaiah's

style it is to represent that on their return home
also from the second exile Israel will wander
through the desert, may be seen from xi. 15, 16.

The meaning of 1B£ is evidently that the way of

the people shall goout straight, and thus be as short
a* possible. To be such, it must make no deviations
either in horizontal or vertical directions. The
former appears to be the meaning of ver. 3 6/
the latter ismade prominent vex. 4. The valleys

(the formKU only here) shall raise themselves

(KlM used antithetically with Sptf 11, 12; comp.

ii. 2, 13, 14; vi. 1 ; xxx. 25; xxxiii. 10 ; Iii. 13:

lvii. 7, 15), and all moantains and hills shall

lower themselves [^fitf, see Text, and OrA the
ragged plaoes shall beoome even ana the
connection of mountains [D01 Bergjoch see

Text and Gram.] shall become valley depths. The
Prophetwould say, therefore, that the obstacles that

would prevent the coming of the Lord into the

heart ofHis people, and thereby hinder the coming
of the people into their land, shall be rid away.
And should not thereby the glory of Jehovah be-

come manifest to the world ? When the nations

see how gloriously the people Israel serve their

God and how gloriously He serves His people, will

they not make efforts to attain the righteousness

ana salvation of this people and seek the Lord
who is the author of both (comp. ii. 2 sq.)? The
great, glorious promise, which the Prophet has
just announced, must be fulfilled, for the month
of the Lord hath spoken it, and the mouth of

the Lord does not lie. The expression occurs in

Isaiah again i. 20 ; lviii. 14. Comp. on L 2.

4. The voioe stand forever.—Vers.
6-8. The rhetorical dress of this second call,

contains in relation to the first a climax. For
there it is simply said :

'< voice of one crying."

But here :
" voice of one saying, cry ! And an-

swer : what shall I cry ? " Thus a second voice

here precedes the voice of the one calling, and
summons him to cry. This is indeed primarily
rhetorical embellishment Yet this embellish-
ment has its material reason. In the first place,

not only is the importance of the call set in the
clearest light, but also its divine source, as wo

have already seen was also the aim of K"ip /ip

ver. 3. In the second place we have this addi-
tional, that the caller must be summoned to call.

The reason for this seems to me to be, that the
second call expresses properly as its immediate
thought something unpleasant. It is like a sha-

dow that not only suddenly, but also almost in-

comprehensibly breaks in on the full light of the
foregoing announcement of consolation. For is

it not an oppressive thought, that not only all

glory of the Kingdoms of this world (that alone
were indeed consolation for Israel), but also that
all merely earthly glory of the elect people is

subject to change r Is it not a deep humiliation
that comes also on the people of God, that it is

said to them, they must be divested of all their

own human strength and adornment, and thus first

share the fate of the totality of profane flesh, be-

fore the divine promise can be fulfilled to them ?

Behind the caller, therefore, there appears another
that commands him to call out what, of himself,

he would not have called. The first call is quite

spontaneous : the second is by special command.
The LXX. and Vulo. take the view, that the
summons to call is directed to the Prophet,

whence they translate ^?KJ by sol elira, et dixi.

But this is plainly caprice. The Prophet de-

scribes a visionary tiansaction: he relates only
what he has seen and heard. ^OKI [see TexL

and Gram.] must therefore signify that all that is

related here took place simultaneously, and
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together, and not one after another. This suits

capitally the pregnant brevity which the Pro-
phet studiously observes here generally. He
marks out the chief features with only a few

strong touches of the brush. Hence he leaves

unnoted whether we are to regard 1J1 lfcOn-73

as the language of the one calling or of the

questioner. It could be both. The questioner

could have noticed the answer without the Pro-

phet hearing it. Or the caller could answer
audibly to the Prophet It was then unnecessary

to make the questioner say again what was heard.

In short, the Prophet tells us only once what from
the nature of the case must have been spoken
twice.

As vers. 3, 4 are no exhortation to repentance,

so too vers. 6-8 are not meant to be a sermon on
the perishableness of all that is earthly. For
what fitness were there in such a sermon here?
Inrael is to be comforted; the downfall of the

world-power at present so flourishing, the end of
their period of conflict, and a corresponding
period of glory and triumph is to be held up to

view. But at the same time Israel is to be
warned, in reference to its entrance upon these,

not to surrender itself to rash, fleshly hopes. For
the promises of that time of glory will not be so

quickly fulfilled. Israel thinks, perhaps, that

the present generation, that the nation as at pre-

sent constituted, that the present reigning Davidic
dynasty, that the present Jerusalem as now exist-

ing is to behold that glory. Just that is false

hope. For all these are flesh, and therefore grass

and flower of the field, and as such will and
must perish. Thereupon, naturally, the fleshly

Israel asks: how can then the promises of the

Lord be fulfilled? If Jerusalem with the temple

is destroyed, and the posterity of David extinct,

the nation dissolved as a state and scattered in

all lands, where then does there remain room and

Cibility for the realization of that which God
promised ? The word of the Lord standeth

forever, replies the Prophet. The perishing of all

that is flesh in the people of God is no obstacle to

the realization of what God has promised. On
the contrary I The Prophet makes us read be-

tween the lines, that the word of the Lord, pre-

cisely because of its own imperishable nature,

finds in what perishes rather a hinderance than a
condition of its own fulfilment Such is in gene-

ral the sense of our passage. If we have correctly

apprehended it, then the Prophet means thereby

to prevent erroneous representations in regard to

the time and manner of fulfilling what he has be-
fore, and especially in ver. 5, held in prospect

Grass as an image of the perishable^ Ps. xxxvii.

2; xc5sq.; ciii.15; cxxix.6; Jobviii.12. Also

flowers: Job xiv. 2; Ps. ciii. 15. The word IDH

occurs only here in the sense of physical loveli-

ness, agreeableness. Elsewhere it is always used
of the ethical friendliness, favor, complacency of
persons (men and God). But has not the poet a
right to personify things, and to represent lovely,

gracious appearance as the favor and friendliness

that they show us? Whence the rendering 661-a

(LXX.), (floria (Vuixj.) is inexact (more suitable
evirpkireta, Jas. i. 11), but to retain the meaning
"piety" would be pedantry. If the loveliness

of human things is like the grass and the flower

of the fieldj then it must resemble these not only
in blossoming, but also in casting its blossoms.

The continuance of bloom here as well as there is

short Indeed grass and flower do not even com-
plete the brief period of bloom appointed them by
nature. They wither before their time when the
Lord breathes on them with the scorching wind
as with a hot breath. The wind is called * Tin

—

not only because it is Jehovah that charges it

with its mission, but because, as breath, as life

respiration of nature, it has a likeness to the Spi-
rit of God. Thus in other places not only is the

Spirit of God that operates like the wind (1 Kings
xviii 12; 2 Kings ii. 16) designated * nn, but
also the wind that operates like the Spirit of

God (Hoe. xiii. 15; Isa. lix. 19).

From the antithesis to the concluding words,
the word of the Lord shall stand forever,
we may infer that the Prophet in vers. 6-8 has in

mind primarily the people Israel. For would
the Prophet thus here in the prologue to his great

consolatory discourse comfort the heathen ? Does
he not begin with the words :

" comfort, comfort

ye my peSpUf Thus we must understand by
*'the word that stands" primarily that word of

promise given to Israel. The continuance of thi*

is made prominent in contrast with the perishing

of all flesh ; thus, also, of the outward, fleshly Is-

rael. From the general statement "all flesh is

grass," ver. 6, the Prophet draws the conclusion,

ver. 7 : therefore, verily, the people is grass, and
to this is joined the further consequence that

therefore the people as grass and flower must wi-

ther and fade (ver. 8). Hence the literal repeti-

tion of "the grass withereth, the flower fadeth."

From what has been said already, it results of

course that we must understand by D^H ver. 7t

Israel and not human kind (xliL 5). At 4ne same
time it is made clear that there is nothing super-

fluous in the text, but rather that the Prophet em-
ploys onlv what is needful to express his thought
He would say that, even if in the remote future

all that is earthly, and even what is earthly in the

holy people, will have perished, still the word of

the Lord will remain and demonstrate its troth

by the fulfilment of its contents.

5. O Zion that are with young.—Vers.

9-11. The third call begins also with a solemn
summons to let the call sound forth, and this third

formula of summons is the most copious of all, so

that in this respect a gradation occurs. The Pro-

phet so far had heard the summons to call and
the contents of the call from above, so that he onlv
cited to his readen things heard; but here it is

himself that emits the summons to call, and de-

fines the contents of what is to be called. As a
man he turns to, an ideal person, it is true, yst

one conceived as human, to Zion or Jerusalem

personified, and commissions it to assemble all

its children, that thev may rally about the newly

appearing, strong Saviour, and commit themselves

to His faithful guidance into their home. The
relation of this call therefore to the two that pre-

cede, is that it points to the gathering for the jour-

ney and the guidance and providence during the

journey, after that the first call had treated of the

inward and outward preparation of the way^ and

the second had dealt with the period of the jour-

ney. The first announcement of a calL ver. 8,

contained one member; the second! which at the
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same time is a summons to call, ver. 6, contained

two members; the last, ver. 9, that contains two
summons, has three members. Thus we see the

inward emotion of the Prophetgrows more intense

and seeks its expression in a climax. For this

purpose the personification of the central point

of the nation is distributed, that is to say, the

function is assigned to a twofold personification,

Zion and Jerusalem, although each of these two
and both together represent only one subject, vis.,

the ideal centre of the nation that must now again
become active and head the cities of Judah. This
distribution of the role of representation among
the two notions Zion and Jerusalem is frequent in

both parts of our book: ii. 3; iv.3, 4; x. 12, 32;
xxiv. 23; xxxi. 9: xxxiii. 20; xxxvii. 22, 32;
xli. 27 ; xlvi. 13; Hi. 1, 2 ; lxii. 1 ; lxiv. 10. It

is worthy of notice, that this form of expression is

by no means found in all the prophets. First we
find it in Joel : iii. 5 ; iv. 16, 17 ; next in Amos

:

i. 2 ; then in Micah, the contemporary of Isaiah

:

in. 10, 12; iy. 2. It is remarkable that Jeremiah
naeB the expression only in two places : xxvi. 18,

as a citation from Micah iii 12, and li. 35. In
Lamentations the expression occurs three times

:

i. 17 ; ii. 10, 13. It is found beside Zeph. iii. 14,
16 and Zech. i. 14, 17; viii. 3; ix. 9.

Zion mustascend a high moantain in order
to be heard afar (corap. xlii. 11 ; the expression
fUJ 171 again xxx. 25 ; lvii. 7). Zion and Jerusa-

lem are addressed as JV>fe?30. This word therefore

has not the genitive relation to Zion and Jerusalem
=s" Zion's herald ofjoy." Such it is taken to be by
the LXX- VuiiO., Taro., and after these bv Ge-
SENrus, HiTziG, Knobel, Hahx, etc. It is the
attribute of Zion and Jerusalem, as the following
reasons show: 1) According to the view of those

that assume the genitive relation, mfr33 is to be
construed collectively, and designate the messen-
gers of salvation as a totality, so that it stands for

D^t?2D and means the "embassy of salvation'1

(HeiUboteMchap, Knobel). But even if gram-
matical Iv this is allowable, still such a collective

designation of messengers or of prophets is quite
contrary to the usus loquendi. In this sense the

sing. masc. ^tf30 is used Isa. Hi. 7 ; Nah. ii. 1.

Moreover one would expect, in order to obviate
indistinctness, that the verbs would be in the plu-

ral (AjJ. Onn, etc). nSn'p, which is quoted as

analogous, means, according to Eccl. i. 1, not a
plurality, but a single person. 2) Hahn savs it

were "inadmissible to use Jerusalem antitheti-

cally to the cities of Jodah, seeing it belongs it-

self to them." But it is just the constant usus lo-

ouendi with Isaiah to distinguish Jerusalem and
Judah (meaning the cities of Judah) : i. 1 : ii. 1

;

iii. 1, 8 ; v. 23 ; xxii. 21 ; xxxvi. 7 ; xliv. 26.
This finds, too, its echo in later books: Jer. iv.

6; ix. 10; xi. 12; xxv. 18; Zech. i. 12; Psalm
Ixix. 36. Precisely this prominent part, which
we thus see Jerusalem play, justifies us in
maintaining that the Prophet means not to rank
Jerusalem with the cities of Judah, but would

summon it to exercise its primacy over them.
It is even a very important point in salvation,

that at once, still in the exile, the old domestic
constitutional organism should have effect. Je-
rusalem must at once exercise her maternal right
over her daughters (comp. e,g. Ezek. xvi. 48, 55).
She must gather them like a hen gathers her
chicks under her wings, and require them to re-

ceive well their Lord and rally under His lead-
ership for the return home. Involuntarily we
are reminded here of the (act, that a great part of
the Israelites, when they received the permission
or rather summons to return home to Palestine,

preferred to remain in the land of exile. These
did not recognize the visitation of their God in
that altered sentiment of the world-power toward
the kingdom of God, in that wonderful summons
to return home, as also later, when the Lord came
in person to His own, His own did not receive

Him (John i. 11). TSee Lanob on John i. 11,

which he refers to the theocratic advent in the
Old Testament and thus exactly to the present
subject as included.—Ta.] By Behold your
God. the Loud is, as it were, presented to His
people. What the Lord, who has thus appeared
in the midst of His people, would now further re-

veal, how especially He would show Himself to-

ward the people, this is now described by a series

of imperfects only, because these were still purely
latent facts. First, it is said the Lord oomei as
a strong one. Not only will the Lord be strong,

but He will also show Himself strong. His arm will

so rule that it shall benefit Him, not others, as is

the case under a weak regent. As there lies in

the for him the idea that He undertakes for

Himself, so the following clause expresses that,

opposed to others, He knows also how to preserve
the mum euique. He has for friend and foe the re-

ward prepared that becomes each. One will not err
in taking 13<P, which is never used in malam par-

tem, in a good sense. On the other hand, Ht^D,

which occurs also of retributive punishment (ts.

cix. 20 ; Isa. Ixv. 7), may be understood in a oad

sense, rnjtf) is primarily labore partum, that
which is wrought out, then, generally, what is ac-

quired, effected, retribution (Lev. xix. 13; Isaiah
xlix. 4; comp. Job vii. 2; Jer. xxii.- 13). The
words Ul 1">D& run occur literally again lxii. 11.

J£^f occurs in the symbolical sense also xxxiii. 2,

yet much oftener in part second: xl. 10; xlviii.

14; li. 5, 9 ; Iii. 10; liii. 1 ; lix. 16; lxiii. 5, 12.

The passages lix. 16 ; lxiii. 5 are especially worthy

of notice, because the form of expression JJ#to!

ty*i? ^ ' occure there reminding us of V7 TYlJtfo.

Verse 11 makes the impression as if thereby the

prophet would obviate the dread of the hardships

of the return journey, especially in reference to

the delicate women and children. Hence it is

said that the Lord will lead His people as a good
shepherd leads his flock. The tender lambs that

cannot walk, the good shepherd gathers in his

strong arm and carries them in his bosom—that

is, in the bosom of his garment
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426 THE PBOPHET tsatait

2. JEHOVAH'S INFINITUDE AND INOOMPARABLENESS THE OBJECTIVE BASIS
OF THE REDEMPTION.

Chapteb XL. 12-26.

12 Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand,
And •meted out heaven with the span,

And Comprehended the dust of the earth in a 'measure,

And weighed the mountains in scales,

And the hills in a balance ?

13 Who hath "directed the Spirit of the Lord,
Or being shis counsellor hath taught him ?

14 With whom took he counsel, and who 'instructed him,
And taught him in the path ofjudgment.
And taught him knowledge,
And showed to him the way of "understanding T

15 Behold, the nations are as a drop of a bucket,

And are counted as the small dust of the balance

:

Behold, he taketh up the isles as *a very little thing.

16 And Lebanon is not sufficient to burn,

Nor the beasts thereof sufficient for a burnt offering.

17 All nations before him are as nothing

;

And they are counted to him less than nothing, and vanity.

18 To whom then will ye liken God ?

Or what likeness will ye compare unto him ?

19 The workman •melteth a graven image,

And the goldsmith spreadeth it over with gold,

And casteth silver chains.

20 He that *u so impoverished that he hath no oblation

Chooseth a tree that will not rot

;

He seeketh unto him a cunning workman to prepare a graven image, that shall not
'be moved.

21 'Have ye not known T have ye not heard ?

Hath it not been told you from the beginning?

Have ye not understood "from the foundations of the earth T

22 *lt is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth,

And the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers

;

That stretcheth out the heaven? as a curtain,

And spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in:

23 That bringeth the princes to nothing

;

He maketn the judges of the earth as vanity.

24 Yea, they Jshall not be planted

;

Yea, they Jshali not be sown

:

Yea, their stock 'shall not take root in the earth

:

And 'he shall also blow upon them, and they "shall wither, .

,

And the whirlwind "shall take them away as stubble.

25 To whom then will ve liken me,
Or shall I be equal r

Saith the Holy One.
26 Lift up your eyes on high, and behold

Who nath created these things,

That bringeth out their host by number

:

He calleth them all by names by the greatness of his inight, for that he is strong
in power

;

Not one faileth.
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* Heb. a Here*.
« Heb. understandings^

» comprehended.
• ka$ moulded.

-withered.

> Heb. man of his counsel.
• Heb. Ib poor of oblation*.

» Heb. made Mm understand.
• Or, Him that sitteth, etc

*aU.
* totter.

J were not.

•took.

• judicious conduct.
s know ye not f hear ye not f
* did not
•t

* fine dust
* om itfrom.
1 hejust blew.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

8ee tbe List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 12.

TTO-S^^7T-|3J^^^j^S^D^m"D. Ver.

is. mrj-fnVr Yw.u.prtj-pin. ver. is.jn-

D'll^^-ID—'Sl-p^-pl-StM. Ver. 18. H.

Ver. 17. 'j«K-i)^
s

|)|tZ|nR. "ver.'lk ^-rWDI.
Ver. 10. SbV-«£<>^^ Ver.

». rnnjvopi-ote;-*1
?. ver.2i.Bta'io--nTioto.

Ver. 28. an-nOJ—p^-nnO. Ver. 28. jrtl-OflW.

Ver. 24. ^K-73^#WnjPD-tfp. Ver. 26. tflD—

TT

Ver. 12. The perfects TT3, J3H. 7p# do not mean

:

-who can or will measure, etc t Bat : who has measured,

etc The fact that no one has been able can (poetically)

serve for proof that It is on the whole impossible. TTD,
which occurs only twice in Isaiah, is used by Exekiel

thirty-six times ; a proof that the use of a word often

depends, not on the subjectivity of the author, bat also

on the objectivity of the contents. p/1, related to

JDJ1 on the one hand, and to TO on the other, involves

toe fundamental meaning " to establish." In this sense

it is used in various relations wherein it concerns de-

termining a level, evenness, likeness. Piel pft is used

Ps. lxxv. 4 of setting up pillars according to the bal-

ance; also of raining and leveling a rood (Ezek. xriil.

2% 20; xxxiii. 17, 20), then ofweighing itself (Job xxviii.

25), then of testing by means of weighing (Prov. xvi. 2

;

xxL 2; xxiv. 12% and also of weighing out money (1 Ki.

xli. 2). But when "determining the level," has once

acquired the meaning u to test," it may stand for all

kinds ofmaking trial, even such as occurs without using

the scales. Thus it stands here for a testing by mea-

surement by means of the span, and in the same sense

ver. 13 of testing and examining the divine spirit Hence
I have in both places translated pjl by " comprehend,"

because the former (spanning) is a physical, and the lat-

ter (examining) is a spiritual comprehending. Notice

that also 1 lfl.p-73 depends as object on pjl. On the

insertion ofBhW3 After 73 *** xxxviil. 16. [GxamirruB

construed 73 as " the whole" in his Lshrgebdudc But

having afterwards observed that the Hebrew text has

S3 with a conjunctive accent, he corrected the error In
IT

his Lexicon and Commentary, and referred the word to

the root 7*3, which does not occur elsewhere in Hal,

but the essential idea of which, as appears from the

Ghaldee and Arabic analogy, as well as from its own de-

rivations in Hebrew, is that of measuring, or rather that

of holding and containing, which agrees with the com-
mon English Version (comprehended).''—J. A A See

Fcxasr, Lex. «. v.—Taj.

Ver. 13. The clause 1JJTIP 11^)7 Bhtl is dependent

on the interrogation '1 pn 'D- The import, is to be

construed as Jussive, and the paratactic Vav. eopul. is to

be translated in our syntactical way with " that," as also

afterwards in the last clause of ver. 14.

Ver. 14. I think that ODEfo is to be taken in the wide

sense meaning the norm that governs the life of

every thing, thus in a certain sense, the natural law

and right of everything (comp. e. g. pDlK OBVfo

Jer. xxx. 18; comp. Exod. xxvi. 30; 2 Kings 1.7; Jud.

xiii. 12). 107 stands with 3 only here ; more fre-

quently 711in i* so construed : 1 Sam. xil. 23 ; Ps. xxv.

8, IS; xxxii! 8, etc ryn and rUOfi conjoined also

xliv. 19 (oomp. Exod. xxxL 3; xxxv. 31; Prov. it. 6).

Ver. 15. V)0; l» Import Hal from SlM — " tetters, to

.

lift up."

Ver. 18. HQ1 Plel oocurs in Isa., meaning " to think,

combine, meditari" x. 7; xiv. 24: meaning "to make
like," it occurs reflexively xiv. 14 in Hithpael ; in part

second xL 25 ; xlvi. 5. HOI is Joined here with 7K as

is 7#DJ xiv. 10; elsewhere it is used with 7 : xlvL 6;

Lam. 1L 13 ; Song Sol. L 9.

Ter. 19. 7D3T1 (used Exod. xx. 4; Dent v. 8 ; in Isa.

see List) stands first emphatically as the chief notion.

JJD1 " to pound, beat" (Esek. vi. 11; 2 Sam. xxii.

43) then "to beat flat," with the hammer, to extend (xlii.

5 ; xliv. 24, also Piel has this meaning Exod. xxxix. 3 ;

Num. xvii. 4), acquires in our text the meaning " to co-

ver with something beaten out flat," so that J/pl means

" to plate over." fp¥ stands last epanaleptically.—

On the frequent omission of the pronominal subject by
Isaiah comp. ii. 6 ; xxiv. 2; xxix. 8; xxxii. 12, etc

Ver. 20. ["17 may either be reflexive (for himself), as

some consider it in ver. 11, and as all admit Tp to be in

ver. 9, or it may be referred to Yg. Having secured the

stuff, he seeks for it a skilful workman. As y$ is an

obvious antecedent, and as the reflexive use of the pro-

nouns is comparatively rare, this last construction teems

entitled to preference."—J. A A.].

Vers. 22, 23are without predicate. 3P>H, ilDjn, JHUn
are exclamations whose predicate must be supplied.

The contents of the verses and what precedes (vers. 19-

21) show that this must be " has made the earth."

Aocording to Hebrew usage, the secondary forms (inf.

and partic.) return to the principal forms (DnHD'1
verse 22 and XX&$ ver. 23). Comp. v. 8, 23; xxxi. 1;

xxxii. 6.

Ver. 26. CTJ1K 310 k nearer definition; ^DH
(xxviii. 2) is in apposition with H"t\D7\ and with the

subject of K1p\
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428 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The exceeding comforting introduction vers.

1-11 does not at once cheer up Israel. Doubts
arise. Is the Lord in earnest when He pro-

mises? And can He do it too ? Shall He that

did not uphold us when we stood, lift us up again
when we have fallen down? To these doubts,
which he utters in express words ver. 27, the Pro-

Ehet replies in the present section. He amplifies
ere the incomparableness, the aloneness and infi-

nite sublimity ofGod. This idea underlies the
whole passage.

2. 'Who hath measured understand-
ing.—Vera. 12-14. First a standard is given by
which one may estimate God's elevation above
all human ability to comprehend Him. The
hollow hand, the span, the measure, the scales
are human measures. Who does not instantly
see the impossibility of measuring the divine
works of creation with those measures? It is

not meant that God has done this, as many ex-
positors would explain. For even if appeal is

made to the suffix in w## as referring to the
divine hand, and though the suffix may be sup-
plied to rni and thus the divine span be under-
stood, still this cannot be done in reference to the
measures that follow, which are of human de-

vising and make. Does the Prophet mean to sav
that there is a divine " measure, scales, balance
of which God made use at the creation ? Cer-
tainly not But he would say : what man is able
to measure the divine works with his human mea-
sures, i. e., to submit' them to supplementary in-

spection and test their correctness? This is con-
firmed by vera. 13, 14 where it is expressly said
that no man before the creation influenced the
divine creative thoughts in the way of counsel-

ing and guiding (so Gesentus, Hahs, etc.).

The immeasurableness of God is expressed by
Jer. x. 6, 7 in this way, which passage especially

in ver. 8 sq., unmistakably looks back to our

text (see below). W7tf is probably the third

part of an Epha, and thus like the HXO "seoA,

measure" (o&tov) of which the Enha con-
tained three, according to the Rabbis, whence the
LXX. often translated nfl'K "ephah" by rpia

fttrpa (Exod. xvi. 36; Isa. v. 10). Comp.
Uerz. R.-Encycl. IX. p. 149. Dost of the
earth is an expression of the Pentateuch, Gen.
xiiL 16 ; xxvih. 14 ; Exod. viii. 12, 13. Beside

these comp. Job xiv. 19 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 43. D73
distinguished from O'JTtO, and certainly the
Schnellwage [an apparatus like the steelyard], oc-

curs Prov. xvi. 11. On D'ln and fi1J73J occur-
ring together, see on ver. 4.

As there underlies ver. 12 the thought that no
one is in a position to inspect and test the Creator's
work after its completion, so vers. 13, 14 would
declare that no one could inspire and direct the
Creator before He worked. Thus the Prophet asks

:

Who comprehended the Spirit of Jeho-
vah ? The context shows that the Spirit as the
Spirit of Creation (Gen. i. 2) is meant To com-
prehend the Spirit of God, according to ver. 12,
means nothing else than to grasp it, so that he
that grasps is greater than the Spirit of God

;

he spans and from all sides influences it This
passage is cited Bom. xi. 34 : 1 Cor. ii. 16. At
hrst sight ver. 14 appears to be only an amplifi-
cation of ver. 136. But from withwhom took
he oonnael it appears that the Prophet makes a
distinction. There are counsellors who are con-
sulted as authority and experts, whose word is

law to be followed. In this sense, which cor-

responds also to pn, ver. 12 seems intended.

But there are also counsellors with whom one
consults on an equality, but who, still, though
equals, in one or other respect, bv instruction,

correction, defining, influence the determination
that is to be made. This seems intended by ver.

14. The Prophet would say that neither in the

one nor in the other sense did the Lord have
counsellors. The last clause of ver. 14 and
shewed to him the way of understanding
signifies the consequence of the three preceding
verbs of teaching: so that He taught him to

know the way of judicious conduct

3. Behold and vanity.—Vera. 15-17.

The absolute sublimity of God that has been re-

vealed in the creation, is revealed also in history.

In the former the Spirit of God showed itself to

be conditioned by no one. In the latter the abso-

lute dependence of men on God appears. Not
merely single men, but whole nations count for

no more before the almighty God than the small
drop of a bucket that the bearer does not notice,

or than the little crumb in the scale that does not

influence the weight Ver. 16 must be regarded
as a parenthesis. For it stands between vera. 14,

15 on the one hand, and ver. 17 on the other, all

which compare the greatness of God with earthlv

greatness, without itself presenting any compari-
son. Bather ver. 16 draws a conclusion from
that incomparable sublimity of God : because He
is so great all the forests of Lebanon do not suf-

fice tor a worthy sacrificial fire, nor all the

beasts of those forests for a worthy burnt-offering.

Of course this very conclusion serves for a mea-
sure of the greatness of God, and it seems to me
that the Prophet, along with "the nations" and
" the isles/

1 the most widely extended and the

furthest, (comp. lxvi. 19; Jer. xxxi. 10), would
apply as a measure also the earthly highest
But would He also make prominent again the

weighty mass of the mountain ? He would then
for the fourth time have made use of the same
figure. Hence, not the ponderous mass of the

mountain itself, but as much of its riches in vege-

tation and animal life as is suitable for the ser-

vice of the Lord, must serve Him for a figure.

*1 is "sufficientia, copta/' thus ^3 ^ T\h\p *1

= sufficientia, eopia sufficient, i. e., satis tneendU,

sacrificiL The construction is like Lev. y. 7 "if

his hand cannot reach the sufficiency of a lamb,"

i. e.
t
if he cannot bring enough to buy a lamb.

Comp. Lev. xii. 8 ; Deut xv. 8. Ver. 17 with
all tne nations joins close with "nations" ver.

15, and recapitulates and intensifies the contents

of it Modern expositors for the most part con-

strue 1 OfiKO in a partitive sense, because it is

nonsense to say : less than nothing, and because
DfifcO would properly mean " more than no-
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thing." But those are strange scruples, ODK is

*' the ceasing to be, where there is nothing more,

the not being f *Hfl is "tnanttas, emptiness,

Toid." Now one may say that absolute nihilism,

the horror of an absolute emptiness, void is still

more impressive than a being that by its misera-

ble nothingness makes not even an impression.

And of course '1 02KO as more than, viz. : in a
negative sense. The Prophet, who indeed is

governed here wholly by the idea of comparison,

compares the nations and the nothing, and finds

that the nations in respect to insignificance weigh

down more than OBJjt and 'HA.

4. To whom then not one faileth.—
Vers. 18-26. Having shown that no finite spirit

may compare with God (vers. 12-18), the Pro-
phet shows in these verses that it is also impossi-

ble to make any ima^e or likeness of God. Be-
cause God has not His like, therefore there is no
creature form that is like Him, and under whose
image one may represent Him visibly. If this

thought, coming in the middle between the pro-

mise vers. 1-11, and the inquiry ver. 27, would
serve, on the one hand, to assure Israel that Je-
hovah has the power to keep what He has pro-

mised, so, on the other, this painting up the

manufacture of idols appears intended to repre-

sent to Israel in glaring light, the folly and wrong
of such a degradation of divinity to the sphere
ofcommon creatures. It is to be noted moreover
that this warning in the first Ennead of our book
appears in the form of an ascending and descend-
ing climax; the Prophet beginning with the
more refined form of image worship, ascends to

the coarser xliv. 8 sqq., and xlv. 16, and closes

again with the more refined xlvi. 5-7. Let it be
noted, too, that the Exile any way brought about
the great crisis that had for its result an entire

breaking with idolatry on Israel's part. Before
the Exile they were Jews, and yet at the same
time served idols. After the Exile, all that was
called Jew renounced idolatry. Whoever still

worshipped idols ceased also to be a Jew and dis-

appeared among the heathen. Our passage, as

all others of like contents in the second part of
Isaiah, attacks still with vigor the coarse idolatry,

such as it was in the time of Isaiah. At ths
close of the Exile such a polemic was no more
in place. For then Israel was beyond this sin

of its youth. To the overcoming of it the word
of the redoubtable Prophet no doubt mightily
con ributecL

That in general no one is like the Lord either
in heaven or in earth, either among the gods or
amooj; the rest of creatures, is the constant
teaching of the CM Testament, on the ground of
Exod. xv. 11; Dent iii. 24 (comp. Ps. xxxv.
10; lxxi. 19; IxxxvL 8; lxxxix. 9; Mic, vii.

13 and Caspari, Mieha der MorastUe, p. 16).
But from this doctrine must be distinguished the
other, of course closely connected with it, that
one can and must make no visible image or like-

ness of God, because with that is given the more
refined form of idolatry, that worships Jehovah
Himself under an image (comp. on xlvi. 5).
This is emphatically enjoined in the Decalogue
(Exod. xx. 4; Deut. v. 8), and in Dent. iv. 12
sqq., the reason is given, that on Mount Sinai,
Israel observed nothing corporeal of God except

the voice. The Prophet here joins on to these
propositions of the Law. He shows, by describ-
ing the genesis of such idols, how senseless it is

to regard images of men's make as adequate re-

presentations of the divinity. He shows how all

their parts are brought together in succession, by
human labor, just as any other product of in-

dustry. How disgraceful is the origin of such an
idol I Men are its creators. The exterior is

sold, but the interior vulgar metal. To keep it

from falling, it must be fastened to the wall with
chains. When the idol is of wood, especial care
must be taken against the wood rotting. And
still how often it does rot ! To keep the idol

from falling it must be rightly proportioned and
well fastened. Thus a god concerning which ex-

treme care must be taken to keep it (inwardly)

from rotting, and (outworldly) from falling down I

J3PD is "the reduced, impoverished." For J^O,

related to J5#, is "sedere, desidere," JDDD, there-

fore, is " desidere foetus," i. «., one that from
standing is made to sit, thus brought down.
Also the Arabic meskin = one brought to sit

still, i. s., to inactivity, powerlessness (comp.
Fleischer in Delitzsch, in lot.). This mean-
ing appears in J300

" poor " (Prov. iv. 13 ; ix.

15 sq.), and H1J300 *' poverty " (Deut viii. 9).

nonp is the consecrated gift, the voluntary of-

fering presented for the service of the sanctuary

;

frequent in the Pentateuch after Gen., it occurs
only here in Isaiah. JOH is erigere

t
statuere, star

bilire; see List. It is incomprehensible how
there can be people among the Israelites to give
to idols the honor that becomes divinity. Rightly '

the Prophet turns to such with the inquiry ; are
you not in a position to know better? This ques-
tion he propounds in four clauses. When a man
acquires a knowledge of anything, there must
first be made to him the suitable communication,
and he must corporeally hear it, and spiritually

understand it Hence the Prophet asks if all

this has not occurred, only he asks in a reversed
order. The spiritual understanding is the deci-

sive and chief concern
j
hence he puts this first,

making the two conditions of hearing and com-
municating follow. Notice that the Imperfect is

used for the subjective transaction of hearing and
understanding, while for the objective transac-

tion of communicating the Perfect is used. In
these three members the Prophet has, as yet,

named no object This follows in the fourth with
the foundation* of the earth. Here, too,

he uses the Perfect, because he no longer dis-

tinguishes the subjective and objective transac-

tions, but would only learn whether the know-
ledge in question is an actual fact or not With
Gesknius, Stier, Hahn, I prefer to translate

PnoiD fundaiio rather than by fundamentum, for

which there is adequate justification grammati-

cally. For the word, like njnto, nV?tfD, }*Sd.

r\]f5^P> tfe., can have primarily an abstract

meaning (comp. Ewald { 160 6). This abstract

meaning better suits the context^ for it concerns,

not the make up of the foundations themselves,

but the wav in which they originated. The Pro-
phet manifestly refers back to vers. 12, 13. How
the foundations of the earth were laid, and who
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490 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

laid them, respecting this we have, of course, re-

ceived intelligence (tftOO) from the beginning.

It is that which has been transmitted from Adam
on down, and which we have in its purest form
in the Mosaic account of the creation. The Pro-
phet certainly means this latter information, be-

cause for him it was the authentic one, divinely
attesteU

[Respecting the different tenses of the verbs in

the first clause of ver. 21 ; J. A. A., says : "The
most satisfactory, because the safest and most
regular construction, is the strict one given in the

LaX. (ov Xvuoco&l ; ovk hKotoea&e ;) revived
by Lowth (will you not know? will you not hear)

and approved by Ewald. The clause is then
an expression of concern or indignation at their

being unwilling to know. There is no incon-
sistency between this explanation of the first two
questions and the obvious meaning of the third,

because the proof of their unwillingness to hear
and know was the fact of their having been in-

formed from the beginning." The argument, he
adds, is to show that they were without excuse,

like that of Paul in Bom. i. 20 : comp. Acts xiv.

17; xvii. 24.—Tit.]-

In vers. 22. 23 (which are without a predicate,

see Text and Oram.), the Prophet would say:

not the idols (vers. 19, 20) are the originators of

the earth, but He that sits above the circle of the

earth, spreads out the heavens and abandons the

rulers to nothing. 2JH " locust," is chosen here

on account of likeness in sound to ^H ; it occurs

again only Lev. xi. 12; Num. xiii. 33; 2 Chr.

vii. 13; Eccl. xii. 5. p, according to the con-

text "a thin fabric, cloth" (comp. P} ver. 15,

"thin dust") see List. Ver. 24. In order to

make still more impressive the nothingness of

men of might as compared with the Almighty, a
series of drastic images is used to paint the com-
pleteness and thoroughness of that bringing them

to nought of which ver. 23 speaks. *?| *)* oc-

curs only here ; but
(

%K *)£ occurs xii. 26. Both,

in the repetition, are the negative 1?"-*)? (xlvL

11). As the latter ******, so the former «=« neeme-

neque, or more correctly = et no*—it no*. For
the sense is : both their planting and the scatter-

ing of their seed, and their taking root is not yet
completed, when He has already blown on them,
etc Or more plainly : they are hardly planted,

hardly sown, hardly rooted, but, etc VftV»

"radices agere," only here and Jer. xii. 2; the

passage in Jer. seems to rest on our text Like
the Simoon of the desert (comp. ver. 7) causes
the young green herb to wither suddenly, so the

Almighty suddenly withers the mighty ones and
the wind-storm carries them off

To the first inquiry "to whom will ve liken

me " (ver. 18) the Prophet has replied by refer-

ring to the power of God over the earth and its

inhabitants (vers. 21-24). Now he asks the

question again, ver. 25, and replies by a reference

to God's power over the heavenly constellations

ver. 26. The Prophet uses the verb nj8f in a

precisely similar connection xlvi. 5. He has

used this word before in various significations

(see List). In the sense of "like, adequate,

fitting " it occurs chiefly in Job (xxxiii. 27) ana

in Prov. (iii. 15; viii. 11; xxvi. 4). tfnp,

poetically without article, occurs only here as ab-

breviation of the Isaianic Smfer #Hp, which on

its part rests on vi. 3, which see. It appears to

me suitable to the context to take that bringeth
oat their host, etc-, as the answer to the ques-

tion " who hath created/' etc For it is verily a

very fitting demonstratio ad occulos to say: the

same who day bv day calls them all by name and

without one of them failing, even He made them.

He that can do the one, can do the other. He
that leads out "their host" (DIO* comp. xxiv.

21; xxxiv. 4) according to their number bv
name, that is just the Lord of hosts, Jehovah

Sabaoth. The expression Hi f'?* occurs Job

ix. 4. T1JN vh «hK comp. xxxiv. 16.

8. TRUST IN JEHOVAH THE SUBJECTIVE BASIS OF REDEMPTION.

Chapter XL. 27-31.

27 "Why sayest thou^O Jacob, and speakest, O Israel,

My way is hid from the Lord,
And my judgment is passed over from my God ?

28 Hast thou not known ? hast thou not heard,
%That the everlasting God, the Lord,
The Creator of the ends of the earth,

Fainteth not, neither is weary?
There is no searching of his understanding.

29 He giveth power to the faint

;

And to them that have no might he increaseth strength.

30 Even the youths shall faint and be weary,
And the young men shall utterly fell

:
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31 But they that wait upon the Lord shall 'renew their strength *

They *shall mount up with wings as eagles

;

They •shall run, and *not be weary

;

Ana they shall walk, and not faint

* Beb. ehange,

» eternal divinity it Jehovah tkat created.
* do not weary*

He dote not tU% etc » feather themtelvei anew, • omit thaU,

TEXTUAL AND
8*e the List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 28.

pm nwp-'pr-jn'-ipn-njim ver. 29. ijjr

-trcta-mYjj-nnn. ver'.'ao.onma-SEte. verT
• T : T T I • - T

o.nip-*|7n.

Ver. ST. *>DR end ">31 in peralleliem m here does not
- T

•gain occnr ; bat zxlx. 4 affords an analogy. *)2p with

m in the sense of " to depart unobserred, escape/* oc-

cors only here. Yet comp. in a physical sense "Ott

with SjO Gen. xriii. 8.

Ver. 23. On the parte, pro verbofln. compare on Terse

Ver. 30. The rerb in the first clause put first shows,

at DmnscH well remarks, that the clause is to be con*

GRAMMATICAL.
straed as a sort of adrersatire clause, that is, as con-

cessive : and though young men grow weary. The se-

cond clause returns from this potential construction to

the simple, conformably to Hebrew usage, that demands
the prompt return from all intensire discourse and ver-

bal forms to the simple chief form.

Ver. SI. The expression n *1p occurs again only Ps.

xxxvii. 9. In our text it is, according to the punctua-

tion, to be spoken Jftjfa whereas in the Psalms it is to

be spoken Kove (comp. Dixmsca on our text), tpn
(comp. nSPt *•"*» Num. xviii 21 ; fl\D*Sn " the change

I v •• • • -»

of clothing n) is ** to change," and is used partly of

changing place (troiwire, viii. 8 ; xxl. 1 ; xxiv. 6), partly

of change of condition in pejue (perire^ pass away, iL 18)

or inmeUue (hence revireeeere, ix. 9 ; xli. 1).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Why sayest not faint.—Vera. 27-31.

One sees here plainly the purpose intended by
the preceding discussion concerning the incom-
parableness of God. The Prophet sees that the

long chastisement of the Exile would call up
doubts in the spirits of the Israelites. Carried
off into a heathen land, they will suppose that

God's eyes do not penetrate to them, ana that the
wrong they suffer escapee His notice (ver. 27).

On the parallelism of Jacob and Israel see ix. 7,

and the List. This parallelism is a characteristic

of Isaianic language, for it occurs in no other
prophet so often. It is manifest that it is the

people in exile that speak. Just because of their

remoteness from the Holy land, the territory of
Jehovah (comp. the prophet Jonah) they think
their way, i. «., the coarse of their life is hidden
from the Lord, and their right, . «., the wrong
done them by their oppressors, passes unnoticed
hy their God. This doubt of little faith the Pro-
phet reproves by referring to the infinitude and
lncomparableness of God set forth in vers. 12-26.

The words, ver. 28, hast thou not known, etc,

are an echo of ver. 21. Jehovah is an eternal

God, therefore He had no beginning as the idols

had, which before the workmen made them (vers.

19, 20) were not Jehovah also made the ends
of the earth ; therefore they must be known to

Him, and wherever Israel may dwell in exile, it

cannot say that its way is hidden from God (ver.

27). Just as little may one say of God, who
created all things, that it is too great a labor for

Him, or that His power is not adequate to help
banished Israel. For He does not get tired.

Nor can it be said that He wants the necessary

penetration, the necessary knowledge of the
measures to be adopted ; for His discernment is

infinite, unsearchable. HJ13D occurs Deut xxxii.

28, and often in Prov. (ii. 2, 3, 6 ; iii. 13, etc) and
in Job (xiL 1% 13; xxvL 12; xxxii. 11). Ver.

29 : Jehovah is so far from exposure to inability

to do more, that He is rather trie one who out of
His inexhaustible treasure gives strength to all

that are wesry. Ver. 30 : Merely natural force

does not hold out in the long ran. Of this the
youth are examples. But those that hope in the
Lord receive new strength, etc. Therefore Je-
hovah is the dispenser of power, but only on the
condition that one by trust makes it possible for

Him to bestow His treasures of grace. They
feather themselves afresh as eagles, ver.

31. Since the LXX. and Jerome, etc., very
many expositors, influenced by "they renew
their strength," understand these words of the
annual moulting of eagles ; on which seems to be
based the opinions of the ancients that this bird
periodically renewed its youth. Comp. Ps. ciii. 5
and Bochart, Hieroz. II., p. 745 sqq., ed. Lips-
who enumerates the fabulous representations or
the ancients on this point Hitzio objects to this

exposition that *yj[j?. M c*11811***6 °f ^7? M
used v. 6, does not occur elsewhere, and that it

must read TOti instead of 13*. But rfjpn,

though not in that sense, occurs often in another
much more nearly related to our passage. For
not to mention where it is used of putting on
sackcloth (Amos viii. 10) and of coating over
with gold (1 Kings x. 17), it also stands for

covering the bones with flesh and skin (Ezek.
xxxvii. 6). And this may the more be taken as

analogous to covering the naked bird-body with
feathers, seeing that the foliage of trees is called

fhjt " the mounting up, growing up over " (comp.

redeunt jam gramina campis, arboribusque comae).

Regarding the second remark of HrrziQ's, it is

true that one might rather expect n?^, since it

appears undoubted from Ezek. xvii. 3> 7 that "OK
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in the pinion, TVCW the feathera in general. Bat
our passage does not deal in zoological exactness.

Moreover the context has more especially to do
with pinions as the chief organ for flying* The
second clause describes the intended effect: rapid,

untiring forward effort The first clause says

what makes this effect possible : ever new power,
ever new, eagle-like rejuvenescence. That the

rejuvenescence of the eagle extended to the entire

body Bochabt, /. c, expressly shows to have been
a view of the Hebrews in distinction from the
Greeks. For he says in reference to Mic i. 16:
"Tarn Graeei, quam Hebraei calvitium avibus tri-

buunt. ItOy ut hoc solo differant, quod, cum curium

calviiium juxta Oraecos pertinent ad solum caput, id

Hebraei caltitiumcxtendunt ad totum corpus.
9 * Thus

we may assume that the Prophet, whether correct

or not according to natural history is immaterial,
referred the renewal to the pinions. Now as
" they feather themselves afresh " says figuratively
the same that '* they shall renew their strength "

says literally, we need not wonder that the second
half of the verse does not carry out the figure and
say: they shall run, etc., they shall fly, etc The
Prophet emphasizes the promise of unwearied
power to run and walk, doubtless, because he has
in mind primarily the people returning from the
Exile and the toilsome journey through the
desert Thus the conclusion of the discourse
corresponds quite exactly to the conclusion of the
Prologue ver. 11.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. "Quia haec posterior pan (prophetiarum Jesa-
jae) prophetia est de Christo et cvangclio, pcrtvnct ad
nostra quoque tempera, immo est provrxe nostra.
Quare nobis commendatior esse debet." Luther.

2. On ver. 1. " Est mandatum ad apostolos,

quibus novum pracdicationis genus mandatur. Quasi
diced: lex praedicavU hactenus terrores, vos consola-

mini, mutate doctrinam, praedicate aratiam, miserir

eordiam et remissionem peceatorum.99 Luther.
3. On ver. 2. "Non auribus tantum, sed cordi

potius concionandum est, hoc nempe sibi vult Jehova,

aum ait: Dicite ad cor Hierosolymae. Et hue
quoque pertinet iliud tritum: nisi intus sit, qui
praedicat, frustra docentis lingua laboraL99 Foer-
BTER.

4. On ver. 3 sqq. u John the Baptist was the
first of those messengers and heralds of our re-

demption of whom the redemption from Babylon
was only a type. But the latter comprehends all

other ministers of the word that God has sent
and will send to the end of the world to conduct
wretched souls out of this miserable desert, and
out of the prison of the law to the heavenlv city

of God. The way is prepared for the Lord
when we cast away the great stones and immove-
able idols, viz., pride and trust in works, and ac-

knowledge our sin. For they utterly bar the en-

trance ofgrace." Hetm and Hoffmann.
5. On ver. 3 sqq. * When we attentively ob-

serve the quiet, yet mighty movement of the
Lord through the world's history, we see how
before His going the vallies elevate themselves
and the mountains sink down, how steep declivi-

ties become a plane, and clifia become flats. Let
ns not fear to pass through the deserts of life if

God be with us! It is a walk along lovely, level
paths." Umbreit.

6. On ver. 3. [" Applied to the Messiah, it

means that God was about to come to His people
to redeem them. This language naturally and
obviously implies, that He whose way was thus

to be prepared was Jehovah, the true God.
That John the Baptist had such a view of Him
is apparent from what is said of him. John i. 34,

comp. i. 15, 18; ill. 31 ; x. 30. 33, 36. Though
this is not one of the most direct and certain

proof-texts of the divinity of the Messiah, yet it is

one which may be applied to Him when that

divinity is demonstrated from other places."

Barnes.]
7. On ver. 8 b. By the word of the Lord was

the world made (Gen. i. ; John i. 3 ; B«. xxxiiL

6), and He upholds all things by the word of His
power (Heb. i. 3). By His word, too, heaven
and earth are kept for the day of judgment
(2 Pet iii. 7). For heaven and earth shall pa>*

away, but His word will not with that also

pass away (Isa. li. 6: Ps. cii. 27; Matth. . 18;
Luke xxi. 33). Rather the word of the Lord
will not return empty to Him, but it shall ac-

complish that which He pleases, and it shall

prosper in the thing whereto He Bent it (Isa. Iv.

11). And when all earthly forms, in which the

word of the Lord invests itself, grow old and
pass away like a garment, still the eternal truth

concealed in these forms will issue forth only the

more glorious from their demolished shapes, and
all that have lived themselves into the word of

God and have trusted in Him shall rise with
Him to new life.

8. On ver. $ b. " Verbum Dei nostri manet t»

aeternum. Jnsignis sententia^quam omnibus poriet-

ibus inscribi oportuiL . . . Hie institue catalogmm

omnium operum, quae sine verbo Dei in papatu

fiunt: ordo monachorum, missa, cucuUus, satotfactio,

peregrenationes, indulgentiae, etc. Non sunt verbum
Dei, ergo peribunt, verbum autem Domini et omnts,

qui verbo credunt, manebunt in aetemum.99 Luther.
9. On vers. 10, 11. What a huge contrast be-

tween/ these two verses 1 In ver. 10 we see the

Lord coming as the almighty Ruler and stern

Judge ; but ver. 11 He appears as the true Shep-
herd that carries the lambs in His bosom

;
and

leads softly the sheep giving suck. Sinai and
Golgotha! The tempest that rends the moun-
tains and cleaves the rock, the earthquake and
the fire, and then afterwards the quiet, gentle

murmuring (1 KingB xix. 11 sqq.)! For His
deepest being is—love (Luke ix. 65 sq. ; 1 John
iv. 8).

10. On ver. 11. " Chrisius oves suas redimit pre-

tiose, pascit laute, ducit soMciU, eoUocat secure:
9

Bernhard op Culirvaux.
11. On ver. 16. "Fancy never invented a

mightier sacrifice. Magnificent Lebanon the

altar in the boundless temple of nature—all its

glorious cedars the wood for the fire—and the

beasts of its forest the sacrifice." Umbreit.

12. On ver. 16. The reading of this place in

Church, Christmas A. D. 814 moved the Emperor
Leo V. the Armenian to take severe measures

against the friends of images. The passage

moves Foerster to propose the question

whether it is permitted to make pictures of God
and to possess paintings representing divinity.

He distinguishes in respect to this between ovaia

and hrtfaveia or revdatio, and says, no one cam
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picture God xar1 ohalav, but kot* iirt$6vetav
t i. c

xi» in rebus, quibus se revelavit one can and may
picture Him. .This reply is manifestly unsatis-

factory. For it is not about res, quibus Deus se

revelavit that one inquires. That one may picture

things by which, or in which God has revealed
Himself, thus certainly created things, cannot be
contested from the standpoint of Christian con-
sciousness. But the question is : is it allowable

to picture the person ofGod, or more exactly, the
person of God the Father ? For it has long been
settled that it is allowable to picture Christ the
man. But though there are many paintings of
God the Father, still it is no wonder that not only
strict Reformed, but that earnest Christians of
fine feeling generally take offence at them. It

seems to me to depend on whether this offence is

absolute or relative. Is it not allowable to repre-
sent in colors what the prophet Daniel represented
in words in that vision of the four beasts, vii. 9
sqq. ? May one not paint the " Ancient of
days"? And if it be God the Father that ap-
pears here under this name, which is certainly

most probable, may one not paint Him in this

form that He gives Himself as allowably as one
may paint the baptism of Christ in the Jordan,
ana with that paint the Holy Spirit in the form
of a dove ? But who is able to do that ? Who is

able to worthily represent the Ancient of days ?

I regard that as the most difficult task of art To
him that can do it, it is allowable also. He that
attempts it and cannot do it need not wonder if

men take offence at his picture. So far no one
has been able to do it, and hardly will any one
ever be able. Hence the best thing is to let it

alone.

13. On ver. 26. [
a
It is proof of man's elevated

nature that he can thus look upward and trace the
evidences of the power and wisdom of God in the
heavens, that he can fix his attention on the
works of God in distant worlds. This thought
was most beautifully expressed by one of the
ancient poets:

Pnmaque cum tpectent arimalia caetera terrain;
0$ homini tublime dedit; cwlumque tueri,
Juuit et erccto* ad sidera tollcre vultus.

Ovid Met. Lib. 1.84-86.

In the Scriptures, God not unfrequently appeals
to the starry heavens in proof of His existence
and perfections, and as the most sublime exhibi-
tion of His greatness and power

;
Ps. xix. 1-6.

And it may be remarked that this argument is

one that increases in strength, in the view of men,
from age to age, just in proportion to the advances
which are made in the science of astronomy. It
is now far more striking than it was in the times
of Isaiah." Barnes.]

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

1. On vers. 1-6. "Why is the advent of Jesus
on earth to-day still a ground of comfort and joy ?
1) By Him the season of bondage ends (ver. 2)

;

2) the curse of sin is removed (vers. 2, 3) : 3) the
promised new creation is introduced (ver. 4)

;

4) the mouth of the Lord has revealed the
7." Advent sermon by E. Bauer, in Manch.

[

. u. Ein Q. Jahra. III. p. 35.
2. On vers. 1-6. ''The precious commission of

God to the ministers of the word : Comfort ye,

comfort ye My people! We inquire: 1) To
whom, according to God's word, shall the com-
fort be brought? 2) What sort of comfort is it

that according to God's word should be brought Y*

Luger. Chnstus wiser Leben. Gotting, 1870.

3. On vers. 1-9. " What preparation does God
demand of us that we may Decome partakers of
the comfort in Christ? 1) Prepare the way of
the Lord. 2) Learn to know your nothingness."

Haenchbn. Manch. O. u. E%n 0. 1868 p. 39.

[" It is a good sign that mercy is preparing for

us if we find God's grace preparing us for it.

Ps. x. 17. To prepare the way of the Lord we
must be convinced. 1) Of the vanity of the
creature. 2) Of the validity of the promise of
God." M. Henry.]

4. On vers. 6-8. * What shall I preach ? 1) 80
I asked with the Prophet, and looked into the
face of this motley, multi-formed time. 2) 80
again I asked, and looked into the depths of my
own poor, weak soul. 3) So I asked once more,
and looked to thee, my charge that the Lord of
the Church has given me to lead." Kliefoth.
Installation sermon at Ludwigslust, printed in
Zeugniss der Seele, Parchim und Ludwigslust,
1845.

6. On ver. 11. ["God is the Shepherd of
Israel (Ps. lxxx. 1) ; Christ is the good Shepherd,
John x. 11. 1) He takes care of all His flock.

2) He takes particular care of those that most
need it: of lambs, those that cannot help them-
selves, young children, young converts, weak be-

lieversj sorrowful spirits. [1] He will gather
them in the arras of His power. [2] He will

carry them in the bosom of His love and cherish
them there. [3] He will gently lead them.
After M. Henry.J

6. On vers. 12-17. To what the contempla-
tion of the sublimity of God admonishes us. 1 ) •

The consideration of His infinite greatness ad-
monishes us to be humble. 2) The consideration
of His infinite power admonishes us to trust Him.
3) The consideration of His infinite wisdom ad-
monishes us to be obedient.

7. On vers. 22-24. When might takes pre-
cedence of right and the unrighteousness of the
powerful gets the upper hand, then we ought 1)
To consider that our cause is no other than that
of God ; 2) that even the mightiest are before
Him only like locusts, or like the trees that the
wind sweeps away; 3) wait patiently till the.

hour comes for the Lord to show His power.
8. On vers. 25-31. " Jubilate / 1) Holy is

the Lord our God in His ways (ver. 25). 2)
Almighty is the Lord our God in His works
(vers. 26-28). 3) Rich is the Lord our God in
His gifts of grace (vers. 2&-31)." Scheerer.
Manch. Q. u. Ein <?., 1868.

9. On vers. 27-31. [Reproof of dejection and
despondency under afflictions. I. Tne ill words
of despair under present calamity (ver. 27). II.

The titles God gives His people are enough to

shame them out of their distrusts. Jacob—O
Israel. Let them consider whence they took these
names, and why they bore them. III. He re-
minds them of that which, if duly considered,,

was sufficient to silence all their rears and din-

trusts (ver. 28). He communicates what He is*

Himself to others, choosing especially the weak.
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4*4 THE PROPHET TRATATT

lor the display of this heaven-imparted strength

(ver. 29). Comp. 1 Cor. L 27-29. V. The glo-

rious effect: strength perfected in weakness,
oomp. 2 Cor. xii. 9, 10 ; and enhanced by the
failures of those naturally strong (vers. 29-31).
After M. Henry.]

10. On ver. 31. [I. "Religion is often ex-
pressed in the Scriptures by " waiting on Jeho-
vah," i. «., by looking to Him for help, expecting
deliverance through His aid, putting trust in

Him. See Pa. xxv. 3, 6, 21 ; xxvii. 14 ; xxxviL

7, 9, 34 ; lxix. 3; lea. viii. 17 ; xxx. 18." II.
11
It does not imply inactivity or want ofjpersonal

exertion." III. " They only wait on Him in a
proper manner who expect His blessing in the
common modes in whicn He imparts it to men

—

in the use of those means and efforts which He
has appointed, and which He is accustomed to

bless." The farmer does not wait for God to

plow and sow his field ; but having plowed and
sown he waits for the blessing. After Bjl&jtss,

tufoc.]
^^

H.—THE SECOND DISCOUBSE.

The First Appearance of the Redeemer from the Bast and of the Servant of Jeho-
vah, and also the First and Seoond Conversion of the Propheoy relating to this
into a Proof of the Divinity of Jehovah.

Chapter XLL

1. THE FIRST CHIEF FIGURE: THE DELIVERER CALLED FROM THE EAST.
THE FIRST APPLICATION OF THE PROPHECY AS A TEST OF DIVINITY.

Chapter XLL 1-7.

1 Keep silence before me, O islands ; and let the people •renew their strength

;

bLet them come near; then let them speak:

•Let us come near together to judgment
2 Who raised up 'the righteous man from the east,

Called him to his foot,

Gave the nations before him,
And made him rule oyer kings f

*He gave them as the dust to his sword,
And as driven stubble to his bow,

8 He pursued them, and passed Wely;
'Even by the way that he had not gone with his feet

4 Who hath wrought and done it, 'calling the generations from the beginning?

I the Lord, the first,

And with the last; I am he.

5 The Isles saw it, and feared;

The ends of the earth were afraid,

Drew near, and came.
6 They helped every one his neighbour;
And every one said to his brother, 'Be of good courage.

7 So the «carpenter encouraged the *goldsmith,

And he that smootheth with the hammer *him that smote the anvil,

laying, it w ready for the sodering:

And he fastened it with nails, that it should not be moved.

* Heb. righteousness,
« Or, founder.

* Heb. In peace.
• Or, the smtting.

* Heb. Be strong.
• Or, Saying of the soisr, Hit good.

• shall renew. * They shall come, they shaU speak.
• We will come. * Hie sword shaU make them as dust, his bow, etc
• He returns not the way on hisfoot-prints. t he that called. • the smith.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

See List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 1.

«mnn-a">p. ver. ± vyn-mro. ?er. ». "pi.

Ver. 4.
t
7jTI>-^^-pBfin-0,,^nit Ver. 6. Yin-

nnit ver. e. ^-pm. v«.V«Hn-t|jv-pSno
-croD-oSn.

Ver. 1. We ha?e a pregnant construction In JlMnn
'Sit oomp. Job xili. 18.

Ver. a. The perfect Tyn 'D to only the prophetto

perfect, representing the (act of awaking, not as one ac-

tually past, but as actually certain, i. e^ all the same aa

happened. It indicates thus the objecttre reality, bat
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CHAP. XLL 1-7. 436

not the time, as indeed generally the Hebrew modi ex-

press primarily not the time bat the modality of being.

The same is true of*H1TjTH tot. 26, What is the ob-

ject of Vj?n? Modern expositors, since VrmnraA, so

far at X see, are all ofthem of the opinion that the words

talS msOjT pTJf, to be eonstraed as a relative

clause, are the object: him whom right (salvation, vic-

tory) meets at his feat This exposition rests on the

Mssoretie punctuation Bat this does not give an ab-

solute rale. It has the great disadvantage that it com-

pels as to takeny in the sense ofrnIT and iSnS.
accordingly, in the sense of " before him/* "ante pedem

e>i.
w Now the first would present no difficulty, since

fOp occurs often enough in the sense of mp. But

the latter is very serious since 7J"> 7 in all other places

of Its occurrence means * to follow on the feet of* In

Gen. xxx. 30 it stands directly in antithesis with <JD7

:

-Tl
M
little hadst thou before me, but it spreads out to a mul-

titude behind me" (on my foot ^SjpS). Deut xxxiiL

z9[?.Fb *3£ te athey to™4 **•* thy foot-print,**

(comp. ScHsoisK in toe). Compare the usage In 1 Sam.
xxr.42; Jobxviii.ll; Hab. iiL 6. Only in these pas-

sages does 711 occur with 7 denoting place. Thus the

objection to taking iSjnS in the sense of u ooefam, tow-

ards,** Is certainly Justified. Then we must take Kip
>nd 17JH7 in their common meaning, * to call," and
"after him.** Moreover we must take p"T2f as object

of Vj*n as all the ancient translations and many later

expositors have done. The LXX. : rla- i£ifr«ipfr awb

irvrokir fexotoOTfrifr, Ik4X*o*v •vrij* ««r4 rttot mvrov;

Vsls. ovfe svscUavft ao orient* jtutum, vocavit turn, ui «*•

qtretw ee, etc.——The expression VJD7 in* reminds

one of Deut. xxvtii. 7, 24, 25. Ifwe take TV as Hlph.

of tTHt M
eoiseufcore,'* then it means M coneulcar* faeUL"

Of course DO /D 1" object: he will make him trample

down kings.*1 But it might be taken as KaL (TV in-
1 1

-
stead ofIV on account of the pause). The only differ-

ence in sense would be :
M he will himselftrample down.**—1J1 ^Sj?3 !JV. It seems to me over-ingenious,

when DsxrrsscB construes the 2 as the mere intimation

of s comparison that Is left to the reader's fancy to be
completed. All depends on making *Oin and lAtf/'p

subject That it does not read ?JfV*i because 3">n and

IWfjJi
are feminine, makes not the least difficulty.* For

the ideal subject is
u he ** that holds the sword and bow.

Comp. xvil. A ; 1L 6. RtrscxmT, Knobkl and others need-
lessly supply *»«*/* before |XV. After p* one may sup-

ply DHftt, as often the pronominal object is omitted

(comp. Gen. 11. 19 ; vl. 19 sqq., and especially 1 Kings
xxlL ft, 14, where also the object is omitted after

|AD)

;

or, still more simply, one may regard *\Dj?D and VfoD

as the Immediate object of |JV : « his sword shall make
like dust, his bow like scattered chaff,** i. *, sword and
bow when set to work will produce that effect, likeness

to dust and chaff.—Note the assonance in TV and

0BT}\ «yiJ and DBTV, 0j> and tatfp.
'

*~

Ver. S. O^Sttf either adjective or adverbial accusa-

tive. 1 believe that *V3JT and Ufty stand in antithe-

sis. For, as is well known, K'lJ often has the sense of
going back in antithesis to verbs meaning '* to go thither,

go out** Thus R3P and K13 ere often used in antithe-

sis; comp. Josh. vL 1 ; 1 Kings iiL 7. Hence they are

used of the rising and setting of the sun (Gen. xlx. 23;

Isa. xiiL 19, and Gen. xv. 12, 17 ; xviii. 11, etc.). Comp.

xxxriL 28; Num. xxvih 17: 1 Sam. xxlx. ft; 1 Kings xv.

17 ; 2 Chron. L 10, etc). But W3 also stands in antithe-

sis to other verbs in this sense; thus Ps. exxvi. 6.

*• Forth goes the bearer ofthe seeding, hither comes with

rejoicing the bearer of his sheaves.** Consider in addi-

tion that probably vbx^2 corresponds to iSjnS *er. 2.

For 'J) SJH1 is to the question u where ?'* the same that

'B 7T>7is'to the question "whither?** Thus to go

'D *Sj\5 very often means " to go on the track of one**

(comp! Exod. xL 8; Judg. iv. 10; viii. 6; 1 Sam. xxv.

27 ; 2 Sam. xv. 17, etc). One may, indeed, translate

vSna in our text: "he will not measure backwards

with his feet the way;** for in itself it may very well

mean that (comp. Num. xx, 19; Deut ii. 28 ; Judg. iv.

15, 17 ; Prov. xix. 2, etc). But every one feels that this

sense here were superfluous. It might be urged in re-

ference to taking W3 in the sense of redire, that then,

too, vSjP3 were superfluous. But the antithesis of

12p and Kto is not so pregnant as that of*r and ftfe,

and hence the Prophet's intended meaning of this word

is not so plainly recognisable, and indeed, so far as I

know, no one has recognised it Thus, to give a hint

to the reader of the sense he would convey by K1D\ the

Prophet adds rS^D.
Ver. 4. When |W1 stands emphatically for God, as it

does here, it always refers backward, either to an un-

named and unnameable something in the preceding

context, yet known as assumed, that involves the no-

tion the One-All who upholds all things and compre-

hends everything. So it seems to me to be used Deut
xxxii. 89; Isa, xliii. 10; xlviiL 12. In such a case Mil
is predicate. Or it so refersback to that great Unnamed,
that Is known to be taken for granted, that it appears as

in apposition with the subject Then it — talis. K*71 is

used thus of men, Jer. xlix. 12, and after *D Isa, L 9, etc

But it stands for God In this sense, 2 8am. vii. 28 ; Isa,

xxxrii. 16 ; Neh. ix. 8, 7. But it can also be predicate in

this way, that it only introduces the predicate notion as

one already known. Then it is — ill*, is, and always

has a participle after it (ego sum UU, qui, comp. 11. 9, 10,

KTTflK): xliii. 26; 1L 12. But further Wn appears
• i

™

also to be the simple connecting u
It," which says that

the preceding statement appertains as predicate to the

subject represented by HJW or \)K : xliii. 13; Jer. xlv.

22; Ps. xliv. 6. But finally Ktfl serves the purpose of

affirming the Identity of the predicate clause with the

predicate of a preceding clause that is expressed or im-

plied. Then It acquires the meaning idem. So here and
Ps. oIL 28 (comp. Job Hi. 19 ; Heb. xili. 8). In our passage
Ittn manifestly affirms that Jehovah is with those that
are last that one that He was as the first L &, the same.
Ver. 6. 0"K see ver. 1; and on pun Http seexl. 28.

Ver. 7. Drawing the accent back in D7171 to avoid the
collision of two tone syllables is normal, but the change
of Tsere to Seghol is not normal (comp. xlix. 7 ; lxvi. 8;
Num. xvil. 28; xxlv. 22; Ezek. xxii. 24). The latter is
probably occasioned by the effort to better imitate the
beat of the hammer strokes. Q£Q in the sense of

M anvil ** only here*—One need not construe "^Dftt as a

participle. It may stand in the sense of a finite verb
(comp. ii. ; xxiv. 2; xxlx. 8 ; xxxii. 12). DJ1 adhae-

Ho, agglutinatio signifies that whereby the work' of the

rp* is Joined to that of the tf"lffl ; 7 — "in reference

to" (v. 1 ; Gen. xx. 18, etc).
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436 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

KXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. God has a twofold object in view: 1) He
would announce that He will raise up for His
people a deliverer from the East; this is the

chief contents of the first Ennead. 2) By this

act of deliverance He would demonstrate His
divinity in contrast with the nothingness of idols.

This twofold object He attains by summoning the

heathen nations to a trial in which He gives the

proofs of His divinity (vers. 1-5) ; but they on
their part do not respond, for the powerlessness

of their idols is shown by a brief reference to the

manner in which they originate (vers. 6, 7).

2. Keep ailenoe judgment.—Ver. 1.

With reverential silence (comp. on ^ HBfa*) must
the islands (comp. on xl. 15) come to the Lobd.
For that He is the speaker appears from vers. 1,

2, and especially from ver. 4. The expression

T\D W'SlT, "they shall renew their strength,"

stands here so near to xl. 31, that we must regard

it as a link that binds the two chapters together.

The Lobd would intimate by these words that the

task the nations will have to perform before the

judgment, is a difficult one, that therefore they must
" in respect to strength make change," t. c, renew
strength, put on new strength. ["As if lie had
said : they that hope in Jehovah shall renew their

strength ; but those that refuse renew theirs as

they can."—J. A. A.] The Lord demands po-
liteness, reverence from the nations even before

the controversy is decided, so certain is He that

He will gain it They must not come on with

rude noise, but modestly and then speak. BfitfD 7,
" to judicial trial," is used here as in liv. 17

;

Num. xxxv. 12; Josh. xx. 6; Jud. iv. 5; 2 Sam.
xv. 2, 6. If Jehovah is Himself a party, who is

then the judge? To this question Kosenmuel-
ler (with whom Delitzsch agrees) well replies:
" Vocaniur genlea in judicium od tribunal rum Dei
sed rationis"

3. Who raised with his feet.—Vers.
2, 3. With these words the Lobd deposeth be-

fore the judgment a proof of His divinity. It

does not consist merely in the fact that the deeds
of the hero announced here shall give their right

to the people of God, t. «., deliverance from the

unrighteous tyranny of the heathen, while He
will destroy the latter ; but above all it consists

in the fact that the Lobd prophesies the appear-
ance of the hero, and thus stakes His honor on
the fulfilment of it For that this hero brings
deliverance to the people may be accident an
effect of His fancy, of arbitrariness, of a ruler's

caprice. In that would therefore lie no strict

proof of the divinity of Jehovah. But if Jeho-
vah prophesies the appearance and doing of that

hero, and it happens accordingly, then it is proved
that the Lobd is a living, omniscient, and al-

mighty God. One may not object that " what is

future and unfulfilled would be without present
power to prove" (Deutzbch\ For the text has
nothing to do with an historical, actual disputa-

tion with heathen, in which, of course, a prophecy
would be no proof. But the supposed disputa-
tion is only a rhetorical form that the Prophet uses
in order to make the Israelites sensible of their

folly and wrong, who, though they knew the

living divinity of Jehovah, and that idols were
without life, turned to the latter notwithstanding.
This meaning appears by a comparison with ver.
21 sqq. For there the idols are very expressly
challenged to prophesy future events, ana from
their powerlessness to do so is inferred their
nothingness. And hence it appears to me that
the verses 1-7 stand first as theme. The redemp-
tion, that in them is only intimated, is more par-
ticularly described, vers. 8-20, while vers. 21-29
amplify in respect to the way in which the ap-
pearance of the deliverer will be a proof for Jeho-
vahwho had foretold it, and against the idols which
were unable to foretell it Thus I do not believe

that the argumentation of the Prophet presupposes
the victorious career of Cyrus as begun, eitheran

an ideal or in a real sense. It is wholly a thing

of the future, and must be so contemplated. For
how otherwise could the Prophet prophesy it?

It is plain that Cyrus is the hero referred to,

and not Abraham, or Christ, or even the Apostle

Paul, as, until Vitbinga, was the opinion of the

ancient expositors. The wav for naming this

name, which is produced at last in xliv. 28, is

prepared with much art The hints of its com-
ing may be compared to the gleams of light that

beginning feebly, and increasing in strength ana
extent, precede the sunrise. The first hint is

that the East is to be the point whence the grand
appearance shall issue. Persia in fact lies east

of Babylonia. It accords also with the purpose

of beginning small that the Prophet does not

once name a definite, personal object of ^p*l
We must take PTO as that object (see Text and

Oram.) Regarding the meaning of pTO, I would

repeat the remark already made, that the Old
Testament righteousness is not the antithesis of

grace, but of violent oppression, and hence that

a pH2f, " righteous man," is one who, though he

has the power to the contrary, still lets right

reign, and thereby both uses gentleness and dis-

penses happiness, salvation, and blessing [see

comm. on l. 21, 26, Tb.]. Israel in exile was op-

pressed by its enemies, and though in respect to

Jehovah this was a deserved punishment, still

their enemies had, ex propriis, aggravated it, and
thereby done a wrong to Israel (comp. x. 5 sqq).

If now the hero from the East acts Justly toward

Israel, he shows himself to be a mild lord, and
helps Israel to its rights against the oppression

of the heathen, and thereby to happiness and sal-

vation. Hence I believe that all these meanings

are implied in pTO. But they can only become

operative through a person, a p'TO, "righteous

man." To this latent notion in p"W, of a right-

eous man, the following suffixes [pronouns] most

be referred. It suits the purpose of the Prophet

already noticed, to let the person of the deliverer

appear by degrees and unfold itself. One niajr

say that his personality develops itself here, as it

were, out of an impersonal germ. This one

awakened to do righteousness the Lobd calls after

Him (comp. xlii. 6, which passage the Masorets

perhaps had in mind when they connected pT*

with ^lOP'), t. c, he leads him further and fur-
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CHAP. XLL 1-7. 437

ther p'H'V?, see Text and Oramm.]. Is there

thus in nS ^HOp* a formal definition of ^n,
so in ?JV there is a definition as to matter. The
words last named say what the hero, by extend-

ing his power, will do. All these clauses stand

under the influence of the interrogative 'D* Na-

tions are properly not things that one gives away*
and kings rule and are not themselves ruled. But
here is an exception. Jehovah gives to this hero
nations to do as he pleases with them, and sub-

jects kings to him so that they must serve him.
Hi* sword made them as dust, etc, describes

the degree to which they are given to him which

was before said in |JV and TV. His sword and
bow, once set to work, will do such work that the

result will be the likeness of dust and chaff (see

Text, and Oram,) On tf[> see on xl. 24; «pi

corap. xix. 7. But not merely a battle in one
place shall occur, but also pursuit of the fugitives.

He, the conquering hero, shall go on well-pre-

served (Dwtf ), and always forwards, never back-

wards (see Text, and Gram, on vSrtt m*, etc.).

He will not go back in his own foot-prints {it ne
reviendrapas sur set pas).

^
[J. A. A. agrees with

Ewai/d, " the clause describes the swiftness of his

motions, as flying rather than walking on foot,"

and cites in support Dan. viii. 5.

—

Tb.J.

4. "Who hath wrought and came.

—

Vers. 4, 5. The Lord has announced a majestic

appearance of world-wide significance. But,

though it is something still future, He has let it

appear as an image of the past before the eyes of

those that were summoned. Hence, as ver. 2 He
asked : " who has awakened 7" so He now asks,

using the past tense, who has prepared and made
this? Of course the same that foreknew and pre-

dicted it, and who could do this because He is the

Onewho from the beginning called the generations

of men into existence, and hence can say of Him-
self: I Jehovah the first and I am still with the

last (see Text, and Oram.). The Lord summoned
the heathen to a controversy (ver. 1). He has

laid down the proof of His divinity (vers. 2-4).

Now it is the turn of the heathen to produce a si-

milar performance on the part of their idols. No-
tice that the Prophet opposes the heathen nations

to God, and not their idols. This is quite natural.

For the idols have no actual existence. Hence
it cornea that the heathen must defend the cause

of their idols; whereas Israel's God defends the

cause of His people. Therefore, obedient to the

gammons of ver. 1, the heathen nations approach.

They see the proof that the Lord has presented

in His own favor, and with dismay, for they know
at once that they cannot match the performance
with any thinj; similar. And so they approach
trembling, as it were, to look at this trial sample

of Jehovah's on all sides. That they would have

said something is not declared. Speechless they

keep silence before the majesty of the Lord.

5. They helped be moved.—Vers. 6, 7.

It is too incredible that the heathen, seized with
fear, and in order to find help against the threat-

ening appearance of the predicted hero, turn in

baste to the fabrication of idol images (Delitz.),

or that they nailed fast those threatened by Cyrus
(Hitzio). No, these verses would show, by the

manner in which idols originate, that thev cannot
possibly triumph in the controversy to which they
are challenged ( ver. 1 ). How can such productions

of men's hands maintain themselves against Him
who can speak of Himself as in ver. 4? I accord-

ingly connect ver. 6 with what follows, and not
with what precedes. For ver. 5 evidently corre-

sponds to ver. 1. For there the nations are re-

Suired to approach reverently and in silence; for

lis very reason they are unable to respond to the
*' they shall speak" (ver. 1) : there the nations are
called on to get strength, and ver. 5 we see them
draw near, afraid and trembling; "they drew
near" and " came " of ver. 5 corresponds to " they

shall approach," "we will draw near" (TWpj
ItfJP) of ver. 1. With this the cvle of thought be-
ginning with ver. 1 is concluded. Thus ver. 6
looks backwards; ver. 6 forwards. The latter

says in general the same that ver. 7 a says in re-

ference to particular relations. Both verses have
for their chief idea that idol-making is a fatiguing

labor, costing not only much money (xl. 19), bnt
also much sweat, in which one must encourage and
aid the other in order to get it done. What a
shameful difference then between idols and Je-
hovah.

The Bhn, "smith," prepares the body of the

image; the *)?*, "founder," makes ready the co-

vering. The former strengthens the latter by

good preparatory work and cheering words. "The
smoother with the hammer" seems to me to be

identical with the ^2? , for the metal would surely

be smoothed by him who moulded it On the

other hand, the D£& 0/H "the smiter on the

anvil," is identical with the BhH; for he that

works at the anvil makes the iron body, makes
the nails, and fastens the image with them. '• The
smoother with the hammer'' is the subject of

^pfc, for he has made the soldering, and by the

call *' it is good " he cheers •' the smith " to con-

tinue and complete the work that consists in fast-

ening the image with nails to the place where it

is to De set up. " It is good," corap, Exod. ii. 2

;

Gen. i. 4, 8, etc. D^DOO, "cJaw," only here in

Isaiah. Comp. Jer. x. 3-5, which passage is evi-

dently copied after ours and xl. 19 sq.; xliv. 9-

17; xlvL6sq.D1D*KS,comp. xL 20.
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438 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

2. THE SECOND CHIEF FIGURE: THE SERVANT OFJEHOVAH ISRAEL CHOSEN
IN ABRAHAM AND CALLED IN GLORIOUS VICTORY.

8

9

10

Chapter XLL 8-13.

But thou, Israel, %aH my servant,

Jacob whom I have chosen,

The seed of Abraham my friend.

Thou whom I have btaken from the ends of the earth,

And called thee from the °chief men thereof,

And said unto thee, Thou art my servant;

I have chosen thee, and not cast thee away
Fear thou not; for I am with thee:
dBe not dismayed ; for I am thy God

:

I ewill strengthen thee ; yea, I 'will help thee

;

Yea, I 'will uphold thee with the right hand of my righteousness.

11 Behold, all they that were incensed against thee

Shall be ashamed and confounded

-

'They shall be as nothing;

And 'they that strive with thee shall perish.

12 Thou shalt seek them, and shalt not find them,
Even 'them that contended with thee:

•They that war against thee

Shall be as nothing, and as a thing of nought.

13 For I the Lord thy God will hold thy right hand,
Saying unto thee, fear not; I will help thee.

i Heb. the men of thy ttrjfe,

• omit art
• Look not around. • have made thee (te thine election) twre,
• They shall be at nothing and destroyed thy adversaries.

» Heb. the men of thy contention *R9b.thsmenoftJsy\

• their borders.
* omit %nU.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Bee List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 8.

"lrtt-anit Ver. 9. Vm Ver.lO. nyef-fDIt Ver.

11? dS3." Ver. 12. OBk!
T " T

Ver. 5. On pKTI WXp see si. 28.

Ver. 10. jmtfA Hithp. from T\Vti stands here in the

sense of " to look anxiously about."—yn*?lt *JK O
occurs only here; see Ten 13 and ML 16. On IJg see.

ver. 6.

Ver. IL triru again only *!• «*- T^ VtfJ* only

here in Isaiah; oomp. Judg. xii. 2; Job xxxi. 36; Jer.

XT. 10.

Ver. 12. n«D jurgwm, fcr. key.-, comp. Mil. 4, and

rtt) rixari, xxxtU. 26 TlSo 'Bfalt only here in Isa.

oomp. xliL 13; Jer. 1. 30; Esek. xxrii. 10.

Ver. 18.
"J
yry p^TTIO only here ; comp. xIt. 1 ; IL 18.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Bat thou Israel away.—Vera. 8, 9.

In the preceding section (vers. 1-7) the Pro-
phet has introduced the principal figure of the
prophetic cycle, chape, xl.-xiviii. With this is

immediately connected another: the Servant
of Jehovah in a national sense.

Bat thou Israel is evidently contrasted with
" islands and people," ver. 1. The Prophet turns
to Israel with well-founded and glorious consola-

tion. The Lord calls His people Israel my
servant. We encounter here for the first time
this significant notion of the nirp 12g. Yet not

the subjective, but the objective side of the notion
is made prominent. The nation is not so named
because it has chosen the Lord for its God out
of the great mass of gods that, according to
heathen ideas, are in existence, therefore not be-

cause "Jehovah was its national god in contrast

with other nations, the servants of Baal, Moloch,"
etc (Hitzig). On the contrary, they are so named
because the Lord has chosen Israel for His pos-

session, His instrument, His servant. For a ser-

vant is the property of his lord, and Israel is the

''peculiar people" (Exod. xix. 5j Deut vii. 6:

xiv. 2; Ps. exxxv. 4; Mai. iii. 17). But Israel

is chosen in its ancestor Abraham, whom, already,

the Lord calls "my servant

"

#
Gen. xxvi. 24,

which passage easily comes to mind, since ver. 10

is evidently a citation from it Thus Abraham
was not only chosen for his person, though what

he was personally by God's grace, fitted him to be

for all times a pattern of the right sort of " servant

of Jehovah," even in subjective respects. Hence
he is called My friend. For love is the ful-
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filling of the law, and involves fiuth (Gen. xr. 6

;

Deut vi. 6). In 2 Chr. x±ii. 7 Abraham has the

same title; alao in Jas. ii. 23. In Arabic his

regular surname is Chalil-AUah, i. e^ "confidant

of God." Abraham was chosen that by his seed

ail the nations of the earth might be blessed. And
after Isaac and Jacob, this seed was to be the

"great nation" that the Lobd would make of

Abraham (Gen. xii. 2), and to which He would

give the land of his pilgrimage (ibid. ver. 7

;

xiiL 15 ; xv. 18, ste.). Accordingly Israel is the

servant of Jehovah primarily as the seed of

Abraham. This is purely an objective honor

and dignity, belonging to the nation by reason of

the election of their ancestor, but or which, of

coarse, it must make itself worthy by worshipping

Jehovah alone as its God, and serving Him with

its entire being and possessions. On the paral-

lelism of Israel and Jacob see zl. 27.

With great emphasis the Prophet repeats in

various forms the thought that Israel is Jehovah's

chosen servant. Whom I have taken, [or

"grasped"] "npmn (see vers. 6, 7) expresses

that the Lobd stretched out His hand after Israel

to seise it (comp. ver. 13 : xlii 6 ; xlv. 1 ; li. 18)

and bring it to Him ; thus that He alone was

active in this, while Israel was passive. By the

ends of the earth the Prophet, whose view-

point is Palestine, means the distant lands of the

Euphrates. Concerning the situation of Ur
Kasdim see Schbadeb, D. KeUinsehr. u.d.A.T.

p. 883. The monuments prove that the present

ruin of Mugheir (on the right bank of the

Euphrates south -east from Babylon) was Ur.

S*** is probably related both to VXH Exod. xxiv.

11, notitts, prwiecpt—properly the extreme*, «r-

tremuM, thus in some sense, also summits, comn.

pSn 'fav, and also to Tjf* lotus, juxta. It

occurs only here. Yet twice' again, ver. 9, it is

affirmed that in choosing Israel Jehovah alone

was active. Once by I have called thee, and

then by I have ohoaen thee. Finally the

thought is confirmed by the negative expression

I have not oast thee away. Evidently un-

derlying this last is the thought that the Lobd
might indeed have rejected Israel, in fact that He
was near doing it (comp. Deut vii. 7 sq.), but

that He did not do it. Therefore, spite of con-

siderations that existed, He has still on reflection

and on purpose chosen Israel.

2. Fear thou not X will help thee.

—Vers. 10-13. Having set forth the election of

Israel in Abraham as emphatically the basis of

the relation between Himself and His people,

the Lobd now infers the consequences. These

are positive and negative: Israel need not fear,

the Lobd helps them ; their enemies must be de-

stroyed. The words fear not for I am with
thee are quoted from Gen. xxvi. 24 with only

'f3jf for Ti?K. On "fear not" comp. xl. 9.

The context shows that 'TOD* is used here as in

xliv. 14 ; Ps. lxxx. 18 with the meaning " to

make firm, sure, vis., the choice of one object put

of several ." The idea is not an invigoration im-

parted to Israel, but the election made sure (comp.

2 Pet i. 10, fkpaiav iroizurdai t%v UXoy^v). ^OiJ

is also used in a similar sense. Comp. xlii. 1 and

Matth. xii. 18, where *pn is rendered alptr%etv
9

The expression 'pl¥ ['0' occurs only here. It

can only mean the right hand that does right in

the Old Testament sense, on which comp. ver. 2.

The relation of the three verbs of the second

clause of ver. 10 seems to me to be the following

:

fD* signifies the sure election, from which fol-

lows, on the one hand, the helping, on the other,

the not letting eo again. The correlative of

this promise is the threat (ver. 11) of destruc-

tion to their enemies. This thought is presented

in various forms in what follows (vers. 11, 12).

Ver. 11 a it appears as a theme, and vers. 11 £-12 6

give it a three-fold amplification : first the oppo-
nents are called T^ 'BUX ^contestants, opponents
in general), and it is said " they shall be nothing
and shall perish ;" then they are called 'tfJK

TWO (rixatores, objurgaiores) that one shall seek

and not find ; finally they are called non^D 'K

(enemies in war, hostes), and it it said of them
that, not only they are not to be found, but that

they shall absolutely no more exist. In conclu-

sion, ver. 13, the protecting and helping presence

already promised ver. 10 is repeated to the na-

tion as the ground of its expecting victory. That
ver. 13 has the character of a confirmatory repeti-

tion appears from 1J1 IDfcn. For ^DKA expressly

refers to the comforting words "fear not." * I

have helped thee," as naving been used by the

Lobd (ver. 10)*

3 THE SERVANT OF GOD, WEAK AND LOWLY, YET IN GOD TOE STRONG
FK)PLE OF ISRAEL, RICHLY BLESSED WITH SALVATION AND DIVINE
KNOWLEDGE.

Chapter XLL 14-20.

14 Feab not, thou worm Jacob, and ye lmen of Israel

;

I 'will help thee, saith the Lord,
And thy redeemer, Hhe Holy One of Israel.

15 Behold, I will make thee a new sharp threshing instrument

Having •teeth:

Thou shalt thresh the mountains, and beat them small,

And shalt make the hills as chafil
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440 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

16 Thou shalt •fan them, and the wind shall carry them away,
And the whirlwind shall scatter them:
And thou shalt rejoice in the Lord,
And shalt glory in the Holy One of Israel.

17 d When the poor and needy •seek water, and there is none,
And their tongue faileth for thirst,

I the Lord will hear them,
I the God of Israel will not forsake them.

18 I will open rivers in fhigh places,

And fountains in the midst of the valleys:

I will make the wilderness a pool of water,

And the dry land springs of water.

19 I will plant in the wilderness the cedar, the •shittah tree.

And the myrtle and hthe oil tree

;

I will set in the desert the *fir tree,

And the 'pine, and the kbox tree together:

20 That they may see, and know,
And consider, and understand together,

That the hand of the Lord hath done this,

And the Holy One of Israel hath created it

1 Ort few m&
• omit wUL
• acacia.

* supply is.

* wild (Hive

* Heb. mouth*.

• scatter.
1 cyprcst.

* omit Wkm*
i plans-trst. k«fero&,

TEXTUAL AND
8ee the List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 14.

njVi/v-trnp-* Djo-Siu-Smfer chip. ver. is.

nnj-n^O-SSn. Ver. lVojK-KtfD. Ver.M.n*

-nBtf-DTv-e^a. ver. 20. Safer-mi.
T • --!

I - T T T
Ver. 14. It is to be noted that the Lokd addresses Is-

rael as a weak woman, vers. 14, 15 a in the second pers.

fern.; whereas Ten. 1ft 6, 16, the one dashing down the

enemies is right away addressed in the masculine as a
man. [This seems over-refinement. The fern, form of

the verb and suffixes are prompted by the principal

nounjlpSln ; in the masculine forms following, the idea

of the person addressed is resumed, according to com-
mon usage.—Tr.].
Ver. 17. D'JV^Km D"J#n pat first shows that they

are to be regarded as eatut absolute It is still uncertain

whether T\R&} is derived from Htf J, HBfa or from
T ITT T T " T

fine?. The latter seems to me the least likely, sinoe it

means ponere, fundars^ ttabiUre, from which the mean-

GRAMMATICAL.

ing dsfedt, txaruU can be got only by straining. We
must comp. xix. ft ; Jer. li. 80. I had rather, with Ou>
kavum, assume a root HEfa — exartut, deficit, kindred

tonBfo. ThenTlflBfa would be third person fern.
T T T IT T

Kal, in pausal form, with Dagttch afftctuotum. In the

second clause of ver. 17, 'Jtt is the common subject of

the two clauses, with both HOT end f* ^TwK in apposi-

tion, and it is to be noted that the latter stands in pa-

rallelism for the former, as indeed the God of Israel is

actually called Jehovah,

Ter. 90. After JD'feT is to be supplied, not only aS
(comp. ver. 22), but V? Sj (*»!• 25 ; xlvii. 7; IviL 1,

11 ; comp. xliv. 19). Thus the proper order of thought

is restored : that they see, know, take to heart and gain

an insight into. Moreover this form of expression oc-

curs in Isaiah only in the places cited. The omission

of T? occurs in various senses, Ps. L 23; Job iv. 20

;

xxiiL 6; xxxiv. 23; xxxviL 16 ; Judg. xix. 80.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Servant of God is here still the people
Israel; but what is properly characteristic of
this notion is made prominent, trie. ; the suffering

and lowliness. Bat at the same time the Prophet
does not omit to say very emphatically that this

poor servant of God will be also a mighty and
irresistible instrument of judgment in tne hand
of Jehovah. Thus Israel is addressed " worm
Jacob," "little people Israel," and that with the
use of a feminine verbal form, whom, however,
the Lord will help to rid itself of its enemies
(vers. 14-16), and will bless with abundance of
good things?vers. 17-19), in order that all may
know that He alone is God (ver. 20).

2. Pear not of Israel.—Vers. 14-16.
The expressions '« little worm," "little people"

are evidently intended to P&int the wretchedness
and weakness of Israel. The former recalls Ps.

xxii. 6 " I am a worm, and no man?' and also

the description of the sufferine servant of God,
Isa. Hit 2 sqq. Comp. too, Job xxv. 6. Yet one
cannot but see in this •' worm Jacob " the transi-

tion of the servant of God to the " form of a ser-

vant," and thus recognise an intimation that the

suffering people of God is also a type of the suf-

fering Saviour. The expression *?mfer *I\Q also,

which recalls ^BDD 'JQO, i e^ a few people, that

may be counted (Gen. xxxiv. 80 ; Dent. iv. 27

;

Ps. cv. 12 ; 1 Chr. xvi. 19, comp. *l£ Job xi.

11 : Ps. xxvi. 4), involves the meaning of weak-
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neas, inconsiderableneas, lowliness. /W Is the

antithesis of "00 (comp. Ley. xzy. 25, 48). The

word frequently occurs in a juristic sense ; bnt
frequently, too, of Jehovah, who as next of

kindred, so to speak, redeems His people that

has been sold into the hand of their enemies.

Tet what a contrast I The Lord makes this

worm Jacob a mighty instrument of judgment

against the nations, f^H, that occurs x. 22 in

a figurative sense, and xxviii. 27 as designation

of the threshing roller itself signifies here a
quality of the latter, viz,: the being sharp. Sharp,
new, and double-edged (JIVfi'fi only here in

Isaiah, comp. Ps. cxlix. 6) shall the roller be.

As such a roller lacerates the bundles of grain,

and as the similarly formed harrow crushes

the clods, so shall Israel rend and crush moun-
tains ana make hills like chaff, etc This pro-

phecy has not been fulfilled by the fleshly Israel,

or at least only in a meager way, the best exam-
ple being the Maccabees. But by the spiritual

Israel it has had glorious fulfilment in spiritual

victories.

3. The poor created it.—Vers. 17-20.

From the preceding vers. 14-16, which are par-
allel with these, it appears that these verses do
not promise to the returning exiles merely the
needful refreshment through the desert, thus
connecting say with xl. 10, 11. Vers. 14-16 do
not describe something that the exiles are to ef-

fect before they can betake themselves home;
and just as little do ver. 17 sqq., speak of some-
thing relating only to the return. Vera. 14-20
describe the condition of salvation in general,

which Israel shall experience after the exile.

Ver. 17 sqq., can only refer to the return from
exile so far as that belongs to that coudition.

Taking the wretohed that seek water, etc., as

parallel with •' worm Jacob," etc, we understand
vers. 17-20 to describe all the conditions that

caused the existence of Israel before its redemp-
tion to appear like a life in the desert. As in
yer. 14 sq. the " worm" is suddenly transformed
into a mighty threshing sled, so here dry places
are suddenly transformed into richly watered
places, covered with glorious vegetation.

Vers. 18, 19 say how the Lord will hear the
prayers of the languishing. He will open the
earth (comp. Ps. cv. 41) (nf}9, by metonomy,

the cause instead of the effect, as often, comp.
xiv. 17; Jer. xl. 4) to let streams burst forth
even on bald hills, and in valleys, etc. Ittl'O

u
place of issue" Iviii. 11, comp. Ps. cvii. 35 and

Isa. xxxv. 1, 7.

In describing the vegetation seven trees in all

are named, which perhaps is not accidental. PK,

"cedar" is generic: TiQp (from BJtf, "to be

pointed, to prick " Arabic *ant, Kgyptian schontc,

comp. Herz. H-EncycL XV. p. 95, and Jerome
on our passage) «• the acacia;" only here in Isa.

DTJ " the myrtle," that grows as a tree in An-
terior-Asia, and in Greece (see Victor Hehn,
Kulfarplamcn u. Hausthiere, p. 143 sqq. : Herz.
R.-E*cycL X. 142). By }Dtf }•£, in contrast with

f°# IV? (Dent. viii. 8), is commonly understood

the wild olive, oleaster, aypiihuoc (Rom. xi. 17,
24). The LXX. translates icvwaptcovw ; Ceusub

supposes resinous trees in general. This last

would be a good way of getting over the diffi-

culty, seeing the expression is strange for the

wild olive. For it gives no oil, being partly

without fruit (see Hehn, L c p. 45) partly yields

fruit that is applicable for making salve and not

oil (Herz. K.-Encycl. X. p. 547). But as in

Neh. viii. 15 JVT^ and JDtf f£ ty are men-

tioned together as needful for constructing the

leafy booths, one must suppose the wild olive is

meant The expression occurs only 1 Kings vi.

23, 31, 32, 33, where the JDtf 'SJT are mentioned

as material for the cherub-figures, and the doors
and posts of the Holiest. The following words
" the fir," etc, occur verbatim lx. 13. tf"n*

"the cypress" (according to Movers Phoen. I.

p. 575* sqq. Beroi, Berut is the name of the
divinity of nature that was supposed to dwell in
trees). Comp. Hehn, /. c p. 192 sqq. The
words irnn and "MCfatn remain to the present

unexplained. They occur again only lx. 13,

which is to be regarded as a repetition of the

present passage, ^n
J ** a Hebrew word. Wo

read ^*p D*D "the galloping horse," Nah. iii. 2,

and Judg. v. 22 paints rvjlt nVvn n^HTO al-

most like quadrupedante putrem sonitu quatit tm-
gida campum. But dahr in Arabic means "tempu*,

ucvbm." It is the Hebrew 1V? (comp. v*D and

SrtO. *MD and ^nD, lo and VU, etc). However

one may mediate the notions " currere, cursue "

and " tempus, seoulum" whether by the notion of

haste or that of circuit, still the meaning of last-

ing, continuance, longevity seems also to belong

to the sphere of the root ^\}\ And perhaps

this is still more the case in the dialects than in

Hebrew itself; comp. the Chaldee KJ'?^ cir~

cuitus, perpetuitas= "F?^, with which it would

agree that irnn, which does not elsewhere occur
in Hebrew, is probably a cognate foreign word,
i. c, belonging to a kindred dialect.

^
The plane-

tree appears not to be indigenous in Palestine,

for it is no where mentioned among trees that

grow there. If poiJJ is really the plane-tree, it

signifies a tree not growing in Palestine as ap-

pears from the context of the two places of its oc-

currence (Gen. xxx. 37 : Ezek. xxxL 8). imfl
might thus, in the Propnet's day, be a name for

the plane-tree borrowed from some kindred dia-

lect, and that was given to it because of its

longevity. Descriptions of giant specimens of
the plane-tree such as that of Hehn, /. c p. 198
Mjq., prove that it attains a great age, and pro-

digious size. Hehn says: "The praise of the
plane-tree fills all antiquity." Again :

" Greece
received the plane-tree and the fashion of es-

teeming it from Asia, where the plane-tree like

the cypress from ancient times was regarded with
religious veneration by the tree-loving Iranians
and the Iranian races of Asia-Minor." Accord-
ing to this, one might almost think it strange if

the plane-tree were omitted from mention with
the cypress in an enumeration of the glorious
trees that were to adorn the desert road of Israel

returning from the Iranian territory (for that we
may include also the idea of the return was men*
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tfoned aboTe). Henoe I am inclined, until better

instructed, to regard the IHTH, with Saadia,

Gesenius, Dkutzsch and others, as the plane*

tree. ^tfKfl, from ">?** "rectus, erectus fitU, ia

held by the ancients to be either " the box-tree"
or "the sherbin cedar." Hehh, against the
meaning box-tree, appeals to Tbubophbabt who
ranks the *rf$<* among the +tX61>vxpa, %. e,, among
the vegetation that cannot endure a warm cli-

mate. A designation like "recta, erecta" suits

the cedar admirably, and as the name sherbin

undoubtedly stands for the cyprestus oxyctdru*

(see Gesbn. Ootnm.; Niebuhb, Description of
Arabia, p. 149; Deutzbch in loc), we may
for the present be content with the meaning
" Sherbin."

All these glorious acts will the Loud accom-
plish for the purpose of bringing His people to

the full, deep and abiding knowledge that He hat
effected such things, and that thus He alone is to

be revered as Goo. The Lord had often before
wonderfully delivered His people, and they had
often returned to Him then as their God. Bat
this knowledge had never been right comprehen-
sive and thorough. They had always in a little

while turned again to iaola. When the Lord
terminates the great Babylonian captivity, then
the nation will renounce idols forever ana serve
the Lobd alone. This also came to pass. TOT
(comp. xl. 5) relates to the subject : all shall

know it But if the Prophet means by these
" all " primarily the redeemed, those poor and
wretched (ver. 17) that needed these wonders of
God, still in this emphatic TTTV there seems to be
also a reference to au in the widest sense to whom
this knowledge would be proper, niftt comp.
xlv. 8.

4. THE SECOND CONVERSION OP PROPHECY INTO A TEST OF DIVINITY.

Chapter XLI. 21-29.

22

23

21 iProduce your cause, saith the Lord ;

Bring forth your "strong reasons, saith (he Kin? of Jacob.
Let them bring them forth, and show us what shall happen:
Let them show the former things, what they be,

That we may 'consider them, and know the latter end of them

;

Or Meclare us things for to come.
Show the things that are to come hereafter,

That we may know that ye are gods:
Yea, do good, or do evil,

•That we may be dismayed, and behold it together.

24 Behold, ye are *of nothing,

And your work 4of *nought:
An abomination is he that chooseth you.

25 I have raised up one from the north, and he •shall come:
From the rising of the sun shall he call upon my name:
And he shall come upon 'princes as upon mortar,

And as the potter treadeth clay.

26 Who hath declared from the beginning, that we may know?
And beforetime, that we may say, *He is righteous?

Yea, there is none that *showeth, yea, there u none that Meclareth,

Yea, there is none that hheareth your words.

27 'The first shall say to Zion. Behold, behold them

:

And I will give to Jerusalem one that bringeth good tidings.

28 JFor I beheld, and there was no man;
Even among them, and there was no counsellor,

That, whenI asked of them, could *answer a word.

29 Behold they are all vanity;

Their works are nothing

:

Their molten images are wind and confusion.

1 Hob. Chute to come near.
* Or, wone than a viper.

» Heb. get our heart upon them.
» Heb. return.

• Or, worse thorn nothing

• bulwark*. *makemh$ar. • Ji^iwi^coi0v»t(MM»k)tt«r.aj»d<«p«o<^<MM «wwO<r».
« wind. • has. ' gatrapt. Bight * shound: declared: heard.
* A frit-fruit to Ron—tee, tot it comet-a mmengtr ofjoy I will give to Jerusalem. * But,
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TEXTUAL AND
See LUt far the recurring of the words: Ver.2l.

inR-an. •*•«• Jv^nswiman. ver.tt.nvnn

-"Wm. Ver. a. nDh-^VV-OOV-trO. Ver tt.

**•©[ Ver.«8.^vT Ver."» fW^OWIHlin-HTln

Ver. XL HO^J *• **• ***• The r00* weaning is roooro,

comp. Dtitt
T
" strong," D'Dtftf " strength, might," Ps.

x. hi, nbwjrn -vtrmr p*,'ixviiL as.

Ver. tS. t|K with 1 in the second clause Appears not

merely to hare the meaning Hve—dve, bnt there lies in

rjK something intensire In relation to what precedes,

that we may best express by " yee.w—That 1 acquires

tbe meaning M or," appears from alternative questions
** whether—or," *tmm ann being regularly expressed

m Hebrew by DtjtV-DK, and also that, exceptionally,

simply 1 connects the two olauses (Jer. xllr. 28 ; Ewau>

J 162 6).-—The Kal TUTU (so KUhibh is to be read,

whereas K'ri is to be pronounoed lO 31) occasions sur-

prise. Perhaps we should read *Sj (first pers. ptnr.

Inperf. NlplL, comp. KV Exod. xxxiv. 8; m^l Gen.

xU. 7; xvit 1, etc). As this first pers. plar. imp. Niph.

happens not to occur again in the Old Testament, per-

haps the Maeorets preferred to point the consonants like

the first pers. plur. import KaL, which often oocurs in

the roil form, but which also falls to occur in the apoco-

pated form.

Ver. 24. I translate yWX $9*0 here "out of the no-

thing," whereas xL 17 I maintained the comparative

meaning of JO. 1 think that we are Justified in this by

the difference of the verbs used in the two places.

There 2tiTS) was predicate, here it is the notion of be-

ing. There the rhetorical, exaggerated M more than no-

thing " was more suitable; here it suits better to take

|D as indicative of origin. There is no need of treat-

ing JfDst es a copyist's error for DOKD as many recent

commentators do. The serpent name H,pDK (xxr. 8

;

Mr. 5) i a, « eibUane, the whistler," is proof en'ongh that

there is a verb njtf)* kindred in sense to SDH, m breath,

wind" (see on HjrDK xlii. U). Prom this may be de-

rired ^flR. from whioh JtfM, like tfDK from 'tfoK,

Tthk from *3Bftt
1vv - •

-

GRAMMATICAL,

Ver. tt. nity, contracted from IXK% oocurs only here,

whereas the form WVJ. (from HW, Prov. L27; Job

xxxviLtt) occurs Deut xxxlii. iL-^HDtf3 mp is un-

doubtedly used in the sense of calling on Qod in wor-

ship. In itself the expression means M to call with the

name,** not in the name; for 2 is used here as instru-

mental. This appears from the (act thatthe expression

elsewhere means a) M to call, name (one) with their

name:** Exod. xxxv. 80; Num. xxxii. 42; Isa. xlv. 4 (I

called to thee by means of thy name), or, with omission

of the personal object, Isa. xlilL 1 ; xlv. 8, etc 6)
u to

shout, prodamart, proclamation** facer*, aytfrsw, to

give an announcing, instructing call by means of the

name." Thus, as I think, in those obscure passages,

Exod. xxxiii. 19; xxxiv. 6, with which also Isa. xlv. A

connects. Here God sends forth a call in Moses'

ears, which is done by naming the Jehovah-name and

giving its meaning, tbid ver. 8. 1 do not think that

D'JJD to * specific Persian word. The word echihne, to

which appeal Is made, is modern Persian. The word is

used Jer. 1L 28, 28, 87; Esek. xxiii. 8, 12, 28, and occurs

in these passages as designation for Babylonian, Assy-

rian and Persian dignitaries. Thus the word appears

to have been, I may say, international. Esra uses it

once ix. 2; Nehemiah oftener: li. 18; lv. 8; v. 7, etc

Later it even passed over into the vocabulary of recent

Hebrew. Since Esekiel speaks of Assyrian D'JJlDi W6
may assume that there were each, and as Babylon and
Persia obtained dominion after Assyria, we may conjec-

ture that tbe name came to them from Assyria. Then
it cannot seem strange that Isaiah uses the word. UO
is, however, really an Assyrian word. • The root eakan

(pB?)» connected with JO» to in Assyrian the usual word

for 'to place, appoint' n Sakan, accordingly, denotes

properly the one appointed, commissioned, then the

representative, vicegerent Thus Sonunn L c p. 270.

Moreover, the word corresponds to the }1f)¥D and

Efotf-m?DD. For one sees also from O'UD, that the

raiseoVup ruler will be one who issues from the region

of the Iranian tongue.

Ver. 28. D'JfiSo only here.

Ver. 28. rHKO to eonstr. prcsgnam : for the preposi-

tion JD depends on a verb that is only ideally present

We must derive the notion * seeking out " from IOK1.

EXBGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. We showed above that with oar Prophet
the promise of deliverance out of exile, and the
turning of this promise to account as proof of
divinity, go hand in hand. Having now de-
scribed in xli. 1-20 the redeemer (yen. 2, 3) and
the redeemed (vera. 8-16) and the destined
salvation (vers, 17-20), the Prophet goes on here
to torn them to account in the way referred to.

He had made a beginning of this in vers. 4-7
after the first mention of the saviour from the
East, but did not carry out the thought there. It

appears as if he would there content himself with
a passing reference in contrast with the fright of
the heathen at the alarming demands made on
their faith in idols. But now, haying presented
all that related to the deliverance from exile* he
proceeds in earnest. He pays no more regard to

that reluctance proceeding from a bad conscience.

He sets forth with all seriousness that the Lobd
regards His prediction of the deliverance as a
proof of His divinity, and the inability of idols

to predict anything, or in feet to do anything, as
a proof of their nothingness. The more exact de-
velopment consists in this, that here Jehovah
challenges the idols themselves directly to a con-
test, and that, more plainly than in ver. 2 sq., He
proffers His prediction as a proof of His divinity.

Although the idols do not at all relish the con-
test, still they must come on and take up the
gauntlet (vera. 21-23). On their failure to tell

anything they are pronounced to be nothing (ver.

24). Then Jehovah repeats the prediction of a
delivererfrom the East (ver. 25), and again shows
that not the idols have foretold this (ver. 26), but
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444 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

that He, Jehovah, would give this deliverer to

His people for a saviour, and at the same time as

a pledge of the fulfilment of further promises that

reach into a still more remote future (ver. 27).

finally the Prophet himself resumes the dis-

course, in order to establish the nothingness of
his idolatrous quasi colleagues. For if the idols

are nothing, so, too, must their interpreters show
that they are know-nothings.

2. Produce your eause ohooaeth you.
—Vers. 21-24. The Lord challenges the idols

to come on and bring to a practical decision this

cause, long pending in thcsi, and produce the

proofs that they have for their cause. One thinks
involuntarily of Elijah's challenge to the priests

of Baal, 1 Kings xviii. 21 sqq. Jehovah is often

called King of the chosen people (comp. on xliii.

15) ; but the expression King ofJacob occurs only

here (comp 3pJT *V3K Gen. xlix. 24; Isa. xlix.

26; lx. 16; Ps. cxxxii. 2, 6, and 3pjr3 *N?0

Ps lix. 14). In ver. 22 the Lord addresses

Israel, claiming them for His side, and identify-

ing His and their cause. *t^r connects as repeti-

tion with WW ver. 21. What they shall pro-

duce is their /NOV '• bulwarks." In what thU
producing proof shall consist is further explained

by the words rrn-nnpn (gee xlv. 21). By
nUEftnn commentators understand either print

pracdicia (Gesenius :
" say what ye have for-

merly prophesied"), or the immediate future in

contrast with the more remote, which they say is

expressed by niK3n and "Wl6 nvr»K. But in

my opinion the former conflicts with the arti-

cle, and the latter with umts loq. which forbids

the distinction between nUttftl and PWG as

near and remote future. I think that nUEfrn
In contrast with fNIGn can mean nothing but the
past contrasted with the future. The immediate
and proper meaning of the word is undoubtedly
" first, beginning, original things." Thus Gen. xli.

20 "in rrtian are u the cows that first appeared."

Thus everywhere nUEtoO are the first or begin-

ning things or facta; whether prophecies or other

things must be determined in each case by the

context Comp. xlii. 9; xliii. 9. 18; xlvi. 9

;

xlviii. 3. Here the Lord demands of the idols,

that they shall either give correct information of

the past, thus, as it were, of the roots or founda-

tions of the course of the world, so that one may
thereby infer what the future will be, or they
shall foretell the future directly. The Prophet
as appears to me, assumes here that we may fore-

tell tne future directly and indirectly, as «.. g. f
it

is the same whether I say: the fruit of this tree

will be apples; or the roots are those of an apple
tree. For if the latter be true, then the fruit

must be apples. The correct knowledge of the

future depends on a correct knowledge of thepast.

Both have riddles revealed only to the omniscience
of God, and hence both are tests of divinity.

Such, I think, is the Lord's meaning when He
calls on the idols to produce the fundamental
things of the past, and that according to their in-

most being (nin HD). If they do this correctly,

then it will be possible for attentive reflection

(U3
1

? HO^J only here in Isaiah ; comp. Exod.

ix. 21 ; Job. i. 8 ; ii. 3 ; Esek. xliv. 6) to know
correctly the issue, thus the conclusion that falls

in the future. Comp. especially xlvi. 10 sq.,

where the Lord names as a prerogative of Hit
divinity the power to foretell from the beginning
the final issue, from ancient time what has not vet

come to pass. By bt, " or else," the alternative

is offered to the idols to foretell the future direct-

ly, if they will.

Ver. 23, the Prophet proceeds, summing np the

idea of nutfm and HlO, both which relate to

the future ; Shew the things that are to be
hereafter, i, «., whose realization is fixed for a
more remote period. The concluding clause and
we will know, etc, states ironically what
must result if the idols meet the demand : they

will then be recognized as gods. But the

Lord proceeds, moderating His demand to the

utmost, in order to strike his opponents only the

harder : yea, do good or do evil (a proverbial

expression, comp. Jcr. x. 5 ; Zeph. L 12). Let
them anyway do something. It is not meant;
let them prophesy good or bad. The idea of their

prophesying at all is dismissed with 71JHJ

—

u that we may know," etc The clause 1 iVntfJl

(•• to look eye in eye in conflict," like nmnn 2

Kings xiv. 8, 11) presents the conclusion from

what precedes. If the idols accept the challenge,

then there may be a contest If not, then to ipso

they are defeated. The idols neither accept nor

decline ; hence the Lord concludes with the con-

temptuous words of ver. 24. Are the idols noth-

ings, then of course, those that choose them
(comp. on ver. 8) are an abomination to the Lord.
The expression H3^P, especially combined with

m7V, is very frequent in Deut (xii. 31 ; xvii. 1

;

xviii. 12 ; xxii. 5, etc) especially in reference to

idolatry.

3. I have raised up confusion.—Vera.
25-29. Having proved the inability of idols to

prophesy, the Lord produces a prophecy, that is

a pledge of His divinity. Thus He risks all on

this prophecy. His honor perishes if it is not

fulfilled. As He does not fear the latter, but

utters it with absolute confidence, He gives for

the present, not indeed a judicial proof of His

divinitv, but still He raises a legal presumption

in favor of it (prcesumtio juris, which, as is known,

is something very different from a presumption

(conjecture) in tne common sense). And that

even is something great, for it sufilces for those

that are honestly willing to know the truth. In

Isaiah's time still the people wavered between Je-

hovah and idols. Isaiah's endeavor was to bring

them to a decision for the Lord. These pro-

phecies (xl-lxvi.)i meant for future consolation,

were intended to affect also the present, i. «., to

move the nation to believe in the Lord. If, then,

Isaiah in Hesekiah's time stood up so confidently

for Jehovah, as he does here, every one at all

susceptible of the truth must have said to him-

self : the Prophet would not dare so to speak were

he not conscious of being warrantedito<do>so. For

he risks the utter ruin of his and his God s cause,

if this prophecy turn out to be an imposture. The

prophecy, ver. 26, is somewhat oracular in form.

In contents it has that obscurity peculiar to all

images of the future, which rise so distant from

the beholder that one is unable to detect their
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connection with the present, and thus the succes-

sive, organic genesis of their forms. It is further

worthy of notice that the prophecy, ver. 25, con-
nects with vers. 2, 3. I nave raised up, ver.

25, is like an answer to " who raised up/' ver. 2;
from the north and from the rising define

more particularly the simple •' from the rifling/'

Ter. 2; he shall call on my name corresponds
to "called him to his foot," ver. 2; and the fol-

lowing words that begin with K12', as ver. 3
closes, describe the irresistibleness of him that is

ctilea essentially in the same way as ver. 2 6, 3,

with only this difference, that ver. 2 speaks of
nations and kings in general, whereas ver. 25

the word D*2JD (''satraps") points even more
plainly to the theatre where the one called per-

forms. That VWTjjn, ver. 25, is without an ob-
ject, corresponds to the terseness proper to the ora-
cular style. The object is easily supplied, partly
from ver. % partly from the following, VU1 nm.
That the one promised is called from the North,
but comes from the East, is not to be pressed.
The Prophet would onlv intimate that his point
of departure is not merely the East, as might ap-
pear from ver. 2, but also from the North. We
know how this occurred in the case of Cyrus. He
arose as ruler of the (by him) united kingdoms
of Media and Persia, the former of which lay

north, the latter east of Babylon. 'DEto mp\
He shall oall on my name (see Text, and
Oram.) mentions another characteristic of the one
called. That Cyrus actually did this appears
from 2 Chr. xxxvi. 23 j Ezr. i. 2 sqq. He
must have received vivid impressions of the
reality of the God of Israel. Comp. on this
Prebbl in Herz., R.-Enc. III., p. 232. We
will not inquire whether Cyrus, in calling Jeho-
vah "the God of heaven," identified Him with
Ahurnmcuda or not (comp. Zoeckler on 2 Chr.
xxxvi. 23). But it is historically attested in the
most credible manner, and is in itself perfectly
comprehensible, that God, who in general let the
heathen go their own wav (Acts xiv. 16), should
in an exceptional way give them extraordinary
revelations of His being. In the period preceding
the Christian era He did this in two significant
epochs through Israel, in consequence ofits mis-
sionary vocation, viz., in the two exiles, the Egyp-
tian and the Babylonian. In both instances the
revelation came to the dominant world-power at
the moment of its highest prosperity. In regard
to Egypt comp. , e. g., Lepsitjs ( ChronoL d. Egypter,
ln p. 359), who calls the period of Moses and of
the departure of the Israelites " the most illus-
trious time of all Egyptian history." In regard
to Babylon the same thing appears from the fact
that Nebuchadnezzar is designated as the golden
head (Dan. ii. 38). The Lord would not let
Himself be without witness to those who knew
no limits to their power, for their own sakes
partly, partly for His own name's sake, partly for
the sake of mankind in general, partly for the
sake of Israel. The Lord would show His power
to Pharaoh, that His name might be declared
throughout all the earth, and to accomplish His
judgments on all the gods of Egypt (Exod. ix.
16; coinp. viii. 10, 19; xiv. 4, 17, 13, 25). And
that this purpose was achieved appears from the
confessions of Pharaoh himself of his servants,

and of his -army (Exod. ix. 20, 27; x. 7, 16;
xiv. 25). As regards the Babylonian Exile, the

entire first half of the book of Daniel is meant to

show how Jehovah so marvellously glorified

Himself on those nations and their kings, that

they cannot escape acknowledging Him as the true

God (comp. my work : Jeremiah and Babylon, p.

2 sqa..), at least for the moment (for we know
nothing of any outward, observable abiding

effect—at most the adoration of the Magi, Matt,

ii., might be appealed to here. What (according to

Dan.h. 47; iii. 28sq.; iv.34; v.Hsqq.; vi.25saq.) t

Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar and Darius the Mede
knew, was any way preliminary to the knowledge
on the basis of which Cyrus issued his edict, Ezr.
i. 2 sqq. Certainly we cannot impute to Cyrus
less knowledge than that ascribed to his predeces-
sors in the passages cited. If we were right in say-
ing that " he shall call on my name' 1 corresponds
to '* has called him to his foot," ver. 2, then this
is to be defined, that according to ver. 2 the Lord
called Cyras, and according to ver. 25 Cyrus called
on the Lord. It is further said of Cyrus that he
will oome on satraps as on mortar, He.

H13, in the sense of hostile coming like xxviii.
15; Ps. xxxv. 8; Job xv. 21; xx. 22; Prov.

xxviii. 22. In all these passages Kto stands with
the accusative (localu).

The Prophet, ver. 26, assumes the standpoint
of the fulfilment. He represents to himself that
then the inquiry will naturally arise: who hath
declared this from the beginning, that we
may know, t. «., that we might know before-
hand the coming of these things (vers. 22, 23) ?
And who announced it from earlv time, so that
now we might say : right? p'-tf is what cor-

responds to a norm : not only a moral, or some
special juridical norm, but also the norm of truth.
Hence TOK, xliii. 9, stands in a precisely similar

connection. Yel the last-named meaning is sup-
ported by no other example. Hence it seems to
me likelv that the Prophet joins with it the sense
of moral lightness. A god whose prophecy fails
is morally condemned. But if it comes to pa»%
he is morally justified; he is no liar, but truly
what he gives himself out to be (comp. xiv. 21).
But again there has never been any announce-
ment and bringing to the ears on the part of the
idols, nor hearing on the part of men (vers. 22,
23). *]« (comp. xl. 24), recurring thrice, paints
with a certain breadth the absence on every hand
of what was requisite.

Ver. 27, the Prophet defines more particularly
the salvation that the one called of God shall
bring to the people of God. It was said, ver. 25,
in general, that he would call on the name of the
Lord, and destroy the hostile powers. Now he
is defined to be the find-fruit of the salvation des-
tined for Zion. The LXX. translate tyx^" 2/wv
duoo. Peschito : primordia Stoma hoeo sunt. As
far as I can see, all expositors construe p'Cta*} as

nominative and relating to Jehovah ; and either

supply "R~W*, or connect petal with [£«• The
words Mil njn are by some put in the mouth of
Jehovah, by others in Zion's mouth, by others in
that of the '*??>p, and the suffixes (pronouns) are

referred now to the exiles, now to the deliverer,
now to facts of redemption, now to the idols.
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I refer ptfm to Cyras. In an eminent senile he
was the beginner of the redemption. Israel's de-
cline lasted till the close of the Exile. With
difficulty (Dan. ix. 25), slowly, and with great
alternations, it mounts up ; hut still it mounts up.
The believers that looked for the restitution of
Israel in all its promised glory directly after the
seventy years, under the anointed son of David,
struggle with many assaults of doubt, as they ob-
serve only very meagre beginnings of a redemp-
tion (comp. Dan. z. 1-3, and Aubebxen, 1).

Proph. Darnel, p. 132 sq.) But the laws of pro-

phetic perspective were hid from them, which
sees the end already in the beginning, though
long periods of vicissitude separate one from the

other. Cyrus is called nirr ITtfO, xlv. 1. He
was not the proper and true Messiah, but he was
the first after the great period of judgment He
was the first-fruit—messiah, the beginner of the

restoration of Israel. His edict, Est. L 2 saq.,

was the first step toward realizing for Israel that

3*tf
(

a return"), that Isaiah, Jeremiah, and all

their successors represent as the sum total of
bodily and spiritual redemption for IsraeL I

construe D3H HJH as an exclamation of the Pro-

phet, by which he points to the consequences
of that firet-fruit—redemption. For the notion
4<

first" includes that of '* following" or •' conse-

quences." In spirit the Prophet sees these before

him, and points to them with a brief 0J.1 run.

He calls Cyrus a *>fef5p ; for what more joyful

news could the Lord propose for His people than
that they may return home to rebuild Jerusalem ?

^fett, comp. on xl. 9.

As ver. 26 is related to ver. 25, so Ten. 28, 29
are related to ver. 27. Each of these prophetic
lamps shines in strong contrast with the picture

of the nothingness of idols that acts as a foil.

Only it seems to me that so for there is a differ-

ence, in that ver. 26 the Prophet has in mind the
idols themselves, whereas in vers. 28, 29 he has
in mind their worshippers, especially their priests

(see below). Ver. 23 nas three gradations. The
first clause is obscure; it speaks only of the
looking around and the non-existence of some-
thing, but one knows not what one has looked
about for. The second clause makes known those

among whom the Prophet has looked, and what

he was looking for. He seeks a \py "counsellor,

one, however, that can prophetically resolve the
riddles of the future. This is made plain in the
third clause : bat there was no counsellor of
whom I oould inquire andwho could give
me answer. The reason ofthis is given ver. 29

:

thegods thatshould inspire theanswer in their wor-
shippers are no gods but the manufacture of those
who worship them. Thus ver. 29 speaks of those

thatmake the idols, and not ofthe idols themselves.

And because "they all" (°J?) are identical

with the rntt (" them ) of ver. 28, among whom
no counsellor is found, therefore rer. 28 speakH
not of the idols, but of their servants, and espe-

cially of those who, on account of their office,

should be qualified to give counsel and render a
decision, thus the priests and prophets. And
because it is not to be supposed that the Lobd

looks for a counsellor and giver of decrees, there-

fore the subject of KW f" I looked about ") ver.

28, is not Jehovah, but the Prophet. Thus the
chapter concludes with an apostrophe of the true

Prophet to the false ones, and ftSlt is said 6eucruc£>c.

With this reference to the manufacture of idols,

the Prophet returns to the thought with which
he also closed the first strophe (vers. 6, 7).

DOOTBINAX AND ETHICAL.

1. The second part of Isaiah lays unusual
stress on the inability of idols to prophesy. As
this, on the one hand, is a- proof of the nothing-
ness of idols, so on tne other. Jehovah's ability

to foretell tne future is made a proof of His
divinity. Hence, when the Lobd challenges the
idols to a contest in prophesying, and then on
His part stands forth with an imposing prophetic
performance, that has for its subject. the deliver-

ance of Israel from the Exile, one sees that two
objects are combined, vis.: He comforts His
people, and He proves His divinity. Thus we
see that the Prophet's view-point is partly at the
end of the Exile and partly before the Exile.

The former because he sees the deliverer quite
clearly and distinctly before him ; the latter be-

cause it is all important for him to display his

Lord as knowing the remote future, and thus as

true God. Thus he would win Israel by repre-

senting on the one hand the omniscence of their

God, and on the other His faithful love and
power. And this object was attained. Israel

would assuredly not have buried their gross

idolatry in the Exile, had they not verified both
the threatenings and the promises of Jehovah's
Prophet in the most signal manner. Bnt this

grand effect could only be produced by the pro-
mises being recognized on all sides as genuine,

old prophecies, rrophecies that gave themselves
out tor old, but hitherto hidden must have raised

doubts, and contradicted themselves. For it is

expressly said xlv. 19 j xlviii. 16 that these

things were not spoken m eecret.

2. [On ver. 1. "The same reasons will apply
to all approaches which are made to God. When
we are about to come before Him in prayer or

S
raise ; to confess our sins and to plead for par*

on; when we engage in argument respecting

His being, plans, or perfections; or when we
draw near to Him in the closet, the family, or
the sanctuary, the mind should be filled with awe
and reverence. It is well, it is proper, to pause
and think of what our emotions should be, and
of what we should say before God. Corap. Gen.
xxviii. 16, 17."—Bashes.

3. On vers. 6, 7. "Do sinners thus animate
and quicken one another in the ways of sin ?

And snail not the servants of the living God both
stir up one another to, and strengthen one an-
other in, His service f'—M. Henby.]

4. On ver. 8 «jq. The Lobd here founds His
comforting promise on the election in Abraham.
Compare with this the saving of John Baptist

:

" Begin not to say within yourselves, we have
Abraham to our father; for I say unto you that

God is able of these stones to raise up children

unto Abraham," etc, Luke iii. 8, 9. This sounds
contradictory. But one must distinguish between
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the individual and the whole. Not every in-

dividual generation, in general no individual part,

great or small, of the totality of Israel can insist

on the election of Abraham, and regard itself as

exempt and unimpeachable on that account For
history teaches that great judgments have come
on individuals and on the nation almost to their

annihilation. But, of course, * remnant will always
remain, if only just large enough to afford seed

for a new generation. The Load says this ex-
pressly in the great inaugural vision, vi. 11-13,
and such, too, is the meaning of that significant

SheaisJashub (x. 20 soq.). The Apostle Paul
has this meaning when he says :

" The gifts and
calling of Qod are without repentance." Bom.
xL29.

5. Oh vers. 9, 10. " A rich treasure of mani-
fold comfort: t) that God strengthens us; 2)
that God calls us ; 3) that He accepts us as ser-

vants: 4) that He chooses us: 6) that He does
not reject us; 6) that He is with us; 7) that He
is our God ; 8) that He helps and preserves us.

This ought to be turned to good account by every-
one whatever may chance to be His need."—
Cramer.

6. On ver. 14 sqq. What a contrast ! A poor
little worm, and a new threshing instrument with
double-edged points that rends mountains to
pieces ! When was the church of either the Old
or New Testament ever such a threshing instru-
ment? First of alL the Babylonian Empire was
threshed to pieces that Israel might be free. Af-
terwards many kingdoms and nations were
threshed in pieces and made subject to the Ro-
man Empire that the church cf the New Testa-
ment might grow and spread abroad. After-
wards the Roman Empire itself was threshed in
pieces to sain for the church a new, fresh, healthy
soil in the Germanic nations. But finally the
Germanic nations will in turn be threshed in
pieces that the church may become the free, pure
kingdom of Christ, ruling over all. So the
church, the poor little worm Jacob, rends in
pieces one form of the world-power after another,
until it issues from the last as the glorious bride
of the Lobd.

7. On ver. 21 sqq. "It was customary to ex-
pect of seers and prophets such a deep look into

the obscurity of the past and present, as Saul im-
puted to his Seer (1 Sam. ix.), as well as prevision

into the future ; which, in the Hellenic world, is

illustrated in the Homeric Kalchas, as a knower
of what exists, of what was, as well as of what
will be (Horn. Ilias. I. 70)" Ed. Mueller.
Parallelen *u den Weiss. «. Typen des A. T, aus
dem hell. Alterth. in JahrbUcher d. Klaus. Philol.

VHI. SuppL Band. I. Heft, p. 108.

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

1. On vers. 8-13. God chose Abraham, and
in Abraham the Israel of the Old Testament, and
in Israel of the Old Testament the Israel of the
New Testament This fact of the election certi-

fies to the church the sure pledge of its final con-
quest, for 1) the I/OBD cannot forsake the con-
gregation of the elect ; 2) He must make an end
of those that contend against them.

2. On vers. 14-16. The church as it seems, and
as it is; 1) It seems to be a worm, a poor crowd

;

2) It is really a. strong in the Lord (ver. 14 6—
16 a) ; 6, joyful in the Lord (ver. 16 6).

3. On vers. 17-20. He that is exposed to trials,

who trusts in God, is not to be bewailed, since for

Him ; 1) life is indeed a desert; 2) but the de-

sert becomes a paradise by tbe miraculous hand
of God ; 3) the miraculous hand of God sum-
mons him to grateful recognition.

4. On vera. 21-29. Against the modern heath-
enism, that in the place of the living, personal

God would set abstractions that operate mechani-
cally and unconsciously, one may prove the ex-
istence of the personal God by reference to the
prophecies that were undoubtedly given and
have been fulfilled. Only the Hving Qod can pro*

phesy and fulfil. For 1) Divine omniscience is

needed to foreknow the future : 2) Divine omni-
potence and wisdom are needed to fulfil what
has been foretold.

6. On the entire xli. chapter see Johann Chris*

Han Hohhen, Pastor in Mortitz, " Pastor divinitus

electus et legitime vocatus, the divinely elected and
legitimately called preacher.'

1 A sermon, or
rather tract in twelve chapters. Lubeck, 1695,
8vo.

HI.—THE THIRD DISCOURSE.
The third ohiaf figure : The personal servant of God in the oontrastive, principal

features of his manifestation.

Chapter XLII.

1. THE MEEK SERVANT OF GOD.

Chapter XLIL 1-4.

1 Behold my servant, whom* I uphold ;

Mine elect, xn whom my soul dehghteth

;

I have put my spirit upon him

:

He shall "bring forth judgment to the Gentiles.

2 He shall not cry, nor lift up,
Nor cause his voice to be heard in the street.
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448 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

3 A bruised reed shall he not break.
And the Smoking flax shall he not 'quench

:

He shall bring forth judgment Hinto truth.

4 He shall not fail nor be 'discouraged,

Till he have set 'judgment in the earth

:

And the isles shall wait for his law.

1 Or, dimly burmng.

• reveal right

» Heb. quench it,

* according to truth.

.

«Heb.6ff*»i.

TEXTUAL AND
Bee IMt for the recurrence of the words : Ver. L [H

-pn-rna-nn. ver. 3. nntfa-nnD. ver. I

rWijvorr.
r -t
Ver. 1. With "#5)3 nnn one lookB for ta (comp. MIc.

ri. 7, etc). Evidently the preceding \$ continues in

force.

Ver. i. T\T\y Hi correspond! to the second clause

GRAMMATICAL.
of rer. 8 ; JTV kS to the first clause. From this It ap»

pears that j^V Is not from vn, bat from vy>. The
pronunciation of the imperf. Sal with u occurs also in

other yj) verbs (pT Prov. xxix. 6. 1^ Ps. xcL 6), and

it is remarkable that the imperfect forms of vyi occur

only with the pronunciation u; Pa, zvilL 30; 2 8am.

xxiL30; Bed. xii. 6.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As in chap. xli. the form of Cyras, who is

servant of Jehovah without being called so, and
the form of Israel, who is servant of Jehovah
and is so called, have their roots, so the form of
Him who is servant of Jehovah in the highest

sense, the form of the Messiah has its root in

chap. xxiv. Thus the Prophet allows the types

of his prophetic forms to appear in succession,

and in a way that sketches them for us at first

only in general outline. Here now he lets a ser-

vant of Jehovah appear, whom, after the first

strokes that draw his form, we might regard as

identical with the servant of Jehovah mentioned
xli. 8. For all that is said in our ver. 1,- applies

well enough to the people of Israel. But can
vers. 2, 3 be said of them ? Here is mentioned
One, who could, if He would, but He will not.

He could cry, and break the bruised reed, and
quench the glimmering wick, for He had the

right and the might to do it. That is the Lord
Himself that comes to visit His people in meek-
ness and lowliness. And yet He does appear as

a Judge, loud and terrible, as appears from ver.

13. For this chapter is full of contrasts. Vers.
1-4 contrast with vers. 10-17; vers. 5-9 with
vers. 18-21. Contrasts appear, too, within the in-

dividual strophes; t. g.t
ver. 4 a. contrasts with

4 6.

2. Behold my servant for hia law.
—Vers. 1-4. ^OJJ in itself can mean "to seize,

hold fast" Here, however, it is not an act of
violence that is spoken of, but an act of love*

The Servant of Jehovah supports Himself on Je-
hovah, and Jehovah supports, holds and bears
His Servant (comp. ver. 6 ; Jno. viii. 29). The
words " in whom I am well pleased," Matth. iii.™ • xvii. 5 ; 2 Pet. i. 17, heard at the baptism17
and the transfiguration of Christ, seem to connect
with our 1J1 nnjn and also with fan ver 21.

The idea of anointing seems to underly the ex-
pression I have pat My Spirit upon Him.
(The expression occurs only here in Isaiah ; for
xxxvii. 7 belongs in another category; still

comp. xi. 2; lxi. 1). The use of the holy anoint-

ing oil (also of incense) is often signified by

fy jro in Lev. ii. 1, 15; xiv. 17, 18, 28, 29.
This construction is confirmed by lxL 1. By the
anointing with the Holy Spirit, the Servant ofGod
is qualified to brinjr right to the nations. BDCfo
here can mean neither judicial transaction, nor
judicial sentence ; it can only mean standard of
right. But what sort appears partly from the
nature of the thing itself, partly from the parallel

passages. The heathen, too, had standards of
right in general. But they lacked the true
source of right, the knowledge of Him who alone
is truth; they lacked the wfywf rye aXr^eiac.

Not merely the juridical norm of right in the
absolute sense, «. «., religion (Hengstekbebo
Ckristol. on our text, Delitzsch, Reinke) is to

be understood. This absolute standard of right,

hitherto the prerogative of Jehovah and His
people, the Servant of Jehovah will carry forth to

all nations (comp. ii. 3; Mic. iv. 2; Isa. 1L iv.

;

PS. cxlvii. 19, 20). Thus *T*n signifies the

publishing of what has hitherto been hid, revela-

tion (Hab. i. 4).

In vers. 2, 3 it is added in praise ofthe Servant
of the Lord that He will not cry in the streets,

nor break the bruised reed. If He is to be

§
raised for this, then He must have been able to

o what He abstained from doing. Evidently a
contrast presents itself here. It is not that the

Servant of the Lord cannot do what He would
even like to do. But the contrary : He could,

but He will not He abstains from the use of

His power ; He divests Himself. By this even it

is intimated that His power must be ffreat.

Otherwise there would not be so much made of

His refraining from using it. Is it credible that

such humble abstinence from the use of power
that they enjoyed could ever be mentioned to the

praise of Isaiah, or of the prophets generally, or

of the people of Israel generally, or of the spiri-

tual Israel, or of Cyrus, or of Uzriah, or Hese-
kiah or Josiah [the various persons supposed by
different commentators to be meant by the Ser-
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CHAP. XLIL 1-4. 449

vant of Jehovah.

—

Tb.] ? When did Israel ever
have great power in reference to the heathen, and
in humble love abstain from its use t Or when
had ever a prophet or king of Israel the high
position of a teacher of mankind, and filled it

with humble self-denial? And of Cyrus it can-
not be said that he was called to give to the hea-
then the *6fuK t#C aXiflelac. There is only One,
that stood as Teacher of all nations, ana who,
spite of His great dignity, could say of Himself

:

"Come unto Me all ye that labor and are heavy
laden and I will give vou rest. Take My yoke
upon you, and learn of Me ; for I am meek and
lowly of heart, and ye shall find rest for your
souls. For My yoke is easy, and My burden is

light" (Matth. xL 28-30). It is as if the Lord
had our passage in mind when He spoke these

words- For not only do His words :
" I thank

Thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth"
(ibid ver. 29) recall ver. 5 of our chapter, that

describes God as the One "that created the

heavens, and stretched them out." But, what is

still more important, we find there the same con-

trast as the basis of Christ's words, that rules over
also our passage. The almighty Lord of heaven
and earth does not ask after the wise and prudent,

He has revealed Himself to those under age.

And Christ Himself! How significant that He
introduces the words to the weary and heavy
laden Quoted above, with the words : " All things

are delivered unto Me of My Father : and no man
knoweth the Son. but the Father ; neither knoweth
any man the Father, save the Son, and he to

whom the Son will reveal Him" (ibid. ver. 27).

Does He not say here in a most emphatic way,
that He is a meek, lowly and patient teacher

although the greatest power and the highest know-
ledje are delivered to Hirnt Besides the evident
connection of our passage with Matth. xi. 25-30,

that we have thus remarked, the evangelist

Matthew himself declares expressly in what im-
mediately follows (xii. 15-21) that he saw in the

conduct of the Lord at that time the fulfilment of
the words of our Prophet. That He healed the
sick, and yet forbad to have it published, that He
would only serve (corap. Matth. xx. 28), and
sought not His honor and His advantage (Jno.

viii. 50 ; v. 30), that seems to Matthew to cor-

respond to the picture of the Servant of the Lord
that Isaiah drew in our chanter.

,

The expression Kfrj meaning Tp K&ft occurs

Num. xiv. 1 ; Job xxi. 12, and In Isa. in part
first (iii. 7) and in part second (xlii. 2, 41). The
omission being idiomatic, it need not be supplied

from the following folp. The statement that the

Servant of Jehovah shall not cry nor lift up
His voice is understood in various ways. It is

said, on the contrary, vers. 13, 14, that He will

cry. This belongs to the contrasts-with which
the chapter abounds. The meaning of vers. 2, 3
is, therefore, not that the Servant of the Lord
will in general not cry, and will break nothing
whatever. Bather, as His anointing with the
Spirit implies, He will only not roar and rage as
do the powers of this world, nor do violence to

the weak and wretched. On the contrary He
will show Himself gentle and kind to the poor
and weak, which is precisely the Old Testament
meaning of P*TO. What is already bruised

29 '

("nicked," fW) ry£ comp. xxxvi. 6; lviii. 6;

Dent xxviii. 33) He will not finish by breaking,

and the feebly glimmering wick He will not ex-

tinguish, nrttfd is the wick made from linen

(HFiSte which however does not occur, comp.

Gesen. The*, p. 1136). The double statement of

ver. 3 contains a farfoqc. For it is inconceivable

that He, whose being is light and life, intends

only the non-extinguishment of the wick or the

non-fracture of the reed. Bather He intends

both as the beginning of new life.

The clause 'O KW DDKS stands alone as a
positive statement in antithesis to the foregoing

negatives. The LXX. translates: elc ohfittav

k^olott Kpioiv. Matth. xii. 20 reads: iuc ov
eKp&Xg etc vikoc rr}v Kpioiv. The latter transla-

tion seems to come from a confusion with Hab. i.

4. For there it reads: D9tfO VXJh *T rfn.

But in Aramaic nyj meanavicii; KJnJTJ, torwj

is victoria; WTOJ victor. N?*J4 which occurs

no where else in the Old Testament, can only
mean seeundam veritatem (Vulg. in veritate), like

the forms nmoS, jmtfdS xi. 3 ; PTVS, D30dS

xxxiL 1. One might suppose that the expression

meant the same as D'uS KTfV BfitfD ver. 1.

But it is to be noticed that ver. 1 it is the nations

to whom the Servant of Jehovah brings forth

right, whereas ver. 3 it is to those compared to

the bruised reed and glimmering wick. More-

over in ver. 1 the addition PDIO is wanting.

Both considerations justify our assuming a modi-
fication of the sense in ver. 3. To the heathen,

who do not know Him, God will reveal the

standard of right, by the use of which they will

find the right. But for the poor and wretched
He will procure a right decree corresponding to<

the truth, He will help them to their rights

;

something that elsewhere also is made to be an
essential part of the glory of the Messianic king-

dom (i. 21, 26 sq. ; ix. 6). But K'^H expresses

here the proceeding, issuing of the decree of a
judge, in which sense W£ occurs twice in Hab..

i. 4. Per duoere, to carry into effect, to conduct to-

the end, cannot be the meaning of tC'Vin.

By ver. 4, the Prophet would obviate a mis-
understanding, by preparing a transition that

makes prominent a contrastive side of the Ser-

vant of Jehovah, which appears even in the sec-

ond, but still more decidedly in the third strophe.

For instance, it might perhaps be inferred from*

vers. 2, 3 that the Servant of Jehovah were only
meek and lowly, that thus He were made only of

weak stuff, that His being would lack the firm-

ness, the manly force, the ability to be angry and
punish. To obviate this false inference the Pro-
phet says, though the Servant of Jehovah will be
such as described vers. 2, 3, still He will Him-
self be no bruised reed, [flT from yx*} see Text,

and Oram.']* Spite of his gentleness, He shall be
firm as a rock (xvii. 10 ; xxvi. 4), on which all

attacks of His enemies shall dash to^ pieces, and
He shall carry out His counsel, victoriously. The
conjunction "V signifies- here, as often (Gen.

xxviii. 15; Fs. cxn.8), continuance, until th*>
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450 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

object is attained ; the meaning of this form of
expression being always that a ceasing will not

take place till the end in view is attained (against

Gesex. The*, p. 992, and Hengstexberg, Au-
thentic d. Daniel, p. 67). What follows does not

enter into the consideration. The standard of

right that the Servant of Jehovah will establish

on the earth is the same mentioned ver. 1. It is

afterwards called rn'tjl "law," which is only

nearer definition added on. That is, it is only

made plainer that this standard of right will be

a religions one, a counterpart of the law of Sinai.
As Deutzsch remarks, the Servant of Jehovah
will add to the Sinaitic the ZionUic Torah (comp.

ii. 3). The position of lStl" at the end of the
clause indicates that we are not to consider it as
dependent on

m

\f. But the Prophet would say

:

when the standard of right is established by the
Servant of Jehovah as Torah. as religious law,
then will the isles (meaning here the remotest
regions of the heathen world] turn themselves to

it in hope and trust (comp. h. 4, 6).

2. THE SERVANT OF GOD AS THE BEARER OF A NEW COVENANT.
THIRD APPLICATION OF PROPHECY AS PROOF OF DIVINITY.

Chapter XLII. 6-9.

5 Thus saith God the Lord,
He that created the heavens, and stretched them out

;

He that spread forth the earth, and that which cometh out of it

;

He that giveth breath unto the people upon it,

And spirit to them that walk therein

:

6 I the Lord have called thee in righteousness,

And will hold thine hand,
And will keep thee, and give thee for a covenant of the people,

For a light of the Gentiles
;

7 To open the blind eyes,

To bring out the prisoners from the prison,

And them that sit in darkness out of the prison house.

8 *I am the Lord : that is my name

:

And my glory will I not give to another,

Neither my praise to graven images.

9 Behold, the former things are come to pass,

And new things do I declare

:

Before they spring forth I tell you of them*

•ItheLOSD.

TEXTUAL AND
See List for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 6.

•VDKrD-IOU. Ver. «. pmR-"12fJ. Ver. 7. kS*.

Ver. 5. OnD'Dtf HCM comp. xl. 22. The form DiTDU
with * is to be explained, not indeed according to lir. 6,

but after the analogy of those forms of TlS in which
the original * reappears. On J?p") comp. on xl. 19 ; xlir.

24. As the word properly means to hammer out broad

(com^jrjnxrpRJfH* (ra c-icyora, jnKH K^n 1#K Sj>

Gen. L 12 sqqn a word that occurs only in Job and Isa.

;

THE

GRAMMATICAL.
comp. xxii. 24) taken strictly does not suit it But In

J?D1 there lies ideally the notion of spreading out and

rrt&K¥ depends on that

Ver. & DTHK, the abbreviated Jussive form, here ex-

ceptionally in the first person [See Gbecv's Or. { 97. 2 «].

In regard to its being Joined with 3 see iv. 1 ; xlv. 1

;

li. 18 ; lvi. 2, 4, 6; lxiv. 6; comp. xli 13). That 0£ and

D^J have not the article, accords with the prophetic

style, and is not to be pressed.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This strophe txrasists of a preface* principal
part, and conclusion. In respect to vera. 1-4 there
is a climax. The introduction ver. 5 is a considera-
ble leap. There the Prophet designates the Lord
as the one that has created heaven and the earth,
and all that is on it This affords the basis for
what follows. The same God that could do this,

and He only, is able also to deliver them. He,
too, can say of the redeemer His Servant : I have

called Thee, will uphold, protect and make Thee
the bearer of a new covenant, and a light to all

nations (ver. 6). This new covenant and en-

lightening the nations shall consist in opening
blind eyes, and delivering prisoners from prison

(ver. 7), which is to be understood in both a
spiritual and a physical sense. The strophe con-

clude (vers. 8, 9) by the emphatic statement that

He, Jehovah announces this beforehand for the
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CHAP. XLIL 6-9. 451

sake of His own honor, and especially to show
(ver. 8) the difference between Himself and idols.

As He has fulfilled earlier prophecies, so now He
S'res new ones in order, by their eventual rai-

ment, to prove His divinity.

2. Thus smith God therein.—Ver. 5.

It seems to me that /KH put first is, like Gen.

xlvi. 3, meant to designate emphatically the true

God, who alone has power, in contrast with the

powerless false gods (ver. 8). /KH placed before
• TOT as here, does not occur elsewhere. Com p.

v. 16. K^tt see List: except in Isaiah only

twice: Amos. iv. 13; Eccl. xii. 1. D'Dtf IOU
xlv. 18 (lxv. 17). D£, which has H3 DoSn for

parallel, signifies accordingly the people of the

earth generally. The order of thought here
makes it evident that the chief features of the

Mosaic account of the creation float before the

Prophet's eye : creation of the heavens ; spread-

ing out the earth, the imparting of H3f^ (oomp.

Gen. ii. 7) and nn (Gen. vii. 22) to men.

3. I the LORD prison house.—Vers.
6, 7. Having reminded his hearers who God
is as in ver. 5, the Prophet lets the Lord an-
nounce Himself as the one who will give the
world a redeemer in His Servant He that can
create, eten can also do this. One is reminded of
those passages where Jesus Christ proves His
power to forjgive sins by pointing to His mira-
cles : Matt. ix. 2 sqq. ; Mar. ii. 3 sqq. ; Luke v.

18 sq^.). That the one called is the Servant of
God, is evident from the context yrnop re-

calls xli. 2, 4, 9. But the Lord has called His
Servant p"«3. If the Old Testament npTV

"righteousness" has for its antithesis OOH or

ptfy, i. «., violence, unrighteousness, then a right-

eous man, p
,r
H?, is one who in every respect wills

only what is right and proper. He will neither
do violence to the poor and weak, nor regard the
person of the mighty and violent man; He will
neither condemn the penitent and contrite, nor
let the impenitent go unpunished. Thus His
treatment of the penitent sinner is as just as it

is of the impenitent He could destroy the
former if He would; for He has the power.
Who would call Him to account? But is then
grace, that dispenses pardon on the ground of a
subjective or objective performance, not also just ?

That is, does not God in a higher sense exercise
righteousness, when He forgives the contrite who
implores grace on theground of the atoning-sac-
rifice that even God Himself has made for him ?
Thus it is not at all partial favor, measuring with
unequal measure, wnen God calls His Servant
into the world as redeemer. Rather, in Him
grace displays itself as combined in one with
righteousness. Unrighteous grace there is not in
God any way. Thus Isaiah can say of Cyrus
that God has raised him up in righteousness
(xlv. 13). By "I have called thee the ap-
pearance of the Servant is signified as something
that has already taken place. The verbs that fol-

low signify as future wnat the Lord purposes to
do with His 8ervant. He will take Him by the
hand and (which expresses the object of so doing)
protect Him, and make Him for a covenant

of the people, and for a light of the
Gentiles.
When Hermann Schtjltz (AlMestamentL

TKtol. II. p. 75) says, that there is here not tho

remotest mention of a future personality, I should

like to know how he may reconcile that with ver.

9. One sees from the Futures p?n*, "pm *prw,

and still more plainly from ver. 9, that the Pro-
phet points away to a remote future that has not
even begun to bud. And the " covenant of the

people," too, must be a new one, and not one in

existence already. For were it an old, already

existing one, how did the Lord come to say that

He would make His Servant for this covenant ?

In fact it must be a very new covenant, vastly

superior to the old one, since, according to ver.

7, it can '* open blind eyes, and bring out the

prisoners from prison," which the old covenant
could not do. Neither the total of Israel, nor the

ideal Israel, nor the order of prophets can set in

operation what is promised in ver. 7 : or if this

were something that they could do, then it does
not belong here. We justly expect something
great here, a work of salvation, an act of redemp-
tion, in fact something greater than is promised
vers. 2, 3, for the strophe vers. 6-9 forms the lad-

der to what follows, which presents to view the

highest good. Either Isaiah does not speak of
the Messiah at all, (which indeed Knobel main-
tains with entire consistency), or he speaks of
Him already here. The opinion that Isaiah here
does not yet understand the Messiah under '< the

Servant of Jehovah," that the Servant of Je-
hovah appears as an individual only later, say
from Hi. 14 on, comes from the failuie to observe

the character of xl.-xlii. which prepare the

foundation for what follows. In Josh. iii. 14
even the ark of the covenant is called piKH
JT"On. When even such an inanimate vessel is

called the covenant, why may that not be said of
the Lord Himself, who, in fact, is the sole living

and personal bond that unites divinity and hu-
manity. As Christ calls Himself the way (Jno.
xiv. 6), or the resurrection (Jno. xi. 25), so, too,

He may be called the covenant. Thus, e. g. y
DO

"tributum" (Josh. xvi. 10, etc.), signifies Him
that tribtUum affert, tihti (Ps. cxx. 7) Him that

pacem agit. Thus DJ? m3 iR He that mediates
the covenant to the people. But this is no other
than the Messiah. I do not comprehend how
V. Fb. Oehleb (P. Knecht Jehova's, I. p. 50)
can say :

" Israel in the Messianic time needs no
more an Abraham, a Moses as mediator of a
covenant of the people with Jehovah, but the
people as regenerated, as conscious of its destiny,

as perfect servant of Jehovah is itself the cove-
nant" Israel has, indeed, no need of an Abra-
ham or Moses; but Christ it does need, and
without Him, too, it could never be u the perfect

servant of Jehovah."

By D^ is meant Israel, as appears both from

the added JV13 and from the antithetical D'U
(comp. xlix. 6). Salvation comes from the Jews
(Jno. iv. 22). The sunripe from on high (Luke i.

78) appears in Israel and proceeds thence to

the heathen. For the recurrence of the phrase-
ology here see xlix. 6, 8. comp. Ii. 4. The cove-

nant, that the Servant or Jehovah is to mediate
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452 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

is called liv. 10 a covenant of peace, and lv. 3

;

lxi. 8, an everlasting covenant (comp. lis. 21

;

lvi. 4, 6).

In ver. 7. the Prophet specifies the contents of
the general notions "covenant of the people,"

"light of the Gentiles." If y '$ npfl (comp.

xxxy. 5 ; xxix. 18) connects primarily with TW
D'U, and appears attracted by this thought, so
TDK 10ODO mnn relates primarily to D|, thus

to Israel. Why may one not think first of Israel

in reference to the deliverance from imprison-
ment, seeing the entire second part of Isaiah is

primarily a book of consolation for Israel in cap-
tivity? But to prevent our thinking that the
opening of eyes refers only to the heathen, and
the leading out of prison only to Israel, the Pro-
phet adds a third clause, that combines both fac-

tors, and thus intimates that also those sitting in
darkness shall be freed, and those languishing in
prison be enlightened. From this appears how
unjust to the text a rough, outward construction
like Knobel's is. For did the heathen, then,

share Israel's captivity in Babylon ? Certainly
not. But there is a blindness and a captivity
under which both Israel and the heathen labored
(comp. Acts xxvi. 17, 18). At the same time it

must not be denied, that also acts of physical de-
liverance are to be regarded as degrees of the ful-

filment of our prophecy, e. g. t
from the chains of

prison and darkness, Like the deliverance from
the Babylonish Exile, and those acts of healing
that the personal Servant of Jehovah did during
His life on earth (comp. ix. 1 ; Matt. iv. 14-16,
with ibid. ver. 23). Light and freedom, there-

fore light and right (for freedom is his right

whom the prison holds not or holds no longer)

will the Servant of Jehovah bring to the world.
Should not one think here of the Urim and
Thnmmim of the High-Priest (Exod. xxviii. 30),
and consequently construe this offering of light

and right as the priestly activity of the Servant
of Jehovah ? The expression dwellers in dark-
ness occurs only here and Ps. cviL 10. Comp.
Isa. ix. 1.

4. lam the Lord— of them.—Vers. 8, 9.

The verses 6, 7 form the pith of the strophe;

which is prefaced (ver. 5) by words that let us in-

fer its significance, and is concluded b? just such
words (vers. 8. 9).^ The words i"WV 'JK, that di-

rectly follow the pith of the strophe, seem to cor-

respond to the words of similar meaning with
which (ver. 6) it immediately begina. They are

therefore in apposition with Hirr 'JK at the be-

ginning of ver. 6, and to be translated * I Jeho-
vah " (not "lorn Jehovah"). Verily it must be
something great which the Lord twice announces

with the words, " I, Jehovah, do it." It must be
something that only Jehovah can do ; thus some-
thing far beyond the power of a man or of any
other creature. Jehovah, however, can do it be-

cause He is called rWTj £ e., according to Exod.
iii. 14, the eternally existent, the absolutely ex-
istent (in TDtf Kirij appears even a reminiscence
of 'Dtf n?

f Exod. iii. 15), who just thereby is dis-

tinguished from all other beings, that either have
no real existence at all, as idols, or that have not
the source of their existence in themselves. Did
the Lord not do what He has promised, vers. 6,

7, His name would lie. He would not then be
what He calls Himself; He were a liar and de-

ceiver, like those that unjustly assume the name
" god." Thus He pledges the honor of His name
for the fulfilment of what is promised, vers. 6. 7.

But the Lord must do this not only to be con-

sistent with Himself; He does it also in order that

His honor may not unlawfully be taken by an-

other. Did^ He promise and not fulfil, He would
not be distinguished from idols. Indeed, in a
certain sense, He would be less than idols. For
not to be able to prophesy at all (xli. 21) were
better than to prophesy and not fulfil. In a quite

8imilarBensexlviii.il. But, moreover, the Lord
may not risk the coming to pass of the great

things spoken of, vers. 6, 7, without Hit having

premotuly foretold them, lest Israel say as in xlviii.

0, " mine idol hath done them," etc* Thus, as in

xli. 4, 22 sqq., by prophesying them, He vindi-

cates the future things as jSis plan and Hit work,
and proves His divinity. But as He does not now
first begin to prophesy, but had done it already
in the remote past, so He can now point, not only
to the future fulfilment of what is now prophesied,

but also to the actual fulfilment of what was for-

merly prophesied. Thus present fulfilment is

security for that which is to be. Accordingly, by

nutfion, ver. 9, 1 cannot, with Deutzsch and
others, understand the immediate future, but

only that foretold in the past. If the nutfltt

were u the appearance of Cyrus and the move-
ments of the nations connected therewith," then

instead of *K3 it must read rflta (comp. xli. 22).

How can fulfilments still future, any way, be the

pledge of others also future ? I understand, there-

fore, by the former things the totality of pro-

phecies made from the days of the Patriarchs to

the catastrophe of Assyria, and in part fulfilled,

and by new things (comp. xlviii. 6) all that

the Prophet has to say concerning the future

salvation that begins with Cyrus. These are the

things which the Prophet, with the actual or the

ideal present in view, designates as not recogni-

zable even in their buds (comp. xliii. 19).

S. THE SERVANT OP GOD AS A STRONG QOt).

Chapter XLH. 10-17.

10 Sing unto the Lord a new song,

And his praise from the end of the earth,

Ye that go down *to the sea, and 'all that is therein

;

The isles, and the inhabitants thereo£
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11 Let the wilderness and the cities thereof lift up their voice,

The villages that Kedar doth inhabit

:

Let the inhabitants of the rock sing,

Let them shout from the top of the mountains.

12 Let them give glory unto the Lord,
And declare his praise in the islands.

13 The Lord shall go forth as a mighty man,
He shall stir up jealousy like a man of war

:

He shall cry, yea, roar

;

He shall 'prevail against his enemies.

14 I have long time holden my peace;
I have been still and refrained myself:
Now will I cry like a travailing woman

;

I will ^destroy and 'devour at once.

15 I will make waste mountains and hills,

And dry up all their herbs

;

And I will make the rivers islands,

And I will drjr up the dpools.

16 And I will bring *the blind by a way that they knew not

;

I will lead them in paths that they have not tnown

:

I will make darkness light before them,
And 'crooked things 'straight.

These things will I do unto them, and not forsake them*
17 They shall be turned back, they shall be greatly ashamed,

That trust in graven images,

That say to molten images,

Ye are our gods.

> Heb. thsfulneu thereof.
• Heb. swauow, or, tup up.

•om.
« lakes.

thlatftrf.
• blind onu.

» Or, behave hknsetfmighty.
* Heb. into etraig/Uneee.

• pant and gaep.
' crooked toaye to afiatfield.

TEXTUAL AND
8ee List for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 10.

pRH TOpD-IxSd. Ver. 11. rmf. Ver. 18. rTO,
Hiph.—13i Hlthp. Ver. 14. oSlJo-Tltfn-Bhn-

f9KWlJ?D*-t]KZ'. Ver. 16. Almost alf the words.

er!l6. D*tfp,PD-^1E^D.

Yer. 10. jnKTI TODD depend* on IT* Bat that

Hebrew usage is to be noted whloh pate the terminue a
e«o where we pat the terminus in quo. Comp. xvii. 18

;

Gen. L 7. Thus oar way of expressing it would be "at

the end of the earth/* But when even the furthest off

praise the Loan, certainly those lying between are not

• excluded. The words wSoi &7\ "nr strongly re-

mind one of Ps. xcvi 11, and xcviiL 7, where it reads

HOD* D'H DJH\ which is the more remarkable

seeing these Psalms belong to those that begin with

tnn "V# "7 !Ttf Lowth conjectures for this reason

that we ought instead of HIP to read here D£T (or

jri\ p* or the like). But UpV would not suit the fol-

lowing orraeh D"K. .

Ver. 12. The expression ifcj Q'lp, beside the pre-

sent, occurs only Josh. vli. 1» ; comp. Ps. lxvt 2.

Ver. 1*. Htt^n (comp. nOH) is more *• to be quiet,**

i
T T T T

while Bnn, agreeably to the fundamental meaning inH-

dtrty tnsculptre, means primarily M to be deafand dumb "

(comp. «Hbfe from «4*r», obtusue, the dull, dumb),
hence "to be silent.** The imperfects BfnriK and

GRAMMATICAL.

[JfiKHK signify, (by reason of 'JVttfnn that represents

he silence generally as an accomplished fact), the sin-

gle acts of keeping still that constantly followed each

other in the past HpBK, *>. Xty. The root 711*3

occurs only in the serpent name Hj[fitC (xxx. 6; lix. 6

;

Job xx. 16), in the substantive pfiK'(xii. 24 which see)

and in the name of the midwife* HlNfl (KxoJ. L 16).

Both thai serpent-name and the kindred roots HKB,
T T

fH3 involve the moaning " to breathe, blow.** In ChalcL,

however, JlVQ means directly " to cry," and is espe-

cially used of the bleating of sheep. Thence come the

substantives JV^A " voetferatio" and KJVJpfi mutter oto-

mosa. We will likely come nearest the truth if we take

m*B to mean the loud groaning, joined with lamenta-

tion, of the travailing woman, which, too, offers an ad-

mirable explanation of the name HttlB for a midwife.

There is, moreover, an assonance in r\pi)K snd DBKfiK,

that continues in DtfK and *|KtfIt To derive D#K
from DDtf » vastaUm ens, because in Esek. xxxvi. 8

nlUSfl rftOBf are found conjoined, is forbidden both by

grammar and the context It Is rather derived from

DC**}, an unused root, indeed, but one thatoccurs in the
- T

substantive HOT}.
Ver. 17. With ufcp. instead of the inf. absol., we have

a noun of the same stem as in xxii 17, 18; xiv. 19, 22;

xxix. 14; xxxlii. 4; lxvi. 10. M
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454 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGHTICA.L AND CRITICAL.

1. Chapter xlii. is evidently constructed as an
ascending and descending climax. The present

strophe forms the point of it ; the two preceding

ones lead up to it : the two that follow lead down
from it Whv should vers. 10-17 not refer to

the Servant of Jehovah, when both before and
after (comp. ver. 19)

t

He is the chief subject ?

True, He is not mentioned in the third strophe.

But is not He that leads the blind the same as He
that opens the eyes of the blind and liberates the

prisoners (ver. 7) ? And is there not a manifest

contrast presented between Him that does not cry

(ver. 2) and Him that cries and roars (ver. 13) ?

And does not the negative, ver. 4, form the tran-

sition to the positive statement that the Servant of

Jehovah will be also the opposite of one that does

not cry, and that does not let His voice be heard
in the streets? It must indeed be an exceeding
glorious fact, for whose praise the whole earth

(ver. 12) is summoned. Yea, that is the wonder,
that the one described in vers. 2, 3 as quiet and
meek, is at the same time Jehovah Himself, who
goes forth as an angry warrior against His ene-
mies (ver. 13). He has long kept silence: did
He not even suffer the whole heathen world to go
its own way (Acts xiv. 16). At last, however,
He rouses Himself. Like a travailing woman,
amid mighty sorrows He brings about a new
order of things (ver. 14). He makes heathendom
wither: but the heathen that have preserved a
susceptibility for the truth He leads, like blind
men restored to sight, in new ways of salvation

hitherto unknown (vers. 15, 16). He will cer-

tainly accomplish this to the confusion of those
that continue to trust in false gods (ver. 17).

2. Sing unto—island*.—Vers. 10-12. A
new song is becoming for the new matter ; like
new skin-bottles for new wine (Matth. ix. 17).
The expression a new song occurs, Ps. xxxiii.

3; xl. 4; xcvi. 1; xcviii. 1; cxliv. 9; cxJULx. 1:
"sing unto the Lord a new song'1

occurs, Ps.
xxxiii. 3 ; xcvi. 1 ; xcviii. 1 ; czlix. 1. It is to

be noted, too, that the more ancient of these
Pss. (xxxiii., xcvi., xcviii.) have all of them, I

may say, an ecumenical character, in that all

treat of the mutual relation of Jehovah aad of all

creation, ». c, of the power of Jehovah over all

that is created, and of the duty of the latter to
worship and praise the Lord. Ps. xl. 4 and cxliv.

9 express only the author's purpose to sing a new
song to the Lord. But Ps. cxlix., certainly a
late song and an imitation, has a very particular-
istic character. One may say, therefore, that
here, like in chapter xii., (he author strikes up
the psalm tone. He summons those to praise
who are on the sea, and those that are in the sea,

as immediately after he directs the same summons
to the isles and their inhabitants, to the wilder-
ness and its towns. The O'H HIV are not those
that go down to the sea. but those that sail down
the sea, as appears plainly from Ps. cvii. 23, the
only other place where the expression occurs.

For the sea, optically regarded, may be conceived
as an elevation (comp. Luke v. 4) ; thus, as really

seen, the sea presents itself as flowing. Flowing
water, however, cannot mount up. It seems to

me far fetched, when Delitzsch supposes that
Ezion-Geber is the Prophet's point of view in

calling out I rather think that by those sail-
ing down the sea and isles, which he con-
ceives as between his point of view and " the ends
of the earth," the Prophet would signify the west.
Behind him lie the desert and the villages of the
Arabs (DTj> r}3] on the east ; on the left he has

the rock city (#'0), and on the right mountains,
i. e., to the south the mountain of Edom, to
the north Lebanon. Regarding WfeP, see on ver.

2. It is well known that in the desert, too, there
were and are cities (fortified places). Comp., «. g^
Josh. xv. 61, 62 ; xx. 8. The Dnjm (comp. Lev.
xxv. 31) are opposed on the one hand to cities,

on the other to the mere tent encampments ; like

Hadartje (stationary Arabs) are distinguished
from Wabartje (tent-Arabs) (Delitzsch). On
Kedar comp. at xxi. 16. There were hardly dwell-
ers in the rocks numerous enough, in an appella-

tive sense, to make it worth while naming them
here, where only grand genera are mentioned.
But the Prophet niieht very well, in order to sig-

nify the South, think of the great rock city of
Edom (Petra, comp. on xvi. 1). But I do not
think he intends by *' mountains" only the moun-
tains near Petra ; for then the North would be
entirely omitted. Hence I think we must under-
stand the great mountains to the north of Pales-

tine. As object of the crying out, ver. 12 again
expressly mentions the honor and praise of Jeho-
vah. The islands are named as representing

the remotest regions.

3. The Lord shall go forsake them.

—

Vers. 13-16. As in the preceding strophe we dis-

tinguished a kernel, and a preface and conclusion,

forming, so to speak, a shell for it, so we must do
here. From the extent of the preface and its

elevated tone, we observe that the Kernel must be
something highly significant Vers. 13-16 cease

to speak of the Servant of Jehovah. But He re-

appears, ver. 22. Instead appears Jehovah Him-
self, ver. 13. And things are affirmed of Jehovah
that partly agree, partly form a strange contrast

with what before and after is imputed to the Ser-

vant of Jehovah. When it is said, ver. 7, that

the Servant of Jehovah will open the eyes of the

blind and free the prisoner, is that essentially

different from what we read, ver. 16, of leading

the blind, etcf Do these blind remain blind?
What* then, has the Lord to do with blind per-

sons! Or are the ways that He leads them not

ways of freedom and salvation ? But if, vers. 2,

3, the Servant of Jehovah appears as one that

does not cry, but is meek and gentle, how comes
it that, vers. 13, 14, Jehovah is portrayed as an
impetuous warrior, that cries and groans? And
this appears in the climax-strophe of our chap-

ter to which the preceding strophes lead up, and
from which those following lead down 1 I cannot

believe that the third of the five strophes of our
chapter can treat of a foreign subject.

^
It must

be the same, though the form makes it difficult to

detect the unity. And in fact it was difficult for

the Prophet himself, a very riddle, to comprehend
the unity of Jehovah and His Servant, just as it

must assuredly have been also an inexplicable

mystery that tne Son of David should at the same
time be Miphty God, Everlasting Father, Prince

of Peace (ix. 5). I do not say, therefore, that
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CHAP. XLIL 10-17. 455

Isaiah here produce* a doctrine in an unhistori-

cal way» that must remain hidden from himself.

Bat I do say that the Spirit of God intimates

here a relation of Jehovah to His Servant, which,
of course, only presents itself to us in entire clear-

ness in the New Testament history; but which,
now we stand in this clear light, we can ana
ought thereby to detect in its Old Testament en-
velope. Oehleb begins the article Memos in

Herz., B.~Enc , with these words: "According
to the view of Old Testament prophecy, the com-
pletion of salvation is brought about by the per-

toned coming of Jehovah in His glory. He Him-
self appears amid the rejoicing of the whole crea-

tion for the restoration of His kingdom on earth.

Ps. xcvi. 10 sqq. ; xcviii. 7 sqq.," etc It is re-

markable that Oehler, in support of his thought,
cites precisely those Pas. which, as above shown,
have such resemblance to our passage. It is ad-
mitted by expositors that these Pss. have gene-
rally a near relation to Isa. xl.—lxvi. (comp.
Moll on Ps. xcvi. sqq.). May we not have in

Pss. xcvi., xcviii. the oldest commentary on our
passage, a testimony that already in the time
after the Exile our passage was referred to the
Messiah, therefore that the unity of the Messiah
and Jehovah was recognized ?

The Prophet, then, here describes the Servant
of Jehovah from another side. He, the quiet,

and meek One, is at the same time El-Gibbor,
and hence it may be said ofHim : Jehovah goes
forth like a mighty man.—But as being El-
Gibbor he is no more called Servant of Jehovah

;

for the El-Gibbor has laid aside the form of a
servant. Further on this see below under Doc-

trinal and Ethical, p. 461, { 9. An nionSo &X is a
man that carries on many wars (comp. 2 Sam.
viii. 10 ; 1 Chr. xviii. 10). The expression He
shall stir up jealousy (*c in Himself) recalls

passages like Ps. lxxviii. 38 ; Dan. xi. 25 ; Hag. i.

14 ; Isa. lix. 17. The intensive *)*, comp. xliii. 7.

The enemies against whom Jehovah goes forth
are manifestly the same that as conquered, yet at
the same time blessed, are to offer praise and
thanks to the Lord (vers. 10-12). The entire
heathen world is meant. This is confirmed by
ver. 17 that speaks of the confusion of those that
persist in serving idols in spite of their know-
ledge of God.

It is quite preposterous, with Hahx, to assume
a dividing line between vers. 13 and 14. Ver.
14 sqq. first gives us light concerningwhat the
Lord intends according to ver. 13. They con-
tain the words that announce the object of the ex-
pedition ofHim that goes forth. From everlast-
ing the Lord had kept silence—Did the text
treat only of the deliverance of Israel from exile,

D7\p0 might then be referred to the beginning
of it, and then the Exile would be represented as
an immeasurable period during which the Lord
had kept silence (comp. on lvii. 11). But the refer-

ence is not merely to Israel's deliverance, but to a
deliverance in which all humanity, the heathen in-
cluded, and even all nature, shall participate, as ap-
pears most plainly from the rejoicing of the same
vers. 10-12. For the same reason the " for-ever "

cannot begin with the elevation of Israel into a
nation, i. e. t the departure out of Egypt. If the
Lord has in mind the heathen world, then it

must be in reference to them that He has so long

kept silence. How long was this? Without
doubt since in Abraham He, separated a tiny little

part of mankind to be a special sphere for a pre-

paratory revelation, while the great mass that

was left He *' suffered to walk in their own ways,"

Acts xiv. 16. He had not, indeed, omitted now
and then to remind the heathen of Himself, and
the double exile of His servant, the peopletsrael,

especially served this purpose. But, in general,

the heathen woxld is that part of mankind that

was actually to experience what must become of

human nature when God surrenders it, unin-

fluenced by revelation, wholly to the free unfold-

ing of its natural powers. In reference to these,

the Lord may well say : I kept silence from the
remotest time. In contrast with this silence of
milleniums will the Lord, i. c, the Servant of
Jehovah identical with Jehovah, enter finally

upon His conquest of the heathen world. By
this He effects something quite new. He calls

into being a new covenant with mankind. Hence
He represents this new, hitherto unheard of
deed as a birth that is accomplished only by
means of great effort and acute pains. And may
not, in fact, the spread of Christianity among the
heathen, with all the pains, dangers and conflicts

that attended it, be compared with the painful

breaking forth of a fruit from the womb of a
mother? This is one of the passages where to

Jehovah is imputed action proper to women, and
particularly a mother (comp. xlvi. 3sq.; xlix. 15).

If the heathen are intended here, then by I will
make waste mountains and hills, and dry
np the rivers and pools, ver. 15, are meant
heathen heights and heathen waters. Mountain
heights are often enough representatives of the

civilization of which they are the locality, and
great waters representative of the populations

that dwell about them. Therefore we must con-

strue vers. 15, 16 figuratively, just as we did vera.

13, 14, and understand by mountains and rivers

the heathen world. If by mountains and waters

be understood the land of exile in a physical

sense, would not that conflict with what was said

xli. 18 so. T Would not the people of God suffer

by this drying up? But what is meant by the

Servant of Jehovah drying up the heathen world ?

I think that by that the Lord means a spiritual

drying-up. At the time the Servant of Jehovah
goes forth into the heathen world, the latter will

have survived itself. It will have become in-

wardly powerless and sapless. It will exist like

a withered tree, like the bed of a stream 'having
water only in its deepest places, whereas the
shallower parts appear like islands—like a dried-

up lake. Only call to mind utterances like

Pilate's "what is truth" (John xviii. 38) for

Sroof of this cheerless, dried-up state of heathen-
om. I will make the rivers islands re-

minds of Ps. cvii. 33.

Ver. 16. I cannot understand Israel to be in-

tended by the blind here; for they are not such
in either a physical or a spiritual sense. Nor
would blindness alone be mentioned to describe

a general condition of misery (comp. xli. 17;
xxxv. 5; xxix. 18). I think, therefore, that
those heathen are meant, whom the Lord leads
out of the 8hrivelled-up heathendom into the
light which His Servant brings into the world.
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These are opposed to the ones (ver. 17) that per-
sist in idolatry. It is, therefore, spiritual and not
physical blindness that is meant (comp. xliii. 8).
The same Servant of 'Jehovah whose office and
calling are to open eyes in general, will do this
for the heathen too, leading them ways they
knew not: for the knowledge ofthe true God and
of His salvation had been shut up from them. But
those that are so led cease to be blind. Hence
the Prophet continues : I will make darkness
light before them, %. «., the previous darkness
shall give place to light, consequently they will
have gained powers of sight To this corresponds
what follows : and (1 will make) orooked
things (ways) (comp. lix. 8) to a flat field.
When this is done, they will no more go astray
in crooked roads, but will walk straight and
right ways. What I may call the imposing in-
troduction vers. 10-12 having prepared us for

something Kreat, the last clause of ver. 16 in tarn
teetines to the greatness and marvel of the things
that have been held in prospect from ver. 13 on.
l»est it be thought more has been promised than
can be performed, the Lord gives an express
assurance of the contrary. Notice the definite
article. Not things in general: no, it is the
things It w His whole, great work in *«<*, His
entire plan of salvation that is drawn in ito fun-
damental features from ver. 13 on. Both the
feriects and the positive affirmation followed by
the negative (OTO?J> l6l) are meant to confirm
the certainty of the eventual fulfilment

Ver. 17. But this salvation will not be the por-
tion of all blind heathen. Therefore it reads,
too, ver. 16, Onjf, not Dnjyn. Many will re-

main blind. Of these it is said : They shall
be turned back, etc

4 THE SERVANT OP THE LORD HIMSELF DEAF AND BLIND.
Chapter XLIL 18-21.

18 Hear, ye deaf;
And look, ye blind, that ye may see.

19 Who is blind, but my servant?
Or deaf, as my messenger that I 'sent?
Who w blind as he that w b

perfect,
And blind as the Lord's servant?

20 °Seeing many things, but thou observest not

;

Opening the ears, but he heareth not
21 The Lord is well pleased for his righteousness' sake;

He will magnify the law, and make1
it honorable.

» Or, him.

• Many <yes 866.
\*ndowed with tabaUo* (Heilbtgabto).

IXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Ib then the Servant of Jehovah ever re-
proached? And if Israel is deaf and blind to-
ward the word of the Lord, can it as deaf and
blind be called the servant of the Lord? Indeed,
according to his very being, the latter cannot shot
himself up against the spirit and word of Je-
hovah. It was said, ver. 3, that the Servant of
Jehovah will reveal the right and law of God by
a discipline of lowliness and gentleness ; accord-
ing to ver. 7 He will open blind eyes and deliver
from the fetters of sin and error. And shall, ver

How does

—-— ——— ~.*..t» ttav.I respect w vwu o rcrciauuu i

Moreover how ntterly disconnected an earnest
complaint against the nation most appear here,
after the glorious promise of vers. 13-17 1 De-
Litzsch supposes that the blind to whom, ver.
16, freedom is promised, provoked not only the
compassion but also the displeasure of the Lord,
because it was their own fault that they did not
Bee. To them is the call to rid themselves of the
ban that rests on them. But the blind of ver.
16 do not stay blind. According to 16 6 the

darkness becomes light before them,
that accord with vers. 18-20 ?

In ray opinion the two strophes vers. 18-21
and 22-25 present the reverse side or descending
climax of the chapter, of which the other, or
light side of the Servant of Jehovah, was given
in vers. 1-17. It is a new contrast that we ob-
serve here. He that opens the eyes of others ia

Himself blind. The crying mighty-man, ver. 13,
corresponds to the quiet Servant of Jehovah, ver.

2; so here the Servant that is Himself blind,
ver. 19, corresponds to Him that opens eyes for-

others, ver. 7. The strophes correspond cross-
wise : the first to the third, the second to the
fourth, and each time it is contrasts that corres-
pond. How entirely one misconceives the unity
of this chapter who fails to recognize in the Ser-
vant of Jehovah ver. 18 the same that was already
observed in vers. 1-9 1 The deaf and blind of
the People of Israel or rather the People Israel
as consisting of deaf and blind, £ e., as one gen-
erally sick and wretched, is summoned (ver. 18)
to give heed for its salvation to a double wonder
that happens with the Servant of Jehovah. He
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in Himself so blind and deaf that no one equals

Him in blindness and deafness (ver. 19) ! He
that had healed many blind eyes, Himself ob-

serves nothing (ver. 20) t This is the first won-
der. But in this one, apparently Himself so sick,

the Lord has pleasure for His righteousness'

sake. By virtue of the same, He will give the

world a new, glorious law (ver. 21) ; and this is

the second wonder.
2. Hear ye deaf honorable.—Vers. 18-

21. The deaf and blind here are, any way, such
as hear and see if they will. Otherwise how can
they be summoned to see and hear. And when
(ver. 20) they are summoned to notice that He
Himself does not hear, and yet opens ears, etc.,

and yet is an object of divine approval, and gives

the world a new and more glorious law, then
only those can be meant who should be witnesses

of these marvellous contrasts in the life of the

personal Servant of Jehovah. To these is inti-

mated that in these contrasts is contained the

mystery of their deliverance. But they are deaf
and blind who will not see (vi. 9. 10 : Matt xiii.

13 sqq.). It is the hardened nation Israel which
therefore fares as we read afterwards ver. 22.

—

ftHnS, ver. 18, is to be referred to both the fore-

going verbs (zeugmaticallv) in the general sense

of observing. As I find chapter xlii. draws the

fundamental traits of the personal Servant of Je-
hovah in general, so here, as appears to me, those

traits are especially sketched that are further de-

veloped in chapter liii. We remarked at ver. 16
a difference between blindness mentioned alone,

and mentioned with other deficiencies. In the

latter case the deficiencies named may be regarded
as representing distress and wretchedness gen-
erally. Such is the case here. It is not meant
that the Servant of Jehovah will be only blind

and deaf, just as at ver. 7 it was not meant that

He would only heal the blind and free the pris-

oner. It is natural that those deficiencies should
be named as attaching to the Servant of Jehovah,
from which He is said to free others. Accordingly,
to correspond with ver. 7, He should be described
as blind and languishing in prison. But the
latter trait the Prophet does not observe in the
image of the future presented to him. Indeed,
he describes the Servant of Jehovah, as blind and
deaf: thus as a man. as one on whom all heavy
sorrows come down like a tempest, as a picture
of grief, and beside as one who runs blindly

into his destruction (comp. Matt, xvi. 22) and
in the greatest danger remains dumb as a deaf
man. He sees these defects attaching to the
Servant of Jehovah in a degree unequalled by
anv other man. In a word: the Prophet be-

holds the Servant of Jehovah, not only as the
one despised and forsaken of men, as the man of
sorrows and acquainted with sickness (liii. 3), but
at the same time as the physician that can heal
others and not Himself (Luke iv. 23 ; xxiii. 39

;

Matt xxvii. 40, 42). And the reason for this

strange appearance? Isaiah indicates it liii. 4
sqq. Seb. Schmidt signifies it with the words

:

*
eoeeus est atopic surdus imputative." Only here

is the Servant of Jehovah called messenger,
u
angel of the Lord." It calls to mind on the one

hand '* I will send my angel " Gen. xxiv. 7, 40,

tod on the other Mai. iii. 1. 0^#D, which oc-

curs only here as participle (as nom, propr. it oc-

curs often : 2 Kings nil 3 ; xxi. 19, etc), must

be construed according to the analogy of Dj^n
(Job y. 23). as in pacem, amicitiam reeeptus.

The words of ver. 20 are difficult. Those that

understand the People of Israel to be meant by

the Servant of Jehovah must take D'JTK npfl in

the sense of " to have open ears." Thus Um-
bbeit translates: "with open ears He hears
not ;" Delitzsch :

" opening the ears still He
does not hear:" V. Fb. (Ehler: <4 open ears

has He, and He hears not." But, in the first

place, npfl, which only here is used of ears, being

everywhere else used of eyes, never means " to

have eyes." But it must mean "to have" if

taken in antithesis to VV& *S) : for he that

hears not, though he has ears, does not use his

ears. But one who does not use the ears he has

can never be called a D'JTK npfl. npfl elsewhere

always means to open the eves of others or one's

own eyes for the purpose of actual and intensive

use. Thus Gen. iii. 5 : * And your eyes shall

be opened, and ye shall know good and evil r"

comp. Gen. iii. 7 ; 2 Kings vi. 17, 20 " Lord
open His eyes that he may see" Comp. 2 Kings
iv. 36 ; xix. 16 (Isa. xxxvii. 17) ; Isa. xxxv. 5

;

Jer. xxxii. 19; Zech. xii. 4; Dan. ix. 18; Ps.

cxlvi. 8; "Lord open (make see) the blind;"

Prov. xx. 13 ; Job xiv. 3 ; xxvii. 19. Finally,

the adjective npfl is one that opens his eyes well,

a seeing person : Exod. iv. 11 ; xxiii. 8. From

this it appears that O'JTtt npa and VMth vh)

would involve a contradiction if by 4( ears" be
understood his own ears who opens them. For
to open hie own ears and yet not hear is impossi-

ble. In the second place, it may not at all be

accidental that npfl only in our passage is used

of opening ears. Already in ver. 7 we had it in

reference to opening eyes ; and it is affirmed of
the Servant of Jehovah. May not the Prophet,

by using npfl and not nn| in ver. 20, have in-

tended, perhaps, to give a hint that the subject

of D'JTX npfl la identical with that of0\O npfl ?

Moreover the feminine rtfr'l ver. 20 points back

to n^iyf ver. 7, and strengthens the conjecture

that the Prophet would warn against referring

ver. 20 to any other person than the subject of

ver. 7. If we have correctly understood tne sec-

ond clause of ver. 20, we have gained the founda-

tion for the understanding of the first K'thibh

is to be read H'lO, the K'ri nftO. The latter is

inf. absol. Kaf(like rrtntf' xxii. 13 ; nfif Hab.

iii. 13). Both of these forms only make sense

when one takes 'K npfl = tl
to have ears." For

then the form JVK1 must also some way signify
" to have eyes" or " to see," and both can be said

of the servant of Jehovah only in the national

sense. But if 'H npfl means " to open ears," if

it stands parallel with ver. 7, and if the personal

Servant of Jehovah is the subject of both declara-

tions, then also T\*W\ cannot describe the seeing as

the action of the Servant of Jehovah. It must
refer to the seeing of others which the Servant
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458 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

of Jehovah brings about But then one must
doubt the correctness of both the text and the

margin. Either rtlKl is to be pointed JYIK
1
!

(comp. xzx. 20; Jer. xx. 4; xiii. 2, etc.), or a
n has been dropped from before it. The latter

could easily happen because of the foregoing

verse closing with H. The reading then would

be rmnn (infin. Hiph. "to make see," Deut.

iii. 24; i. 33 ; Exod. ix. 16, etc). [The Author's
labored exposition seems to originate and find ita

sole justification in the contradiction developed
above: "to open one?8 eon and not to hear is im-
possible;" and then, if this be the sense, that

one must understand the Servant of Jehovah in a
national and not a personal sense, and thus sur-

render the identity of subject in the chapter.

But the logical contradiction cannot be greater

than that presented in vi. 9, and in (the exag-
geration even of) the same language as quoted
by our Lord in Matt. xiii. 13. While adhering
to the Author's general view of the whole chapter,

and of this ''strophe" in particular, we may ad-

here also to the rendering of ver. 20 in the Eng.
Version, with which Umbreit and Delitzsch
(see above) agree. Why may not the contrasts

of this chapter, that the Author points out (see

«. g^ under vers. 15, 16), be intensified into par-

adoxes and contradictions ? If the Spirit of God
in the Prophet has uttered the riddle of the

identity of tne Servant of Jehovah, and Jehovah
Himself, the solution of which can only be seen

in the clear light of the New Testament (see

under ver. 12), why not also the riddle of ver.

20 ? Why (like the New Testament realizations

to which the Author refers under vers. 19, 22)

is not the verification of the paradoxes of ver. 20
to be found in, say, Acts i. 7, and Mar. xiii. 32.
" Of that day ana that hour knoweth no man

—

neither the Son, but the Father," and in the mys-
tery of Christ going intelligently to meet death

(Mar. viii. 31) and yet on the eve of its ac-

complishment praying to escape it like one that

knows not (Luke xxil 42; Heb. v. 7)?—Tr.].
Like one blind the Servant of Jehovah runs to

His destruction, who yet causes so many others

to see. Although warned (Matt. xvi. 22), still

He gives no heed to what may benefit or hurt

His own person. "TOtf, has here, as often, the

meaning "observavit, attendU" (comp. Hos. iv. 10;
1 Sam. xxvi. 15 ; 2 Sam. xvhi. 12, etc., accord-

ing to the fundamental meaning of the word,

"rceUs et intentis occults intuitu* est" "to gaze,

stare at," comp. 1D0, "lOtP, riguit, horruiL "VOIP

" thorn," see Gesbn! The*, p. 1442). The change
of person is not unfrequent in Isa. L 29; xlv. 30;
xxxiii. 2, 6 ; xli. 1.

Ver. 22. Thus the Servant of Jehovah seems

to pay the penalty of His folly by a fate that

makes Him appear as one despised: of men and
esteemed as of no value. But different is His re-

lation to Jehovah, who has pleasure in Him for

His righteousness' sake. The pronominal
object in the third person is omitted, as often

happens. The prophetic discourse is brief and
obscure. But it finds its echo, and at the same
time its significance is cleared up in those pas-

sages of the New Testament, wherein the Father

expressly points to the Son as the object of His
approval (comp. ver. 1 and Matt. iii. 17 ; xvii.

5 ; Mark i. 11 ; Luke iii. 23 ; 2 Pet i. 17). And
why should not Jehovah take pleasure in Him
whom no one could charge with sin, yet who,

notwithstanding, surrendered His holy soul to

death, in order to fulfil the Father's decree of

salvation ? When it is further said : He will

magnify the law and make it honourable,
it is self-evident that not that Torah is meant
whose end the Servant of Jehovah will be, but

that which shall proceed from Him (ver. 4 ; H.

4 ; ii. 3). We will therefore take the Servant of

Jehovah as the subject of "magnify" and "make
honorable," though the sense were not essentially

different if Jehovah were regarded as subject.

Great and glorious will the new, Zionitic Torah
be ; as much greater and more glorious than the

old Sinaitic, as its Mediator, means and object will

be infinitely greater (Gal. iii.).

For the recurrence of words need in this

strophe see List,

5. THE SERVANT OF JEHOVAH A STONE OF STUMBLING TO UNBELIEVING
ISRAEL. Chapter XLH. 22-25.

22 But this is a people robbed and spoiled

;

1 They *are all of them snared in holes,

And they are hid in prison houses

:

They are for a prey, and none delivereth

;

For a 'spoil, and none saith, Restore.

23 Who among you will give ear to this?

Who will hearken and hear *for Hhe time to come f

24 Who gave Jacob for a spoil,

And Israel to the robbers ?

Did not the Lord, he against whom we have sinned ?

•For they would not walk in his wajs,

Neither *were they obedient unto his law.
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CHAP. XLIL 22-25. 459

25 Therefore he hath poured upon him
The fury of his anger, and the strength of battle

:

And it hath set him on fire round about, yet he knew not;

And it burned him, yet he laid it not to heart

1 Or, In snaring all the young men of them. • Heb. a treading. * Heb. for the after t

• They all pant in the hole*. fc far away. • And. * did hearken.

TEXTUAL AND
8ee List for the recurrence of the language generally;

bat particularly

:

Ver. 22. m3-**DEMOn—nS 7Vn (Num. xlv. 3,
T T TT - T TT ^^

31, frequent in Jer. IL 14 ; xv. 13; xvii. 3, etc.). HDETO
T ' t

(comp. 2 Kings xxL 14). 31771, Pausa] form ooours

only here. Ver. 24. nDHfo (K'ri HDEb)—*l Ver. 25.

Ver. 22. That MH refers to the people appears from

Dy immediately following; it is singular by attraction.

—That D^linD cannot mean young persons appears

from the context. D'HHi corresponding to D'R/O ,rO«

most rather mean the M holes " (comp. IT} xi.8.—PDH is

any way inf. abeoL that, in the animated discourse,

stands for the verb fin. That Dv^ must be ate. obj. (Ds-

ltosch) is not correct For the* inf. absol not unfre-

quently has a subject word along with it (comp. Prov.

xiL 7; Job xi. 6 ; xl. 2 ; Ezek. 1. 14). As there occurs no
Terb nfln. we must take ryfin as Hiph. of rNfl, mean-

ing a to blow, to pant" (comp. Hab. ii. 8; Prov. xxlx. 8,

etc). [Fubbst, Lex. nns. Hiph. nflH. inf. eonetr.

PAH "to fetter."—Tb.].^-kSd JVaseever.T.

Ver. 24. ft fontfK (see EwALn,g331, 6). The Maso-

rets hesitate to construe the word as relative ; probably
because of its seldom occurrence in Isaiah. Hence they
put the Athnach under niiT, by which If is separated

GRAMMATICAL.
from what precedes, and receives a demonstrative force.

Tfhn OK tfS is indeed not the usual construction

(yet comp. xxx. 9) ; still not too unusual (comp. vii. 16;

Jer. ix. 4; Mic. vi. 8, etc.). The object Is emphatic pro-

minence for the notion " going " which as infin. absoL

appears more nearly a substantive.

Ver. 25. The singular suffix in rStf relates to a notion

singular, ideally present, i. *., the total of Israel, not

previously named. As the fundamental meaning of

Hon Is " aeetus, heat, glow," It may easily be taken for

prepositive apposition. The assonance with 71011ID
seems to have had some influence. To take it as appo-

sition with iflR receives confirmation from the image

being prolonged in the second clause of the verse,

where not only the feminine forms inCDH /fl and *lj?3n

refer back to 71*011, but also this glow is conceived of

as an actual kindling fire (not as a mere image of in-

tense anger). Accordingly I cannot take HDnSo as

the subject of intDnSn. HDnSo TITjn I regard as an

intervening thought that points the meaning of the

figurative expression 1DK HOn. But 71DH still re-

mains the chief notion, and as such the subject of the
two positive clauses of the second half of the verse.——
It?2, " tgne coneumeit, combuesit" is, as a rule, construed

with 3 (Job L 16; Num. xi 3; Pa. cvi. 18 where, too,

both the verbs "\y3 and DiV? are used, etc.; comp. Isa.

xxx. 33; xliii.2).

EXEOETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In this fifth and last strophe the Prophet
descends from the heights of most glorious
hope of salvation attained in the third, down to
the depths of a most mournful perspective of
judgment, which, however, he applies as an
awakening cry to his unbelieving countrymen.
The future reveals none of the effects that ought
to have followed a believing regard for what was
announced ver. 18 sqq. On the contrary, the
Prophet sees a robbed people languishing in
hard captivity (ver. 22). From this he knows
that Israel has not accepted the Servant of Je-
hovah. He uses the mournful prospect to attempt
to move Israel, by a wholesome alarm, to ward
off that mournful future by a sincere repentance.
With "among you" (ver.' 23) he addresses the
Israel of the ideal present, i.e., of the Exile.
Who among you, he asks, gave heed to this im-
pending visitation of the remote future? But
there is little prospect of a cheering reply. For
Jehovah has already given over Judah and
Israel as a prey to their enemies for their sins
(ver. 24). Yet even this they have not taken to
heart (ver. 25).

1. But thi* Restore.—Ver. 22. But
this people is the antithesis of ver. 18. There

the deaf and blind were summoned to give heed
to what was to be said of the Servant of Jehovah.
But—and now we learn why Israel was called

deaf and blind (ver. 18), Israel heeds not, and
so the Prophet sees a robbed, etc, people. Thus
ver. 22 shows the condition that will ensue as

punishment for Israel's not knowing the Servant
of Jehovah and the day of its visitation (Luke
xix. 41-44).

3. Who among you not to heart.—
Vers. 23-25. But the Prophet knows that the

impending judgment may be averted by timelv

repentance. It is true there is little hope of such
repentance ; but he attempts it. He asks : who
among you time to oome ? With D33

the Prophet, in contrast with those standing far

off, to which, e.g., v. 18 relates, must have in mind
Israel of the Exile. He puts it to these that they

should hear, heed and hearken far off. What
they ought to hear is primarily his word. But
they ought to heed it, by lending an ear to the

remote times past plHlO see on xli. 23) that as

it were, speak to them by the mouth of the Pro-
phet. Because the old time is conceived of as

lying before the Prophet (comp. Dip 'D^ xxiiL
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460 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

7; xxxvii. 26; li. 9. efc.), so the future is what
lies backward. Unhappily, there is little pros-
pect of euch heeding the future, because Israel

does not even heed the chastisement of the imme-
diate present. Vers. 24, 25, therefore, give the
reply to the question ver. 23, which itself begins
with a question : who gave Jacob for a spoil,
and Israel, etc. The name Jacob here evidently
signifies the tribe of Judah (comp. ix. 7 and List),

This appears from the two members of the an-
swer. For the first member : he againstwhom
we have sinned, plainly relates to that part of
all Israel to which the Prophet himself belongs
—hence the first person—while the second mem-
ber: and they would not walk in his
ways, by the third person, signifies the part to

which the Prophet did not belong. In vers. 24.

25 is proof that the Prophet has in mind Israel

of the Exile as his ideal audience. For, first,

chapters xL-lxvi. are in general addressed to

Israel dwelling in Exile, and second, it is seen

from vers. 24 a and 25 that Judah and Israel are

equally represented as visited by God's destruc-

tive judgments. Ver. 25. Therefore he hath
poured upon him, etc, describes the conse-

quences of disobedience. (See Text and Oram,)

Elsewhere, too, occurs the image of pouring out

wrath as a fiery heat (Esek. xiv. 19 ; xx. 33, 34:

xxii. 22 : Lam. ii. 4,dc). Israel is represented

as a dwelling or city, since it is said it shall be set

on fire. But it has not hitherto learned (J?T

Perf.) the meaning of these divine judgments,

and even now does not lay them to heart

(D'tr Imperf.). Hence we were obliged to say,

that the Prophet could only expect an unfavor-

able reply to his question, ver. 23.

- DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. There is neither in heaven nor on earth any
thing as rich in wondrous contrasts as the manifes-

tation of the Son of God in the fiesh. For there

all the divine attributes are united to their cor-

responding antipodes of creature lowliness in the

form of the Servant of Jehovah. The antitheses

of power and weakness, wisdom and folly, glory

ana lowliness, love and anger, surround Him as a
radiant crown. This Servant of Jehovah, in

whom unite all contrasts, meets us in this chap-

ter. The chosen of the Lord, in whom He is

well pleased-on whom the Spirit of the Loud
rests so that He may reveal to the heathen the

divine law, is still at the same time a Servant,

and that, too, a Servant in the completest and
most proper sense of the word. He does not

rule, He does not suffer Himself to be ministered

unto, but He ministers, and with the utmost de-

votion He serves all. Mild and kind, meek and
lowly He appears, though He has the might and
power to do the loftiest deeds. He appears weak
and jet almighty, He appears poor and yet rich

above all. He has not where to lay His head,
yet all eyes wait upon Him. He is full of love,

yet woe unto those on whom His anger falls (ver.

13). He is wise above all, and yet, from the

standpoint of worldly wisdom, how foolish He
appears where care for His own human person is

concerned.
2. On xlii. 2. "Qamavit non clamorc confaar

tionis, sed caritatis et devotionis. Clamant dictis et

faetis, voce et vita, damavit praedicando, elamavU
orando, damavit Lazarum resuscitandof tandem
clamavit moriendo et adhuc quotidie in eodis existent

clamatadnos" Augustus
3. On xlii. 2, 3. As the Servant of God, so

ought the servants of God to do. It is a chief
part of pastoral wisdom not to make a fleshly

noise, not to break the bruised reed, and quench
the glimmering wick by merciless judging, but
rather to heal what has been wounded, and kindle
up the faint spark. He that does so, will co-
operate in producing the blessing that the Ser-
vant of the Lord (vers. 6, 7) was to bring into
the world. " Christiana* in conscienUa debet esse

medieus, fori* avian in externis moribus annus, qui
ferat onerafratrum." " Neeesse esttneedesiasaneta
esse infirmos et tales, quorumfactis offendamury

sieut

in corpore humano non ossa tantumt sed etiam mollis

et infirma caro est Quart ecelesia Ckristi constat

ex portantibua et portatis, Et vita nostra est com-
vostium quoddam ex fortitudine et infirmitaU."
Luther.

4. On xlii. 4. Gentleness and meekness are
not weakness; they are not inconsistent with
energy and firmness, indeed with the greatest

earnestness and righteous anger. Just lor this

reason the Servant of the Lord is fitted to be the
Saviour of the world. He can be a comfort to
the weak, a terror to the wicked, and all things
to all. And such is the character of the new
covenant established by Him. Gomp. Luke i.

52, 53 ; ii. 34.—Therefore the islands hope in Hie
law. The Christian church with its missions
responds not only to the command of its Lord,
but also to a longing of the heathen world, even
though it be something more or less unconscious.

5. On xlii. 6. " Without Christ God can make
no covenant with us. Therefore when God made
a covenant with our first parents, the seed of the
woman was the security of it. When God made
a covenant with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob the
same seed was the ground of it. In fine : Christ
is the chief reason and corner-stone both of the
Old and of the New Testament covenant It is
important that, when we find ourselves covenant-
breakers with God, we take refuge again in this
covenant" Cramer.

6. On xlii. 7. "As long as we are out of Christ

we are blind and darkness (Eph. v. 8 ; Luke i,

79 ; Matth. vi. 23). For to be carnally minded
is enmity against God (Bom. viii. 7). And the
natural man understands not the things of the
Spirit of God (1 Cor. ii 14). And we cannot, as
of ourselves, form one good thought of ourselves

(2 Cor. iii. 6)." Cramer.

7. On xlii. 8. On the words, " I Jehovah, that is

My name,1 ' Rabbi Salomon remarks as follows:
" lUud nomen expositum est in significatione dominii,

estque virtus ejus apud me ad ostendendum, m*

essedominum" (ty ^131 /WW ]\v)l tf}i>D WH
'Jtt |Vwtf rttnnS.) Thus he finds in these

words a reference to the BhDDn Otf and gives its

meaning by *rt{i which Is always read by the

JewB. On the various other meanings given of
the Skem-ham'phorash see Buxtorf, LexchakL, p.

2432 sqq., and Oehler in Herzl, R-Ent, VI.,
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CHAP. XLII. 22-25. 461

p. 455. u HUT ia the essential name of the eter-

nal and self-existent God, hence can be given to

no one that is not God" (Cramer). Hence
many understand the expression Shern-ham'pho'
rash in the sense that HTTP is the nomen Dei sepa-

ratum, i. «., the incommunicable name of God,
that gives instruction only concernin? the being
of God, and hence cannot be ascribed to others
(see Oehleb, I. c). But since the Messiah is

Himself God, and there is no God bat Jehovah

;

He, too, may be named with the name Jehovah,
Deut xxxiii. 29 ; Ps. cxviti. 27 ; Jer. xxiii. 6.

See Starke in loc.

8. On xlii. 9. "We adduce other proof of
Christian doctrine than do the philosophers who
take their grounds from reason. We take our
grounds out of God's very mouth, who cannot lie,

from His science and omnipotence. Therefore
this word is so precious (1 Tim. i. 15 ; iv. 9)."

—

Cramer. [" The sense is, that God predicted fu-

ture events before there was any thing by which
it might be inferred that such occurrences would
take place. It was not done by mere sagacity, as

men like Burke and Canning may sometimes pre-
dict future events with great probability by mark-
ing certain political indications or developments.
God did this when there were no such indications,

and when it must have been done by mere om-
niscience. In this respect all His predictions

differ from the conjectures of man, and from all

the reasonings which are founded on mere saga-

city."—Barnes.]
9. On xlii. 10-17. In this section the Servant

of Jehovah is no more named. Only Jehovah
Himself is spoken of. But the actions, for whose
sake heaven and earth shall proclaim the praise

of the Lord, belong no more to what the Servant
of Jehovah may do in His servant form, £ c, in

His humiliation, but to what He does as one raised

Dp to glory. In the condition of exaltation, how-
ever, He has laid aside the form of a servant:
thus He is no more called Servant of Jehovah.
When they crucified and buried Him, the hum-
ble Servant of Jehovah, suffering without a mur-
mur, seemed to be quite done for. But on the
day of Pentecost He broke loose again only the
more mightily. Then the Jews who had not
learned to know Him thus, and the heathen that

had not learned to know Him at all, were panic-
stricken. Then He began His victorious career
of conquering (inwardly) the JewB and the hea-
then. Since that time both are inwardly dried
up. As long as the gospel was not there, they
had a relative right to live and to a correspond-
ing life power. But after the revelation of abso-

lute truth in Christ they have lost these. Their
continued existence is only a vegetation, and if

in thesedays they exhibit a certain revirescence.
still it is only like the flaring up of the vital

spark in a dying person, which would never hap-
pen either did Christianity only let its light shine
purer and stronger. But continually the Lord
leads the blind of all nations in the path of light
But those that, spite of all, cling to idols, must
ever come to more shame.

.
10. On xlii. 18-21. "Physician heal thyself;"

is called to the great Physician, who healed all

sicknesses of men, yea, made the very dead alive

(Luke iv. 23). For this reason He"was mocked
on the cross, because He, who helped others, could

not help Himself (Matth. xxvii. 42). The Pro-

phet observes this trait in the life of the Servant
of the Lord. He sees in it a symptom of the

deepest suffering. But, notwithstanding, He re-

cognizes that at the same time God's approval
rests on this man of contradictions, and that He
is to become the origin of a new, glorious law.

Does not the Prophet see here the unrighteous

Righteous one. the wicked Saint, the perishing

Saviour, the blind eye-comfort the dead Prince
of life? Yea, he sees the Incomprehensible,

who on the cross redeemed the world from hell,

who, condemned as the most guiltv laden, still

was that righteousness for the world that alone

avails with God.

11. On xlii. 22-25. As experienced salvation

is the pledge of future salvation, yea, of final

anoXbTpuois. so, too, chastisements already en-

dured are the pledges of future ones, and, under
circumstances, of such as are still greater, yea, of

utter destruction. Israel ought to have learned

by its first exile, and by all that preceded and
followed it, that God can bring a yet sorer visita-

tion on His people, yea. destroy their outward
existence. Had it regarded this and rightly re-

ceived the Servant of the Lord accordingly, it

might have escaped the second, final, and worst

exile. Bnt they were never willing to believe

that the Lord could so jumble up, overthrow,

and destroy His people, His citv, and His house,

that a restoration of its outward existence is im-
possible.

HOMILETICAIi HINTS.

1. On xlii. 1-4. " The testimony of our heavenly

Father Himself to His Son. He tells us: 1) Who
He is and why He comes. 2) How He appears

and discharges His office. 3) What He brings

to pass, and by what means.99 Advent sermon,

E. Taube, in "Qottes Brunnlein hat Wassers die

Fulle. Hamburg, 1872.

On xlii. 2, 3. " Christ is the gracious hen that

woos us under her wings (Matth. xxiii. 37) ; the

good Shepherd that binds up the neglected (Ezek.

xxxiv. 1C); that can have compassion (Heb. iv.

15) ; and who does not cast out him who comes to

Him (John vi. 37), as He has proved by exam-
ples, as Mary Magdalene (Luke vii. 37) ; the wo-

man taken in adultery (John viii. 11) ; the father

of the lunatic (Mark ix. 24) ; Peter (Luke xxii.

61); the thief on the cross (Luke xxiii. 43);

Thomas (John xx. 27), ete."—Cramer.
2. On xlii. 1-4. " What a glorious Saviour Qod

has given the world in His Son. For He comes to

us: 1) As the anointed of the Lord; 2) as the

meek and humble Friend of sinnere ; 3) as the

strong and faithful perfecter of His work." Ser-

mon in Advent, W. Leipoldt (Festpredigien)9

Leipzig, 1845.

3. On xlii. 5-9. The New Covenant. 1) The
Founder of the covenant (God the Lord who has

made the earth ver. 5, will also redeem it

;

hence He has foretold the new covenant ver. 9,

and brought it into being ver. 6). 2) The Me-
diator of the covenant (Christ, the Son of God
and Son of man, is the natural, personal link be-

tween God and men ; He it is who represents

men before God as a Lamb, bearing their sin, and

God toward men as the One that brings them
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462 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

God's grace and the new, divine vital force). 3>

The Object of the covenant (a. to bring light and
freedom to men ver. 7 6. to preserve the honor
of the Lord as the only God as opposed to all

idols, ver. 8).

4. [On xlii. 10-12. The new song of the New
Testament. The newness: whereas holy songs
were before very much confined to the Temple,
now they are to be sung all the world over. They
were sung by one people and one tongue ; they
shall be sung by many of many tongues. They
were sung by a pastoral people living in valleys

among the hills; they are to be sung in all

climes, by men of all callings and of every de-

gree of culture. The substance of the song must
be new to suit so many. The form in which
that substance is reduced to song under these

varied influences must be endlessly new. After
M. Henry.]

5. On xlii. 10-17. A missionary sermon.
The revelation of salvation among the heathen.

1) Its intentional delay till the point when the
time was fulfilled (ver. 14 a). 2) Its appearance
at the right time: a. as powerful and accom-
panied with mighty effect (ver. 13) ; 6. as a pain-

ful birth (ver. 14 6. a: resistance on the part of
the old, and consequent laborious breaking forth

of the new). 3) Its operation : a. on the old

heathen existence itself: it dries up (ver. 14, 6;

tf; ver. 15): b. on unbelieving men: they are
Drought to shame (ver. 17) ; e. on believing men:
they are led to light and freedom (ver. 16) ; d.

. for God : the redeemed world sings Him a new
song (it praises Him no more merely as Creator,

but also as Redeemer, and New Creator, vera.

10-12).

6. On xlii 13. «' That ever kindly smiling God,
that covers all suppurating sores, and that every
where and every way shows favor and spares

men, whom one so often hears preached from the
pulpit, is not the God of the Bible. It is another
of which the Old Testament writes :

' Thou art

not a God that hast pleasure in the wicked ; the

wicked shall not abide in Thy presence:' and,

' The Lord thy God is a consuming fire and a

jealous God :' and, ' The Lord shall go forth as

a mighty man, He shall stir up jealousy like a
man of war.' " Tholuck.

7. On xlii. 18 sqq. When Peter said to the

Lord: "Lord, pity Thyself; this mhall not be
unto Thee 11 (Matth. xvi. 22), the Lord was deaf

and gave Peter an answer that quenched in him
and others all disposition to warn Him again.

And when He entered into Jerusalem and
cleansed the Temple, and unsparingly scourged

the high priests and scribes, was He not blind

then ? Did He not see what hate He was thereby

conjuring up against Himself and what His fete

would be ? Thus the Lord was deaf and blind,

but He was so to His own greatest honor. It is

very different, however, with the blindness and
deafness of those that would not see in Him the

Lord of glory, and would not hear His word.

The Lord indeed became a sacrifice to their

hatred. But He is, notwithstanding, the One of

whom Ps. ex. says :
" Sit thou on My right hand

till I make thine enemies thy footstool." And
from Him proceeds the covenant that is as much
better than the old one as the blood of Christ

speaks better than Abel's. They, however, have
become a robbed and plundered people. They
are scattered among all people, their Temple,
their priesthood is destroyed, their entire old

covenant is shivered like an earthen vessel. And
the same fate will happen to all who do not take

warning from God's judgment on stiffhecked and
obdurate Israel. As the first exile ought to have
been a warning to the readers for whom this

chapter of Isaiah was destined, to prevent them
from falling into a Becond and worse, so for us

Christians, the first act of the world's judgment,
the judgment on the house of God, should be a

warning not to misuse and neglect the time till

the second chief act ofjudgment, the time of the

church among the heathen.

IV.—THE FOURTH DISCOURSE.

Redemption or Salvation in its Entire Compaaa.

Chapteb XLin. 1—XLIV. 5.

1. THE CHIEF INGREDIENTS OF REDEMPTION,
Chapter XLin. 1-8.

1 But now thus saith the Lord that created thee, O Jacob,
And he that formed thee, O Israel,

Fear not : for I have redeemed thee,
I have called thee by thy name ; thou art mine.

2 When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee;
And through the rivers, tney shall not overflow thee :

When thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned;
Neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.

3 For I am the Lord thy God,
The Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour

:
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CHAP. XLni. 1-8. 463

I gave Egypt for thy ransom,
Ethiopia and Seba for thee.

4 Since thou wast precious in my sight,

Thou hast been honorable, and I have loved thee

:

Therefore will I give men for thee,

And people for thy 'life.

5 Fear not : for I am with thee

;

I will bring thy seed from the east,

And gather thee from the west

;

6 I will say to the north, Give up

;

And to the south, Keep not back:
Bring my sons from far,

And my daughters from the ends of the earth

;

7 Even every one that is called by my name

:

*For I have created him for my glory, I have formed him ;

Yea, I have made him.

8 bBring forth the blind people that have eyes,

And die deaf that have ears.

1 Or, person,

•And. » Hebringeth.

TEXTUAL AND
See List for recurrence of the word* : Ver. 1. 7\T\$\—

K13 which ocean in reference to Israel again, vers. 7,

lo]Ixv. 18.—lir—Sw tee on xli. H-Otfo mp see on

xli. 26. Ver.*. flBtf-m>-^1 see xUL 25. Ver. 8.

-\M. Ver.4.njr-133
T
Niph.

T

.

Ver. 1. On KYH S* see on xl. 9. TUT* 'S occurs

only here.

Ver. 3. In the causal clause, ,JK is subject, HliT ap-

position with it, ynSK predicate. SttlfeP #Hp is

also in apposition with 'JK, and "UTEftD is predicate.

This construction is demanded partly for the sake of

symmetry, partly the sense requires that in the first

member 1*71 m be predicate. For Just in the notion of

divinity lies the notion of capacity to give protection

and help.

GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 4. itfKD, for which stands itf* 'J80 (Ezod.

xix. 18 ; Jer. xliv. 23). occurs in this causal sense, only

here. When the apodosis is formed with the Vav. eons.

and the imperf., it intimates that the notion of giving

is conceived of as only eventual : because thou art dear

to me, so I would (if need be) give men (generally and

in indefinite number) in thy stead, and nations (unde-

termined which and how many, in antithesis with the

definite, ver. 8 b\ for thy soul. Comp. Ewald, } 136 sq.

Thus ver. 4 6 in relation to ver. 3 b contains an in-

tensification.

Vers. 6, 7. It corresponds to the close connection be-

tween these two verses to construe ver. 7 formally as

in apposition with ver. 6, whence we must reject the

exposition of Hrrsia and Hash, who take lOpjn Sd
as a statement put first absolutely. 'Ul miOa,
that the participle merges into the verb. fin. happens

according to the well known Heb. usm log.

EXEGETCCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Having spoken in chapters xli., xlii. of the

Deliverer (in the first and second stage) and of

those delivered, the Prophet now deals with the
Deliverance in its entire extent. In this discourse

he gives first (vers. 1-8) a general view by enu-
merating the chief ingredients of the deliverance

:

it rests on the divine redemptive-ckcree (ver. 1)

;

nothing shall prevent it (ver. 2) ; no price is too

great for it ; for the sake of it nations even would
be sacrificed, which shows the value of Israel in

the Lord's eyes (vers. 3, 4) ; it is to embrace all

Israel, all the scattered members to be called in

from all parts of the earth (vers. 6-7) ; but finallv

it is attached to a subjective condition, viz., spiri-

tual receptivity (ver. 8).

2. But now thy life.—Vera. 1-4. With
u and now " the Prophet turns from the troubled

pictures of the future, presented at the close of the

preceding chapter, to ioyful and comforting out-

looks. The Lord had created and formed (xliv.

2, 24; xlv. 11 (xlix. 5); lxiv. 7), Israel, in as

much as he had caused them to grow up to a na-

tion by means of their ancestors from Adam on

successively. OCfa top, as in xl. 26 ; xlv. 3, 4,

signifies the more exact acquaintance. By reason

of the fact that the Lord Himself made Israel

and from the beginning prepared him as an in-

strument of His purposes, He calls to the nation

living in exile, not to fear, for three things are

determined: that Israel shall be delivered, be

called to the Lord (comp. xlviii. 12) and belong

to him alone. Thus the Perfects—I have re-

deemed thee—I have oailed thee—are prae-

tcrita propheiica, and the last three clauses contain

an ascending climax. Israel must not suffer it-

self to be deceived about this promise. It is very

possible that, even after receiving it, the nation

may pass through great trials—that, as it were, it

must pass through waters—even there will the

Lord oe with it; that it must even pass through

rivers (allusion to the Red Sea, Exod. xiv., and

the Jordan, Josh, iii.)—the streams will not over-

flow them. Fire itself will as little hurt them.
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The ground for this security is the same that

Srompts the call fear not. Jehovah, Israel's

od, is also Israel's protector.

In what sense does Jehovah give other na-
tions as a ransom for Israel ? Hahn under-

stands it to mean that other nations are given to de-

struction as satisfaction for the injusticedone Israel.

But why does Jehovah give to destruction, not the

nations themselves that carried Israel into exile,

but other nations? According to Knobel's idea,

Cyrus is conceived as having some claim on the

Jews belonging to the Babylonish kingdom. For
letting them go free, satisfaction is offered to him
in new conquests in Egypt, Ethiopia, and Meroe.
But the Persian kingdom did not lose the Jews
as subjects. Palestine belonged to it, and those

returning back to it belonged to it. The relation

must be more exactly defined thus : the world-

power, conceived of in a sense as a bird of prey,

shall have offered to it Egypt, Ethiopia and Seba
to devour, as indemnity for the mildness it has

used to Israel contrary to its nature. It is true

Cyrus did not himself make war on Egypt What
Xenophon says on this subject he characterizes as

merely hearsay (pera ravra ij cif Alywrrov arpareia

Aiyerai yevia-dai not KaTaorpbjHi0$ai klyvKrov, Cy-
rop. VIII. 6, 20 coll. 1. 1, 4). Herodotus relates

that Cyrus only had a purpose of making war on
Egypt {tneix* OTpanjXaTietv hrl roty kiyvnrlovs, I.

153) . The actual conquest of Egypt was made by
Cambyses his son, who also at least attempted
the conquest of Ethiopia (Herod. III. 25). It

may be said of him, that in Egypt he made havoc
in the brutal manner of a genuine world-power.
Egypt's being subjected to this was probably a
nemesiM for much that it had practised on other
nations before, and especially also on Israel. Ac-
cording to Gen. x. 6, 7, Cush was the older
brother of Mizraim, and Seba the oldest son of
Cush. It cannot be doubted that the Prophet un-
derstood by Cush and Seba the lands that bounded
Egypt on the south. By Cush, therefore, must
certainly be understood African Ethiopia (zi. 11

;

xviii. 1 ; xx. 3 ; xxxvii. 9). Seba is Meroe, the
city lying between the White and Blue Nile,
which Herodotus calls the fjarfp6iroXtq tov iXXuv
Aldidnov (II. 29). Comp. Stade. De vaU. Is.

aeth. p. 13. Isaiah mentions the Saoeans in only
one other place (xlv. 14), and there as here after

Egypt and Ethiopia. "IBS, properly " covering

"

then =s 1*1)3 " expiation, ransom, indemnity/'

occurs only here in Isaiah. This statement that
other nations shall be offered up as satisfaction

for Israel, expresses the high value that Israel

has in God's eyes, and makes plain in what a
glorious sense Jehovah calls Himself Israel's God
and Redeemer. He discharges this office with
such consistency and energy that, if need be, He
will give such great nations as those named in
ver. 3, as the price of their deliverance. If it be
asked, why He undertakes such an office ? He
replies: because Israel is precious in my eyes,
honorable, and I have loved thee. Love,
then, is the ground that determines Jehovah to
assume that protectorate. ^Bta> see Text, and
Oram.

3. Pear not have ears.—Vers. 5-8. The
" fear not " connects what follows with the "fear
not 11

ver. 1, as a new phase of the salvation-

bringing future. The verses 1-4 speak of the de-

li verance in respect to its ground (ver. 1), under

all circumstances (ver. 2), and at any price (vers.

3, 4). In this section the particular is made
prominent, that all members of the holy nation,

no matter how distant nor in what direction,

shall be brought back home (comp. xi. 11 sq.).

In vers. 5 b and 6 a the four points of the compass

are severally enumerated. Give up, and keep
not back manifestly involve a contrast with

"none saith, Restore" xlii. 22. This latter ex-

Sression is qualified by our passage, The con-

ition it describes is not to be forever, but only to

a certain period of time, f3j5, on the ground of

its use Deut xxx. 3, 4 is the conventional ex-

pression for the return of Israel from the Exile

(xi. 12; liv. 7: Mic. ii. 12: Jer. xxix. 14; Ezek.

xi. 17, etc). In the second half of ver. 6 n sub-

ject is addressed that we must conceive of as the

combination of the four quarters of the heavens.

The entire earth, then, is meant Hence, too, the

feminine, which previously already was applied

to the Worth and South, as parts of the entire

earth. In ^SH, as related to K*3H ver. 6, there

is an intensifying of the thought : not only the

Lord brings, the lands themselves must co-oper-

ate in this bringing Israel back (xiv. 2). Ver.

7 gives the reason for the foregoing thought. All

the members of the nation must be gathered for

this reason, because they all bear Jehovah's name,
and were made for His honor (see TexL and

Gram.). "DBfr mpjn is " He that is called by

means of my name," i. e., who is called a be-

longing of Jehovah's (lxv. 1). For the Temple
is not itself called " Jehovah " because Jehovah's
name is named upon it (Jer. vii. 10) ; and just

as little is one that is called by means of Je-

hovah's name, Himself called Jehovah. Comp.
the remarks on iv. 2 and xli. 25. This bearing
of Jehovah's name is, as it were, a stamp that

denotes that the one so marked was called into

being (K"U), formed p3P) and finished (comp.
vers. 1, 21) to the honor of Jehovah. How shall

such an one be destroyed, in whose preparation

the Lord has so greatly concerned Himself?
Ver. 8, is by many connected with what fol-

lows. But that would require us to construe

M'¥^n as imperative, which would be utterly ab-

normal. Beside, fand that is the chief thing),

neither " bring forth, nor the designation of

the nation as being blind yet having eyes finds

an adequate motive in the context.

Three things I think must be insisted on : 1)

that our passage looks back to xlii. 7. There it

was said of the Servant of Jehovah, that He was

destined to open blind eyes, and to lead (IHttrr?)

Srisoners out of prison; 2) That where three pre-

icates, " blind, deaf, imprisoned " are joined to

one and the same subject, the sense is quite dif-

ferent from what it would be if only one of theoe

predicates were joined to one subject. For the

former case affirms only the accumulation of
every sort of suffering upon one and the same
subject ; whereas the latter case really concerns
in some sense or other the special condition of
sickness named (see on xlii. 16). 3) It makes a
great difference whether I say :

" they have eyes

and tee not," or " they are blind and have eyes."
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For the former signifies that although they have

eyes they still do not see ; the latter that their

blindness does not hinder them from seeing, i. &,

their blindness is only relative in respect to kind,

degree or time. Accordingly, I construe ver. 8
as concluding the first strophe of this chapter.

And this conclusion is in the words of the rro-

phet himself, by which he intimates that the

Lord, by accomplishing what is promised vers.

1-7, realizes at the same time what is held out

xlii. 7. The Lord delivers Israel out of its

sufferings of all sorts in which it has lan-

guished like the blind in bonds of blindness, like

the deaf in the prison of deafness, because this

people, wretched as a blind or deaf person, still

spiritually sees and hears, i. c, has turned its

spiritual eve to the countenance of its God,
and its spiritual ear to His word. If else-

where Israel is reproached for not seeing with
eves that might see, and not hearing with ears
that might hear (vL 9,10; Matt iiii. 13 sq.),

so here to its praise it is said that, spite of
physical blindness, and deafness, or spite of all

physical wretchedness figuratively represented by
blindness and deafness, it will be still spirit-

ually healthy and thereby rioe for and suscepti-
ble of deliverance. Ana with this is intimated
also that spiritual redemption is to be an in-

gredient of the future, thus the redemption from
sin, of which the last two strophes speak more
extendedly (ver. 22—xliv. 6).

2. THE PBOMI8ED AND ACCOMPLISHED PROPHECY A PROOF OF DIVINITY.

(Fourth application ofprophecy in this sense.)

Chapteb XLIII. 9-13.

9 'Let all the nations be gathered together,

And let the people be assembled

:

Who among them can declare this, and *shew us former things ?

Let them bring forth their witnesses, that they may be justified

:

Or let *them hear, and say, B is truth.

10 Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord,
And my servant whom I have chosen

:

That ye may know and believe me
And understand that I am he

:

Before me there was 'no God formed,

Neither shall there be after me.

11 I, even I, am the Lord ;

And beside me there is no Saviour.

12 I have declared, and have saved,

And I *have shewed, when there was no strange god among you

:

•Therefore ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord,
•That I am God.

13 Yea, 'before the day was I am he;

And there is none that fcan deliver out ofmy hand

:

I will work, and who shall let it ?

» Or, nothingformed of God. • Heb. tarn it book.

» AUthe natione gather together, and the people* art to be aeeembled. * let ut hear.

•one. * Jet hear, declared. • And. t thereafter Iam he. « deliver*

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 9. In the succession of the verbal forms 13f3DJ

(perf) and WOK1 (imperf.). It seems to me the meaning
is, that the former would express the fact of all nations

being assembled, the latter, however, the hypothetical

wish, that, if any nation be wanting, it also be sum-
moned. That soch is the sense appears from the feet

that Sj does not stand before D'OkS- For it follows

therefrom that to the assembled total shall be opposed
only casual single lndiriduals. Hence it snems to

me unnecessary to construe l¥3pj as imperative.

30
'

GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 12. The clauses here are simply connected para-

tactically by % But their more exact logical relation is

as follows : 'rijTBhm WUH is to be regarded as prin-

cipal clause, to whose two members other two subordi-

nate clauses correspond, each of which has likewise two

members. 1? 033 JW TIjrDtfm corresponds to

the first member of the principal clause as an explica*

tionof it; but 1J1 np OHIO corresponds to these*

oond member as assigning the ground for it
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Ver. 18. O^D occurs again only Ezek. xrfiii. 86 as

marking a time that connects with an ideal beginning.

Everywhere else it leans on a real terminus a qua. The

construction DV nVHD, " shwe days are," i. «., ever in

the past, is Justified neither by usage nor the context

For one looks for something new. But the thought

that JeboTah is of old is already adequately expressed

rer. 10. One may compare D'D'O (Judg. xv. 1; Esek.

xxxviii. 6\ which properly means u from days onward,"

i. «., from a point of time onwards, till the entrance of

which an indefinite number of days elapse. Therefore

O^D is not •* from to-day on." Else why should it not

read: rWH DV*n JD* Comp. Eiek. xxxix. 22; Hag.

ii. 15, 18, 19. But it properly means, " from a period with

which ends an ideally present 0^, onwards." This D^
is the period of deliverance indicated in what precedes.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1. In all the foregoing chapters Jehovah, as

the only true God, is contrasted with the idols

;

and especially from chapter xli. on it is made
prominent as proof of tne divinity of Jehovah,

that He is able to declare the remote past and

the remote future and the connection of both. In

the same way the Prophet here joins on to the

comforting promise of vers. 1-S, an argument

that uses tne promise of redemption as a proof of

the divinity of Jehovah.
2. Let all the nations after me.—

Vers. 9, 10. The Prophet institutes a grand and
bold comparison. On the one side he sees all the

great heathen world assembled and on the other

only Israel. (See Text and Oram.). And now he
lets the Lord address to the former an inquiry,

whether among their tremendous multitude there

is even one prophetic spirit that can prophesy as

He has prophesied in vers. 1-8. "Who among
them can (will) deolare this. This '' who"
does not refer directly to some divinity conceived

of as among the crowd of people, but to some
prophet, rather, thought of as organ of a divi-

nity. But '• this " can only refer to what has

just been foretold vers. 1-8. But how can such

a prophecy be looked for out of the midst of the

heathen world ? Were a genuine prophetic spirit

in the midst of it, then, spite of all antipathy to

Israel, it must still be able to see the fact and an-

nounce it beforehand just as well as Jehovah
Himself. For the genuine prophet must see the

facts of the future simply as thejr will occur in

reality. But the God of Israel will also let facts

of an earlier date avail. If, then, the idol-pro-

phets can cite in their favor earlier prophecies

proceeding from them, they may be allowed to

do so. Former things, comp. on zl. 22 ; xlii.

9. But in either case, he that designates an his-

torical fact as the fulfilment of a prophecy of his,

must prove that this prophecy actually proceeded
from nira. He must produce witnesses for this.

These witnesses can, indeed, be chosen now, but

may only be summoned to give their testimony
at the time of the fulfilment For only at the
tima named is their testimony possible and ne-

cessary. Possible, for only then can the pro-

phecy and fulfilment be compared and the latter

be seen to correspond with the former ; necessary,

for only at the time of the fulfilment does the ne-

cessity appear for inquiring who is the author of
tbe prophecy in question. Let them bring
forth their witnesses, therefore, refers to the
time of the fulfilment ; when this has followed,

then they shall produce their witnesses, in order,

by their declarations, to be recognized as just, t.

e.j as veracious and as representatives of a real

divine power. 1pl2T cannot possibly mean " to

say the truth*' (Hitzio), for at that moment,

those that produce the witnesses, have no more

to say. Rather it must then appear whether

what they have said at an earlier time be the

truth. Therefore p^f ** nere»
M *n ver* %* an^ x^v*

25, simply " to be righteous." Hence, and because

TOK (comp. xli. 26 p
,-
nf) is the declaration of

the judge and not of the witness, the subject of

let them hear and say must be those before

whom the witnesses appear. For this reason we

translate : " let one hear and Bay."

From the side of the heathen world comes no

response to the challenge of ver. 9. It is in no

condition to respond. The Lobd then turns to

Israel to declare that He will perform what the

others are unable to perform, xe are My wit-

nesses, he savs. By this He would say : I say

it now to you in advance, in order that, when it

once comes to pass, ye may testify that I foretold

it And My Servant, is taken by many as a

second subject: ye and My Servant be My wit-

nesses. But then the Servant must be a subject

distinct from the people Israel. Would one un-

derstand by this the personal Servant of Jehovah,

it were against this that the Servant cannot yet

be present at the time of Cyrus, for Cyrus him-

self is in fact related to Him as prophetic tvpe.

Or would one understand by that other subject

the believing nucleus of the nation, then that

would need to be otherwise expressed. An ex-

pression must be chosen that would distinguish

that Servant from the mass of the nation. But

such a distinction is nowhere in the context,

which deals primarily only with the antithesis

of Israel and the heathen world. The latter is a

mass of people without God, and hence without

prophecy ; but Israel is the people of Jehovah

and the place ofHis revelation. For this reason

precisely it is the instrument that the Lobd has

chosen in order also to reveal Himself to the hea-

then. In "and My servant," eta, there lies,

therefore, the idea that Israel as the servant of

Jehovah is at the same time according to the

nature of things His witness in the sense indi-

cated above. But Jehovah demands that Israel

shall become witness, not for His interest, but for

Israel's own interest By the facts that they

verify they are to draw for themselves the conclu-

sion that Jehovah alone is the true God. The

Prophet expresses this by the words : that ye

may know and believe Me, ete. tytn may

either (zeugmatically) take the object of TOltn, or

it can have the absolute meaning "to acquire

knowledge, tapcre" (xliv. 18; xlv. 20; xxxii.4).

Even faith presumes a certain knowledge, for one

cannot believe in that of which he knows abso-

lutely nothing. But faith is equally the condi-

tion of a correct knowledge of divine things.
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For without loving self-surrender to God, an un-
demanding of His being is impossible. And
then the Prophet may with equal right designate

faith as the product and as the condition of
knowledge. On I am He see on xlL 4. In
there was no Ctod formed there is of course

no implied assumption that Jehovah was formed,

but rather the contrary assumption underlies it,

that Jehovah is the aoU and onlv true God, a
thought that is implied in I am He. If this be
so, then besides Him there can only he fabricated

sods, dei ficticii (bomp. xliv. 10). Had there

been a god before Him it could only have been a
fictitious god. But as there was no sort of god
before Him, so, too, none was made before Him.
And since whatever is made must have a begin-

ning, and necessarily, too, must have an end, so

must all these fictitious sods cease to be. There-
fore none can survive Jehovah.

3. I, even I let it.—Vers. 11-13. These
verses conclude the foregoing series of thoughts
bv recapitulating the chief particulars, and
sibling several important inferences. I, I am
Jehovah: that such is the proper rendering
appears from the fact that the Jehovah-name
manifestly corresponds to the latter part of ver.

10, the sentiment of which is comprehended in

that name. For if before the Lord there was no
pod, and there will be none after Him, then He
is the One that was and shall be the eternally

Existent, i, «., Jehovah (corop. Exod. iii. 14).

And. because this entire part of Isaiah deals with
the deliverance of Israel and the ground and con-
sequences of it, it is added : and beside Me
there is no Saviour (comp. ver. 3 ; xlv. 21,

and the List). Therefore Israel must take care
not to look for its salvation from any other. As
JJTBftO, * Saviour," refers back to ver. 3, so WUH
and 'TWDrfn " I have declared 1 have
shewed 11

refer to ver. 9. According to the
argument in ver. 9, prophecy and fulfilment are
proof of divinity. This proof Jehovah gives. I
announce. He says, and I save. The perfects

present the thought apodictically as a feet ac-

complished. The salvation, indeed, is still

future, and must be waited for. But the an-
nouncement is, in respect to time, in the past,

and, as an actual deed of Jehovah's, can now al-

ready be proved. Hence this particular is not

only repeated in TlJ?Dtfn "I have declared,"
but also supported by an argumentum a turn ex*

istente altero. Jehovah must have announced be-

cause no other, or strange god (1? as in Deut
xxxii. 16 ; Ps. xliv. 21 ; lxxxi. 10), was in Israel.

In this there is an assumption that there exist

real, super-terrestrial powers beside Jehovah.
But none of the kind have power in Israel. The
idols that Israel worshipped are not reckoned,
for they are to be regarded as nothing (xli. 23 sq.).

On the logical connection of ver. 12 see Text, and

Oram. We remarked before that V^KftH, I
have saved refers to a future deed that is to be
waited for. But there is a guaranty of its fulfil-

ment. Israel is even set up as testimony, ver. 10,

and the Lord will and can do that to which
Israel testifies, for He is God, the Strong One

OK comp. xlvL 9 and the List). Thus the sense

of ver. 12 is as follows : that I am the proclaimer

of salvation follows because beside Me there was
no one that could proclaim it ; and that I will

'

carry out also what 1 have proclaimed is guaran-
teed by your being in evidence and byMy strength.

Ver. 13 refers to the future following the

period of the promised deliverance (see Text, and
Oram,). Thus the Lord does not content Him-
self here with prophesying to the time of the de-

liverance. He goes further He gives assur-

ance that after it has come also, He will remain

the same. Therefore WH in this place is idem
(comp. xli. 4). ' Israel is redeemed. The words
none delivereth from My hand cannot ap-

ply to it here, as the similar words do, indeed, xlii.

22. Bather, after Israel's deliverance, onlv the

heathen are in the hand of God as objects of His
judgment. Therefore these words concern them.
But finally, as the end of all history, it will ap-

pear that all thoughts and counsels of God must
inevitably find their accomplishment " Sein

Werk kann niemand hindern." Comp. xlv. 27.

3. THE REDEMPTION AND RETURN OF ISRAEL, ESPECIALLY FROM THE
BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY.

Chapter XLm. 14-21.

14 Thus 8aith the Lord,
Your redeemer, the Holy One of Israel

;

For your sake I have sent to Babylon,
•And have brought down all their 'nobles,

And the Chaldeans, whose cry is in the ships.

15 I am the Lord, your Holy One,
The Creator of Israel, your king.

16 Thus saith the Lord,
Which *maketh a wav in the sea,

And a path in the mighty waters

;

17 Which "bringeth forth the chariot and horse, the army and the power

;

They shall lie down together, they shall not rise

:
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They are extinct, they are quenched as tow.

18 Remember ye not the former things,

Neither consider the things of old.

Behold, dI will do a new thirfg

;

Now it shall spring forth ; shall jre not know it?

•I will even make a way in the wilderness,

And rivers in the desert.

The beast of the field shall honor me,

The 'dragons and the "owls

:

Because 1 give waters in the wilderness,

And rivers in the desert,

To give drink to my people, my chosen.

21 This people have I formed for myself;

They shall show forth my praise.

19

20

> Heb. ban. * Or, oetrichee. • Heb. daughters of the owL

• And lead them downwards a*fugitive* all, And *•*> Chatdeaontheehipe" is their cry.
fc that made,
• brought * I do. • Surely I uHlL tjackaU.

TEXTUAL AND
See Li*t for the reourrenoe of the words : Ver. 14.

rtn-nna. ver. ie. ?j-nrn}. v«r. n. ^n-n»
ver.' is. nStein—piann-nrisnp. v«% w.

T
ntfin

—po'tf'—nnra ver.20. craru comp.xiii.22.—vns
-nptfn. ver. 21. n^nn-Vsp.
Ver. 14. The context shows that 'HnStf is the praeter.

prophetteum.—The following words are very difficult.

The correct understanding of 0*rV13 is of first impor-

tance. Most expositors render it ** fugitives." Bat
who are the fugitives ? According to some they are the

w&nnmrot ftgAoc of the world's emporium (Delttbsch),

" the concurrent nations in the commercial city of Ba-

bylon " (Gkskxius). This construction takes proper ac-

count of the 1 before DHfcO. by distinguishing the
t

fugitives from the Chaldeans. But why call those fo-

reigners preciselyfugitivett Why not say then D^^J

or an£ (Jer. 1. 37), or the like? And do not the Chal-

deans 'flee, too? How then could the foreigners be dis-

tinguished from the Chaldeans just by the designation
" fugitives f" This objection lies even more against

Bwjtmch'8 construction than against that of Gbskniub.

For according to Dxutssch v3 is the chief notion,
T \

D'TVID only an attribute Joined on in the form of appo-

sition. But then how in the world does the notion Sj)

come to designate the foreigner* in distinction from the

Ch&ldeans7—Since Jaxons, many (Abxhzsba, Abarba-
kbl. Castaxio, Forestob, Sib. Schmidt, Umbemt, etc.) have
road D*n , ">2 =• " bars," and understood that breaking

down bars is meant. Then it wonld be declared that

the prison of the Israelites would be opened. Gssxmus
testifies " that the departure from the points in such a
case were a small matter.** And, of course, it might
easily happen, especially in the unpointed text, that

bariehim would be spoken instead of beriehim. But in

general the reading DTT13 has the evidences in its

favor, and we cannot permit ourselves to depart from it

needlessly. Others, as Hahx, understand the Chaldeans
themselves to be meant by DMV13. But if this word
and D'TfeO beobjeot of V1TWI. then \ before the lat-

ter i* inexplicable. I therefore (on the ground of Dent,
xxviii. 68, see Comment below) construe DHfeO as ace.

loci, to the question, whither ? The Prophet might have

GRAMMATICAL.

written, indeed, TIDHfeO, which occurs often enough.

But, influenced by Deut xxvlli. 68, he writes here

O'lfeO as DnVO is written there. nV3K3 i« osed in

both places with a similar construction and meaning.

1 connects, not the word, but the entire clause, ase.^

Jer. 1. 44. OflJI is subject of the clause whose predi-
TT •

cate consists in the words JlVJtO D'leO. Hi"^ means
T *

" shout ;" mostly in a Joyful sense, but it occurs, too, in

regard to lamentation, especially with suffixes : Jer. xiv.

12; Ps. cvi. 44. To this exposition of the last member
of ver. 14, the foregoing ^fHTiTI forms a fitting intro-

duction. For this T"Yin takes place, according to our

signification, both in the neuter and in the local sense

:

with the DTVO there is a going downwards not only
down the Euphrates, but from their previous elevation.

Ver. 16 is to be construed as apposition with the sub-
ject of ^nnStf and *rmin »«. u.
Ver. 16. It comes to substantially the same thing

whether the participles |f)lj and K*tf3 are rendered

by the preterite or present. Still I prefer the former,

because ver. 17 6 and ver. 18 better agree with it—
D'JJ? D'D occurs again only Neh. Ix. 11.

Ver. 17. tt'¥1D, elsewhere the Hiph., is the standing
expression for leading Israel out of Egypt (comp. Exod.
xx. 2; Deut v. 6; xiii. 6, etc ). Here it is used of the
Egyptians. It is even the Loan, that occasioned also

the marching out of the Egyptian army^—DtDl~33">,
which rhymes with Tttjn S'fl, recalls Exod. xiv. »;
xv. 1, 1», 21. Elsewhere it generally reads 23*V\ DID
(Deut xx. 1; Josh. xi. 4; 1 Kings xx. 1; 2 Kings vt 15;
Esek. xxxlx. 20). The transposition in our text, whioh
is for the sake of the rhyme, occurs again only Ps. lxxvi.

7. Vn, too, ocoursin the Song of Moses, Exod. xv. 4.

TtyJJ
M robustus, validut," beside here, occurs only Ps.

xxiv. 8 where it is paired with 1^1 Imperf. 133#*
signifies the continuance, lDlp*~S3 (comp.xxvi 14; on
the use of *?3 see on xxvi 8) is future; the perfects

OJH And OS signify the completed fact

Ver. 10. 7\Vhn only here in a neutral sense in the
sing., beside Jer. xxxi. 22 : niEftn xlii. 9 ; xlviiL 6. Ik

is known that kSn is often used in the sense of an em-
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phatta affirmative. Comp. «. g~, 1 8am. xx. 87 ; 1 Kings

xi.41, rfc It is oaed very often for nJTV Mot only

doea the LXX. very often translate it by tioW (Dent lii.

11 ; Josh. L 9, rtcX bat the parallel passages in Chroni-

cles often have nJH where the Books of Kings have

vhn Comp. 1 Kings xv. 23 with 2 Chron. xvi. 11; 1

Kings xxii. 46 with 2 Chron. xx. 34, etc

Ver. 20. Isaiah uses only here the expression jVfl
mfrn. Before him, on the ground of many passages
in the Pentateuch (Gen. ii. 19 sq. ; iii. 1, 14 ; Exod. xxxiii
11 ; Lev. xxvL 22 ; Dent. vii. 22, etc), it appears in Hosea
(1114,20; iv.8; xliL 8) and Job (v. 23; xxxix. 16; xl.

20). lea. lvi. we read nb fovn« 71JJP nU3 again
-T I

-
xiii. 21 ; xxxiv. 13, and in Job xxx, 29 ; Mic i. ft ; Jer. I.

39. WU O is-** that*" or "because I have given."

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This third strophe corresponds to the first

As the first represents how the Lord will bring
back His people into their land, from all quarters

of the earth and through all possible dangers, so
the present strophe represents how this restora-

tion shall happen oat of Babylon and through
the wilderness lying between Chaldea and Pales-
tine. Thus the first strophe is general in its

contents; the third is specific.

2. Thua aaith-—your king.—Vers. 14-15.
As the first promissory strophe (ver. 1) began
with thus salth, so this one in both its parts,

the negative (ver. 14) and the positive (ver. 16).
The Lord, Israel's Holy One, Creator and King,
announces that He will send to Babylon and
bring the Chaldeans down from the elevation
thev have scaled, and lead them back to the
littleness of their original home on the lower
Euphrates, to which they will set out with the
cry " to Chaldea on the ship*." This is the
first negative act; the opening of the prison and
Sotting aside the prison-keeper. Glorious act of
eliverancel that at the same time proves the
God of Israel to be the only Holy One. Por
your sake I have sent to Babylon, says
the Lord, and indicates that the proper intent
of the sending was the deliverance of Israel,

though the messenger had no presentiment of
performing a divine mission in the interest of
Israel. Who this messenger was appears from
xli. 2, 3, 25. It is Cyrus. We know that Isaiah
foresaw a Babylonish exile of his people from
xiii., xiv., xxi. 9 sq. ; xxxix. 6, 7. Especially
I have sent, reminds one strongly for substance
of xiii. 2 sqq. See Text, and Oram. It appears
to me that we are justified by Job xxvi. 13 and

Isa. xxvii. 1 in giving DTP'p the meaning
" fugitives " (see Text, and Oram.). Only in
those passages and here does the word occur.
As regards the clause, and the Chaldeans,
etc, I think that here, too, the Prophet makes
allusion to an older passage of Scripture, that
sheds light on his meaning. That is Deut xxviii.

68; where we read /Vl*JK3 onvo rfirr ftpnefrn

As w known, Deut xxviii. contains that em-
phatic exhortation to obey the law of the Lord.
based on promised blessings and threatened
curses. It concludes with the threat that " Je-
hovah shall bring thee into Egypt again with
ships," to be sold there into bondage. It is

worthy of notice that on3fO must be construed

as aec hcalis to the question, whither? It might
have read npnXD, which, if not the more cor-

rect, were still the more frequent mode of expres-
sion. Now it seems to me, that the Prophet in
cur text would intimate that, what the Lord
threatened against Israel would be fulfilled on

the Babylonians. We have showed above xxiii.

13 that the Chaldeans (in Babylonian Kaldi or
Kaldaait Schradkr^ p. 43) were a nation settled

in very ancient time in South-Babylon and reach-
ing to the Persian Gulf. In course oftime they rose

to a dominant position in Babylon itself: in fact for

a considerable time the ruling dynasty belonged to

their race. Moreover that lower Euphrates re-

gion abounded in swamps, and hence offered

numerous hiding-places. We know this especially

from the history of MerodachBaladan, of which,
at chap, xxxix. we gave a sketch from Francois
Lenormaxt. [The Author's recapitulation of
points of that sketch may be omitted. Tr.]
From the particulars given there, it appears that

when the Chaldeans could no longer maintain
themselves in Babylon, their next step would be
to take refuge in ships. For them, flight into

the recesses of the lower Euphrates and of the
Schatt-el-arab, was at the same time a return into

their proper home. Under such circumstances

there was certainly sufficient motive for their

raising the cry: nnwa 01fr3 = "into Chaldea
on the ships." Such was the cry when Babylon,
which bad only become so strong by the colossal

walls of Asarhaddon and Nebuchadnezzar, but
had often enough before been taken by the As-
syrian kings, was no longer tenable. On this

construction see Text, and Oram.

As ver. 14 begins with a thought that rives the

reason for what follows, so it is followed also by
another and similar one in ver. 15 as a conclusion.

As an independent statement, ver. 15 would be
superfluous and clumsy. It has sense and signi-

ficance only in closest connection with ver. 14.

Jehovah is often called Israel's king: xli. 21

;

xliv. 6 ; xxxiii. 22 ; xliii. 15.

3. Thus aaith as tow.—Vers. 16, 17.

Now the positive part of the promise is given.

To the liberated Israelites is extended what thev

need for the long and difficult journey home. A 1-

ready in the words "to Chaldea on ships" we
found the Prophet's thoughts directed toward

Egypt This direction becomes now still more
manifest. He presents the miraculous deliver-

ance of Israel at the Bed Sea as a guaranty of the

promised deliverance from the Babylonish exile.

The same God, he says, that prepared a way
through the Red Sea, where there was too much
water, will know how to make a way through the

arid desert, where there is too little water. Comp.
in general li. 10; lxiii. 11-13; xi. 16.

4. Remember ye my praise. Vers. 18

21. Although the Lord fortifies the promise

about to follow by recalling His performance at

the Red Sea, still, by the demand no more to re-

member those old events, He lets the Israelites

understand that what is promised and future will
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be infinitely more glorious than what is past

(comp. Jer. xxiii. 7). Not that He would have
those mighty deeds of old sink into absolute obli-

vion. He means only a relative forgetting. He
would only give a standard by which may be
measured the glory of what is new. From this,

already, we may see that the Lord by no means
intends only the corporeal return from the Exile.

Already introduced in ver. 18 asHimselfspeaking,
the Lord announces ver. 19 that He is about to
create a new thing.—Already, he says, it is

germinating (comp. xlii. 9) ; i. «., the causes that are
to bring about that new thing exist already. And
of course, as Isaiah must have lived to see Judah
give itself into the hand of the world-power, so he
saw therewith the bud of the Exile, and also of
the deliverance out of it (vi. 11 sqq^. ; vii. 17 ; x.

5 sqa.). But the implicit reality will also realize

itself explicitly. Hence is said: ye shall cer-

tainly know it. For snch is the sense of the nega-
tive question : shall ye not know It (see Text,

and Oram.). In naming this new thing, the Lord
does not describe it completely. He only men-
tions one characteristic trait. Ex ungue Uonem.
But this one trait from manv is chosen, not only
because of its inherent significance, but also, on
the one hand, with reference to what was men-
tioned, vers. 16, 17, by way of guaranty, and on
the other, because there is present already here
the thought that come* to expression, xliii. 3. On
the brink of the Bed-Sea. also, it was water that
seemed to prevent Israel's deliverance. They
could not walk through the deep sea. There the
Lord helped Israel threatened by too much water,
by making a way through the sea. In the day
when "the new thing" shall come about Israel
will be confronted by a dearth of water. Freed
from Babylonian captivity, they will resolve to
return home. But an arid desert must be tra-
versed I Now there is too little water. But the
Lord will help as before. He will make in the

desert a way (xxxv. 1, 2, 7 ; xl. 3sq.; xli. 18 sq.),

by furnishing it with a bounding stream of water.

Comp. xlviii. 21 ; xlix. 10. On *)K see on xxvi.

8. How glorious this help will be, that Israel is

to enjoy by the watering of the desert, may be seen

from the very beasts of the field rendering
honor to Qod for it.—It weakens the force of

this description to understand (with Hahn) the

beasts to represent heathen nations. For it is some-

thing higher when the very beasts own and praise

the hand of God. We must rather think of xi. 6

sqq., and how there, immediately after the de-

scription of the universal state of peace, the pros-

pect of the home-return of Israel out of the As-

syrian exile is presented as the antitype of the

home-return out of Egypt (xi. 11-16, where note

especially ver. 16). And xxxv. 8, 9 is also to be

drawn into comparison here, where that way of

return is called a holy way, and it is said that no
lion shall be there, and that most ravenous of

beasts shall not walk on it. This passage, com-
pared with xi. 6 sqq. and our text, thus receives

its complement and explanation, to the efiect that

wild beasts shall indeed be there, but will change
their nature, and as regenerated, so to speak, will

own and praise God. But by this we became
aware that the Lord thinks not merely of physi-

cal water, but, as in xli v. 3, also of spiritual

water and streams of the Spirit. For these neces-

sarily belong to the condition of peace. The
physical water of the desert is thus at the same
time type of the spiritual streams of water of the

last time. The beasts praise God for being per-

mitted to participate in the blessings imparted to

the people of Israel. But (ver. 21) especially
this people themselves that the Lord formed
for Himself (comp. vers, 1, 7 ; <? see on xlii.

24) shall reoonnt His praise. This signi-

fies the acme of the new time, the time cf sal-

vation that begins with the deliverance out of
the Babylonian exile. But that that acme will not

be attained without backsliding on the part of
the nation, and even greater manifestations of
pace on the part of God, appears from the fol-

lowing context. [This brings us back to the
main proposition of the chapter, namely, that

Jehovah had not only made them what they
were, but had made them for the purpose of pro-
moting His own glory, so that any claim of merit
on their part, and any apprehension of entire

destruction, must be equally unfounded."—J.
A. A.].

4. ISRAEL'S REDEMPTION FROM SIN CANNOT BE IT3 OWN WORK.
Chapteb XLIII. 22-28.

22 But thou hast not called upon me, O Jacob ;

•But thou hast been weary of me, O Israel.
23 Thou hast not brought me the "small cattle of thy burnt offerings

;

Neither hast thou honoured me with thy sacrifices.

I have not caused thee to serve with an offering,
Nor wearied thee with incense.

24 Thou hast bought me no bsweet cane with money,
Neither hast thou "filled me with the fat of thy sacrifices

:

But thou hast made me to serve with thy sins,
Thou hast wearied me with thine iniquities.

25 I, even I, am he that blotteth out thy transgressions for mine own sake.
And will not remember thy sins.
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26 Put me iu remembrance : let us plead together

:

Declare thou, that thou mayest be justified.

27 Thy first father hath sinned,

And thy 'teachers have transgressed against me.
28 "Therefore I have profaned the 'princes of the sanctuary,

And 'have given Jacob to the curse,

And Israel to reproaches.

i neb. lamb*, or, kids.
• Heb. interpreter*.

• Jfor.

• Heb. made me drmk, or, abundantly moistened.
* Or. holv vrinces.

* will give*

> Or, holy princes.

• And I will profane.

See List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 24.

Hip—m^. Ver. 25. TWO comp. xUt. 22. Vers, 28, 27,
Vfr TT TT

28. All the terras.

Ver. 22. 1 frrft is adversative, mp used of calling on
i -rFr

God, ocean more frequently with propositions. Still it

is found elsewhere slso with the accusative (Pa. xiv. 4;

xrii.6; lxxxriii. 10; zcL 15). Many (Maubsr, Hrruo,

Ewaus Hbxdswibk, Umbrzit, Krobkl, Dblitssch) con-

strue the second clause 'U1 ftyy *3 ss a conclusion

:

that thou shouldest hare wearied thyselfwith me. But

in that case 1) the foregoing clause should contain an
inquiry; 2) the dependent clause with '3 should relate

to something future. Neither is the case.—j»jp means

" laborare, desudars\ dsfatigatam esse." The last in pas-

rages like zl. 28; lvIL 10; Jer. xlv. 8; Ps. rL 7. Hence
Hiph. ** defatigare^ to make weary,** (vers. 23, 24). Hence
I agree decidedly with those that translate: •* for thou

art weary of me."

Ver. 28. nfef. for which there Is no plural form. Is col-

lective [meaning the young of both sheep and goats,

hence exactly rendered in the English Version, ** small

cattle."—Ta.]. ym? is aocus.of the means. IJtf

Is the technical term for service rendered to Ood in

worship. Gump. Exod. x. 28, and the expression mhtf.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 24. ^K cannot be referred exclusively to the no-

tion " with ;

M otherwise it must read mjpn *nfc ?£•

It must be referred to the entire following clause.

Ver. 25. The double OJK makes emphatic that the

wiping out of sin is solely iu God's power. Mil stands

emphatically after OJK. But it is not predicate as iu

vers. 10, 18; xli 4; xlvi.4; xlviil. 12, but in apposition

with the subject as in viL 14. Thus the sense is : I—

I

such an one. In this lies a reference back to the em-
phatic use of|Wn twice already in this chapter.—nil

O

T t

is rendered by the LXX. by itaA*i<tm, ss also in Ps. li. 3.

11; lxix. 2ft> etc 'tyoh as in xxxvii. 85; xlviii. », 11.

Ver. 28. It seems to me presumptuous and needless

to read SSnW end rUPKI. This were, indeed, the
"--:iT TiVT

easier reading, but for that very reason suspicious. The
more difficult reading necessitates a deeper penetration

Into the sense. I construe 7 vllKI and HJAK1 ss sim-

ply future, and both 1 ss simply copulative.' There
i

are likely only rhetorical reasons for using the cohor-

tative form Hjmt instead of JjJK. At least this form

is very usual precisely with
Jf!}.

'
It occurs thirty times

in the Old Testament, including the forms with Vow.

I doubt if it occurs ss often with any other verbs.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Bat thou saorifioes.—Vers. 22-24 a.

In ver. 21 the Lord has expressed a glorious

hope for the future. But he reflects here that

the past history of Israel lets this hope appear
unfounded. The outward return from the Exile is

not sufficient to qualify Israel for that praise of

God (ver. 21). As long as Israel is under the

outward ceremonial law, it is also under the do-

minion of sin. The Lord Himself must first

blot out the guilt of sin by an offering that only
He can make, and break the power o? sin by an
outpouring of holy streams of the Spirit. Onlv
a regenerated Israel will be able to do what is

expected in ver. 21.

The following clauses do not mean that Israel

has never fulfilled the duties of divine service
therein mentioned, but only that they have not

fulfilled them, t. «., not fully satisfied the require-

ments. The long period from the giving of the
lawto Isaiah's time, that ought to have been a
period of uninterrupted fulfilment of the law, was
in fact a period of prevalent transgression of the
law. Hence the Prophet can well sav, Israel has
not brought the Lord the gifts of divine service
that they ought to have brought

In HCf, small cattle, collective, there may be

an allusion to the daily morning and evening sa-

crifice, in which a year-old lamb must be brought
(Exod. xxix. 88 sqq.; Numb, xxviii. 3 sqq).
What a perverted world, when the Lord must
Himself perform the work that Israel ought to

have done by their divine service I

njsS is the fragrant gum of a tree found in

Arabia, Persia, India and the eastern coast of

Africa, but not definitely identified by modem
botanists (see Leyer, Herz. JL-Encyd. XVII.
p. 602 sq.). The Israelites used it partly as an
ingredient of incense (Exod. xxx. 34), partly as

an accompaniment to the meat offering, and the

shew-bread (Lev. ii. 1 sq., 15 sq.; xxiv. 7). The

expression JVJp uh ver. 24, when we compare

the foregoing parallel enumerations, seems mani-

festly to be prompted by the assonance with

™&- n
P.jJ

** mentioned Exod. xxx. 23 with the

addition 0&3 ss an ingredient of the holy anoint-

ing oil (Leyrer, tWd XIV. p. 663 sq.: XIII.

p. 322) ; according to the Babbins (ibid. XIL p.
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472 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

507) it was also an ingredient of the holy incense.

It b almost universally agreed that it is the cala-

mns (ibid. XIV. p. 664). Delitzsch says '« the

calamus forms no stalk, much less a reed :" but

it is to be considered that it has a stem formed

underneath by the leaves overlaying one another.

And these leaves are, each for itself reeds open
at the sides. Hence the calamus is reckoned

among reeds. Besides, not our common calamus
is meant, but the Asiatic, indigenous to tropical

Asia, ana which b still used there in preparing
fragrant oils and incense (Leyrer, ibid.). The ex-

pression: with the fat of thy sacrifices thoa
nast not intoxioated (xxxiv. 5) me b an-

thropopathic. The effect ofthe fumes of fat on men
being imputed to God. [™1 in the Hiph means

"to drench.'1 In this case "to drench with
fumes of fat," i. c, be-smoke.

—

Tb. J.

2. Bat thoa thy sins.—Vers. 24 b—26.

Having said what Israel did not do, it b now said
what they have only done : Only thb hast thou
done, thou hast laden me, etc An antithesis is

implied that we. would better express by " but
thou hast (see Text, and Oram.). These words
declare how the Lord has hitherto borne Himself
with reference to Hb people's burden of guilt.

He patiently submitted to the painful service of
bearing thb burden. These *'sins" and iniqui-
ties are the " sins that are past through the for-

bearance of God " (Bom. hi. 25 ; comp. ix. 22).

In ver. 25, however, the Lord says what He
will do in the future: He will blot ont their
transgressions. He will not eternally drag
Himself along with thb burden ; He will take it

out of the world. And He says He will do it

for His own sake. There b that in Himself
that impels Him to this : It b love. It does not
rest till it has found the ways and means of grati-

fying itself without trenching on justice. The
Lord must have in mind here that sacrifice

which did what all sacrifices of the Old Testa-
ment were unable to do. Acts iii. 19, and Col.
ii. 14 seem to be founded on our passage. In the
latter it appears that Paul recognised as the basb
of the expression the representation of a delible
writing. On "blot out" and "will not remem-
ber" comp. Ps. Ii. 3, 11 ; xxv. 7 ; lxxix. 8 j Jer.
xxxi. 34, etc

3. Pnt me reproaches.—Vers. 26-28.
The Lord's exceeding gracious language vers.
22-25 does not by any means suit the taste of
Israel. The Prophet sees in spirit that Israel
does not acknowledge its unrighteousness and
will not accept the Lord's proposed sacrifice

(ver. 25). Israel b self-righteous. The Lord does
not peremptorily rebuke the assertion of it. He
again gives the nation an opportunity to prove it,

if possible. Hence He demands an enumeration
of the facts calculated to confute the Lord and to

prove their assertion. ^"lWi fa —, "remind

me," viz. : by naming the facts. On the ground
of these facts there shall be justification ; and if

the enumeration holds good, Israel shall be just
(justified). But Israel can produce nothing that
will bear sifting. On the other hand (ver. 27)
the Lord adduces facte. He confines Himself
to naming capital facts, that warrant a conclusion

a majori ad minus. Without doubt the first

lather of Israel means Abraham. For Adam
b the father of the whole human race. Abra-
ham's conduct in reference to Pharaoh and
Abimelech (Gen. xii. 11 sqq. ; xx. 1 sqq.), b of

itself enough to prove that he sinned. ^jO b
" the spokesman, interpreter, medium " (comp.
Gen. xlii. 23 ; Job xxxiii. 23 ; 2 Chron. xxxii.

31). Theocratic office-bearers are meant, who
were mediums between God and the people. For
this reason they are called just after princes of
the sanctuary. They were, indeed, the pillars

and props of the Theocracy. It was just their

sins (comp. Jer. xxii.-xxiii.)» because of their

commanding influence, that contributed most to

their own and the nation's fall.

The debate, therefore, does not turn to the ad-

vantage of Israel. In conclusion, the Lord must
pronounce theJudgment: I will profane the
princes of the sanctuary (comp. e. g*t

Jer.

Iii. 24), but Israel itself I must give up to the
curse and reproaches by the heathen. (See Text,

and Oram.). According to the foregoing exposi-

tion, the Prophet (ver. 21) points to a glorious

last-time of salvation that oegins with deliver-

ance from the Exile, but in such a way that,

from thb beginning onwards to the completion
of it, there occurs a long and changeful period.

In reference to this period he distinguishes four
particulars: 1) that the natural, fleshly Israel, as

ever, is incapable of serving the Lord and of
properly proclaiming His praise; 2) that the
Lord Himself will blot out Israel's Bin ; 3) that

Israel, in proud self-righteousness, does not ac-

cept this gracious gift of the Lord; 4) that, con-
sequently. Hb worship will be profaned, i. e., done
away, ana the nation itself will be given up to

the curse of destruction and outward reproach.

When " the princes of the sanctuary " are pro-
faned, then the sanctuary itself, the cultus of Je-
hovah, the Old Testament covenant in general,

will be desecrated, i. e., done away and dissolved.

For as Gesenitjs justly remarks: ufoedus res

sacra est, idgue qui prqfanat etiam violat et dissol-

vat." Israel rejected Christ They accepted
neither Himself, nor, after His death, the gospel
of the cross. For thb the old covenant was
broken and the Temple destroyed, the nation dis-

persed into all lands. But this happened only
to the fleshly Israel. There remains a remnant,
an kitkoyfi, and these, according to xliv. 3> will

obtain the baptism of the Spirit, and thereby the
qualification to fulfil ver. 21.
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CHAP. XLIV. 1-5. 473

5. THE COMPLETION OF THE KEDEMPTION BY DELIVERING FROM SIN
IS THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT.

Chapter XLIV. 1-5.

1 Yet now hear, O Jacob my servant

;

And Israel, whom I have chosen :

2 Thus saith the Lord that made thee,

And formed thee from the womb, which will help thee

;

Fear not, O Jacob, my servant;

And thou, Jesurun, whom I have chosen.

3 For I will pour water upon him that is thirsty,

And floods upon the dry ground

:

I will pour mjr spirit upon thy seed,

And my blessing upon thine offspring

:

4 And they shall spring up as among the grass

As *willows by the water courses,

5 One shall say, I am the Lord's ;

And another 'shall call himself by the name of Jacob

;

And another shall subscribe with his hand unto the Lord,
And surname himself by the name of Israel.

'poplar*. * shall shout out the name of Jacob*

TEXTUAL AND
See List for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 1.

TWjn. Ver. 2. ^-p^-J^-Kn'n-1?^ Ver. 4.

pa.
Ver. % JMO Is to be connected with *p¥\ as appears

from ver. 24 and xlix. 6. *p]p is an elliptical relative

clause,—jn^. That this word springs from ^fcpfer (Cfr>

Ven. 'hrpa*XUrKOf)t or that it is identical with ifcP the first

pwtof^mfer (JaaoMB, who translates ^mt^ by rsc-

tvs Dei and JHB^ by rsctUsimu* ; Aqu., Snot., Thbod.,

«Ww, cv0uraroc) is an ungraramatical view. But It ap-

pears also to have been shared by those that have trans-

lated Jeshurnn directly by Israel (Tabo., Pesch., Ar.).

This they seem to have done because they saw in it, not
only an indirect equivalent for the name Israel, bat also

(because of the supposed identity of ifep and *HS^), a
direct equivalent. It Is now admitted that jnrf* has

nothing to do directly with SmfcT, but is derived from
an essentially different root 1#\ As the word is used

only of Israel, and that not as an adjective but as a name
for Israel, we must regard it as a cognomen, and as so-

called Kttnje (comp. on HiD' rer. 6\ consequently as a

proper name. But, as is "well known, there is greater
freedom and variety used in all languages in the forma-
tion of proper names than In the formation of appella-

tives. This is because proper names have regard to

individual peculiarities, which la not the case with ap-
pellative designations, which merely correspond to ab-
stract modes that are always alike. Thus m& has

originated from !&* by appending the nominal ending

p, which, as the characteristic and at the same time

the final syllable, has attracted the final syllable of the
root, pntf* is therefore the notion *)& in that pecu-

GBAMMATIOAL.

liar aspect which the ending p imparts to it But what

is this peculiar meaning of p ? It occurs on the whole

not often. It only appears in the appellatives p*2f , sta-

tuhtm, statua, monumentum, in the five proper names,

jAjJt JWT (}*nm pi«f\ JU, yhp, and in the

worci M»3 (Amos ?. 26) of which it is not known defi-

nitely whether it is a proper name or an appellative.

But the ending p is manifestly derived from p, by

changing the vowel. The latter ending is exceeding

common both in appellatives and in proper names. Se-
veral words have both endings: thus Nun, father of

Joshua, is also named jfa 1 Chron. vii. 27. The tribal

designation from pSpT is 'J^3T (Num. xxvi. 27; Judg.

xii. 11, 12), and in Greek the word Is pronounced regu-

larly ZcpowfcSv. M*3f has a near relation in |^*2f. For

not only is Mt Zion called Zehjun In Syriao and Arabic,

but also it is even not impossible that the original mean-
ing of rt*]f coincides with that of p*X . For Zion might

very suitably be designated as something ^finplysetolgna— „ _—
up,"firmly founded, a 1D*D -|Q*D, xxviii. 16." There is

great variety in the meaning ofwords in ?Y, It ought not

to have been so positively contradicted that the endingp
is also used to designate diminutives. What Ewald

(Oram., \ 167) adduces on that subject is still worthy of

consideration. p'TW occurs only in Song of Sol. iv. 9,

where it is manifestly a term of endearment, and where

one may translate "thou hast taken away my heart by

one of thine eyes, by a picture (as if formed by a turner)

of thy little neck" (properly HaUpartiechm). ffa'Atf

(Gen. xlix. 18) from r\f)tf serpsit, reptavit, i« called a di-

minutive by GssExrus, meaning •' little sneak." D'JJH?

which occurs Dan. L 16 for D'jj'TJ ibid, ver. 12, can hardly
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474 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

mean anything else than small vegetables, i. «., tome-

thing inconsiderable as means of nourishment It is

universally admitted that
|WK, m the pupil," means the

little man in the eye ; and also D'JlHtP (Hi. 18 ; Jadg.

Till. 26) is generally taken to mean lunula*. If, finally,

Bkw-Gobioh, whom Ewald cites, is correct in stating

that Josippon is diminutive of Joseph, I cannot see what
one can object to the assumption that the Heb., among
its diminutive forms, forms some in ?V". Moreover ver.

6 manifestly corresponds to ver. 2, and as the words Y3i\

6 3pJT DBfa VC\& 71? correspond to the words

3pJT H3£ KVn-S* ver. «, so the words DEtol

TUT SlOtT ?er. 6, refer to the words 13 'mm jntf*

ver. 2, (comp. the remarks on ver. 5). From this results

that the Prophet regards jntf* as the ')& for SntT.
Ver. 6. Piel J1J3, besides here, occurs only xlv. 4 and

T *

Job xxxiL 21, 22. In Job the meaning is manifestly N to

flatter." In xlv. 4 the word stands, as here, parallel with

Rip, and can likewise mean only u to name honorably."

In later Hebrew the word means " cognominore, tiiulo

appellorc " in general, and %U2 is
u cognomen, agnomen^

when even not exactly an honorable one.- Thus 'jilt

and O^nSH are the D*HJ3 for TTliT. Among Hebrew
• V:

grammarUns the pronoun is called '1J3, because it Is a
word standing in place of a noun. Comp. BvxTonr, Lex,

talm. et rabb, p. 1054. With this certainly connects the

Arabic Kurye, which however has more the meaning of

a familiar name of flattery or one given in jest (comp.

Ewald's Or., pp. 662, 866).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This strophe connects closely with the fore-

going one as its necessary conclusion. The pros-

pect disclosed xliii. 21, that not merely the brute
world, bat also the people of God will proclaim
the praise of the Lord, cannot be realized at once
after the return from Exile. For the fleshly

Israel still predominates. They cannot proclaim
the praise of Jehovah ; they will not, in their

self-righteousness, acknowledge their sin, and
will not accept the sacrifice that God, in His
grace, offers to make for their sin. For this they
are given up to the curse of destruction. But
Israel is by no means done away as a whole by
this. On the contrary, the moment has come
when the Lord will fulfil to the people of His
choice, u e., the election, the kOuotf of His peo-
ple (vers. 1, 2), the promise given xliii. 19-21.

For then the Lord will send down, not earthly
abundance of water, but streams of the Spirit, on
the spiritual Israel, composed of those of Israel

and of the heathen that are qualified to receive
(ver. 3), and these streams will enable the
spiritual Israel to cleave to the Lord in a fresh

life of the Spirit, and thus to perform what was
predicted xliii. 21.

2. Tet now hear have ohosen.—Vers.
1, 2. It is first of all to be remarked how the
Lord no longer addresses His people merely by
the name '« Jacob " or " Israel," but with the ten-

derest expressions, and howHe accumulates these
expressions. We see that He is no longer deal-
ing with the natural Israel, but with the remnant,
the iKAorf. But now depends on xliii. 28.

But now, i, s., after fleshly Israel has contemned
the sacrifice for its sins, and has on that account
been rejected, the moment has come when the
Lord prepares the true Israel for the accomplish-
ment of His will. This Israel He first addresses
as Jaoob My servant. Thus we see that here,
not the total, but only the noble nucleus of the
nation is designated as u Servant of the Lord."
For He calls this nucleus Israel whom I have
chosen (xli. 8, 9; xliii. 10; xlix. 7). This is

the first address, and meant only to call the at-

tention of the one addressed. Then follows the
second address, which begins with naming the
speaker, who is designated as Jehovah, the
Creator and Former of Israel from the womb,
and their Helper. From all the facts and names
accumulated in the two verses, the conclusion is

drawn that Israel ought not to be afraid. The

words xliii. 28 seem to give the occasion for this.

Jeahornn [Jesurunis an erroneous orthography.—Tr.], which occurs first £and the only passages

beside.

—

Tr.] Deut. xxxii. 15 ; xxxih. 5, 26, is

undoubtedly a designation of the people of Israel

(see Text, and Oram.). If we may take it as a
term of endearment or flattery, we may then un-
derstand it to mean " pious little one, pious little

nation, Frommchen." It is to be noted that the

second address (ver. 2), like the first (ver. 1} con-
cludes with I have chosen him.—From this

appears what emphasis the Prophet lays on the

idea of the election.

3. Por I will pour of Israel.—Vers- 3-

5. Here the Lord says to His beloved people
why they need not be afraid. In the judgment
that is to consume the fleshly Israel, the spiritual

Israel is to remain unharmed. The latter is in
fact called to perform what the other could not

do: proclaim the praise of Jehovah (xliii. 21).

It is enabled to do so by the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit. The Prophet here returns to the
sphere of thought of xliii. 20. There a rich

blessing of water was promised to the nation re-

turning home through the desert We have seen
that the Prophet here again contemplates together
the whole period of salvation. We are aware of
this from his seeing also the irrational brutes

qualified and impelled to thanksgiving to God.
But this elevated goal Israel does not attain at

once. Bather in this period, beginning with the
deliverance from the Exileandconcluding with the
reign of peace, the outward Israel descends deep
down into the abyss of destruction. But the
* election " will remain, and to it will be given
that outpouring of streams of living water, of
which the blessing of water during the journey
in the desert was only a type. With yer. 8 a the
Prophet makes the connection with that type, I
may say, he places one foot in the physical and
the other in the spiritual, and thus forms a bridge

from one to the other. Not as if to the " elect"
will be imparted first the physical and then the
spiritual blessing. But only for the purpose of
making us recognise the connection with xliii.

20, the Prophet speaks first physically. Bat, as

the following intimation shows, he means already

in ver. 3 a spiritual water. KO? (not TOOT

)

seems, in antithesis to TV0T "the thirsty," to

mean a living being, and HtfT (comp. Gen. i. 9,
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10) " the dry ground " D'SlU " ftuenUa,jlumta "

(oomp. Exod. xv 3; Pa. Ixxviii. 16, 44) only
here in Isaiah. When the Prophet says on thy
teed, thine offspring he addressee the ideal

totality of the nation (comp. Joel Hi. 1). The
blessing, which we are primarily to understand
at spiritual and belonging to eternal well-being,

is the effect of the Spirit, and appears outwardly
in joyous, fruitful prosperity. Hence VU1 OTDX.

The LXX. and Tabo. appear to have read p33-

And at first sight one might prefer this reading
to the t'32 of the text (which occurs only here)

were it better supported and not the easier. It

seems to me that the Prophet, by the grass,
does not mean the Israelites themselves, to
whom "seed" and "offspring" do refer. He
rather conceives of the Israelites as higher and
nobler plants, say, flowers or trees, growing out
of the midst of the grass, and by the grass means
the converted heathen. He further compares
them to Arab-trees (0*3^, xv. 7, according to
Wetzstbih in Delitzsch, p. 459. Bern., not
willows, but a poplar tree that grows like wil-
lows, and along with such, by flowing water) by
the water-courses (comp. xxx. 25; Ps. l. 3), which,
less common than the willow, rise conspicuous
among the trees and bushes growing Dy the
water.

Thus the Prophet prepares for what he would
sav ver. 5. He shows, namely, that to the
spiritual Israel, whom he addresses vers. 1, 2, be-

long not only such as are Israelites by corporeal
descent. Not all are Israel that are of Israel

(Bom. ix. 6 sqq.); and just as little are the
heathen on account of their descent excluded
from Israel. Our Prophet, in fact, often enough
otters the promise that the heathen shall come to
Israel and be incorporated in Israel (ii. 2 sqq.

;

xl 10 ; xlii. 6 ; xlix. 6, 18 sqq. ; Hv. 1 sqq. ; Iv.

5 ; lvi. 5 sqq. ; lx. 3 ; lxv. 1, etc.). Thus I see in
ver. 5 an exposition of the thought that the be-
lieving Israelites sprout up in the midst of the
grass, and that they thus shall be distinguished
from the grass, and yet stand upon one founda-
tion of life with it. For ver. 5 does not speak of
Israelites, but of such as turn to Jehovah and to

His people. But the language concerning these
would be wholly disconnected if ver. 4 did not in
41 among the grass" contain a transition to the
thought in question.

Notice that ver. 5 has two chief parts, of which
each has two subdivisions. The first subdivision
of each part contains a declaration of surrender
to Jehovah; the second subdivision contains each
time a recognition of Israel as a people of promi-
nent importance. The first subdivisions begin

with HT, the fourth does not. As one cannot avoid

inquiring why the Prophet should refrain from a
fourth Hi, it appears that hewould say : not all will
make prominentin their confessions eitherJehovah
or the nation, but many will do both. Thus among
these heathen there shall be so far a difference,

that some in their declaration of adhesion will
mention more especially the Qod of the people,
others the people of God, while still others will
mention both in equal degree. Thus one will say
I am the Lord's, another will let a loud call

be heard by means of the name of Jacob, i. «., he
will loudly praise Jacob (comp. on xli. 5).

Finally a third will do both : he will sign away
his hand, i. e., what he can do, effect, perform

(compare the expression T |HJ Jer. 1. 15 ; 2 Chr.

xxx. 8, etc.) to the Lord (3H3 Uteris consignare

also with S of definition, e.g., in D'TlS 2W3
iv. 3). This explanation appears simpler to me
than the other two that translate either "to
write, etch on the hand,11 or " to write with the
hand." Thus one may say in Latin: Uteris

manum suam Jovae consignabti, in order to signify
surrender by means of a legal obligation. Of the
same person it is said further, that " he will make
an award of honor by means of the name of
Israel," t. «., that he will honorably name the
name of Israel. See Text, and Oram. The inti-

mate relation between God and His people is

assumed heie. He that confesses the Lord must
confess His people, and vice versa.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xliii. 1. * Here are presented to us for

our comfort all three articles of the Christian
faith concerning the Creation, Redemption, and
Sanctification. For 1) if God created us He will
not forsake the work of His hands (Ps. exxxviii.
8). 2) If He has redeemed us, no one will seize

His sheep out of His hand (John x. 28). 3) If
He has called us and named us by our name, we
are allowed to rejoice that our names are written
in heaven (Luke x. 20.)"—Cramer.

2. On xliii. 2. " God delivers out of perils of
water. Examples: Noah (Gen. viii. 15). Moses
who was cast into the water in a little ark covered
with pitch (Exod. ii. 6). The children of Israel

who were led through the Bed Sea (Exod. xiv.

16). Jonah in the whale's belly (Jonah ii. 11).

The disciples with the Lord in the boat (Matth.
viii. 26 ) . Peter who walked on the water (Matth.
xiv. 30). Paul shipwrecked, and along with
whom were rescued two hundred and seventy-six

souls (Acts xxvii. 37). God delivers also from
perils of fire. Examples : Daniel's companions
in the fiery furnace (Dan. iii. 24 sqq.). Lot,

whom with his family the holy angel led out of
Sodom (Gen.xix. 17)/'—Cramer.

3. [On xliii. 4. " He would cause other nations

to be destroyed, if it were necessary, in order to

effect their deliverance, and to restore them to

their own land. We learn here, (1) That nations

and armies are in the hand of God and at His
disposal. (2) That His people are dear to His
heart, and that it is His purpose to defend them.

(3) That the revolutions among nations, the rise

of one empire, and the rail of another, are often

in order to promote the welfare of His church,

to defend it in danger, and deliver it in time of

calamity. (4) That His people should put the

utmost confidence in God as being able to defend
them, and as having formed a purpose to preserve

and save them."

—

Barnes. "The righteous

is delivered out of trouble, and the wicked cometh
in his stead," Prov. xi. 8J.

4. On xliii. 3, 4. " There are various views of

this : o. Some suppose we are to understand it

thus: the Egyptians imagined they would blot

out the people of Israel, but they were punished
themselves ; b. others apply it to the times of Heze-
kiah, when tne Egyptians and Ethiopians were
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chastised by Shalmaneser; c, others suppose it

was fulfilled by Nebuchadnezzar in the time of
Zedekiah; d, others by the Romans, when the
Jewish republic was spared and these nations
encountered misfortune ; e, still others regard it

as yet future, and that it is to be fulfilled on anti-

christian nations, which they infer from vers.
6-7."

" Several examples ofsuch a warding offofpun-
ishment from the Jewish nation, which on the
other hand were suffered to fall on heathen na-
tions, are to be noticed in the history of the Jews.
Still this is not to be understood as if these na-
tions suffered for the sins of Judah. The wrath
of God that should have come upon Judah, came
on the heathen because of their own sins, but Ju-
dah was then spared out of grace (Prov. xxi. 18).

God forgave the penitent Jews their sin, but He
Sunished the sin of the impenitent heathen."—
TARKE.
5. On xliii. 5-8. What the Prophet says here

Erimarily of the return of Israel from all the
mds of its exile, applies also to that return that

takes place when poor, straying heathen souls are

led back from dead idols to the living God, their

Saviour and Redeemer. Then they are the ones
that the Lord has made and prepared for His
glory (Acts xiii. 48 ; Rom. viii.

prepai

29 sq.) Such are

the blind people that still have eyes, and the deaf
that still have ears. For blind and deaf they are

in as far as by nature and their birth they belong
to the blind and deaf heathen world. But they
have eyes and ears in as far as the Lord has
opened their hearts and given them a penetration

by which they see and hear better than those

who, although surrounded by light through pos-

session of the means of grace, still do not know
what belongs to their peace (Matth. xiii. 13 sqq.

j

John ix. 39 sqq.).

6. On xliii. 9-13. The Prophet here gives a
proof of the existence of God, which at the same
time involves a proof of the non-existence of
idols. It cannot be denied in thesi, that a know-
ledge of the future lies beyond the sphere of hu-
man ability, and that if it occurs, it can only
happen by virtue of a superhuman penetration

that overleaps the limits of time and space. Pre-
diction is not an art. All depends on what is

foretold being fulfilled at the right time and in

the right way. The agreement of prophecy and
fulfilment can only be verified after the fulfilment

takes place. Hence it is necessary that at the mo-
ment named the prophecy be attested as genuine,
not fortuitous, not fabricated post evenium. Hence
the Lord say^s (ver. 10) : **ye are my witnesses."

And in fact, in all its notorious history, in its re-

markable indestructibility, by virtue of which it

moves through the entire universal history, while
all other ancient nations have disappeared, Israel

is a living witness for the existence of Him who
calls Himself at once the God of Israel and the

Creator of heaven and earth. For it is foretold

that to this nation shall happen judgment, dis-

persion, continued existence in dispersion and a
gathering together again out of dispersion. Over
thousands of years ago it was foretold, and what
to the present could be fulfilled has been fulfilled.

What but divine knowledge and power can have
so fitted the prophecy to the fulfilment and the
fulfilment to the prophecy? Therefore the ex-

istence of a divine providence is proved by the

history of Israel. But what other God should be
the author of this providence than He that said

not only, ''ye are my witnesses'
1

(ver. 10), but
also, '' 1 declared when there was no strange god
among you?" (ver. 12). One is reminded of the

anecdote of Frederick the Great, who, having de-

manded a striking proof of the truth of the re-

ligion revealed in the Bible, received from one
of the guests at table the answer, u Your majesty,

the Jews."

[7. On xliii. 10. u Neither shall there be after

me." ''This expression is equivalent to that

which occurs, Rev. i. 11, " I am Alphaand Omega,
the first and the last;" and it is remarkable that

this language, which obviously implies eternity,

and which in Isaiah is used expressly to prove
the divinity of Jehovah, is, in Rev. L 11, applied
no less universally to the Lord Jesus Christ."

—

Barnes.
On ver. 13.

"
«Who can hinder it.' The doc-

trine taught here is, (1.) That God is from ever-

lasting—for if He was before time, He must have
been eternal. (2.) That He is unchangeably the

same—a doctrine which is, as it is here designed
to be used, the only sure foundation for the secu-

rity of His people—for who can trust a being who
is fickle, changing, vacillating? (3.) That He
can deliver His people always, no matter what
their circumstances. (4.) That He will accom-

Slish all His plans ; no matter whether to save
[is people, or to destroy His foes. (5.) That no

one—man or devil—can hinder Him. How can
the feeble arm of a creature resist God? (6.)

That opposition to Him is as fruitless as it is

wicked. If men wish for happiness they must
fall in with His plans, and aid in the furtherance
of His desijErns."

—

Barnes.]
8. On xliii. 19—xliv. 5. We have here again

a brilliant illustration of the grandeur of the
prophetic view of history. The Prophet sees

in spirit that with the deliverance from the Baby-
lonish captivity a new thing will begin, in com-
parison with which the deliverance from Egyp-
tian bondage with all its miracles will only ap-
pear as something inferior. For with the begin-
ning of that period of salvation, the Prophet sees,

too, the end. The waters with which the Lord
will refresh those returning from Babylon flow
from the same source as the water of regenera-
tion, of the naXtyyeveola, of the renewal of nature.
And yett What a tremendous period separates
both, and what must Israel not go through till,

from the drink out of that earthly fountain in

the desert, it has attained to the well of heavenly
water of life ! It must first slough off the entire
" fleshly Israel," It has already performed the
entire Old Testament ceremonial service in an
unsatisfactory manner. Indeed, had it done this

most perfectly, it could only have satisfied the
needs of blotting out sin in an ideal, typical way.
But Israel was far from performing even the out-
ward letter of the law by that sort of service.

The Lord must take all the guilt of His people
on His own shoulders. What Israel did itself

was as good as nothing. And the Lord, in His
long-suffering, not only put up with this, He
will even do more. He will undertake Himself
the entire and complete blotting out of the guilt
of His people. But the people ate self-righteous
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and trust in their own work. They maintain
that they hare done what they ought, although

the Lord can prove that not even their chiefs

and prominent representatives have been right*

eooa. Since then the nation, persisting, stiff-

necked, in its self-righteousness, does not accept

the sacrifice, that the Lord, in His infinite grace,

brings for the purpose of making atonement,

—

this outward, fleshly Israel, with all its outward
ceremonial service, which is used only to feed

its self-righteousness, must be broken up and
destroyed. Then, out of the ruins of the fleshly

Israel," the spiritual Israel will issue as from a
cast off shell, and it will be susceptible of the

gracious gifts of its God. To it then will be im-
parted the streams of the Spirit which bring

about the regeneration of all natural and personal

life, and will enable Israel to sanctify the name
of its God, as predicted in xliii. 21.

[On xliii. 25. * We mav learn from this

verse; (1.) That it is God only who can pardon
nil. How vain then is it for man to attempt it

!

How wicked for man to claim the prerogative

!

And vet it is an essential part of the papal sys-

tem that the Pope and his priests have the power
of remitting the penalty of transgression. (2.)

That this is done by Goa solely for His own sake.

It is not (a) because we have any claim to it—
for then it would not be pardon, out justice. It

is not (6) because we have any power to compel
God to forgive—for who can contend with Him,
and how could mere power procure pardon ? It

is not (c) because we have any merit—for then

aUo it would be justice—and we have no merit.

Nor is it (d) primarily in order that we may
be happy—for our happiness is a matter not
worthy to be named compared with the honour
of God. But it is solely for His own sake—to

promote His own glory—to show His perfections

—to evince the greatness of His mercy and com-
passion—and to show His boundless and eternal

love. (3.) They who are pardoned should live

to His glory, and not to themselves [ver. 21, zliv.

5]. (£) If men are ever pardoned they must
come to God—and to God alone. They must
come not to justify themselves, but to confess their

crimes."

—

Barnes.] .

10. On zliv. 1, 2. "God has two arguments
wherewith to comfort: 1) When He reminds
His own what He did for them in the past ; 2)
what He will yet do for them in the future."

—

Cramer.
11. On zliv. 3. Comparing here the bestow-

ment of the Spirit to pouring water on dry land,

happens primarily out of regard to the special

connection of our passage, which treats of the
return of Israel through the desert. As in zliii.

19, 20 abundance of water is promised for physi-
cal refreshment, so here streams of the Spirit for

spiritual refreshment Outpouring of the Spirit
is promised elsewhere also for the purpose of
cleansing, fructifying, refreshing (Ezek. zzzvi.
25; Jno. vii. 37 sqq.). When, however, the
Holy Spirit appears elsewhere as a fiery energy
(Matt iii. 11 ; Mark i. 8 ; Acts ii. 3) it is to de-
signate it as the principle of divine light and
life-heat Whether by the baptism of fire is to be
understood also the fire ofjudgment (Matth.
iii. 12 ; 1 Cor. iii. 13-15) as Origen and Am-
brose think, we will leave uninvestigated here.

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

1. On zliii. 1-4. A glorious word of comfort

for the individual Christian and for Christian com-
munions. All grounds of comfort are therein

enumerated. We learn 1) what the Lord is to

us (ver. 3 God, Saviour, ver. 4 He loves us). 2)

What we are to the Lord (ver. 1 His creatures,

redeemed ones, and not such as disappear in the

great mass, but whom He knows by name, and
whom as a precious possession He keeps ever in

sight). 3) He delivers us out of manifold dis-

tresses (ver. 2 out of all). 4) The price He pays
for our deliverance (vers. 3, 4; conscious ene-

mies, or their unconscious instruments may go to

destruction to save us, e. g., in ancient times the

Egyptians in the Bed Sea, in modern, the French
against Germany, 1870-71. 6) To what He has
destined us (ver. 4, because so dear, thou must be

glorious). On zliii. 1, 2. " Thou art mine I saith

the Lord. By that He signifies 1) a well-ac-

quired; 2) an inviolable right of possession."

Koeoel in ii Aus dem Vorhqf ins Heiligthum"

1876, VoL II. p. 196.

2. On zliii. 5-8. Missionary Sermon. The
Lord here addresses the spiritual Israel, to

whom we and all out of every nation belong,

who are born of God. Missions are properly

nothing else than a gathering of the hidden chil-

dren of God, scattered here and there, to the

communion of the visible church (Jno. zi. 52).

Contemplate 1) The mission territory a, in its

outward extent (all nations ver. 5 6, 6) ; o, in its

inward limitation (vers. 7, 8 ; all are called, only

those are chosen who are marked with the name
of the Lord, are prepared for His glory, among
the blind and deafare such as see and hear). 2)

Mission work: a, its difficulty (ver. 5, "fear

not " implies that, humanly speaking, there is

reason for fear) ; b, the guaranty of its success

(ver. 5, "I am with thee*).

3. On zliii. 22. [Proofs of weariness in re-

ligion. (1.) Casting off prayer: thou hast vot

called upon me, O Jacob. Jacob was a man famous
for prayer (Hos, xii. 4) ; to boast the name of

Jacob, and yet live without prayer, is to mock
God and deceive ourselves. If Jacob does not

call upon God, who will. (2.) Thev grudged
the ezpense of devotion. They were for a cheap
religion. Thev had not brought even the small

came; much less the greater, pretending they

could not spare them, they must have them for

the maintenance of their families ; still less would
they pay for a foreign article like missions;

bought no sweet cane. (3.) What sacrifices they

did offer were not meant for God's honor, neither

hast thou honored me. etc; being offered care-

lessly, or hypocritically, or perfunctorily, or os-

tentatiously, or perhaps even to idols, these were
dishonouring to God. (4.) The aggravation of

this: as God appointed the service it was no
burdensome thing, I have not caused thee to servet

etc. God's commands are not grievous. After

M. Henry].
4. On zliii. 24, 25. Passion sermon. The

righteousness that avails with God. 1) Israel

does not obtain it (it has not even fulfilled the

ceremonial law : and not merely the nation in

general left the law unfulfilled, but also its chiefe
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and teachers : and as with Israel so with man-
kind in general 2) Christ procures it ; for : a,

He the guiltless, out of pure love takes on Him-
self the heavy burden of suffering, which be-

ginning in Gethsemane ends on Golgotha; 6,

thereby He blots out our transgressions and re-

conciles us to the Father.

5. On xliv. 1-5. Pentecost ( Whitsuntide) ser-

mon. The Church of Christ can grow, flourish,

and bear fruit only by the Spirit of Christ.

Hence is necessary the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit. This is 1) to be hoped for with certainty,

because promised by the Lord (in proportion to

the need and to the receptivity the Holy Spirit

will ever be imparted to tne church) ; 2) infalli-

bly efficient in producing all the good fruits that

must adorn the vineyard of the Lord (vers. 4, 5).

6. On xliv. 1-5. " The period of confirmation

an Advent of Jesus to the children.*
9 " Praise and

thanks to God. there is much new life born in
the period while those that are to be confirmed
are under instruction, and much grows up in
later time ont of the seed scattered then. This
time ought also to open the children's mouths for

them to confess their salvation and their Saviour.
That poor "yes" that the children speak at their

confirmation at the altar is not enough. Nor
does it suffice for us to confess our being Chris-
tians by attending church and partaking of the
Lord's Supper. The congregation that has be-

come dumb must learn to speak again. We must
boast again the unspeakable benefit of free grace.

We must have a confessing church again- The
confession must go with us into our life.

1 ' Ahl-
feld, Las Leben im Lichte des Wortcs Gottes,

Halle, 1867, p. 150.

V.—THE FIFTH DISCOURSE.

Prophecy as proof of divinity oomes to the front and onlminates in the name ELores.

Chapter XLIV. 6-28.

1. JEHOVAH GUARANTEES ISRAEL'S SALVATION BY HI8 PROPHECY. IDOLA-
TERS WHOSE MADE-GODS CANNOT PROPHESY COME TO SHAME.

Chapter XLIV. 6-1L

6 Thus saith the Lord the King of Israel,

And his redeemer the Lord of hosts

;

I am the first, and I am the last

;

And beside me there is no God.
7 *And who, as I, shall call,

And shall declare it, and set it in order for me,
Since I appointed the ancient people?
bAnd the things that are coming, and shall come.

Let them shew unto them.
8 Fear ye not, neither be afraid

:

Have not I told thee from that time, and have declared Ut
Ye are even my witnesses.

Is there a God beside me?
Yea, there is no 'God ; I know not any.

9 They that make a graven image are all of them vanity

;

And their 'delectable things shall not profit

;

And they are their own witnesses

;

They see not, nor know

;

That they may be ashamed.
10 Who hath formed a God,

Or molten a graven image that is profitable for nothing?
11 Behold, all his fellows shall be ashamed

:

And the workmen, they are of men

;

Let them all be gathered together, let them stand up

;

Yet they shall fear, and they shall be ashamed together.

> Heb. Bock. • Heb. desirable.

• And who is a* L who proclaims aloudr-so he shall Ml it and da it Ws* me—since I set an everlasting people*
* Andfuture things even what shall come to pass.
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CHAP. XLIV. 6-11. 479

TEXTUAL AND
See Litt for the recurrence of the words: Ver.8.

•ma-nm. v«. ». inn-non-Sir Hipn.
-T T T T ^T

Ver. 6, 7. Ver. 7 is related to ver. 6 6 an the conclusion

to the reason. But Ter 7 is to be construed so that the

words oSlJTDjr '•OUPO lOp" 'JDD TO shall be

taken together, and the words ,l
? T131JH TTVr con-

strued as a parenthesis. |Op, agreeably to the context,

and since it has nothing to do with teaching or with an-

nouncing past things, is =« " to proclaim, announce, call

oat aloud, publicly/' As appears to me, Hip Is used

partly for the sake of variety, the synonymous expres-

sions having been usedTITS thrice In vers. 7, 8, £*DKfrl

(comp. zliil 12) once at least, but partly and chiefly, be-

cause Kip involves In a greater degree the notion of

sounding. It is related to those other expressions

named like our "calling" to "giving notice, letting

hear." The latter may take place by a very light voice

or even without any use of the voice.—*S 'JW 'TJ\
as we have said, is a parenthesis ; but 1 introduces the

demonstrative conclusion after the relative premise

Kip* *D (comp. e. g. Num. xxiii. 3). The premise is

only interrupted for rhetorical reasons, being the result

of the pathos with which the Prophet speaks. ^1W cer-

tainly has here, not merely the meaning M to lay before,

to lay down/' but it involves also the notion of " doing

similarly." The Vav. before itfM has as often, the mean-

ing "and indeed." faS after VTT is dat tthicus, with

strong approximation to the dativ. comsnodu

Ver. 8. The question 'U1 tfTI is equivalent to a de-

nial (comp. questions with 770 or '0 Job xvi. 6 ; xxxl

1; Song of Sol. viiL 4, etc).-—The expression rtStt

does not occur again in Isaiah.

Ver.9. Hon is •* exoptatwn, delicto" 'part, pass.; only

here in Isaiah ; comp. Job xx. 20; Ps. xxxix. 12). But

GRAMMATICAL.

I construe u the wished-for, desired," in the sense of

"Jewel, valuable." iVyV'Sa recalls SjT*SjU thus it

has hardly the merely negative meaning of inability,

but also the positive meaning of something destructive,

hurtful The words 77071 DTVtjN are variously ex-

plained. The Masoretic points over HDH denote that

it is critically suspicious. But it suits the context very

well, if only the idols themselves be not regarded the

witnesses : they, the idols, are their own witnesses, i. e^

they testify against themselves (DmrascH). For the

notion against themselves would need to be more clearly

expressed. Rather the idol-makers are the witnesses

for their idols as Israel is for Jehovah. Therefore 77877
T "

is subject to the predicate D77"l#, »nd not merely a

resumption of DITTp construed as the subject, of

Ver. 10. *D Is here, as often, at the point of passing
from the interrogative to the relative sense, and hence
acquires an iterative meaning. For the question "who

is there, who?" which, as it were, challenges in every

direction, has the sense of "whosoever, quicunque:'

Comp. eg. Exod. xxiv. 14; Jer. xlix. 19. 1 construe

1 *rhlh «s a conclusion, whose predicate is self-evi-

dent from the foregoing clause: " whosoever forms a

god (he does, forms or moulds it) for nothing." If *D

be construed as a direct interrogative, it has the appear-

ance as if the Prophet doubted whether there were such

people. For ifone understands the inquiry in the sense

of tt reluctant wonder " (Kxobsl), and makes the answer

to be that no rational person would do this, then the

question would not be " who forms ?" but " what rational

person forms t"

Ver. 11. According to the context the clause D'Bhni
'1 must, it seems to me, be construed as causal. For

DTOD 77077 Is not the parallel of )&y ; it does not ex-

press the notion of destruction, but of what is the expla-

nation of the destruction. Therefore I translate: "for

they are (properly: they are in fact, comp. xxiv. 5;

xxxviii. 17: xxxix. 1, etc), smiths of men," i. «., of hu-

man origin.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet has announced (chap, xli.),

the first deliverer for the first time, and then
along with him the one to be delivered, viz., the
servant of God in the national sense. In contrast

with both of these he has presented the second
and greatest deliverer, the Servant of God in a
personal sense (xlii.). In chap, xliii. he has
portrayed the deliverance in its chief character-

istics. Now in chap. xliv. he gives the fullest

effect to that element of his discourse, viz., the

proof of divinity by means of prophecy, which
so far he has produced already four times like a
refrain, yet only as a prelude.

In three strophes Jehovah announces Himself
in contrast with the dead idols as the true, living,

omniscient, almighty God, who hss predetermined
Israel's deliverance, and now foretells it so that
Israel can no more doubt His divinity. For, at

the close of this chapter the Prophet names with
the greatest distinctness even the name of the
prince who is called to be the deliverer of Israel.

The first three strophes are but the substructure
for this culmination that is to crown the build-
ing, that is, for the great prophetic act that is

accomplished in naming the name " Korea" In
the first half of the present strophe (vers. 6-8) the
Prophet makes prominent the difference between
Jehovah and idols, by contrasting the omni-
science and omnipotence of Jehovah with the

nescience and impotence of idols. In the second
half, also consisting of three verses (8-11), the

Prophet exposes the folly of idolatry.

2. Thus saith know not any.—Vera.
6-8. The Lord justifies the consoling language
"fear ye not," «&-, ver. 8, by first presenting

Himself as the One that will help Israel, and can

help. He is willing to help as being Israel's

King, He can help as being the eternal God who
has proved this His eternal divinity. Note how
the Lord encloses the predicates of His existence

relative to Israel in the predicates of His divine

existence. He first calls Himself Jehovah, the

absolutely existent. For this is the foundation.

Then He calls Himself Israel's King and Re-
deemer. This is His historical revelation rela-

tive to time and salvation, which is enclosed by
His eternal divine existence as by a ring. The
latter is completed by the notion " Jehovah of
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t

hosts." For by this is intimated that the Lord
is not only God per ae, but has revealed this

divinity already in a super-terrestrial sphere of

dominion. How consoling for Israel that He,
who is Ood per ae, but has shown already that

He can be such also for others by a super-ter-

restrial kingdom of glory, calls Himself Israel's

King and Redeemer! The Lord was King of

Israel while Israel existed as a nation (comp.
Deat. xxxiii. 5 ; Ps. lxxiv. 12). The nation's

demand for a human king is expressly called an
insult to Jehovah as heavenly Kins (1 Sam. viii.

7 ; xii. 12). And also after Israel had received

an earthly royalty, Jehovah still remains forever

its proper, true and eternal King, from whom all

earthly power of ruling emanates (xxxiii. 22).

But the king is the natural deliverer of his peo-
le. His own interest and honor demand that

is people shall not be ruined (see e. g. Ps. lxxix.

9 ; cvi. 8). This King has at His disposal for

protecting Israel invisible powers, great in

strength and numbers, vis., the heavenly hosts

(comp. Deat xxxiii. 3, and Schroedkr in he.;
2 Kings vi. I6sqq.; Heb. i. 14). After this pre-

face the Lord proceeds with what He has in

mind. He calls Himself the first and the last

(xli. 4; xlviii. 12) beside whom there is no
Ood (xiiii. 11 ; xliv. 8 ; xlv. 6, 21). For only He
can be God who is before all and after all. But
the Lord assuredly does not call Himself the
first and the last in the sense of temporal
succession, as if He were only the first to come
into existence and the last to remain : for that

would only establish a difference as to degree be-

tween Him and creatures. No, the Lord is at

the tame time beginning and end, Alpha and
Omega. He encircles not only Israel (comp. on
ver. 6 a), but all the world's history as a ring.

To Him everything, beginning and end, is abso-

lutely present.

Therefore, too, He can prophesy, and therefore

prophesying by means of a decree is proof of His
eternity, *. e., of His divinity. (On the relation

of ver. 7 to 6 6 see Text, and Oram.). oSiy-QP
" everlasting people ;" [English Version anoient

people.] I do not believe that this means the

human race. The Lord describes Himself in

the whole context as the Ood of Israel ; He will

comfort Israel. It may be said that God pro-

phesied from the beginning of the world, and that

Humanity in a certain sense may be described as

oSyrOjJ. Yet it is very doubtful whether in

that case 0% would not require a nearer defini-

tion as in xlii. 5. Chap. xl. 7, to which appeal
is made, refers decidedly to Israel, as we have

shown. The dead may be called u7lp~0]J

(Esek. xxvi. 20) because they are a special part
of mankind, in respect to space dwelling in a
land of their own, and in respect to time of im-
measurable duration. But Israel, too, may be
called an everlasting people, for to it alone, of all

nations, is promised an everlasting covenant
(Exod. xxxi. 16; Lev. xxiv. 8; Isa. xxiv. 5;
lv. 3 ; lxi. 8, etc), an everlasting sanctuary
(Ezek. xxxvii. 26), an everlasting priesthood
(Exod. xl. 15 ; Num. xxv. 13, etc.), and king-
dom (2 8am. vii. 13, 16 ; Ps. lxxxix. 4 sqq. )

;

indeed it is expressly said " thou hast confirmed

to thyself thy people Israel to be a people unto

thee forever" (oSty-|£ DJ^S) 2. Sam. vii. 24;

comp. 1 Chr. xvii. 22. And in fact Israel is, in

a good sense, the everlasting [wandering] Jew,
the only nation that does not lose itself in the sea

of nations, like a river, that does not mingle its

waters with the lake through which it flows.

And in the end the spiritual Israel will absorb

all nations, and its sanctuary and priesthood and
kingdom every other sanctuary, priesthood and
kingdom, to the end that the throne and sanc-

tuary of Israel's King and High-priest may exist

alone through eternity.

The Lord has challenged the idols in ver. 7 a
to produce theii ancient prophecies, if they had
any to show ; in the second half of the verse he
challenges them to produce any new ones they

have. These new ones are designated as rtYft

and as such rOICA ififrt. I do not believe that

by this immediate future and remoter future

things are distinguished (see on xli. 22, 23). But
which will borne is the nearer definition of

nVHK. They are not to name any sort of so-

called future thing, but such as shall also come,
t. e., actually come to pass (see Text and Oram.).

Thev shall foretell for their own advantage pO 7

see Ifcrf. and Oram.) ; for it were for the interest

of those addressed to be able to perform what is

asked of them.
Ver. 8. If Jehovah, who calls Himself

King and Redeemer of Israel, and who has
founded this people for an everlasting exist-

ence, has furnished the proof of His divi-

nity by a demonstration of His omniscience,
then Israel need not fear. Jehovah has long in

advance (TKO as in xvL 13; xlv. 21; xlviii. 3

sqq., comp. tftOp xli. 26) foretold their dis-

tress and the deliverance from it, and Israel must
testify that such is the fact (xliii. 10). Therefore
the Lord can prophesy, and the fact (only af-

firmed ver. 6 b) ib demonstrated, viz., His sole

divinity. In the second clause of ver. 8 the

Prophet seems to have in mind Ps. xviii. 32.

2. They that make—ashamed together.
—Vers. 9-11. The lash is now laid on the folly

of those that make idols, and then themselves ap-

pear as their witnesses, whereas in fact they see

nothing of the future, from which appears the

powerlessness of the idols, and the inevitable re-

sult that their worshippers must come to shame.

The words are throughout in contrast with what
(vers. 6-8) the Lord affirms of Himself. The
idols themselves are guiltless. How can the poor

blocks help men making idols of them t But

the makers of idols are guilty, hence the Lord

addresses them (7DJ)~^¥;
, the expression only

here). See Text, and Cham. Jehovah is the

Maker (1**) of Israel (ver. 2) ; the idol-makers

are the makers (D"W%) of their gods. These

idol-makers are vanity (J1TI), they sink back

into chaos, or rather they produce nothing

better than chaos; while Israel is the ever-

lasting people oSymp). The idol-makers are

witnesses of their idols, i. e^ they testify in

their own case. Israel is the impartial witness
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of Jehovah; the idols are powerless, useless

images; Jehovah is the Bock and Redeemer of

His people. The idols themselves see and

know nothing, consequently their worshippers

and witnesses know nothing (J?T in the absolute

sense= " to have knowledge,'1 as xlv. 20 ; lvi.

10) ; to Jehovah, as the first and last all is pre-

sent^ the Winning and the end, and what lies

between. Therefore Israel must not fear, for it

knows with the greatest certainty that it has in

prospect a glorious deliverance. Vers. 10, 11
form the transition to ver. 12 sqq. wherein idol-

manufacture is described; ver. 10 already pre-

senting the fundamental thought that a shaped
and moulded god is a eontradictio in aajecto,

hence a useless thing. Ver. 11 describes the

proper fate of idol-makers, already intimated by

profitable for nothing. By Dnan many
understand the companions, helpers of the idol-
makers. But are not they identical then ; and why
make them specially prominent 7 It is better to
understand that the companions or followers of
the idols are intended (comp. on&K 0'2X£ "ion

Hos. iv. 17). Tet I would restrict the meaning
to those servants of idols that are at the same time
their manufacturers. These are the actual allies

of the idols. For by the quantity and quality of
their productions idolatrous worship is made to
flourish (cg. t Demetrius in Ephesus, Acts xix.
24). Against this sentence the idol-makers might
fancy they could oppose successful resistance by
harmoniously standing up together en masse. But
they mistake. They will still lose heart, and, in-

stead of one by one, will only oome to shame
together.

2. THE POWEELESSNESS OF IDOIJ3 AND THE FOLLY OF THEIB WOBSHIPPERS
PROVED BY THE WAY THEY ARE PRODUCED.

Chapter XLTV. 12-17.

12 The smith1 with the tongs
Both worketh in the coals, and fashioneth it with hammers,
And worketh it with the strength of his arms

:

Yea, he is hungry, and his strength faileth :

He drinketh no water, and is faint.

13 The carpenter stretcheth out his brule ; he marketh it out with a •line;

He fitteth it with planes,

And he marketh it out with the compass,
And maketh it after the figure of a man,
According to the beauty of a man;
That it may remain in the house.

14 dHe heweth him down cedars,

And taketh the cypress and the oak,

'Which he 'strengtheneth for himself among the trees of the forest

:

He planteth an fash, and the rain doth nourish it.

15 Then shall it be for a man to burn

:

For he will take thereof, and warm himself;
Yea, he Jrindleth it, and baketh bread

;

Yea, he maketh a god, and worshippeth it;

He maketh it a graven image, and faileth down thereto.

16 He burneth part thereof in the fire

;

With part thereof he eateth flesh

;

He roasteth roast, and is satisfied

:

Tea, he warmeth himself, and saith,

Aha, I am warm, I have seen the fire:

17 And the residue thereof he maketh a god, even his graven image:
He faileth down unto it, and worshippeth it,

And prayeth unto it, and saith,

Deliver me; for thou art my god.

1 Or* »«* on axe. s Or, taketh courage,
* fovrtistinirm sharpens his tool and worketh, eto. » line."*' -*--'—

f a cedar.• And made choice.
• red-chalk. * To hew, *U± he took.]

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 11 The words "tfyD S?"D Bhn as they now

•tand mock every effort at exposition. For if we take
#in as a verb [so J. A. A-l which conflicts with the pa-

IlUel
JjnW *^n Ter- **»^ translate "exferro bipen-
dl

nim fadt " (Tabo.), or if we take connectedlySn3 EhfT
asfaberfarrarius, and let T2fJJD depend on a latent verb

tfin (" the smith prepares an axe," Gsasv.), or on the

following Syi) (" the smith-*-hatchet he works up la
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the glowing coals, viz., into an idol/' Hrraio), or let it be

abject with V7 supplied (" the iron smith has a great

chisel," Dblitxschj, or if we connect the three words

and translate :
" the master, in iron of the aze he works

in the glowing coals." Hjlhn ;
" the forger of edge-tools

—he works with coals," Kmobxl,—in any case we en-

counter grammatical difficulties, or we obtain an unsa-

tisfactory sense. The LXX. translates : m «*|»m tec-

tum' adripov, vtcnrapytp cipycuraro avr6. Now this &£vpc is

nothing else than the foregoing IIV- For nn means
u to be pointed ;" Hiph. inn " to point, sharpen." Now

Chbtws thinks that a word such as inn has been lost

from the beginning of ver. 12; Dxmtzsch believes that

Tin has dropped out But nothing at all has fallen out

Only the Masoretic point Soph-paeuk is to be put after

*tf3\ Then TTV to quite simply the imperf. Hiph. of

lUl, which import occurs in only one other place, vis*,

Prov. xxvii. 17, where it reads

:

tfiin-'jfl irr tfw in" Snaa hnx <• *,

** iron on iron sharpens, and a man sharpens the coun-

tenance of his neighbor.** Of course, according to rule

the consonants must be pointed in'* And it is quite

possible that this, or 11V (fld.f. DJV Game, % 140, 5) to

the original reading of our text As the imperf. Hiph.

ofinn is a very rare form, while Ifp " una,n is a very

frequent word, confounding of the former with the lat-

ter is easily explained ; and as IJV does not suit in ver.

12, but does suit in ver. 11, it was natural to place the

Soph-paeuk after it In Prov. xxvii. 17, also, the Maso-

rets have both times taken 1,T in the sense of una,

(comp. Ewald, Lchrh., p. 659). But this construction is

very harsh, because 1TV must then not only be taken

as a preposition, but is, moreover, in a strange manner

joined with the prefix 3 (instead of DJP or Sjf). Most

probably, therefore, we are to read Try In this place, or

(less correctly as apocopated Hiph. from HTTI — Tin.

see Zokcklsb on Prov. xxvii. 17) 1TV.

The SOD tf^n, as remarked, is in parallelism with

theDTtf tfin ver. 13 (comp. J3K Vhn Exod. xxviii.

11). Therefore Efan is etat co'nstr. from tf^n (see

List). T¥£D (from
T
the rod. inus. iy tf, which like I2f

n

in the dialecte, p*n, Dm 71*11, Jttp has the sense

of cutting) is an edge-tool ; not necessarily a hatchet—

7£3 to used here absolutely = ** to do work ;" a use, in-

deed, that to rare, but comp. xlili 18 mm u I effect
1
' More-

over the word to mainly poetic, and hence a freer use

of it to possible. OIIB (****n only !*• w » Prov. xxvt
T V

21) is the fire-coaL niDDO only here in Isaiah; comp.

11. 1.

Ver. 13. liter fcr. A*). u red chalk." iltyYpO, **.

Xry. from Jflfp " obecUidere," therefore also an edge-tool;

Tabo. K'SpiK, <r*uA*, ecalprum, tool of the sculptor.

HJrtnD from Jin "ckrculare, a*. K$y. " the circle."—IKfl
is originally — Ufl •' circuire" (hence of the course of
the boundaries of the land, Josh. xv. 9, 11 ; xviii. 14, 17).

Piel is then " eireuitum facer*? " to make outlines, to

outline." It occurs only here. If the reading ffllKIV

at the end of the first clause, is correct, and there is

therefore a difference between it and the same word
following, then it seems to me very much to correspond
with the context to take the latter as denomtiuxtwum from

1HH in the sense of " to make beautiful." Thus, e. a.,

Bhtef " to make roots" (xl. 24) stands along with 0117

"to eradicate," lyb a to make a storm (IfDX to storm

forth," along with 1£D u to drive forth." In that case

our form were decidedly to be pronounoed/thoorthu.

Ver. 14. I cannot believe that H^dS here is to be

taken in the sense of the eortfugatto periphraetiea. Ver.

14 describes how a forest 1b planted out and grown
large. Thus also Hjlhjt. This statement of the aim it

simply put first, and ± in npM refers backwards.

D'T^M fOD 7 to said, not as ifonly cedars were planted.
• T-l

That would conflict with what follows where other sorts

of trees are named. But only"the noblest sort tttanda

for all, as if one were to say : to have apples to eat I set

out an orchard. The meaning there is not that the or-

chard consisted only of apple-trees. n?!f\ «*. A«y,
t : •

commonly supposed to mean "the ilex, rock-oak " (the

evergreen oak of the south "). 1v)¥( the oak generally.

yBH " to make firm," " fix," in the sense of * choosing,"

comp. xli 10 ; Ps. lxxx. 10, 18. |lfe (with J msmese.)

also I*. Ary. It is strange that the planting of trees is

said to be for the purpose of u felling cedars," and that

then no cedars are named among the planted trees

Hence one is tempted to conjecture that a ? was mis-

taken for } finale minusc, and that it ought to read ?lt&

But in Assyrian "trim Labn&na" is the common desig-

nation for the Cedars of Lebanon. Along with that is

found also for cedars irti (8cinuraB, KeiUneekr. «. d. A.

71, p. 271 sq), so that in both languages ?1K and pit

have kindred meaning, and the conjecture ofScHnannm
seems well-founded, that both expressions signify only
different species of the genus Pinue (the cedar resem-
bles our larch). Hence those are right who, following

the LXX. and the Vulo., prefer the meaning "pinue"

to that of "orniu."

Ver. 16. According to what precedes, the notion
" tree" in general is the subject ofnTP.—plM again

only Ps. lxxviii. 21 ; Esek. xxxix. 9. TjD see IasL

fob to used here as singular, as probably liii. 8 ; Dent

xxxiii. 2. Comp. Ewald, 1 247, d.

Ver. 16. UK 'JTVKl as videre mortem, Ps. Ixxxix. 49;

vitam, Eccl. ix. 0; eomnum, Eccl. viiL 16; famem, Jer.

v. 12,<rtc

EXEQETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

The troth, already uttered in the foregoing

strophe, that making a god is a senseless per-

formance, is here put in the strongest light The
Prophet describes in a drastic manner what a
monstrous contrast there is between the honor
that men put upon the idol and the elements

from which its originates. He first describes

briefly the origin of a metal idol. It is the pro-

duct of the combined labor of edge-tools, hot-

coals, hammering and human sweat. Hard work
that, and such as makes one hungry and thirstj.

What sort of a god is that which must be fashioned
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with bitter sweat and from such difficult, coarse

and hard material ! What a contrast with the

God who ia spirit (ver. 12). More particularly

he describes how a wooden idol comes into exist-

ence- The artist in wood has easier work. He
stretches the line so as to have a stick of the de-

tired size. Next, with red chalk, he draws the

outline of the figure, which he then executes with
his tool, giving it, with the aid of the circle,

beaaty of form. Thus the block, by the art of the

master, take* an outward human form, as is proper
in order to live in human society. But the Mock
cannot be elevated beyond this. Inwardly it re-

mains still a block. rOKDH in parallelism with
I\

%
12TS seems to me to involve a progress in

thought: not merely according to the human
copy generally, but he makes it according to

what is splendor, glory of mankind, t. e., the work
of art may even represent the human form quite

in its lofty ideal, still it gives only the external

outline. Evidently the Prophet, by O^p Bhn
meant, not a bungler, but a real artist (ver. 13).

But now the Prophet goes back to the origin

of the stuff itself of which the wood-idol is made.
He describes how trees are planted so as to

make a forest, how the rain gives them increase

(ver. 14) : then how such a tree is felled, in order

to make a fire with part of it, for heating and
cooking, and with another to make an idol Tver.

15). Thus, recapitulating, of the tree, one half
of which is used for heating, and the other half
for preparing food, what remains is made into an
idol that is worshipped and is summoned for aid
as the only refuge. One would suppose that if

one half were used for warming and the other for

cooking, there would be nothing left. But ver.

17 speaks of a remnant (miW). By this the
Prophet would manifestly intimate that not even
one of the two chief halves of the trunk is ap-
plied to making the idol, but only spare wood,
say, the stump in the ground. ^"This incon-
gruity has no existence in the original : because,
as all the other modern writers are agreed, the

first and second Vxn of ver. 16 are one and the

same half, and the other is not introduced till the
next verse."—J. A. A.] Earth-born block, wa-
tered by rain, essentially destined for heating and
cooking, only formed into an idol image by the
way—such things gods t

All the interpreters since Calvin quote the
striking parallel from Horace (Sat. 1. 8.)

:

OUm truncus eramfladnus,inutile lignum,
Cum faber, incertus seamnumfaceretne Priapism,
MatuU esse Down.

2. CAUSE AND EFFECT OF IDOLATROUS NONSENSE.

Chapter XLIV. 18-20.

18 They have not known nor understood

:

For he hath 'shut their eyes, that they cannot see

;

And their hearts, that they cannot understand.
19 And none 'considereth in his heart,

Neither is there knowledge nor understanding to say,

I have burnod part of it in the fire

;

Yea, also I have baked bread upon the coals thereof;

I *have roasted flesh, and eaten it

:

And shall I make the residue thereof an abomination ?

Shall I fall down to "the stock of a tree ?

20 bHe feedeth on ashes : a deceived heart hath turned him
That he cannot deliver his soul, °nor say,

Is there not a lie in my right hand ?

l Heb. daubed.

• IwiB, roast

• Heb. ietteth to his heart

* He who feeds.

• Heb, that which comes of a tree.

• as he says not

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 18. It seems strange that T1D is pointed with Pat-

tahh instead of Kamets. For no root FinO from whioh

HO might come is used ; but from TUD, which occurs

often especially In Ezekiel, the third pers. perf. must
sound flO (corap. Ley. xiv. 42). The context gives no

T
intimation of Jehovah being the author of the n»p»<ri«

(com p. Rom. ix.). Hence it seems to me that we may
take no as a nominal form, which owing to the rela-

tion of the 'pp and <)p, would then be pointed accord-
ing to the type of derivatives from fpp t

to distinguish

GRAMMATICAL. *

it from the verbal form TIB. This might occur the more

easily since the word does not stand in pause, but in the

closest connection with the following word. The sin-

gular is to be explained from the neutral construction

of the preceding predicate word.

Ver. 1ft. The expression D/ Sit TEfrl (rotroverterein

pectus, vis., the thing objectively noticed, occurs on the

ground of Deut. iv. 89; xxx. 1; 1 Kings viii. 47; Lam.

ill. 21. It occurs again in Isa. xlvi. 8, where hp for Sk
makes no difference in the meaning.—The substan-
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tires jyn «nd HJOH repeat in another form the

Terbe of the aame root in ver. 1& It need not occa-

•ion surprise that with rtaftt the discourse suddenly

makes a transition to the imperfect. For the saying

of the idol-worshipper, which is introduced by IOkS
falls in the moment where he warms himself and has

baked bread. Now, he says, I will also roast meat and
eat, and make the remnant of the wood into an idol.

Ver. SO. Hjn " to pasture/' then veto, nutriri, with

accusative of the thing, is need here as in the expres-

sions nn njn Ho*, xii. 2 ; rwo* ps. xxx?u. 3 ; rim-
1 T V* V."

Prov. xt. 14, etc 7fi*n» relatire clause; the word

from SSn, " vilem ewe." Hiph. u
Utdifioart, to mock."—

The general meaning of the Vat. in tDK1 *h) is spe-

cialised by the context in the sense of assigning a rea-

son. So I feel obliged to explain it, because *?'3P can

neither be taken d$ conatu (Dkutssob), nor, (with Haxi)
in the sense of u the soul-saying JbnowUdg*."

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Tn these verses the Prophet shows what is the

eause and operation of that senseless idolatry.

The cause is blindness and perversity of heart.

The insane folly of what they do is not perceived

by these men {#T, pW to have knowledge,

penetration ;" comp. ver. 9 ; xxxiL 4 ; xlv. 20

;

lvi. 10 : moreover, the entire expression is from
Ps. lxxxii. 4), for because their inward sense, the

heart, is as if stuck together, as though smeared
over with mortar ana whitewash, so. too, the

outward eye is stuck together, so that they cannot
see. The stupidity is aggravated; hence the

Prophet cannot find words severe enough for

reproo£ Hence in ver. 19 he begins anew to

enumerate the bad products, after having, ver.

18, named the source of them.—H3;nn, abomi-
nation, is an expression that the Prophet takes

out of his own heart and ascribes to the idolater.

This happens also elsewhere in another fashion

(comp. Exod. viii. 22; Deut xxvii. 15, which
perhaps was in the mind of the Prophet; Jer.

xvi. 18; 2 Kings xxiii. 13, cte.).—bM (only here

in Isa.) according to its fundamental meaning is

"mamartyfwert, pro/hurt," and according to the

meanings that occur elsewhere (Job xl. 20,

D^n *N3:±»" products of the mountains,*" 1 Kings

vi. 88, "the rain-month Bui,-" comp. SttDX

is not a piece of a tree, but a product of a tree.—

The conclusion is couched in an utterance that

sounds like a judicial sentence. Ashes are the

emblem of something that deceives ; one thinks

he is to eat and see something good, and behold

it is ashes, Job xiii. 12. Therefore he that nour-

ishes himself with ashes, a heart that is blind

itself, has wrought misleadingly on his outward

conduct. The second half of ver. 20 I regard

with Hrrzio as a conclusion, which names the

effect of this insane idolatry. It is this: the

man does not deliver his soul. He would save

it did he awake in season to the conviction that

a lie (so everything is called that belongs to

idolatry) is in his hand (as a would-be staff).

4. JEHOVAH, THE CREATOR OF HEAVEN AND EARTH, CAN PROPHESY, AND
HE PROPHESIES THE DELIVERANCE OF HIS PEOPLE BY KORE8.

Chapter XL1V. 21-28.

21

22

Remember these, O Jacob and Israel

;

•For thou aH my servant

:

I have formed thee ; thou art my servant

:

Israel, thou shalt not be forgotten of me.
1 have blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions,

And, as a cloud, thy sins

:

Return unto me ; for I have redeemed thee.

23 Sing, O ye heavens ; for the Lord hath done U:
Shout, ye lower parts of the earth :

Break forth into singing, ye mountains,
forest, and every tree therein

:

For the Lord hath redeemed Jacob,
And glorified himself in Israel.

24 Thus saith the Lord, thy redeemer,
And he that formed thee from the womb,
1 am the Lord that maketh all things;

That stretcheth forth the heavens alone

;

That spreadeth abroad the earth by myself;
25 That frustrateth the tokens of the liars,

And maketh diviners mad

;
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That turneth wise mm backward,

And maketh their knowledge foolish

;

26 That confirmeth the word of his servant,

And performeth the counsel of his messengers

;

That saith to Jerusalem, bThou shalt be inhabited

;

And to the cities of Judah, °Ye shall be built,

And I will raise upd the 'decayed places thereof:

27 That saith to the deep, Be dry,

And I will dry up thy rivers

:

28 That saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherd,

And shall perform all my pleasuie

:

Even saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built

;

And to the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid.

> Hebe waete plaeu.

• That. t£to 'they. •JUr.

TEXTUAL AND
See List for the recurrence of the words used, espe-

cially: Ver. 88. SlU—IKfl. Ver.tS. SD0corap.88*m.

xv. 21. Ver. 26. O'DO. Ver. 27. hW ; ud also terse

21, Jacob and Israel. Ver. 26. Jerusalem and Judah in

parallelism. Ver. 28. ffin.
Yer. *L After "Israel" supply, not nStt-IDT, bot

•hnply 1JT- The other would make flat tautology. Of

course the thing to be remembered is as little different

as are Jacob and Israel. But parallelism requires the

object to be named each time in different words. And
this condition is met when we supply "O? after ** Is-

rael," and take '3 as denoting the object, and not as

eausal.—i>S, instead of H3J? simply repeated, would

doubtless indicate the servant-relation of Israel to be
not a mere outward relation of possession, but one of

ethical ownership. 1 think that in 'jtfjn the suffix

has the meaning oP*7, as in TJVfcfj? Esek. xxlx. 8, and

ss the suffix of the 2d per. in ?fPt6hp '*• 5 stands for

1*7. It is true that Niphal In its reflexive meaning often

implies an ideal transitive notion on which an object

may depend (cotnp. the verbs R31 #3Bfo, 303 Judg-

xix. 22, JTP33 Isa. lix. 6, QnSj P*. olx.^ eU.) But with

TCfa this fundamental meaning is very doubtful, and

moreover, whether it be removere or exareseere (comp.
xlL 17 ; Jer. li. 80), one does not see how the Niphal may
be taken in a reflexive sense no as to acquire a meaning
analogous to the transitive Kal (comp. Jer. xxiii. 39 ;

Lam. til. 17). And it seems to me, too, that would the

GRAMMATICAL.
Prophet express a " forget-me-not," he would surely

have used Sk rather than the strict, legal kS-

Ver. 24. K'thibh 'WO is to be read 'JHK 'D; and

the LXX. and Tuia. have so read. K'rl has "i-WO,

which is for sense about the same as *J©0- " out from

me," "meo vi
n (Tabo. '£1*1)313). /1KD (comp. s.g t

Esek. xxxiii 30; Josh, xl 20) means the same as Q£D
(e.^n vilL 18; Ps. exxi. 2i, but neither of these occur

again in exactly the sense demanded here. Consider,

moreover, that the abruptness of 'JlH '0 were strange,

and that an originalTW 'D were much easierchanged

into •/lttO than viee vena, because the former is the

more diffioult reading, and it results that we must give

the K'thibh the preference. It manifestly corresponds

to the passage xl. 13 :
•* Who hath directed (compre-

hended) the 8pirit of the Loan, efe, with whom took he

counsel,-etcf"

Vers. 26, 27. In this long sentence, ODIptt and tf*31K

are the only verbs in rhich the Prophet returns from
the participle to the principal form. As far as I know
there is not another example of such an extended par*

ticipial construction. The great animation of the Pro-

phet renders this long-continued tension possible.

Ver. 28. As Sd'H is always construed elsewhere as

masc, 10in must be taken as 2d pers^ unless one
prefers to assume that the form T01H is, as it were, at-

tracted by rW3J\ end that accordingly Sd'H sa a quar-

ter of the city is conceived of as fern. The latter is

grammatically not impossible.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The cycle of prophecy which embraces
chapters xl.-xlviii. has its culmination in this
strophe, which represents about the middle. All
that precedes points to this crowning summit
which is concentrated in the mention ofthe name
•f " Kores " or Cyrus.* The strophe consists of
a general and of a particular part In the first
we have a recapitulation in general of the founda-
tions of Israel's deliverance, and heaven and earth

• [The Author, with little exception, uses the form
Kores, yet quite frequently also Cyrus, without expla-
nation of his preference. The translation does not fol-
low'him in this, bnt adheres to Cyrus, except in a few
instances that explain themselves.—Ts.j

are summoned to manifest their joy at that deli-

verance (vers. 21-23). In the second particular

these foundations and guaranties of the deliver-

ance are specified more exactly. At the same
time it is to be remarked that this part forms a
single period, which as by steps leads up to the

crowning point, the name of Cyrus (vers. 24-28).

2. Rememberthese—in Israel—Vers. 21
-23. These verses are closely connected with vera.

24-28. They are, so to speak, a prelude to them,
an introduction that presents in nine die funda-

mental thoughts. That the short section, vera.

24-28, should be so prefaced ought to occasion no
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surprise in view of its immense importance. For
in it is to be accomplished the great transaction

of the Lord by which He would show and demon-
strate how He differs from idols, and that He
alone has the power to deliver Israel out of the

Exile, and thereby to 8tab1 ish also the principle of

the "everlasting deliverance" (D'oSty f^Wn),
xlv. 17. That is nothing else than the mention

of the name of Cyrus (see below). Remember
these cannot possibly relate merely to what imme-
diately precedes, in view of the contents of vers.

21-23. The Prophet, in what follows, recapitu-

lates all the primary ideas of chapters il.-iliv.,

therefore Israel is to remember just that, and, in

fact, all that the Prophet now endeavors to call

to mind. The servant of Jehovah is one of

the chief notions in our section (xli. 8, 9 ; xlii 1,

19; xliii. 10; xli?. 1, 2). Let Israel remember
that it is the servant of God, and it will remember
the pith and central point of all of which chapters

xl. and xliv. discourse, and, in so far " for tnou
art my servant" is essentially identical with

"these" (n^K). The words I have formed thee,

thou art my servant, are not only an emphatic
repetition meant for confirmation, but also a proof
of that fundamental idea. For Israel did not be-

come the servant of Jehovah by accident, but by
reason of a well-considered decree carried out in

the most methodical manner. Comp. xliii. 1, 7,

10, 21 ; xliv. 2, and see Text, and Oram. There-
fore Israel shall not be forgotten (xlix. 14
sq.) 'Jtfjn, «• thou shalt be unforgotten to me,"
at the end of the verse, stands in intentional and
artistic contrast with " Remember," with which
the verse begins. At the same time it forms a fit-

ting transition to what follows. See Text, and
Gram.

Ver. 22 a. I have blotted oat, etc, calls to

mind a second foundation of Israel's promised
salvation. It looks back to xliii. 25. While the
cloud of Israel's guilt is still between them and
the countenance of the Lord, Israel must still fear

His wrath. But let it disappear and nothing re-

mains to restrain the Lord's display of grace.

Then he says : return anto me. This cannot
mean the inward, moral return. For that is pre-

supposed by the blotting out of sin. What the
Prophet means is the return from the Exile to the
place where the Lord has His fire and hearth
(xxxi. 9). Thus Jeremiah also uses the word

3'tf in a variety of senses. See remarks on Jer.

xxxi. 21. For I have redeemed thee in-

volves the idea: the purchase price for thee
(comp. on xliii. 4), is paid, therefore thou art

free and canst return home. Sing, O ye hea-
vens, etc., ver. 23. The deliverance of Israel

must interest the whole world, not only because
all that the Lord does is important to all, but
also because all must see in that the guaranty
of their own salvation. Hence the heights and
depths should burst forth in praise. The heavens

represent the heights above the earth, the fivnn/l

(only here in Isa., comp. Ps. lxiii. 10; cxxxix.
15, e/c), are the depths of the earth in the broad-
est sense. Thus what is highest above man and
lowest beneath him shall rejoice, and that in
union with what is highest on the earth itself.

These last are the mountains (xlix. 13); to which

in the parallelism there is no antithesis because
" the deeps of the earth" have for antithesis, not
only the heavens, but also the mountains. Yet,

in order to preserve the pairs of clauses, that is

named that gives animation to the mountains and
serves them instead of hands to clap with, vU^

the trees (lv. 12). Hfeq? (comp. x. 13; xli. 4) has

as its ideal object what is held up to view in vers.

21, 22, or what is intimated by " 1 have redeemed
thee." This appears additionally from : for the
LORD hath redeemed Jacob: for these
words stand parallel with :

" for the Lord hath
done," repeating and explaining the latter ex-
pression only in a different form. We had a
similar declaration of praise, xlii. 10 sqq. (comp.
xlix. 13), which, however, appealed to a more
limited sphere. This call on heaven and earth
(as i. 2) shows that we stand at a very important
turning point. And glorified himself in Is-

rael.—By redeeming Israel the Lord glorifies

Himself. But whereas the redemption is set

forth as an accomplished fact, the glorifying of
Jehovah is something that lasts forever. Hence

the perf. S*0, and the imperf. "W3n\

3. Thna saith be laid. -Vers. 24-28.

In reference to this verse Deutzsch says: * the

Srophecy takes a new flight, becoming ever more
istinctive." This is true, indeed ; especially in

relation to vera. 21-23. And yet also it only re-

capitulates the chief thoughts of chaps. xL-liv.

These it builds up step on step, which lead up to

the apex on which the name of Cyrus shines out

to us. The discourse begins with Jehovah's
being Israel's Redeemer and Former (ver. 24),

(comp. vera. 21, 22). For it treats of Israel's

salvation, and what follows is to demonstrate

that none but Israel's God can effect this, and
that He will effect it. The first stone of this proof

is laid by the Lord's declaring Himself to be

the One who makes all, who spreads oat the

heavens alone, that extends the north without

any one being there as a helper (TWD see Text

and Oram.). That stretoheth forth the
heavens is a repetition from xl. 22; that
spreadeth abroad the earth, is from xlii. 5.

Thus the Prophet comprehends in brief what he

had said in the course of the preceding chapters

about God's creative omnipotence (xl. 12-14, 21-

26; xli. 4 ; xlii. 5). In those representations he

had brought out the nothingness of idols, in the

strongest light of contrast (xl. 15-20; xlL 6, 7:

xlii. 8, 17 ; xliv. 8-20). He had also represented

Jehovah's omnipresence and omniscience and

eternity, and in xli. 1-4 we have, ai the first test

of Jehovah's power to foretell the (relative)

future, an obscure announcement of Cyrus, the

name concealed, and of Israel's destined deliver-

ance by him (xli- 8-20). The heathen idols were

challenged to produce their prophecy, but are put

to shame (xli. 21-29; xliii. 9-13; xliv. 6 sqq.).

Opposed to this pitiable inability of the idols, the

Lord prepares to announce something far more
glorious, viz., a far more glorious Redeemer and
Saviour in a yet more remote future. To all this,

therefore, that the Lord from xl. on had said,

especially of the ignorance of idols and their fol-

lowers in regard to the future, our ver. 25 refers

in brief recapitulation: "Who frustrateth

the lying-signs, and makes the diviners
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fools," etc Comp. xl. 17 ; xli. 21-24, 29 : xlii.

17 ; xliv. 11. Oar text serves to complete in

one respect the passages cited. That the servers

of idols, or heathen diviners had even made at-

tempts to prophesy is not said in these passages,

nor u it denied. Only their incapacity and com-
ing to shame are spoken of. But in our passage

it is presupposed that thev have actually attempted

to prophesy. Hence it reads M Jtffifc iflO.

Heathen divination was in great part the inter-

pretation of signs. These signs (auguria) are the

nir*K. But as 0^3 mnK they are lying signs

(comp. xvi. 6), which, therefore, as idle counsel

\2 Sam. xv. 34), or as a broken covenant (such is

the most frequent use of "*3H, xxxiii. 8 ; Gen.

xvii. 14; Exod. xxvi. 25, 44, etc) come to no-

thing. The wizards (D'DDp iii. 2) He makes

appear fools (properly delusive glitter, Job xii.

17 ; Eocl. vii. 7) ; He repels the wise so that

iheir counsel and work make no progress but go
backwards (xlii. 17), and their prudence must

prove to be folly p3D comp. 2 Sam. xv. 81).

Bat how totally different is it with the prophecy
proceeding from the omnipotent and omniscient

God by His servants and messengers I
" Behold,

the former things are come to pass, and new
hings do I declare : before thev spring forth (ger-

ninate) I tell you ofthem," xlii. 9. To these words
ind also xliii. 12 our passage corresponds. Yea,

;he Lord causes the word of his servant to

receive continuance and reality (D'pD in

this sense, only this once in Isa.; comp. T>t. ix. 5 ; 1

Sam. i. 23, etc.), and fulfills the counsel of his
messengers, t. «., the counsel that He took and
has announced by His messengers. According
to the context a prophetic word is meant. Hence
"servant" and "messengers" must be prophets.

And it is, to me. quite probable that " servant"

designates that prophet who first and chiefly, as

the foundation and corner-stone of his successors,

prophesied these things of the Exile ; and that is

Isaiah. Up and *]K7?D are conjoined here as in

chap. xlii. 19, though in another sense. That
saith to Jerusalem, etc., ver. 26. Now is

declared wherein this fulfilment of the word
announced by the prophets shall consist The
Lord shall say to Jerusalem thou shalt be in-

habited (v. 8), and to the cities of Judah
ye shall be built, and her ruins I will
raise. In reference to ver. 27 Delitzsch says

that primarily it points to the drying up of the

Euphrates to the advantage of Cyrus (Herod. I.

139), and only secondarily, " in the complex view
of the Prophet, to the way in which the exit of

the exiles was made possible out of the prison of

the metropolis which was surrounded by a natural

and artificial rampart of water." This relation I

would reverse. As has been remarked, the Pro-
phet has the contents of the preceding chapters in

mind. Of these he makes prominent the main
points to serve as the foundation of a prophetic

transaction. Now heretofore there has been no
mention of the conquest of Babylon. But the

thought has been repeatedly uttered (xlii. 15;
xliii. 2, 16) that water-deeps shall be no obstacle

to the returning people, in saying which the Pro-

phet has in mind tlie example of the Bed Sea

(xliii. 17). For this reason I believe that nS«
is not just alone " the deep" of the Euphrates,

but any deep through which returning Israel will

have to pass. But 1 will not deny that, in the

complex way intimated, the word may be referred

also to the Euphrates which Cyrus was to pass.

At ver. 28 we stand on the apex of the pyra-

mid. The God who created the world, ana who
is first and last, therefore eternal, can prophesy

also. What is nearest as well as what is most re-

mote is equally present to Him. By tins He is

distinguished from idols that can create nothing

and know nothing. Now let us consider that the

Prophet on this account, from chap. xl. on, points

unceasingly to this distinction between Jehovah
and idols. What representation can one make to

himself of the morality of a man who continually

affirms : Jehovah alone is God because He alone
foreknows the future, which He evinces by nam-
ing the name Cyrus,—but who by fraudulent con-

version of a res acta as a ret agenda abstracts the

very ground under his feet in reference to his

argumentation, in fact transforms it into a proof
of the contrary. What a hypocrite he must have
been, who. knowing well that no divine communi-
cation had been imparted to him, still gives out
that he is a prophet, who therefore rests his proof
for the existence of God on a fact which he well
knows does not exist ! Does the author of our
chapter make the impression of such a hypocrite?
No I what he says of the distinction between Je-
hovah and idols in regard to power and know-
ledge, is his full and inward convictions and what
he says is just in order to establish this prophecy
concerning Cyrus. In the name and by commis-
sion of his God he foretells this name, first in

order that afterwards one may not give the honor
to idols but to Jehovah (xlviii. 5), but furthermore
in order that, when Cyrus comes, Israel may
know that now the day of its deliverance dawns,
and that Cyrus may be conscious of his divine
destiny and willing to obey it.

"The native pronunciation of the name ofCyrus
is IT'ttrW (Schradeil I. c p. 214). According
to Spiegel (Qyrus u. Kuru; Cawbmes u. Kam~
boja, in Ktjhn u. Schleicher's Beitr z. vergL
S^rachforschung. I. 1858, p. 32 sqq.) the name
was in ancient Persian pronounced Kuru. The
same author with others says, the ancient opinion,
that Kvpoc meant in Persian the sun (Plut.
Artax, 1), is incorrect But the name Kuru
coincides exactly with the river-name Cyrus, that

is still called Eur, and with the ancient Indian
royal name Kuru. Stbabo's remark (XV. 6),

Cyrus was first called Agradates, and changed his
name into that of the river, Spiegel regards as
"a mere addition" of the geographer. On the
other hand he is not disinclined to admit the
change of name, but would refer it to a mythical
Kuru of the Persians cognate with that of the

Indians. The Hebrew pronunciation #M3,
Koresh, favors the inference that Kurus was pro-
nounced as a paroxyton with a very short final

syllable. This explains the Hebrew pronuncia-
tion as a Segholate form, and the consequent
change of the vowel u into o in the first syllable
(comp. Ewald, { 89 #). According to all histori-

cal witnesses Cyrus was an extraordinary appear-
ance. He was solitary in his way (comp. Voctri-
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nal and Ethical on xlv. 1). Only once beside the
present is there found in the Old Testament the
special prediction of a name, viz., 1 Kings xiii.

2 comp. 2 Kings xxiii. 16. Bat 1 Kings xiii. is

critically suspicious, partly because of its peculiar
contents, partly because of the mention of the
name " Samaria" v. 32 at a period when there
was no Samaria (comp. Baehr in loc). And we
do not need any parallel for the name of Cyrus.
For the name stands solitary in history, ana the
previous announcement of it is not paltry predic-
tion of something unimportant, but a prophetic
act which for an extraordinary object makes use
of extraordinary means. For it concerned trans-

forming the head of the world-power into a Mend
of the Theocracy^ and thus bringing about the
great winter-solstice of the history of salvation.

Thai die surest means of attaining this great ob-
ject was the direct appeal to Gyrus with mention
of his name, it seems to me, calls for no proof.

Would Gyrus otherwise hare begun his decree
( Ezra i. 2) with the words :

" The Lord God of
heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the
earth ; and he hath charged me to build Him an
house," ctcl

It is sepn, from the foregoing, that I attach no
value to the exegetical expedients, such as that
M Korea" was a title of dignity like " Pharaoh"
( Haevernice:, Henostenberg), or that, in the
appellative meaning "sun," it was a figurative

designation (Keil, IntrocL), or that it is a gloss

(Henneberg, Schegg.).
Jehovah calls Gyrus my shepherd, because

Israel is His flock (Jer. xxiii. 1), and Gyrus for

that time when no national ruler existed, is de-
stined to pasture them.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

7. On xliv. 6.
,l WJp kpov ofe ktrri 6e6c.

Et irXffv airrov ova iortv
9
obx Spootoioc <tt 6 vibe kotH

r$v 'Aplov koX Eitvopiov pXaofq/jUaVj ir&c fa* airrov

koXcItoi &e6\\ £1 61 $ee\ iorip, tduftfc 6e nal 6
irpo+qTUcbc X&yoc avrucpvc Xiyuv trepov /ti) thai
$ebv, pla rffc rpiddoc karlp i &e&n/c

9
nqv p% Olh*

atv."—Theoderet.
2. On xliv. 7. ^00 'O. The incomparable-

ness of Jehovah is declared in opposition to all

that beside Him is called god, whether the idols
that are falsely co-ordinated with Him, or whe-
ther the angels which are indeed related to Him,

but properly subordinated (D'hS* «J3 Job. i. 6

;

D^K '13 Ps. xxix. 1), or, finally, men also, who
by nnusual wisdom soar above their fellow-men
and seem to approach the gods (Jer. x. 7). Comp.
Caspari, Mxcha a\ Morattite, p. 14 sq.

3. On xliv. 8-20. " Eztat hie safes ordinaria
loci de idololatria, eui mmiles huereferanbur ex Ps.
cxv. et cxvi., nee non e Jeeaia c xL xli. xlvi.
xlviii^, ex Jeremia c x., maxime vero capp. xiii. et

xiv. iSapientiae, quae vicem loeulenH eommentarii
in hune prophetae locum eupplere facile poeeunt."—
Forester,

4. On xliv. 14 [And the rain doth nourish it.

" Men even in their schemes of wickedness are
dependent on God. Even in forming and exe-
cuting plans to oppose and resist Him, they can
do nothing without His aid. He preserves them,
clothes them ; and the instruments which they

use against Him are those which He has nur-
tured. On the rain of heaven; on the sunbeams
and the dew; on the turning earth and on the ele-

ments which He has made, and which He con-
trols, they are dependent; and they can do
nothing in their wicked plans without abasing
the bounties of His Providence, and the oxprcs-
sions of His tender mercies."—Barnes].

5. On xliv. 20. "The Holy Ghost says of
idolatrous people who make an idol of wood
which they worship, theyfeed themselves on ashes,

because they trust and build on that which is as
easily made ashes of as the chips that fall from
wood. The case is not different with the wicked
in general : they feed themselves with ashes, they
comfort themselves with that which some heat oi

unforeseen fire speedily reduces to ashes, whici
are afterwards scattered by the wind." Scriveb,
Seelenechat^ IV. Th. 18, PredigU {35.

6. On xliv. 21. He. whose creature Israel is,

and who therefore might order and demand, ten-
derly, bees like a lover: forget me notl "That
ought to be the right forget me not, that we consi-

der that we are in God's commission and His ser-

vants. And that in many ways : 1 ) for we are
bought by Him ; 2) He obtained us by a strug-

gle in battle ; 3) we have surrendered and cove-
nanted ourselves to Him for service."

—

Cramer.
7. On xliv. 22. "Israel has sins and great

sins, which He likens to the clouds and the fog.

How shall Israel be quit of them? As little as

thou canst take captive a cloud in a bag, or
spread out a cloth and take it away when it

stands before the sun, so little canst thou lay offthy
sin or do away with it For all thou canst do,

it remains and cleaves everlastingly to thee, so

that thou canst not see life and the sun Christ
If the clouds and fog are to be removed, the

glorious, beautiful sun must come. It devours
fog and clouds that have taken possession of the

heavens, so that no one knowB where they have
gone. Therefore, the Lord says, He alone it is

who blots out our sins, and transgressions as the

sun devours the clouds and fog."

—

Vett Die-

8. On xliv. 28. Josephtjs (Antiqq. XI. 1,

1

and 2) writes that Cyrus made proclamation
through all Asia. " 'En-el pe 6 &ebo 6 fUyteroc

rift olKovpkvrK airtdeife flaoiXia, fcelOopat tovtov

elvai, bv rb rbv 'lapaqXtrov l&voc irpoaKWti. Kal
yap rovpov npoelncv bvopa Sid, r€n> irpotyov, nal

brt rbv vadv avrov olicooopfao kv 'lepoaoXftpote tv

rij 'lovdaio x&w" What JosEPHUS adds, that

Cyrus knew this avaytyv&OKuv to fbf&lov, A rft

avrov irpotyTeiac 6 Haatac KariXtxe, and that then
Tavf avayvavra tov Kipov nal davpAoavra to t^ctov

bppfi tic Mafc nal ftTuoriula irot^oat rd yrypappkva,

—has nothing at all improbable in it Either

the book of Isaiah existed in both parts already

in the first year of Cyrus* reign; then it is alto-

gether credible that he got a sight of it The
Jews had net only the strongest interest in bring-

ing it to the king's notice, but it must also have
been easy for them to find ways and means of

doing so. Or the book of Isaiah at that time did

not exist in its second part ; then let it be ex-

plained how it came about, that Cyrus, immedi-
ately after the conauest of Babylon, had nothing
that he was more in haste to do than to summon
the Jews to return into their land, and to take
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measure for the rebuilding of the Temple in

Jerusalem.

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

1. On xliv. 6-8. This text may be used for a
sermon on the being of Qod, directed against the

modern heathenism. 1) God is a person (here

as everywhere else in Scripture He speaks with
M 1 " to our " I "). 2) God is alone and incom-
parable (ver. 6 b, and 7 a). 3) God is the omni-
potent and omniscient (He sets up the nations of

the world and announces what shall come). 4)

God is therefore our only safe refuge (rer. 8).

£. On xliv. 21. "The call of Jesus from off

His crow to His Christian people : Forget me
not This call we ought if to answer by sin-

cerely humbling ourselves Wore the Lord on
account of our forpetfulness ; 2) to let serve as a
summons to most intimate remembrance." Carl.
Fr. Hartmaxus, Passionspredigten, Heilbronn,

1872, p. 372.

8. [On xliv. 22. Retttbitino to God. I. The ob-

stacle to return is sin and guilt. 1 ) " a thick cloud "

between us and the sun ; they interpose between
God and us, and " suspend and intercept the cor-

respondence between the upper and the lower
world (sin separates, etc*, lix. 2). They threaten

a storm, a deluge of wrath, as thick clouds do,

Ps. xi. 6." 2) "As a cloud" or fog they cause

darkness all around us, and, worse still, within

us (Matt vi. 28), so that the benighted effort at
return ends in bewilderment. II. Qod removes
the obstacle. 1) Only He can do it, as only He
can reach the high clouds. It must be done by
influences from above the fog and the clouds, m
the sun dispels both. 2) He removes it effect-

ually : "blots them out;" not a speck of cloud in
the sky, not a vapor even in the valley of death.
Again "God looks down upon the soul with
favor ; the soul looks up to Him with pleasure,
Jer. 1. 20 ; 2 8am. xxiil. 4." III. " For I have
redeemed thee." The obstacle is not removed by a
fiat, but by a redeeming work. The comparison
of the cloud has one point, viz. : the utter disap-

pearance. Redemption costs a Redeemer, Jno.
lii. 16 ; Rom. viii. 32. See M. Henry, Gill,
J. A. A.—Tr.].

4. On xliv. 23-28. The Lord His church's se-

cure retreat. 1) As He prepares heaven and
earth, so He does past, present and future; 2)
He promises His church a future full of salva-

tion (vers. 26, 28); 3) He will fulfil this promise
and so confirm the word of His messengers, but
the wisdom of the wise of this world He will put
to shame (vera. 25, 26).

VI.—THE SIXTH DISCOUKSR
The Crowning Point of the Prophecy. Cyrna and the Effect* of his Appeaxanoe.

Chapter XLV.

1. THE DEEDS OF CYRUS. THEIR REASON AND AIM.

Chapter XLV. 1-7.

1 Thus saith the Lord to his anointed,

To Cyrus, whose right hand I have lhoiden,

To subdue nations before him ;

And I will loose the loins of kings,

To open before him the two leaved gates

;

And the gates shall not be shut

;

2 I will go before thee,

And make the 'crooked places straight

:

I will break in nieces the gates of brass,

And cut in sunder the bars of iron

:

3 And I will give thee the treasures of darkness,
And hidden riches of secret places,

That thou mayest know that I, the Lord,
. Which call thee by thy name,
Am the God of Israel.

4 For Jacob my servant's sake,

And Israel mine elect,

I have even called thee by thy name

:

I have surnaraed thee, though thou hast not known me.
5 I am tbe Lord, and there is none else,

There U no God beside me

:

I girded thee, though thou hast not known me

:
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6 That they may know from the rising of the sun,

And from the west, that there is none beside me.

I am the Lord, and there is none else.

7 bI form the light, and create darkness

:

I make peace, and create evil

:

I the Lord do all these things.

* Or, ttrengthsn&L

» Forming crmtinff^makingpeac»--^«cUin^-making.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. I. 11 infln. for 1*1 ; only hero In Isaiah ; oomp.

Ps. cxlir. 2* Regarding the structure of the sentence,

notice that first the Prophet speaks, but Immediately

surrenders the word to the Lord; then both inflnltire

clauses 'U1 TlS and 'Ul HAD / according to common
— >

"•
i

•

usage change to the finite verb.

Ver. 2. *H2hK, Piel as xl.3; xlv. 13; Prov. Hi. 6; xL 5;

XX7. 21 ; the reading of K'thibh IC^K is suspected here,

as in Ps. v. 9, because the Jod in all other forms of this

verb, (cornp. Prov. iv. 25 and the foregoing citations) is

treated, not as quiescent, but as a strong consonant.

Ver. 3. "|tfn nnSIK and D^nOD ^DOD are ex-

pressions that occur only here; see List. In the last

clause 'JK is subject, HUT in apposition with it,

GRAMMATICAL.

"JOBfa Kllpn is predicate and 1 TlSK supplements!

apposition with the subject All emphasis here rests

on-ptfa mipn.

Vers. 4, 6. The imperfects ^33K and ^Mt stand

with a past sense, because the whole context, dominated

by lOpfeO. translates the reader into the past, or be-

cause the Vav. eorutc. in KlpKI also dominates the sub-

ordinate verbs.

Ver. «. 'U1 m?OD «• subject; the H at the end oj

713*^0 la suffix, comp. xxilL 17, 18; xxxiv. 17, since Oc-

cident elsewhere is always 3^3-
Ver. 7. The participlesuV 1013, Hfe^, IOU "tend

in apposition with the subject of the foregoing clause.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. We are here pretty near the middle of the

prophetic cycle, chapters xl.-xlviii. All that

precedes was a gradual ascent to the culmination
point, to which the name of Cyrus, xliv. 23, im-
mediately leads over. On this elevated point the
Prophet pauses in chap, xiv., in order to repre-

sent the deeds of Cyrus, the reason and aim of
his calling, and in a comprehensive view to ex-
hibit the effects of his appearance. He calls

Cyrus the anointed of the Lord whom the Lord
has grasped by the hand, and to whom He will

bring in subjection nations and kings, Himself
going before and removing all obstacles, and
handing over to him all hidden treasures (vers. 1,

2). This the Lord prophecies and fulfils for a
threefold reason: 1) That Cyrus himself may
know Jehovah, that the Qod of Israel, who cen-
turies before called him to be His instrument,
mentioning his name, is the true God (ver. 3)

;

2) that Israel might be delivered by him (vers.

4. 5) ; 3) that all nations also might acknowledge
Jehovah as the only God, Creator of light and
darkness, good and evil (vers. 6, 7).

2. Thus saith seoret places.—Vers. 1-
3 a. All that the Prophet from chap. xl. on has
said concerning the infinite power, wisdom, and
glory of Jehovah, and in contrast concerning the
nothingness of idols, was intended to prepare for
the great act that is accomplished by the mention
of the name of Cyrus. And, when we recall the
things there declared of Jehovah, shall not such
an one be able to call Cyrus, as a particularly im-
portant and chosen instrument, centuries in ad-
vance, with the mention of his name? No one
will deny that He can do this if He can do the
other things the Prophet has affirmed of Him
from chap. xl. on. Those who controvert the
former because they also regard the other things

affirmed as impossible, in other words : those who
deny a personal, omniscient, and almighty Qod,
must at least admit that the author of these dw-
courses, whoever he may have been, believed in

such a God. Therefore he represents his God as
prophesying something great and quite extraor-

dinary. Did he then write something not di-

vinely prophesied, but something already hap-
pened ex eventUf would that not be a wicked
sporting with the holy name of God ? Is it not
blasphemy? But does what we read in chapters
xl.-lxvi. give the impression of having been the
work of an impostor and blasphemer? If now
the living, personal God could know the name of
Cyrus centuries beforehand and put it on record,

the only question is whether He can have willed

to do this ? Of this" we will speak below in con-
sidering the three reasons the Prophet himself

assigns for God's so willing (comp. the JJoS
thrice, vers. 3, 4, 6).

Cyrus is not called " Servant of Jehovah," al-

though in a certain sense he was such. On the
other hand Israel, both the nation in general and
the spiritual Israel, is never called " Messiah,"
"anointed," whereas the Saviour ofIsrael is called

both. From this I must infer that in " Servant
of the Lord" there lies as much the idea of low-
liness as there lies the idea of royal dignity and
elevation in "anointed" or Messiah. Hence Is-

rael is called only " servant of the Lord," Cyrus
only •' anointed/' but the Redeemer bears ooth
names, inasmuch as He was both the lowly ser-

vant and the anointed king. Moreover Cyras is

the sole heathen king whom the Scripture calls
" anointed." We learn from this that the work
of the Holy Spirit who gives the anointing, must
in him have been, not merely indirect, but direct
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and especially intensive. The word TVtfD in

fact occurs only here in Isaiah, and therefore only

in reference to" Cyrus, p'tnn is used here as in

xli. 9,13; xlii. 6. Jehovah strengthens Cyrus by
holding him by the right hand, and thereby

he subdues the nations to him and thereby
he looses the loins of kings. The latter ex-

pression is figurative. The girdle binds and holds

the strength of the man (xi. 5; Prov. xxxi. 17).

By removing the girdle the strength is weakened,

and also the sword that hangs at the girdle is

taken from the warrior. Moreover the expres-

sion "to open the loins" (comp. v. 27) is meto-

nymic like O'TPlf nnfl (xiv. 17). if the strength

of men is broken, they can neither hold the

doors of their houses, nor hold the gates of their

cities closed against the hero, although it is not

to be denied that the unclosed gates msy have

also other reasons. [Are not Kates closed and

barred the girdles that bind the loins of kings?—

Tr.] J. Day. Michaelis (Anmerk./. Ungd, p.

235) calls attention to the fact that Cyrus actually

found the gates leading out to the river from the

shore unclosed, and Herodotus remarks that

had not this been the case, the Babylonians could

have caught the Persians as in a weir-basket

(Lf 191). Notice that the words from TV? to

rW3K DoSd recall the first half of xli. 2 b. I

will go before thee, so the Lord begins his

direct address to Cyrus, that of ver. 1 being in the

3d pere. This is probably an allusion to that pro-

mise that Moses gives Joshua (Deut xxxi. 8),

" the Lobd He it is that doth go before thee," and

to Deborah's word to Barak, Judg. iv. 14. Cer-

tainly it is a great word that the Lord here speaks

to Cyrus. By this He makes the cause of the

latter His own. He will make level the loca tur

mida pVTTI again only lxiii. 1, " the swelled up,

proud, self-inflated"), i.e., the obstacles that pile

up like mountains, and will break down all re-

sistance, even of brazen doors and bars of

iron. Here too J. D. Mich, calls attention to the

fact that Babylon had a hundred brazen doors,

but not in Isaiah's time. For Nebuchadnezzar

was the first to fortify the cityin this way (ac-

cording to Megasthenics in Eusebius, Praep. ev.

IX., 41, comp. Herod. I., 179). The second

half of ver. 2 is reproduced in Ps. cvii. 16.

Ver. 3 o. The ancients give great accounts of

the prodigious treasure that Cyrus obtained in

Sard* and Babvlon (Herod. I. 84, 88 so., 183;

Oyrop. VII. 2, Ssqq., 4, 12 sq., 5, 57; VIII. 2,

15 ; Pliny, Hist nat., 33, 2 sq., 15). Gesenius

cites the Englishman Brerewood (in his book

Ikponderebus et menswris, Cap. X.) as computing

the sum of this gold and silver [taken from Croe-

sus of Sardis alone—Tr.] at £126,224,000. And
Babylon was celebrated above all cities in point

of riches (comp. Jer. 1. 37; li. 13; Ba0vte>v #

irMxP""* (Aesch. Pern. 2), but Sardis as the

nl/wotcrr&rri r&v iv ry 'AatyfieTa Bafivteva (Oyrop.

VII. 2, 11).

3. That thou mayeat know theaa

things. Vers. 3 6-7. What we have read vers.

1-3 a is prophecy. The prophecy alone without

fulfilment were empty talk. The fulfilment

without the prophecy were a fact whose author

could not be recognized. Only when the fact is

previously announced by its author does it prove
the author of the prophecy and fulfilment to be
an omniscient and omnipotent being, and, ac-

cordingly, the true God. This chief aim is real-

ized in a three-fold respect: 1) in reference to

Cyrus, 2) to Israel, 3) to all nations. Hence

pJD / follows thrice, introducing each time the

statement of a purpose. First. We read ver. 3 b,

that thou mayeat know that I (am) the
Lord whioh called thee by thy name, the
Ood of Israel (see T. and Or.). Therefore Jeho-
vah had regard to Cyrus directly and personally.

This man is so important to him that he makes
a special arrangement for bringing him to the

knowledge that the God of Israel is the true

God. All the emphasis here is on " which call

thee by thy name. Precisely this fact, that he
found his name in such a remarkable connection

with grand events, must have made the deepest

impression on Cyrus. But the book containing

this wonderful call to him must of necessity

prove its antiquity. Cyrus would easily suspect

deception, and would be aware of this being pos-

sibly a flattering imposture meant to purchase

his favor for the Jews. The proofs ofgenuineness

that he might demand could easily be presented,

e. g. witnesses (comp. xliii. 9, 10; xliv. 8, 9), old

men, not Jews, who fifty years and more before

had read these prophecies in the books of the

Jews. Cyrus then must regard it as a fact that

the God of the Jews had him personally in view,

and destined him to greatness, and had called

him by name. Why may not divinity that

knows all things, know also the names of all

His creatures? Was that less possible than that

Cyrus knew the names of all his soldiers (see

Rambach in loc) f If the latter was a fact, then

Cyrus knew by experience how valuable it is to

a man, who fancies he is lost in the great mass,

to be known by the one highest in authority, and
to be called by name.

Second. Jehovah mustbe recognized by Cyrus as
the true God in the interest of the people of Israel.

For this distinction put on Cyrus of being named
by God by all his names, name and surname,

and that before he, Cyrus, could know anything

of the Lord, this was to be for the special advan-
tage of that people whom Jehovah here callsHis

servant and His elect (see on xlii. 1). The con-

struction iOplfl is like Hj^l, xliv. 14, which see.

Dtf3 *Op and H33 are conjoined as in xliv. 5.

If DEf is the principal name, and HJD denotes

an attributive, additional name, then may likely

be meant the honorable predicates H^ and fVPO

that are given to Cyrus, xliv. 28; xlv. 1.—

"jnyT fc6, which recurs vers. 4, 5, like a refrain,

stands, in a certain sense, in antithesis with

JHH \pob
t

ver. 3. The Lord knew and named
Cyrus before Cyrus knew the Lord (or even

could know, Jer. i. 5) in order that Cyrus might

learn to know the Lord. The chief object,

which dominates the subordinate aims, appears

in ver. 5. He who called Cyrus is with empha-

sis called Jehovah, the only true God. This is

so done that nirv ^K is put as in apposition

with the subject of mp*1 and "p3K of ver. 4.

This H17V ^K stands parallel with the same
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492 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

words yen. 3, 6, so that thus the assignment of
the chief object recurs with each assignment of

the subordinate object In ver. 5 nlTV and

D'iT7K correspond in the parallelism ; the former
manifestly making prominent its appellative

meaning: I the absolutely Existent (in the sense

of Exod. iii. 14).—I girded thee is in antithe-

sis with the ungirding of kings, ver. 1. More-
over, the Prophet had evidently in mind the

passage. Hoe. xiii. 4. The third subordinate

aim is (vera. 6 and 7) that all nations may know
Jehovah as the only true God. Here, too, as

already remarked, the chief object is made pro-

minent in I am the LORD in both verses.

East and west, i. c all nations of the entire earth

shall know the Lord. From this we see that

Cyrus is conceived of as the mpdium of a world-
historical progress of the true knowledge of God
that shall do coincident with the rehabilitation

of the Theocracy, The book of Daniel gives evi-

dence of revelations of God that had the same
object As the appearance of Christ did not
effect the entire disappearance of heathenism,
just as little and even mnch lens could those

manifestations of the true God in the centres of
heathenism produce any enduring effect But
they could operate inwardly and secretly, and
prepare for the appearance of the Saviour of the
world. The appearance of the Magi (Matth. ii.)

is a proof of this.

Most expositors admit that this strong empha-
sizing of monotheism has relation to the Persian
dualism. Would the Lord bring Cyrus to a
correct knowledge of him as the only true God,
it could not be without pointing to the funda-
mental error of the Persian view of the world.

If hence one would admit that Cyrus regarded

the God of Israel as identical with his own chief

divinity, and recognixed in the name Jehovah
only another word, and that a kindred one in

sense, for Ahurarmazda (comp. Fr. W. Schultz
on Ezra i. 2), and generally looked on the
worship of the Israelites, with its absence of
images, as being like that of the Persians, still

one must beware of supposing that the Prophet
of Jehovah would awake in the mind of Cyrus
the view that Jehovah was the same as Akwrar
mazdtu Our passage shows plainly that to Cyrus
it would be said, Jehovah stands high above

Ahura-maMda. The latter was only creator of

light But Jehovah says of Himself here: I
form the light, and create darkness. That
primarily light and darkness in a physical sense

are meant, appears from what follows. For it is

more natural to think that peace and evil say
something additional, than that they merely ex-
plain "light" and "darkness" (ix. 1). The
latter moreover would not suit because " light n

and " darkness" as designations of light-sub-

stance, are per se much more comprehensive no-
tions than ™ peace " and " evil," and it cannot
be meant that the Lord creates light and dark-
ness only in the sense of salvation and evil. On
the other hand, from the fact that He does not

say 3to and yj, but 01lJtf and JH, it is seen that

nothing is meant to be affirmed concerning the

origin of moral evil. The Lord would evidently

present Himself, not as theabsoluteauthor of evil

and good, but as the Judge of them, who pre-

pares salvation for the pious, and destruction for

the bad. To conclude, the Prophet once more
emphasizes the fundamental thought of his dis-

course, with the words : I the LORD do all

these things.

2. THE FUTURE SALVATION FOUNDED THROUGH CYRU8 IN CONTRAST WITH
THE FAINT-HEARTEDNES8 OF ISRAEL.

Chapter XLV. 8-13.

8 Drop down, ye heavens, from above,

And let the skies pour down righteousness

:

Let the earth open, and let them bring forth salvation,

And let righteousness spring up together

;

I the Lord have created it.

9 Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker!
*Let the potsherd strive with the potsherds of the earth.

Shall the clay say to him that fashioneth it, What makest thou?
Or thy work, He hath no hands?

10 Woe unto him that saith unto his father, What begettest thou ?

Or to the woman, What hast thou brought forth?
11 Thus saith the Lord,

The Holy One of Israel, and his Maker,
Ask me of things to come ^concerning my sons,

And concerning the work of my hands command ye me.
12 I have made the earth,

And created man upon it

:

I, even my hands, have stretched out the heavens,
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CHAP. XLV. &-1S.

And all their host have I commanded*
13 I have raised him up in righteousness,

And I will l 'direct all his ways

:

He shall build mj city, and he shall let go my captives,
Not for price nor reward,

Saith the Lord of hosts.

1 Or, make ttrnighL

• A potsherd among the. * pat; after come. •J**

TEXTUAL AND
8ee List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 8.

rna-y&. Ver.u.Vintrsfl'ip-'wr.

Ver. 8. The subject of HD' is neither the yfr taken

collectiTely (Gcsra., Ewald, Krobil, et aL)t nor yef\
together with the following npT3f (Hmie, Dslitssch),

but the before named heaven and earth. The heaven
is treated as the masculine fructifying potency and the
earth as the one conceiting and bearing. 7"P3 does

not mean provmire, butproferre (com p. <Hp», fcro, barm,
baeren, to bear). IVOVi!, it la true, is elsewhere used

either of God (Gen. iL 9 ; Pa. cir. 14, etc), or of the earth

(Gen. iii. 18, He.). But it is grammatically possible to

use it in the sense of u to make HOV, to germinate, to

sprout," and therefore to apply it to the sprouting plant

itself (in a causative sense). The ancient versions, too,

understood it so, if perhaps nOVfl did not actually

stand in the original text ; thus the LXX. dVorccA^rw

ItMuxnrfq (or kxauxrvnjv) ; Vulo. Juttiiia oriatur ; Syb.

egerminvt; Tabo. revdetur; A*, eretcat. The meaning
is similar to that in Ps. Ixxxt. 12. nOtffl Y^*? ^DK

1j#? °!?^P ?!£!•
" * " vv"

Ver. 9. Repeat irJK'n before *]S^fl.

Ver. 10. p^TI-TI the sole example in Isaiah of the ar-

GBAMMATICAL.
chaic feminine ending

J*
: comp, Olshausih, ? 262, #,

Ann. j f 244, e.

Ver.U. 'J^Slttfis imperative; comp. Ps. exxxvii. a,

where the perfect form wSlttf is used. The context

altogether demands this. Just so 'JIVD must be

taken as imperative. TNV with accusatfTe'of the per-

son and hg of the object occurs x. 6; 2 Sam. vIL 11 ; 1

Chron.xxii.12; Neh. vii. 2, etc. Comp. the somewhat
extended construction 1 8am. xlii. 14; xxr. 80; 2 Sam.
n.21.

Ver. 12. In *T 'JK the personal pronoun is to be re-

garded as strengthening the suffix. For according to

Esek. xxxilL 17 it is possible for the pron. teparatum
that intensifies the suffix to be put before. TH¥ stands

partly with double accusative, partly with the accusa-
tive of the person and a preposition or an infinitive

following (Gen. 1. 2) or ibttS. But when it stands with

the simple accusative, with no mention of what is com-
manded, it means "to appoint, to order, to commis-
sion,** and is used both of persons and of things. Thus

it could be said here VV1¥ 0*3* Sd, whether one
thinks of the )0¥ of heaven personally (comp. xxlv.

21) or impersonally (xlriii. 6).

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. With the mention of the name of Cyrus and
the description of his doings the Prophet has at-

tained the culmination of his prophetic cycle.

He pauses now a while on this elevation, first to

sum up the future that is to follow the appear-

ance of Cyrus in a word of prophecy that pre-

sents a glorious Messianic prospect (ver. 8) : hut
he contrasts with this Israel's faint-hearted un-
belief, that despairingly wrangles with the Crea-
tor (vers. 9, 10). Opposed to this unbelief the
Lord admonishes them to inquire of Him re-

spectingthe future, and to commend to Him the
care of Mis people (ver. 11), urging this not with
new grounds of comfort, but only repeating em-
phatically the old, viz. : that He who can make
heaven and earth (ver. 12) has also raised up
Cyrus to build His city and release His prisoners
without receiving an outward reward (ver. 13).

2. Drop down created it.—Ver. 8.

These words characterize in general the conse-

quences that will follow the appearance of Cyrus
on the theatre of the world's history. It is Mes-
sianic salvation that he will bring. It was not
in vain that ver. 1 He was called Messiah. He
is such really, though only in a lower, typical

decree. If the Exile is the (relatively) lowest

pout of Israel's humiliation, then deliverance

out of Exile is the beginning of their salvation.

And even if later the way of salvation still sinks
down low. even below the level of the Babylonian
exile, still on the whole it ascends. By the will

and power of God, Cyrus is the pole on which
this turning to salvation rests, and is accom-
plished. With one look the Prophet (ver. 8)
surveys the entire future and observes, as the
pith of it, an all-comprehending salvation, that

involves also the regeneration of nature. For
blessing is not to bloom only in single places of
the earth, but all heaven is to influence fruit-

fully the whole earth, so that, therefore, all nature

will, as it were, become a single field bearing the
fruit of salvation. Under the figure of ram is

represented, in oriental fashion, the fructifying in-

fluence of the heaven on the earth (comp. Deut
xxxii. 2}. According to the laws of paralleltern,

that which operates from above is expresftd

by two notions—heaven and clouds. These
two notions are not co-ordinated, but subordi-

nated. For precisely by the clouds does heaven

pour out its fructifying moisture. In the second

clause, as often, there is a change in the person

.

Although in consequence of this, each of the two
clauses stands independent, thus the construction

does not point to a common object, still right
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494 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

eousness most be regarded as that which
drops or drizzles down from above, especially as

clouds is but a nearer definition of "heavens.11

But by "righteousness" is not at all to be under-

stood the fruits of blessing that appear on earth,

but much rather the pure, spiritual, heavenly

life-potencies that have their foundation in the

holy being of God, and hence may be called
" righteousness." The earth, moistened and fe-

cundated shall open up (causative Eal = to

make an opening, viz. : tor the germs awakened
by fecundation, comp. Ps. cvi. 17). Therefore

heaven and earth are in common to bring forth

salvation, i. e., good in the objective sense, and
"righteousness," i. e.* subjective being goocL

moral salvation (compare the relationship of

Heil and heiliy) shall germinate. (See Text, and
Oram.). The prospects opened up by the Pro-

phet are as sure and reliable as they are glorious,

as is intimated by I ths LORD have created
it.

3. Woe unto him brought forth.

—

Vers. 9, 10.—The Prophet knows that this great

salvation must develop slowly and with great
alternations, and that hence many, in the mo-
ments of apparent standing still or even of retro-

gression, will become faint-hearted. Elsewhere
also he reproves this despondency : xl. 27 ; li. 12
sq. The whole book of the chapters il.-livi. is

a book of consolation. Hence it begins xl. 1 with
the double «• comfort ye." But the Prophet
knows the human heart too well not to know,
that among those for whom this book' of consola-

tion is written, there are many who will be content
neither with the quality nor quantity of the com-
fort that is offered, and who strive with their
Maker as if no comfort were there. Against these

he justly utters a woe, for nothing offends God
so much as unbelief. Thus there is an incisive

contrast between ver. 8 and ver. 9 sqq. In ver. 8
we see the future beaming in clear light. But
this clear light exists not for those wno, when
things are not as thev wish, immediately despair,

because they see no human help, and will not see

the divine help. Yet what is man in comparison
with God? Nothing more than an image of

clay in comparison with the potter pjfl* comp.

Jer. xviii. 1-5 ; xix. 1 sqq.). This comparison is

all the more fitting in view of Gen. ii. 7, where

man hasjust this resemblance. He is a HOIK &")#

"potsherd of earth," and in fact this 7s the
origimal and foundation stuff common to all men,
and not of some specially weak one. In the

weakness of others, each should become thorough-
ly conscious of his own weakness. Thus it is an
aggravating circumstance in him who would strive
with God that he is a potsherd among pot-

sherds (comp. DTK3 xliv. 11), and not an iso-

lated sherd. An isolated case might more easily
be excused for self-deception. And if man is a
potsherd and God his Maker, then he may as
little strive with God as the clay, could it speak,
may say to the potter what makest thou ({. <-.,

thou makest not the right thing ; thou misshapest
me), or as any work which thou, O man, formest,
may say : he hath no hands, t. «., no power or
capacity to form. This clause generalizes the
thought by extending it to any human work.

The suffix *] assumes that God would involve

him who would strive with Him in an absurdity

by a demonstrcUio ad hominem: will then thy

work, whatever it may be, say to thee whoever
thou mayest be: he can do nothing? O'T
"hands" by metonymy for that to which the

hand is applied, viz., the exercise of power and
skill (comp. xxviii. 2: Ps. lxxvi. 6; also the
analogous use in passages like Josh. viii. 20, and

of g'HT comp. xlviii. 14). The expression seems

to be of a proverbial nature. Deutzsch cites

the Arabian Id jadai lahu, it is not in his power.

Paul makes a well known use of this passage

Rom. ix. 20 sq. Comp. Wisd. xv. 7 sq.

Ver. 10. The Prophet, by another comparison,

expresses the disconsolate murmuring of the de-

sponding creature, which, like ver. 9, also con-

sists of two members. It happens (comp. Job
iii. 1 sqq. : x. 18 so,. ; Jer. xx. 14 sqq.) that one
oppressed by sufferings wishes he had never been
born. This is also the idea of ver. 10, only modi-
fied so that to the despairing one is imputed a
complaint against his parents that they have be-

gotten him.
4. Thus saith the Lord—of hosts.—

Vers. 11-13. To this sinful, blasphemous conduct

the Prophet now opposes what tne true Israelite

ought to do in times of the Theocracy's apparent

ruin : he ought to inquire of the Lord and com-
mend to the Lord the destiny of his people.

Yet the Lord will and cannot help this unbelief

bv new and would-be better grounds of comfort,

lie can only repeat the old, viz., that he who made
the world has now in the person of Cvrus irrevo-

cably appointed the instrument of the deliverance.

The Holy One of Israel and his Maker.

—

So the Lord is named ver. 11 in a way well be-

fitting the context For it becomes His holiness

to keep His word, and His character as Maker to

remain consistent and not suffer His work to come

to disgrace, Beside the expression "W\ "for-

mer," "Maker" is occasioned by the comparison

of ver. 9. This holy God and Almighty Creatop

therefore commands the Israelite who is in deep-

est distress to tnrn to Aim in respect to the dark
future, and to inquire of him.—For such was of

old His will (Exod. xxxiii. 7 ; Num. xxvii. 21

;

2 Kings i. 6, 16), and also the custom and prac-

tice in Israel (Josh. ix. 14; Judg. i. 1 : 1 8am.
xxviii. 6, 15, etc.). Even this may be done in a

very improper way, lviii. 2.—JWnK. comp. xli.

23; xliv. 7. Concerning my children and
the work of my hands (allusion to TOV)
command MB (see Text and Oram.). The
commission, the office of caring for Israel they

should give to the Lord.

Ver. 12. That in these hands Israel will be
well secured must appear from the fact that these

same hands prepared heaven and earth. Thus
here also, as constantly before and after (xL 12.

21, 28; xlii. 5; xliv. 24; xlv. 18; xlviii. 13; li.

13) the Lord proves His ability to accomplish

deliverance by a reference to His character as

Creator. Doubtless in My hands there is an
allusion to ver. 9 b (see Text, and Oram.). There
it is assumed that no human workmanship can

say of him that formed it : he has no hands. In
allusion to this, the Lord calls Israel here (ver.
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11) the work of His hands. It is impossible that

it can mean : JL i. e., not My feet, mouth or other

organ, but My hands have spread out the heavens;
but He would say : not the hands of another, but

My hands have done this fT "JH and HW, see

Text, and Cham.).
The almighty Creator is also the almighty Re-

deemer. AndHe issuch through Cyrus, the raising
up of whom (xli. 2, 25) even now to Him stands
as an accomplished fact All faint-heartedness

that comes from, any sinking of Israel in the
world-power, whether apprehended or experi-
enced, the Prophet represses by the announce-
ment that the I<ord has raised up a deliverer in

righteousness (comp. on xlii. 6). Because this

one shall realize all God's intentions, the Lord,
too, will make level all his ways (ver. 2). And
so he wlU rebuild the holy city (xliv. 26, 28)
and let the prisoners go (lii.3). He will

do so not for price or any outward advan-
tage. In fact one cannot see what motive of
policy, or of national economy or worldly mo-
tive of any kind could have determined Cyrus

to restore the Israelitish nation and its religious

worship. It has been said that he would make
room for other exiles. But then why did he not
send the latter to Judea? And why did he make
the return of the Jews optional t This last con-

sideration shows that he had no interest to pro-

mote by it. Indeed this restoration may be pro-

nounced a political mistake. There was some
truth in the reproach that Jerusalem was * ( a re-

bellious city and hurtful unto kings and pro-

vinces—of old time" (Ezra. iv. 15). For the

world-power must ever feel that the kingdom of
God in the midst of it is a disturbing and hurtful

element. Add to this the surrender of the holy
vessels (Ezra i. 7 sqq.), and the requisition to

help the Jews u with silver, and with gold, and
with goods, and with beasts" (Ezra i. 4), and one
must confess that the conduct of Cyrus was very
surprising and inexplicable by natural causes.

This sort of sending away reminds one very much
of that from Egypt ( Exod. xii. 31 sqq.). In both

cases the letting go free was not man's work, but
God's work.

8. THE SOUTHEBN WORLD-POWER IS ALSO CONVERTED TO JEHOVAH.

Chapter XLV. 14-17.

14 Thus saith the Lord,
The labour of Egypt, and merchandise of Ethiopia

And of the Sabeans, men of stature,

Shall come over unto thee, and they shall be thine

:

They shall come after thee ; in chains they shall come over,

And they shall fall down unto thee, they shall make supplication unto thee,

Saying, Surely God w in thee ; and there i% none else,

There is no God.
15 Verily thou art a God that hidest thyself,

God of Israel, the Saviour,

16 They shall be ashamed, and also confounded, all of them:
bThey shall go to confusion together

Thai are makers of idols.

17 But Israel shall be saved in the Lord with an everlasting salvation

:

Ye shall not be ashamed nor confounded world without end.

• ore. fc They go.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet having discharged the painful
duty of reproving Israel's pusillanimity (vers. 8,

13), now turns to the pleasant task of showing
what will be the effect of the salvation instituted

inthe northern world-power on the world-power
lying south of Palestine. The holy nation lay in
the middle between these two world-powers.
Again and again it had suffered from the friend-

ship and the enmity of both. It had oscillated

back and forth between them both, seeking sup-
port against the enmity of the one in the friend-

ship of the other. Both, too. had contended with
each other for Palestine, ana more or less made
Palestine their battle-field. Recall Tirhaka and
Sennacherib, Pharaoh Necho and Nebuchadnez-

zar. Now Israel is in bondage to Babylon as it

was in its youth to Egypt. But it is to be deli-

vered from the Babylonian bondage by Cyrus.

Will it also thereby be delivered from the assaults

of the sinful world-power? Already in xliii. 3

the Prophet presented the prospect of the north-

ern world-power being in a certain sense indemni-

fied by the surrender of the southern for mildness

displayed towards Israel. And in reality Egypt
became a prey to Cambyses. But the Prophet

sees still more. He sees Egypt, Ethiopia, and

Seba not merely in chains, but turning in their

chains to Israel to worship the God of Israel

(ver. 14). They [but see below, Tr.] recognize

Him as the true God, who had hitherto remained
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hidden (ver. 15). They recognize that idolatry

was a false way, and that all idol-makers have
come to shame (ver. 16), whereas Israel may con-

fidently expect through Jehovah everlasting sal-

vation and honor (ver. 17 ). From this it appears
that the Prophet makes the southern world-power
join together with Israel in honoring Jehovah,
and hence also with the northern world-power,

just as happens in xix. 23 sqq. If the South and
the North, united by Israel, have become brothers,

then the chains fall of themselves.

2. Thus aaith in chains shall they
oome over.—Ver. 14 a. To understand this

passage we must take Egypt. Ethiopia, and Seba,
not as representing the heathen world in general
[Barnes, J. A. Alex., Delitzsch and others,

Tb.], but as representing specially the southern
world-power that was the rival of the northern.

For why should just the nations about the Nile
represent the heathen world ? The general hea-
then world has its turn, ver. 22. The present

text deals with an eminently important centre of
the heathen world, vi*., with that which corres-

ponds to what in the south is now friendly to Is-

rael. In xliii. 3 the subjection of those nations

of the Nile to Cyrus is announced. Hence they
appear here as bearing chains. But the dominion
of the messiah Gyrus is to be one of universal

peace and blessing (ver. 8). In a prophetic

sense, i. «., potentially it shall be such, in conse-

quence of the influence that the world-power itself

will experience from the spirit of the kingdom
of God in the person of Cyrus. Hence the Pro-
phet sees here in the subjugation of those nations

of the Nile also the bridge to their conversion.

They are the same thoughts that we find above,

chap, xix., from ver. 19 on. There it is said, ver.

23, that Egypt shall serve Assyria. But Assyria
denotes the northern world-power, which was
then represented by Assyria, was later repre-

sented by Babylon, and then by Cyrus. But
Egypt will also worship Jehovah. The Prophet
only indicates in general how this will come
about We see in both passages that Israel is

the medium. From our passage, in connection

with xliii. 3, we learn thai, proceeding from Is-

rael, first Cyrus comes to the Knowledge of Jeho-
vah, then from Cyrus (whether directly or indi-

rectly does not appear) Egypt, so that these three,

Israel in the middle, on the left the north (Assy-

ria), on the right the south (Egypt), shall be as

a glorious tritone and a blessing to the whole
earth (xix. 24, 25). As in general, taking spoil

and receiving tribute are signs and fruits of vic-

tory, so in many places the Messiah or His types

are represented as those to whom nations, hitherto

hostile but now converted, bring their treasures

or tribute (comp. Ps. xlv. 13; lxviii. 30, 32;
lxxii. 10, 15 ; Isa. lx. 6 ; Matth. ii. 11). Thus it

is said here that Egypt's acquisitions of labor

(jrr» "labor," metonym. for what is acquired;

again only lv. 2), and Ethiopia's and Seba's ac-

quisitions of commerce (^pjt *' mercatwa," also

metonym., comp. xxiii. 3), shall come to Israel.

The Egyptians were originally strictly exclusive,
hence from the first not a commercial people, but
they had branches of industry, xix. 9. Ethiopia
was of old famed for great riches, comp. Hebod.
III., 17 sqq., and Gebex. ink On Seba see I

xliii. 3. There is no ground for separating Ethi-
opia and the Sabeans, and connecting " merchan-
dize" only with the former. For 1) it is gram-
matically allowable to subordinate one word in
the construct state to several words (Gen. xiv. 19

:

Ps. cxv. 15; 2 Chron. ii. 7, etc.); 2) Ethiopia and
Seba are the same people, both may equally be
called " men of staturef 3) the plural 1"Qjr does
not conflict, because in compound subjects the
predicate is very often ruled, not by the gramma-
tical subject, but by the primary logical idea
(comp. ii. 11 with v. 15; Gen. iv. 10; Jer. ii. 34*
etc.). Thus here, as undoubtedly appears from
what follows, the chief matter with the Prophet
is the passing over of the men, not of their trea-

sures. Hence he says TUJT and hence he expresses
still this thought by three verbs following. Con-
cerning men of stature, comp. on xviii. 2.

Herod. IIL 20: "The Ethiopians are said to
be the tallest and finest-looking of all men."
Soxnr., cap. 30 : Aethiope§ duodecim pedes lonai
(Geben.). The Egyptians and Ethiopians will,
indeed, still oome in chains. They are con-
quered^ but precisely by their defeat they have
learned to know the nothingness of their idols
(ver. 16), and the divinity of Jehovah. But by
their confession (vers. 14 6-17) they acquire a
claim to release from the chains.

3. And they shall fall without end.
Vers. 14 6—17.

u And they shall fcll," etc, does
not say that they shall worship Israel, but that
they shall worship in the direction of the land
of Israel, for they know the Temple and the
throne of the true God to be there (comp. Dan,
vi. 10). In what follows we learn the contents
of their prayer. The three brief but weighty

words Sit 13 ^K, « swely God is in thee,

form the fundamental thought. It is understood
of course that ''in thee" refers to the same person

as the feminine suffixes in yhp and ySn, ru. .-

to Israel or Zion. The knowledge that the right
God is in Zion (Ps. Ixxxiv. 8) is herewith ex-
pressed positively. 1 Cor. xiv. 25, is a quotation
of our text. The same is expressed negativelv
and there is none else, there is no God.
But this last thought must be made very em-
phatic Hence DJDK is added to strengthen |'K1

Ity, of which the present is the only instance.
If DDK (comp. OflK xvi. 4 ; xxix. 20 and "DDK
|HK ver. 22, etc), means eessaUo, finis, then, be-

side other modifications of this meaning; it can
be construed, as ace, localis, and may also have
the sense of inJim. But then it says (comp. on
xlvii. 8, 10) :

r* That not at that (unthinkable)
point where God ceases, does another appear."

In other words : DDK involves, indeed, the sense

ofpraeter, praeterea. Therefore one does not need

to take DTI*?K DDK as a genitive relation ; bat
construe :

" and there is not still in fine or in loco

eessandi (vis.: of the before mentioned ^K) a
God."

In ver. 15 the heathen address the God of
Israel directly. [«' It is far more natural to take
the verse as an apostrophe, expressive of the
Prophet's own strong feelings in contrasting what
God had done and would yet do, the darkness
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of the present and the brightness of the future.

If these things are to be hereafter, then Thou
Saviour of Thy people, Thou art indeed a God
that hides Himself, that is to say, conceals His
purposes of mercy under the darkness of His
present dispensations."—J. A. At.bt. So, too,

Barnes, and Dklitzsch. The latter says "The
exclamation in Bom. xi. 33, * O the depth of

the riches,' etc*, is a similar one."

—

Tb.]. They
now pray to Him themselves as was intimated

by nnW and lV?fi/V. First of all they utter

the conviction that Jehovah is a Godwho hides
Himself (comp. xxix. 14; 1 Sam. xxiii. 19;
xxvi. 1), i. e^ a God who has hitherto been hid-

den from them. [The LXX. favors this inter-

pretation. It reads : "for thou art God, though

we did not know it, O God of Israel the Sav-

iour."—Tr.]. In that lies a trace of the know-
ledge never quite extinguished among the hea-

then, that beyond and above the multitude of

sods representing the forces of nature, there is a
highest Being ruling over all. The language re-

calls, at least as to sense, the #edf iyworoc of the

Athenians, Acts xvii. 23. It seems to me, there-

fore, that the designation of God as "WHOD suits

much better in the mouth of the heathen than

of Israel. |3K see List, This hitherto con-

cealed God is identical with the God of Israel

(thus for the latter no concealed God), and also

a "saving " God, i. &. that is willing to help and
can help and actually does help. In verse 15

nr»* is subject, innDD Sit predicate, VlS*

7K"lfeP apposition with the subject, and JTBftD as

second predicate put after in the form of an ap-

position. In JPVhO (see List) there lies also an
antithesis to the heathen idols and in so far a
transition to ver. 16.

The necessary reverse side of the correct know-
ledge ofGod is to know the false gods as Rich. Ver.
16 expresses this knowledge by emphasizing that
they come to confusion. The gods of Egypt could
not help Egypt; for Egypt succumbed to that
power that opposed it by the commission and
power of the God of Israel They axe ashamed
and also confounded, see ver. 17; xli. 11
and the borrowed passages Jer. xxxi. 19 ; Ezra
ix. 6. The expression they go to oonfnsion
(which equally affirms their going into disgrace,
and going about in disgrace) occurs only here.

V* (from 1* » 1JT), * the image," occurs in this

sense only here, and Pa, xlix. 15. The Lord
having been called " Saviour" in ver. 15, and
ver. lo having said that idols are not this, it is

now said, ver. 17, of Israel that Jehovah has
showed Himself such a Saviour and how He has
done so. For Israel la saved in the LORD
with an everlaating salvation (ace modalia ;

Heb. ix. 12). Finally the speakers turn their

discourse to Israel as in the beginning of it

(" surely God is in thee ''). These shall not ex-
perience what the others have with their idols:

Ye shall not be ashamed nor oonfonnded

world without end. The plural D'DSlp oc-

curs xxvi. 4 ; 1L 9, and excepting Ps. lxxvii. 6,

only in later writings. The expression 'oSty 1?
IP occurs only here. Shall those who .have

learned so to speak be still kept in chains by
Israel?

4. AFTER THE WORLD-POWERS, ISRAEL, TOO, FINALLY RENOUNCES IDOL8
AND GIVES ITSELF WHOLLY TO IT8 GOD, SO THAT NOW ALL HUMAN,
KIND HAS BECOME A SPIRITUAL ISRAEL.

18

19

20

Chapter XLV. 18-25.

For thus sftith the Lord that created the heavens

;

God himself that formed the earth and made it ; he hath established it,

He created it not bin vain, he formed it to be inhabited ;

I am the Lord ; and there is none else.

I have not spoken in secret, in a dark place of the earth

:

I said not unto the seed of Jacob, Seek ye me in vain

:

I the Lord speak righteousness, I declare things that are right

Assemble yourselves and come

;

Draw near together, ye that are escaped of the nations

:

Thev have no knowledge that °&et up the wood of their graven image,

And pray unto a god mat cannot save.

21 Tell ye, and bring them near;

Yea, let them take counsel together:

Who hath declared this from ancient time?
Who hath told it from that time ?

Have not I the Lord? and there is no God else beside me;
A just God and a Saviour ; there is none beside me.

22 'Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth

:

For I am God, and there is none else.
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23 I have sworn by myself,

The word is gone out of my mouth in righteousness,

And shall not return,

That unto me every knee shall bow,

Every tongue shall swear.

24 * •Surely, shall one say,

In the Lord have I 'righteousness and strength

:

Even to him shall men come

;

And all that are incensed against him shall be ashamed*

26 In the Lord shall all the seed of Israel be justified,

And shall glory

i Or, Surely he shall eay of me, In the LORD Is att righteouene— and strength * Heb. righteoutnene*.

» He it God—whoformed the earth and made it—he ordered it
* Turn.

» to be empty.
• Only.

TEXTUAL AND
8ee Litt for recurrence ofthe words used, particularly

:

Ver. 20. tf)} Hithp.—Sd3—SSs Hithp. see ver. 14.
-T VV ~T

Ver. 23. *)3"1 HpTO may not be construed as one no-

tion (" word of truth "), for then it must read Of "01.

Nor may one take HpTV as nominative in an attribu-

tive sense (" as righteousness, a word ") connecting it

with 131, for that would be a contorted, unnatural ex-

pression. " Out of the mouth of righteousness " [J. A.

Alex., Del.], is indeed grammatically correct, but this

personifying of righteousness and this distinction of

it as a speaking person from Jehovah Himself were

something very peculiar. For are not the one swearing

and the one speaking this word that cannot be frus-

trated one and the same ? We must construe ,
£) paral-

lel with '2 and 'HplVf) as a noun with the suffix of

the first person. But then Dpi? must be taken as ac-

cusative. It is the aceueat adverbiaUt, that stands for

GRAMMATICAL.

the substantive wUh a preposition and expresses the
modality, of whatever sort it may be. Thus, as is well

known, substantives often stand, as HDK (Jer. xxiii. 28),

1p# rPs.cxix.78),KDn (Isa. xxxl. iihlT) (Job xxi.

34)i b^t^D (P«. Ixxt. *), «U. K3T and 31C^ stand in

pointed antithesis. ^ before 3ltf* stands according to

the peculiar Hebrew paratactic mode of expression. In
our idiom we would say : which will not go back,—or,
less exactly : that will not go back.

Ver. 24. *7 — "in regard to me,*' comp. v. t; xli. 7;

Gen. xx. 13. 10K — * they say,** comp. xxv. 9 ; Ixr.

8, etc. rX^y — " let one come/* It is the same imper-

sonal construction as in 1DK comp. vi. 10 ; x. 4 ; xlv.
- T

32; xviiL 5; xxxiii. 20, etc. It is indeed not impossible

that a 1 before 103' has fallen out because of the follow-

ing 1 before M&y ; but grammatical reasons by no
means compel such an assumption.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. With these words the Prophet concludes his

contemplation of the future salvation that is con-

nected with Cyrus. It is assuredly not an accident

that only after Cyrus and thenorthern world-power
represented by him and after the southern world-
power are noticed, does he turn to Israel in

order to announce also to it what shall be its part
in that future salvation. Here, too, the chief

point is again the knowledge of Jehovah as the

only true God. Jehovah, who made the heavens,

even that suffices to prove Him to be Me God

;

Jehovah, who also formed the earth, of which He
is also the orderer and disposer, but who accord-

ing to His goodness prepared the earth as a
friendly dwelling for men, justly says of Himself:
I am the absolute Being, and another beside Me
there is not (ver. 18). But this same Jehovah
has chosen a people oat of mankind for His par-

ticular inheritance and property, and from the
first He has clearly and publicly proclaimed
what He purposes to do with this "people. And
He has in that plainly expressed that, as with the
creation He haa in mind the salvation of man-
kind, so, too, He had in mind the salvation of
this people, as the reward that a inst and right
thinking lord gives his servants, when He made
those arrangements in which this people were to

serve as means and instrument (ver. 19). This
people is to receive salvation through Cyrus.
This having happened, Israel delivered from the
heathen may be summoned to acknowledge idol-
atry to be a foolish and ruinous error (ver. 20).
After being summoned, too, to give information
and to settle by consultation what they have
lived through and experienced, they must con-
fess : Jehovah foretold all that would come about

;

as He foretold so it has turned out Jehovah alone
is the true God (ver. 21). The world-powers and
Israel having so acknowledged Jehovah, He can
now call to all mankind : turn to Me as to Him
who blesses you (ver. 22). Thus will be fulfilled

what the Lord hath sworn and announced as not
to be frustrated, that to Him every knee shallbow
and every tongue shall swear (ver. 23). All will
then acknowledge that only in Jehovah is salva-
tion, and that hostility to Him brings only rum
(ver. 24). All mankind, become one in the glory
and praise of the Lord, will then have become
"seed of Israel."

2. For thus saith the Lord none be-
side Me.—Vers. 18-21. "For," beginning ver.

18, connects with ver. 17. There it is said " Israel

is saved in the Lord with an everlasting salva-

tion." This, spoken by the heathen, is here con-
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firmed by the Lord as correct, by saying that of

coarse He did not call Israel to a fruitless ser-

vice (^itfpJ ITin Vn ver. 19), but promised him

a just reward. For now the Lord turns to Israel

to say to him wherein the blessing promised to

them in Cyrus will culminate. The Prophet
knows that Israel still inclines to idolatry, that

fundamental evil of the natural man. But he
also knows that Israel, utterly broken by the

Exile, and wholly convinced, by the way of pro-

phecy and fulfilment, of Jehovah's being the only

God, will, from the time of their deliverance by

Cyrus, renounce idolatry. We know that the

Exile made a decisive turning-point in the reli-

gious life of the Israelites. Coarse idolatry they

renounced from that time on. Yet the inward as

well as the outward deliverance by Cyrus was
only a beginning. But in this beginning the

Prophet sees already the completion, according

to his complex way of regarding history. Thus
in ver. 18 he tells how that " everlasting salva-

tion" will come about. A fundamental condition

is for Israel to attain to the lively knowledge ex-

pressed by the words: I am the Lord, and
there is none elae. The foundation of this is

double ; what pertains to the history of the world
and what to the history of salvation. The former
consists in this, that Jehovah before all made the

heavens, which is proof enough that He alone is

God. For He who made the world to come, the

abode of spirits, of elohim, must He not Himself
be Elohim? yea, as the Creator of the elohim
world, he is exalted above all elohim, therefore

the Elohim Kar' k$ox*fl> (comp. e. g.% Ps. xcvii. 9).

Such is the sense of the parenthesis :
" He is

God," ver. 18. In the second place the Lord
proves His sole divinity by the fact that He
formed the earth, and made it (ready), comp.
xliii. 7. As to " that created the heavens 1 '

there is added in parenthesis a nearer definition,

so there is to "that formed the earth and
made it." In both cases the parenthesis begins

with WH. The first coniusts of two words ; the
second of two words HJJO Kin, "He estab-
lished it," and a nearer explanation. For at

first sight this iUJD seems redundant after *W*

and 7Wp. But we learn from the following

words to fny* that 1^3 is not used in the sense
T Tl I"

of fundare, which is its common meaning else-

where, but in the sense of hoifid^etv (LXX.) "to
equip, prepare" (comp. Deut, xxxii. 6, where,
too, piD follows Hfry ; and especially the Hiphil

of like meaning, xiv.21 ; Gen. xliii. 16: 1 Kings
v. 32; vi. 19, etc). By this is expressed the final

equipment or adaptation to an object, in contrast

with the original making. That such is the

sense is expressly said by the words 'Ul inn Nv,
" not empty did He create It." For these

words affirm that the object of " creating" and
'' forming" was not that the earth might remain
inn " empty " but that it might become fit for

dwelling, and the Prophet designates by j.^3 the

activity that prepares, sets in order the product

of the "creating," "forming," "making."^ Thus
men prepare a friendly dwelling for their chil-

dren, friends, dear guests. Therefore this " pre-

paration" is a proof of the goodness and kindness
of our God.

But for this I am Jehovah and there is
none beside there is also a foundation in
what pertains to the history of salvation. God
had sought out Israel as a peculiar treasure to be
the medium of His thoughts of salvation, and
lifted them high up and then cast them down.
He did not choose them that they might end in
wild chaos, any more than He made the earth to
be empty. He had never required this people to
seek Him in vain, for nothing, as it were in the
emptiness (so to speak, to trace out, find out the
hidden, ver. 15). But He had said: "what is

right and proper, shall be to you." PTV here is

not the abstract, subjective righteousness, but the
concrete, objective right, as in the expressions

j™ ^? (P*. xv. 2, etc) pTV nfcff (Iga. Ixiv.

4, etc). "OT comp. xxxiii. 15. Also D^B^D is

to be taken in the concrete and objective sense
(oomp. xxxiii. 15). This promise: "what is

right shall be yours " God did not make in secret

("V59? xlviii. 16 ; Ps. cxxxix. 16) so that it can

come under no investigation, and cannot be
proved to have actually happened. For He did
not speak in, say, caves and hiding-places, such
as the heathen oracles let themselves be heard
from, but He spoke before all the world. If now
the Lord has given His people the promise of a
good time and happy dwelling after the chaos,

and the promise is fulfilled exactly as it runs,

there is the proof that Jehovah is omniscient.

As by the creation He has shown Himself the
Almighty and the All-good to all mankind, so,

by the promise given to Israel and by its fulfil-

ment He showed Himself to the people whose
history is that of redemption to be the Omni-
scient and All-good. But as the All-good, All-

mighty and All-knowing He is the God, Jehovah,
the Absolute.

According to ver. 19 the Prophet assumes that

all will come to pass as promised so publicly,

and that by means of Cyrus. For ver. 20 sqq.

we find ourselves translated into the time after

the emancipation. Hence the Israelites are
called escaped of the nations, and he that

helped them to this title can be no other than
Cvrus. Therefore in the time of the deliverance

effected by Cyrus the redeemed are to assem-
ble, and come and draw near in order to

elicit the facts resultant from the preceding course

of history. The resultant is negative and posi-

tive. The negative is stated ver. 20 6, viz. They
know nothing those carrying the wood
of their graven image, and praying to a
god that will not save.—JTT, comp. xliv. 9,

18; lvi. 10, a kind of causative Kal, comp. on
nPUH yer. 8, therefore properly : not to exercise

knowledge. Kfetf, comp. xlvi. 1, 7. V2^}
comp.

Lam. iv. 17. By this is expressed, that after

the deliverance by Cyrus Israel will at last defi-

nitely come to the knowledge of the folly and
nothingness of idolatry. We learn in ver. 21

the positive result of that counseling. • But the

announcement of it is again introduced by a sol-

emn summons to use the needful deliberation

(comp. xli. 22, 23). Tell ye, and bring near
means as much as bring on information. The
thought is completed by adding another verb.

The necessary facts must first be produced ; then
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counsel may be taken about them (change of
person as in ver. 8 ; xlL 1, etc). The Lord
nimaelf announces the result. In the consulta-

tion he made his right felt, and what he said

must be accepted, for it was the truth. It was as

follows : Who has caused this {viz. what is

intimated Ter. 19, and whose fulfilment after

ver. 19, is assumed) to be heard of old, and
long ago declared it ? Not I, Jehovah ?

etc, ver. 21. Therefore, here again the Lord
proves His divinity from His omniscience. One
might say, that this is that divine attribute that

can be most easily inspected even by those not
eye-witnesses. For let the prophecy as such and
the fulfilment be verified, and the necessary con-

clusion for every* one is a superhuman knowing,
willing and ability, even for such as are ever ro

remote in respect to time and place. When the
Lobd designatesHimself here especially as a just
God, it is with reference to vers. 13 and 19. He
calls Himself Saviour in contrast with a god
that cannot save, ver. 20.

3. Look unto me shall glory, yen. 22-
25. In this concluding word the Lord, by the
expression all ye ends of the earth, compre-
hends all previously named, viz. the nations of

• the northern (ver. 6) and of the southern (vers.

14 sqq.) world-power, along with Israel. One
might be tempted to take vers. 22-25 as an inde-
pendent section, parallel with vers. 14-17 and
18-21. But then it would doubtless have begun,
like the others mentioned, with " thus saith the
Lord. 1

' Moreover we see from all the seed
of Israel, ver. 26, that after Israel has been
entirely converted to the Lord, the Prophet sees

in all mankind still only a seed of Israel. It is

perhaps highly significant that only after the
northern and southern world-power, or after the
fulness of the Gentiles represented by them, does
he let the escaped of the nations become
partakers of the salvation inaugurated by Cyrus.
Is that not an intimation of the fact so emphati-
cally confirmed by Paul (Rom. xi.)? Thus
by all the ends of the earth we are not to

understand those nations that remained beside
those mentioned in vers. 6, 14 sqq. and 18 sqq.

For those thus mentioned by the Prophet repre-

sented already all mankind. Therefore the same
are meant, only here they are mentioned com-
prehensively instead of singly as before. All
together they constitute the entire (all the)
seed of Israel in a spiritual sense. To all of
these, after salvation is prepared for them and
they for salvation, the Lord addresses the final,

decisive word of calling: torn unto me and
be saved. Of the Imperatives the first is com-
manding, the second promissory. The inviting

call reminds of Matth. xxii. 4 : " I have prepared
my dinner, etc., -all things are ready, come
unto the marriage." lytfn (corop. xxx. 15)
isa be saved, become partakers of the perfect

and everlasting salvation (ver. 17).—The causa-

tive clause : for I am God, efc., ver. 22 6, proves
the possibility, yea the necessity of the salvation,

bv reference to the irrefragable truth, doubted
since the fall, but now acknowledged on all hands
(vera. 6, 14 sqq., 21) that Jehovah alone is God.
Only God can warrant everlasting salvation.

Jehovah alone is God. Ergo / When all turn
to Jehovah and find inHim salvation, then, too,

the eternal decree of God is fulfilled that all
shall bow to him and serve him.—This
decree has great importance as appears from

:

I have sworn by myself, and he could swear
by no greater (Heb. vi 13 sqq.). The oath thus
acquires an abstract right, so that under no cir-

cumstances can it go back, be revoked or de-

clared null. V\p3«fa O is in Gen. xxii. 16

:

Jer. xxii. 5; xlix. 13; comp. xliv. 26. 1
had rather translate Hpltf (see Text, and Oram.)

:

"for the sake of righteousness," or "of right."

This word, being an emanation of the divine
righteousness, bears in itself the guaranty of its

realization, and therefore cannot go back (comp.
the very similar passage, lv. 11). The contents
of the oath is that every knee snail bow to the

Lord, and toHim (7 belongs also to the second

clause ; comp. xix. 18) every tongue shall swear.
Therefore the irpooKvpqotc, as outward expression
of homage (Ps. xcv. 6), and the k^oftoX&ytfatc

(Rom. xiv. 11; Phil. ii. 10, 11), as expression
of the confession that God is the All-wise. All-
righteous and Almighty, shall be accorded to

HimasHisdivineri^ht, tnat He does not suffer

to be wrested from him. But everv oath by God
involves the confession, not only that there is a
God, but also that this God knows the truth, and
has the will and the power to avenge the untruth.

An oath is, indeed, a divine worship (Goes-
chel). The Prophet, moreover, is very far

from believing that (to say it with one word) the
conversion of the heathen and of Israel will be
sudden and universal. Bather this conversion

will progress by successive stages, and many
— will make decided resistance. To this ver.

24 refers.

Ver. 24. In this verse we perceive the cheer-
ing call of the converted to their still hesitating

or even decidedly resisting brethren (see Text
and Oram.). First, they point to their own ex-
perience : Only in Jehovah are righteous

deeds and strength. mpTJf (comp. xxxiiL

15: lxiv. 5 and Ps. xi. 7; ciii. 6; Judg. v. 11,
eic.), are juste facta. The speaker would say,

therefore : displays of righteousness {%. «., of a
disposition conformed to the will of God) and
strength (t. e., the power to do great things and
bear hard things) are only in Jehovah, i. e^ are
only possible where God gives ability. Second,
there is joined to this the exhortation to come to
Jehovah as the only source of right inward life.

Regarding the expressions 1*^? an^ t ~> ****

Prophet would evidently intimate by T£ that Je-

hovah represents the loftiest goal of human ef-

fort, and that it concerns us to penetrate atfar as
to Him. The notion of "progredi ad fastigiwm
avoddam" (Gesen.), is expressed in many modi-
fications by Tg. Comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 19 ; Job

xi 7; Nah. i. 10; 1 Chr. iv. 27, etc. Finally,

those converted do not fail to add a threat for

those that oppose themselves : and all that are
incensed against Him shall be ashamed.
The same expression again only xlL 11 ; Song
of Solomon i. 6. It seems to me that the expres-

sion '' those inflamed with anger " points to the
psychological fact that in the hearts of those filled

with hatred the display of love provokes anger
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and not love. Compare Judas, John xiii.

27.

Ver. 25 ifl not to be regarded as either the

word of Jehovah or of the converted ver. 23. In
the former case we would have '? ; in the latter

)DT3T nfiV3 would say only what had been al-

ready aaid in flip"!* TWVX Hence I regard this

verse as the word of the Prophet, added in con-

clusion by way of confirming, explaining and

also of praise. By snail be justified he

verifies that men are not able to find the grounds

of their justification in themselves, but only in

God. This is a New Testament evangelical

thought, that well befits " the Evangelist of the

Old Testament" And snail glory contains

a doxologv as an ingredient It is as a finger

board to the praising choir of which John speaks

in Rev. iv. 8 sqq. ; v. 9 sqq. ; vii. 9 sqq. ; xt 16;

xii. 10 sqq , etc Finally, all the seed of
Israel is an explanation, showing us that we
are to construe verses 22-25, not as a Aew co-or-

dinate member of the discourse, but as the sum
of the whole discourse, so that the " ends of the

earth " are not new nations hitherto unmen-
tioned, but the totality of those previously named.
All those who according to vers. 6 and 14 have
been converted to Jehovah are become Israel, *.

e., spiritual Israel. All " they which are of faith

the same are the children ofAbraham." GaL iiL 7.

DOCTRINAL AKD ETHICAL.

1. On xlv. The Egyptian and the Babylonian
captivities correspond to one another. Both
times the holy nation were outside of the Holy
land and in the service of a heathen world-
power. In each case, too, this happened in the
resplendent period of the world-power concerned.
Egypt, at the time it was compelled to let Israel

go, stood foremost among all nations in respect

to culture and political power. u Those were the
most glorious times of all Egyptian history"

( Lspsros, Chronology of the Egyptians, I. p. 359).
Cyrus was the conqueror of the Babylonian king-
dom, which itself had conquered the old Assy-
ria, and he had appropriated its power so that he
represented the northern world-power in, as it

were, its third power or degree. In both instances
the inconsiderable, despised JewB were slaves

without power or rights in the territory and ser-

vice of the world-power. Yet how superior the
powerless appears in contrast with the mighty I

God declared it to be His express purpose, in
leading His people miraculously out of Egypt,
" to show His power to Pharaoh, and that Mis
name might be declared throughout all the
earth ; and to execute judgment against all the
gods of Egypt" (Exod. ix. 16; xii. 12, comp.
viii. 10, 19 ; xiv. 4 17, 18, 25). The entire firet

half of Daniel informs us of those miraculous
measures of God whose common object and effect

was that confession of Nebuchadnezzar :
" Of a

truth it is, that your God is a God of gods, and a
Lord of kings" (Dan. ii. 47 ; comp. ni. 28 sqq.

;

iv. 31 soq.; vi. 25 sqq.). Therefore, twice in that

period between the apostacy from the true God
(Gen. xL 8) and the appearance of Christ, there
took place grand testimonies from the Lord to

the heathen world. And in both instances the

medium of testimony was an exile of Israel, and

it was received by the world-power that at the
time was dominant: first Egypt the southern
world-power, and then the northern, the Babylo-
nian-Persian kingdom of which Cyrus must be
regarded as the head. The object of this revela-
tion to the heathen world was in general, not the
extermination of idolatry (for then the object
were not attained), but the preservation and re-
vival of the remembrance of the highest Creator,
Ruler and Judge, of the One ruling over all that
is visible and invisible, a remembrance ever pre-
sent in the most secret part of the human breast
This remembrance may not be extinguished, for
it is the connecting point for the final and highest
revelation that is accomplished by the Son ofGod
becoming man for the purpose of redemption.
But especially the testimony imparted to Cyrus
was intended to free, from the Exile, the nation
that was to be the medium of salvation and thereby
to make shine the first beams of Messianic salva-

tion to Israel and the world.
2. On xlv. Prebsel (in Herz. REnc III.

p. 231) gives a list of the data of the Old Testa-
ment in regard to Cyrus, which, with some modi-
fication, is as follows: 1 ) He was a Persian (Dan.
vi. 29) ; 2) he was king in Persia (2 Chr. xxxvi.
22 ; Ezra i. 1 sq.; iv. 5 ; Dan. xx. 1) ; 3) he was
king of Media and Babylon (Ezra v. 13, 17 ; vi.

2, 3) : 4) he was a conqueror and founder of a
world-monarchy (Isa. xlv. 1-3, 14) ; 6) he was
the fourth ruler before Xerxes (Dan. xi. 2) ; 6)
he was the destroyer of the Babylonian dynasty
and of the Chaldean idolatry (Isa. xlvi. 1 ; xlviii.

14; Dan. ii. 39; viii. 3,4,20); 7) he was a wor-
shipper of the true God (2 Chron. xxxvi. 23 ; Ezra
i. 2) ; 8) he was the liberator of the Jews, and
promoted the building of the city and Temple
(Isa. xliv. 28; xlv. 13; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 23; Ez.
i. 2 sqq.; v. 13 ; vi. 3 sqq.) ; 9) he was a shepherd
of Goa who was to fulfil God's will concerning
Israel, yea, an anointed of the Lord (Isa. xliv.

28 ; xlv. 1), whose spirit the Lord raised up (2
Chron. xxxvi. 22 sq.; Ezra i. 1 ; Isa. xlv. 13).

What was it that made so deep an impression
on Cyrus, and one so favorable for the knowledge
of the truth ? Prebsel (i e.) in answer to this

question mentions in substance the following : 1]
The part that Daniel played in the downfall of

the Babylonian kingdom, by foretelling the event
the very night of its taking place (Dan. v. 28, 30)

;

2) the high position that Daniel occupied, with
miraculous divine support, at the court of Darius
the Mede, whose general Cyrus was still at that

time (Dan. vL) : 3) the experience Cyrus might
have of the nothingness of idolatry in contrast

with the faith of Daniel, in respect to which less

account must be made of the history of Bel and
the Dragon than of the inability of the heathen
idols to protect their nations against Cyrus, who
acted under commission from Jehovah (Isa. xlv.

1-3); 4) the reading of Isaiah's prophecies in

respect to himself, according to the testimony of

Josephu8 cited above; see DocU and Eth. on
xliv. 24-28.

But if it be further asked : how does it come
that the descriptions of profane authors are far

from coming up to the picture of Cyrus that we
get from Daniel and Isaiah? I would reply, by a
modification of Pressei/s views : 1) the fact that

Cyrus, as soon as he began to reign, extended to
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the captive Jews special favor, and exhibited a
lively interest in the restoration of the worship
of Jehovah in Jerusalem is a notorious proof that

he must have received a strong impulse in this

direction (comp. Oehler, in Herz., R.-Enc.
XII., p. 230 sq.). For how otherwise may it be
explained, that this mighty ruler, whose* sway
was so extended, and who was busied with great

plans for war and peace, gave his attention to

this matter long since settled, and took mea-
sures that from his stand-point were inconsistent

and a mistake? 2) That profane history says
nothing about those mysterious transactions be-

tween Cyrus and his God (we may surely be al-

lowed, in an objective sense, to call the Lord so),

is to be explained partly from the nature of the
subject in itself, partly from these extraordinary
manifestations of divinity—apart from the resto-

ration of the Jews—not being intended for out-
ward effects that could have been the subject of
historical writing, but only for such inward effects

a* spin out their mysterious threads in the depths
of human consciousness, and withdraw themselves
from o:itward observation and representation.

Notwithstanding what has been remarked, pro-
fane history still gives us so far an indirect testi-

mony, that it draws a remarkably grand, and
even unique picture of Cyrus. Thus Herodotus
rotates (IIL, 89) that the Persians called ** Da-
rius a merchant, Cambyses a despot, but Cyrus a
parent. Darius seeraeci to have no other object

than the acquisition of gain ; Cambyses was negli-

gent and severe; whilst Cyrus was of a mild and
gentle temper, ever studious of the good of his
subjects." He further mentions in the account
of the taking of Babylon by the cunning of Zo
pyrns :

" With respect to the merit of Zopyrus,
in the opinion of Darius, it was exceeded by no
Persian of any period, unless by Cyrus; to him,
indeed, he thought no one of his countrymen
could possibly be compared " (IIL, 160). "Not-
withstanding Herodotus speaks so highly of
Cyrus, he is still sharply called to account for
making it appear that Cyrus was " tutored and
corrected " (iratdayuyelo&ai kcu vov&eTela&at) by
Croesus, which latter he had yet previously de-
scribed as an "uncultivated, boastful, absurd"
man, as Cyrus u fpovfyrei not apery ml pzyaXovoia
irnXv n&vTuv Soke! irenpwevKtvai t&v paatXkw."
Diodor. Siculus (Hist. XIIL, p. 342) relates

that the Syracusan Nikolaos recommended his

countrymen to use gentleness toward the captive
Athenians, citing for example the evyvupocrvvi} of
Cyrus, of whom he proceeds to say :

" roiyapovv
diado&eiaijg etc ir&vra rdxov tt}q $pep6rt?roc arravrec

ot Kara Trfr
fA"'av &XA.//%ovc tydavovrec eig rfyv tov

(iioiteoQ (Tv^iax'tav irapryivovro."—JuSTINUS (I.,

8) calls Cyrus u admirabiliter insignia." Ammia-
NU3 (XXIII., 6) says: '* Antiquior Cyrus rex amar
6t/«." See Vitrinqa on Isa. xlii. 2 and xlv. 1. But
especially it is to be emphasized here, that Xeno-
phox did not write his Cyropaedia in order to pre-
sent his ethico-polideal ideals in the form of a
romance, choo-ung Cyrus for the hero, because his
historical reality most agrees with those ideals,

and needed only a little idealizing embellish-
ment On the contrary he was astounded by the
fact that Cyrus found it so easy to rule over so
many nations differing so extraordinarily from
one another, easier than any other ruler had

ever found it, whereas ruling over men, even a
few and those of the same kind, had else been
proved to be harder than ruling over beasts. And
he notices as an especially important circum-
stance, that even the most remote nations would
willingly and voluntarily have obeyed Cyrus.
It was this wonder at such extraordinary feels

that determined him to investigate the circum-
stances of parentage, nature, and education, that
made it possible for Cyrus to distinguish himself
so as a ruler of men. Such is the occasion and
object of his writing, that Xenophon himself
gives in the introduction to it Does not this re-

markable fact that Xenophon thus singles out
find its proper explanation in the words of our
Prophet :

•' whose right hand I have holden, to

subdue nations before him/' xlv. 1 ?

3. On xlv. 1 sqq. Unbelieving Israel isjudgedby
the Lord, and it appears to be given up by the
Exile to ruin forever. But the Exile is only
momentary, and must itself serve to bring it

about that Israel shall lastingly penetrate to the
light of true knowledge of God. It shall not
only do so itself, but also, us servant of Jehovah,
it shall become the means of the heathen receiv-
ing this light But the latter shall chiefly hap-
pen by a heathen prince of eminent power and
importance being brought to the knowledge of
the true God and to the consciousness of having
received from Him a grand religious mission.
As this prince on the one hand terminates the
deepest humiliation of Israel and prepares the
way for its being lifted up again, and on the
other hand introduces into the heathen world, at
least as to principle, the first rays of the true
knowledge of salvation, he is a forerunner and
type of the Messiah, and stands under quite a
peculiar guidance of God, who equips him and
makes the way even before him. So far Cyrus is

no disconnected, unnecessary and hence incredi-

ble miracle, but he is an appearance organically
connected with the development of salvation. It
was he that was to restore Israel from physical
and spiritual estrangement to its centre of salva-
tion, and prepare the heathen for faith in God
and his Saviour. For this double purpose the
nothingness of idolatry must be made patent and
brought to the consciousness of Jew and Gentile.

As regards Israel, it is of special importance here
for it to see this prince announced beforehand,
indeed named beforehand, and to hear from his
mouth and that of his predecessor the confession

that the idols are nothing, and that Jehovah
alone is God. How far the effect on the heathen
was real and lasting, we can, of course, not deter-

mine, on account of the inwardness of the effect

and tbe want of witnesses concerning it Yet we
will not err if we assume that the later readiness
of tbe heathen to accept the apostolic preaching,
indeed the precedence of the heathen world in

this respect to the Jews rested on that prepara-
tory influence. It is especially to be noted in
this respect that the Magi that came from the
East openly inquired in Jerusalem for the stop-

ping place of the new-born King, whose birth

they took for granted, whereas in Israel itself

this birth appears to have been treated as a secret

in the narrow circle of the initiated. Else why
had Herod heard nothing of it?

4. On xlv. 7. "Fanatici homines hone maU
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vocem detorquent, acsi Deus mali. i. c, peccati auctor

esseU Sedfacile apparel, quam praeposterc hoe pro-
pketae tesUmonio abutantur. Antithesis enim id

satis cxplicat, cujus membra inter se referri debent.

Nam opponit pacem malo t. e. aerumnis, beUis, re-

busque omnibus adversis. Quod si justUiam malo
opponeret, aliquid haberent cohris; verum hate con-

trarium inter se rerum oppositio aperta est. Ideo

vulgaris distinetio non improbanda est, Deum mali
ase^ auctorem, non eulpae sed poenae." Calvin.
•' Atria rov l?x>fiti>ov Qebc de avairtos." Plato.
u
Is all in the world well-ordered and sure, then

not a single thing can be taken away without all

collapsing or losing its harmony, just as little as
in a well-ordered building. Therefore the Scrip-
ture has often declared that misfortune as well as

fortune, evil as well as good is under the govern-
ment of God. 1

1 form the Light, and create dark-
ness ; I make peace and create evil ; I the Lord
do all these things.' Says another Prophet:
"Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath
not done it? 1 Amos iii. 6. Comp. also Lam. iii.

37, 38. So, too, in the New Testament the Lord
and His disciples declare in the case of the
blackest iniquity, that all happens according to

the will of God. ' For of a truth against thy
holy child Jesus, Pontius Pilate, with the Gen-
tiles and the people of Israel were gathered
together, for to do whatsoever thy hand and thy
counsel determined before to be done,1 Acts iv.

27,28." Tholuck.

5. On xlv. 8. " Celeber hie locus est in ecclcsia

Papistarum et illustre argumentum ignorantiae
f
quod

ad beatam virginem eum accomodarunt. Nos autem
scimus, agi in hoc capite de promissa liberatione per
Cyrum. Hie igitur locus mimetieus est. . . . Quasi
dicant Israelitae : Ecce sumus privati saeerdolio et

regno, templo et omni cultu Dei, translati sumus. in
gentes. Ibi respondent nobis peccata nostra. . .

.

Quart O cocli r-orate et depluite justitiam, quae nisi

aesuper in nos effundatur, actum est" Luther.
The Roman Catholic church, on the 18th of
December (the Festival of •' the expectation of
the lying-in of Mary") celebrates the so-called

Borate-mass, named thus from the introductory
words : Karate Coeli desuper, etc Comp. Herz.
R-Enc. L p. 134.

6. On xlv. 11. "The peculiar and greatest
gift that parents can bestow on their children is

the discipline of the inner man and a bringing up to

(?«f8 word. It is written : ' And the Lord said,

Shall I hide from Abraham that thing which I
do ; seeing that Abraham shall surely become a
great and mighty nation, and all the nations of
the earth shall be blessed in him ? For I know
him that he will command his children and his
household after him, and they shall keep the way
of the Lord, to do justice and judgment/ Gen.
xviii. 17-19. So highly did God esteem in His
servant Abraham the nurture of his children in
piety ! Thus parents may deserve heaven or hell
merely by the education of their children. And
when the apostle says of the woman : ' Notwith-
standing she shall be saved in child-bearing, if
they continue in faith and charity and holiness
with sobriety' (1 Tim. ii. 15), he means not
"merely that she bear, but also, as essentially a part
of it, that she educate, if she therefore herself
continue in the faith, and thus also may under-

stand how to bring her children up to faith."

Tholttck
7. [On xlv. 14. *' The idea indicated by this

is, that there would be a condition of anxious
solicitude among heathen nations on the subject

of true religion, and that they would seek coun-
sel and direction from those who were in posses-

sion of it Such a state has already existed to

some extent among the heathen ; and the Scrip-
tures, I think, lead us to suppose that the final

spread and triumph of the gospel will be pre-
ceded by such an inquiry prevailing extensively
in the heathen world. God will show them the
folly of idolatry ; He will raise up reformers
among themselves ; the extension of commercial
intercourse will acquaint them with the compara-
tive happiness and prosperity of Christian na-
tions; and the growing consciousness of their

own inferiority will lead them to desire that

which has conferred so extensive benefits on
other lands, and lead them to come as suppliants

and ask that teachers and the ministers of reli-

gion may be sent to them. One of the most re-

markable characteristics of the present lime is,

that heathen nations are becoming increasingly

sensible of their ignorance and comparative de-

gradation ; that they welcome the ministers and
teachers sent out from Christian lands; the in-

creased commerce of the world is thus preparing
the world for the final spread of the Gospel."
Barnes. Some of the most wonderful illustra-

tions of the foregoing remarks have occurred
since they were penned, e. g. t

Japan.

—

Tr.].
8. On "xlv. 15. "As God the Lord is Him-

self a hidden God, and said He will dwell in

darkness, it has therefore seemed good to Him to

hide His children in this world under so much
affliction, contumely, contempt, poverty, sick-

ness, simplicity, weakness, sin, etc., that often not
only the world, but believers themselves cannot
reconcile themselves to it." Scriver, Seclcnschatz,

Tkeil CI. 10, Pred. § 26.

9. On xlv. 17. " Even the ancient Jews ex-
plained this to refer to the Messiah. But what
is said here of Israel applies, according to the
quality of the New Testament, to the whole hu-
man race (xliii. 24). The grace on Israel shall

be everlasting, and as it has been from everlast-

ing, so through the Messiah it shall be continued
to everlasting. For the religion of the Messiah
leads everything out of time into the blessed eter-

nity. Hence Ho is called the Rock of Ages
(xxvi. 4) that gives to the redeemed everlasting

joy (xxxv. 10), an everlasting name that shall

not be cut off (lvi. 5), everlasting glory (lx. 15),

the ground of which is the everlasting righteous-

ness (Dan. ix. 24)." Starke.
10. On xlv. 19. "The heavenly wisdom would

have itself proclaimed in clear light, and not in

the darkness. Hence Christ also said that what
his disciples heard in the ear they should pro-

claim from the house-top (Matth. x. 27). As,

on the contrary, all false teachers are sneaks,

they do not go straight forward, but cloak their

doing and doctrine with a false appearance and
sheep-clothing (Matth. vii. 15)." Cramer.
[" In the language here, there is a remarkable

resemblance to what the Saviour said of Himself,

and it is not improbable that he had this passage

in His mind :
' I spake openly to the world ; I
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ever taught in the synagogue, and in the temple,

whither the Jews always resort; and in secret

have I said nothing.' Jno. iviii. 20." Barnes.]
11. On xlv. 22-25. "This text is one of the

most important in Isaiah. The person that

speaks in it is the Messiah, the Son of God, be-

cause He calls Himself in the context (ver. 15)

the Saviour and attributes to Himselfthe everlast-

ing redemption (ver. 17); because through Him
all the ends of the earth shall be blessed (John
iii. 16 ; Acts iv. 12) ; because what is said here in

ver. 23 of the oath, the Son of God certifies of
Himself (Gen. xxii. 16) ; because in Christ we
have righteousness and strength (ver. 24 ; 1 Cor.

i. 30) ; because that every knee shall bow to Him
is declared to refer to "Christ (Phil. ii. 9 sqq.).

Starke.
12. On xlv. 23. " Concessum est homini ckri&ti-

ani jurare. Fundamenta adversus Anabaptistas

haec sunt: 1) Mandatum Dei: Deut vi. 13;
2) Exempta a. Jehovae: Gen. xxii. 16; Jer.

xxii. 5; h. 14; Amos vi. 8; 6. Christi: hoe loco

itemque, Joh. xvi. 23; e. Angdi: Apoc. x. 6; d.

Sanctorum: Abrahami, Gen. xiv. 22 iDavidis, 1
Kgs. i. 13; Pauli, 2 Cor. L 23. 3) Ratio, quia
juramentum est species cultus Dei ut iterum hoc loco

et infra cap. xlviii. 1 et auidem talis, qui maxims
eommendatur (Ps. lxiiL 12)." Forester.

HOMTXJCOTCAL HINTS.

1. On xlv. 1-7. The missionary work op
Cyrus a. type of our own. 1) The task of
Cyrus is also our own. For Cyrus was a. to lead
back Israel inwardly to its God, and also to re-

store outwardly the service of the Lord among
the people that returned home. So, too, must
we convert Israel inwardly to its Saviour (the

testimony of the heathen must provoke Israel to

seal, Bom. xi. 11), and contribute to the restora-

tion of the true worehip of Jehovah (Jno. iv. 23
pq.) and of the spiritual kingdom of David, b.

Cyrus was to bring also the heathen, East and
Westto the knowledge of the true God (vers. 6,

7). We should do the same by bringing to them
the knowledge of the Triune God and of salva-

tion, that is come to all men by the Son becoming
man.—2) The promise given to Cyrus in regard
to the execution of his task. All opponents will

bow before him. all sates open, etc., vers. 1-3.

So, too, our work, as the cause of God, will con-
quer in spite of all resistance ; the doors of hearts
will open, and we shall gain those hearts that

are born of God and made susceptible of the
truth as precious spoil.

[" Now that which God here promised to do
for Cyrus. He could have done for Zerubbabel or
some of tne Jews themselves ; but the wealth and
power of this world God has seldom seen fit to

entrust His own people with much o(, so many
are the snares and temptations that attend them.
But if there has been occasion, for the good of
the Church, to make use of them, God has been
pleased rather to put them into the hands of
others, to be employed for them, than to venture
them in their own hands." M. Henry.]

2. On xlv. 8. A great favorite in the Roman
Catholic Church as an Advent text (on account
of their reference of the Borate to the Virgin
Mary), but which has been much and variously

need by Protestant preachers. Comp. e. g. the
Borate propheUcum of Joh. Fortumannus (in
Wernigerode) three Advent sermons on Isa. xlv.

8, Wittenberg, 1626.—The salvation of men de-
pends on heaven and earth continuing in right
relation to one another. They must not be sepa-
rated, but must co-operate. The heaven must
incline to the earth, fructifying it; the earth
must open up receptively. As fruits of the field

are conditioned on the ground being fruitful and
well plowed, while the heaven gives rain and
sunshine ; so the salvation of souls depends on
hearts rightly opening themselves to the fructi-

fying influences from above. This thought is

especially brought home to us by the Advent.
The Lord?s Advent is heavenly dew for a thirsty

land. 1) The Lord came once with His holy per-
son as Lamb of God and Second Adam. 2) He
comes continually with His Spirit and gifts, a. by
the daily bread of His grace in the word and sac-

rament ; 6. by the annual bread of the Church's
feasts, especially now of the feast of the Advent,
by which He c^uite especially extends to us the
blessing of His personal coming. 3) We only
become truly partakers of this blessing if we are "a
thirsty land," i. e. if we hunger and thirst after

righteousness. Conclusion: Therefore where
heaven above drops down and the clouds rain
righteousness, and the earth on the other hand
opens itself up, there righteousness grows and
salvation will be brought forth.

3. On xlv. 9-13. In great distress and conflict

one is often tempted to strive with his Maker
and to say: Ah, why was I born? This is wrong.
We ought never, even in the greatest distress, to

forget that we have a Qod that can help and will

help, 1) God can help, for a. He made heaven
and earth (ver. 12) ; b. He especially made known
His power to the people of Israel in their greatest

distress by raising up the heathen prince himself,

in whose land they were captives, to be their

friend and deliverer (ver. 13). 2) He will help,

for we are His children and the work of His hands
(ver. 11). Therefore in every distress we ought
believingly to let ourselves be pointed to Him.

4. [On xlv. 15. *'l) God hid Himself when
He brought them into the trouble, kid Himself
and was wroth, lvii. 17. Note: Though God be
His people's God and Saviour, yet sometimes,
when they provoke Him, He hides Himself from
them in displeasure, »uspends His favors, and lays

them under His frowns : but let them wait upon
the Lord that hides His face, viii. 17. 2) He hid
Himself when He was bringing them out of the
trouble. Note : When God is acting as Israel's

God and Saviour commonly His way is in the sea,

Ps. lxxvii. 19. The salvation of the Church is

carried on in a mysterious way, by the Spirit of
the Lord of hosts working on men's spirits

(Zech. iv. 6), by weak and unlikely instruments,

small and accidental occurrences, and not wrought
till the last extremity ; but this is our comfort,

though God hide Himself, we are sure He is the

Qod of Israel, the Saviour. See Job xxxv. 14.

M. Henry.1
5. [On xlv. 18, 19. That the Lord we serve

and trust in is Qod alone appears by the two great

lights, that of nature and that of revelation, L By
the light of nature : for He made the world, and
therefore may justly demand its homage. 1) He
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formed \U It is not a rude and indigested chaos,

out cast into the most proper shape and sixe by
Infinite Wisdom. 2) He fixed it, Ps. zxiv. 2

;

Job xxvi. 7. 3) He fitted it for use and for the
service of man. He did not create it to be empty.
Pa. viii.

^
II. It appears by the light of revela-

tion. His oracles far exceed those of Pagan dei-

ties, as well as His operations (ver. 19). The
preference is here placed in three things: All
that God has said is plain, satisfactory and just.

1 ) In the manner of its delivery it is plain and
open. Not in mutterings and ambiguities issuing

from dens and caverns (viii. 19), but like the

law was given from the top of Mt. Sinai. Prov.

i. 20; viii. 1-3: Hab. ii. 2; Jno. xviii. 20. 2)

In the use and benefit of it it was highly satis-

factory. I said not: Seek ye me in vain, 3) In
the matter of it it was incontestably just, conso-

nant to the eternal rules and reasons of good and
evil. The heathen deities dictated those things

to their worshippers which were the reproach of

human nature and extirpated virtue. See Comra*
above on ver. 19, last clause. Comp. Bom. iii.

26. After M. Henky.—Tb.]
6. On xlv. 22-25. Missionary Sermon.

''Whither must every missionary anniversary
turn our eyes? 1) To the interior of Christen-

dom for proper examination ; 2) to the heathen
world for urgent warning; 3) to Israel for cheer-

ing comfort." Langbein. [On ver. 22. "The
invitation proves, 1) That the offers of the gotpel

are universal ; 2) That God is willing to save all,

or He would not give the invitation; 3) That
there is ample provision for their salvation

—

since God would not invite them to accept of

what was not provided for them. 4) That it is

His serious and settled purpose that all the ends
of the earth shall be invited to embrace the offers

of life (Mar. xvi. 15). And now it appertains to

His Church to bear the glad news oi salvation

around the world, and on it rests the responsibility

of seeing this speedily executed." Barnes.]

VIL—THE SEVENTH DISCOURSE.

The overthrow of the Babylonian idols, and the gain that Israel shall derive from it

for its knowledge of God.

Chapter XLVL

1. ISRAEL SHALL KNOW ITS GOD FROM THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HIM
WHO BEARS AND THE IDOLS THAT ARE BORNE.

Chapter XLVL 1-4.

1 Bel boweth down, Nebo stoopeth,

Their idols *were upon the beasts, and upon the cattle:
bYour carriages were heavy loaden ;

They are a burden to the weary beast.

2 They stoop, they bow down together

;

They could not deliver the burden,

But 'themselves are gone into captivity.

3 Hearken unto me, O house of Jacob,

And all the remnant of the house of Israel,

Which are borne by me from the belly,

Which are carried from the womb

:

4 And even to your old age I am he

;

And even to hoar hairs will I carry you:

I have made, and I will bear

;

Even I will carry, and I will deliver you.

l Heb. their km*

• are to the beast and to the cattle.

TEXTUAL AND

Bee List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 1.

jn^^rtotfeU. Ver.fctfDtf.

Ver. L JPO and D*^D mean "to bow, bend oneVself;

to fell down." D "1P 1* kindred to the unused root feH3

from which comes feH3 tt belly," (Bauch, comp. beugen)

Jer. li. 34.—It is Ukelyno accident thatafter *?3 JH3 the

* Tow carried images are haded up.

GRAMMATICAL.
discourse does not continue with UJ Dip, but we have

instead the partioip. D]?p* It seems to me nearly ac-

cordant with Isaiah's way, to assume that he intends by

this participle an allusion to Eh3, an allusion whose

justification is still more strengthened by the addition

of tp3 and feH3. Then the sense becomes, that to'- t "r
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tf^3 who attacks, there will be a corresponding D"tp

(Efa'3) and a tp3 on the part of the attacked. Kfro
.. " -T

iWj? 7 an appositional added clause; the fem. is likely

occasioned by the preceding iTM and nDi"Q; unless

one takes the fem. in a neuter sense.

Ver. 2. oS?D originally signifies u to be smooth, slip-

pery" (comp. 0^0 and D/9X the Piel then means
-T ~T

M to make smooth, slippery," and thus to make fit for

slipping away, falling oat. Hence the meaning " to let

slip away," of eggs (xxxiv. 16) and of the fottus (in the

Hiph. IxvL 7). tfSM means here the life-centre in

antithesis to the periphery : the person, the proper I or

sell Thus tffij is not unfrequently used to strengthen

the pronoun, in order to express the notion " self," or

to emphasise it (comp. e.g.t
Hos is. 4; Jer. xxtL 19;

xxxvii. 9).

Ver. 3. D'DDjTn and D'KfeOn are in apposition with

DpjT TO and " '3 JVTKtf.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The reverse of the foregoing picture is now
presented. There we have the victor ; now we
see the fate of the vanquished. But first it is the

central point and refuge of the vanquished whose
disgraceful end is set before us. The idols of
Babylon, of which Bel and Nebo are named as

the chief representatives, must come down from
the places of honor where they were enthroned.
Their images are loaded on beasts of burden to

go into captivity (vers. 1, 2). From the contrast

Israel may learn the lofty nature of its God. No
one bears Him forth. On the contrary He has
borne Israel with maternal love from the time of
its birth, and will continue to carry it when no
longer a child, but an old man (vers. 3, 4).

2. Bel boweth into captivity.—Vera.

1, 2. There have been found in the library of
king Asurbanipal two tablets of terra cotta, which
contain two lists, one of the Assyrian, the other

of the Babylonian superior gods (see Schbadeb.
AssyrUch-Biblisches in Stud. u. Kr.

t 1874, p. 324
sqq.). From these it appears that the Assyrians
ana Babylonians had a system of gods ranged in

four grades. At the summit was the highest,

transcendent god, by the Assyrians called Asur,
by the Babylonians Ilu, El* (with the female
deity Istar, Astarte). Following these, in the
second grade, are three gods, also belonging it

would seem to the unseen world : Anu, Bel or
Bil and I—o (Ao). In Babylonian and Assy-
rian these three bear the same names. Then in

a third grade, follow three gods of heaven be-

longing to the visible world, which again are
named alike in both languages : Sin, the moon-

fod, Samas, the sun-god and Bin, the air-god.

'inally, in the fourth degree appear the planet-

gods, of which the Assyrian list names five (Mar-
dnk, Merodach, i. e., Jupiter: Istar, t. «., Astarte,

Venus : Adar = Saturn ; Nirgal = Mars ; Na-
bu, Nebo = Mercury), the Babylonian however
names only two male and two corresponding
female divinities: Marduk (Merodach) with
Zarpanituv (Zirbanit) and Nabiuv (Nebo) with
Tasmituv (Tasmit). From this it appears that
Bel has the second place in the second degree,

and Nebo the last place in the lowest degree.
Bel (comp. farther on it Schbader, Die Keilin-

achrifl. etc., p. 80 s<j.), belongs to the divinities of
the transcendent, invisible world, whereas Nebo
as a planet-god corresponds to Mercury. He is

the IPIjU, the " revealing " god, and was, in the

period of the later Chaldean kingdom along with
Merodach, the chief god of the Babylonians, so
that most of the kings named themselves after

him (Nabopolassar, Nebuchadnezzar, Nabonned).
Comp. Schbadeb, /. c p. 272.

The highly honored images of the gods, else

only served by human hands, are now distributed

among the beasts and the cattle, i. «., partly the
tamed wild beasts, as elephants and partly the
tame domestic beasts, as the camel and the ass,

«Tn as designation of the animcUia agrestia and
nOH3 as designation of animalia domestica recur

often conjoined : Gen. i. 24, 25 ; iii. 14 ; vii. 14,

21 ; viii. 1 ; Lev. xxv. 7, etc. The cattle have
therefore the chief work to do with them, which
consists in toilsome bearing. What a shame lor

a god to be so heavy 1 A god ought to be spirit

and light, and therefore imponderable ! There
is frequent mention of carrying forth the gods of
a conquered nation, partly as spoil, partly out of
religious policy : x. 10 sq. ; Jer. xlviii. 7 ; xlix.

3 (comp. 1 Sam. v. 1 sqq.). Comp. also the in-

scription of Sargon quoted under xx. 1. JTOtiM.
*' gestata, gestamina, carried images," comp, ver.

7; xlv. 20; Amos v. 26; Jer. x. 5. KfeU

means carrying in general. DD^ only " to carry,

load up a heavy burden (freight) ? comp. Gen.
xliv. 13 ; Ps. lxviiL 20 ; Zech. xii. 3. Thus the
Prophet says, " your mXfeO are become WDD.P,"
and designates thereby a progress in detenus.

How this is so he says by the appositional clause

a burden to the weary, viz.: beast.

What is said ver. 1 of Bel and Nebo is gen-
eralized in ver. 2. All the gods together must
bow and fall down. They are not able to slip
off, let go the load. (See Text, and Gram.).
In these words and in the following their soul
(person) is gone into captivity (see Text and
Groan.), the Prophet proceeds on the distinction

between the idols themselves, the (relatively)

transcendent numinibus and the simvlacrU repre-

senting these ; a distinction that heathen belief

made in thesi at least originally, but gradually
in praxi carried out with as little consistency as
does the Romish church with its images of the
saints (comp. Fbiedb. l$AEQm&B±cnt

NacKkomcr,
TheoL des griech. Volhglaubens, I. J 3, and V.
$ 11). Thus the meaning of our passage is they
are not able to bring it about that the burden of
the images shall slip away (viz. : from the hands
of the enemy) as some smooth, slippery object.

Were the gods of the heathen really gods, the
Prophet would say, then they would be able to
effect this, massive as they are. In that case the
distinction between the god and his image would
be justified. But as the gods do not deliver their

images, it results that there is no distinction be-

tween them, and the gods are not something

better and higher. They are in fact D^tSk
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nothings. If the image goes into captivity, then

in fact the idol himself' is dragged forth, all that

belongs to his substance, for out of the image he
does not exist. Babylon was especially rich in

extraordinarily costly images of the gods. Bead
e,g„ in Hebodotus (1. 183) the description of

the colossal, golden images in the temple of Bel,

which moreover neither Cyrus nor Darius Hy-
staspis touched, notwithstanding the Persian re-

ligion recognized no worship of images. It was
Xerxes that first took away the massive golden

image twelve yards high (Hebod. U c).

3. Hearken unto me deliver you.—
Vers. 3j 4. These verses form an admirable con-

trast with vers. 1, 2. The gods are carried to

their disgrace; Jehovah carries His people. And
He, the strong One. carries them as tenderly and
lovingly as a mother her child. Because He
would say something earnest and important,

He summons the people to give special heed:
hearken nnto me. It is little probable, in

my opinion, that u house of Jacob " means
Jndah, while all the remnant of the house
of Israel means Israel that in the Assyrian
Exile was already for the most part denational-

ized. First, /b seems to me to conflict with that,

and then the Prophet no where else designates

the Israel exiled in Assyria as JVWBf. This ex-
pression (" remnant") is an honorable title de-

signating the quintessence of the whole nation,

without distinction of tribe, that remains after

all siftings (comp. vi. 13; x. 20 sqq.). This
quintessence belongs to the last time, the old age
of the nation. I find, therefore, a reference in

the expression to ver. 4 a, and that by /3 the

thought is expressed that we find e. o., Jer. iii.

14, tro. : that no one belonging to the ''remnant.
11

even though he may dwell most concealed and
solitary, will be forgotten, in what follows, the
motherly love of God is described. For God is

Father and Mother in one person, and His love
bears not only a masculine but also a feminine
character (comp. xlii. 14 ; xlix. 15 ; lxvi. 9, 13).

All Israel, at once after its birth, "from the
belly " or " womb," thus immediately after its

entrance on history as a nation (Jer. ii. 2), has
been born in the arms by the Lord, as a mother
carries her little child (comp. lxiii. 9). The
form : *J? (only here in Isaiah comp. \SD xxx.

11) is meant likely to impart an emphasis to the

notion involved in the preposition : as if from
the mother's womb. But Jehovah was not a
mother only to the youthful Israel ; He con-

tinues so when it has become old ; and even to
old age (Israel's of course) I am the same,
ver. 4 (comp. xli. 4). This is something that does
not otherwise happen. Only small children are

carried, not men and the old. But Jebovah de-

votes to Israel this maternal care, mutatis mu-
tandis, to the very last Did He not make Israel,

as He repeatedly assures them (xliii. 7, comp.
xliii. 1, 21; xliv. 2, 21, 24; xlv. 11)? The
Lord, says the Prophet, will not forsake His own
work. As a mother at one moment lifts her child

over an obstacle, at another even carries it a
stretch in her arms, until every difficulty and
danger is overcome, so the Lord will do to His
people even to their old age, i. c, till they have
reached the end of their course. Therefore what
a difference between Jehovah and idols! The
latter let themselves be borne by their wor-
shippers, and then they are borne on beasts of

burden to go into captivity. But Jehovah carries

His people with maternal tenderness from the

beginning to the end. Now who is God ? Whom
shall one fear and love ? Whom trust ?

2. ISRAEL SHALL LEARN TO KNOW IT3 GOD BY THE DIFFERENCE BE-
TWEEN HIM AND THE IMAGES THAT REPRESENT HIM, WHICH ALSO
MUST BE CARRIED.

Chapter XLVL 5-7.

5 To whom will ye liken me, and make me equal,

And compare me, that we may be like?

6 They lavish* gold out of the bag,

And weigh silver in the balance,

And hire a goldsmith ; and he maketh it a god

:

They fall down, yea, they worship.

7 They bear him upon the shoulder, they cany him,
And set him in his place, and he standeth

;

From his place shall he not remove

:

Yea, one shall cry unto him, yet can he not answer,

Nor save him out of his trouble.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
See List for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 5.

SefD. Ver. C D'Sl.

Ver. 5. The suffix of 'JVOin 1* to be supplied for

titfn; «Uo *dS relates to ^tfDm. H0131 has for

common subject the Lord and the image that repre-

sents Him.

Ver. 6. The entire first half of the Terse is subject,

only that with iSpSf* there is a return from the parti-
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ciple to the finite Terb D'S? is derived from Sttt "to

pour out, pour away, throw away," from which there

comes only a Hiphil form (Lam. i. 8), and the substan-

tive jVw?
M remotio " (hence ph\l pracier).

Ver. 7. mnfl (comp. xxv. 10) it conceived of aub-

stantively — in/eriora <tfu«, the place lying under it

The accusative is the ace. loci, denoting whither.—

pyy has an ideal, indefinite subject (" one " or " they n)

to which the suffixes inOT and MjrtfP relate.

EXEGETICAL AKD CRITICAL,

Now the Prophet shows up the folk of that

idolatry, which would make images of Jehovah
Himself. The prohibition of this was impliedly

contained in the general prohibition of images
(Exodus xx. 4; comp. Deut. iv. 12, 15; v. 8).

Even Aaron trangressed this by setting up the

golden calf, which pretended to be a symbol of
Jehovah Himself (Exod. xxxii. 5). The image
of Gideon (Judg. viiL 27) and of Mioah (Judg.
xvii. 4, 13) and the two golden calves of Jero-
boam at Bethel and Dan (1 Kings xii. 26 sqq.)

were trangressions of the same sort Comp.
Michaelk, Laws of Moses, V., { 245. Heno-
8TENBERQ, Introduc to 0. Test. II. All these
symbolical figures of beasts were of gold or silver.

It was only exceptional where, according to xl.

20, poorer people contented themselves with
wooden images. But all were in conflict with
the eternal truth that it is impossible to make a
likeness of the incomparable, invisible God.

It is worthy of note that the Prophet began in

xl. 17 sqq. his polemic against idolatry by an at-

tack on this finer form of it and here concludes
with just such an attack. For in the Ennead xL
—xlviii., after our passage, there does not occur
again any actual polemic against idolatry. The
words of ver. 5 recall xl. 18, 25. The words
hire a goldsmith and he maketh, etc, ver.

6, recall Judg. xvii. 4.

In ver. 7 the idea of carrying is emphasized,
not without reason : that image, too, made in the
likeness of Jehovah is nothing but heavy, vulgar
matter, that needs as much to be carried as those
Babylonian images of imaginary gods. Mani-
festly the Prophet would here obviate the objec-

tion that images of Jehovah were not to be re-

garded like other idol images. He answers: Since
they must be borne, they are no better than the
others.

3. ISRAEL SHALL LEARN TO KNOW THE TRUE GOD FROM HIS PROPHESYING
AND FULFILLING. Chapteb XLVL 8-11.

8 Remember this, and "show yourselves men:
Bring it again to mind, O ye ^transgressors.

9 Remember the former things of old

:

•For I am God, and there is none else

I am God, and there is none like me,
10 Declaring the end from the beginning,

And from ancient times the things that are not yet done,
Saying, My counsel shall stand,

And I will do all my pleasure

:

11 Calling a ravenous bird from the east,

'The man that executeth my counsel from a far country;
Yea, I have spoken it, I will also bring it to pass

;

I have purposed it, I will also do it.

1 Heb. The man ofmy coumcL

• befirm. * apostates. • That

EXEGETICAL

8ee List for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 8.

TO— D^tfl). Ver. 10. rrBfon-and oompt tfK^D.

Ver. 11. D;£.

Ver. 8. lEtetenn i* ^y way &r. kry. It Is certain that
it does not oome from tftt, as Jos. Kmchi maintains,

and after him Vitbihqa, RosEtMmn.L*a (ed. II.), etc For
what can " inflammamini, incendimini" mean? The
meanings u confundtmini n u be ashamed " (Jebomi), or
* be full of seal " (Vitowga) are certainly much forced.

AND CRITICAL.

The derivation from&K (*»&{•**•* comp. 1 Cor. xtL 13)

is, grammatically and as to sense, not impossible, For if

tftfKnn be taken as a denominativum, it does not matter

that no traoe remains in it of the original J (Ef'K—BtfK,
1 1

•

comp. ntSfe). In the case of weak roots Hithpalel

(DDIpnn, becomes DO'lpDH) is the usual formation.

And the Prophet might fittingly say, that Israel ought

at last to be a man, to press on to ^Aucia, and no longer

waver between Jehovah and idols (1 Kings xriil SI).
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Bat Bfafttnn cannot be made oat of B^K Just as weli

!Jl3nn may be made from pa, becatue in the latter

there was actually at first a 1, whereas there was not in

Cftt I agree, therefore, with those (D. Kmau, Hrnie,

Km**, Dnrrsscv, oomp. Olsil, i 872, a, and 874) who

derlre tftfttnn from efeftt (Arabic owa) "/undavtt, «ta-

Wttp*." Of this BtfK Isaiah uses also the substantive

D'E^Bfrt xvi. 7 —fundammta, t &, the foundations lying

bare as rains.

Ver. 9. «jfaj stands after DflK only here. Ccmp. xIt. &

1XEGBTIGAL AND CRITICAL.

We have had what I may call two negative

arguments for the divinity of Jehovah from the

case of the Babylonian idols (vera. 1-4;, and from
the symbolic images of Jehovah, that are no bet-

ter (vera. 5-7). Mere that positive argument is

pressed very emphatically, which, by its being

five times repeated, prepared for the mention* of

the name of Cyrus, and is now finally mentioned
as the chief result gained by that naming. This
argument is based on the assumption that only
God can prophesy and fulfil (vers. 8-10), and He
will certainly bring into existence that bird of

prey that He has called out of the East to be the

executor of His counsel. Because the Prophet
passes to another kind of argument, he makes
here a (relative) conclusion by exhorting the peo-

ple to impress well on their memory what tney
have just heard (xliii. 18 ; xliv. 21), and to lay

it to heart. This they were to do in order to be
fixed. (See TexL and Oram.). For Israel in the
Exile it was assuredly the chief task, to whose
accomplishment our chaps, xl.-lxvi. were greatly

to contribute, to be at last firmly grounded in the

knowledge of Jehovah and in His exclusive wor-
ship. On bring it again to mind see on xliv.

19. By a second Remember, ver. 9, the Pro-
phet requires one to recall the old prophecies in

the sense of the argumentation often used by him
(comp. xli. 21 sqq. ; xliL 9 ; xliii. 8-13, 19-21

;

xliv. 6-40, 24-28), by which as here, he infers

the divinity of Jehovah from His ability to fore-

tell the future, and that idols are nothing because

of their inability in this respect By mjtSflO

and D7\pD, therefore, I understand things that

occurred in the period of the JVBftn (comp. ver.

10) which look over hither from an immeasur-

ably distant past (dS^O). But by these old

things the Prophet understands ancient pro-

phecies (comp. on xli. 22), as clearly appears
from ver. 10. The clause with '9 contains what
will be verified by looking back to those old pro-

phecies, viz., that Jehovah alone is God. '3 is

thus no causal particle, buta that The partici-

pial clauses vers. 10, 11, declaring from the
beginning the iseneg etc.. contain the proofs :

remember what is old, viz., that I am Qoa. as He
that announces from the beginning and fulfils in

its time. If then the clause with '3 ver. 9 b is

explanatory of '*remember," etc, and if this ex-

Slanation consists in this, that the divinity of

ehovah should be known from His prophesying

and fulfilling, then it is manifest that one must
actually tear the words "remember the former
things of old " from the context if he would have
them mean an exhortation to " earnestly search

out history " in general, nijr pm see xlv. 5, 6,

14, 18, 21. 7K and DTlS* correspond here in
parallelism as they do often not in parallelism
(Exod. xx. 6 ; Num. xvi. 22 ; Josh. xxii. 22 ; Ps.
1. 1, etc.). Apart from the meaning of the word
in itself the plural has more an abstract meaning
as divinity, highest being (comp. nefr D'^K
xix. 4). Ver. 10. The participles TJD, S5*, IOp
depend on the chief notion to be proved, thus on

/K and D'TITH, not on the secondary notion

^03. For Jehovah is God as He who from the

beginning (before it germinated xlii. 9 ; xliii. 19

)

announced the issue.

The second part of ver. 10 enhances what pre-
cedes by declaring the firm purpose of carrying
out what has been announced. Finally ver. 11

presents to view this execution. He that is called

from the East (xli. 2, 25) is Cyrus. He is com-
pared to a bird of prey that swoops on its quarrv.
Doubtless the noblest of the kind, the eagle is

meant. It is possible that &£ is radically

kindred to htTbc, but it is not proved. The eagle

was a sacred bird to the Persians. According to

Xenophon (Oyrop. VII. 1, 4) the standard of
Cyrus and also of his successors was an u

6ct&c

Xpovcovg kitl ddparog fiaKpov avaTerafihoc." Still

in the time of the younger CJyrus the royal stan-

dard of the Persians was an acrdc jpotxrovf enl

irftTiK (M £{>Xov) avareTap(vog (Xbnoph. Anab.
I. 10, 12). Abbchyujs also {Pen. 206-210),
into a portentous sign that Atossa sees, intro-

duces the Persians under the image of an eagle,

the Greeks under the image of a falcon. Comp.
Dunckeb Gesch. a\ AlUrth. II. p. 368 sq.

VUfJP EfK is not here as in xl. 13 the fellow-

counsellor, but the one called by God Himself to

execute His counsel. In conclusion, by a double
disjunctive clause, the assurance is emphatically
given, that what the Lord has said and projected

PJP xxxvii. 26; xxii. 11) in spirit He will

surely bring to pass. Here again, also, the Lord
pledges His honor that His prophecy, long be-

fore announced, shall be fulfilled by Cyrus, and
that thereby His, Jehovah's divinity will be
proved.
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510 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

4. GOD'S RIGHTEOUSNESS AND SALVATION MUST OOME SPITE OF ISRAEL'S
HARDNESS OF HEART. Chapter XLVL 12, 13. .

12 Hearken unto me, ye stout hearted,

That are far from righteousness

:

13 I bring near mj righteousness ; it shall not be far off,

And my salvation shall not tarry :

And I will *place salvation in Zion
bFor Israel my glory.

' giv4. » 7b.

IXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

These two verses respond briefly but plainly to

an objection or doubt that might be raised against

the representations of vers. 1-11. Will Israel

suffer itself to be led to the right knowledge of
God by the positive and negative proofs just pre-
sented (vers. 1-4, 5-7), or even by the positive

demonstration, when the prophecy about Cyrus
is fulfilled (vera. 8-11) ? The Lord knows that

Israel is stout-hearted. This is meant in a bad
sense, like that described xlviii. 4 '* because I

knew that thou art obstinate, and thy neck is an
iron sinew, and thy brow brass ;" comp. Ivi. 11.

The obstinate, haughty, self-righteous heart is

naturally far from the righteousness of God, for

it has, for the purpose of being right, not the ob-
jective, divine norm, but only a subjective, self-

made norm. There were many such hard, proud
hearts in Israel. Proud self- righteousness charac-
terizes the nation (Bom. x. 3). Still the Lord,
whose gifts and calling are without repentance
(Rom. zi. 29), will fulfil His promises. Note
that ver. 12 begins with hearken unto me, as

does ver. 3. Thus it appears that the two verses
are co-ordinated. With ver. 3 begins the proof
of the threefold gain that shall come to Israel by
the destruction of Babylon. Ver. 12 mentions
the doubt that may be raised against it. This
close relation to ver. 3 is indicated by their be-

ginning in, the same way. Ver. 13 resolves the
doubt Drieflv and effectively. The almighty,
gracious will of God toward Israel as a whole is

not to be frustrated by the unworthiness of indi-

viduals. Spite of the evil condition referred to,

ver. 12, He will bring in his righteousness.
A* the Prophet here expressly distinguishes be-
tween righteousness and salvation, we must take
44
righteousness" herein the sense of the "quality

cf righteous," conformity to the divine will.

[" One denotes the cause and the other the effect,

one relates to God, and the other to man. The
sense in which salvation can be referred to the
righteousness of God is clear from chap. i. 27.

(See Vol. I., p. 93.) The exhibition of God's
righteousness consists in the salvation of His peo-
ple and the simultaneous destruction of His ene-
mies. To these two classes it was therefore at the
same time an object of desire and dread.—J. A.
Alex.] The Lord will yet, spite of the natural
unrighteousness of Israel, raise up in Israel the
righteousness that avails with Him. But this

is the precedent condition of salvation.—Both
will come at the right time ; if perhaps late, still

not too late. Then the city of Zion will be fall
of salvation, and the people full of the glory of
Jehovah. Thus God s gracious will toward Is-
rael will be fulfilled under all circumstances.
Even Israel's sins will not be able to prevent its

salvation.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xlvi. 3, 4. " It is something that God
will be with us, will strengthen us, help and pre-
serve us by the right hand of His righteousness
(xli. 10) ; it is something that He calls us by oar
name, and is with us in water and fire (xliii. 1)

:

it is something that He holds us as a seal and
signet ring (Hag. ii. 23) ; it is something that He
holds us as the apple of His eye (Ps. xvii. 8),
that He carries us on His wings (Deut. xxxii. 11),
yea, that He gathers us under His wings (Matth.
xxiii. 37),—but this exceeds all, that God is will-
ing to be so nearly related to us, that He will
carry us under His heart, like a mother does the
fruit of her body, and that not only like a mother,
who carries the fruit no longer than nine months,
but to the greatest and gravest age. Thus the
love, fidelity, and services of God far exceed all
motherly love, fidelity and services, great as these
may be (xlix. 15)."--Cramer.

2. On xlvi 5-8. It is remarkable how deep-
seated in the natural man is the desire to compre-
hend the divinity visibly, in a corporeal form. But
God forbids it. First, because it is impossible to
represent divinity under any adequate and worthy
image; second, because the danger is so great
that the image will be taken for the divinity itself.

God would be worshipped as a spirit in spirit

(Jno. iv. 24). The Son of God appeared in the
flesh, and if there ever was a corporeal form that
was worthy and able to be to divinity the medium
of its visible manifestation, then it was the corpo-
rality of Christ. But this was only visible to His
contemporaries. Were it necessary to the church
ever to nave before its eyes the bodily figure of
the Lord, the Lord would surely have provided
for that, as He has indeed provided that His
Spirit and word shall continue preserved to us.

But men would certainly have made an idol of
the image of the Lord. The Roman Catholic
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CHAP. XLVII. 1-7. 511

Church has succeeded in heathenizing what is

most Christian of all, by making the host in the

Lord's Supper to be a transmutation into the

visible body of the Lord. There that deep-seated

heathen tendency finds then its gratification.

There we have a visible image, that would how-
ever represent the Lord as an object of worship.

There God Himself is made an idol I

3. On xlvi. 12 sq. Were it necessary for us

men to deserve the coming of the Redeemer He
would never come. Can the physician only

come when the sick man has disposed himself to

recovery (Luke v. 31)? No, it is just sinners

that attract the Lord. They need Him. He
calls them to repentance, with them His right-

eousness finds a place. But a distinction is to be

made here between the heard-hearted sinners that

will not hear of the righteousness of God, and
those sinners that would willingly be quit of it.

Were we men only of the former sort, the door
would be closed here on earth against all God's
purposes of salvation.

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

1. On xlvi. 3, 4. " Every Christian ought to

believe that God will do this for Him. For His
mercies, promised to us in Christ, are neither

small nor few. Far as the heaven is from the

earth, and the east from the west, such is the

mercy of God, if we only abide therein and do
not tear ourselves awayfrom it bv wanton sin-

ning. For we were not baptized that we might
have a gracious God for ten or twenty years.

He would be our God in eternity, and forever

and ever, most of all when we are in distress and
need a God and Helper, as in the straits of death

and other danger. Therefore we should be afraid

of nothing, but have the certain hope: the

greater the distress we encounter, the more will

God be near us with His help." Veit Dietrich.

2. On xlvi. 3, 4. The maternal love of
God. 1) It provides for all (great and small).

2) It ever provide* (even to old age).

3. On xlvi. 5. " What we are and what we
are not we ever best learn when we men contrast

ourselves with God. Who can measure how small

our time is compared with His eternity. He can

and will challenge us in everything and say:
' to whom will ye compare me, that we may be
like?1 Yet the Psalm attempts it : 'A thousand
years in Thy sight are but as yesterday when it

is past,' and what to Him is the succession of
generations of men ?" Tholuck.

4. [On xlvi. 10. My counsel shall stand. This
proves, (1.) That God has a purpose or plan in
regard to human affairs. If He had not He
could not predict future events; (2). That God's
plan will not be frustrated. He has power enough
to secure the execution of His designs, and He
will exert that power in order that all His plans
may be accomplished. We may observe, also,

that it is a matter of unspeakable joy that Ood
has a plan, and that it will be executed. For (1

)

if there were no plan in relation to human things,

the mind could find no rest If there was no
evidence that One Mind presided over human af-

faire; that an infinitely wise plan had been
formed, and that all things had been adjusted so

as best to secure the ultimate accomplishment of

that plan, everything would have the appearance
of chaos, and the mind must be filled with doubts

and distractions. But our anxieties vanish in

regard to the apparent irregularities and dis-

orders of the universe, when we feel that all

things are under the direction of an Infinite

Mind. (2) If His plans were not occomplished

there would be occasion of equal doubt and dis-

may. If there was any power that could defeat

the purposes of God ; if there was any stubborn-

ness of matter, or any inflexible perverseness in

the nature of mind ; if there were any unex-
pected and unforeseen extraneous causes that

could interpose to thwart His plans, then the

mind must be full of agitation and distress. But
the moment it can fasten on the conviction that

God has formed a plan that embraces all things,

and that all things which occur will be in some
way made tributary to that plan, that moment
the mind can be calm in resignation to His holy
will." Barnes].

5. On xlvi. 12, 13. The righteousness
that avails with God. 1) Who brings it

about (ver. 13a); 2) who lays hold on it (not

the proud and self-righteous ver. 12, but the be-

lieving) ; 3) what are its effects (ver. 13 6, salva-

tion and glory).

Vm—THE EIGHTH DISCOURSE.

The Fall of Babylon, the Causes of it, and the XTselessness of the Means to prevent it.

Chapter XLVIL

1. THE FALL OF BABYLON AND THE CAUSES OF IT.

Chapter XLVII. 1-7.

1 Come down, and sit in the dust, virgin daughter of Babylon,

Sit on the ground

:

m There is no throne, O daughter of the Chaldeans

:

For thou shalt no more be called tender and Melicate.

2 Take the millstones, and grind meal

:

Uncover thy °locks,
dmake bare the leg,
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612 THE PBOFHET ISAIAH.

Uncover the thigh, pass over the rivers.

8 Thy nakedness shall be uncovered,

Yea, thy shame shall be seen

:

I will take vengeance,

•And I will not meet thee as a man.
4 *As for our redeemer, the Lord ot hosts is his name,
The Holy One of Israel.

5 Sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans:

For thou shalt no more be called, The lady of kingdoms.

6 I was wroth with my Deople,

I 'have polluted mine inheritance,

And 'given them into thine hand

:

Thou didst shew them no mercy

;

Upon the ^ancient hast thou very heavily laid thy yoke.

7 And thou saidst, I shall be a lady forever

:

So that thou didst not lay these things to thy heart,

Neither didst remember the latter end of it

• without a throne.
* lift up thy train.
t omit A* for.

• AndTappeal to not
c polluted—gave.

i about it
'aged.

EXBGBTICAI* AND CRITICAL.

I

1. Babylon, hitherto shining in splendor and
lnxury, is threatened with extreme degradation

and exposure (vers. 1-3). Israel confesses with
joy that it recognizes its Redeemer in Him that

ices this (ver. 4). The cause of this deep down-
fall is two-fold: 1) the severity against Israel

that has exceeded the purpose of the Lord ; 2)

Babylon's secure defiance and haughtiness (vers.

6-7).

2. Come down Holy One of Israel.

—

Vers. 1-4. The curt, monosyllabic imperatives

'21th '*n are the expression of a decided, relent-

less purpose. Babylon roust come down, hard as

it will he for it. In the dust, on the bare ground,
without a throne it must sit, that hitherto was
used to be high enthroned. For from an empress
it has become a slave. But the slave, as the
wretched and lowly generally, sits in the dust
(comp. iii. 26, and the contrary description liL

2). Hence the expressions '* to lay, cast in the
dust " (xxvi. 5 sq. ; Job xvL 15 ; xxx. 19 ; Ps.

vii. 6), " to lie in the dust" (Ps. xxii. 30; cxix.

25), "to raise from the dust" (Ps. xliii. 7; 1 8am.
ii. 8 : 1 Kings xvi. 2) ;

** to lick the dust before
one " (xlix. 23 ; Ps. lxxii. 9). In the same way
it is said that the mourner does not sit on an ele-

vated seat, but on the earth (Job ii. 13 ; Lam. ii.

10). The expressions tender and delioate
("abounding in voluptuousness") are taken
from Deut xxviii. 56, 54. Babylon is described
as a city very greatly given up to luxurv and
voluptuousness, not only in the Bible (Jer. Ii.

39 ; Dan. v. 1 sqq. ; comp. xxL 5) but more still

by profane writers. For instance Cubitus, (V.
I.) says :

" Nihil urbis ejus corrupUus moribus,
nihil ad irrilandas iUiciendcugue immodioas volvp-
tales instrucHus." Comp. Herod. I. 195, 199.
Grinding grain with a hand-mill was chiefly the
labor of female slaves, and it was even regarded
as the hardest labor (Exod. xi. 5; Matt xxiv.
41 ; Luke xvii. 35). Comp. Herz. R.-Encycl.

X. p. 82 sq. AW (from unused root DOY, Chald.

ODY, " operuit, veUnU") is the veil (comp. Song of

Solomon iv. 1, 3 ; vi. 7). As is well-known, the
women in parts of the Orient consider it a greater
disgrace to let their face be seen than other parts

of their bodies. /2tf (from /3rf unused =
fiuxit, deftuxity comp. Jw^tf xxvii. 12 ; Judg. xiL

6) is the flowing garment, "border, train."

When the female slave comes to a stream in the
way that can be forded, she is not carried over,
as are ladies. She must wade through ; no re-

gard is paid to her womanly modesty. Hl"vg

and riS"jn correspond in the parallelism ; hence

the latter must be taken in essentially the same
sense as the former. That the T\)1p i* seen is a
Hflin. Comp. iii. 17 ; Jer. xiii. 22, 26 ; Ezek.

xvi. 37 ; Nah. iii. 5. Thus the Lord threatens
the Babylonians. What He intends by thesejudg-
ments He says ver. 3 6:1 will take ven-

geance. The negative clause <* Jt>BI* *Sl is

understood in a great variety of ways. J?l£)

means "irruere, incidere, obviam ire, pertinereS*

then also, in a friendly sense "prccibus tuswferc,

to apply to one." It does not suit here to take
the word in a hostile sense: "I will run on
none " (Stier), which only makes sense by arbi-
trarily supplying : " out of whose way I must
get" ["The true sense is that expressed by
Rosenmtteller, I shall encounter no man, i. e.9
no man will be able to resist me. This simple
explanation is at the same time one of the most
ancient, as we find it distinctly expressed by
Sthmachub {ovk avTtrfaeral fiot avUpoicos) ancl
in the Vulgate (non resistet mihi homo—J. A.
Alex.]. I do not think it right to take the word
in the sense of "to protect, pardon" for the
reason that there ever lies in yJD the meaning
obvenire, thus the notion of " going against, get-
ting in the way of." I cannot see why the well-
approved meaning " to appljr to one with peti-

tion or intercession" (Job xxL 15; Buth ii. 22;
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CHAP. XLVIL 8-15. 611

Jer. vii. 16; xxvii. 18) may not suit our context

Jehovah, as the only true (rod, neither desires nor

uses human help. The taking of Babylon must
appear as God's doing, not as a fact accomplished

by human power. And if it be asked, what God
has showed Himself stronger than the gods of

Babylon, thus who is the accomplisher of the

said divine doing, Israel alone has the correct

reply when it cries out : Our Redeemer, Je-

hovah of hosts U His name (comp. xlviii

2; liv. 5), the Holy One of Israel (see List).

These words do not fit to what follows, and as

little are they suited to be an antiphonal-like

conclusion of the preceding strophe. They give

the impression of a joyful welcome greeting,

which meets one approaching, and who is recog-

nised as a friend.

3. Sit thou silent end of it.—Vers.
5-7. The Prophet, ver. 5, declares once again

in general the downfall of Babylon, as in ver. 1,

but makes prominent another contrast. There
the contrast was between the loftiest height and
the lowest humiliation ; here it is between, shin-

ing and darkness. Babylon shall now sit down
in a still, dark place, she that before was the bril-

liant, far shining empress of kingdoms (xiii. 19).

This repeated announcement of punishment finds

its reason in vers. 6, 7. The Prophet assigns a
double reason. First, Babylon abused the right

of discipline deputed to it. The LORD was
wroth with His people, and polluted His

, by permitting profane heathen
nple land, city and Temple, and to

9 holy oeople into captivity (comp.

inheritanoe, by
nations to trample
carry away the holy people'] m

Lam. ii. 2: Ps. lxxiv. 7, etc). But He would
only discipline His people, not destroy them;
whereas Babylon sought to do the latter by everv
means (comp. Jer. 1. 11, 24, 28, 29, 81 sq. ; li. 6,

11, 24, 34 sqq. 56 ; Zech. L 15). For it shewed
them no meroy (the expression D'orn O'br

only here). Even old age was not spared (comp.
Lam. iv. 16 ; v. 12). 1 am, with Delitzsch,
of the opinion that by JjJT we are not to under-

stand the nation as one grown old. The Pro-
phet that wrote xl. 28 sqq., could hardly repre-

sent Israel, even in the Exile, as a worn-out old

man. The second reason for the humiliation that

threatens Babylon is its haughtiness. This mir-
rors to it the illusion of its dominion lasting

forever. And by reason of this illusion (lp »
tl so that," comp. 1 Sam. xx. 41 ; Job viii. 21

;

xiv. 6) Babylon does not lay to heart the

guilt with which it is loaded because of its treat-

ment of Israel, therefore it does not in the least

think (comp. xlvi. 8) on the consequences of that

treatment, viz: the vengeance (comp. /. c, and

Jer. 1. li.), it must provoka-0
1
? hp D'fer xlii.

25 ; Mi. 1, 11. A S* Ttfn xliv. 19 ; xlvi. 8.

taS D'fer xli. 22. Alp rh^ lxv. 17.

* 2. THE FRUITLES8NE86 OF THE MEANS EMPLOYED TO SAVE BABYLON.

Chapter XLVIL 8-15.

8 "Therefore hear now this, thou that art given to pleasures.

That dwellest carelessly,

That "sayest in thine heart,

I am, and none else beside me

;

I shall not sit as a widow,
Neither shall I know the loss of children

:

9 Bat these two things shall come to thee in a moment in one day,

The loss of children, and widowhood

:

They shall come upon thee in their perfection

•For the multitude of thy sorceries,

And •for the great abundance of thine enchantments.

10 *For thou hast trusted in thy wickedness

:

Thou hast said, None seeth me.

Thy wisdom and thy knowledge, it hath ^rverted thee

;

And thou hast said in thine, heart, I am, and none else beside me.

11 •Therefore shall evil come upon thee

;

TTiou shalt not know from whence it riseth

:

And mischief shall fall upon thee;

Thou shalt not be able to *put it off:

And desolation shall come upon thee suddenly, which thou shalt not know.

12 Stand now with thine enchantments,

And with the multitude of thy sorceries,

Wherein thou hast laboured from thy youth

;

If so be thou shalt be able to profit,

88



514 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

•If so be thou mayest 'prevail.

13 Thou art wearied in the multitude of thy counsel*

Let now the ^astrologers, the stargazers,
51The monthly prognosticators,

Stand up, and save thee

From these things that shall come upon thee.

14 Behold, they shall be as stubble

;

The fire 'shall burn them

;

They shall not deliver •themselves from the power of the flame;
l I%ere shall not be a coal to warm at
Nor fire to sit before it.

15 Thus shall they be unto thee with whom thou hast laboured,

Even thy merchants, from thy youth

:

They shall wander every one to his quarter

;

None shall save thee.

i Or, cawed thee to tu
* Heb. expiate
* Heb. that give knowledge concerning the month*.

* And novo hear this, thou delicious.
* And thou roast secure in.
t Which they shall not know how to exorcise,
i Who every month give reportfrom them what shall corns on thee.

» Which is no glow of coalsfor their bread.

> Heb. the morning thereof.
* Heb. viewers of the heave*
• Heb. their souls.

* says in her heart
• but evil comes.
i Perhaps.
k has burned.

• Spit* of.

* terrify.

TEXTUAL AND
See List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. a.

nn;n—Ting—DDK, which occurs forty-three times In

the Old Testament. ' Especially the tarn of expression

1\P D£)K1 or HjfSa DDK is encountered relatively

so often in these chapters (xIt. 6, 14; xlvi. 9; xlvii. 8,

10), that it may be regarded as a peculiarity of them.

Only2 Sam. ix. 3 does the expression again occur. Hence
we are justified in regarding it as an Isaianic expres-

sion, and thus a proof of our passage being genuine

Isaianic. Ver. 9. ^^-*|Bf3-D,13n. Ver. U. hMT
Ver. 12. 1371. Ver. 15. nhj?S.

-T

ver. 9. nng from p#» oE*y NelL Jx* ** an •4Jec-

tive corresponding to the substantive Vlf.—TIBaS 3tf*

occurs only here in Isaiah ; but comp.xiv. SO. The ex-

pression is In the Pentateuch: Lev. xxv. 18, 19; xxvi.

6 ; comp. Judg. xviii. 7. It is more common in the later

prophets: Jer. xxxii. 37; xlix. 81; Ezek. xxviii. 26;

xxxiv. 25, etc Especially Zeph. ii. 15 is to be noted,

where the expression 7}Vhp V# is borrowed from Isa.

xxli. 2; xxxii. 13, and the remainder of the verse from

our passage. Even V^n HX'T in Zeph. shows that

what follows Is a citation. Ttrbjf is undoubtedly taken

from the undisputed Isaianlo passages xxli. 2; xxxii.

13; for beside Zeph. ii. 15; Hi. 11, the expression occurs

only in Isaiah. The '. in ,DflK is very difficult to ex-

plain. Most expositors take It as * compaginU (thus =
lb)} DflK). But this ' Is superfluous, and at the same

time incorrect where there is no genitive relation.

Hah* takes it as a feminine \ as in 'Ptt» 'Sttp, '3-

;

but the Hebrew knows no distinction of gender in the

first person. Dx Diku and Coocejtjs take the clause as

a question ; Vitbikga and Noldb regard T)i)K as repre-
t
-

senting a doubled DDK (ct non est praeter me alia). But
the question is not self-evident and must be indicated,

and the absence of DDK or pK is unexampled. It Is

best, with Dxutzsch/ to take *D3K in the sense of

GRAMMATICAL.

TS ?1XW : eg0 utique no* tum amPUM »' ^©refcre
:
I

am not, as it were, found again In another sample. The
sense would then be the same as 'J103 DDK xlvi 9.

Ver. 9. HEte. from *ltf3, of uncertain meaning. Pled,

" to bewitcn, "conjure," (Exod. vii. 11; xxii. 17; Deut.

xviil. 10, etc), occurs only in the plural, and in Isaiah

only here and ver. 12 (comp. Mic. v. 11 ; Nan. Hi. 4 ; 2

Kings ix. 22). Also 0*1311 from tan u Ugare, Jkssd-
•T-l - T

nare, to bind,** especially to bind by enchantment* thus

"to exorcise " (Deut xvili. 11; Ps. Iviii. 0) occurs only

here and ver. 12. Tfcp HDV^ i» explained 1) from

the verbal construction, and 2) from the qualitative

meaning of HD*;* (xl. 29).

Ver. 10. "OKI stands in pause for *JKl and this for

•JKl (1 Chron. xii. 17).

Ver. 12. 3, with which IDV is here conjoined, is thai

of accompaniment : in the midst of her witchcraft*, ete,

therefore, according to our idiom with her witchcraft,

etc, shall Babylon stand up (comp. viL24; xxiv.9; xxt.

29, sic.). itfKa stands here oddly instead of the nor-

mal 03 Mr 1#K. This is one of the rare instances
T T J -T •*-:

in which the adverbial IBrK appears in transition to an

actual pronoun (Gen. xxxi. 32 ; Gbskx., \ 123, 2 ; Oomm.
in Joe). .py with a as in xliii. 22, 23, 24 ; lxiL 8.

Ver. 13. TP¥£ is an abnormal formation, the plural

suffix being attached to the nom. singular. Analogous

examples occur Ps. ix. 15 ; Esek. xxxv. 11 ; Ezra ix. 15.

If it is not an error of writing, the abnormal suffix form
is to be explained by the plural meaning of the collec-

tive in connection with the fi of the connecting form,

as also other feminine endings in f\ that are not plurals

(as ph in xtinK, /Vua infin., rw, jv- in no?, rratf
T I * .t ' *

etc\ occur with plural suffixes. tTDtf '13m. »o K'ri

;

KHhibh reads nan - 11371 ItfK*.—13H. A*. A«y.,
: IT I IT v -j ~ T

means, according to the dialects, * to divide, distri-

bute." Still this meaning Is not quite assured. Henoe
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CHAP. XLVII. 8-15. 515

l would take the word, according to the Arab, eka-

bara, in the sense of M gnari, those acquainted with the

heavens ;
w bat Hjuin, foilowingHm. on Dan. ii. 26, would

readnjHO^a u to investigate," EccL iii. 18; ix 1).

Ver. 14. To take DOnS for DOnS ("for warming")

seems to me forced. Moreover, what follows would
then be tautology. I side with those who explain

ODTlS flSrU according to xliy. is : the coals of their

bread, i. «.,'the glow of the coals, on which they bake
their bread. irftt accusative of nearer definition.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Therefore hear beside Me.—Vers.
8-10. The whole section yen. 8-15 is mainly
intended to show how ill-founded is that confi-

dence of Babylon expressed in yer. 7, " I shall be
a lady forever." First, the Prophet makes Baby-
lon repeat the assertion in an amplified form (ver.

8). With the contractive "now however
(comp. xliii. 1; xliv. 1) hear this" he intro-

duces an address to Babylon, whom he here desig-

nates as a delirious one, as in yer. 1 he calls

it * delicate and voluptuous." Then he calls it

" the one dwelling in security" because it

knows no superior power, and thus no possibility

of molestation (see Text and Oram.). X, and
none else ; by this Babylon affirms that it is

solitary of its kind, its like will no more be found.

This is justly regarded as blasphemous pride.

For the expression employed here recalls xlv. 5,

6, 18, 22- xlvi. 9, where God, who alone has the
right to do it, affirms His incomparableness.
Babylon affirms that it shall be neither a widow
nor childless. Most expositors understand by
widowhood the hpaotketa. But Knobel and Db-
utzsch justly object, that in ancient times kings
were by no means regarded as the husbands of
their cities or nations. Hence the widowhood is

rather the being forsaken of the nations with
which it had hitherto had active commerce
(according to the Biblical view iropveia xxiii. 16
sq. ; Bey. xviii. 9), thus sad loneliness, exclusion
from intercourse with the world (Lam. i. 1).

Hahn understands the widowhood to mean, for-

saken of God, or the gods (comp. liv. 4 sqq.).

But one must guard against transferring theocra-

tic representations to heathen relations. It is

agreed by all that being childless means de-

population (comn. liv. 1 sqq.). Yet these strokes,

so undreaded, will still come : and that not slowly,

by degrees, but suddenly and in one day (ix. 13
;

x. 17 ; lxvi. 8), i. e., not in intervening periods

one after another, but all at once. DDni, *' ac-

cording to the measure of its completion,*1
i. «.,

completely and totally (comp. flsnS 1 Kings

xxii. 34) they are come upon thee (perf.

prophet) spite of thine arts of sorcery and the
great abundance of thine enchantments.
Almost all expositors agree that 3 signifies, with

a certain irony^ the useless presence, the unsuc-
cessful connection and application, and thus cor-

responds to our " spite of, for all your." Comp.
v. 25 ; ix. 11, 16. 20 ; x. 4 ; Num. xiv. 11 ; Dent
i. 32; Pb. lxxviii. 32. There lies in this the
characteristic ingredient of this strophe : 9pUe of
all the means retorted to, Babylon mustfall.

Babylon is celebrated as the home ofastronomy,
astrology and magic (comp. Ideler, Sternhtnde
der Chald. in den Abhandl. d. BerL Akad. d. Wis-
Btnsch., 1814, 1815, Berlin, 1818; Gesen. im
Komm. f» Jen. Beilage II.). Just these secret

sciences and arts were relied upon as important

means of protection against misfortunes of all

kinds. Ver. 10 may* not be translated : " and
thou reliest on thy wickedness," as is done by
most exegetes. For if by wickedness be un-
derstood tyranny and craft, that will not com-
port with : none seeth me. In fact this latter

expresses jost the ground of confidence. The
same objection holds against our understanding

by •' wickedness n the false wisdom. But if HJH
be understood to mean godlessness itself i. e^ the
belief that there is no God, all-wise, all-holy, and
all-mighty, then again it could not be said : thou
reliest on thy godlessness ; iust as little as it may
be said : the pious man relies on his faith. As
one must say : the pious man is confident in or by
his faith, so. too, the Prophet's meaning here must
be : and thou wast secure in thy godless-
ness, thon saidst, There is none that sees
me. Of course, there is here the underlying as*

sumption, that the idols are no proper gods, all-

wise, just and almighty avengers of the wicked.
For the Prophet seems not to think at all of
Babylon's idols being present. According to his

view, they do not disturb the wicked. But Baby-
lon was secure in all its wickedness and godless-

ness because it believed it dared say: no one is

present that sees me. By this can only be meant
a seeing higher than that of idols. I construe

nM absolutely : $ecumm esse, which is undoubt-

edly its meaning (Jndg. xviii. 7, 10, 27 ; Jer.xiL

6; Job xl. 23; Prov. xi. 15). Therefore, we
learn from these words that Babylon trusted, not
only in outward things, as intimated in ver. 8,

but that its proud confidence had also the inward
ground, that it believed it might hold the con-
viction of there being no all-seeing God. So
partly Hahn. The words: "there is none
that seeth me," express the result of a reflec-

tion on things religious. There were also in
Babylon theologians and philosophers whose
wisdom and knowledge amounted to that

13K1 J'K, whence the Prophet says to Babylon

:

thy wisdom and thy knowledge it hath
perverted thee. Hence, when here a second

time the words " I and none else " are ascribed

to Babylon, it is to intimate that it so speaks, not

only with reference to men, but even with refer-

ence to divinity. Babylon deifies itself, by exalt-

ing itself, not only above all men, but also aboya
the gods.

2. Therefore shall evil come upon
thee.—Vers. 11-13. Babylon's overthrow is

described as something that could neither be

foreseen nor prevented. •
!*"jriBf rhymes with

rp£3, and hence is likely the same grammatical

form, vis., inf. Piel. The meaning "dawn,"
though at first sight the most likely, does not

commend itself, because the dawn of a misfor-

tune cannot be the first moment of its appear-
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I

ance, for that would be a contradiction ; nor can

it be the first moment of its disappearance, for the

end of a thing cannot be its dawn. Hahn*s pro-

posed rendering :
" unblacken," is far-fetched.

The rendering proposed, first by J. D. Michaelis,
and accepted dv most, best suits the context
This identifies iH&f with the Arabic Sachara,

incantavU, and gives the translation : and eTil
will oome upon thee whioh thou wilt not
know how to exoroiae. Thus ver. 11 says
in three clauses that Babylon will have no means
of warding off the misfortune. The first declares

the inadequacy' of magic, the second of idol-sacri-

fices the third exposes the disgrace of astrology,

which will not even be able to know of the evil

in advance.

The vers. 12, 13 explain what is said in ver. 11.

For the words: "thou shalt not know how to

exorcise it" are evidently elucidated by ver. 12:
try now the "Mltf (exorcism) by D'HSn (enchant-

ments) and O'flBQ (charms) ; may-be something
will come of it I At the same time it seems to me
that the "^B? is elucidated in ver. 12. For con-

juring demons, as in general all sorts of sorcery
were often joined with the offer of sacrifices,

sometimes of pleasure, sometimes atrocious.
" The relation of all idolatry with sorcery lies in

this that in the names of the gods the name of
God is abused for egoistic, sinful ends, with the
application of self-elected, senseless and merce-
nary forms of religion," says Lange in the
article on witchcraft in Herz. R. Enc. XVIII.

. 395. The second half of ver. 11 is elucidated

y ver. 13. We will need to take VU1 Ml no?
ver. 12 in the same sense as RJ~TtDjP ver. 13.

The latter can hardly be taken in the sense of
" to remain standing/' Hence we must also take
*T0p yer. 12 in the sense of '' to stand forth, come
on, stand up" (comp. Gesen. The*, p. 1038). in
which sense it is undeniably often used : 1 Sam.
xvii. 51; 1 Kings xx. 33; Hab. iii. 11; Ezek.
xxii. 30. From thy youth, thus from its first

beginning Babylon had been busied with astro-

logy, divination and magic (Comp. Duncker,
Oesch. d. AltertK. I. p. 124, 127 tq.). The Pro-
phet ironically concludes his challenge to try

what help they can find in their secret arts with
a double " perhaps, if so be :" perhaps thou
mayest be able to profit (positive), perhaps
thou wilt terrify, viz. the enemy (negative).

Ver. 13 relates to knowing future evil in ad-
vance, with reference to which the Prophet says
ver. 11 6 it shall not be. This is, of course,

strange. For Babylon, from the earliest an-
tiquity^ practised divination, and especially

astrological divination. The challenge ot ver. 12
was attended with Hi-success. Babylon worried
itself in vain with its sorceries and enchantments.
Thou art wearied by the multitude of thy
counsels (see Text, and Oram.) i. e^ by thy
methodically arranged attempts (viz. in the
sphere of enchantment); so the Prophet calls

mockingly to the totality of the Babylonians.

Therefore let some one help thee (^jnchl ver. 13),

he continues. Let the astrologers appear now.
This exposition fesults necessarily from the anti-

thesis of /VkSj and "|r#™- O'OBf n3ft are

those that divide the heavens, i. e., who mark off

the heavens into fields (the so-called "houses")
for the purpose of their observations (see TexL
and Oram.). In any case astrologers, " masters
of the course of heaven " are meant. They are
also called 0^303 D'TH. I doubt very much
whether n?Tl with 3 has here the meaning " to

contemplate, look with pleasure." run is need

of prophetic seeing generally (i. 1 ; ii. 1 ; Amos
L 1 ; Mic L 1), and nrfl is " a seer." Therefore

03 inn may very well mean : those that look
(vis. at the future) in the stars, or by means of
the stars.

^
In the words <U1 O'jma the Prophet

seems to intimate an arrangement whereby the

astrologers monthly (CTBfttV? comp. xxvii. 3;
xxxiii. 2) made communication to the people out

of that which they had read in the stars (hence
HCP itfKD). We have here perhaps the first

trace of the calendar of later times (*rapwr^//*aro,

aXfiew.xuuc&).

3. Behold they shall be shall save
thee, vers. 14, 15. In these verses is announced
the final destiny of all those in whom Babylon
trusted, and also its own destiny. The wise
masters of Babylon are compared to stubble.
Fire consumes them. Not precisely actual fire

is meant. He only compares generally the power
that overthrows Babylon to a fire that devours
stubble. They will not be able to save even
themselves, much less others. For the fire will

be no moderate glow like that need for baking
bread, or for a genial hearth-fire, before which
one sits to get warm (see Text, and Oram.).
Such are theybeoome (continues ver. 15), re-
spectingwhomthou hasttakenpains. This
is said in reference to ver. 12. The home resources
of power and deliverance so carefully cultivated
in Babylon are meant But the allies from
abroad also, its business friends, the numerous
admirers and worshippers, that of old (T"\pJD
to be referred to "pinD) came to Babylon to

carry on trade and delight themselves, wander
(involuntary departure from the way, being

dispersed) off each to his vit-a-vis (1"UJT? only
here; **5# is what lies directlyJbefore one), *. e.

straight out. The word, therefore, does not
mean : each to his home ; out, as dispersed, they
wander each his way in front of him (comp. 1

Sam. xiv. 1, 4, 40; Ezek. i. 9, 12; x. 22, efe.).

That one may help Babylon is not to be thought
of.—Therefore in the section vers. 8-15 it is

{)roved in every direction that all props for Baby-
on give way, that all means of deliverance in

which it hoped are refused.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xlvii. 1 Baa. "Fortune is round and
unstable in the world, and all transitory things
must have an end, and they that go about them
pass away with them (Ecclus. xiv. 19). For if

the great Assyro-BabyIonian empire could not
last, but from a virgin and lady was made a
serving maid, what must happen to other worldly
things that can by no means be compared witn
it?" Cramer.—["Let those that have power
use it with temper and moderation, considering

that the spoke which is uppermost will be under.

M.HEK&Y.J
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2. On xlvii. ft sq. The minister of righteous-

ness may himself become a transgressor if he
does not execute the punishment according to

the will of righteousness, but abuses his power
of punishment for the gratification of his own
love of violence. Thus there arises a chain-like

connection of right and wrong that passes through

all human history, till God, the only just One,

solves all the discords of worldly judgments in

the harmony of the world's judgment.

3. On xlviL 9 sqq. Sorcery is devil-service.

For he that uses any sort of enchantment seeks

to attain some object by means of supernatural

powers that are not the powers of Qod. For we,

too, by God's power may do miracles and signs,

as the holy men of God of the Old and New Tes-

tament show. But the power of God puts itself

at the disposal of the office borne in God's name
and by His commission, or of believing prayer
(Matt xvii. 20). But whoever would do mira-

cles by hocus pocus of any kind, lets it be under-

stood that he would make powers of the invisible

world subservient to him, that are not the powers
of God. But in the invisible world there are

beside God's powers only the powers of the

devil. That is the great peril of witchcraft.

For the devil never works for nothing. He ex-

acts the soul for it

4. On xlvii. 10. The omnipresence and om-
niscience of God are quite extraordinarily one-

rous to the natural man. He can never enjoy his

life for it. If he lives along, as he pleases, genio

indulgent, there still comes to him ever and anon
the secret voice that whispers: God sees it.

Hence, to-day, as the Babylonians did, he era-

ploys all his knowledge and wisdom to make
himself white, so that he may say : 'Jtft |'K> no

one sees me. He would rather let the laws of
nature grind him to pieces, than acknowledge a
personal God that sees and judges all things.

This endeavor to get the personal God out of
the world, that has its source equally in fear and
hatred, has not, however, its roots in human nature
as such. For then it must be found in all men. It

is rather the hatred and fearof the devil that reflect

themselves in those men who, according to Jno.
viii. 41-48, have the devil for their father.

[" Thou hast trusted in thy wickedness, as Doeg,
Ps. iii. 7. Many have so debauched their own
consciences, ana have got to such a pitch of
daring wickedness, that they stick at nothing;
and this they trust to carry them through those

difficulties which embarrass men who make con-

science of what they say and do. They doubt
not but they shall be too hard for all their ene-

mies, because they dare lie, and kill, and fore-

swear themselves, and do anything for their in-

terest Thus they trust in their wickedness to

secure them, which is the only thing that will

ruin them." M. Henry.]
6. [On xlvii. 13. * I confess I see not how

the judicial astrology which some now pretend

to, by rules of which they undertake to prophesy
concerning things to come, can be distinguished

from that of the Chaldeans, nor therefore how it

can escape the censure and contempt which this

text lays that under. Yet I fear that there are

some who study their almanacs, and regard them
and their prognostications more than their Bibles

and the prophecies there." M. Henby.]

HOMILETCCAL HINT8.

1. On xlvii. 1-7. The mighty in this world
should guard well against two H's : 1) against

Hardness toward the weak (ver. 6), for He
avenges them (ver. 3) ; 2) against Haughtiness,
for He humbles it (vers. 1-5, 7).

2. On xlvii. 12 sqq. Warning against su-
perstition.—1) The essence of superstition : it

is brother to unbelief (the unbeliever and super-

stitious) because it has lost what is truly tran-

scendent, and hence, by reason of the ineffaceable

drawing of men to what is super-terrestrial, falls

into the hands of that which is false ; the believer,

on the other hand, is never superstitious, because
as a child of God he knows that he is under the
protection of the true, highest, super-terrestrial

power. 2. The effects of superstition : a. it fos-

ters coarse and refined idolatry ; b. it robs men
of the right comfort and the right help.

IX.—THE NINTH DISCOURSE.
Recapitulation and Conclusion. Chapter XLVIIL

This chapter reproduces the chief ingredients
of the foregoing discourses from chap. xl. on.
By this brief recapitulation, it aims at a mighty
effect on the spirits of the hearers by means of a
total impression. A glorious redemption, analo-
gous to that wrought by Moses, is presented to

the view of the people of the Exile, from whose
blessings, ofcourse, tne wicked are excluded. The
last-named thought recurs like a refrain after nine
more chapters, at the close of chap. Ivii. All this

shows that in chap, xlviii. we have before us the

concluding discourse of the first third.

1. THE ADDRESS GIVING THE MOTIVE.
Chapter XLVIII. 1, 2.

1 Hear ye this, O house of Jacob,
Which are called by the name of Israel,

And are come forth out of the waters of Judah,
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618 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

Which swear by the name of the Lord,
And make mention of the God of Israel,

But not in truth, nor in righteousness.

For they call themselves of the holy city,

And stay themselves upon the God of Israel

;

The Lord of hosts is his name.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet begin* his recapitulation by
designating the object of hU address which he
describes as that nation which descended from
Jacob-Israel^ more nearly from Judah, bat in re-

spect to religion officially confessed Jehovah as
its God (ver. 1), for it is the nation that has the
holy city of Jehovah for its central point, and
all whose permanence is objectively founded on
Jehovah ( ver. 2). With this the Prophet has de-
signated all the particulars thatexplain the unique
interest of Jehovah in precisely this people.

2. Hear ye this hla name.—Vera. 1, 2.

rw? VDtf comp. ver. 1C ; xlvii. 8; li. 21. Jacob
was the natural name of the second son of Isaac,

Israel was his spiritual name, according to Gen.
xxxii. 2 sq. ; xxxv. 10. In the same manner,
too, house of Jaoob will designate the nation

according to its natural descent, whereas the
same nation bears the name Israel as heir of the
spiritual significance of its ancestor. But when
the Prophet so addressed the nation it was no
longer entire. The Ten Tribes were become the
prey of an exile of immeasurable duration, with
no hope of immediate deliverance. The promise
of deliverance by Cyrus relates only to the people
of the kingdom of Judah, thus chiefly only to

those who are oome forth out of the waters
of Judah. The expression is a designation of

the icmen virile as in 3Kto (Gen. xix. 87 comp.

on xv. 2 and xxv. 10). In the same sense D'D

is used Nam. xxiv. 7 ; ^PO Ps. lxviii. 27 ; Prov.

v. 16, 18. This people, descended from Jacob
and Judah, and thus dear to the Lord " for the
fathers' sakes" (Rom. xi. 28) was bound to Him
by still another tie : Israel swore by the name
of Jehovah (Deut vi. 13: x. 20}. That was
continually a confession to Jehovah and an ac-

knowledgment of His godhead (xlv. 23), but it

was not necessarily an act of true living faith.

Knowledge and approval sufficed for that, to

speak dogmatically. The case was similar with
making mention of Qod, «. &, making "\??

by means of God (comp. 0Bf3 K^j3). Whoever
performs an act of remembrance (in praise and
acknowledgment), by naming Jehovah (comp.
Josh, xxiii. 7; Ps. xx. 8; Amos vi. 10), lays
down, indeed, a praiseworthy confession to Jeho-
vah, out this may happen in a very outward and
lifeless way. Israel ought not to take the names
of idols in its mouth even (Exod. xxiii. 13). la
contrast with this, every honorable mention of
Jehovah, indeed every naming of His name that
was joined with suitable reverence was a confes-
sion to Him, hence it is not necessary to under-
stand by 'IC TDK! a solemn ascription of praise,

though such is not to be excluded. Just because
this swearing and mention could and did happen
without living faith, the Prophet adds : " not in
truth and not in righteousness." But bow
could the people of Judah, though inwardly
fallen away, still outwardly confess the name or
Jehovah, except they were in a manner stamped
with the name of the city in which is the sanc-
tuary of Jehovah? As long as Jerusalem is ac-
counted the worthy dwelling of Jehovah—and it

is so accounted even in the worst times, as that

° '3*57 Jer. vii. 4 proves—so long He is still re-
cognized as God. Hence the Prophet can say,
that Israel swears by Jehovah because it calls

itself by the name of the city of its sanctuary. It
seems to me that the expression common in Jere-

miah O^EftV '3Bh mm* Bftt has its roots in
• * T • "II T .

this view. Moreover the expression BHpO ***J?

occurs here for the first time. It occurs beside
only Hi. 1 ; Neh. xi. 1, 18; Dan. ix. 24. The
Prophet assigns as a second reason for what iav

said ver. 1 6, that those there named are stayed
or grounded upon the God of Israel. For 130DJ
may not be taken subjectively= * to stay oneself,
nitu confidere," for "not in truth and not in
righteousness" directly denies that Israel has the
proper confidence. It is Jehovah that objectively
raises and bears Israel by His election, and con-
tinued protection and support.

2. THE FORMER THINGS AS FOUNDATIONS OF THE NEW.

Chapter XLVIH. Ml.

3 I have declared the former things *from the beginning

;

And they went forth out of my mouth, and I "shewed them

;

I did them suddenly, and they came to pass.

4 Because I knew that thou art 'obstinate,

And thy neck w an iron sinew,

And thy brow brass

;
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5 I have even from the beginning declared it to thee

;

Before it came to pass I •shewed it thee

:

Lest thou shouldest say, Mine idol hath done them,

And my graven image, and my molten image, hath commanded them.

6 Thou hast heard, see all this

;

And will not ye declare it t

I have ^shewed thee new things from this time,

Even hidden things, and thou didst not know them.

7 They are created now, and not •from the beginning

;

Even before the day dwhen thou heardest them not

;

Lest thou shouldest say, Behold, I knew them.

8 Yea, thou heardest not ; yea, thou knewest not

;

Yea, "from that time that thine ear was not opened

:

For I knew that thou wouldest deal very treacherously,

And wast called a transgressor from the womb.
9 For my name's sake will I defer mine anger,

And for my praise will I refrain for thee,

That I cut thee not off.

10 Behold, I have refined thee, but not Nrith silver

;

I have chosen thee in the furnace of affliction.

11 For mine own sake, even for mine own sake, will I do it

:

For how should my name be polluted f

And I will not give my glory unto another.

1 Heh. hard.

* from then.

*a*d.

* Or, for eilver.

* caused them to be heard.
* omit that

• eaueed them to hear.

TEXTUAL AND
8ee List for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 3.

nUtfKV-HO. Ver. 5. *?D9. Ver. ft. DOH. Ver. 10.
T - V V " T

Ver. 1. TK*D i* property- " from that time hitherto."

Bat JO stands here, according to Hebrew usage, as de-

signation of the term, a quo. We may therefore boldly

translate TKO by ** then, at that time," as a reference to

time long past.

Ver. 7. DV» "2sh is— ants kunc diem, comp. xliii. 18. 1
1 "i •

x

before IO is demonstrative.

Ver. 8. nnH2 is causative Plel — " to make an open-
T : •

ing," i. at, to open one's-self to the report, to hear the re-

port* comp. for the causative use lx. 11 ; Ps. oxvi. 6.

The expression
"J

1
? Kip as in lviii. IS; lxl. 8 ; lxiL i.

Ver. 9. «|K y^XH only Prov. xlx. 11; comp. Job vi.

11 and the expression in the Pentateuch D'SK ^K

GRAMMATICAL.

Exod. zzxiv. 6; Num. ziv. 18, etc \p01 is to be sup-

plied before 'rfrnn. xliv. 28 ; xlvL 6. DDH, Arab, eh*-

tamo, Aram. DOT"!, eoereere, DOTSfremum, nose-ring.—?S
--i TT It

dat.commodi; xl.10.

Ver. la It is plain that the 3 can neither be 3 pretii,

nor that of accompaniment. It is (Hrrxio, Pxlitssch)

the 3 eeeenUae — tit quaUtate argents in the quality of

silver, t. «., as silver. The only peculiarity here is the

placing of the 3 with the object (comp. Esek. xx. 41 ; Ps.
i

lxxvili. 66, Dxl.). *in3 properly means "to choose.**

But as to choose presupposes a testing and confirma-

tion, so in the Aram. tn3 stands directly for jn3 (Syr.

boehuro — T^lS exploratory In Latin, too, probare

means not only to hold something to be good, but also

to investigate whether It is good. So also here 1TV1 i*

used in the sense of JH3 (comp. Job xxxlv. 4).

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. 1 have deolared—oommanded them.
Vers. 3-5. These three verses express the thought,
that from ancient times on, and before He gave
this new prophecy that culminates in the name
of Cyrus, the Lord had by prophecy and fulfil-

ment proved Himself to be the true God. This
is the seventh time the Prophet presents this ar-

gument Bv nUEbO, therefore, I understand
jprioiu, antefacta. The Prophet, as it were, divides
History into two parts : the old and the new. The
new begins with the first prophetic announcements
of events relative to Cyrus. The matter is impor-
tant to theLoad : hence he dividesWJH, " I have

announced," into two natural component parts

:

I) the prophecy went out of His mouth, 2) it en-
tered into Israel's ear. Thus the fact of the pro-

phecy is proved. And also the fulfilment For
suddenly (DKHD is wont to stand for the initiation

of the fulfilment, because the inward connection
is hid from the eyes of men, comp. xxix. 5; zlvii.

II) the Lord performed what was announced
and the thing prophesied came about (comp. zliv.

7 ; xlvii. 9). This course was necessary from the
very first It had always an eminently practical

object Beoanaa I know, says the Lord, that
thou art hard, i e., stiff-necked, hard to con-
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620 THE PROPHET I8AIAH.

vince, and that thy neok U an iron sinew
(TJ, nervus, tendo, spring, re89ort) f therefore hard

to bend, and thy brow brass, thus impene-
trable, obstinate,—for this reason I announced to

thee at that time, long ago, so that thoa mightest

not say my idol p£F, general word, deue fictir

eiua in general, Ps. cxxxix. 24) did it, my graven
image and my molten image QDJ, xli. 29j com-
manded it here (made it come, xlv. 11). There-
fore the Lord here declares that in the pott even,
thus in what has been indicated as the first period
of history, by reason of Israel's hardness of heart,
and its being unimpressible by purely inward,
spiritual proofs, and because of its desire for argu-
ments that may be seized outwardly, He had found
Himself obliged to establish His claim to be the
only true God, by prophesying the future, and
bringing to pass what was prophesied. In this
the Prophet says nothing new. He only repeats
what he has before set forth in various places (xli.

4, 21 sqq., 26; xliii. 9 sqq. ; xliv. 7 sqq.; xlvi. 9
sq.).

2. Thou hast heard from the womb.
Ver*. 6-8. With these words, too, the Prophet re-
peats essentially only something said before, via,,

what he had announced in reference to the new
period of salvation to be inaugurated by Cyrus.

The words tyDti to 1Tjn, ver. 6, form the tran-

sition. r»J?Otf manifestly refers to DJTOBfc, ver.

3, and ynpntiTV ver. 5. It must be established
that not only did the Lord bring those old pro-
phecies to a hearing, but that they were actually

heard. And rh? would express that all relating

to that, therefore the fulfilment also, has been
heard. The emphatic Hjn (comp. xxxiiL 20
xxx. 10) would warn Israel' not to treat the mat-
ter lightly. Only let it look narrowly, and it
must confess that all in the previous period of
Mstorv relative to prophecy and fulfilment was
raUv known. Will they not on their part feel im-
pelled to declare and proclaim aloud what thev
have undoubtedly heard ? In the entire section,
vers. 8-11, the Prophet steadily addresses Israel
in the second pers. masc. sing. Suddenly in the

single clause, WV\ »6n Dnw, he passes to the
second pers. masc. plur. The reason for this
seems to me to be, that he has in mind here, no
longer the ideal total Israel, but the concrete per-
sons of his contemporaries and immediate hearers
or first readers.

This appears to me to be one of the passages
where the Prophet, who else lives wholly in the
Exile, cannot help casting a glance at the actual
present If we might assume that chapters xl.-
Ixvl were to remain a sealed-up prophecy until
the time ofthe Exile, then we would be warranted
in saying that the words and will ye not de-
olare it applied only to the exiles. But the nu-
merous citations from chapters xl.-lxvi., that oc-
cur in prophets after Isaiah but before the Exile,
show* that our prophecy even before the Exile
must have been puMici jurie. Hence I can only
see in these words an exhortation that Isaiah gives
to his actual contemporaries, vi*., to confess openly
that the history of Israel hitherto is a proof that
Jehovah can
(idolaters or

word used above for the prediction of events, and
therefore no doubt meaning here, will not ye pre-
dict something? This is Hitzio's explanation
of the words. In favor of this view is its taking

Tin in the sense which it has in the preceding

verse, and also the analogy of xli. 22, 23, where
the very same challenge is given in nearly the
same form ; to which may be added the sudden
change to the plural form, and the emphatic in-

troduction of the pronoun, implying a new object

of address, and not a mere enallage, because he
immediately resumes the address to the people in
the singular " J. A. Alex.]. As Israel itself

must confess that it has learned to know its God
as a prophesier and fulfiller, the Lord bases on
that the further demand that they believe also the
present new prophecy, and infer from it the pro-

per consequences. Manifestly the fiWin new
tkinp*. are the prophecy relating to Cvrns and the
period ofsalvation initiated by him. the Prophet
refers to xliL 9 sqq.; xliii. 19 saq.; xliv. 24soq.; xlv.
lsqa- 11 sqq., 19 sqq.; xlvi. 11. He particularly
emphasizes that this prophecy cm such is also quite a
new thing. Had Israel obtained report of those
future events in any other way, natural or super-
natural, then, of course, their proclamation by the
Prophet would have been met by the reply:
" Nothing new, we know it already." That would
have been ruinous for the reputation of Jehovah
and His prophet. But there is no mention of
that The prophecy relates to hidden things
(L 8; xlix. o; Ixv. 4), to things that have just
been created. The expression, are created
(comp. xli. 20; xliii. 7 ; xlv. 8) is to be judged of
by the measure ofwhat is divinely real. The word
of prophecy has changed the divine decree from
being a %6yoc kvd/d&eroc to being a X6yoc npo+o-
pucdc. The divine idea is thereby

t
as it were,

born into the world. Even though it only exists

as a mere word, still aword so uttered is a creative
word. If God has spoken it, it also comes to pass.

So far what God has spoken, announced, prophe-
sied, is as good as created. It is real even if

for the time Being it is only a divine decree (comp.
under Doctr. ondEth. on ver. 7). But its reality

rests only on this act of the divine will, and the
knowledge of it only on the revelation of it by
means of the prophet of Jehovah. No one in the
world would nave thought of it, and no one in the
world would have received intelligence of the di-

vine thought without the revelation through the
Prophet. God thinks it, God says it, God does it.

It is only and altogether a fruit of God, and hence
a proof that God is, and what He is. God re-

vealed it to Israel, and He did it with the inten-
tion of curing Israel of its deep-rooted tendency
to faithlessness (comp. Jer. iit 7, 10), from its

native tendency to apostacy.

3. Formy name a aake unto another,
vers. 9-11. These verses are related to what pre-
cedes as giving a reason. The new things (ver.

6), previously concealed, bnt now entered on
existence as to principle by the word of pro-
phecy, involve salvation and deliverance for Is-

rael on the assumption that Israel will let itself

be cured of ite deep-rooted tendency to apostacy.
, _ „. ___ For this continued rebelliousness it had properly

rophesy and fulfil. ['« And ye merited extinction. But the Lord desires not
is), will not ye declare, the same I the death of the sinner, but that he should re-
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CHAP. XLVIH. 12-15. 521

pent and litre. For the sake of His own honor,

also, He desires not the death of the sinner. For
the rejection of Israel after its election would
even compromise the Lord Himself. It would
make Him appear as one who would, but could

not. Hence the Lord will make His anger long,

t. e. He will postpone the destructive blow that

His anger properly demands (see Text, and
Gram.). In fact He postponed it until the rejec-

tion of His Son (Matth. xxi. 39 saq.). There-
fore, for His name's sake Ha will defer His
anger, and for the sake of Hia honor He
will restrain it, for Israel's advantage (see Text,

and Oram.), so that it will not be destroyed. He
will only purify, refine Israel, vet not as silver;

bat He will confirm it in the farnaoe of affllo-

tion. The Prophet makes a difference between
the refining furnace and the furnace of affliction.

The difference cannot relate to the effect, since

that is the same in both. For I do not think

that the Prophet assumes an unfavorable result

in the smelting process, via. that dross will come

of it According to the context the honor of
God demands that Israel be purified and saved.
But the smelting furnace is for the silver no mbh
fortune, no disgrace ; it is the natural and neces-
sary means for restoring the silver. Properly
Israel ought not to need this smelting process.
So fiur the furnace of afliiction is for Israel a pun-
ishment and disgrace, which the smelting fur-
nace is not for silver.—Finally the Prophet re-
peats the thought with emphasis, that the pre-
servation of Israel was in the proper interest of
Jehovah. Did He forsake Israel, He would
then surrender them to the idols, and thereby
permit the honor belonging to Him alone to be
given to them. The words: and I will not
give my honor to another, ver. 11 b, in

which manifestly the thought of vers. 9-11 cul-

minates, is a literal repetition of xlii. 8. By this

the Prophet intimates that in these words, too

(vers. 9-11), he only repeats what he had said

before. Delitzsch very fittingly at ver. 11 re*

fers to Ezek. xxxvi. 19-23.

3. THE CONTENTS OF THE NEW THINGS IS BEPEATED.

Chapter XLVHI. 12-15.

12 Hearken unto me, Jacob
And Israel, my called

;

I am he ; I am the first, I also am the last.

13 Mine hand also hath laid the foundation of the earth,

And tay right hand hath spanned the heavens

:

When I calfunto them, they stand up together.

14 AH ye, assemble yourselves, and hear

;

Which among them hath declared these {kings t

The Lord hath loved him : he will do his pleasure on Babylon/
And his arm shall be on the Chaldeans.

15 I, even I, have spoken ; yea, I have called him

:

I have brought nim, ana he shall make his way prosperous,

* Or, tfupaim ofmy right hand hath tpread out

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

On ver. 14. Expositors have made difficulty about con-

struing 1p*V as accusative, because "to perform Jeho-

vah's or His own arm * is an incomprehensible mode of

speech even taken as seugmatle (Diursscn), Klostkb-

maxx, too, (i. &, pp. 7, 19) is of the opinion that to trans-

late MHe will accomplish his will on Babylon and his

punitive work on the Chaldeans " needs a dispensation

from Hebrew uitw loquendL jVlT does, indeed, not

mean M punitire work," and this is' not an instance of

mere seugma, but seugma and metonymy. It is surely

one of the most usual metonymical forms of expression

in the Old Testament to put the arm for what Is mani-

fested by the arm, i. *, for the power or the might.

Oomp.xxxiii.8; Jer.xvti.6; Esek.zzxi.17; Ps.lzzxiit.

•, etc Moreover xllv. 11 proves that the Prophet con-

oeives of the arm, as also In xlv. 9 of the hand, as the

seat of power. Might not our passage read: HfejJP

trnfrs ijrtan Saaa (ortfm "mi) from For'one
• :

- T J V Tl "
t V

may very well say i"POJ TWp for " to display strength,

power n
(1 Kings xvl. 27). Accordingly, iftaken strictly,

one need not even assume a seugma, if the slight dif-

ference be not urged that exists between Hfefp in

yfin Tlbf and nfcj7 in 7TW3J nfe^r. There can

be* no doubt that the prefix 3 should be repeated be-

fore D^fcfJ.
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522 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Haarken unto me up together,

vers. 12, 13. The verses of thin section are al-

most wholly a compilation of the chief elements

of chapts. xl.-xlvii. The words pOVt as far as

*mpa are only a solemn introductory formula,

containing an emphatic summons to give atten-

tion, in order to intimate the importance of the

subject Comp. ver. 1; xliv. 1; xlvi. 3.

—

lOpp, " the called," ** regards the word, occurs

only here ; but as regards the sense it is essen-

tially one with what we read zli. 9; xliii. 1.

A double calling is spoken of here : Of the an-

cient and original one which Israel received in

the person of its ancestor (xli. 9), and of the fu-

ture one when the Lord calls back His people

from the Exile (xliii. 1 ; comp. ver. 5 sqq.

;

xliv. 22). Thus Israel is named *VpD as the

doubly called people. In what follows the Pro-
phet calls to mind first those fundamental facts

that are a guaranty that Jehovah can foretell

and fulfil the deliverance by Cyrus. They are 1)
His absoluteness and uniqueness. As such He is

tun, the He par excellence, the absolute subject.

As such the Prophet has already named Him,
xliii. 10, 13. 25; xli. 4; xlvi. 4. 2) His eternity,

by virtue of which He is the first and the last.

He has already been so called xli. 4; xliv. 6:

comp. xliii. 13. 3) The creation of heaven ana
earth, which also has been spoken of in what
precedes, in the same sense, vix. that He who
created the world can also foretell and fulfil Is-

rael's deliverance: xl. 12 sqq., 22, 26, 28; xlii.

5; xliv. 24; xlv. 12, 18.

2. All ye, assemble his way prosper-
ous, vers. 14, 15. The words W3pn as far as

nSlJ (''All ye assemble these things") rep-

resent here all those passages in which the Pro-

phet has variously uttered the thought, that
Jehovah, the Creator of heaven and earth, has
challenged all idols to a contest in prophesying
in order, bv exposing their impotency, to prove
their nothingness and His divinity. The pas-
sages are xli. 1 sqq., 21 sqq., 26 sqq.; xliii. 9;
xliv. 7 sqq., 24 sqq.; xlv. 20 sqp^.; xlvi 9 sqa.
Especially our passage recalls xhiL 9 and xlv.
20. In xliii. 9 the interrogatory clause occurs
almost verbatim, except the Niph. of ^3P. For
there it reads f»KT Tr OTtt 'D. In xlv. 20, as

here, the first word is lV3*pn. It is self-evident

that DH3 in our passage, as in xliii. 9, is to be

referred to the idols, as that nSlt refers to the

things concerning Cyrus. This appears from
what immediately follows. For there again we
have a collective citation, if I may so express
myself. For there all that has been previously
said of Cyrus is recalled by the brief words, ver.

14 ft, 15, that emphasise the chief particulars.
Jehovah hath loved him is said first It is

true thjs statement has not occurred literally be-
fore ; but it has as to sense. For that the Lord
loves Cyrus underlies all those passages that

speak of him; xli. 2 sq., 25; xliv. 28; xlv. 1-7.

13 sq. : xlvi. 11. Moreover the words : He will
do Bis pleasure on Babylon, and His arm
on the Chaldeans, though not literally, occur
as to sense in what precedes (comp. xli. 25;
xliii. 14 ; xliv. 28, where, moreover, the words

D,v

7£ *V£>n V3 occur; xlv. 1 sqq.; xlvi. 1 sq. f

10 ; xlvii. entire).—In ver. 15 the Lord Him-
self speaks, confirming the word of His Prophet.
He, the Lord, has foretold that which concerns
Cyrus (xlv. 21) : He called him (xlv. 4), He
brings him on, taking him by the hand (xlv. 1),

and sees to it that he completes his way (xli. 3).

4. TWO INSERTION& Chapter XLVIU. 16, 17-19.

Verses 20, 21 connect naturally with vers. 14,

15. For ver. 14 foretells the victory of Cyrus
over Babylon : ver. 20 summons Israel to flee out
of vanquished Babylon as a prison opened by
Cyrus. Verse 16, however, contains a personal
remark of the Prophet ; and though vers. 17-19

are a revealed word of God (com. "1DK H3 ver.

17), they are yet of so general a nature, that they
would be perfectly in place, indeed, after ver.

21, as expressive of a regret that Israel did not
follow the direct way to salvation, but had made

the detour through the Exile; but
coming between vers. 15 and 20, they can only
be regarded as a break of the connection. How
vers. 16 and 17-19 came where they are will

hardly be made out by any one. Their proper
place would be between vers. 21 and 22. Per-

haps they first stood in the margin (occasioned

by the personal nature of ver. 16 and the retro-

spective nature of vers. 17-19 in the midst of the
current of prospective prophecy), and then they
were, through misunderstanding, inserted before

instead of after ver. 21. [The Author's difficulty

as to the order of the verses will not be felt by
many, any more than they are, «. g~ by Lowth,
Maurer, Barnes. J. A. Alex., who comment
right on without oeing aware of anything to

stumble at. Yet J. A. A. pauses to say, that
the objection as presented by others is entirely
unfounded; vide, his comm. on ver. 18. Those
that fail to see the difficulty with the Author, will
equally discard the caption he adopts, by which
he stamps these verses 16-19 as interpolations.—
Tr,).
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CHAP. XIAIIL 16. 52S

a) FIRST INSERTION. Chapter XLVIH. 10.

A personal remark of the Prophet.

16 Come ye near unto me, hear ye this

;

I have not spoken in secret from the beginning

;

From the time that it was, there am I

:

And now the Lord God, •and his Spirit, hath sent me.

• Math sent vu and his Spirit

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

These words are enigmatical, and I despair of
explaining them in a convincing way. I do not
believe that "come ve near unto me, hear ye
this " are in parallelism with ** all ye aisemble
yourselves and hear" ver. 14, and that therefore

tbey are to be construed also at words of Je-

hovah. [" An certainly now as '??j?*7 ver. 14 is

the word of Jehovah, so certain is it that O^p

*7* is the same. He summons to Himself the

members of His nation, that they may hear still

further His own testimony concerning Himself."
Delttzbch]. For, as has been shown, the initial

words of ver. 14 are references to something said

before. But ver. 16 begins a thought of another
sort. It makes on me the impression of a separ-

ate remark, which the Prophet had directed to a
narrower circle of immediate hearers, such as,

say, the narrower circle of his disciples may have
been (comp. on viii. 16 sqq.). Some might be
surprised regarding the prophecies beginning
with chap, xl., that the Prophet foretells so posi-

tively a Babylonian Exile, and the deliverance

by a prince by the name of Cyrus. The Prophet
explains this ver. 16. By "oome ye near unto
me" he intimates that he would make a par-

ticularly confidential communication. It consists

in the statement that he must not be supposed to

have known of these things -already, say from the

beginning of (EhOD) his prophetic activity, and

to have announced or may-be made a written

record of them, as esoteric secrets, only in the

narrowest circle. Bather he did not himself know
of these things from the beginning. Only APO
nnm, "from the time that it was," was he
there. That is, only since these things * were
created" (WT3? ver. 7) in the sense that we have

explained ver. 7, did he become familiar with
them and they stand visible before his prophetic

eye. rwrn seems tome toremind one of 'HJl "*9*

and of rrn 131H. The Prophet regards as

created, as come to pass, what has been an-
nounced to him. Hence he says here, he for his

person was present, as an inward, spiritual wit-

ness and spectator, when these things, in a pro-

phetic sense, came to pass. Bat now the
LORD Jehovah (see List) has aent him, i.

e^ has sent him with the commission of announc-
ing, and His Spirit. Therefore he distinguishes

between the moment of prophetic seeing and
that of prophetic announcement I cannot con-

strue toW as accusative. For then he would
make himself like the Spirit, or put himself on
a level with the Spirit He can only make the
Spirit equal with the Lord. But he distin-

guishes the Lord and His Spirit, by recognizing
the first as the one from whom the Spirit pro-
ceeds (1 Kings xxii. 22) or is sent.

This is an attempt at exposition, which how-
ever I by no means set forth as an assured asser-

tion. As I cannot hold it to be satisfying, I can-
not pretend to have solved the enigma by it
For a Prophet to interrupt his official prophecy
by a private remark is, of course, against the
rule. Still it is not unexampled. I regard Jer.
xxxi. 26 as such, where see my comment In
Jeremiah, the occasion of that personal remark
was the circumstance, that that moment of awak-
ing out of sleep was for him the brightest point
in all his trying prophetic career. For Isaiah
the occasion was, that he regarded it as necessary
to give his immediate hearers an explanation
why he now announced things the like of which
no one had ever before heard from him. It

might seem as if hitherto he had preserved silence

about what he had long known. But he says

:

The new thing that ye nave heard, I myself did
not know earlier. It has only now come to pass

(in a prophetic sense), and only after it came to

pass did I receive commission to reveal it Of
course, this exposition is only possible if the
Prophet that speaks is Isaiah himself and if

Isaiah here for once speaks out of the historical

moment in which he prophesied. But does not
the whole weight of nis discoures rest on this,

that he is even prophesying, i. «., announcing fu-

ture things, not present or past ? If so, then he
must be conscious of the interval between pro-

phecy and fulfilment He must know that what
is prophesied lies far, far before him, too far for

any human eye to recognize what lies beyond
that interval. Hence I cannot agree with De-
litsch in considering that the Prophet lives only

in the Exile with his spirit This were only
possible did he forget that he prophesied.

[The comment of Delitzsch directly following

his words quoted above is :
" From the beginning

He has not spoken in secret (see xlv. 10) ; but
from the time that all which now lies before their

eyes—namely, the victorious career of Cyrus

—

has unfolded itself, He has been there, or has
been by (DBf, 'there,' as in Prov. viii. 27), to

regulate what was coming to pass, and to cause
it to result in the redemption of Israel. ' I waa
there' affirms, that, at the time when the revolu-

tion caused by Cyrus was preparing in the dis-

tance, He caused it to be publicly foretold, and
thereby proclaimed Himself the present Author
and lira of what was then occurring. Up to

this point Jehovah is speaking; but who is it

I

that now proceeds to sav, 'Ana now '—namely,
(now that the redemption of Israel is about to
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appear (Hfyn being here, as in many other in

fttaac3?, e. g. t
xniii. 10, the turning-point of

salvation)—'now hath the Lord Jehovah
sent me and Hla Spirit.' The majority of

the commentators aasume'that the Prophet comes
forward here in his own person, behind Him
whom he has introduced, and interrupts Him.
But since the Prophet has not spoken in his own
person before, whereas, on the other hand, these

words are followed in xlix. 1 sqq. by an address

concerning himnelf from thai Servant of Jehovah
who announces Himself as the restorer of Israel

and light of the Gentiles, and who cannot there-

fore be Israel as a nation or the Author of these

prophecies, nothing is more natural than to sup-

pose that the words, 'And now hath the
Lord,* tic, form a prelude to the words of the

One unequalled Servant of Jehovah concerning
Himself which occur in xlix. The surprisingly

mysterious way in which the words of Jehovah
suddenly pass into those of His messenger, which
is only comparable to Zech. it 12 soq. ; iv. 9
(where the speaker is also not the prophet, but a
divine messenger exalted above him), can only
be explained in this manner. And in no other

way can we explain the nftjH, which means, that

after Jehovah has prepared the way for the re-

demption of Israel by the raising up of Gyrus, in

accordance with prophecy, and by his success in

arms, He has sent him. the speaker in this case,

to carry out, in a mediatorial capacity, the re-

demption thus proposed, and that not by force of
arms, but in the power of the Spirit of God (xlii.

1 ; comp. Zech. iv. 6). Consequently the Spirit

is not spoken of here as joining in the sending (as

Umbbeit and Stieb suppose, after Jerome and
the Tajioum; the LXX. is indefinite, not rb

irvcuua avrob)
; nor do we ever find the Spirit

mentioned in such co-ordination as this (see, on
the other hand, Zech. vii. 12, per tpiritum $wum).

The meaning is, that it is alxo sent, i. e^ sent in

and with the Servant of Jehovah, who is speak-
ing here." Del. on iso., voL 1L p. 252 sq.

Clark's For. TheoL Lib.

We may anticipate here the comment on vers.

17-19 for the purpose of saying, in support of the
above exposition of Delttzsgh, that our vers.

16-19 seem to be the scripture ($ ypa+ti) referred

to in John vii. 37-39. In our text, the messen-
ger and the Spirit sent with or after him (ver. 16)
are presented as the source of the blessings con-
ditionally guaranteed in vers. 17-19. The em-
Shatic way in which the mention of the Spirit is

ltroduced (ver. 16), and the mention of "teach*

fag," M hearkening to commandments," " peace "
and "righteousness" (vers. 17, 18), make it plain
that the agent of the blessings described (vers. 18,
19) must be the Spirit ; not, however, excluding
the priority of the Redeemer who is the speaker.
The blessing described is the blessing of Abra-
ham, as our Author shows below ; and (against
Del. who translates u grain* of sand") we may,
with our Author, translate fttyo = "viscera,

bowels" (Barnes and J. A. Alex, do the same).
Of course we must understand the blessing of
numerous offspring in a spiritual sense, such aa
the Spirit will generate, i. «., a spiritual Israel.

Our Author has shown this in cognate passages,

e. g.* see under xliv. 3-6. Moreover the verjr

parallelisms of ver. 18, " peace as the river,

"righteousness as the waves," show this. In
John vii. 38 the Lord Jesus says: "He that be-
lieves on Me, as the Scripture said : rivers of
living water shall flow from his bowels (km rye
KotXlac ovtov)." This is an allusion and inter-

pretation, rather than a quotation. It combines
the spiritual figures of ver. 18 with the figure of
offspring in ver. 19, where the LXX. has: *o2

tH Uyova nfr kchXIoc gov. By savins this, oar
Lord claims that He is the source of the Abra-
hamio blessing, and reproduces in Himself the

speaker of our text. To relieve the obscurity of
the allusion the Evangelist adds his comment
(John vii. 39) :

'' But this He spake of the8pirit,
which they that believe on Him should receive

:

for the Holy Ghost was not yet given: because
that Jesus was not yet glorified." By this John
completes the allusion to our text, referring to

the spirit which our ver. 16 represents as sent

with the messenger—but after; ''and His 8pirit
('inn])," curiously subjoined grammatically,

seeming to express an after-thought, but really

expressing an after-act The day of Pentecost

witnessed this sending, and the promised effect

of it in the multiplication of offspring to those

that believed on Chrls^ in the vast increase of

the spiritual Israel, rivers of living waters,

righteousness like waves, and seed like the off-

spring of the sea.

The view here given of the correlation of our
text and John vii. 37-39, if correct, is invaluable

as aid in understanding the former, confirming
the exposition of Delttzsch. At the same time
it identifies the reference of 4 ypvtf in John vii.

38, which, so far as we know, has never been
satisfactorily done by any^ commentator, and at

the same time must imperatively control the inter-

pretation put upon " rivers ofliving water." Ta.]

b) SECOND INSERTION.

Lament that Iaraal would not hear at the right time.

Chapter XLVIH. 17-19.

17 Thug gaith the Lord,
Thy Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel

;

I am the Lord thy God which teacheth thee to profit,

Which leadeth thee by the way that thou ahouldest go.

18 O that thou hadst hearkened to my commandments

Y

Then had thy peace been as a river,
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CHAP. XLVin. 17-19. 525

And thy righteousness as the waves of the sea:

19 Thy seed also had been as the sand,

And the offspring of thy bowels 'like the gravel thereof;

His name "should not have been cut off nor destroyed from before me.

» WU tkmt qfit* (the sort) boweU. » thatlnotU.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

These words interrupt the connection last as

does ver. 16, and make the impression of belong-

ing to the time when the Prophet was prophesy-
ing. For chap, xliii. is a recapitulation of the

thoughts of chap*. xl.-xlvii. This recapitulation

continues in vers. 20, 21 , as we shall show after-

wards. But in these vers. 17-19 there is not a
trace of recapitulation. [It is hard to resist the

conviction, that were our Author less dominated
by this notion of recapitulation, he would see

more clearly. See in the Introduction, p. 17, the
remarks quoted from J. A. Alex.—Tb.] They
bear a retrospective character. After announcing
the deliverance by Cyrus, the Prophet is con-

strained to make the mournful remark, that Israel

might have come to the same goal of salvation by
the normal and direct way. This thought was
perhaps in place after the recapitulation, but not
during it, as a break in the context.

Jehovah, the Redeemer, the Holy One,
the God of Israel, is naturally, as such, the

teacher and leader also of the nation, and has the

right to demand that the nation let itselfbe taught

and led byHim. VjnnS JloSo (see^i*); tyttl

is frugi esse, and is used of being able, ability in re-

gard to useful things generally (comp. xxx. 5, 6

;

Jer.iL8,efo.). Here ltstands particularly for doing

that which is morally profitable. 'U1 rotfpn Rl*?

(ver. 18) can only mean : if thou hadst regarded,

then thy salvation had been, etc. Comp. Ewald, {
329, b; 858, a. Ch. Ixiii. 19 reads exactly and lite-

rally : if thou hadst rent the heavens, ana were come
down. Of course in that passage it is not essen-

tially important if one translate (inexactly) O
that thou mightest rend the heavens and mightest
come down. For the only difference is that the
more exact construction expresses the impatient
wish that the rending and coming down had al-

ready taken place. But in our passage one can-
not say, that the Lord, if the words must relate

to the future, wishes Israel might already have
completed giving its attention. Every one would
expect the wish to be that Israel would give atten-

tion now and in all the future. Bat to express
that requires the imperfect or the imperative,

and in the apodosis VH or rvni. To be gram-

matically exact, therefore, one can only construe
the words as retrospective. Had Israel regarded
the commandments of the Lord, then its sal-
vation had been as the river (the Euphrates,
comp. lix. 19; lxvi. 12, where ^H£3 is used),

and its righteousness as waves of the sea.
Corporeal and spiritual salvation would have ex-
tended over Israel in measureless abundance

(comp. x. 22, and on the relation of DlStf to HpTO,
xxxii. 16 ; xlvi. 13). All promises of salvation
contain the benedtctio vere theocratica of numerous
posterity; for power and developed civilization

presuppose a numerous people. A people few in

numbers can neither be powerful nor enjoy in

spiritual respects an all-sided development. Our
passage is founded on Gen. xxii. 17 ; xxxii. 13

;

comp. xii. 2; xiii. 16; xv. 6, etc D'ttfltf occurs
only in Job (v. 25; xxi. 8; xxvii. 14; xxxi. 8),
ana in Isa., see Li$t lYI^.? is of uncertain mean-

ing. It occurs only here. The ancient versions
convey the notion of * gravel, lapilli." Gesenius,
on the other hand, translates: "propaginea viece-

rum tuorum ut (propaginea) viacerum ejus" and by
propaginea viacerum marie are to be understood the
Ash (sea-animals). [The invariable usage of the
Bible is to refer to "the sand of the sea" as the
figure for multitude ; we think there is not an in-

stance of the animal life of the sea being so used.
As a combined figure of multitude and o^-spring
the sand is more appropriate than the fish. It is

beside the standing comparison for the Abra-
hamic blessing, Tb.] Hitzio. Maubeb, Kno-
bel [Babkbs, J. A. Alex.] follow the exposi-
tion of Ghsenius [J. A. A. ascribes it to J . D.
Michaelib, Tb.]. Both interpretations have a
weak foundation. Yet the latter has in its favor,

that fltyD, viacera= D'JTO, after the analogy of

nnnj along with Dnnj, etc., is more probable
than the ingeniously deduced lapilli.

Therefore the Prophet here expresses the
thought, that, had Israel followed the command-
ments of Jehovah, then the promises given the
fathers would have been fulfilled without the
mournful intervening stadium of the Exile. [It

seems better, with most commentators, to regard
vers. 16-19 as spoken from the stand-point of the
foregoing and subsequent context, t, e., of the
Exile. This is involved in interpreting "the
river 1' to mean the Euphrates. " Nothing could
well be more appropriate at the close of this divi-

sion of the prophecies, than such an affecting

statement of the truth, so frequently propounded
in didactic form already, that Israel, although the
chosen people of Jehovah, and as such secure

from total ruin, was and was to be a sufferer, not
from any want of faithfulness or care on God's
part, but as the necessary fruit of its own imper-
fections and corruptions." J. A. Alex, on ver.

18. " His name snail not be oat off nor de-
stroyed before me." "We may suppose that

the writer, after wishing that the people had
escaped the strokes provoked by their iniquities,

declares that even now they shall not be entirely

destroyed. This is precisely the sense given to

the clause in the LXX (ovot vvv anofclTot), and
is recommended by two considerations : first, the

absence of the Vav conversive, which in the other

clause may indicate an indirect construction ; and
secondly, its perfect agreement with the whole
drift of the passage, and the analogy of others

like it, when the explanation of the sufferings of

the people as the fruit of their own sin is com-
bined with a promise of exemption from complete
destruction," ibid, on ver. 19. Delitzsch simi-
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£26 THE PKOPHET ISAIAH.

5. SUMMONS TO ISRAEL TO FLEE OUT OF BABYLON.

Chapter XLVHI. 20, 21.

20 Go ye forth of Babylon.

Flee ye from the Chaldeans, with yoice of singing

Declare ye, tell this,

Utter it even to the end of the earth

;

Say ye, The Lord hath redeemed his servant Jacob.

21 And they thirsted not when he led them through the deserts

:

He caused waters to flow out of the rock for them

:

He clave the rock also, and the waters gushed out

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Both these verses bear entirely the character

of the representation in vers. 1-15; that is to say,

the chief particulars of chaps, xl.-xlvii. are reca-

pitulated. They especially correspond to chap.
xlvL, xlvii., which are principally occupied with
Babylon. That Babylon must be destroyed, and
that redeemed Israel must go free from the de-

stroyed prison, has been variously declared in

preceding chapters. It is to be especially noted

that wherever the deliverance of Israel and Je-
hovah as their Redeemer are spoken o( St is al-

ways primarily the deliverance from Babylon
tbat is meant (xli. 14; xliii. 1, 14; xliv. 6, 22,

24sqq.; xiv. 13, 17; xlvii. 4). We read in xlii.

22 that Israel is held captive as in a prison. Ba-
bylon's fall is specially announced xliii. 14; xlvi.

1, 2; xlvii. 1 sqq. It is said in xlii. 10-12; xliv.

23 ; xlv. 6, 22-24 that the praise of Jehovah's acts

of deliverance must be sounded to the end of the
earth, and be to all nations a guaranty of their

own salvation. That on the way the Israelites

shall have water in great abundance is promised
xli. 17-19; xliii. 19 sq.; xliv. 3f*j. That the

return from Babylon shall not be inferior to the
return out of Egypt in miraculous displays of the
Bavmg hand of God is stated xlii. 16; xliii. 16;
xliv. 27. Thus verses 20, 21 also bear the cha-
racter of recapitulation. And hence I believ 3

that ver. 16 and the verses 17-19 were originally

supplements, but through misunderstanding were

inserted out of place. As regards particulars, it

must be noticed that what is to be proclaimed to

the end of the earth begins with The Lord hath

redeemed and ends with waters gushed out
The redemption of Israel and its joyful return

home must be proclaimed to all nations as a pledge

oftheirown salvation(comp. especially xlv. 22sqq.)

And particularly this point must be emphasized,

to them, that the Lord had now a second time

?iven such a miraculous deliverance to the people

sraeL For in that lies even a confirmation of

His methodical willing and ability to da And
the waters gashed oat occurs again Psalm
lxxviii . 20 ; cv. 41 . Moreover see LisL [" Unless
we are prepared to assume an irrational confusion

of language, setting all interpretation at defiance,

our only alternative is to conclude, on the one

hand, that Isaiah meant to foretell a miraculous
supply of water during the journey from Babylon
to .Jerusalem, or that the whole description is a
figurative one, meaning simply that the wonders
of the Exodus should he renewed. Against the

former is the silence of history; against the lat-

ter nothing but the foregone conclusion that this

and other like passages must relate exclusively

to Babylon ana the return from exile."—J. A*
Alexander.]

6. THE CONTRASTTVE CONCLUSION,

Chapter XLVIII. 22.

22 There ia no peace, saith the Lord, unto the wicked.

IXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

' These words do not fit on to vers. 20-21. They
could better connect with ver. 19 as the negative
proof of the thought, that Israel, had it hearkened
to the commandments of the Lord, would have
found abundant salvation fcomp. especially "thy
peace had been as a river, ver. 18). But if ver.

22 were only to belong to vers. 17-19, then the
words would not occur in another place and con-
nection. But such is the case at the close of lvii.

This circumstance proves that the words are

meant to form a similar and hence the like-sound-

ing conclusion of the first two Enneade. Indeed

even chap. lxvi. concludes, not with the same
words, yet with the same thought, and that in an

enhanced and drastic form. It is certainly not

accidental that chaps, xl.-lxvi. are in general a

book of consolation, that the three chief parts be-

gin with words of consolation, and yet all of them
conclude with the words so threatening. Doubt-

less the Prophet would thereby impreaf on his
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CHAP. XLVIII. 1&-22.

readers that theconsolation isnotunconditional for

all, but that only the pious shall partake ofit. This
threatening earnestness of the respective conclu-

sions, so harshly emphasised and directly in con-

trast with the predominating consolatory charac-

ter of the book, should lead the wicked to a tho-

rough introspection.

DOCTBIKAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On xlviii 2. Innitebantnr Israelite urbi Hie-
roeolymae et templo, cui Deus as sua cum praesentia

gratwsa adduxrat (Psalm cxxxii. 13, 14). Huic
autem fiduciaepropheta opponit ejus vanUatem. Nob
imde petimus Ueyxov aaversus pontifieios, qui papas
smos continua suceessione ex opostolo Petro tanquom
fonts perenni pro4uxisse9 Bomaeque in cathedra Pe-
tri seaisse ei aahuc sedere gtoriosissime jactiianL

Sad hone jaetaUonem hoe loco confuted propheta.

No$ addimus hasoe patrum sentcnUas. Nazianze-
nus in otoL de laudibus Athan.: "Qui in pietate

sneeedit, in cathedra vera succedit; qui autem con-

trariam tenet sententiam, in contrarta eedet cathe-

dra." Hieronymus reference Gratiano injure

pontifico pari. 1 deer. diet. 40 Can. 2: "Non est

facile stare loco Pauli et tenere gratiam Petri cum
Ghrixto in codis regnantium. HincdicUur.sanctinon
sunt qui tenent leca sanctorum, sed qui faciunt opera
sanctorum." Foebsteb.

2. On xlviii. 7. " Oreate means here to reveal

something; what hitherto, so to speak, was still

a nothing, or something unconjecturea and un-
known to all men, but was on the other hand
shut up and concealed in God's knowledge."
Starke. * Tunc res dicUur fieri, quando incipit

manifestius joatsfieri." AuGUsmnre, referents Lom-
bardo, L 3, duL 18. Foebsteb.

3. On xlviii 8-
u Fiunt, non nascuntur Chris-

Hani said that same Tebtulliax, that designates
the soul of a man as a naturalitur Christiana.

There is no contradiction. For one would neither
become a Christian, did he not bear in himself
the possibility of it nor would the possibility

alone suffica for the Decerning. From the grain
of corn alone without the fruit-bearing ground,
rain and sunshine, there will come no ears ; ana
just as little from the ground, rain and sunshine
alone without the grain of corn.

4. On xlviii. 17, 18. " Est insignis locus, qui
nobis verbum commendat et minatur impUs verbi con-

temtoribus omnia mala." Lutheb.
5. On xlviii 20. "Babylon has a double

meaning: 1) the world; 2) the anti-Christian
kingdom. We should go out of the world by
not having our walk according to it (1 Jno.
ii. 15 ; 1 Pet. iv. 3 ; Jas. iv. 4). So, too, we
ought to flee the anti-Christian Babylon ac-
cording to the voice from heaven, Rev. xviii 5/'

Gbaicer.

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

1. On xlviii. 1, 2. "We, for our part, are also
quite fallen into Jewish security. For we take
great comfort from this, that we know, that we
have God's word simple and pure, and the same
is indeed highly to be praised and valued. But
it is not enough for one to have the word. One
ought and must live according to it, then will
God make account of us. But where one lives

without the fear of God and in sin, and hears the
word without amendment, there God will punish
all the harder, as Christ showB in the parable of
the servant that knew his Lord's will and did it

not. Therefore one should let go such fleshly

confidence, and labor to live in the fear of God.
and hold faithfully to His word. Then if we fell

into distress and pray for deliverance, it will

surely be granted to us. But those who brag
about God as do the Jews, and yet fear Him not,

nor will live according to His word, will boast

in vain. God will single them out and punish
them as He did the Jews. For these two things

must go together: trusting God, and fearing God.
Neither can be right without the other. If thou
fearest not God. thou becomest proud and pre-

sumptuous as the Jews. But if thou believest

not, and only fearest, thou wilt become anxious
and fall into despair. Therefore the Psalm says:
" The Lord taketh pleasure in them that fear

Him, in those that hope in His mercy," Ps.

cxlvii. 10. Vett Dietbich.
2. [On xlviii. 3-8. The doctrine of providence

supported by prophecy. 1) The method stated

vers. 3, 6, 7. 2) The reasons for God's taking

this method with them. a. He knew how ob-

stinate they would be (ver. 4). 6. How deceitful

they would be. c That they would be giving

His glory to idols (ver. 5). After M. Henby.J.
3. On xlvii. 9-11. The divine discipunb

of children. *1) Its course of procedure: a.

God is patient (ver. 9) ; b. God punishes severely

(ver. 10). 2) Its aims : a. God is patient a. for the

sake of His honor (in order to reveal Himself as

the ''good"); /?. for our sakes (ver. 9 6 that we
may not be exterminated) ; b. God is severe a.

for the sake of His honor (that He may not be
blasphemed, ver. 11); /?. for our sakes (that we
may be purified ana confirmed in the furnace of

affliction).

4. On xlviii. 17-19. "That is our most blessed

knowledge that we know God through His self-

witness, and who, as one veiled, speaks from the

prophets as the One Eternal Prophet; as the re-

flected splendor of the invisible Divinity that be-

came flesh and blood in Jesns, and is now as our
Brother constantly with us. Yea, blessed and
forever safe is he that pays heed to God's testi-

mony of the very gracious condescension of God
to us I God makes such heedful ones forever at

peace in Himself whose peace becomes overflow-

ing and overwhelming as a river, because God in

it imparts to us pardon and justification. Our
righteousness in God is as waves of the sea, that

continually swell up in great abundance, for God's
grace that works in us and accomplishes our
righteousness is, in feet, infinite. Dost thou lack

peace and righteousness, then believe assuredly

that the only reason is that thou hast despised

the word of thy God. Yea, whoever stabhshes

himself in God by believing acceptance of His
word, he is forever established, ana also has eter-

nal bloom. He belongs to the innumerable
family of God, that moves on through all times.

How can he ever want for posterity?" J.

DlEDRICH •

6. On xlviii. 20. "So God is wont to do:

when the enemies of the churches pull hardest

on the rope, it must break. We should mark
this well, and comfort ourselves by it. For else
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we will become feint-hearted and despond, when
matters go so ill/' Vkit Dietrich.

6. On xlviii. 20-22. Israel's Egyptian and
Babylonian captivity is a type of the church in

the world, and of individual believing souls in
the body of this death. But we are to a certain

degree ourselves to blame for the pressure of this

captivity. There is even very much that holds

us back to the flesh-pots of Egypt. We are often

wanting in proper love for the one thing needful,

in proper faith, in courage, in fidelity, in dili-

gence in good works. Yet the Lord has deprived
the devil of his power. The enemy is even really

conquered already ; " ein Woertlevn hann ihn
faeUen." Hence the Christian must be exhorted
to depart from Babylon courageously and in-

trepidly. This the Prophet does in our text
We see in it a warning coil to depart out of Baby-
lon. 1) The possibility of going out is a. objec-

tively presented by redemption '* that is by Jesus

Christf but b. depends subjectively on our love
to God and our faith. 2) The return home is
difficult, indeed, as it was with Israel. It is
through deserts of distress and danger. But God
will not forsake His own. The spiritual rock (

1

Cor. x. 4) follows along with ihem. 3) At home,
with the Lord, in communion with Him, they
find peace, whereas the wicked nowhere end never
shall find peace, not even in all the power, splen-
dor and glory of this world.

7. [On xlviii. 22. "The wicked, as a matter
of sober truth and verity, have, no permanent and
substantial peace and ioy. (1) In the act of
wickedness; (2) in the business or the pleasures)

of life: (3) no peace of conscience; (4) on a
death bed ; (5) there is often not only no peace,

but the actual reverse, apprehension; despair:

(6) beyond the grave, a tinner oak have no peace

at thejudgment bar of God; he can have no peace

in helL" Abbreviated from Babhbs.]

B—THE PERSONAL 8EBVANT OF JEHOVAH.

Chaptebs XLIX.—LVIL
The second Ennead of chapts. xl.-lxvL has for

its all-controlling, central point the personal Ser-

vant of Jehovah, in whom all the typical forms
already encountered under this name in chapts.

xl -xlviii. combine as in their higher unity.

Hence in xlix.-lvii. the Servant of Jehovah is

no longer the people of Israel, nor the Prophet,
nor the prophetic institution, but only the Mes-
siah in His servant-form. But these chapters do
not speak only of the suffering and enduring Ser-
vant, but also of Israel's sin and of the redemp-
tion that the Servant effects by His suffering.

Thus it happens that the elements of announcing
the suffering, of punishment and consolation cross
one another artistically as the various colored
threads of a woven web. Yet this crossingoccurs
only in the first halt For as in the first Ennead
Cyrus appears from xli. on successively growing,
until in the middle (xliv. 28; xlv. 1) he appears
as the ripe fruit, so from xlix. on we see the Ser-
vant of Jehovah developing in ever greater dis-

tinctness, until in the middle (lii. 13-liii. 12) he
meets us in the complete Ecce-homo form. But
with the laying in the grave He disappears.
From liv. on the Servant of Jehovah is spoken
of no more. What then follows is a description
of the salvation effected by the Servant in its

objective and subjective aspects. This descrip-
tion extends to lvi. 9, where it breaks off with a
distant view of the final and highest fruits of
salvation, the glorification of nature. With lvi.

10 begins a section in strongest contrast with
what precedes. For the Prophet, having finished
his description of the glorious future, turns his
eye to the present. In this he sees mournful
things in the leaders of the people and in the
nation itselt 8till he cannot conclude without
giving the comforting assurance, that even the

S
resent deep degradation will not hinder the ful-

Iment of the promises of salvation. For the

Lobd will heal those that let themselves be
healed. Only for the wicked, that persistently

oppose themselves, there will be no salvation.

Thus the second Ennead concludes with the
same words as the first.

As to particulars, the following plan, in my
opinion, underlies these nine chapters. The fin*

discourse comprises chapt xlix. In this the
Prophet draws a parallel between the Servant

of God and Zion. Both are alike in this, that

they begin small and end great. The chapter
divides accordingly into two halves, the first of
which gives a total survey of the person and
work of the Servant of God (xlix. 1-13), whUe
the second shows how Zion arises out of deepest

forsakenness, rebuilds itself anew by the heathen,

and finally soars aloft to the highest elevation

and glory (xlix. 14-26).—In the second discourse

also (chapt 1.) the Prophet opposes Zion and the
Servant of God, indicating the connection between

the guilt of Israel and the Buffering of the Servant,

and the deliverancefrom the former by faith in the

latter. He shows in the first part (1. 1-3), namely;,

that just the not-receiving of the Lord when He
came to His possession, had as its consequence

the temporary rejection of IsraeL To this guilti-

ness of Israel corresponds (in the second part 1.

4-9) the suffering which the Servant declares

Himself willing to undertake with the conr^—*-

ness that He still cannot come to disgrace.

course (chap. 1L), we encounter

which the Servant, Israel, Jehovah and the j .

appear one after another as actors, and that has
for subject thefinal redemption of Israel. In the

first part (li. 1-8) the Servant appearing incog-

nito as if veiled, and just by that intimating the
hightypq of His being, holds out to the people
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of Israel the conditions of its redemption. In the
second part (ii. 9-11) Israel exhorts the Lord to

give new proofs of His ancient power. In the
third Jehovah replies to Israel's exhortation with
exhortation, and at the same time holds np to
His Servant the origin, means and end of His
efficiency (li. 12-16). In the fourth part the
Prophet speaks. He promises Jerusalem, drank
with the cap of wrath, that the cup of wrath
shall pass from its hand to the hand of its ene-
mies (li. 17-23). The fourth discourse (chap,
lii.), treats of the restoration of Jerusalem to

glory. In the first part of it (lii. 1-6) it is stated
that Jehovah must restore Jerusalem for the sake
of the honor of His name. In the second part
(lit 7-12) the accomplishment of the restoration
is described. The fifth discourse (lii. 13—lili.

12), which represents the culminating point of
the second Ennead, can hardly have a better su-

perscription given it than that which Deutzsch
Las given: Golgotha and ScheUimini [the second
term is from the Hebrew of Ps. ex. 1, meaning
"sit at my right hand."—Tb.J. Here the Ser-
vant's lowliness, luminous with divine majesty,
appears in its highest degree. The discourse has
three parts. The first (lii. 13-15) contains the
theme of the prophecy. The second (lili. 1-7)
portrays the lowliness of the Servant as the Lamb
that bears the sin of the people. Finally the
third (liiL 8-12) treats of the exaltation of the
Servant to glory. The sixth discourse (chap,

liv.), describes the new salvation as the glorious

fruit of all that the Servant of God has done and
suffered. In the first part of it (liv. 1-10) is de-
scribed the wonderfully rich blessing of posterity,

i. e^ the incorporation of the Gentile world in
Zion as the first fruit of the grace of Jehovah.
In the second (liv. 11-17) the Prophet describes

the new estate of salvation as an universal one.

The seventh discourse {chap, lv.) treats of this

:

that for the new salvation there must supervene
an entirely new way of appropriating salvation.

First (lv. 1-5) it w shown positively, wherein
consists the essence of this new appropriation of
salvation ; then (lv. 6-13) negatively, what ob-
stacles and scruples are to be overcome in order
that this new mode of appropriating salvation

may be established. The short section (IvL 1-

9), the eighth discourse, describes the moral, social

and j>hystcal fruits of the new way of salvation.

Finally, in the ninth discourse {chap. lvi. 10—
Ivii. 21) we see a word of conclusion. After the

Prophet's glance had penetrated into the re-

motest future, he returns to the present But it

is to be noticed that by the present he under-
stands the whole time previous to the beginning
of redemption, therefore the time previous to the

end of the Exile. The mournful state of this

present makes him reflect whether the atrocities

of the present must not make impossible the ful-

filment of the glorious promises of the future.

For this reason he describes first the mournful
situation prevailing at present among the shep-
herds (lvi. 10—Ivii. 2) and among the people
(lvii. 3-14), but comes to the conclusion, that

God's love will really heal those that let them-
selves be healed, and that only for the wicked,
who persistently oppose the divine love, there

can be no peace (lvu. 15-21).

I.—THE FIRST DISCOURSE.

Parallel between the Servant of God and Zion.

.

Chapter XLIX.

In a sketchy way the Prophet draws a picture
of the similar course of development in the case
of the Servant of God and that of Israel, which,
in consequence of its rejecting the Servant, is

repudiated unto the extremest misery, yet shall

arise again to the rail glory of the church ofGod.
The Seivant of God begins His course as a little

child in the body of his mother, but Israel^

as a repudiated wife, must begin an entirely

new course of life. Both come also to the most

glorious goal. The chapter has accordingly two.

parts; the first comprising vers. 1-13> the i

ond vers. 14-26.

1. TOTAL SUBVEY OF THE PERSON AND WORK OF THE SERVANT OF GOD:.

#
Chapter XLIX. 1-13.

1 Listen, O isles, unto me

;

And hearken, ye people, from far

;

The Lord hath called me from the womb

;

From the bowels ofmy mother hath he made mention of my *mfnfl.

2 And he hath made my mouth like a sharp sword

;

In the shadow of his hand hath he hid me,
And made me a polished shaft

;

In his quiver hath he hid me

;
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3 And said unto me, Thou art my servant,

Israel, in whom I will be glorified.

4 Then I said, I have laboured in vain,

1 have spent mv strength for nought, and in vain:

Yet surely my judgment is with the Lord,
And lmj work with my God.

5 And now, saith the Lord
That formed me from the womb to be his servant,

To bring Jacob again to him,

Though Israel be not gathered,

Yet shall I be glorious in the eyes of the Lord,
And my God shall be my strength.

6 And he said, 'It is a light thing that thou shouldest be my servant
To raise up the tribes of Jacob,

Ano^ to restore the preserved of Israel

:

•I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles,

That thou mayest be my salvation unto the end of the earth.

7 Thus saith the Lord,
The Redeemer of Israel and his Holy One

;

•To him whom man despiseth, to him whom the nation abhorreth,

To a servant of rulers,

Kings shalJ see and arise,

Princes also shall worship,

Because of the Lord that is faithful,

And the Holy One of Israel, and heb shall choose thee.

8 Thus saith the Lord,
In an acceptable time have I heard thee,

And in a day of salvation have I helped thee

:

And I will preserve thee, and give thee for a covenant of the people,

To festablish the earth, to cause to inherit the desolate heritages

;

9 That thou mayest say to the prisoners, Go forth

;

To them that are in darkness, Show yourselves.

They shall feed in the ways,

And their pastures shall be in all high places.

10 They shall not hunger nor thirst

;

Neither shall the ''heat nor sun smite them

:

For he that hath mercy on them shall lead them,
Even by the springs of water shall he guide them*

11 And I will make all my mountains a way,
And my highways shall be exalted.

12 Behold these shall come from far

:

And, lo, these from the north and from the west

;

And these from the land of Sinim.

13 Sinff, O heavens ; and be joyful, O earth

;

And break forth into singing, O mountains

:

For the Lord hath comforted his people,

And will have mercy upon his afflicted.

* Or, my reward. t Or, That Ierael may be gathered to Mm, and I may, **
» Or, Art thou lighter than that thou ehovldeet, etc. « Or, detoiatoon*.
* Or, To him that is deepited in touL • Or, raiee up.

* J have made thee, * hath choeen. •the*

8ee Liet for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 1.

|D30. Ver. 4. S3m innS, San comp. xxx. 7; Job

ix. '». rhJ?D. Ver. 5. 3*tf

—

ty, xii. 2 ; Ps. xxviii. 7.

ver. 7. Wnp Sinfen SlO-Tltl.

Ver. L D^mD can be dependent on D'tfpn.but Jast

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
as well on D'DfttS (comp. v. 26; xxii 3; xxili.7 ; ML 0)

according to familiar usage.

Ver. 5. Instead ofkS before *|DK\ the K'ri reads ft.

The same is the case in ten other passages : Exod. xxl.

8; Lev. xi. 21; xxv. 30; 2 Sam. xrt 8; xlx.7; Isa. ix. 2;

lxiii. 9 ; Job^ri 21 ; xiii 16 ; xlL 4. In only one passage.
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CHAP. XLIX. 1-13. 631

mVH reads K"S, while KHhibh has *S : 1 8*m. xx. 2. In

two passages KHhlbh reads ft*?, but E?ri *Sl : Lam. ii.

S ; v. 6. As regards oar text, the LXX. translates, and

after it theTefca Latmut, "eongregabor et glorifieabor co-

ram Domino" from which one sees that they read

1231(1 HDKK ; thus, probably, they drew the first let-

ter of the word *S to the foregoing SofeT, and the

second to the following rjDK\ or substituted it for the \

Jsbohb is very much discontented with this translation,

which Stkmachus and Thbodotior also have, because it

surrenders ifortieetmum contra Judaeorum perfidiam tes-

timonium. Aquila translates: "et Israel ei congregabi-

tor.** Therefore he read V?. It seems therefore that

party stand-point had an influenoe on the reading.

Among moderns Hrrsxo translates " in that he leads Ja-

cob back to himself, and Israel will not be carried off."

Hontamr : " Israel that will not be carried away." B.

Fa. Okhlx* :
M And that Israel be not carried away." All

these take *pK in the sense of M to carry away.** Though

I will not deny that it may be taken so, yet this nega-

tive thought partly disturbs the sense, partly it is flat

and superfluous. It suits the parallelism much better

to construe the clause as a positive statement Then

the finite verb stands instead of the infinitive with 7
1

according to the grammatical usage that demands the

speedy return from the subordinate forms to the chief

forms. S for 7K or Sp is not suspicious, as Hrrsxo sup-
1 v i_

poses. For beside rp)P V? being quite as admissible

as T7 Mt3 v*r. 18, it is quite common for a preposition
*T T

to be superseded by a kindred one in the second clause

(cornp. Jer. iii. 17; Ps. xxxiii. 18). The clause 13310
as tar as fj? is a parenthesis. The latter part of it is in

the perfect TVni, because, according to Hebrew gram-
TTI

mar, two future things are not as such made to follow

one another in like verbal form, but only the first stands
in the future, while the second is expressed by the per-

fect as being directly present viewed from the stand-

point of the future. Therefore here : I will be honored
and then is (as immediate consequence) my God my
strength.

Ver. 6. JO before invn is properly superfluous, or

rather it ought to stand before the member that utters

the lntenser notion : considered from this, that I will

make thee a light to the heathen, it Is a small thing that

thou art my servant to raise up the tribes of Israel.

But }p stands here to intimate generally a comparative

relation, and, as Dklxtssck also observes, one may not

press the matter of its position. In Esek. vili. 17 also,

the only other place where SpJ occurs impersonally

with p (comp. a Sam. vi. 22), this preposition does not

stand in the logically correct place. Probably there

hovered before the Prophet the thought ?JQO *?DJ

'U>
,V
7 *|nVp, <• *, it is from thee, from thy stand-

point or in comparison with thy claims, a small thing

that thou art my servant to raise up Israel, I will make
thee a light to the heathen. That ?|jYrH *|D0 would ac-

cordingly be contracted into «"]nVn?p.-—In placing the

infln. 3'tf7lS after, there Is a certain poetic effect: the

two infinitive clauses form a whole with corresponding

beginning and end. Comp. xliv. 10 ; Ps. vi. 10.

Ver. 7. In tfW-rt?3 the H?3 i» simple infinitive, which

is however to be construed here as abttractum pro con-

creto. Ctoi is not to be conceived of as in the accusa-

tive (of nearer definitionX but as standing in the geni-

tive. For it is not the soul of the Servant that is meant,

but the soul of the despiser. For not merely outwardly,

with words, but truly, inwardly, with their whole souL

He is to them an object of contempt (comp. pflfe? Job

xii. 4; S#0 Job xvii. 6. In regard to the order

lOp) 1K*V comp. the remarks on the parenthesis in

ver. 6. It is to be noted that it does not read O^fc?

nnntfTU For the ) after D^fr does not stand paral-

lel'with the 1 before *DD, and moreover 1KV is not to

be supplied before it, but the 1 after D^feP has demon-
t

strative force — princes, they shall worship him (comp.

Ewald, 1 844, 6 ; Gen. xxii. 4, 24 ; Exod. xvi. 6, 7, He).—
The 1 before *pn3' is to be taken in the same way. It

stands demonstratively, corresponding to the itfK be-

fore piO, and rhetorically substituted for it for the

sake of variety. We could say not more correctly, yet

more intelligibly and by a really more common con-

struction : for Jehovah's sake who is faithful, for the

sake of the Holy One of Israel, who has chosen thee.

Ver. 0. To take IDItS gerundively (Daxmscn) is not

impossible, but it is also not necessary. For what fol-

lows is the specification of what precedes, as now there

is said after, what all must previously happen to make

possible that p* trpH and Vnjn. Yet 10*6 is

here more than a mere sign of quotation. It denotes

an actual, audible speaking, without which the captives

would not be able to hear the summons*—D3^ze*o*ia»

comp. Ps. exxi. 8.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The one who forms the chief person of the
second Ennead, the personal Servant of Jehovah,
is also the first that enters here as speaker. What
He says and hears affords us a panoramic image
ofHb life and labor from their first mysterious
beginning to the remotest glorious end. As the
Servant of God begins by summoning all lands
of the earth to five heed, He lets it be under-
stood that what is now to be heard concerns all

(ver. 1 a). Then He designates Himself as one
called from His mother's womb (ver. 1 6), and as
an instrument equipped for a successful contest
(ver. 2), to whom Jehovah has given the honor-
able name * 8ervant of God " and * Israel," and
by whom He has determined to glorify Himself
(ver. 3). The present out of which the Servant

of God speaks does not correspond to these gra-

cious declarations. For He is constrained to

say: I have labored and suffered in vain (ver.

4 a). But He instantly consoles Himself again

with the thought that His right and His reward

are in the hands of God, than in good hands (ver.

4 6). And then Jehovah Himself confirms this

ground of comfort by a threefold declaration: 1)

that the work of His chosen Servant, so far from

being unsuccessful, will attain a much higher end
than what was originally determined. That is, He
shall not only bring back the people of Israel to

its God, but also bring light and salvation to all

nations (ver. 5, 6). 2) The Servant of God, be-

come an object of contempt and aversion, shall

become an object of the highest veneration even
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582 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

for kings (ver. 7). 3) The Servant of God, to a
certain time seemingly repudiated, shall yet, when
the time for it arrives, be raised aloft and made
the mediator of a new Covenant, in consequence
of which the Holy Land shall be restored and
newly divided, the people redeemed and brought
home under divine protection and support from
all nations and regions of the world (vers. 8-12).

On account of this glorious redemption, heaven
and earth are summoned to praise God (ver. 13).

2. Listen, O isles with my Gk>d —
Vers. 1-4. Islands and nations are here in paral-

lelism, as in xli. 1. As what follows concerns all,

we have here a discourse of universal importance
(comp. i. 2; xxxiv. 1). This introduction quite
corresponds to the statement of ver. 6, that the
Servant of God shall be the light of the heathen
and salvation of God to the end of the earth. But
who is here the Servant of God? At first sight
the Prophet himself seems to speak in vers. 1, 2,

declaring his call from his mother's womb (comp.
Jer. i. 5), his equipment for the prophetic calling

and the protection experienced in its exercise.

But instantly ver. 3 contradicts this. For it is

incomprehensible how the Prophet alone can be
called Israel. Added to this the Prophet cer-

tainly cannot say that the Lord has made him
a light to the Gentiles, etc (ver. 6). As little

can it be said of him that kings shall worship
him (ver. 7), or that he is set for a covenant of
the people (ver. 8).—The designation of the one
addressed as "Israel" in ver. 3 suggests the
thought that Israel is meant, either as a nation
or as the nucleus of the nation (the spiritual

Israel). But vers. 6, 6, conflict with this, where
both Israel in general and also the nucleus of
Israel are expressly distinguished from the Servant
of God (see below). Bui how can one say with
Oehler (D. Kneeht Jehovah's, p. 87) : " the na-
tion as an ideal Israel leads back the people in
their empirical manifestion ?" Where is it ever
said in any sense whatever that the nation led
itself back ? And was then the ideal Israel, that
would yet be the one to lead back, only among
the returned ? And did not those that remained
in the Exile also belong to empirical Israel ?

—

By the Servant of Jehovah in our text I can
only understand the personal Servant He con-
stitutes in the whole second Ennead the principal
person. What was said of Him in the first En-
nead by way of prelude now comes to its full

development.
^
The Servant of Jehovah is also a

man who lay in the womb of his mother. The
Prophet portrays his life ab ovo. It is perhaps
not superfluous to remark that while the Prophet
says of the people of Israel, God chose, formed,
brought on, kept, bore them from the womb on
(J03D, xliv. 2, 24; xlvi. 3; xli. 8, 9, 10), of the

personal Servant, he formed and called him from
the womb (xlix. 1, 5), he says of Cyrus, only, he
called him by his name and brought him on (xlv. 1,

3, 4). From this it is seen that the Servant of
Jehovah in both senses stands nearer Jehovah
than does Cyrus. Por in the two first named
the Lord claims a certain paternity. But Israel
gives him most care, It must also be kept,
borne and supported. The personal Servant does
not need this help. He is merely formed, then
called. Cyrus, however, appears as originating
from a region that lies more remote from the

Lobd. From that he is called up by his name
(and in fact by Dtf and rr#, xlv. 4).

It is even self-evident*tnat *JK"»p t»3D does

not mean : he has called me out of my mother's
womb (Hah*). For thus understood the ex-
pression suggests absurd ideas. But it were
quite in place to say, that the personal Servant
of Jehovah was also an instrument formed ad hoc,

and led as it were by the voice of God from birth

on. The parallel expression *D# ^rn means
'* to make memory, remembrance of the name."
It is used of places of worship intended for call-

ing on the divine name (Exod. xx. 21); of a
monument intended to perpetuate a name (2
Sam. xviii. 18) ; of a tribute of praise meant to

keep the memory of a name for all times (Pa.

xlv. 18 ; Isa. xxvL 13). On DtfS "V?J0, comp.

xlviii. 1. Here, where the expression is parallel

with K"JjX which, however, can happen only by

means of the name, it seems to designate a more
enduring keeping of the name in mind: the
Lord has not only called me once, He has also

afterwards continually thought of my name : He
has never lost sight of me from the'bowels of
my mother (comp. 00^?., xlvL 3).

Next the life of the Servant of Jehovah is

sketched with only two, vet two double strokes.

On the one hand it is said that the Lord has
made His month like a sharp sword, end
that He has made Him (the Servant) like a
polished shaft. The prominent mention of

the mouth of the Servant shows that His task

consisted eminently in speaking. It is clear that

here only a speaking of divine things according

to his calling is meant. Thus the Servant of
God is characterized as a prophet. God called

and equipped him that he might give sharp, in-

cisive testimony to the divine truth. The ex-

pression: "he made my mouth a sharp sword,'*

is really a metonymy. For what produces the
effect of a sharp sword is not the mouth in itself,

but the word that proceeds from it (comp. xi. 4

;

Rev. i. 16; Heb. iv. 12). In the words: <% he
made me a polished Pn|, "smooth, polished to

gleaming/' hence easily penetrating, comp. Job
xxxiii. 3

j
Zeph. iii. 9) shaft," the metonymy is

pushed still further, as, not only the mouth, bat
(for the sake of brevity and manifoldness) the
whole person stands for the word that proceeds

from it. Thus is ascribed to the Servant a pene-

trating effectiveness that seises and arouses men to

their inmost souls. The experience ofsuch inward
operation is not agreeable to such as are not bora
from that Spirit whose sword and shaft by the

Servant penetrate their hearts. These, according

to the spirit that rules them, react against it

with murderous wrath. For. incapable ofmeeting

the thrusts of the Servant of God with like spirit-

ual weapons, they seek with fleshly ones to

silence the mouth that molests them. And they

would soon succeed were not that mouth under a

higher protection. Hence the Prophet here

represents the sword and shaft as at once sharp-

cutting and well protected. It is not otherwise

usual to describe the cutting sword as one well

concealed, and the pointed shaft as one safely

hid in the quiver. For .sword and shaft are in

nowise there in order to be hid under the hand
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or in the quiver. But the Prophet does not carry

oat his figure consistently. Having ver. 2, 1 a.

compared the month to a sharp sword, the sword
designates in 1 b the whole j>erson. For when
he says: la the shadow of His hand hath
Ha hid me, he, of course, means primarily the

sword, which, as the shaft in the quiver
;

is hid
in the sheath under the hand held over it Bat
here the concealed sword is no longer image of
the word, but of the person from which the

sword-like, effective word proceeds. But in ver.

% 2 a, it is not said, as according to la, one
might expect, "He made my mouth a shaft."

That is said under the influence of 1 6, and, as

remarked, presses the metonymy further. Still,

by the polished shaft the word is meant, whereas

*J*vnon in 2 6 again refers to the person. Evi-

dently the Prophet would say, that the one whose
word will work on men as sword and shaft, shall

at the same time be protected against the hostile

Opposition of those that are struck, as a sword
over whose hands its mighty Lord holds His
sheltering hand (comp. li. 16), as a shaft that is

hid in the quiver (comp. Ps. exxvii. 5). I can-

not believe that the "hiding" refers to the

"time preceding the period of appearing, or

eternity." Why then would the clauses IT ^3
jrann and 'JVnon irotflO stand after? And
did the thought require prominence, that the

Servant before His appearance was protected?

Certainly not. But it did need to be made pro-

minent that the Servant, whilst He roused the

world to bitter wrath, was at the same time hid
safely.

Tn ver. 3 the motive of this protection is given.

The Lord cannot leave unprotected the Servant

by whom He will glorify Himself. Thns "»0*O is

to be construed as explanatory. The Lord not

only actually affords His protection: He savs to

him also why. He protects him because ne is

His servant. His instrument, and in fact one that

in strife and victory shall reveal and glorify the

power of God. Israel is, of course, not in appo-
sition with the subject, but a second predicate, pa-

rallel with my servant. But here one may by
no means take "Israel" as a designation of the

nation. For the expression is to be explained as

an allusion to Gen. xxxii. 28: "Thy name shall

be called no more of Jacob, but Israel: for thou
hast striven with God and men and hast pre-

vailed." As there is a second Adam, a second
David, and Solomon, so there is a second Israel.

Jacob, at the time he received the name Israel,

had sustained not only many perilous conflicts

with men, but also the conflict with the myste-
rious appearance of the angel. We may not
doubt that this his contending with God was also

typical Also He, whose type he was, must pass

through conflict to victory, through pains and
labor to rest, through shame to glory. Ver. 2
designates the conflicts that the Servant of God
had to sustain with men. That He had also to

contend with God, who was at the same time His
protector, we see from Matth. xxvi. 86 sqq. Con-
flict and strife is the task of His earthly existence,

but in the contender with God and by Him Jeho-
vah glorifies Himself. For His decree of salvation
realizes itself in the whole fullness of its love, wis-

dom and glory only in and through the second

Israel. Of course not at once. For the Servant
of God, during the period of His conflict, has dark
hours, in which it appears as if He had labored in

vain (ver. 4; comp. xzx. 7: lxv. 28; Job xxxix.

16), consumed His strengtn for emptiness and a
breath (see Test* and Gramm.),
When, spite of all mighty operations ofthe Spi-

rit, only inferior success, or even decided miscar-

riage, evidenced by the hatred of the majority of

the people, is His reward, such despondency might
well come over Him. ButHe consoles himself that

His right is still with (PMsapenes, kept preserved

by) Jehovah, and His reward (comp. xl. 10) with
His God. With this t{ie course of life of the Ser-

vant of Jehovah is briefly sketched, and the out-

wardly observable fruit of it designated. In both
respects the result is, indeed, unfavorable, but
the faith and hope of the Servant of God is not
shaken.

8. And now aaith—end of the earth.

—

Vers. 5, 6. In ver. 4 the Servant of Jehovah ex-

presses the assured hope that, spite ofpast miscar-

riage, His cause wi 11 yet have a good issue. That
this hope is well founded is declared by all that

follows to ver. 18. For in these verses the Lord
gives His Servant, in threefold gradation, the

consoling promise that from lowliness He shall be
raised to great glory. Therefore H/1^1 here is

not contrastive, but is to be construed as confir-

matory: "and now also really" (comp. v. 3, 5).

With joyful emotion the Servant repeats ver. 5
first or all the facte that had served as the basis

of His hope, and now after a momentary shaking
prove to oe actually steadfast. First He refers

to the Lord's having prepared Him for His
Servant even from His mother's womb (comp. on
ver. 1 6). And, indeed, He was prepared as a
Servant for the sake of a work, whose accomplish-

ment the Lord must very pressingly desire in

His own interest For how often has not the

Lord given assurance that for Bt$ own mike He
will accomplish the redemption of Israel (comp.,

e. g>, xlviii. 9, 11) I This work is the restoration

of Israel to its God. We encounter here there-

fore the so important notion of 3*tf, concerning

which see above Text and Oram. Yet shall
I my strength. These words form a paren-

thesis. What the Servant of God hoped for, ac-

cording to ver. 4 a, which in ver. 5 a the Lord
holds out to Him indirectly, He here describes as

a second possession: He shall be honored, if not

in the eyes of men, yet in God's eyes (T#3 dif-

ferent from TjrS, comp. v. 21). Who does not

recall here Jno. v. 41-44 ; viii. 60) ? His calling

the Lord His strength forms the antithesis to the

previously expressed (ver. 4 a) sense of His own
weakness (comp. xii. 2; Ps. xxviii. 7).

"And he said,'1
(ver. 6), resumes the discourse

interrupted by the parenthesis, in order to add
something stronger to what is said, ver. 5. For
the Servant having stated (ver. 5) that His task

was the restoration of Israel to Jehovah, He now
announces that, in the moment of His despon-

dency. Jehovah has promised that that original

task shall be small compared with (see Text, and
Oram.) what henceforth is to be the aim of His
activity: the Servant shall become the light of
the Gentiles, and bear the salvation to the
and of the earth. The expression, "raise up
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the tribes of Jacob, says more than one at first

sight supposes. For it implies that the nation
shall be restored according to its original distri-

bution into twelve tribes. But after the deporta-
tion of the Ten tribes into the Assyrian captivity
this never happened. For the great mass of the
Ten tribes disappeared in the exile. The two
tribes of Judah and Benjamin did indeed in
greater number return ; but after the destruction
of Jerusalem by Titus all knowledge of tribal be-
longings ceased. First in Rev. vii. 4 sqq. do we
encounter again the sharp distinction of the
Twelve tribes, and in Matth. xix. 29 it is said

that the Twelve Apostles shall sit on twelve
thrones to judge the Twelve tribes of Israel.

Therefore the restoration of the Twelve tribes

can be ascribed neither to the people of Israel as
a whole, nor to the ideal Israel, nor to the Pro-
phet, nor to the prophetic institution. Only He
shall also restore again the Twelve tribes who
restores Israel generally, therefore the one who
performs the work of Ttfn (comp. on 3^tf, ver. 5)

in relation to the SlOfcr 'JX), i. e., to the ^Ktf>

the nnwsf or HO'Sa (comp. iv. 2, 3; vi. 13; x.

20 sqq.) in its full comprehensiveness. For a
light to the Gentiles, therefore for all nations,

shall the Servant of God be made, as is also said

xlii. 6. Comp. Luke ii. 32 ; Acts xiii. 47. He
that is the light of the nations shall also be their

salvation (by metonymy for Saviour, bringer of
salvation). In fact, by being their light, He be-

comes their salvation. The Prophet likely has
in mind passages like Exod. xv. 2; 2 Sam. x. 11.

4. Thus salth ohose thee.—Ver. 7. The
Prophet confirms the hope expressed with grow-
ing certainty by the Servant of Jehovah (vers. 4
b-6), by introducing (vers. 7, 8) the Lord Him-
self as speaker, to repeat to the Servant the pro-
mise of his deliverance and exaltation. The
Lord designates Himself as the Redeemer of
Israel, and hie Holy One, because the things
spoken of in the words that follow shall reveal,

not only the redemption of the Servant, but also

of Israel, and not only God's gracious will, but also
His holiness. But the Lord names His Servant
bv three predicates descriptive ofHis humiliation.
This particular finds a stronger expression here
than before or after. We hear sounds that evi-

dently serve as a prelude to what we hear in

chap, liii., especially ver. 3. The tfD3 is here con-

ceived of as the seat of pleasure and displeasure,

longing and contempt (comp. Delitzsch, Psy-
chologie, IV. J 6, p. 160 ; Prov. xxiii. 2 ; Ps. xxvii.

12; xxxv. 25; Num. xxi. 5; Job vi. 7, etc) nra

(see Text, and Cham.) is only used as here this

once
;i

The fact that the wora occurs again only
in liii. 3 {bis) is perhaps a not unimportant sign
of the relation of our text to that. 'IJ-ajfPD is

qualitatively the same as BfaO-T»T3, only quanti-
tatively different For the expression means:
"he who makes the nation feel disgust, aver-
sion." It is easily seen how here, too, the al-

lusion is to the <( sensation" of the soul. But
while tfM-nia designates an aversion felt in
the inmost soul, *U (meaning here neither the
Israelite nor a heathen nation) expresses that the
aversion is general, felt in the entire nation, in the

entire natural community. For *U Is a people as
a natural, worldly tribal communion {confluxus
hominum). Hence the word designates the hea-
then nations, but also Israel, where it is spoken
of in the sense just referred to (comp. L 4 ; ix,

2). A servant of rulers the Servant of Je-
hovah is called because by men in power gen-
erally, and thus not kings only, He is regarded
as a slave, as an individual with no rights.
Every one of any command or consideration,
deals with Him arbitrarily. But this relation
shall undergo a mighty change. The Servant
shall be raised to such a height and considera-
tion, that even those possessed of the greatest

Swer. the kings, shall rise up at the sight of
im (xiv. 9) and worship Him. Because of

the LORD, etc, assigns a reason, and does not
express the aim. The words recognize the con-
nection between Jehovah and His Servant.
Therefore for Jehovah's sake, i. «., inwardly de-
termined by Him who stands true to His word,
and hence helps His Servant, for the sake of
the Holy One in Israel, who does not suffer him
who is once chosen to fall, they do that expressed
in the words <' kings shall see—worship

:

5. Thus saith upon His afflicted.

—

Vers. 8-13. In this section, too, the Lord con-
firms with His own words the hope of His Ser-
vant. The particular of the humiliation, made
so prominent in ver. 7, is here only alluded to.

For I have heard thee and I have helped
thee imply that the Servant was in a situation,

out of which He must implore help. On the
other hand the particular of mediation and ef-

fecting salvation is unfolded m^t gloriously.

Everything must have its time. Also the Lord^s
display of grace. It belongs only to the wisdom
of God to know the right time for everything.
Thus He did not let the Saviour of the world
come before the time was fulfilled (Gal. iv. 4).

So Paul understood our text (2 Cor. vL 2). And
Christ Himself (Luke iv. 4), by taking Isa. lxi.

1 sq., for a text, in general explains the time of
His appearing as "the acceptable year,"
which must be identical with the "acoeptable
time " of our text. The prophetic gaze, how-
ever, in the "year of salvation" sees compre-
hensively all those points of time that belong, by
way of preparation and development, to this cen-
tral point of the redemption of Israel. It begins
with the deliverance from the Babylonish cap-
tivity and only ends in the completion of salva-

tion in the world beyond. But it must be noted
in our text, that the Prophet by no means has in

mind the period of the redeeming appearance
of the Servant of Jehovah in relation to the pre-

cedent suffering of Israel. But the time when
He may appear to save is for the Servant Him-
self a time of salvation, in contrast with a pre-

cedent time of suffering, wherein He could not

save because He Himself needed salvation in the

highest degree. This appears from the antithesis

of our ver. to vers. 7 ana 4 a, and from the suf-

fix ["thee"] in JWV «><* TITOf, which can

refer to no one but the Servant of Jehovah.
Therefore this Servant must also, in the deep
sufferings He must undergo, await the time that

the wisdom of God has determined for His own
deliverance. B-side an "acceptable time" and
an '• acceptable year" the Prophet also mentions
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CHAP. XLDL 1-13. 585

an u acceptable day " lviii. 5, where see. The
acceptable day will be for the Servant, naturally

a day of salvation, of deliverance. On njnE^
see immediately below. Tmty comp. xli. 14.

With T*Kl "I will preserve thee 1' the dis-

course receives a direction toward the future.

The rescued shall at once become a rescuer. To
this end He must Himself, first of all, be pre-

served from all further assaults. Then the Lord
will make Him a oovenant of the people.
The words: And I will preserve thee—peo-
ple are repeated verbatim from xlii. 6, where also

see the explanation of the expression " covenant
of the people." This identity of language makes
it evident that He who is made the covenant of
the people is in both passages the same. Were
the people of Israel meant by the mediator of

the new covenant, then it would need to read

0^1 instead of Dj?. For Israel cannot be at the

same time the one covenanted and the mediator,

of the covenant. Nor can Israel be the one to

distribute the land, for the land is to be distri-

buted among the Israelites. Nor does Israel

raise up the land. For this raisins up happens
only by the raising up of the people, u e., Israel

itself. Nor can one say that this restorer and
divider is the ideal Israel. For precisely this

latter is the one which, as possessor of the new
covenant is put in possession ofthe renovated inhe-

ritance, andwhich thereby raised up, will be made
a glorious and mighty nation. To this there is

something additional. Who does not, with "raise

up the land," and " cause to inherit the inherit-

ances " recall Joshua, who raised up the land of

Canaan to the honor of being the dwelling-place

of the holy people and distributed it among the

tribes of Israel (comp. Josh, i.6, Wn* S'mn
V"WrrnK)? This makes it natural for us to re-

gard the one that is helped in a day of salvation

and who is to be a second restorer and divider of

the land as a second Joshua, as in ver. 3, we
learned to know him as a second Israel. The
first Joshua had to divide the land as one already

inhabited and cultivated. The second will dis-

tribute it to the retaining exiles as one hitherto

lying waste. From this it appears that the Pro-

phet has in mind primarily those returning from
the Babylonish exile. These, too, came back
under the conduct of a jtttf' to Palestine (Ezr.

ii. 2 ; iii. 2, 8, 9, etc). But this was not the right

fulfilment of this promise (comp. the remarks on
* *Q2tf-PM trpn ver. 6). Here, again, the Pro-

phet contemplates together beginning and end,

and correctly describes what must happen as a
preliminary meager fulfilment before the histori-

cal appearance of the personal Servant of Je-
hovah, as also His work.
In ver. 9 a (comp. xlii. 7) the captives are ad-

dressed as persons: but in what follows they ap-
pear as a flock. The Prophet describes here, as

often repeatedly in what has preceded, the all-

important way home (xl. 11 ; xli. 17 sqq. ; xliii.

2, 15 sqq. ; xliv. 27 ; xlviii. 20 sq.). As in xl.

11, he represents Israel as a flock that finds pas-

ture, both in the way, and on the high places

(xlvi. 18) that are more arid than the valleys, so
that they shall neither hanger nor thirst,

nor suffer from the treacherous Fata Morgana

(see on xxxv. 7). For Israel shall be under the

best of leadership: "he that hath mercy on
them shall lead them," (that is of course, in-

directly, by the Servant according to ver. 8 6),

even by springs of water shall He guide
them.

Ver. 11 is to be explained according to xl. 4.

Jehovah will lead His people the next and di-

rected way. To this end the mountains, exempt
from human power, but subject to the Lord as itie

mountains, t. e^ as His creatures, must submit to

be a way, i. &, doubtless where necessary lower

themselves* while the valleys must fill up, and be-

come elevated causeway* (H1700). To the parti-

cular that the return shall be happily accomplished
by God's help, the Prophet adds, as in xliii. 5 sq.,

that the return shall take place from every
quarter. Having begun with the general pOT^D,

and added afterwards the more exact designa-

tions of the quarters of the heavens, he prompts
the conjecture that only after the word of genera)

contents was written, did the thought of the

plagae coeli come to him. Hence we will not
press pirno, nor venture to give it the meaning
" south" in antithesis to p&Y. For it never has

it elsewhere. The passage Ps. cvii. 3, may not

be cited as proof that DJ in antithesis to p£)3f

means the south. For the latter passage appears
just to rest on ours, and only proves that the

author of that Psalm thought he must make D'O
in our text denote •' from the south." Therefore
I believe that 0*0 here as everywhere else means
" from the west." To this is put in antithesis

the land of Sinim, as the remotest eastern land.

This name must any way represent an entire

quarter of the heavens and probably the east.

Neither the people 'J'D mentioned Qen. x. 17,

who belonged to the Phoenicians and dwelt in
the north of Lebanon (comp. Knobejl on Gen.
x. 17), nor Sin-Pelusium (Saad. Bochart,
Bwald), and still less the Kurd clan Sin (Egli,
Zeitechr. f&r winenech. Tkeoi VI. p. 400 sqq.),

meets these demands. Hence the majority of
opinion inclines to understand the Chinese to be
meant by the Sinim. [See a very copious note
of J. A. Alex., in loc\, who holds the same
view.—Th.]. It has been abundantly shown that

already in very remote times wares from India
and China were received by the Phoenicians in

the emporiums of the Euphrates and Arabia, and
brought by them to the west (comp. beside Gb-
SENius in his The*., and Comm., and Lassen,
Ind. AUerthumek. especially Movers Phoen. II.

3, p. 240 sq.). But if one ask how the Prophet

came to call the Chinese by the name 0*rp, it is

much questioned whether already in Isaiah's

time they could be named Sinim as inhabitants
of a land Thsin or Tsin (comp. Wuttke, Die
EnttUhung der SchrifL, p. 241). Victor v.

Strauss (in an excursus in Delitzsch, p. 712)

consequently takes the view that the name {'D is

to be derived from the Chinese ejin, £ «., man.
The extraordinarily frequent use that the Chinese
made of this word, not only to designate all

possible qualities, conditions, sorts of business,
but also the relations of descent, moved foreigners

to call the nation itself by this name. A deci-
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636 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

nion on this point most be waited for. In con-

clusion the Prophet summons heaven and earth

to rejoice at the important fact, so interesting

also to them, that the Lord has again had mercy

on His chosen people (oomp. xliv. 23 ; lii. 9 ; It.

12). The Prophet closes here in an artistic way
as with a/orfe allegro, while the following strophe
begins with a piano maestoss.

2. FORSAKEN ISRAEL BUILT AFRESH FROM THE GENTILES.

Chapter XLIX. 14-26.

14 But Zion said, The Lord hath forsaken me,
And "my Lord hath forgotten me.

15 "Can a woman forget her sucking child,
1That she should not have compassion on the son of her womb t

Yea, they may forget,

Yet will I not forget thee,

16 Behold, I have graven thee upon the palms ofmy hands

;

Thy walls are continually before me.
17 Thy children "shall make haste

;

Thy destroyers and they that made thee waste shall go forth of thee.

18 Lin; up thine eyes round about, and behold

:

All these gather themselves together, and come to thee.

Ae I live, saith the Lord,
Thou shalt surely clothe thee with them all, as with an ornament,
And bind them on thee, as a bride doeth.

19 For thy waste and thy desolate places, and the land of thy destruction,

'Shall even now be too narrow by reason of the inhabitants,

And they that swallowed thee up shall be far away.

20 The children *which thou shalt have, after thou hast lost the other,

Shall say again in thine ears, The place is too straight for me

:

'Give place to me that I may dwell!

21 Then shalt thou say in thine heart,

Who hath 'begotten me these,

Seeing I havelost my children, and am desolate,
hA captive, and removing to and fro ? and who hath brought up these?

Behold, I was left alone ; these, where had they been t

22 Thus saith the Lord 'God,

Behold, I will lift up mine hand to the Gentiles,

And set up my standard to the Jpeople

:

And they shall bring thy sons in their 'arms,

And thy daughters shall be carried upon their shoulders.

23 And kings shall be thy Cursing fathers,

And their 4queehs thy nursing mothers

:

They shall bow down to thee with their face toward the earth,

And lick up the dust of thy feet

;

And thou shalt know that I am the Lord :

kFor they shall not be ashamed that wait for me.

24 Shall the prey be taken from the mighty,

Or *the lawful captive delivered ?

25 But thus saith the Lord,
Even the fcaptives of the mighty shall be taken away,

And the prey of the terrible shall be delivered

:

For I will contend with him that contendeth with thee,

And I will save thy children.

26 And I will "feed them that oppress thee with their own flesh

;

And they shall be drunken with their own blood, as with 'Bweet wine*

And all flesh shall know
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CHAP. XLIX. 14-26. 637

That I the Lord am thy Saviotir and thy Redeemer,

The mighty One of Jacob.

t Heb. From having eompmmkm.
« Heb. priaeftset.
t Or,M»«M
* the LORD,
* I say thou tkaU be too narrowfor the.

s horns.
J peoples.
mmoSethomoaL

• Heb. boeom.
* Heb. the captivity of tJUjuet.

* vno.
• ehddleteneu, or 6«r«ao0nMnt
k -4rt txtfe, and 6ani***i
k Wfc<m«a?>ttfanfet*aUftote«

TEXTUAL AND

8m £it< for th* reeurrenoe of the words: Ver. 1*.

S*JJ. Ver. 18. ppn. Tor. 17. 1HO. Ver. 20, D,l
??tf.

Tor. SL nVj part fern, from JVM—7n*D - Tn&D
again onf/jer. xvii. U. Ver. tt.

T
jsTl/ Vtr. ts/aV

ersdly.

Ver. 15. tp before OTT^ nas the sense of a negative

conjunction — no thai not—In the clause IJfl nS* DJ,

as is often the case, the conditional particle is omitted.

Ter. 19. I construe the first '3 as causal, but the se-

cond as the pleonastic '3 that is wont to stand after a

verbum dicendi (here to be supplied, comp. vll. 9).

3E*VD '"Vfn Is: thon wilt be strait from the view-

point of the dweller, L *, thou wilt be too strait for

dwelling, ntffl from VVC ; comp, Ouh., { 243, b. LFu-

best, Lex. derives it from Ttf\—Taj.

Ver. 20. The imperat. TTEfa relates necessarily to the

same person as the suffixes in ^'JTK and ^Sj)Bf« *7

Is not dot loci, but dot commodL

Ver. 22. The expression T VltoJ occurs in Isaiah only

here. It plainly means " with uplifted hand to give a

sign." For similar expressions comp. x. 32; xL 15;

xiiL 2; xix. 16. On the other hand 0) D'lTl occurs

again lxii. 10 ; yet more frequently J Kb), (. 28 ; xt

13; xiiL 2; xviii.3).

Ver. 24. Great difficulty is presented by p'TX Otf,

which seems to correspond to 113JI '3tf of ver. 25. Is

pT¥ *3sf the ropttetiat, i. a* copUveof the righteous, or

is it the troop of captives taken from the righteous, i. «.,

the righteous nation, Israel (comp. *}pT\ fwU the

plunder taken from the poor, iii. 14), or is it the captive

righteous, or, finally, is ynjj Mtf to be read instead of

D^Tlf %39ft which the Bra. rendering " eaptivUa* hereto,"

the Vuxo. " oaptum a robutto," the LX3L, 4ar «Jxjft«A»-

TvtfaTi'Ttc «&»* seem to justify? First, in regard to

the change of reading, I do not think we can rely here

on the ancient versions, for they were evidently uncer-

tain about the sense, and gnessed at it The Bra. with-

out more ado, felt justified in making the corresponding

members of the parallel conform, since it translates

.

iram auferctxr praeda gigantit out captivitae heroit snpt»

EXEGETICAL

1. In the second half of the chapter, in antithe-

sis to the Servant of Jehovah, the Restorer, ap-

pears Zion, that, according to ver. 8 aqq., was to

be restored by Him, and is restored. Accord-
ingly, from ver. 14 on nothing more is said of the
Servant of the Lord, bnt the discourse is only of
Zion as the married wife that is apparently for-

saken, yet is still tenderly beloved by the Load,

• Heb. nowrmhert,
• Heb. captivity*

• omit 9halL
t Movefor me.
> Jehovah.
irignUoue.

GRAMMATICAL.
etwt Immo tie oit Dominm : praeda gigomtk avferctvr

et captivitae heroit ertpietur.
n We would, therefore, be

only continuing the arbitrariness of the ancients did

we read Y*^P tor p'TO. If we translate "the cap-

lives of the righteous one,** then it must either be ad-

mitted that he is called a righteous one who still holds

captive the people of God (at the very time when, ac-

cording to ver. 28 sq., other heathen powers have begun

to bring them back with great honor), and is fearfully

punished for it (ver. 26 sq.), or all sorts of far-fetched

meanings must be given to p'*W (se a g.t J. D. Mich.

makes it mean " victor,** or Paulus, after Schultsms, —
one who is right, what he ought to be, vis., a brave sol-

dier). Bui if we take p'TX *3tf as genitive of the ob-

ject according to Hi. M, then we must either take it in

the sense of M plunder'* (Gssxxius), which however is

poorly supported by appeal to 2 Chron. xxi. 17, or else it

is forgotten that when I say "to pillage the poor,"

what is pillaged is not the poor man himself but his

goods. But if I say u to lead the righteous man cap.

tive," then the object of capture is the righteous man
himself. Hence p'TX '3$ were then nothing else than

a troop of captives consisting of righteous persons. But

then one would expect D*p^? nM since, indeed, the

notion *3tf» qoi*« differently from nSji refers to a plu-

rality. But since it reads simply P^* <3tf,Ithinkft

is to be translated simply "captivitai justa" (compare

pHY *to xxvi. 2)<. e^ "righteous prisoner.** The quali-

fication p"T¥ is prompted by Israel being the predomi-

nant thought in mind.

Ver. 25. rW before "p^V can be a preposition as in 1.

8; Jer. 11. ; comp. Hos. iv. 1 ; ill. 3; but also sign of

the accusative, as in xxvIL 8; Deut. xxxiii. 8 ; Job x. 2.

The accusative expresses more, and better suits the

context.

Ver. 28. njjVD part- Hiph. from T\y (oppretstt, comp.

Lev. xix. 33
;' xxv. 14; Dent, xxlii. 17) occurs only here.

Y3H — T3Ki occurs only in the connection V3K

3pjP Gen. xlix. 24; Isa, lx. 16; Ps. exxxii. 2, ft, and

SlOfer V3KIsa,L24.

AND CRITICAL.

of her new npbailding by countless children that

are born to her, she knows not where or how, and

(in contrast with this), of the judgments of God
that shall come on the nations hostile to Israel.

2. Bnt Zion aaid^—oontlnnally before

me.—Vera. 14-16. Zion can only say " the Lord
hath forsaken me, and my Lord hath forgotten

me," when the Theocracy seems broken and
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688 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

irrevocably destroyed. The time after the de-
struction by Nebuchadnezzar was such. But
with as much justice the time after the destruc-
tion by Titus may be regarded as such. The
Prophet sees both together, as previously (ver. tt

sqq.) he had seen together the return out of the
Babylonian and the Roman exile. Therefore
these words of Zion also fall, and that very par-
ticularly, in the time when the Servant of Jeho-
vah must lament that He has labored in vain (ver.

3). Is it an accident that the lament of Zion, ver.

14, follows immediately after the lament of the
Servant of Jehovah ? Did the Servant not need
to lament thatHe labored in vain, then Zion would
not have had to lament that it was forsaken. Both
stand in the closest causal connection. To Zion's
complaint Jehovah returns a wonderfully con-
soling reply. Here, too, as in xlii. 14: xlvi. 3
M}. ; lxvi. 13, there is ascribed to Jehovah a femi-
nine sensibility, a more than maternal love. How
could the Lord forget Zion, seeing that her image
was not merely in His heart, but also inscribed
upon His hands, as a continual souvenir always
before His eyes I Jn general these words call to
mind Deut. vi. 8 sq. ; xi. 18, comp. Prov. iii. 3

;

vii. 3. Others refer to the custom of branding
or tattooing on the forehead, arm, or wrist of a
slave the name of his master, of a soldier the
name of his general, of an idolater the name of
his divinity (comp. Gesjen. on xliv. 6). Also
Rev. xiii. 16 alludes to this custom. From " thy
walla are continually before me," it is seen
that the Lord would say He has the image of the
city, not its name, always before His eyes. For
the walls represent the outlines of the figure.

3. Thy children where had they been.
Vers. 17-21. Zion, forsaken and repudiated by
her husband, and thus supposing herself debarred
from bearing children, is in a wonderful way sud-
denly surrounded by the most numerous fresh
growth, the richest blessing of children and or-
nament of children. Thy children hasten
hither, says ver. 17. Manifestly there is in ^J3

an allusion to *?&, as also the LXX., Vulo.
Taro. Ab. actually seem to have read. Lutheb,
too, translates "thy builders will hasten". Though
this reading is neither justifiable nor a necessity,
still the contrast with the second half of the verse
demands that we press the radical notion in *p3,
viz. H33, and recognize in it an allusion to the fact

that it is the children which, so to speak, as the
living stones build the house, the family, the
generation (comp. Gen. xvi. 2; Exod. i. 21 ; Deut.
xxv. 9; 1 Sam. li. 35; xxv. 28; 2 Sam. vii. 27;
Buth iv. 1 1 ). Therefore, those who join stone to
stone, that the house of Israel may grow endlessly,
shall come on in ha«rte, but those that destroy and
desolate it shall make off. Israel, however, the
mother, shall look around. She sees a greatcrowd.
It has one goal: Zion. Thither all hasten. At first

Zion cannot credit it, that all these press on to her
astheir maternal centre. But the Lord assures her
of the important fact with an oath fJK Tl, first
Num. xiv. 21, 28 ; Dt xxxii. 40 ; only here in Isa.

;

Jer. xxii. 24 ; xlvi. 18 ; most frequent in Ezek. v.
il;xiv.l6;xvi.48,«fe. Comp. Isa. xlv. 23). Zion
may regard all this as her own ; she may put on
the glorious crown ofchildren as an ornament ; she
may gird herself with them as with the splendid

girdle of the bride (On?j?, iii 20). But Zion
makes objection. She points to the ruins of her
cities, her wasted land. And, in fact, is there no
contradiction in this double act of God ? On the
one hand He destroys the land and decimates the
people, and then He brings on a countless multi-
tude as children. And then what is a great mul-
titude to do in a desert? In reply, the Lord
persists in His assertion that Zion is to regard this
crowd as her blessing of children. For, He says

:

as regards thy ruins and desolations and thy de-
vastated land, I say to thee, that now thou shalt
be too contracted to dwell in (see Text, and Gram.).
Therefore, far from being frightened off by ruins
and desolations, the new people even press on.
Here is a straitened distress ot a new sort ! For-
merly it was the Philistines, Ammonites, Syrian*,
Assyrians, etc., that took away the bread from the
Israelites in their own land (comp. xxxiii. 30).
Now it is her own children ! On the other hand,

the ancient 0\p72D, the ancient devourers have
disappeared ! That 3271*0 '"tfn is more exactly

explained ver. 20. The D'S^tf *J3 appear as
speakers, and beg the mother to make room for
them. It is especially to be noted that the mother
is addressed as the representative of the family
(see Text, and Gram.). The individual crowded
inhabitants, one might think, ought to apply to
their individual neighbors. But such a moving
act can only be possible as the act of the totality.

Hence the Prophet lets the demand be addressed
to the ideal representative of the totality. So
that it is to be remarked respecting HBfc, that the
word evidently means, not a moving to the
speaker, but to the one dwelling in the opposite
direction, thus not a moving to but away (comp.
Gen. xix. 9).

Zion, destroyed by Assyrians, Babylonians,
Romans (for the Prophet contemplates all these
together), stands at last solitary, robbed of all

her children. The ideal Zion has become essen-
tially an abstraction, devoid of being. For when
all single individuals have disappeared, as was
the case after the final destruction of Jerusalem
by Titus, then, indeed, the representative of the
totality has nothing more to represent, she no
more has anything real on which to lean. If
now a numerous Israel comes on, then the ques-
tion of ver. 21 is quite natural: who bath
borne me tbeae ? iV may not be rendered

''begotten." For then Zion would know who
had borne these children, but not who had be-
gotten them. She rather says: I have not borne
them; who then has borne them for me?

—

1J1 'JK1 is a causal clause : for I was childless

(nStotf only here in Isa.), unfruitful (rmoSj,
sfertfts, again only Job iii. 7 :xv. 34 ; xxx. 3),
baniahed, driven away. Since the children
stand before her, not as new born, bat as grown
up, she asks further: Who hath brought
them up for me ?

4. Thus saith that wait for me. Vers.
22. 23. Now the Lord solves the riddle. The
countless children are those converted to Jehovah
from the Gentiles, and thus primarily become
members of the spiritual Israel. But the spiritual

Israel is the inward, everlasting core of the
fleshly Israel. As the tou av&poKoc is the ever-
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CHAP. XLIX. 14-26\ 639

lasting, abiding; coreofmen in general ; as therefore

after the new birth, after death and the resurrec-

tion, the core of the personality remains ever the
same, spite of all the changes of the outward
manifestation, so is the •' spiritual Israel " ever
the same ideal personality that had already
formed the centre of the " fleshly Israel." Hence,
with our Prophet, it is the same subject that

complains of the rain of the outward Theocracy
and the loss of motherhood ascribed to that, and
then still is required to regard the converts from
the Gentile world as its children. Hence I do
not believe that by the children coming out of
the Gentiles we are to understand the returning
Israelite*. For Israel could not ask, with refer-

ence to these: Who hath borne me these?
Though for a time they might have been lost to

the sight of the ideal mother, still must she have
known them again and recognized them as chil-

dren of her own body. Whence so many chil-

dren, whom I have yet not borne myselff is Israel's

inquiry. The Lord replies: at my sign the
Gentiles bring thy children hither. Two things

are new here: first, that the streaming hither of
the children of Zion happens at the command
(see Text, and Oram.) of Jehovah ; second, that

the Gentiles bring them hither with the greatest

care and reverence. The first, already, shows
that Jehovah and Zion have a common interest

in the matter. They are in fact children of
Jehovah and of Zion, viz, spiritual children that

have received the spiritual Zion from its Lord,
and are now come on to build again Zion corpo-
rally, in a certain sense (ver. 17). This con-
struction is confirmed by what follows: And
they shall bring thy sons in their bosom,
and thy daughters shall be carried upon
their shoulders. Therefore these children
born in the heathen nations are called Zion's.

the children of the spiritual Israel. Or. as Paul
says, Gal. iv. 26 : " But Jerusalem which is from
above is free, which is the mother of us all."

Whether he himself understood that correctly or
not, still the Prophet sees in the spirit that the
outward, corporeal Zion ("the Jerusalem that

now is") must be repudiated, (Gal. iv. 30: Gen.
xxi. 10, 12), destroyed; but that in place ofitshall
come out of the spirit of Zion (now truly made
free and far extended) a countless posterity, that

shall build itself up a new, greater ana more
glorious Zion even in the corporeal sense (com p.

liv. 1 sqq.). }¥n is the sinus formed by the wide

upper garment, in which one may even carry
small children. For this expression, as also the
one following: they shall be carried on the
shoulder, denotes such children as demand
careful watch and culture. Such care the new
Zion shall receive even on the part of princes,
t. e. states (comjp. lx. 16: lxvi. 12). We need
not here explain how this prophecy has been
realised in a good as well as an evil sense. But
4act it is, that the Zion here meant by the Prophet
has received from the rich of this world not only
nurture, but also reverence, that partly went the

length even of idolatry (|HK O'flK ; comp. Gen.

xix. 1 : xliL 6; 1 8am. xxiv- 9, etc). The Pro-
phet distinguishes here as little the individual
princes as he does the gradations of the fulfil-

He does not know that he portrays the

mutual relation of the Christian church and the
Christian state, and comprehends in one expres-
sion blessing and curse, the earthly beginnings,

and the heavenly completion of this relation.

The mention of princesses along with the kings
has likely only a rhetorical significance. In a
picture of well-nurtured little children, the nurses
must not be wanting. Thus Zion will experience
that its God is the true God, the eternally exist-

ent One, whose divinity evidences itself to men
in this, that those who, even in the deepest dis-

tress, do not lose their trust in Him, will not be
brought to shame (comp. xl. 3 ; Ps. xxv. 3).

5. Shall the prey mighty One of
Jacob, vers. 24-26. The verses 22, 23, testify

to a surprising turn in the sentiment of the
world-powers toward Israel. The inquiry is

suggested : Will all Gentile powers be converted
to such a recognition of the high significance of
Israel? And if not, what is the prospect for

those Israelites that are held fast by such nations
as persist in their hostility. To this the Prophet
replies in these verses. 24-26. He says, to begin
with : a strong man will not allow his plunder or
captives to be taken from him. In Luke xi. 21
the Lord evidently has in mind our passage
when He sneaks of " the strong man armed keep-
ing his palace." (On pH* '3tf , see TexL and

Oram.). Israel, ready for the return home, is,

any way pHJC, however it may have been with

respect to the guilt or innocence of those that
were led away into exile. With reference to
Israel it is therefore asked, whether perhaps
righteous prisoners are easier to free than others.

Of course one would think that, with a strong
man, it mattered little whether his captives came
into his power justly or unjustly, that thus under
any circumstances it were impossible to take his

captives from him. But the Prophet, notwith-
standing, answers the question whether this be
possible, with yes. For the Lord has said so,

in case Israel is this captivitas, this spoil. In
that case the Lord Himself will be the champion
for Israel against those contending against it

(3^, comp. Ps. xxxv. 1; Jer. xviii. 19 and

3^, Hob. v. 13; x. 6), and will redeem his chil-

dren (see TexL and Oram ). In ver. 26 a, by a
strong figure, it is described how the Lord will

contend with the contenders ; He will reduce them
to a condition where they will eat their own
flesh and make themselves drunk with
theirown blood aswith newwine. Itseems
absurd to point to an historical realization of this

as «. g. Knobel does by referring our passage to
" dissensions among the enemies of Cyrus," and
especially to the desertion of the Hyrcanians and
of the Babylonian subject-kings Gobrvas and
Gadatas from the Babylonian cause {Cyrop. iv.

2; iv. 6; v. 1-3). Our entire prophecy has an
eschatological character. It presupposes the final

judgment of the " fleshly Israel," and describes
how, like a phoenix, the new spiritual Israel will
arise out of its ashes. The strong figure of eating
one's own flesh, etc, recalls such texts as ix. 19
sq.; Zech. xi. 9; ix. 15. Thus shall the whole
world know that the alone true, eternally exist-

ent God, Jehovah, and the Deliverer and Re-
deemer of Israel, the Mighty One of Jacob, is

one and the same. For Israel's deliverance is
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also only a means to attain the highest end, w.
that all the world may be blessed, and God's
•holy name may be known and praised. There
occurs a repetition of ver. 26 6 in lx. 16.

DOCTBUMX AJTD ETHICAL.

1. On xlix. 1. "Jaeiat vocational* suam ad con-

/irmdoe gentium animos, ne offendantur etulta et in*

firma Vhristi specie, qui praedicatur cruciftxus.

xfoUle me ideo contemner*, inquit. Venio dwina
auctoritcUc."—Luther.

2. On xlix. 1, 2. " When Jems says here, God
has called Him by name from His mother's womb
on, it may be seen that no one should press into

an office withont regnlar commission (Heb. v. 4),

and how no man can receive any thing unless it

be given him from heaven (Jno. iii. 27). The
power of the divine word is this, that it cuts as a
sharp sword and pierces as an arrow and wounds
the hearts of men, on the one hand so that they
know their sin, accept the offered pardon in

Christ, are inflamed with love towards God, and
receive everlasting life, on the other hand, how-
ever, so that they wilfully oppose the word, and
are thus wounded to everlasting death. For this

sword of the word can do both, can kill and make
alive, as also Paul says, it is to some a savor of
death unto death, but to some a savor of life unto
life (2 Cor. ii. 16)."—Runner.

3. On xlix. 3. " Jesus is the true, perfect Ser-

vant of God. by whom the Father perfectly car-

ries out all His gracious purpose. He is the true

Israel, hero of God, and contender with God in one

person, and only in and through Him do other

men belong to the true Israel. Through Him
God performed His highest work ; for He con-

guerea sin and death, and won peace with God
y His soul-struggle and His bitter suffering.

So God is now rightly known in Him, and
praised as love." Diedrich.

4. On xlix. 4. " Christ Himself does not sup-

pose. But we, when we see the beginning of
Christ, must think and suppose; Christ labors in

vain. For if one looks to His birth, to His
preaching, to His suffering, to His death, to His
poor twelve fisher servants by whom He would
reform and take possession of the whole world,

one must suppose, for the life of him it will

never do. Yet the Lord's purpose will still

prosper in His hand (liii. 11), and His counsel is

wonderful and gloriously accomplishes itself

(xxviii. 29). But if a preacher happens to think

that his labor is in vain, let him consider, first,

that the affair is not his, but God's, who will

carry it out (Ps. lxxiv. 22), for it would be a re-

proach to him to let it foil. 8econd, let him con-

sider, that God has called him. He that has pot

him into the regular office, will doubtless also

make him prosper." Cramer.
5. [On xlix. 6. * We may learn hence, (1)

that God will raise up the tribes of Jacob ; that

is, that large numbers of the Jews shall vet be

'preserved" or recovered to Himself; (2) that

the gospel shall certainly be extended to the ends

of the earth ; (3) that it is an honor to be made
instrumental in extending the true religion. So
great is this honor, that it is mentioned as the

highest which could be conferred even on the

Redeemer in this world. And if He deemed it

an honor, shall we not also regard it as a privilege
to engage in the work of Christian Missions, and
endeavor to save the world from ruin? There ia

no higher glory for man than to tread in the foot-

steps of the Son of God ; and he who. by sell*

denial and charity, and personal toil ana prayer*
does most for the conversion of this whole world
to God, is most like the Redeemer, and will have
the most elevated seat in the glories of the
heavenly world." Barnes*].

6. On xlix. 7. He who among all beings
unites the greatest contrasts in Himself is that
one Mediator between God and man. For He
alone belongs to two worlds, and He alone stands
on the lowest and the highest step. Many have
been born in a stall, and have hung on a cross,

but in no one case was contempt so contemptible
as in His, and no one felt it so keenly as He. To
none however but to Him, is given aname that is

above every name (Phil. ii. 9 boo.). " Eo ipso
voeabulo, quo as eommendat, sigmfetU faeiem ec-

desiae .... Ooram mundo enim nihil ecolenia est

caJamitosius, nihil improbius, nihil magis prvfanmm.
Quart vocal earn animam contemptioilem, gentcrn

abominabilem et servum tyrranorum. Hi sunt masni
tituli Ckristianorwn, quorum &i quospudet, illi eopv
tent, se frustra Christum quaerere." LtTTHKR.

7. On xlix. 8. The time of Christ's sufferings

is here called the time of the gracious hearing
of the Messiah ; the great day of salvation, in
which the salvation of men was acquired by
Christ ; the time of help and deliverance of the
Saviour calling for help in deep waters of suffer-

ing (Ps. lxix. 2, 3), the time of mighty preserva-
tion and protection of the Redeemer Dressed down
to the ground by the burden of sin, the time
when God set Him for a covenant among the
people." Starke.

8. On xlix. 12. Although even in the Old
Testament, some of the heathen were scatteringly
added on, as is seen in the case of Jethro, Ruth,
Rahab, the Gibeonites, Ittai the Gittite (2 Sam.
xv. 19) and others beside; yet this was first to
take place in full measure in the time of the com-
ing of the Messiah, who is especially the consola-
tion of all Gentiles (Hag. ii. 8)." Cramer.

9. On xlix. 14. "If thou thinkest, God has
wholly forsaken thee, then He has thee in His
arms and fondles thee."

—

Luther.—" We are
not forgotten of God, for there is a memorandum
written before Him of those that love the Lord
(Mai. iiL 16). Yea, He has a fatherly and mo*
therlv love for us, seeing we are borne by Him in

His body (xlvi. 3). We ought, for this reason,

not to judge by outward fortune and looks, how
God is minded toward us, but hold exclusively

to the word and promises."

—

Cramer.
10. On xlix. 15. "God compares Himself to a

father (Ps. ciii. 13; Mai. iii. 17), and if that were
not enough, also to a mother. Now as to how a
father's and mother's heart is affected, a father

and mother can easily measure with respect to

their children. Examples: Hagar cannot bear
to see her son Ishmael die (Gen. xxi 16) ; the
real mother before Solomon's judgment seat can-
not suffer her son to be divided (1 Ei. iii. 26).

Therefore, now God breaks His heart over us, so
that He must have mercy on us (Jer. xxxt. 20).

Yea, God's love far excels the fatherly and mo*
therly atopy?. For there are oases where pitiful
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women have even boiled their children (Lam. iv.

10). Example*: In the siege of Samaria (2Ki.
vi. 20), and in the siege of Jerusalem by the Ro-
man* (Josephus). But God is very differently

affected toward us, for He is love itself grace
itsel& compassion itself."

—

Cramer.
11. On xlix. 22, 23. It was known to the Gen-

tiles that the Jews called themselves the chosen
people of God. How they made sport of it may,
among other instances, be seen from Cicero's ora-

tion pro Flacco. chap. 28. This Flaccus, while
administering the province of Asia, had prohib-
ited the Jews from sending the annual temple
tax to Jerusalem. This constituted one of the
points of complaint against him. For the Jews
most even at that time have had not inconsidera-
ble influence in Borne. This appears from Cicero

Siving it to be understood that the matter was
ealt with u non longe a gradibus Aureliis*' (proba-

bly the Jews' quarter for dwelling or business at

that time). He adds:"&u quanta sit manus,
mania concordia, quantum valeat in concionibus".

Then he continues to speak summissavoce9 in order
to be understood only by the judges, and not by
such as would set the Jews on him. He justifies

the procedure of his client as quite legal. Fi-
nally he concludes with the words: Sua cuique
eivitati religio est, nostra nobis. Stantibus Micro-
solymi\ pacatisque Judaeis, tamen istorum religio

sacrorum a splendors hujus imperii, gravitatenominis
nostriy majorum institutes abhorrebat; nunc vero hoc
magis, quod ilia gens, quid de impfrio nostro sentiret,

ostendit armis. Quam eara Viis immortali-
bus esset, doeuit, quod est vieta, quod elo-
eata, quod servata. This last clause evidently
contains mockery. Cicero starts with saying that
the Jews were described as especially dear to the
gods. But how much there is in this special fa-

vor of the gods may be seen from the gensjudaica
being victa, docata servata. This language seems
to be a play on words. For the words can mean:
"conquered, hired out, saved,"—but also: •' con-
quered, transplanted (from their home to some
other place), made slaves." Then strvare would
be formed ad hoc from servus

t
as, e. g^ sociare from

socius, fiUare from filius, etc Pompeius brought
many thousands of the Jews to Borne, who being
(bund useless as slaves, laid the foundation of the
Jewish congregation or after times. Comp. Pres-
sed in Herz., R-Enc. t XVII., p. 253.

12. On xlix. 23. " Worldly dominion should
tend to this, viz- to seek the best advantage of
the Church of God, and maintain its protection.
Otherwise, if God were not concerned about His
Church, kings and princes would be of no use on
earth. Ana just that they ought even to know."
Cramer.

13. On xlix. 24 sqq. Whether we understand
by the "strong one" the devil, or the power of
carnal Judaism, or political powers hostile to
Christianity, it is in any case certain that the
Lord will conquer the strong one in all these
forms, and wrest his plunder from him. In re-
ference to the oppressors eating their own flesh
and intoxicating themselves with their own blood,
it is to be remembered how all enemies of the
truth must finally fall out with one another and
tear each others flesh, and even devour one
another (Judg. vii. 22; 1 Sam. xiv. 20;Ps.
lxxxiil). Becail the many judgments of God:

Christ and unbelieving Israel (especially the con-

tests of the sealots in the siege of Jerusalem/

;

Nero, who was by the senate declared to be an
enemv of the state ; the heroes of the French
Revolution, etc

HOMIU5TICAL HINTS.

1. On xlix. 1-6. In times of the Church's dis-

tress and conflict, when it seems as if the Church
of the Lord must be destroyed by its enemies,

this passage can be held up to the congregation

as a glorious word of consolation. For what is

here said primarily of the Servant of God may
be so applied to the Church of the Lord to

show : The grounds of comfort that assure us that

the Church of Christ can never perish. 1) The
Church in its beginnings was willed and prepared

by the Lord (ver. 1); 2) It is equipped with

weapons that are effective for all times (sharp

sword, clean arrow« word of God, Heb. iv. 12)

;

3) It always enjoys the divine protection (shadow
of the hand, quiver ver. 2) ; 4) God's honor and
the salvation of the world is its task (vers. 3, 6),

which, a. amid many conflicts and infirmities

(ver. 4), yet 6. in the power of God (ver. 5), it

will at last gloriously execute (vera. 5, 6).

2. On xlix. 6. " The Lord Jesus in the halo of
the world-mission. 1) It is a small thing for the

Lord to be the consolation of Israel, He is also

a light to the Gentiles; 2) It is also a small thing

for the Lord to be the lic/ht to the Gentiles, He
is also their salvation to the end of the earth. 3)

It is a small thing for the Lord to be light and
salvation to the world, He is also thy light and
thy salvation n E. Quandt.

8. On xlix. 7. Even if the Church of Christ

be often quite despised, and an object of aversion

and trodden under the feet of tyrants like a slave,

yet it must never forget that it is where it is for

the Lord's sake. The Lord can as little give

Himself up as forsake His Church. He must be
faithful to it, and so the time shall at last come
when kings shall see and shall rise up, princes

shall worship for the Lord's sake.

4. On xlix. 7-13. The salvation of God. 1) It

is well founded, for it rests on the Mediator of

the Covenant, Jesus Christ, the Son of God (ver.

8). 2) It is universal, for it consists a. in salva-

tion from all distress (vers. 8-11) ; 6. it is destined

and prepared for all (ver. 12). 3) It is ex-

ceeding glorious (ver. 13). 4) But it has its

appointed day, the day of salvation (ver. 8), and
that must be waited for with patience and hope.

5. On xlix. 14-16. The motherly love of God\

1) It hides itself at times (ver. 14); 2) it is

founded on our being children of His body (ver.

15); 3) it leads all to a glorious end (vers.

15, 16).

6. On xlix. 17-23. This passage must be re-

garded in the light of Gal. iv. 22-31. According

to that, we know that the ruined and shattered city,

the desolate land, is the earthly Jerusalem, that

is judged by God, whose children are given up
to death and destruction. But in this Jerusalem

is concealed, as the abiding kernel, that Jerusa-

lem that is above, the free. This is the mother

of us all, vis. us Christians. All out of all na-

tions that come to Christ become children of

this heavenly Jerusalem. Dead as the earthly

Jerusalem is, conscious of having lost her hus-
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band and her children, Zion arises again as the
heavenly Jerusalem, and is now visibly surprised

to see innumerable hosts of children hasting to

her, and herself the recipient of every sign of
honor from the rich of this world.

7. On xlix. 24-26. The redemption that comes
by Christ is also a victory over Satan. Hence
we also praise Christ as the one who has redeemed

usfrom the power of the devil. 1) By what has He

redeemed us? (He quarreled with the quar-
reler, and on the cross conquered the strong one,
Heb. ii. \4, 15; Eph. iv. 8; CoL ii. 14, 15).

2) How far did He redeem us? (He freed as,

a. from the guilt and punishment of sin ; 6. from
the dominion of sin.) 3) To what purpose did
He redeem us? (That we should experience
and taste the grace of our God, ver. 26.)

II.—THE SECOND DISCOURSE.

The Connection between the Guilt of Israel and the Suffering of the Servant, and
the Deliveranoe from Guilt by Faith in the Latter.

Chapter L.

With reference to xlix. 14 the Prophet in-

quires : Where is Zion's writing of divorcement?
Zion is not repudiated, but only punished, be-

cause when its Lord came it did not receive

Him. But that is the connection between the

guilt of Israel and the sufferings of the Servant,

who willingly takes them on Himself because

He is strong in Qod and assured of His final

victory. Also Israel can become free from its

guilt and the punishment of it by turning again
to the Lord in the exercise of faith. Of course
those that persevere in their sin must be destroyed
in it as in a self-kindled flame.

The discourse accordingly subdivides into
three parts : 1) vers. 1-3 ; 2) vers. 4-9 j 3) veia,

10, 11.

1. TO WHAT EXTENT AND WHY ZION IS A FOESAKEN WIFE.
Chapter L. 1-3.

1 Thus saith the Lord,
Where is the bill of your mother's divorcement,

•Whom I have put away?
Or which of my creditors is it to whom I have sold you f

Behold, for your iniquities have ye bsold yourselves,

And for your transgressions is your mother put away.
2 Wherefore when I came, was there no man ?

When I called was there none to answer ?

Is my hand shortened at all, that it cannot redeem?
Or have 1 no power to deliver ?

Behold, °at my rebuke dI dry up the sea,

*I make the rivers a wilderness

:

Their fish •stinketh, because there is no water,

And *dieth for thirst

3 *I clothe the heavens with blackness,

And dI make sackcloth their covering.

• With which Iput h4r away

.

* I will

tfcemsoU.
• thaUttink. tiZaUi

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Bee Liti for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 2.

JHID—nnfl—mjf1 often need of dividing waters, Ps.

xviii. 1«; cir. 7. Ver. 8. nmp, comp. Joel il. 10; It.

15. ptp. Note the comparatively numerous relative or

absolute iw. X«y. ending In TO, occurring in verses 1-8.

There are four: niiVO, mtA, nmp and mD3.

Ver. 1. 1#K after 030K JWVD "tf)D i* the «*
tMfrwnenft — M wherewith/*

Ver. 2. AHA? (comp. Exol viii. 19 ; Ps. ezL 0; cxxx.

7). The construction with
Jp

Is as In xlix. 1ft; viL 13;

xxxili.10. nbni Is the jussive form without jussive
T :

meaning. The like often occurs: xxvIL •; I 8am. It

10; Ps.ix.10; xl.6; oiv.Sfc
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EXEGSTIOAL AKD CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet here introduces the Lord as

the speaker, letting Him explain Himself His
relation to Zion, which all through these chap-
ters He has in mind, vi*. to the Zion that has
rejected the Servant of God, and thus is self-

rejected, still not on that account repudiated for-

ever. This Zion has exclaimed, xlix. 14 : " The
Lord hath forsaken me, the Lord hath forgot-

ten me." The Lord has already replied to this

xlix. 15 by emphasizing His paternal or rather
Hi* maternal position, but not His position an

husband. Here He replies to that complaint as

Zion'8 husband. He does not deny that in a
certain sense Zion is a divorced wire, her chil-

dren sold into captivity. But He denies that

Zion is definitively divorced by a writing of di-

vorcement, and that the children are sold to a
creditor as equivalent for a debt Bather both
the divorce and the sale are come on them only
as a means of chastisement, as punishment for

their sins (ver. 1). This punishment, of course,

needed to be because the Lord, in coming to

His own possession, found no one to receive
Him, because when He called, no one answered,
although His redeeming power was in no way
exhausted. For He is and continues under all

circumstances the Lord of heaven and earth,

who can dry up sea and river (ver. 2), and can
clothe the heavens with darkness (ver. 3).

2. Thua aaith put away, ver. 1. Of
course this verse refers to xliv. 14. But one
must not on that account separate vers. 1-3 from
what follows and join them to chap, xlix, as

many do. For apart from chap. xlix. being well

rounded and complete in itself in its homogene-
ous parts, vers. 1-3, after a joyous beginning,

have a very serious meaning that points to what
follows. Zion has, indeed, received no writing
of divorcement; but still it needed to be pun-
ished for its sins (see under 2 1 above). The
manner of the coming is described vers. 4-9, and
the unavoidable punishment, vers. 10, 11.

Some have found in ver. 1 an " apparent con-
tradiction/' and would explain it awav by say-
ing: Jehovah had, indeed, given Israel a writing
of divorcement, but not a usual one. in which
the cause of separation needed not to be assigned
(Dent xxiv. 1), but one in which the sin of Is-

rael was named as the cause. But the Rabbins,
Jerome, Rosenm., Hahn, Del., and others
justly remark, that the question of the Lord, **

^D ill, evidently involves the meaning, Israel has
in fact no writing of divorcement to show. It

was sent away without a bill of divorcement, which,
according to Dent xxiv. 1, was necessary to give
the divorcement legal force,—therefore it was not
definitively sent awav, but only provisionally,
with the prospect of being received back again.
[" The simplest and most obvious interpretation
of the first clause is the one suggested by the sec-
ond, which evidently stands related to it as an
answer to the question which occasions it In
the present case, the answer is wholly unambigu-
ous, via.; that they were sold for their sins, and
that she was put away for their transgressions.
The question naturally corresponding to this an-
swer is the question, why the mother was di-

vorced, and why the sons were sold? Supposing

this to be the substance of the first clause, its

form is very easily accounted for. Where %8 your
mother*a bill of divorcement? produce it that we
may see the cause of her repudiation. Where is

the creditor to whom I told you t let him appear,

and tell us what was the occasion of your being
sold."—J. A. Alex,]. In the same manner the
Prophet would say, that the Lord has not sold

the children of Zion, His children, to a creditor

as the equivalent for a debt, in which case He
would have lost all right to them. Thus both
divorce and sale were temporary, and with the
right of repurchase. It is of course to be re-

marked here, that according to Jer. iii. 8, the
Lord did. indeed, give Israel of the Ten Tribes
a bill of divorce. Yet the same Prophet makes
in ver. 1 the extraordinary statement that the

Lord will receive again His divorced wife spite

of the legal enactment DeuL xxiv. 4. [This re-

ference to Jeremiah seems fatal to the Author's
interpretation, and completely to confirm that of

J. A. A., given above.

—

Tr.J.
The distinction that the Prophet makes be-

tween mother and children in the two clauses of
this comparison is intended only to emphasize
the notion of totality ; not merely the abstract

communion shall be preserved, but it shall retain

its natural members. For it were conceivable
that the Lord would restore an Israel community
with the institutions of the old. but with a non-
Israelitish population, with foreign born, branches
only grafted into the olive tree Israel (Bom. xi.

17 sqq.). This, says the Prophet, shall not be

;

but to the olive tree shall De given also the
natural branches, to the national communion the

natural children shall be given back. Not all I

For only the "Wtf, the ixXoy^ is worthy and capa-

ble of being the heir to this promise. This dis-

tinction is further marked by representing the

mother as divorced, the children as sold. In
Matt, xviii. 25, Jesus speaks of selling wife and
children to pay debts. The Old Testament indeed
speaks of a man selling hvmelf with wife and chil-

dren (Exod xxi. 1-6 ; Lev. xxv. 39 sqq. ; Dent.

xv. 12 sqq.). But it is controverted that a man
might legally sell his wife or his children in

order to pay his debts (comp. Saalschuetz,
Mom. Beeht. p. 860, and (Ehler Herz. R-Encycl.
XIV. p. 465 sq., against Michablis, Mom. Eecht.

III. p. 36 sqq.). But whether legal or not, it

seems as a matter of fact to have been a practice

to sell children or to take them by force from
their father in discharge of a debt, and I think

that in this sense Michaelis not unjustly ap-

peals to 2 KingB iv. 1 ; Job xxiv. 9; Neh. v. 1.

Naturally the selling of children would occur
oftener than the selling of a wife. How deep-

rooted a law of custom may become, even when
contrary to statute law, is seen in the analogous

case related in Jer. xxxiv. 8 sqq. ntfJ (comp.

xxiv. 2) is the creditor that loans money and de-

mands repayment The Babylonian Exile was
such a temporary sending away of the wife and
sale of children. But also the Roman Exile is

such ; for both are of a sort, and the Prophet
contemplates both together. Israel is never to

be entirely and definitively repudiated.
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644 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

3. Wherefore when I oame their
covering.—Vers. 2, 3. The sin for which Israel

moat be punished consisted in this, that "the
Lord came to His own and His own received
Him not" (Jno. i. 11). It was as if a stranger,

unknown and without rights had come. The
servants went each his way ; He called, no one
answered Him (lxy. 12 ; lxvi. 4). Most recent
commentators understand this to refer to the
Lord's coming by the Prophets. Without saying
that this is impossible. I must still maintain that

it is unusual, on which account it is not by the
commentators supported by examples. That the

Lord unceasingly sent His prophets to call Israel

to repentance, that Israel would not hear, and
that therefore the Babylonian. Exile must come
on them, became, especially in Jeremiah, almost

a standing expression. But the word rntf is

always used with emphasis : Jer. vii. 25 ; xxv. 4

;

xxvi. 5; xxix. 19; xxxr. 15; xliv. 4. That

Isaiah writes TllO and not 'WPIW has doubtless

its reason. And it is precisely this, that he really

meant a personal coming of the Lord, and con-

ceives of it as mediated by the Servant of the

Lord, whose appearance forms the chief con-
tents of this second Ennead.

Israel's not receiving the Lord, might be
explained were the Lord grown powerless.

But such is not the case. Therefore it has no
reasonable ground. It is base contempt de-

serving punishment As the long hand is a
figure for wide-reaching power (num neseia longas

regibus esse mania/ comp. Gesen. in loc.), so the

short hand is of a power confined to a narrow
sphere. The expression is founded on Num. xi.

23, and occurs again only xxxviL 27 ; lix. 1. In

proof that Israel had no reason for rejecting Him
as weak and powerless because He came in the
form of a servant, the Lord urges that He is
still able to do what He could do at that time
when He appeared in majesty before the eye* of
Israel, when the people did not dare to refuse
Him. For "at my rebuke I dry up the
sea, etc., recalls the passage through the dead sea
and the Jordan, and I clothe the heavens
with blackness, dc, recalls the black cloud
on Sinai that veiled the sight of God from the
people. One ought to see the 66$a under the
present ratretpdrw. The Prophet had repeatedly,
in what precedes, used the deliverance out of the
Egyptian captivity as a type and pledge of future
deliverance (xliii. 2, 16, 17 : xliv. 27). He doe*
the same here. As regards the passage of the
Red Sea, Ps. cvi. 9 has a manifest connection
with our passage, the latter clause of which cor-
responds with the words " I make the rivers a
wilderness." These same words occur verbatim
Ps. cvii. 33, as proof of the divine omnipotence
in general that can both make waters a desert
and the desert waters. The latter is expressed
by a word drawn from Isa. xli. 18. The stink-
ing and dying of the fish are cited as proof of
the entire drying up of the waters. Tnis trait,

which is no where mentioned in reference to the
passage of the Red Sea and Jordan, seems to me
to be drawn from the events attending the turning
the Nile water into blood (Exod. vii. 18, 21).
In this case there would be, in some sense, a
canftuio duarum figurarwn, the poetic transference
of an Egyptian event to a fact of later date con-
nected with it Also the words of ver. 3 remind
one of the exodous from Egypt; comp. Exod.
xix. 9, 16 ; xx. 18; xxiv. 15 sqq.

2. THE OFFENSE OF ISRAEL CORRESPONDS TO THE SUFFERING OF
SERVANT, WHO WILLINGLY SUFFERS, YET IS STRONG IN GOD.

Chapter L. 4-9.

4 *The Lord God hath given me the tongue of *the learned,

That I should know how to speak a word in season to him thai u weary

:

He wakeneth morning by morning,
He wakeneth mine ear

To hear as *the learned.
*

5 *The Lord God hath opened mine ear,

And I was not rebellious,

Neither turned away back.

6 I gave my back to the smiters,

And my cheeks to them that plucked off the hair:
I hid not my ftce from shame and spitting.

7 *For the Lord God Nrill help me

;

Therefore •shall I not be confounded

:

Therefore have I set my face like a flint,
dAnd I know that I shall not be ashamed.

8 He is near that justifieth me

;

Who will contend with me? let us stand together:
Who is 'mine adversary? let him come near tome.

THE
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CHAP. L. 4-9. 545

9 Behold, the Lord God will help me

;

Who 19 he that shall condemn me?
Lo, they all shall wax old as a garment;
The moth shall eat them up.

iHeb. ** ofmy

kdp$.

• Th» Lord Jthomh.

• Iam not « Forlkne*.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
8e« Utt tor the recuireuoe of the words: Vera. 4,

B. T, •. mrr 'THt Ver. 4. rtfy. Ver. 6. rno. Ver.

6. D^DID. Ver. 7. dS>-B^oStl, oomp. Esek! iiL 8, 9.

Ver.8.pn*D.

Ver. 4. For r*p en analogous Arable root giree sanV
dent reason for adopting the meaning " aueemrrert, tu+

Union." The combination with Jljf (TWjrS — ntyS

from firij, daaomia. from J\g, Abttlwaxid, Emeu, hv-

TMMM, ct oL) ie on the contrary quite unoertaln. The

derlTatlon from nvS {F*yh substantive, ai fHlB. «fc.\

is impossible because rwS is used only in a bad sense

— "to babble, PaTToXoy«rr/ ^21 is — with the word.

It is the same accusative that we had inimnStf Itf

K

v*i
L

KXXOSTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The form of the Servant of God develops
with increasing distinctness- The Prophet cha-
racterizes Him here in a doable aspect First he
describes Him as docile in rorpect to learning
what He was called to perform actively: viz.,

raising op the weary by means of the word. By
this the schoolmaMer (pedagogical) activity of the
Servant of God is intimated (ver. 4). But the
Servant of God is docile in another sense. He is

'obedient and willing to suffer according to God's
will. He does not elude the abuse to which men
subject Him, and which answers tojust that unsus-
ceptibility of Israel intimated in ver. 2 (vers. 5, 6).
But He knows, too, that the Lord will sustain
Him. and He shall not come to shame, and this
enables Him to harden His face like a flint (ver.

7). He knows that the Lord will conduct His
cause and justify Him, and can, therefore, boldly
summon His adversaries before the bar of judg-
ment They shall pass away as a moth-eaten gar-
ment (vers. 8. 9).

2. The Lord God as the learned.—
Ver. 4. The divine name HIST «mi (The Lord
Jehovah) occurs in this chapt relatively oftener
than in any other Isaianic passage, vu. t four times,
vers. 4, 5, 7, 9. The tongue of a disciple is a
docile tongue, willing and capable of learning.
The Prophet, therefore, sees in the Servant of
God one who must learn, and who likes to learn.
The picture of the Servant bf God that appears
before the spiritual eye of the Prophet has not
entirely clear and complete outlines. It is one
that is prophetically obscure, not wholly compre-
hensible to the Seer himself. One learns from it

only this much, that the Prophet sees the Ser-
vant of God active in the service of the *' weary
and heavy laden." For those described, Matth.
xi. 28, best answer to the t

\g\
According to the accents, 1p33 p")33 should

be joined together as in xxviii. 19. But it seems
to me more fitting to arrange them palindromi-

cally after the example of xxvii. 6 (

%S OiStf nferjr

**? nftPofyjf). Deutzsch well remarks that

the Servant is here plainly distinguished from the
propheK For the latter receive their revelations

35

mostly by night But the Servant of God says
that His ear is every morning awakened in order
to hear after the manner of a disciple. He is

thought of; therefore, not as under the influence
of a momentary inspiration repeated at intervals,

coming upon Him in the condition of sleep, but
as under the constant influence of the Spirit that

Sives testimony of itself to Him every day from
le moment He awakes to consciousness in the

morning and on. Evidently the latter is a
higher form of spiritual communication; it im-
plies a more intimate relation between God and
him who receives it. But this communication
concerning the way in which the 8ervant of God
receives the revelation of the Spirit stands be-
tween the descriptions of His active (ver. 4 a)
and passive obedience (ver. 5 sqq.), if I may use
the expression. Is it, then, to be referred to both
kinds of obedience? At least it is not to be con-
ceived why •' opening my ear" should accom-
plish itself in another way.

3. The Lord God—eat them up.—Vers..
5-9. The revelation and instruction that the Ser-
vant of God receives relate more to the will than,

to knowledge. The ear that is opened is that in-

ward ear where the voice of God is audible and
welcome to the soul, and where, therefore, hear-
ing and obeying are one. For what is spoken of
here is how the Servant of God has learned obe-
dience, how He ipa&tv 6<f £p Iwatie Hjv imoKoijv,

as is said, Heb. v. 8, with evident reference to our
text, and a modification of its thought I was
not disobedient and I turned not back,
show that demands were made on His patitntia.

His willingness to suffer, and capacity for suffer-

ing. This is instantly confirmed by ver. 6. For
there the Servant of God enumerates what was
expected of Him. He gave hia back to the*
blows (properly to the smiters, Matth. xxvii.

26), hia cheeks to the plucking, he hid not

.

his faoe from shame and spit (doubtless a
hendiadys; oomp. Matth. xxvi. 27; xxvii. 30>.

And these sufferings must, by the connection of
this discourse, answer just to that offence of Israel

for the sake of which it was sold and put away
(ver. 1). By inflicting them it displayed that in-

susceptibility in consequence of which it would
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546 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

not receive its Lord nor follow His call (ver. 2).

But not merely obedience gives the Servant of

God the power to submit to the severe sufferings.

He is also mightily strengthened in this self-sur-

render by the firm belief that God supports Him.
To understand the two halves of ver

;
7 in their

right relation, the first must be referred to the
past, the second to the future. The first 1TJP is

to be taken in the sense of continuance : Bat the
Lord helps me, henoe I have not (hitherto)

come to shame.—Just because by this support
hitherto experienced I have been strengthened and
encouraged, I am become all the more firm, and in-

sensible to persecutions. X have made my face
like flint, beoanse () inJTOO is causal) I knew
that I would not be put to shame.-—The Ser-
vant of the Lord knows that He is hated of the
world, in many wayscensured andpersecuted. But
He knows, too, that the Lord, His legal assistant,

will bring His innocence to light, and will destroy
the adversaries. Confident in His support who
will prove Him to be a righteous one. He boldly

challenges His adversaries. " Who will con-
tend with me?" He says (comp. on xlix. 25).

Let us stand together (comp. xliii. 26)

!

Who is my adversary? (OflEfo h$2 only
here, comp. xli. 11 and Exod. xxiv. 14, which
passages perhaps hovered in the Prophet's mind).

In ver. 9, * / "WJP is decidedly to be taken in the

future. JTt*1*?» m tne 8ense of " *° make bad,

guiltyj %. «., to condemn/' is found in Isa. again
only liv. 17. Comp., moreover, Job xxxiv. 29 ;

Bom. viii. 34. [" Bom. viii. 33, 34 is an obvious
imitation of this passage as to form. But even
Vitringa- and the warmest advocates for letting

the New Testament explain the Old, are forced
to acknowledge that in this case Paul merely bor-
rows his expressions from the Prophet, and applies
them to a different object."—J. A. Alex.]. The

words wT 1X2D 073 are quoted from our text in

Pa. cii. 27. Comp., moreover, li. 6, 8 ; Job xiii.

1 28, and the List.

3. THE CONDITION ON WHICH ISBAEL MAY BE BECEIVED TO GBAGE.

Chapter L. 10, 11.

10 Who is among you that feareth the Lord,
That obeyeth the voice of his servant,

'That walketh in darkness, and hath no blightf

Let him trust in the name of the Lord,
And stay upon his God.

11 Behold, all ye that kindle a fire,

That •compass yourselves about with 'sparks:
Walk in the light of your fire,

And in the ^Darks that ye have kindled.
This shall ye have of mine hand ; ye shall lie down in •sorrow.

• Who. ** splendor about him. * gird. * fisry dart*.

TEXTUAL AND
Bee List for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 11.

flip, comp. Deut. xxxii. 22 ; Jer. xv. 14 ; xvU. 4.—/tip'?

comp. O'pT xlv. 14.

Ver. 10. The passage at first sight seems to admit ofa
doable construction. Either one may understand the
question 'Ul 033 'D as one that requires the answer
" no one;w then the second half of the verse must be

referred to the Servant of Jehovah. Or one takes *0 in

the sense of "quttquW and 'Ul HOT as a comforting
call to those who Incline to put their trust in the Ser-
vant of God spite of his humble condition. I regard
the latter construction as the correct one, for the fol-

lowing reasons: First, according to the former con-
struction, the whole characteristic of the Servant

OtfK as far as VrtSlO) is superfluous, for it contains

nothing but a needless repetition ofwhat is said imme-
diately before in vers. 6-9. For it is said in vers. 6, 7,
that the Servant of the Loan walks in rayless darkness;
and he himself testifies in vers. 7-9 that he trusts in the
Loan. Why this repetition? Second, in that case

GRAMMATICAL.

ver. 10 b must read 1J1 nOT mm. For there is no

justification of what Hahn says : viz., that, by the use of
the perfect, the clause is subordinated to thai begin-

ning withnOX, »o that we are to translate :
u who trusts,

although he walks.** f f the notion " although " needed
to be expressed, it could not be done by means of the

perfect !|Sn, but it must then read: Oil TOT WH1.
I- T - : • i

Hence I share the view of Gmihius, MAUSta, Kxoasu
Deutzsch, that the question 'Ul D33 *D singles out of

the totality of Israel all the individuals to whom apply

the predicates * KT and TOJ7 Slp3 JTOtf. The

words *Q as far as \h are subject of the whole clause,

as Ehobkl correctly says. It is quite natural that " KV
should stand first; for only he that fears God hears also

the voice of His 8ervant (Jno. viii. 47). The relative

sentence icfc as far as 17 71JJ is regarded by many aa

a continuation of the partlcip. construction KT—£OfeJ,

so that it describes the situation of the God-fearing, that

makes them appear as those that need help. But, first
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CHAP. L 10, 11. 547

one looks in that case for ^_?m, and, second, the nega-

tire )h 7113 TK1 would be too weak a description of the

mournful condition implied in their case. Hence I
think the relative clause Is to be referred to the 8ervant.
Then "»Eftt involves a significant contrast : he who tears

Jehovah and hearkens to the. voice of His 8ervant.
which (i. «., although the same) walks in darkness and
dispenses with all splendor,— let him trust,

DOCftl Thru comp. Ix. 1; the accusative is the ace lo-

ealii according to analogy ofmpTO. nn y>7L

Ver. 11. Instead of '^VTKD some would read 'VKO
according to the Syrlao ; or even arbitrarily change the

reading (Hot.) toniKO (a non.Hebrew word formed

from the Arabic). Both are unnecessary. IT* is the

direct causative Piel = M to make compass about"—

•

'U1 rCQtyobia not -ye shall lie in torment; S de-

notes the terminus in quern of the laying (Job rli. 21;

Lam. 1L 21, comp. 2 8am. Tin. 2; xii. 16; xlii. 31).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As the discourse of the Servant, which
forms the pith of this chapter, was introduced
by a.word of Jehovah's, so now it is concluded
in the same way. For that vers. 10, 11, are the
words of Jehovah appears from this ye shall
have from my hand. He turns to the two
classes into which Israel separates in relation to

the Servant of God. Even after Israel, for the
most part, has rejected the Servant of Jehovah,
those that fear God and hearken to the voice of
the Servant spite His lowliness and obscurity,

and lean on Him, may still be blessed (ver. 10).

But those who with flaming torches and burning
arrows raged against the Servant of God and His
cause are told that the fire kindled by them shall

devour themselves. That will be the painful
punishment prepared for them by the Load
[ver. 11).

2. Who is among in sorrow, vers. 10,
11. As ver. 6 in a measure formed a prelude to

the positive statements concerning the suffering

of the Servant contained in liii., so hath no
light (splendor) area prelude to the negative
ones (liii. 2 6). Walketh in darkness along
with hath no light, which is the reverse side,

is the Biblical expression for the deepest misery,
unalleviated by a ray. Therefore whoever, spite

of this miserable exterior (see Text, and Oram.),
still heeds the voice of the Servant, may trust in
the name of Jehovah (Ps. xxxiii. 21) and lean
on his God (x. 20; comp. xxx. 12: xxxi. 1);
therefore he may comfort himself by the promises
of grace given vers. 1-3.—The enemies of the
8ervant are called fire-kindlers. Doubtless a
fire is meant that burns in them and by which
they then set the outward world on fire. For
wickedness is a fire, and the wicked, poisonous
tongue (which we are specially to understand by
rtp*\) is, in Jas. iii. 5, 6, expressly called a

little fire that yet sets a world on fire, and a
world of iniquity. Making one's girding of
fiery darts may be said in the same sense as
one speaks of girding with strength (Ps. xviii.

33, 40), or with joy (Ps. xxx. 12), i. e. figura-

tively. Fiery darts are their iavorite weapons.
Gesekius seems to think of a fire inadvertently
kindled, because in ver. 11 a he finds only the
continuation of the figure of the darkness and
the thought of arbitrary self-help. Others refer

the k indling of a fire to the persecutions of the
prophets, or to the insurrections of the Jews
against the Romans. Of course events of this

sort may contribute to the accomplishment of
what the Prophet would say. But it is perverse
to think exclusively of special events. All that

wicked Israel did, directly and indirectly, against

the Servant of God, with fiery darts kindled with
hell fire, only kindled a fire that consumed them-
selves. Thus their own fire turned into a fire of
divine wrath, and into that they were constrained
to enter. Jerusalem with the Temple perished
in it. Of that day when this fire must burn, the
Lord says in advance to them : from my hand
is this oome upon yon; in torment ye
shall lay yourselves down. The day when
Israel shall experience that fiery judgment from
the Lord is the day when, after having played
their part, they shall lie down ; but they then
lie down not in repose, but in torment

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On 1. 1. The church of the Lord may be
sorely punished, it may be overrun with ene-

mies, partly destroyed, reduced, as in the days
of Elijah, to 7,000 that are invisible, but it can
never receive a bill of divorce. For what God
has joined together men shall not put asunder.
If this be true of the original and Christian mar-
riage, why not still more of the original type of
marriage? Eph. v. 23 sqq.

2. On 1. 2. " Quia veni et non erat vir.

Veni in camem, inquit, man mortuus pro vobis,

resurrexij impleui et exhibui praesens omnes promt's-

stones. Verum vos me non recepistis. Sicut est

Joh.%.: *venU in propria etsuieumnonreceperunU*—Numquid abbreviate* et parvula, etc.

Jactat potentiam suam contra Juaaeos et objurgat

eos* Quasi dicat : vos me ideo negligitisf quod sine

aliqua pompa veniam. SpectaUs corporate regnvm et

hone infirmitatem contemnitis. Verum ego sic soleo ;

numquam liberavi vos per virtutem, sed semper per
infirmitaton, in qua summa virtus et potentna est, et

turn soleo esse potentissimus, cum prorsus nihil posse

ezistimor." Luther.
3. On 1. 2. At My rebuke. "God can de-

stroy the wicked by a rebuke (Ps. ix. 6). When
He rebuked the Red sea it became dry (Ps. cvi.

9). And when Christ threatened the wind it be-

came still (Luke viii. 24). If God can then do
so much by chiding, what will happen when He
joins the deed to the word, and takes the iron

sceptre or die goad in hand (Ps. ii. ; Acts ix.

5)?" Cramer. .

4. On 1. 4 sqq. Luther, who renders pBH

OmoS by "learned tongue" still gives in his

commentary the explanation that thereby is not

to be understood a " lingua magistri." but a
a lingua discipuli" or a "lingua discipidata, quae

nihil loquitur, nisi quod a Deo didicit." And with

this agrees admirably what the Lord, especially

in the Gospel by John, so often affirms, that He
gays nothing but what He has heard from His
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548 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Father, that He does nothing but what He has

received from the same, wills nothing but what

He wills (John iii. 11, 32; iv. 34 ; v. 19, 30 ; vi.

38; vii. 16; viii. 16, 38; x. 18, 37, 38; xiL 49,

60; xiv. 10, 31 ; xv. 15; xvi. 32). But that the

Lord was not docile only with reference to speak-

ing and doing, but also with reference to suffer-

ing. He says Himself in the words :
" My Father,

if it be possible, let this cup pass from Me:
nevertheless, not as I will, but as Thou wilt,'*

Matth. xxvi. 39. And hence, Paul testifies that

Christ was obedient unto death, even the death

on the cross (Phil. ii. 8).

5. On 1. 6. The Lord said, Luke xviii. 31-33:
" Behold we go up to Jerusalem, and all things

that are written by the prophet* concerning the

Son of man shall be accomplished. For He shall

be delivered unto the Gentiles, and shall be
mocked, and spitefully entreated, and spitted on

:

and they shall scourge Him, and put Him to

death: and the third day He shall rise again."

Regarding this it must be noted, that there is no
other Old Testament passage that declares that

the Servant of God would be spit upon. More-
over no other passage speaks at least so plainly

of scourgimr and smiting. It is further very pro-
bable that

r
* vfipio&foercu" especially answers to

D'DID1

? "IT? ; for if anything can be an *flwc, it

is this ill-treatment of the face. It is accordingly
in the highest degree probable that in Luke xviii.

31 sqq. the Lord had especially in mind our pas-

sage. It then appears also what good reason we
have for referring our passage to the Servant of
Jehovah.

On L 7-9. " Spes confisa Deo nunquaun eonfiaa

recedU."—" He who holds out through Passion-

week with Christ alone, must and shall also keep
Easter there with Him." Foerster.

7. On L 11. Regarding the meaning and the
fulfilment of this passage, both may be best

learned from what Josephus {bdl.jud. VI. 4,

6 saq.) relates concerning the taking ofJerusalem
and the destruction of the Temple. Titus had
commanded to preserve the Temple. But " rob

6k (vb^ tov ifaov) Karvtytftioro to irvp 6 &ebc n6Xat."

A Roman soldier, "datftovU* 6ppj rtvi xpApevof"
casts a fire-brand through the golden window into

the Temple. Titus hastens up and commands to

extinguish the conflagration. He is not heard,

or men will not hear. A soldier secretly applies

fire to the door-posts of the Temple building

proper. The Temple was consumed "famnroQ

Kaioapoc." Josephus repeatedly testifies that it

was the Lord that gave the Temple to the
flames, and thereafter the whole cifrjr of Jeru-
salem. One might fancy, while reading his ac-

count, that he had in mind the words of our text:
44 This shall ye have of Mine hand." And who
does not think also of: "ye shall lie down in

Borrow' 1 (torment) when reading of the surviving
Jews, how some were sent off* to the mines, some
kept to contend as gladiators and with wild beasts

in the theatres, the rest sold as slaves (Josephus,
J.cVI.9,2).

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

7. On 1. 1-3. Sermon of consolation in times
of the Church's distress. What ore we to think of

ihepreeent eonJUeU of the Chwreht 1) We
regard them as a divine chastisement for the sins

of the church, and suffer ourselves to be led by
them to repentance (behold for your iniquities

are ye sold—and no one answered vers. 1, 2)

—

2) We ought not to despair in these conflicts, bat

comfort ourselves in the expectation of a gracious

deliverance. For God o. is willing for it, because

He has neither given the church a bill of divorce,

nor can give it (ver. 1, where is the bill, etc) ;

6. He has also the power to do it f is my hand
shortened, etc, ver. 1, 1 clothe the heavens, ato,

ver. 3).

2. On L 4. The Lord says Matt. xL 28

:

"Come unto me all ye that are weary." etc. That
is a right well-intended summons and worthy of

all confidence. For no one can in fact so refresh

the weary as He. Has not God just for this

given Him an instructed tongue? "This too

may serve to comfort (the weary) when they poor
out their hearts toward the servants and children

of the Lord, who, mighty in His word, tried and
preserved under many a cross, have learned by
experience, after their Redeemer's example, to

speak a word in season to the weary (weak,

wretched, comfortless, that bear away at their

cross nearly tired out, and nearly unable to get

on)." 8CHBIVEB, Scetenschabh ZfteO. IV. 9 PrwL

i 6. If, by the waters of such distress and tribu-

lation, there remain still a little spark of faith,

apply yourself diligently to consider the word of

God, that it may not be utterly quenched, al-

though the devil will be marvellously glad to

hinder it. How Christ comforts one by His dear

word ! As also it is said : "The Lord hath given

me a learned tongue,'' etc Tholuck, "How*
of Devotion," p. 252.

3. On 1. 4-9. PASSioif Sermov. l%e ntffer-

ings of the Lord, 1) The ground of them {obedi-

ence, vers. 4, 5) ; 2) The nature of them (ill-use

of every sort on the part of those that hated the

Lord. vers. 6, 7) ; 3) The use of them (that we
may boldly say: who will contend with me?
whoisHethatcondemneth? [Rom. viii 33, 34]
vers. 8, 9).

4. On 1. 6. " O Lamb of God, how hast Thou
tasted to their full extent the impositions of

human sinfulness I The blindness and wicked-

ness of the human heart could only become mani-
fest by contrast with Thy holiness, as night is only

known in its entire darkness by contrast with the

spotless light; and thus it has now even hap-

pened. And thou wast silent, and Thou hast en-

dured all contradiction of sinners, silent when
they struck Thee with their fists, when they spit

in Thy face—the unjust thus treating the Jus*

one, the servants their Lord, the creature the

Only Begotten of the Father I
" I gave my back

to the smiters, and my cheeks . . . shame and
spitting :" thus it is written of Thee. Innocent

Lamb of God. how hast Thou borne the sins of

the world, and been obedient unto the depths of

humiliation I Tholuck, L c 493.

5. On L 10, 11. Penitential Sermoh. God
is love, and at the same time holiness and justice.

He bears the rod Gentle and the rod Woe. He
announces to us the law and the gospel. To-day

also He tarns to the pious and the wicked, and

offers to each His own. The Lord fe-day prsscn*
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to «t life and deaih.

that fear Him (ver.

death to those who

1) He offers life to those

10). 2) But He presents

have kindled their heart,

word and work at the flames of helL and thereby
set ablaze a fire in which they shall themselves
perish (ver. 11).

IIL—THE THIRD DISCOURSE.

Tbe Final Redemption of Israel. A Dialogue between the Servant of Jehovah
who appears as one welled, Israel, Jehowah Himself and the Prophet.

Chapter LL
This chapter speaks of high and mighty things.

We hear four persons speak one after the other.

Each of the speakers from his view-point an-

nounces what he has to produce in reference to

the chief subject. The servant of God, appear-

ing significantly veiled, presents to Israel the

condition of its redemption (vers. 1-8). Israel

then tarns with believing supplication to its

Lord, praying for a display of power as of old

(vers. 9-11). The Lord answers Israel with
comfort ana exhortation, but then turns to the

Servant, who is called to execute the work of re-

demption, in order to set before Him the origin,

means and goal of His work (vers. 12-16).

Finally the Prophet himself takes up the word
in order to exhort Israel that it would take to

heart the consolation given by Jehovah (vers.

17-23).

L THE (VEILED) SERVANT OF JEHOVAH PRESENTS TO ISRAEL THE CONDI-
TION OF THE REDEMPTION.

Chapter LI. 1-8.

1 Hearken to me, ye that follow after righteousness,

Te that seek the Lord :

Look unto the rock whence ye are hewn,
And to the hole of the •pit whence ye are digged.

2 Look unto Abraham your father,

And unto Sarah that Dare you

:

bFor I called him alone,

And blessed him, and increased him.

3 For the Lord shall comfort Zion

:

He will comfort all her waste places

;

And he will make her wilderness like Eden,
And her desert like the garden of the Lord ;

Joy and gladness shall be found therein,

Thanksgiving, and the voice of melody.

4 Hearken unto me, my people

;

And give ear unto me, O my nation

:

For a law shall proceed from me,
And I will make my judgment to rest for a light of the people.

6 My righteousness is near ; mv salvation is gone forth,

And mine arms shall judge the people

;

The isles shall wait upon me,

And on mine arm shall they trust

6 Lift up your eyes to the heavens,

And look upon the earth beneath

:

For the heavens shall vanish away like smoke,

And the earth shall wax old like a garment,

And they that dwell therein shall die in like manner

:

But my salvation shall be forever,

And my righteousness shall not *be abolished.

7 Hearken unto me, ye that know righteousness,
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550 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

The people in whose heart is my law

;

Fear ye not the reproach of men,
Neither be ye afraid of their revilings.

8 For the moth shall eat them up like a garment,

And the worm shall eat them uke wool

:

But my righteousness shall be forever,

And my salvation from generation to generation.

• 1MB. * For he too* alone token I called Mm.

TEXHUL A1H)

See Liei for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 8.

nnofen pferip which, betide Pa. It 10, oecurs only In

Isaiah; Jer.xTr. 16; xxxt 13, usee'M1

? ATO^S* J^fcfS,

and vii. 24 ; xvi. 9 '& Slpl pMsTStp. 'oomp. Zech.

vill. 19. Ver. 5. O^K-J'n. Ver. «. nSo. Ver. 8.

•nV-DD-OnVl iVlS, comp! Pa. lxxli. 57 cii. 2ft.

VV T *
«

Ver. 1. DP3OT abbreviated relative clause for

Ver. 2. The imperf.'ODSSmn, before which "HZf* ia

likewise to be supplied, occasions surprise. Why is the

perf. not employed ? Had the Prophet had in mind the

one act of physical birth he must have put the perf.

As the word cannot be treated as a substantive (comp.

^DD'lpn Pa. cxxxix. 21), the choice of the word and

the verbal form must be explained by understanding

the Prophet to be thinking, not merely of the torqueri

that accompanies the act of birth, but also of thai tor-

queri tpe (comp. Gen. viii. 10; Job xxzv. 14: Pa. xxzvii.

7) that Sarah had to endure through so many years.—-
The punctuation of the verbs m3"OK and 1713111 with

the mere Vav, copulative indicates that we are to con-

strue the Vav aa denoting intention (Ewald, { 847, a).

Ver. 8. onj and OfePI are praeterita prophetica.—

The expression rfliT ' tf occurs only here. O'TiSk \1

occurs several times in Ezek„- xxviil. 13 ; xxxi. 8, •,—
71101 Vlp occurs beside here in Pa. xcviiL 5. Isaiah

uses 711DT again xii 2; xxiv. 16.

Ver. 4. It is needless and conflicting with the context
to read O'Bj? and D'D|6 (Conn., St*,), instead of '&%
and 'Q^S, or even to' take '©£ and nptfS m plural

endings'(Gasnr.) and to refer both to the Gentiles. For
these verses contain an exhortation to Israel not to re-

nounce its privilege. DfcV is indeed nowhere else used

for Israel. Tet the use of *)} Zeph. it 9 la analogous.

In this case as there, the want of a second word fitted

to correspond in parallelism with 0£ occasions the ab-

normal use.—The diversities ofmeanings encountered
in the root JJJ1, («. g.t the meanings of emotion, trem-

bling, resting seem to combine in the same root), is pro-

bably to be explained thus : we must distinguish be-

tween a jfjn with original
J?,

and another with anp that

is derived from a hissing consonant. Probably p}\
denoting tremefecit, Urruit, and from which is derived

J7TJ momentum (movimentwn, moment of the trembling

GRAMMATICAL.

emotion), is softened from U*\ Cfjl (as «. gn the He-

brew ¥ becomes p In Arainaic/comp! WW, Wjfc—
}Ki\ etc). But pyy that involves the meaning "toroat **

has an original j». The Hiph. Jpjin in our text mean*

" to make rest,*' and that in a similar sense to TVJH and

tVJn, which forma, as ia well known, in like manner

acquire the meaning "depoeult, demleit, posuit, collo-

eamt n (comp. xxx. 32; xiv. 1; xWi. 7, etc). Thus JTJ"*
1

would involve the meaning of " settling permanently.**

For this right is that which from now on remains per-

manently, everlastingly.

Ver. 6. It is uncertain whether nSo le radically re-

lated tomo "conterer*? hence nSo eontritmm, what

is broken small, both salt and rags (Jer. xxxviii. 11, 12);

or whether 71*70 haa the fundamental meaning "to

flood, to flow," hence 71/0 — flow, aalt-flux, salt and—
that which has flowed, passed away. ?3~to3 ia taken

by the ancient translators and expositors in the sense

of "just as," which grammatically is quite correct, but

is thought to be flat as to sense. Hence, after the ex-

ample of Lown and VrrasoA, most recent expositors

take
J3

to mean u gnat" But
J3

does not occur in this

sense in the singular ; and the plural D,33 Exod. riii.

12 sqq. ; Ps. cv. 31 is without doubt to be referred to

HJ3 (comp. 033 Exod. viii. 13, 14) and not to 13. Henos
T * T* •"

DxLmsoH is of the opinion that |3~to3 ia to be taken

in the sense of a " so ** to which an accompanying ges-

ture imparts a contemptuous meaning. But for this he
can only appeal to classic analogies ; for 2 Sam. xxill. 5;

Num. xiii. 33; Job ix. 35 are not fitting comparisons. I

am of the opinion that if |D~to3 ia not taken in the

sense ofujust as,*
1 the application ofthe comparison Is

wanting. For whether |3 be taken -• M gnat,** or— con-

temptuous M
so,** In either case the clause TV32^1 to

HDID' still belongs to the comparison and the applica-

tion is wanting. Thua the discourse becomes obscure;
whereas It is quite clear if the clause '111 «T2&*1 con-

tains the application. For then it is said that all, thai

is nothing more than citizen of the earth, will passaway
Just as heaven and earth.

Ver. 7. EftJI* Hinn oomp. Pe. xxii. 7; and concern-

ing BftjK the remarks on viii. 1. ftfmj with mm.
ending only here; yet comp. lftH*U Hzek.' . 1*J with

ending xliii. 28 ; Zeph. ii. 8.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Connecting with the exhortation, 1. 10, to

hearken to the voice of the Servant of God, the

Prophet first lets a speaker enter of whom one
doeo not exactly know whether he is Jehovah or

one closely connected, indeed, with Jehovah, yet

a distinct person from Him. If he is the latter,

he can be no other than the Servant of Jehovah,
who, veiling here His servant-form, already suf-

fers His anity with Jehovah to appear. The fol-

lowing are reasons for thinking that it is the

Servant of Jehovah that speaks in vers. 1-8 : 1)

the reference of^ WDtf, li. 1, to S^p? £30
113& 1. 10; 2) li. 1, 8, speak of Jehovah in

the third person ; 3) xliL 4, the Zionitic law is

called the law of the Servant of Jehovah, and
the speaker in these verses describes the same
law as proceeding from him (ver. 4) and as his

law ; 4) in ver. 16 the Servant is evidently ad-

dressed, and thus is assumed to be a participator

in the dialogue, as irp6ooirov rov dtaMyov. This
discourse divides into three sections, each of
which begins with an emphatio summons to give

heed: IJTOtf (ver. 1), ir?Kn, tt'tfpn (ver. 4),

U?Otf (ver. 7).

2. Hearken to me voice of melody,
vers. 1-3. The exhortation "hearken to me"
refers back to •'who hearkeneth to the voice of
my Servant," 1. 10. Although li. 2 is proof that

Jehovah is the speaker, still on the other hand
Jehovah in ver. 1 a once and in ver. 3 twice is

spoken of in the third person. Should not the
Servant of Jehovah Himself be regarded as the
speaker? His unity with Jehovah and His glory
begin to shine through here; but because the
servant-form and glory still stand uncombined
aide by side, He does not here appear plainly as

the bearer of the latter. Those whom He sum-
mons to hear Him are the same that, 1. 10, are
described as those that " fear the Lord." The
last expression is a general one. " The fear of
the Lord is the beginning of wisdom" (Prov. i.

7). "To fear God" includes earnest endeavor
after righteousness in the widest sense, involving
being right and having salvation (proof-text for

pW *pi, Deut xvL 20; camp. Prov. xxi. 21).

But the possession of salvation is assured to those
that seek and find the Lord Himself, the highest

good ('* tfp3 said with reference to Exod. xxxiii.

7 ; Dent iv. 20, especially in Hon. iii. 5 ; v. 6

;

vii. 10). These upright souls that strive after

true righteousness and communion with God,
and who are, hence, inclined and fitted " to trust

in the name of the Lord and stay upon their

God " (1. 10), the Servant of the Lord would
strengthen and confirm by referring them to

Abraham and Sarah. He compares Abraham
to a rock from which building-stones are hewn,

and Sarah to a well-hole pta rQpjD, the latter

reminding one of H3pJ, comp. xlviii 1), from

which earth, clay
{
etc, are taken. There lies in

the figure the notion of the primitive paternal and
maternal ancestry. Ancestors are authority.

Their posterity ought to resemble them, not only

physically, but spiritually. Israel, then, ought

to look back to its ancestors in order to imi-
tate their example. It is to be noticed that
Sarah is named here, as in Heb. xl 11. along
with Abraham, as the companion of his faith
(see Text, and Oram.). Sarah's pains in bearing
the son of promise were two-fold : first, the in-
ward struggles of faith, the sorrows of a hope
again and again deceived, and yet not given up,
joyfully ended at last by the physical sorrows of

the birth. Thus DdSSitW leads over to the fact

in which Abraham approved himself as an ex-
ample of faith : the Lord called him as standing
alone, as it were a solitary tree^ but of course in
order to bless and multiply him (see Text, and
Cham.). The verbs "to bless and multiply"
play a chief part in the promise given to Abra-
ham. Therefore the Prophet points to these
here (comp. Gen. xxii. 17; xii. 2, 3; xiii. 16,

16; xviii. 18, etc.). Through long decennials
and up to years when posterity was no longer
naturally to be expected, Abraham had stood
alone like a tree in a wide field, about which,
even after long years, there appeared no sign of
voung growth from seeds falling from it. But
he was not on that account weak in faith. And
thus he is a comforting example to his posterity.

For that Zion that the Prophet has in mind,
which will be contemporary with the Servant of
God. and wasted and forsaken (comp. xlix. 14
sqq.), shall also grow up again and have a nume-
rous seed and become a glorious garden of the
Lord. By pointing to believing Abraham, the
Prophet lets it be understood that just and only
on the condition of a faith like Abraham's can
wasted Zion become again a paradise (pj£, Gen.

ii. 15 ; Joel ii. 3). Unbelieving Israel, however,
remains a watte I

8. Hearken unto me not be abo-
lished.—Vers. 4-6. This section begins with a
summons to hearken, still more emphatic than
the preceding. It reminds one of xlix. 1. The
Lord will let a new law go forth, He will pro-
mulgate a new right to the nations. According
to zlii. 1-4; xlix. 6, it is the Servant of God that

is the medium of this new revelation of Jeho-
vah's. The Thorah here spoken of is, therefore,

the Zionitic law. or the Gospel, and the right

that will be set for a light to the nations is the
new ordinance which, resting on the fact of the
offering made on Golgotha, makes faith, and no
longer works, the central point of subjective per-

formance. I repeat here expressly, that I do not
ascribe to the Prophet this knowledge, but that

I only explain here what is objectively implied
in the Prophet's words, but not clearly known
by him.

If this new Thorah is promulgated, then, on
the one hand, "righteousness is oome
near" that avails with God (xlvi. 12, 13), and
with it salvation la gone forth (*. e^ given
out, offered to all) ; but, on the other hand, the
time also of universal judgment has arrived. For
when the Saviour of the world has appeared, then
the time of judgment has come. But the judg-
ment begins at the house of God. The destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by the Romans is the first act
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552 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

of the world's judgment (Matth. xxiv.). We
men living at present are, therefore, already in

the world's judgment. In this time, then, of the

publishing of the Zionitio law on the one hand,

and of the world's judgment on the other, the
isles shall hope in the Lord, and wait on
his arm (}£ti symbolically a protection, sup-

port, hence singular: whereas before in \JHT

V99& the word is taken in the physical sense,

therefore the plural). Here it is intimated, there-

fore, that just the isles, i. £, the remote, heathen

nations, especially of the West, in that last time,

that is to be both a time of salvation and ofjudg-

ment, will accept salvation. It is to be noted

that.the Prophet save nothing of Israel's believing

on the Servant of the Lord and on His law.

Here, therefore, is a hint of that conflict in which
Israel stood after the appearance of the Servant
and still stands: either to cleave to the gospel

with the Gentiles and thereby to disappear as s
nation, or to reject the gospel and thereby to be
themselves rejected, yet to be preserved as a na-
tion for the time when, without jealousy or com-
petition, the kingdom of God shall appear as the
kingdom of David, and will be soil one flock

under one Shepherd. On pSlT* oomp. on xlii. 4.

Of course Israel acts thus from no praiseworthy
motives, but from obstinacy and pride. And
hence fleshly Israel shall be destroyed in the
judgment. In ver. 6 the Prophet commands to
consider heaven and earth. The heavens, seem-
ingly so firm (firmamentom, ortpkQpa) shall vanish
away like smoke, the earth that bears all, will
become worm-eaten and rotten and pass away as
an old garment, and the inhabitants of the earth
shall perish just so. But the salvation of Jeho-
vah shall be forever and his righteousness
shall not perish. Therefore whoever possesses
this salvation and this righteousness shall be pre-
served. It is not said that whoever is dug out ofthe
fountain ofAbraham shall be blessed. But he that
will follow the call of the Lord as Abraham, he
that takes His law and believes Him, he shall be
blessed, though he were a heathen. Whoever
does not believe, though of the seed of Abraham
after the flesh, shall perish away just as (see
XkcL and Oram.) the heaven and earth. Thus
the difference between Israel and Gentiles disap-
pears. He that has not the •' salvation " and
"righteousness" of the Lord is a mere earth
inhabitant whether of the race of Israel or not,
and as such he shall perish with the earth.

4. Hearken unto me generation.—
Vers. 7, 8. For the third time we hear the sum-
mons to hearken. This time it is not idrtnastd

to Israel, but to all those that know the true
righteousness, and have the law of the Servant
of Jehovah in their hearts. " Those that know
righteousness" differ from u those that follow
after righteousness" only so far as that one must
first know righteousness before he can follow siter

it It is implied that, not a mere outward ac-

quaintance is meant, but one truly inward and
experimental With this agrees the additional
clause the people inwhose heart ismy law.
From this is seen: 1) That not the outward Israel

is meant, that received the Mosaic law outwardly.
The words manifestly contain an express antithe-

sis (oomp. Jer. ttyi. 33, which seems to rest on
our text). 2) That here, too, the Servant of Je-
hovah is thought o£ For this new, higher law
is in xlii. 4, expressly called Hit law, and the
Thorah of which ver. 4 speaks, can be no other
than that of which the bervant of Jehovah is

called to be the mediator. Just on this account,

however, the nation, in whose heart is the law of
the Servant of Jehovah cannot be regarded here
as itselfappertaining to the " Servant ofJehovah,"
as Del. [also J. A. A.] supposes. The people that
has the righteousness and thelaw of the Servant of
Jehovah in their hearts is not the people of Israel.

It is a great people, a more numerous congrega-

tion. It is believing mankind, the congregation

of those born again; the spiritual Israel, in dis-

tinction from unbelieving mankind, the world.

This believing congregation has ever and every*

where to contend with the world. It is hated
and persecuted by the world (Matth. x. 84 sua.;

2 Tim. iii. 12]. But it can rest assured of the
protection of its Lord. Hence the exhortation:
tear ye not the reproaoh of men, neither
be ye afraid of their revilings. For the
moth shall eat them op as a garmentand
the worm shall eat them like wool. There

is a play of sound in the original «ty D73IP and

DO D7Dtr that cannot be well reproduced in an-

other language. This is the third time that the
figure of the garment recurs (L 9: li. 6), and the
second time for that of the moth (1. 9). Both are
here combined and strengthened by the rhetori-

cal variation, '•the worm shall eat them like

wool." 00, probably from the fundamental mean-

ing of "to soring", allied to WD, is the Greek
efa (Matth. vi. 19. oomp. Boohabt, IKero*^ Lib.

IV., cap. 25). The concluding clause, bnt my
righteousness, etc, ver. 8 6, corresponds in

Eart verbatim to the close of ver. 6 ; only that

ere, too, for the sake of variety there occurs a
transposition of the notions.

2. I8RAEL EXHORTS THE LORD TO A NEW DISPLAY OP HIS ANCIENT POWER*
AND HOPES FOR THE BEST FROM IT.

Chapter LI. 9-11.

9 Awake I Awake ! put on strength, O arm of the Lord ;

Awake ! as in the ancient days, in the generation of old.

Art thou not it that hath out Rahab,
And wounded the dragon 1
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CHAP. LI. 9-11. 653

10 Art thou not it which hath dried the sea.

The waters of the great deep

;

That hath made the depths of the sea a way for the ransomed to pass over ?

11 Therefore the redeemed of the Lord shall return,

And come with singing unto Zion

;

And everlasting joy shall be upon their head

:

They shall obtain gladness and joy

;

And sorrow and mourning shall flee away.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

8m Lltt for the raeurrenoe of the words : Ver. 9.

O^oSv-p^-^n Poet 33fn Hiph.

Ver. 91 D'oSlJf Allll depends on the 2 before *D\

end not, as Hrrne and Haas suppose, on 'p\ for the

expression fi^Yl 'D* never occurs, and the absence of

the preposition before rtnrt is according to common
Ofage (comp. xlviiL 9, 14; xl?L 6; xllv. 28. etc.). On the

other hand the Dip 'D%
to a frequent expression (xxiiL

T; xxxvii. 96; MJchL vti. 90; Jer. xItL 86; Ps. xli?. 2 ; 2

Kings xix. 26; Lam. i. 7; ii. 17). The expression

CD^l? T\XVT\ does not occur again. The plural,

tTO^lJJ. expressing the relative notion of an Immea-
surable duration of time past or to come (comp. lxiii.

11), belongs to the words that occur only in Part Second.
Tar. 10. nofarn. according to the Masoretio pointing

with double-Psshta (romp. Olsil, } 41, *, 47, e. Arm.),

should be read as Milel [accented on the penult—Tm,],
consequently regarded as third pen. fern, pert Then

the expression must be taken fn a relative sense (Os-
sxm., | loo, Bern.). But this punctuation seems to me a
needless refinement For there is no grammatical or
logical ground for departing from the simple and natu-
ral construction of the verse, according to whioh the
word to a parallel participle to the foregoing rO^nign.

Ter. 11. The verse is repeated almost verbatim from
xxxv. la The only difference is the small one of Tirfe*

K)J in our text instead of the 1011 U'tfiT of xxxv. 10,

which may be referred to an error of transcription. In

xxxv. ver. • concludes with the words D'Swi oSni.

Our ver. 10 also concludes with D'SlKJ. It is possible,

indeed, that thus ending ver. 10, the Prophet was re-

minded of xxxv. 9, and that occasioned his repeating

here the words that there follow, via, xxxv. la But it

to not correct, when Hrrno remarks, that ver. 11 does

not suit the context because here those delivered from

Egypt are meant. For the deliverance out of Egypt to

only a type of that of final history.

EXEGEITCAL AND CRITICAL.

wake——flee away.—Ven. 9-11. In ac-

cordance with the almost dramatic arrangement
that the Prophet observes, Zion now takes up the

discourse. It is so bold as to return exhortation

for exhortation. For if Israel was reminded in

Ten. 1-6 of what it needed to do for its salvation,

it in turn summons the Lord to do His part now,
i. e., in the time of the Servant of Jehovah, in the

last time, as He did in the beginning time, in

Egypt. There is in nw " awake 1' a slight in-

timation that the arm of the Lord has slept, i. «.,

that there has been a pause in the display of its

power. How else could the destruction and deso-

lation (ver. 3) of Zion, and its consequent
second and greatest exile have come about?
Thrice to the cry "awake" called out to the

arm of the Lord, as to one lying in deepest
slumber, and that can only be wakened by re-

peated calling. Comp. lii. 1 ; Jud. v. 12. Put
on strength, equip one's self with strength, is a
figure drawn from the arming of a warrior with

pieces of armor. The naked arm to thought of
as weaker, that covered with brazen bands as

stronger, firmer, better able to resist (comp. lii.

1: Ps. xciii. 1). HrrziG cites Homes, IL 19, 36,

dvato Vahdiv : Delttzsch, Rev. xi. 17, lafip&vttv

dbvafuv. Ana now the Lord's former doings are,

as it were, held up to Him as an example . Art
thou not He that oat Rahab asunder, etc

Bahab, properly feroeia. then designation of a
mmttrvm marinum, in which sense it corresponds

to pjn, and thence, like the latter, which -
"the crocodile," a symbolical name for Egypt
(comp. on xxx. 7). On pip comp. Lid and

Esek. xxix. 8; Pa. lxxiv. 13, 14.

Tn ver. 10, reference is further made to the

drying up of the Bed sea and the passage of the

Israelites through it. Therefore here again we
find the deliverance out of Egyptian bondage as

a type of the last and final redemption. In ver.

11 (see Text, and Oram.) the Prophet, in entire

agreement with the context expresses the confi-

dence that the arm of the Lord will, indeed, in

the last time give proof again of its power dis-

Slayed in ancient time, and that therefore the re-

eemed of the Lord shall return home to Zion

with rejoicings and to everlasting joy.
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554 THfi PEOPHET ISAIAH.

3. JEHOVAH SPEAKS: HE KEPLIES TO ISRAEL'S EXHORTATION WITH EX-
HORTATION, AND HOLDS UP TO HIS SERVANT THE ORIGIN, MEANS AND
GOAL OF HIS LABOR.

Chapter LI. 12-16.

12 I, even I, am he that comforteth you :
*

Who art thou, that thou shouldest be afraid of a man that shall die?

And of the son of man which shall be "made as grass

;

13 And forgettest the Lokd thy Maker,
That hath stretched forth the heavens, and laid the foundations of the earth ;

And hast feared continually every day
Because of the fury of the oppressor,
bAs if he ^ere ready to destroy ?

And where m the fury of the oppressor ?

14 cThe captive exile hasteneth that he may be loosed,

Aud dthat he should not die in the pit,

Nor that his bread should fail.

Id 'But I am the Lord thy God,
That 'divided the sea, whose waves roared

:

The Lord of hosts is his name.
16 And I have put my words in thy mouth,

And I have covered thee in the shadow of mine hand,
'That I may plant the heavens, and lay the foundations of the earth,

And say unto Zion, Thou art my people.

1 Or, made himself ready,

• aioen, » At he took aim,
* he will not die away to thepit and mil not want hit bread,
t [ttiUtth, Lowth.—T*.]

• The one bowed down
•And,
> To plant—to lay, etc

TEXTUAL AND
See List for the reourrenoe of the words: ver. 14,

n^V, comp. Jer. it 20; xWiii. 12 j rer. lo fotf 'S HliT

;

the expression occurs In the same form in Jer. z. 16

;

xxxi.35: xxxii. 18; xlri. 18; xlvliL 16; 1. 34; 1L 10,67.

It seems original with Amos, where it appears now in a
birapler form (v. 8; ix. 6), now in a more extended
form (ir. 13; v. 27>

Ver. 12. In W^D the *p is self-eyidently qualis.

The expression also corresponds in sound to KTI'PIt
er. 9. The Prophet uses freedom in respect to gender
and number. After DDOnjD he puU the sing. /W^O.
and after the feminine *KTfl) HK-'D the masculines

nDt^m and TTIflm, according as the notion Zion or

Israel is uppermost. The Vav consec after fiK-'D ex-

presses the effect, and hence is— ut; qualit eras, ut

tinuret. Thus r\H~
sD by no means signifies " how little

GRAMMATICAL.
art thour (Ekobkl). For the same interrogative i

may mean :
** how great art thou ?** comp. Judg. ix. 28.

And any way *D may, regardless of siae great or small,

inquire for the occasioning quality generally. Comp.
rer. 10 and nX^D Ruth Hi. 16 with the same phrase,

Ruthiii.0; Isa.lTiL4.il.

Ver. 13. One may supply V3fn " his arrows " after

nto CPs. xt 2; comp. Isa. Tfi. 18); still, without an ex-

pressed objeot, the word also means "to aim" (Pa.

xxi. 13).

Ver. 14. nnflnS 1HD is construed as e, a., jnn3
T I- .

NVoS Gen. xxrii. 90c 7TJtt i» ** to bow H transitive and

intransitive. Here it means the one bowed down by
chains or the rOflHD (Jer. xx. 2; xxix. 26; 2Chron.

xvi. 10). nnan is* metonymy as In xiv. 17, etc

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. I, even I should faiL—Vers. 12-14.
Jehovah enters here as the third and most ex-
alted person of the dialogue. The " I, even I

"

corresponds to the " awake, awake" of ver. 9 and
replies to it. It seems to me that " Ha that
oomforteth you" refers back to the double
Dru •' comforted " ver. 3. It is as if the Lord
would say: Have ve not heard that I, I Jehovah
am He that comforts Zion? Are ye not com-
petently assured of this? Who art thou, now,

that thou fearest a man that will die? (See TerL
and Oram.). Man that dies, the son of man who
is given away as grass, such is the enemy that

Israel ought not to fear. There could be no men-
tion of this fear, were it not that Israel forgot

Jehovah, who, as Maker of His people (xliii. 1)

stretcher forth of the heavensand founder
of tha earth (xl. 22 ; xiii. 5 ; xliv. 24 ; xlv. 12)

surely offered a sufficient guaranty for trusting in

Him. Forgetting Jehovah is really the
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CHAP. LI. 12-16. 555

both of fearing men (ver. 12) and of the continual

trembling (ver. 13). The mention of one effect

before and of the other after the cause, thus pro-

ceeding in the one case from effect to cause, and
in the other from cause to effect, though not quite

exact, is still a common way of speaking (comp.

Amos v. 10-12; Jer. ii. 9 sq.; xlix. 19 sq. : 2

8am. xii. 9). Evidently and bast trembled
every day, etc., ver. 13, makes stronger the ex-

pression of ver. 12. both qualitatively and quanti-

tatively. To understand by "the oppressor"
the Babylonian oppressor (Knobsl) is only pos-

sible to one that has no conception of the wide

reach of the prophetic gaze. Though Babylon
may be included, it cannot be all that is meant,

forthe Prophet sees together all that Israel feels

as an oppressor until the end. Moreover the

expression is founded on Deut. xxviii. 53, 55, 57,

and is need by Isaiah here and xxix. 2, 7 in this

sense, and besides only by Jer. xix. 9. IBftO«
"according as," and thus expresses that the

trembling is in proportion to the aiming of the

oppressor.
" But where is the fory of the oppres-

sor ? " asks the Lord, anticipating, as it were,

the future. The question intimates that a time
will come when that fury shall suddenly vanish.

With this wondrouslv quick disappearance of the

oppressor connects the instant, and unhindered
release of the captives. Prison scenes appear
here before the Prophet's mind : he sees captives

bent under the weight of chains, or, worse still,

by racking instruments, who are now quickly let

go, and thus escape a dreadful fate of slow dying
to the pit (a pregnant construction) for want of

necessary fooa.

2. But I am My people.—Vers. 15, 16.

I regard both these verses as the address of Je-

hovah to His Servant Such an address is not

out of place, but the contrary, if we were right in

regarding the Servant of Jehovah as taking part

in the dialogue and the vers. 1-8 as His words.

OJK1 "and I" answers to the double OJK ver.

12 as a similar beginning. The Servant of Je-

hovah has also great conflicts to endure. The
world storma against Him like a raging sea (Ps.

ii. 1 ; Isaiah lvii. 20). Hence Jehovah, to

strengthen Him, calls Himself in relation to Him
His God, that has power over the sea, to raise it

np and, naturally, to quiet it again (xvii. 12, 13

;

xxiii. 11 ; 1. 2 : li. 10). Jehovah Sabaoth is

this God called, as Lord of the heavenly hosts.

Shall He that has dominion over the powers of

heaven not have dominion also over the powers
of the earth?

The expression D^H JW "to arouse the sea"

occurs first Job xxvi. 12. Afterwards comes our

text, and our text is literally reproduced by Jer.

xxxi. 35. [The Author has an argument that

follows here to prove that the language is origi

nal with Isaiah, and borrowed by Jeremiah
This is reproduced in brief in the Introduction,

pp. 23, 24. The present, amplification adds

nothing to the clearness of it, and is omitted to

save space. As an argument it is not forcible,

His explanation is that Jeremiah uses the lan-

guage in question to denote " a regularly recurring

motion of the sea,'
1 and that the ebb and flow of

the tide must be meant, because that is the only

firmly established ordinance for the sea's motion
that can be classified with the sun, moon and
stars, and made a type of the stability of God's
covenant with His people. But the context of

Jer. xxxi. 35 does not require us to think that

Jeremiah gives this application to the language.

Moreover WJ in any of its accepted meanings

is unsuitable to express such motion as the tide.

Besides, to Hebrews, remote as they were from
the ocean, the tide was an unfamiliar pheno-
menon, and thus does not appear in their litera-

ture. And it may be said that, in relation to our
ver. 13 a. the notion of phenomenal stability is

as much demanded for ver. 15 as in Jer. xxxi. 35.

The best treatment of the attempt to prove
that our text is borrowed from Jeremiah, and
therefore not genuine Isaianic, is to ignore it as

frivolous. Still, perhaps,* the scrutiny which the

debate occasions may lead to a more exact under-

standing of the language in question. The LXX.
render Job xxvi. 12, DTH jfX^

f
narinavae r%*

tidXaooav. The Author's discussion of JW
under li. 4 shows how ambiguous the word is in

itself and that we must rely on our tact and the

context to determine its meaning. The general

scriptural appeal to the sea as proof of God's

Eower, is to the evidence it gives of His control-

ng it. It is the sea that rages, He settles it and
holds it in bounds. Comp. Job xxxviii. 8-11,

and Christ stilling the tempest Mark iv. 35 sqq.

It seems preferable therefore to accept Lowth's
rendering . " Hewho stilleth the sea,though
the waves thereof roar/' which also Barnes
adopts. Tr.]
The words ver. 16 can only be spoken to the

Servant of God. " I have pat My words in
Thy mouth" designates both the task and the

equipment the Servant of God receives. The
words recall xlix. 2, where it is said : " And He
hath made My mouth like a sharp sword." The
Servant of God must proclaim the will of God.
To be able to do this, He must be able to find

the proper, powerful, incisive words (Heb. iv. 12j.

This comes about by God's word being put into

His mouth. If the wrath of men that are ene-

mies to the truth be thereby aroused, the Lord
protects Him :

" I have oovered Thee in the
shadow of My hand." The same is said xlix.

2, in almost the same words of the Servant of the

Lord, tat., ^K^nn Vr S*3. By this means

the Servant ofGod will he preserved and enabled

to carrv out His work. The aim of this work is

that fie may plant the heavens and lay

the foundations of the earth. Who must

this Servant of God be to whom is assigned such

a task? What heaven shall He plant? what
earth shall He found? Certainly not the old

heaven and the old earth that have already been

planted and founded, but which, too, are des-

tined, according to ver. 6 " to vanish away like

smoke, and wax old like a garment," iu that

assize that the Servant of God will hold. But

(he Servant of God will plant a new heaven and

found a new earth (lxv. 17; lxvi. 22; Rev. xxi.

1). Concerning the way in which He has done

this see under Doctrinal and Ethical, p. 559, { 6.

But the new heaven and the new earth are also a
dwelling for the people of God, the 'lapo^X f«v-
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656 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

ftarcxSc, which of coarse has not proceeded merely
from the Twelve Tribes. Nevertheless the his-

torical Israel constitutes the frame into which
the new humanity will be joined on as members.
Hence, as is said ixvi. 22: "For as the new
heavens and the new earth, which I will make,
shall remain before Me,—so shall your seed ana
your name remain," so here the people that is to

populate the new heaven and new earth is called

Zion. Jerusalem, which is from above is the

mother of us all, says Paul (Gal. iv. 26).

Those that do not recognise the Servant of
God as the speaker in vers. 1-8, must, in order
to get tolerable sense out of our passage, assume
that Jehovah is the subject of *' to plant," " to

found " and u to say." Let this even be justified

respecting *' to plant" and " to found/ 1 vet it re-

mains inexplicable how Jehovah should put His
word in Zion's mouth, in order that £fc, Jehovah,
may say : thou art Mjr people.—Others, as Hrr-
mg, take the three infinitives in a gerundive
sense: in planting a heaven, and founding an
earth, and saying to Zion, etc Apart from the
planting and founding of heaven and earth being
made to mean only a new order of things on this

earth, or even a new founding of Israel as a state,

one can never prove that the Lord thereby pot
His word into the mouth of His Servant, and
thereby protected Him, in that He renewed heaven
and earth. For it is inconceivable that the Ser-
vant of the Lord will still stand in need of inspira-
tion after heaven and earth are become new.

—

Less justifiable still, grammatically, is the expo-

sition of Hahk, who would take 'U1 J7DJ
1
?

simply as a paraphrase of the future: I will

plant He appeals to the usage that permits the

use of rrn with following S and the infin.

constr. to paraphrase the verb. fin. But there can
be no mention of this here, not indeed, because
HTI is wanting, which would make no difference,

but because the subject is wanting. For accord-

ing to Hahn 1JP J7DJ7 should represent an in-

dependent sentence. But for that at least a sub-
ject were requisite. It must at least read

fbjS Oi*. But as a subject is every way

wanting, it follows, necessarily, that *W pBY7

can only be construed as a dependent infinitive

clause.

4. THE PROPHET SPEAK8. HE EXHORTS I8RAEL TO TAKE TO HEART THE
COMFORT THAT JEHOVAH DISPENSES.

Chapter LL 17-23.

17 Awake ! Awake! stand up, O Jerusalem,

Which hast drunk at the hand of the Lord the cup of hi* fury

;

Thou hast drunken the kiregs of the cup of Hrembling,

And 'wrung them out.

18 There is none to guide her
Among all the sons whom she hath brought forth

;

Neither is there any that taketh her by the hand
Of all the sons that she hath brought up.

19 These two things
1are come unto thee

;

Who shall be sorry for thee ?
bDesolation, and 'destruction, and the famine, and the sword

:

°By whom shall I comfort thee ?

20 Thy sons 'have minted.

They lie at the head of all the streets, as a °wild bull in a net:

'They are full of the fury cf the Lord,
The rebuke of thy God.

21 Therefore hear now this, thou afflicted,

And drunken, but not with wine

:

22 Thus saith thy Lord the Lord,
And thy God that fpleadeth the cause of his people,

Behold, I have taken out of thine hand the cup of htrembling,

Even the 'dregs of the cup ofmy fury

;

Thou shalt no more drink it again

:

23 But I will put it into the hand of them that afflict thee

:

Which have said to thy soul, Bow down, that we may go over

:

And thou hast laid thy body as the ground,
And Jas the street, to them that went over.

> Heb. happened.

• tipped it

• antelope.

» [oon?ex] top of

Heb. breaking.

* Theblow and the downfall.
* They that
J at a streetfor pasteegere.

• Bow.
f
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CHAP. LL 17-28. 667

T1XTUAL AND
8m £tt for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 17.

mro. ver. i9. -oafm Tsfn-oyn-ain. ver. «.
T T VVI *"

*lStf-1DD0. Ver. 1L mptf. Ver. Si. D'rtt Ver.

». into.

Ver. 18. Note the many liquidate end the likeness in

sound of the conclusion of both halves of the Terse.

Both impart to the words a character of tenderness,

sadnese.

Ver. 19. Here, ton, both halves of the Terse hava a

similar conclusion- For the two Interjection-like pa-

rentheses "]S "W *D end "|DrUK, each beginning with

*Ot exe two rhymes in sentiment The form of expres-

sionnJ71 0'HB? recalls Job xiiL SO ; Pro?, xxx. 7; comp.

Jer. iL 13; xt. a. rtfnp (from *Op
T
=- rPj? lx. 18X end

also -tS 7)y *D, ttf' end "pnJK 'D are'undeniable

points of contact between our text and Nahum iiL 7.

For our ^Pfelp answers to the ^grt there ; our Tltf to

rrrwtheri; our-JDrUK 'D to theO^mo tfp
#
3K piJD

^S there- *D in the concluding question "prUK *D

ran only mean qualie. It is properly an abbreviation

of TOrUW OJK 'D. answering to the 'KTfll WD,
•"rr • t ' * i • - i - •

ver. 12.

Ver.Sa 1TDD0 means the same as mD3D (xix. 8;

GRAMMATICAL.

Hab. i. 16, 16) and iDDD Ps. oxli 10)—H^B^ part

pass, only here, comp. xxix. 9; the ft conetr. is ex-

plained by all that follows being conceded of as one no-

tion, a very common construction in Isaiah : v. 11 ; vilL

6; ix. S; xxTiii. 9 ; xiv. 8, 19; lvi. 9, 10, etc.

Ver. 22. D*J^K of Jehovah only here, y^ with that
• -i

for whioh God contends in the accusative as in L 17

;

comp. on xlix. S5.

Ter. 28. D'^D "tormentors,** occurs only here in

Isaiah, but occurs oftenest in Lamentations, where,

however, it is used only of God who visits men with

tribulation (Lam. i 6, 12 ; lit 82, 33). Only in Job xix. S,

is it used, as here, of men who torment the souls of

their fellow-men. Perhaps the latter passage was in

the mind of the Prophet. It favors this that he con-

tinues :
M Which have said to tby soni." Our text is

the only one in all the Old Testament where the Kal.

Tintf occurs. With this exception the verb is only

used in Hithp. D^^S may depend on 'D'feffl, but

also on Vtn3> The latter is more likely : first, because

of the position ; second, because Just in the connection

with rtn there is a strengthening of the thought For

the earth is not chiefly destined to serve the use of the

O'^pj* > hut such is the special destination of a street

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The reverse side of the redemption of Israel

is here presented, viz., the judgment on the ene-

mies of the Theocracy (comp. xi. 14; xiv. 2;

xxv. 10 sqq. ; xxxiv. 1 sqq., etc), as if to strength-

en the effect of light by contrast with its cor-

responding shadow. But now it is the Prophet

that speaks, as if he, too, on his part would in-

duce Israel to take cheerful courage from God's

word. Perhaps this section is meant to form a
transition to cnap. IiL For instance, in this IL

17-23 the population of Jerusalem is addressed,

whereas chap. lii. speaks of the holy nation re-

united to the holy places.

2. Awake-*—rebuke of thy God.—Vers.
17-20. The double mijjnn corresponds to the

doable ny (ver. 9) and OJK (ver. 12). In re-

lation to *^\P* the Hithp. involves the idea of
self as an object, =» " ronse thyself." Jerusalem
must not persist in a state devoid of comfort and
courage ; it most wake itself up, cheer np, rouse

itself (comp. lxiv. 6). It has received from the

hand of its LORD the oup of His fury,
which by its intoxicating contents, is also a cup
of reeling, and has drunk it to the dregs,
even sipped it empty. The figure of the cup
of wrath is found also Ps. lxxv. 9 : Jer. xxv. 15,

17, 28; xlix. 12: li. 7; Hab. ii. 16; E«ek. xxiii.

31 sqq.: Lam. iv. 21. The figure of drinking
divine fury occurs already Job xxi. 20, and be-
side that Obad. 16; Jer. xlviii. 26. flfip (comp.

y3*p» «T3to "a helmet," «i$7, cupa, Pabbow, a.

«.)> the helm-like, rounded [convex] top of the

cup, occurs only here and ver. 22. nS^pFI (comp.

fl^H iiL 19) that denotes the effect of the drink,

beside here and ver. 17, occurs only Ps. Ix. 5.

The intensifying of the figure by rPVD* occurs

for substance Obad. 16, by the same word Pa.

lxxv. 9 (8), and (which is probably an imitation

of our text) Ezek. xxiii. 34. In ver. 18 the

figure of the drunken woman is continued by
saying, that none of the sons of Zion have been
in condition to lead their drunken mother. What
the Prophet means by this figure appears from
ver. 20. What is said figuratively in vers. 17,

18, is said without figure in vers. 19, 20. An-
swering to the full cup, Jerusalem's misfortune

is, ver. 19. represented as a double one, each half,

of which is again divided into two parts, so that

there results a sort of arithmetical progression.

See Text, and Oram. Whether our text or the
similar one in Nah. iiL 7 is the original, in cy
opinion, cannot be doubtful. Manifestly the pas-

sage in Isaiah is bolder, of more original con-

struction, it even sounds harsh compared with
the smooth form in which it appears in Nahum.
.The two interjectional clauses have disappeared.

The bold, and difficult forutt 'O is resolved into

the sober : " whence shall I seek comforters for

thee?" And it may be further remarked, that

'D appears to be referred to a human subject and

not to the person of Jehovah. Thus it may be

said, that the modern expositors, who following

the LXX. and Vulg. take y^WH without further

ado for TOnr (Boettcheb, N. ex. krit. jEhren-

lese, Nr. 766), or construe "9 as ace inttrumenL

(Hitzig.\ have their predecessor already in Na-
hum. "W is " commiserari, to compassionate,

sympathise with," and occurs with following 7

and Dm also Job ii. 11 ; xlii. 11 ; comp. Jer. xv.

5; xvL 5; xxii. 10; xlviii 17.
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Each of the two evils that come on Jerusalem
is, according to the parenthesis, represented as a
whole consisting of two parts. The first whole

is called "D#ni t#n •' the blow and the down-

fell" [E. V., "desolation and destruction"].

The two words occur together as here lix. 7 ; be.

18 ; Jer. xlviii. 3, which last text seems to lean

on Isa. lx. 18, because in both "Otfl itf is spoken
of as something audible. While " the blow "

and " the downfall " primarily concern the city

as a complex of buildings, 3.T1 and 3"in lt hunger
and sword " relate to the persons. The conjunc-
tion of these words occurs in Isaiah only here. It

occurs more frequently in Jer., and Esek. (Jer.

xiv. 15, 16; xxi. 7. etc; Ezek. xiv. 21; vi. 11;
xii. 16). Ver. 20 corresponds to ver. 18, ex-
plaining what has rendered the sons of Jeru-
salem incapable of helping their mother. They
were themselves overtaken by the destroying

woe. r
\2]?, which occurs only in Pual and Hithp.

means " to be enveloped, especially by a night
of tribulation" (conip. Amos viii. 13). The
Prophet graphically describes the scenes that
took place in the city just taken. Thy sons
are not small children as in Lam. ii. 11, 12; iv.

4, but children in general, and especially the
sons that ought to be able to help their mother.
At the oorner of all the streets these un-
fortunate children lie. This expression, also,

appears in Nah. iii. 10, as if borrowed from our
passage (comp. Lam. ii. 19 ; iv. 1), and Nahum
seems to have taken our passage in the sense of

xili. 16, in as much as he writes *ti&y rrSSp DJ
/ « \l T V T

rtattn~73 tfK^3. The vigorous, and genuinely

Isaianic expression ^33? KirO proves the origin-

ality of our passage. The children of Jerusalem
are compared to an antelope entangled in a net,

and making desperate, but vain efforts to free

itself. Kin occurs again only Dent xiv. 5, and

is there pointed fttn. It signifies a large kind

of antelope, classified among the clean beasts, fit

for food. Comp. Bochabt, Hieroz. Ibm. IL p.
367, ed. Lips., and especially the remarks of

EosBanctTELLER, pp. 869, 281. D'ttSon is in ap-
position with ^J3. The words form, so to speak,

the bridge between the figure of the cup of fury,

ver. 17 and the literal description in ver. 20 a.

so that ver. 20 a. is a description of the effect of
the ciip of fury.

3. Therefore hear went ovsr.—Vers.
21-23. Having, from ver. 17 on, described the
effect of the cup of fury, the Prophet now gives
his reason for calling to Jerusalem " rouse thy-
self." Jerusalem, that hitherto was wretched
(x. 30; liv. 11), that was drunken but not
with wine, but with misery, shall hear (xlvii.

8) that its Lord. Jehovah. ' ^ ' -'--
*

rehovah, its God, who repre-
the judicial contest (3"1 seesents His i»eople in

Text, and Oram.), takes the cup of fury out of
their hand, and gives it into the hand of their
enemies. The thought is the same as Obad. 16;
Jer. xlix. 12 ; xlviii. 26. By the departure of
the cup of fury from the hand of Jerusalem into
the hand of its enemy is revealed the rule of the
divine nemesis. The enemies had provoked this

by the arrogance with which they had ill-

treated and abused Jerusalem. The expression :

whioh said to thy soul, bow down, be-
side being an echo of Job xix. 2, is a sort of
metonymy. For what the humiliation feels is

named as that which the outward act suffers.

The figure indicates how wicked and excessive
had been the ill usage inflicted on Israel (comp.
x. 5 sqq. ; Jer. Ii. 20 sqa). [See Barnes %n loc,

for rich illustration of the final clause from ori-

ental usages.—T&.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On li. 1-3. Here one clearly recognises
the evangelist of the Old Testament. Is it not
as if we heard Paul, who wrote Rom. iv. 11 sqq.

;

Gal. iii. 6 sqq.? Abraham, says Isaiah^ isnot merely
the rock from which ye are hewn, t. e. he is not
merely your fleshly ancestor. Look also on his
faith. Become also his spiritual children I

" And being not weak in faith, he considered not
his own body now dead, when he was about an
hundred years old, neither yet the deadness of
Sarah's womb; but was strong in faith, giving
glory to God, and being fully persuaded that
what He had promised He was able to perform "
(Rom. iv. 19-21). So ye should have a firm
faith that Qod can make also the ruins of Zioo
into an Eden, and her waste places into a garden
of God. And this hope we ought ever to have
respecting the Church of the Lord. If it has
even become a "solitarius Abraham et stout deter-

turn et ruina" still it may hope to become a
paradise and garden of God. And just so may
the individual "episcopus et pastor" cheer him-
self in such a way, "ut eredaX ministeriam swan
non esse inefficax, etiamsi in specie ntdlus Jhietus
videatwr segui" (Luther).

2. On h. 4-6. The time when the gospel, the
tidings of justification by faith, went forth into
the world was at once a time of salvation and of
judgment For these tidings were despised by
the Jews and received with joy by the Gentile*.

Hence Jerusalem was destroyed. That was the
beginning of the judgment of the world, which
needed to happen to the house* of God. Had
Israel received the gospel, it would have disap-

peared among the Gentiles,
^
We see this daily

in the case of single Israelitish families that are
converted to Christianity. They mix with the
Gentiles and disappear in their preponderant
numbers. Such would have been the case with
all Israel had the nation en masse believed on
Christ Just by its unbelief it was preserved as
a nation. At last, when the fulness of the Gen-
tiles shall have entered in, all IsraeL too, will

become believing. That is, the ii&oyq, the rem-
nant will become so. All the rest of Israel, all

the *lapai)\ oapictKdc, will be overtaken by the
judgment, and, with the earthly heaven and the
earthly earth and all earthly minded men on it,

they shall pass away like smoke in the wind, or
like a garment consumed by fire. But every-
thing that will have laid hold on the salvation
of the Servant of God and His righteousness
shall be called Zion, and will belong to the Bride
of the Lord, whose wedding-day will then have
come. The people of Israel will, indeed, even
then retain their individuality, as generally every
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creature that becomes new in the kingdom of

God will retain its specific peculiarity. Indeed
Israel will ever remain what it was : the eon of

the house, the first-born. But then it will as-

sume this position without prejudice or disregard

of the Gentile world, and without danger for

itself. For no one will then any more be able to

make of any avail personal reputation or personal

merit, but all will recognise that they are what
they are by God's grace.

3* On li. 7, 8. Jbboms says of the p
1

^ ^lh

and the 03*73 Wta D& that they are those
4
'<jui habeant legem, quam per Jeremiam Dominus

polliciiur, dicens, *statuam testamentum novum, non
junta testamentum, quod depoeui patribus eorum;
ted statuam testamentum, dans leges meas in mentir

bus eorum (Jer. xxxi. 31 »qq.),' ut nequaquam
vivantjtixta Uteram, sed juxta spiritum instaurantes

naturalem legem in cordibus suis (Rom. ii. 14;
Ps. xxxvii. 30, 31)." Bat those who have the
law of the Servant of God in their hearts, stand
in the directest opposition to the world, and have
only to expect the hatred of the world in the
highest degree ; vet even alone they are strong
against the world, and need not fear its rage
(Matth. v. 11, 12; x. 23).

4. On li. 9-1 1. *• Dicti * conmrge,' perinde atque

ti Deus altum somnum dormiat" Luther. Comp.
the sleeping of Jesus in the boat (Matth. viii. 24
sqq.—"Arise I So the pious pray, not because
they believe God is lyin x idle in heaven, but
because they confess their slothfulness and their

ignorance, inasmuch as they are unable to think
of God as long as they do not feel His help.

But although the flesh supposes He sleeps, and
that He does not concern Himself about our suf-

fering, yet faith raises itself higher up and lays
hold on God's everlasting power." Heim u.

Hoffmann.—"Scntti eeclesia suam Aegyptum ei

premitur vouriis tentationibus mundi, Saianae ei

conscientiae. Christus tamen promiUit: tristitia

vestra xerUiur in gaudiam. . . . Sed hoc molestum
est, quod Christus et Petrus dicunt, modicum expect-

andum esse. Videtur enim hoc modicum turn, cum
in tentatione sumus, aeternitas quaedam esse, quart
opus habemus his consolationibus verbi." Luther.—"As the Prophets appeal to previous exara-
?les, and, as has happened a little before, the
'rophet Isaiah quotes Abraham's history, and

here recalls that of Pharaoh, thus the ancient
books of Moses are canonized and confirmed, so

that one maynot doubt their certainty." Cramer.—"As the people of Israel in the Babylonian
captivity sighed for deliverance and said : If the
Lord will redeem the captives of Zion, then we
will be like those that dream ; then our mouth
shall be full of laughter, and our tongue lull of
singing (Ps. cxxvi. 1, 2) ; and as the most ardent
longings of the believers in the ancient world
were for the coming of Christ in the flesh, as old
Jacob says :

' I have waited for thy salvation, O
Lord' (Gen. xlix. 18), so we are to long fornothing
more than for the coming of Christ to Judgment,
in which also John precedes us with the words

:

' Even so come, Lord Jesus P after it was said

:

'I come quickly. Amen 1 (Rev. xxii. 20).
When, therefore, we hear of the signs of the
coming of Christ, we should raise up our heads
because our salvation draws near (Luke xxi. 18).

There will be no more suffering, err, pain (Bey.
xxi. 4), but fulness of joy and lovely existence at
the right hand of God ibrevermore (Ps. xvi.
11)." Rexnkr.

6. On li. 12-14. "I, I comfort thee. Not
gold, not silver, not honor, not the world, but
my word, my Spirit, shall keep and protect thee.

Thou fearest men that terrify thee. Why then
dost thou not let thyself be raised up when /
comfort ? For I am God that fill heaven and
earth. They are water-bubbles, moths, stalks of
straw, drops in the bucket, dust in the balance,
burning thorns. I am a comforter, not alarmer,
although the flesh in time of tribulation so judges.

I am thy Creator, not thine executioner or tor-

mentor, and my power is so great that I have
spread out the heavens and founded the earth.

Hence thou hast no cause to fear that I have not

strength enough to redeem thee." Heim and
Hoffmann.— "God often withdraws from us
consolationes rerum, so that the consolatio verbi may
have room and operation with us." Fobrster.—
" What is man? What is he good for? What
can he profit, or what harm can he do (Ecclus.

xviii. 7; Ps. lvi. 12; cxviii. 6)? And if God
be for us, who can be against us (Bom. viii. 31)?
As is to be seen in the examples of Pharaoh,
Sennacherib and countless others." Cramer.

6. On li. 15, 16. In the second Psalm it is

said : " Why do the heathen rage and the people

imagine a vain thing ? The kings of the earth . .

.

cast away their cords from us." And in Ps. xvi.

:

"God is our refuge and strength, a very present help

in trouble. Therefore will not we fear though the

earth be removed, and though the mountains be
carried into the midst of the sea; though the

waters thereof roar," etc. The Lord who has

power over the sea, and over those powers that

rage like the sea, protects His servant against this

raging. The Servant of the Lord does not speak

of himself, but what He speaks He speaks as the

Father has said to Him (Jno. xii. 49, 50). And
even if what He has spoken and done according

to the Father's will bringHim on the cross, still

this bitter day of death is followed by a glorious

day of resurrection. And this day of the resur-

rection is a second creative day. It is the begin-

ning cf a new and better world. The glorified

life, which in Christ entered into this world out

of the cavern of the grave, was not confined to II is

person. Bather it has penetrated from Him
forth, by word and sacrament, to all men. As
through" the first Adam death seized also the cre-

ation, so through the second Adam the glorified

life communicates itself to the whole creation.

Not only a new humanity will be formed from

Him, but a new heaven and a new earth. Thus
it can be said of the Servant of God, that He
plants the heaven and lays the foundation of the

earth.

7. On li. 15, 16. " Comfort for the sacred office

of the ministry. 1) On account of the founder,

who is God Himself. As the great lords, when
they isnue commands, use their titles in advance,

ana subscribe themselves by their lands and peo*

pies, so God does also, who is the Lord of hosts.

He is strong and reputable enough. 2) This

founder and beginner Himself makes those in the

gospel ministry capable persons to discharge the

office of the Spirit. For our ability is of God (2
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560 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Cor. iii. 5). 3) The word that they preach is not
their own, but God's word, which He Himself
pats into their mouths (Matth. x. 20). 4) God
takes the preachers under His guidance, protec-

tion and shelter, and covers them under the sha-

dow of His hand, hides them secretly with Him-
self against every man's arrogance (Ps. zzzi. 21).

6) Their office is dear and precious before God,
because through them not only are the founda-
tions of the earth laid, but also heaven is set with

florious plants of honor that shall grow and
loom in all eternity to the glory of God."

—

C&ameb.

HOMIIiETICAL HUTTB.

1. On li. 4-6. Missionary Sermon. The Lord
says: "This gospel of the kingdom shall be

preached in all the world for a witness unto all na-

tions ; and then shall the end come.1' Matth. xxiv.

14. According to this, there is a close connection

between missions and the judgment of the world.

The former belongs to the preliminary conditions

of the latter. The judgment of the world does not

come before missions have accomplished their

task, and at the same time missions offer to men
what they must have in order to be able to stand

in judgment. If now, beside this, all believing

souls long for the second coming of the Lord, be-

cause only bv that will our redemption be accom-
plished fLuke xxi. 18), and the first three peti-

tions of tne Lord's Prayer be heard, so, from the

view-paint of Christianity, the wL*h is justified,

that missions may soon accomplish their work,
that the day of the Lord may soon come. In
this lies a motive to be, not neglectful, but dili-

gent and zealous in missionary labor. Thus we
may discourse in this wise on the connection be-

tween the lastjudgment and missions, and show : 1)

how the coming of the judgment depends on mis-

sions accomplishing their task (vers. 4, 5, the law
of the Lord and His righteousness are here ; the

isles wait Let us bring to them the former; the

sooner they come to all nations, the sooner will

the Lord come also, and with Him our redemp-
tion). 2) How standing in judgment depends on
the acceptance of what missions offer (ver. 6, he

that has the righteousness of Christ will not de-
spond ; he that has it not, will perish).

2. On li. 7, 8. Consolation in time of persecution.

"Why the children of God need not fear the hos-
tility of the world. 1) Because they are strong
(the law of God is in their hearts, they have the
righteousness that avails with God; God Him-
self lives in them with His Spirit and His
strength : their cause is God's cause, therefore the
power of God is on their side). 2) Because the
world is weak fits power is only apparent; the
world is inwardly hollow, untrue, therefore for-

saken ofGod, andjudged, and this condition ofbe-
ing judged must in a short time become manifest).

3. On li. 9-11. These words, too, can be ap-
plied to address consolation to the Church. The
appeal is to the facts bv which the Lobd even in
ancient time proved His saving power, especially

by redeeming the people of Israel out of Egyptian
bondage, and bv leading them through the Red
Sea. God is still the same that He was then. Hi*
arm is still just as strong. Therefore He can do
again what fie did then. Hence the children of
God, to-day also, have nothing to fear from the
fury of the dragon, from the deep waters through
which they must pass. They snail arrive pros-
perously at their goal, and everlasting joy shall
be their portion (lxvi. 14 ; Jna xvi. 22).

4. On li. 12-14. Warninp against the fear of
man, 1) It is a sin. For it is to forget what God
has already done for us, and what He promises.

2) It is folly; for men are powerless and per-
ishing.

5. On li. 15, 16. Even though the world tosses

and rages ever so much, still let us hold fast to
Jesus Christ the Son of God ; for in Him we find

1) the divine truth, 2) the most powerful protec-

tion, 3) participation in divine glory (the new
heaven and new earth).

6. On li. 17-23. A call to the Church mili-

tant Two things are certainly in prospect for it

:

1) That here on earth, for its trial and purifica-

tion, it must empty the cup of wrath ; 2) That,
after it has drunk, the cup of wrath shall be put
into the hands of its enemies that they may be
judged, while it is saved.

IV.—THE FOURTH DISCOURSE.

The Restoration of the City Jerusalem.

Chapter LII.

This chapter closely connects with 11 We see

this even outwardly "by "Awake, Awake," ver.

1, which plainly refers back to the same words,
li. 9. The vers. li. 17-23 we have already recog-

nized as a transition to chap. Hi. from the fact

that in them the discourse of Jehovah exchanges
with that of the Prophet, and that Jerusalem is

addressed. But by Jerusalem, then, we must
understand the population of Jerusalem, whereas
chap. Iii. deals entirely with the city as such, u e.,

with the holy places («Hprj Vjp). At the same

time in chap. Hi. the Prophet alone speaks, or at

least only as the publisher of the words of Jeho-

vah. The chapter divides into two parts. Iu
the first (vers. 1-6) the Prophet shows why the
city of the sanctuary must be restored. The
name, i. e., the honor of Jehovah demands it.

In the second part (vers. 7-12) the holy place

looks forward immediately to the entrance of its

holy inhabitants, who come, under Jehovah's
guidance, from the unholy land. We observe

the accomplishment of the restoration.
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1. THE NAME OF JEHOVAH DEMANDS THE BESTOBATTON OP JEBUSA1EM.

Chapter LIL 1-6.

1 Awake ! awake ! put on thy strength, O Zion ;

Put on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city:
For henceforth there shall no more come into thee
The uncircumcised and the unclean.

2 Shake thyself from the dust

;

Arise, *and sit down, O Jerusalem

:

Loose thyself from the bands of thy neck,
O captive daughter of Zion.

3 For thus saith the Lord,
Ye have bsold yourselves for nought

;

And ye shall be redeemed without money.
4 For thus saith the Lord God [Jehovah],
My people went down aforetime into Egypt to sojourn there ;And the Assyrian oppressed them without cause.

5 Now therefore, what have I here, saith the Lord,
•That my people is taken away for nought ?
*They that rule over them make them to howl, saith the Lord ;And my name continually °every day is blasphemed.

6 Therefore my people shall know my name

:

Therefore theu $hcdl know in that day that I am he that doth speak

:

'Behold A is I.

• dwell at Jerusalem.
*2%*r rutin howL

» trm soldfor.
•all day.

•for.
*M*re am J.

TEXTUAL AND
8ee List for the recurrence of the words : rer. 2, $p}

-Tina Hithp. TVDtf, of like meaning with JV3«£
'30, HOtf, Wltf ; vera. 8, 5, DJH.

T
'

*

Ver. 2. *2tf cannot be construed with *01D, so as to

read: "sit upright" (Gataw.). For the Prophet cer-
tainly does not mean that Jerusalem shall tit up; it

must ttand up, i. e., raise itself up wholly. Nor ean 'itf
(with Koppb, HrwiG), be rendered " captive people ;" for

then there must be iT3Bf between 'DID and D*SeftV.
Rather Otf is Imporatire from 3BK From this it

appears that I do not take D'SehV in rer. 2, a, as sub-
ject, but as in apposition with the subject The sub-

GRAMMATICAL.

ject is jnf rO rr3#. One might also regard D'StflT
as the object of %

3tf. But it seems to me better to suit

the context and also Isaiah's style of thought generally,

to take Jerusalem as meaning the unity of city and in-

habitants. Then, too, it results that the clause mnflPn
"pKW '1D1D is to be construed as a parenthesis,

and that K'ri Is the correct, original reading.

Ver. 5. yWJD is part Hithpoel or Hithpoal, with assi-

milated ft

Ver. 6. In the second clause oS is repeated (comp.

the repetition of Sf3 Hx. M) but not JJT, which must

be supplied.

EXBGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

L The first two verges contain the theme. In
ver. 1 the holy cUy is summoned to awake to con-
sciousness of new strength and new glory, for
from henceforth it will be preserved from all
desecration. In ver. 2 the captivepeople of Jeru-
salem is summoned to shake itself from the dust
of the captivity, to cast away the chains and now
again to dwell as Jerusalem. On the promise fol-
lows an historical proof (vers. 3, 4). Jerusalem
is like a worthless possession, Riven away to the
enemy without gain or compensation ; so it shall
without gain for the enemy ne redeemed (ver. 3).
For what pain had the Lord when His people
languished in Egyptian bondage, and when As-

36

syria oppressed it (ver. 4) ? And now, too, t. e.,

after the deportation of the nation by the Babylo-
lonlans, the Lord has in Jerusalem nothing but
an empty place. The people are dragged away
into exile; its oppressors howl in cruelty and
haughtiness, while the name of the Lord is con-
tinually blasphemed as that of a powerless, con-
quered God (ver. 5). But as it is impossible for

the name of the Lord to remain covered with
this infamyj the Lord will again reveal His
name to His people. They shall at the right

time know who is their God, and what it means
when He says: "here am I" (ver. 6).

2. Awake——daughter of Zion.—Vers. 1,
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2. This address to Zion begins with the same words
that ii. 9 begin the address to the arm of Jeho-
vah. It is like an echo which that call has found
in the heart of Jehovah. It seems to me incor-

rect to take fjf (with Dathe, Gesen., Hitzio,

etc.), in the sense of ornament, splendor, accord-
ing to Pa. xcvi. 6; cxxxii. 8. Why should Jeru-
salem become merely glorious again ? Why not
strong and glorious, after having been weak and
covered with infamy? The figurative expression
rOKDfi HJ3 occurs only here (conip. lxi. 10).

That by Zion is to be understood the city, as also

Hitzio, Knobel, Delitzsch have recognized,

appears plainly from Eftpn VJ7. This expres-

sion (comp. on xlviii. 2) intimates wherein the
strength and glory of Jerusalem consists. As the
earthly dwelling-place of Jehovah, Jerusalem
stands high in power and honor above all other
dwelling-places of men on earth. But hitherto

the holy city was only too often exposed to dese-

cration by the uncircumcised and the unclean
(the heathen) coming into the city, not with the
intent of paying humble homage, but with a hos-

tile intent. As often as this happened, it was a
proof that Jerusalem had so far lost its " strength"

as not to be able to protect its mKDft, "magnifi-
cence.

11 In the future that shall not happen
again. The strength of Jerusalem shall ever be
so great that it will be able to preserve its "mag-

nificence". The wordg "W 'yov *S '3 are re-

peated, Nah. ii. 1, in which verse the initial

word? of both clauses are taken from our text and
ver. 7 (comp. on li. 19, 20). Into Jerusalem,
now clothed with new power and honor, the ba-
nished people shall enter again. They had lan-

guished in slavery. They had lain in the dust
(xlvii. 1 ). Jerusalem must rise up from the dust
(xxxiii. 9. 15), shaking it off, and stand up, and
dwell again as Jerusalem (see Text, and (tram.).

Neither the city without people, nor the people
without city is the true Jerusalem. The chief
thing is that Jerusalem will cease to be a desert,

and become inhabited again by its people as it

ought to be.

3. For thus aaith it is I.—Vers. £-6.

The foregoing promise of a restored Jerusalem
is now accounted for by explaining that the honor
of Jehovah Himself demanded the restoration.

For, says the Lord, ye were sold for nothing.
OJH here can only mean that in surrendering the
holy people, the holy land, and the holy city,

the Lord received no corresponding indemnifi-
cation. [Comp. Ps. xliv. 12.] For there was given
to Him no other holy people* land, or city for

them. Therefore He had, as it were, in respect

to earthly possession, got only injury, yea, as ver.

5 even says, mockery and scorn to boot (comp.
xlviii. 9 sqq.).

^
That cannot go on so. The in-

famy, that has in this way come on the name of
the Lord, must be washed out by His making
those nations, (who might mock after the fashion
intimated Num. iv. 15 sq,. ; Deot ix. 28 ; Esek.
xx. 14), feel His power in such a way as simply
to compel them to surrender the people of Israel.

This is the meaning of and ye snail be re-
deemed without money. Vers. 4, 5 give
the historical proof that Israel was sold for

nothing. The first time was in Egypt, while Is-

rael dwelt there as a stranger. The Prophet
merely intimates this. Regarding the Egyptian
bondage one sees this from the fact that he de-
signates the entire Egyptian episode by the words

Dtf nuS *ny TV. By Dtf nuS (according to
Gen. xii. 10, where it is said of Abraham) he
seems to allude merely to the original object of
the going down to Egypt. But we see from '££

that he means all that Israel experienced in
Egypt. For those that went down were as yet
no nation. But it was just the nation that mu*t
suffer all that, on account of which their stay in
Egypt is called the first example of being sold.
Also the expression and the Assyrian op-
pressed them is merely an intimation. Every
sort of injury that Assyria did both to the king-
dom of Israel, and to the kingdom of Judah is
included in it. What did the Lord get by that
first Egyptian exile ? Nothing, but that, for the
time being, the already chosen and consecrated
land stood empty. The plan of the Lord to
provide for Himself a place of revelation and
worship, which He had already begun to realise

through Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, suffered by
that a postponement of several hundred years.

Assyria, too, ill-treated Israel DflK3, i. e., " for

nothing " (OfiK * defect**, not being," comp. on
xli. 29, with the 3 prcUi only here, yet comp. Job
vii. 6). For what equivalent in goods of like sort

was given to the Lord in place of what He lost by
Assyria? Third, the Lord looks on the condi-
tion He sees created by the Babylonian Exile.

Hfl-'S-no, in my opinion, can be referred neither

to heaven (Hitzio), nor to the lands of the Baby-
lonian exile (Rosenmueller, Stier, Ewald,
Umbreit, Delitzsch and, in another sense,

Knobel). Was then Jehovah transported to
Babylon along with the people? The context
every way demands that we refer HA to Jeru-

salem. For 1) the holy city (Bftpn Vy yer. 1),

is the fundamental thought of the chapter. It
treats of the reinhabiting of it, as its standing
empty was opposed to Jehovah's interests. To
this standing empty there is plain enough allusion

in •' My people went down into Egypt n
ver. 4;

less plainly in " the Assyrian oppressed them."
But Assyria had only wished to empty the holy
city, and only partly emptied the holy land. 2)
It is quite plain that in for my people is
taken away the Lord has before His eves the
desolation of the holy land and city. If the peo-
ple are taken away, then the land and city are
empty. In that case what does the Lord find

there? Shall the beasts and the land do Him
honor ? Is it not His will to reveal Himself to

men, and to be known and honored by them ?

No ; more extendedly than He does in regard to

ISgypt and Assyria, the Lord shows that Babylon
has emptied His land and city 03H, %. e.t without

a corresponding equivalent of like sort And*
indeed, they do this with wicked haughtiness.

They are rough, savage drivers, that with wild
howls use their power over Israel. With moat
commentators, I refer those that rule over
them to the Chaldeans (xiv. 5 ; xlix. 7). The

Israelitish princes would hardly be called D^tfO,

seeing they had nothing more to command.
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They were at most D^fef. The meaning "singers"

is not adequately supported by Num. xxL 27,

and moreover does not suit the context /'TO'

rendered by the LXX. sometimes aXaXa$ttv
f
some-

times 6XoXt£stv
9
occurs only thirty times in the

Old Testament (nine of these in Isaiah see List),

and means chiefly the howl of woe. But I can't

see whr it may not signify other sorts of howling,

as howl of rage, howl of vengeance, howl of vic-

tory, just as well as our German KeuUn and the
Latin ululate, with which, moreover, it is radi-

cally related. It is certainly no flattering ex-
pression. The overweening conquerors, that do
not spare the people, spare their God as little.

They praise their idols as being more powerful
(x. 10 sq.). Hence the Loan must complain that

Hi* name is blasphemed the whole day (comp.
li 13; xxviiL 24; lxii. 6 ; lxv. 2, 5).

The conclusion is drawn in ver. 6: because
Jerusalem's desolation is of no profit to the

Lord, but rather an injury to His honor, the

Lord will reveal His name, i. c, His being (xxx.

27). Israel shall know what his name is,

u c, what it means, or what sort of a name it is.

Whether one think of Sk or D^nSlt or ffln\ in

each of these names, and still more in all to-

gether, there lies the meaning of the absolute,

eternal, powerful being. In that day points

to the time in which the Lord has concluded the

restoration of Jerusalem. When this time is

fulfilled, one will appear and say : here am I.

Then Israel shall know that this is its God, Je-
hovah. For He will speak His here am I so

powerfully, so precluding all opposition, that

all will recognise the Lord and Master of the
world. Thus the Prophet has proved that the
restoration of Jerusalem must necessarily follow.

1 THE RESTORATION ACCOMPLISHED.

Chapter LH. 7-12.

7 How beautiful upon the mountains
Are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace;
That bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation;

That saith unto Zion, Thy God reigneth

!

8 'Thy watchmen shall lift up the voice

;

With the voice together shall they sing

:

bFor they shall see eye to eye,

When the Lord shall bring again Zion.

9 Break forth into joy, sing together,

Ye waste places of Jerusalem

:

For the Lord hath comforted his people,

He hath redeemed Jerusalem.

10 The Lord hath made bare his holy arm
In the eyes of all the nations

;

And all the ends of the earth

Shall see the salvation of our God.
11 Depart ye ! Depart ye ! go ye out from thence,

Touch no unclean thing ;

Go ye out of the midst of her

;

•Be ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord.
12 For ye shall not go out with haste,

Nor co by flight

:

For the Lord will go before you

;

And the God of Israel will lbe your rereward.

1 Heb. gather you up,

• Hark, thy watchmen I They raise the voice! Together they rejoux,
» For eye tn eye they tee, as Jehovah returns to Zion,
• Cleanse yourseines.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
See List for the recurrence of the words : ver. 7, TOO.

TT

Itsr3 perticip.; Ter.ll, -na, imper. NIph.; rer.li,

nooo.

Ver. 7, miO is PNel from TOO, for according to the
T T TT

law underlying the formation of these verbs, HKJ
stands for 1KJ. and HltO for lljUj [*>« Obux 1 174, If

Ver. 11. nin Is imper. Nlph.irom T)3.
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564 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

t

1. In an exalted poetic personification the
Prophet describes the actual accomplishment of
the restoration of Jerusalem. He sees Jerusalem
in ruins and uninhabited, yet the ruins are
watched by spirit-spies that wait for the resur-
rection of the city. And look! A messenger
comes with the glad Dews: Jehovah is King
(ver. 7). And then the spies rejoicing see eye
in eye the Lobd returning to Zicn (ver. 8).

Then the ruins of Jerusalem are summoned to

rejoice that the Lobd has redeemed His people
and His city (ver. 9), and has shown the strength
of His arm and His salvation to all nations (ver.

10). Now also there issues at length to the peo-
ple of Jerusalem the summons to return home
rom the lands of exile. BuL since Jerusalem is

now cleansed and sanctified anew* they must
touch nothing unclean, and must be cleansed
themselves and bear the vessels of Jehovah (ver.

11). For this cleansing they will have time. For
they will not go out in haste as in the flight from
Egypt, since Jehovah Himself will both lead
their expedition and protect their rear against at-

tack (ver. 12). It is seen that here, too, the Pro-
phet distinguishes between the city and the in-

habitants, and sees in the reunion of both the
salvation of the future.

2. How beautiful of oar God.—-Vers.
7-10. The words: "upon the mountains . . .

publisheth peace" occur again Nab. ii. 1 (i. 15),
where also, in the second half of the verse, are
found the words " for—shall no more pass through
theeg" which are a modification of tne language
of Hi. 1. If we were correct in pronouncing the
passage li. 19 to be the original in comparison
with Nah. iii. 7. it follows that there is a like re-
lationship in the present instance. But apart
from that, Nahum in the present instance appears

as a dilution of our text. How flat is his Jttn

instead of the very poetical HKJ-no I Lowth
remarks that, " the imitation does not equal the
beauty of the original." And does not this run
have the appearance of an attempt to avoid the
difficulty of the proper signification of WOTID ?

Moreover 12ph *pr *S is manifestly a
smoother mode of expression, more accordant
with common usage, than the harsher and less

frequent *b; *)'Df hS (lii. 1). And it may
be further noted, that lh£, which Nahum uses
for IO, occure shortly before in Isaiah (1L 23),
so that Nah. ii. 1 b (i. 15 b) appears to be com-
bined from the elements of Isa. Ii. 23 and lii. 1.How beautiful (lovely) are the feet
The expression refers neither to the sound nor to
the sight of the feet ("that bound like gazelles
over the mountains" Deutzsch) ; but is a poeti-

Su
l"eUm

Jrm7- The feet «tand for what they do.
The feet walk, come. The coming, the advent of
the messenger of good tidings is lovely (so
Lowth). The coming over the mountains is also
poetic embellishment (comp. on xiii. 4). It is

not probable that 1*33
ig to^^^ cUerf^

Why not use the plural directly? And why
suppose a plurality of messengers ? It would be

neither more poetical, nor historically more
likely. The contents of the glad tidings is pre-
sented in a sacred triad. One might say that
" peaoe " is most general (comp. ix. 5, 6 and the

greeting DjS DiStf), "good" refers more to
corporeal poods (comp. 1 Kings x. 7 ; Job xxii.
18; Ps. civ. 28), salvation more to spiritual
salvation (otmjpla, hence the name of the Re-
deemer 'Itpovf)- But all are comprehended in
the words thy God reigneth. The antithesis
to this is the dominion of the world-power.
* The kingdom of God" denotes the sole do-
minion of Jehovah on earth, that implies the
discontinuance of the dominion of all that is
world-power. The return from the Exile repre-
sents only the feeble beginning of the restoration
of God's reign. When John the Baptist and
Jesus Himself proclaimed that "the kingdom of
heaven is at hand" (Matth. iii. 2; iv. 17}, the
latter was about to lay the immediate foundation
of it. But the whole period of the Church is ss
a pause, during which, along with many outward
retrogressions, there is only a quiet, inward ex-
tension and deepening, and a weak, partial out-
ward progress (comp. Bom. x. 15 [where Paul
quotes our Text. Tr.1 ). The completion will
only take place when the Lord will come again
visibly to realize Bis inward and outward sole-
dominion on earth (Rev. xii. 10; xix. 6). All
these periods of time are comprehended in the
gaze of the Prophet

The cry of the messenger of good news comes
from without. It is heard in Jerusalem by the
O'fiV [" watchers"]. As Jerusalem still lies
waste, these must be invisible, spirit-watchers, as
it were the genii of the place. 1 do not compre-
hend how any one can think that the prophets
are meant here. Were there then prophets in
Jerusalem while it lav waste? And yet the
message came to Jerusalem and not to the exiles.

[The Author's own conception must be regarded
as inferior to any other that has been entertained.

It is objectionable even as introducing heathenish
imagery which is wholly foreign to Bible poetry.
If these watchers are " genii of the locality as H
were," then, as in effect is said below, the mes-
senger of good news is a similar genius? But
the persons of the scene are all personifications,

and Jerusalem itself is treated dramatically. It
is represented as looking for the good things to

come. Watchers are on the look-out, and the
expected messenger appears. The language

paints the emotions of such a crisis^ The Jeru-
salem of this picture is not a solitude, as the
Author says, but is expressly peopled.

^
It is

Jerusalem ideally conceived to suit the spiritual

realities of this prophecy. To identify the mes-
sengers or watchers as prophets or the like is "an
unnecessary restriction and objectionable, as it

mars the unity and beauty of the scene presented,

which is simply that of a messenger of good news
drawing near to a walled town, whose watchmen
take up and repeat his tidings to the people

within" (J. A. Alex.).—Tb.] Tfl* ^P » an

exclamation as xiii. 4; xl* 3, 6; lxvi 6. Like a
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CHAP. XLVHL 12-16. 565

joyful echo the rejoicing of the spies* responds
to the shout of the messenger. But they rejoice
not merely at the message, but more that they
may behold the instant fulfilment of it. For
"eye in eye" (|\?3 \y Norn. xiv. 14) they
aee Jehovah's return to Jerusalem. That
34tf may not be translated here "to lead back"
[Esq. V. "bring again"] appears from the fact
that the bringing back of the people is not yet
spoken of, but only the return of Jehovah to
Jerusalem, which He had forsaken as a desolate

and desecrated place (comp. Hfi 'S-HD ver. 5).
The spies see the Lord take possession again of
the place of His sanctuary. No man sees that
As the ItfrD and the D'fitf are spirits, there-
fore, that return is one invisible to human eyes,
but quite within the cognizance of the eyes of
opirits (hence pjtt yp). It is accomplished in

transcendent, spirit-corporeal reality. The deso-
late ruins of Jerusalem, however, are summoned
to burst forth into joy because Jehovah has com-
passionated His people (li. 3), has redeemed
Jerusalem. The Prophet sees in that transcen-
dental occupation of Jerusalem the guaranty and
principle of the redemption. The perfects DflJ

and
lHU are pafeeta propheiiea. And parallel

with these perfects stands also ^feTI ver. 10.

For by the redemption of Jerusalem the spiritual
eye sees unveiled also to the nations what hitherto
was manifest only to the former. The Lord
hath made bare His holy arm means, that
that redemption shall be made manifest to the
nations as Jehovah's act. I do not think, there-
fore, that the expression here is to be compared
to that baring of the arm that the warrior does in
order to fight with more freedom. But the sense
is as in liii. 1 ; Exod. viii. 15 (19); Luke xi. 20.
Jehovah reveals Himself to the nations as the
originator of the events by which the redemption
of Israel is accomplished, that all the ends of
the earth (xlv. 22) may see with eyes the
salvation that the Lord has prepared for His
people.

8. Depart ye your rerewaxd—Vers.
11. 12.

^
Now that the Loed has again seized

possession of His anciently chosen holy place, the
people ofIsrael also is summoned to return thither
from the lands of exile. They must get away
(1110 comp. xxx. 11 ; Lam. iv. 15) and go out.
But as they are to come to u the holy city," into
which nothing unholy must come (comp. ver. 1),
they must not make themselves unclean by con-
tact with what is unclean. Yea, as the holy ves-
sels, (which the Prophet implies have been taken
away as spoil,) are to be brought back along with
them (comp. Ezr. i. 7 sqq.), they must undergo

[•The Author uses the word Statu*. Its common
meaning is "spies" or " scouts.*' It is therefore so
rendered in the text, and also because he interprets

L.l.K
eae

,
a8

w*
8olitade

. «*<* the DO* ss look-oats

?!£?
lng

/u
r thf re"arr«ction of the city (see ab. p. 666).

JS ZJ!Z?
ther

5f
oro no watchmen in any ordinary sense

;

SiiJJi.
awdlan *enil but on]y "• It were" ghostly

mH!?2J: ,
moRt wonde i* why the service woald re-

ff«Z?JSS,
°7' *l*i enough to get np a soene of popular

!SS?g
«
saoh ** the rww depiots. The entire oon-

JJPtton is so extraordinary that the temptation hasjeen strong to translate SpOher "watchers* and thus

E??m01u£ wl
iS:

8
f
emi *°J» the Author's pecaliar idea.«e amplifies it below.—Ta.

J

the legal requirements of purification. The Pro-
phet has certainly in mind here the Levites and
the purification prescribed for them (Num. viii.

6 sqq.) since, during the journey through the de-
sert, the service of bearing devolved especially on
them (Num. iv. 47, comp. ver. 24 sqq., ver. 49).
Our passage recalls xxzv. 8, where the way on
which the redeemed return is called a holy way,
that nothing unclean shall go on, Abundance of
time and opportunity will be given to prepare for
the holy expedition by suitable purification. For
this departure shall diner from the departure out
of Egypt in not being in haste and like a flight.

The latter was like a flight, because those long
detained by Pharaoh were obliged to avail them-
selves of the moment he was willing to let them
go. For he might suddenly change his mind,
even though at that time men were urging their
departure (Exod. xii. 33, 39). But from the
second exile Israel should go forth as lord and
conqueror (comp. 'xlvi. 1, 2; xlviL 1 sqq.).

plfln "haste," which Isaiah uses nowhere else, is

manifestly an allusion to Exod. xii. 11, where it

is said of eating the Passover : "and ye shall eat

it p?fln3," and Deut. xvi. 3, where in reference

to the unleavened bread it is said :
" for in haste

(pTDrO) thou earnest forth from the land of

Egypt." As pTfin only occurs in our text and

the two passages in Deut, so, too, HDOD occurs

again only Lev. xxvL 36, where of wicked and
exiled Israel it is said, that, in the land of its ene-
mies, it shall become cowardly and inclined to
groundless a^n-no^D. Thus in the choice of the

word riDUD, there appears to be an allusion in-
tended. Israel went out from Egypt also under
the protection and guidance of its God. But it

was in haste and as if fleeing. If then it is prom-
ised here that the departure from Babylon (the

suffix FQVflD refers to Babylon) shall not be so

and that because the Lord will go before the ex-
pedition and close it up (*]?*?? agmen daudms,

alluding to Josh. vL 9, 13; Num. x. 25), we must
suppose that the Prophet implies an activity of
God in guiding and protecting in reference to
their enemies, such as is described in the passages
cited above: xlvi. 1, 2; xlviL 1 sqq. ; comp. xlv.

1, 2; xlviii. 14, 20.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On lii. 1-6. "This comforting assurance
applies especially also to the spiritual Zion, the
Church of Christ. It should ever arouse itself to

be courageous and joyous in the midst of outward
distress and weakness.

^
The true Church is the

holy city of God in which are found nothing but
righteous and holy ones, gloriously adorned with
the robe of Christ's righteousness and with gar-

ments of salvation (lxi. 10), strong in the Lord
and in the power of His might, (Eph. vi. 10),

able to do all things through Christ who strength-

eneth them, (Phil. iv. 13), whose strength fc

mighty even in the weak (2 Cor. xii. 9), whereby
they are strengthened with all might according to

His glorious power unto all patience and long-Buf-

fering with joyfulness (Col. i. 11), free from the
bands of their neck—from sins as the snares of
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566 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

the devil by whom they were taken captive at his

will (2 Tim. ii. 26). (For because they were
sold for nothing under sin, i. c. to the pure loss of
their Creator and Lord—they shall also be re-

deemed for nothing, i. c t without their robber and
oppressor receiving any indemnity). So the

church becomes a congregation that has neither

spot nor wrinkle nor any such thing, but is holy

and unblameable (Eph. v. 27). In the visible

church (of the called) there are indeed many un-
clean, unholy hypocrites, like chaffamid the corn
(Matth. iii. 12), like bad fish in a net (Matth. xiii.

48), these will in due time be separated from the

believers and elect and be cast into everlasting

fire, Whereas the others shall be led into ever-

lasting life, into the kingdom of everlasting glory
(Matth. xxv. 46). Let us therefore gratefully

acknowledge and lay hold on the precious grace
of Christ that we may be found among the num-
ber of the elect"

—

Rexxer.
2. On lii. 1-6. u If God has promised us re-

demption from the wicked world, as He has
doubtless done, so ought we to flee out of it every
day with all our thinking and imagining and
doing. Israel had the command never to settle

firmly forever in Babylon, but to await in faith

their departure and to be ready for it. To this

end Zion should put on her divine strength, her
spiritual adornment, i. e. the faith unto righteous-

ness, that she may become as a new, purified con-
ffregation free for herself. That came to pass

first in the New Testament when God's people
were founded not any more on thingB earthly,

but only upon the gracious word of God which
each one can receive in faith. Faith is the great-

est power on earth, for it partakes of the omnipo-
tence of God. Therefore God's people, when
they strengthen themselves in faith, will break
their bonaage, and the world! (which has indeed
never paid God for the dominion with which it

has long plagued us, but was only used for a sea-

son against us as a rod of anger) must, against its

will, let the church go free. Israel was indeed a
guest in J^gypt* and later Assyria ill-used it
But now it is still worse ; the world is ever more
enraged against us. God will not always let it

go on so ; trot because the heathen, in their con-
ceit, boast and triumph over Israel, as if by their

own might they had them and even their God in
their power, God will reveal Himself to His peo-
ple with glorious help.

1 ' Diedrich.
3. On Hi. 7.

u Est coUatio legit et evangelii et

eommcndatio Christi loquentis per apostolos suos.

Qui decent legem, sunt tristes butane* et terreni ulu-

kUu suo, ted nuntii evangelii habenl amabiles pedes,

afferunt enim laetissimum verbum pro conscientiis

turbatis." Luther.
4. On lii. 7. Such poor wretched people, who

know nothing of God, are not aware of their own
misery and everlasting need, who are over head
and ears in sin, and know not how to help the
least of them,—I say, what better, greater, more
joyful, can happen to such people than such a
messenger, who, in the first place, announces
peace, i. e. who brings the certain tidings that
God would be at peace with us, and neither con-
demn nor be angry with us on account of our
sin*. On the other hand, who preaches good
tidings of good, x. e. he gives the comfort that
God will not only not punish according to our

desert, but will give and vouchsafe to us Hia
Spirit, His righteousness and all grace. In the
third place, who proclaims salvation, i. e. who pro-
mises and comforts us with the assurance that
we shall be helped against the devil and death
forever. And to comprehend all in one morsel,
who can say in truth to Zion, %. e^ to believers*

thy God is king, i, s. God Himself will receive
thee, He will Himself be thy Lord and King;
He Himself will teach and instruct thee with
His mouth, He Himself will protect thee, and
neither office will He any longer devolve on men,
but will execute Himself." Vjeit Dettrich.

5. On lii. 8. " Preachers ought to be watchers
(Ezek. iii. 17). Therefore they ought neither to
be silent about sins and a scandalous life, nor
about spreading doctrine that is false. If they
are so, tney are dumb dogs (lvi. 9)." Cramer.

6. On lii. 9, 10. " When the conversion of
the Jews takes place, it will not happen in a cor-
ner, but be so glorious and conspicuous that
every one must confess: the Lord has done
that." 8TARKE.

7. On lii. 11, 12. "Dost thou like to keep
company with the wicked, and wouldst yet be a
Christian? That cannot be; for what commu-
nion has light with darkness (2 Cor. vL 14)?
Christians are holy people. How would it ever
do to make one's self unclean with sinners?
Therefore sigh in all earnestness : * Create in me
a clean heart, O God/ etc. (Pa li. 12).—The
Church of Christ and every true believer has in
Christ a faithful guide and leader, a mighty pro-
tector in distress. If they journey at His com-
mand and in their calling, He goes before them."
8TAREJC

8. On lii. 11. This passage is cited by the
Roman Catholics as authority for the celibacy of
the priests. The Apology of the Con/. August.
remonstrates against this application of the pas-
sage in Art. XI. De conjugio sacerdotum, p. 248,
ed Hase; comp. pp. 241, 27; 244, 41.

On lii. 12. '' Est insignia ezhortatio, %t smpHci

fide in solum Christum, ducem nostrum, resntctastsi*,

qui nos eolliget, ut maneamus in verbo et stouts tuti

ab omnibus peecatis. Sic legimus de auadam Sancta
Moniali. Ea cum tentaretur ob aamissa pecctUa,

nihil aliud rcspondit, ouam se Christianam ease.

Sensit enim, se nee sms malis opcribns damnari,
quod haberet Christum, nee bonis operibus safoari

posse, sed Christum pro se traditam victimam aotia-

fedm pro peecatis suis." Luther.

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

1. On lii. 1-6. Comfort and admonition to the

church in time of distress. 1) Wherein the present

distress consists (vers. 4, 6: how the world-power

has ever been hostile to the kingdom of God) ;

2) What the church in this distress must correct

in itself (ver. 2: it must make itself inwardly

free from worldliness) ; 3) What the church has
to hope in this distress: a. that the Lord wiU
defend His own honor (ver. 6) ; b. that He wUl
not suffer His enemies to have the advantage

(ver. 3: He can for a while let them appear to

have it by seeming to surrender His church to

their enemies; but He will, at the right moment,

take it away from them again); c that in
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CHAP. LII. 13—LIU. 12. 667

quence of this the church will again become
strong and glorious (ver. 1).

2. On lii. 7-10. "The lovely harmony brought
about in the church by the glad tidings of Christ

;

1) In the messengers who start it; 2) In the
doctrines that continue its sound; 3) In the
hearts that re-echo it*' Lauxmann, in "Zeug-
w'ssen et>. Qiaubena von V. F. Oehleb, Stuttgart
1869."

3. On UL 11, 12. The church of the Lord
may come to a situation that will compel it to go

out of its previous relations. In that case it is

important to observe three things: 1) Not to

defile itself by participating in the nature and
practices of the world; 2) Not to act with im-
prudent haste or cowardly fear; 3) To confide

in the guidance and protection of the Lord.

V—THE FIFTH DISCOURSE.

Golgotha and Bhebiimini [sit at my right hand.—Tb.].

Chap. LII. 13—LIIL 12.

The transition from lii. 12 to lii. 13 is abrupt
only in outward appearance. The attentive

reader will see that inwardly there has been due
preparation for it. For it was said already, xlix.

3, 4, that the Servant of the Lord, by whom the
Lord will glorify Himself, will be surprised by
this success as the unexpected reward of His
afflictions. It is said, moreover, xlix. 5, 6, 8
sqq., that the restoration of Jerusalem will be
accomplished by the Servant of the Lord. Also,
1. 1, it is said, that Israel's sin was the ground
of its repudiation. In the same chapter, ver. 4
sqq., is described the readiness of the Servant of
the Lord to endure the sufferings laid on Him.
Oar present section (lii. 13—liii. 12; the erro-

neous division of chapters arose from supposing
that lii. 13-15 continues, as the foregoing context,

to speak of the people of Israel) shows us how
these two particulars are inwardly connected:
the sufferings that the Servant of Jehovah must
bear, and which make Him appear as a refuse

of mankind (xlix. 7) are nothing else than the
atoning sufferings that He representatively takes

on Himself, but from which He will issue as the
high, glorious and mighty Ruler (comp. xlix. 7
with lii. 13, 15; liii. 12).

#
Chapters xlix.—lvii. are like a wreath of glo-

rious flowers intertwined with black ribbon, or
like a song of triumph, through whose muffled
tone there courses the melody of a dirge, yet so

that gradually the mournful chords merge into

the melody of the song of triumph. And at the
same time the discourse of the Prophet is ar-

ranged with so much art that the mourning rib-

l>on ties into a great bow exactly in the middle.
For chap. liii. forms the middle of the entire

prophetic cycle of chaps, xl.—Ixvi. It has four
chapters of the second Ennead, and thirteen

chapters of the second and first Enneads before
it, and four chapters of the second Ennead and
thirteen chapters of the second and third Enneads
after it.

Who is the Servant of God, that forms the chief
object of our prophecy? That we are not to think
of Uariah, Hezekiah, Josiah, Jeremiah (Saadia,
Grotius, Bunsen, K. A. Menzel, Stoats u. Jtdig.
Geseh. der Kcenigr. IsraH t*. Judo,, Breslau. 185*3,

p. 298 sq.), or even of Isaiah himself, hardly re-
5aires proof at the present day (comp. Gesenius
tomm. p. 170 sqo.). Or need we pause to refute

the view, that trie whole Jewish people is the
Servant of God, that therefore the speakers liii. 2

sqq. are the heathen who recognize that Israel has
borne their (the heathen) sins ? This is the view
that the Rabbins put forward since they have be-

gun to carry on polemics with Christians. But
even Christian expositors have joined them,
among whom Hrrzio is to be named foremost.

But it has often been shown, that Israel did not
suffer as an innocent for the guilty heathen, but
that it suffered for its own guilt; and that it has
not borne its sufferings meekly, but with sullen

anger, and, as far as possible, with obstinate re-

sistance. Comp. especially McCaul, The doctrine

and exposition of the liii. of Isaiah.—V. Fr. Oeh-
ler, Der kneehi Jehovah1

s im Deuterojesaja II., p.

66 sqq.

—

Wuensche, DieLeiden des Messias, Leip-

zig, 1870, p. 35 sqq. Many Rabbins, indeed, as

David Kimchi and Isaak Troki, have modified

this view, saying, that not Israel thinks thus of

itself, but the heathen will so say, *' when they see

that the faith of Israel is the truth, and on the

contrary their faith is error" (Wuensche, L c,

p. 36). On the other hand, McCaul has called

attention to the fact that liii. 11, 12, Jehovah
Himself describes the suffering of His Servant as

expiatory.—Othersunderstand that by the Servant
of Jehovah is meant the ideal Israel, i. e., the

higher unity of the nation. This higher unity

suffered, not because it consisted of nothing but

guilty ones, but, on the contrary, in spite of its

consisting only partially of such. It suffered

therefore, because not all had sinned and yet all

must suffer, in a certain sense innocently, and is so

far a prophecy (not prediction) relating to Christ.

So Vatkb (Beligion des Alien Test., 1835). But
to this it is to be objected, that this view amounts
to a distinction between the better and worse part

of the nation to which the text makes no reference

whatever. For it manifestly does not contrast one
part of the nation with another part, but the en-

tire nation with the one 8ervant of God. The
Prophet does not distinguish guilty and innocent

in the nation. He sees in the nation only guilty

ones. This he utters plainly, ver. 6 : "all we like

lost sheep have gone astray; we have turned
every one to his own way ; ana the Lord hath laid

on him the iniquity of us all"—Others understand
" the true worshippers of Jehovah " to be meant
bv the Servant of God. This is the view that

Ifnobel represents. According to this the Pro-
phet in liii' 2-6 speaks in the first person plural,
" because he puts himself among the people, and
would be a voice out of the midst of the totality."
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His view of the sufferings of the Servant was only
partially that of the nation, for the rest (viz., in re-

spect to the cause of their sufferings) this ought

to have been their view. That is, the sufferings

of the Exile, which were regarded as punishments

for the sins of the nation, concerned (according to

Knobbl) especially the true worshippers of Je-

hovah, who obstinately clung to their nationality,

and were very zealous for Jehovah and opposed

to idols. They were especially the 0"^. The

mass of the people, on the other hand, that did

not cling strictly to the ancestral religion, stood in

good terms with the heathen, and, on the whole,

found themselves in tolerable relations. This ex-

planation is so unnatural and inwardly conflicting

that it refutes itself. It would have the suffering

Servant of Jehovah represent the true worshippers

of Jehovah, and those, that in vers. 2-6 speak of

the Servant in the first person plural, to be the

apostate Israelites, constituting the great mass of

the nation. Then the worshippers of Jehovah

and those apostates are opponents. Yet verily

the apostates can not speak of the worshippers of

Jehovah with great reverence and deep sympathy.

In their mouth the name " Servant of Jehovah"

could only be used in mockery. They could only

be supposed to say : It is well that such fools are

among us: then the hatred of the heathen will

discharge itself on them without hurting us. But

that serves them right Why do they not do as

we? Why do they not howl along with the

wolves ? They might fare as well as we, were they

only prudent In some such way must the apos-

tates speak of the worshippers of Jehovah, if their

real sentiments were to appear. But the words

sound quite otherwise, that, according to Knobel,
come out of the midst of the nation. They are

words of the highest reverence. Knobel feels

this himself, and hence he makes the Prophet

speak these words, expressing thereby, not what

the mass of the people actually thought but what

they might to have thought I How unnatural ! The
Prophet of Jehovah, who can only be thought of

as a worshipper of Jehovah, speaks as the repre-

sentative, not of such worshippers, but of the great

apostate mass of the nation. He expresses, how-

ever, not, indeed, the sentiments that these actual-

ly harbored, but such as they ought ft) harbor!

What comedy is this ? Verily, if such a distinc-

tion between apostates and worshippers ofJehovah

be allowed, the Prophet could onlv meet the form-

er with rebuke. He could only nold up to them

their apostacy and admonish them to bear the in-

famy of Jehovah with the true Israelites, rather

than to roll it off, in craven treachery, on their

fellow-countrymen. According to another view

the Servant of Jehovah represents the prophetic

doss or the prophetic institution. Thus in various

modifications especiallyGebentus and Umbbbit;

whereas Hofmaiht understands that by the Ser-

vant of God is meant Christ indeed, but only as a

prophet What is said of the sufferings of the

Servant does, indeed, in a general way, apply

well enough to the prophetic calling; for the pro-

phets were often enough obliged to suffer distress,

judgment, contempt, death for the sake of that

calling. Yet one thing remains, that under no

circumstances can be said of a prophet, w*., that

God the Lord cast on Him the guilt of the people,

that He bore the sin of the people, that by His

wounds the people were healed and made well.

If, indeed, one is determined to find in our pass-

age only the idea of suffering in a calling ana not
suffering as a representative, I must say that this

is only possible by means of an artful exegesis,

and refer to the following exposition for the proof
of this opinion. Comp. moreover the Doctrinal
and Ethical thoughts.

I hold the Messianic interpretation to be the
only one that is natural and founded on the
sound of the words. When Knobel affirms that
the Old Testament knows nothing of a suffering

Messiah, and that Deutero-Isaiah knows nothing
of a Messiah at all, it just depends on the way one
expounds the passages in question. If one does
this in the way exhibited in the above sample of
Knobel's style of exegesis, then one can interpret

away from every fassage whatever he dislikes,

and interpret whatever he likes into it Who-
ever sees that Christ is the Lamb of God that bean
away the sin of the world according to the eter-

nal counsel of God already revealed in the Old
covenant, must recognize the connection between
this fact and Old Testament prophecy ; he must
especially recognize in Isa. liii. the outline of that
plan of salvation.

As, speaking generally, all types of the old

covenant combine in the one image of the xypO.

so also, in a narrower sphere, the various typical

forms of the Servant of Jehovah, given partly in
the nation of Israel generally (xli. 8 sqq.j, partly

in the pious core of the nation fxiv. 1-6),

partly in the prophets (xliv. 26), finally unite in
the one figure of the personal Servant of Jehovah.
As the species of primitive rock form both the
deepest foundation and the highest summit of the
earth's body, so is Christ at once the original and
fulfilment of all prophecy. He is in particular

both the inmost core ana the crowning summit
of all typical forms of the Servant of Jehovah.
It is to be observed, however, that the Servant of
Jehovah is not a type-form co-ordinate with the

types of the prophet, priest, and king. But He
represents alone the character of the lowly, un-
sightly, pitiable "Servant-form" or the "sorrow-
ful form " as far as that is common to all those

type-forms. For that the Old Testament knows
also a king "of the sorrowful form" is evident

from Zech. ix. 9. Hence it is, of course, not cor-

rect to say, that in Isa. liii. is drawn the form of

the messianic Priest King, or Prophet For Isa.

liii. treats only of die Servant of Jehovah, and
only of the Priest, King, or Prophet, so fur as

even in these also the poor, lowly Servant appears.

Hence, too, one may not say that all the persons

of the old covenant that have ever been designated

(as servants and instruments of God) by the name
Servant of Jehovah, are servants of God in the

Isaianic sense. This specific 8ervant ofJehovah,

that we find in Isa. xl.-liii. as type of the poverty

and lowliness of the Messiah, does not appear at

all in the older writing. When Moses (Exod.

xiv. 31 ; Josh. i. 1, 2, 13; Ps. cv. 26; 2 KLxviii.

12, etc.), Jacob (Gen. xxxii. 10), the Patriarchs

(Exod. xxxii. 13; Deut ix. 27) are designated

by this name, it is as the servants of Jehovah*

without giving prominence to theform of the ser-

vant. What servant-form would one find in the

angels, who are also called the servants of God in
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Job iv. 18? It is, indeed, possible thai the idea

of a servant-form veiling the inward glory gra-

dually developed from observing the contrasts in

the life of a David (comp. Ps, zviii. 1 ; lzzzix.

4, 21 ; czzzii. 10; czliv. 10; 2 8am. vii. 5, 8, 18,

20 sqq. t etc.), of a Job (L 8 ; ii. 3 ; zlii. 7, 8) of the

prophets (2 EL iz. 7, 36; z. 10; ziv. 25; zvii.

23, 4c), vea, of the pions in general (Ps. ziz. 12,

14; xixi. 17; zzzv. 27, etc.). But we first find

this idea crystallized into a fized form in the

second part of Isaiah. Later writers may have
taken the ezpression from Isaiah, and applied it

in his sense, especially to the people of Israel

(comp. Jer. zzz. 10 ; zlvi. 27, 28 : Ps. czzzvi.

22). But one must be on his guard about taking

every use of the word by later writers in the
Isaianic sense. Thus Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. zzv.
9) is called servant of Jehovah, but certainly

not in Isaiah's sense. Before and in Isaiah, "12£

is never found conjoined with any other name of
God than TOT. It is remarkable, that Moses, in

later writings, beside being called nifT 13JJ (2
Chr. i. 3; zziv. 9), is also called D'hSkH TSj; (1

Chr. vi. 34; 2 Chr. zziv. 9; Neh. z. 30; Dan. iz.

11).

Our prophecy subdivides into three parts. The
first (hi. 13-15) contains the theme of the pro-

phecy: the second (liii. 1-7 treats of the lowli-

ness of the Servant ; the third (liii. 8-12) treats

of his exaltation.

1. THE THEME OF THE PROPHECY.

Chapter LII. 13-15.

13 Behold, my servant shall 'deal prudently,

He shall be exalted and extolled, and be very high.

14 As many were *astonied at thee;

His visage was so marred more than any man.
And his form more than the sons of men

:

15 So shall he bsprinkle many nations

;

The kings shall shut their mouths at him :

•For that which had not been told them shall they see

;

And that which they had not heard shall they consider.

1 Or, prosper.

• horrified.
• Forihoeei

* make $pring up.
> whom nothing woe told, they ice it, and those who haw heard nothing, they understand it

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 18. Sofr—7133 see Litt. The three-degree climax

-T TT
H3X\ KzW 01T must neither be pressed, nor regarded
m without significance. It is a rhetorical expedient for

expressing the superlative (comp. vfl-cpitywov Phil. it. 9

;

Acts ii 83 ; t. 31 ; Eph. 1. 20 sqq.). That DO may
mean ** to raise one*s-self" may be seen xxx 18. The
conjunction of KfcOl DH and in that order is Isaianic

:

n. 12, 13, 14; x.33.
Ver. 14. J3—T#K3 is wed here as in Exod. i. 12 (Gs-

sxk.). Therefore,'with most expositors, I hold the clause

DTK—nn#0~T3 to be a parenthesis, that explains why

many are astonished at the Servant In regard to the

change of person, there Is notoriously great freedom In

Hebrew, and also in Isaiah: L 29; ii. 6; xiv. 30; xxxiii.

9,6; xlL 1; xlii. 20; Xlv. 8, 21). HAXvmiMic*,

(

Theol. <L A.

T.y p. 248), Hah* and V. F. Oxblxb regard the two clauses

with ?3 «s the two degrees of the apodosis. EUxvxsjncx

urges that p does not mean adeo, and in that he is of

course correct It is only the comparative ita, not the

intensive tarn or adeo. But he is wrong in urging the

rarity of the parenthesis in Hebrew, and asserting that

p can only introduce the apodosis. Hahh, who pro-

nounces the change of persons carelessness, which one
has not the least right to assume (he does not reflect,

however, on the frequency of this usage t) is of the opi-

nion, that as vers. 11, U speak of Israel, and ver. 13 of

GRAMMATICAL.
the Servant, so, too, ver. 14 speaks first of Israel, and
then of the Servant. But that Is quite a superficial con-

struction. For there is a chasm between vers. 12 and

13. With ver. 13 there begins a new, specifically differ-

ent section, and it is on the contrary quite unnatural

and against the context to refer tSj? again to the na-

tion. V. Fa. Obblbs apparently avoids this unnatural-

ness by referring also ver. 13 to the nation, and letting

the transition to the servant begin with PHrfD p. But

this construction also does violenoe to the text—
nntfD from ftntft Kal unused, Piel u eorrupit, peteum
• : • ~ t ^^

dedU," is any way A>. Aey. Analogous formations DTIEHD
u eorruptio. corruptum," Lev. xxli. 26 and flriEfo " per-

nicks," Esek. ix. 1. It is uncertain and indifferent as

to sense which is the chief form, nntfD or nntfO
t : • - t

•

(syncopated from ftftnsfa (Hazvkbhick, et al.) orHHl^D

ass.?., DD^O, 33^0.' ' The expression tf'KO nn&O
is explained from the capability of the preposition |D

to express a negation. Deformity away from the man
is deformity or disfigurement to an appearance no
longer human. JO hat an analogous meaning in the

clause DTK 'J3D num. For here also the literal

meaning is : his form is away from men, i. «., no longer

human.
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670 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGITICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. These verses, which by their contents ne-

cessarily belong to chap. liii. according to the
common manner of the Prophet, stand in front

as giving the theme. Ver. 13 sets forth the final

goal : the glory and sublimity of the Servant of

Jehovah. But in roughest contrast with this

stands the way that He must go in order to reach
that goal: deepest suffering, by which He al-

most loses His human appearance (ver. 14). But
as the humiliation is deep, so is the exaltation

high : the Gentile world and its kings will wor-
ship Him that is exalted out of suffering, for

they, for whom the salvation appeared not to be
destined, will also have a share in it (ver. 15).

2. Behold my Servant they ooneider.

—Vers. 13-15. The expression /'DfeP points to

the reciprocal relation of means and end. He
that uses the means that lead to the end is wise.

The Servant of God will use no false means,

therefore He is wise. TDfefH never of itself has

the meaning of TV yVH ; but in the sapienter rem

gerere there is impliedly the bene rem gerere

(comp. Jer. x. 21 ; Prov. xviL 8). Hexgsten-

berg sees in TDlSP a " retrospect " to 1 Sam.
xviii. 14, 15 where this word is used of David
(comp. 1 Kings ii. 3 ; Ps. ci. 2 ; 2 Kings xviii.

7). But he seems to me to go too far when, ac-

cording to the parallel passage cited, he under-

stands TDfeP to mean the wise administration of
government, and Stter has properly protested

r'nst this construction. Yet we may suppose
e is an allusion involving only comparison

and not equalization. For the Servant of God
appears here, not indeed as kins, but as one that,

like David, from a small, mean beginning worked
himself aloft to high honor.

But the splendid description of ver. 13 antici-

pates merely the end. This end crowns a course

of development of the contrary character. It

passes through night to light, per ardua ad astra.

The vers. 14, 15 say this. For many the Ser-

vant of God became an object of horror (0?tf

comp. Lev.
(
xxvi. 32 ; Ezek. xxvii. 35 ; xxviii.

19). But in the same proportion that He first

provokes horror by the deformity of His appear-
ance, He will later provoke wondering reverence.
Hie visage wae so marred, etc. [" His look
however was in that degree disfigured to the in-

human, and His form not like a son of man's."

Db. Nabqelsbach's translation.—Tk.]. These
words are a parenthesis (see Text, and Oram,).
There occurs accordingly a change of person,

which, as Hengstenberg remarks, is explained
by the parenthesis containing a remark of the
Prophet, in which, naturally, the Servant is

spoken of in the third person. But by this the
continuation of Jehovah's discourse in ver. 15 is

also diverted from the second to the third person
(see Text, and Oram.).

Since 1. 10 the expression "H£ "servant" has

not been used. Chapters li. Hi. spoke of the
people of Israel without applying to them the
designation "Servant of God." According to

CEhler's exposition, in Hi. 14—liil 12 also the

personal Servant of God is not spoken of ; and
now ver. 13 must not be introduction to what
follows, but recapitulation of what precedes!
After previously speaking of Israel's elevation,

and bringing this contemplation to a close in
every respect, is it now again to be discoursed
on ? A section treating of the personal Servant
of God ought to begin with a statement having
the Servant of God for subject, and yet this Ser-
vant of God must not be the one of whom the
new section treats, but the one of which the fore-

going section treated, yet without designating it

as the Servant of God! In this way ver. 13,
from being a most suitable and artistic beginning
of the new section, becomes an unsuitable con-
clusion of the foregoing one. Of course one will

not venture to take J3 in the sense of "adeo"
which it does not have. But it is equivalent to
" corresponding to, in that degree that," and in-

volves the meaning that the horror of the people
answers to the looks of the Servant, so that the
former is prompted by the latter. There will be
a certain equality between fortunate and unfortu-
nate consequences ; in the same degree that one
was horrified at Him, He will also provoke joy-
ful wonder and reverence (ver. 15). HU is " to

spring," and with the exception of our text is

used in the Old Testament (in twenty places)

only of the springing or spurting of fluids. It

occurs in this sense also lxiii. 3. This use is es-

pecially frequent in the Pentateuch, where the
various acts of purification and consecration are
spoken of. which were performed by sprinkling
with blooa or water. Hence very many exposi-
tors, following the Vulg., and Syr., as Luther,
Vatabl

?
Fobeb., Gbotius (who yet also ap-

proved the Qavfiaemrrai of the LXX. since ne
says, "minari est vdvtiaspemfulqorealicuJHS," for

which Vitbikga reproves him sharply), Lowth
(whom however this exposition does not satis-

fy), Rambach, Hengstenberg, Haeverntck,
Hahn, etc. [Barnes, J. A. Alex., Birks,
etc.], have taken HU in the sense of axperget,

[" to asperse, besprinkle "] and have considered
the reference to be to the atoning power of the
blood of Christ (" Christus virUUem sanguinis a as

fust instar Magni Pontificis domus Dei applicabU
ad purificationem eonseientiarum gentium mul~
tarum." Vitringa). This explanation was the
one generally received by the church. But it in

correctly objected to it, that rwn never mean*

"to be-sprinkle" but always "to spout," "to make
burst," and is always followed by the accusative of

the spurted fluid, with hg or Sk of the remoter

object that is spurted on. Perhaps on this ac-

count the Targ. Jon at., then Saadia and
Abenezra gave the renderingdispergeL But apart
from this meaning not being grammatically es-

tablished, it does not at all suit the context.

There has been an effort to change the reading.

Thus the Englishmen Ddrell and Jubb, whom
Lowth quotes, would read WV

f
which they then

take in the sense of the tiavfiaaovrat of the LXX.:
so shall many nations wonder at him." But Piel

of nm never occurs, and the meaning " tfoiyii-
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CHAP. LIL 1S-15. 671

Seo&ai" would be dragged in. J. Day. Micha-

eus would point H£ after the Arabic nasiha

(amoenuM fmt, obUctavit), accordingly the sense

would be: "so shall He be the delight of many
Gentiles." This conjecture, also, must be called

too far-fetched. The most satisfactory explana-

tion is the one now approved by most expositors

(since Ch. Dav. Martini, Comment, pkilol. erit.

in Je*. cap. liii. Bo*L 1791): "He will make
spring np, which springing up is taken either

as the expression of joy or of astonishment, sur-

prise, or of reverence, and is construed in anti-

thesis to yfy IDOtf ver. 14. Also Sraa, De-

LrracH, V. Fr. (Ehler share this view. I side

with them because I know of nothing better.

The thought in itself, indeed, seems to me suita-

ble. For one can, of course, suppose that the

Prophet means to oppose to that horror with

which the suffering Servant was regarded, a sur-

prised springing up proceeding from respectful

astonishment. One might quote as a parallel

lini^tth onfr *DjJ Ism. xiix. 7. And one might

also fittingly refer to Jer. xxxiii. 9 (nnjD D;u

imi) and Hab. iii. 6 (D'fa ")Pn). But neverthe-

less it remains an unfortunate affair, that Hli is

used in the Old Testament only of the springing

or spurting of fluids, and never of persons, and
that for the latter use one can only appeal to

Arabic analogies (nam, see Gesen. The*, p. 868
a). In my opinion, it is possible that the read-

ing HC *» not correct. Perhaps we ought to read

Oy i;v „ in Hab. iii. 6. That would give the

same sense by means of a genuine Hebrew word,

though one, indeed, not frequently used. For

1HJ "' tremuity mbsilwit n occurs beside only Lev,

xi 12 ; Job xxxvii. 1. If "W was the original

reading in our text, it were alowable to think

that the contents of chap. liii. occasioned the

substitution of the priestly word HP for the one
that may have fallen out in some way

;
or have

become indistinct. [The foregoing review of the

state of the question concerning HT, and the

Author's own despairing attempt, dispose one to

say u the old is better " and to adhere to the

English accepted version. J. A. Alex., says of

the other views and especially of that stated

above to be the most generally adopted by mo-
dern expositors: "The explanation is in di-

rect opposition to a perfectly uniform Hebrew
usage, and without any real ground even in

Arabic analogy. The ostensible reasons for this

gross violation of the clearest principles of lexi-

cography are: first the chimera of a perfect

parallelism, which is never urged except in cases

of great necessity ; and secondly, the fact that in

every other case the verb is followed by the sub-

stance sprinkled, and connected with the object

upon which it is sprinkled by a preposition.

But since both constructions of the verb "to
sprinkle" are employed in other languages (as

we may either speak of sprinkling a person or of
sprinkling water on him), the transition must be
natural, and no one can pretend to say, that two
or more examples of it in a book of this size are

required to demonstrate its existence. The real

motive of the strange unanimity with which the

true sense has been set aside, is the desire to

obliterate this clear description, at the very out-

set, of the Servant of Jehovah as an expiatory

purifier, one who must be innocent Himself in

order to cleanse othera.—Another objection to

the modern explanation of the word is. that it

then anticipates the declaration of the next

clause, instead of forming a connecting link be-

tween it and the first."—8ome that hold the

modern view, as our Author and Deutzsch,
may not be charged with what J. A. Alex, pro-

nounces the real motive of it. See above the in-

troduction to this section. But surely it is easier

to conjecture that 7TT has the force and construc-

tion involved in the old view (if that rendering can

be charged with being no better than conjecture)

than to resort to such a conjecture as that of the

Author.—Tr].—The added 0;ll by no means
represents, in relation to ver. 14 a, merely a

(quantitative) intensification (see immediately be-

low on ver. 14 6). Shall shut their months
is a sign of reverence (corap. Matth. vii. 16, and

in general Isa. xlix. 7). vS^ fe causal: on ac-

count of His surprisingly imposing appearance

they are dumb. To understand the causal clause

1J1 ")B0 *h left O as Dblitzsch does ("what

was never told they see, what was never heard they

hear") the text must read W 1?? K*> 1#K \2>.

But the additional OnS, of which that explana-

tion makes no account, intimates rather that the

Prophet lays the emphasis on the antithesis be-

tween the Jews and the Gentiles. Hence he adds

before D'31 the word D?ta. Many heathen na-

tions trembled before Him in reverence, and

their kings were dumb before Him, whereas
Israel felt only aversion for Him. Thus it hap-

Sned that thoee did not recognise Him to whom
e was announced in advance, whereas those to

whom nothing about Him was announced saw
Him and understood (Ixv. 1; lxvi. 19). It is

clear, therefore, that ">BP and Wp*J refer to the

prophetic announcement that preceded the his-

torical appearance of the Servant of Jehovah,
and prepared the way for it. It was just that

Israel, prophetically acquainted with Him in ad-

vance, that did not receive Him ; whereas the

heathen, that vet were without such preparation,

made Him welcome. [" The last clause, in gram-
mar, admits equally the received version or that

of the LXX. given above (Birks translates as

Dr. Naegelsbach does.—Tr.). But St. Paul's

quotation, Bom. xv. 20, 21, where this very pro-

mise, as rendered above, is made the rule and
law of his own conduct as the Apostle of the

Gentiles, seems decisive in favor of the latter

meaning (LXX., VuiiG., Luth.j Crusius, Stier).
Beside the authority of an inspired comment, the

context favors this construction. That wide pub-
lication of the gospel, to which Paul applies the

words, and in wnicn he was the chief instrument
explains how it would be that many nations and
kings should come to do homage to Messiah.

Bibks.—Tr.]
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672 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

2. THE LOWLINESS OF THE SERVANT AS THE LAMB THAT BEABS THE
PEOPLE'S SIN.

Chapteb LIIL 1-7.

1 Who hath believed our1 'report?

And to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed?

2 For *he shall grow up before him as a tender plant,

And as a root out of a dry ground

:

He hath no form nor comeliness ; and when *we shall see hiiw
f

There is no beauty that we should desire him.

3 °He is despised and rejected of men

;

A man of soirows, and 'acquainted with grief:

And' 4we hid as it were our feces from him

;

He was despised, and we esteemed him not
4 Surely he hath borne our griefs,

And carried our sorrows:

Yet we did esteem him stricken,

Smitten of God, and afflicted.

5 But he was 'wounded for our transgressions,

He was bruised for our iniquities

:

The chastisement of our peace was upon him;
And with his "stripes we are healed.

6 All we like sheep have gone astray;

We have turnedf every one to his own way;
And the Lord 7hath laid on him the iniquity of us alL

7 He was oppressed, and he •was afflicted,
fYet he opened not his mouth:
'He is brought as a lamb to the slaughter,

And as a sheep before her shearers is dumb,
So he hopeneth not his mouth.

* Or, doctrine. * Heb. hearing.
* Heb. as an hiding offacesfrom him. or from us. • Or,' tormented.
* Heb. bruise. ' Heb. hath made the iniquities of us all to meet on him.

• Or, he hid as it were hisfacefrom us,
• Or. tormented.

• he came up. k we saw.
< noted for pain. • willingly bowed himsetf.
t Asa tomb is brought to the slaughter.

• Despised and ceasing to be man.

* opened,

TEXTUAL AND
Bee IMt for the recurrence of the words: Ver. 8.

npMcomp. Pa. xt. 4; Jer. xxii. 28; Mai. L 7, 12; Dan.

xTil). Ver. 4. p*. Ver. 6. SSftD-mSn weiy-
i.. T T s T% -,

where else H"^n comp. Gen. It. 23 ; Exodus xxL 26.

KrtD Ver.eT^jg.

Ver. 2. *wh Hke the Latin forma with the special

meaning of the beautiful form, comp. Jer. xt 16; 1 Sam.

xvi 18. "vm In parallelism with IKn spoken of the

nature of the environment. JHITW i» neither the

same an intoJ1. nor to be rendered : " that we may see

him,'1 for the latter words express such an absence of

"Wn and Yin that the Serrant would be altogether

invisible. Bat 1HK131 is protasis of a hypothetical

clause : and did we look at him, there was no such form

that we would have had pleasure in him. Ver. 8 gives

the meaning of the figure used in ver. 2 a, and a nearer

definition of the homely appearance of the Servant de-

scribed In ver 2 6. We may therefore regard ver. 5 as

GRAMMATICAL.
in apposition with the logical chief-subject of ver. 2,

which is also at the same time the grammatical subject

in the first clause of ver. 2 «u

Ver. 8. nT33i which is repeated by way of recapitula-

tion In the iaet clause of the verse, forms the chief con-

ception, comp. Btej-nia xii*. 7, or ^ra p*. xxh. e ,•

Obad. 2; Jer. xllx? 16.—In D'BTK Sin Dxut«sch

would take D'tf'K in the sense of viHspectabiles. This

pjural occurs again only Ps. cxli. 4 and Prov. vilL 4. In

the Psalm it is used of the wicked. In the Proverbs it

is, indeed, used in parallelism with D1K '33- But in
TT **J

our text the Prophet can hardly intend to say, that the

Servant is forsaken only by men of respectability, but

not by inferior people. He would represent him rather

as forsaken of all, as appears from what follows and

xlix. 7. But it is very much a question whether 71H

may-be taken in the sense of •* desertusJ* For Job six.

14 it is said *3^p *VlH, ie, my neighbors hare for-
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taken me. Therefore Sill is not <U*ertu$ but

It has an active intransitive sense also in Ps. xxxiz. 5

(let me know what a transitory thing I am) and in Esek.
lil. 27 (he that hears let him hear; and he that forbear-

eth let him forbear). I therefore agree with Hmosrax-
niao, who regards the expression M as corresponding

exactly to the 'from a man* and 'from the sons of

men,* Hi. 14." Then the plural would be chosen in or-

der to intimate by the sound of the word the relation to

the B^KO liL 14. Vm is dainens, D'tf'K bin there-
•*T

fore detinmu honUmttr^ (. «., he of men that ceases sett, to

be a man. Thus the LXX. render it as regards the

sense: «Uof hcXtlvo* vo^A wdrrmg *V0pM*ovt; Snuc:
ix£x**T°* iiApAv; Vulo. novimmus virorum. The expla-

nation of Hah*: avoidance of men (inf. const as in

tfjftfrSlto xlix, 7), if not exactly ungramroatioal, is still

very ftur-fctchedv^—3^KD5 occurs in Isaiah only in

vers. S, 4 of this chapter ;*in ver. 8 it has the feminine

ending that never occurs elsewhere ; in ver. 4 it has the

common masc plural ending (Gen. lit 7; Ps. xxxii. 10}.

*Sn JfTT can, of course, mean " the oonfldant of

sickness,** ifJ£*T be taken in the sense of JfTO P»-

xxxl 12; lv. 14, «V JTTO I**. xii. «, JTO Ruth* it 1;

Pror. vii. 4 or JTgTD Ruth ill. 2. But in
T
the only pas-

sage wheregW occurs beside the present (Dent L 18,

16) it means "the acquaintance,** not in the sense of fa-

miliarity, but the man known and respected by all, the

virtUustris or intignis. The genitive construction re-

solves itself into the construction of tlje verb with the

accusative of nearer definition. For *S*fl $*T ™
*Sn VXV, i. «.. who is known in respect to sickness, as
•t: * t

one may say D'3D RWJ wblatu* faciem 2 Kings v. 1.

P^ "Ufc ssVet'eVsAMAsUf 0ovA**(LXX.)Deut.xxxli.

88. 33 7 '#h irkavmiitpoi iV *ap$tar Ps. xcv. 10, etc.—

The explanation M
tettut mcrbi (better edoctu* morbum\

i. *>, as one put in the condition of knowing about sick-

ness ** (Dxlttbboh) seems to roe too unoertain and far-

fetched.^—Ifwe were warranted in reading TTOD3*
as Indeed 4 Conn, do, or in taking IPOO in the sense of

••
i
—

TTOD. we must translate and explain as Hshostcksxeo
* i

~

does, according to Lev. xiv. 45 : "as one that hides the

countenance from us.** But this usage of IflDD is not

sufficiently attested. Itmust therefore be taken as sub-

stantive (adform. K£pD sanatio, fiTltfD vattaHo (Olsh.

1 199 a) in the abstract sense of " veiling.** But the fur-

ther question arises, whether the abstract meaning
applies directly or indirectly, and whether the words

MOD D'Jfi VIDD01 are to be construed as an inde-

pendent sentence, or are to be joined with H733* If

inOD be taken directly as abstract, i. «., if ic be left in

Its abstract meaning, then one must connect the whole

clause with 71133. For, ** according to the veiling of

the countenance from him,** would be a sentence with-

out a predicate, to gain which the words must lean on

71733* But then their position fcj/b*
,s H733 is surprising.

One would expect 'Ul lfl003 711331, so that the seo-
•• i - : v i • •

oud half of the verse would begin with 71733 se does the

first But 71733 comes after, and, as remarked above,

it corresponds to the 71733 beginning the verse, as a
sort of relative, recapitulating conclusion, therefore we
must take the words MOD 0'3D 1PDD31 as an inde-

pendent clause, which is also demanded by the accents.

Then we must take 1J1DO as the abstract for the con-

crete. Veiling the countenance from him would be =»

the object before which one veils the countenance.

Thus '131 inDD3 would be the same as TflDD 1B*K3

U193 D'39.

Ver. 5. Kim is opposed to 13713M1 ver. 4 6, and this

in turn to the W71 before Kfrj ver. 4 a ; so that here we
have such a chain of adversative clauses as in 1L 12, 18,

where see. SSVlO is part. Poal, passive to JlSnYlO

1L 9- The expression 13D1W 1010 Is to be Judged as

S3fe*TI *)D*<0 Prov. L8, is., M chastisement, education

A> reason, to a reasonable being** (Hrrxio, Zoicxi.aa);

7103T1 10*<O Prov. xv. 23, •* chastisement to wisdom.**

D^nYlpOto Prov. xv. 31 •* reproof to life.** The con-

struction is analogous to that of the participle in the

construct state instead of the connection by a preposi-

tion. rn371. One properly looks for a plural, which

also occurs elsewhere (Ps. xxxviiL 9; Prov. xx. 80).

For one cannot suppose that the Prophet would speak

only of one mark of a blow. We must then take the

word oollectively. Its meaning Is "tfbax, wale,** the

marks left by a blow. oS K9"U "healing is to us,**
t T f

is explained as passive of the causative EalWP = " to
T T

do healing.** On this meaning is founded the construc-

tion ofKm with the dative of the person («. g. Num. xil.

18; 2 Kings xx. 5, 8) and (more rarely) of the thing (Ps.

ciii 8), which occurs along with the construction with

the accusative (xix.22; xxx. 2«; lvli. 18, 19, etc.). The
word is found used impersonally (i e., with indefinite

subject) in vL 10, where we translate : one brought him
healing. Then K513 is passive.

Ver. 7. 71oSk3 Is, according to the accents, to be
T ITVllV

treated as a perfect and not as a participle. The perfect

is used because it expresses here not a transaction ac-

complished successively, like the being led, but an ac-

complished, continuing state, the being dumb, standing

dumb.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Having stated the theme in Hi. 13-15, the
Prophet introduces the people as.speaking. They
testify what was said by implication Hi. 15 b, viz.

that they have not believed the announcement
of the prophets concerning the Servant that they
haye heara, and have not understood the revela-

tion of the divine power imparted to them (ver.

1). Thus it came about that they treated aa of
no account the Servant of Jehovah who sprang
up like a root-sprout out of dry ground (vers. 2L

8). This mean-looking form of the Servant of

God is explained by the punishment of our sins

being laid on Him, that through His suffering

we might find peace and healing (vera. 4, 5).

While we wearied ourselves in vain to find the

way to salvation, Jehovah cast our {milt on Him
(ver. 6) ;

yet He bore it patiently like a sheep,

that mutely suffers itself to be led to the slaughter

or to shearing (ver. 7).

2. Who hath believed revealed, ver.

1. At first sight that explanation (commended
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also by Jno, xii. 38; Rom. x. 16*), seems to

deserve the preference, that construe* ver. 1 as

the language of the Prophet, by which he ex-

presses the consciousness of having said some-

thing incredible to the world, let on closer

examination we admit thai those are right who
construe ver. 1 as the utterance of Israel. For

1) the perfect would be very surprising in the

mouth of the Prophet One looks for |'DI£ from

him, whereas in the mouth of the people, who,

according to ver. 2 sqq., have the historical ap-

pearance of the Servant before them, the perfect

I* quite in place. By this Israel gives confirma-

tion that it ha*, indeed, not believed the prophetic

pre-announcement, and assigns thereby, at the

same time, the reason why, in His lowliness, it

regarded the manifested Servant as of no account.

2) The word UrtyDtf likewise is much more

appropriate in the mouth of Israel than of the

Prophet The choice of the word is explained

by yyotf, lii. 15. With reference to this they
designate the prophetic announcement imparted

to them as H;£?#, as a thing heard. This is the

fundamental meaning properly corresponding to

the form of the word. The same underlies di-

rectly the meaning " knowledge report" (xxxvii.

7). But as the something heard must at the
same time be a something said, the word can,

like the Greek £«>#, receive the meaning " an-
nouncement, preaching,'1 in which sense we have
already had it xxviii. 9, 19. Yet in our text
we do not need to have recourse to this meaning,
as the original sense suffices perfectly. [The
view presented here, taken in close connection
with the explanation of lii. 15 given above, leads

consistently to the following logical connection,
viz. It is declared lii. 15 b: for they to whom %t

had not been told shall see, and those who had not
heard shall consider. Thereupon the Jews are
introduced saying: Who has believed our report
(i. «., what was reported us, what we had heard) f

and to whom is the arm of the L >rd revealed
(L «., to whom has it been made plain that the
Lord sent this Servant and had a hand in all

that He was and did)? So connected the lan-
guage of liii. 1 appears as an exclamation, which,
with what follows, marks the contrast between
those that heard and believed a revelation made
to others (lii. 15), and those that did not believe

that revelation, though it was their own (Unyotf
liii. 1, a thing heard by us). The language fol-

lowing (liii. 2 sqq.) proceeds, as the author says,
to give the reason why the speakers did not be-
lieve, or rather it describes how they who were
told did not believe what others did believe who
were not the direct recipients of the prophetic
announcement of what was to be. And the de-
scription is in terras that show how aggravated
and perverse the unbelief was. Thus ver. 1 is not
simply an indirect statement that none believed,
but a double intimation of how some believed,

• TThere Is no need of msMn« H appear as If one
must choose between the interpretation of John and
PhuI on the one hand and that of the Author and other
commentators on the other. For as Dkmtzsch, in toe,
says

:
" The references to this pastiAge in John and

Komans do not compel ua to assign ver. 1 to the Pro-
phet and his comrades in office."—Taj

i and others, the very ones of whom the contrary

was to be expected, did not. This explanation
is quite consistent with the (acts of salvation, and
these facts are so set forth by Isaiah himself and
reiterated in the New Testament (comp. Isa. lxv.

1-3 ; Rom. x. 19-21 ; xi. 11, 12). And this con-
sideration gives great countenance to the view.—Tb.]
The arm of the Lord is a metonymy for

that of which the arm is the organ, vis. the al-

mighty power of God (lii. 10). The arm of
Jehovah is not only revealed to him who has
seen its mighty efficiency a posteriori, bat also to
him who has recognized a priori what that arm
can do. There is, therefore, an outward and an
inward revelation of the divine power. The ex-
pression has the latter meaning here.

8. For He shall grow esteemed Him
not. Vers. 2, 3.—Israel was ill-prepared to receive

the Servant of God when He came. The Bab-
bins, who in polemics with Christians refer our
chapter to the Jewish nation or to individual

persons, must, indeed, admit that the ancient

Synagogue, whose exegesis was as yet unaffected

by these polemics, knew very well of a suffering

Measiah (comp. the proofs of this in the writing

of Constantin L/Empereub, D. Isaoci Abraba-
nelis et R. Mosis Alschechi, Comment, in Jesajae

prophetiam 30, etc. Lugd., Batav., 1631, in Wuxn-
8CHE, I. c, and in McCaul, L c, p. 14 sqq.).

Yet all quotations from the writings of the an-
cient Synagogue given by the authors named
prove at thejame time that even the most an-
cient authorities acknowledged the suffering

Messiah only very reluctantly and with all pos-
sible artful turns and distortions. As an ex-
ample we may cite how Jonatak Ben Usikl,
the Tanramist, translates Isa. liii. 2, 3, 4, 7.

Ver. 2. Et magnificabitur Justus coram to sieui sur-

culi, qui fiorent, et sicut arbor, quae mittit radices

suae juxta torrentes aquarum; sic muUipUcabitur
gens sancta in terra, quae indigebat eo. Non erii

aspectus ejus sicut aspeetus communis, nee timor ejus

sicut idiotae, sed erii decor ejus decor sanetUatis, ut
omnia, qui viderit eum, contempletur cum. Ver. 3.

Erit quidem contemtus, verum auferet gloriam omni-
um regum: erunt infirmi et dolentes quasi vir dolo-

ribus et infirmitatibus exposUus. Et cum subtrake-

bat vultum majestaUs a nobis, eramus dcspecU et in
nihilum reputati. Ver. 4. Propterea ipse deprecabi-

tur pro peccatis nostris et delieta nostra propter eum
dimiUenter; et nos reputati sumus vulneratv, percussi

afacie Domini et afflicti. Ver. 7 . Depreeatus est, ipse

exauditus est, et antiquam aperiret os suum, aceepius

est. Bobustos poputorum quasi agnum ad victimam

tradet, et sicut ovem, quae facet coram Umdente as, et

non erit, qui aperiat os suum in eonspectu ejus tt

loquatur verbum." One sees that this paraphrase

pretty much makes the text say the very opposite

of what it intends. The insignificant spng be-

comes the splendid, flourishing, holy nation; the

homely look of the Servant becomes an aspectus

non communis ; ver. 3, it is indeed confessed that

He will be despised, but at the same time He
will deprive kings of their fame, and by with-

drawing His countenance draw contempt to the

nation. Ver. 4. The substitutionary suffering is

transformed into intercession, and those smitten

by God are the Israelites. Ver. 7. Finally, the

Servant prays, and, before He opens His mouth,
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He is heard; the strong, however, among the

nations He sacrifices like sheep, and no one dares

to open His mouth before Him. Here the suf-

fering Messiah is directly transformed into a vic-

torious and triumphant Messiah. And it is not

in a way that makes one say the translator must
have had a different reading or have misunder-
stood. For that neither was the case appears
partly from the fact that the other ancient ver-

sions agree exactly with the Masoretic text (see

Lowth in loc.), and partly from the Paraphrast
translating quite correctly when it suits him.
But he simply substitutes a Messiah, such as He
must be according to his fancy, for the one de-

scribed in the text, by which he involuntarily

testifies, that in his day men indeed found the

information of the suffering Messiah in the pro-

phetic writing, but would not understand it

With this agrees admirably the manner in which
the disciples of Jesus received the announcement
of His impending passion (Luke ix. 45; xviii.

34). Just on this account we say, that the people

of Israel were badly prepared when the 8ervant
of Jehovah appeared in the midst of them.

Thus the Servant oame np like a sprout

before him. VjfiS is to be referred to Jehovah,
vor. 1, and not to the subject of the interrogative

clause in ver. 1. For the latter mode of expression,

even if not exactly incorrect logically, would be

very artificial. One would expect WJ.aS. The

meaning of VJD /, however, is that the Servant of
God so grew up before God according to His
counsel and will, prf' is properly " the suckling"

(xi. 8), but is here used of the tender offshoot of

a plant [" precisely like the cognate English word
meber, by which Lowth translates it."—J. A.

Alex]. flpjjV ** every where else used in the

latter sense (job viii. 16; xiv. 7} Ps. Ixil 12,

etc.). The choice of the expression here is per-

haps influenced bv the Prophet having in mind
the prophecy of xi. 1 sqg,. There he spoke of the

revirescence of the Davidic bouse reduced to an
insignificant root-stock, and how this renewing
would be by means of ** a rod of the stem of Jesse"
and *'a Branch from his roots/

1 Although he does

not use there the expression pJV, and only by the

way mentions the suckling that plays on the hole
of the adder (xi. 8), still one sees that in general
the Prophet transposes himself back into the
sphere of thought of that prophecy. Hence, more
plainly than pJV, does BhBft recall that prophecy

(corop. xi. 1-10). As a root can be said to mount
up only in the sense of sending forth a sprout or

shoot from itself, soVh&2 7JW is to be understood of
the springing up of such a root-sprout (comp. "VO
Q,
^7?' ^aD# xu ^)* A- root m &*? tpvuvd has

little hope of flourishing. This was exactly the
situation of the Davidic royal house at the time
Christ was born. When the carpenter Joseph was
necessitated by the command of Caxar Augustus
(Luke ii. 1) to betake himself from Nazareth to

Bethlehem, the house of David and his kingdom
were like a root out of dry ground ; it had no
form nor splendor, and as men looked on him
there wa» no such form that they could have plea-

sure in him (see Text, and Oram.).

Ver. 3 (see TtxL and Oram.). By what means
the Servant was brought to the state that He
ceased to be a man, is said by the words: "a
man of suffering and noted for pain."—
And aa one, before whom one veils the
face, a despised one, whom we did not re-

gard. According to Hahn, it is the countenance
of Jehovah that is hid. It is true, so far as £

know, that, often as there is mention of hiding the

countenance as a sign of mourning (2 Sam. xix.

4; Ezek. xii. 6), or of anger (Isa. liv. 8; lix. 2,

etc.), or of reverence (Ex. ill. 6) or in order not

to be seen (Exod. xiii. 46), still our text gives the

only instance of doing so in order not to see an ob-

ject of disgust. Yet this is merely an accident.

For the gesture is so natural, and so universal and
necessary, for men that there is no need of seeking

any confirmation of it in national custom. But
the context is decidedly against the view of FTahn.
For our passage only speaks of how the Servant

of God appeared to men. The outward appear-

ance of a man from whom Gcd hides His face

is by no means necessarily that of an eeee homo.

4. Surely he hath borne his mouth.
—Vers. 4-7. The Prophet leads us from the out-

ward appearance to what is inward. He shows
that this pitiable form of the Servant is not an
outside corresponding to His interior. It was not

He that drew that woful fate on Himself by His
own guilt, but, according to God's will and for

our salvation, lie bears our guilt, and He bears it

with the patience of a lamb.— J3K, "surely," is

best construed here in its simple and natural ad-^
versative meaning as in xlix. 4. As there the

Servant's hope in God's righteousness is put in

contrast with His apparent ill-success, so here to

the outward appearance of sinfulness is opposed
the inward truth of His innocence and love that

suffers for others.—This is done first by declaring

the true ground of these sufferings. They are

those that we ought properly to have borne.

Therefore He took our pains on Himself (*<n
comp Matth. viii. 17 ttapev Lev. xvii. 16 ; xx.

17, 20, etc.), and bore our sufferings (Matth. viii.

17 kfiaoTaoev). When Matth. L c refers these

words to the trouble that the Lord underwent in

healing crowds of sick-folk of every sort, it is not

thereby affirmed that only in that sense did He
bear our sufferings and pains. For the evangelist

certainly saw in the passion of the Lord the

chiefest fulfilment of our prophecy, as well as did

Christ Himself (Lnke xxii. 37) and Philip (Acts

viii. 28 sqq.) and Peter (1 Pet ii. 22 soq.). But
we learn from that citation in Matth., that we are

not to refer our passage exclusively to the passion

of the Lord. In the second half of ver. 4, the

Prophet by no means repeats merely the thoughts

to which the first half was set in antithesis. He
adds an essentially new ingredient. For while

ver. 3 only says :
*rwe esteemed Him as nothing,"

it is said in ver. 4 : but we esteemed Him
stricken, smitten of God and afflicted. In

£U1 has been justly detected an allusion to the

plague of leprosy, which in Hebrew is especially

called jfXj (Lev. xiii. 3, 9, 20 sqq. ; 2 Kings xv. 5).

At the same time one involuntarily recalls Job,

of whom his friends entertained the same opinion

that the people of Israel express about the Servant

of Jehovah (comp. ii. 9; iv. 7 ; viii. 8> sto.). The
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position of " God " between " smitten " and u
af-

flicted " intimates that both are referred to God's

doing. The Babbins reproach Christians with

proving from D'iT?K HDD that the Messiah is both

a smitten one and God. To this L'Empereub
(p. 7 of the work named above at vers. 2, 3) re-

plies to Abbabanel and Auschech in defence

of Christians, that they know very well how to

distinguish between eonvementia snd regimen (i. e.

$4. absol. and st. constr.). Wuensche calls atten-

tion to the fact, that the thought that the Servant

of God took on Himself oar guilt occurs no less

than twelve times in one chapt : viz., 1) " He bore
our sickness," ver. 4 a ; 2) " He carried our griefs,

"

ver. 4 a; 3) " He was wounded for our transgres-

sions/' ver. 5 a; 4) •' He was pierced for our ini-

quities," ver. 5 a; 5) " The chastisement of our
peace was upon Him," ver. 5 6; 6) "By His
stripes we were healed^" ver. 5 6; 7) " Jehovah
laid on Him the iniquity of us all," ver. 6 6; 8)
"For the transgression of my people He was
stricken," ver. 8 6; 9) ''When thou shalt make
His soul an offering for sin," ver. 10 a; 10) "And
He will bear their iniquity," ver. 11 6; 11) "And
was numbered with the transgressors," ver. 12 a;
12) " He bore the sins of many," ver. 12 6. From
this appears what eminent importance the Pro-
phet attaches to this thought, and how he cannot
leave off extolling this wonderful display of the
self-denying love of the Servant of God to men.
Ver. 5. The description of the Servant as pierced

and crushed, plainly intimates that the Prophet
thinks of Him as mortally hurt, which is, more-
over, confirmed by " He was cut offj" etc (ver. 8).

and by the mention of His burial (ver. 9), ana
awakening to life (ver. 10), and finally by the un-
mistakable u He hath poured out His soul unto

death" (ver. 12).—irnWj^OIT^fiO; asp does

not=vjr<5, but isnbnf, our sins and iniquities are
not the direct origin of His being pierced and
crushed, but only the indirect cause of it (Del.).

—As 1D£ or 10\ is very often used in the sense of
" to punish," and is used in particular of the pun-
ishments that God decrees against sin (comp. e.g^
Lev. xxvi. 28; Pb. xxxix. 12; Jer. x. 24; xxx.
11), we must refer ^DIO to the first half of the
verse, and must regard this being pierced and
crushed for the sake of sin as the punishment that
rests on the Servant to the salvation of His peo-

ple. For DV?tf stands here evidently on the one

hand in antithesis to the wounds and stripes, on
the other parallel with Kf^, so that the sense is

salvum esse, sahu, healing, salvation, correspond-
ing to the fundamental meaning of the word. The
second half of the verse, like the first, consists of
two members that are parallel in meaning.

Ver. 6 explains how it comes, that the Servant
of God, though innocent Himself; has yet to bear
the guilt of men. " All we," says Israel, "like
lost sheep have gone astray; we have
turned every one to his own way." No
distinction is observable here between true and
apostate Israelites. There is rather an expres-
sion of universal sinfulness. Or did the Servant of

. God appear only for the apostate ? Did, perhaps,
"the true worshippers of Jehovah" need no ex-
piation for their sins? That would be a contra-

diction of the universal Biblical view, that Paul
so emphatically utters with special appeal to Old
Testament passages (Rom. hi. 9 sou., comp. Pa.

xiv. 3 ; liii. 4 ; lsa. fix. 2 sqq.). No, Israel so
speaks in the name of all its members. And it

seems to me. that Israel has not merely its Baby-
lonian forsakenness in mind, but the total char-

acter of its moral status in all times. For it

seems to me that the words, ver. 6 a, according

to the whole context, are to be referred, not to

the outward, but to the inward condition, the
state of the heart. In fact it is of the sins of the
people that the context speaks, which the Ser-

vant is to bear. Wherein these sins consist is

stated ver 6 a, «*.. that the Israelites were all of
them wandering sheep, that had forsaken their

shepherd (comp. Num. xxvii. 17 ; 1 Kings xxiL
17 ; 2 Chr. xviii. 16), and were going their own

self-chosen way, that gratified the flesh. U73 and

the corresponding 131T7 rf*tt the Prophet utters

with the greatest emphasis. Sinners they all are,

even the prophets and the pious. Does not lsa

vi. 5 exclaim : " woe is me 1 for I am undone

;

because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell

in the midst of a people of unclean lips " ? Thus
all of them may, in a certain sense, be more or

less compared to sheep, that strayed away behind
their shepherd (comp. Num. xiv. 43, etc.), an
went their own way (lxv. 2 ; comp. xlii. 24 and
lvi. 11, where the same words are used). Of
course they were divided into misleaders and
misled (comp. Jer. 1. 6, 7 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 2 sqq.).

In feet under some conditions the Ttynn is

ascribed to the Lord Himself (lxiii. 17).

Israel, therefore, has sinned, and the Servant
of God is punished. How does that hang to-

gether? Did the Servant perhaps, accidentally

come into the domain or the evil that should
come on Israel for the punishment of its sins?

By no means. God intentionally laid on the

Servant the guilt of Israel. £1B means undoubt-

edly, "to strike, to hit against one, tmptaoere,

obvenire," in a hostile as in a friendly sense.

That is, of course, wonderful, that the sufferings

that strike the Servant of God are such as pro-

perly ought to strike us, the wandering sheep,

but which the hand of God diverts and suffers

to fall on His head. If now the object of this

procedure was not to make the iust punishment
strike the Servant for imputed guilt with the

same inward necessity with which it would have
struck the actually guilty, and, in fact, that these

guilty ones under certain conditions might be
free from punishment then I see not how the

Prophet could say: "Jehovah laid on Him
the iniquity of us all." — By that it is

surely not said that the Servant ulk Hxmttlf ex-

perience the violent death [occasioned] through

[men's] enmity against God," but that God laid

on Him the guilt of us all. What an injustice I

Who without the least fault will let himself be
loaded with the burden of another's faults to his

own ruin ? Who does not at least protest against

it with all his might by word and deed ? The
Servant of God does not protest He is dumb.

If the ideas tWJ and npjH were meant to be re-

garded as of equal value and more rhetorical
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repetition, h most read njj£ ftttn t?jj. The
placing of } before IW1 and the participle gives

the clause the character of a conditional clause

and simultaneously makes prominent the subject

fc7JJ is "wrgere," "premert." It is commonly

used in respect to violent oppressors (comp. iiL 5

12; ix. 3 and the D'itOJ of the Israelites in

Egypt, Exod. t. 6 sqq.). In respect to this

"oppression" the Servant maintains a passive

attitude. Yet there is also a certain activity on
His part *. a* bo far as He willingly submits
HimselC This is expressed by njjU fen). We
can therefore translate: He was oppressed
(the doing of another), while Ha (the doing of
the Servant) willingly submitted Hlmeelt
Hence the Niph. feUJ is a pure passive Niph*,

while HJ22 is reflexive. This willing submis-

sion is emphatically portrayed by a double figure.

But because the silent suffering of the Servant
(comp. 1 Pet ii. 28) would be made prominent
that is twice said of Him which is an index of
the patience of the sheep both in the slaughter
and the shearing, sis.. Ha did not open His
mouth.—And indeed this phrase is put before
as if it were a thesis, to be illustrated by ex-
amples, and then it follows at the close as desig-
nation of the general truth drawn from the special

facts. nt?, properly nomen vnitatis as (KX,

designates here a single, and that a male sheep,
such as was prescribed for sacrifice (Exod. xii. 5,

**&)• v!? ** tne grown mother-sheep, as lambs

were not shorn. The figure of the dumb sheep
occurs again Jer. xi. 19 also Ps. xxxviii 14, 15
(la, 14) ; xxxix. 10 (9)). In the New Testament
several passages refer to the present one : Matth.
xxvL 63 ; xxvii. 14 ; Mark xiv. 61 ; xv. 5; John
L29; Actsviii.32.

8. THE EXALTATION OF THE SERVANT TO GLORY.

Chapter LIII. 8-12.

8 He was taken from •prison and from judgment

:

And who shall declare his generation ?

For he was cut off out of the land of the living

:

For the transgression of mv people *was he stricken.

9 And *he made his grave with the wicked,

And with *the rich in his 'death

;

Because he had done no violence,

Neither was any deceit in his mouth.
10 Yet it pleased the Lord to dbruise him

;

He hath put him to grief:
4When thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin,

He shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days,

And the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in his hand.

11 °He shall see of the travail of his soul, and shall be satisfied:

By his knowledge shall fmy righteous servant justify many;
•For he shall bear their iniquities.

12 Therefore will I Mivide him a portion with the great,

And he shall divide the spoil with the strong

;

'Because he hath poured out his soul unto death:

And he was numbered with the transgressors

;

And he bare the sin of many,
And Jmade intercession for the transgressors.

* Or, away by distress andjudgment: but, etc
« Or, When his soul shall make an offering.

*they.

* Heb. was the stroke upon him.

• a rich man, when he was dead.
« vcrin/nllu break him to pieces. • After the tribulation of his soul He shall, etc.

* the righteous One, my Servant cause righteousness to many. « And.
* ckvide to him the many, And the strong will he divide as spoil.
* In lieu of his having.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 8. nrtffcP PH. only recurs again Pa. cxlili 5.

Usually ooQstraad with 3, the word is found as here

joined with the aocusatlTe of the thing Ps. cxIt. 5 ; with

the aecuaatiTe of the person addressed, aa it seems,

37

Pro?. tL SSL j?e?f)D, the JD here is causal, as J* Ter.*

6. Binoe IbS, according to xliv. 16 (comp. Ewaia, f
847 d), can certainly be used as singular, all the explana-

tions are superfluous that would refer it to the people-
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of Israel and take jyj in various tenses as in apposi-

tion with the whole 'preceding clause, or with some

ingle word of it. Henoe we may follow the MasoreU

who separate 'DJ7 JjtffiD from what precedes, and con-

Dect it with ID
1

? JNJ. Thus 'DJ? JTtfDO is to be ex-

plained according to yer. 6, and jfH according to £UJ
Ter. 4.

Ver. 9. There is not the least grammatical difficulty

about translating ]JV1 with the indefinite subject

-they" (comp. tL 10^ «*; Tiii. 4; x. 4; xlv. 32;

xviil.6; xxi.9; xxxili.20; xxxiv. 11; xlv. 24). All the

explanations that would make the subject to be the

people or God or the Servant Himself are forced and un-

necessary. The greatest difficulty is in VflM. *"" th*

ancient versions express the idea " death!" LXX

:

koX team .... rov« wXovaiov* dvrl tow 9<u*tov «vtov.

Vulg.: etdabUimpiot pro tepultura et dtvttem pro morU

sua, which Jbjlokx and Thbosokxt, understand of giring

over the Jews to the power of the Romans. Abxxxsxa,

first with a D'lDfe tf*. mentions the view, that VPD2

here as to'ftfoi Deut. xxxiii. 29 is to be taken in the
T

sense of ae/Uflcium taper iepulero erectum synonymous
with ^3p. Among moderns, Bxcx, Ewald and Boett-

CHsm(D« inftri* { 79 sqq.), have approved this view. It is

doubtless the most satisfactory according to the con-

test, and it seems almost demanded by the parallelism.

But there are grammatical objections, for 1) the word

must be pointed mn3 if it were derived from HD3
T T TT

u the height;" 2) HD3 has nowhere the meaning u grave

mound," although the Greek 0*>p6c, which means altar

and grave mound, offers an interesting parallel. As

long as the Masoretic pointing cannot be proved false

we must derive VJV33 from r^JD, though it may not

give a satisfactory sense. The predicate JjjH *nd the

object 113p we must regard as applying also to the sec-

ond member of the clause : and they gave with the

wicked his grave, and with a rich man. On the other

hand the qualification of time also extends backwards

to the first member of the clause. For it does not suit

to take O VgfjJ HK1 as an Independent clause: "and

He was with a rich man in His death," for then 7VH or
T T

K4H must follow TETp, nor does it suit to refer VTO3
only to VEty HK, because a corresponding designation

of time is wanting in the first member of the clause.

VDD3 would then answer to the )pftDl 2 Chron. xxii.

88 which denotes u when He wa$ dead," or to the DTO3,
T t

Lev. xi. 31, 32; Num. vL 7. The plural TTJftb, however,

has an analogy in Esek. xxriii. 10, where it is said

:

WOf! D'S^y 7^0 (comp. the like-meaning 'jYlDO

SSn
T
iWd. ver. 8,' and D*l6nn ^nfOD Jer. xvl. 4).

D'ftiD is the state of death consisting of a number of

particulars or degrees. Thus, as is well-known, the
Hebrew Is wont to designates relations of time and
space. The plural O'JTO is therefore the same as in

D"n "life," DniJM "the time of youth," O^n?
M age of young men," D'JD? " old age," 0^130 " »tate

•IV •••!-

of blindness." Don lO 7£, the rendering "spite

of" Is not grammatically supported. For all the pas-
sages that are cited in proof (xxxviiL 15 ; Job x. 7 ; xyi.

17 ; 1 Kings xvl. 7 comp. Ewald J 217 1 ; 222 b\ on closer
examination demand the meaning M because, on ac-

count of."

Ver. 10. The construction 'SnH VDH, not taking

Snn as equivalent to or miswritten for TIIIJ could

not in itself seem strange. For it is no uncommon

thing in Hebrew for a varb dependiug on another verb

as object, instead of being subordinated in the infini-

tive, to be co-ordinated in the same verbal form. Comp.

1IU VItfn **pU faasripttt instead of coepU kueribcrt

(Deut. i. 6), Utfp3K T?<« P"*"* puuram instead of

ptrgam quaerere (Prov. xxiii. 36); comp. Lam. liL 3;

Hos. v. 11 ; Isa. Hi. 1; Jer. xlix. 19; Zeph. iii. 7; Lam.

iTa x4*—But there occurs here the modification that

between the dependent and the governing verb there is

inserted an infinitive, that on the one hand seems to

m»ir« that co-ordinate verb superfluous, on the other

contains what the other wants, viz. : the designation of

the object, i a, the suffix. We will accordingly have to

take
,L?nn IIOl together, so that both words com-

plete one another. The Hiph. ,l
fl!n as causative con-

jugation has HOI for its object, by which the latter is

defined in respect to manner. From HtTI maybe as-

sumed a secondary form ItSn after D^K/Hi^Jer. xrt. 4;

from this would be the Hiph. lT
l?nn,aod by rejecting

the K, 'Sfin like the form 'Bj| 2 Kings xiii. 6.

(Gexsx, { lei 1). The meaning of jphf\ is doUtU, do-

lor** tentiL The Hiph. will accordingly mean M to give

a painful sensation, make painful" Thuswe read MIc

vi.13: niXiSm ^'Snn "I make painful the beating

thee;" Hos. vii.5; PD/VDTl D
,l
7fr

,Vmn " the princes

make painful heating from wine," i. «., they bring about

painful heating from indulgence in wine. Bo we may

here render MOl 'SnH ; He made painful the crush-

ing Him, i. a, He crushed, beat Him in a painful way.

D'fe?ft~Dlt i» ou*ndo posueri*. There can be no

doubt about the imperf. having the meaning of the

fuL txacU (Amos vi. 9; Job viii. 18; xxii. 13). As re-

gards the meaning of DtfK» it is certain that It means

" guilt offering" (comp. Umbbxit, Di* Sumde, Beitrag zur

ThtoL d. A. 21, 1853, p. 64 sq.). But one must not urge a

sharp distinction between it and PMQT}. We read im-

mediately after Kfrj DOVKDn, ste/certainly the Pro-

phet does not speak here according to the rules of the

theory of sacrifices. I think that the effort to accumu-

late the t sound, and to gain a likeness of sound with

O'&P was not without its influence in the choice of the

words in the little clause )V9J 0Bfc trtWV-DIt D'fr

is used In connection with offering a sacrifice Esek.

xx. 28. Comp. the New Testament phrase nWw i%w

+vxir Jno. x. 12,16,17,18; xiii. 37,38; xv. 13; Uno.
lli.16.

Ver. 1L Sd^D (aee JKiO, tte JD I would not con-

strue as causal with Dsiinson, for not the labor He en-

dured, but the inmostbeing of the Servant is the ground

of His exaltation (comp. Acts iL 24). One will have to

take JD either temporally (— $UUim pott comp. xxtv.

22; Ps. lxxiiL 20 and ^DD, a g.t Gen. xlL 1\ or locally

— to take out of the tribulation. HKT specially furors

the latter construction.—j?3fer HHS' is on instance

of the same construction as that of 'lft7\ yDn ex-

plained at ver. 10 above. It is analogous to "NK ^IVlp

xlir. lfl.

Ver. 12. For the expression DOia h pSnK there

Is only one parallel in the Old Testament, viz.: Job
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xxxix. 17, where H to Mid of the ostrich: JlS pSn |6

nj"33 M God gave it not a share in understanding." In

this, 7W2 is conceived of as a territory to be distri-

buted in which God assigned not the ostrich a pSn, a

portion. Accordingly here, too, Q'3^ moat be regarded

as a region that God divides oat: I will assign Him

I
on or in the region that consists in 0'21. Bat

then the 8ervant would only be a partaker along with

many equals. His whole reward would consist in His

not being excluded from the partition. We must notice

that ia Job the Kal Is used, while we have here the Piet

The later can have a causative meaning — make pSlT
** make, give a share,** and the prefix 3 can refer to

this substantive idea pSn and introduce just that

wherein the pSn consists^ As is well-known 3 is often

nned in making specifications (Gen. viL 21 ; ix. 2, 10, sto.,

oomp. lea. viL 4; xx. 83).——Against the explanation

of D'DWjrn* (see Exeg. and CKt), the grammatical
objection may be raised perhaps, that the nota aee.t as a
rule stands only before the definite noun. But, on the

other hand it ia to be remembered that the definite

article is often wanting, where the word as a general de-

signation is already rendered definite by the sense

(oomp. L 4; Exod. xxi. 88; Pro*, xili. 21 ; Job xiiL 26).

mj?n U Hipn, from r\^V (see LUt). The mean-

ing of the HiplL, as of the Plel Is "evacuare, tfundtre, to

empty, to pour out, flow oat." The word is need again

of the soul Ps. exit 8. TWOJ is taken by many here
T :

•

as Niph. toUraUxmm— He let Himself be numbered, al-

though elsewhere this Niph. is used as simple Passive,

Gen. xiiL 16; 2 Chron. v. 6; Boct i. 16. K1H1 is, as to

form, a departure from the dependence on nnft though

as to substance the clauses MfeO .Kim and j^D* are

just as much causal as both those that precede them.

The Hebrew shuns long chains of subordinated

clauses; it prefers parataxis to syntasis (oomp. Ewald,

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. With ver. 8 comes a transition. The Pro-
phet perceives that the Servant of God will be

released from the distress, and that from then
onward His continuance will be endless. These
words stand first like a theme. But the Servant
will not goon living on the earth among men
that live there, for, on account of the sin of the

people He is taken away oat of the land of the

living (ver. 8). They have buried Him, too,

but honorably, because He never used violence

nor deceit (ver. 9), and His destruction was only

in consequence of the divine decree. When,
now, the Lord will have made a sin-offering or

the soul of His Servant, the latter will prove to be

the head of a new generation, He will continue to

live forever, and Jehovah's counsel will be accom-
plished by Him (ver. 10). After tribulation and

necessity He will find His satisfaction; by His
in*ight He will help many to righteousness and
He will carry their guilt (ver. 11). Therefore
Jehovah will assign to Him the great multitude,

and He will divide the strong as spoil—all this as

reward for having given His life to death, having
been reckoned among transgressors, having borne
the sins of many, and continually praying for

transgressors.

2. He waa taken prosper in his hand.
Vers. 8-10. Having set forth, in what precedes,

what and hew the Servant will suffer, we are now
told whatkind ofa turningofthe scaleshall happen

after the suffering is accomplished. "WJT, found

again only Ps. cvii. 89; Prov. xxx. 16, is un-
doubtedly "wareta/io, restraint, oppression ". Hav-
ing a general meaning, the word can also mean
imprisonment, but it does not mean exclusively

confinement. DflK^n conjoined with *W£ , can only

mean judicial procedure. We may even take the
two words as a sort of hendiadys. For * oppres-
sion and judgment" is just an oppressive, violent,

unjust judicial procedure, " unrighteous adminis-
tration ofjustice ", as Dslitzsch says. I cannot

see why HpS should not mean "He is taken

away ". It means the same as in xlix. 24 (25).
As there it is asked : can the prey be taken away

from the strong? so here it is said that the Ser-

vant shall be taken away from the power of un-
righteous oppression. This is one, the negative
side of the transition. The positive side is stated

in the words : and his generation who will
think and deolare? Every thing here de-

pends on recognizing the theme-like character of

the first part of ver. 8. Then the mention of his

living on will not appear to be a "premature"
thought. *to is manifestly, as to sense, an allu-

sion to the theocratic promise, Exod. xx. 5, 6

;

Dent. v. 9, 10, and in respect to the sound an
allusion to Deut. viL 9 (" which keepeth covenant

and mercy to a thousand generations"). What-
ever may be the fundamental meaning of "to, it

any way means the yeved, the generation, and
that in various senses. From a temporal point

of view, the members of the great chain to which
one may compare the human race, or nation, are

called in with reference to the generations that

succeed one another. Hence both past (oomp.

lviii. 12; lxi. 4) and future (oomp. Exod. iii. 17;

xxiii. 14, 31, 41, etc.) generations are called Ann.
Thus there is mention of coming and going gene-

rations (Eccl. i. 4), of "another generation "(Ps.

cxix. 13), of a first, second, third, ete., generation

(Dent xxiii. 3, 4, 9). Hence "to can mean also

the present generation, contemporaries (Num.
xxxii. 13, etc?). But because every such genera-

tion has a character common to it good or bad.

the word acquires also an ethical meaning, and

designates a generation as a whole of this or that

kind. Hence the meaning, "kind, race" (Jer.

ii. 31, etc). But because a generation is always

the product of another, or also of a head of a race,

it involves necessarily the idea of descent, pos-

terity. Hence to the people of Israel may be

said "your generations ", ue., your coming pos-

terity (Lev. xxiii. 23), or: " to you and your pos-

terity" (DD'rmS IK toS, Num. ix. 10). But

the total of the generations of posterity can be

comprehended as a whole, and this whole be called

to. Comp. Ps. xxii. 31, where 1H in this sense

stands between JPt and "tyj
U$; Ps. lxxi. 18.

And such is the meaning of the word here (LXX.
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ytvca avrov, Vulg. omeratio e/a*). " His gene-
ration" are those descended from him conceived
as a unit. This is the meaning of*^ in ver. 10.

Therefore the words :
" As shall see his seed, he

shall prolong his days" is not empty repetition,

but explication of the particular intimated in the
theme of the discourse. According to the most
ancient Old Testament representations, as found
in the Pentateuch, there is no continued living

in the world beyond. Hence, excepting long life

on earth, posterity is for each person the highest

wish and happiness. Without posterity, to die

is the same as to be condemned. Numerous,
measureless posterity means the same as ever-

lasting life. Hence the lawgiver threatens those

that transgress Jehovah's commandments with
visitation on children in the third and fourth de-

gree, thus extinction in the third or fourth gene-
ration. On the contrary he promises those that

keep the commandments, that the IvORD will be
gracious to them to a thousand generations (Exod.
xz. 5, 6). The Prophet's thought here connects

with this representation, and hence he uses Ita,

and not JHJ. To him whom men thought to ex-

terminate, the Lord promises W, posterity, a
race that shall descend from him, but of a pecu-
liar kind, as appears from what follows (" for he
is taken away," etc ). Who is able to think out
and deolaxe the manner of this raoe?—For
theideas" tothink and to declare" bothlieinTVfer.

It is a poetic word, belonging to higher and choice
style, that is nsed partly of meditative contempla-
tion (Ps. lv. 18; lxxvii. 4, 7, 13; cxix. 15, 23, 27,

48, etc.), partly of uttering the thoughts (Ps. lxix.

18, coiop. Prov. vi. 22).

When a man is dead he is past begetting pos-
terity. But it is otherwise with this wonderful
Servant of God. Hence the natureof His posterity

is so inexplicable, because He will have it after

He is cut off from the land of the living. TO (see

List) is " to cut, » " to hew," both * to cut through"
(1 Kings iii. 25 sq.; 2 Kings vi. 2), and "to ait
off," "to sunder" (2 Chr. xxvi. 21), always, how-
ever, with the secondary idea of cutting off sharp
or smooth. "Land of the living " is the earth,
the dwelling-place of men in the flesh (Deut xii.

1 ; xxzi. 13; 1 EingB viii. 40), and stands in an-
tithesis to Sheol, the dwelling of the departed, the
shades (corap. Job xxviiL 13; Pa.xxvii. 13; Jer.
xi. 19 ; Ezek. xxvi. 20 ; xxxiL 23 sag. ). Why He
was so clean cut offfrom the land or the living the
Prophet states in words that recall vers. 4, 5. We
have already remarked that the Prophet surpris-
ingly often and certainly on purpose repeats the
thought that the Servant must die for the sin of
His people. On aooonnt of the ain of my
people is a plague to Him. It must be remem-
bered that JMJ (used especially Lev. xiii, xiv. of

the •' plague of leprosy ") beside the meaning of
divine punitive judgment, includes that of lepro-
y.—The Prophet also gives intimation concern-
ing the burial of the Servant But it is obscure.
One gets the impression as if the persons that at-
tended the last stage of the Servant's earthly his-
tory were confused in the Prophet's view. We
cannot be surprised if the Prophet sees forms and
scenes whose nature and meaninghe does not him-
self understand. But still his delineation always
appears correct to those who are able to test it by

the fulfilment. Here we might say that he saw
the wicked, in whose company the Servant ofGod
died, so near together with the rich man in whose
grave he was laid, that he construes the relation

of all these persons as fellowship with reference to
the burial. Yet we do not know where the two
malefactors were buried with whom the Lord was
crucified. For that they were buried we may de-
finitely conclude from Jno. xix. 31, and from
what Josephus says of the care of the Jews for
the burial even of those who were capitally pun-
ished ("so as also ... to take down and bury those
crucified before the setting of the sun," BdL iud.
iv. 5, 2). But if they were buried near the place
of execution, then their grave was near to that of
the Lord, and thus in general the Prophet's rep-
resentation appears correct. DM undoubtedly

means * with " also in a local sense (comp. Gen.
xix. 33; Lev. xix. 13; Job fi. 13; Jud5.1v. 11 ;

1 Kings ix. 26). ^ He is buried with a rich man
that lies in the rich man's grave, as much as He
is buried with the wicked, who has His grave near
theirs. F. Philippi, whom Deutzsch quotes,
has justly remarked that the honorable burial
with a rich man makes "the beginning of the
glorifying (of the Servant) that begins with Hla
death.*' He receives sucn a burial after severe
suffering and a shameful death, beccnm (see TboeL

and Oram.) Ha need no Tiolenoe nor was
gnlle in Hla month. Similar language is found
Job xvi. 17. Don and HD^O are foundconjoined
as here, Zeph. L 9. "But Jehovah wan
pleaaed to emit* Him painfully " does not
begin a new thought, but connects closely with
what precedes, and forms a conclusion. uwhen
thou shalt have made His eonL" begins a
new chain of thought : the Servant is buried with
a rich man because He had done no wrong, but
only Jehovah had decreed to crush Him. The
honor put upon the Servant therefore had its

pound 1) in that He had done nothing bad, 2)
in that His suffering was only in consequence of
a divine decree. Quilt and punishment were in
themselves something quite foreign to the sinless

One ; independentofthata divinedecreewould im-
pose on Him the crushing load ofsickness, of pain.

What is subject in the words DtfK D'ffn DM
>tf°J ? As the suffix in itfBJ can only relate to
the Servant He cannot be the subject but onl

y

either "soul" or Jehovah. To take the people
as subject (Hofmann) is forced and without
ground in the context, though I cannot urge
against the view that the people are here the
speakers. For they cease to speak, ver. 6. From
vers. 7-10 the Prophet speaks. If "soul" be
taken for subject (as by most expositors: Mau-
rkb, Umbbeit, Stckr, Hknostknbbbo, V. F.
Okhler, Ebrarp, Dxutbsch, etc), several ob-
jections appear. First of all it is an unusual
mode of expression to say the mml has brought a
sin-offering. If that points to an antithesis in
Himself, one cannot understand why just the soul
should be elevated into antithesis to spirit or
body. But if " His soul " is as much as to say,
" He Himself as contrasted with others," still it

must be said what He offered in sacrifice. For if
He brought any sort of offering that another also
could bring, then that is nothing that deserves to
be made prominent But if it would be intimated
that He sacrificed what others could not. vis-,
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Hmmtfa then that needs to be expressly said.

Many, indeed, (Stixr, Hahk, ate.), suppose that
this idea is contained in the words themselves

;

for if the Servant, in so far as He is a living soul,

makes a sacrifice, then He givesJust Himself as a
living soul away unto death. But that is bv no
means a necessary consequence. For then D'fetf)

IBtoi DtfK would only be another way of writing
DBte D'fc^. But would these words imply that

He offered Himself? V. F. Okhler urges this

very tellingly against Hbhostshbebo, Stieb,
Hahh, but overlooks the (act that be condemns
his owq view. For he gets the " soul " as subject

from the context, while the others would take it

from the words themselves. But that jiist the

chief thing remains unsaid, is against his view as

it is against theirs. Or is 0*0 the same as " to set

one's *lf," at Knobel would have, appealing to

Eaek. xxiii24; 1 Sam. xv. 2; 1 Kings xx.12?

But in the places cited D'fe is used causativelyaB

"to make a station, take a station." And this

causative use requires that an object beside that

which is inherent be not named. How would one

combine DBftt with that inherent object? In short,

if 18toJ is subject, then it is not said what the

Servant brings as a sin-offering, and one cannot
understand why the Prophet did not write simply

trer .—I believe (with Hofmakh and Delttzsch

in their earlier editions, and with Hitzig, bat in

another sense than his) that Jehovah is subject

The abrupt change of person need give no sur-

prise. We have already had many examples of

how common this is to the language in general,

and to Isaiah in particular. Comp. ii. 6 ; xiv.

80 ; xxxiii. 2, 6; xli 1; xlii. 20; xlv. 8, 21 ; lii.

14. Already in ver. 6, '' Jehovah laid on Him
the iniquity of us all," says that Jehovah gave up
His Servant that He might take on Himself the

guilt and punishment of the sinful people. Es-

sentially the same is ssid in the words * He was
pleased to smite Him painfully." For that this

means here a smiting to death and not mere sick-

ness as some would nave it, is as certain as that

the cause of this death was the sin of the people

(ver. 8 *&J? JNCto). But, it is replied, the expia-

tion is offered to God, he does not perform it him-
self. That is true. But for this reason it is still

possible that God may provide the beast of sacri-

fice, as in the case of Abraham, Gen. xxii 8, 13.

The Prophet, indeed, did not know how that

could happen. But we, who see the prophecy in

the light of its fulfilment, do know (Jno. iii. 16;

2 Cor. v. 21 ). According to this exposition we can

understand why the Prophet did not avoid the

abrupt change of person. Had he written D^
instead of D'frfl, undoubtedly the Servant would

have been taken for subject of the clause. Just

that He would avoid, and therefore speaks of Je-

hovah in the second person in spite of His being

before and afterwards spoken of in the third per-

son. But death shall not swallow up the Ser-

vant of God. He shall be taken from " oppression

and judgment" (ver. 8), and become the progen-

itor of a new race. For here the Prophet con-

nects back with the thought of ver. 8, that was put

first as the theme. . Here, too, we learn what we

aretounderstandby^ofver.8. Seod,poateri-

St shall the Servant ma •.—There underlies
e expression, and also the following: Ha shall

prolong His daws, primarily theOld Testament
representation of life. vk~ that the life-necessity
of the pious is satisfied by a long life on earth
(comp. "that thy days may be long" Exod. xx.
12; Dent iv. 40; xxii 7, etc) and numerous
posterity. But he that has these lives to see
children's children (Gen. 1. 23 : Job xlii 16 ; Ps.
exxviii 6). Yet, though the Prophet's thought
has this connection, it is in the nature of the Ser-
vant ofGod that the Old Testament letter must in
Him be fulfilled in a higher sense. His posterity
comes not by fleshly generation, but bv a life-com-
munication of another sort How this will be the
Prophet does not say. But we can perceive from
nrotoP 'D "who will thinkand declare," ver. 8, that
he treats here of a life, and answering to it also,

of a communication of life of a high and wonder-
ful kind. But the 8ervant of God will do more
than merely live and communicate life. He will
also work and create. What was pleasing to God

(X§D comp. xliv. 28; xlvi 10), His counsel and
will, shall find its realisation by the hand of the
Servant (comp. liv. 17; xlviii. 15; lv. II).

3. Ha shall saa transgrsssors, vers.

11, 12. In lii. 18-15 God was the speaker; liii.

1-6, the people of Israel speak ; 7-10 the Prophet
speaks. The concluding word is put again into
the mouth of God Himselt Also in their con-
tents vers. 11, 12, have a great resemblance to
lii 18-15 as we shall see. Only in lii 13 and
in liii. 11 is He that is the subject of the whole
prophecy named by His honorable title, and both
times the form is my Servant This my ex*
presses high honor. Not men, but God Himself,
with His own mouth, applies to the Servant this

honorable title here at the culmination of this

prophecy relating to Him.—Ver. 11 connects
with what precedes, and continues the description
of the ascent from lowliness to highness. The
tribulation was night, in which one saw nothing
(comp. i 10). The seeing shows that it grows

light (see Tact, and Gram, on SojTO). It is pos-
sible that the Prophet combines both construe^
tions [the temporal and the local meaning of

JO, rig. "after and away from out of the tribula-

tion of His soul He shall see"], which we are
not able to reproduce in our language. Is 1JUH3
oogniUomd or cogniUo suat I believe with most
expositors that the former is meant. For the
latter only Mai. ii 7 can be quoted ; and there it

is doubtful whether we ought to render contervanU

or euModiuni oognUumem, As the lips are not the
seat of knowledge, the latter is more probable,
and then the sense would be : the mouth of the
priest must reprove those that depart from right

knowledge. Bat then fljn is not doctrine, but
knowledge. And so also in our text the assured
meaning "copntiio," therefore in the passive
sense "cognitw tut" is to be preferred. Without
knowledge, indeed, there is also no faith (Bom.

x. 14).—p'TO is "as a righteous man." jTTOn

is causative Hiph. : " to prepare righteousness ;"

hence the construction with 7. As the one that

has the righteousness. He can be the means of
others obtaining it. Here, also, the Prophet can
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hardly have understood the deep import of his

words. For we cannot assume that he had a
clear knowledge that the "righteousness that

avails with God" would be alone in the posses-

sion of Him who acquiied it by His blood (Rom.

iii. 21-26).—D^S, " to many," answers to the

New Testament role iroUolc («. g. Matth. xx. 28:

comp. 1 Tim. ii. 4; Rom. v. 18, where for oi

irolXol is simply irdvrtc). It expresses the ma-
jority, the great mass, compared with which sin-

gle exceptions vanish, and in so far it is almost

the same as "totality." S3D' DJW, He will
bear their iniquities, cannot relate to that
'' bearing" that consists in sufferings in the place
of others (ver. 4). For we are here in the con-
dition of glory. Hence * to bear" here can only
relate to that priestly bearing that the Mediator
accomplishes hy the ever-continued presentation

of His merit before God (Heb. vii. 25). It is

identical with " He will make intercession for

the transgressor," ver. 12.

Ver. 12. |3 7 introduces a concluding inference

from what precedes. But what was previously
represented (lii. 14, 15; liii. 8, 10. 11) as a suita-

ble transition from bad to good appears now
directly as a reward, and the situation of ver. 12.

into which the Servant is translated as a reward
for His suffering, appears as that of a ruler.

For a great territory and glorious snoil are given
Him. The first clause may be rendered: There-
fore I will assign Him a part that shall consist

of the many (see Text, and Cham.). Therefore
the many themselves (taking the word in the
same sense as in ver. 11), or the totality, shall

make the region, in the assignment of which
shall consist the Servant's reward. The render-
ing: *I give Him a part among the great," is

not at all exactly conformed to the passage in

Job. In Job 3 marks the region on which or

of which a share is given ; but this explanation

takes 3 as marking the fellowship that the Ser-

vant is to share. If it be urged against our ex-
planation that He that gets the whole cannot be
said to get a partj it may be replied, that, in an-
tithesis to the single parts, the whole, i. e. the
highest power over all single parts, can be as-

signed to one. Ii is a result of this highest power
when He that is entrusted with it on His part
takes in hand the distribution of the individual
parts of the spoil to His subjects. This is the
meaning of the following words, which speak no
more of a share that the Servant receives, but of
the shares He distributes. This second clause

'U1 D«Dtt;r-nio has a parallel in Prov. xvi. 19:
" Better is it to be of an humble spirit with the
lowly than to divide the spoil with the proud

"

(0'IU-nK bty p*?nO). According to that we
should translate here: *<and with strong men
will He divide spoil." But against this are to
be urged the same considerations that we urge
above (see Text, and Oram.) concerning the first

clause. Who equals the Servant of God in meritT
Whose reward shall equal His? Who are the
strong that, as His peers, may divide the spoil
with Him ? It is true that D'DXtjr/lK can mean

:

with the strong, and that in the sole parallel pas-

sage PK does mean " with." But mutt it mean
"with?" And thai too when "wOa" gives an
unsuitable meaning, and the sign of the accusa-
tive, on the contrary, a very suitable one? And
the latter is the case when we remember that
there is also living and human spoil (comp.
Judg. v. 30; Zech. ii. 12, 18). Prisoners may
be used as slaves or sold. So here it can be said
that the Servant of Jehovah will make booty of
the strong, and distribute them among His own.
But then "the strong" must be understood not
only as belonging to the corporeal sphere, bat
also to the spiritual The choice of expressions

in these clauses (D'21 and WW*? and pta) axe
intended to recall the passages in the Pentateuch
that promise to the Israelites victory over the)
" many and mighty nations" that inhabited Pa-
lestine before them (comp. Deut. iv. 38 ; vii. 1,
17; ix. 7; xi. 23; Josh, xxiii. 9). [The Au-
thor's defence of his construction of the first two
clauses of ver. 12 is enough to make one sensible
of its difficulty, and prepare one to agree with
J. A. Alex., when, after noticing the construc-
tion as presented by others, he says: "It is bet-
ter, therefore, to adopt the usual construction,
sanctioned by Calvin, Gbbenius and Ewald,
which supposes Him (the Servant) to be described
as equal to the greatest conquerors. If this is
not enough, or if the sense is frigid, as Martini
alleges, it is not the fault of the interpreter, who
has no right to strengthen the expressions of his
author by means of forced constructions. The
simple meaning of the first clause is that He
shall be triumphant; not that others shall be
sharers of His victory, but that He shall be as
gloriously successful in His enterprise as other
victors ever were in theirs."

—

Tk.J
)JI nnn ["in lieu of this that," efc.] reaches

back to what in ver. 11 has already served as a
premise for the conclusion "therefore." efc, with
which ver. 12 begins. So that there is a succes-
sion of links here also (comp. on vers. 4, 5).
The Prophet would manifestly recapitulate bjr
the words that follow what is of chief moment in
the meritorious, representative suffering ; a fresh
proof of the high importance he attaches to this
suffering. That the Servant was numbered
with transgressors has not before been men-
tioned, although it is implied in the statements
of vers 5-8, and especially in " they made His
grave with the wicked," ver. 9. Comp. Mar. xv.
18; Luke xxii. 37.—He bore the sin of
many stands related to *He bore our sickness/*
ver. 4, and the kindred expressions that follow,
as the root to the fruits. One is reminded here
of 2 Cor. v. 21, and still more, even to the sound
of the words, of Heb. ix. 28. In the last clause

JTJOH, Hiph., has the same sense of "to pray,
to intercede," that we had to maintain for the
Kal in xlvii. 3 (comp. lix. 16). As in ver. 11,
the enumeration of what the Servant will do as
priest after His exaltation stops with '* He will
near their iniquities," so here the enumeration
of what He did as a priest in His humiliation
concludes with the mention of His work of inter-

cession. But it is to be noted that it is not said
£'JO?!, but 27p\ The reason for this seems to

be that the Prophet understands the intercession
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in the same sense as at the end of ver. 11. He
means the lasting intercession that the Mediator

makes for us on the ground of His sacrificial

death. This had indeed begun already in His
state of humiliation ; the very ones that put Him
to death were the first for whom He prayed while

dying (Luke xxiii. 34). But since then He in-

tercede* forever for us all. That He can do this

is the abiding fruit of His once dying on the

cross. Hence the Prophet concludes his enume-

ration with the imperfect.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On lii. 13—liii. 12. "This chapter, that

has already silenced so many scoffers, and led so

many honest doubters to believe, when they com-
pared the prophecy with the fulfilment, and when
the wonderful agreement with the history of the

suffering, death and resurrection of our Redeemer
shone upon them so glorious and clear—this

master-piece from the armory of God, whose
power unbelieving Israel even at this day fears

so much that it has gone on omitting it from its

vearly selections from the prophets for the weeks,

but in doing so has given powerful testimony

against itself and for the truth of the gospel—
this chapter is a precious jewel of onr Bible/'

Axenfeld, Der JProph. Je*., A Lecture, 1870, p.

60 sq.

2. On Hi. 13. In the Midnuch Tanchuma, Fol.

63, c. 3, 1, 7 it reads: J?
DTH rnte} ^D n?

mtfn \dkSd to roj) neteo Kini urna*. i. «.,-T- "-til- !• -t* v • v: TT I-' '

this is the King Messiah, He will be higher than
Abraham, and raise Himself up more than Moses
and be exalted above the angels of the ministry.

On this Wuensche I. c. remarks p. 42 :
" This

passage is additionally important from the fact

that it teaches the doctrine of the sublimity of

the Messiah, so strongly opposed by the later

Jews. He rises above all created being; even
the angels of the ministry may not be compared
with Him in respect to their dignity and rank.'

1

3. On lii. 14. It is remarkable that the church

in fhe times of persecution before Constantine,

conceived of the bodily form of the Lord as ugly

:

(Clem. Alex. Paedag. HI. 1. t6v Kbpiov alrrbv

t#v btyiv a\«xpv* yeyorivat 6/a 'Koatov rb irvevpa

fiaprvpel. Obigen, (7. dele. VI. : dfiofoyovfitvoc

ytypairrai nepl rov SwreiSkc yeoyvfoat tov 'Itpov

c&fia) ; the secularized church of the Middle Age
conceived ofHim as a form of ideal beauty (comp.
the description of the form of Jesus in Nicb-
phorus Calusti L. II. c. 7, and in the letter of

the Pseudo-Lentulus, comp. Herz. R. Ene.
VIII. p. 292 sqq., Delttzsch Jesus and HUUl,
1865, p. 4) ; the church of the Reformation took

a middle course :
" It is quite possible that some

may have been as beautiful in body as Christ
Perhaps some have even been more beautiful

than Christ. For we do not read that the Jews
wondered at the beauty of the Lord." Luther.

4. On liii. 4, 5. " JustinMartyr (Apol. I. c.

54) sees in Asklepios, the physician that healed

all diseases, a type of Christ parallel to that of

the Servant who bears our sickness." Edward
Mueller, "Parallels to the Messianic prophecies

and types of the Old Testament from Greek an-

tiquity" (Jahrbb.f. Klass. PhiloL v. Fleckeiseh
VIU. Supplem.-Bd.lHft.v.b).

6. On liii. 4-6. The peculiarity of V. Hof-
mann's doctrine of the atonement seems to me to

have its root in this, that he distinguishes a two-

fold wrath of God against sinful humanity, viz.,

'' how God is angry with sinful humanity that is

destined to be brought back again into love-fel-

lowship with Him. and how He is angry with

those who refuse obedience to His work of salva-

tion." (Sdttttoachriften fur tine neue Weiae die

oHe Wohrheit *u Lehren III. Stuck, Noerdlingen,

1869, p. 13 sq.). " In both instances His anger

is an enmity of the holy Living (One) against

sin that delivers the sinner to death. But in the

one case it delivers him to death in order to re-

deem him out of it, in the other case that he
may remain in it. Had God not intended to

save mankind, then the death to which He delivered

those first created would hate been complete and en-

during." There appears to roe to be a contradic-

tion in this. For first it is said, that had God not

intended to redeem mankind, then the first pair

had been delivered to complete and enduring

death. And then it is said, that the wrath of God
does so deliver the one that is disobedient to His
work of salvation over to death that he abides in

it. Thus eternal death appears at one moment
as punishment for sin in itself, and at another as

punishment for rejecting the work of salvation.

That God did not deliver over to complete and

enduring death tne first pair and their descen-

dants was then merely because' He had formed

the purpose to redeem mankind. Therefore one

would still think that what the Redeemer suf-

fered made it possible for the divine righteous-

ness to remit to men the complete and abiding

death. Consequently, one might still think that

Christ, by His death had given the divine right-

eousness an equivalent for the •'complete and

abiding death * of mankind. But according to

Hofmann, such is not the case. For he asserts

that the wrath of God delivers to abiding death

only those that refuse obedience to His work of

salvation. For this reason Christ did not bear

the torments of damnation. Indeed for this rea-

son a redemption from eternal death is neither

possible nor necessary. For those that do not ac-

cept the work of salvation cannot be redeemed

from eternal death at all, while those that do ac-

cept need not to be redeemed, because eternal

death belongs in fact only to those that do not

accept the work of salvation. There we have I

think a etrcuhti vitioeus. In view of the redemp-

tion, the first pair and their descendants are not

punished with the eternal death that their sin in

itself deserves, but only with corporeal death.

But the Redeemer does not die in order to redeem

men from eternal death, for the latter is suddenly

only the consequence of unbelief in the work of

salvation. Bnt the Redeemer dies to redeem

men from that punishment which was laid on

them as a mitigated sort in viem of the redemp-

tion. For Christ was only subjected to that anger

with which God was anpy at those who were

destined to a re-entrance into His fellowship of

love, not to that "which abides on those who are

disobedient to the grace of God." L c p. If.

Consequently one would think Christ only re-

deemed us from bodily death. And yet from
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that we are not redeemed. Hofmann says, in-

deed: "we do not abide in it" (p. 51). It is

true, the redeemed do not abide in it bat that

is only for the reason that they are also redeemed
from eternal death. For were the latter not the

case, then the bodily death would only be a
transit to what is worse, i. c, to eternal death.

Therefore eternal death is the punishment, not

only of not believing inredemption, but of sin in

general. But Christ redeemed us from sin and
its punishment generally, and not merely from
what remained of the punishment that, with
reference to the redemption, was from the first

remitted to us.

6. On liii. 4. ''Hie est articulus justificationis,

credere Christum pro nobis possum, sicut Paulus
quoaue dicit: Christus est foetus maledictum pro
nobis. Neque enim satis est, nosse, quod Christus

sit passus, sed, sicui hie dicit, credenaum etiam est,

quod nostros languorcs tulerit,quod non pro se,neque

pro suit peccatis sit passus, sea pro nobis ; quodulos
morbos tulerit, Hlos doiores in se reciperit, quos nos

oportuit pati. Atque hune locum qui rede tenet, tile

summam Chridianismi tenet. Ex hoc enim loco

Paulus tot epistolas, tot sententiarum et consolationum

fiumina hausU"—'' Christianus quasi in alio mundo
coltocatus neaue peccata neque merita aliqua nosse

debet Quoasi peccata se habere sentit, adspiciat ea,

non qualia sint in sua persona, sed qualia sxnt in ilia

persona, in quam a Deo sunt eonjecta, hoe est videat,

qualia sint non in se nee in conscientia sua, sed in

Christo, in qao expiata et detricta sunt. Sic fid, ut

habeat purum ae mundum cor ab omni peecato per

fidem, quae credit, peccata sua in Chrtsto victa et

prostrata esse," Ltjtheb,
7. On liii. 4. "We have many wrath and fire

mirrors of the just God, how He thunders and
lightens on account of sin ; such as the flood, Gen.
vii. ; Sodom and Gomorrah, Gen. xix. ; Pharaoh
and all his, Ezod. xiv. But what are all those

to this, that God so dreadfully racked and smote
His only begotten Son, the highest and infinite

good, that a stone in the ground might have
lamented, and even the hard rocks aid rend
asunder on account of it at the time of His suf-

fering? 1' Cramzr.
8. On liii $.

u mirabUe genus medidnae, ubi
medians aegrotat, ut aegrotis sanitatem efferat."—
" Medico occiso sanati sumus. Quit unquam audivit

taliat"—" Tola vita Christi cruxfuit et martyrium,
et tu quaeris gaudiumt"—Omni dtiigentia atque
vigilantia caveamus, ne vulneret diabolusquod sonar
vit Christus." Auousrar. " Est jucundusima con-

solatio: Iwores vpsius sunt nostrum emplastrum.
Atqui nos meriU eramus livores et ipsi debebatur
sanitas. Si quis ergo sanitatem optat, Me non suam
eastigaUonem et crueem eonsiderd, sed tantum respir

dot in Christum et credat, turn sanabitur, hoe est,

habebit justitiam etemamJ' Ltjtheb.
9
;
Onlni.6. Sin isolates men, because its princi-

ple is egoism. Every one accordingly makes him-
self a centre, around which all must revolve. But
by this we lose the true, all-controlling, right guid-
ing centre, and are as stars that are become ex-
centric, that must finally dash to pieces on one
another.—" Redimit prdiose, pascit taute, ducit sol-

Utile, coUocat sccurV Eerxhabd of Claibvattx.
10. On Hit 6. God laid on Him the sin of us

all. That is the great enigma of the Christian
doctrine of atonement It is the point thai for so

many is a stone of stumbling, since it appears as
if God outwardly and arbitrarily transfers the
guilt of men to One, who, Himself innocent, has
no inward, real relation whatever to the guilt of
another. And this is verily one of the mysteries

of Christian doctrine. The Lord says: "Except
a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it

abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth

much fruit,
1' John xii. 24. And Paul says:

" Know ye not that so many of us as were 'bap-

tized into Jesus Christ, were baptized into His
death?" And in the same connection he savs:
" Knowing this that our old man is crucified with
Him. that the body of sin might be destroyed,

that henceforth we should not serve sin. For he
that is dead is freed [justified : Marg.] from sin,"

Bom. vi. 3, 6\ 7. It is true, Christ stood alone in
death, and though hehad theimputed sin, the orga-
nic connection of our sin with Him was wanting.
But in the sequel He suddenly stands as the
ceutre of a great complex of fruit By baptism
we are all baptized into Him, and in fact such as

we are by nature, with our old Adam and all its

sins. Yet now Paul savs that our old man is

crucified with Christ in baptism. Therefore he
assumes thatwe men are in the sequel transposed
into the communion of the death of Christ, and
that our justification rests on the fact that we
have actually died with Christ. Still it will be
said that this itself is an enigma ; that one can as
little solve one riddle by another, as cast out one
devil by another. But perhaps the new enigma
still shows where we must direct our inquiring
thoughts in order at last to find the solution.

11. On liii. 8. " Innocent Lamb of God, yes.
Thou shalt have seed : as long as the sun con-
tinues Thy name shall extend to posterity (Pa.

lxxii. 17). Out of anguish and out of the judg-
ment hast Thou come, and who will declare to
the end the extent of Thy life ? 'The lion that
is of the tribe of Judah, the root of David has
overcome, to open the book and to break its seven
seals.

1 Now they sing to Thee a new song, and
Thine whom Thou hast bought with Thy blood
say eternally: 'Worthy is the Lamb that was
slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom,
and strength, and honour, and glory, and bless-

ing. And every creature (says the seer) which
is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the
earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are
in them, heard I saying, Blessing, and honour,
and glory, and power, be unto Him that aitteth

upon the throne, ana unto the Lamb for ever
and ever.

1 n Tholuck.
12. On liii. 9.

u
Sepetiri se passus est Dominvs

1) ut sobbatum redemtionis responderd sabbato

creationis, quod Mius typutfuit; 2) ut testaretur, si

non olofikvoc sed bvrocfuisse mortuum. Undo Teb*
TUixiA2rTJ8 rede: non sepultus esset, nisimortuus;

3) ut sepulcra nostra consecrard in soi/wr^pta eon*

tact* corporis ipsius sanctissimi sandificata (Jes.

xxvii. 19 ; IviL 2) ; 4) ut praefigurard quietam

nostram spvriiualem ab operibus camis (Heb. iv. 9,

10)." FoERSTER.
13. On liii. 9. "Christ can boast both sorts of

innocence, vwl, causae and personam For He suf-

fers in the greatest innocence, and is above that

innocent through and through in His whole per-

son and nature, to the end that He might restore

what He took not away (Ps. lxix. 4). For we
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ought to have such an high priest (Heb, vii.

26^-Cramkb.
r V

14. On liii. 10. "Hupts mcrificu expiatorii qua-
law sunt prwOtgia: 1) est propitiate pro totius
WMtndi peeeatU (1 Jno. ii. 2); 2) in hoe idem est

6 *poojkpv> koI 6 wpocftpdfuvoc (Ephes. t. 2); 8)
eMwncwmsemelquekmtum oblatum{Heb.ru. 27);
4) hoe vmco wcnfido Ckristus eonsummavit in eter-

wameoe, qui eanttjfieant*r (Heb, x. 14).—Fokr-
SJTKR.

Id. On liii. 11. "Christ makes righteous not
by ccmmniiicating His essential righteousness,
bnt by commnnicating His merit For He bears
their sins. The means, however, by which this
righteousness comes to ns is His knowledge that
consists in troe saying faith." "Pint est credere
Christo. quam deliqume saeculo."— Ambrosb.
" JueHfieai mmUoe agnitione stii."—-Cbjlmxb.

16. On liii. 11. (jTTO). "PuLToD^rsp.X.n.,
862, d. e*, describes the righteous man, who, in
purest and complete** exercise of virtue, uncon-
cerned about the opinion of the world and the
outward effects of his conduct, on his own part
only reaps infamy and shame, suffering and abuse
of every sort for his righteousness, and yet, un-
swervingly pursuing his aim, most cruelly racked,
and tormented, bound, robbed of eyesight by the
rudest violence, remains ever true to himself and
at last suffers tne most infamous and cruelueath
as the reward of his virtue, the death of the
cross." Ed. Mueller, 2. c~p. 11. Comp. Doel-
Lixger, Heidenthum und tihristenthum, 1857, p.
800.

17. On liii. 12.
u Let even the hardest stone

strive against the Lord Christ all must still be-
come vain pottery that dash themselves against
Him, as it is written: 'Whosoever shall fall on
this stone shall be broken ; but on whomsoever
it shall fall, it will grind him to powder 9 (Matth.
xxi. 24). And as Luther says: • Therefore
Christ says, also; Good people do not brush
against me, let me be the rock, and do not get
into conflict with me ; for if not, then I say for
certain, I am a stone, and will not be afraid of
jugs because they have biff bellies, and which,
the more they are swelled out, are the easier
shattered and the easier to hit.' My good Saul,
it will go hard for thee to kick against the goads,
said the Lord Christ to Saul, and although he
resisted, he had still to yield. For as it is writ-
ten : even the strong shall he have for a prey."—
Tholuck.

HOMTLETICAL HINTS.

1. On Hi. 13-liii. 12. The suffering of our do-
rifkd Lord Jesus, how I., it is not recognised; IL,
yet is carried out; III., glorified 11

. Gotfried
Arhou>, Ev. Botschafi der HerrlichheU Oottes, 4
Au/L, p. 388 sqq.

2. On liii. 1-5. "Concerning the various re-

ception of the word of the cross by men." C. F.
Harttmajt, Fassionspredigten, Heilbronn, 1872,
p. 169.

8. On liii. 1.
ul%e mount Golgotha, l)Ascene

for the display of unbelief and belief. The
rulers of the people, the mass, of the people, the
one murderer give evidence of unbelief ; the mo-
ther of Jesus and the other women, together with
John, the Centurion, the thief were believing.

But the greatest example of faith is given bv the
Son of God Himself, who is called a beginner
and finisher of our faith. 2. A place where the
arm of the Lord is revealed to us."—Hjlbtt-
maxn, Z. &, p. 277.

4. On liii. 1. Concerning (he reason* for the bad
reception men owe the word of the cross. 1) One
cannot fruitfully consider it, if one does not recog-
nize his own ruin. 2) It shows us our profound
inability to help ourselves. 8) There is involved
in it the obligation to die with Christ 4) It is

treated In such a frivolous and common-place
manner".—Harttmajtk, L c, p. 109. "The
grand turning point in the race of Adam and the

new brad". Gaupp, Prakt. Theol., L Vol., p.
509. "How the suffering and death of Christ are
the Greatest thing that has ever occurred tnthe history

of the world. For 1) It is the neatest wonder; 2)
it is a work of the last necessity; 3) it is a work
of the highest love ; 4) it is a work of the great-
est blessing". Pfetffer, in Month. Qaben u. ein
G. IlL Jahrg., P- 248.

6. On liii. 4 sqq. "How can the suffering of
death by an innocent One, bring salvation to the
guilty? 1) If the righteous One freely sacrifice

Himself for the guilty. 2) If His sacrifice is an
adequate payment for the guilt of the other. 3)
If the guilty uses the freedom from punishment
that has been obtained to the salvation of his
soul". HxRBiG,.tn Maneh. Qaben «• eta GL
1868,n.266.

6. On liii. 4, 5. "Concerning the justifying

and saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, that espe-

cially in a dying person must appear flourishing

and strong. 1) How one must press on to it through
conflict 2) How it is afterwards full of power,
life, peace, righteousness, salvation, blessedness."

Rieger H. C. SuperinL in Stuttgart, Funeral Ser-

mons, 1870, p. 187.

7. On liii. 3 sqq. "Christ assumed no tempo-
ral honor or reputation, but with words and works
contradicted all that would have praised, honored,
and celebrated Him. For He ever shunned the
honor of this world, and gave not even the slight-

est cause for it (Jno. vi. 15). Tea, in great hu-
mility He allowed the greatest contempt and
blasphemy to be uttered against Him ; for the
Jews reproached Him with being a Samaritan,
that hada devil and that did His miracles by the
power of Satan (Jno. viii. 48). Men treated His
divine doctrine as blasphemy. He was pestered

by murderous cunning, many lies and calumnies,

finally betrayed, sold, denied, struck in the face,

spit upon, crowned with thorns, scourged,wounded.
condemned, forsaken by God and man, stripped

naked as a malefactor, yea, hanged up as a curse

(Gal. iiL 13), while every one mocked at Him,
laughed at His prayers, cast lots for His clothes,

gave Him gall and vinegar to drink in His dying
extremity (Jno. zix. 29). Lastly, He died on the

tree in the greatest infamy and contumely, His
dead body was pierced ana opened on the cross,

and at last buried as a wicked person
;
yea, even

after His innocent death. He was reproached with
being a deceiver (Matth. xxvii. 63). Men also

contradicted His resurrection. And so in life

and death and after death He was full of con-

tamely." Joh. Arni>t, Wahr. ChrisUnth. Bueh 2,

kap. 14.

8. On liii. 4-6. " This text is the only medi-
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686 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

cine, and true, Rnre and approved theriac against

that hurtful soul-poison, despair." "He was
wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised

for our iniquities f and afterwards " all we like

sheep have gone astray, but the Lord laid on
Him the iniquity of us all.

1
' Thou nearest that

He speaks of sins and iniquity ; and that thou
mayest not think He speaks of some particular

people, and not of thee and me, the Holy Spirit

lets the words go out strong, and lets this resound

:

He was wounded for our transgression, He was
bruised for our iniquity. Item: 'God laid all

our sin on Him. That means even that no man
is excepted.

Now that this is true, that Christ, the Son of
God, laden with the sin of all men, was on that

account wounded and bruised, wilt thou regard
God as so ungracious or so hard, that He will let

a debt be paid Him twice t Or shall Christ
have suffered such distress and death in vain?
In fine; God laid thy sins on Christ; it follow*

that they no more rest on thee. God wounded
Him for thy sins ; it follows that thou shalt not
bear the punishment God smote Him for thy

sake ; it follows that thou shalt go free." Vkit
Dietrich.

9. On liii. 8-10. Is it not really a contradic-

tion to say, that the Servant shall live long be-

cause He is taken out of the land of the living?

And also, that He will have seed, when He shall

have given His life an offering for sin ? One sees

here that the Prophet has some presentiment of
the higher nature of Him whom he presents to

as here as the Servant of Jehovah. According

to the New Testament view, one must be cut off

from the so called land of the living, but which
is in truth the land of those devoted to death,
in order to reach the land of true, of eternal life.

Thus it is hereby intimated, that Christ will die
in order to rise up again to everlasting life. Yea,
even morel It is also intimated (ver. 10), that
precisely by the giving up of His life He will
accomplish, as it were, an act of generation, the
result of which will be an immeasurably numer-
ous and immortal posterity. For by His death
He gives us eternal life (comp. Jno. xii. 24).

The strange death qfOhrwt: 1) Bv His death He
laid down what was mortal in Him, and now ap-
pears wholly as the eternal living One; 2) by
His death He gives life to them that were a prey
to death.

10. On liii. 10. " The death d Christ: 1) Who
willed and decreed it t (God Himself: it pleated

the Lord to bruise Him). 2) Why did God will
it? (He must give His life an offering for sin).

3) What are His fruits ? (He shall see seed and
live long, etc.). After Spurgeon, The Ooepd of
the Prophet Isaiah.

11. On liii. 11, 12. As the exaltation of Christ
corresponds in general to His humiliation (comp.
Phil. li. 5-11), so also it corresponds in particu-

lars : 1) Because His soul was in tribulation, He
will see His pleasures and be satisfied. 2) Be-
cause He bore the sins of many, so He, the
righteous One will by His knowledge make many
righteous. 3) Because He was made like the
wicked, He shall have the great multitude for a
prey and the strong for spoil.

VI.—THE SIXTH DISCOURSE.
The New Salvation.

Chapter LIV.

The fifty-third chapter retained its ground
color, black, to the end. For the Prophet pur-
posely once again accumulated the dark images
of suffering in the twelfth verse, although from
yer. 8 on be bad let the light of the Easter morn-
ing dawn. It is as if he designed to paint the
edge of his mourning ribbon dark black, so that
it might appear in sharp relief. Spite of this,

chap. liv. has a close inward connection with
what precedes. For was it not said already liii.

10, that the Servant will have seed, and in ver.

12 that a great crowd shall be given Him as
spoil ? Have we not read lii. 10, that the arm
of the Lord shall be revealed before all nations,
and that all the ends of the earth shall see the
salvation of God ? Is it not represented in xlix.

12 sqq., that Son, though a forsaken wife, shall

have countless children? And is it not inti-

mated xlix. 6 that this unaccountable increase of

the children of Zion will be because the Servant

of God is made the light of the Gentiles 1 This
thought now forms the chief contents of chap,
liv. viz. : that Son, apparently forsaken and re-

pudiated, shall be made happy by a wonderful
blessing of children, and that "by reason of the
righteousness of the Servant being imparted to
men far beyond the limits of the natural Israel.

The chapter has two parts : 1) The rich bless-

ing of children a fruit of the eternal grace of Je-
hovah (vers. 1-10) ; 2) Israel's state of salvation
is one extending on all sides (vera. 11-17).

1. ZION*S BICH BLESSING OF CHILDRENA FRUIT OF THE ETERNAL GRACE OF
JEHOVAH. Chapter LIV. 1-10.

1 Sing, O barren, thou thai didst not bear

;

Break forth into singing, and cry aloud, thou that didst not travail with child

:

For more are the children of the desolate
Than the children of the married wife, saith the Lord.
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CHAP. liv. i-ia 687

2 Enlarge the place of thy tent,

And let them stretch forth the curtains of thine habitations

:

•Spare not, lengthen thy cords,

And strengthen thy stakes

;

3 For thou shalt break forth on the rijjht hand and on the left;

And thy seed shall ^inherit the Gentiles,

And make the desolate cities to be inhabited.

4 Fear not ; for thou shalt not be ashamed

:

Neither be thou 'confounded ; for thou shalt not be put to shame:
For thou shalt forget the shame of thy youth,

And shalt not remember the reproach of thy widowhood any more.
5 For thy Maker is thine husband

;

The Lord of hosts is his name ;

And thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel

;

The God of the whole earth shall he be called.

6 For the Lord hath called thee as a woman forsaken and grieved in spirit,

And a wife of youth, when dthou wast refused, saith thy God,
7 For a small moment have I forsaken thee

;

But with great mercies will I gather thee.

8 In a little wrath I hid my face from thee for a moment

;

But with everlasting kindness will I have mercy on thee,

Saith the Lord thy Redeemer.

9 For this is as the waters of Noah unto me

;

For as I have sworn
That the waters of Noah should no more go over the earth

;

So have I sworn
That I would not be wroth with thee, nor rebuke thee.

10 For the mountains shall depart,

And the hills be removed

;

But my kindness shall not depart from thee,

Neither shall the covenant of my peace be removed,
Saith the Lord that hath mercy on thee.

• Hinder it not » deprmei. * tk4wa»90ormi.

TEXTUAL AND
Bee IA*t for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 1.

STOOP under D3tf• Ver. 4. 'KVD-Sk-dSd In Niph.

Ven 6. nfc#. Ver. 8. *]V|>-*)Xtf. *£>******' 10-

VeiCi TBftn causative from the neater 3«^ " to be

inhabited," xiii. 20; Jer. xrii. 8, 26; xxx. 18.

Ver. 6. yfefJJ (see SxegeL and Orxt) is subject, TV7V Is

in apposition with it, and T*?JD *» predicate. The plu-

ral Thp2 ia to be explained by S#3 being used here

for 7£3, and being inflected and construed accordingly

(see GaKft, I 202, 2). But why not simply ^JW* I

think for this reason : because after the OTerthrow of

the Old Testament Theocracy a re-marriage, as it were,

was necessary, a re-founding of the former relations.

The plural, as remarked, draws the plural ^fety after it

Ver. 8. ynp is a rare form for !|»np (oomp. lx. »).—

D^IJM nWi* «till dependent on 3 before rDITJ? fHBfrt

The imperil DKDH is used because, not a definite,

solitary fact, bat something that often happens is to be

thought ot

GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 8. tjVp

«|J Vf
is a genuine Isaianic play on words

(comp. 1 4, 23- t.Y; rit 9; viii. 10; xxii.5; xxlr. 3,4, 18

sqq.; xxt.6; xxrii.7; xxyiii. 7, 10 sqq. ; xxix.2; xxxii.

7, 19, etc).

Ver. 9. The LXX. translates Art rov £8aroc rod hr\

Nftc. It seems therefore to hare read *E)Q. But the whole

translation of the Terse is so confused that one sees the

translator knew not what to do with the text. 8tmm^
Theod^ Vulo., Taxo., Jonn Stxv, Saad. read 'DO- Also

Matth. xXir. 37 (comp. Luke xrit 26) seems to favor

the reading 'DO with its mump ai *p4mu rov N«m,

though the passage is not properly a quotation of our

text. Vet most Codd. by far read *D~0- In Stixk and
Thulb's Polyglott, the reading *DO is not quoted at all.

Moreover the following nj~*D. ** also the relation to

the foregoing PjVD rjYtf fevors the reading 'D'O-

•)#K cannot be construed pronominally, for the con*
v -i

torted construction that ensues, and the following |3

forbid it We therefore take it as an adverb = ")tftt3

(Jer. xxxiii 22 ; Ewald, { 880, e). nitfO Vywi"*»
oonstraed as YBDriD THY* ver. 8.
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETlGal* AND CRITICAL*

1. Slog, O barren be inhabited.—
Vera. 1-3. Of course the Prophet addresses Jeru-

salem or Zion, yet not as a local congregation,

bat as representative of the whole nation. And
it is true also, that He has in mind the Israel of

the Exile, vet not of the Exile in its temporal

limitation, but in the prophetic sense, that is so

far as this comprehends in one view the Israel

of the Exile with the subsequent time to the

downfall of the outward Theocracy. For the Is-

rael to which he speaks here is the HOOtf " deso-

late," that is no more n 7\p3 «' married/1 but is

forsaken and repudiated by her husband (comp.
ver. 6; xlix. 21). The old, outward Theocracy
sets, is broken as one shivers an earthen vessel.

In so far Israel is despised, repudiated, forsaken

by its husband. But from the broken shell issues

the kernel that from the beginning was hid in

the shell till the period of ripeness. And this

kernel now enters on a new existence, in which
it develops to a greatness and glory, in compari-
sion with which the greatness ana glory of its

former stage of existence almost vanish. For the
narrow house becomes a mighty edifice under
which all nations of the earth (ver. 8), find room.
The Apostle Paul uuderstands by this new, grand
edifice the M Jerusalem from above that is the
mother of us all" (Gal. iv. 26, 27). And this
* Jerusalem from aoove " is nothing else than
the New Testament Zion, which itself, in turn,

in the visible militant Christian Church, has
only the first and initial stage of its existence. It

is therefore a right meager construction when
rationalistic expositors find nothing more said in
onr passage, than that Jerusalem after the Exile
will be more populous than before, and that the
people in the land will not have room, and con-
sequently will spread out, and that to the south
and to the north, t. «., toward Edom, Syria and
Phoenicia (thus Knobel, Seinecke, etc. ). What
is to be understood by CU ver. 3 we shall see be-
low at that verse.

Rejoioe O barren, recalls the words of Han-
nah's song 1 Sam. ii. 5: "so that the barren hath
borne seven," where the additional thought oc-

curs that the one having many children proves

to be an nSSpH an exkauata viribus, flTT *S
is one that has' never hitherto borne children
(Judg. xiii. 2). If Zion be meant here, which
we are to regard as the antitype of Sarah (li.

1-3), and We may add also of Hannah, still bar-
ren cannot refer to the feet that Jerusalem
during the Exile was robbed of her children and
during that time bore no more (Dbltt2BCh).
According to that we would need to understand
the blessing of children to mean the children
that should be born in Jerusalem when it would
be rebuilt. The mpjf is rather the hidden kernel

of the "spiritual Israel," within the "fleshly Is-

rael," that is not yet released from the shell,

that has not attained an independent existence.
Although the children of the fleshly Israel have
felt more or less the influence of the spiritual Is-

rael, yet so fer as such is the case, they are only
children of an invisible mother, whose existence

is latent, and who on this account must be reck-

oned as not bearing. The same mother that is

called barren is afterwards called desolate.
Here the word itself (DODttf) shows Jerusalem
when rebuilt cannot be meant. For the rebuilt

Jerusalem is no longer " desolate." and is not
less a married wife than she had been before.

But the New Testament Zkm implies the destruc-

tion of the outward Theocracy, and thus the ap-
parent dissolution of the former relation between
the latter and God. Just then, the Prophet
would say, when Zion in respect to its outward
situation will be desolate, a lonely woman for-

saken of her husband, just then the new Zion
will develop out of it and have a much richer
blessing of children than Zion had before in its

Old Testament form. tlDDltf is the destroyed,
wasted, solitary one (comp. Lam. L 13 ; iiL 11).

rnijD (comp. lxii. 4, 5), according to the repre-
sentation of the relation between Jehovah and
Zion as a married one, designates Jerusalem as
the Theocracy in whose stability appears also the
stability of that married relation.

Ver. 2. As a measure of the greatness of the
promised blessing of children, the Prophet calls
on Zion to widen the place of her tent, u e^ she
mutt prepare an extended surface for the erection
of her tent for dwelling. For it is not probable
that DIpD designates the interior of the tent.

What follows of itself shows that the extent of
that interior will be great HDJ here does not

mean " to stretch or strain" (xliv. 13), but "to
expand" (xL 22: xlv. 12). The third person
Dlural is used in the sense of the indefinite sub-
ject= let them expand. The Prophet implies
tnat Zion may become concerned lest her dwell-
ing be too much extended, and that she would
check the expansion.—He therefore calls on her

not to do so : OfcTlJV"7K, " do not oppose, hinder
it " (lviii. 1). For all the nations of the earth
are to find their spiritual dwelling under this
tent Corresponding to the greatness of the tent,

the ropes must be lengthened and the pins be set
firmly. But it has been justly remarked that
strengthening the stakes xefera not only to
the greater resistance required for a tent of
greater dimensions, but also to the fact that this
is to be no more a momadic tent, but is to be a
tabernacle continuing forever (xxxiii. 20).

Ver. 8. For thou shalt break forth on the
right hand and on the left There appears
in these words to be an allusion to Gen. xxviii.

14, " and thy seed shall be as dust of the earth,

and thou shalt break forth (TOTO) to the west,

and to the east, and to the north, and to the south."

One sees from this passage also, that the Prophet
does not merely name the right and left side

(north and south) because breaking forth on the

west would be hindered by the seasand on the east

by the desert But, spite of the comparison of the
fastened stakes, the Prophet entertains the thought
of an issuing forth in an appointed way. In
such a connection the two lateral directions

are ever named (comp. Gen. xxiv. 49; Num.
xx. 17; xxii.26; Dent ii. 27 ; v. 32 ; Isa. ix. 19,
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t).—When it If further stated : and thy seed
oeaeaa (Bhj as frequently, Dent iL 12.

21, 22; ix. 1, ate.), tht nations, we most re-

member what has been already said by the Pro-
phet, xlix. 6, 12, 18, sqq. We learn from these
passages that the seed or Israel shall not merely
take possession of some nations, but of all nations,

and not of lands by expelling the inhabitants, but
actually of the inhabitants themselves. For these
themselves shall become the seed of Israel. But
Zion shall wonder to see herself surrounded by a
countless posterity, and how she came by these

many children (xlix. 21 sqq.)—The seed of

Israel will also make desolate oities to be
inhabited. That the Prophet does not mean the

desolate cities of Palestine that are to be repeo-

plecL appear* from the whole context which has a
much loftier aim. Men are not wont to choose
desolated places for residences. Colonists prefer

to lay out a new city, rather than settle in the

ruins of an ancient one. But the seed of Zion
penetrates to all nations and seeks out even ruined
nations, destroyed and desolated regions. It has
in fact the mission of bearing new lile everywhere
that men are found.

2. Feax not the LORD thy Redeem-
er.—Vers. 4-8. In the name 7VDD1tf " desolate,"

that in given to Zion, ver. 1, there is an intima-

tion of a dreadful catastrophe. There will then
come a lime when Zion will no more be the
* married wife 91 as heretofore, but •' desolate."

That will, any way, be a severe and alarming
crisis. In reference to just this critical time, Zion
is called on not to fear, for, spite of the blow that

seems to threaten annihilation, she will not come
to shame (comp. xlv. 16, 17). She is further ex-

horted not to become depressed by the sense of
shame, for she will actually have no occasion to

blush with shame (comp. xxxiii. 9). Yea, she
will even forget the shame of her youth,
and remember the reproaoh of her widow-
hood no more. The Prophet, therefore, dis-

tinguishes two periods of that time that precedes

the issuing of the new Zion out of its Old Testa-

ment shell, vis., the vouth and the widowhood,
and botharedesignated asperiodsofreproach. The
youth is the commencement period until David.

It is the period when the Theocracy had a miser-

able existence, distressfully asserted itself in the

midst of heathen nations, sometimes, as in the

days of Samson and Elijah seeming to be lost in

the struggle with its enemies, especially the Phil-

istines. The widowhood denotes the period of

exile, not merely the Babylonian, but also the

Assyrian and the Boman exiles. For just with

the beginning of the last named was coincident

the issuing of the New Testament Zion from its

Old Testament shell. In what follows is given the

reason why Zion need not fear being brought to

shame (vers. 6-8).

Ver. 6. Although apparently no longer " mar-
ried," Zion still has an " husband," and He is

identical with her Maker. Can then the Ma-
ker suffer His work to be destroyed ? Were that

not a reproaoh to Him? And is it conceivable
that Jehovah, who is the Maker here, will let

Himself be loaded with this disgrace ? Therefore
He that is Jehovah, and indeed Jehovah of hosts,

the Lord and t/ommander of all heavenly powers,

He is the Maker of Israel and also its husband.
What security in these titles? And the same is

true of the predicates given to God in what fol-

lows. What kind of a nS|U " redemption " must
that be, that proceeds from the Holy One of
Israel (comp. xli. 14; xliii. 14; xlviii. 17)1
Can He be laithless to His word, unmerciful,
cruel 7 And beside all this, this «• Holy One of
Israel " is the Ood of the whole earth (comp.
Gen. xxiv. 3). He will therefore not have mere-
ly the will, but also the power to redeem Israel.
—But if Jehovah was hitherto Israel's Maker.
Husband and Bedeemer, why is He so no more?
When we look exactly, He has not ceased to be.

—Ver. 6. fy, in fact, calls Israel back to Him
as a woman forsaken (lx. 15; lxii. 4), heart
aore (properly, mortified in spirit, comp. Ixiii.

10: Gen. vi. 6) ; as a man calls back the oeloved
wire of his youth, after having once scorned her.

—Ver. 7. Only a mnall moment did the Lord for-

sake His people. But this moment of giving pain
He will make good again by so much greater

mercy. The centrifugal 3t£ shall have a corres-

ponding centripetal f?p (comp. the remark at

xliii. 5.—Ver. 8, states the occasion of this mo-
mentary infliction of pain. It was the welling up
of wrath, which, however, only prompted a mo-
mentary hiding of the face (comp. viii. 17 ; lix.

2; lxiv. 6).—pfBf has plainly the same meaning

a* i)fi3Bf "super-abundance," that is often used of

a great flood of water and welling up of anger
(Prov. xxvii. 4; P*. xxxii. 6; Job xxxviii. 25;
comp. Isa. viii. 8 ; xxx. 28 ; lxvi. 12). But here,

as the antithesis of * everlasting kindness,
it does not mean a lasting overflow, bat only a
momentary boiling over, like, say, the boiling

over of a kettle. Therefore I allow myself to

translate "in OhUh der Wuih " Tan effort to copy
the paronomasia of the original. See other at*

tempts quoted in J. A. Alex., in he.—Til].

3. For this hath meroyon thee.—Vers.
9, 10. The Prophet supports the foregoing pro-

mise of * everlasting kindness " by giving it equal
rank with the promise made to Noah (Gen. viii.

21 sq.; ix. 8 sqq.)* Jehovah Himself calls this

promise an everlasting covenant (Gen. ix. 16).

And on this covenant as on an immovable basis,

rests the present stability of the earth. Here then

the promise that the Lord will no more be wroth
with Zion is put on a par with this covenant. If

by Zion is to oe understood the Israel of the exile,

thus the fleshly Israel, then, indeed, as Hekdb-
wbbk remarks, the Lord did not keep His word.

But we have seen above under ver. 1, that the

spiritual Israel is meant. Thus HK? ver. 9 relates

to the turn in Israel's affairs described in vers. 1 -

8. And as the general abstract DMT refers to that

whole stage of the Theocracy's development, so

also 11J *D waters of Noah as joars pro toto, rep-

resent by metonymy the whole Noacnian period.

But from what follows, it appears that the Lord
makes prominent a central point in the two
periods. That is He makes the promise just given

to Zion parallel with that given to Noah. He
calls both an oath, although the word " to swear "

occurs neither in what precedes, nor in the places

in Genesis that have been cited. But when the
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590 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Lord gives His word, it is always an oath in sub-

stance, though it may not be as to form. For
whether He expressly says it or not, when the

Lord gives His word, He stakes His honor, and
so His very divinity, as a man does the highest

good he has, his salvation. *)2£P and "VpJ are re-

lated to one another as the inward sensation and
outward manifestation. But "UM here, as often,

designates the real divine acts of judgment as a
rebuking (comp. xvii. 13; Ps. ix. 6; lxviii. 31

;

lxxx. 17j. Finally in ver. 10, the Lord give*

another image of the immovable fixedness of the

covenant He makes with Zion. It shall stand
more firmly than mountains and hills. For
though these are elsewhere taken as the image of

what is firm and immovable (Ps. xxxvi. 7 ; lxv.

7; civ. 5, 8), still here and in other passages

(xxiv. 18-20; Hab. iii. 6; Job ix. o; xiv. 18;

Ps. xlvi. 3, 4 ; cxiv. 4, 6), the possibility is also

recognised of mountains shaking, leaping, and
even falling down. But such a possibility is posi-

tively denied in respect to the grace of God and
His covenant of peace (covenant whose aim
and consequence is peace, Num. xxv. 12; Ezek.
xxxiv. 25 ; xxxvii. 26). In regard to the formula
of assurance in ver. 10, it is to be remarked that

this sort of thing occurs four times in this section.

The first two limes it sounds quite simply, ** aaith
the LORD," ver. 1 ; aaith thy Oodv ver. 6.

But toward the end, where the pathos of the Pro-

phet rises, the formula grows to " aaith the
LORD thy Redeemer," ver. 8, and "aaith
the LORD that hath mercy on thee," ver,

10.

2. ISRAEL'S CONDITION OF SALVATION EXTEND3 ON ALL SIDES.

Chapter LIV. 11-17.

11 O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, and not comforted,

Behold, mI will lay thv stones bwith fair colours,

And °lay thy foundations with sapphires.

12 And I will make thy dwindows of 'agates,

And thy gates of carbuncles,

And all thy borders of pleasant stones.

13 And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord ;

And great shall be the peace of thy children.

14 In righteousness shalt thou be established

:

Thou shalt be far from oppression ; for thou shalt not fear:

And from terror ; for it shall not come near thee.

15 Behold, they shall surely gather together, but not by me

:

Whosoever shall gather together against thee shall fall 'for thy sake.

16 Behold, I have created the smith
That bloweth the coals in the fire,

And that bringeth forth an instrument bfor his work

;

And I have created the waster to destroy.

17 No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper

;

And every tongue that shall rise against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn.
This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord,
And their Righteousness is of me, saith the Lord.

•/toy.
• rubies.
* after his craft.

*

b in stibium.
' Be farfrom oppression,
1 righteousnessfrom me.

• willfound thee. * pinnacles,
t on thee, i. &, dash to pieces on thee.

TEXTUAL AND

Ver. 11. ')$ see List 71^70 is part. Kal from 1£D
"tumultuari, to storm, bo moved by tempests, to be
hunted" (comp. Jonah i. 11, 13 , Hos. xiii.. 3). nDH)
is pert, fop as part, it would need to readnDHJD (comp':

on 1111. 7). 3 before D'TIJD cannot be taken strictly

as instrumental. For the stone Is not the instrument
with which one lays a foundation, but only one of the
means. One may therefore only regard 3 as instru-

mental in the wider sense, unless it may be treated as

GRAMMATICAL.

a species of 3 essentiae. It were, Indeed, not impossible

to translate with Gbcstos, u super saphhros." But there

occurs no instance of designating the basis on which

something is founded by 3- In this sense everywhere

*?£ is used (Ps. xxiv. 2; civ. 6; Amos ix.6; Song of

Sol. v. 15).

Ver. 12. We may make particular note here of the

grammatical construction. According to Hebrew osage,

what is made of any stuff 1b not described as the pro-
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CHAP. UV. 11-17. 691

duct of the stuff; bat the material Is pat in apposition

with the object to be made, or the object made is

put in apposition with the material, thus 1 Kings
xvni. 32,

M he built the stones an altar." Here the ob-

ject made is in apposition with the material. But the

reverse occurs Ezod. xxxviiL 3, "All his vessels he

made brass," i. «., brasen. The Hebrew conceives of the

thing fabricated as a particular form of appearance of

the material of which the artist makes it This form

of expression may be owing to its poverty in respect to

adjective forms. In oar text, therefore, the construc-

tion mpK 'J3*S andpn %12Vh is to be understood

like the immediately preceding •JYltfDEf 13HD TUDfeH.

only that in the two oases first named the Hebrew way

of conception appears more pregnantly. For it is in

general possible in Heb. after the verbs D&. |P}» Hfetf.

to designate that into which something is made not

merely by S» bat also by the simple accusative.

Ver. 13. This verse maybe treated as dependent on

'ftO&t or as an independent nominal clause. 31, as

third pers. perf. masc Kal from 33") does not occur

elsewhere. It mast therefore be construed as adjective.

Ver. 14. n}XOI> is Hithpalel with assimilated fl. The

meaning Is
u to make ready, fast" What follows suits

very well this construction of DpT¥ in a subjective

sense. First the imperative 'pnS seems strange, if a

promise is given and not an exhortation. Then ptfj?

means "the oppretsw, violence," in an active sense.

The meaning " terror " is badly supported by xxxviiL 14,

Ver. 1ft. ?n with almost a hypothetical significance,

see Ewau>, \ 108, p.—TVlKTD st\nds here instead of

'tfKD, as in lix. 11 DI^K for Oft*. These are solitary
.... T T .

instances of this use that became frequent only later.

One may not cite Gen. xxxiv. 2 ; Lev. xv. 18, 26 as ana-

logous examples. For in these passuces H/VllC is really

nota accuaativi, because 33# that precedes {he word in

all the passages named, involves there the transitive

meaning of " lying with, sleeping with." But Josh. xiv.

12 can be quoted as an example of this isolated use.—

-

'D before 11 stands here In the sense it has when at

the point of transition from an interrogative to a rela-

tive meaning. Gomp. xllv. 10 ; 1. 10.

Ver. 16. lTlfryD
1
? is not - " for his use ;" for the

smith forges swords not for his own use. But 7 is

here — secundum. Therefore he producesan implement,
a weapon according to his workmanship, i. «., such as

answers to bis manufacture in general and to his indi-

vidual craft in particular.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. O thou afflicted pleasant stones.

—Vers. 11, 12. The foregoing strophe promised

Zion a wonderful blessing of children, the %t bem-

dictio vere theocratica," as the fundamental condi-

tion of national well-being in the largest measure.

Now the blessing is extended to all. Zion was

wretched, hunted, comfortless in her youth and

widowhood. Lo-nuhama [not comforted] recalls

Lo-ruhama[not having obtained mercy] Hoe. i. 6.

Bat now Zion shall mount so high in splendor

and glory that her walls shall consist of sapphires

bedded m stibium, her doors of carbuncles, yea,

her border-walls of precious stones. What a con-

trast between this past and the future which the

Prophet has in mind, and which of course has also

its stages I For it is not realized at once, but only

by degrees, until it is accomplished in the image

of the future that the Apostle John portrays in

Rev. xxi. 18 sqq. ^B is a paint made of sul-

phuret of antimony or grey stibium, Arabic Kohl,

hence alchohol ; to which is related the Hebrew

Srp "to paint," Ezek. xxiii. 40, see Herz. R
JBnL IX. p. 446 : XIII. p. 607. The stones shall

be bedded in stibium. It was a custom to paint

around the eyes with a shining black paint, which

2 Kings ix. 30 is called ^B3 D^g Wfe. 80

also the stones of the walls shall be set in costly

stibium instead of mortar. Their edges there-

fore shall have its color, and the stones them-

selves the effect that stibium imparts to the eyes.

This explanation may be harmonized with the

mention of ^B ^jpK in the list of materials col-

lected by David for the building of the Temple,

1 Chr. xxix. 2, by supposing that there ^B
means stones prepared in a peculiar manner un-

known to us. But the stones of the foundation

shall be blue sapphires (Job xxviii. 6, 16). The

pinnacles of the walls {YWifotf, plural form occur-

ring only here, properly the sun-beams, hence
the projecting points, pinnacles of the wall,

tadAfttf) shall consist of "lin? (comp. Ewaxd
{ 48, e). This word, which only occurs again

Ezek. xxvii. 16, is likely connected with lVT3
scintilla (Job xli. 11), and designates a shining,

sparkling stone. The LXX. translates laemc;
modern writers understand it to mean the ruby
or carbuncle, a stone of red hue. The gates shall

consist of mp* 'J3K (A*, ley. from rV)j5 «<oc-

cendit, exarsit," comp. flni|5 "febru ardent," a

precious stone of fiery appearance, thus probably

carbunexdus, small glowing coal). /to-4 cannot

mean here the boundary line, for the wall itself

is such for the city, and it has already been
spoken of. And there is no Biblical authority

for a boundary wall that enclosed also the terri-

tory of the city extra muros, t. e., a sort of Chinese

wall. We will therefore need to take v13J in

the sense of that which is bounded, i. e., of the

city territory that is bounded by the wall, a not

unfrequent meaning (comp. Gen. x. 19; Exod. x.

14, 19 ; 1 Sam. xi. 3, 7 and the Latin finis). This
city territory shall be paved with choice stones

(yen 'J2K, a general expression found only

here). Such is the understanding of our text

that the author of the book of Tobit had, for he
writes: ** And the streets (irAarelat) of Jerusalem

shall be paved (iptppofoyytifoovrai, laid in mosaic)

with bervl and carbuncle and stones of Ophir,"

Tobit xiii. 17. He had therefore the idea of

a tesselated pavement.

2. And all thy ohildren saith the
Lord.—Vers. 13-17. After these intimations of

an outward glory equally grand and symbolical,
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M* THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

the Prophet tarns to the inward Umbra that

relate to the sphere of intelligence, of the life of
the soul, of right-living. " All thy ohildren,"
he says, "snail be Jehovah-learned," t<j.

t

taught by Jehovah* Thus he promises know-
ledge, and in fact the highest ana most infallible,

since Jehovah Himself is its source- Kindred
expressions occur xliv. 8 ; Joel iii. 1 so. j Jer.
xxxi. 34, while their fulfilment is declared in the
New Testament in such passages as John yi. 45
(StSwcraH deov) ; 1 These, iv. 9 (VeodiSoKTot) • Acts
ii. 16sqq.; Heb. viii. 10 son.; 1 John ii. 20.

Where the Lord is Himself and alone the
teacher, there the result can only be the deepest
and most universal satisfaction for spirit and
soul For what the Load teaches is the true
wisdom. But that is not mere theory, but also

practice as well, and satisfies the whole man.—
Israel so taught cannot practice unrighteousness.
It must be holy as its Lord is holy. By the ex-
ercise of righteousness it shall itself oe estab-

lished : for righteousness exalts a nation (Prov.
xiv. 84). Israel mast not, as the world does, re-

pud as good everything that furthers its own
interest. It must not in impending danger,
itself practice unrighteousness and violence.

For in fact it has nothing to fear. It must be on
its guard both against unrighteousness and
alarm. It must be neither insolent nor despon-
dent, nnno is

4t
fractio, ootutenaXo," in a sub-

jective or passive sense (comp. Prov. xiii. 8

;

xiv. 28). Pox It (w*., the subject of nrmm
•hall not oome near (fern, in a neuter sense)
thee.
Ver. 15. In connection with the statement of

ver. 14, that Israel need not fear, the Prophet
now sets forth the reason. First he does not
deny that there may be hostile conspiracies

against Israel. Behold, they ahall anxely
gather ["they band together in bands," Dr.
N—'a. rendering.—Tb.]. Iti has this mean-
ing of banding together in a hostile sense also in
Pa lvi. 7 ; lix. 4 ; cxL 8. But though that may
happen it la not from Me, says the Lord.
Whoever, then, without Jehovah's approval,
bands together at Zion (the neighborhood of con-
spirators is ever hostile), He will, as it were at-

tracted like birds are said to be by the rattle-

snake, fall on thee and so dash to pieces (comp.
Luke xx. 18).—Ver. 16. And because God the
Lord *' causes iron to grow" and has taught
men to make swords of it, and that for the
/vntfD "the waster" to use for destroying, so
also He has the power to compel the creature
of His hand not to use his destructive effi-

ciency on Israel.—1 cannot treat the clause

SanS JVTltfD O «*> as the apodoeis. The
sentence rather affirms that the Lord made the
weapons not for play, but of course for destruc-
tion. But opposed to Israel, the weapons shall,
mil in their mission, although they have that
mission from God. From iron weapons the
transition to the fleshly weapon is easy, wl, to
the tongue, which is often compared toweapons of
iron and is called worse (Ps. Iv. 22; lvii. 6;
lxiv. 4; Jer. ix. 3, 8; xviii. 18). Every such
tongue that shall raise itself in legal strife with

Israel shall be proved by the latter to be a VVh,
criminal and guilty (1. 9).

T T

A brief word in conclusion finishes the dis-

course. Thia (HKT) refers back to the rich pro-
mise ofblessing ofthe chapter. ThisU given to
the aenrantaofJehovah. Isaiah intentionally

speaks here for the first and only time of tervant*

of Jehovah. Manifestly there is intended an
antithesis to the Servant of Jehovah that plays so
prominent a part in chap. liii. After that chap-
ter the Prophet has nothing more to say con-
ceraing the Servant of Jehovah. But he has
still to indicate how the salvation from the
Saviour will be conveyed to those that need and

are worthy of salvation. The expression "^j?
"servants of Jehovah" occurs again 2 Kings ix. 7;
x. 28; Ps. cxiii. 1 : cxxxiv. 1 ; cxxxv. 1. Now
to these servants or Jehovah the promise of this

chapter is given, pointing out, as it were, their

inheritance and the righteousness acquired for

them. Beck (Die Oyrqj*. Weiu., p. 161) even

recognised that DTlpTJf forms an antithesis to

'JTctW. The enemies of Israel shall dash to
pieces (ver. 15), and if they contend before h
judgment bar, shall be condemned. Rut the
servants of the Lord shall, as the seed of the
Servant of Jehovah (liii. 10. 8), inherit the glory
that ispromised to Him, ana obtain the righteous-
ness which He the Righteous One, according to
liii. 11, shall impart to the many.

DOCTBXHAI. AJTD ETHICAI*

1. On liv. 2. "God dwelt in the Old Testa-
ment with His divine service in the Tabernacle,
which was fifty elU broad and a hundred ells

lone. But it u not accomplished with this in
the New Testament For the stakes must be set

out much farther, because Christ will reign from
one sea to the other (Ps. lxxii. 8)." Cramer.

2. On liv. 4, 6. " We do God no honor when
we are so very much afraid of our spiritual ene-
mies. O, how joyful and assured we can be
when we nave Goa for a friend ! Luke xii. 82

;

Bom. viii. 81.—A believing follower of Jesus
cannot perish. He is as a living member united
to Christ his Head. Will the head let one of its

members be reviled, and not rescue its honor?
Luke xviii. 7, 8.—The timid and shy ought not
to be made more timid and shy, bat one ought
to comfort and cheer them up. 1 Thess. y. 14."—
Starke.

8. On liv. 5. ".Basest* maritom mm Ifossa,

non Petrwn, non Faulum, non papam* efe, sod
Dominum qui fecit te." Luther. In the plurals

y*7p, T^jft the old theologians found an adttm-

braiio myskra & & TriniiaHs: "jpoaai te! anonso*

ri$ tuijactore* t*i Jehova." Forester.
4. On liv. 6-8. What is all time in compari-

son with eternity ? Therefore what are especially

the exile-periods of Israel, even the longest, the
Roman exile, in comparison with the everlasting

communion of the nation with its Lord ? There-
fore what are the tribulations of Christendom
compared with the everlasting rest that is pro-

mised to the people of God ? Heb. iv. 9. We
ought, therefore, in the greatest distress, while
sighing: O, Lord, how long! never to forget

that with the Lord a thousand years are as one
day. We ought to remember that every earthly
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period of time is for the Lord but a moment
For the prise of everlasting bliss, an earthly mo-
ment of tribulation may well be endured.

—

lkRatio

non potest credere, momentum et pundvm earn tento-

Honem, sed putat aeternam et infinitum esse, quia

temtum mpraesenti sensu haeret, nihil sentit, vtdit,

audit, cogitat, inteUigit quam praesentem dolorem et

praesens malum. Quare spiritualis haec est practica,

omnia apparentia spectra relinquire et assuefacere

tor ad non apparentia, hoe est fide in verbo haertre."—Luther.
5. On liv. 9. "Nonnunquam pluit, ut sit spe-

cies aUqua futuri diluvii, non tamen redit diluvium.

Quoties homines cernunt unam nubeculam ascenden-

tern, turn pulant rediturum diluvium. Hoe est levis

tentatiofrangit animum, sed oportet, ut sic ex fide in

fidem profiaamus. Nisi nonunquam desperatio in-

tiderct, non disceremus vere credere'
9 Luther.

6. [On liv. 11. 12. " In the foregoing chapter

we had the humiliation and exaltation of Christ:

here we hare the humiliation and exaltation ot

the Church ; for if we Buffer with Him, we shall

reign with Him." Ver. 12. "That which the

children of the world lay up among their trea-

sures, and too often in their hearts, the children

of God make pavements of, and put under their

feet, the fittest place of it." M. He^ry.]
7. On liv. 11, 12. "The color display of pre-

cious stones in which the New Jerusalem shines

is more than childish painting. Whence then
have the precious stones their charm ? The ulti-

mate ground of this charm is this, 'that in all

nature everything stretches up to the light, and
that in the mineral world the precious stones

represent the highest stage of this ascending pro-

cess of inward absorption. It is the process of

self-unfolding of the divine glory itself that is

reflected typologicallv in the ascending scale of

the play of color ana in the transparency of the

precious stones. Therefore the high-priest bears

a breast-plate with twelve precious stones, and
on them the names of the twelve tribes of Israel,

and therefore Rev. xxi. takes the picture of the

New Jerusalem, that the Old Testament Prophet
here sketches (without distinguishing the last

time and the world to come), and paints it in

detail, adding to the precious stones, which he
names individually, also crystal and pearls. How
could that be explained if the stone-world did
not absorb in itself a reflection of the eternal

lights, from which God is called irar^p r€n> fAruv,

and were it not implied that the blessed will

some time be able to translate these stony tvpes

into the words of God out of which they have
their being?" Delitzsch.

8. [On liv. 13. "The church's children, being
born o£ God, shall be taught of God ; being His
children by adoption, He will take care of their

education. It was promised (ver. 1) that the
church's children should be many ; but lest we
should think that being many, as sometimes it

happens in numerous families, they will be ne-

glected, and not have instruction given them so

carefully as if they were but few, God here takes

that work into His own hand : They shall all be

taught of God, that is, thejr shall be taught by
those whom God shall appoint, and whose labors

shall be under His direction and blessing. He
will ordain the methods of instruction, and by
His word and ordinances will diffuse a much

38

greater light than the Old Testament church
had. Care should be taken for the teaching of
the church's children, that knowledge may be
transmitted from generation to generation, and
that all may be enriched with it, from the least

even to the greatest" M. Henby.}
9. On liv. 16 sq. " Verily He is also with our

enemies. But not to give them success against
us, but to restrain them from us, and precisely
not to let them succeed. God says, He is also
there when weapons are forged against us : He is

also there when they sally forth for our destruc-
tion. Thus He will hold them, so that with all

their equipping they will do nothing. If our
almighty Friend Himself is with our enemies,
we may well have no fear of any enemy. God
causes the weapons of all the world to be forged
so soft that they can do nothing to His children
armed with a panoply by His word. So shall it

be also with tongues that blaspheme against us.

We will convict them, and in that they shall

have their judgment" Diedrich.
10. [On liv. 17. "The idea is, that truth and

victory, in every strife of words, would be on the
side of the church. To those who have watched
the progress of discussions thus far on the subject

of true religion, it is needless to say that this has
been triumphantly fulfilled. Argument, sophism,
ridicule, have all been tried to overthrow the
truth of the Christian religion. Appeals have
been made to astronomy, geology, antiquities,

history, and indeed to almost every department
of human science, and with the same want of suc-

cess. Poetry has lent the charm of its numbers ;

the grave nistorian has interwoven with the
thread of his narrative covert attacks and sly in-
sinuations against the Bible ; the earth has been
explored to prove that ' He who made the earth
and revealed its age to Moses was mistaken in its

age,' and the records of Oriental nations, tracing

their history up cycles of ages beyond the Scrip-

ture account of the creation of the world, have
been appealed to ; but thus far, in all these con-

tests, the ultimate victory has declared in favor
of the Bible.—Those who are desirous of exami-
ning the effects of the controversy of Christianity
with science, and the results, can find them de-

tailed with great learning and talent in * Twelve
Lectures on the Connection between Science and
Revealed Religion.* by Dr. Nicholas Wiseman,.
Andover, 1837." Babnbs.]

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

1. On liv. 1-3. Thoughts equally applicable*

in preaching on missions to the Jews and to the

heathen. As long as the Old Testament, fleshly

Israel had the husband, the spiritual Israel was

unfruitful. But when that fleshly Israel had
become desolate, then the spiritual Israel became
free and began to stir itself, to develop its soar-

ings and activity. And with what results ! As*

soon as it was no longer important where one

must worship, but the chief concern was how one-

must worship, and that one must worship " in-

spirit and in truth," immediately to the true-

Israel was opened the way to the heathen, and

to the heathen the way to Israel. And from that

moment Zion became the mother of countless

heathen children. And these, who hitherto had
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beeo without God and without hope in the world,
now suddenly gained a Father, a home and a
child's rights that are eternal. In the spiritual

Israel, which is one with the Christian church,
there is for this reason the uniting centre between
Jew and Gentile. The JewB should recognize in

the church of the gospel the kernel of their The-
ocracy long since broken up, and the fulfilment

of all the promises and hopes of the Old Cove-
nant. And the Gentiles should see that by
means of the Christian church they may become
children of Abraham, and thus be grafted into

the old holy olive tree (Bom. xi. 17 sqq.).

2. On liv. 2-8. "An urgent call to gospel
mission work. 1) God wills it 2) Fear not
3) God is with thee." Dr. Thibia

3. On liv. 7-14. u The great mercy of the

LORD. 1) How deep it goes, a. from God's
heart (great mercy, ver. 7); 6. from an eternal

purpose of grace (with everlasting grace, ver. 8).

2) How firm it stands, o. on God's oath (ver. 9)

;

b. when everything gives way and falls (ver. 10).

3) How it raises up (vers. 11-14)." Scheerxb,
Manch. Oaben u. Ein Q.

y 1868, p. 284
4. On liv. 10. " It is true, histories give us

examples of mountains being displaced and sink-

ing away; but that the Lord Jesus ever forsook

or cast out a believing soul, of that no man will

find an example. Ah ! how should He forsake

that which, when it forsakes Him, He seeks,

with such great, divine patience and long-suffer-

ing, to restore again, and calls to it: Beturn
again, thou backslider, and I will not change my
countenance against tnee, for I am merciful ; I
will not keep anger forever (Jer. ill. 12)."

—

Scriysa.
6. On liv. 11-13. u There are names for you I

Whoever will judge by them must say that God
is ungracious towards the church, and is angry
with it and punishes it For to be wretched,
suffer all weathers, be comfortless, as God Him-
self here confesses of Christians, that is very hard
and does not go off without vexation. What be-

comes then of the assurance : I will not be wroth
with thee, nor rebuke thee? The comfort is

given above, it shall in the first place be the anger

of a father, accordingly it shall not endure long,
it is but for a moment With this agrees the
Prophet here, and says how God would adorn
and embellish the church with sapphire pave-
ments, crystal windows, and gates of rubies. One
must not think of this as happening in a physical
sense. The Holy Ghost means the spiritual

adornments, that all her children, £ ^ all true
Christians are taught of the Lord. That is, they
have the Holy Ghost, and by faith in Christ
much peace. For the hearts know God, that He
is gracious ; they look to Him for all good, call

on Him in every distress, experience His gracious
deliverance and help. Therefore, let it storm as
it may, the heart is still joyful in God. These
are the sapphire, crystal, rubies that are found in
the church, and with which she is embellished.
But note particularly what it means, to be taught
of God. For it does not mean what the Anabap-
tists and other deluded spirits dream, that God
converts the people by some particular revela-
tion. But God teaches by the office of the minis-
try, which He has ordained for men here on earth,

that in the name of His Son Christ Jesus they
should preach repentance and forgiveness of sins,

and baptize. With suchpreaching and baptism
is the Holy Ghost, and He kindles in hearts re-

liance on the grace of God and impels to obe-
dience. That then is what is meant by being
taught of God, and goes on without special reve-
lation."

—

Veit Dietrich.
6. On liv. 14-17. The church should in all

times remember that it is the house of the holy
and righteous God, and should draw from that
both warning and comfort The church of the

Lord stands on righteousness* 1) It is itself right-

eous, a. in that it appropriates the righteousness

that the Lord has acquired for it ; 6. in that it

does no wrong itself, but in every thing and
toward every one exercises righteousness. 2) It
obtains Justice from the Lord against those that
would do it wrong. For o. those that complot
against the church do so without the righteous
God; hence they have 6. the righteous God
against them, and they and their purposes must
come to confusion.

VII.—THE SEVENTH DISCOURSE.

The New Way of appropriating Salvation.

Chapter LV. 1-5.

When we contemplate the contents of our chap-
ters, one could almost outdo the modern criticism
and exclaim : This was never written in the Ex-
ile ! It must have been written after Christ, by
a disciple of Paul who read the epistles to the
Romans and Galatians! But on closer inspec-
tion one observes that our Prophet describes, not
what he lived to see and learned to know by ex-
perience, but future things that were still enig-
matical to himself. A Frenchman would say:
U ne writ pas, il cntrevoit seulment Us chose futures.
I can only understand the contents of our chap-
ter in its relation to what precedes, as represent-

ing in what a new and hitherto unknown war
Israel is to obtain a countless posterity and a sal-

vation extending in every direction. That is, in
connection with chap, liv., our chap. lv. shows,
that the mode of subjective appropriation of salva-

tion will be a new one. No longer by doing works*

but by believing acceptance shall one put himself

in possession of that salvation, which a new Da-
vid, as a new mediator of a covenant shall offer

to the world, not by force of arms, but by His
direct and indirect testimony. But this testimony
must meet with a timely acceptance, and sincere

repentance must prepare an entrance for the
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mercy of God. Also no one should regard the
new way of salvation as unreasonable nod imprac-

ticable, for not only Israel, but the entire creation,

shall quite certainly partake of this salvation.

The chapter has two parts. The first is postiiee

in its oontenia. It designates believing acceptance

of the word as the essence of the new way of salva-

tion. The second part is negative. It points with

warning to the obstacles and scruples that must be
set aside in order not to frustrate the new way of

salvation.

1. THE POSITIVE NATURE OF THE NEW WAY OF APPROPRIATING THE SAL-
VATION OF GOD. Chapter LV. 1-6.

1 Ho, every one that thirsteth,

Come ye to the waters,

And he that hath no money ; come ye, buy, and eat

;

Yea, come, buy wine and milk
Without money and without price.

2 Wherefore do ye 'spend money for that which is not bread f

And your 'labor for that which satisfieth not ?
bHearken diligently unto me, and eat ye that which is good,
•And let your soul delight itself in fatness.

3 Incline your ear, and come unto me

:

Hear, and your soul shall live

;

And I will make an everlasting covenant with you,
Even the sure mercies of David.

4 Behold, I have given him for a witness to the people,

A leader and commander to the people.

5 Behold, thou shalt call a nation thai thou knowest not,

And dnations that knew not thee shall run unto thee
•Because of the Lord thy God,
And rfor the Holy One of Israel ; for he hath glorified thee.

* Heb. weigh.

* acquisition.
* a nation.

> Hearken, hearken.
•For the take qf.

•And yow soul shall.
*to.

TEXTUAL AND
Vera. 1, 2. 1])E7 Is here denom. from 132? anwma [from

*>30 Me Puner. Lex.—Tm.], (eomp. xUi. 7, 10; xlril 14,
"IV

«&.). In Isaiah the word is fonnd In this sense only

here. DtlS-HI
1

? is Oxymoron as Sk~|6, 0j?-»6

(Dent, jtxxil 21), yjTfh (I** *. W). tf**-*S, D^"^
(Isa. xxxl 8).

Ver. 3. The expression S JV"*3 JV13 !• almost as com-

mon in the Old Testament as Qtf orf?K JVtt ft^S- It
• •• -T

occurs Exod. xxlil. 32 ; xxxiv. 12, 15 ; Dent Tii. 2 ; Josh,

ix. 6, 7,11, 16, 16; xxiv. 2ff ; Judg. it 2; 1 Sam. xl 1, 2; 2

8am. v. 8; 1 Kings xx. 84; 2 Kings xi. 4; Hoe. it 20

;

Isa. 1x18; Jer. xxxii. 40; Esek. xxxiv. 25; xxxvii. 26;
Job xxxL 1 ; Ps. lxxxix. 4; 1 Chron. xl 13; 2 Chron. Til.

18 (without nn3) ; xxl 7; xxix. 10. It is true that the

expression is chiefly used in the case of a covenant that

• superior concludes with an Inferior as a benefaction
or imposing a doty for the latter (see e. g. Job xxxL 1).

Once (2 Chron. xxix. 10) it is used in the case of a cove-
nant that the man concludes with Ood. The expres-
sion is evidently in its origin a pregnant construction,

•» the preposition S depends on the verb, not accord-

ing to Its verbal meaning, but according to some latent
meaning in the verb This meaning may be that of

GRAMMATICAL.
laying onf assuring, or offering, according to the con-

text—-The expression in HOtl to found again 2 Chr.

vL 42 in Solomon's prayer of consecration. It does not
occur in the corresponding passage, 1 Kings viiL, as in-

deed none of 2 Chr. vl 4042 does (oorap. Zoxcxxn in

lot.). It seems to me that the author of 2 Chron. bor-

rowed the words TIT ^IDtl from our text* and thereby
bears testimony to its having relation to 2 Sam. vii. As
regards the construction, itIs seugmatic. For the ac-
cusative H nOTl depends on the latent idea of giving
in JVC nrnptt, and in fact Paul so renders the words
Acts xiil 34: Sri team vji.tr t* ore* Aavtf.

Ver. 4. The grammatical construction of TJJ
D'DttS TWO* < not normal It ought at least to read

Oil TJJ (comp, Esek. xxxL 16 pjaS 3\Ol "in??;

Dan. 14). The expressions D't^K SlTJintaj fill 3,

and D^rtSK H3D INJJ Uil 4, are not a? all to be oom-
. ... .. .. <_ T

pared as Ewald supposes ((from, f 339, 6 ; see above the
obmm. in he). This construction is therefore an uni-
eum, if Indeed the pointing be correct. Moreover rWVO
in a substantive sense occurs only here. It seems to
me that the choice of expression was occasioned by the
Prophet having in mind 2 Sam. vi. 21, where David says
to Michal: the Loan chose me before thy father

" Qf-ty TJJ 'tit rtsS.
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690 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

EXEGETICAL AOT> CRITICAL.

1. In chap. liv. the Lord promised Israel a
Messing that would extend on every hand. As if

in a well supplied market, all these blessed pos-

sessions shall be spread out before Israel. Now
the people are summoned to come up and buy, but

—without money (ver. 1)1 It is no longer as it

once was when one must ao a hard work iu order

to get food, which—still did not satisfy. One sees I

at once that the Prophet does not mean corporeal

nourishment, for he calls on men to hear. By
that one shall receive dainty nourishment (ver.

2). And that the importance of this hearingmay
be felt, he repeats his summons to hear twice.

By virtue of this hearing the soul shall live and
be capable of entering into the everlasting cove-

nant with the Lord, that shall procure the sure

mercies of David (ver. 3). The David that is to

be the mediator of this grace will be first of all a
witness, and hearing will be the condition of par-

taking of His grace. By His testimony to the

truth He will however become also prince and
commander of nations (ver. 4). But the great

chief witness will avail himself of Israel in order
to bring his testimony to the nations. Israel shall

call nations that it did not know, and these na-

tions will hasten to Israel that heretofore remained
unknown to them. But thev will hasten up in

order to come to Jehovah and to the Holy One of

Israel, who also glorifies His people in this way
(ver. 6). Thus the chief emphasis in this section

rests upon the inward, believing inclination to the

word of the Lord, something high as heaven
above outward merit of works. This believing

inclination Israel should bring to the word of the

Lord that announces to it the glory of David's
kingdom. Then it will itself dare to preach this

word, and, by means of the faith that it will find,

it will gather the nations to it, which, according

to liv. 1 sqq., will be its seed, and also the basis

of the new, eternal Davidic kingdom.
2. Ho, every one meroiee of David.

—Vers. 1-3. Before the gaze of the Prophet
stands Israel, made inwardlv and outwardly free

from the chains of the world-power bv the Ser-

vant of God. According to chap. hv. a rich

blessing from the Lord is promised to it. But it

cannot partake of it without more ado. Like the

old Israel it must fulfill a condition. To the old

Israel it was said (Deuk xxviii. 1 sq.) : " And it

shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearken dili-

gently unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to

observe and to do all His commandments which
I command thee this day, that the Lord thy God
will set thee on high above all nations of the
earth: and all these blessings shall come upon
tbee, and overtake thee." Here, therefore, the
fulfilment of the law was set op a* a condition of
obtaining the blessing. It is otherwise in the
new kingdom that the Prophet sees from afar with
the eye of the spirit There nothing is demanded
but hunger and thirst, and yet, of course, such as

U contented with the gratification that the Lord
offers. Stier justly calls attention to the fact

that our Lord must have had in mind our text

when He said : * blessed are they that hunger and
thirst after righteousness for they shall be filled

"

(Matth. v. 6}. Comp. also Matth. xL 28; Jno.

vii. 37. 'in does not depart here from its mnda-
mental meaning. It most not be taken here aa a
cry merely summoning together, any more than
in zvii. 1 ; xviii. 1, or like Zech. ii. 10, 11, where
Koehler appropriately translates "Hvi " ["Ho,"
" quick"]. In our passage, the cry of woe has
reference only to the suffering condition of those
addressed. It is an expression of compassion for
their lamentable late, that offers only an illusory
satisfaction for their wants. It is as "if we were to
say : Alas, ye poor needy ones ! Thus Maurkr,
with whom Stier needed not to find fault-

—

What sort of hunger and thirst the Prophetmeans
first appears from his offering to satisfy it without
compensation. The rationalistic expositors will
have it that only earthly blessings are meant.
Thus they would understand that the exiles are
indirectly summoned to return home by painting
up the possessions that would follow on that,

which were to be had as water for the thirsty and
without sacrifice (Gesehiub. Hitzio). Others
think only of eating and drinking. Canaan would
be incomparably more than in former days a land
flowing with milk and honey (Seinecke. Kno-
bel). But construed in this way the words con-
tain a disgraceful deception. No emigration agent
ever sought to seduce ignorant peasants to emi-
grate to Brazil or Texas with such lies as this
would-be Prophet Isaiah would have used, if

these expositors were correct. For did he repre-
sent to them * the restoration of the state wider
the image of refreshing food and drink," or did he
promise them literally " food and drink, and that
for nothing," then both were unblushing lies, as
in general the passages that speak of an easy, safe

return over a convenient road well supplied with
every thing needful (xxxv. 6 sqq. ; xh. 17 sqq.

;

xliii. 18 sqq. ; xlix. 8 sqq. ; li. 11 ; lii. 8 sqq.),

would contain nothing but fraud, if they are re-

ferred in the ordinary sense to the return from the
Babylonian captivity. For what ever justified

such an agitator in promising to the Israelites

splendid political relations, support without coat?
The outward relations of the returning exiles were
by no means splendid. Thev continued to be
under the Persian rule. In that prayer at their
feast recorded in Neh. ix. we find them complain-
ing (ver. 86) :

" Behold, we are servants this day,
and for the land that thou gavest unto our fathers

to eat the fruit thereof and the good thereof, be-
hold, we are servants in it." And we see that
they were obliged to pay taxes as much as in the
land of exile; for ver. 87 says: "And it (the

land) vieldeth much increase unto the kings whom
thou nast set over us because of our sins ; also

they have dominion over our bodies, and over our
cattle, at their pleasure, and we are in great dis-

tress/' And the same appears still more clearly

from Ezra iv. 13, where in the accusing letter of
Behum and Shimshai we read :

" Be it known
now unto the king, that, if this city be builded,

and the walls set up again, then will they (the

Israelites) notpay toll, tribute and custom, and so
thou shalt endamage the revenue of the kings."

According to Ezra viL 24, King Artasasta [Ar-
taxeres] released only the priests and the other

servants of the Temple from all taxes.—From
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Neh. v. 1-5 we see that the returning Israelite* at

least the poorer among them, had hunger and dis-

tress enough to suffer in the promised land, for

the poor among those engaged in building the

walls beg for a distribution of grain, because

otherwise, in order to keep their numerous fami-

lies, they must pawn their lands, or even, where

that had already been done, surrender their child-

ren to servitude. Thus it is seen that the re-

tamed exiles experienced neither a restoration of

the commonwealth, nor was their daily bread

given either in abundance or without cost. And
yet we do not find in the historical books of this

period a trace of their considering themselves

cheated. They themselves certainly did not take

the words of our Prophet in the sense in which
the rationalistic expounders would understand

them. For why then did so many, in fact the

majority of the exiles remain in exile ? If the

taxes in the Exile were so oppressive, as some
suppose, and the condition of wages so unfavora-

ble, why did not all return to Palestine ? Was
then the return more advantageous in every re-

spect ? According to Ezra i. 5 only those resolved

to return " whose spirit God raised 1
' (aroused).

The resolve to return was thus a victory of the

spirit over the flesh. Therefore they knew well

that they would not find the flesh pots of Egypt
in desolate Palestine. Thus they were far from
regarding the words of our Prophet as promising
these flesh pots. We see, accordingly, that if the

Prophet was no enthusiast or cheat, but would say

the truth, it was impossible that he could mean to

promise to the returning exiles fortunate outward
circumstances. Now since, as is well known, the

expressions " to thirst, hunger, eat, drink, bread,

wine/' are very often used in a spiritual sense

(comp. xxv. 6 ; xliv. 3; lxv. 13 ; Amos viii. 11

;

Ps. xlii. 3 ; lxiii. 2 ; Matth. v. 6 ; Jno. vi. 35,

etc), so it is manifest that the Prophet means
them in this sense. In addition to this the Pro-

phet afterwards in vers. 2
l
3 expressly designates

the satisfaction as the fruit of hearing : on which

more hereafter. O/ is used three times in ver. 1

not meaning " go," but " come hither," because

the speaker himself has in possession the things

he invites others to receive. The word, there-

fore^ stands here, as often elsewhere (comp. ii. 3-

5) in the sense of a parUoula czcUandi, as age,

6tvpo
y
6tvTt

9
u come on, here I"

The second member of the verse contains a
completion of the first. It add*, that satisfaction

will be given not only to those thirsty ones that

have money, but also to those that have none.

*)03 17-J'K ntfltt is thus a second subject of 137

and nearer definition of K0¥~73. Vav before

">tflt therefore, involves the idea of "and indeed."

In the third member come buy and eat a
third particular is introduced, namely that of

hunger and its correlative bread. The fourth

member repeats and intensifies : not only is " for

not money" strengthened by the further "for

not wages" p'HO comp. xlv. 13), but wine and
milk are named in addition as things to be
bought. They are costlier and nobler means of
nourishment than water. Milk is the wine of
infancy, wine the milk of maturity. Thus not

merely bare necessities, but the daintiest, noblest
gratification, is oflfred to those craving it (comp.
on ver. 2 6).

Ver. 2. The question : why are you weigh-
ing out money ? intimates that the man in
thie ease, has a certain inclination to weigh out
his money, and that effort is needed to prevent
him. And such is actually the fact. The hardest
law is easier for a man than the gospel. He
would rather put himself to the rack like a fakir
or a Trappist, than receive the gift of God for

nothing. He will not have any thing for nothing.
He does not want grace, but wages, for his merit.

And yet what he gets in this way is not bread,
not satiety.—For one's own works are not able
to give the true righteousness, and so, too, cannot
give true peace. Recall Luther's monastic life,

and then what he found when he had learned to

believe. It may at first sight appear objectiona-
ble that the Prophet even in ver. 1, makes use
of the oxymoron (see Text, and Oram.), bv say-
ing " buy for not-gold, for not-wages," whereas
one expects " buy not for money, not for wages,"

as, indeed, before he invited every one ['M lEht

*|D3 17 to come on. Thus one expects *]DD3 kS.

TriOD K71. But the Prophet would evidently

say, that of course they should buy. *"^Gf does

not stand before )73K1 to no purpose. There shall

indeed be a purchase price paid, but it shall con-

sist of ^DD-kS and Tno-K7. That is, of course,

something odd. For DnS'ltS explained by K17

njrafen evidently denotes a nourishment that

does not deserve the name of bread, that is worse

than bread. Therefore DTlS-K*? is a contemp-

tuous expression. Accordingly *)D3~IO and

YH0-K7 must designate a price that is worse than

money or wages, that does not deserve this name.

The sense of 'U1 ^OD-wSa natf could not be

then : " buy, but not with gold, but with a higher,

better price." These words must rather mean

:

" buy for a price that has not even the value of

money or of any other sort material compensa-
tion." Can the Prophet mean to say that ? Shall

the purchase price that he demands be worse than
money, not even money ? That cannot possibly

be his meaning. Thus we see that we cannot

take *]D3~K7 and Dn7~tO in quite the same sense.

Now such a negative expression formed by the

use of *7 may have a various antithesis accord-

ing to the context ; a wpcrius or infcrius may be

its antithesis^ Thus in x. 15 we were obliged to

take X#~*7 = " not wood but something much

higher; and just so in xxxi. 8, thtrvh and

D1tt~tt7 = "not a man, but something higher,"

whereas ^iHfcSi DitHtS designate something

that is less than God, less than a nation. The
evangelist of the Old Testament gives here (ver.

2) a genuine evangelical counsel, whose meaning
and long range was certainly concealed from

;
himself. Israel shall no more bring money, and
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labor (one could construe JTr also in

of " res labore porta, gains of labor,'*

the

*!• 14).

For legal works are as money that one has paid

for food that deserves not the name of bread, be-

cause it does not satisfy. For legal works a man
receives his own deserts! But that is just

DnW? I It does not satisfy, it gives no peace.

It does not procure for us the wedding garment,

but only our own clothes, with which one will be

oast out (Matt. xxii. 12, 13). In contrast with
weighing oat money, the Prophet now says

what Israel should do in order to get satiety. He
names therefore now the true purchasing price,

the ^OD-K1
? and VF1D-|6. It consists in hearken-

ing to the Lord. There can be no doubt about
the sort of hearing that is meant. It must any
way be a very significant hearing, for the Pro-

phet exhorts to it three times by saying U?Dt?

jnatf , then DZUTK ion and finally Watf (ver. 8).

He cannot mean the hearing with the outward
ear, for the Lord would not be satisfied with
that. Hearing with the inward ear, the recep-
tivety of the he&rt, faith must be meant. Amos
viii. 11, to which Kmcm text refers us. is nearly
related to ours. It is not impossible that it hovered
in the mind of the Prophet. There it is said:
" Behold the days come, saith the Lord God,
that I will send a famine in the land, not a famine
of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing
the words of the Lord." Receiving the word,
the message of salvation, the gospel, such is the
price that is better than money and wages (*\02

and jrr). Thus in eat good and your aoul
shall delight itself in fatness, "eat" and
"enjoy itself" are meant in a spiritual sense.

3V3. meaning "good" in general has a physical
or spiritual sense according to the context (comp.
Jer. xxxL 12, 14 ; Prov. xix. 8 ; xxiv. 25, etc).

On the expression O [Bh3 tipnn comp. lviii.

14; lxvi. 11; Ps. xxxvii. 4; Job xxii. 26;
xxvii. 10, and with respect to |Bh Ps. xxxvi.-
iv.—lxiii. 6), and DDtffiJ TM, comp. Exek.
xviii. 27 ; Ps. cxix. 175.

Ver. 3. The Lord then demands lakh in His
word. But this word is extraordinary : for it an-
nounces the salvation that the Servant of Je-
hovah acquired by His suffering and death (liii).

Those to whom the gospel of Jesus Christ is no
foolishness, no offence, receive the mercies of
David. In the Crucified One David is latent. The
inscription above the cross unconsciously spoke
the truth. The thief is a type to us of the faith
that is demanded here. He saw in the Crucified
the king. Therefore he is also promised a par-

ticipation in the kingly glory. On S nna tV\3

"to make a covenant," see Text, and Oram.).
Covenant making is an ancient thing in the rela-
tion between Jehovah and the people Israel.
The Lord foretold to the. people salvation and
the Saviour in a gradual way, always increasing
in denniteness and clearness, until at last He in-
forms the chosen king David that He will found
for him an everlasting, all-comprehending king-
dom on the basis of the sonship of God (2 Sam.
.vii. 12 sqq.). This promise is the highest and

most glorious of all the promises ever yet m*A+
to Abraham and his seed, in this respect, that it
comprehends all preceding promises, frees them
from their generality, lays them on a definite
head, and defines them as a promise of a do-
minion that shall far excel all others in extent,
duration, title and power. This promise is also
the foundation of all later promises. For all of
them add nothing essentially new. Although
thev add the nearer definition that Israel itself
and the promised Son of David shall become ser-
vants of God, i. e., must pass through suffering to
glory, and although they at later periods refine
and paint up both these particulars more in de-
tail and in a variety of ways, still that word of
the Prophet Nathan continues to be the principal
stock around which all later Messianic prophecies
are grouped. The mercies of David there-

fore are those promises of mercy that were given
to David in respect to an other, higher David.
These mercies of David are also a covenant, as

the promises given to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob are

called a " covenant " (comp. Gen. xv. 18 ; xvii.

2 saq. ; Exod. ii. 24 ; Lev. xxvi. 42 ; 2 Rings
xiii. 23, etc.). For in them God not only makes
a gift, but requires a corresponding performance.
It is true that this covenant has the peculiarity,

that it is not broken by single acts of unfaithful-

ness on the part of men. For it is an everlast-

ing covenant. Such acts of backsliding cause
the Lord to use severity, but not to break the

covenant 8uch also is doubtless the meaning of

the word D'JOKj [''sure"]. At least it should
be noted that Ps. lxxxix. after saving in vers.

29, 30 (28, 29) : * My mercy will I keep for him
forevermore, and my covenant shall stand matwith

him (h n?OW ). His seed also will I make to

endure forever, and his throne as the days of

heaven," it proceeds to say ver. 31 sqq. (30)

:

" if his children forsake my law, and walk not

in my judgments ; if they break my statutes, and
keep not my commandments: then will I visit

their transgression with the rod, and their iniquity

with stripes. Nevertheless mv loving-kindness

will I not utterly take from him, nor suffer my
faithfulness to mil [as. Marg.1," efe. It » in the

highest degree probable that Ps. lxxxix. hovered
in the mind of the Prophet as he wrote these

words. Kobstkr says in regard to this: "Pa,

lxxxix. fere <xmmcntarii intfar est ad nostrum lo-

cum. Svrmliludo tanta est, vt jprophetam nostrum

psalmi huju8 auetorem esse ecnjteere Uceat " (comp.

Stieb p. 548, Anm.). Although the latter idea

is inadmissible, still the expression rrrr HDn
with which Ps. lxxxix. begins, (and which oc-

curs beside only Ps. cvii. 43; Isa. lxiii. 7 : Lam.
iii. 22), reminds one of our text, as do also

verses 4, 29, 38, 60 (3, 27, 37, 49) ; and in ge-

neral the object of the whole Psalm is to hold up
to God the promises given to David, and on the

ground of tnem fo implore protection in pressing

need. Comp. remarks below on ver. 4, and Text,

and Oram, on ver. 3, TH "ion.

Ver. 4. If in vers. 1-3, the Prophet has in

mind the time when no longer personal works,

but the believing acceptance of God's word is

decisive in respect to receiving salvation, then

he stands with his thought in the midst of the

Messianic period. And, indeed, the further par-
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ticular pressed upon him, that not Israel alone
will receive that salvation, bat also the Gentile
'world. He sees the barriers broken down that

separate Israel from the Gentiles. The David
that was promised to the first David is made by
the Lord a witness of the nations, i. <?., one
that shall testify salvation to the nations. That
the suffix in Vtfni (" I have given him") refers

to David ver. 3, is certain. But the one made a
witneos cannot possibly be the first David. How
would a statement come into this context con-

cerning the task to be fulfilled by the successor

of Saul in his time? According to vers. 1-3,

the Prophet's thoughts are in the future when
the marvellous change will take place, that God
will no longer require giving from men but only
receiving. Therefore I take the expression " mer-
cies of David " as having a double meaning, vim. :

not only the promises given to Davyl, but also

pointing to David. This of course assumes that

the name David may be applied to the Messiah
also. But this assumption is fully justified,

since not only later, but also earlier prophets
expressly designate the Messiah by the name
of David (Hoe. ill. 5 ; Jer. xxx. 9 ; Ezek. xxxiv.
23, 24; xxxvii. 24, 25). The expression IJf

("witness") likewise appears to me to be bor-

rowed from Ps. lxxxix. For in ver. 38 of this

Psalm the author concludes the representation

of the promise given to David with the words

:

|OW
#
pnafl 1JM. I share the view of Maurer,

Hrrao, Dblitobch, Moll, etc., that by pntf3 iy

we are to understand God Himself (comp. Job
xvi. 19, and regarding the expression pntf Pa.

lxxxix. 7). In our text, th*n, David, who ful-

fills " the mercies of David," is called a witness

of the nations, because He testifies also to the

Gentile world what God had testified to the peo-

ple Israel, because He carries out to the Gentiles

that same gospel to whose believing acceptance
Israel was summoned in vers. 2, 3. In this

peaceful way, not by force of arms, shall the

other David also become a prinoe and oom-
mander of the nations. To take 1£ in the

sense ef '*lawgiver," with Hitzio, is altogether

arbitrary. On the construction of ver. 4 b see

Teat. <md Qrnm. Any way it would express, that

the second David shall be the same in respect to

the nations that the first was in respect to the
people Israel.

Ver. 5. • But the maimer in which the second
David will be a witness of God to the nations
will be, not that He will personally and directly

exercise the office of witness, but He will let it

be exercised by His people Israel to whom He
immediately belongs. Although I regard the
** witness" of ver. 4 as being the second and not
the first David, still I believe that the Prophet
here has in mind those words of the first David
in Ps. xviii. 43 sqq. where, speaking primarily
of His activity as an earthly conqueror, he also

certainly as a w prophet'1 (Acts ii. 30), speaks of
the call of His kingdom to make spiritual con-
quests. Especially our words " a nation whom
thou knewest not," recall the words Ps.

xviii. 44 (43): "a people whom I have not
known shall serve me." The disciples and
Apostles of the Lord, who received the command
to preach the gospel to all nations, were, in fact,

Israelites. Through them Israel called nations

that it previously did not know, and nations that

before knew nothing of Israel hastened to it (ii.

2, 3). Israel and the Gentile world have even
found in the second David a common centre that

draws one to the other. This thought is so ex-
pressed in ver. 5 6, that there Jehovah is desig-

nated as the object and goal of this running
hither. They came, not for Israel's sake, but
for the make of Jehovah its God, and not to

Israel, but to the Holy One of Israel. But
it is nevertheless an honor of a high and unique
sort, that Israel is favored with being the instru-

ment of calling the nations to Jehovah. And
the honor that the Lord has purposed for Is-

rael, has its root just therein ; for this reason it

is D^H-Sa hi |VS# ("high above all nations"

(Dent iv. 6 sqq. ; xxvi. 19 ; xxviii. 1 ; 2 Sam.

vii. 23 sq.) and " servant of Jehovah," so far as

this expression also designates the call of Israel

to be the medium of salvation (" salvation is of
the Jews," John iv. 22, comp. xliii. 19). And it

belongs also to this, that Israel is repeatedly

called directly the 4< witness of Jehovah" (xlui.

10 ; xliv. 8). Besides, this clause of the verse is

repeated verbatim lx. 9. As Israel is everywhere

thought of as masculine (*pjn\ ^K. ftp*)
the suffix of ^*? cannot be a fern, suffix, but is

a masculine pausal form, as in ^JJJ xxx. 19.

% WHAT HINDERANCES AND SCRUPLES ARE TO BE REMOVED, THAT THE
NEW WAY OF APPROPRIATING SALVATION MAY OBTAIN.

Chapter LV. 6-13.

6 Seek ye the Lord while he may be found,
Call ye unon him while he is near:

7 Let the wicked forsake his way,
And 'the unrighteous man his thoughts

:

And let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him

;

And to our God, for *he will abundantly pardon.
8 For my thoughts are not your thoughts,

Neither are your ways my ways, saith the Lord.
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9 For as the heavens are higher than the earth,

80 are my ways higher than your ways,
And my thoughts than your thoughts.

10 For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven,
And returneth not thither,

But watereth the earth,

And maketh it bring forth and bud,
That it may give seed to the sower, and bread to the eater

:

11 80 shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth

:

It shall not return unto me void,

But it shall accomplish that which I please,

And it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it.

12 For ye shall go out with joy,

And be led forth with peace

:

The mountains and the hills shall break forth before you into singing,
And all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.

13 Instead of the thorn shall come up the "fir tree, *

And instead of the *brier shall come up the myrtle tree

:

And it shall be to the Lord for a name,
For an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off.

1 Heb. the man of iniquity.

• cyprett.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 9. Before ir&2 the particle of oomperieon is omit-

ted ; oomp. Jer. iii. 2a

Ver. 10. J/U subject DtfJ end aStf. The Imperil

TV designates whet happens oontinaously ; 34tf*

the* which is supposed, not actual; rmn, m'SinT
mVOXn, jrO on the other hand designate simple ob-

Jectire facts.

Ver. 11. The eccuaatire tef* before 'AHbtf i» quite

normal. Verbs of teaching, commanding, commission-

*Heb. fuwiU multipfyto

*fieo-worL

GRAMMATICAL.
ing, as is well known, stand with a double accusative!

oomp. Exod. It. 28; 1 8am. xxi 8, «te

Ver. 18. n'H is to be eonstraed neatrallj. One
might take Dtf here as meaning "momtmmtvm" as in S

Sam. Till. 13, and as Isaiah uses it lvi. 6. But one does
better to take it in the sense of" renown " (comp. Dent*
xxvL 19; Zeph. iii. 18) ; but fOK, on account or the ad-

dition r\-\y kSm had better be taken in thesaw
o( u tlgmmy mommmUm," that which, as it were, bears

and preserres the renown (oomp. xlx. 80; Dent xxriiL

46; Num. xvii. 3, etc).

EXBGETIGAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Seek the Lord abundantly par-
don.—Vers. 6-7. The entire section vers. 6-
11 deals with the difficulties that actually, or in

human opinion, oppose that "hearing" that the
Lord has demanded in yen. 2, 3. The first dif-

ficulty is, that so many men are unable to make
np their minds to lay hold, t. «., to respond to the
Lord's call, and on their side to desire and seek
what offers itself to them. For, of course, the
soul must on its part incline to the Lord, who
inclines Himself to it. This is the "seeking"
and ''calling" of which verse 6 speaks. Be-
lieving is a hard matter. Hence many hesitate

until it is too late. And hence the Prophet's
warning, to turn to the Lord in season, to seek
and call on Him. For the Lord is not near and
able to be found without limitation. Hast thou
suffered thy heart to harden or become callous,

or hast thou suffered the time to lapse wherein
believing is any way possible, u &, the period
of earthly life, that ends with death and with the
world beyond which begins the seeing,—then
thou findest the Lord no more, He withdraws.
Thou canst then no more believe, even though
wishing painfully to do so, as Esau who found no
room for repentance though he sought it with

tears (Heb. xii. 17), or as those who have slipped

past the mteful J* to-day" (comp. Heb. iii. 7 aqq.;

iv. 7 and the parables of the invited guests

Luke ziv. 17 sqq., and the laborers in the

vineyard Matth. xx. 1 sqq.). The second and
chiefest hinderance to believing is this, that men
cleave too much to evil. They love it too much;
all their imagining and doing is directed to it.

They cannot get rid of sin, they are under the

ban and constraint of it. Hence the Prophet
warns, that the wicked first of all must forsake

his wicked way and the man of iniquity (Prov.

vi. 12, 18, which likely was in the Prophet's

mind) his thoughts. TTiis is the negative aide

of the exhortation. With this is joined the posi-

tive; the wicked should turn to Jehovah a. to

the end that He may have mercy on him, 6. far
the rea*m that Jehovah is (not a strange but)

Israel's ("our") God, and is inclined and accus-

tomed to pardon abundantly.
2. For My thoughts whereto I sent

it—Vers. 8-11. These verses reply to those ob-

jections that the natural man opposes to the new
way of salvation proposed by God in vera. 1-3.

The first objection runs : it is inconceivable that

man can obtain salvation simply by believing
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and not by his own works. The Prophet de-

clares that this objection is groundless. For, he
says, My thoughts are not your thoughts,
etc What is foolishness with men is wisdom
with God, 1 Cor. L 18 sqq. God is great in

littleness, strong in weakness, glorious in lowli-

nessg wise in foolishness. Just for that reason

He is approachable. The poor and lowly do not

take offence at this form of His appearance. No,
jost thus He is comprehensible to them. But
the wise and prudent are sifted by it as through a
sieve. Whoever holds his head so high that he
cannot go through the narrow gate, must remain
without. He is not fit to be in the kingdom of
God. But whoever is not offended at the gospel
of the manger and of the cross, will be sensible

that there is in it a power and wisdom that is as

high as heaven above all the wisdom of both
acribas and philosophers. The second objection
runs: the sermon that, according to vers. 1-3,

demands only hearing and accepting must remain
without effect. This objection also is groundless.
For it is with the word that announces God's
lofty thoughts, as it is with the products of the
physical atmosphere that descend to the earth, in

order to render the latter capable of unfolding its

life-forces. Rain and snow ao not return without
accomplishing their ends, but they fructify

(T7V1 cause to give birth, comp. lxvi. 9 ; 1 Chr.
ii. 18) the earth, and oanse it to bring forth

n?X (sprouts comp. on iv. 2) and give seed
to the sower and bread to the eater. The
efficiency of the word should be designated as (see

Text and O.) an actual certainty. I translate OK O
simply by "but." The word ofGod (and one may
think here of all that is called Mycc #*oi), does not
return empty. Thus it is expressly said of it that

it does return. And in fact every thing that goes
out from God, also that word spoken or written

by men by the power of His Spirit, must, as an
eternal, real, divine existence, unite itself again
with its original source

j
or more correctly : what

comes out of God remains also eternally in God.
3. For ye shall not be oat off.—Vera.

12, 13. *3. "for", beginning ver. 12, introduces

the proof of the statement of ver. 11. The word
of God shall return, not unsuccessful, but wholly
successful. For Israel shall go forth and be led

with joy. Such is just the efficiency of that word
of God that is meant, vers. 1-3. it is clear that

the Prophet cannot mean the future departure
out of the Babylonian exile. But he does mean
an exodus of which that physical exodus is only
the type. For the historical redemption out of
the Exile is both a type and a pledge of the re-

demption out of the exile of sin, out of the bond-
age of the devil. The same God that would and
could redeem ''the fleshly Israel

19 out of the cor-

poreal exile, will by force of the same love and
power redeem the spiritual Israel out of the spi-

ritual exile. And in that exodus Israel will re-

joice, and be led in peace. And the non-personal

creation will share in Israel's joy: the moun-
tains and the hills will break forth into
singing, and all trees clap their hands.
That this could not be on the occasion of the cor-

poreal exodus from Babylon, is clear. It is mani-
fest, then, that the Prophet intends a much higher,

a spiritual exodus. But this latter also has its

gradations. When once nature itself is pene-
trated with spirit and glorified (lxv. 17 ; lxvi. 22;
Bom. viii. 21), then, what in the word of the Pro-
phet is not merely poetic imagery, but real con-
tents of life, will at last receive its entire accom-
plishment. In the time the Prophet thinks of,

noxious growths will give place to noble growths
that bring a blessing with them. Instead of
PWJH (again only vu. 19, therefore a genuine
Isaianic word) shall grow up the cypress (comp.
on xli. 19), instead of the flea-bane Pf 1?, <*/r.

Aty., its meaning is debated, comp. Geseh., The*.,

and Hbrz., IL-Enc XIV., p. 666. I translate,

with Delitzbch, after the LXX., Aqu. Thbod.,
Kdw^a, flea-wort, flea-bane), the myrtle (see on
xli. 19). We had similar expressions, xxxv. 1

3q.; xli 18 sq.; xliv. 23; xlix. 13; lii. 9. This
onous act of salvation shall redound to the

Lord's everlasting renown, and be an everlast-

ing monument of His love, power, and wisdom.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On lv. 1-3. "Hoc peripkrasi alleaorica (siU-

endi et carendi pecunia) notantur it, quwus arida est

conscienUa ex aestu irae divinae propter peccata,

quique anode siHunt gratiam Dei ae remisswnem psc-

catorum, quam $e propriis openbue eonsequi posse

plane desperant."—Foerster.
2. On lv. 1. " It is no legal commanding and

ordering, that gives nothing of which it speaks,

but an evangelical offer ana invitation, that also

gives what it demands. He who gives the com-
mand to come, also gives the strength to enable

one to come, i. «M faith (Matth. xi. 28 ; Jno. vi.

27, 44)."—Starke.
3. On lv. 1. "RobusUs, qui tentationibus peccati

et mortis exercentur
t
datur vtnum ad eonsolationem;

rudibus autem et infirmis datur lac ad alimentum,

q^in*tituunturetdocentur."~-LTJTaEBL. "In Pro-
consular Africa the ancient church had a custom
cf offering to those baptized milk and honey for

the new childhood and childishness. But Jerome
informs us that they took also wine and milk."—
Stier. Offering milk and honey was an oriental

custom.
4. On lv. 1. 2. "The salvation of Christ can-

not be bought for money, as Peter 1st Simon
know when he offered money for it: 'Thy money
perish with thee, because thou hast thought that

the gift of God may be purchased with money 9

(Acts viii. 20). It is not to be obtained by any
sort of personal merit or work, trouble, or labor

(whoever would have it thus fatigues himself in

vain, and can never be satisfied, nor find any
comfort for his soul), but by the pure, undeserved

divine grace (Bom. iii 23 sq.; Eph. iL 8)."—
Eenner.

5. On lv. 2. "Est confulatio et abrogatio om-

nium aliarum rcligionum, doctrinarum et operum.

Qwod omnes religiones, omnes doetrinae et stadia om-

nia extra hone gratiae doctrinam sint frwtranea et

tamen laboriosa, quae non tranquillum Joctant oni-

mum sed affliganU IHligenter autem notabis hoe

praedicatum, qwod tribuit omnibusjustitiis, quae sunt

extra gratiam, quod scilicet sint hboriosae et tamen

frustraneae, sicut sub papa experti sumus."—Lu-
ther.

" The Papists make God a sun shop-keeper,

who would sell his heaven."—Foerster,
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6. On lv. 8. The peculiarity of "the sure mer-
cies of David" consists in this, that under no cir-

cumstances can they be withdrawn from the
throne and kingdom of David. Individuals, yea.

even whole races and generations, that belonged

to those entitled to them, may be excluded on ac-

count of their sin. But taking all together, Da-
vid's throne and kingdom shall stand and develop,

grow and increase to the elevation and extent

that God has determined for it. It is to regard

the matter from another side when one says: " No
.man should doubt the grace of God or despair of

it. And when we are assaulted by the doubt
whether God will even preserve us in the know-
ledge of Himself, we should oppose to it the sure

mercies of David. For mountains and hills may
foil away, but His grace shall not remove from
us (liv. 10)."

—

Cramer.
7. On lv. 3, 4. "But what is the contents of the

sure mercies promised to David ? It is this High,
Wonderful One, whom God has set for a Witness

to men, in whom they should see the divinity,

yea, whom He has made Head of the nations!

Therefore a Person ? Yes, indeed ; the Messiah,
the God-man, of whom Isaiah has so long spoken
mysteriously, as of the Servant of Jehovah. He
is a Person 1 For I (myself even a person) am
surely not to go down beneath myself and find

my soul's contents and life in a thing! That
were utterly heathenish. No. A Person is the

sure mercy of David, and, indeed, the greatest

of all: He in whom God bears witness of Himself
to mankind, and in whom God comprehends all

mankind as in their Head, Son ofGod, Son ofman,
the eternally youthful Lord of mankind, and also

her, the Virgin Mary's, Son. Of such a Lord the
virgin mother, and mankind will not have to com-
plain. Since this one must arise in Israel, the true

Israel, the Apostle choir, Bhall draw the remotest
heathen to itself, and the latter shall run up with joy
because they recognize the almighty, eternal God
in His church, as He glorifies it."

—

Diedbich.
8. On lv. 6* '' Quaerite eum, dum estisin corpora

dum datur locus pocnitentiae, et quaerite nan loco sea

fide. .... Appropinquat autem appropinquanti-

bus sibi (Jac iv. 8), et fitio longo post tempore
revertenti laetus occurriL" Jerome.
^
9. On lv. 7. " That is the only way of salva-

tion. First, for a man to tuns away from his

own will of evil thoughts, and then conversion to

God who is rich in pardon, and His pity will not
tarry." Umbreit.

10. On lv. 8. "One of the most sublime pas-
sages of Scripture, where more than commonly
the HOT DtO should evince itself as a truth to

every conscience. .... Whoever in such dis-

courses is unable to hear the speaking Person of
God, lacks something in his own personality; he
has not vet become a thou that the greatest I may
address." Stier.

11. On lv. 8, 9. The human heart compre-
hends with difficulty the doctrine that "God
hath concluded all in unbelief, that He might
have mercy upon all." But such as do compre-
hend it exclaim with Paul : "O the depth of the
riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of
God ! how unsearchable are His judgments, and
His ways past finding out!" (Rom. xL 32 sq.).
—* Quanta sum sublimwr, tanto et clementior."

Grotiub in Stieb.—"Not merely the thoughts

of an adulterer, fornicator, thief, are deep beneath
the divine thoughts, but also those that to reason
are good, holy human thoughts of reformation,
of the way of salvation and righteousness, are
not good for anything, until they attain the ele-
vation of compassion and pardon. Especially in
respect to justification, God declares all OOV?
["ways"], i. e. even religions, doctrines and wise
ones among men, basely false, because in the best
case they ever obstinately wish to bring price and
money for His grace! They ever wish to help
themselves, though it is before their eyes that
even in nature nothing grows on earth without
rain from above." Stier.

12. On lv. 10, 11. "The prophetic preaching
since DeuL xxxii. 1 is frequently compared to

rain, and the word is also conceived of as a mes-
senger, envoy of God, ix. 7 (8); Ps. cviL 20;
cxlvii. 15 sqq. The personification assumes that
the word is no mere sound or letter. Emitted
from the mouth of God, it acquires form, and in
this form it conceals divine life by reason of its

divine origin, and so it runs, alive of God, endued
with divine power, charged with divine commis-
sions, as a swift messenger through nature and
the world of men, there for instance to melt the
ice, here to protect and save, nor does it come
back from its round of errands until it has made
the will of its Sender operative. This return of
the word of God also presupposes a divine essence
in that word. The will of God that is concrete

*

and audible in the word \& the expression
of His essence, and resolves itself into this again
as soon as it is fulfilled. The images chosen are
rich with allusions. As snow and rain are the
mediate cause of growth, and thus also of the
enjoyment of what is, harvested, so also by the
word of God the ground and soil of the human
heart is softened, refreshed and made fertile and
vegetative, and this word gives the Prophet, who
is like the sower, the seed which he scatters, and
it brings with it bread that nourishes the soul :

for every word that proceeds from the mouth of
God is also bread (DeuL viii.

3J.
The particular

point of comparison, however, is the energy with
which the word converts itself into reality."

—

Demtzbch
18. On lv. 12, 13. «« Away with the base, stale

thoughts, as if God the Lord were here only let-

ting lofty words sound through His Prophet,
about all the conveniences of the journey for the
small number of Jews of that time! This exo-
dus, this return home of the redeemed, is some-
thing quite different, extends indeed in the long
perspective through much and various till the
goal is reached. The first exodus from the world
and sin is meant, thus indeed from Israel that

has become unholy, into the reproach of Christ

—furthermore the whole way of the church since

that time, with all its recurring goings forth, pre-

senting themselves in such variety of ways, final-

ly, and indeed in the most perfect sense, the last

redemption totheglory of the children. For again
Israel's return out of obduracy will furnish the last

prelude that will be the reconciliation of type and
reality." Stier.

HOMLLETICJuL HINTS.

1. On lv. 1-5. The LORD a merchant 1)

He invites the whole world to buy. 2) The
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price He demand* is not money nor performance,
but that men will let Him present His wares to

them. 3) His wares; He offers the mercy of
David, that gives peace to all the world.

2. On lv. 1-5. Missionary Sermos. " Qoa*s
invitation t+4kt *m mercies in Christ. 1) We
hear in it the call of a love that wills that help
be extended to all men. 2) We see in it .the law
of a wisdom that has resolved to save all nations

by a Mediator. 3) We find in it the reminder
of a promise that continues still to-day to be ful-

filled among the nations"

—

"Missions the best

glorifying of the kingdom of Christ. For 1) They
help the constitution of the kingdom to attain its

rights. 2) They set the Lord of the kingdom
in the full light 3) They bring the distant

members of the kingdom into full course." Dr.
Zapff.

3. On lv. L "What God does not work in

ns Himself He does not, recognize as His own.
Therefore no compelling' law is needed here, no
command nor prohibition. For faith does all

that is to be done in a free spirit That is, it

surrenders itself to God, who works everything
in ns out of grace. And that, also, is what Isaiah

preaches, that we should come to the Lord in

order to hear Him and to buy wine and milk for

nothing." Arndt, Wahres dhristenthum, III. 2,,4.

4. [On lv. t. " Our buying without money in-

timates, (1.) That the gifts offered us are invalu-

able and such as no price can be set upon. Wis-
dom is that which cannot be gotten for gold. (2.)

That He who offers them has no need of us, nor
of any returns we can mftke Him. He makes us
these proposals, not because He has occasion to

sell, but because He has a disposition to give. (3.)

That the things offered are already bought and
paid for. Christ purchased them at the full value,

with price, not with money, but with His own blood,

1 Pet i. 19. (4 ) That we shall be welcome to

the benefits of the promise, though we are utterly

unworthy of. them, and cannot make a tender of

anything that looks like a valuable consideration."

M. Henry].
5. On lv. 6. "God has neither time nor place,

is ever ready to help and to five, stands every
moment before our door (Rev. lii. 20). His time
is all time, but our time is not all time " (Ps. zcv.

8 ; Heb. ill. 7, 13, 16 ; iv. 7). Arndt, ibid. II.,

84,12.
6. [On lv. 7. A oaU to repent. I. What it

IB to repent. (1.) His to turnfrom'sin ; it is to

forsake it, and with loathing, "forsake his way*"

There must be not only a change of way, but a
change of mind, "forsake his thoughts** Repent-
ance, if it be true, strikes at the root and washes
the heart from wickedness. (2.) It is to return to

the Lord : as to our sovereign Lord against whom
we have rebelled; as to the fountain of life-giving

waters.—II. The encouragement to repent.
(1) Qod will have mercy. Misery is the object of
mercy. Now the consequences of sin, by which
we have become truly miserable (Ezek. xvi. 5, 6),
and the nature of repentance, by which we are
made sensible of oar misery and are brought to

bemoan ourselves JJer. xxxi. 18) make us ob-

jects of pity, and with God these are tender mer-
cies. (2.) He will abundantly pardon. Though
our sins have been very great and very many, and
oft repeated, and we are still prone to offend.

After M. Henry].
7. Onlv.8.9. Ti The consolations affordedby these

words. 1) We learn from them self-renunciation.

2) We learn faith from them. 3) We gain from
them the right hope." Ed. Enoelhardt, in
Maneh. Oaben, etc., III. Jahrg., p. 602.

8. On lv. 8-11. u The comparison of the divine

thoughts and ways with ours. 1) They are differ-

ent from ours. 2) They are more efficient than
ours." Nesselmann, ibid., 1870, p. 477.

9. On lv. 8, 9. "One must take care that an
exhortation to repentance with the promise of the
gracious forgiveness of sins precede. . • . Thus
the meaning is : do not wonder that I say, with
God is much forgiveness, and He will have com-
passion even on the wicked and malicious, ifthey
turn to Him. For ye men are so minded that ye
do not willingly forgive and forget, when one has
treated you roughly and often offended you.

Therefore ye judge me according to your senti-

ment and thoughts, as if I too were so hard and
unwilling to forgive. But my thoughts and my
sentiment are in this respect as far from yours as

heaven from earth," Scriver, Seelenschatz, II.,

Th.SPred. {13.
10. On lv. 10, 11. Comparison of the word with

rain and snow. 1) Both come down from heaven*.

2) Both operate fruitfully upon the earth. 3)
Both return to heaven, but not without having
successfully done their work on earth.

11. On lv. 12, 13. The departure of the people of
Qod out of the exile of sin ana evil. 1) That such a
thing is to be looked for. 2) When it is to be
looked for. 3) How it will be accomplished (in

joy which shall be felt not only by redeemed
mankind* but also by the impersonal creation).

VIH.—THE EIGHTH DISCOURSE.

Chapter LVL 1-9.

The new salvation mediated by the Servant of
Qod was described chap. liv. in its general, ob-

jective aspect ; in chap. lv. in respect to the sub-

jective appropriation of salvation. Chap, lvi., in

a few but plain strokes, shows us the same as the
sonne of an entirely new ethical, social and phy-
sical regulation of life. For vers. 1, 2 hold out

the prospect of a holy walk, vers. 3-7 of a new
legal regulation respecting strangers and eunuchs,

finally vers. 8-9, that the salvation shall be ex-

tended also to the impersonal creature.

The vers. lvi. 10-12 belong as to substance to
the following chapter*
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604 THE FROPHET ISAIAH.

The moral, social and phyaioal fruits of the new way of salTatlon.

Chap. LVL 1-9.

1 Thus saith the Lord,
Keep ye 'judgment, and do justice

:

For my salvation is near to come,

And my righteousness to be revealed.

2 Blessed is the man that doeth this,

And the son of man that layeth hold on it

;

That keepeth the sabbath from polluting it,

And keepeth his hand from doing any evil.

3 Neither let 'the son of the stranger, that hath joined himself to the Lord, speak
Saying, The Lord bhath utterly separated me from his people:

Neither let the eunuch say, Behold, I am a dry tree.

4 For thus saith the Lord unto the eunuchs
That keep my sabbaths,

And choose the things that please me,
And take hold of my covenant

;

5 Even unto them will I give in mine house
And within my walls a °place and a name
Better than of sons and of daughters

:

I will give them an everlasting name,
That shall not be cut off.

6 Also 'the sons of the stranger, that join themselves to the Lord,
To serve him, and to love the name of the Lord,
To be his servants,

Every one that keepeth the sabbath from polluting it,

And taketh hold ofmy covenant:

7 Even them will I bring to my holy mountain,
And make them joyful in my house of prayer

:

Their burnt offerings and their sacrifices shall be accepted upon mine altar

:

For mine house shall be called an house of prayer for all people.

8 The Lord God [Jehovah] which gathereth the outcasts of Israel, saith,

Yet will I gather others to him,

'Beside those that are gathered unto him.

9 All ye beasts of the field, come *to devour,

Yea, all ye beasts in the forest*

iQr.eqwty. Heb. To kU gathered.

» theforeigner*. % witt utterly eeparate. • mark.
* theforeigners • to eat

Ver. 1. HpTV and Dfitf in parallelism as in xxviii.

17; xxxii.18; xxxiii.5; lix.9,U.

Ver. 2. nttT and H3 can of course be grammatically

referred to what follows. But grammar Just as much
admits of their being referred to what precedes. And
I prefer the Utter, because then there is no need of

taking HOW for "VlOttf or "lOCH, but it can be under-

stood simply as in apposition with tf'OK and DTK~JD in

a specifying sense. )7 /HO '& *^Otf la not to be un-

derstood as if |D simply intimated from what the Sab-

bath should be kept, in which sense 1D# and JO are

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

frequently conjoined («.$.,137O iSiH lDBJ"hekeepa
V T' 'VI- -T

thy foot from the snare " Prov. ill. 28, etc). JO has here,

as often, the negative meaning(oomp. xliv. 18; xUx. 16;

lviii. 13, etc). We must therefore translate :
** who keeps

the Sabbath (comp. Exod. xxxl 14) so that he does not

profane it.** For the suffix in H7TI were quite super-

fluous if it were intended to be said only in general from
what the Sabbath must be kept. In the latter case one

Would rather look for an infinitive passive or an abstract

noun: he who keeps the 8abbath from being profaned,

or from profanation. Moreover this involves the mean-
ing that one must not only keep the Sabbath himself,
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CHAP. LVI. 1-9. 605

bat also guard it from erery profanation by others. Bat

the suffix is pertinent if the meaning is : he who keeps

the Sabbath so that he does not profane it (the Sabbath,

not anything in general). This explanation is com-

mended by the fact that the same construction recurs

Will. IX Of course, then, the following clause TV IDE?

'U1 must be similarly explained.

Ver. 8. HlSj is, from its ending, not the participle,

bat the perfect If the pointing be correct, then the

mode of expression belongs to the instances where the

article involves a pronominal meaning: Josh. x. 24;

Gen. xxL 8; Esra viii. 26; 1 Chr. zxiz. 17 ; xxrL 28.

In \Op hpD the Sp has a cumulative sense, as in xxxiL

10; Gen. xxviiL 9; xxxL 60, etc

Ver. 4. As regards the construction, one sees from

VWiaX that the Prophet arranges the clauses by that

rule according to whloh, from the view-point of the

first stage of the future attained, what remains is pre-

sented in the perfect as the simple unfolding of that

stage. For the sake of variety, and doubtless also for

the purpose of denoting the persistency of the holding

fast, the Prophet expresses the third condition by the

participle. For this reason we are not to construe

D'p'TnO as in apposition, say, with O'Ono, but it

stands parallel with HH31. The pronomen separatum

DH is wanting, as very often happens, it 6; xxiv.2;

xxxiv. ft; xxxvIL f8; xll. 7, etc The words of Jeho-

vah,announced by Tl "1DK nj, begin with nOBMeft

as appears by the suffixes and afformatives of the first

person.

Ter. 6. DCft T. belong together as a double idea, and

'201 OO 310 refers to it. Hence T cannot simply

mean 44 side, place, share*1 (as e.gH Num. ii. 17; Dent

xxifi. U; Gen. xlvL 24, ete.), nor Dtf mean simply

M name." But both together must designate a monu-

ment that preserves the memory of the name. In this

sense T stands alone (2 Sam. xviiL 18 ; 1 Sam. xv. 12),

and also Dtf (comp. on lv. 13). The combination has

the force of a hendiadys : mark and memory— memo-
rial mark.

Vers. 6, 7. H3HM is the iofin. with the fern, ending

H-- On K"tiT comp. liv. 6 ; xxxv. 8; lxli. 4, 12.

Ver. 8. Only here and Zeca. xii. 1 is DW so placed at

the beginning. On the double name HIIT ^IK see

List

Ver. 0. I construe %u
Hff MVn ?D (Instead of which

xliii. 20 nifcrn nTI) as the object of y3pK ver. 8, and

ver. 9 6 as parallel clause. The form \jvn (excepting

in Zeph. ii 14, where '\} \JYJ1 are spoken of, and thus
i
~

the word Is evidently used in a figurative sense), occurs
only in connection with the substantives V"W (Gen. L

24; Ps. lxxix. 2\ 'Tfef (Ps. civ. 11) and ^MPs.*L 10 ; civ.

20). *pK Wn designates the totality of all beasts.

The two halves of them are the Hfef tfm and 1]F Vm
or^X

EXEGETTCAL AND CEITICAL.

1. Thus faith the LORD any evil.

-—Vera. 1, 2.^ It might appear from lv. 1-3, as

if, for receiving the promised salvation, nothing
more were necessary than receptivity, and as if

all activity were excluded. That such is not the
case is intimated already lv. 7, by the exhorta-
tion to penitent turning from evil and turning to

the Lord. But the Prophet designedly declares
in the present passage, that one should not sup-
pose moral uncleanness is compatible with par-
ticipation in the promised salvation. It is indeed
God's free grace that accords to men the satisfac-

tion spoken of in lv. 2, 3. But this grace is not
only to make men blessed, but also to sanctify

them. It is in fact impossible for one to enjoy
the goodness of God, and at the same time to in-

sult Him by transgressing His commandments.
Such an exhortation is of course needless for

those that have entered body and scul into the
kingdom of God, %. e., for those that no longer
live in the mortal body that is subject to sin. To
all those that still stand in the conflict of this

earthly life, the kingdom of God has only come
near. To them the righteousness of God is not
completely revealed (comp. Bom. viii. 24). When
we note that the Lord, at the end of the first

clause of ver. 1 requires of men that they " use
righteousness,'

1 then the corresponding revela-
tion of His righteousness, that He promises at
the close of the verse, consist in this, that He
for His part as the one covenanting party (lv. 3),
will keep what He has promised. Thus, too, it

is said to Christians that have in faith laid hold
of God's grace: "know ye not that the unright-
eous shall not inherit the kingdom of God" (1
Cor.vL9sq.)?and: "thisye know, that no whore,

monger, nor unclean person, nor covetous man,
who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the

kingdom of Christ, and of God" (Eph. v. 5);
and: "follow after holiness, without which no
man shall see the Lobd" (Heb. xii. 14, comp. 1

Tim. vi. 11 ; 1 Thess. . 23, etc.). Moreover the

author of Ps. cvi. 3, seems to have had our pas-

sage before him.—Ver. 2. He that does what
was required in ver. 1 (see Text, and Oram.), is

to be esteemed blessed. For he has proved that

he has true faith. Two commandments, or two
categories of commandments, are named instead

of all. First the Sabbath commandment. The
Sabbath was the day consecrated to Jehovah. By
its weekly recurrence, it was a standing admoni-
tion to the duty that Israel owed to Jehovah, and
thus a touchstone of whether Israel would faith-

fully pay this duty. Hence it is called, Exod.
xxxi. 13 : "a sign between me and you through-

out your generations ; that ye may know that I

am the Lord that doth sanctify you." Thus the

Sabbath belonged to foundations of the Theo-
cracy, its profanation was punished with death

(Exod. xxxv. 2), which was to be inflicted by the

whole congregation, and by means of stoning

(Nnm. xv. 35). And keepeth bis hand from
doing any evil; one can say that in this clause

the Prophet includes the sphere of the second
tajble of the Decalogue. Luther says : Compre-
hendit nomine sabbati omnia ea, quae no$ Deo de-

bemus, hoe est primam tabulam. Rursus cum dicit
" custodiers mantis suae etc." omnia caritatis opera
complectitur, hoc est secundam tabulam. The Pro-
phet means about the same that is demanded of
the Israelites, i. 16, 17 (where see my comment).
One may also say that he has in mind the imago
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608 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

of the Old Testament p'TO. the antithesis to which

is the V 1^- I* ** moreover to be noted, that the

Prophet, in contemplating the future Messianic
salvation with reference to its moral behaviour,

does so in the form of an exhortation. Although
on the whole he gives a promise, still, agreeably

to the nature of the subject, he appeals here with

special emphasis also to the personal performance
of men. His %°}p* ver. 2 is conditioned on the

admonition Dpi* lfrjn BfltfD PDtf ver. 1.

2. Neither let the son for all people.
Vers. 3-7. In these verses the Prophet shows
that the new way of salvation will have in its

train an entirely new order of law and life. The
natural basis of the old covenant was the descent
from Abraham, through the lineage consecrated
by means of circumcision. This explains why
the reception of fitrangers into this holy national
communion could take place only under .certain
onerous conditions. For it was possible (Deat.
xxiii. 4 Rfjq., comp. Baaxschuetz, Mob. Recht,
chap. 100). Now evidently the Prophet would
say, that the foreigners ("OJ 'J3 a broader con-

ception than Oni • for 1* is only the foreigner

wqjourning in the land, whereas ^3J or "OJ-J3 de-

signates the foreigner generally, comp. xiv. 1,

&f2Z VJ} ™*™ ; Saamchubtz, Up. 684sq.)
f

in the new covenant, will suppose that there will
be greater stringency in the legal requirements re*
specting the reception of foreigners into the Is-
rael itiph communion in consequence of the en-
hanced glory. Thus the Prophet assumes, that
Israel will be so glorious in the new covenant,
that the inferiority of the heathen will, in con-
trast, only appear in so much the stronger light,
that consequently nothing more will bo said of
receiving the latter into Israel, yea, that the ques-
tion will even be raised of excluding those al-

ready received. A mrp-Slt Hi Si is one that has

joined himself to the 1V7V THp '< assembly of

Jehovah/1 and has been received into it (comp.
Keh. x. 29). The expression occurs in this sense
xiv. 1; Jer. 1. 5; Zech. ii. 15; Esth. ix. 27.
From ver. 6, we will learn that an allusion to of-

fering one's self for the priestly ministry is not
foreign to the word. It seems to me to be"a need-

less inquiry, whether the Prophet means by mSj
proselytes of the gate or proselytes of righteous-
ness. For he would evidently say, that all those
who are unable to trace back the origin of their
race to the root of Israel, will question, whether,
because not predestined by birth to the glory of
this people, thus because not noble enough, they
must not be expelled again from the national
communion of israe^ spiteof their reception into
it, and spite of their having thereby become

^T^)^^ (^mP- I^ther in Herz. Rr
Eneyd. XII. p. 244). The Prophet natives
this inquiry, because the new covenant will rest
on a totally different basis from the old. Not
fleshly descent, not works of the law will be the
chief thing, but the receptivity for God's word,
and the disposition to receive His gift as a gift

of grace (lv. 1-3). This negation is followed by
another relating to the quite similar apprehen-

sion ascribed to the eunuchs. He, that on ac-
count of sexual impotencv was unable to propo-
gate his race, was, according to the Old Testa-
ment view* a man living in a certain measure
under a curse. For since the Old Testament
knows no continuance of life beyond the present,
but only a continuance of life in the present in
children, therefore the want of children appears
to it ignominious punishment (comp. iv. 1 ; Gen.
xxx. 23; 1 Sam. l. 6 sqq.; ii. 1 sqq. Luke i.

25).* A eunuch in the proper sense was, ac-
cording to Dent, xxiii. 2, excluded forever from
admission into the congregation. He could not
continue to live, he was excluded from the possi-
bility of co-operating in preserving the natural
basis on which the whole Israelitish communion
rested. Such a one must, of course, in the old
covenant regard himself as a dry, unfruitful tree.

There would be no reason for this in the new
covenant, which makes the everlasting life de-
pend on spiritual and not on fleshly conditions.

Ver. 4. The Prophet now names three such
spiritual conditions of life. In their enumera-
tion there is a progression from the special to the
general. As the first he names the observance
of a definite single commandment, that regard-
ing the Sabbath. As already remarked, it be-

longed to the ibundations of the Theocracy. At
first sight the mention of this commandment
gives the impression of Old Testament narrow-
ness. And indeed we have observed often al-

ready, how the prophets continue to be rooted in
their own times, and hence paint the future with
the colors of the present.f But it is also to be
considered, that the Prophet certainly knew how
to distinguish between a merely outward and
truly spiritual fulfilment of the Sabbath-com-
mandment. He must, according; to the whole
character of his prophecy, have the latter in his

mind. He thinks of the Sabbaths as the halting
places of religious life, where the pilgrim pro-
vides himself with bread and water of life for

the next stretch of life's way, until at last he ar-

rives where all life is a great, holy Sabbath, i. e\,

an eternal resting in God. * The rest of God on
the seventh creative day, that has no evening,
hovers over the whole course of the world, in

order at last to receive it into itself.'
1 (Estleb.

The second condition is expressed more generally,

whereby it is to be noted that the expression
nru designates as the right obedience that which
is voluntary, and rests on an inward harmony
with the divine will. The third and moat gen-
eral condition, is holding fast to the covenant of

• [See note, p. 77.—Taj
t TThe remarks of the Authoron this mention ofthe Sab-
bath, and all

u the impression of Old Testament nar-

rowness w of which he would direst it, belong U> a con-

dition of "rootedness " in a state of religious life that

has lost much of the blessing <rf the Sabbath. Those
who believe in the perpetual obligation of the Fourth
Commandment, and have lived in church communions
that hare observed the command, and have religious

traditions through generations of Sabbath-keeping
people, will see no u Old Testament narrowness " in the

language of the Prophet On the contrary, we most see

in this language the express revelation, that the new
covenant is not to involve an abrogation ofthe Sabbath
ofthe Fourth Commandment ; that Sabbath is, in fact, to

be more honored than ever, and the keeping of it Is to

be the first privilege of those that hold fast to that cove-

nant. Though part of the foundations of the Theo-
cracy, it did not pass away with the latter. Some of those
foundations last still, «. gn the Abrahamlc covenant.-
Taj.
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God in general, for to this belongs not only the

right activity, but also the right receptivity (lv.

3). In this connection it seems to me inadmissi-

ble to think specially of the covenant of circum-

cision, when just in ver. 3, the irrelevancy of

fleshly birth and generation has been emphasized.

Ver. 5. I will give them in My house and
in My walls a mark and memory better

than sons and daughters. On Dtth T f"j
Text

•a
place and a name" English Version] see Text.

and Oram, [* As the meaning place (for T) is

admissible in 2 Sam. xviii. 18, as in many other
cases, it appears to be entitled to the preference."

J. A. Alex.]. The Loan will set up this mark
in His house and in His walls. The Temple
walla are not elsewhere made prominent, whereas
'the city walls are. For not only does the wall,

in common usage, (comp. intra, extra murot: Ps.

cxxiL 7) represent the circuit of the city, but it is

personified as the representative of the city com-
munity (Lam. ii. 8, 18). So I believe here, the
Prophet would denote the ecclesiastical and poli-

tical communion, the ecclesiastical and political

citizenship. The Lord will give the eunuchs a
memorial-mark that will better preserve their

name than sons and daughters, whose succession

any way must at last become extinct, that is, an
everlasting name that shall never be out
off. Note the repetition from lv. 13. ["A
beautiful coincidence and partial fulfilment of the
promise is pointed out by J. D. Michaelis, in
the case of the Ethiopian eunuch, whose conver-
sion is recorded Acts viii.. and whose memory is

far more honored in the church than it could
have been by a long line of illustrious descen-
dants." J. A. Alex.}. What shall this everlast-

ing name be? Living on in the memory of
after-times? Yet just now will this be secured ?

8ons and daughters, in fact, only take the place in

the Old Testament of personal immortality in the
New Testament sense. The everlasting name is

nothing else than everlasting personal continu-
ance as it is promised in 1 Cor. xv. 29 sqq. on
the ground of the resurrection of the Lord. If
the nearer of the name himself lives everlast-

ingly, then there is at length the true, new, ever-
lasting name (lxv. 15; Rev. ii. 17; iii. 12). Of
what avail is the everlasting name to him who
himself is Bwallowed up of death ?

Ver. 6. It is a sort of ixrrepov irp6repov when
the Prophet discourses last of the *W 'J3 '< the
foreigners," after having put that first in the
theme-like ver. 3. His designating them as
those joining themselves to Jehovah to
serve Him, reminds us very much of Num.
xviii. 2, where it is said in reference to the
Levites :

" and they shall join themselves to thee
and shall minister unto thee 11 (comp. ibid. ver. 4).

If this passage hovered in the Prophet's mind,
then his choice of expression would intimate that
he promised to "the foreigner" a certain partici-
pation in the priestly character of the people
Israel, that he conceives of their holding a rela-
tion to the latter, something like that of the

Levites to the priests. The Piel fr^tf is chiefly

used of the priestly ministrations (Exod. xxviii.
43; xxix. 30 ; xxxix. 1 ; Num. iii. 31 ; iv. 12, 14,
ete.). The Prophet would evidently intimate by
the word 71371* (see Text, and Oram.) "to love,"

that the foreigner's joining himself to Jehovah
to serve Him will be voluntary, proceeding from
the inmost necessity of the heart The additional

statement: to be his servants, seems to me to

confirm the conjecture that the Prophet conceives

of the relation of the foreigners to the Israelites

as like that of the Levites to the priests. For the

expression OnjjH Beems to me a reminder that

m3£ is the specific word used for the Levitical

ministry (comp. Num. viii. 23 sqq.), which in

Num. iv. 47 is distinguished into nyU£ rnh#

and KtPp IHSj£

Ver. 7. Only to the foreigner is it promised,

that the Lord, when they have fulfilled the con-

ditions proposed already to the eunuch (ver. 4),

will bring them up on His holy mountain
(ii. 2 sq.: xxv. 6saq.), and make them joyful
in His house of prayer. The Lord therefore

distinguishes His house from His mountain, and
calls the former His prayer-house, t. e., the house

where one prays to Him and to Him alone.

That there will be a place and lime of the greatest

joy, we know already from ii. 4 where the re-

turn of an aetas aurea is promised, and from xxv.

6 sqq. where the prospect is presented to the na-

tion of a glorious meal and great joy (ver. 9) on
the holy mount. To the colors of the present,

with which the Prophet paints the future, belongs

also his conception of the worship on the holy

mountain, as being quite in the old style. He
sees there still the altar on whioh burnt-
offerings and sacrifices are offered! Still,

it is not to be overlooked, that he calls the Tem-
ple a " house of prayer, before he speaks of

the sacrifices, and that he afterwards emphatically

repeats the designation ''house of prayer" as a
denominatio a potiori, so to speak. Although the

old Temple was a place destined also for prayer

(comp. 1 Kings viii. 28 saq.), yet in the Old
Testament it is never called a house of prayer.

There is, therefore, in this name an intimation

that the sacrifices to be offered in the temple of

the future will be spiritual sacrifices (1 Pet. ii. 5),

the fruit of the lips that confess His name (Heb.

xiii. 15). The clause : for My house shall be
oalled a house of prayer for all nations
does not assign a reason for what immediately

precedes, but for the fundamental thought that

the Lord will bring also the foreigners to His
holy mountain. The Prophet would make pro-

minent the universality of the .salvation, and
one easily detects also in D*Dj?n-7J a reference

to iii. 2 sqq. and to xxv. 6 sqq. On the other

hand Jesus Christ in Matth. xxi. 13 (Mark xi.

17 ; Luke xix. 43) lays the emphasis on the idea
" house of prayer,"

3. The LordOod in the forest.—Vers.

8, 9. The initial words salth the Lord Ood,
intimate something new and grand to be said.

Now it is nothing new, nor is it anything exceed-

ing grand beyond what we have had already, that

Jehovah, in addition to the scattered of Israel,

will gather the heathen, so that there may be one

flock and one shepherd. For has not the Prophet

hitherto often enough (comp. liv.), and even from
ver. 3 on of our chapter, given expression to this?

Has he not said plainly enough, ver. 7, that the

Lord will bring the foreigners to His holy moun-
tain and make them joyful in His house?
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Why then this repetition? and why still more
this solemn preface? The Prophet states, in

yer. 9, whom the Lord will add to those already

gathered. All meanings of this yer. 9 that would
disjoin it from yer. 8, and connect it with what

follows are unnatural. Some take T3 OT-^3
as accusative, and understand by it the flocks of

Israel badly kept or grown wild ; others, as the'

t
modern expositors, would take "\P*3 MVn as a

' second vocative, which leaves the object the same,
viz., the badly guarded Israel (ver. 10); others

again, as Stier, etc., understand by the beasts of
the field and forest especially the savage nations

(in antithesis, therefore, it would seem to " the
foreigners" as the civilized) that are also to be
invited. But in all these explanations I find

neither anything new, nor anythinggrand, norany
thought that is a fitting conclusion for the chain
of thoughts preceding.

Did not the Prophet begin, from chap. liv. on, to

describe how all will be new and wonderful in the
new covenant ? Israel, although judged and re*

pudiated, shall suddenly see itself surrounded by
a countless troop of children. One is no longer
to be blessed by means of works of the law, but
bv believing acceptance (lv) ! But of course
obedience to God's command is not to cease (Ivi.

1, 2). By these new conditions of life, how-
ever, entrance is permitted also to the heathen,
and even the eunuchs may be fully qualified mem-
bers of the community, which rests on a spiritual

baSjis of life, and no longer on a merely natural
basis. Therefore a higher, out and out spiritual

order of nature, is held in prospect I Already
in chap. lv. 12, 13, the Prophet afforded us a pre-
sentiment, that also the lower half of creation, the
organic but not personal creation, viz., the vegeta-
ble world, will feel itself penetrated by this new
spirit of life, the spirit ofglorification. Whatwon-
der if he says the same here of the beasts/ And is

that a new thought with our Prophet? lias he
not already, chap. xi. 6 sqq., declared, that the
kingdom of the Messiah will fill the world with
new, higher life-forces? Has he not in the same
place especially declared, that even the nature of
the beasts will change, that from enemies of man
they will become their friends and play-raates (xi.

8 comp. with Hos. ii. 18, and Isa. lxv. 25) ? I find

in ver. 8, therefore a climax. To the chain of
promise, that all foreigners, yea, even the eunuchs
can have part in the new covenant, is added as

the final link that also the brute world shall find

admittance.

It should be noted that the Lord is described
here as the great gatherer. Under the old cove-
nant sin reigned, and consequently discontentand
discord, through the whole world of nature and
men. In the new covenant reign love and peace.

The centrifugal tendency is replaced by a centri-

petal. Everything gathers to thecommon centre,

but the Lord, who is this centre and effects this

gathering, begins it with Israel. Then He gathers
to Israel the heathen. Then He brings up the

vegetable and brute world, that they, the groan-
ing creation, may become regenerated and free

from the bondage of destruction unto the glorious
liberty of the children of God (Rom. viii. 21).
It is certainly not an accident, and is a strong
support to our explanation, that the words JOpo

and
l
OTfe? TPt an taken from xL 12, therefore

out of the same chapter in which we first found
the expression of the view that is the basis ofoar
explanation here. For there it says :

" And He
will raise up a standard toward the nations and

assemble the outcasts of Israel (S*OCT TTO) and
gather (Xtf)

the scattered of Judah from the four

corners of the earth." Only in xi. 12 and lvi. 8

does the expression Smfer 7VW occur in Isaiah.

It is found once beside in Ps. cxlvii. 2. which be-

longs to a later period. The word f*3p is used

three times in our passage ; first as a predicate

of Lord, as toe gatherer of the outcasts of
Israel. Beside that principal passage, we learn

^

from many passages of xL—Ixvi. the significance*

of this ingredient of the future (xl. 11 ; xliii. 5

;

xlix. 18; liv. 7; lx. 4; lxii. 10). The X*PJ?,

then, who understands gathering and does it will-

ingly, will gather still others to Israel, vis., to those

gathered to Israel. One would suppose that

what is further to be gathered must even be added
to '* outcasts of Israel." But the Prophet evident-

ly distinguishes u the outcasts," and u those that

are gathered." By the latter he means such as
could by no means be designated as outcasts of
Israel, because they never belonged to (the flesh-

ly) Israel. He means by them the heathen of
whom* he has spoken, vers. S, 6 sq. Of this it was
indeed said ver. 7, that the Lord will bring them
to His holy mountain. Therefore we detect two

things in the words n»pA vbp ; first, that the

D'YljH are no OTHJ ; that they nevertheless be-

long to Israel. For they belong to the spiritual

Israel. After that, what is left that could be
added to Israel, when, beside " the outcasts," the

heathen, after qualifying as in ver. 6, have already

become O'Xapi, " the gatheredr Then nothing

is left but the impersonal creatures. And as

already lv. 12, 13, the vegetable world was men-
tioned as interpenetrated by the new life-forces,

nothing remains to us but the brute world, to be

declared a partaker of the new life. Because the

beasts of the earth are destined to partake of the

new life, the bringing on of one half is described

by beasts of the field, and of the other by
beasts of the forest (see Text and Oram.).

Only in respect to the form of the expression does

a change occur. Ver. 9 b states in what way the

gathering will take place, «*., by extending an
invitation to them. It is not ne*tessary to supply

an object to SdkS. The brutes are just invited to

eat, to a meal. It is, mutatis mutandis, the same
meal to which, xxv. 6, all nations are invited.

[The Author's interpretation of ver. 9, con-

necting it with the preceding context, has in its

favor the marked division of the Masoretic text,

in addition to its own ingenuity. But spite of

His assertion to the contrary, that is much the

more natural division that connects ver. 9 with

what follows, as is proved by its having been so

generally adopted, notwithstanding the Masoretic

division. The Author supports his view chiefly

by appeal to "saith the Lord God," as a preface

that intimates that something new and prand, or

grandly new, is to be said. But this inference

may itself be questioned; Yetif it were justified,
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CHAP. LVL 1-9. 609

he himself undoes the force of his appeal by
showing that, after all, what is said is not grandly

new, seeing it has been said in effect before. The
naturalness and propriety of the connection of
rer. 9 with what follows may be illustrated by a
reference to Jno. x. 10, 12. The relation of vers.

1-8 and 9-12, as coherent parts of one distinct

ehapter, may be illustrated by a reference to

Matth. xxiv. 42-51. The Author's own exposi-

tion of the text of itself calls to mind this latter

passage, as one that in its spirit is related to the
revelation in our prophecy. But the Author
actually brings the passages into relation: see

below Horn. Hints, { 1. The propriety of throw-

ing vers. 10-12 into one connected section with
lvu. 1, 2, may therefore be questioned.—Tn.]

DOCTRnfAX AND ETHICAL.

L On lvi. 1,2. " Just because Christ has ap-
peared, we ought not to suppose that now we
may live as we please, but rather we ought to be
the more diligent about righteousness and godly
conversation. For therefore the saving grace of
God has appeared and chastens us, that we should
live chastened, righteous and godly (Tit. iL 11)."

C&AMEB.
2. On lvi 2. Apart from the temporal color-

ing of this declaration, it may be remarked here,

that the weekly day of rest £s necessary, also, for

us Christians as long as we are under the curse.

Gen. iii. 17 sqq. It is one of the greatest ana
most important benefactions of God, that at the
creation of time He at once gave us also the pro-

per division of time. Less than six working aays
would interrupt too often the progress of human
labors and encourage laziness; more than six

working days in succession would use up human
forces too soon. Six davs* labor, then a day of
rest, is Just the right and in every respect health-

ful medium. That we Christians observe the
first instead of the seventh day, has come about
of itself without any special higher ordinance.

It is the victory that the second creation, as the
beginning of the holy, blessed, everlasting life,

must naturally have over the first creation as the
beginning of a life made subject to sin, evil and
death. For Sunday is the weekly Easter feast

The day of Christ's resurrection was also a crea-

tive day. and indeed a higher one than that of
which the Sabbath reminds us. Therefore we
ought to celebrate Sunday in a higher style. We,
as mush as the men of the old covenant, need rest

for the body and rest for the soul. The soul

should on this day wash off the dust and dirt,

that have gathered through the week's work, by
a cleansing^ refreshing; strengthening bath in its

heavenly life-element, that is offered in God's
word. But it should do this in a truly spiritual,

not in an outwardly legal way. Let it beware
of getting oat of the Scylla or Publicanism into

the Charybdis of Pharisaism. Even the Old
Testament Sabbath was a day of joy. So much
the less is it becoming to make of the Christian
Sabbath a day of gloomy, depressing asceticism.

The Christian Sunday should be illumined with
the joy and glory of Easter morning. But by
this joy it should also at the same time be raised
high away out, not only above all earthly plagues,
but also above all bad, merely earthly joy. It

39

should stand in the brightness of the transfigura-

tion, and thus not merely imitate the light of
Easter day, but also typify the light of the ever-

lasting Sabbath.

[If Sunday is anywhere kept holy in the man-
ner described in the last two of the foregoing

sentences, there one might abstain from contro-

versy concerning the grounds of its being so. But
it is a fact now historical, that the day is no-

where greatly kept sacred, where its importance
is urged on no better grounds than those given
above. It is a strange proceeding to find a reason

for the institution or need of the Sabbath in Gen.
iii. 17 soa^ when God Himself gives as the

reason His own resting on the seventh day, and
that not from a work on which rested the blight

of a curse. We assent to the statement that " six

days9 labor, then a day of rest, is just the right

and healthful medium/' But it is still true, that

this rule could never be urged as of binding force

on anv other ground than that of revelation.

Experience confirms it ; but it could never do so

in away to make it an article of religion, any
more than it could make the habit of early

rising an article of religion. The reason for the

institution of the Sabbath was God's resting.

Making a day for man to rest like God rested, is

itself a revelation of God's willingness to have
men share his rest To "enter his rest" is the

chief, final goal of religion, both under the old

and under the new covenant. The Sabbath,

therefore, as typical of that rest, and (when we
observe it) of our hope of sharing that rest, is the

great distinctive and significant institution of the

only true religion, i. e., the only religion that

offers a true hope of immortality. As long as

God's people have not yet entered into His rest,

there is reason, and all the reason there ever was,

for observing that day that is a type of His rest

When the rest itself is given, there will no
longer remain a typical day to be kept. Just as

there no longer remained any sacrifices for sin

after the great Sacrifice was come, that all sacri-

fices for sin typified (Heb. x. 26). In Heb. iv.

1-11 the truth just stated is clearly revealed.

And in vers. 8-10 it is put with a pointedness

that expressly affirms the Sabbath to be an exist-

ing institution for the people of God under the

new covenant, though tnis meaning is generally

overlooked. But if the order of thought in Heb.
iv. 1-11 is closely scrutinized, it will appear that,

in vers. 8-10, Paul reminds his readers, that,

Joshua did not give the promised rest, which
he appeals to as the only event of the past that

might seem to be a realization of God's promise
of rest The proof that the rest was not then

fiven is, that God afterwards spake of another
ay for giving it As the consequence of the

rest being yet future, Paul says, ver. 9: " There-
fore there remaineth cap/farte/iSc (t. e., the ob-

servance of the Sabbath), to the people of God."
And so it must "remain" as long as the watch-
word of Christians is : "Let us labor to enter into

that rest" (Heb. iv. 10).—It is remarkable that

the author, in his comment on lvi. 7, seems to

find less " temporal coloring" in the expressions

" burnt-offerings and sacrifices." ana "mine
altar/' than in the mention of '* keeping the

Sabbath." To him the former give no impres-

sion of Jewish narrowness in Isaiah, while the
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610 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

latter seems so fitted to give this impression that

the beat he can offer is an indifferent apology.

As he is but a representative of multitudes of

Christians, including multitudes of eminent ones,

it is a mournful evidence of how far the Christian

church is from properly valuing the divine and
priceless institution of the Holy Sabbath, and
therefore how far we Gentiles and " foreigners "

are from meeting the conditions of the blessings

of the new covenant set forth in the prophecy
before us.

—

Tr.]

3. On lvi. 8-7. In the old covenant only he
was fully qualified as to principle [to be one of
the covenant people] who was descended from
Abraham through Isaac and Jacob. The natural
basis of descent was at the same time the legal

basis. Those who only from without grew into

this natural and legal basis, must ever, in a certain

degree, have regarded themselves as only guests

received out of grace, that must properly yield

and give place to the fully qualified, were the
principles of the Theocracy carried out consist-

ently. And mifht it not be expected that the
triumph of the Theocracy would be attended with
the most severely consistent carrying out of its

principle ? The right that descent from Abraham
through Isaac and Jacob gave, involved, as does
every right, a duty, viz., that of co-operating in
preserving the natural basis. The extinction of
the Twelve Tribes would have been the end of the
Old Testament Theocracy. Hence the high sig-

nificance of marriage, of generation, of posterity.

To be childless or, still worse, to be incapable of
begetting children, was a ban and curse that rested

on a man, like a divine judgment that excluded
him from living on and working on

(
and gave him

absolutely to death.* What a consoling look, then,
the Prophet takes here into the nature of the new
covenant I There is no longer Greek nor Jew

;

their continued life and activity no longer de-
pends on fleshly posterity. But in the new
covenant Christ is all. Wnoever is rooted and
lives in him is a child of God. and hence, too, an
heir of God and joint heir witn Christ (Rom. viii.

17). He has his citizenship and everlasting life

in Christ. His name lives on everlastingly, be-
cause he himself is everlasting.

4. On lvi 5. These words were used by the
Papists to commend celibacy. Luther remarks
on this : "Propheta hie non versatur in laude trir-

giniiatis, Bed eonsolatur sterile* eunuchos, ne despe-

rent de sua vocations, et diserle diclt de eunuchis ser~

vantUms Sabbatum el ienentibusfoedus divinum. Non
ligitur agit de laude eunuchatus aui virginUatis, Bed
laude servantium mandata."

5. On lvi. 8, 9. There will one time be a new
heaven and a new earth (lxv. 17; lxvi. 22; 2
Pet iii. 13; Bev.xxL 1). Paul speaks of "the
anxious expectation of the creature," and that it
" will be delivered from the service of the perish-
able nature to the glorious liberty of the children
of God" (Bom. vui. 19, 21). "Behold, I make
all things new," says He that aitteth on the
throne (Bev xxi. 5). We must not, therefore,
think it wonderful if the Prophet here speaks of
the brute world and their relation to man be-
coming new. Are not, after all, the Cherubim
types of what will become of the brute world
(Ezek. i.10)?

•' [See note, p. 77.—Ta.J

HOBCTLETICAIi HINTS.

1. On lvi. 1, 2. This text may most appro-
priately be used for an Advent Sunday (comp.
the Epistle of the I. Adv., Bom. xiii. 11-14, the
Gospel of the second Luke xxi. 25-34, the Epis-
tle of the third 1 Cor. iv. 1-5. and of the fourth
Phil. iv. 4-7), or for one of the last Sundays after

Trinity, when the look of the congregation is

turned to the coming of the Lord to judgment
On such a day, in the sense of the parables of* the

faithful and wise servant" (Matth. xxiv. 45 sqq.)

or of the ten virgins (Matth. xxv. 1 sqq.), one
might preach on The revelation of the Lord that we
are to look/or at the last day. I. When and how will

this revelation take place? {ver. 16) 1.) As re-

gards the time, we are to think of it as near; 2)

As regards how, it will bring to light, a. the Salva-

tion intended for us, b. the Righteousness of God.
II. Under what conditions may we cheerfully

anticipate this revelation ? "When we are found

as servants that do the Lord's will. 1) What is

the doing of such a servant (ver. 1 a, ver. 2,

comp. Matth. xxiv. 46)? 2) How does one be-

come such a servant? (by sincere repentance and
living faith).

2. On lvi 3-7. Missionary Sermon. The

Church of the Lord a house of prayerfor all nations.

I. A house of prayer, therefore 2) not a place for

offering outward divine service, but 1) a place for

worshipping in spirit and in truth (John iv. 24).

II. For all nations. For 1) neither fleshly descent

nor fleshly defect excludes ; 2) only that is de-

manded which all men may perform : that one

hold fast the covenant of the Lord, and choose

what pleases Him (ver. 4).

3. On lvi. 3-7. We have here an example of

what Peter says, Acts x. 34, 35, that with God there

is no respect of persons, but in every nation he

that feareth Him, and worketh righteousness, is

accepted with Him. God proved that, even in

the Old Covenant, since He commanded to receive

also foreigners into His nation, if they sought

Him. But especially in the New Testament has

He called and fathered all heathen to His be-

lieving people Israel, and to the fellowship of

Christ and of His salvation. Let a man be ever

so bad, ever so poor and despised of men, still, if

he become a believing Christian, he is of as much
importance to God as the most superior person.

And what this one has in God, Christ and His

kingdom, with that same every believing Chris-

tian may comfort himselt Hence John writes

of believers, they have their fellowship with

them, the holy Apostles; and their fellowship is

with the Father, and with Jesus Christ his Son

(1 John l 3)."

4. [On lvi. 6. " The conditions on which ad-

mission is had to the privileges of the people of

God. (1.) They were to "join themselves to the

Lord:" embrace the true faith and become a

worshipper of the true God. (2.) This should be

with a purpose to serve Him. (3.) They were to

"love the name of the Lord," that is, to love Je-

hovah Himself. (4.) They were to keep His

Sabbaths. (5.) They were to take hold of His

covenant"—Barneb}.
5. On lvi. 8, 9. Sin rends mankind, yea all

nature asunder, puts them at enmity ana scatters
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CHAP. LVL 10-LVn. 2. 611

them. For by sin we all become egoists, and so
lose both the tendency to the common centre,

God, and also to those who revolve with us
around the centre. God's love gathero again
what has been scattered. Let us consider God's

activity in gathering. 1) He gathers the outcast

of Israel. 2) He gathers to these the heathen.

3) He brings also, in addition to these, the im-
personal creatures, the plants (lv. 12, 13) and the

brutes (xi. 6^-8; lv. 25; Bom. viii. 1&-23).

IX.—THE NINTH DISCOURSE.
Conolading Word: The Mournful Present, which will not be Prevented by the

Approach of the Glorious Future. Chapter LVL 10.—LVH. 21.

silence D npO, thy works shall be madeIsaiah is wont to set the present in the light of

the future, in order to make an impression on it

by the contrast. 1 appeal to chapters ii.-v., and
to my interpretation of ii. 5. Jeremiah also imi-
tates Isaiah in this (Jer. iii. 11-iv. 4). The sud-
den spring from the remotest, the glorious future

into the mournful, immediate present that the
Prophet makes between lvi. 9 and 10, need not
therefore seem strange to us. It is to be admitted
that the description of the bad shepherds, lvi. 10-
12, can suit also the period of the Exile. That it

at least fits Isaiah's contemporaries very well is un-
deniably plain from ch. xzviii. That in the exile,

prophets of Jehovah were murdered (lvii. 1) sim-
ply for beingsuch, is possible, but not probable, and
not proved. That remnants of idolatry continued
through the whole exile, is not only possible but
also probable. However the time before and
after the destruction of Jerusalem must be
distinguished. But that all kinds of idolatry

even Moloch worship, with its sacrifices of chil-

dren (lvii. 5), still occurred in the Exile, is not
probable and not proved. It is utterly incon-
ceivable, or, as Hengstenberg says (Chrutol. II.

p. 201, 2 edit), "it has do meaning/' that Israel

even in exile sent to foreign kings for help (lvii. 9).

The threat: because thou hast not laid to heart

my
manifest and thy idols be swept away (lvii. 11-

13), certainly suits better the time before than the
time after the Exile. For this reason even the

opponents of the genuineness have been obliged

to admit that the authorship of our section

dates before the Exile (comp. Kleinebt, Eehth.

D.jes.Weis*. p. 305 sqq.j Stieb in his Comm.;
Hshostekbebo, L c). They do so partly by
forced interpretations; partly by assuming that

the whole passage lvi. 10-lvii. 21 (Eichhorn), or
at least lvi. 9-lvii. 11 (Ewaid) is repeated " from
older prophets." I am for this reason of the

opinion (with Kleinebt, Stieb, Hengsten-
berg) that the grounds already given are op-

posed to the idea that in writing our passage, too,

Isaiah's view-point was that of the Exile (I)el.).

The section divides into three parts. In the

First the Prophet contrasts the conduct and the

fate of the bad and of the good shepherds of the

present (lvi 10; lvii. 2). In the Second he de-

scribes the mournful signs of the present, the
idolatrous doings of the nation (lvii. 3-14). In
the Third he returns to promising salvation, and
announces that God's love will still bring salva-

tion and healing to those that let themselves be
healed (lvii. 15-21).

1. THE MOURNFUL PRESENT MARKED BY THE CONTRAST OF THE BAD AND
GOOD SHEPHERDS. Chaptebs LVL 10-LVIL 2.

10 His watchmen are blind : they are all ignorant,
They are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark

;

Sleeping, lying down, loving to slumber.
11 Yea, they are 'greedy dogs which 'can never have enough,

•And they are shepherds that cannot understand

:

They all look to tneir own way,
Every one for his gain, *from his quarter.

12 Come ye, sav they, J will fetch wine,
And we will fill ourselves with strong drink

;

And to-morrow shall be as this day,
And much more abundant

Chapter LVII. 1. The righteous perisheth, and no man layeth U to heart

:

And Merciful men are taken away, none considering
•That the righteous is taken away "from the evil to come.

2 dHe shall 6enter into peace

:

They shall rest in their beds,
Each one walking Tin his uprightness.

• Or, Drcammg, or, talking in their Bleep.
• Heb. know not to be satisfied.
• Or,from that which i* ev%L

lne**t or, godltnem.

* Heb. strong o\

« Heb. men of kt

• Or, go in peace. » Or, before him.
• And they are shepherd*! They know not how to distinguish, » without exception.
9 eor- * Se enters into peace (while they rest on their beds) who walk* straight before him.
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612 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

' TEXTUAL AKD GRAMMATICAL.
8ee Lift (or the reoarrenoe of the words: WL 10.

nrn. verse 12. *tkd w; wIl 1. zh hy Dfcr-

1Dn-'0JK; WiL 2. 33^0.
Ver. 10. The suffix in\D¥ undoubtedly refers to Is-

rael.

Ver. 1L The suffix in lTOfpD 4s related to the ideal

totality to which the tf»K belongs.

LVII. 1. I cannot approte the view that 1}1 *JfiD *3

U an objective clause depending on V20- For how

eoold then the wioked know that the pious by their

-death only escape the impending evtt? And moat it

not then read, as Virnaroa has said, ^Jgjh or at least

\Ji>Sp T I believe that we must construe 'Jf)p « oau-

aai, as in oountless instanoes beside.

Ver. 2. This verse is very difficult on grammatical and

lexical grounds. For if one take T^tl as the subject

or *)y, then this Insertion of a clause wttose subject is
T

identical with that ofthe principal clause, but expressed
in the plural is very violent, and, bo far as I see, unex-
ampled, notwithstanding the great freedom usual in

Hebrew in respect to the change- of person and num-
ber. It is also very questionable whether 32Bfo can

mean « burying place," and whether nu with *yp can

mean "rest la tasgrave." For JD#0 la only twice be-
side this used ofa bed prepared for a dead person. In

2 Chr. xvi 14 it designates the bed of state on which
king Asa was laid tyon his burial ODBfo and JVft3D

are expressly distinguished). Also in Esek. xxxii. 26

there is prepared for Elam a 33#D in the under-world,

around about which are the nV^3p of his adherents.

Thus it appears -that 3DttfO can Indeed designate the

place of repose of a dead person, but that is not then

the grave in which he lies, but a distinguished elevated

couch, on which he lies. But here nothing else is meant

to be said of the righteous than that he, as one who has
walked uprightly, finds rest fa his grave. For this rea-

son I am unable also to agree with the explanation,

grammatically admissible, that treats DlStf KIT1 as a

clause by itself, and -J^n as the subject of 1TTU\
Then the participle is regarded as collective: the up-
right walking, i e^ the total of those walking uprightly.

But here OnttDEft) Sj? remains an oddity. For this

reason I am of the opinion, that 'D by lllir is to be
treated aa clause thrown in, expressive of the situation

(comp. Jer. xili 21) :
•* somes to peace—while they rest

on their beds—who walks uprightly'*. In this way is
made prominent the contrast between the fleshly rest

on soft pillows (comp, Ixvt 10. OljS '371K Q"XHh
that the bad shepherds enjoy, and the rest of everlast-

ing peace of God enjoyed by the righteous whom the

world persecutes (comp. Luke xvi. 22). It Is true one

look* forHOm before )TW. Still Vav. in such clauses
T" I T

is not unfrequently omitted (comp. s. y., Ps, lvii. 4;

'Dtttf *pn ; Ewalb, { 811, o), and the omission of HBtl

finds compensation In the striking prominence of the

plural. The plural fll3DB*T3 is found beside here in

Hos. viLH; Mic ii. 1; Ps. cxlix. 5. It is also perhsps

not unimportant to remark that this plural only occurs

with h$y and that both the singular and the plural with

h$ never mean anything else than the bed on which

the living repose. The passages with 33E70 in the sin-

gular with hp: 2 8am. iv. 11; xi. 2; xiii. 5; 1 Kings i.

47; Ps. iv.6; xxxvL 6; Job xxxiii 19; Bong of Sol. Hi. L
For the use of both sing, and plur. in Isaiah, see LUL—

nbj leve*wr<sr, as oritur*) posttssa, that which lies

directly opposite, directly before a man. Hence *|Sn

1H3J i* he that goes the way lying directly before him.

*]Sn with the accusative as in xxxiii 16 ; L 10.

SXEOSTICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet stands at the conclusion of the
task he proposed for the second Ennead. He has
punned the word of the Servant of God through
all its alternations to its glorious goal. From the
light of the final glorification he turns his eye
back and observes with pain the contrast between
the glorious future and tne mournful present. Ai
we notice in chap, xlviii. 6 that the Prophet by
no means becomes unconscious of the present in
his contemplation of the future, so we see here,

too, that he cannot avoid instituting a comparison
between that hereafter and the now. The dif-

ference is so great, that one does not comprehend
how from the now the hereafter can ever come to

be. But nothing is impossible with God. Spite
of the heinonsnesB of the present, the word of the
Lobd stands mat, that the people of God (those

of course excepted that persistently resist the
drawings of the Spirit) shall come to the peace
and refreshment on the mount of God. The
Prophet describes first the heinousness of the pre-

sent. His eye falls chiefly on those that ought to

be leaders and exemplars to the nation in the
good .way. But these are blind watchmen, and
dumb, lazy dogs (lvi. 10) and insatiably greedv.
They axe shepherds without knowledge, only

keen for their own interest (lvi. 11), and carousen
that each day carry on worse than the day before

(lvi. 12). Where such men rule, of course the

lot of the righteous is outwardly mournful ; un-

regarded by the crowd they are borne away by

the evil (lvii. 1). But happily for them I For

while others on their luxurious pillows surrender

themselves to a ratal repose, the righteous go in to

everlasting peace (lvii. 2).

2. His watohmon—mora abundant—
Lvi 10-12. Although in general the transition

here is sharp from the future to the immediate

present, still the figure used in lvi. 9 prepares

the transition in a very artistic way. For, al-

though i do not think that there the Prophet

summons the wild beasts to devour Israel, be-

cause they may easily do this on account of the

bad watch that is kept, still I think it likely, that

the Prophet, by the mention of the future of the

beasts, is led to think of the beasts of the present,

and of the way in which Israel is given over to

them. D'jS (xxi. 5, 6; HL 7), which means

primarily M
spies, sentinels on guard," we are to

understand here as meaning those whose duty it

m, on account of their office, to warn the com-
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muoity of evil, and with it to contend against
wickedness. Such, first of all, are the prophets.
Bat also the priests (Mai. ii. 7) ana worldly
superior*, in short all that are entrusted with the
shepherd office (0\P*> TOpm lvi. 11) are included.

Bat what sort of watchmen are those that cannot
see ? In the ordinary sense there are none such.

But in a spiritual sense there are. For there are,

alas, those spiritually blind, whose spiritual eye
is plastered up, and who consequently " do not
know," i. e.. hare no knowledge, no understand-
ing of what they ought to know, J?T in this ab-

solute sense we had already xliv. 9, 18: xlv. 20.

Changing his figure, the Prophet further com-
pares those bad shepherds to dogs that should
watch the flock,and which though not blind, in-

deed, are yet dumb. But a protector that sees

the enemy and gives no notice, is just as bad
as one that does not see him at all (indeed worse
subjectively). Thus the second figure intensifies

the charge ; for it adds a bad will to incapacity.

Why thev do not bark is said in the following

words (aaded in the form of apposition) : snarl-
ing in sleep, lying down, loving to slum-
ber, run, At. Xey. seems to designate the

sounds a dog utters in sleep, and therefore the
meanings "to sleep, dream, snore, to be deli-

rious" are ascribed to the word ; comp. Bochabt,
JEReros. ed. Lip* I. p. 781 sqq- With the Arabs
the dog passes for a sleepy Deast (comp. Hrrzio
in loc), while, on the contrary, in the Occident it

is the type of watchfulness (see Bochabt, /.a).

The Prophet would say of the bad shepherds
under all circumstances, that they cannot bark
because they love their comfort and advantage
beyond everything. Hence they get off nothing
more than a snarl or a growl, such as a dog utters

in slumber. Bochabt L c adduces several pas-

sages from the ancients that show that they re-

garded these sounds in sleep as a character-

istic peculiarity of dogs. They are laxy. yet in-

satiably greedy dogs (tioy-'yi strong in greed,

v. 14; xxix.8; lv. 2); they do not know
what it li to be satisfied. And they are
shepherds ! adds the Prophet indignantly, with
reference to " his watchmen." etc, ver. 10 iniL

Then, as is his manner, Isaiah proceeds, in what
follows, to explain the figure: answering to the
ignorance of what is enough, is a worse ignorance
with respect to p?n, "to distinguish n (comp. the

reverse of this xxxii. 4). They are strangers to

true wisdom. They let selfishness essentially de-

termine the direction of their efforts (comp. Iviii

6), and especially greediness for gain. JJ?3 is

*' that cut off, the cutting, gain" (xxxiii. 15; lvii.

17), n¥j? is the end in the sense of the periphery

(comp. Gen. xix. 4 ; Jer. 1. 26). Thus the idea
is: from the utmost periphery in to the very
centre every one of this fine fellowship turns only
to gain. Accordingly they all do so without ex-
ception.

And what good does their money do them?
Ver. 12 shows this by examples. Such a blind,

dumb watchman, who can open eve and mouth
well enough when it concerns his belly, calls out

.

to the passer-by, or a visitor: Come ye, I will
fetoh wine, and we will fill onrselres

with intoxicating drink p3$ comp. on v.

11). This friendly host, however, does not in-

vite to merely a short banquet, but, (answering
to " they know not satiety" ver. 10), also to one
that the following day will be continued in

grander style. The words VW 1)11 are both a
nearer definition and also intensify the meaning.
The next day is to be like the first only as a
drunken day in general, but distinguished as to

species by being of a much higher 'quality. Who
does not think here of what the Prophet says
xxviii 7 sqq. of the vice of drunkenness that in-

vaded both Judah and Israel? At all events,

this moral aberration agrees very well with the
religious degeneracy spoken of in lvii. 8 sqq.

3. The righteous perish^—uprightness,
lvii. 1, 2. If lvi. 10-12 describes the doings of
the bad shepherds, especially of false prophets,
then by the righteous man here must be under-
stood also a prophet. And 13* and *piQ cannot
mean a natural death, for that would he much
more an encouragement than a warning to the
bad. Bather the context seems to me to demand
that the mournful fate of the true and righteous
servants of Jehovah be contrasted with the lazy,

jovial doings of the dumb dogs. Therefore (with
Umbrkit and others) I understand "12K and
DOKJ to denote a violent death. I cannot avoid

the impression that the Prophet here alludes to

circumstances that he sees quite near, and as per-
haps personally threatening to himself. Ofcourse,

precise proof of this cannot be offered ; and I will

only oner the view as a conjecture. The flood

of unbelief had only swelled togreater magnitude
under the idolatrous ManasseL The apostacy
was universal It was much as in the days of
Elijah (1 KL xix. 10). It is also expressly said

of Manasseh, that he shed very much innocent
blood, and filled Jerusalem with it from one end
to the other (2 Ki. xxi. 16) ; and tradition (handed
down by Jossphus, Antiq. X. 3, 1) refers that
bloodshed especially to execution of numerous
prophets. Even though Isaiah himself may not
so nave perished, ana though the tradition to

that effect be unrounded (see Introduction, pp.
3, 4), still Isaiah, while writing this, may have
had this atrocious period in mind, and even have
regarded it as threatening himself with destruc-

tion. That no man laid it to heart, if again
a Jehovah-prophet was shun, is perfectly ex-

Slained by the frequency of such events, and by
le apostacy being so universal and intense.

The expression lOH^BtoK might in parallelism

have a general meaning. Yet history justifies

our construing it in a particular sense. "TC>n is

"pietas, piety." p» po is said as *$£)& 1*
6. On ™ '1DO O see ZVa*. and Gram. It was
said before only, that the pious are taken away
without any one regarding it Now the reason

of this is given. It is the H^'J, the universally

prevalent wickedness. That explains that the

righteous are not only taken away, but that it is

done without opposition, yea, even without causing
any disturbance.

Ver. 2. But that is only a seeming misfortune

for the righteous. In fact in this way he enters

into peace, while they, the wicked, are fatally

reposing on their beds of luxury (see TtxL and
Oram.).
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2. THE MOURNFUL PRESENT MARKED BY THE IDOLATROUS DOINGS OF THE
NATION. Chapter LVIL 3-14.

3 But draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress.

The seed of the adulterer and the whore.

4 Against whom do ye sport yourselves ?

Against whom make ye a wide mouth,
And draw out the tongue ?

Are ye not children of transgression, a bseed of falsehood,

5 Enflaming yourselves *with idols

Under every green tree,

Slaying the children in the valleys

Under the cliffs of the rocks ?

6 Among the smooth stones of the stream is thy portion

;

They, they are thy lot:

Even to them hast thou poured a drink offering.

Thou hast offered a meat offering,
dShould I receive comfort in these ?

7 Upon a lofty and high mountain hast thou set thy bed

:

Even thither wentest thou up to offer sacrifice.

8 Behind the doors also and the posts hast thou set up thy remembrance:
•For thou hast discovered thyself to another than me,
And art gone up; thou hast enlarged thy bed,
fAnd 'made thee a covenant with them

;

Thou lovedst their bed *where thou sawest it.

9 And 4thou wentest to the king with ointment,

And didst increase thy perfumes,

And didst send thy messengers far off,

And didst sdebase thyself even unto hell.

10 Thou art wearied in the greatness of thy way;
Yet saidst thou not, There is no hope

:

Thou hast found the 5
life of thine hand

;

Therefore thou wast not hgrieved.

11 And of whom hast thou been afraid !or feared,

That thou hast lied,

And hast not remembered me, nor laid it to thy heart?
Have not I held my peace even of old,

And thou fearest me not?

12 I will declare thy righteousness,

And thy works ; for they shall not profit thee.

13 When thou criest, let thy Companies deliver thee;

But the wind shall carry them all away

;

*Vanity shall take them

:

But he that putteth his trust in me
Shall possess the land,

And shall inherit my holy mountain ;

14 !And shall say, Cast ye up, cast ye up, prepare the way,
Take up the stumbling-block out of the way of my people.

l 0r, among the oaks. t Or, hewed Itfor thyself larger than their:
• Or, thouprovidett room. « Or, thou retpectedst the king. * Or, living.

•and who thyselfplaye$t harlot. * spurious teed. •by means of the terebinths.
« Should I after this have pity. • For the place by me thou modest empty. tAndmadeet termsfor theefrom them.

• thou didst descend to hell * sick. * so thai thou fearedst.
I collections of goda—pantheon, k breath. \And one sheM say.
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Bee List for the recurrence of the words : Ver. 4.

jjj/nn—j^a-nS' and nptf jn?. ver. 5. ^yp
D^DtT Ver. «. -Ntt-pirnO-ny.

Ver.4. The form hV 1b found only In this place be-

fore Makkeph. Except this, "iV tnxee timei without

Makkeph: li.6; Exod. il. 0; Hos.Lt.

Ver. 6. The participles 0*0113 **<* 'QUti«® i* apposi-

tion with and explanatory of 'D hV and 'tf JHT- O'OnJ
Is park Niph. from OOn. The expression yp'lD

\ty^» which occurs only here in Isaiah, is found beside

Dent. xii. 2; 2 Kings xvi. 4; xvii. 10; 2 Chron. xxviil 4

;

Jer. iL 80; lii 6, 18; Esek. vL 18.

Ver. 6. The clause "jpSn ^nj-'pSnS is very diffl-

eult; and expositors differ very much about it The

LXX. connect the words Sn^^p^na with what pre-

cedes (a+ifrmt t* rtitra avmr ir Tat* +&pay$u> art il4-

ew tAf wrrfAv ir rale n<(U*t **P«YY<*. 'ftcs**! <rw *, *wpk,

otrfe <rov ft «A^pof). [The words ir raif *i«pun ^apayyo*

are wanting in Tuchkmdoxt's 4th edition of the LXX.

of 1889,—Ta.], but that gives an intolerable tautology.

Yuig. wpartibut torrent* part tua ; thus it takes 'pSn

for 'pSn. Tabo. Jowatax : in lasvibut toeit ripae tor-

rsntit est part tua. 8TBU8 : sort tua et haereditat tua

cum torte torrentium srU. Thus he takes 3 — cum, and

likewise Sn^pSn — 0"*pSn ; the double 07} he

takes as simply — et Similarly, only still more freely,

does the Arabic version in the London Polyglot trans-

late : Sort illorum (teil. idolorwn) erit portio vestra. One

sees that these ancient versions were little exact in ad-

hering to the original text. Jksoms understands the
M in partibus torrent*," to declare how " omnia montet,

voles atque torrentet plenierant cultu daemonum" and the

"pars tua, tort tua " denotes for him that the demons

were to the Israelites what the Loan should have been,

according to Deut xxxil. 9; Ps. xlvli. 6; Ixxiii. 26.

Later expositors divide Into five classes. Some take

'pl?n also to be equal to 'pbn, which they understand

variously, partly in a physical. 'partly in a spiritual sense.

But all these views we must reject as grammatically un-

founded. Others take %
phu somehow in the sense of

" lasvUas, lasso, smoothness, smooth places,'' but con-

strue IpSn in the sense of " punishment" According

to this the sense would be : stoning with the smooth

stones (Raschi), drowning, casting down over smooth,

slippery places into the deep (Vitbisga : Vot detrude-

mini in laevia vallit, i e., in lubrica et salebrota loca, quae

quern in profunda vallis praecipitem agunt), the stony de-

sert (CoccwTJs),—that is your well-merited portion. But

it is manifest that "IpSn and iS^U have here nothing

to do with punishment, but continue to describe the

sin. The third class of expositors construe 3pSn in

the sense of" the right place, theatre." Then the mean-
log weuld be : in the smooth clefts 'of the rock, or in

the bare places of the valleys, there is the place where
thou carriest on thy iniquitous work (J. D. Michaxlis,

Paulvs, Obskm., Comment, Rtocxkxt, Hrrsio, Umbxbit).

But the following emphatic '1 071 071 and the second

half of the verse show, that the mention here is not

merely of the theatre of the idolatrous doings. A fourth

class see in 'pSn a designation of the idol images them-

selves. They derive the word from the Arabic cJtalaqa,

efformavit, efflnxit, so that the meaning would be :
" in

the images of the valley is thy portion," or u with the

idols in the valley thou carriest on thy trade " (Koppx in

Lowth's Isaiah, Kwobxl). But the root pSn in Hebrew

never has this sense. Finally, the fifth class (Lowth,

Rosxvxu, Gxsxx. 7%e$., Ewald, Dxutssch, Sxinxckx,

Bohuxo, [J. A. Alxx.]) take "jp^n in the spiritual sense

in which Jehovah is called the portion of His people

(corop. the places cited above, and Ps. cxix. 67 ; Josh.

xxii. 2ft; Ps. xvi. 6,«te.) But^nj-'p/jn are smooth stones

such as, according to a widespread custom of antiquity,

were objects of divine worship. Very properly reference

has been made to SrUH-JD O^SK "0T\ HE*OH 1

Sam. xvil. 40. Puxbst, in the Concordance, puts our

*pSn with 'p^n under one rubric, in that without fur-

theVnotioe he "points it 'ptyl- And indeed the two

words differ only by one dot, and hence a copyist's er-

ror were not impossible. Fuxest in his Lex. derives our

*pSn from pSn, which would be an abnormal vocaliza-

tioninstead of^7} (Olsh., { 1P3, a). Now if one may

neither read^n instead of 'pSn, nor yet take *pSn

foran abnormal slat constpL from p7n> then we can only

derive 'pSn either from pSn (xxx. 10) or from pSn.

But the latter were likewise an unusual formation, for

the connecting form of the plural must sound 'pSn,

according the sole suffix forms in use (comp '•pStl,

^pSn» OiTpSn Ho8- T- *0» The Daghesh in *? would

any way be jJxg. diriment. If then we derive our word

from the adjective pSn u laevua> lubricut%
smooth," then

SrU^p^n would be the smooth things of the valley.

But, in view of the intentional paronomasia with ^61V\,

we may further assume. that by 'Pyn the Prophet

means nothing else than wnat is described in 1 Sam.

xvii. 4, " smooth stones from the brook," in fact that

*?nJ~*pSn i» la the; end nothing more than an abbre-

viation ofSmn \pK *pSn, an abbreviation that of

course would be understood only by one that had the

passage of 1 Sam. In his mind.—3 before 'PvH is used

as Josh. xxii. 26 rfoV? pSn D^
l

?"^
,

?^

Ver. 8. JV^J ,JWDi *« it seems to me, must beJudged

after the analogy of the expressions »9jg pSi (v. 18),

^rw^, nn*7J (Lam. l 8), b^^o nSj (xxiv.
T
il ; comp.

1 Sam! iv. 21 sq.; Pro?. xxviL 26, etc.). For as vhl origi-

nally means " to uncover, make bare," so that form of

expression declares that by removal of the people, who
as it were cover it, the land is uncovered, made bare. It

is to be noticed, moreover, that |nK itself is by meto-

nymy used for the people (Jndg. xviiL 30), and that also

other things, e. gn the grass, can be described as unco-

vering their place by their removal. It is true that only

Eal is used in this sense. But bad the Prophet written

jvSj then, according to the constant and frequent

usage, one must have taken this in the sense of:
u 1m
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exiUum abiittL" But he would not say that. What is

here spoken of, is no punitive ridding out of a place

but a very spontaneous, headstrong and willful making
bare, empty. Hence the Prophet uses the Piel. There-
fore I cannot approve of the other explanations that

supply "the shame** or "the clothes,*1 or that treat

^22tfD as the common object of the three verbs (Da-

lttssch).— OHD "jS-mD/V (oertainly not eastraaH

quosdam ex iis, Gaorrcs) is properly without analogy

;

for 2 Chr. vii. 18 the person with whom the covenant Is

made is designated by S, in 1 8am. xx. 10; xxit 8 DJf ia

used. But these passages show that after m3 the

JVt3 may be omitted. The Prophet might then have

written DnS mjm. But then the particular would

he wantiug, that Israel made demands, conditions which
were to be fulfilled on the part of the other. One must,
to be exact, translate : thou bargainedst, madest condi-
tions for thee from those.—The words JV?n T are
likewise without analogy. The explanations : thoudes-
criest a place (to lie down),—where thou seest but a
beckoning hand,—thou divldest a hand, t. e^ thou dost
destine a side of the oouoh for the lover (Kmobkl)—all
of them contain an unsuitable clumsy thought One
looks for something that belongs to the 2D&D In the
sense indicated, or that follows on it And thus there
la much to favor the view that sees inT an euphemism
for the masculine member. Only analogies from other
languages (see Dslttmch) can be adduced, but consider-
ing the originality of our authorthis can be no obstacle.

Din then, like HIO, according to well known usage,

stands for sentire, expertri (comp. Job vIIL 17; xv. 17;
xxiv. 1; Ps. lviil.ll). [J. A. Aubxahmcb briefly dismisses
the euphemistic view by saying: "the sense gratui-

tously put upon the phrase by Doxdbklxis, and the
praises given him for the discovery, are characteristic
of neologloal aesthetics." Bis own comment is : * The
most probable interpretation of the last words of the
verse is that which gives T the same sense aa in chap,

hri. 6 '*(*&," a place"). Spite of the respectable com*
mentators that approve of this euphemistic sense (Ew-
ald, Hinio cited by Dxlrssch who agreesX it should be
rejected. Dxlxtesch refers to Ezek. xvi. 26; xxJO. 20.

But the coarse, plainness of the languagethere is ground
enough for inferring that, did Isaiah mean to express
the like here, he would use language as plain. It were
Just as reasonable to imagine the same significance for

T in lvL 5. There is actually no ground for doing so in

either case. "Thou descriest a place (to lie down)"
gives a good rendering. Comp. the clause JVm—n37TK
with Job viiLl8»nMV O'MK TM O30' V&lti Sj-W.

_. V.1I- -T-S - AT^I TTlT " *

Ver. 10. tfK>3 is part. Niph.dctj>e«i^(Job vL»). The

neuter only here and li. 2f • xvtil. 12;

Ver. 1L OKI is mOicitmm«$mand haeprimarily intran-

sitive meaning (Jer. xvii 8). In this sense it is con-

joined with S a Sam. ix. 5 ; x. 2) or with Jp(Ps.xxxvHL

19 ; Jer. xlii.'ie). In our text it is used tranrttrvely, as
in Jer. xxxvlli. 19, Joined with the accusative. The
'KVA with the attached Vav conaec^ shows that the

• t •

Prophet conceives of it as the consequence of 2HTL
The latter accordingly denotes the inward, religious
dread, of which the outward evidences are only the con-

sequence. '3 before UOfl te the causal "that" after

questions.

Ver. 14. 1DK1 la used Impersonally as in xxv. 9 ; xlv.

24;lxv.8, "
TI

KXEGETICAL AND CRITIOAL.

1. In this section the Prophet describee the
idolatrous, and hence adulterous doings that at
the time of this prophecy were prevalent in the
entire nation. He summons the nation to ap-

f
roach in order to hear his castigating words,
[e addresses them as posterity of adulterous pa-

rente (ver. 3). They had often scoffed at him.
Hence he asks them: Who is he whom ye de-
rided, and who are ye? Are ye not as bastards
who would supplant the genuine offshoots (ver.

4)? And then he points out to them their un-
theocratic, bastard way, by enumerating foots.
Ye carry on your idolatry under every green tree.
Ye slay the children by the brooks and in rocky
hollows (ver. 5). These places have become the
holy and promised land to you. And, that every
part of the worship of Jehovah may have its ido-
latrous counterpart, ye do not omit drink and
meat offerings for the idols (ver. 6). Then by
sacrifices ye have made the high mountains the
scene of vour adulterous worship of idols (ver. 7).
Jehovah's mottoes, that should be in every house,
are thrust into the corner. But ye do as a woman
that forsakes the place at the side of her husband,
and sets up a couch of lewdness in another place
(ver. 8). And also by seeking aid from foreigners
ye carry on an adulterous idolatry. For ye sent
messengers with rich gifts to foreign kings, yea,
ye have boasted even of alliances with hell (ver.
9). And ye were indefatigable in these doings;
nothing availed to convince you of their vanity.

Bather, as long as ye could stusye would never
confess to sickness (ver. 10). How wrong such
conduct was appears the more manifest, when one
compares whom Israel feared and whom it did
not fear. Yea, what sort of beings were those
whom thou fearedst, whereas thou fearedst me no
more, who so long kept silence spite of thy tro-

fiuthfulness? (ver. 11). But I will speak and
make manifest vour righteousness and your works.
From that will be seen that ye have no claim to
be helped (ver. 12). Then let your numerous
idols help yon. Bat the wind will carry them
ofE He, on the contrary, that trusts in me, will
receive inheritance in the holy land and on the
holy mountain (ver. 13). For thesethere will be
a glorious return into the promised land (ver. 14).

2. Bat draw near falsehood.—Vers. 3,

4. DflKI strongly reminds one of that OTOCl,

xlviii. 6, which, according to our construction, is

also to be understood as an address of the Pro-
phet to the people living in his own time. Draw
near hither is like a citation before the raler,

who proposes to hold up to the subject his goik,
and to announce the punishment (comp. xxxiv.

1; xlviii. 16; xli 1, 5; Hjrj, as in 2 Sam. xx. 16,

and often). The Israelite* are addressed assons
of a sorceress (comp. on ii. 6). Witchcraft
is only possible by reason of idolatrous supersti-

tion, because it would produce effects by superna-
tural powers that are not the powers of the true
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God. The children of the witch are sueh as hare
not only a witch for mother) hot have also them-
selves a witch nature. Thus the idolatrous incli-

nation of the people is charged as something in-

herited (comp. on i. 4). What is here expressed

in one notion is explained in the second ualf of

the verse. For *l*JO jn? is seed of tha adol-

terer (comp. D'jno 'I, L 4; xiv. 20; tfnp '?, TL

13 ; "*p# 'if lvii. 4)/thus the ancestors of the pre-

sent generation are designated as adulterers in

their relation to Jehovah, i. e., as idolaters. But
that the present generation is adulterous, i. &, ido-

latrous, is expressed by the addition (HWn) [Eng-

V. "and the whore"]. The view that this word is

only the feminine ofWOO isdisproved from the fact

that the simple Vav copulative (njjni) would be

used. Moreover, die mode of expression would
be affected, and the addition superfluous. For
from the view-point of polygamy, adultery is only
possible with a married woman. Therefore in
*)IOO JH? is implied the representation* that the
married woman bad sinned *with another man,
i. «., with idols, and that therefore the present
generation no longer has Jehovah for a father

defacto, though dejwre He may still pass for such.

But HWN expresses that this generation, sprung

from adultery, though recognized as legitimate,

has itself committed adultery. As is well known,
HJT stands very often for Israel's apostacy to idols

(Exod. xxxiv. 15 so.; Lev. xvii. 7; Num. xv.

39; Deut xxxi. 16; Hoe. ii. 6 sq. ; Isa. i. 21, etc.).

In ver. 4 the Prophet charges the people with
the audacious scoffing with which they persecuted

the followers of Jehovah in general and himself,

the worthy Prophet in particular. For the ques-

tion 'D 7$ can, of course, in itself have a quanti-

tative sense : are there then men at all, about
whom ye make yourselves merry? But why
might there not have been men, about whom
even such a degenerate people might with a cer-

tain justice make themselves merry? For this

reason we must take the question *B /J? in a
qualitative sense as in xxxvii. 23. There it is

asked: whom hast thou derided, etc.? Answer:
the holy One of Israel. Thus here, also, the
sense of qualie must be in the 'D (comp. ver. 11,

li. 12). The imperfects UUJjnn, etc., denote that

these derisions still continue. Here also we have

that personal DjTJK, which makes so entirely the

impression of immediate living presence. And
if the contemporaries derided Jehovah's true
followers and His prophets especially, who
amongst them all was more exposed to the deri-
sion and deserved it less, than Isaiah. Hence

there seems to me in this "O'hy to be expressed
the consciousness of personal worth and of out-
rage perpetrated by wounding it ttj?nn, " de-
lectari altquare, to delight otters sel^ to take plea-
sure from something/^ is found only here in a
bad sense. Opening wide the month along
with derisive laughter is mentioned also Ps. xxil.

8 ; xxxv. 21. Sticking out the tongue as a
gesture of derision is not mentioned elsewhere in
the Scripture. Expositors cite Livy, VII. 10

:

tinguam ab irrisu exserens. The point of the rerse
consists in the distinction between the one scoffed

atand Uie scoffers. What the former is, is not said.

But we guess it What the latter are, the Pro-
phet states with the words : axe ye not chil-
dren of sin (t. e., such whose own nature par-
takes of the sin of those that begot), a apurious
seed ? That is, I think that Iptf JH? is the

antithesis of DOK p"\l (Jer. ii. 21). Then it is

not a seed in which materially the species *' lie.
19

appears out of the sphere of the genus '' sin ;"

but "*p# JH? is a seed which any how formally

is not what it pretends to be; i. e., a false, spuri*

ous seed. Thus the same is expressed as by JH?
1WD ver. 3.

3. Inflaming yourselves comfort in
these.—Vers. 5. 6. In what follows the Prophet
enumerates all the sorts of idolatry by which the

Israelites of his times proved themselves to be

" children of sin " and " a spurious seed." O'
1

?*

here means terebinths and not " gods," as ap-

pears from the
,% pHtt (see on L 29) that stands

in parallelism. As a beautiful, shady tree, the
terebinth played a great part in the idolatrous

tree worship of the Hebrews (comp. Esek. vi. 13;
Hoe. iv. 13). It enticed to idolatry. Hence it

is said, that the idolatrous fervor, that was only
too closely joined to fleshly voluptuousness, was
kindled by the terebinths. But not only stately,

shady terebinths, every green tree kindled the

idolatrous desire. But worse still than the tree-

worship, was the murderous Baal and Moloch
worship, to which especially the poor children

fell a sacrifice (comp. my remarks on Jer. xvii.

2). Although this norrible worship exacted the
burning of children, still the word oFltf is used

in connection with it, beside other expressions

referring to it (Jer. vii. 31 ; xix. 5 ; Esek. xvL
20, 21. At the same time it seems to me that

the Prophet (who in what follows pursues the
thought that Israel in a sacrilegious way trans-

ferred all Darts of Jehovah's worship to its idola-

trous worship), would here, bv the choice of this

word Ontf, express the thought that the children

were their Pivty. For the slaying of beasts de-
stined for whole-bnrnt-offerings was expressed by
DHrf, whereas H3J was the specific word for the

slaying of the 0*0W (see on v. 7, 8). In the
alleys, under the clifta of the rooks, thus
not only in the vale of Hinnom, but elsewhere

also, in forbidding rocky defiles, were those horrid

sacrifices offered.

Ver. 6. Among the smooth stones of
the stream is thy portion. See Text and
Oram. Bv these smooth stones are any way to be
understood the sacred anointed stones {Bayct&a).
The earliest trace of mis usage appears in Gen.
xxviii. 18 ; xxxv. 14. But what was originally

a simple act of consecration' to serve for sacred

remembrance, became gradually the substratum
of an idolatrous worship, the stone worship
(comp. Jer. iii. 9 ; Ezek. xx« 32). As the name
PairvAOf, fkurbXta is of Phoenician origin, the
view is not without foundation that this name is

to be referred back to *>**"'** Comp. [Smith's

Die. of the B. Art. Stone*]} Leyber in Hmtz.
A-JBuyoL XVI. p. 322; Kurtz, Hid. of the
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618 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

Old Covenant, I. { 75, 3 ; Grimxkl, De lapidum
cultu, Marburg, 1853. The baetylia were indeed
stones smooth with oil. Abnobiub (Adver. Oentes

I. 39) relates of the heathen period of his life:

" Si quando conspexeram lubrieatum lapidem et ex

olivi unguine sordidatum, tanquam inesset vis prae-

sens, aaulabar, affabar et beneficia poscebam nihil

sentient* de trunco" Lowth cites at our text a
passage from Theophraot (to Autolykos I. 15)

where it is said of a superstitious man :
" Kal

r&v Xircapuv Xiduv toi> ev rale rpiddotc napujv

is nfr fapcWov tXatov Karaxdv koI M ydvara

neauv sal wpoosvvfaac aTraXbdrreffdat." Comp.
Clement of Alex. Strom. VII. 843. Our pas-

sage indeed does not seem to speak of oily, smooth
stones. But it appears that that worship, apart

from the smoothing by oil, was only given to

stones that by nature or art had a smooth sur-

face. At least we could not suppose that Jacob
chose a rough stone for his pillow. And our text

favors the idea that one did not choose for adora-

tion any sort of stone remarkable for size or form,

but especially smooth stones. The emphatic OH
DH these, these, refers to the stones as some-

thing that Israel in a shameful way made rivals

of Jehovah. Wi, properly lapillus, is, indeed, no

where else so used that Jehovah Himself is called
" the lot " of His people. But the word is chosen
here because the Prophet intended an allusion to

the notion ''stone" contained in Snj-'pSn. The
thought underlying also the second half of verse
6 is, that the idolatrous Israelites gave to their

lumpish idols what was due to Jehovah alone.

For here, too, the aping is rebuked, by which
they transferred the various parts of Jehovah
worship to the idol worship. For ^03 drink
offering, and nnjD meat offering were essen-

tial parts of Jehovah's worship. The latter con-
sisted of flour in various forms, with salt, olive

oil and incense in addition (Lev. ii). The former
represented the drinking suited to eating, and
consisted only of wine (Exod. xxix. 40 ; Num.

xv. 5 sqq.). "l$\f. with the object nfUD as aU
tari impostnt fertum occurs again lxvi 8. How
deeply the Lord feels the insult, is declared in
the words: should I console myself (be
quiet) oonoerning such? Niph. DTJJ with

/£ denotes 1) to pity one's self, 2) to feel regret,

sorrow, 3) to console one's self, to quiet one's

self (2 Sam. xiii. 39; Jer. xxxi. 15; Esek.
xxxii. 31). A modification of the last meaning
given is " to revenge one's self/' which we had
l. 24. The context shows that only the meaning
given under 3) suits here.

4. Upon a lofty sawest it.—Vers. 7,
8. In these two verses the Prophet shows how

in idolatrous worship, Israel even (wSp UJthQl

ver. 7) aped the peace offering, the D'oStf n3T
:

And he joins with it, in a particularly marked
way, the adulterous conduct of which it was
thereby guilty. Why the Prophet connects the

latter particular just with O'D^tf may have this

reason, that these sacrifices were always united
with meals, and just these may have given occa-

sion for abandonment to joviality and especially
to fleshly debauchery, particularly when cele-
brated in the open air on mountain elevations.
Hoe. iv. 13 also mentions the offering of the
idolatrous fOT on mountain tops and connected
with licentiousness. The expression KfeUI naj-"in
is found so exactly only here ; but comp. ii. 2

;

xxx. 25. ^S***? *?*? i* a figurative expression

for the act of idolatrous worship. It cannot be

doubted that by rOT nil*? the Prophet means the

Shelamim sacrifice." For the n3T was most closely
joined with that "For the Shelamim offering
[peace offering] the Pentateuch also uses simply

the expression n3T, i. e., killing; indeed this

word in the Pentateuch has only this narrower

sense, as further the meal of the D'oStf as often
designated by the verb nai. The reason of this

mode of expression was, that, as in the burnt-
offering, the peculiar feature was the bringing up
of the entire sacrifice on to the altar, so the sacrt-

/idol meal belonged essentially to the peace offering.

n3T denotes the killing with reference to a meal that

was to be held (comp. especially Lev. xvii. 3 sqq.;

Deut. xii. 15) ; it is thus distinguished from

BHBf which has no such reference." ((Eht.kr in

Hkrz., R-Encycl. X. p. 637).

The initial words of ver. 8 have experienced a
double explanation. The ancient expositors

from Jebomb down understand by JVOI, re-

membranoe, any sort of idolatrous emblem,
especially the household gods, Lares. But first

it is to be objected, that the expression is a strange
one to denote that, and then to put behind the
doors and the posts seems rather to describe
contemptuous than honorable treatment. Hence
modern expositors have justly understood p"Of

to mean what in Deut vi. 8 ; xi. 20, was pre-

scribed to be written on the fttaip and on the

D,a
yn&?, especially since in Exod. xiii 9 a similar

memorial is expressly called Jt13T. Therefore

we may justly regard our text as a reference to

the passages of the Pentateuch just cited. The
Prophet cnarges the Israelites with putting those

memorials containing the principles of the The-
ocracy behind the posts and doors, instead of on

them, of course to get those hated reminders as

far out of sight as possible. This done, they

shamelessly left vacant (see TexU and Oram.)
the place at the side of their husband, like an
adulterous wife, in order to betake themselves to

the conch of a lover.—JV
1

?J TWO states how the

adulterous wife made empty the place at her

husband's side; iSjJAI, how she ascended to the

elevation (ver. 7); 13300 romn, how she

made the lewd bed, i. e. broad, to give room for

the lover. DTO -|S-mT (see Text, and Oram.),

describes the coarseness of this relation. The
shameless harlot demands her price. What it

was is not said. Any way it was agreed to.

For the text continues : thou lovedest their em-

brace (33#D frequent in this sense: Num. xxxi.

17, 18, 35; Judg. xxi 11, 12, etc).
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CHAP. LVIL 8-14 619

6. And thon wentest—wut not grieved.
—Vers. 9, 10. The Prophet has hitherto de-

scribed what we may call the immediate worship
of idols. Now he turns to what may be called the
political or indirect idolatry of the Israelites. For
when ther turned to heathen nations for help,

instead of relying on the Lord, that also was
iJolatry. And it was such not merely in the
subtile sense of trusting in an arm of flesh (comp.
Jer. xvii. 5, 6; Isa. zxz. 1 sq.; zzxi. 1-3; 2KL
xvi. 7), but also in the grosser sense, inasmuch as

trusting in a heathen nation involved trusting in

its gods (x. 10, 11; Jer. ii. 33, 36; Ezek. xxiii.

7, 30; Hos. xii. 1). If this is the correct under-
standing of the fundamental thought of our pas-

sage, it is clear that we are not to understand

JIO as meaning an idol, as many expositors do.

It is therefore neither Moloch (comp. viii. 21

;

Amos y. 26; Jer. xlix. 1, 3: Zeph. i. 5), nor
Anamelech, the Chronos of the Sepharvaim (2
Slings xvii. 31), as Hitzig thinks, nor the Phoe-

nician Baal (Sj?3 "]|?D) as Enobel says. It

seems to me also incorrect to suppose it refers

directly to the king of Assyria. For there is

nowhere any trace of his having been directly
" the king" for the Israelites. And one cannot
appeal to xxx. 30 to show that he was, for there,

according to the context (comp. ver. 31, *Ntf*Y
only the Assyrian king can be thought of. Hence
it Beems to me that the Prophet would say:
Israel has ever turned to him who, according to

existing relations, was for the time the king, /car'

*f"/TK Nearly like, but not identical, is the

construction of Saadia, who understands "] vD as

collective. Also the choice of the word *H#
seems to favor our constructions, for it means

"dreuire, to go about" (comp. rPBf, the wander-

ing about, for caravans, Ezek. xxvii. 25). {Otto

is " with oil." But it remains doubtful whether
that means "as one anointed with oil" (in order
to charm the senses, Ezek. xxiii. 40) or '* with
presents of oil and ointments." Grammatically
either is allowable. Comp. for the former use,

Gen. xxxii. 11. But I prefer the latter, because
it cannot be said that Israel itself came to the
king, but sent ambassadors to remote places.
Bather, according to Isaiah's style, the latter is

the explanation of the figure. The great rulers,

now Assyria, now Egypt lived iar away. Did
Israel perhaps send ambassadors further than
that ? Any way one may not press the signifi-

cance of "oil and ointments." The simple
meaning is, that Israel sent the noblest and cost-
liest gifts of its land as presents. The olive tree
grew nowhere so well as in Palestine; comp.
Letbeb, Hebzog's BeaUEnc. X. p. 647. One of

the ingredients of the D'Hjn (air. tey., otherwise

nj^)> "ointments," perfumes, were D'?^,
and Palestine was regarded as the exclusive
home of the balsam shrub, ibid. I. 673. Chap,
xxxix. 2 shows that costly oil and noble oint-
ment belonged to the royal treasures. T3f=
* messenger," as in xviii. 2. But Israel's at-
tempts to find helpers not only went far, but also

deep. It is common to understand SlMtf-*ty to

mean the humble gestures and words of those

seeking help. But that were a bad and senseless

hyperbole. I believe the Prophet by didst send
tny messengers Car off refers chiefly to chaps.

xxviiL-xxxiiL, and by thon wentest down
to hell has especially in mind xxviii. 15, where
the rulers of Jerusalem are made to say :

" We
have made a covenant with death, and with hell

are we at agreement" The Hiph. TDtfn, there-

fore, has not an ethical, but a local sense (comp.
xxv. 12 ; xxvi. 5 ; Ps. cxiii. 6).

Ver. 10. Thus Israel had wearied itself with

much running (T?.?. m abstractom here : the go-

ing, running, as often, comp. 1 Kings xviii. 27
ana chap, xlvii. 12 ; 1 Kings xix. 7) ; but did
not learn to see the uselessness of its efforts.

Bather, because the weak hand from time to

time felt some life, Israel never came to feel sick,

t. e. to know and feel its powerlessness in its com-
plete reality.

6. And ofwhom hast thon way ofmy
people.—Vera. 11-14. Having thus described

the idolatrous practices of the nation, the Prophet
next asks for the reasons of it. These may be
positive and negative: the idols may have ad-

vantages that Jehovah has not, and Jehovah may
have defects that the idols are free from. I do
not believe that 'D~iW refers to the heathen na-
tions or their rulers, to whom Israel had looked
for protection. For the whole context treats

essentially of Israel's religious conduct, and here
especially of the reasons Israel might have for

preferring idols to Jehovah. And, indeed, ac-

cording to our remark on ver. 9, the dreadfulness

of a nation depended on the power of its gods.
'D therefore refers to the idols. It is to be taken

in the same sense as in ver. 4. Indeed one may
say that this 'D~DK stands in a certain antithetical

relation to that "Q-hp. For if 'D-fy, ver. 4,

relates primarily to the Prophet, still it refers

indirectly also to Jehovah, because the Prophet
is such a one only through Jehovah. Of whom
wast thon apprehensive, and so wast
afraid. See Text, and Oram. It might be
thought that what could move Israel to unfaith-

fulness to its Lord must be very considerable,

grand in power and glory, far superior to Jeho-
vah. But is such the case? No. One might
expect the Prophet to dwell here on the con-
temptible quality of idols, that is intimated only
by '<?. But what were the use ? Has he not

abundantly done so in the first Ennead? See
xl.

9sqq.
12; J

meaning of 3J3 here appears from what follows.

It denotes the nnfaithfulness, covenant-breaking

nature of Israel. For by its^eeds it proved its

words to be lving words (comp. Ps. lxxviii. 36
sq.). Apart from single covenants (Exod. xix.

8; xxiv. 3, 7; Deut v. 27 sqq.; Josh. xxiv. 16,

24) the confession of Jehovah was the standing

law in Israel. The sense is: What is the quality

of those things that thou fearest, that (% see

Text, and Oram.) thou couldest be seduced by
them to break faith with thy God? But, from

the antithesis to ^0"hp, ver. 4, and from what

18 sqq.; xli. 6 sq.; 21 sqq.; xlii. 17; xliii.

iqq.: xliv. 9 sqq.; xlv. 20; xlvi. 1 sqq.; xlvii.

; xlviii. 3 sqq.—That thon lledst. The
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the Prophet has already said of the idols, it is

seen that Israel found no sufficient motive for

apostacj in the nature of its idols. There is

another motive, t*t. the silence of Jehovah.
This must have been <d such a nature as to ex-
plain the absence of fear of Him who was with
Israel. This appears from the apodoeis ; there-
fore thou feareet Me not.—Therefore we are
not to understand a not-speaking, but a not-doing.

The Lord had kept His peaoe, and indeed

from very ancient time (i before 0*71?a
"and indeed," cornp. xiii. 10; xxxii. 7; xliv.

28), He had looked on, spared, used forbearance.

Of course this must be understood relatively, for
single chastisements were not wanting. But in
comparison with the language the Lord used in
leading Israel into exile, all that had been before

was silence. Thus tne Lord speaks of such a
silence with reference to Israel as He had before
spoken of with reference to the Gentiles, xliL 14.

li one supposes the Prophet to sneak from the
stand-point of the Exile, it is verily not evident
what so terrible happened to the wicked Israel-

ites after the Exile, as to make all that happened
before seem silence in comparison.

Ver. 12. I will declare.—In contrast with
His former silence, the Lord says He will speak.
He will declare the righteousness of Israel

and its fruits, the works. The whole verse is

ironically meant. First of all there is irony in
TJK. At first sight it seems as if the Lord pre-

sented the prospect of an imposing proclamation

of the great, hitherto-ignored deserts of Israel.

Second, one supposes on this account that by
"righteousness" and "works" are to be under-

stood the manifestations of an actually existing

righteousness of Israel's. But in fact the Lord
means that the unrighteousness, the malignity,

of Israel shall, by a suitable judicial act, be pil-

loried before the whole world. Third, the ex-
pression: but they will not profit thee- is ar*

ironical meioaia. For what Israel has to show
in fruits of righteousness is so much the opposite
of true righteousness that no other fruit than de-
struction can come of it It is seen that I do not
follow the punctuation of the Masoreta. I can-
not therefore approve of the rendering : "and as
regards thy handiwork (the idols), they will not
profit thee (Dslitsbch, Sbdoces, Aonxixo,
Weber). For 1) the brief words, ver. 12 6 a,

would be no suitable expression far the impor-
tant thought that the Lobd will bring Israel's

sin to hght by great judgments; 2) it were
strange to say, ver. 12 6, of the idols: " they will

not help thee/' and then to continue, ver. 13:
" when thou criest let them help thee."—Thus I
believe that not till in ver. 13 is declared the

incapacity of the heaps of idols (D*tt3p, &ic. >ry.,

properly *' gatherings" in the sense of "pan-

theon'1
).

—

[*'Aben Ezra appear* to understand
the word generically, as denoting all that they
could scrape together for their own security, in-

cluding idols, armies and all other objects of re-

liance. ' J. A. At.ct. This comprehensive mean-
ing would suit the reference of vers. 0, 10, which,
spite of the Author's interpretation, that makes
the main reference in the end to be to idols, cer-

tainly does not exclude reliance on foreign kings
and their armies.

—

Tr.]—The wind yea, a breath
will carry away the whole pantheon (BLkno-
stenbxbg, Delttzbch, comp. xli. 16, 29). On
the other hand, those that put their trust in the

Lord, even if the general calamity shall have
carried them off into the Exile, will take posses-

sion of the holy hand and of the holy mountain
as their inheritance. Hence return out of tee
Exile is the concluding thought, which is ex-
pressed in ver. 14 with great emphasis.

3. GOD'S LOVE SMITES AND HEALS THOSE THAT LET THEMSELVES BE HEALED.

Chapter LVIL 15-21.

15 For thus saith the high aftd lofty One
•That inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy

;

I dwell in the high and holy place,

With him also thai is of a contrite and humble spirit*

To revive the spirit of the humble,

And to revive the heart of the contrite ones.

16 For I will not contend for ever,

Neither will I be always wroth

:

bFor the spirit should fail before me,
And the souls which I have made.

17 For the iniquity of his covetousness °was I wroth,

And smote him : I hid me, and was wroth,
dAnd he went on 1frowardly in the way of his heart

18 I have seen his ways, and will heal him

:

I will lead him also, and restore comforts,

Unto him 'and to his mourners.
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CHAP. LVIL 15-21. 621

19 4 create the fruit of the lipe

;

Peace, peace to him that is far off, and to him that is near,

Saith the Lord ; and I will heal him.

20 But the wicked are like the troubled sea,

When it cannot rest,

Whoee waters cast up mire and dirt

21 Tk$re it no peace, stuth my God to the wicked.

» Hen. turning awau.

» 1%» OiMdweta** eternally.
•omlongrpytmdiwtitehmsimtkntlHing
*M* that oroatutUnobUtt bloom qf the fy

* For tk$ tpirit thatqpm outfrom m$ would pfas away,
Ik&mytdJ. *Vut. •even.

TEXTUAL AND

Bee List tot the recurrence of the word* : Ver. 15.

K31m an edjectivefoomp. Ps. rxxiv. 19. Ver. 18. *]Or

frequent In the Psalms : lit 3 ; UlxUL S -

t lxxvii. 4; evil.

6; ezlit 4; cxHii. 4. Ver. 17. y\X comp. Jer. vi. 18.

Ver.».tfin.

Ver. 17. SftOH is the in£ ebeol. pieced after, eipress-

Ing the notion of whet is constant, eontinaoos; one

might say here, expressive of the constant practice.

Instead of *^irpK1 it would properly read ipTO* Bat,

as Is well known, there occur many modifications in this

sort of construction. Especially it happens not seldom

that the ml absol. changes in the last member into the

finite verbor participle (comp. 2 8am. xvi. 13 ; Gen. xxvi.

13 ; Jer. xH. «; S 8am. xv. 20; xvi. 6, etc.). Therefore we
translate: Mand I smite him, in that I beingangry hide

myself.** ">DDn direct eausatiTe Hiph.— to make con-

cealment, hiding. The clause 'U1 3310 "|Vl »*etes

the further consequence of the divine smiting. But for

tbfs Is used the Vav consec. imperf^ denoting, not a sin-

gle, historical fact, but a manifestation constantly re-

peated, according to the usage that expresses soristl-

eaily what is yet something continuous. Comp, ruUFM

ver. 3; UEhjl ver. 30i~—33ta? comp. Jer. ML 14," 88;

GRAMMATICAL.

concerning its distinction from 33^ eee on Jerem.

xxxi 22.

Ver. 18. One may (according to the view in the com*
ment below; understand ITWIPK de eonatu, as the
word is evidently used in Jer. rL 14 : viii.ll, which pas-
sages, also, onaccountofjflf3 in the foregoing verse,and

on account of the double COSf, accord in sound with
T

our text. The construction of ver. 18 Is as in ver. 17 a.

As there Ttfjyp is followed by 1713*1, so here YPIT1 i»

followed by IJH Wllttniri.

Ver. 19. Instead of3U the K'rl readsp), because the

onlypassage beside where the substantive occurs, Mai.
L li has H'J. The singular suffix in rnftttH is to be

referred to the eollective singulars plTH and 3HD.

Ver. 20. As it does not read tfrWR, we are not to
Tl"

regard this verbal form as a participle, but as the third

pers. pert, and to supply 1Ef*K before it. The words

SOV *h Dpttfrl ere quoted'Jer. xlix. 28. That in Jere-

miah they are not original, appears from his usingthem
as outward adornment, as embellishment of his dis-

course, whereas in our text they are organically

grounded in the context. tfiH, comp. Dfl^ pedibut

aalcovit, tmbavtL Concerning the Aorist *VhPI, comp.

on lS*l ver. 17.

EXSGITIOAL AND CBITIOAL.

The Prephet here gives a worthy conclusion to

the Enneaa whose centre is the humble Servant
of God. He points as to the fact, that the ground
of all salvation is the unity of highness and low-

ness in God that love mediates. For God is en-

throned as the highest and absolutely holy Being
in the highest majesty and glory, and yet at the

same time He dwells with the wretched and con-

trite in order to give them new life (ver. 15).

For He is angry for a while, but the foundation
of His being is still love. Henoe He cannot let

the spirit the soul of men, His own creatures, be
destroyed (vers. 16). On account of sin, indeed,

He smites a man. But when the man, not re-

formed by the outward chastisement, perseveres in
his own chosen way (vet 17), still He does not
for this reason give him up. He now applies
the opposite mode of treatment: He heal* km, by
working inwardly on his heart by gentle means,
as far, of course, as there is the necessary recepti-

vity for this healing treatment, that is, the capacity
of being sorry for the ways of the past (ver,

,18). In conclusion^ the Prophet designates the
announcement of this divine saving treatment as

the flower of the word of prophecy (ver. 19), bat

which of course will not profit all. For the

wicked, that are like the sea, which lashed by
storms throws up dirty foam (ver. 20)—the wicked
find no peace (ver. 21). We wonder to hear these

profound, evangelical words from the mouth ofthe
Old Testament Prophet. Were they perhaps writ-

ten bv a scholar of the beloved disciple ana smug-
gled in here? And how artistically the Prophet
recapitulates the fundamental thought of this sec-

tion, and returns to the refrain with which he
would conclude this as all three sections.

2* For thus saith 1 have made.—Vers.
15-16. That ver. 15, and not ver. 14, begins

the concluding word appears from the formula
"For thus saith'

1 which as a rule begins sections

(lvi. 4; Hi. 4; xlv. 18; xxxi. 4; xxi. 6, 16;
xviii. 4, ete.), partly, too, from the divine title,

which is wont to be employed at the head of sec-

tions (i. 24; x*24; xxii. 15; xxx. 15. xlii 5;
xliii. 1, 14 16; xliv. 6; xlv. 11, 18; xlviii. 17;
xlix. 7, etc.). A third reason is, that the vers. 15-
21 relate to a wider sphere than those that pre-

cede. For from lvi. 10 on, the Prophet nad
Israel in mind, while in this concluding word his

gase comprehends humanity entire.—First he de-
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622 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

scribes the Lobd in respect to His infinite ex-

altation. He calls Him first K&J1 C\ an ex-

Sression that ocean only vi. 1, and which
escribes that exaltation of God primarily ac-

cording to its outward appearance. Thus he

calls Him lg \M (i.e^ not: He who inhabits

eternity,—a representation incapable of accom-
plishment, but: who eternally sits enthroned,

%. e.j maintains His house, His place, thus also

His dignity and honor eternally, can never like

a man be driven out of it, ix. 5 ; xxx. 8 ; xxvi. 4;
xlv. 17; lxiv. 8; lxv. 18). Third he designates

Him as the One whose name is "The Holy
One/1 sancim. Thus one would think He was too

holy to resort to fellowship with sinful men.
But no ! He declares of Himself: although I
dwell on high (heaven is meant, the high
place of God that overlooks all comp. xxxiii. 5,

and the modified expression ibid. ver. 16) and
in the holy place (tfftj? in the sense of Eftp

as in Ps. xlvi. 5; lxv. 5: it is the upper sanctu-

ary that is meant, Exoa. xxv. 9, 40: xxvi. 30

;

Acts vii. 44 ; Heb. viii. 5). still I dwell also
with him that ia of a oontrite and lowly
spirit (Prov. xvi. 19; xxix. 23). What con-

trasts, therefore, God is capable of! He dwells at

the same time in the highest and in the lowliest.

But that is no contradiction. For the " lowly
spirit'

1
is also just a choice and worthy dwelling,

yea the choicest of all, since it is a living, per-

sonal habitation. But it is so choice for the rea-

son that the humble man surrenders himself
wholly, adds nothing from his own. will only ac-

cept God and let himself be illuminated by Him.
Thus God supplies what is wanting in him. For
He makes His dwelling in him precisely for the
purpose of filling spirit and heart (i.e., mind and
soul, thinking and willing), of the humble and
contrite with a new, fresh divine life (comp. Gal.
ii. 20). It appears from " to revive the spirit"

and "to revive the heart," that the Prophet
means such humble souls as are also bowed down
deep with sorrow. Hence, ver. 16, he can pro-

ceed with for I will not to eternity contend,
nor be perpetually angry (comp. Ps. ciii. 9).

God cannot do this for the reason, also, that else

the whole being of men would be destroyed.

For as a creature, man cannot in the long run
endure the wrath of God. By continued smiting
the spirit of man that "stands before
God," ie., as kindred with God, is capable
(Matth. xviii. 10) of His presence and fellowship,

and the soul that became D".n pqm (Gen.ii.

7) by the inbreathing of the Spirit, mnat pine
away and perish. In this way God would
destrov His own work.

3. £*or the iniquity his mourners.—
Vers. 17, 18. The sorrows that God decrees are
not blows of destruction (Lam. iii. 31-42). He is

angry and chastises only on account of sin. But
that sin is here made prominent which is in 1
Tim. vi. 10 called the root of all evil things, vis.,

the irfaovefia (CoL iii. 5) or ^I'Kapyvpia. It is

here named metonymically, the thing striven for

(#??! " cutting, gam ") being put for the striving.

What guilt is so great that a man will not burden
his conscience with it for the sake of gain ? The
perf. 'nflVp describes the anger as an actual

foundation that the Lobd feels in His heart.
The consequence and expression of this anger ia
the smiting. But ss it is not said V\?KJ bat
,r*?^,, we may not translate : and I smote, but

:

" and I smite.11 From this it appears, that the
Lobd has not in mind concrete, definite facta, aa
say His conduct toward the people Israel, butHe
describes here the conduct He observes every-
where and toward all men. Therefore we must
translate : I am angry and I smite, in that
being angry (see TexL and Oram.) I hide My-
self. The clause but he went off rebel-
lionaly in the way of his heart, declares the
further consequence of the divine smiting. The
observation continually repeats itself, that the
divine chastisement is disregarded by men. It
was verified in the case of Israel as in that of the
majority of mankind. Therefore the chastise-

ment wss of no avail. One would suppose then
that the Lord must leave the contumacious man
to his well deserved fate. But no ! The forbear-

ance, the patience, the compassionate love of God
is without bounds. He aeea (survevs) the
ways of a man, their beginning, middle and
end. He sees whither these ways lead. They
lead to everlasting destruction. He cannot suffer

this. Therefore lie approaches a man not only
outwardly by angry smiting (ver. 17 a), He also

makes the attempt inwardly. He heals the man

;

self-evidently the man who lets himself be healed.

For God lays His grace indeed as near a man as
possible. But He never forces it on him. The
manner of the healing is explained in the follow-

ing words: and I will lead him, etc God
brings the man from the way of error on to the
right way, and then extends to him what is need-

ful to comfort and strengthen him. D'DpJ DW
is properly "to requite, compensate consolations,"

*. e., offer consolations as compensation.'
3 The

rSsitSl joined on contains the plainest restric-

tion of the inRfllKl. That is one must, with
Stleb, Delitzsch et aL, take \ in the sense of

" and indeed, via" (comp. ver. 11). The Lobd
cannot guide all and refresh ail with His consola-

tions, but only those that are of a troubled
apint. They are therefore the same that in ver.

15 are called oontrite and humble of spirit

4. I create the fruit the wicked.

—

Vers. 19-21. So much is certain, ver. 19 intro-

duces the conclusion. The thought "peace"
joins vers. 19-21 close to one another. But
what of DTIDtP 3U Hl«T Grammatically the
words may be joined either with what precedes

or with what follows. And as regards the sense,

"sprout, fruit of the lips" does not necessarily

mean only thanks and praise, although the words
of our text are so understood, Heb. xiii. 15. In
Prov. x. 31 wisdom is designated as the outgrowth

of the mouth, in Prov. xii. 14; xiii 2; xviii. 20
satiety with good generally is described as

Hfl ne and 0?/w flftaPi. Therefore DTVDfer 3U

may be the word of prophecy, either that before

us or the word of prophecy in general. Now can

one say, that the Lobd extends comfort in thai

He creates thanks and praise ? Not very well.

At least in our context one looks for : in order to

make (K^S) thanksgiving, or " I create fruit of
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CHAP. LVH. 15-*1. 623

the lips, in that I extend comfort" Bat if by
44 fruit of the lips" one understands the prophetic

word, then would be said, that the Lord neals,

guides, comforts, in that lie makes the fruit of
toe lips, i. e. .of the prophetic lips. But that were
a very forced and artificial manner of expression.

For the Lord can after all only indirectly heal

and comfort by making the Prophet speak divine

words. It comes about directly only by means
of the Lord's opening the hearts to give heed to

what is spoken by His Spirit (Acts xvi. 14).

Therefore it does not seem to me to be proper to

connect ifcf O IH13 with what precedes. But if

we connect it with what follows, the same reasons

already given determine against the meaning
" thanks and praise." Therefore if we refer it to

the prophetic word, we must first of all not forget

that these words are spoken with a certain em-
phasis. The expression though kindred, is still

not the same in meaning as '7? or D'^3^ AKOA-

For 30 is not the usual word for "budding,
sprouting" (the most usual are rna or npS).

It occurs only in poetry and only in four places,

and, as remarked, is always used with a certain

emphasis. For Ps. Ixii. 11 it designates a
vigorous sprouting, and the same also Ps. xcii 15,

which speaks of an impelling force effective even
in old age. Prov. x. 31 would say, that the
mouth of the righteous is gifted with the power
to produce that which is noblest, wisdom. Zech.
ix. 17, finally, also speaks of a power of produc-
tion whose intensity is attested by the excellence

of what it produces. So then I believe that here

'fcf 3U does not mean in general "offspring of

the lips," but "splendid offspring, noble off-

spring." That is. the Prophet would say, that he
regards the proclamation of peace ana healing
for those far and near as the highest and noblest

flower of his prophecy. Peaoe, peace to him
that is far off, and to him that is near, and
I will heal him, saith the Lord, therewith
craating the flower of the (prophetic) lips, i. e.,

in that He utters the highest and most glorious

thing that He commissions His Prophet to pro-

claim. TDTV 13K Btands elsewhere only at the
end of the discourse (xxii. 14; xxxix.6; xlv. 13;
xlix. 5 ; liv. 1, 6, 8, 10 ; lix. 21 ; lxv. 7, 25; lxvL
9, 20, 21, 23). Here it stands, as in ver. 21

;

xlviii. 22 (comp. "10* '*? xlv. 24; Jer. xxx. 3)

as an insertion. The double OHtf sounds solemn

and emphatic (comp. xxvi. 3 ; Jer. vi. 14 ; viii.

11 ; 1 Chr. xii. 18). By the " far and near" I
cannot understand " the Israelites scattered far

and wide." How should the remote or nearer
distance of the place of banishment from Pales-
tine have any importance for the Jx>rd ? And if

not for Him, then certainly they would have no
importance for the believing Israelites. To give
explanation on this point was not necessary for
the "flower of prophecy." But it was important
to declare, that also the heathen, that hitherto
had been far off, were to come near and partake
of the salvation of Israel (comp. xlii. 6 ; xlix. 6

;

lxv. 1 ; Hos. ii. 23. etc.). Thus Paul understood
the passage (Eph. ii. 17). rnKmi connects with
in*3"mi ver. 18, and shows that the Lord knows
no salvation without healing. There is indeed

no salvation for those not healed, the spiritually

sick, the wicked (ver. 20, 21). Thus WHaii
mediates in an artistic way the connection be-

tween what precedes and what follows.

Ver. 20. The wioked are like the sea that
is stirred np. The Prophet distinguishes two
particulars. First the unrest of the sea. This
is the effect of storms that do not allow the sea to

rest. The other is the foam and mod that

the sea throws out of its depths. The .likings

and cravings, the passions are the storms that

stir up the human heart and let it have no rest.

The wicked works are the foam and slime that

then come to the surface and make manifest the

uncleanness, the depravity, therefore the malady
within. For it oannot rest : these words are

?
noted in Jer. xlix. 23, see Text, and Oram.
This verse recalls Jude 13, which may be an

allusion to it.

—

Tr.].

Ver. 21 gives the refrain-like conclusion of the

Ennead which we had xlviii. 22. It does not

come in abruptly as there, but is duly prepared.

The only difference between this and xlviii. 22 is

that here we have 'nM, while there it reads
nirr. In this "my God" is uttered the ab-

solute reliability of what has been Raid. How
could that be incorrect that was said to the Pro-

phet by his God?

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On lvi. 11. (Every one looks to his own
way). "Potest inteUigi de externis criminibus, Bed

maais placet, ut accipiatur de speciosis viis, in quibus

ambulant hypoeritae. Sic traneiscanus Francisci

regulam sequitur, decabgum et evangelii doctrinam

negligit tanquam rem vulgarem, quae ad valgus perti-

neant"—LvTUER.
2. On lvi. 12. In the Alexandrian and Vati-

can texts of theLXX., the words from 1#12fpD ver.

11 to the end of ver. 12 are wanting, which even
Jerome remarks on. He adds :

" denique hos ver-

siculos nullus ecclesiasticorum interpretum disserui^

sed quasi patentem in medio foveam transiliunt atque

transmittunt."—That the Fathers, unacquainted as

they were with Hebrew, pass the words by, is

simply explained by the LXX. omitting them.

Jerome, because he*knew Hebrew, as he himself

says, " added them ex hebraico." But why the

Greek translator left them out is doubtful. The-
odotion (see Hexapla Orig. ed. Montfaueon II.,

p. 179} has them.—" Ab hoe vitio (ebrietatis) ab-

stinere debentpii ecdesiae ministri memores interdio-

ti apostolici 1 Tim. iii. 2, 3, eonsiderantes secum,

nuUam horuUim ipsis esse adeo liberam ac twcuam,

qua non ad officia funetionis suis possint avocari."—
Foerster.—" Let one point the rough figure for

himself for the more delicate spiritual form also,

quite as Matth. xxiv. 49 ; Eph. v. 18, and the like

are meant. For there is a drunkenness and vo-

luptuousness in all kinds of wine and intoxication,

which only the eye of the Spirit beholds in many
an honorable Bishop, General-superintendent or

Superior-court-preacher. Stier. " Vita concio-

natoris optimus syllogismus" Chrysostom.
3. On lvii. 1. '* Against the heedlessness of

the world, that regards the life and death of men
alike. For because Pharaoh and Moses, Saul and
Jonathan, Judas and Peter, must temporally die,
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the one as the other, theysuppose it is as much to

one as to the other, 6ut on the contrary, one
shoald lay it to heart when useful and pious men
fall, became, jSrtt, one must miss them afterwards,

especially their prayers bj which they stand in

the breach and run to the walls (Esek. xxii 30);
second, because the destruction of such people is

wont to be an evil omen of a great impending
misfortune and change, [" It is a sign that God
intends, war when He calls home His ambassa-
dors,"—M. Henry]. Examples: When Noah
tarns his back on the world and shuts himself in

the ark, thedelugecomes (Gen. vii. 17 ) . When JU*
goes out of Sodom and (iomorrah, fire from hea-
ven falls on them (Gen. xix. 24). When Joseph
dies in Egypt, the bondage ofthe children of Israel

begins, together with the murder of their infant

boys (Exod. i. 8). When Hesekiah died, then
followed the tyranny of Manasseh (2 Kings xx.,

xxi.) When Christ and His disciples were made
way with, then began the destruction of Jerusa-

lem.
1*—Cramer.-^11SiaU ad JoeiamdieU: toUeris,

ns Meant occult tut hoc malum, etc. (2 Kings xxii.

18-20). Sic exeidio HierosolymUano erepti sunt

apostoU et reliqui Sancti. Idem nobis acciaeL Vi-
vunt adhuc passim quidam pit homines, propter iliis

Deus differt poenam. Suolatis autem its sequetur

Oermaniae ruina"—Luther,—" Blessed are the
dead, which die in the Lord, for they rest from
their labor (Rev. xiv. 13). And hellish enemies,
as little as human, can do them any harm."—" It

is a misfortune for the whole country when dis-

tinguished and deserving people are taken out of
the midst by temporal death. For them, indeed,
it is well ; but God have mercy on those that are
left. For as in a great storm, when the heavens
are overcast with clouds, the shepherd leads in

the sheep, the husbandman hastily gathers his
sheaves, the parents call in the children from the
streets, so our dear God calls His dearest children
together, that the calamity may not touch them."
•—^Cramer.—u The men of grace or mercy are re-

ceivers and distributers, thus also the mediators
of the grace of God for their people ; the men of
grace, that atoningly represent the land by inter-

cessions and conduct, postpone its judgment (Gen.
xviii. 24; Ezek. xxii. 30).

w Stier.—"The mere
presence of an honest man is still a restraint on
the unbridledness of blasphemers." G. Mueller
in Stier.

4. On lvii. 2. " Against the idle fency of the
fire of purgatory. For here it is said of those who
have walked uprightly, not that they get into
trouble, unrest, pain and torment, by which they
must be purged ; but that, with respect to their
souls, they^come to peace. But as to their bodies,
they rest in their sleeping chamber. They are
not on this account driven about ; they seek also
no mass or soul baths, as the Papists pretend."

—

Cramer.

u yam ftultum txt mortem matron Hmuiste quietU,
Quamfugiunt morbi, motetaqne pauperietr

(Attributed to Cornelius Gallus, the Mend of
Virgil).

5. On lvii. 4. It should be a wreath of honor
to all faithful teachers and preachers, that they
are regarded as monsters and are lampooned by
the wise of this world. For if the great Prophet

Isaiah in this passage, item, Jeremiah (Jer. xx.
8), Elijah (2 Kings u. 24), Ezekiel (Esek. xxxiiL
31). Job (Job xvu. 6), yea, even Christ Himself
had to suffer this, what wonder is it if the scoffing

birds sharpen their beaks on us and chatter like
the storksH Cramer.

6. [On lvii. 8. " When a people forget God,
the memorials of their apostacy will be found in
every, part of their habitations. The shrines of
idol gods mav not be there ; the beautiful images
of the Greek and Roman mythology, or the
clumsy devices of less reined heathens may not be
there: but the furniture, the style of living will
reveal from ' behind every door and the posts "

of the house that God is forgotten, and that thej
are influenced by other principles than a regard
for His name. The sofa, the carpet, the chandel-
ier, the centre-table, the instruments of music, the
splendid mirror, may be of such workmanship aa
to show, as clearly as the image of a heathen god,
that Jehovah is not honored in the dwelling,

and that His law does not control the domestic
arrangements." Barnes].

7. [On lvii 10. " Thou art wearied no hope.

This is a striking illustration of the conduct of
men in seeking happiness away from God. They
wander from object to object; they become weary
in the pursuit, yet they do not abandon it ; they
still cling to hope though often repulsed—and
though the world gives them no permanent com-
fort—though wealth, ambition, gayety, and vice
all fail in imparting the happiness which they
sought, vet they do not give it up in despair. They
stillfeel that it is to be found in some other way,
than by the disagreeable necessity of returning to

God, and they wander from object to object, and
from land to land, and become exhausted in the

Eursuit, and still are not ready to say there is no
ope, we ffive it up in despair, and we will now

seek happiness in God." Barnes.
" Note.—Despair of happiness in the creature,

and of satisfaction in the service of sin, is the first

step toward a well-grounded hope of happiness in

God, and a well-fixed resolution to keep to His ser-

vice ; and those are inexcusable who have had sen-

sible convictions of the vanity of the creature, and
yet will not be brought to say, 'There is no hope to

be happy short of the Creator.'—Note.—Prospe-
rity in sin (

Thou hast found the life of thy hand) is a
great bar to conversion from sin.*' M. Henry].

8. On lvii. 11. " God keeps silence only for a
while, but yet not for ever and continually, with

respect to men's sins ; but the longer He has kept

silence, the harder He punishes afterwards.**

—

Starke.
9. On lvii. 12. "Tuamjustitiam. Est emphasis

in pronomine tuavu Quasi dieat: mea jxutilia fir-

ma et perpetua est, to* no* &&*• • . • i» ealamitate

nihil desperatius est justitiariis, cum secundis rebus

nihil quoque Us sit ccnfidenHus.--LuthJ&R."

10. On lvii. 15 sq. " God has three sorts of

dwellings : first in the highest, second in the sanc-

tuary, third in humble hearts. The first dwelling

is the universalispraesentia, the universal presence,

by which He fills all (Jer. xxiii. 24) ; but there

He is too high and incomprehensible for us. The
other is gratwsa, the gracious presence, by which
He lets Himself be found in the word and sacra-

ments, and also comes finally to us and makes His

dwelling in our hearts (Jno. xiv. 23)." Cramer,
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comp. Bekker, p. 199.

—

u HumUxs anima est Dei
sema et ddettabile cubile." " Exeelsus es Dowine,
sed humiles cards sunt damns tua" (Ps. cxiii. 6;
cxxxviii. 6). Auoustin.—"Fluenta gratiae dear-

sum nan sursum fiuunL** Bernhard.—" Here is a
principal passage beaming with evidence, that
" holy " means not merely the tremenda majestaSj

but essentially comprehends the eelf-comman ieat-

ing condescension of love." 8tier.—Comp. His
Beden Jesu V., p. 499, and the essays of Schob-
berlein and Achelis in Stud, and KriL 1847, I.,

IV.
11. On lvii. 18. Here again we have one of

those words in which Isaiah shows Himself to be
the Evangel ist oftheOld Testament. For in theold

covenant God does not vet heal men, else the new
were superfluous. The law only effects knowledge
of sin, but it does not give the power to overcome
sin. One fancies here again that he hears the

Apostle that wrote Bom. viii.

12. On lvii. 19-21. "The gospel in a sermon
of peace to the heathen that were far off, and to

the Jews that were near. For by it we both have
access in one Spirit to the Father (Eph. ii. 18).

But the wicked quakes all his life and what he
hears terrifies him (Job xv. 20 ; Isa. xlviii. 22).

And especially in conflicts, and notably in the last

hour, and when they see God's judgment near, one
sees this in them, that they not only therefore

often spit out blasphemies, but that for great an-
guish they have laid hands on themselves. Ex-
amples: Saul, Ahithophel, Judas, Franciscus
Spiera. For because such peace is not to be
brought about with works, they must ever stick

in anger, resentment, discontent and disfavor with
and before God. And it is only pure folly to

wish to give the terrified hearts rest by their own
expiation, merit and self-elected holiness. Much
less will there be rest if one teaches such people
to doubt the forgiveness of sins.

1
' Cramer.

HOMILETI.CAX HINTS.

1. On lvi. 10-lvii. 2. These words may be used
as the text of a sermon for a fast-day, or also for

a synodical sermon. One might then regard the

Prophet's words as a mirror, or as a measure
whereby to measure the condition of the church
(of the country, of the times). From this would
then come 1) earnest warning to those that be-

long to the wicked here described, or who do
not oppose their doings; 2) comfort for those

that have " walked straight before them," for.

though hated and persecuted by men, they shall

still come to peace.
2. On lvii. 1, 2. These words (also "a Jewish

formula soknnis for the pious dead/ 1 Stier) have
very often been used as texts for funeral discourses
for celebrated men.

3. On lvii. 2. Those that have walked in their
uprightness, i. e.

t
who during their lives have

served the Lord in a living faith, need not fear
death. It is to them a bringer of joy. For it

brings 1) eternal peace to their soul, 2) rest to
their body in the chamber of the grave, till the
day of the blessed resurrection.

4. On lvii. 3-10. A description of the coarse
idolatry, to which in our day correspond only too
roanv appearances of the modern and subtile
heathenism. Only too many have sucked in with

40

their mother's milk superstition and unbelief,

which as a rule go together. As Ishmael, who
was begotten afterthe flesh, mocked and persecuted

Isaac that was born according to the promise
(Gal. iv. 28 sqq.), so also now. The false seed,

x. «., those that are not born of the Spirit of the

church, although by their fleshly birth they be-

long to it, mock and persecute the genuine chil-

dren of the church. With insatiable greed people
run daily, but especially on the Lord's day,
under all green trees, t. e., to the places of worldly
pleasure-seeking, where the idols of the belly and
of mammon are served ! And how many children
are from their earliest youth led away to the
service of these idols 1 Are not thereby their im-
mortal souls spiritually slain ? And is not that,

in the end, a worse sacrifice of children than that

ancient sort? All that puts men in mind of the
service of God, men get out of their Bight (pious
customs, Sunday, feast days, church acts, as bap-
tism, marriage, burial), in order to be able to

surrender themselves undisturbed and wholly to

the modern idols. Men no longer seek their

strength in the covenant with the Lord, but
among men in associations of every kind. And,
because that does not instantly reveal its ruinous
effects, but often seems to have a good effect, men
never weary of this conduct, but confirm them-
selves in it more and more.

5. On lvii. 12. Many men will not by any
means believe that their good works are wholly
insufficient to obtain the righteousness that is of
avail with God. Now God will, indeed, not suffer

to go unrewarded the cup of water that we give
to the thirsty in the proper spirit (Matth. x. 42;
Mark ix. 41). But could we point to ever so

many such cups, still they do not suffice to pay
our ten thousand talents (Matth. xviii. 24 sqq.).

One must therefore remind his charge of the great

reckoning that the Lord will one day have with
us. In this 1] will be had a complete and per-

fectly correct investigation into our indebtedness
and assets. 2) Then it will appear that our assets

will be too defective to be of any use whatever
against our indebtedness.

6. On lvii. 13, 14. It depends very much on
the sort of spirit with which one turns to God for

help. If one does it in order to make a trial also

with the dear God, then one will certainly be de-
nied. But if one does it because one knows no
other helper, and wishes to know no other, then
one may confidently count on being heard. How
differently the answers sound that Ood oivts to the

cries for help that reach Him. 1) To the one it is

said : let thv gatherings help thee. 2) But to the
others is called out: a. make a road, clear the way,
take up the stumbling-block out of the way of my
people ; 6. inherit the land, possess my holy moun-
tain.

7. On lvii. 15, 16. * I know that these sayings
speak especially of penitent sinners and aroused
consciences; but I do not see why they may not
with good right be applied also to other alarmed
and anxious people. One has here to look also at

the examples of the dear children of God who are
presented to us in the Holy Scriptures full of fear

and alarm. Think of Job (ix. 34; xiii. 21), Da-
vid (Ps. xxv. 17 ^ lv. 5 sqq.), Daniel (viii. 17
sq.), Paul (1 Cor. ii. 3; 2 Cor. vii. 5), yea, of Je-
sus Christ Himself (Matth. xxvi. 37 ; Mark xiv.
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33 ; Luke xxii. 44). From this thou seest clearly,

thou lover of God, but timid and frightened souL
that thou art not die fiist among the children of

God, that suffer His terrors and must go about
with an anxious heart. It is also therewith suffi-

ciently shown that such an event is not a re-

minder of anger, but rather of the grace of the

kind and gracious God."—Scbiveb.
8. On Tvii. 16, 16. «A holy shudder goes

through my soul when, in receiving Thy body and
blood, I think of who tt^ey are to whom Thou so

communicatest Thvself I That is Thy wav, Thou
wonderful Lord, that Thou utterly humblest and
castest down to the ground before Thou raisest

up. Thou sayeat : * I who dwell in the high and
holy place am with those that are of a contrite and
humble spirit.' Has the greatness of my sin al-

ready melted my heart, it melts still more at the

greatness of Thy grace."—Tholuck.
9 On lvii. 15, 16. Sermon for Whitsun week:

" Wherein do we behold the greatest glory of

the God of grace? 1) Therein, that He does
not despise a poor sinner's heart for a dwelling.

2) Therein, that He manifests Himself in it not

as a judge, but as a comforter." Taube, in OoUes
BruenLhat Wassers die FueUe. Hamburg, 1872.

10. On lvii. 17, 18. One is reminded here of 1
Kings xix. 11 so. God is not in the tempest, nor
in the earthquake, but He is in the still, gentle
breeze. The gospel goes more to the hearts of
men, and lays deeper hold on them than the law.
The conversion of men. 1) It is prepared by being
angry and smiting (ver. 17). 2. It is accomplished
by God's inwardly healing the heart.

11. On lvii. 19. Missionary Sermon. The
work of missions: 1) By whom is it accom-
plished? 2) On whom is it accomplished? 3)
What end does it serve ?

12. On lvii. 20. "The whole 8cripture testi-

fies that what it says of the grace of God, of the
forgiveness of sins and of the assurance cf bliss

belongs to the penitent. For those that are ever
stirred up and driven on by their malignant de-
sires (like the sea by the winds), and commit one
sin after another (like the sea casts out all sorts

of dirt), are wicked men, and have no peace to

expect."—Scbiveb.

C.—THE NEW CREATURE.

Chaps. LVIII.—LXVI.

At the close of the second Ennead, the gaze of

the Prophet had returned from the heights of

prophecy to the practical necessities of his own
time, in die third Ennead he renewedly mounts
aloft to the heights of prophetic vision. Chapters
lviii., lix. form, as it were, the ladder on which
he ascends. He shows in them how the people
must, by a sincere repentance, raise themselves
out of the region of the ftah into the region of

the spirit After this introductory section, the

Prophet, in the second discourse, chap. lx., lets the

day of salvation dawn by the rising of a new sun
that will prove to be a new, heavenly principle

of life in the sphere both of nature and of per-

sonal life. The third discourse, chap. lxi. 1-lxiiL

6, shows us that the new principle of life will be
represented by a 'personal centre. And in this

personality, which, indeed, he beholds only as

veiled, the Prophet distinguishes a three-fold

official activity. He so speaks of it that we must
recognize it as the bearer of a prophetic, priestly

and kingly power and dignity. As for the object

of this three-fold activity, it will be a double one.

In a positive respect, there will be brought bv
that personal centre to the people Israel all-

comprehending salvation, that shall find its con-

centrated expression in a new name. But nega-

tively, it will be active as judge of the whole
Gentile world, here represented by Edom. The
fourth discourse, chaps, lxiii. 7-lxiv. implies an-

other descent of the Prophet into the present.

But this time it is not the actual, absolute pre-

sent, but a relative present, viz.. that of the Exile,

into which he translates himself in thought And,
as out of this present, he makes the people pray

the Lord, in a fervent prayer, that He who

once showed Himself as the God of His people,

would now also look down, vea, that He would
come down with grand display of His power.
The fifth discourse, finally, chaps. Ixv., lxvi., is

like a limited "yes" to the prayer offered in the

foregoing discourse. For the prayer was respect-

ing the deliverance of all Israel (lxiv. 7, 8). To
this lxv. replies that neither all Israel will be

saved, nor all Israel be lost The righteousness
of God will ffive to each his own (lxv. 1-16).

The pious shall receive new life. For there shall

be a new earth and a new heaven. And the new
life that shall reign in these will be one that is

inexhaustibly rich, spiritually exalted, in the

highest degree intensive; it will also bear the

character of the tenderest maternal love (lxv. 17;

lxvi. 14). In conclusion, there follows, lxvi. 15-

24, a panorama of the last time. Its acts of

judgment the Prophet beholds together. The
first act of the judgment is pre-supposed when,

in ver. 19, it is said, that those that have escaped

bring the salvation to the heathen ; that the latter

shall, as it were, bring back Israel as an offering

to Jehovah, ana that then all mankind shall be

a new Israel on the highest pinnacle. So ends

the book with an outlook on anew creation of

a higher grade, whose reverse side is briefly in-

dicated in the extended refrain, lxvi. 24, ss a

worm that never dies, and a fire that is un-

quenchable.
It must, in the third Ennead, first of all sur-

prise one, that the number of the chapters in it

no longer corresponds to the number of discourses,

as is in general the case in both die Enneadj

that precede. For there are nine chapters, and

yet only fi^e discourses. Besides, we obsenre
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trident interpolations in various places [see

IntrocL, p. 16 1]. Also, the division of verses is

erroneous in several places (comp. the rem. on
lxiii. 19 6—lxiv. 4 a). All this appears to me
to indicate that the Prophet had not wrought
ont the last Ennead as perfectly as the two pre-

ceding. In the materials originating from him,

there were doubtless nine discourses indicated for

the third division. Hence the undeniable Isai-

anic character of much the greater part of these

last nine chapters, fThe Author's further in-

ferences are substantially a repetition of what
appears on pp. 16, 17 of the Introduction, where
see.—Taj

L—THE FIRST DISCOURSE.

Bridge from the Present to the Future, from Preaching Repentance to Preaohing
Glory. Chaps. LVHL, LIX. ,

mises genuine fruits (lix. 9-16 a). Upon this

confession the Prophet promises again that

Israel shall come to its right, to the possession

of the theocratic salvation, and receives in con-
clusion the comforting assurance that the Spirit

imparted to him will rule in Israel forever (lix.

16 6-21). This artistically constructed conclu-
sion has a double sense. First it intimates that

the new covenant which the God will conclude
with Israel shall inaugurate a life in the Spirit,

and indeed the same Spirit which is imparted to

the Prophet, and which will instantly, from chap,
lx. on, again raise him aloft to the heights of
prophetic vision. Here the division of the chap-
ter is not quite correct The first chief part of
the discourse comprises lviii. 1-lii. 8 ; the second
lix. 9-21. The first part opposes charge to

charge. In chap, lviii. the charge against Israel

on account of false piety is opposed to the
charm against God of unrighteousness. In lix.

1-8 the charge of moral corruption is opposed to

the charge ofinability. The second part contains

first the people's confession of sin (lix. 9-15 a),

and then the promise that Jehovah will, after

their repentance, also help Israel to their rights,

by which also the spirit of the Prophet is, as it

were, set free, and rendered capable of a new
flight

This discourse connects closely with the con-
cluding word of the foregoing Ennead. There
the Prophet had descended from the heights of
future glory to the level of the present. This

S
resent with its sad moral condition, makes him
oubtful whether the glorious images of the future

that he beheld could be realised. Buthe is com-
forted: God's loving wisdom is able to heal a
man, if only he does not harden his heart The
Prophet, then, in these chapters, proceeds from
the level to which in lvii. he descended. But he
mounts upward again. He builds a bridge for

himself that shall conduct him again to those
heights he has momentarily forsaken. This he
does first, by repelling the charge of the people
that God is unjust and denies to their deserving
its suitable reward. God, he says, is not unjust,

but your piety is good for nothing, for it is merely
outward, and appears associated with deeds that

are morally objectionable (lviii. 1-6). Then it is

shown how true pietv that pleasesGod must prove
itself by actions (lviii. 6-14). Then in chap. lix.

which, with chap, lviii., forms an organic whole,
the Prophet first refutes the charge that God can-
not help, and shows that the moral corruption of
the people is to blame for their misfortune (lix.

1-8). This charge the people acknowledge to be
founded, and make a sincere confession that pro-

. 1. CHARGE AGAINST CHARGE.

Chap. LVIII. 1—LIX. 8.

a. The complaint of the people against the unrighteousness of Jehovah, opposed by
the charge of false piety. Chaptkr LVHL 1-14.

1 Cry 'aloud, spare not,

Lift up thy voice like a trumpet,
And show my people their transgression,
And the house of Jacob their sins.

2 Yet they seek me daily,

And delight to know my ways,*
As a nation that did righteousness,
And forsook not the ordinance of their God?
They ask of me the ordinances of justice

;

They take delight in 'approaching to God.
J Wherefore have we fasted, xiy they, and thou seest not f

Wherefore have we afflicted our soul, and thou takest no knowledge?.
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Behold, in the day of tout fast ye afind pleasure,

And exact all your 'labours.

4 Behold, ye fast for •strife and debate,

And to smite with the fist of wickedness

:

4Ye •shall not fast as ye do this day,

To make your voice to be heard on high.

5 Is it such a fast that I have chosen ? *

6A day for a man to afflict his soul ?

Is it to bow down his head as a bulrush,

And to spread sackcloth and ashes under him? wilt thou call this a fast,

And an acceptable day to the Lord ?

6 Is not this the fast that I have chosen?

To loose the bands of wickedness,

To undo 6the 'heavy burdens,

And to let the 'oppressed go free,

And that ye break every yoke ?

7 Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry,

And that thou bring the poor 'that are 'cast out to thy house?
When thou seest the naked, that thou cover him

;

And that thou hide not thyself from thine own flesh ?

8 Then shall thy light break forth as the morning,
And thine hhealth shall spring forth speedily

:

And thy righteousness shall go before thee

;

The glory of the Lord •fchall be thy rereward.

9 Then shalt thou call, and the Lord shall answer

;

Thou shalt cry, and he shall say, Here I am.
If thou take away from the midst of thee the yoke.

The putting forth of the finger, and speaking vanity

;

10 And Hf thou draw out thy soul to the hungry,
And satisfy the afflicted soul

;

Then shall thy light rise in obscurity,

And thy darkness be as the noon day

:

11 And the Lord shall guide thee continually,

And satisfy thy soul in "drought,

And kmake fat thy bones

:

And thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water,

Whose waters "fail not.

12 'And they that shall be of thee shall build the old waste places

:

Thou shalt raise up the foundations of many generations

;

And thou shalt be called, The repairer of the breach,

The restorer of paths "to dwell in.

13 If thou turn away thy foot from the Sabbath,

From doing thy "pleasure on my holy day

;

And call the Sabbath a delight,

The holy of the Lord, honourable

;

And shalt honour him, not doing thine own ways,

Nor finding thine own pleasure, nor speaking thine own words

:

14 Then shalt thou delight thyself in the Lord ;

And I will cause thee to ride upon the high places of the earth,

And feed thee with the heritage of Jacob thy father

:

For the mouth of the Lord hath spoken iL

i Heb. with the throat. • Or, thing* wherewithye grieve other$. » Heb. grit,

•Or, ye fatt not a* this day. *Or, to afflict hie soul for a dayt «Heb. tA« „.

iKeb.broken. •Or,aMctetL • Heb. shall gather thee «p.
» Heb. droughte. " Heb. Us, or, deceive,

•period Instead of comma. *comma. • the approach of God.
* carry on bueinet*. • Yefast not at present so as to make. * yoke-chains.
i wanderers. * soundflesh will speedily grow. » sacrMcest thy hunger to the hungry and eattejlem,

^invigorate. »And they shall buildfrom thee. * so that men may inhabit, *bueinew.
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 3. It 1b doubtful whether DIP3¥£ means operas

veetrae ({. «., your laborers), or opera veetra. But finoe

2¥£ (on the abnormal doubling of the If by Daghesh-

fo'rt© derimens or separative see Ghxxk, 1 24. b ; 216, 2

a) never has a personal sense, bat always means only

labor, hard work, we must translate : and ye exact all

your compulsory labor. fcfJJ is construed not only

with the accusative of the person, but also with the ac-

cusative of the thing, as is shown by 2 Kings xxiii. 36.

The double accusative Joined with the word here shows
that it is conceived of as verbum pottulandi.

Ver. 5. It is not clear to me why Dxlitxsch affirms

that the *? in *\b/T\ is not dependent on K^pfU Only

the ablative of the gerund could be so expressed. But
here no ablative gerund is in place. For one could not

translate : numJUctendo caput arvndinU instar f But it

is the pure dative of the remoter object, that number-
less times stands after Kip in the sense of u calling,

to give a name.** 7 very often has a pretonio vowel be-
1

fore the monosyllabic infinitive that itself does not
stand in the construct state (comp. Num. xxiv. 10; Amos
viL 4). The construction £*2P "lflXl pfcn after the in-

finitive cpS is a return from the subordinate to the

principal form.

Ver. 6. Also in the last clause of this verse we notice

the discourse returns after three infinitives to the prin-

cipal form, to the imperfect.

Ver. 7. ItSn at the beginning of the verse recapitu-

lates the lOn ver. 6, and also represents the clause

introduced by the latter (is not that a fast, that I

choose?). D^fl "to split, divide," (only again

spoken of bread, Jer. xvL 7, where DnS is to be

supplied ; used beside only with HD*>d of beasts that
t :-

cleave the hoof) occurs only here in Isaiah. The
word DHnD is difficult. It is found Lain. I 7 meaning
Ma going astray, erratio" Lam. Hi. 10 has the same
word in the singular in the same sense. Both times the

word is joined with '} w, miseria, as in our text it is with

^Jtf, miser. That it is so connected with one or other

of these words in every Instance of its use, is certainly

no accident It seems to indicate a proverbial mode
of expression. Also it results that our word is really

from the same root as that in Lam. If then the latter

be from "fll, errors, vagart, then our word must be from
the same, and not from V>0 rebeUare. Now as there

. - T
are no words ad. f. D<p3 (with further obscuration in

the plural into u) or DW0, that would have both a sub-

stantive and adjective signification, we must, with Mau-
ser, Enobkl, et aL, takemo as a substantive, which
like e. g. m'10, ^K^p, efe., pass over from the abstract

meaning to the concrete. Then DHOD would be not

merely wanderings astray

,

n but also " wanderers," as it

were personified goings astray.

Ver. 10. p*flH (In Isaiah occurs only D4B vadBare

xxviii.7) is M to make go out, promere, bring forth," In
various senses, comp. Ps. cxl. 9 ; cxllv. 18 , Prov. iiL 13;
Tiii.36; xii. 2; xviiL 22. It is still uncertain whether
the root of our pfin is or is not identical with that of

IpS xxviii. 7 and p'fT Jer. x. 4. The Jussive form

DOni stands parallel with TOP'OK in the foregoing
1 t : . T .

conditional clause. We translate, not quite literally:

" and sacrifice thy hunger to the hungry one '* (oomp.

Gasxx. and Umbrkit). Properly it should be rendered

:

" and draw forth (offer out of thy provision) to the hun-

gry one that after which thy soul craves." The other

translation is for the sake of brevity and pregnancy.

Ver. 1L By the imperf. with Vav eoneee. [copulat?]

J^SlV appears as the consequence of jTlfcrn. ^Sn is

extraxit, subtraxit; nSfl is extractns, "become loose,

free from, expediting The Piel yhv\ denotes " to draw

off** (clothes), "to draw out'* (a prisoner; thus to free).

Hiph. occurs ooly here. As Kal has a transitive mean-

ing (excepting in Hos v. 6), a Hiph. formed from it is

hardly in place here, already Archbishop Seckeb, with

whom Lowth agrees, would on this account read

T^NT *|n03fin (comp. xl. 29, 31; xlL 1). But ^Sn
meaning " equipped, fighting men,** is a word of such

frequent occurrence, that the formation of a denominati-

vum Y%hT\n, meaning *• to make fit for war, active,*' is
'

• VI IV

quite conceivable. I agree in this with Delitisch with-

out regarding it necessary to assume a Vjn, " to be

stiong," for D*3fSn, lumbi.

Ver. 12. Ewald,* et aL, would read U?- But, apart

from only the Kal and NIph. of 7133 being used, this

reading Is needless, because nothing is gained by it

either in respect to grammar or sense. Still I would

not render n*3D by "ate oriundi? and treat it as imply-

ing the subject of 03- But the latter carries its subject

In itself; the third person plural of the personal pro-

noun (DH)» for which we use the indefinite subject man,

* one, they," is expressed by the afformative J.

Ver. 13. The expression JD *?JQ ^Efrl is found only

here. Elsewhere we find : '"l yjO (Prov. i. 15), n np#
(Prov. iU. 26 ; Eccl. iv. 17), "> TDH (Prov. iv. 27). Ex-

positors now justly give up supplying JO before jMfr|»,

which affords a forced construction, if not exactly an

impossible one. nifry i» in apposition with "|Sj1- The

doing, dispatching business (VfiTl nee on ver. 8) is in

fact the foot that desecrates the Sabbath. [Though the

meaning " business,** maintained for the word VBTT be

suitable for its use in later writers, there is no reason

for so rendering it here or in ver. 8 or in the passages

there cited from Isaiah. Dumacs says at ver. 3 of

Sfln KXO "•
** In the face of ver. 13 this cannot have any

other meaning than to stretch one's hand after occu-

pation, to carry on business, to occupy one*s-self with

it,—Vfln combining the three meanings, application or

affairs, striving, and trade or occupation.** Translation

o/Cla*x*s F. TheoL Lib. As at ver. 13 he adds nothing

to corroborate the above appeal to that verse, it would

seem that in some way the use of yan in connection

with the Sabbath must self-evldently refer to business.

That is, we may suppose, it is self-evident that It can't

mean M pleasure.'* It is bard to resist the persuasion

that such is actually the logical process of this inter-

pretation. It is influenced by a state of religious life

that has given up the Sabbath and will only recognize

a Sunday. To those of different tradition it Is not self-

evident, that the right observance of the Sabbath does

not call for self-renunciation In favor of God, even the
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renouncement of oar own pleasures, th*t we may seek

pleasure in what pleases God. To such, therefore, it

seems perfectly obvious, as J. A. Alul, says on (xlir. 28)

that M the word (VfiFl) has here its strict, original, and

usual sense of inclination, will or pleasure, that which
one delights in, chooses or desires; and the substitu-

tion otqffakr or fastness would be not only arbitrary but
ridleuloas."-T*j.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Cry aloud their sins.—Ver. 1. The
Prophet still stands in the present; he is not soar-

ing in the height* of prophetic vision. He never

lcwes sight of the practical question : what most

Israel do to be saved? Even in this last Ennead,

where yet the inmost depths and the highest

heights of the future salvation present themselves

to his gaze, he does not forget to oppose the illu-

sion, that every Israelite by his birth alone and

nothing more has an expectancy of this salvation.

On the contrary he says most emphatically, that

the judgments of the Lord will fall on the unbe-

lieving Israel just as on the unbelieving Gentile

world (comp. especially lxv. 2 sqq. : lxvi. 4 sqq.,

1 4 sqq. ). The Prophet, therefore, does not ideal-

ize his nation. He sees it in its concrete reality,

made up as it is of the God-fearing and the god-

lew combined. But it deeply concerns him that

aq many as possible of the latter may be converted.

He had concluded the second Ennead with such a
descent to the sphere of practical necessity, and
from that sphere also he addresses himself to the

third and final cycle of discourse. One sees how
important to the Lord this practical point of view
is, from the way He summons the Prophet to give

it effect ; with the greatest emphasis, without ti-

midity or sparing the Prophet must hold up to

the people their sins. For without the knowledge

of sin there is no return PHtf), and without return

there is no salvation. This exhortation, to hold
up to thepeople their sins, is of the nature of a
theme. For warning against sin and exhortation
to repent is the undertone of all of chapts. Iviii.,

lix.; and is similarly the serious, dark back-
ground in chapts. lxiv.-lxvi.

"Cry with throat/' i. «., with chest-tones,

with a full, strong sound (not with suppressed or
whispered sound, comp. 1 Sam. i. 13). Farther,
the Prophet is not to restrain (liv. 2), via., Ids

voice. He is therefore not to spare his voice, and
accordingly not his hearers either. For a loud
calling that penetrates marrow and bone, strains

not onlythe crier but hearer also. The Prophet's
cry should penetrate to the quick, therefore it is

said to him he must lift up his voice like the

Shophar. ISHtf interchanges Josh. vi. with

J2f?.
(comp. vers. 5 and 4, 6, 13). According to

Josephus (ArUiq. V., 6, 5, comp. Jud. viL 16),
the Shophar was a rams-horn (npiov nkpac). Je-
rome, too, remarks on Hos. v. 8 concerning the
Shophar : ouccina pcutoralia est et cornu recurvo effi-

citur, wide et graeee Keparlvij appellator." Comp.
Leyrer, in Herz., R. Ene. X., p. 131.

2. Tetthey seek to the LORD.—Ver*.
2-5. I share the view of Deutzsch, that 1

before 'HIK is to be taken in an adversative, and
not a causal sense. For the summons to hold up
importunately to the people their sin, implies that
they do not know their sin, that they hold them-
selves to be quite sinless. In contrast with this
(indirectlv expressed) opinion of themselves,
stands what the people attempt with respect to

God. God's ways seem incomprehensible to them.
That is, they do not at all understand how the
Lord can deal with them as He does. They think
they deserve reward and praise, and yet must en-
dure severe tribulation. EH1 (comp. xxxi. 1) is

=" to inquire, to find out by asking; to search
out'

1 They would know from the Lord how His
treatment is to be understood. For such is the
meaning of pVflTV *3T1 njn, which on its pert is

moreover explanatory of p&hT 'nut g^ th^y

do not stop with a verbal explanation. They de-
mand a formal reply, i. e., they would have their
pretended right assured to them by formal,judicial
procedure. As a people that practice righteous-
ness and has not forsaken the law (DatfO=leeal
norm) of itBGod, they demand ofJehovah indicia!

processes of righteousness, i. e*, an impartial judi-
cial procedure.

^
Tbejr appeal, as it were, from

Jehovah to a higher, independent court, and de-
mand that Jehovah shall appear before it In the

expression pTO 'OfltfD ''righteous judgments,"

there is thus an indirect charge that Jehovah's
treatment of them had been unjust An impartial
tribunal shall decide, and before this Jehovah
Himself should appear. Such is the meaning
'It iwp (substant fO'JjJ again only Pa. lxxiiH

28)» 3 -j?
i* of*611 u**! *°r appearing before judg-

ment or before the lord and governor (xxxiv. 1

;

xli. 1, 6 ; xlviii. 16 ; lvii. 3 ; Mai. iii. 5).—Notice

the full-eounding forms J«hT> }«§H' (the latter

rhyme-like concluding thetwo halves ofthe verse).

They paint the bold insolence displayed.

In ver. 3 the Lord lets the Israelites themselves
produce their complaint We have fasted and
chastened ourselves. Such is the merit they
urge. They ask why it is not acknowledged.

—

This passage has been urged as a proof that our
book originated in the exile, because from Zectu
vii. 3 sqq. (comp. viii 19) it appears that in the
Exile fasting in the fourth, fifth, seventh and
tenth months came in vogue (comp. Wieker R.
W.

t
and Herz. R. Ene. s. v. fhsten), whereas the

Mosaic law prescribed fasting for only one day in
the vear, mt., the great day of atonement (Lev.
xxiii. 27-32). In this bragging about their fast-

ing is found an indication of that extension that

in the Exile was given to the rite of fasting.

Even Deutzsch will not be dissuaded of theidea

that here we '< have before us a picture out of the

life of the exiles.
1
' But was that Isaiah's task, to

give pictures from the life of the exiles ?

In that passage of Zech. we are informed of an
embassy, probably from Bethel, that made inqui-

ry in Jerusalem, whether fasting in the fifth

month was to be retained even after the return out
of the Exile. Thereupon Zechariah receives a
commission to answer the people that they might
use their pleasure in this respect For fasting as

eating was indifferent to the Lord. What other

divine service, better and more rational (Bom. xii.

1), Jehovah requires must be known to them from
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the words that Jehovah caused to be proclaimed

by " the former prophet* (D'Jtfinn «W3J) when
Jerusalem was inhabited and in prosperity, and
the cities thereof round about her.

1' And then
follows yen. 9, 10, what sort of words of former
prophets the Loud means: * Execute true judg-
ment, and show mercy and compassions every man
to his brother: and oppress not the widow, or
the fatherless, the stranger nor the poor; and let

none of yon imagine evil against his brother in

your heart.'' If it be asked what words of an old-

er prophet Zechariah means, only our passage can
be first thought o£ Ofcourse the agreement is not
verbal; but neither is there any other passage that

does agree verbally with that in Zechariah. And
as regards the sense, our passage is the only one
that in the same way as Zechariah exposes nega-
tively the valuelessness of outward mating and sets

posinvelv in antithesis to it the true Xarpeia that
is well-pleasing to God. '« Did je at all fast unto
me?"the Lord asks in Zech. vh. 5. The idea of
fasting here involves the idea of solemnising, hon-
~--~ sanctifying in the wav ofdivine service, and
on tnis depends the accusative suffix (" do ye then
fast me "). Not my honor and my interest did ye
seek in jour fasting, is, then what the Lord says,

Zech. vii. 5. And He says the same in our text,

only more extended ly, in that He charges the
Israelites with not having God at all in view or
in their hearts when they fasted, since otherwise
it were impossible for them at the same time to

carry on all sorts of wickedness. And as regards
the positive feature, our Prophet in vers. 6, 7,

when he admonishes to let go the bound, to feed,

entertain, clothe the poor, actually says what
Zechariah (vii. 9, 10) says with his admonition to
practise works of righteousness and love. Also
the prophet Joel utters a similar thought (Joel ii.

12, 13). By the words "and with msting, and
with weeping and with mourning 11 followed by
" and rend your heart and not your garments,"
he points out the difference between the true and
thefalse Xarpeja. Zechariah may alsohave thought
of Ezek. xviii. 5 sqq. (although it by no means
has for subject the contrast between true and false

divine service) since that is the only place be-

side Zechariah where the expression ADK DdtfD
is found. But our passage has the most resem-
blance to that in Zechariah, partly because it

' speaks only of fasting and partly because it con-
trasts false and true msting. There are some other
particulars that favor the idea that Zechariah had
our nassage, and also others in chants. xl„ lxvi. in
mind. Of inferior significance is the met that the
expression HOK OflTO Zech. vii. 9. (in which we
have recognized a connection with Esek. xviii.

8), perhaps includes also a reminiscence of

pTV^DBtfn, Isa. IviiL% which expression, beside

here, is found only Ps. cxix. 7, 62, 106, 160, 164,

in the form *Jfn* 'Of)#D. It is more important

that in Zech. vii. 13 we have a very plain echo
of Isa. 1. 2 ; Ixv. 12 ; lxvi. 4. For after Zecha-
riah (vii. 9. 10) had quoted what "the former
prophets" had demanded instead of the merely
outward fasting, he proceeds in ver. 11, with the
information that Israel did not heed the words of
those prophets, and that thereby a great wrath
came about on the Lard's part (vers. 11, 12).

Then it is said further: * And it came to pass,
that as He cried and they would not hear " (ver.
13). Now these words are the reproduction of a
thought that in this form is peculiar to chants, xl.,
lxvi. Thus in L 2 we have the words: "Where*
fore when I came was there no man, when I
called was there none to answer ?" Afterwards
we read: " I called and ye did not answer, I spake
and ye did not hear" (lxv. 12). Finally: "I
called and there was none answering, I spake
and they did not hear" Oxvi. 4). The same form
of expression is found with modification only in
Jeremiah and Zechariah beside. Thus in Jeremiah
we read :

* And I spake unto you, rising up early
and speaking, but ye heard not; and I called you,
but ye answered not " (vii. 13) ; and again : "Xnd

.

thou shalt speak all thesewordsunto them ; butthey
will not hear thee; thou shalt also call unto
them: but they will not answer tbee" (vii. 27).

Finally :
" I have spoken unto them, nut they

have not heard ; and I have called unto them,
but they have not answered" (xxxv. 17). Such
are the Old Testament paspages in which the said

form of speech occurs applied to the people Is-

rael. For it occurs already Job xix. 16, but
there only in relation to Job and his servant.

We expressly observe that we have to do here
only with that form of expression, which to the
calling of a superior opposes the not answering
of an inferior, and not with the opposite where
the superior refuses to answer the call of an in-

ferior. Now it is pop&ible that the expression
was borrowed from Job xix. 16. and applied to

the relation of Jehovah to Israel. 'Who did this

first is the question. Any way the words in Zech.
vii. 13 a, have most resemblance to Isa. lxv. 12,
and lxvi. 4. Now as this kind of expression is

found in Isaiah only 1. 2 ; lxv. 12 ; lxvi. 4, the
conclusion is rerj natural that Zechariah reck-
oned the author of Isa. xl.-lxiv. to the former
prophets that prophesied in the time "when
Jerusalem still sat and was quiet and its cities

round about and the south, and the plain" (Zech.

viL 7). For evidently vers. 13, 14 are explana-
tory of what precedes. It is said wherein " the
great wrath " consisted, of which ver. 12 spoke.
And as the cause of this wrath was said to be that

the Israelites would not hear " the law and the
words which Jehovah Sabaoth sentbyHis Spiritby
the hand of the former prophets," so, in ver. IS a,

the cause of the wrath is more nearly defined by
a condensed statement of the contents of those

former prophecies. The conclusion here pre-

sented is the judgment also of Kuepeb DosiVo-
pketenth, d. A. B. p. 291. Another proof of the

same thing is, that the words: "made heavy their

ears that they should not hear " (Zech. vii 11),

is a quotation of Isa. lix. 1. And it may be

noted that the expression ]$* rTOD in general

occurs only in Isa. (vL 10; lix. 1). From this

whole investigation it results, that we have not to

consider the words of Isa. IviiL 8 a, as the lan-

isge of an exile, but of a contemporary of

siah.

Although only <r%e met day in the year was

legally prescribed, still voluntary fast-days were

allowed both for individuals, and for the whole

community. And there are many texts to prove

that such often occurred. Comp. Jndg. xx. 26;

in
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1 8am. vii. 16; 2 Sam. i. 12; zii. 16 sqq.; 1

Kings xxi. 12; Joel i. 14; Jer. xxxvi. 6,9; 2
Chron. xx. 3 ; Ezr. viiL 21 : Ps. cix. 24, efc. It

was just voluntary fasting that was likely to be-

come the subject of work-righteous, Pharisaical

boasting (Luke xviii. 12). tf fl£ HJj; is " to re-

strain, bow, reoress the craving" for food. It

is the expression by which the law itself de-

signated the inward side of fasting (Lev. xvi.

81 ; xxiii. 27, 29, 32 ; Num. xxix. 7 ; xxx. 14

;

Ps. xxxv. 13). " Crucify the flesh," though not

a literal rendering, is true to the sense ; for tffij

i* after all nothing else than the inner flesh,

fleshly craving in the extended sense.

Ver. 3 6. To this proud, work-righteous speech
' of the people, in which they make the Lord, as

it ware, the defendant, the Lord Himself replies

by pointing them away from worship in the letter

to worship in spirit, and in truth (Jno. iv ).

First He exposes the hypocrisy of their way of
farting. Fasting ought to be a divine worship.
Tims it implies a direction of the heart toward
God. Bat how can devotion be thought of in

those who, while they fast, turn their thoughts
only to worldly profit, yea, to wrangling and un-

righteousness. ^f?n is that which a man delights

in, not merely in the sense of transitory pleasure,

but also in the more serious sense of business in-

terest. In this sense it even stands parallel with

y'i* Job xxii. 3, comp. xxi. 21. In Isa. xliv.

23 ; liii. 10 we see plainly the transition from
one to the other meaning. In our chapter ver.

13 the word occurs twice again in the sense of
irpaypa, negoiium- In Eccl. iii. 1, 17; v. 7; viii.

6, it occurs in this sense, and each time the LXX.
render it by irpdyfia. By the expression HVD

before fdn the Prophet purposes primarily a

paronomasia with respect to 0DO3T. But per-

haps, too, ^fln K2fO (to touch, take hold of a
business, according to the fundamental meaning
pwtingere ad, awequi, comp. Job. xi. 7 ; Ps. xxi.

9; Isa. x. 10, 14) was a popular expression
current in business life. The general sense of

Ifcran DMSjrSa is easily made out The Pro-
phet reproaches the Israelites with combining
greedy exaction with their fasting. But Q3'3¥J?
occasions difficulty, on which see Text, and Oram.

Ver. 4. But beside greedy harshness toward
those under them, the Israelites combined with
their fasting vexatious strife that degenerated into

deeds of violence towards those of like condition.

Fasting, instead of raising them up inwardly,
made them moody to the degree that they give
vent to their ili-humor by cudgeling*. Thus
their fostin? exercised even a demoralizing in-

fluence. The consequence is that the prayer,
which combined with such fasting they send to-

ward heaven, is not heard. 0^5 cannot possibly

(with Hahn) be taken in the sense of&ch ifiipa
(Rom. xiii. 12, 13), <&f riicva Qot6\ (Eph. v. 8).
Also Stier ascribes too much to the expression
when, following Jabchi, he takes it in the sense
of " as becomes the day" (t. e., the day of atone-
ment). D^'3 simply urges the present, silently

implying a contrast with the past and future.

That is, the Prophet will say nothing of the past

and future. He only makes prominent: that

Israel now, in the present moment, does not fast

as it ought to (comp. 1 Sam. ii. 16; ix. 27 ; 1

Kings xxii 5). It implies also the possibility of

doing better in the future. In JPOfrfr? the 1 de-

notes the intended effect : ye fast not so that
(the intended effect, to bring your woioe on
high (Ivii 15; xxxiiL 5) to a hearing) can be
attained. Fasting and praying go together, and
fasting is intended to serve the prayer as an ac-
companiment that recommends it, as say, with
reference to men, a present is joined to a petition

to make it more effective (compare the texts cited

above on voluntary fasting).

Ver. 5. The Prophet once more comprehends
what has been said, in a question that calls for a
negative response. Shall that (described vera.

3 6—4) be a fast that I ohooee, a day when
a man affliota his sonl ? We must not (with
the Vulo. Luther and many others refer TOSH
'U1 to what follows (numquid tale est jcjuntum
quod elegi, per diem afiigere hominem ammam
suamt Vrxo.). For the words ltfDJ D1K mjjf DT
are words of the law (Lev. xvi. 31 ; xxiii. 27,
32 ; Num. xxix. 7). One ought to fast so accord-
ing to the law. Therefore the words '1 J1UJP DT»

are parallel with imnDU Dtt . It is indeed God's
will that a man afflict his soul, i. <?., his psychical
lusts, that he crucify the flesh. That is whole-
some and healthy. But would fasting combined
with outrage, as described vers. 36—4, be really a
wholesome crucifying of the flesh ? This ques-
tion must be answered with no. Moreover that
is also to be called no fasting when one lays all

stress on the outward, bodily exercise (the ottfta-

tik^ yvpvaola 1 Tim. iv. 8) and at this price
leaves the inward flesh wholly unmolested. The
expression «' sackcloth and ashes " occurs again
only Dan. ix. 3 ; Esth. iv. 1, 3. Evidently Isaiah
has also here been the source for later usage, for
in general the language of Isa. xl.-lxvi. is not
that of Daniel and Esther.

3. Is not this the fast thine own
flesh.—Vers. 6, 7. It is well to observe that in
these two verses, which would describe the mat-
ing that is well-pleasing to God, the Prophet aavs
nothing more of bodily mortification. He only
names the works of righteousness toward the op-
pressed (ver. 6), and beneficence toward the poor
and needy. But one must not understand that
he positively rejects fasting. When he says:
is not that a fasting I ohoose ? he assumes
that there will be fasting. What follows: to
loose, etc., only says what should be combined
with fasting, in contrast with the conduct of the
Israelites in this respect. Nevertheless the Pro-
phet lavs the chief stress just on the works men-
tioned in vers. 6, 7. He assumes that the practice

of these works also costs a sacrifice either of
bodily substance^ or of inward resignation and
subduing uncharitable inclinations. He that sub-
dues the flesh to the will in this wise, practises

the true "afflicting of the soul." Notice now the
Prophet is here quite on the road that reaches

its highest elevation in the declarations of Ixvi.

3. Also : that thou hide not thyself from
thy flesh, is a trace of the broad, evangelical

spirit that reigns in our passage. To the ques-

tion : who is my neighbor ? the answer is given
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here: every one who is of thy flesh. The an-
swer does not ran : every one who is of thy na-
tion, or tribe (Luke x. 29 sqq.). Thus oar Pro-
phet here, too, rises far above theocratic narrow-

[Comp. Jas. i. 27].

4. Then shall thy light to dwell in.

—Yen. 8-12. The Prophet now gives a series

of ten promises of glorious reward for those who
will fulfil the command of the Lord in the right

spirit. He strings them together like a neck-

lace of pearls, jet so that, after the first four pro-

mises, he mentions again (ver. 9 b, and 10 a),

the conditions, as one hreaks the monotony of the

string of pearls by an ornament of another form
and color. The row of promises consists of four

and six members, among which a certain parallel-

ism and also a climax is observable. In vers. 8-

9 a, the Prophet describes in some measure the
pious ,man's course of life. Rising out of the ob-

scurity of his previous way of life, the light of

divine holiness and glory rises like the morning

dawn for the pious man—Jfj?3 " to split," Niph.

"by splitting to press forth," (comp. xxxv. 6;
lix. 5). Heretofore sick, he feels in himself the
power of a new life, by which, as it were, new,
healthy flesh grows on him, as on the dead bones

Ezekiel saw (Esek. xxxvii. 5 sq.). T"9?tK fa cer-

tainly derived most naturally from Tf}k longum

esse, and denotes the new flesh that extends over

the wound, by which, supplanting that which is

dead, it fills up the gaps and restores the normal
form of the member, (comp. Fleischer* in Del.
Oomnu p. 592, Anm.). The word is found only
here in Isaiah, comp. Jer. viii. 22; xxx. 17;
xxxiii. 6; 2 Chr. xxiv. 13 ; Neh. iv. 1. He that

has come to the light, and that has become
strong in health, moves along the course assigned
him. This march resembles a triumphal proces-

sion. As before him that goes in triumph are borne
or led along the aims of his victory, so the glory
of the pious goes before him, *. e., nis righteous

works- But ne does not on this account shine in

the brightness ofhisown celebrity, forhe that closes

up and holds together (comp. hi. 12) the proces-

sion, and thus shows himself to be the power that

controls all, is the glory of Jehovah. But where
is the pious one, let his course of life be never so

florious, that does not need God ? Therefore the
Tophet comprehends all the rest together in the

great, glorious right of petition of the pious one,

which consists in this, that the pious may ask for

everything, and never prays in vain (Matth. xxi.

22 ; Mark xi. 24; John xiv. 13 so.). As has been
remarked, the Prophet in ver. 9 6—10 a interrupts

the chain of promises, in order to repeat the
conditions. What he mentions as such is again
the demand to forego every sort of lovelessness

(ver. 9 6), and to practise every sort of love (ver.

10 a). As the first thing to be abstained from, he
designates: not to rule tyrannically, but to take
away yokes wherever they exist Where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty (2 Cor. iii.

17), and love does no evil to its neighbor; it seeks
not its own ; it rejoices not in iniquity (1 Cor.
xiii. 4 sqq.). There is here a certain climax:
the Prophet evidently regards subjugation, tyr-

anny, violence as the coarsest violation of the htw
of love. As a more refined transgression, he re-

gards the pointing (nStf, inf.) with the fin-

ger. This, among western nations as well as among
orientals, is a gesture of contempt, comp. Gesen.
in loc. {tnfamis digitu$

f
the middle finger ; Pebs.

U. 33 : rtdeto muUum et digitum porrigito medium,
Martial, II. 28, 2). According to Frov. vi. 13.

pointing the finger appears also as a means of
malignant denunciation and spiteful betrayal.

Still more refined, but not better on that account,
is the transgression of the law of love by sacri-
legious discourse (comp. i. 13; x. 1; Ps. v.

6 : vi. 9, etc),—The demand to cease to do evil is

followed by the demand to do good (ver. 10).

And vice omnium it is demanded that the
pious saorifioe his own hunger to the
hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul.
For I agree with Delitzsch in the opinion that

tfflJ can mean nothing else here than that after

which the soul, t. e.
t
here the hungry man's

prompting for nourishment, craves. Hence it is

going too far, when Stier et aL, following Je-

rome, take tfdJ in the sense of life and heart.

For he that is hungry after our life, to him we
would not owe it.

Ver. 11. In what now follows we have a
second row of promises and made stronger. It

is composed of six members, but in its funda-
mental thought it corresponds to the one of four

members [that precedesJ. For underlying it is

the thought of a life-career, that begins with the
morning and presses happily through conflicts of
every sort. But in this succession of six mem-
bers the issue is different That is, it concludes
with a perspective of an activity that is richly

blessed, and: extends its efficiency into the re-

motest times. The first promise of this series

corresponds exactly to the beginning ofthe first se-

ries: liberation from the chains of darkness, rising

of light and increase of it is promised in such
measure, that even the obscurest parts of that

darkness will have the brightness of midday.
(Job xi. 17; Ps. xviii. 29; xxxvii. 6. etc.).—2M
second promise is indeed the shortest, trot it is also

the most important of all : the Lord will never
withdraw His hand from the pious one; He will

abide with him and guide him (lvii. 18) in all his
ways. The third promise assumes that cross and
conflict will, nevertheless, not be wanting to the
pious one. For there will be also for him still

rrtnxnv, i. «., hot places. Jerome translates:

"implebit splendoribus animam tuam.*' Hahn
follows this and translates: '*and let thy soul be
satisfied with brightness." It is true, the root

nrjV, nfW, in its fundamental meaning, "burn-

ing/' involves the meaning of "gleaming" and
of " drought." Hence on the one hand H¥, nitens

t

on theother hand nTPTO (Ps. lxviii. 7) and D^JTHV

(Neh. iv. 7) loca arida. But what is promised
already, ver. 10 6, satisfies the requirements of
light, and ver. 11 6. shows that the Prophet has
in mind the refreshing element of water. He
promises satiety from it in a two-fold gradation.

First, the pious one shall want none, even in

localities that for others are arid deserts. The
sonl, i. e., the need of water shall be richly satis-

fied, so that thereby the bones (thus the body
itself) become fresh and powerful. But, and this

is thefourth promise, the refreshing element shall
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be bestowed on the pious one in a still greater

degree, That is to nay, he shall himself become
a well-watered garden; in fact, a richly flowing

spring of water. Thus the pious one shall be an
oasis in the desert, a lovely, green, fruitful gar-

den, with a glorious spring that never goes dry.

The expression *"tn fl is found again only in

Jer. xxxi. 12. D'8 ttiRO is the place of issue,

the flowing place for water (comp. xii. 18; Ps.

cvii. 33, 35 ; 2 Chr. xxxii. 30). In general comp.
i. 30; li. 3; Song of S. iv. 12.—The fifth promise

extends to the pious one the prospect that he will

be still beyond the period of his life a source of

blessing, and indeed the cause of a glorious re-

storation: they shall build (see TtxL and
Oram.) from thee (TOD designates the ideal

originator) anoient waste place*," means no-

thing elne than: thou wilt be the author and
spiritual director of such buildings by which
ancient buildings that were destroyed shall be
restored. The Prophet purposely does not say

that it shall be just bodily children. Any way
it will be children after the Spirit Hence, also,

in the second clause, just the second person sing,

is used. It were incomprehensible why the chil-

dren's building should be mentioned before that of

the father. On the other hand, DO^pft explains

to us the meaning of the *]DD U3. One is, in-

deed, tempted to do as Steer and others do, and
refer the second clause to new buildings, since
1)1) in, as a rule, points to the future, and since

great men are wont not merely to restore, but also

to found new institutions. But in lxi. 4, the

Prophet repeats this expression with some .modi-

fications, and there, according to the context^ only
restoration can be meant. Added to this, Qlp in Pi-

lel designates essentially "rising upagain," and the

predicates *ni and 33f#0 equally refer to restor-

ation. TTO "in (notice that it does not say '1 liTJ)

is used of the past also in Dent xxxii. 7 ; Pa
xc 1.

—

The sixth promise eriends to the pious one
the prospect of honorable surnames, the praise of

having deserved well of his country. A TU
yiB is one that walls up (comp. Ezek. xxii. 30

;

2 Kings xii. 13) what is shattered (yiB xxviii. 21

;

xxx 13), thus a repairer of human dwellings.

But, in order to dwell comfortably in a land, men
must be able to go to one another, commerce and
intercourse must be possible. Hencethe additional

title restorer of the path*. fOt^J, * to dwell

in," is probably to be referred to both, since, in
order to dwell, t. e~ for comfortable and secure
dwelling in a land, both are necessary, good
dwellings and good roads. ATM is a poetic

word with no technical reference, and hence
suitable for designating any sort of way (comp.
Lbtrbr's article "Stramen m PaiaesUna /' Herz.
R. Ene. XV. p. 157 sqq.).—One sees, especially

from ver. 12. that the Prophet, who here still be-

fore the Exile preaches repentance to his nation,

has yet always in mind the great future of resto-

ration. So it is characteristic that, to the pious
of his day, as a last and most glorious reward- he
presents the prospect, that by him, too, shall

be exercised blemied influences on Israel's re-

installation in its land.

5. If thou turn hath spoken it.—Vem.
13, 14. Isaiah's contemporaries seem to have
provoked the Lord especially by two things.
First by an excess that was not demanded ; that
is by fasting much more than was "^w^t
They fancied that by this outward exercise ther
could bribe the Lord and wipe out scores with
Him. But then they let themselves be caught in
doing too little. They were as lax about keeping
the Sabbath as they were strict about lasting.

The Sabbath was Jehovah's day. Keeping it

holy was a sure am of fidelity to Jehovah, and
easily tested. Thus the Prophet demands, a
right sanctification of the Sabbath as a condition
ofglorious, theocratic blessing (comp.lvi.2). The

doing ordispatching business (fBH comp.onver. 3
and TexLand <?., where see Til's note) is just the
foot whose tramp desecrates the holyground ofthe
Sabbath. From the mouths of those that did not
heartily serve the Lord, one may often have
heard utterances that the celebration of the Sab-
bath was a burden, that interfered with all busi-
ness and occupation (Amos viii. 5). Opposed to

this the Prophet demanded that men shall call

the Sabbath a delight (JJ? again only xiii.

22). It merits this name as the universal friend
of man, that brings rest and refreshment to all
that are weary ana heavy-laden. But, as being
holy to Jehovah, it deserves the name honorable
(13?0 to be highly honored). But the Israelites

should practically honor it also by not doing
their own waye, and not going about their

trade and occupation (ftlfcWZfcsfar from making,

without making or doing), by not doing their

own business (see on ver. 3) and by not carrying

on conversation. The expression 121 121 is

found again viii. 10. The sense differs with the

context In many passages it has no pregnant
sense (comp. Gen. xii. 28 ; xliv. 18; 2 Kings v.

13; Job ii. 13; Prov. xxv. 11). But there are
also passages where it has (Dent xviii. 20: lea.
viii. 10 ; Jer. xxix. 23 ; xxxiv. 6 ; Eaek. xii. 25,
28; xiv. 9; 2 Sam. vii. 7). According to the
Mosaic law, the Sabbath should be a day of joy
(comp. Oehler in Herz. R. Enc XIII. p. 199).
Could it be exacted of all Israelites that on this
day^ only weighty words should proceed from
their mouth 1 Certainly not But business con-
versation could properly be forbidden. On the
Sabbath no business must be transacted, neither

by works nor by words. Thus *OT is here about

the same as irpaypa (comp. 1 Sam. xx. 2; Judg.
xviii. 7, 18, see.). Let the Israelite practically
honor the 8abbath in this way and lie will de-
light himaelf in Jehovah HimaeIf. He will
serve the Lord with inmost satisfaotion^and the
Lord on His part will bestow upon Him the
highest honor and the highest enjoyment I
wUl oanae thee to ride, I will feed Usee
are citations from Dent, xxxii. 13, comp. xxxiii.

29. To ride on the high places of the earth de-
notes exaltation above all other nations. Instead
of " eating the heritage of Jacob thy father," the
original text in Deuteronomy reads*"eat the in-
crease of the fields ; and He (Jehovah) madehim
to suck honey out of the rock, and oil out of the
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flinty rock.1 ' These expressions are compressed
in our text, and an expression used instead that

recalls the promises given to the fathers in refer-

ence to the land of Canaan (Exod. in. 8, 17

;

xiiL 5. etc). On "For the month of thm
Lord/' ete., see on i. 20; xL 5.

b) To the oomplaint of the people oonoerning Jehovah's inability U opposed the
oharge of moral corruption.

Chapter LIX. 1-8.

1 Behold, the Lord's hand is not •shortened, that it cannot save

;

Neither his ear heavy, that it cannot hear

:

2 But your iniquities have separated between you and your God
And your sins 'have hid ffts face from you, thatHe will not hear.

3 For your hands are defiled with blood

And your fingers with iniquity

;

Your lips have spoken lies, your tongue bhath muttered perversenesa.

4 None *calleth for justice, nor any pleadeth for truth

:

They trust in vanity, and speak lies

;

They conceive mischief, and bring forth iniquity.

5 They hatch ^cockatrice* eggs

And weave the spider's web:
He that eateth of their eggs dieth,

And 'that which is crushed breaketh out into a viper.

6 Their webs shall not become garments,

Neither shall they cover themselves with their works
Their works are works of iniquity,

And the act of violence w in their hands.

7 Their feet run to evil,

And they make haste to shed innocent blood

:

Their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity

;

'

Wasting and 'destruction are in their paths.

8 The way of peace they know not

;

And there is no 'judgment in their *goings

:

They have made them crooked paths

:

Whosoever goeth therein shall not know peace.

1 Or, have made him hide.
• Or, that which ie sprinkled is as it there brake out a viper.

• too ehort to save, too dull to hear.
• appeals withjustice, there is no one that wouldjudge impartially.
• tracks.

« Heb. breaking.

* Or, adder*.
* Or, right

* devieeth wickedness,
'basilisk.

TEXTUAL AND
V«r. 8. trVOQ direct causative Hiph. with S-p3 as

* g., in Gen. i. 6 ; Ksek. xxii. 26 ; xlii. 20. Tpfen also

direct causative Hiph. ; comp. moreover, as regards the

expression, liv. 8.

Ver. 8. The word SlUJ is found only 1mm and Lam.

It. 14, where the words [H3 iSlOJ are evidently taken
t- -i I

from oar text The form 1H}) is irregular. The prefix

y denotes a Niphal form, whereas SlO appears asaPual

or passive of Poel. The root SlU (kfndred to *?JH/«*-

dixit) occurs again in the sense of "tmpuruw, profanum

esse," in the Hiph. in Ixili. 8, on the other hand often in

later writers: Zeph. iii.l; Mali. 7,12; Ezra ii. 62; Neh.

vii. 64 ; Dan. i. 8. Thus SKJ3 is bad Hebrew both ma-

terially and formally. It seems to me that the expres-

GRA1OCATI0AL.

slon was purposely taken by the Prophet from popular

language, in order, by the bad word, to designate the

more graphically the bad thing. The root, which ori-

ginally belongs more to the Aramaic dialect, only pene-

trated into the Hebrew 8cripture language at a later

date, as the passages quoted show. One may not ren-

der runft *' to murmur,*1 which would make nonsense

where the same word occurs in Ps. xxxv. 28; lxxL 24;

Job xxvii. 4 ; Prov. viii. 9. The tongue (or palate) in all

these passages is personified, and treated as the inner

source ofwhat the lips outwardly express aloud. Gx-

ssuros {Thee. p. 864) quotes with approval the words of

Gcssrrrus, that uHJIH *o* reperitur cum parte magis cx-

trineeca, nempen&e?, st sic aUquom servat intrtnsecitatem."

And that is correct. By ritfS HJIH the same thing is

affirmed of the tongue that is elsewhere ascribed to it
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•36 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

when it is Mid of it, that a high song of prsise (DD'H

Pa. bnri. 17), honey and milk (Song of Sol. It. 11), malig-
nity (Job xz. 12), pain and wickedness (Ps. x. 7) are un-
der the tongue, or that pleasant doctrine Is on the ton*
gue (Pror. xxxi. 26), or that wickedness is in the tongue
(Job H 30). All these expressions must be regarded as
metaphors, because in all ofthem the outward, irrational
organ is substituted for the inward rational organ.

Yer.6. rnWH &r. A«y, oomp. nf L «, from in "to

press together ;" it is a passire participial form, as e. g.

rty% iVW» with the rare feminine ending 71—

Ver. 8. H3 the totality of the ways, comp. c yM xxii.

11; xxTii.£

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Behold not hear.—Vers. 1, 2. Ver.
1 implies a doable reproach which Israel lets

fell beside that in lii. 2, 3. In the latter they
had reproached Him with injustice. Here they let

it be understood that Jehovah either lacks the
necessary strength of hand

(
V,~T m*p comp. on

L 2) or else hearing. The expression (TM TX12D

does not signify unwillingness to hear, but inability

to hear, deafness, as in Gen. xlviii. 10 " the eyes
of Israel were heavy from age'1

signifies the
physical weakness of the eyes, wherefore it is

added " he could not see." The expression "M
used of the ear occurs again only vi. 10;and in
Zech. vii. 11 as a quotation from our text (comp.
on lviii. 6 sqq.). In ver. 2 is given the real rea-
son for Israel's mournful fate. It is their sins
that raise a partition-wall between them and
their God, ana make Him hide His face from
them so that He does not hear.

2. For your hands not know peaoe.
—Vers. 3^-8. In this section the Prophet speci-
fies the sins of Israel, showing that it is wholly
penetrated by sin, and that the outward mani-
festation exactly corresponds to the corrupt inte-

rior. He first points to the hands spotted with
blood. Then he says that guilt, offence clings to
their fingers, by which he would only express,
that this blood came not on their fingers by acci-

dent, but by actual trespass. He distributes the
notion ** blood-guiltiness" to the palms and fingers

according to the law of parallelism. The lips

speak lies loud and audibly, while the tongue
devises wickedness, which is set in operation by
means of the lies. There prevails here, too, the
antithesis between what is outward and what is

inward. In ver. 4 there underlies the same anti-

thesis. I have no doubt that p"titt Ktp desig-

nate* the judicial invocatio (in jus voeare, KoktTtv

enl d'uap)
; so Coccejus, Gesen., Maubeb, KtfO-

bbl. For first, in this way the two clauses of
the half of the verse most beautifully correspond.
The first treats of the complainant, and the sec-
ond of the fate his complaint has with the Judge.
Moreover Job xiii. 22 seems to me to prove that
the general sense "to call" may, according to
the context, acquire the meaning of a forensic
act, as that of the call proceeding from the com-
plainant to appear at the bar of judgment and to

justification. If we take IHp in the sense of

KrjpOomiv, as Delitz8ch does ("no one gives
public testimony with righteousness"), it would
be giving too much meaning to Kip and to
KTjpbooeiv. If one were to take it with Stoer in
the sense " no one calls (appeals) to righteous-
nessj raises his voice for it, %. c, in order to it and
for it," that would be to attach too much mean-
ing to the prefix 3- I translate : there is no one
that appeals with righteousness, and there is no

'

one that is judged with faithfulness (impartially).

One could, as most do, translate OdBU also by
" who conducts his cause." But the Niph. pri-
marily means u to be judged" (Ps. ix. 20 ; xxxvii.
33 ; cix. 7) ; and this meaning seems to me to

suit better here, since roj? (as in Job xiii. 28)

would better answer to *Sp in the sense denoted

before, and DdtfJ does not mean " to defend one's
self but u

to go to law, lUigare," and thus in-

cludes the complainant. According to our mean-
ing the complainant's aim at wrong isjudged, but
also the judges treat the cause with no fidelity or
love of truth. njlOK answers here to the idea
plV as, e. g.t

Ps. xcvi. 13 ; Prov. xii. 17 ; 1 Sam.

xxvi. 23 etc Now where such things come to
light, there must be something lacking within.
There, instead of the living God, emptiness,
vanity, nothingness must be the refuge in which
trust is placed ; there, too, lies must serve as in-
dispensable aids (KH6M31 Bee lviii. 9). In
general the natural law is observed : as the seed,
so the fruit. What is conceived within as the

germ of the *?0£ (weary trouble with the sec-

condarv notion of what is baneful, a curse, espe-
cially in Eccl. i. 3; ii. 10 sua., etcn comp. Job. v.

6, 7 ; Ps. vii. 17) comes to light in an aggravated
form as |W (vanum, malum in the double sense of

the word). The notion |W is stronger than /p<£»

since it expresses more strongly both the idea of
vanity, illusiveness, as well as that of moral

wickedness. Moreover both conceptions (/DJ?
and pit) are often conjoined, not only in pas-

sages that more or less literally coincide with
ours (Job xv. 35 ; Ps. vii. 15), but elsewhere also

(Ps.x.7; xc.10; lv. 11.)

In vers. 5, 6. by a double image, the Prophet
expresses the thought that the inward corruption
of the people reveals itself outwardly by corres-

ponding works. He compares the Israelites to
poisonous serpents that produce poisonous eggs,

and to poisonous spiders that draw out of their

body a baneful web. In ver. 5 a the comparisons
stand side by side in their general import. Bat
ver. 5 b there is mentioned first a double destruc-

tive use of the basilisk's egg. Either one eats it.

and dies of it ; or the broken egg divides itself

as an adder, i. e., lets slip out through the crack
the poisonous adder, that is dangerous to the

foot of him that treads on it (Gen. ni. 15). Thus
the works of the Israelites are on the one hand
positively ruinous, on the other hand they ap-

pear as useless, unreliable, consequently also as

indirectly ruinous. That is, so far as the Israel-

ites are thought of as spiders that produce a web,

there their products prove useless for protecting

garments. Consequently the conduct of the Is-
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CHAP. LIX. 9-15. 687

raelites is altogether the product of an inward
corruption, and in every respect, in part useless

and thus indirectly pernicious (p*"*WD)
f
in part

directly and positively ruinous (Don 7j?f>).

Vers. 7 and 8 continue the effort to hold up to

Israel the manifoldneas of its sinful ways. It is

as if the Prophet, having in ver. 6 spoken of the

sinful works of the hands, would now describe

the participation of the feet in these works. This
he does by means of a citation. For the entire

first half of ver. 7 is taken from Prov. i. 16 (as

on the other hand Paul in Bom. iii. 15*17 gives

a free citation of our vers. 7. 8 a). Also the

words their thoughts are thoughts of in-
iquity are the more to be regarded as a
reminiscence of Prov. vi. 18 since the expression

JHt rttttfno occurs only in these two passages,

and also the second half of Prov. vi. 18 is only a
variation of the first half of chap. i. 16. In the

last number of ver. 7 as also in ver. 8, the Pro-
phet appears to have intended to show how Is-

,

reel had bv its sins polluted everything even
that was called a way. Hence it is said at the
close of ver. 7 that wasting and destruction

(li. 19; lx. 18) is in their paths (ntao the

beaten road ; notice the antithesis to ^DBft Ttf)

;

then ver. 8 "pi "the way" and IVnWQ "the
wagon tracks, orbitae," are described as devoid
of peace and judgment and the HOTO " the foot-

paths" are made crooked by them (in their in-

terest DH/)• " The way of peace 11
is an expres-

sion that occurs only here, and as a citation from
this text in Luke l. 79 and Bom. iii. 17. Also
in writing these clauses the Prophet had un-
doubtedly in mind passages in Proverbs like
Prov. ii. 8, 9, 15. The concluding clause of ver.

8: whosoever goeth therein, etc, corres-

ponds to the' beginning of the verse, and is a sort

of recapitulation of all that was said concerning
the ways of the Israelites. That is, the result is

that every one that goes thereon learns not to
know peace (viz. practically, xlvii. 8; Jer. xx. 20).

2. THE TRANSITION UPWARD.

a) The transition from the Mournful Present to the Blessed Future by
the Nation's Penitent Confession.

Chap. LIX. 9-15 a.

9 Therefore is judgment far from us,

Neither doth justice overtake us

:

We wait for fight, but behold obscurity

;

For brightness, but we walk in darkness.

10 We grope for the wall like the blind,

And we grope as if uw had do eyes

:

We stumble at noonday as in the bnight

;

• We are in desolate places as dead men.
11 We roar all like bears,

And mourn sore like doves

:

We look for judgment, but there is none

;

For salvation, but it is far off from us.

12 For our transgressions are multiplied before thee,

And our sins testify against us:
For our transgressions are with us

;

And as for our iniquities, we know them.
13 In transgressing and lying against the Lord,

And departing away from our God,
Speaking oppression and revolt,

Conceiving and uttering from the heart words of falsehood.

14 And judgment is turned away backward,
And justice standeth afar off:

For truth is fallen in the street,

And equity cannot enter.

15 aYea, truth faileth

;

And he that departeth from evil 1maketh himself a prey.

of

* Or, is accounted mad.

• right *twOighL • Among theflourishing (with life) at VU c
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

TEXTUAL AND
See List for the recurrence of (he words : Ver. 9.

nrm-nbDK. Ver. 10. tftf a, comp. Bfcfa.
T I T "-: " T • T
Ver. 10. He parag. accented the first time, the second

time unaccented, seems to me to be with reference to

merely rhetorical effect, corresponding only to the out-

ward difference between DmjJ and Q*yp |'K (xl. 29).—ntf33 with the preposition omitted, oomp. L 25 ; v.

18, »;'x.l4; xxriiL 21.—|D^K is an adjective form

from rotf ptngttis fiat, Hke
T
1T3H, 3T3K, :/VK. The

I" T . Tt " Tl ". I T •*

Prophet could write DOOM* but he coined a new word

in order to intimate that he would have the word taken

in more than the common, in an intensified sense.

Judg.iii.»|Otf isused parallel With Vrj-tf**: they

smote ten thousand Moabites^'H B^K'S^I {D«^3.
Also in Pft. lxxviiL 81 D*30tfD is placed to parallelism

GRAMMATICAL
with Dn^ra (comp. Isa. x. M). Since the words

'03 D'JDBftQ as iar as oStft stand in the eame gram-
I - T

matfcal relation as f0)D D'Vttl and correspond to

these words in parallelism, they must hare an analo-

gons sense. There lies in the former the same antithe-

sis as in the latter. Bee Sxeg. and QriL.

Ver. 12. 1J3 nnjJT comp. ill. 9; and as regards the

singular predicate with the plural subject comp. i 6;

xxxiv. 13 ; xxxv. 9.

Ver. 13. JIDJ inf. absol. Niph. from ^D, comp. Zeph.

i. 6. \*ih, Haft are irtf. abm. Pool frommn andnJH

;

TT T T
they both occur only here. They are evidently meant
for a paronomasia.

Ver. 14. The discourse returns to the verb.fin.

Ver. lfc SSintfO, with reflexive-causal meaning;
comp. Pb. btxvi. 6.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. From the present whose contemplation he
begins in chap, fviii., the Prophet would prepare
a way for himself to behold the remote future.

The sins and vices of the present, which he had
to oppose to the people's charge of injustice on
Goers part, prevent the coming of the salvation

to which the people had a certain right as to

something promised. Bat these sins can be blot-

ted out, a war to Israel's right to salvation can
be made, if Israel repents. That will come
about Hence in the present section the Prophet
describes the penitent Israel. That this repent-

ance may appear spontaneous and real, he lets

Israel itself speak. He was the more moved to

do this, as he comprehends together relative and
absolute present, and accordingly would include

himself and his own time. With j3~ o?, " there-

fore" (ver. 9), the Israelites join on to the charge
of the Prophet They admit thereby that their

sins are the cause of their sad condition, which
they now proceed to describe (vers. 9-11). To
this •'therefore" corresponds the causal O, "for,"
ver. 12: what they should know as the conse-
quence of the Prophet's charges, that they now
prove by a candid confession ofsin (vers. 12-15 a).

In direct contrast, therefore, with that bold state-

ment, lviii 2, 3, that Jehovah was unjust toward
His people, Israel here confesses emphatically,
in a double turn of discourse intertwined like a
chain, and in connection with the mirror of its

sins that the Prophet holds before it, lis, 2-8,
that its wretchedness is the consequence of its

sin (vers. 9-11), and its sin is the cause of its

wretchedness (vers. 12-15 a).

2. Therefor* for off from u, vers. 9-11.
With therefore begins a great and important
turn in the discourse. Israel no longer boasts
of its righteousness and innocence, as hi lviii. 2,

$l
but confesses that the Prophet was entirely

right in his accusations, lix. 2-8; it confesses
that on account of these sins its right is fer from
it But what strange confession of sin is this
when Israel says : On account of my sins I rightly
do not receive my right ; right is clone me that I
suffer wrong. Evidently there is implied here

a donble right On the one hand there exists

for Israel an absolute right, that is founded on
its election to be a peculiar people, and on the
promise given to the fathers and often repeated

afterwards. This is the right (DSttto) and the
righteousness (HpTO) spoken of in vers. 9 and
11. By virtue of this right a wrong seems to have
happened to Israel when H has been conquered,
oppressed, carried off captive by the heathen.
But such times of distress are only obscurations
of right, *• «• transitory veilings of that right that
stands immovable as the sun, occasioned by Is-

rael's sin for the time being, that makes necessary
the manifestations of Goers relative right, i. e.

transitory moments and periods of punishment.
In ver. 9 now. the people confess that the present
obscuration of its (absolute) right is not an abso-
lute, but only a relative injustice, t. c in relation

to its present misbehaviour a well founded right
That Israel itself speaks, and that it is not solely

the Prophet that declares of Israel that it has
come to a right view, is evidently intended, so
that Israel's confession of repentance may be
heard from its own month, thus from the most
reliable source, and also as a voluntary one.—

The expression HpTj urfrn ItS recalls the

rfcn3 or l^fen JflSSp of Dent xxviiL 2, 15.

Comp. also Isa, xxxv. 10 ; li. 11. Prom ver. 9 b
and on, this condition of Israel devoid of its right

is described in figures. The people compare it

to the situation of those that in daxkneas
hope for light, and yet never see the hope ful-

filled. Next they compare themselves in their

helplessness and want or counsel to blind men
that grope along by touching the wall. Fur-
ther thev compare themselves to the blind that

tnmbfe at midday as in the twilight ; then

to the dead, i. e. to the shades of the dead that

move among the living, strengthless and without

support, with tottering gait (comp. the tyum/vl

K&pipra or tf&a hv&p&irvv, Fr. V. Natoslbbach,
Homer. TheoL VIL, { 25). The word D'JDtfR.

which occurs only here, can, in my opinion, only

mean " the fat," i. c. those in vigorous life, in
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CHAP. LDL 9-15. m
contrast with the unsubstantial shades. So also

Delitzsch, 8einecke, Rohling, etc. See
Text, and Cham. The light of midday does not
help the blind ; he stumbles anj way. It does
not help the shade of a dead man to move about
in the environment of men rejoicing in life ; he
ottersand ie unsteady just the same. One might

say that then it ought to read- ETJCftO WROX
But the intention of making the last member of
the parallelism like the first prevails. The ex-
planations : " as the dead in darkness, or in deso-

late places, or in fat regions," partly do not cor-

respond to the parallelism, partly are ungram-
matical. But one must now distinguish the sub-

stance from the image. What would the Prophet
say by this figure? I am surprised that even
Delitzsch here follows in the steps of Knobel,
and thinks he must find the Prophet's point of
view in the last decade of the Exile, and that

the meaning is: When, after his conquest over
Croesus, Cyrus hesitated to march against Baby-
lon, hope and fear unceasingly alternated in the
souls of the Exiles. Verily, the Prophet's stand-

point is one much higher, his circuit of vision a
mnch broader one. He would here even pave
the way to the distant views of chapters lx. sqq.

The thing that hinders the appearance of the
deeds of salvation there promised, is Israel's sin.

Let the partition wall of sin be cleared away by
knowledge of it and proper fruits of repentance,
then can the Lord arise to put Israel in posses-

sion of its ri$ht.
^
Wherever and whenever Israel

truly recognizes its misery and the cause of it, it

must so speak as is here represented. For there

it must measure its situation by the measure of
God's promises, and must ask itself: Am I what,
as the people of God, I ought to be? Then it

must see the imperfection and uncertainty of its

situations—now nigh up, then deep down; at

one time unrighteously dominated over, at ano-
ther unrighteously dominating—-and confess that

Israel can only find its eternal, inalienable right

in and with its God.
Ver. 1 1. Israel compares itself to bears growl-

ing for hunger (illustrative passages from the
classics find in Bochabt, Hxerot. II., p. 134),
and to doves that for like reason plaintively coo
and sigh (ibid. II., p. 539 sq.). nOH and run

are nearly related in sound and meaning. The
first is used of the dove. Ezek. vii. 16 ; the latter

is used also of the Hon (xxvii 8 ; xxxi. 4). We
had it for the sighing of the dove already,

xxxviii. 14. By comparing themselves to the
growling of die bear and to the sighing of the

dove, the Israelites let it be understood that both
the strong and the weak, each in his way, make au-
dible complaint concerningthe prevailing distress.

3. For our transgressions himself a
prey, vers. 12-15 o» . As already remarked, the

'3, " for," that begins ver. 12, corresponds to the

"therefore" that begins ver. 9. It is the same
chain-like succession as that of e. g. li. 12, 13

;

liii. 4, 5, 12. " The people strike up the Wid-
duj (the confession) that is marked by the rhy-
ming inflexions anu and enu" (Delitzsch).—
The second yD, " for,"- in ver. 12 is not co-ordinate
with the first, bnt subordinate. For Israel would
not have been able to say : Our sins stand before
thee and testify against us, had it not before
owned to having such sins. The consciousness of
its sinfulness betrayed in ver. 12 b was alone able
to determine it to the declaration of ver. 12 a.
In ver. 13 follows a specification of the sins of
which Israel is conscious. The first and chief is

apostacy from Jehovah, idolatry. It is charac-
terized in a three fold way. We may understand

JWfi to denote the inward revolt against the

Lord, tfHD the denial of Him practised m words
(m»V3 is to be referred to both, comp. i. 2 ; xliiL

27; then Hoe. ix. 2; Jer. v. 12), ID JI103, the
outward actual falling away by exchanging the
worship ofJehovah for heathen worship. Onemay
say that ver. 13 a treats of transgressions against
the first table of the law, ver. 13 6 of transgres-
sions against the second. For ver. 13 6 speaks
of violations of the duties we owe our neighbors.

riTOI pBty 131 is to carry on discourse (conver-

sation, agreement) that aims at oppression of
others and departure from the law. The expres-

sion n"JO-"»?l, wherever else it occurs (Deut
xiii. 6; Jer.'xxviii. 16; xxix. 82), is used only
of the fslse doctrine of the false prophets. Thus
here Isaiah would have principally in mind the
seductive discourses of false prophets. In anti-

thesis to rnn, coneepit, 7\X1 can here only mean
** breathing forth," the proferre by means of
speech.

Ver. 14. At first sight and by comparison with
ver. 9, one is tempted to understand 14 a (with
Hitzig and others) to refer again to the hin-
drance in the way of Israel having the right be*
longing to it in the theocratic sense (see above).
But ver. 14 6 conflicts with that ; for there the

fidn publiea is evidently spoken of that must un-
derlie the administering of justice and all trade
and conduct Where fidelity wavers, and no one
can any more believe and trust another ; where
all propriety and decorousness, all koncstum is

formally held aloof, excluded, put under the ban,
there can be no mention of right and jus-

tice in the market (3irn3, in foro) ; of course
there fidelity must gradually be wholly missing
(xxxiv. 16 : xL 26), while if any one only does
not join in, would let the wiokedness
alone, he inonrs the danger of being sin-
gled out for plunder.
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640 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

b) The Prophet promises Jehovah's intervention and is enoonraged to further
announcements of salvation.

Chapter LIX. 156-21.

15 b And the Lord saw it,

And 'it displeased him that there was no judgment.
16 And he saw that there was no man,

And 'wondered that there was no intercessor

:

Therefore his arm brought salvation unto him

;

And his righteousness, it sustained him.

17 For he put on righteousness as a 'breastplate,

And an helmet of salvation upon his head
;

Aud he put on the garments of vengeance far clothing,

And was clad with zeal as a cloak.

18 According to their 'deeds, accordingly he will repay,

Fury to his adversaries, recompence to his enemies

;

To the islands he will repay recompence.

19 So shall they fear the name of the Lord from the west,

And his glory from the rising of the sun.

•When the enemy shall come in like a flood,

The spirit of the Lord shall 'lift up a standard against him.

20 And the Redeemer shall come to Zion,

And unto them that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith the Lord.
21 As for me, this is my covenant with them, saith the Lord

;

My spirit that is upon thee,

And my words which I have put in thy mouth,
Shall not depart out of thy mouth,
Nor out of the mouth of thy seed,

Nor out of the mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the Lord,
From henceforth and forever.

1 Heb. it woe evil in hie eye*. * Heb. recompense*.

•w« horrified.
• For he will oome at apent up stream, which the breath of Jehovah drtvet.

• Or, put him toJUght

* coat ofmad.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. IS. Sj£3 . . . SjJ3 (comp. lxiii. 7) is a mixture

of preposition and adverb, and in the context a confur

eio duarum conetructionum. That is to say, the two modes

of expression are mixed np, viz., oSt^ |3 ftfSpJD (in-

stead of oScta Fi'lSpjQ, because, may be, the substan-

tives from Johp that mean retribute, oStf, dW,
dW, XVyhtf are all of them very rarely used) and

.. -

,

-,
t

*.

Ver. 19. IKT and not WT as Knobxl would have.

For although' the latter — videbunt would ajso give a
good meaning, still the former is the critically ap-
proved reading. See Dmursscii. The words " HV1
D riDOU recall xl. 7, where it reads 13 rOBfa * fill.
Evidently these words hovered before the Prophet
Bat there vegetation is spoken of, which the breath of
the Loin (conceived of as a hot wind) dries up. Here
it speaks of a stream which the breath of the Ijord does
not dry up, but can only drive onwards. Hence the Pro-
phet must choose another word than Tl2tf). But he

GRAMMATICAL.

would choose one of like sound, for which J70DU of-

fered. This Pilel from 00 does not elsewhere occur,

indeed. But neither does the would-be Poel formed
from DJ occur. There is only a Hithp. Dg'Unn (Zech.

ix. 16 ; Ps. lx. 6, passages that themselves present great

difficulty). But this Prophet, so mighty in language,

could and dared to form a Pilel DOto ; and in taking it

in a causative sense ( =» to produce flight, haste), and
making "O dependent on it, he proceeds quite in the
spirit of the Hebrew language.—It seems to me be-

yond doubt that *W (in pause *W) la to be taken as =-

coarctatue. But it Is not to be derived from 1*¥ (" on*

pressing stream," Ewald, Kxobxl, Sxixbcxx, Rohlxxo)

but from TW. There are in Hebrew many verba in

which the transitive and intransitive force are still to-

gether un8eparated. 113T Is one of them. Comp. 'S lij

P».xxxl.lO,ete.; "Nf D^pD Num.xxii.88; Isa.xlix.20;

1J H3 Prov. xxiv. 10, etc Against the explanation

of 1* 1HJ3 that, with Gxaxxxus, Miumxa, Umbbkt, D»»
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unscti, I hold to be oorrect, it may be objected from

a grammatical point of riew, that the disJanotiTe Pashta

on *>H} calls for a sabstantiTe meaning for 1¥, and that
T T -

->¥ as an attribute of IHiH must also have the article.

But the accent is only the Masoretio construction, and
the omission ef the article forms no very rare excep-

tion, which appears to me to be prompted in cases
where the subject is rendered definite already by the
comparison (oomp., e. gn xl 9).

Ter. 2L The use of DfrtK for DflK, which we find in
T T •

Jeremiah very much developed, is in Isaiah still in its

beginnings. For in him both forms occur harshly to-

gether : liv. 16.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Lord can only reply to Israel's sincere

confession of sin by the assurance of His grace.

Therefore the Prophet declares that the Lord
recognixes the complaint, that its right (ver. 0)
has escaped from it, to be well founded (ver.15 6,

16 a), and that He has prepared to help them to

it. Therefore recompense will be given to the
enemies of Israel (ver. 18). East and west shall

be witnesses of the mighty displays of Jehovah's
power, when He will come on like a stream that

bursts its dams and is driven by a tempest be-
side, in order to bring deliverance to penitent Is-

rael (vers. 19, 20). This promise of outward
manifestation of salvation is followed by another
more inward, and also comfortingand encouraging
for the Prophet himself, that the covenant of the
Lord with Israel will be realized by the spirit

that the Lord has laid on the Prophet continuing
to operate forever in Israel. (ver. 21).

2. And the LORD saw it saith the
LORD.—Vers. 15 6-20. According to the pros-

pect the Prophet held out, lviii. 9, so it comes to

pass. There it says : if Israel will bring proper
fruits of repentance, then it will call and the
Lord will answer it ; it will cry, and the Lord
will say : here am L In lix. 12-15 a Israel has
made so hearty a confession, that the fruits of re-

pentance demanded, lviii. 6 sqq.. are to be ex-
pected with certainty. Instantly the Lord hears,

and now also actually answers. He investigates

the situation and owns with displeasure ('JJ3 JH\
oomp. Gen. xxi. 11, etc., only here in Isa.) that

Israel really has not its theocratic right OflBfc.

ver. 15 6 is thus to be construed as in ver. 9.

Moreover, the LORD sees with dismay
(DDWBh oomp. lxiii. 5) that no one is there.

To the expression, #*K j'H, corresponds in paral-

liam JTJDD }'K. The former must therefore

have a meaning analogous to and preparatory for

the latter. We must therefore supply after B^K
the thought: "who is able to mediate such a
thing, to bring it to rights". Comp. xli. 28 ; lxiii.

5. JTJfiD is intercessor, comp. liii. 12 ; xlvii. 3.

Upon the knowledge of what is wanting follows

instantly the actual intervention. It is successful,

for the arm of the LORD (symbol of His om-
nipotence, xxxiii. 2; xl. 10; xlviii. 14, see List)

affords him help, and the sure support of His
purpose is the righteousness of his oause and
of His will. Ver. 16 6 is related to what follows,

as a summary statement of the contents. Ver. 17
follows with specification in figurative expressions.
Here Jehovan is portrayed arousing the several at-

tributesand activities ife needsin ordertohelp His
people to their right ; and theawakingofthepowers
resident in Him is represented by the figure of
His laying on the several pieces of military equip-
ment. Comp. the application of our passage in

41

Ephes. vi. 14, 17, and the Do*, and Eth., p. 644,

2 10. Thus the righteousness just designated as
the guaranty of success is compared to the coat of
mail from which all darts of the enemy rebound.

\^!p only here in Isa.; comp. 1 Kings xxii. 34 ;

2 Chr. xviii. 83. The helmet, the defensive ar-
mor, that protects the head, the noblest and most
prominent part of the body, guarantees therefore

very properly the chief concern: deliverance, sal-

vation, victory (njN8^ comp. Hab. iii. 8). The
garments must denote that He means vengeance,

and the TJ?D (the long, woolen under garment,

comp. Ixi. 10) must represent the deep earnest-

ness, the glowing zeal that animates Him. Ver.
18. Thus equipped, the Lord advances to the
conflict The object of it is righteous recompense
to the enemies of Israel. The rage with which
they have oppressed Israel, in general all that

they have done to it (VS01
9
vocab. anctps, comp.

iii. 11; lxvL 6) shall be recompensed to them,
especially to "the Isles", the representatives of
the heathen world. Bat they will fear the
name of the LORD, i «., His appearance, re-

velation, in the west and his glory in the
east. ]0 before 3"UH3 and mtD of course
designates to the Hebrew way of speaking the
terminus a quo, whereas we must, in our man-
ner of representing it, substitute the term, in

quo. For the Hebrew would not say that they
will fear the Lord from east and west hither,

as if the appearance of the Lord were to be
regarded as standing in the middle between
east and west But the Prophet stands in the
middle, and he would only say that both those

that present themselves to him from the east and
those that meet his gaze from the west from
whatever side they come, will fear the Lord.
On this well-known Hebrew mode of expression
comp. xvii. 13 ; xxii. 3; xl. 15, etc. The expres-
sion, "fear the name of the Lord," is found,

Deut xxviii. 68, and on the ground of that passage

in Ps. lxxxvi. 11; Neh. l. 11; probably also.

Mic vi 5, where *|Otf HKT is to be read, instead

of <ti nirr; then, too, Ps.' cii. 16, which is evi-

dently a citation of our text, and confirms the

reading w*);.; and* Ps. Ixi. 6; Mai. iii. 20.—

And how should not the heathen fear the name
of the Lord, seeing He comes as a compressed

river! (On TO see Text and Oram.). What bet-

ter image could the Prophet use to signify Je-

hovah's might, that for a time restrained itself to

the point of apparent injustice toward Israel, only

to break forth with the greater energy ? He com-
pares it to a stream which the dikes for a while

crowd together, but which, when it makes a cre-

vasse in the dikes, breaks away with so much the
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642 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

mater power, and irresistibly carries all before

it, especially when its own weight is augmented
by a driving wind. In this he expresses the

thought that also underlies xl. 7, that the Spirit

of the Lord, that also in the wind has one of its

forms of manifestation, will exercise the activity

suited to it, at the destruction of the world, as it

did at the creation (Qen. L 2: comp. Isa. iv. 4;
xxviii. 6).—In ver. 20 the distinction between
** Zion" and " the converted in Jacob" is due to

the parallelism, and therefore we must not attach

to this merely rhetorical distinction the weight of

a logical distinction. On JHStt) '3tf comp. L 7,

27; v. 13; xxviii. 1.

8. As for me forever, ver. 21. When
we compare chap, lviii. with lxM we find in the
former a very prosaic, practical, severe homily,
which can only nave been made for a (relative or
absolute) present occasion. But in chap. lx. we
again find the Prophet in a lofty flight, an-
nouncing the remote future. Chap. lix. forms
the bridge to this in the manner designated above
(comp. also in Doe*, and Ethie.,\>. 644, (11) When
now lix. concludes with a declaration that pro-

mises to the Prophet the continuance of the

charismatic gifts of the Spirit heretofore im-
parted to him, we will be right in regarding this

declaration of our verse as the direct transition to

the loftier style of prophecy that again begins in

chap. lx. Still, of course, ver. 21 cannot oe re-

ferred only to this assurancegiven to the Prophet;
.for the sound of the words of the verse shows
that the Lord at the same time would crown the
promise given to the people Israel from ver. 15 a
and on. Thus this verse has a double character.

This appears from the plural suffix in DftiK, on

the one hand, and on the other from the address

to the Prophet At the same time it is to be re-

marked, that ver. 21, in relation to what precedes,

lias a positive and inward character. Positive,

because nothing more is said of the evil to be
done to the enemies, but only the good to be to

Israel is spoken of; inward, because what is said

is not concerning victory and outward salvation,

but concerning inward impartation of the Spirit.
"*JK1 is not as but I. For nothing is said before of
what another would have done. Therefore it

means ''and I," but the emphasis is on the "I,"
And this is made prominent oecause something is

to be promised that only God can do. At the
same time there is in these words a reminder
of the words spoken to Abraham^ Qen. xvii. 4:
*"As for me, behold, my covenant is with thee."
"Bat the covenant that the Lord here holds up
'to view is no longer one that promises great
increase by means of a numerous posterity, as
in that covenant with Abraham. This new cove-
nant refers to the spiritual life, to a new spiri-

tual communion with the Lord, to the worship
.of God in spirit and in truth.

One would not comprehend in what follows
why the Lord does not sav directly: I will put
jny Spirit upon them, etc., but says: My Spirit
that it upon thee, and my words whioh
Z have pat in thy month (li. 16). shall
not depart ont of thy month, efe., if there
were not just that double object indicated above.
JBut would the Lord have promised to the
Prophet so numerous a posterity, would he have

declared the- prophetic gift to be a matter of in-
heritance in his family? Certainly not In
contrast with Gen. xvii. 4 sqq., that also has
much to say of ''a seed after thee,'

1 but only
in the sense of a numerous corporeal posteritr,

it is here promised to the Prophet that he should
have many spiritual descendants; that therefore
Israel, to the remotest generations, shall be a
people filled with the Spirit, and people of God
in the most exalted sense. The spirit-replenished

posterity of the Prophet, and of the people Is-
rael, generallymays together in one. From chap,
lx. onwards it is evidenced at once that the Pro-
phet has become no mere preacher of repentance,
as might seem to be the case from chapts. lvii.,

lviii. lix. 1-^8, but that the high prophetic gift

is still in him that is able to behold with en-
raptured eye the glory of the remote future, and
to proclaim it with eloquent tongue,

[On ver. 21 Deutzsch savs: ''The following
prophecy is addressed to Israel, the ' servantof Je-
hovah,' which has been hitherto partially faithful

and partially unfaithful, but which has now re-
turned to fidelity, ws., the ' remnantofIsrael,' which
has been rescued through the medium of a general
judgment upon the nations, and to which the
great body of all who fear God, from east to
west, attach themselves." Clam's For. 1%. L* J.
A.Albxaxder interprets it in the same way. He
says: "The only natural antecedent of the pro-
noun them k the convert* of apostoey in Jacob, to
whom the promise in ver. 20 is limited. These,
then, are suddenly addressed, or rather the dis-

course is turned to Israel himself as the progenitor,
or as the ideal representative of his descendants,
not considered merely as a nation, but as a church,
and therefore including proselytes as well as na-
tives, Gentiles as well as Jews, nay, believing
Gentiles to the exclusion of the unbelieving Jews.
This idea of the Israel of God, and of the pro-
phecies, is too clearly stated in the Epistle to the
Romans to be misapprehended or denied by any
who admit the authority of the apostle. This
interpretation is moreover not a mere incidental

application of Old Testament expressions to an-
other subject but a protracted and repeated ex-
position of the mutual relations of the old and
new economy, and of the natural and spiritual

Israel. To this great body, considered as the Is-

rael of God, the promise now before us is ad-
dressed, a promise ofcontinued spiritual influence,

exerted through the word and giving it effect.

The phrase upon thee, here as elsewhere, implies
influence from above, and has respect to the
figure of the Spirit's descending and abiding on
the object The particular mention of the mouth
cannot be explained as having reference merely
to the reception of the word, in which case the
ear would have been more appropriate. The
true explanation seems to be that Israel is here,

as in many other parts of this great prophecy,
regarded not merely as a receiver, but as a dis-

penser of the truth. ' The Author's effort to in-

clude a personal address to the Prophet as well
as to the spiritual Israel seems to have no more
valuable effect than to prepare a transition to the
lofty prophetic flight tnat begins with chap. lx.

We can better dispense with the transition than
accept the ideas brought in by that interpretation.

-Tb,]
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On lviii. 2, 3. There are also to-day many
men that hold np their good works to God (Luke
xviii. 11 sa.q.), and who, oat aloud or silently,

reproach Him for not adequately rewarding them
for them. But one can distinguish here two
classes : those that boast of having done works
of undoubted moral worth ; and such as found
their pretensions essentially on works that are

morally indifferent, as ceremonies of worship and
the like. Of course there is a difference between
these, for the former can, under some circum-

stances, really deserve praise; whereas the latter

under all circumstances accomplish something
more or less morally worthless, yea. possibly, as

miserable hypocrites, directly provoke the wrath
of God. But never nas the creature the right to

accuse God. It may be debated whether such
accusation is more folly or wickedness. It is

under all circumstances a presumptuous judg-

ment. For, as long as we live, results are not as-

sured, and we lack ability to see all. Only the

day will make it clear what is the relation be-

tween God's doing and ours, and that He has not

let the just recompense be wanting (i. 13 ; xliii.

26).

2. On lviii. 4 sqq. The Prophet finds fault

with the fasting of the Jews in two respects.

First, because they combined them with works
of unrighteousness. Second, because they held

the "bodily exercise" to be the chief thing.

Perhaps in the Sermon on the mount our Lord
had our text in mind when He said: '' When ye
fast, be not as the hypocrites of a sad counte-

nance." Matt vi. 11. He makes prominent one
particular that probably hovered before our Pro-

phet also. For it is possible that he saw in the
" hanging the head " an artificial, affected, and
so hypocritical expression of a piety that did not

exist inwardly; although it is not absolutely

necessary that this letting the head hang and
Tanking one's bed in sand and ashes took place

with hypocritical intent But our Lord ex-

pressly demands that one do not let appear the

harassed, sickly look, that was the perhaps quite

natural consequence of fasting. He says (ver.

17) : " but thou, when thou fastest, anoint thy
head and wash thy face, that thou appear not

unto men to fast, but unto thy Father, which is

in secret" One sees, therefore, that in the Ser-

mon on the mount the Lord by no means rejects

corporeal fasting. He only shows abhorrence of

men's hypocritically abusing fasting for the grati-

fication of pride. But the Prophet also does not

reject fasting. But he would have corporeal

fasting be the faithful expression of a simulta-

neous moral doing of penitent self-denial and
compassionating love.

3. On lviii. 6-9. As the apostle James press-

Ingly urges against dead works, that even Abra-
ham's faith was in itself a grand moral act, so

here, too, the Prophet insists on right works as

opposed to false works. But neither declares es-

sentially anything concerning the true ground
and origin of the works that they mean, because

the context of their discourses does not call for

it We are to supply this from passages that

professedly speak to this point, which they silently

take for granted, according to the measure of in-
telligence given to them. For even Isaiah knows
right well that that which satisfies and strengthens
is not to be obtained by one's own labor and ef-
fort (lv.).

4. On lviii. 7. "Flesh denotes here in this
context something more still, which J. von
Mueller has remarked: "The remembrance
of universal brotherhood, and how we are all ex-
posed to like things"—as avdpcmoi dfioumadetc.
Verily flesh has need of covering. When there-
fore thou seest the naked, then see and feel therein
the need of thine own flesh, and do not, proudly
selfish, conceal or cover only thyself with thy gar-
ment that belongs to the other as also being thy
flesh." Stier.

5. On lviii. 7. Concerning the expression D"»0

DnS see Doctrinal and Ethical on Jer. xvi. 7.

6. [On lviii. 13, 14. "From the closing por-
tion of this chapter we may derive the following
important inferences respecting the Sabbath. (1.)
It is to be of perpetual obligation. The whole
chapter occurs in the midst of statements that re-
late to the times of the Messiah. There is no
intimation that the Sabbath was to be abolished,
but it is fairly implied that its observance was to
be attended with most happy results in those fu-
ture times. . . . (2.) We msy see the manner in
which the Sabbath is to be observed. In no place
in the Bible is there a more full account of the
proper mode of keeping that holy day. We are
to refrain from ordinary travelling and employ-
ments; we are not to engage in doing our own
pleasure; we are to regard it with delight, and
to esteem it a day worthy to be honored. And
we are to show respect to it by not performing
our own ordinary works, or pursuing pleasures,
or engaging in the common topics of conversa-
tion. In this description there occurs nothing
of peculiar Jewish ceremony, and nothing which
indicates that it is not to be observed in this man-
ner at all times. Under the gospel assuredly, it is
as proper to celebrate the Sabbath in this way as
it was in the times of Isaiah, and God doubtless
intended that it should be perpetually observed
in this manner. (3.) Important benefits result
from the ririit observance of the Sabbath. In
the passage before us these are said to be, that
they who thus observed it would find pleasure in
Jehovah, and would be signally prospered and
be safe. But those benefits are fcy no means con-
fined to the Jewish people. It is as true now as
it was then, and they who observe the Sabbath
in a proper manner find happiness in the Lord—in Hia existence, perfections, promises, law,
and in communion with Him—which is to be
found no where else. . . And it is as true that the
proper observance of the Sabbath contributes to
the prosperity and safety of a nation now as it

ever did among the Jewish people. It is not
merely from the fiict that God promises to bless
the people who keep His holy day—though this
is or more value to a nation than all its armies
and fleets : but it is that there is in the institu-
tion itself much that tends to the welfare and
prosperity of a country. . . . Any one may be
convinced of this who will be at the pains to
compare a neighborhood, a village, or a city
where the Sabbath is not observed with one
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where it is; and the difference will convince him
at once that society owes more to the Sabbath

than to any single institution beside." Barnes.]
7. On hx. 2. " Quia quotidie apud nos crczctt

culpa, cur non et simul crescatpoena f' Augustine.
" The public sins are compared to a thick cloud,

that sets itself between heaven and earth, and as

it were hinders prayers from passing through

(Lam. iii. 44)." Starke. **There is great power

in sin, for it separates God and us from one an-

other/* Cramer. " There are times when the

hand of the Lord lies lone and heavy on His
children. One feels that God has withdrawn from

him and hidden His countenance. But one does

not sufficiently investigate the cause. One seeks

it in God, and it lies in us, who, bjr sins unac-

knowledged and not repentedof make itimpossible

to God to turn to us in grace." Webeb.
8. On lix. 3-8. The register of sins that Isaiah

here holds up to the Jews is a mirror in which
many a Christian, many a nation, many a time

may recognize its own image. The Prophet de-

clares here very plainly the poison nature, the

serpent origin of sin. Sin is the poison that the

old serpent knew how to bring into our nature.

He that has stolen a taste of a product of this poi-

son, as Eve did of the tree of Knowledge, suppos-

ing that he will thereby receive some good, will

go to ruin by it. But he that would be no lover

of sin, but would stand forth as its opponent, may
count upon it that the reptile will press its malig-

nant fang in his heel, as was even held in prospect

to the great trampler of the serpent's head Him-
self (Gen. iii. 15).

9. On lix. 9-15 a. Here is for once an honest

and thorough confession of sins. Nothing is pal-

liated here, nothing excused. It is freely con-

fessed that Israel is itself to blame for all its

wretchedness, and this guilt is acknowledged to be

the consequence of the apostacy from Jehovah and
of the workings of a depraved heart, whose ma-
lignant fruits have become manifest in words and
works. Comp. Jer. iii. 21 sqq.—Here therefore

is given a model for all who would know wherein

true repentance must consist.

10. On lix. 15 b sqq. " Si tu tecordaberis peeca-

(orurn tuorum, Dominus non recordabitor." Augus-
tine. "God wonders that men let sin become so

great and His righteousness so small." Oetinoer
in Stier.—It is a divine privilege to need no
helper. With God there is no difference between

willing and being able. With* Him the being able

follows the willing ad nutum. And there is no-

thing to which God, when He wills, has not also

the right We men, when we have the will and
the power, are often without the right, and this

takes the foundation from under our feet—Ver.
17. This is the original source of the Apostle
Paul's extended description of the spiritual armor,
Ephes. vi 14, 17. Also in 1 Thes. v. 8 there un-
derlies the same representation of the equipment
required by Christians. On the other hand God
is conceived of as an equipped warrior, «. gn Ps.
vii. 13, 14 ; xxxv. 2, 3. In Exod. xv. 4 He is di-
rectly called " a man of war."

11. On lix. 18-20. Regarding the time of the
fulfilment of this prophecy, the honorable and
thorough confession of sin in vers. 9-15 a, assumes
the conclusion of the judgments against Israel

and the conversion of the Gentiles. So Paul un-

derstood our passage, who cites it, Rom. xi. 26, to

prove that only then will the Jews partake of the
salvation when the fulness of the Gentiles shall

have come in. Therefore the Prophet distin-

guishes three great periods of time. The first

comprehends all the stages of time in which
Israel will be impenitent, and hence deprived of
its theocratic rights. This period will conclude
with a condition wherein Israel's scale, as too
light, hurries upwards to the highest elevation,

while the scale of the Gentiles, by reason of its

weight, will sink deep down. Just this situation

will bring about the turning of the scale. Israel

will repent ; but those Gentiles and those Israel-

ites that will not have repented will be overtaken
by the judgment (vers. 18, 20 3pjT3 V*& %M).
For neither the " fulness of the Gentiles," nor
"all Israel" excludes there being still uncon-
verted Gentiles and Jews. The third period is

then the period of salvation, when the Ooel ["Re-
deemer"] will come to Zion and raise up the
covenant (ver. 21).

12. On lix. 21 <( Does the Spirit ofGod remain,
then does also His word ; does the word remain,
then preachers also remain; do preachers remain,
then also hearers do; do hearers remain, then
there remain also believers, and therefore the
Christian church remains also, to which ever some
still will be gathered out of the Jews (Rom. xi.

26)." •• Although in general God has promised
that His word and Spirit shall not depart from
the church of God, still no one must become so
secure about that (comp. Jer. xviii. 18) as if it

were impossible that this or that particularchurch
(and even the Romish church is nothing more)
could err." Cbaxer.

HOMTLETICiX HINTS.

1. On IviiL 1. Penitential Sermon. The text
teaches us two things: 1) What one ought to
preach on a day of repentance [fast-day!; «*>,

hold up to the people their sins. 2) How one
should preach: a. boldly, b. without sparing; loud
as a trumpet

2. On lviii. 2-9 This text contains the out-
lines of a popular theodicy. First we hear, vera.

2,3 a. the popular complaint that the divine
Providence that guides the affairs of the world is

unjust, and that He is not fair to the claims of re-

ward that each individual fancies he has. Then
in vers. 3 6-9, we hear the divine justification. It
consists of two parts. In the first part God shows
that the claims of men are unfounded in two re-

spects. First for this reason, because they do not
do good purely, but along with the good have
still room in their hearts for evil, consequently
imagine that they can serve two masters (vera, 3 a*
4). Second, their claims are unfounded, because
founded in the illusion that it is sufficient to fulfil

the divine commands in a rude, outward manner.
Thus men suppose, t. g., that they can satisfy the
divine command to fast by harassing the body by
hunger, and lying on sack-cloth and ashes (ver.

5). In the second part God shows what must be
the nature of the performances that would satisfy

the demand of His holiness, and give a claim
on His righteousness for reward. That is to say*
men must first of all, by practical repentance,
make restoration for all injustice done by them*
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and make manifest by works of mercy their love

to God and their neighbor (ver. 7). Then divine

salvation and divine blessing will be constantly

with them, and in every necessity their prayer for

help will find certain hearing (vers. 8, 9 a).

&. [On lviii. 3.
M Having gone about to pat a

cheat on God by their external services, here

they go about to pick a quarrel with God for not

being pleased with their services, as if He had not

done justly or fisirly by them." M. Henry.]
4. [On lviii. 4#* •' Behold, youfast for drift and

debate. When they proclaimed a fast to depre-

cate God's judgments, they pretended to search

for those sins that provoked God to threaten

them with His judgments, and under that pre-

tence, perhaps, particular persons were falsely

accused, as Naboth in the day of Jezebel's fast, 1

Kings xxi. 12. Or the contending parties among
them upon those occasions were bitter and severe

in their reflections one upon another, one side

crying out, 'It is owing to you,' and the other,

• It is owingto you, that our deliverance is not

wrought' Thus, instead of judging themselves,

which is the proper work of a fast-day, they con-

demned one another." M. Henry.]
6. [On lviii. 6, 7. "Plain instructions given

concerning the true nature of a religious fast. I. In
general a fast is intended : (1.) For the honoring

and pleasing of God (ver. 5, a fast that I have

chosen, an acceptable dap to the Lord), (2.) For
the humbling and abasing of ourselves, Lev. xvi.

29. That must be done on a fast-day which is

a real affliction to the soul, as far as it is unre-

generate and unsanctified, though a real pleasure

and advantage to the soul as far as it is itself.

II. What will be acceptable to God and afflict

our corrupt nature to its mortification. (1.)

Negatively, what does neither of these, a. To
look demure, put' on a melancholy aspect and
bow the head like a bulrush, Matth. vi. 16. Though
that were well enough so far, Luke xviii. 13.

6. It is not enough to mortify the body a little,

while the body of sin is untouched. (2.) Posi-

tively, o. That we be iust to those with whom
we have dealt hardly (ver. 6). 6. That we be

charitable to those that stand in need of charity

(ver. 7)." After M. Henry.]
6. On lviii. 7. The compassionate love of the

Samaritan. 1) What does it give? a. food, 6.

housing, c. clothing. 2) To whom does it give ?

To its flesh, *. e., to its neighbor in the sense of

Luke x. 29 sqq.

7. On lviii. 9. * What if the Lord were to

make us priests, and if He were to give us the

light and righteousness that Aaron bore on his

heart as often as he went in unto the Lord, and
by which the Lord gave him answer when He
inquired,—if He were to give all of us that in our
hearts, who are priests of the new covenant?
And assuredly I believe that He will also do this.

What He has already promised bv the Prophets,

He will much more fulfil in us: 1?hou shalt call,

and the Lord shall answer thee; when thou

shalt cry, He will say : here I am." Tholuck.
8. On lviii. 7-9. "O God, our great, sore,

horrible blindness, that we so disregard such a

glorious promise ! To whom are we harsh, when
we do not help poor people? Are they not our

flesh and blood ? As in heaven and earth there

is no creature so nearly related to us, it ought to

be our way: what we would that men should do
to us in like case, that let us do to others. But
there that detestable Satan holds our eyes, so that
wewithdrawfrom ourown flesh and become tyrants
and blood-hounds to our neighbors. But what do
we accomplish by that? What do we enjoy?
We load ourselves with God's disfavor, curse and
all misfortune, who might otherwise have tempo-
ral and eternal blessing. For he that takes on
him the distress of his neighbor, his light shall
break forth like the morning dawn, i. e., he shall
find consolation and help in time of need. His
recovery shall progress rapidly, *. e. t God will
again bless him, and replace what he has given
away. His righteousness shall go before him, i. «.,

he shall not only have a good name with every
one, but God will shelter him from evil, and
ward off from him temporal misfortune, as one
may see that God wonderfully protects His own
when common punishments go about And the
glory of the Lord will take him to itself, t. «.,

God will interest Himself for him, [as follows

ver. 9]. Lo, of such great mercy as this does
greed rob us, when we do not gladly and kindly
help the poor I" Vett Dietrich.

9. [On lviii. 12. Thau shall be called (and it

shall be to thy honor) the repairer of the breach,

the breach made by the enemy in the wall of a
besieged city, which whoso has courage and
dexterity to make up, or make good, gains great
applause. Happy are those who make up the
breach at which virtue is running out, and judg-
ments are breaking in. M. Henry].

10. On lix. 1, 2. It is often in human life as
if heaven were shut up. No prayer seems to

penetrate through to it. To all our cries, no
answer. Then people murmur (viii. 21 sq.

;

Lam. iii. 89) and accuse God, as if He were lame
or deaf. But they ought rather to seek the
blame in themselves. There still exists a wall
of partition between them and God, a guilt un-
atoned for, the sight of which still continuously
provokes the anger of God, and hinders the ap-
pearance of His mercy (i. 15 sqq. ; lziv. 5 sqq.

;

ban. ix. 5 sqq. : Prov. i. 24 sqq.). Hence Chris-
tians must be pointed to what they must guard
against in seasons of long-continued visitation

and what they should strive after at such times
before all things. As they would avoid great
harm to soul and body, they must beware oflay-
ing any blame on God, as if He were wanting in
willingness or ability. Bather, by sincere re-

pentance, their endeavor should be that heaven
may be pure and clear, that their guilt may be
forgiven for Christ's sake, and that, as children

of God, with the testimony of the Holy Spirit

(Bom. viii 16) in their hearts, they may have
free access to the heart of their heavenly Father.

11. On lix. 3-8. The description the Prophet
gives here of the depraved moral condition of

Israel is also a description of human sinfulness

generally. And the Apostle Paul has adopted

parts of it in the portrait he gives of the condi-

tion of the natural man (comp. Isa. lix. 7 with

Bom. iii. 15). Therefore, where one would draw
the picture of the natural man, he may make
good use of this text

12. [On lix. 13. Conceiving and uttering from
the heart words of falsehood. *They were words

of falsehood, and yet they were said to be uttered
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from the hearty because though they differed from
the real sentiments of the heart, and therefore

were words of falsehood, yet they agreed with the

malice and wickedness of the heart, and were the
natural language of that ; it was a double heart,

Ps. xii. 2." M. Henby.]
13. On lix. 15 6-21. One may preach on this

text in times of great distress and conflict for the

Church. The Lord the protection of His Church.

1) The distress of the Church does not remain
concealed from Him, for He sees: a. that the

Church encounters injustice (ver. 15 6). 6. that no
one on earth takes its part (ver. 16). 2) He stirs

Himself (vers. 16 b-17 a, 19 6) : a. to judgment
against the enemy (vers. 17 6, 18), 6. to salvation

for the Church (ver. 17 helmet of salvation) : a.

with reference to its deliverance from outward
distress (ver. 20), /?. with reference to inward
preservation and quickening of the Church (vers.

20 6, 21 ), e. to rescue the honor of His own name
(ver. 19 a), because the Church is even His king-
dom, the theatre for the realisation of His de-
crees'of salvation. Comp. HotniL Hints on xlix.
1-6.

14. [On lix. 16 sqq. " How sin abounded we
have read, to our great amazement, in the former
part of the chapter; how grace does much more
abound we read in these verses. And as sin took
occasion from the commandment to become more
exceedingly sinful, so grace took occasion from
the transgression to appear more exceedingly
gracious." M. Hsnby.J

H.—THE SECOND DISCOURSE.

The Rising of the heavenly Sun of life upon Jerusalem, and the new personal and
natural life oonditioned thereby.

Chapter LX.

The Prophet has returned from speaking of the

§resent to treat of the last things. He sees a new
un, the principle of new life, rise upon Jerusa-

lem. Although this future, too, is depicted in

colors belonging to the present time, yet we per-

ceive from the matters which he specifies, that

his discourse relates to the distant future. And,
although the Prophet dues not distinguish the

times, we see that the fulfilment will take place
gradually. We observe in respect to the influ-

ence of the Sun, which, according to vers. 1 and
2, is to rise upon Jerusalem, and advance from a
glory which is more of a natural character to one

which is more supernatural and heavenly. The
chapter, however, does not divide itself into two,

but into three sections, of which the first (vers.

1-9) has for its subject the gathering of all na-

tions to the sun that rises upon Jerusalem ; the
second (vers. 10-17 a), the restoration of Jerusa-
lem to outward glory : the third (vera. 17 6-22),
this new life in its relation to God, and in its

moral and spiritual manifestation. [We do not
like such a division of this grand prophetic pic-

ture. Its parts cannot well be thus separated.—
D.M.].

1. THE. GATHERING OP THE NATIONS TO THE 8UN THAT RISES UPON
JERUSALEM. Chapter LX. 1-9.

1 Arise, 'shine ; for thy light is come

;

And the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.

2 For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth,

And gross darkness the people

:

And the Lord shall arise upon thee,

And his glory shall be seen upon thee.

3 And the Gentiles shall come to thy light,

And kings to the brightness of thy rising.

4 Lift up tnine eyes round about, and see

:

All they gather themselves together, they come to thee

:

Thy sons shall come from far,

And thy daughters shall be "nursed at thy side.

5 Then thou shalt see, and 'flow together,

And thine heart shall fear, and be enlarged
;

Because the 'abundance of the sea shall be converted unto thee

;

The 'forces of the Gentiles shall come unto thee.
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6 The multitude of camels shall cover thee,

The •dromedaries of Midian and Ephah

;

All they from Sheba shall come

:

They shall bring gold and incense

;

And. they shall shew forth the praises of the Lord.
7 All the flocks of Eedar shall be gathered together unto thee.

The rams of Nebaioth shall minister unto thee

:

They shall come up with acceptance on mine altar,

And I will glorify the house of my glory.

8 Who are these that fly as a cloud,

And as the doves to their 'windows ?

9 Surely the isles shall wait for me,
And the ships of Tarshish first,

To bring thy sons from far,

Their silver and their gold with them,
Unto the name of the Lord thy God,
And to the Holy One of Israel, because he hath glorified thee.

i Or, UmUghtmtd; for thy Ughtcometh,
• Or, i ^^
* carried on Ou hip. * brighten up.

» Or, noiee of the tea thall be turned toward thee.

• youngcameU. * lattice*.

TEXTUAL AND
' Ver. 1. Delxtuch justly bids as murk that nitt Wp
•re Trochees, and "piK K3"**D are Iambuses. Observe

the change of Towels. All the Hebrew Towels are found

In these five words In correspondence with the fulness

of thoughts which these few words contain. How ad-

mirably is the language adapted to the subject I Does
not this betoken that master of speech, Isaiah ? [** What

power of creative might lies in these two Trochees,

Kumij ori, which are, as it were, prolonged till what they

say is done ; and what a power of consolation lies in the

two Iambuses U-ba orech, which, as It were, stamp upon

GRAMMATICAL.
the action of Zion the seal of the divine action, and fit

to the apotf (raising up) Its Mrtf (foundation) I Da-

ltimch.—D. MJ.
Ver. 8. rPT, ortue* is *». A«y. as an appellative. As a

proper name it is of frequent occurrence.

Ver. 4. HJDKA. Observe that the nun has no dageth
T |- T -

forte, (Oomp. Naxobxsbach*! Ghrn # 6, 8).

Ver. 7. [" The verbal form T|JWm^\ which is repeated

in ver. 10, has an abbreviated suffix without the tone, as

xlvii. 10.** DslitischJ.

Ver. 0. Tpwa, with a rarer suffix-form for ^M9. See

a like form in liv. 0.

XXEGITIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet sees in the distant future the
restoration of Jerusalem, and its exaltation to un-
paralleled, supermundane and everlasting glory.

But he sees blended together every thing that is

in the future to produce this glory, from the first

weak beginnings till the consummation in the
heavenly Jerusalem. He sees at first night pre-
vailing over the whole earth. But where Jeru-
salem is, he beholds a growing brightness as at

the rising of the sun. He calls to Jerusalem to

receive the glory which Jehovah is about to im-
part to her, and to let that glory unfold itself

(vera. 1 and 2). Then he sees how this light
emanating from Jerusalem attracts the Gentiles
and their kings (ver. 3). He sees further how
together with the heathen (and we may say, even
in the heathen), Jerusalem's own children try to
reach the mother city, and are aided in this effort

by the heathen (ver. 4). With joy Jerusalem
beholds these multitudes stream to her, and re-
prices the more, that they come not with empty
hands, but bring with them the choicest products
of land and sea (ver. 5). Troops of camels will
carry the gold and incense of the East (ver. 6)

;

the flocks of the eastern nomadic lands will be
acceptable as offerings on the altar of Jehovah

(ver. 7). On the other hand, ships come from
the distant West, laden with the precious things
of lands beyond the seas, and are with their sails

like to bright clouds, or doves on the wing (ver.

9). It is obvious that here again the Prophet
draws the picture of the future with the colors of
the present.

2. Arise, shine oome unto 1 thee.

—

Vera. 1-5. The image before the mind of the Pro-
phet is a sunrise scene. Far and wide night still

reigns, but grandly above all other heights of the
earth towers mount Zion, which here, in accord-

ance with ii. 2 ; Mic iv. 1, appears as "established

in the top of the mountains, and exalted above
the hills.'' And the Prophet beholds this highest

mountain of the earth irradiated by the rising

son. Its summit glitters as if covered with celes-

tial light From this the Prophet knows that the

dawn of the day of salvation for Jerusalem has

arrived. He calls therefore to her encouragingly*

nwp. [" In Eph.v. 14 this 6ret Verse is combined

in a paraphrastic form with li. 17; Hi. 1, 2,"

KayJ. Jerusalem has now to lift up her head,

because her redemption is nigh (comp. Luke ixi.

28) ; she is to raise herself from the depression
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and prostration in which her situation has hitherto

kept her. Jerusalem shall become light, shall

shine ffe, the verb *^K in Isaiah only here,

ver. 19, and xxvii. 11). But she is not to shine

in her own light, but to let herself be enlightened

by the higher light which rises on her. But this

light is called " thy light," because Jerusalem
and this light are adapted the one to the other.

What sort of a light it is which shall rise upon
Jerusalem, is told us in ver. 16. It is the glory
of Jehovah. This light shall rise as an ever-

lasting sun upon Jerusalem (comp. ver. 20 ; l"PT

is vox soimnia of the rising of the sun, and occurs

in Isaiah besides here only ver. 2 and lviii 20).

In ver. 2 the explanation is given why the sun-

rise referred to in ver. 1 6 is a matter of such
great importance, and why Jerusalem is so pleas-

ingly summoned to yield herself to the influence

of this rifling sun [Rather to shed forth the

light which she has received from it D. M.].

Jerusalem has herein the highest honor conferred

on her that the Sun first rises upon her, that she is

that point in the East from which the light is to

spread over the countries shrouded in darkness.

["The Sun of suns is Jahve (PS. lxxxiv. 12), the

God who comes, lix. 20. . . . When this Sun rises on
Zion she becomes altogether light, but not for

herself alone, but for all mankind." Delitzbch.

D. M.]. ^9^ w found only here in Isaiah.

We see from ver. 3 that the nations still in dark-

ness are not inaccessible to the light Thev have
a longing for the light, [This is not said], and
a susceptibility of receiving it Nations and
princes come to the heavenly light The bright-
ness of thy rising is the brightness of that

which rises upon Jerusalem, according to ver. 2,

the brightness of Jehovah. £But Zion made
light in the Lord is represented as herself shitt-

ing as a light in the world. Her rising can be
described as the brightness of the sun when he
goeth forth in his might, Jud. v. 31; 2 Sam.
xxiii. 4. To regard " the brightness of thy ris-

ing," as meaning " the brightness of that which
rises upon thee." is surely forced and unnatural,

albeit the best interpreters acquiesce in this ex-

Slanation. But the church, as irradiated by the

ivine glory, and reflecting it, has a light and
brightness which is called her own, ana which
she sheds upon the world.—D. MJ. Not only

the nations and princes of die heathen world
hasten to Jerusalem. Along with them are other
visitants, who are no foreigners in Jerusalem, but
are children of the house. The scattered mem-
bers of the Israelitish kingdom, conducted and
attended with all honors by the Gentiles, will re-

turn to the holy home (comp. xi. 11 sqq. ; xxv.
6 sqq. ; xxvi 2 sq. ; xxvii. 13 : Jer. iii. 18, see

commentary on this place). [" Those who con-

fine these prophecies to the Babylonish exile un-
derstand this as describing the agency of heathen
states and sovereigns in the restoration. But in

this, as in the parallel passages [xliii. 5-7 ; xlix.

18-23], there is, by a strange coincidence, no
word or phrase implying restoration or return,

but the image evidently is that of enlargement
and accession ; the children thus brought to Zion
being not those whom she had lost, but such as

she had never before known, as is evident from

chap. xlix. 21. The event predicted is therefore
neither the former restoration of the Jews, nor
their future restoration." Alexander, D. MJ.
The words ver. 4 a, are repeated from xlix. 18.

The gathering together pvapj) refers not

only to separate individuals but according to
places such as xi. 12; Hoe. ii. 2, [E. V. Hos. I
11] it refers especially to the re-union of Judah
with Israel. Of the sons we are simply told

that they come from a great distance, out the

daughters are carefully carried. "tt~Sj? is nots on the side, i. «., on the one arm or on the
one shoulder (xlix. 22), but upon the hip ; for
it is still the custom in the Orient to carry the
children astride on the hip. Such care as is be-

stowed on children, will be shown to the female
members of the people (comp. lxvi 12). JOK
is here as xlix. 23 after the place in Numb, xL
12, used to denote the nursing and tending of a
child. But Jerusalem shall not only see her
children come, she shall have the joy of seeing
them come with full hands, furnished with aH
the magnificence and glory of the world. In

ver. 5 the words &)•*}] to }??? are to be taken

as a sentence denoting a circumstance, put as a
parenthesis, which expresses the emotion with
which Jerusalem will see what has been depicted.

The sentence setting forth the object 'Ut 1D»V O
is, accordingly, dependent on ***]&, which, there-

fore, cannot possibly come from RV. [But it is

better, with the RV^totake *3 ascausaL—D. M.].
The verb IfU is not here that "*HJ which means
"to stream n (iL 2: Jer. xxxi. 12 ; li. 44), and
which comes from ^ru, a river. But it is a dif-

ferent word, related to *Wt 1J occurring as a verb

besides only Ps. xxxiv. 6, but forming the stem
of the substantives rn?J} (Job iii. 4) and •Tjn:o
(Jud*. vi. 2). The signification is to "shine/'
"to brighten up" (for joy). Joy makes the
face shine, but the heart tremble (THB in this

sense besides only Jer. xxxiii. 9). [Hekdeb-
SOK rendere this clause well : Thy heart shall
throb and dilate. The idea of enlargement
or expansion of the heart throughjoy is Semitic;
but, as Delitzbch points out, we have the oppo-
site idea in angor, angu8iia.—I). M.I. The joy is

called forth by Jerusalem seeing how the trea-

sures of the sea (pOH as Ps. xxxvii. 16; Jer. iii

23 in the sense of swarm and abundance of the
most manifold products, comp. also ver. 14), and
the wealth of the nations come to her. [The
abundance of the sea denotes all precious
things which the islands and maritime countries

possess." Delttzsch. D. MJ. Sj stands after

ion* in the sense of /* (comp. on x. 3).

8. The multitude'of oamels glorified

thee.—Vers. 6-9. [A multitude of oamels,
withont the definite article]. In these verses the

Prophet describes how the treasures of the East

(vers. 6 and 7) and of the West (yen. 8 and 9)

are brought to Jerusalem. The eastern trading
nations are indicated by a multitude ofoamels
(H£Dtf, comp. pBf Dent xxxiii 19, in Isaiah

only here) andyounganimals [^32 not drome-
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dories, which are not for carrying burdens, bat
for riding.—D. M.], from Midian and Bpnah,
which bring from Sheba gold and inoenee,
(comp. on xliii. 23), the most valuable wares.

Midian was a son of Abraham by Ketnrah, and
the father of Ephah, Gen. xxv. 2, 4, comp. Gen.
xxxviL 28, 36 ; Jndg. viL *O0 is Arabia fekz

(comp. 1 Kings x. 2 ; Jer. vL 20 ; Job vi. 19

;

only here in Isaiah). These merchants at other

times sought gain; now they have a nobler aim.

They wish to honor Jehovah ; they bring Him
presents. This they declare in songs of praise

(both "*t?3 and rnnri are used by Isaiah only in

chapters xl.-lxvi). The eastern pastoral tribes

join the eastern trading tribes. Respecting Ke-
dar comp. on xxi. 16 sqq. ; xlii. 11. Kedar was
the second, Nebaioth the eldest son of Ishmael,

Gen. xxv. 13. It is disputed whether Nebaioth
is the progenitor of the Nabataei, i, e~ of the
northern or north-western Arabs (for Nabataea
is the whole country between the Euphrates and
the Bed Sea). Comp. Delitzsch on this place,

and Herzog, R-Enoycl, 1, p. 598, 2d Ed. try$

is a word which is often used of the ministry
rendered by the priests to Jehovah (Numb, xviii.

2: Dent. xvii. 12; 1 Sam. ii. 11 ; ill 1 et aacpe).

The flocks of Kedar and the rams of Ne-

baioth will therefore as Vihty ascend the altar

of Jehovah, [pn-ty is translated in E. V.,

and by Da. Naeoelsbach, with aooeptanoe.
But it signifies rather with pleasure, delight
or good will, and is to be distinguished from

the expression elsewhere used [fcnS which means
to (the divine) aooeptanoe, or with aooept-
anoe. So Viteihga, Hrrzio, Henderson,
Deutzsoh. On this representation of the vic-

tims offering themselves willingly Lowth re-

marks : " This gives a very elegant and poetical
turn to the image. It was a general notion, that
prevailed with sacrifice™ among the heathen,
that the victim's being brought without reluctance
to the altar was a good omen ; and the contrary
a bad one."—D. M.]. The great number and
excellence of these offerings will conduce to the
honor of the temple of the Lord. In vera. 8
and 9 the West appears upon the scene. They

that like a olond, or as doves to their en-
olosure skim over the sea, are ships with ex-
panded sails. The sails spread out resemble a
cloud, the velocity is compared with the swift

flight of the dove (comp. Hoe. xi. 11. Bochabt,
Men*. II. p. 540 sqq.). The feminine ending

in TITD1JOT is caused by the feminine ntoftt H3?K

is opus rtticulaktm, net, interwoven work. The
answer to the question, who are these, <rfc, is

left to the reader. Every one perceives that it is

ships that come from the west But why those
ships hasten with such speed to the holy land is

explained in ver. 9. They are directed by in-

habitants of the D'W, which here as often (see

the Lift), represent the islands and maritime
countries of the west. These people hope in
Jehovah. Among those ships the foremost
(TlMW03 comp. Numb. x. 14 ; 1 Kings xx. 17

;

1 Chron. xi. 6) are the ship* of Tarshish
(comp. ii. 16 ; xxiii. 1, 14). These, which are
the largest and come from the greatest distance,

shall also be the first to bring Jerusalem's eons
with their silver and gold to the place where
the Lord makes known His name, t. e., reveals

His nature, and is therefore honored as the Hoij
One of Israel (see the List). Jerusalem's glori-

fication is also thereby intended. [The picture

drawn in this section perplexes those who under-
stand it of the literal restoration of the Jews,
and of the future glory of the earthly Jerusalem.
Hess, Baumgajltkn and others argue from ver.

7 for the restoration of animal sacrifices. But
Delitzsch justly rejects this notion as utterly

contrary to the Christian system. Animal sacri-

fice has been abolished by the Servant of Je-
hovah offering Himself once for all. The blood
of the Crucified One has swept away the partition-

wall of particularism and ofceremonial shadows.
But if the victims and the altar here spoken of
are not to be taken literally, why should we look
for a material temple or construe literally the
other traits in the picture ? The whole descrip-

tion represents not the material Jerusalem, but
the Church of God under images, which, to be
consistently interpreted, cannot be taken in a
gross, literal sense. We, Christians, are oome
unto mount Zion, and unto the city of the living

God," etc, Heb. xiL 22^-D. MJ.

2. THE BESTOBATTON OF JERUSALEM TO OUTWAED GLOBY.

Chaptee LX. 10-17 a.

10 And the "sons of strangers shall build up thy walls,

And their kings shall minister unto thee

:

For in my wrath I smote thee,

But in my fevor have I had mercy on thee.

11 Therefore thy gates shall be open continually

;

They shall not oe shut day nor night;
That men may bring unto thee the forces of the Gentiles,

And Hkai their kings may be brought
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12 For the nation and kingdom that will not serve thee shall perish

;

Yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted.

13 The glory of Lebanon shall come unto thee,

The *fir tree, the dpine tree, and the *box together,

To beautify the place of my sanctuary

;

And I will make the place of my feet glorious.

14 The sons also of them that afflicted thee shall come bending unto thee

;

And all they that despised thee shall bow themselves down at the soles of thy feet

;

And they shall call thee, The city of the Lord, the Zion of the Holy One of Israel
15 Whereas thou hast been forsaken and hated,

So that no man went through thee,

I will make thee an eternal excellency,

A joy of many generations.

16 Thou shalt also suck the milk of the Gentiles,

And shalt suck the breast of kings

:

And thou shalt know that I the Lord am thy Saviour,
And thy Redeemer, the mighty One of Jacob.

17a For brass I will bring gold,

And for iron I will bring silver,

And for wood brass,

And for stones iron.

»Or,MMU*.

• ttrangen.
*plan+tru.

» end thttr kbum c
• fto-Ms-Crst.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In what follows the Prophet depicts the re-

building of Jerusalem, and the commencement
of a new glorious life in it. The foreign nations
that destroyed the walls of the old Jerusalem,
shall build the walls of the new (ver. 10). And its

gates shall stand open day and night, for they are
needed no more tokeep off the enemy, but only to

let in foes, if any there should be. as prisoners
with their spoils (ver. II). Should there be any
nations who are not attracted by the light (ver. 3),
but repelled by it, they will go to destruction
(ver. 12). Jerusalem will then inwardly also be
magnificently adorned, as it becomes the sanctu-
ary of Jehovah (ver. 13). Then they whose
fathere formerly oppressed Jerusalem, or who
themselves had despised it, must humbly do it

homage, and regard it as the city of God (ver. 14).

Then will Jerusalem be no more forsaken, hated,
and shunned ; but it will shine in everlasting glorv
as the joy of all coming generations (ver. 15).
All nations must bring their best and most pre-
cious things as tribute, as a sign that the God
of Israel alone is the Almighty God who can
help (ver. 16). And as a measure to estimate the
future glory of Jerusalem, the Prophet further
tells us that gold and silver will come in the place
of brass and iron, and brass and iron in the place
of wood and stone (ver. 17 a).

2. And the sons of strangers . . . and
for stones Iron (vers. 10-17 a). [The expression
rendered in the E. V. Sens ofstrangers, is liter-

ally translated, Som of strangeness or of a foreign

country, u e.
t foreigners, aliens.—D. M.J. In this

section, too, the Prophet still paints with the colors
of the present Foreignersshall build Jerusalem's
walls. Perhaps there is here a reminiscence of
the time when Israel in Egypt had to erect build-

ings for Pharaoh (Ex. i. 11). In the second part

of ver. 10 the Prophet thinks of the terrible days

when Jerusalem's walls were destroyed by foreign-

This was done not only by Nebochadn
but at least partially by others also (comp. 2 Kings
xiv. 13 sq^. ; 1 Kings xiv. 26). Great as was the

wrath which destroyed Jerusalem's walls by the
hands of foreigners, so great will be the favor
which causes foreigners to rebuild them stronger
and more beautiful than ever. A further con-
trast to the former evil times will be this, that it

will be no longer necessary to shut the gates of
Jerusalem, for there is no longer an enemy to

fear; and there is no more night, which favors

the works of darkness (vers. 19, 20, and Rev. xxL
25). On the contrary, the only concern now will

be to admit the spoil taken from enemies, and
their princes that are led captive. That O'JfflJ

is here to be taken in this sense is evident from a
comparison of such places as 1 Sam. xxx. 2, 20;
Isa. xx. 4. [Delttzsch explains D'Jiru as ap-

plied to these kings, that they are " led as captives

by the church, irresistibly bound by her, i. e., in-

wardly subdued (comp. xiv. 14, with Ps. cxlix.8 ),

and suffer themselves, as prisoners of the church
and of her God, to be led into the holy city in

solemn procession of honor."—D. M.] Ver.* 12,

y\n
f
properly to dry up, stands regularly of

cities and countries, but is also transferred to na-

tions (xxxvii. 18; Jer. 1. 21, 27). [They who
consider the literal Jerusalem to be the subject of

this prophecy, and not the church of Goof, may
ask themselves if utter destruction will really be

the punishment of every nation and kingdom
that will not serve the Jews. But it is not they

that are born after the flesh that are heirs of
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these promises, but they who are Christ's, and so

the true seed of Abraham, the Israel of God.
(Gal. iii. 28, 29: iv. 26-31.) The Gentile Chris-

tians are not doomed to bondage. In Christ's

church there is one flock and one Shepherd.—D.
M.] la the building of the temple spoken of
in yer. 1ST The answer to this question will de-

cide the point whether the trees mentioned in ver.

13 are to serve for the building of the sanctu-

ary, or for ornament to the holy city. But in

yer. 13 there is no mention of the temple, but
only of the plaoe of the sanctuary. TBut this

expression implies a sanctuary.—D. At] Fur-
ther, we learn from lxvi. 1-3 that the new Jeru-
salem will have neither temple, nor the service

that was performed in the temple (comp. Bev.
xxL 23). [But vide contra, ver. 7, and ii. 3.—D.
M.] Thirdly, it must appear strange that there
is no mention of the cedars of Lebanon, which
formed the chief material in the building of the
old temple. [But the aherbin tree is a species

of cedar growing on Lebanon.—D. M.] The
trees here named are cited from xli. 19, and, as
there, are here mentioned only as representatives

of magnificent vegetation. Hitzio's remark, too.

is of weight, that according to ver. 17, wood will

be excluded as building material. I therefore

hold with Hrrzio, Ewald, Kxobkl, Delitzsoh,
that ver. 13 is to be understood of the glorious

ornamental living trees that will graceJerusalem.
The glory of Lebanon, which expression
occurs besides only xxxv. 2, is probably of the
same import as "the choice and best of Leba-
non" (Ezek. xxxi. 16). Luxuriant vegetation,

glorious trees will beautify the place where the
Lord, though He has no temple of stone there,

has still the place of His gracious presence, and

where His feat rest (elsewhere called vSn tfin.

as which the earth, lxvi., or the sanctuary with

the ark of the covenant, 1 Chron. xxviii. 7 ; Ps.
xc. 5, et eaepe. is designated). [So, notwithstand-
ing the Lord's declaration to the contrary. Jeru-
salem, artificially embellished, will still oe the
place where men ought to worship, though it

shall have no material temple (John iv. 20-24).
In the dogmatical and ethical remarks on lxvi 19
sqq., our author truly says that Isaiah teaches
that '' instead of the local place of wonhip of the
old covenant, the whole earth will be the temple
of the Lord." We might quote Isaiah as teach-
ing that there will be a temple and sacrifices,

too, in the glorious Jerusalem of the future. See
the mention of the going up of all nations to the
house of the Lord in ii. 2, 3; see, too, in verse
7 of this chapter the mention of countless sacri-

fices ascending the altar of God. If, notwith-
standing these statements, we are justified in
holding, as Dr. Naboelsbach does, that there
will in the Holy City of God be no external tem-
ple and no animal sacrifices, we may go further,
and seek a spiritual sense for the description of
the future outward glory of Jerusalem contained
in this chapter. How natural it is to put Zion
and Jerusalem for the church of God, whose cen-
tre Jerusalem was of old, is seen from the use of
Borne for the Church of Borne, whose centre is

in that city 1 We are never to forget that the
Prophet paints the future with the colors of the
present, and we should avoid playing fast and

loose with symbolical language.—D. M.] 133*'

at the end of ver. 13, designedly corresponds to its

initial word "top. As the picture mainly sets

forth the contrasts between what once was and
what shall be, we are told in verse 14 that the de-
scendants of former oppressors and mockers will

come submissively to do homage to Jerusalem.

(nVltf is infin. nominaecene, and is to be taken

as aceue, modaiu^ or adverbialis (comp. Ewald, J

279, L 2, 6). [
fc The Sj£ before nto| is not simply

equivalent to at, but expresses downward motion,
and may be translated down to. The act described

is the oriental prostration as a sign of the deepest

reverence.

—

Alexander. Comp. Bev. iii. 9.

—

D. M.] When these worshippers at the same
time call Jerusalem the City of Jehovah,
Zion of the Holy One of Israel, they make
thereby a confession of faith. They declare

thereby that they hold the religious faith of Is-

rael as the true one. They acknowledge, first,

that the God of Israel justly bears the name
nirr ; that He is, therefore, the true God ; and,

secondly, that Jerusalem justly calls herself

the City of Jehovah, i. c, the place where God
reveals Himself and is worshipped. In " 'p p*¥

the appellative signification of }1'X (])*$» etnpus,

monumentum) comes to view. [ ? ] Jerusalem
stands as the great, glorious monument which
proclaims to the world the Godhead of Jehovah.
A further contrast (ver. 15) refers to the relation

of Jehovah as husband of Jerusalem. [But Jeru-

salem is not depicted in ver. 15 as a wife forsaken

and hated and avoided by Qod.—D.M.]. The
Prophet in spirit sees Jerusalem so forsaken

and desolate that she, as a deserted city, is trod-

den by no one, but avoided by all. ">3P T*
Comp. xxxiii. 8; xxxiv. 10; Jer. ix. 9, 11;
Ezek. xxxiii. 28 et eaepe. [Whereasthou bast
been, efe, is literally " Instead of thy being,1'

efc.-D.li.]. Astheoppositeofthis,Jerusalem shall

be an eternal glory (|fttt, in the objective sense,

as ii. 10, 19, 21 ; iv. 2 ; xiii. 19 ; xxiii. 9 et eaepe),

and Joy of all coming generations (comp. xxiv.

11 ; Ps. xlviii. 3). The relation of child and ser-

vant is before the mind of the Prophet in ver.

16. Israel has in the present been obliged to be

the ill-treated, plundered servant Foreign con-

querors and tyrants have impoverished it, have
sucked it out to the very blood. In opposition to

this, the promise is now made that foreign kings

must regard Jerusalem as a new-born, carefully

nursed, beloved child. This child will now suck

their breasts. This is the explanation of the ap-

parent incongruity of Jerusalem sucking the

breasts ofmen, and not of women. [The language

used forces us to interpret the whole prophecy al-

legorically.—D. M.1 There lies at the same time
this in the image, that the kings themselves will

not be ill-treated slaves, but affectionate care-

takers (xlix. 28). He who causes this wonderful

change is Jehovah, whom Israel will thereby

know as Saviour and Redeemer by reason

of His love, and as the mighty One of Ja-

cob by reason of His power. The second part

of verse 16 is almost a literal repetition from xlix.
~

. In ver. 17 a the Prophet has evidently before
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him what (1 KingBx. 18-29) is related ofSolomon.

Mark especially verses 21 and 27 of the passage

referred to, where it is said that ailver was then

nothing aoooonted of, that Solomon made it aa

•tones. For bras*, efc., i. e^ instead of

brass, etc ["The city will be massive, built en-
tirely of metal, so that neither the elements nor
enemies can destroy it. That the Prophet does
not mean to be understood literally is apparent
from the allegorical progress of the Prophecy."—
Deutbbch.—D. M.J

& THE NEW LIFE OP JERUSALEM OP WHICH BOTH THE PEOPLE AOT
NATURE PARTAKE. Chapter LX. 17 6-22.

176 1 will also make thy officers peace,

And thine exactors righteousness.

18 Violence shall no more be heard in thy land.

Wasting nor destruction within thy borders

;

But thou shalt call thy walls Salvation,

And thy (rates Praise.

19 The sun shall be no more thy light by day

;

Neither for brightness shall the moon give light unto thee:

But the Lord shall be unto thee an everlasting light,

And thy God thy glory.

20 Thy sun shall no more go down

;

Neither shall thy moon withdraw itself:

For the Lord shall be thine everlasting light,

And the days of thy mourning shall be ended*

21 Thy people also shall be all righteous

:

They shall inherit the land for ever,

The bbranch of my planting, the work of my hands,
That I may be glorified.

22 °A little one shall become a thousand,

And *a small one a strong nation

:

I the Lord will hasten it in his time.

* peace
• TheU

thy magittraqf, and rigkteomnem thy rmUn. + $hoot
* Ths

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. lft. Although the Masoretes separate TlJuS by

means of lakephgadol from what follows, and thereby

Intimate that they wish niaS to be taken in the sense

:

"as regards brightness," this construction seems to me
needlessly difficult;

Ver.2L The reading of the Keri '£BD Is to be pre-

ferred to that of the Kethib tyBD o/wBD, which is

probably a mistake of the copyist

Ver. 22. The feminine suffix is here to be taken In the

neuter sense (oomp. lix. 8 ; xxlLU ; xxvli. 4).

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.
r

1. In this section the Prophet takes a loftier

flight Thehigher life which he promises is above
all without sin, i. e» holy. -Righteousness, peace

and salvation will, therefore, characterise the life

of the community (vera. 17 6, 18). But even the

life of nature will receive a new, higher centre of
life. For it will be no more the son that sheds

upon the earth light and heat, and thereby life,

but God will Himself be the Sun that shines per-

petually and unchangeably (vera. 19, 20). And
Because the people, being born again of a divine
seed, will sin no more, they will also never lose

their country, but possess it to eternity (ver. 21).

They will also partake of the theocratic blessing

of a numerous posterity in the highest degree

(ver. 22). In the two last verses [and all through-

out the chapter, D. M.] we see again how the

Prophet represents spiritual, heavenly things with

earthly colors.

% I wiU also make gate* Praise.—
Vers, 17 6, 18. The Prophet, who had hitherto

depicted chiefly the external glory of the future

Jerusalem, now describes more its inward state.

The might of sin will be broken. Its reign comes

to an end. Peace and righteousness have domin-

ion. We have to inquire whether we have to

take &htf and np*1¥ as the object or as the pre-

dicate. But more is contained in the declaration

that peace and righteousness will bear rule than in
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J

the statement that the mien will be peaceable and

just people. For the latter might be substantial-

ly true, and jet much dissension and injustice be

in the land. Bat when peace and righteousness

are not only in the rulers but are themselves the

rulers (Gesenius, TJmbreit, Stier, Delitzsch,

etc), then everything that could disturb peace

and impede justice, is excluded. We shall have

to take the term peaoa in its most extensive and

highest sense, as comprehending the harmony of

man with God, with himself, and with his fellow-

creatures. Under righteousness we shall have to

understand that complete righteousness which

consists in the conformity of human willing and

doing with the divine will. Righteousness and

peace are related as cause and effect. For only

when our willing is conformable to the divine,

can the right harmony with God prevail in us and

around us. We can recall here Ps. lxxxv. 11,

where for restored Israel the hope is expressed

that OlSeft ETR will kiss each other in theirland.

Peace and righteousness are here poetically per-

sonified, which is a form of expression not rare in

Isaiah (comp. xxii. 18; xxxii. 16 sq.; xlv. 8;

lix. 14). [" rnpB properly means office, magis-

tracy, government^ here nut for those who exer-

cise it, like nobility, ministry and other terms in

English. CtfJl which has commonly a bad sense,

is here used for magistrates or rulers in general,

for the purpose ofsuggesting that instead of tyrants

or exactors they should now be under equitable

government." Alexander. D. M.]. Where
righteousness and peace rule, nothing more will

be heard of wiolenoa and wild devastation ("ttf

13Bh as lix. 7 ; 1L 1 9). On the latter part of ver.

18 comp. the remarks on xxvi. 1, which place is

related to the one before us. [" The walls of the

city of God will be impregnable— Salvation
itself. Her gates funlike those, which 'la-

mented and mourned ' iii. 26) shall be filled with

jubilant anthems ; shall be mere Praise.19 Kay
in the Bible Commentary. D. M.].

3. The sun shall be in histime.—Vers.
19-22. Now we see clearly the meaning of that

call, " Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and the

glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.
11 Tne Lord

shall be not only the Sun ofthe life of the spirit;

He shall also be the Sun of the life of nature. The
light of His divine b*6£a will immediately shine

through it. As moon and stars grow pale before

the rising sun, so will the earthly sun grow pale

(comp. xxiv. 23 with Commentary and tne places

of like purport iv. 5 ; xxx. 26) before the original

Fountain of all light with whom is no variable-

ness (James i. 17), when He rises as the sun. We
need now the lights of heaven (Gen. L 14 sqq.),

because the eternal Light is still hidden from us.

We live here in faith, not in sight. The Apostle

John employs this trait in the picture which he
draws of the New Jerusalem, Eev. xxi. 23, 25;

xxii* 5. FUi, ver. 19, corresponds to the pre-

ceding DofllK. In xiii. 10; Joel ii. 10; iv. 15
njj is also used of the brightness by night.

^
Al-

though there will be still a distinction in the times

of the day, there will be no more darkness. As
sun and moon will be no more the lights, but the

Lord, the Prophet can also say to Jerusalem,

Thy sun will set no more, thy moon will not

wane (*]DK of the drawing in, the withdrawal of

the rays of light, wherebv the waning and tem-

porary disappearance oi the moon are caused,

comp, xvi. lO: Joel ii. 10; iv. 15). When this

alternation of light and darkness in the life of na-

ture is past, history will consist no more of days

of joy and days of mourning, The days of

mourning are entirely past (&!?# as 1 Kings

vii. 51 ; S3K W comp. Gen. xxvii 41 ; Deut
xxxiv.8). The mourning-days of Israel consisted

in this, that the people as a punishment for their

sins were given into the hands of their enemies,

and had their land taken from them. But when
the people, through the unrestricted influence on
their life of the new sun that has risen upon them,

have become entirely holy and righteous, such

judgments will never more be spoken of. They
will possess their land for ever, like a garden of

God, which contains no weeds to be rooted up, but

only holy plants. [Some interpreters take p*
in the sense of earth, xiix. 8 favors this wider

sense of p*. Here as in xi. 1 "UfJ denotes a

shoot rather than a branch. Observe, too, that

'£?? w in the plural (Keri)—my plantings a
"my creative acts of grace" (Delitzsch). D.M.].

The work of my hands is an expression oc-

curring xix. 26, where it is applied to the people

of Assyria, when they shall be hereafter converted.

Israel will therefore, as Assyria, be a people

whose life is wrought bv God, and will therefore

conduce to the praise of God (lxi. 3). [" The de-

pendence of God's people on Himself for the ori-

fin and sustentation of their spiritual life is forci-

ly expressed bv the figure of a plant which He
has planted, ana by that of a work which He has

wrought Eph. ii. 10." Alexander. D. M.].

Then too will that benedictic vere theocratiea of a

numerous progeny guaranteeing everlasting con-

tinuance be realized in the richest measure. The
least one (the adjective with the article in the

sense of the superlative), i. e., the one that is phy-

sically most insignificant, the weakest shall be-

come a thousand, and the smallest one (the

same in sense as JOp) a strong people (comp.

Micah iv. 7). We see in vers. 21, 22, how the

Prophet again paints the future with the colors

of the present. In this Old Testament shell we
can discern the New Testament kernel of the

Khjpavofjda albinos (Heb. ix. 15), and of the C«#

alfotoc (John iii. 15, 36 et saepe). The Prophet

has foretold in this chapter great, wonderful, in-

credible things. [The Lord, therefore, at the

close, solemnly guarantees their fulfilment. The
last words form the seal of the prophecy. " His

time" is=" its time," not the time of the Lord.
" Its time" is the time which the Lord has ap-

pointed, and which is known only to Him. When
that time has arrived, He will hastily accomplish

what has been foretold (xlvi. 11 ; xliii. 13: ix.

6).-D. M.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. [Barnes in his Notes quotes Pope's Messiah

in which " some of the ideas in this chapter, de-

scriptive of the glorious times of the Gospel, have

been beautifully versified." Cowper in the last
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book of The Task delightfully expatiates on the
some " fair theme." Justly does ne exclaim re-

garding this prophetic picture:

" O scenes surpassing fable, nod yet true,
' Scenes of accomplished bliss! which who can see,
Though but in distant prospect, and not feel
His soul refiresh'd with foretaste of the Joy ?**—D. M.]

2. On lx. 1. "Surge/ llluminare! suntimpe-
raHvi evangdici, quibus induditor atque promitttiur
auxUium dwinum praesens ad obsequendum." 8x3.
Schmtd. '< He whose dicere isfaeere speaks these
words, He who with the word raXt&a kovju and
NeaW<r«, oo&kyo, iykp^rjri (Mark v. 41 : Luke
vii. 14), raised up the dead girl, the deceased
young man." Leigh.

3. ''The gracious light of Jehovah, which ra-
diates gloriously in the manifestation of the Re-
deemer, fills, too, with the light of God the peo-
ple among whom it shines. What once happened
only to Moses upon the mount, when his face
shone with heavenly splendor from his converse
with the Lord, will now be imparted to the
entire sanctified race." Axenfeld.

4. On lx. 1 sqq. The fulfilment of this pro-
phecy takes place by successive stages. In the
first place, it is manifest that the city of God here
spoken of cannot be the earthly Jerusalem,
which was doomed to destruction. But the pro-
phecy has for its object the avo 'lepovoaXfy, the
Free, which is the mother of us all (Gal. iv. 26),
which is elsewhere called the heavenly Jeru-
salem (Heb. xii. 22), or the New Jerusalem
(Rev. xxi. 2). The Lord and living centre of
this heavenly Jerusalem appeared, indeed, in
the earthly city, and made it the point whence
the light emanated to enlighten the Gentiles.
For in Jerusalem the Lord had to die (Luke
xiii. 33) and to rise again ; and from Jerusalem
the preaching of repentance and forgiveness of
sins in His name must begin (Luke xxiv. 47).
But after the destruction of the earthly Jerusa-
lem, and during the time of the Gentiles, when
the holy place is trodden down (Rev. xi 2),
there is no other Jerusalem on earth than the
church of the Lord, a poor and only provisional
form of His kingdom, which, for the period be-
tween the first and second act of the judgment of
the world (Matt. xxiv. 29), t. e. between the
destruction of Jerusalem and the second coming
of the Lord to effect the first resurrection (Rev.
xx. 4 sqq.), has for its task in conflict with oppo-
sing forces, the calling, gathering and enlighten-
ing of the elect from all nations. But when the
Lord shall have come again in visible glory, and
shall have accomplished the first resurrection
and the second act of the judgment of the world,
then will those who are called hereto reign with
Him a thousand yean. During this time therenaccording to Rev. xx. 9, be a holy city on

which is called rt the beloved city." ....
But when the third act of the judgment of the
world, the second resurrection, and the general
judgment shall be completed (Rev. xx 11-15),
then will the earth, with the heavenly bodies
comprised in the system of which it forms a part,
have become new (Rev. xxi. 1). Then will the
holy city, the new Jerusalem (ibid ver. 2), the
prototype, descend upon the earth, and then will
our prophecy obtain its complete fulfilment

(Rev. xxi. 10 sqq.).—[If the church of the Lord
is now, as our author holds, the only Jerusalem
on earth ; if it can now truly be said to stand for

the Jerusalem of prophecy, it may pari ratio**,

as a "glorious church, not having spot or wrin-
kle, or any such thing," represent Jerusalem in

the future more glorious condition in which it is

to appear according to prophecy. The church
of the Lord as the heavenly Jerusalem will

never be superseded by a material city. We
Christians are come unto Mount Zion and unto
the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusa-
lem (Heb. xii. 22). There isJust as much reason
to hold that there must now, in order to the ful-

filment of prophecy, be a literal Jerusalem, the

centre of attraction to God's chosen people, as

that there must be such a city in any future

period. Our author in the foregoing remarks
disparages unduly the present dispensation. The
church of the Lord is now more than a poor and
provisional form of His kingdom. See 2 Cor.

iii. ; Luke vii. 28 ; x. 23, 24.—D. M.]
5. On lx. 10-16. Poor and unpretending as is

the appearance of the church, like that of her
Master when He was in the form of a 8ervant,

yet is she constantly herein displaying her ma-
jesty that kings and nations must, when it is

needful, serve her, whether willingly or reluc-

tantly. The Roman emperors, after having for

three centuries endeavored by every means to

extirpate the church, must at last submit to her.

But when people would not let the church ad-

vance, when they would injure her, or deprive
her of her necessary freedom and independence,
and make her serviceable to worldly aims, then
they have inflicted the neatest harm on them-
selves. This is seen in the example of the Ori-

ental church [and not in her alone] which, after

she was made a dead state-church, could no longer
resist the onset of Islam. This is seen in modern
times in many a State, in which unnatural fetters

are laid upon the church, whereby her credit,

reputation and efficiency are undermined to the

great detriment of the people and of the 8tate.

6. On lx. 12. " The Roman pontifts abuse this

oracle of the Prophet to establish their tyranny
over monarchs. In particular, it is recorded of
Pius IV., that at the time of his election he
caused a coin to be struck, on one side of which
was his own image adorned with a triple crown,
and on the other, these words of the Prophet
were inscribed." Foerster. ["The idea of
ver. 12 is, that no nation can flourish and long
continue that does not obey the law of God, or

where the true religion does not prevail, and the

worship of the true God is not maintained. His-
tory is roll of affecting illustrations of this. The
ancient republics and kingdoms fell because they
had not the true religion. The kingdoms of

Babylon, Assyria, Macedonia and Egypt; the

Roman empire, and all the ancient monarchies
and republics, soon fell to ruin because they had
not the salutary restraints of the true religion,

and because they lacked the protection of the

true God. France cast off the governmentof God
in the first Revolution, and was drenched in

blood. It is a maxim of universal truth that the

nation, which does not admit the influence of the

laws and the government of God, must be de-

stroyed. No empire is strong enough to wage
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successful war with the great Jeborah ; and
sooner or later, notwithstanding all that human
policy can do, corruption, sensuality, luxury,
pride and far-spreading vice will expose a nation
to the displeasure of God, and bring down the
heavy arm of His vengeance," Barnes. D. MJ.

7. On the whole chapter. "We have, as the
church of believers, the first-fruits of tnis pro-
phecy. But only in the holy people that has its

centre in the new Jerusalem of tne end [rather

that forms the church of the future], shall we be-

hold God's work, His manifestation and its effect

on the nations in all its fulness. Let us rejoice

over the first-fruits, and regard them as a pledge
of the complete fulfilment of the word of the Pro-
phet.'

1 Weber.
8. On the whole chapter. [" Surely the strain

of this evangelic prophecy rises higher than any
temporal deliverance. Therefore we must rise

to some more spiritual sense of it, not excluding
the former. And that which some call divers
senses of the same Scripture, is, indeed, but divers
parts of one full sense. This Prophecy is, out of
question, a most rich description of the kingdom
of Christ under the Gospel. And in this sense,

this invitation to write and shine is mainly ad-
dressed to the mystical Jerusalem (comp. Eph. v.

14), yet not without some privilege to tne literal

Jerusalem beyond other people. They are first

invited to arise and shine, Decause the sun arose
first in their horizon. Christ came of the Jews,
and came first to them. The Redeemer shall come
to Zion, says our Prophet in the former chapter.

But miserable Jerusalem knew not the day of her

visitation, nor the things that concerned herpeace, and
therefore are they now hid from her eyes. She de-
lighted to deceive herself with fancies of I know
not what imaginary grandeur and outward glory,
to which the promised Messiah should exalt her,

and did, in that kind particularly, abuse this

very prophecy ; so doting upon a sense grossly
literal, she forfeited the enjoyment of those
spiritual blessings that are described." Archbp.
Leightox. who has two sermons (iv. and v.) on
Iea,lx.L D.M.].

HOMJLLET1CAL HINTS.

1. On Jx. 1-6. " In Christ's appearing in our
world there is a twofold call directed to us: 1)
Arise; shine I 2) Lift up thine eyes to the Gen-
tiles." Fb. £. Bauer. « What a blessing the
spread of the revealed word will bring to the
heathen in respect to individuals, to families, to

nations." Taube. "Zion, the great mother of
nations in the midst of her children. 1) With
her abundant maternal joys ; 2) with her weighty
maternal cares; 3) with her holy maternal
duties." Gebok. " What should move us wil-

lingly and joyfully to obey the call addressed to

the Christian church, ' Arise ; shine?' 1) There
are millions still in darkness ; 2) that so blessed

a light has arisen on us ; 3) that God has pro-

mised that our efforts for those benighted mil-

lions shall not be in vain." Waltheb of St
Louis. [It is through the church that God
operates on a dark and sinful world. The church,

. in order to fulfil her calling to be a light to the

Gentiles, must herself shine in the glory of the

Lord. '*We will go with you; for we have

heard that God is with you" (Zech. viii. 23).—
this will hereafter be the language of them that
are without to the people of God. The efficiency

of the church depends on her holiness and
spiritual prosperity. God blesses us to make us
a blessing (Gen. xii. 2). See this thought set

forth in tne lxvii. Psalm.

H Heaven does with us as we with torches do

;

Not light them for themselves."

-D.M.].

2. On lx. 1. ["What is the shining of the
true church? Doth not a church then shine
when church service is raised from a decent and
primitive simplicity, and decorated with pom-
pous ceremonies, with rich furniture and gaudy
vestments? Is not the church then beautiful?
Yes, indeed; but all the question is, whether
this be the proper, genuine beauty or not ; whe-
ther this be not strange fire, as the fire that
Aaron's sons used, which became vain, and was
taken as strange fire. Methinks it cannot be
better decided than to refer it to St. John, in his

book of the Revelation. We find there the de-
scription of two several women, the one riding in
state, arrayed in purple, decked with gold, and
precious stones^ and oearl, chap. xvii. ; the other,

chap, xii., in rich attire too, but of another kind,
clothed with the sun, and a crown of twelve stars

on her head. The other's decorament was all

earthlv; this woman's is all celestial What
need has she to borrow light and beauty from
precious stones, who is clothed with the sun, and
crowned with stars? She wears no sublunary
ornaments, but which is more noble, she treads

upon them: the moon is under her feet. Now, if

you know (as you do all, without doubt) which
of these two is the spouse of Christ, you can easily

resolve the question. The truth is, those things

seem to deck religion, but they undo it. Observe
where they are most used, ana we shall find little

or no substance of devotion under them ; as we
see in that apostate church of Rome. This paint-

ing is dishonorable for Christ's spouse^ ana, be-

sides, it spoils her natural complexion. The
superstitious use of torches and lights in the
church by day is a kind of shining, but surely

not that which is commanded here. No; it is

an affront done both to the sun in the heaven
and to the Sun of righteousness in the church."
Abp. Leighton.—D. M.]

8. On lx. 10-12. Since the kingdom of David
was established on Mount Zion, and the Lord
solemnly confirmed this choice (Ps. ii. 6), there

is always, yea, there will be to eternity a holy
Zion, or Jerusalem, as centre of the kingdom of
God. Bat the Lord leads His Zion by strange

ways. It passes through sin and death to sancti-

fication and life. Let us consider the term Zion
according to its earthly history. We distinguish

a double form. We see the Old Testament Zion
fall on account of its sins. The Lord smites it

in His wrath. But it rises not in a material,

but in a spiritual form, as the Christian church
which serves God in spirit and in truth (Johu
iv. 20 sqq.), and comprehends all nations. This
Zion builds itself from the Gentiles. Strangers

build its walls (ver. 10). The gates of these

walls are not shut for all who are not circum-

cised in the flesh. But these gates are open day
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and night for all who are willing to receive the

grace of God in Christ and to serve Him (ver.

11). The nations, who serve God in Christ, will

be greatly blessed even in respect to earthly

greatness and prosperity. For the spirit of

Christianity will permeate with its quickening
influence all natural factors. But where Chris-

tianity is not received, or where it is suffered to

die out, there moral corruption and decay are

the necessary result (ver. 12).

4. On lx. 10. '' God's love is not extinguished

because His wrath burns. Has the fire of His
anger produced its effect, then the Sun of His
grace rises again ; for, says the Lord, ' I kill,

and I make alive; I wound and I heal (Dent
xxxii. 39) ; in my wrath I smote thee, but in

my favor have I had mercy on thee.1 "

—

Thoi*.

5. On lx. 17 6, 18, 21. "Above the voice,

which tells us what we ought to be and are not,

there sounds another in every human heart which
gives a ray of hope that our iniquities shall not

separate us from our God, and that we shall one

day be what we ought to be. This forebodingvoice

of longing expectation, which, although weak
and confused, sounds through the generations of

men, has found in the Old Covenant its fulfil-

ment. There clear, unmistakable voices speak
of the time when ' a fountain shall be opened to

the house of David and to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem for sin and for uncleanness' (Zech.
xiiL 1) ; of a time when it shall be said of the
city of God on earth: 'Thy people shall be all

righteous, and shall inherit the earth forever,

the branch of my planting, the work ofmy hands
that I may be glorified.

1 "—Tholuck.
6. On lx. 18-22. It is a great comfort in the

present time when darkness covers the earth and
thick darkness the people, to know that it will
not always remain so. We are now only in an
intermediate state. A time of light will come
when God alone will be Sun, and that 1) for the
intellectual and spiritual life of men (vers. 18,

21); 2) fox the life of nature.

m.—THE THIRD DISCOURSE/
The Personal Centre of the Revelation of Salvation.

Chaftxbs LXL, LXII. akd LXIII. 1-6.

Great works are never accomplished without
great men. After reading chapter lx^ one invo-
luntarily asks himself: Who will be the instru-

ment in God's hand of performing this great
work? This question is answered by the Pro-
phet in the three chapters, LXI.-LXIII., in
which he speaks of Him who will bring complete
salvation to Israel, but will judge the heathen.
Most modern interpreters (with the exception of
STIER, HBN08TENBERG, DELITZBCH, RoHLING)
are of opinion that the Prophet here speaks of
himself. I approve in general of the reasons
adduced by Delitz9ch in favor of the view that
the Saviour of Israel is the subject of the pro-
phecy.—[Delitzsch alleges the followinggrounds
in support of his view: 1) Nowhere has the
Prophet hitherto spoken of himself as such in
detail ; ratherhe has, with the exception of the close
of lvii. 21 (smith my God), purposely kept his
own person in the background. 2) On the other
hand, where another than Jehovah has spoken
of the work to which he was called, and or what
he had experienced in the fulfilment of his
calling, xlix. 1 sqq.: 1. 4 sqq., that person was
the very Servant or Jehovah, of whom and to
whom Jehovah speaks, xlii. 1 sqq. ; lii. l&-liii.,
not the Prophet, but He who is destined to be
the Mediator of a new covenant, to be a light to
the Gentiles, and the Salvation of Jehovah for
the whole world, and who by self-humiliation
unto death ascends to this full glory of His call-
ing. 3) Everything that the Prophet here says
ofhimself is found in the picture of that Servant
of Jehovah, who stands alone and unapproacha-

ble, highly exalted above the Prophet; He is

endowed with the Spirit of Jehovah, xlii. 1

;

Jehovah has sent Him and with Him His Spirit,

xlviii. 16 6; He has the tongue of the learned,
to help the weary with words, 1. 4; He spares
and delivers those who are almost despairing
and destroyed, the bruised reed and (he dimly
burning wick, in order, xlii. 7, "to open the
blind eyes, to bring; out the prisoners from the
prison, ana them that sit in darkness out of the
prison-house,"—this is what above all He has in
word and deed to do to His people, xlii. 7 ; xlix.
9. 4) After the Prophet has once so dramati-
cally set forth the Servant of Jehovah of whom
he prophesies, and has made Him appear as
the speaker in xlix. 1 sqq.; 1. 4 sqq. (and also
xlviii. 16 b). we cannot suppose that ne will now
Eut himselr in the foreground, and ascribe to
imself such official attributes as he has made to

be characteristic features of that unique Person-
age predicted by him."—D. M.]—To the reasons
mentioned by JDelitzboh, I add what Heng-
STE2TBERG and Bohmno have called attention
to, that much which the speaker here says of
himself is far too great to be ascribed to a mere
man. The Prophet can indeed announce, but
he cannot himself effect and bestow what he has
announced. And if chapter lxiii., as cannot be
denied, stands in closest connection with chaps,
lxi. and lxii., is He, we ask, who there performs
the negative side of the work of salvation, the
Prophet? Does not the Prophet most clearly
distinguish himself from Him, as the questioner
from the person interrogated t
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A-—THE POSITIVE SIDE OF THE REVELATION OF SALVATION.

CHAPTSB8 LXL AHD LXIL

1. distant view ofhim who, as Prophet, King and Priest lathe founderof Salvation.

Chapter LXL 1-11.

1 The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me;
Because the Lord hath anointed me
To preach good tidings unto the meek

;

He hath sent me to bind up the broken-hearted,

To proclaim liberty to the captives.

Ana the opening of the prison to them that are bound

;

'

2 To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord,
Ana the day of vengeance of our God

;

To comfort all that mourn

;

8 To 'appoint unto them that mourn in Zion,

To give unto them beauty for ashes,

The oil ofjoy for mourning,
The garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness

;

That they might be called •trees of righteousness,

The planting of the Lord, that he might be glorified*

4 And they shall build the old wastes,

Thev shall raise up the former desolations,

And they shall repair the waste cities,

The desolations ofmany generations.

5 And strangers shall stand and feed your flocks,

And the 'sons of the alien shall be your plowmen and your vinedresser*.

6 But ye shall be named the Priests of the Lord:
Men shall call you the ministers of our God

:

Ye shall eat the riches of the Gentiles,

And in their glory shall ve *boast yourselves*

7 For your shame ye shall nave double

;

And for confusion they shall rejoice in their portion r

Therefore in their land they shall possess the double:
Everlasting joy shall be unto them.

8 For I the Lord love judgment, •

I hate 'robbery for burnt offering

;

And I will direct their work in truth,

And I will make an everlasting covenant with them*
9 And their seed shall be known among the Gentiles,

And their offspring among the people

:

All that see them shall acknowledge them,
That they are the seed which the Lord hatk blessed.

10 I will greatly rejoice in the Lord,
My soul shall be joyful in my God

;

For he hath clothed me with the garments of salvation*

He hath covered me with the robe of righteousness,

As a bridegroom 'decketh himself with ornaments,
And as a bride adorneth herself with her jewels.

11 For as the earth bringeth forth her bud,
And as the garden causeth the things that are sown in it to spring forth

;

So the Lord God will cause righteousness and praise

To spring forth before all the nations.

i Ueb. deeheth a* a prieet

•opening ofthe eye*. * put on. •toritomth* * alien*.
• enter, eutotituleyourtdve*.', t robbery by iniquity

.

t give their reward.

42
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TEXTUAL AND
' Ver. 1. The expression nfMlpB is to be written as

one word without Maqqeph ; for there Is in Hebrew no

word n'lp (on the form see Ewald, { WT, e\ As Hpfl is

employed only ofthe opening of the eyes and ears, the

LXX. in rendering rv^Jkotf *t>iflk*+w are in part right,

inasmuch as even prisoners who sit in darkness and

the shadow of death are brought by delirerance from

prison to see again the light. However the Septoaglnt

is wrong in taking the expression to mean healing of

the blind.

GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. «. The &r. Acy. n©Wl is either from 10*—*W3

(ofwhich there is besides only the Hiphfl TO^i/permv

tovit Jer. it 11), or from ID* — "TDK (from which is the

Hithpael *TOKnn P* xcir! 4, exbdit m). The former

derivation seems to be the more appropriate, because

"^Qltnn, Ps. xoIt. 4, is evidently used in a bad sense.

Ver. 10. *j©jp (on account of the pause %JBJT) is, if

correctly pointed, to be derived from 0£\ which occurs

only here, but is identical with HCttf.
T
TT%pR is K*J

as Hos. 11. 16 ; Jer. iv. 80; xxxL 4.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The middletriad (chape, lxi., lxii. and lxiii.)

of the third Ennead (an aggregate consisting of
nine) seta Him again before our eyes by whom
the great salvation promised in chap. lx. is to be
accomplished. Much of what the Prophet sees
done by this great Personage whose name is with-
held, bears a prophetic character, such as the
bringing of glad tidings and comforting (ver. 1).
But the setting free of the prisoners {ibid.), the
proclaiming of the time of grace and of ven-
geance (ver. 2), and the real communication of or-
nament and joy for ashes and mourning (ver. 3),
seem to indicate kingly might Of like signi-
ficance is the new order of things spoken of in
vers. 4-7. In vers. 8, 9 Jehovah ratifies the work
of His Servant by declaring of it, that it is con-
formable to justice, and that He intends to make
an everlasting covenant with Israel, by which
the Israelites shall be known by all nations as
rthe people blessed by Him. Finally, He, who
had spoken from vers. 1-7, speaks again. He
'rejoices that He is clothed with the garments of
^salvation, which make Him appear as priestly
bridegroom in wonderful union with His bride,
:to whom His righteousness and glory are by a
vital and organic relation communicated (vers.

10, 11). It almost seems as if the Prophet lets

ns have a glimpse of the three offices which have
riheir common root in the unction of the Spirit

2. Tbe Spirit of the Lord GOD shall
be unto them—Vers. 1-7. With the words,
IThe Spirit of the LordJehovah laupon me,
;the Subject of the prophecy attributes to Himself
xwhat Jehovah xhi. 1 declared of His Servant,
and what had been already, xi. 2, declared of the
iroot ef Jesse. (Three times in Isaiah is Messiah
described as endued with the Spirit of the Lord.
First the Prophet affirms this of Him, xi. 2, "the
Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him.1 ' Next,
xtii. 1, Jehovah Himself declares of the Messiah:
" I have put My Spirit upon Him.", Here, lastly,

One, whose appointed work marks Him at the
Messiah, declares: " The Spirit of the Lord Je-
hovah is upon Me." Does not this parallelism
speak in fitvor ofthe identity ofperson in all three
passages? It serves, too, to mark the unity of
the whole book. D. M.]. The speaker affirms
that He has the Spirit of Jehovah, that all He
speaks and does may be known to be wrought by
God. The Spirit of the Lord is upon Him be-
canae (|£ comp. xxx, 12 j lxv. 12} lxvi. 4)

Jehovah haa anointed Him. [*Vwt ntfD

is more emphatic than ^nBto. In the choice of

the word TUffD we may find an intimation that

the Servant of Jehovah and the Messiah are one
person." Delttzsch. "Anointing, whether it

occurs as an outwardly performed symbolical
action, or as a mere figure, is always used to

designate the gifts of the Holy Ghost, comp. 1

Sam. x. 1 ; xvl 13, 14; Dan. ix. 24. As the

anointing is identical with the imparting of the
Spirit, we cannot isolate the words: because
the Lord haa anointed me, but must closely

connect them with all that follows. He has en-
dued Me with His Spirit to preach good tidings,

see. Henobtenbsro.—D. M.1 ^| occurs only
in the second part of the book, and is rendered
everywhere, with the exception of xli. 27, in the
Septuagint by evayyeXifa. It is here, as fre-

quently, connected with the accusative of the
person. OJ? is found further in Isaiah xi. 4;

xxix. 19. Y" UJP as^ from ru£ to bow down;
the latter is one bowed down through adversity,
the former one inwardly bowed down, emptied
of all self-confidence." Delitzsch. " y2p and
UJ? are never confounded.

(
In this world of sin

the meek are at the same time the suffering ; and
that especially here the meek are at the same
time to be regarded as suffering, is shown
by the glad tidings which stand in contrast to

their misery* The D1Jpf
in opposition to the

wicked, appear as the people of the Messiah in
xi. 4 also?' Hexostexbebg.—D. M.l. The
binding np of the broken-hearted can be
conceived as wrought by words of consolation.
[But comp. Ps. cxlvii. 3 where this work is

ascribed to Jehovah as His own ; and Vitrthoa
truly remarks that the speaker here appears nam
praeeo tonftim, $ed et dispentator of the rich bless-

ings that are mentioned.—D. M.]. On the year
of liberty comp. Lev. xxiii 8 sqq. [" The pro-
claiming of perfect liberty to the bounden, and
the year of acceptance with Jehovah, is a mani-
fest allusion to the proclaiming of the year of
Jubilee by sound of trumpet This was a year
of general release of debts and obligations, of
bond men and women, of lands and possessions,

.which had been sold from the families and tribes

to which they belonged. Our Saviour, by apply*
ing this text to Himself Lnke iv. 18^ 19, a text

so manifestly relating to the institution above-
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mentioned, plainly declares the typical design of
that institution." Lowth. "Tne Servant of
God proclaim* nothing which He does not at the
same time bestow, as ver. 3 clearly shows." Hexo-
8TXNBERG —D. M.]. The expressions, captives
and bound point to, first of alL Israel's deliver-

ance from the Exile. For the Israelites in exile

were indeed prisoners of war and captives. [But
they were freed from the Babylonish exile before

the mission of the Messiah. How then could He
be sent to them ?—D. M.]. The Prophet here
comprehends in his view the whole time of sal-

vation beginning with the liberation from exile.

In all that the Prophet here says of the healing
of the sick, of the freeing of prisoners, of the re-

joicing of the sorrowful, or the honoring of the
despised (ver. 7), and of the rebuilding of what
was laid waste, he has evidently in his mind the
getting rid of the misery of the old time, and the

commencement of the new, glorious era. To this

commencement he reckons also the time of the
establishment of a new covenant (ver. 8). It is

hard to say where he sees the boundary which
marks the beginning of this time. It may not

have been clearly perceived by him (1 Pet. i. 11).

Yet comp. on lxii. 2. The expression JflfTflJtf

is not an official term, but a rhetorical variation

for *^p, and is intended to designate a time of

glory and blessing such as that of the Messiah
will be. It will have in its train a day of ven-
geanoe, one day of judgment, for wrath is

short (comp. Ps. xxx. 6; Isa. x. 25; liv. 8, tie.),

grace long. In xxxiv. 8 ; lxiii. 4 we have the
same kind of representation ; for " the year of
recompenses or redemption" [my redeemed]
is just the long time of grace granted to Israel.

Chaps, lxi. and lxii. correspond to the year of
grace, chap, lxiii. to the day of vengeance. In

regard to the expression DjH see remarks on

xxxiv. 8. fit ismanifestlywith allusion to the year

of jubilee that the time of grace here predicted

u called an acceptable year of the Lobd, t. «., a
year of favor or of grace. This allusion explains

the employment here of the definite time year.

The time of grace is elsewhere spoken of as a day

:

" In an acceptable time have I heard thee, and in

a day of salvation have I helped thee," comp. 2
Cor. vi. 2. The New Testament speaks, too, of
the day of redemption and of days of vengeance,
Luke xxl 22; Eph. iv. 30. The time of wrath
towards the church is a comparatively short time,

and is frequently contrasted with God's everlast-

ing mercy to her. But the day of vengeance
here predicted has respect to obdurate enemies of
the Lobd, and on them God's wrath abldeth,
John iii. 36.—D. M.]. In Luke iv. 16 sqq. it is

related that Jesus Christ read the commencement
of this chapter in the synagogue of Nazareth, and
declared Himself as the person by whom this

prophecy is fulfilled. We see from this that He
did not apply it merely to the deliverance from
the Exile, and that He regarded it as a genuine
prophecy given by God, and not as the work of
a deceiver. [" Our Lord ended His reading in

the synagogue at 'the acceptable year of the

Lord' (Luke iv. 19) ; but at the close of His
ministry (Luke xxi. 22) He spoke of the 'days
of vengeance.' " Bjly.—D. M.J They who mourn

are Zion's mourners, ver. 3, and on them shall be
put on, or to them shall be given (the Pro-

phet substitutes the word Hil for D4& because
this word is applicable only to clothes) the
head-ornament [E V. beauty] for ashes.
"*KB is the name of the female turban (iii. 20)

and of the priest's cap, Ex. xxxix. 28 ; Ezek.
xliv. 18. Note the paronomasia here. Putting
ashes on the head was a sign of mourning, 2 Sam.
xiii. 19. The expression \Wt JOtf is found

besides only in Ps. xlv. 5, in that Psalm which
typically represents a King of Israel as a bride-
groom, and which has manifold points of con-
tact with our chapter. There shall be the oil of
joy given instead of mourning, and a magnifi-
cent robe, as symbol of exaltation, instead of a
heavy, oppressed spirit. [Dr. Naegelbbach

takes n?nn in the sense of glory, honor, in

which view he follows Delttzsch. Alexander
considers a garment of praise to be a garment
which excites praise or admiration. But Heng-
8TENBEBO best explains the meaning of these

mourners having a garment of praise put on
them as denoting that * they shall be clothed
with praise, the praise of a divine goodness
which has been manifested to them." Comp.
Ps.cix. 18,He olothed himself with oursing

like as with his garment.—D. M.] nD£D,

amictut, is found only here. The same remark ap-
plies to nrt3 nV)(comp.xlii.8). The Prophetpro-

ceeds now to speak of thosewhoare blessed byHim
whose work had been described. They shall be
oalled, what they really are, Terebinths of
righteousness. What this name signifies, the
Prophet immediately explains in words repeated
from lx. 21. ["The gifts of God, although de-
scribed bv material figures, are spiritual, inward-
ly efficacious, renewing and sanctifying the inner
man, sap ana strength and marrow and motive
power of a new life. The church becomes there-

by Terebinths of righteousness, i. «., posses-

sors of a righteousness wrought by God, approved
bv God, in such force, constancy and fulness as

Terebinths with their strong stems, their luxuri-

ant verdure, their perennial [?] foliage—a plant-

ing of Jehovah to the end that He may get honor
thereby." Delttzsch. D. M.]. We see from ver.

4 that the Prophet is thinking of exiles who have
returned to their own country. But here again
he sees everything together which will in the fu-

ture prove to be a return from exile ; for he can-

not possibly have before his mind only the return

under Zerubbabel and Ezra, as this poor begin-

ning in no way corresponds to the grandeur oi the

picture here drawn. Having reached their home
the exiles will build again the places that have
lain waste for an incalculably long time, and re-

store the ruins of the habitations built by their

ancestors. Comp. lviii. 12 and xliv. 26. They
will be assisted in this work by foreigners as

their servants. For these will feed their flocks,

and be their husbandmen and vinedressers,
while they themselves shall be called Priests of
Jehovah, ministers of our Gk>d. As a priv-

ileged, ruling caste they shall live on the wealth

of the heathen, and in regard to honor and glory

shall oome into their plaoe (ntrnP). Israel
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appears here as the priestly nobility (comp. Ex.
xix. 6), and the Gentiles as the miaera eontribums

pUb$, that has to perform the hard work. When
the Prophet, lxvi. 21, says of the Gentiles that

Priests and Levites shall be taken from them
also, he rises above his Old Testament stand-point,

and speaks purely and entirely as the Evangelist

of the Old Covenant. [The future conversion

of Israel, instead of reducing the Gentiles to the

condition of menials, will conduce exceedingly to

their riches, Bom. xi. 12. Believing Gentiles

can never be considered and treated as 'aliens

from the commonwealth of Israel and strangers

from the covenants of promise/ Eph. ii. 12. On
the contrary, they are ' fellow heirs and of the

same body/ Eph. iii. 6. The Prophet is speaking

here not of Israel after the flesh, hut of the Israel

of God (Gal. vi. 16), and does not contradict

what he elsewhere states in regard to the equal

privileges ofconverted Gentiles, xix. 24, 25 ; lxvi.

21 sqq. Even in connection with the new hea-

vens and the new earth our Prophet speaks ofthe

people of Jerusalem themselves planting vine-

yaras and eating their fruit, lxv. 17-23,and so not
confining themselves to the exercise of priestly

functions. Literally understood, these places are

mutually exclusive and contradictory. They must
be taken figuratively. Barnes extracts the ker-

nel from the shell in saying :
" The whole idea is,

that it would be a time of signal prosperity, a time
when foreigners would embrace the true religion

;

and when the accession would be as great and im-
portant as if they were to come in among a people,

and take the whole labor of attending their flocks

and cultivating their fields." I append Ababba-
nel's comment on vers. 5, 6. " Ho (the Prophet)
mentions also that the Lord anointed him to an-

nounce to the Israelites that the nations shall be
subjected unto them so that foreigners will stand
and feed their flock, and aliens will cultivate their

fields and vineyards, so that the children ofIsrael

•hall not be employed in any coarse work, but

shall serve the glorious God with their law and
prayer alone. Therefore he says : To shall be
called Priests of the Lord, as if he would say,

ye shall not feed flock, nor till the ground, but
shall serve the Most High and be Priests of God
and servants of the Most High, and so this will

be your name. And that ye may have time for

the service of the blessed God, ye shall eat the

wealth of the Gentiles." D. M.]. Ver. 7 njtfD is

plainly duplum, double. I do not think that we
can understand this of twofold in land. This in-

terpretation puts into the text something not con-
tained in it The direct antithesis of shame

is honor. MJtfD can therefore mean nothing else

than double compensation in honor for the lost

honor, which is explained when Israel enters into

the glory of the Gentiles. We have to supply

flnp before HoSa as in many other cases. [We
have here an enallage of persons, the second giv-

ing place to the third. Dr. Naegelsbach ren-

ders : On their inheritance they shall sing

for joy. But he admits that Oj^Srj can be the

accusative of the object as in Ps. Ii. 18, which isevi-

dently the construction adopted by the translators

of the E. V. D. M.]. Israel's land is not become
larger, nor is the separate inheritance of indi-

viduals. But there are added to their own honor
and to their ownposseasion the wealth and honor
of the heathen. Therefore the inheritance of each
Israelite has become double, and therefore they

shall have everlasting joy. If we consider what
has been mentioned irom ver. 3 6 as the fruit of

the agency of Him who speaks, we must say that

the Israelites shall be called Terebinths of right-

eousness as a fruit of prophetic work. [He who
produces trees of righteousness is more than a pro-

phet.] But that they can build again their cities,

make the heathen to be their servants, and live

in prosperity and honor, has been brought about
by their King.

3. For I the Lord hath blessed.—Vers.
8, 9. These two verses confirm what the Accom-
plisher of the divine will set in prospect before

the people jof Israel from vers. 1-7. Jehovah
Himself now speaks in order to sanction the word
of His Anointed. Wassuch a sanction necessary,

or does the person of Him who designated Him-
self, ver. 1, as the Anointed of Jehovah, pass over
into the person of Jehovah Himself? I do not
venture to decide. The latter would not be im-
possible. Comp. the remarks on ix. 5. Injustice

and iniquitous robbery (n7>j7=rn|g lix. 8, here

as Job v. 16 ; Ps. MiL 3 ; lxiv. 7 with quiescent
ww comp. Pb. xciL 16), such as was perpetratedon
Israel, challenges the justice of God. lie makes
good, then, for the past the injury which Israel

suffered, while he renders to Israel uprightly and
fairly (TOK3 comp. x. 20; xvi. 5; xxxviiL 3;

xlviii. 1) the merited *T^9, %. &, labore partem,

reward, indemnification, (Comp. xL 10 : xlix. 4;
lxii. 11 ; lxv. 7), [Translate not: I will direct
their work, E. V., but I will give their re-

ward in truth], and makes for the future an
everlasting covenant with them, which shall guar-

antee to ihem protection against such evil. I
will make an everlasting covenant with
them. Comp. Jer. xxxii. 40, where also the ex-

pressions D'FVpBJ, ver. 44 (comp. Isa. lxi. 3), and

ftDK3 are reminiscences from our place. The
ninth verse speaks of one glorious result of that

everlasting covenant : It unfolds its effects in such

fulness and intensity, that a character (ckaradcr

indelebilis) is imprinted upon the Israelites which
distinguishes them from all nations. They will

bear tne opposite of the mark of Cain, the sign of

blessing on their forehead ; 'Ul DH '3 isnot causal,

but states the object of OWD* (the subject of the

dependent sentence is attracted by the governing
verb, comp. iii. 10). " All that see them will

know them that they are,1' eUs^ is for * all that

see them will know that they are," etc This
everlasting covenant cannot possiblv be any
other than the "new covenant," spoken of in

Jer. xxxL 31 sqq. (comp. Heb. viii 8, 13). We
see, hence, that the Prophet has here in hiseye the

time following that of the old covenant, the time
of the new covenant ['* The true application of

this verse is to the Israel of God in its diffusion

among all the nations of the earth, who shall be

constrained by what they see of their spirit, char-

acter, and conduct, to acknowledge that they are

the seed which the Lord hath blessed. The glo-

rious fulfilment of this promise in its original

and proper sense, may be seen already in the in-
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fluence exerted by the eloquent example of the
missionary on the most ignorant and corrupted
heathen, without waiting for the future restoration

of the Jews to the land of their fathers."—Alex-
ander.—D. M.]

4. I will greatly rejoioe before all

the nations. Vers. 10 and 11. The speaker
here is the Servant of Jehovah ; for who else

could be compared at the same time with the
priestly Bridegroom and with the bride? He
expresses his hoi/ joy in God, because Jehovah
has clothed Him with garments of salvation, and
covered Him with the robe of righteousness (comp.
lix. 17). Garments of salvation are not such
as signify salvation received, but such as cause

salvation, for the Servant of Jehovah is the

bringer of salvation, not the receiver of it, Re-

deemer, not redeemed. [Yet ptftt is predicated

of Him, Zech. ix.9.—D. M.]
^
How the garments

of the Redeemer cause salvation, is shown by the
nj}lY which follows the ?&> The Redeemer

covers those who are redeemed by Him with His
garment. Because His garment is pure and holy
and unexceptionable before God, ail who present
themselves Wore God in this garment appear
righteous, and so are redeemed. Or is it, per-

haps, more correct and more accordant with what
follows (ver. 11) to say that the Lord's garment,

as a living power, terminates and multiplies

itself [?], and that, therefore, the wedding gar-

ment spoken of in Matth. xxii. 11 sqej., and the
white robes of Rev. Hi. 4, 6; iv. 4; vi. 11; vii.

9, 13, are, as it were, shoots from the living gar-

ment of the Saviour? The TJpD is not the outer

garment, the nJ?iP, but a tunica superior, "an
over undergarment or under overgarmenf'fLEY-
reb in Herzoo, & Enc vii., p 725), which was
worn only by distinguished persons, such as kings
and princes, and by the high-priest (Ex. xxviii.

81 sqq. ; Lev. viii. 7). Comp. the nearer descrip-

tion in Jobephus Antiqq. III. 7, 4. In the second

Sj*t
of the verse some interpreters (Hrrzio,

ahk), after the LXX. and Vulg., would take

JH3 simply in the sense of J^3 or JOfl. But

JH3 nowhere has this meaning; and the expres-

sions VjfO and "1KB seem to indicate priestly or-

nament *WB is not in itself the priestly cover-

ing of the head. But in two places it is brought
into connection with the priestly head-ornament

;

Ex. xxxix. 28, and Exek. xliv. 18. JH3 is not

=xto act priestly, *. e., gloriously, with pomp, in

the tropical sense; but it is "Sacerdotan agere,

mcerdotio /wim." Whatever its radical, etymo-
logical signification may be, the word means in

the Old Testament never anything but to act

priestly, to attend to the priesthood. "W3 stands

in the accusative of modality, or of nearer de-

finition : the bridegroom is priest, not in general,

but in relation to his head-ornament For this

characterises him as priest The glorified Ser-

vant of God here spoken of, is compared with a
priestly bridegroom, because He has purchased
the bride by His priestly work. i. «., by the sacri-

fice which He offered for her (liii.), and because

He still executes the office of a priest for her by
intercession and blessing. But why the compari-

son with the bride with her ornaments on her ?
Why is not the comparison rather with a bridal
pair ?—What means this distinction of bride and
bridegroom? It seems to me that this question
can be answered from only one stand-point, and
this one on which the Prophet himself cannot
yet have consciously stood. There hovers over
this whole chapter a sort of vail which was not
raised till its fulfilment The words of 1 Pet i.

10, 11, are fully applicable to our Prophet in re-
gard to this place. The fulfilment makes known
to us that the Lord comprehends the bride with
Himself as one. He is the Head, she is the
body (Eph. i. 28). The life of Christ, His Spirit,
His salvation, His righteousness, are in the church.
Therefore is He who wears the garments of sal-

vation and the robe of righteousness compared
both with the priestly bridegroom and the bride.

nS§? recalls xlix. 18, as Jf>n3 recalls Ps. xix. 6.

Under the D*SJ, the whole apparatus of female

finery is to be understood (comp. Gen. xxiv. 53

;

(Deut xxii. 5). Ver. 11 is and must remain enig-
matical, if it is not taken, as it has been by us,

as an explanation of the thought that the gar-
ments of righteousness and salvation, which the
Servant of God wears, can. as a living principle,

propagate themselves, ana so become the orna-
ment of the bride. Ver. 11 is therefore connected
with ver. 10 by '3. I accordingly regard ver. 11

as explaining whyHewho compared Himself with
the priestly briaegroom, compares Himself also
with the bride. This can be done because the
righteousness which the bridegroom as priest

has acquired, and consequently the glory, too,

which He has obtained, murt appear in His
body, the bride, just as the seed committed to the
ground must appear in the field or in gardens.
{Alongside of this explanation I place that of
Deutzsoh: "The word in the mouth of the
Servant of Jehovah is the seed, from which a
grand thing unfolds itself before all the world.
The field and soil (p*) of this development is

the human race, the enclosed garden of the same
is the church, and the grand thing itself is ^f^f

'

as the actual inward nature of His church, and

rnrw, glory, as Its actual outward appearance.

He who makes the seed to grow is Jahve, but
the bearer of the seed is the Servant of Jahve,
and to be permitted to scatter the seed of a future

so full of pace and glory is the ground of His
nuptial jubilation." While Christ and His bride
the church are one, and while He does for her
all our author states, more is evidently drawn
from the similes in ver. 10 than they were in-

tended to teach.—D. MJ

DOCTRINAL AND BTHICAI*

1. Onlxi.l. The Spirit of the Lord God is upon
me.—Old writers found in this statement the three
persons of the Holy Trinity.

2. On lxi. 1. Because Jehovah has anointed
me. It is beyond question that the Saviour
had the triple office of Prophet, Priest and
King. Nor can it be questioned that in the
old covenant priests, kings and prophets were
anointed, although we mast say of the prophets,

that they, in accordance with the peculiar nature
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662 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

of their office, were not anointed by men, bat

were anointed solely and immediately by God
with the Holy Spirit There is, then, a three-

fold theocratic office, and what is common to

them all is the anointing. As each of the three

offices has different duties, so different qualifica-

tions are needed for each. A different xploiia

and therefore a different xfytcf** also is imparted
to the Prophet, a different one to the priest, a
different one to the king. This does not prevent
a king from being also prophet, or a prophet
from being also priest, or a priest from being also

prophet in certain special cases. But He who
nas the anointing in full measure, who has the

Spirit not merely U uirpov (John Hi. 34, comp.
1 Cor. xii. 27 ; Eph. iv. 7), but the whole
Spirit, He is eo ipso King, Priest and Prophet,

He is the H'tfO nar* eforfiv.

3. [On He
T
hath sent me.—Christ when ful-

filling His ministry delighted to speak of Him-
self as the sent of God. It is remarkable with
what frequency He so describes Himself in the
Goipel ofJohn. In that Gospel He makes men-
tion of the Father's sending Him about forty-

times. He always acted under a sense of His
responsibility as commissioned by the Father.
We can reason backwards, and establish the
divine mission of Jesus Christ from His cor-

responding to the Servant of God here de-
scribed, more perfectly than any person who has
ever appeared in the world. Mark how every
trait in the picture was fulfilled in Him.—D. M.J.

4. [On to proclaim liberty to the captives.—
u Whereas by the guilt of sin we are bound over

to the justice of God. are His lawful captives,

soldfor sin till payment be made of that great debt,

Christ lets us know that He has made satisfac-

tion to divine justice for that debt, that His satis-

faction is accepted, and if we will plead that, and
depend upon it, and make ourselves over and all

we have to Him, in a grateful sense of the kind-
ness He has done us, we may by faith sue out
our pardon, and take the comfort of it ; there is,

and shall be, no condemnation to us. And whereas
by the power of sin in us we are bound under
the power of Satan, sold under sin, Christ lets us
know that He has conquered Satan, has destroyed
him that had thepower ofdeath, and his work, and pro-
vided for us grace sufficient to enable us to shake
off the yoke of sin, and to loose ourselves from
those bands of our neck. The Son is ready by His
8pirit to make us free." Henry.—D. M.J.

5. On lxi. 2 and 3. " The year of Jubilee in
the prophecy Isa. lxi. 1-3, as who*e fulfiller

Christ presents Himself, Luke iv. 21, is regarded
as a type of the' Messianic time of salvation, in
which, after all the conflict* of the kingdom of
God are victoriously passed through, the dis-

cords of the world will lose themselves in the
harmony of the divine life, and with the caji-

Partapbc of the people of God (Heb. iv. 9) the
acts of history will be concluded." CEhleb.

6. On lxi 2. On this passage Clement of
Alexandria (Strom. I. 21) and other cotemporarv
fathers founded the view that Christ's public
ministry lasted only one year, a view which
Gebh. Joh. V068IXJ8 took up afterwards on other
grounds.

7. [On ver. 2. The day of vengeance of our

Ood.—"It is a great truth manifest every-
where that God's coming forth at any time to de-
liver His people is attended with vengeance on
His foes. So it was in the destruction of Idumea
—regarded as the general representative of the
foes of God (xxxiv.-xxxv.) ; so it was in the de-
liverance from Ejrypt—involving the destruction

of Pharaoh and his nost ; so in the destruction of
Babylon and the deliverance of the captives there.

So in like manner it was in the destruction of
Jerusalem; and so it will be at the end of the
world, (Matth. xxv. 31-46 ; 2 Thes. i. 7-10). The
coming of the Redeemer to save His people in-

volved heavy vengeance on the inhabitants of
guilty Jerusalem, and His coming to judgment
in the last day will involve die divine vengeance
on all who have opposed and hated God."
Babnes.—D. MJ

8. On lxi. 3. " Christ in coming to preach the
Gospel confers many benefits : He binds up. He
sets free, He opens, He comforts, He gladdens,
He adorns, He anoints. He clothes. In Him we
have every thing, so that we can say with Am-
brosius : ' We have every thing in Christ, and
Christ is every thing in us. Wilt thou that tby
wounds be healed, He is the physician ; art thou
in a burning fever, He is the cool fountain of
water; art thou burdened with sins, He is right-
eousness; dost thou need aid, He is strength;
dost thou fear death, He is the life ; dost thon de-
sire heaven, He is the way; dost thou fear dark-
ness, He is the light; dost thou crave nourish-
ment, He is food. Therefore taste and see that
the Lord is good. Blessed is the man who trust-

eth in Him (Ps. xxxiv. 9).'" Cramer,
9. On lxi. 4. ["The setting up of Christianitr

in the world repaired the decays of natural reli-

gion, and raisedup those desolations both of piety
and honesty, which had been for many genera-
tions the reproach of mankind. An unsanctified
soul is like a city that is broken down, and has
no walls, like a house in ruins; but by the power
of Christ's gospel and grace it is repaired, it is

put in order again, and fitted to be an habitation
of God through the Spirit. And they shall do
this, they that are released out of captivity ; for
we are brought out of the house of bondage, that
we may serve God, both in building up ourselves
to His glory, and in helping to buud np His
church on earth." Henry.—D. M.] When
hereafter the city will be on earth in which there
will be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying,
nor pain, in which, too, there will be no temple,
for the Lord God Almighty is Himself its tem-
ple—then will the earth itself, which is the oldest
ruin, be restored to what it originally was, to be
the soil and ground which bears the tabernacle of
God with men (Rev. xxi. 3).

10. On lxi. 5 and 6. Weber is of the opinion
that the Israelites will fulfil the priestly office

only in so far as it related to teaching, and that
they will receive for this as fair compensa-
tion * the bodily services" of the Gentiles. Bat
that the office of teachers is not here in question

is shown by the words irnS* %mtfD. Teaching
is not the essential function of the priesthood, but
sacrificial and sacramental mediation. [We have
not far to look to find the animal sacrifices (see

lx. 7), if we find here a prophecy of the literal
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conversion of Israel after the flesh into a nation
of priests. Ezekiei, however, tells ns (xlv. 15, 16)
that not even all the Levites. bat only the priests

the Levites, the sons of ZadoK, should perform the
proper functions of priests in the house of the
Lord in that city whose name is Jehovah-Sham-
man. The New Testament and the providence
of God have sufficiently shown that this prophecy
was not designed to confer on the Jews a patent

of nobility among the nations. In the exposition

of vers, o and 6 we have pointed out its true

interpretation. How the Jews understood this

passage may be seen in Eisenmenqer's Entdeckes
JudcnthunhVol. II., p. 758 eqq. It will not be every
nation that will be allowed tine privilege of> privilege

ing the Jews. Some will perish Utterly. But
every Jew will have two thousand eight hundred
servants. And this number of servants is deter-

mined by Zech. viii. 23: "In. those davs it shall

come to pass that ten men shall take holn out of all

languages of the nations, even shall take hold of
the skirt of him that is a Jew, saying.We will go
with you: for we have heard that God is with
you." Now there are according to the Jews
seventy nations, and ten men from each would
make seven hundred, but as the garment of every

Jew will have four wings (*p3, not skirts),

each of which will be seized by a Gentile, it fol-

lows that four times seven hundred persons, u e.,

two thousand eight hundred, will be the servants

of one Jew. How so many could take hold of the

garment of one man is not explained. But Pe-
ter, the Jewish Christian, may be supposed to

have understood in what sense we should take,

the prophecies in Isaiah lx., lxi. Yet he woulcT

not suffer the Gentile Cornelius to bow down at

the soles of his feet, and he thought that no hu-
man being should permit a fellow-man to do so.

Acts x. 25V 26. And those words of his (Acts x.

34, 35), "God is no respecter of persons: But in

every nation he that feareth Him, and worketh
righteousness, is accepted with Him," should
have prevented Christian expositors of the Old
Testament from adopting the carnal interpretation

of the Jews. Dr. Charles Hodge has truly said

that in the didactic portions of the New Testa-

ment " there is no intimation that any one class

of Christians, or Christians of any one nation or

race, are to be exalted over their brethren ; neither

is there the slightest suggestion that the future

kingdom of Christ is to be or earthly splendor.

Not only are these expectations without any
foundation in the teachings of the Apostles, but

they are also inconsistent with the whole spirit

of their instructions. ... It is as much opposed
to the spirit of the Gospel that pre-eminence in

Christ's kingdom should be adjudged to any man
or set of men on the ground of natural descent,

as on the ground of superior stature, physical
strength, or wealth."—D. MJ.

11. On lxi. 9. " Omnis, oui viderU cos, prima
fronte cognoseet, quia semen stt, cut benedizerU Do-
minus. Qui* entm ex ordine vitae, mansuetudine,
contincntia, hospitalitate, cuncUsque virtutibus non
intelligatpopulum Dcif" HlERONYMUS.

12. On lxi. 11. \? So that the whole world is

become Eden: reclaimed for ever out of the hand
of the unrighteous spoiler. In this year of Jubi-
lee the earth is restored to its proper heirs, the

righteous seed. For all those weary ages of
wrong, compensation shall be made. The Priestly

King will re-consecrate shame-stricken men, and
they shall now be ' kings and priests untoGod? "

Kay, D. M.].

HOMILETTCAL HINTS.

1. On lxi. 1-3. The announcement of (he coming
Saviour by Himself.—It tells 1) the Person who
sends Him ; 2) His equipment for His work ; 3)
the design of His mission. It is a) to promise
and bestow all consolation for the godly; 6) to

announce judgment for the wicked.

2. [The Lord hath anointed me.—"Aaron was
anointed to be high-priest by Moses (Exod. xl.

13; Lev. viii. 12). The Lord Himself has
anointed Messiah Ps. xlv. 7, ' God thy God, hath
anointed Thee.' So we know that when Jesus
was baptized famidst crowds who were confess-

ing their sins, Matt. in. 6, as on a great Day of
Atonement); the heavens were ' rent ' (Mark i.

10), as if the veil which separated God and man
were torn asunder, and ' God anointed Him with

the Holy Ghost' (Acts x. 38), declaring Him to

be "His beloved Son, in whom He was well

pleased." Shortly afterwards Jesus publicly ap-

plied this prophecy to Himself (Luke iv. 17)

;

and then went forth to proclaim the world's Jubi-

lee (Luke iv. 43; viii. 1)." Kay, D. MJ.
3. On xli. 6, 7. The Spiritual Priesthood of

Christians.—1) Their office (ministers of God),
a) by spiritual sacrifices (Bom. xli. 1; 1 Pet.

ii. 5: Heb. xiii. 16); b) by interceding and
blessing; 2) Their present shame ; 3) Their fu-

ture glorification.

4. On lxi 9. How are Christians known
among other men? 1) By their confession,

which does not agree with that of the world;

2) By their walk, which differs most decidedly

from that of the children of the world.

5. On lxi. 10, 11. The mutual relation between

Christ and His Church.—1) Christ as the priestly

bridegroom puts His Church in possession of

righteousness and salvation; 2) The church,

arrayed in her bridal ornament, bringB forth

righteousness and praise to the Load.
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2. A DISTANT VIEW OP THE COMPLETION OF SALVATION.

Chapter LXIL

a) How the Redeemer U Himself the Finisher of this Salvation*

Chapteb LXIL 1-5.

1 Fob Zion's sake will I not hold my peace,

And for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest,

Until the righteousness thereof ko forth as brightness,

And the salvation thereof as *a lamp that burneth.

2 And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness,

And all kings thy glory

:

And thou shalt be called by a new name,
Which the mouth of the Lord shall name.

3 Thou shalt also be a crown of glory in the hand of the Lord,
And a royal diadem in the hand of thy God.

4 Thou shalt no more be termed Forsaken

;

Neither shall thy land any more be termed Desolate

:

Aut thou shalt be called 'Hephzi-bah,

And thy land 'Beulah

:

For the Lord delighteth in thee,

And thy land shall be married.

5 For as a young man marrieth a virgin,

So shall thy sons marry thee:

And *as the bridegroom rejoioeth over the bride, N

So shall thy God rejoice over thee.

i ThtdiM, My delight kinker.

• a burning torch.

• That it, Jforri**. • Hehwft* thsjottftUbrUUgrwm.

BXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL*

1. The speaker is the same In this as in the
preceding chapter. Great things had been pro-
mised in the previous discourse. "Will all be
fulfilled? The Anointed of God declares most
decidedly, appealing to His love to Jerusalem as

the sorest guarantee, thatHe will not rest tillJeru-
salem is exalted to the highest pitch of glory,

and as the appropriate expression of this glory, a
new name is promised to her (vers. 1 and 2).

Jerusalem will then be the most beautiful royal
ornament of the Lobd her King (ver. 3). The
times are past when country and citv could be-

come desolate. There will be a double relation

between Jerusalem and Jehovah, which cannot
be dissolved, because it rests on the deepest and
truest love. Jehovah will have pleasure in Je-
rusalem as a bridegroom in his bride. There-
fore Jerusalem cannot again be separated from
Jehovah, or from her children (vers. 4 and 5).

2. For Zion'a sake rejoice over thee.
(Vers. 1-5). We might almost have thought that
the promise had reached its maximum at the close

of chapter lxi., and that nothing greater could be
added. But this is not the case. To our surprise
we read, ver. 1, that the Messiah speaks of in-

creasing effort which He will put forth to bring
Jerusalem to the highest pinnacle of glory. We
perceive from this that the accomplishment of

salvation will take place gradually. That in

chapter lxii. the speaker is not the Prophet, but

the Messiah, I maintain, with Sttcr and Db-
lttbsch. [Here there is a mistake. Deutssch
makes the speaker in this chapter to be Jehovah.
I translate from his Commentary :

** Thai Jeho-

vah here speaks (LXX. Tabottx, Grottos, Vi-

tbinga, Luzzi/rro), is shown by ver. 6 a, and

by the use of the word HSfn, which is the ex-

pression commonly employed by Jehovah when

He lets the existing condition of thingB continue

without interposing (lxv. 6; lvii. 11; lxiv. 11;
xlii. 14)."—D. M.J The later interpreters for

the most part regard the words asan utterance of

the Prophet But how could he hope to see all

stages or this salvation accomplished? And how
could he appoint the watchers spoken of in ver.

6? For to regard these watchmen as pious wor-
shippers of Jehovah whom the Prophet appointed

to call to Jehovah even as incessantly as he him-
self does (ver. 1). is exegetioal caprice. Inter-

cessors, who by their supplications bring about

the restoration of the walls of Jerusalem, are not

watchers on the walls. For watchmen are set

over something which already exists. Observe,

too, the \JP-h, which significantly stands at the be-
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CHAP. LXH. 6-9. 665

ginning of the discourse, and is repeated in the

second member. God'sAnointed rests not, out of

love to Zion. In His love, therefore, lies the se-

curity that Zion will have her right, that the

promise given her will be kept Is a better

guarantee conceivable ? He will not rest till her

righteousnessbreaksforthas brightness, namely,
the rail brightness of the clear day, and her sal-

vation as a biasing toroh. The one of these

images is taken from the day, the other from
the night By day there is no clearer light than
that which comes from the sun ; by night no light

shines more brightly than a blazing torch. ?UJ

is here used as 1. 10; lx. 8. 19. Righteousness
and salvation correspond to one another, as in

lxL 10$ lix.17; lvi. 1; li.5,6,8,efc. When Is-

rael's righteousness and salvation have attained

their culmination, then they will shine so brightly

that all nations and kings must see them. I do
not think that there is any essential difference

between salvation and glory. Glory is only
the side of salvation which strikes the eyes, which
is outwardly conspicuous (comp. lviii. 8). But
when Israel has become new outwardly and in-

wardly, a new name is also appropriate for him.
This new name represents, therefore, a new time,

the time of which it is said :
" Behold, I make

all things new n (Rev. xxi. 5). But only God
Himself can appoint (3JJ1 to pierce, perforcure,

notare, only here in Isaiah) this new name, which
exactly corresponds to the essential nature of Is-

rael. We perceive from this trait that the Pro-
phet does not think merely of the restoration by
Cyrus (comp. Bev. ii. 17). How high the reno-

vated Jerusalem will stand is seen from ver. S.

The orown is the ornament of a prince's head.
When Jerusalem is Jehovah's glorious crown, it

is the first, highest, most precious jewel which He
possesses (comp. xxviii. 1,5; Bev. xxi.). ["It
has been thought by some that there is a want of

congruity in representing the crown as in the

hand, instead of its being upon the head ; but it

must be obvious, that with no propriety what-
ever could the church be spoken of as placed
on the head of Jehovah. The language is de-

iigned to teach the high estimation in which Je-
rusalem shall be held jy the Most Hish, and her
perfect security under His protection." Hender-
son, who rightly substitutes for hand, in the se-

cond member of ver. 3, palm, or the open

hand ()?).—D. MJ The love of Jehovah effects

that Jerusalem can never more be called For-
saken, nor her land Desolate; that, on the
contrary, the city must be called My-delight-in-
her, and the land Married. Thou shalt be
called, is equivalent to Thou shalt be. [The
£. V. translates the two first names, and gives
the original forms of the two last This is a
manifest inconsistency. Azvbah and Shemamah
are the Hebrew words which are respectively
rendered Forsaken and Desolate. Azubah
and Hephzibah occur as actual names ; the former
was that of the mother of Jehoshaphat (1 Kings
xxii. 42), the latter was the name of the mother
of Manasseh (2 Kings xxi. 1). It is reasonable
to suppose that the passage before us was written

with allusion to the marriage of Hesekiah with
Hephzibah, and that the imagery and form of
expression here employed were suggested by that

event That marriage was evidently hailed with
joy as full of promise. But Manasseh, the son
of Hesekiah by Hephzibah, brought ruin on Ju-
dah. This passage, then, could hardly have been
written after the death of Hezekiah. Professor

Plumptbs pertinently asks: "At what period
towards the close of the captivity would the mind
of a later writer have turned to so disastrous a
marriage, and so ill-omened a name as that of
Hephzibah, as suggestive of hope and gladness?"

—D. M.] The land shall be called nS^f
u c, Maritata. The holy land shall not be a vir-

gin chosen by no man, nor a repudiated wife, nor
a widow, but a wife living in the conjugal relation.

And to this figure there shall correspond a double
reality (ver. 5). [Instead of thy sons, Lowth
and many others would read thy builders,
changing ^J3 into X&, tLn^ the? consider the

plural to be used for the singular, Jehovah being
the builder of Jerusalem, who marries her. This
alteration has been made to remove the seeming
incongruity of sons marrying their mother. "The
idea of the marriage of children with their .mo-
ther is indeed incongruous, but not only is /JJX
a noble word, which in itself expresses only
taking possession of, but, moreover, church end
home are blended together in the prosopopoeia.''
—Delitzbch. The particles of comparison are
to be supplied (Oesen. Or. { 155, 2 A). A young
man by marrying "wins for himself an inalien-

able right to have and to hold."—Kay.—D. MJ

b) Horr the Redeemer aooompllahea the Salvation of Jerusalem by
watohmen whom he has appointed.

means of the

Chapter LXH.

appointed.

*-9.

6 I have set watchmen upon thy walls, O Jerusalem!

Which shall never hold their peace *day nor night

:

'Ye that make mention of the Lord, keep not silence}

7 And give him no 'rest, till he establish,

And till he make Jerusalem a praise in the earth*

8 The Lord hath sworn by his right hand, and by the arm of his strength,

, ^Surely I will no more give thy corn to be meat for thine enemies

;
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And Hhe sons of the stranger shall not drink thy 'wine,

For the which thou hast laboured

:

9 But they that have gathered it shall eat it,

And praise the Lord ;

And they that have brought it together shall drink it

In the courts of my 'holiness.

i Or,y that or* tto LORD'Srmmbranem.
* all ths day and all the night * ttrangmn.

• HdbfOmei. •E^Iflgio^dc
4 tOWCtUOTV,

EXEGETICAL AKD CRITICAL.

1. As the Redeemer had said of Himself (rer.

1) that He will not rest till Jerusalem has
reached even the highest glory, so He declares

here that He will also indirectly, and by means
of others, contribute to the attainment of this

high end, namely by means of watchmen, who
shall do as He Himself: not rest nor be quiet till

the end is reached. If thene watchmen are to

help to reach the goal, their labor takes place
in the time which precedes the attainment of
the end. And it is naturally assumed in regard
to this time, that while it lasts there are still

enemies who can hurt Jerusalem, and against

whom one must be constantly on his guard. On
the other hand, these watchmen are also to be
remembrancers for Jehovah, appointed to remind
Him incessantly that the work: is not vet com-
pleted, that Jerusalem is not yet that which it is

to be (yen. 6 and 7). But Jehovah gives with
an oath the comforting assurance, that Israel

shall never again be the prey of the enemy, but
shall rejoice evermore undisturbed in communion
with their God, and shall partake to His praise

of the fruits of their land (vers. 8 and 9).

2. I have set oourts of my holiness
—Vers. 6-9. We mnxt here above all hold fast

that the subject of VnpDn must be the same as

that of ntfntt and OlptfK, ver. 1. It is therefore

the Anointed of the Lord who here speaks.

[The appointment of officers in the church is in
the New Testament ascribed to both God and
Christ, 1 Cor. xii. 28; Eph. iv. 11—D. M.].
When He, on the one hand, perceives the neces-
sity of appointing watchmen on the walls of Jeru-
salem* and, on the other hand, has the power to

do this, He must be the Lord of Jerusalem, and
also in some sense absent from it And when He
charges the*e watchmen to cry to Jehovah con-
tinually, and to let Him have no rest till He
make Jerusalem a praise in the earth, it is clear
that He regards Jehovah as still standing above
Himself. [But it is the Prophet who here sud-
denly breaks in, and addresses the " Lord's re-

membrancers."—D. M.]. The Prophet, then,
means to say that the Jerusalem restored accord-
ing to chapter lxi. by the working of the Mes-
siah will be a city well built, and well provided
with walls, but will still have enemies to fear,

and not yet be the immediate theatre of the
might and glory of her Lord.

#
For when her

Lord and Bridegroom has appointed watchmen,
who cry to God incessantly for her (as t. a., Moses
Ex. xvii. 11 sqq., and Samuel 1 Sam. vii. 8 sqq.;
viii. 6; xv. 11; xii. 16-23; Ps. xcix. 6; Jer.
xv. 1), this intimates not only the presence of
enemies, but also His own absence. He still

needs representatives who in His name and
Spirit, and also in His place exercise the office

of guardians and watchmen in two ways ; while
they( on the one hand, warn against enemies ; on
the other, pray to God without ceasing for pro-
tection ana help. [These watchmen strikingly

contrast with those described lvL 10.—D. M.J.
The Jerusalem that after the Exile was re-

stored, had still, even after the rebuilding of its

walls, enemies enough, against whom it needed
guardians and watchmen even as much as inter-

cessors. The Zion of the New Testament has also

enemies of every kind, but has also guardians and
watchmen (Eph. iv. 11 sqq.), who as Jacob (Gen.
xxxii. 24 sqq.) have in their office to wrestle with
God and men. For the Zion of the New Testa-
ment with all her superiority over that of the Old,
has vet a still higher ideal which she strives after:

the heavenly Jerusalem. [The rendering in the
text of the E. V.: Te that make mention of
the Lord can plead in its favor prevailing usage.

But the marginal rendering, Te that are the
Lord's remembrancers is supported by xliii. 26
whereJehovah speaks patme in remembrmnoe
and by the context, in which Zion's watchmen are
commanded to importune Jehovah till He fulfil

His promise by glorifying Jerusalem. The
"n* D*T3r»n here addressed are thus exhibited

as thosewhopntJehovahIn remembranoe.
D. M.1. The prayer of these watchmen is an-
swered. {The assurance that follows is intended
rather to inspire them with confidence in prayer.

D. M.]. Jehovah has sworn (the distinction be-
tween his right hand and the arm of his
strength is merely rhetorical) that the still

threatening enemies shall not hinder the peaceful
prosperity of Jerusalem, nor her communion with
tier God. Here again the Prophet lays on Old
Testament colors. He represents the enemy as a
barbarous horde ofAmalekites or Midianitea, that
makes an irruption into Palestine when the har-
vest is ripe, in order to carry it off (comp. Judges
vi. 3 ; Deut xxviii. 88). This shall not happen
any more. The Israelites shall in the future enjoy
the fruit of their labor undisturbed,thanking Gotl
alone for the same and giving Him the glory

(Deut xiv. 22-26). ["In the oourts of my
sanotnary cannot mean that the produce of the

harvest will be consumed only there (which ia in*

conceivable), but only signifies, with allusion to

the legal ordinance respecting the second tithe

which was to be consumed by the landed proprie-

tor and his family, with the addition ofthe Levites

and the poor, in the holy place * before the

Lobd,' Deut xiv. 22-27, that the partaking of

the produce of the harvest will be consecrated by
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CHAP. LXII. 10-12. 667

religious feasts. Thoughts of all Israel being then

a nation of priests, and of all Jerusalem being a

sanctuary, are not contained in this promise. It

declares only this, that the enjoyment of the

blessing of the harvest will henceforth be unim-
paired, and will take place with grateful acknow-

ledgment of the Giver, and so, because sanctified

br thanksgiving, it will itself become a reli-

fious service. This is what Jehovah has sworn
y His right hand, which He lifts up only to

attest the truth, and by His mighty arm which
irresistibly executes what He has promised." Db-
utzsch. D. M.].

o) General survey of what U aooomplished by the Redeemer.

Chapter LXIL 10-12.

10 Go through, go through the sates

;

Prepare ye the way of the people

;

Cast up, cast up the highway

;

Gather out the stones

;

Lift up a standard for the people.

11 Behold, the Lord hath proclaimed unto the end of the world,

Say ye to the daughter of Zion, Behold, thy salvation oometh

;

Behold, his reward w with him,
And his 'work before him.

12 And they shall call them, 'The holy people, The redeemed .of the Lord :

And thou shalt be called, Sought out, A city not forsaken.

1 reeomperm.

• ptopUoftketaiutuary.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet in these words again briefly

states all that belongs to the positive saving work
of the Redeemer. He begins, therefore, with the

summons to prepare the way for those returning
from the Exile, and on all sides to give the signal

to set out f vers. 10, 11) ; for with the deliverance

of Israel rrom the Babylonian exile, the time of
salvation extending to the appearance of the New
Jerusalem begins. The last and highest glory
the Prophet at the close briefly characterizes by
ideal names (ver. 12).

2. Pass through not forsaken.—Vers.
10-12. The liberation of Israel from the Baby-
lonian captivity ig the beginning of redemption.

Then the cry shall be heard: Go through the

gates. These sates are not those of the cities of

Palestine which are to be entered, but the gates

of the Babylonian cities out of which they are to

move ; for this summons stands at the head, and
after it comes the mention of the way which is to

be prepared. The summons is, therefore* to be

understood as xlviii. 20 ; Hi. 11. MB and *Vd are

repeated from lvii. 14. To whom are these im-

peratives addressed ? To all, both Jews and Gen-

tiles (oomp. D'ejn Sj at the close of ver. 10),

who have to assist in making the return
home practicable, easy and glorious. But we
must not suppose that the summons must be liter-

ally carried out Who built a highway (^OD)
for the Israelites when they came out of
Egypt? Yet it is said in xi. 16 that for the
remnant returning from Assyria there should be

a highway like that on which Israel came out of
Egypt. The expression is employed for rhetori-

cal effect. pKO V7pD means that where the way
should be rough and stony, the stones should be
removed. This is not to be literally understood,
but to be taken generally of the removal of all

obstacles (eomp. Tvii. 14 6). On the construction,

comp. vii. 8 ; xvii. 1 ; Hos. ix. 12. But as the
exiles are not all in one country, the chief land
of the Exile, but are scattered in all regions of the
world, the command is at ths same time issued to

give tnem all the signal to return home. P' Lift
up a standard above the nations. This is

the most accurate rendering, and is given by Lu-
ther, Alexander and Delitzsch. Dr. Nae-

oelbbach takes r$ in a loose sense as equivalent

to /}} or j, and supposes that the signals are to be

set up for the nations that shall accompany Israel.

D. M.]. That what is said in ver. 11 does not re-

late merely to a proclamation published in the

realm of Gyrus (Ezra i. 1), is evident, because

this call is to sound forth to the end of the earth.

The dominion of Cyrus did not reach so far, but
the Israelites were in exile to the ends of the

earth. The message must therefore reach the

mostdistant nations, and no Israelite, even though
living alone among the heathen, shall be forgotten
(comp. xi. 11 ; Jer. iii. 18; xvi. 14 sqq.). ["It

has been made a question whether the pronoun
his (in hie reward, etc), refers to Jehovah or

to the nearest antecedent, Salvation ; and if to

the latter, whether that word is to be translated

Saviour, as it is by Lowth and in the ancient
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versions. This last is a question of mere form,

and the other is ofbat little exegetical importance,

since the Saviour or salvation meant is clearly rep-

resented elsewhere as identical with God HimselC
The last clause is a repetition of xl. 10, and if ever

the identity of thought, expression and connection

served to indicate identity of subject, it is so in

this case." Alexander. This interpreter main-
tains that * the plain sense of the words, the con-

text here, and the analogy of xl. 10, are all com-
pletely satisfied by the hypothesis that the Messiah
(or Jehovah) is here described as coming to His
people, bringing with Him a vast multitude of

strangers, or new converts, the reward of His own
labors, and at the same time the occasion of a vast

enlargement to His Church." D.M.I. The names,
ver. 12. are memorials of blessing, for Israel will

certainly be that which it is called (comp. on

xxxiL 6 sqq.). The expression VhpH D£ occurs

exactly no where else in the Old Testament But

compare Dan. xii. 7 ; vii. 27. The expression

m.T 'SlU is found in Isaiah only here; further

in Ps." cvii. 2 (comp. * ^TO xxxv. 10; li. 11).

Jerusalem shall be called Dtrushah, the Sought
oat (the city desired and beloved by all), and the

antithesis is added in the expression H3TJM w?.

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On lxii. 1. " How could the eternal Word
keep silence? Christ is never silent; let us,

therefore, never be weary to hear and to learn

His word." Leigh. [Christ loved His church
and gave Himself for it that He might sanctify

and cleanse it, and that He might present it to

Himself a glorious church. His Zion is very
dear to Him, and He gives her the glory which
the Father gave to Him (John xvfi. 22). He
never forgets her, never ceases to work for her
good, and to intercede for her. What precious

consolation we find in the declaration contained

in this first verse, when it is regarded as coming
from the mouth of Christ Himself 1

" We may
sing upon certainty of success before-hand, even
in our winter storm, in the expectation of a sum-
mer sun at the turn of the year. No created

powers in Hell, or out of Hell, can mar the

music of our Lord Jesus, nor spoil our song of
joy. Let us then be glad, and rejoice in the sal-

vation of our Lord; for faith had never yetcause

to have wet cheeks, and hanging-down brows, or
to droop or die. ... If Christ were buried and
rotten among the worms, we might have cause to

look like dead folks, but ' the Lord liveth, and
blessed be our Bock.' " Rutherford's Letter*,

clxxxii.—D. M.].
2. On lxii. 2 6. The newname is the correlative

of the new creation. But only God Himself will

appoint the new name. Only God the omnis-
cient, the searcher of hearts, before whose eyes all

things are naked and opened, is able to give this

new name, for He only knows perfectly the in-

ward nature of the new creature. When we read
(Bev. ii. 17) that no one will know the new name
but he who receives it, this cannot mean that no
one will be acquainted with this name, that it will

be a hidden, secret name, as, e.^ Maobobius
(Saturn. ILL 9) speaks of a secret name of the

city of Borne with which even the most learned

were unacquainted. For we read (Rev. xix. 12)
that Christ has such a name written which no
man knew, but He HimselC And this name is

then mentioned, ver. IS. He is called: the

Word of Ooa\ The sound of the name is known,
but its deep significance no one understands
but He who bears it It follows that what we
read in ver. 4 of this chapter cannot possibly

be the new name referred to in ver. 2. For
Hephxibah and Beulah are like Asubah (For-
saken) and Shemamah (Desolate). The former
names come in the place of the latter. But
Asubah and Shemaman were never actual names.
And so Hephzibah and Beulah cannot be actual

names. [" That OVf is not to be understood of a
mere name, but has special reference to state and
character, is obvious from the common idiom by
which anything is said to be called what it really

is. See chap. L 26." Henderson. Who can
understand all that is contained in the name
Hephzibah as applied by the Lord to His church ?

There is a mystery of grace and condescension in

this significant name which we cannot folly com-
prehend. Only God Himself could give such a
name to His church.—D. M.].

3. On lxii. 6 sq. "No one should venture to

serve as a spiritual watchman who has not been
set by Christ Himself on the walls of Jerusalem."
Leigh. [" God is so far from being displeased

with our pressing importunity, as men commonly
are, that He invites and encourages it, He bids
us cry after Him. He bids us make pressing ap-
licationa at the throne of grace, and give Him no
rest, Luke xi. 5, 6. He suffers Himself not only
to be reasoned with, but to be wrestled with."
Henry.—D. M.].

4. On lxii. 7. [" The public welfare and pros-

perity of God's Jerusalem is that which we should
be most importunate for at the throne of grace

;

we should pray for the good of the church, 1)
That it may be safe that He would establish it,

that the interests of the church may be firm, may
be settled for the present, and secured to poste-

rity. 2) That it may be great, may be a praise

in the earth ; that it may be 'praised, and that

God may be praised for it We must persevere
in our prayers for mercy to the church till mercy
comes ; we must do as tne Prophet's servant did,

go yet seven times, till the promising cloud ap-

pear, 1 Kings xvii. 44. It is a good sign that

God is coming to a people in ways of mercy,
when He pours out a spirit of prayer upon them,
and stirs them up to be fervent ana constant

in their intercessions.'9 Henry. The Lord's
Remembrancers put God in remembrance of
His own promises. As Jacob, Gen. xxxii.:
Thou said*. Comp. 2 Sam. vii. 25, This is

their all-prevailing plea. Therefore they find

in their heart to pray. 2 Sam. vii. 27.—D. M.J
5. On lxii. 9. [*' Nothing is a more certain

indication of liberty and prosperity than this—
that every man may securely enjoy the avails of

his own labor. In nothing is a state of liberty

and order more distinguished from tyranny and
anarchy than this. Nothing more certainly

marks the advance of civilisation ; and nothing
so much tends to encourage industry and to pro-

mote prosperity. . . . And as the tendency of

true religion is to repress wars, and to establish
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order, and to diffuse just views of the rights of
man, it everywhere promotes prosperity by pro-

ducing the security that a man stall enjoy the

avails of His own productive industry. Wherever
the Christian religion prevails in its purity, there

is seen the fulfilment of this prophecy ; and the

extension of that religion everywhere would pro-

mote universal industry, order and law/'

—

Barnes.—D. M.]
6. On lxii. 10. "Every Christian teacher

should let the imperatives that are found here
sound daily in his ears add heart For Christ

ha* spoken them to him also. As often as a fit

of slumber or lasiness comes upon thee in the
discharge of thv office, bethink thyself that Christ

i» standing behind thee and calling to thee: Go
through, go through ! Prepare the way, prepare
the way ! Lift up a standard I" Leigh.

7. On. lxii. 11. "Adventu* Christi vulgo frg

statuitur : humUiationis, sanctifioationis, gbr\

Hams." Foersteb. Christ first came from above
down to earth visible to all in the form of a ser-

vant Secondly, He comes continually from
above invisibly, by His Spirit in the word and
sacrament that He may sanctify us. Thirdly,

He will come again from above visible to all,

not in the form of a servant, but in glory {Matt
xxv.). This three-fold coming of the Lord must
be continually held before the church that the

Bride may be ready when the Bridegroom comes.
8. On lxii. 12. ["None are to be called the

redeemed of the Lord but those that are the

holy people; the people of God's purchase is a
holy nation. And they shall be called sought

out; God shall seek them outj and find them
wherever they are dispersed, eclipsed or lost in a

crowd ; men shall seek them out that they may
join themselves to them, and not forsake them.
It is good to associate with the holy people, that
we may learn their ways, and with the redeemed
of the Lord, that we may share in the blessings

of the redemption.'1 Henry.—D. M.]

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

1. On lxii. 1-5. We have here an appropriate
text for a sermon on the future prospects of
the church. Mark 1) The foundation of the
church's hope, 2) The object of that hope.
The foundation is the love which the Lord
bears to His church (ver. 1 : For Zion's sake,

vers. 4 6 and 5). The object of hope is a. Re-
demption from long-prevailing evils (ver. 4 a)

;

b. A new life (ver. 1 6, ver. 2 a, ver. 3); o. A
new name (ver. 2 6).

2. On lxii. 6, 7. The duty and aim of
Christian ministers. 1) Their duty: a. toward
men; not to be silent with exhortations and
warnings; b. toward God; not to be silent with
intercessions (vers. 6 b and 7 a). 2) Their aim

:

that the church of the Lord be built up and per-
fected (ver. 7 6).

3. On lxii. 9. [This verse may properly be
employed to form the basis of a discourse against
the doctrine of the Communists, who would
deprive others of the fruit of their industry.

—

D. MJ
4. On lxii. 10-12. " Three things are here

contained: 1) An invitation to all to meet the
Messiah who is about to appear; 2) The procla-
mation of His advent ; 3) The fit designation of
those who receive the Lord with joy/' Carpzov.

B. The negative aide of toe revelation of Salvation. The judgment on the heathen.

Chapter LXIIL 1-6.

1 Who is this that cometh from Edom,
With dyed varments from Bozrah ?

This that is 'glorious in his apparel,

•Travelling in the greatness oi his strength?
I that speak in righteousness, ,

Mighty to save.

2 Wherefore art thou red in thine apparel,

And thy garments like him that treadeth in the wine fet?

3 I have trodden the winepress alone

:

And of the people there was none with me

:

For I will treaa them in mine anger,
And trample them in my fury

;

And their *blood shall be sprinkled upon my garments,
And I will stain all my raiment

4 For the day of vengeance is in mine heart,

And the year of my redeemed is come.
5 And I looked, and there wis none to help

;

And I wondered that there was none to uphold

:

Therefore mine own arm brought salvation unto mo;
And my fury, it upheld me.
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6 And I will tread down the people in mine anger,

And make them drunk in my iiiry,

And I will bring down their •strength to the earth.

i Heb. decked.

• marching proudly.

Yer. 8. [The Masoretic note marks as abnormal the

Pattach in ftf though the word is in Pause. But Pattaoh

when pausal is commonly not lengthened in monosyl-

labic words. Bee Dbutzsoh in toe—D. M.].

Ver. 8. n apocopated future Kal from HTJ* to sprin-

kle. 'bSkJK la. beside the Miphal ^7stjj. the only form

> vitaljuice.* juice.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

of the verb SlU. tmpurum am, which occurs in Isaiah*

It is a Hiphil form imitating the Aramaic, and has pos-

sibly been chosen in order to give to the thing a corres-

ponding expression in bad Hebrew, in a word taken

from the common language current in conversation.

EXBGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Chapters ix.-lxiii are moet closely con-

nected. In lx.-lxii. there was described the posi-

tive work of God's Anointed which brings bless-

ing and salvation to Israel. Chapter Ixiii. shows
how He will accomplish the negative side of His
mission by punishing the heathen. With dra-

matic effect the Prophet pictures a person of com-
manding appearance approaching from Edom in

magnificent but blood-stained raiment To the

question who He is^ the person asked replies that

He is He to whom it belongs to hold judgment,
and to bring salvation (ver. 1). And to the

further Question why His garment is so red,

(ver. 2), He answers that He has trodden the

wine-press alone, with no man of the nations with
Him, (which He will requite by the execution

of the same judgment on them), and thus He has
soiled His garment (ver. 3). The hero comes
therefore from executing judgment on Edom,
and He sets forth in prospect a second judgment
embracing all nations. This second judgment,
which was only parenthetically mentioned in

ver. 3, is treated ofmore rally in vers. 4-6. First,

it is marked in ver. 4 as a long-purposed day of
vengeance, with which at the same time a year
of salvation will begin. Then it is again promi-
nently stated, that the hero sees Himself isolated,

but trusts notwithstanding in the strength or

His own arm, and of His fury (ver. 5), and is

confident that He will tread down the nations,

and shed their vital juice (ver. 6).

2. Who U this that—to the earth—
Vers. 1-6. The Fathers (Justin Martyr,
Tertullian. Origen, Ambrose, Augustine,
etc.), apply this passage directly to the suffer-

ings ana ascension of Christ Origen, in par-
ticular, and after Him Jerome and Thbodoret
put the question : Who la this that oometh,
etc, into the mouth of the angels who guard the
gates of heaven. Thereupon the foremost of the
procession accompanying the Lord answer in
the words of Ps. xxiv. * Lift op your heads, O
ye gates ; and be ye lift up, ye everlasting doors;
and the Kin* of glory shall come in." Athana-
sius makes the question proceed from the month
of fallen angels. Under Edom the Fathers un-
derstand the (red) earth. Another group of in-
terpreters, with Luther at their head, under-
stand under Edom the Synagogue of the Jews,
under Bozrah "urbem munitam prmlegiis divini*,

%. e., Jerusalem. The blood is the blood of the

Jews. The hero comes from inflicting judgment
on Jerusalem. Calvin disputes any reference

to Christ He finds in the passage simply the
announcement of a judgment on the Eaomites
which is still future. This view is more de-
finitely set forth by Grottos and others, as th«»v

see here a prophecy of that devastation of Edom
which was effected by Judas Maccabaens (Mac-
cab, v. 3 sqq. 65 ; 2 Maccab. x. 15 sqq. Jos. An-
tiqq. xii. 11, 12). Eichhorn and Koppe regard
Nebuchadnezzar as the accomplisher of this

threatening. Coccetos, and many others after

him put a spiritual sense on the passage, and un-
derstand under "the trampling down" the "en*-
eifixionem vcterit homdnti et abolitionem omnis tni-

pietatii per crunfaionem Christi." Vitringa,
who here follows in general the rabbinical inter-

pretation, understands under Bozrah Rome, and
underEdom the countries subdued by the Romans.
The " conculcare" he refers here as in chapter
xxxiv. to the liberation of the Christians from
the power of Rome. But he does not, as many
others, think of the elevation of Christianity to

be the religion of the State by Cokstantinb,
nor of the general judgment (Rev. xx. 11 sqq.),

but of the extermination of Antichrist by the
warrior who rides on the white horse, Rev. xix.
11 sqq. Among modern interpreters Gesentos,
Httzig, Umbrett, Beck, Sbixbckb, see in this

prophecy a threatening against Edom expressed
in the form of a vision representing an act of
vengeance as completed ; wnile Kjcobel, accord-
ing to his peculiar way ofjudging, thinks that he
can discern here the battle of Sardls (Herod, i. 80

;

Oyrop. vii. 1) depicted in prophetic colors.

Stub is of the opinion that the one who is seen
as coming is Christ, coming from the fulfilment
of what is related Rev. xiv. 20; xix. 18. 21.

Delitzsch finds the historical fulfilment or our
prophecy in what befel the Edomites at the hands
of the Maceabean princes and of Simon of Ger-
asa (Jos.Bs0. jwL iv. 9, 7), while its final ful-

filment is the destruction of Antichrist and his
hosts (Rev. xix. 11 sqq.). [The destruction of
Antichrist is regarded by Delttesch simply as
the New Testament counterpart to this piece.—D.
M.]. The Catholic interpreters Rohung and
Neteler do not exclude the historical fulfilment
(through Simon of Gerasa ; so Rohuho), bat yet
regard as the fulfiller of our prophesy the Servant
ofJehovah, who, according to chapter liii. should
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CHAP. LXm. 1-fi. 671

give His life as an offering for sin, and who
is, on the other hand, the destroyer of Anti-

christ, and is thus sprinkled both with His own
blood and that of others. [Da. Nabqelsbach
regards the victory of Amaziah, king of Judah,

over the Edomites (2 Chron. xxv. 5-12) as fur-

nishing the historical foundation for this pro-

phecy. Amaziah returning from the slaughter

of the Edomites is the type of the Anointed

of the Lord who here appears as redeeming

Israel by executing judgment on Israel's ene-

mies! But this is an opinion which is quite

peculiar to our Author, and which no one be-

fore him has ventured to express. It is strange

that any one should think of finding in this

glorious Conqueror, who comes travelling in

the greatness of His strength, who speaks in

righteousness and is mighty to save, the antitype

of that Amaziah who set up for worship the gods

of the vanquished Edomites, and was afterwards

completely overcome by Joash, king of Israel.

Edom is a representative people. It is not an

emblematic name of the great world-power, in its

violence and tyranny, for which Babylon is made
to stand. But Edom, the inveterate enemy of Is-

rael, and occupying a bad pre-eminence in hatred

against Israel, is the representative of the world

that hates the people of God. So Delitzsch,

who remarks the emblematizing tendency which

Isaiah here, as in chaps. xxL-xxii. 14, manifests.

The name Edom is made an emblem of its future

doom. The apparel of Jehovah, the avenger, is

seen to be Dift, red, with the blood of Edom. The

name Bozrah* too, readily suggests n*3, to gather

the vintage of grapes. The image of treading

grapes is here used to picture the Lord's crushing

of the inhabitants of Bozrah, who are as the vin-

tage in the wine-press. We cannot study the

picture without recognizing the emblematic

significance of the names Edom and Bozrah.

The question arises : Are we. in the interpreta-

tion of this prophecy, to think of Judas Macca-

beus, Hyrcanus, and Simon of Gerasa, or even of

the proper Edomites ? The answer depends on

the way in which we must answer another ques-

tion. Did Judas, or either of the other Jewish

chiefs mentioned, return in triumph from the

Idumean city Bozrah specified by Isaiah? Of
this there is no evidence. Lowth has called

attention to a very important point which, in his

view, excludes from this prophecy Judas Macca-

beus, and even the Idumeans properly so called.

"The Idumea of the Prophet's time was quke a

different country from that which Judas con-

quered. For during the Babylonish captivity the

Nabatheans had driven the Edomites out of their

country, who upon that took possession of the

southern parts of Judea, and settled themselves

there; that is, in the country of the whole tribe

of Simeon, and in half of that of Jodah. And
the metropolis of the Edomites, and of the country

which Judas took, was Hebron, 1 Mac. v. 63, not

Botsra* (Bozrah). This consideration is fatal to

all attempts of the literaKring school to interpret

this prophecy.-D. M.]. The q«eath>n, Wno
is this ? is purely rhetorical. The Prophet well

knows who He is whom he sees. The question

i* put to awaken and direct our attention to Him
who is seen coming by the Prophet (Comp. lx.

8; Cant. iii. 6). Many are inclined to under-

stand D'103 pon not of the color of blood, but

of the red (purple) color of the garments, as kings

and warriors frequently wore red garments (comp.

Kxobel on this place ; Judges viiL 26 ; Justin
xx. 3), and, as they say, the soiling with blood

would be incompatible with "Win. But it is

just the being sprinkled with blood which is

the most prominent and important mark in

the appearance of the hero; and while this

doubtless stains His garments it is glorious to

Himself. Bozrah (comp. xxxiv. 6 ; Amos i. 12)
was after Petra one of the most important cities of
Edom (comp. Jer. xlix. 13, 22). It lay north of
Petra. Beside this Edomite Bozrah, there was a
city of this name in Moabitis (Jer. xlviii. 24),

and another in Auranitis, which latter is not
mentioned in the Holy Scriptures (see Comment,
on Jer. xlviii. 24). The Prophet has of the
Edomite cities made mention of Bozrah, because
rnX3 (although the name of the city probably

denotes Septum, v***immhifn) on account of the
signification vrndemicwil belonging to the verb
from which it is derived, admirably suits the
comparison with a treader of the wine- press.
mX3D as OVWO depends on R3. Observe the

gradation. In the first member the Prophet
mentions simply the coming from Edom, then he
specifies the red garments in the second member,
and then in the third, which begins with a repe-

tition of HT, he speaks of the glorious apparel

and the proud bearing. [" "Win properly means

swollen, inflated, but is here metaphorically used
in the sense of adorned, or. as Vitbinga thinks,

terrible, inspiring awe." Alexakdeb.—D. M.].

I take rt#if in the sense of rataptnus. The root

occurs five times in the Old Testament, and has
the signification of bending, inclining. It here
characterizes one who protrudes the breast, and
proudly throws back the head. [Delitzsch

agrees with Vitbinoa in understanding rvpV to

mean se hue iBiue motitans.—DM.]. To thequestion
'U1 n? *0 the Person seen Himselfanswers. His
answer is first of a general character. He does
not mention at first the act of judgment which
He has just executed on Edom, but as if He
would remove the impression that He is a worldly
prince given to deeds of violence, who, as a beast

of prey, unjustly makes an incursion for plunder
and slaughter, He declares His nature in general
to be that of One who works righteousness and
salvation. He says 1JHD not W31. By this

participle He designates as His permanent pro-
perty the speaking, i. e., acting, transacting in

righteousness. The context requires us to under-
stand 131 not of the mere speaking or teaching

with words which should have righteousness for

their subject, or should be spoken in righteous*

ness. But njmca yn relates here to a judicial

speaking or transacting. [Better Delitzsch,
who compares xlii. 6 ; xlv. 13 : " He speaks in

righteousness, while He in the zeal of His holi-

ness threatens judgment to oppressors, and pro-

mises salvation to the oppressed, and also carries

out by His power what He threatens and pro-
mises?' Comp. further xlv. 23 ; lix. 16, which

I places show that the sneaker is no one less than
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672 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

Jehovah. Henderson justly remarks that the
name The Word given to the Warrior, Rev. xix.

13, exactly corresponds to ">?TO, by which He
here characterizes Himself. The description,

too, Rev. xix. 13. " He was clothed with a vesture
dipped in blood" is manifestly drawn from this

place in Isaiah. The Logos is faithful and true

(Rev. xix, 11). He is One who speaks in right-

eousness. It is unwarranted to say with Dr.
Najdoeusbach that I that speak in right-
eoueneae marks the hero's relation to His ene-
mies as a strict judge ; and that the words
mighty to aava tell what He is for Israel.—
D. M.]. 31 is not to be confounded with 3^
propugnator, xix. 20. After the hero has answered
the question who is this ? more in the sense of
quaint than of quiit the Prophet further in-

quires: Why is it red in thine apparel?

The S intimates that the redness is not some-

thing inherent in the raiment, but something
that has come to It from without This is more
clearly expressed by the second part of ver. 2.

The spots that have arisen through spurting re-

call to mind the dress of one who treads in the
wine-press ("pi with 3 as lix. 8). It is not yet

intimated that these are spots of blood. The pith
ofthe matter is ingeniouslyandgradually reached.
[" It is a slight but effective stroke in this fine

picture, that the first Terse seems to speak of the
stranger as still at a distance, whereas in the
second He has come so near as to be addressed
directly." Alexander.—D. M.]. The hero ac-
cepts the comparison drawn from treading in the
wine-press. It is true, says He, I have in a cer-

tain sense trodden in the wine-vat, and that alone,
by Myself, n^fl (from ^ — ™^ A*&\ only

here and Hag. ii. 16) is synonymous with IU
but is to be distinguished from 3|£. (oomp. on v. 2;

xvi. 10), for AJ or rnw i* the upper vat, out of

which the juice flows off into the lower trough or

3j£. from which it is drawn (oomp. Leyrkb in

HsBZ.B.-JKie,VILp.509). The hero, therefore,
compares the bloody judgment which He has
executed on Edom with treading in the wine-
press. He mils back on an older prophetic utter-
ance, Joel iv. 13; while John had both these pas-
sages before him : in Rev. xiv. 14-20 chiefly the
words of Joel: bat in Rev. xix. 13-15 chiefly
this passage of Isaiah. The hero whom the Pro-
phet beholds, states emphatically that He trod
the wine-press alone, as of the nations there was
not a man with Him. The statement indicates
the universal antichristian spirit of the nations.
[" When He adds ' that of the nations there was
no one with Him,' it follows that the wine-vat
was so great that He could have used the co-
operation of whole nations. And when He oon-

«?***£** £*°? V*
am ln «*»••*««*,<*>.,

the riddle in this declaration is explained. To
the people themselves the knife has been applied,
iney were cut off as grape-clusters and cast into
the wine-vat.,,

-.DELiTzscH. The reader can
judge whether the lofty terms of this prediction
are "aUsfied by theexposition of Henderson,
which I subjoin: "When the victor declares that
none [no man] of the peoples or nations renderedHun any assistance in the attack on Edom, he

refers to the fact, that vengeance had not been
taken upon that nation, as it had been upon Tvre,
Moabj Egypt, etc- through foreign intervention.

Identifying the Jews under the Maccabees and
Hyrcanus with Himself, by whom they were em-
ployed as native instruments, He vindicates the
glory of the deed from all aid obtained from en
extraneous source." But it would be difficult to

suppose Jehovah identifying Himself with Simon
of Genua and his lawless followers who inflicted

the sorest judgment on the Edomites. Besides,

&*?£> peoples in general (see ver. 6), and not

the Edomites only are the objects of God's crush-
ing judgment We append here Deutzsch's
remarks on vers. 5, 6 : "The meaning in that no
one, in conscious willingness to assist the God of
judgment and salvation in His purpose, associated

himself with Him. The church devoted to Him
was the object of redemption ; the mass of those
alienated from God was the object of judgment.
He saw Himself alone ; neither human co-opera-

tion, nor the natural course of things aided the
execution of His design ; therefore He renounced
human assistance, and interrupted the natural
course of things by a wonderful deed of His own."
—DKLmscH. D. M.]. The words D3TB*i to

IXSrhp are to be taken as a parenthesis. The
Stilt of the nations, of whom no one was with

im, presses so forcibly on the mind of the
speaker that He, immediately interrupting His
speech, sees Himself compelled to declare their
punishment also. Because they, when He trod
the wine-press in Edom, were not to be found on
His side, He will tread and trample them to
pieces, so that their juice squirts upon His clothes.

[But the assumption of this parenthesis is very
unnatural. Many interpreters, as Henderson
and Delitbsch, translateAnd I trod them in
my anger and trampled them in my fury,
etc On the whole this is the easiest construction
which regards the future tense as used for the
past in this animated discourse. Comp. &2W, ete^

in ver. 5. D. MJ. TW, from TOJ = 7TU, 'fudU,

therefore effuwm, faster, woo**, only here and
ver. 6: the word is chosen, because not merely
the blood, but also other* fluids, especially the
matter of the brain, are to be denoted. Ver. 4.

[If we render ver. 8 in the past tense, then we
must consistently employ the past tense in ver. 4.
For a day of vengeanoe (wan) in my heart,
etc] We have in ver. 4 a repetition of words in
lxL 2 a [comp. also xxxiv. 8J. But the clauses

are transposed, and instead of J^n we have the

word that does not elsewhere occur, D'*?'KJ. [Br.

Nabgelsb. takes manifestly
*X

J**\* as many other

interpreters do, in the sense ofmy redemptions,
making an abstract noun of the plural of the pas-

sive participle. But the obvious and natural ren-

dering is that of the E.YM my redeemed. There
is a year appointed for the redeemed of Jehovah,
comp. lxii. 12. D. M.1 Vers. 5, 6. It will hap-
pen again as it did in the day of Edom. The
Lord will see none of the peoples of the world
on His side. He cxpicsscs this thought twice in
parallel members, and the second time empha-
sizes it by saving that He will perceive His stand-
ing alone with astonishment For there is only
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CHAP. LXin. 1-& 673

a little flock that will follow Him (vi. 13). Many
are called, but few chosen. The astonishment
which is ascribed to the Lord is an anthrono-
pathic expression which has only rhetorical sig-

nificance. Comp. liz. 16. The second part of

ver. 5 passes over into the language of narration.

The expression D^Efrt (the Targum and some

codd. and editions read D?3?to, which is appro-

priate, but unnecessary, and insufficiently attested)

involves a bold turn of thought : the Judged are
not only objects, but also vessels of wrath ; tney are
not merely grapes that spurt tl*eir juice, but are

themselves full of the wine of the wrath of God
(comp. xxix. 9; xlix. 28; li. 21).

DOCTRINjLL and ethical.

1. On lxiii. 1-6. Till the time of Calvin it

was the prevailing opinion that the treader

in the wine-press is Christ, not as judging
the nations, but as Himself suffering death, and
by His death depriving the devil of his power.
u Christ, as He contends mightily in His suffering,

and after His Buffering triumphs gloriously/1 was
regarded as the theme of this prophecy. The
blood on His garment was accordingly to be un-
derstood of the blood of demons. Jerome re-

marks on I have trodden the wine-press alone:

"Ncqiie cnim angelus, out archangelus, throni, do-

minatUmes, aut ulia coelestium potestatum humanum
corpus assumsU et pro nobis passu* eet et conctd-

cavUadversariasfortitudinesatquecontrimL"
But the blood of the demons is to be understood
TporrtKoc. A synopsis of the old expositions of
the passage in this sense is found in a dissertation

by LETREBon this place, published in 1648. (It

is reprinted in EzercUaHonum phifofogico-historica-

rum fasces quingue by Thomas Crenius, Ludg.
Bat, 1697 and 1700). Calvin pronounces this in-

terpretation a perversion of Scripture (" hoc caput

viotenter torserunt in Christum"). His view was
adopted especially by Reformed interpreters, as

Wolpo. Museums, Abr. Scultetus (Idea con-

cionum in Jes. hob. p. 844), Vitrinoa and others.

Vitrinoa makes these points prominent. " The
hero is not set forth as suffering, but as acting,

not as sprinkled with His own blood, but with the
blood of enemies, not as satisfying the justice of
God for sins, but as executing the justice of God
in punishing enemies" However, even Lutheran
theologians, as Jon. Tarnov (in the Ezercitt.

bibl LVbri 4, Rostock, 1627, p. 118, iVuwi de
Christo patiente hie agatur), and the anonymous
author of a Dismttatio de Victors Idumaeorum Jes.

lxiii. maintained substantially the view ofCalvin.
Since the old interpreters, as Foerster says, ap-
plied the place bfio&vfiad&v to the passion of
Christ, we can understand how Isa. lxiii. was a

very favorite Lesson in Holy Week.
2. "The prophecy which is here directed

against Edom is to be regarded as a prophecy of
the judgment which will befall the antienrisuan,

persecuting world in the last days. On this ac-

count the Seer of the New Testament, John,lias
described the Lord as coming to judge the world
afterthe model of Isa. lxiii. (Rev. xix)."

—

Weber,
3. On lxiii. 3. " When at other times the Lord

holds judgment, nations who will execute it stand
at His disposal. He ' hisses for the fly that is in

the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt, and for

the bee that is in the land of Assyria.' He calls

the mighty of Egypt and Babylon to serve Him
(vii. 18, 19). Why is no people ready to help
Him in His judgment on Edom ? This is a hint
that the judgment on Edom must be at the same
time that judgment in which the Lord judges all

nations. Only in this way can we understand
that none of them can here help Him, as they
themselves are all objects of the judgment"

—

Weber.
4. Hector Pnrrus says, in his Commentary,

on this passage: "Non sine causa dicit: non est *ir
mecum, ne scuicet exdudat Mariam virginem, auae
usque ad mortem ei comes fuii, et cut gladius doloris

cor pertransivU." This reminds one of what the
Jansenist, Axtoine Arnaud, in the treatise
u
DiffieuUis proposers d Mr. Steyaert, etc: Cologne.

1691/' relates of various preachers who publicly
declared, that if the foolish virgins instead of
saying, "Domine, domine aperi nobis" had said,

"Domina aperi nobis," they certainly would have
found an open door.

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

On lxiii. 1-6. [Messiah is the conqueror of
Edom. as Balaam of old predicted (Numb. xxiv.
17, 18). Not till He raises up the fallen taber-

nacle of David, is possession in the highest sense
taken of Edom and of all the heathen (Amos ix.

11, 12. As we understand the Lord's work of
destruction depicted in Ps. ex. 5, 6, so must we
understand thejudgment on Edom here described.

Who are the enemies that Messiah is commis-
sioned to subdue? How does He destroy His
foes? This last question admits of a two-fold
answer.—D. M.].

2. On lxiii. 1-6. When Christ was suffering

in Gethsemane, was bleeding before Pilate and
dying on the cross, He did not look like a Judge
and Conqueror. And yet He was such. Just
then it was that He took from the devil his

might (Heb. ii. 14), and spoiled principalities and
powers, and made a show of them openly (Col. ii.

15). It is only on the basis of this judgment,
which He the one seemingly judged, performed
upon the cross, that He will t>e hereafter able to

hold the last judgment in His state of exaltation.

8. On lxiii. 1-6. " Our text bids us 1) To look

to the Man of Sorrows, who redeemed us ; 2) To
contemplate in faith the great work which He has
accomplished for us ; 3) For this to render to Him
the thank-offering which we owe Him."—Ziethb,
Manch. Qaben. und Em Qeist, 1870. [It is strange

that an eminent modern preacher should so mis-

represent the teaching of this passage. If we wish

to lead men to contemplate Christ as the Man of

Sorrows, by whose blood we are redeemed, we
should choose a passage of Scripture that exhibits

Him in this character. But it is either culpable

ignorance, or something worse, to affirm that the

Scripture before us contains the lessons set forth

in the above-mentioned heads of a sermon.

—

D. M.].
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674 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

IV.—THE FOURTH DISCOURSE.

The Prophet in Spirit put* Himself in the Place of the Exiled Church, and bears
its Cause in Prayer before the Lord.

Chapters LXHL 7—LXIV. 11.

Chapters lx.-lxiii. 6, are like a prophetic high
{riatean, which the Prophet, by means of chapters

riii. and lix. has ascended oat of his own time.

In this fourth discourse he comes down again to

the present time, that is to say, to a time rdaiMy
present, to that of the people in exile. He trans-

ports himself entirely Into this time, as if he were
passing through it, and sets before the Lord the

temporal and spiritual need of the people living

in exile. He dc^ this bjfirat taking a retrospect
of the past, and showing what the Lord/ormcWy
was to the people (lxiii. 7-14). Then he entreats
the Lord as the Father of His people to look
upon them (lxiiL 15-19) : then he prays that the
Lord, for theircompletedeliverance, would viaifair

oome to them with a grand manifestation of His
divine majesty (lxiv).

1. BETB06PECT OF WHAT THE LORD FORMERLY WAS TO THE PEOPLE.
Chapter LXIII. 7-14.

7 I will mention the loving-kindnesses of the Lord,
And the praises of the Lord,
According to all that the Lord hath bestowed on us,

And the great goodness toward the house of Israel,

Which he hath bestowed on them according to his mercies,

And according to the multitude of his loving-kindnesses.

8 For he said, Surely they are my people,

Children thai will not lie:

Bo he was their Saviour.

9 In all their affliction he was afflicted,

And the angel of his presence saved them

:

In his love and in his Dity he redeemed them

;

And he bare them, ana carried them all the days of old*

10 But they rebelled, and vexed his holy Spirit:

Therefore he was turned to be their enemy,
And he fought against them.

11 "Then he remembered the days of old, Moses, and his people, **y*ng,

Where is he that "brought them up out of the sea with the 'shepherd of his flock ?

Where is he that put his holy Spirit within him ?

12 •That led them by the right hand of Moses with his glorious arm,
Dividing the water before them,
To make himself an everlasting name ?

13 That led them through the deep, as an horse in the wilderness,

That they should not stumble.
14 As a beast goeth down into the valley,

The Spirit of the Lord caused him to rest

:

So didst thou lead thy people,

To make thyself a glorious name.

• Or, thepherde.

• Then hie people remembered the old day* of Motet.
• that put at (he right hand ofMom hit gionoue an

» brought up out cf iht tea ihtthepherd ofhujtoem
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TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 7. The words * «oSm->#K *?3 Sj> are to be

taken as one term, to which 5, in the sense of eecumdum,

is prefixed. SjJ stands in a eaosal sense [S^3 is— utf

jwr «t propter}. 3*D~2^ is to be regarded as the ob-

ject dependent on V3W rather than as dependent en

JinSj^
Ver. 9. Instead of the Kethtbh K*?we mast with the

K'rl read )h, as ItSt howerer it may be explained, does

not yield an appropriate sense [?]. Some take "TO for

IX in pease, either in the passive sense : in all their

affliction there was (to them) no distress OY *•* «• 9>

xzt. 4 ; xxtL 16, oomp. preeei non oppresti\ or in the ac-

tive sense — oppressor, adversary (ver. 18 ; lxiv. 1 j L 24

;

ix. 10, et stupe). Both these views are set forth under
the most manifold modifications (oomp. Snn). Bat
whichever of the two constructions we choose, there is

an abruptness in the expression. We should expect

D717* or, if lit should refer to Jehovah, the pronoun
V T T

Ktfl is wanting: In all their affliction Be wot not an op-

pressor. It is better, therefore, to follow the K'ri, al-

though all the old versions support ttS. Our place be-

longs, then, to the fifteen, or according to another

enumeration (oomp. on ix. 2 and xlix. 6) eighteen places,

in which according to the opinion of the Masoretes >S

is to be read instead )(S. DmnoHSLsm is certainly right

when he remarks (on ix. 2) that the unusual position of

tS* which was originally in the text, oaused it to be al-

tered into ItS which was more current and sounded
more familiar in suoh a position. [But this is a confes-

sion that instead of 1¥ 1*? we should find h *W if lS
were the original reading. We dislike departing from
the textual reading when it Is supported by all ancient

versions. In order to get the meaning "He was af-

ficted,H we must not only alter the negative K*7 into )b,

GRAMMATICAL.

but must also suppose an abnormal collocation of the

words. Add to these consideration* that iS *W does

not mean simply, "he was afflicted, or grieved,** but
u he was reduced to a strait, was Jr Airopt«

,

H (Kay). This
could not be predicated of Jehovah ; though it could be
said of Him anthropopathically, as in Judges x. 16, that
God's soul was grieved. But there the expression is

quite different in the original. If we take IV in the
sense of adversary ; * In all their affliction He (God) was

not an adversary to them,** the absence of DfV? need

not so much surprise us, as It occurs in the close of the

preceding verse, where God is declared to have been a

Saviour DTlS- The proof that God was not an adversary

to them is given in the next clause, when it Is said: and

the angd of hie presence eaved them, etc. Kay justly re-

marks that God was the reverse of an adversary to Israel.
" His heaviest chastisements were sent with the view
of frustrating the designs of their worst enemies, and
were removed as soon as that work was accomplished."
—D. M.].

Ver. 1L D 7VSn is not grammatically quite normal.

f The suffix refers to the forefathers, and the participle

has both the article and suffix because it is not to be
conceived as a noun, nor as the expression of a finished

act (• aw^X**), but is to be thought as possessing
continued verbal force (Gas. Cfr^ \ 18ft, 2), and is to be
construed as an imperfect: ille qui sursum dueebat, ertu-

e&at ; on this account the suffix has the accusative or
objective form em as Ps. lxviiL 28, not am, oomp. Job
zl. 19; Ps. ciii 4." Dslitwcm.—D. M.]. I am inclined,

with Da Rossi, to believe that vhpDTi (which is found

in one very old codex cited by Kamncorr, and in two
of Da Rossi's, one of which is very accurate), is the right

reading. The LXX., Peshito and the Arabio version in

the London Polyglot*, favor this reading. [But there is

here no necessity for correcting the text—D. MJ.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The prayer commences with a historical re-

trospect. For, as the suppliant intends to entreat

new grace from God, he gives this prayer an ap-

propriate foundation bj first of all making men-
tion of the former mercies of Jehovah. He,
therefore, begins, vers. 7 and 8, by recalling the
election of the people, and the glorious succor

rendered to them in what might be called the
time of their birth and childhood (ver. 9). The
whole time from the deliverance out of Egyptian
bondage to the Babylonish exile is comprehended
in uie brief words of ver. 10, the first part of
which indicates the various apostasies of the
people, and the last part the punishments which
they suffered. Out of the depths of the last and
greatest of these, the punishment of the Exile,

there arises, vers. 11 to 14 a melancholy sigh and
the question ; where is He now who saved Israel

from the first, the Ejanrptian captivity, so wonder-
fully by the hand of Moses?

2. I will mention loving-kind-
nesses.—Ver. 7. The aim of this verse is to

sain in the manifestations of favor in the past a
foundation for the supplication In regard to the

future. On 1W (see the List), frtbnn stands

here as frequently (oomp. Dent, xxvi. 19) as ab-
stract for the concrete: laudationes for res lau-

dator res laudabUUer gestae. [There is no reason
for departing from the proper meaning of the

term—praise*. D. M.]. S#3 occurs only here

and lix. 18. We must take Att in the abstract

signification bmigntias (eomp. Ps. xxv. 7 ; xxxi.
20 et saepe), although the following relative sen-

tence seems at first sight rather to recommend
the concrete signification "bona, optima dona"
(oomp. Jer. xxxi. 12, 14). But against this view

is the connection of 310 with Smbn JV3 by the

simple preposition ?. 310 is, therefore, God's

goodness, kindness, benevolence which springs

from His love which is merciful {u e., moved bv
the sight of distress), and gracious (t. e., which
does not punish according to desert).

8. For be said fought against them.
—Vers. 8-10. The first manifestation of the

divine goodness Bpoken of in ver. 7 is introduced
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676 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

by loin. The Vav in IOK'1 makes a connection,

not with the historical facts just referred to, but

with the loving disposition in God. In brief,

emphatic, words the rronhet describes the found-

ing of the covenant relation between Jehovah
and Israel. Jehovah formed it of Himself by
His free purpose of election. He declared Is-

rael to be His people naf i^oxfjv. If* has here,

too, (comp. xiv. 15 ; xxxiv. 14, 15) on the basis

of its restrictive signification, a strongly affirma-

tive force. The Lord in declaring Israel to be
His people does this with the hope that this His

confidence will be perceived and justified. ¥n
l">pe^ refers, therefore, to the hope of fidelity, of

obedience. (Thev will not deceive, disappoint

this hope). And in this hope Jehovah became Is-

rael's JTSftO, i. «., Deliverer, Saviour (comp. xix.

20; xliii. 11; xlv. 15,21; xivii. 15: lix. 26 :

Ix. 10). [This eighth verse is literally rendered
"Only my people are they; children will not lie,

or prove false ; and He was to them a Saviour."
The Prophet tells us that the Lord said this.

We may look, then, in the books of Moses for

lan^ua^e employed by the Lord of which this

is a fair representation. That Israel is God's
chosen people is often declared in the Pentateuch.
In Deut xiv. 1, 2 they are called both chil-
dren and the Lord's people. Comp. Deut. vii.

6 sqq., et saepe. But the Lord never states re-

garding Israel that they are children that will not

lie. On the contrary He testifies of them, Dent
xxxii. 20 that they are " children in whom is no
Faith." The Lord said to the children of Israel

:

" If ye will obey my voice indeed, and keep my
commandments, then ye shall be a peculiar trea-

sure unto me above all people. And ye shall be
unto me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation."

Ex. xix. 5, 6. But we look in vain in the Penta-
teuch for any declaration in which the Lord ex-
presses the confident expectation that Israel would

Srove faithful to the covenant So* far from
oing this, God foretells that Israel would prove

unfaithful. We must, then, take the words chil-
dren will not lie, prohibitively and as ex-
pressing what is required of children, and not
the Lord's expectation ; ohildren snail not
lie. The sentiment that Israel, as being God's
children, oupht no* to act perfidiously, is expressed
Deut xxxh. 6. Comp. Deut. xvii. 16, 17 where

we have as here K7 with the third person ofthe fu-

ture to express not what a king of Israel would not
do, but what he ought not to do. The last clause
should be strictly rendered and Hewas to them
a Saviour.—There is no need, then, of assuming
here a very strong example of anthropopathism
in which God declares Himself disappointed. D.
M.]. From ver. 9 we see that the suppliant has
tint o£ all in view that most ancient, glorious de-

liverance which was vouchsafed to the people in

Egypt in the commencement of their history.

We have, therefore, to refer Dm^-Soa to the
oppression of the people by Pharaoh. And of
this oppression it is said that it was one which
the Lord Himself felt | Bather, In all their
oppression He was not an oppressor. See
under Textual and Grammatical.—D. M.l. That
under this affliction the sufferings of the Is-

raelites in Egypt are to be understood, is shown

by the following sentence. For by " the angel
of His face " who saved them, the suppliant evi-

dently intends HW "|kSo, by whom the redemp-

tion of the people from Eg]»ptian slavery was ef-

fected. The expression HD ^K7D refers im-

mediately to Ex. xxxiii. 14, 15, where to the re-

quest of Moses that the Lord would let him
know whom He intends to send with them (vers.

12, 13), the answer is given oV'Jd. Moses
thereupon rejoins : * If fJfl (thy face) go not
carry us not up hence." It is impossible to dis-

cuss fully here the exceedingly difficult question

of the HW *]kSo. I refer to Lance's thorough

exposition on Gen. xii. 1 sqq. In reference to

the chief question, whether the n *]K7D is to be
regarded as a created angel, or as a precursory
and partial manifestation of the Logos cor-

responding to the Old Testament standpoint, I
would only briefly remark: 1) When Paul, 1

Cor. x. 4, regards the rock out of which Moses
struck water, and which remained fixed and im-
movable, and did not accompany them, as a sym-
bol of u the Spiritual Bock that followed them "

of which he says: " that Bock was Christ," we
must still more assume that he saw a manifesta-
tion of Christ in the angel of the face, of whom
it is further said, Ex. xxiii. 21 : my name is in

Him ; tnpf 2) Further, in Heb. iii. 1 Jesus

is called the Apostle and high-priest of our pro-

fession. The word &*6eroXoc cannot but be in

that place which is pervaded by typological ideas

a translation of the Hebrew 1*^9. The author

of the epistle to the Hebrews designedly avoided
the use of the word AyyeAof because he wished
to point to the man Jesus and to His human offi-

cial life, i. e^ to the fidelity which He displayed
in it He means to say: If He, who was so

much higher than Moses, inasmuch as the Lord
and Son of the house is higher than the house
itself, was faithful, this exalted pattern must im-
pel you also to fidelity. Plainly, then, the author
of the Epistle to the Hebrews likewise saw in

the angel of the Lord a manifestation of Christ.

3) With these considerations agree the expres-

sions D'Jfl and fc^pa T?tf. For the fece is the

external side which is outwardly visible. Thus
in Hebrew the surface of the earth and of the

heaven, efe, is called D'J£L because the surface is

that which may be seen outwardly and — we
may add—is that which sees. He now, who is

called God's D'Jfi, must therefore be He by

whom God both sees and is seen. The latter is

in not a few places of the New Testament most
clearly declared regarding the Son of God. 8ee
Matt xL 27 ; John i. 18 (comp. vi. 46 ; 1 John
iv. 12; 1 Tim. vi. 16); John xii. 46; xiv. 9.

But the other idea also, that God sees through
Him who is His D'Jfi, face, appears from this,

that not only is creation effected by Him, but

also the conservation of things created (Col. i.

16, 17), the visitation, snstentalion, direction and
redemption of tho world. And in this Mediator
is the name ofGod. For what God is, expresses it-

selfin Him. We should not know that God is, and
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CHAP. LXIIL 7-14. 677

what God is, if the Mediator did not reveal it

But in the Old Covenant this face of God has
not become manifest in His full equality with
God, and yet at the same time in His distinction

from Him. The knowledge of this mystery was
reserved for the New Covenant Nevertheless
the light of the relation of the Trinity breaks
through even in the Old Testament in traces here
and there. In the form of an angel and under
the name of angel He appears in the Old Cove-
nant, who in the New has appeared as the Son
of man. There was for Him in the Old Cove-
nant no other form of manifestation. But He is

00 characteriied that we can distinguish Him
readily from common angels. This is, in brief,

my unpretending view of this subject n3i"IK is

the positive, fundamental notion, 717011 (only
here in Isaiah, comp. Gen. xix, 16) is the nega-
tive, accessory notion. For it denotes forbearance,

refraining from the right of punishing (comp.

ix. 18; xxx. 14). The sentence 'U1 oWl seems
to state that this bearing and carrying maternal
love of God lasted not merely during the period
of the deliverance from Egypt, but during the
whole time that, from the standpoint of the Pro-
phet, belonged to the days long gone by. This
is seen from ver. 10 sqq., where the so oft-repeat-

ed, alternating relation of apostasy, punishment
and return to God is comprehensively depicted.

For during the whole time which passed between
the Egyptian and the Babylonian captivity, what
in vers. 10 sqq. is described was repeated, f3

and *>VJ? have both Fll") for their object (comp.

iii. 8 and Eph. iv. 30). They were rebellious against
and grieved the Holy Spirit by resisting the
drawings of His grace and by offending His holy

nature with doing evil. The expression Bhp nn
occurs in the Old Testament besides here and
ver. 11 only further in Pa. li. 13. The adjective
Efng is never joined with nn. The necessary

consequence of resisting the Holy Spirit is that

the Lord too is changed into an adversary of
him who resists Him. Wn stands emphatically

before 03-DlVw: How dreadful it is to have
Him as an adversary!

4. Then Ha remembered glorious
name, vers. 11-14. Jehovah's being their ene-
my brought so many evils on the people that

they out of the depths of the last and greatest

distress long earnestly for the restoration of the
old friendship. The question: Where is He
that brought them up ? etc., can come only
from the mouth of the people. For this reason
the subject of 13PI can only be tZDJg, not Moses

or the indefinite " they " (German man). The
people remembered the old days of Moses, u e.

the days when Moses led the people and procured
for them the wonderful manifestations of the
favor of God. The accumulation of substantives
in the genitive characterizes the language of
Isaiah; at all events, this form of expression
occurs in no book of the Old Testament so fre-

quently and in such intensity as in Isaiah.

Comp. xviii. 1, where two words follow in the
construct state. There are three such words in
xiii. 4 ; xxviii. 1 ; four in x. 12 ; five in xxi. 17.

Comp. Ewau), { 291 a,—[Dr. Naegeusbach

(see under TexL and Gram.) would drop the suf-

fix in D*?jmn and would render: "Where is.

He that brought up out of the sea the shepherd
of His flockr The sea here is- the Kile, and
the shepherd, Moses : and the fact referred to,

the deliverance of Moses when an infant from
drowning. But this view is exposed to obvious
and insuperable objections. Deutzsch refers

the suffix in D^DH to the forefathers of Israel,
takes r\H asauaa cum, and is disposed to read

\£\ which is strongly attested, instead of the

singular. By the shepherds of the flook he
understands Moses and Aaron with Miriam, Ps.
Ixxvii. 21 ; Micah vi. 4. If we, with the E. V..
regard God as the subject of '•remembered,"
then it is better, with Kay, to put a full stop at
" people," and omit the word " saying," and: re-

gard the appeal that follows as made by the Pro-
phet in the people's name. It is unsuitable to
put it in the mouth of Jehovah. Against making
>D# the subject of "OP1, the remoteness of its

position is an obvious objection. Such an asyn-

deton as that in 1'D.J nTO is of frequent occur-

rence, and, on the whole, the rendering of the

£. V., if we only strike out the supplied word
saying, is the most obvious and natural.—D. M.]
God gave Moses His Holy Spirit, and with Him
the gift to perform miracles, and to lead and
teach the |»eople (comp. Num. xi. 17).—[But

the suffix in 13ip3 refers to DJ7, the people, and

not to Moses alone.—D. M.]—The beginning of

ver. 12 is literally rendered: who made the
arm of His glory to go at the right hand
of Moses. The most remarkable effect of this

was the dividing of the water before them,
the Israelites (properly away from the face of

them, so that the waters went out of the way).

Hitzig, Umbreit, Knobel, understand the

words of the water from the rock (Ex. xvii. 5
sqq.)- But this event, as belonging to a later

time, could not well be placed before the passage

through the Red Sea. Moreover, Ppl is espe-

cially employed of this dividing of the waves of

the sea, Ex. xiv. 21 ; Ps. lxxviii. 13: Neh. ix.

11. These great and wonderful deeds of God
had the design to make known, first to the peo-

ple of Israel, and then to other nations also, the

name of Jehovah, i. t. the nature of that God
who is called Jehovah ; and thus to bring them
to the knowledge of His exclusive Godhead (Neh.

ix. 10; Isa. lv. 13; ver. 14). The depths, ver.

13, are plainly the depths of the Bed Sea (not

of the Jordan, as Knobel thinks).—[This is

clear from comparing Ps. cvi. 9.—D. M.]—One
might suppose that Israel would have trodden

with trembling, uncertain steps the strange way
over the bottom of the sea on which human foot

was never set, with the walls of the standing

waters on the right hand and on the left. But it

was not so. Rapidly and surely, as the desert

horse goes over the flat, smooth desert, without

tottering, so did they march over that strange,

perilous road. The Israelites are the subject of

)btfD\ The image of the cattle descending into

the valley is very appropriate for marking the

arrival of the Israelites in the promised land
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678 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

after the journeying in the desert For the dry,

stony deserts through which Israel had to march
were really higher than the fertile regions watered

by the Nile and the Jordan. It seems to me.
too, that the Prophet here thinks of the herds or

Komades that must cross a mountain range or a

Jlateau in order to reach regions rich in pasture,

ust so the Spirit of the Lord, who by means of

the leaders directed the march of Israel, brought

the people to rest. The Prophet could justly

designate the arrival of Israel in Palestine after

the long journeying as an attaining to rest. The

same thing had been said before (Deut xiL
9 ; Josh. L 13 ; xxi. 44 ; xxii. 4 ; xxiii. 1 ; Pa.
xcv. 11; oomp. Heb. iii. lip 18; iv. 1, 3, 9).

The last sentence of ver. 14 is a recapitulation-

(3 refers to all that goes before, and the words

to make thyself a glorious name declare
that the design of the Loan was not merely to
confer a benefit on the Israelites of that time, but
to prepare the way for the knowledge and ac-
knowledgment of His name among all

and to all times (ver. 12).

2. PEAYEB THAT THE LOBD MIGHT LOOK UPON THEM AND EEMOVE SIN
AND ITS PUNISHMENT.

Chap. LXQI. 16-19 a. (19)

15 Look down from heaven, and behold from the habitation of thy holine

thy glory

:

Where is thy zeal and thy strength,

'The sounding of thy bowels and of thy mercies toward me?
•Are they restrained?

16 Doubtless thou art our father,
bThough Abraham be ignorant of us,

And Israel acknowledge us not

:

Thou, O Lobd, art our father, 'our redeemer

;

Thy name is from everlasting.

17 O Lord, 'why hast thou made us to err from thy ways,
And hardened our heart from thy fear?

Return for thy servants' sake,

*The tribes of thine inheritance.

18 The people of thy holiness have possessed it but a little while

:

Our adversaries nave trodden down thy sanctuary.

19 'We are thine:

Thou never barest rule over them :

•They were not called by thy name.

and of

* Or, the multitude.
* Or, thy nomewasnot called upon them.

* they are restrained. * beoause.

• Or, our redeemerfrom everlasting is My f

• Why dott thou make us err.
• We have become a$ those over whom thou never barest rule, on whom thy name wot not catted.

* to the tribe*.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 16. [">ocordmg to the accents the words )fy*l

oSlJJO are connected together. The more correct ac-

centuation would be uSlU Who, oStyD Mereha. From
remote antiquity Jahve had acted toward Israel In such

a way that the latter could call him uS*J. What takes

place in the present time is so different as to put faith

to a hard trial. Translate: Our Redeemer itfrom ancient

time thy name.n Dslttmch.—D. M.^
Ver.lfl. 10013, Pilel from CM3 (ver. • ; xlr. l», ftj) Is

to tread down, «ara**T*tr, and includes the idea of pro*

faning and defiling.

BXBOBTIGAL

1. After laying the foundation for Hig prayer
by the retrospect of what Jehovah had been of
old to His people, the suppliant now passes over
to the entreaty that the Lord would graciously
look down from heaven on the present distress,
and not restrain His love and might (ver. 15).
He still remains the Father of the people, after

AND CRITICAL.

Abraham and Israel, who had been long ago re-

moved by death, have become strangers to them
so far as rendering actual aid is concerned (ver.

16). With great boldness the Loan is expostu-

lated with for permitting the people to go astray

and to become hardened, and He is called npon
to change His conduct towards His elect people
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CHAP. LXIIL 15-19& 079

(ver. 17). The oomplaint is made to Him that

the people had possessed only for a short time the
land promised to them as an inheritance lor ever,

while the centre of the land, the Sanctuary, which
alone gives the country its value, had been trod-

den down by their enemies (ver. 181 so that Is-

rael is now situated as if Jehovah had never been
their Lord, and His name had never been called

upon them (ver. 19 a).

2. Look down from heaven re-

strained.—Ver. 15. niO more frequently fol-

lows than precedes &'£•?. The Lord has to look

down from heaven, for thither He has as it were
retired. He is no more to be found in His earth-

ly sanctuary, but only in His heavenly. [But
compare Dent xxvi 15 ; Ps. cxv. 3. The pray-

er is rather founded on the acknowledged truth,

•'The Lord looketh from heaven. .... From
the place of His habitation He looketh upon all

the inhabitants of the earth." Pa. xxxiii. 13, 14.

D. M.]. Solomon had said in his dedicatory

prayer (1 Kings viii 13 comp. 2 Chron, vi 2) "I

have built thee a house to dwell in (S3? W*)." To
this passage the suppliant seems to allude, when he

'
i the Lord to lookdown from the habitation

ofHis holiness and glory. For the earthly Sp? iva

is destroyed. The word 7?? is found only here in

Isaiah. Onos more the suppliant returns to what
he misses. He ssks again with n*M : Whore is

thy seal and thy mighty deeds ? The seal
of Jehovah is twofold : against His people, so far

they make common cause with those who hate the
Lord. For then they have the Lord who is a
aealona Ood (Ex. xx. 5 ; Dent iv. 24 ; v. 9)
against them. But the aeal of Jehovah is also

active for His people, against the enemies of the
theocracy (comp. ix. 6; xxvi. 11; xxxvii. 32;
xlii. 13; lix. 17). The expression D^O |na
strepitus viscerutn, as image of the emotion of com-
passion, of commiseratio, is found in the form of a
substantive only here, but the verbal expression
occurs, xvi. 11; Jer. xxxi. 20; xlviii. 30. In

'Sit observe the change of number, pflKfln, se

cohibere, comp. xlii. 14 ; lxiv. 11.

3. Doubtless thou everlasting.—Ver.
10. [The E. V. departs in two instances in this

verse from the proper signification of '2, render-

ing it in the first, doubtless, and in the second,
though. In both cases its strict sense of /or, 6s-

emuse, can be retained, as is done by Dr. Naeoels-
bach. But we prefer taking the second '3 asss

when* which in this connection does not differ

much from though. D. M.]. Ver. 16 declares the
reason why Israel entreats theLord to be pleased
to look upon their need and to manifest His power
and love on them. Jehovah alone is the true
Father of Israel They have indeed also human
progenitors who stand in high honor and authori-
ty ; Abraham (comp. li. 2) as their remote, and
Israel, the strongcontender with God (Gen. xxxii.

28), their immediate ancestor. But these are
men, are long dead, and incapable from their
{present abode outside thin world, to take know-
edge (

T? s? dignovit, Ixi. 9) of Israel's lot ; not to

say that they could not po*«iblv interpose to ren-

der them active support. [This is not very satis-

factory, though the view of Vitrinqa, De-
litzsch and the best interpreters. But if we take
the second '3 in the common sense of when, and

translate " For thou art our Father when Abra-
ham does not know os, and Israel does not recog-
nise us/' then the idea would be that natural affec-

tion and regard would cease rather than thatGods
paternal love should fail, or His covenant of
adoption be annulled. Such a sense is very ap-
propriate. See Ps. xxvii. 10. Comp. Calvin
on our passage. Kay remarks, " This verse and
lxiv. 8 are the only places in the Old Testament
where the address Our Father is used in prayer.

The Spirit of adoption was not yet given (Gal. iv.

4-6)." D. M.].
4. O Lord, why hast thou thy name.

Vers. 17-19 a. Jerome understands the words
of ver. 17 as an utterance of the apostate Jews.
As Paul in the Epistles to the Corinthians address-

es piousand ungodly persons, so here both the pious

and the ungodly speak to God. These latter aresaid

here, " movers Domino quaestionem, et suam culpam

referrs ta Deum? Jerome, however, vindicates

God, and says that in reality God is not the cause

of error and hardness of heart, but that error and
obduracy are only mediately occasioned by His
patience, while He does not chastise offenders.

Theodoretmakes theJews here directly reproach
God with having by His patience incurred the

guilt of their delinquencies. Oecolampadius
regards this passage as having a double sense.

A8 an utterance of the ungodly it contains actual

blasphemy (bUuphema inter vrccandum dicunt:

mam culpam in Veum transcrumnt), while in the

mouth of the godly it expresses only the painful

confession that they, after the withdrawal of the

divine grace snd help, could not but go astray.

Calvin disputes all softening of the language by
the assumption of foreknowledge or permission.

But he makes a distinction. He distinguishes be-

tween an indirect or negative hardening (rite ex-

eoecare, vndurare, inelinare dicitur, auibua/aouUaiem

videndi, parendi, rede exsequendi admit), and
a direct or positive (when He per Satanam ei

consUia rcprooorum dentinal, quo visum est, ei

voluntatis excitat H conatus frmat). As in-

stances of the latter kind he cites Pharaoh
(Ex. iv. 21; vii. 3; x. i., etc), and Sihon the

king of the Amorites (Dent ik 80). For the

first-mentioned kind he appeals to Exek. vii. 26

;

Ps. ovii. 40; Job xii. 20, 24, and to the passage

before us (comp. Institutio II., 4, 3 sq.). Whether
that indirect hardening, of which Calvin speaks,

is essentially different from the permissive, may
be doubted. I therefore believe that all those in-

terpreters—and they form the majority—who
understand this passage of the divine permission,

mean nothing else than what Calvin intends by

tbat former kind of hardening. For the cessatio

direction* divinae, the ablatio spMus, the subUUto

luminis is just nothing else than that procedure

of God by which He makes sin possible, or per-

mits it Luther, in particular, belongs to those

who explain our place in the permissive sense,

and with his fine feeling he is able, without doing

violence to the words, to remove what causes

offence from them. He says: "Sunt verba ar-

dent* affectus. Ah, Domine, quare tints nos sw

errors f Nos hune affectum non inteUigtmus, quart

privative accipiemus, ut sit sententia: qutanolumu*
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audiretuiumveHmmfpermmaUnoBerrare etpeccare;

iicut fit,peecaiumpeecaU est poena.
1' And certainly

in the month of the suppliant church ver. 17 can
never be taken as a blasphemous reproach. But
the church in the deepest sorrow, and during a
momentary eclipse of the future prospect before

her, feels herself driven to put this question,

Why ? Not as if she would say that there exists

no reason, or only a bad one, but simply to inti-

mate that she does not perceive the reason, that

here the providence of God appears to her dark,
inexplicable. The church mourns because the
Lord has not hindered her going astray, her
hardening in evil, which exists not indeed in all,

but in many of her members. She thinks that

He, the Almighty, could have done it, ifHe had
wished. That He has not willed it is to her in-

conceivable. She does not even see how this, her
partial apostasy must, on the whole, co-operate to

the realisation of God's gracious counsel. The
statement in this verse is in harmony with vi. 9,

10, and with xxix. 10 ; xlv. 7. [But in xlv. 7
the evil which God creates is physical evil or
pain, the opposite of peace.—D. Af.]. For here,

as there, God is apparently designated as the
author of evil, while yet Goa can never will evil

as such. But when men do not will the good,
then thev must at last will the evil. It becomes
a necessity in the way of punishment, in order
that they may be thoroughly acquainted with it,

and be thereby healed (see on vi. 9 so,, and xxix.
10). As an unauthorised weakening of the
genuine meaning of this place I must regard it

when Seb. Schmidt and Grottus understand
the words defutwro: Why shall it then come to
this, that we go astray and harden ourselves in
idolatry? The imperfects (futures) UJ?nn and
TVtfpn can only be taken to mean an action not

yet finished, and therefore only in the sense of the
enduring present. If we ask what sin the Pro-
phet specially has in view when he speaks of
erring and hardening, we must say that this

erring and hardening can take place in all forms
of sin, but that* in the end, all these evil fruits

have a common root, namely, the sin against the
first (second) commandment, idolatry. Wemust,
of course, think here not only of gross, but also

of refined idolatry. The Rabbinical commenta-
tors are of the opinion that the Prophet has here
in view, doubt, despair and unbelief as the con-
sequences of the long duration of the Exile. This
is quite possible, if we think not merely of the
Babylonish Captivity, but also, and specially, of
the present exile that still continues. But the
look of the Prophet is primarily directed to the
Babylonian exile, and regarding it we must say
that it became to many Jews an occasion even of
visible apostacy from Jehovah and of gross idol-

atry, nftg (certainly hardened from •TOjJ) occurs

besides here onlyinJob xxxix. 16, where it has the
signification " toregard or treat harshly." JO before

"JflKV has here a negative force, and the sentence

expresses a consequence, so as not to fear
thee. Comp. lxii. 10 ; hx. 1, 2 et eaepe. While
the Prophet sees the Lord, as it were, engaged
in a woful work, the work namely of judicially
hardening ever more the mass of Israel after the
flash, he becomes anxious for Israel as a body.
If this continues, what shall become of the elect

people? Who will be able to withstand the <

rent of inward and outward corruption ? There-
fore he entreats the Lord not to continue to act
in this way, but to reverse the course He is pur-
suing. The Prophet has very probably Num. x.

36 before his mind in using the word 3*tf. Ac-
cordingly, as the verb is intransitive, we have to

regard ') %
Q2tf, not as in apposition to T"13-?*

but as the accusative of place dependent on 24Cf

.

Then we obtain the idea that the Prophet con-
ceives the erring and hardening spoken of as
caused by the Lord taming away from Israel,

and leaving them to their fate. He is here be-
sought, in opposition to this, to return to the
tribes of His inheritance, and that for His ser-

vants' sake. Who are these servants? They
can only be those who faithfully serve the Lord
in distinction from those who err and harden
themselves. But the Prophet means by these
servants not merely thosewho in the present time
have remained faithful, but all faithful servants

of Jehovah of all times. He thinks especially of
the patriarchs who first received the promises.
It is for the sake of all His faithful servants that
the Lord does not entirely reject Israel. That
Israel here bears the designation the tribes of
thine inheritance is doubtless because the Pro-
phet wishes thereby to point to Jehovah's election

of Israel to be His nj??D (Ex. xix. 5 ; Deut. viL 6

et soepe). His specially dear to Him and inalien-

able inheritance (xix. 25 ; xlvii. 6). To thocom-
plaint of the decay of religious life (ver. 17) there
is added (vers. 18, 19 a) a complaint regarding
the mournful external relations, the fruit of that
internal decay. The subject of *#"V can only be
"]Bhp~DJ7. If we take WVl as subject, as many

do, we must then take ^f*®J in a signification

which it has not For IPf? (besides here Gen.

xix. 20 ; Job viii. 7 ; Ps. xlii. 7 ; 2 Chron. xxiv.
24) is the harder form of 1?*?, which latter oc-

curs in no other Old Testament writer than
Isaiah, who has it in x. 25 ; xxix. 17 ; xvi. 14 ;

xxiv. 6. The signification is everywhere pan/urn,

a little. The word is synonymous with B^?»

which word in all these places of Isaiah (with
exception of the last-mentioned, xxiv. 6,) is

joined to "WTO. If now we take WW as sub-

ject, we must take VxD1

? in the sense of pro-
pcmodum, parum abeet outn, almost, nearly, as
Cocceius, Luther ana Stier do. But then the
form should be "^f?3 after the analogy of

D£M. Further, V*dS can neither be =*V¥3

without 7 (LXX.) nor =» nuflo pretio, tine labor*

(Jerome). "tylfDS can only be a particle of
time, and mean for a short time. Many are in-

clined to regard "JChpD as the common object of
ttfv and 1DDU, while they take BftpD either as

a designation of the whole land, or of the temple

alone. But the whole land is never called #"»pa.

and the expression tfV cannot well be employed
ofthe temple. We must, too, in that case refer

IjftD7 to both sentences. For it stands as em-
phatically at the beginning as "]Bhp3 stands at
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CHAP. LXHI. 19 6-LXIV. 11. 681

the close. I, therefore, agree with Delitzsch in

taking IBfV absolutely, and in understanding as

its object the land, this object could be easily

omitted, as &V is used countless times both of

the taking of the holy land into possession, and
of the holding of it in possession. The word, too,

in often employed absolutely : Deut ii. 24, 31

;

Gen. xxi. 10; 2 Sam. xiv. 7; Mic i. 15, el aaepe.

Although "tyVD
1

? is a rhetorical hyperbole, it is

et justified, inasmuch as, if the Lord does not

tear the prayer contained in ver. 17 6, the time
during which* Israel possessed the land would be
short in comparison with the following perma-
nent exclusion from its possession. The tread-
ing down of the Sanotoary is regarded as

the dissolving of the bond of connection between
Israel and his God. Israel stands, therefore, now
as a people over which Jehovah has never ruled.

It is no more distinguished in anything from the

heathen nations. Before 071^0, which must be

connected with what follows, ^#N is to be sup-

In

plied. According to our way of speaking ^&*3
would be required. [In the E. V. the important
word thine is aibitrarilv supplied. Dr. Nae-
geusbach's rendering is here to be preferred

:

We are beoome aa those over whom thou
never barest rule, (or didst not rale from
anoient time), on whom thy name was
never oalled.—D. M.1. That Israel has been,

as it were, marked with the name of Jehovah,
and thus distinguished from all nations, is always
set forth as one of its greatest privileges (comp.

Deut xxviii. 10; 2 Chron. viL 14; Jer. xiv. 9,

et aaepe. Comp. lea. xliii. 7; lxv. 1). [The
first verse of chap. lxiv. in the £. V. forms the

latter part of ver. 19 of the preceding chapter in

the Hebrew text It is convenient in the Com-
mentary to adhere to the division of chapters and
verses observed in the Hebrew Bible. Accord-
ingly, what stands in the English Bible as the

first verse of chap lxiv. appears in the Com-
mentary as the conclusion of lxiii. 19. And in

conformity with this arrangement chap, lxiv.,

instead of twelve, has only eleven verses.—D. M.].

3. PRAYER THAT THE LORD WOULD VISIBLY INTERVENE, AND SO PROVE
HIMSELF TO BE, AS OF OLD, THE GOD AND FATHER OF ISRAEL.

Chapter LXIIL 19 6 to LXIV. 11. (LXIV. 1-12).

Chap. LXIIL 19 6. Oh that thou wouldest rend the heavens,

That thou wouldest come down,
That the mountains might flow down at thy presence,

Chap. LXIV. 1. As when Hhe melting fire burneth,

The fire causeth the waters to boil,

To make thy name known to thine adversaries,

That the nations may tremble at thy presence

!

2 bWhen thou didst terrible things whim we looked not for,

Thou earnest down, the mountains flowed down at thy presence.

3 For since the beginning of the world men have not heard, nor perceived by the ear,

Neither hath the eye "seen, O God, beside thee,

What he hath prepared for him that waiteth for him.

4 Thou meetest him that rejoiceth and worketh righteousness,
9Those that remember thee in thy ways

:

Behold, thou art wroth ; for we have sinned

:

*In those is continuance, and we shall be saved.

5 But we are all *as an unclean thing,

And all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags

:

And we all do fade as a leaf;

And our iniquities, like the wind, have taken us away.

6 And there is none that calleth upon thy name,
That stirreth up himself to take hold of thee:

For thou hast nid thy face from us,

And hast 'consumed us,
4because of our iniquities.

7 But now, O Lord, thou art our father

;

We are the clay, and thou our potter;

And we all are the work of thy hand.
8 Be not wroth very sore, O Lord,

Neither remember iniquity for ever:

Behold, see, we beseech thee, we are all thy people.
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9 Thy holy cities are a wilderness,

Zion is a wilderness, Jerusalem a desolation.

10 Our holy and our beautiful house, where our fathers praised thee,

Is burned up with fire

:

And all our pleasant things are laid waste. ,

11 Wilt thou refrain thyself for these things, O LordT
Wilt thou hold thy peace, and afflict us very sore ?

i H*b.thefire ofmelting*. • Or, teen o Qod betide the*, whloh doeth *ofor kirn, etc • Heb. stettftl

'

* Heb.bg the hand of.

» A* fire kindle* bmthwood. » When thou dott terrible deed* which we did not expecti—that thou wouldcet come
down, that mountain* mightflow down befbretheel • In thy way* they remember the*. * for a long tun* U t* *o ;

and*kaUweb**avedt • We w*ro all a§ the unclean (permm), etc.

TEXTUAL AHD

Ver. 10 b. Regarding the division into ohapters, there

can be no doubt that what follows from lxiii. 19 b in

closely connected with what precedes. There is no

reason for beginning a new chapter here. It would be

appropriate to make the chapter begin at lxiii. 1ft. But

it is quite awkward to commence the chapter with

n'TM. With DSrSjr, lxiii. 19 a, the Terse ought pro-

perly to close.—[Dilitssch, while he condemns the be-

ginning of a new chapter with n*TD3i defends the Ma-

soretic division of Terses, and maintains that lxiiL 19 b

could not be united with lxiv. 1, for the Terse thus

formed would be beyond measure overladen. This

sigh, too, belongs really to 19 a, as it arises out of

the depths of the complaint there expressed.—D. M.J—

ihh ia probably a mongrel form from fytl and *hi\

For from SSl. to thak*, comes the perfect Niphal *SlJ.

But the Prophet wished to speak not merely of a sha-

king, but also of a dissolving, a flowing down of the

mountains (comp. Ps. xlvi. 7 [6]). For this purpose he
availed himself of the freedom allowed in forming the
Niphal of verbs, 'yy. The Niphal of these Terbs can
be inflected, as if its normal third person masculine
were an independent stem. Thus we have 71303, Eaek.

xli. 7; I*??! Judges T. 5, as if these were forms' of the

Kal, apj, Stj. There occur, moreover, Niphal forms

which suppose a Sal perfect * or o, from whioh they

are formed: H30J, Esek. xzvi 2; H3X Amos lii. 11;

GRAMMATICAL.

&JJ, Isa. xxxiv. 4, ate. In this way Afa htm arisen,

and the occasion of its formation seems to hare been

the endeavor to unite the significations of she stems

SS? and Su* The one of these stems has given the

consonants and the vocalisation of the first syllable,

the other, the vocalization of the second syllable (comp.

Oiahausbx, { 263, 6, p. 692).—[It is hard to imagine that

the Prophet intended by the irregular form which he

employed to unite in it both the meaning of SSt. to

thak*, and that of 7?J, to flow. Most modern interpre-

ters prefer to assume as the stem V?T.—D. M.]

Ver. 4. The combination DTX TWp fefr ia mani-

festly formed in the genuine style of Isaiah for the

sake of the alliteration.—fThere Is here no example of

alliteration.—D. M.]—This combination is grammati-

cally admissible according to the usage which allows

ns to add to a verb a nearer specification by means of a

second verb in the same verbal form and connected by

wan (comp. Job vi. 9; 2 8am.vii.29; Deutv.19, ef soaps).

Ter. 0. S331 i», it appears to me, Hiphil from n1
?!,

VT- TT
mareuit, abtumtut, confeetu* att—[Dbutssch regards it

as the Hiphil from hbX or from S*3 - S?J.—D. M.J—

The Hiphil is directly causative, to produce withering,

i.e.to wither away.

Ver. 0. UJlom 1* Kal, which is here exceptionally

used in a transitive signification (comp. on TVJp* 7W3,

Ten 1). T3 marks the Urminm in quern, and recalls
Oen.xiv.au.

EXEGETICAL AUD CRITICAL.

I. In violent agitation the suppliant ezpr
the wish that God would put an end to all this

misery by a visible and grand manifestation of
His might and majesty, that He would come
down upon the earth, so that all His enemies must
flee trembling before Him (lxiii. 19 6-lxiv. 2).

And Jehovah can do this, forHe alone has proved
Himself by deeds to be the living God to those
who hope in Him (vers. 8, 4 a). God's procedure
hitherto, in ever visiting Israel with repeated pun-
ishment, has been of no avail. Israel has not re-

formed thereby, but has only sunk deeper in im-
purity, corruption and decay (vers. 4 6-6), But
ehovah is Israel's Father, Israel is the clay in

His hand, and He U the Potter. Is not Israel

thenj such aa it is, properly His work? (ver 7) [?]
Let it please Him, then, not to exercise wrath to

the utmost degree, but to consider that Israel is

His people (ver. 8). All the cities of the holy

51

land lie waste and desolate, even Zion and Jeru-
salem (ver. 9). The temple is burnt down, and
all places in which Israel once delisted are ruins

(ver. 10). Can Jehovah endure this T Can He
be silent at it, and only continue to afflict His
people? (ver. 11).

2. Oh, that thou wonldeat rend thy
ways.—lxiii. 19 6-lxiv. 4 ou At the head of
the preceding paragraph (lxiii. 15-19 a) we read

the prayer that the Lobd would graciously look
down from heaven on the misery of His people
(ver. 15).- How needful it Is that He should do
this is then shown by various negative and posi-

tive reasons. The suppliant is now not satisfied

with a mere looking down. He has come to know
(ver. 17 Baa.) how great the gulf is which sepa-

rates Israel inwardly and outwardly from its God.
Inwardly, a great part of the nation has gone
astray from Jehovah, and is even confirmed,
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CHAP. LXIIL 19 6-LXIV. 11. 083

hardened in this apostesy: externally, the people
have been expelled from the land of their inheri-

tance and from their sanctuary. The suppliant

now thinks that in order to heal all these evils,

there is needed a grand and signal manifestation

of the divine majesty which Bhould strike down
all unbelief and annihilate all opposition. He
desires, therefore, that God would rend the hea-
ven, remove as it were the eurtain which now
conceals Him from the bodily eye, and thusmakes
unbelief and its consequences' possible. Some-
thing is here asked, which is fcr more than the

bowing of the heaven and coming down which is

described in Pa. xviii. 10 as having taken place,

and which is implored in Ps. cxliv. 5. In these

places by the bowing of the heaven and earning down
only a manifestation dv means of a tempest is de-

noted, while Isaiah here prays that Jehovah
would show Himself in His terrible majesty, as

according to Ezek. i. 1 He did really show Him-

self to His prophet Kw comp. on xlviii 18.

The perfect after KO depicts impatience. The
tending of the heaven and ooming down
is set forth not as something merely possible, but
as something in regard to which merely the wish
is expressed that it mav have already happened.
In what way the Prophet pictures to himself the

occurrence indicated by V?Hi he explains in lxiv.

1 by two comparisons. He supposes the 66£a

which surrounds the Lord as consuming fire

penetrating the mountains, though these are pro-

perly not combustible, and kindling them as easi-

ly and rapidly as fire ignites a fagot, yea, dissolv-

ing them despite their hardness and consistency

into a boiling, seething mass, iust as fire causes

liquid water to boil fcomp. Ps. fxxxiiL 15: xcvii.

5). rnj5 stands in Deut. xxxii. 22; Jer. xv. 14

in an intransitive sense, but in the parallel pass-

age Jer. xvii. 4, and in Isaiah L 11, it is transi-

tive. H^|, too, which from the radical meaning
" ebuttire" has, on the one hand, the signification

of hot desire, longing, asking (xxi. 12 Mi), on the

other, that of blowing one's selfup, swelling (xxx.

13), possesses both a transitive and an intransitive

power, as is the case with so many Hebrew verbal

stems. D'DDH, Air. Ary., which the LXX. ren-

der by *wm$c, wax, and the Vulgate by iabeecert,

was perceived by D« Dieu and Schultehs to be
related to the Arabic Aomsand haeehim (dry herb,

dry, brittle wood). It denotes sarmenta, dry wood
ofthe vine or of branches, brushwood. [Instead of
"as when the melting fire burneth (E. V.),

translate aa fire kindles brushwood." D.
M.]- The aim of this indubitable manifestation

of Jehovah is that He may make His name (u «..

the knowledge of His being comprised in word)
known to his enemies, £ e., to all thosewho stray

from Him and harden themselves in this aliena-

tion (ver. 17), whether they are Israelites or hea-

then. The Prophet evidently hopes that this

manifestation as demonstrotio ad oeuloe will compel
all Israelites, who hitherto did not believe the in-

struction given to them (because its evidence was
not palpable enough) to know and acknowledge
their God. If, however, there should he some
among the D'H, who, notwithstanding this revela-

tion apparent to the senses, should not be dis-

posed to believe, these must at least flee van-

quished and incapable of resistance. On "pflO

comp. on lxiil. 12. 1J1 ^HlfrjD in ver. 2 is de-

pendent on JJHtn
1
?. The knowledge of the name

of God will be imparted to men, so far as this

rending and coming down is a deed, not mere-
ly an instruction by word. This is a thought
quite after Isaiah's manner, as may be seen from
comparing xxvL 8-10, the remarks on which
passage may be consulted. After the state-

ment of the design to make thy name
known, ete., tfte manner of doing this is also

declared: in thy doing terrible things
etc [Not: When thou didst terrible,
etc—El V.]" And then there is mention again
made of the visible event which should precede
the making known of Jehovah's name to His ad-
versaries. For at the close of verse 2 we have a
repetition of the conclusion of lxiii. 19 (Oh, that)
thou wonldest oome down, etc. [Not, as in
the E. V. : Thou osmest down, etc.j. By this

recurrence of the same words the verses lxiii 196
-lxiv. 2 are shown to form logically and rhetori-

cally an inseparable whole. The words of the
third verse [fourth in E. V.] stand manifestly in
a causal relation to what precedes. The Prophet
had expressed the bold wish that the Lord might
no longer remain concealed, but might visibly
display His Godhead. Can this happen? Ima-
ginary gods cannot, indeed, comply with such a
requirement But Jehovah is no fictitious sod.
He is the true, the living, God. And He alone
has shown Himself as such from the beginning.
For from primeval time men have not seen
nor heard a God beside Jehovah who showed
Himself by living deed to him who hopes in Him.

I take 1 before D7\pD in a causal sense= and
truly, as we had it frequently already («. a., xxiv.

6; xxxviiL 17 ; xxxix. 1, comp. with 2 Kings :

12). That D'nStt is to be taken as the accusa-

tive, and not as the vocative, is clear, because
neither in itself nor in this connection is it a
suitable thought to say: None but Thou, O God,
has seen and heard what Thou wilt do to those

who hope in Thee. For it is self-evident that no
one previously saw and heard what God intends.

And what, too, is intended by this strange sentence
in this connection ? And how explain the change

of person in nfrjr? It is objected that pKH
is not in other cases followed bv the accusative.

But this is not the case, pttn has frequently,

when in the parallelism JHJBf corresponds to it, the

accusative after it (Gen. iv. 23 ; Job xxxiii. 1), and
we may say that in the passage before us UVKH
is subordinated to the \pDtf as a merely rhetori-

cal repetition, and forms one idea with it. Even

if the construction of pTKH with the accusative

oould not in any way be justified, this would not

signify. For the accusative DTP* can also de-

pend on the verb HfllO alone as the nearest verb.

Deutzbch rightly remarks : " We cannot in chap-

ters xl.-lxvi. hear the words ^nSw D'TVT* preceded

by a negation, without at once receiving the im-
pression thatJahve** [Jehovah's] exclusive God-

head is attested (xlv. 5, 21)." ilfrjr stands in a

pregnant sense, as in Ps. xxii. 32; xxxvii. 5; lii.
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11; Jer. xiv. 7: Dan. viii. 24; xi. 17, 28, 80.

The God, who from the beginning ha* proved
Himself to be a real, living God by working, u e.,

by such indubitable proofs in deeds as only a real,

living power could show—this God can also do
that which the Prophet (lxiii. 19 6-ixiv. 2) with

such intense ardor desires to see. I, too, believe

that Paul freely quotes this passage in 1 Cor. ii.

9. But I think, on account of the words " «uM Kaptiiav h.v&pbnov ovk avipq," that the place lxv.

17 was also before the Apostle's mind. [ Paul's quo-

tation of this place is seen to be appropriate when
we reflect that the Object perceived by no ear.

seen by no eve, is, as Delitzsch puts it, not God
in Himself, but the God who aott for His
who justifies their waiting on Him.—D. M.].

What the Prophet had intimated by the one word
nftjT, he expands in the first part of verse 4.

}'J9 is a strong expression, and is intended to de-

note a friendly impingere, but one which is

right sensibly felt, an oceunua which leaves no
doubt as to the reality of the person who meets
us, though He should be invisible. J7J9 stands

with the accusative in the general sense of meet-
ing (Ex. v. 20; xxiii. 4; 1 Sam. x. 5: Amos v.

19; comp. Ex. v. 3; Isa. xlvii. 3). The Lord
meets in a way that is perceptible to Him who
loves righteousness and practises it, i. e., does it

with joy. ["He who rejoices and works righteous-

ness is one in whom joy and doing right are

united. The expression is therefore equivalent

to rejoice* to do righteousness. But it is,

ferhaps, more correct, with Hofmann, to take
IV as the object of both verbs: Suoh as let

what is right be their joy and their work

;

for feNfef (fe^fr), though it cannot immediately (see

viii. 6 ; xxxv. 1). can mediately, as here and lxv.

18, be joined with the accusative of the object."

—

Delitzsch.—D. M.]. As the Prophet, in lxiv.

4 6 passes over to a new, specifically different

thought, HFW ]H must begin a new verse.

3. Behold, thou art wroth us away.
Vers. 4 6-6. With these words the Prophet sets

that procedure which the Lord had hitherto pur-

sued over against that which he himselfso ardently
longs for as certainly leading to the desired end.

Hitherto the Lord has been wroth. Although in-

dividuals might experience the assisting grace of
their God, yet, on the whole, His conduct toward
His people was characterized by anger. And what
was the result? Was Israel thereby reformed ?

No. The old sin ever succeeded punishment.
Sin, punishment, and sin again, that nas been the
whole history of Israel from the beginning. This
is, in my judgment, the meaning of the words

oVtf Ora Thus nayp retains its full force as

a perfect, and KOH31 retains unimpaired the signi-

fication of an aoristic imperfect DH3 has a neu-

ter force : in (with, during) these (things) which
are indicated by thou wast angry, and we
sinned, is (contained, elapsed) an DSty, t. &, an
eternity, a period of incalculable duration. The

writer means the DSty so often spoken of pre-

viously (lxiii. 9, 11, 16, 19 j lxiv. 3) : the past of
the people of Israel. Its history was really since
the journeying in the wilderness an uninterrupted

series of transgressions and punishments. It can-

not be objected that D*?tyn would be required.

For the Prophet will not press the idea " time
past," or even " the past ofthe Israelitish people."

He just wishes to say that an eternity has passed
in such an alternation of things. That DH3 can be

used thus indefinitely, is beyond doubt (comp.
xxxviii. 16; Esek. xxxiii. 18; Jer. xviii. 13,
etc). So, in the main, Delitzsch. But he
translates: "In this state we have been already
long." It appears to me, that in order to express

this, the Prophet would have written 07^3. I,

too, take Z&W as a question (comp., e. g^ Exek.

xx. 31). If punishing and correcting have al-

ready lasted for an eternity without good resnlt,

can this be the right way to save Israel ? [This
question is hardly becoming. And such correc-
tion is really God's successful wav of turning Is-

rael from their sins (comp. xxvii. 9 ; Hon. v. 15,
etc). If under 0H3 we understand God's wrath

and Israel's sin, then we mnst take JWW as a
question, which looks a somewhat arbitrary
construction. The translators of the English
version evidently regarded DH3 as referring to

yDVQ in the preceding hemistich. This view

is still held by many interpreters, and it is,

perhaps, on the whole entitled to the prefer-
ence. Adopting it Alexander thus paraphrases
this verse : "Although Thou hast cast off Israel as
a nation, Thou hast nevertheless met or favorably
answered every one rejoicing to do righteousnesfl,

and in Thy ways or future dispensations such
shall still remember and acknowledge Thee:
Thou hast been angry, and with cause, for we
have sinned; but in them, Thy purposed dispen-
sations, there is perpetuity, andwe shall be saved."
—D. M.] That the discipline hitherto applied
has not been of any help is shown by the Prophet
still more in detail in what follows. Very far

from being healed and sanctified, the whole people
became rather as a man rendered unclean by
leprosy, who must be expelled from human society

(Lev. xiiL 44 sqa.). The people, therefore, that
had become unclean through the leprosy of sin,

must as one man be cast out of the holy land into

exile. The same thing is declared under another
image. The moral habitue of the people (their

righteousness, *. «., juste /acta, xxxiii. 15; xlv.

24) is compared with a menstruous garment

(D^jp. ojt. fey. from TT£, counted time), whose

touch makes unclean. But moral pollution de-

prives people of firmness and strength. Therefore

the suppliant further acknowledges that they are
withered as a leaf. But leaves when they are

dry and fall off, become the prey of the wind.

Thus iniquities (OjrtjJ is defectively written plural

for 0'J>JJ, ver. 6; Jer. xiv. 7; Dan. ix. 13) have

mediately swept the people into exile with the

irresistible force of a tempest And in exile the

mass of the people have not been improved. Al-
though, as this prayer itself proves, the stem is

not quite dead (vi. 13), it may yet be said, if we
consider the great mass of the people, that there

is no one who calls upon the name of the Lord,
no one who would have roused himself as a man
to make the necessary moral effort to take fast
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CHAP. LXIII. 19 6-LXIV. 11. 685

hold of Jehovah. [God's hiding his faoe stood

in a causal relation to the absence of prayer on
the part of the people. The neglect of calling on
Jehovah's name and the want of importunity in

prayer are traced to the withdrawal of the divine

favor and to the abandonment of the people to the

consequences of their sins.—D. M.]
4. But now, O Lord very sore.—Vers.

7-11. Hfljl is emphatic, ver. 7. It is as if he

would say: **Our condition is very dreadful.

The worst is to be feared. Bat now, Thou art our
Father. Therefore there is still hope.'

1 With
U*3K he returns to the thought which he had
already expressed, lxiiL 16. [" Instead of rely-

ing upon any supposed merits of their own, they
appeal to their own dependence upon God as a
reason why He should have mercy upon them.
The paternity ascribed to God is not that of na-

tural creation in the case of individuals, but the

creation of the church or chosen people, and of

Israel as a spiritual and ideal person. The figure

of the potter and the clay, implying absolute au-
thority and power, is used twice before (xxix. 6;
xlv. 9), and is one of the connecting links be-

tween this hook and the acknowledged Isaiah."

Alexander.—D. M.] On the double declara-

tion that the Lord is not only Father, but also

Potter, the prayer, ver. 8, is founded that He
would not be wroth very sore, nor remember
iniauity forever, but rather consider that all Is-

rael is His people. This short emphatic exclama-

tion USD "pj> KM)3n
J71

forma plainly the high-

est point of the prayer, and here it could accord-

ingly come to an end. [?] I regard it as pos-

sible that the verses 9-11 have been inserted

by an Israelite living in the Exile, to whom
the sad condition of the holy land, of the holy
city and of the holy house seemed to be for

God and Israel the thing most unendurable.
We could thus explain the singularly vivid

and exact description of the state in which the
home of the exiles was at the time here sup-
posed. For certainly the words of vers. 9 and
10 do not sound as those of one who viewed the

things from a distance, but* as the words of one
who saw them most closely. [Here our author's

arbitrary theory of prophecy misleads him, comp.

Introduction, foot-note, pp. 17, 18. Dr. Nabgels-
bach has himself told us in the heading of this

fourth discourse, lxiii. 7-lxiv. 11, that "the Pro-
phet transports himself in spirit into the situa-

tion of the church of the Exile." He lives in

spirit in the Exile, and speaks of the misery pre-

vailing in it as if he were an immediate eye-wit-

ness. This is in accordance with the custom of
the Prophet. That condition of things which
Isaiah by prophetic anticipation here describes

as existing, is clearly predicted by his cotempo-
rarv Micah (iii. 12). It was after the Prophet
had described the treading down of the sanctuary
(lxiii. 18) that he exclaimed, Oh that thou
wouldest rend the heavens and come
down, etc. ; and it is strange that vers. 9 and 10
should not be considered by our author as a most
appropriate close to the prayer, and that these
verses should be regarded by him as the language
of carnal Israel, and as an interpolation by a
later hand.—D. MJ. Thy holy oitiee are the
cities of the land. tf"»P is to be taken in an ab-

stract sense : urbes tuae sanctitatis, thy holy cities

(comp. Ps. lxxviii. 54; Zech. ii. 16). Zion is

here the mount Zion, the seat of the kingdom,
the political centre of the theocracy ; Jerusalem
is the entire holy city, the national centre. There
is added in ver. 10 the religious centre, the tem-
ple. [" The people call it house ofour holiness
and our glory; Jahve's holiness and glory

have in the temple transplanted, as it were,

heaven on the earth (comp. lxiii. 15 with lx. 7),

and this earthly dwelling-place of God is Israel's

possession, and thereby Israel's Bhp and mitf>n«

The relative sentence tells what sacred historical

recollections are attached to it. *^#K is here =
DBMtfX, where, as Gen. xxxix. 20; Numb.

xx. 13 et saepe" Delitzsch.—D. M.]. Hflifer

tftt is found only here. But comp. Isa. ix. 4.

^i with the predicate in the singular is uncom-
mon ; this usus loquendi does not occur elsewhere

in Isaiah (comp. JEw. Or. J 317 e; Prov. xv\
2 ; Ezek. xxxi 15). "We shall not err if we un-

derstand under our pleasant things, in oppo-

sition to the previously mentioned sacred locali-

ties, the buildings in private possession. [De-

utzsch holds that the parallelism leads us under

pleasant things to think of objects connected

with the worship of God in which the people

had a holy joy.—D. M.]. The singular nS"jn is

found in Isaiah only here (see the List), The

expression HS'lTlS ?vn occurs no where else in

Isaiah. But it is found frequently in Jeremiah,

and in Ezekiel xxxviii. 8. After the Prophet

had set this sad picture before the Lord, he closes

with the question, whether the Lord can in such

circumstances restrain himself (xlii. 14 ; lxiii.

15) be silent (xlii. 14; lvii. 11; lxii. 1, 6;

lxv. 6) and so let His people be oppressed to the

utmost (comp. xl. 27 sqq.) ?

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On lxiii. 7. [" God does good because He
is good; what He bestows upon us must be run

up to the original, it is according to His mercies,

not according to our merits, and according to the

multitude of His loving-kindnesses, which can never

be spent Thus we should magnify God's good-

ness, and speak honorablv of it, not only when
we plead it (as David Ps. Ii. 1), but when we
praise it." Henry. D. M.].

2. On lxiii. 9. The angel of theface or presence

belongs to " the deep things of God" (1 Cor. ii.

10). It is not right to imagine that a certain

and exhaustive knowledge is possible in reference

to these things. The humility which hecomes

even science, imposes on it the duty to write

everywhere a non liquet, where, through the na-

ture of things, limits are placed to human know-

ledge. Not to regard these limitations is the

manner of the pseudo-scientific, immodest scho-

lasticism. What, therefore, we have said regard-

ing the angel of the face makes no higher preten-

sion than that of a modest hypothesis. [Comp.

in Hengstenberg's Christology
f
Vol. 1: The

Angel of the Lord in the books of Moses andin the

book of Joshua.—D. M.].

3. On lxiii. 10. •'There are two ways in which

the Holy Ghost is offended or vexed. One way
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686 THE PEOPHET ISAIAH.

is of a less dreadful nature. It is when a
takes from the Holy Spirit the opportunity to
work in the soul for its joy, as He is wont to com-
municate to it His gracious influence and His
gracious operations. When such is the case, then
as an offended friend when He perceives that no
heed is given to most of His counsels, the Holy
Spirit is grieved, and, although reluctantly, ceases

for a time to advise the stubborn, ui earendo dis-

cat quantum peceaverit. ()f this kind of grieving
Paul speaks £ph. iv. 30. It can be committed
by the godly and the elect But the Holy Spirit

can be offended and vexed in a gross and flagiti-

ous way, when one not only does not believe and
follow Him, but also obstinately resists Him, de-

Sises all His counsel, reviles and blasphemes
im, will none of His reproof (Prov. L 24, 25),

gives the lie to His truth, and so sneaks against
the sun. . . This the 8cripture calls avrimnreiv
(Acts vii. 51), iwPpifav (Heb. x. 29), pAoatofieiv

(Matt xiL 31), too/wxjrfv (Acts v. 39). Let us,

therefore, not grieve the Holy Spirit with evil

desires, words and deeds, that We may be able on
the future day of redemption to show that seal

uninjured with which we were sealed on that
day of our redemption when we were regenerated.
To this end let us assiduously breathe forth the
prayers of David Ps. cxliu. 10; li. 12-14."

Leigh.
4. On lxiii. 10. [They rebelled and vexed His

Holy Spirit. This statement implies the per-
sonality of the Holy Ghost, or the Spirit of God's
holiness. He is represented as a person whom
we can grieve. We have in this passage dear in-

dications of the doctrine of the Trinity. In ver.

9 we have the Angel of Ooo?s face, and in ver. 10
we have the Spirit of Hie holiness, both clearly
distinguished from God the fountain of their
being.—D. M.].

5. On lxiii. 11. « Faith asks after God and
so does unbelief, but in different ways. Both pot
the question, Where t Faith does it to seek God
in time of need, and to tell Him trustfully of
His old kindnesses. Unbelief does it to tempt
God, to deny Him, to lead others into tempta-
tion, and to make them doubt regarding the
divine presence and providence. Therefore it

asks :
'< Where is the God ofjudgment" (Mai.

ii.17)? "Where is now thy God*5
(Ps. xlii. 4.

11 ; lxxix. 10 ; cxv. 2) T If you, as the praying
Church here does, ask in the former manner
diligently after God, you will be preserved from
the other kind of asking." Leigh.

6. On lxiii. 15. " Meritum meum miseraUo
Domini. Hon sum meriH mope, qyando illemisera-
tionum Dominus non dtfuerit,ets\ misericordiae Do-
mini multae, multus ego sum in meritis." Augub-
tinb.

7. On lxiii. 16. * We can from this sentence
[?] cogently refute the doctrine of the invocation
of the Saints. For the Saints know nothing of
ns, and are not personally acquainted with us,
much less can they know the concerns of our
hearts, or hear our cry. for they are not omnipre-
sent If it be aUeged that Gfod makes matters
known to them ana that they then pray for us,
what a roundabout business this would be ! It
would justify the prayer said to have been made
by a simple man: * Ah Lord God ! tell it, I be-
seech thee, to the blessed Mary that I have told

it 1 nave wished to say to ner oy so many
rias and Pater Nosters, that she should say
to be pleased to be gracious unto me."

;, ds SosarUs. cap. III., thee. V., p. 52).

thee to tell it again to her, that she should tell

thee that I have wished to say to her by so many
Ave Marias i *

~

to thee

M*ra,
With how much more brevity and efficacy do we
pray with the penitent publican : God be merciful

to me, a sinnerr Leigh.
8. On lxiii. 17. "There is no more heinous

sin than to accuse God of being the cause of our
sin. Let no man say when he is tempted, I am
tenanted of God (James i. 13 ; Ps. v. 5 ; Dent
xxxri. 4 ; Ps. xch. 16). He commands what is

good, forbids and punishes what is evil. How
then could He be the cause of it ? But when He
Sunishes sin with sin, i. e^ when Hetrt last with-

raws from the sinner His grace that has been
persistently despised, then He acts as a righteous

Judge who inflicts the judgment of hardening the

heart on those who wilfully resist His Spirit."

Leigh.
9. On lxiv. [* This chapter is a model of

affectionate and earnest entreaty for the divine in-

terposition in the day of calamity. With such
tender and affectionate earnestness may we learn

to plead with God t Thus may all His people
learn to approach Him as a Father; thus feel that

they have the inestimable privilege in the times

of trial of inakingknown their wants to the High
and Holy One. Thus when calamity presses on
us ; when as individuals or families we are a£»

flicted ; or when our country or the church is

suffering under long trials, may we go to God,
and humbly confess our sins, and urge His pro*

miseaand take hold of His strength, and plead
with Him to interpose. Thus pleading, He will

hear us; thus presenting our cause, He will in-

terpose to save us.* Basin*. D. MJ.
10. On lxiv. 3,4a. [4, 6 a]. The God who

appeared to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, called

Moses, and led by him the people of Israel out of
Egypt, who chose Joshua, Samuel, David and
others to be His servants and glorified Himself
by them, this God alone has shown Himself tone

the true and living God, and we can hope from
Him that He will yet do more, and manifest

Himself still more signally.

11. On lxiv. 4 [5]. [" Note what God expects

from us in order to our having communion with

Him. FvrsU We must make conscience of doing
our duty in everything, we must work righteous-

ness, must do that which is good, and which the

Lord our God requires of us, and must do it welL
Secondly, We must be cheerful in doing our duty;
wemiMrejoiceandworkrightemtsnem must delight

ourselves in God and His law, must be pleasant

in His service and sing at our work. God loves a
cheerful giver, a cheerful worshipper; we meat
seres Ike Lord with gladness. Thirdly, We most
conform ourselves to all the methods of His provi-

dence concerning us, and be suitably affected with

them; must remember Him in Hisvays, in all the

ways wherein He walks, whether He walks

towards us, or walks contrary to ns; we must
mind Him, and make mention of Him, with

thanksgiving, when His ways are ways of mercy,

for tao dam of prosperity we most be joyful, with

patience and submission when He contends win
us, for in a day of adversity we must

Hxrby. D. M.].
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CHAP. LXV. 1-7. 687

12. On lxiv. 7 [81. [" This whole verse is an
acknowledgment or the sovereignty of God. It

expresses the feeling which all hare when under
conviction of sin, and when thej are sensible that

they are exposed to the divine displeasure for

their transgressions. Then they feel that if they
are to be saved, it most be by the mere Sovereign-
ty ofGod ; ana they implore His interposition to
4 mould and guide them at His will.' It may be
added, that it is only when sinners have this feel-

ing that they hope for relief; and then they will

feel that if they are lost, it will be right ; if saved,

it will be because God moulds them as the potter
does the clay." Babnes. D. M.].

HOMILETICAL HINTS.

1. On lxiii. 7. Text for a Thanksgiving Ser-

mon. What is our duty after that the Lord ha*
shown us areat loving-kindness t 1) To remember
what He has done to us. 2) To be mindful of
what we ought to render to Him for the same.

2. On lxiii. 8-17. The history of the people of
Israel a mirror in which we too may perceive the his-

tory of our relation to Qod. 1) God is to us from
the beginning a loving and faithful Father (vers.

8, 9). 2) We repay His love with ingratitude,

as Israel did (ver. 10 a). 8) God punishes us for

this as He punished Israel (ver. 10 6). 4) God
receives us again to His favor when we, as Israel,

call on Him in penitence (vers. 11-17).

On lxiii. 7-17. * If God in Christ has become
ovr Father^ He remains our Father to all eternity.

1) He is our Father in Christ. 2) He abides

faithful even when we waver. 3) When we have
fallen, His arms still stand open to receive us."

Deiohxbt in JfoacA. Q. u. em Geist, 1868,
page 86.

4. On lxiv. 5-7. Jbh. Ben. Carpsov has a ser-

mon on this text, in which he treats of righteous-

ness, and shows 1) Justitiam salvantem, i. «., the

righteousness with which one enters the kingdom,
of heaven j 2) tustUiam domnantem

9
i. e., the

righteousness with which' a man enters the fire of
hell ; 3) justitiam testantem, i. e., the righteousness

by which a man testifies that he has attained the

true righteousness.

5. On lxiv. 8-9. "Let us hear from our text

an earnest and affecting confession of sm, and at the

same time consider 1 ) the doctrine of repentance

;

2) the comfort of forgiveness which believers re-

ceive."—Eichhoew.
6. On lxiv. 6. (We aU do fade, etc.) "These

are very Instructive words, from which we learn

what a noxious plant sin is, and what fruit it

brings forth. First, says he, we fade as a leaf.

This means that sin brings with it the curse of

God, and deprives us of His blessing both for the
body and the soul, so that the heart is dissatisfied

and distressed. Then it robs us of the highest

treasure, confidence in the grace of God. For sin

and an evil conscience awaken dread of God. As
it is impossible to call upon God aright without
faith and a sure persuasion of His aid, it follows

that sin hinders prayer also, and thus robs us of
the highest comfort When men have no faith.

and cannot pray, then the awful punishment comes
upon them, that God hides His fece and leaves

them to pine in their sins. For they cannot help
themselves, and have lost the consolation and
protection which they need in life."

—

Veit Duet.

V.—THE FIFTH DISCOURSE.

The Death and Life-bringing End-Period.

Chaps. LXV.—LXVI.

These two chapters are closely connected.

They form one discourse. Their commencement
is obviously related to the preceding prayer* in

which the people had been regarded as a unity
without distinguishing between the godly and
the wicked. In chap. lxv. it is shown that Israel

will neither be entirely saved (vers. 1-7), nor en-
tirely cast off (vers. 8-12). The true and
righteous God will act according to the rale

"ttumtstMfK*" (vers. 18-16). The Prophet then
describes the salvation destined for the godly as

pew life. He depicts it, lxv. 17-25, from its out-

ward side, and, lxvi. 1-8cl from its inward side.

I must regard the verses lxvi. 3 6*-6 as an inter-

polation. [But see the exposition.—D. M.] In
lxvi 7-9 the Prophet describes the new life in a

unite peculiar relation. He shows the wonder-
rally intensive power with which the new life will

unfold itself, and find its realization in posterity

that cannot be numbered. The fundaments!,
ethical character of the new order of life, which
will express itself both in the relation of the re-

deemed: to one another, and in the relation of the

Lord Himselftothe redeemed, shall be maternal
love (lxvi. 10*14). In conclusion, the Prophet
draws another comprehensive picture of the time
of the end, in which he first views collectively all

its elements ofjudgment, and then shows how the

distinction between Israel and the Gentile world
will cease, and the entire human race will be one
new Israel, raised to a higher elevation (lxvi. 16
-24).
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

I. NOT ALL ISRAEL SHALL BE SAVED.

Chapter LXV. 1-7.

1 I am sought of them thai asked not for me

;

I am found of them thai sought me not:

I said, Behold me, behold me,
Unto a nation thai was not called by my name.

2 I have spread out my hands all the day unto a rebellious people,

Which walketh in a way that was not good, after their own thoughts;
3 A people that provoketh me to anger continually to my face;

That sacrificeth in gardens,

And burneth incense 'upon altars of brick,

4 Which remain among tne graves,

And lodge in the 'monuments,
Which eat swine's flesh,

And "broth of abominable things is in their vessels;

5 Which say, Stand by thyself, come not near to me;
For *I am holier than thou.

These are a smoke in my 'nose,

A fire that burneth all the day.

6 Behold, U is written before me:
I will not keep silence,

4but will recompense,

Even recompense into their bosom,

7 Your iniquities, and the iniquities of your fathers together, saith the Lord,
Which have burned incense upon the mountains,
And blasphemed me upon the hills

:

•Therefore will I measure their former work into their bosom.

i Heb. upon brick*, « Or, piece*.

• secret placet. » their duhet are a mature of abomination*. • I am holy to thee.
• And first I will meatur* what they have deserved into their botom.

• Or, anger.

* unlet* I have recompensed.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 1. The datlre after the piastre ghlj stands

here as Eiek. xlv. 8; zx. 8, 81 ; xxxtI. 37, according to

a well-known utu* loquenaU. ItfM is to bs supplied be-

fore vh> [On., Or* |138, 8.] The Pual of mp is of

not onfreqaent occurrence in the latter part of Isaiah,

xlviii. 8, 12; lrlli. 12; lxL 8; Ixii. 2. Ver. 6. 'noStfl
has the accent on the final syllable on account of the

future signification, to distinguish it from the first

VlDbtft which has the accent on the penult
t

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Chaps. 1x7. and lxvi. are a Tee—but [an
affirmative answer with, qualifications] to the
prayer of the church. For that prayer shall as-

suredly be heard, bat quite otherwise than she
imagines [?]. First of all the Lord makes a
distinction, which was not made in the prayer, be-

tween the persons, according to their religious

and moral condition. The prayer takes the peo-

ple as an undistinguished unity in what is good
as in what is bad. The good are not excepted
where the transgression of the people is spoken
of (lxiii. 10, 17: lxiv. 4, 5, 6), and where de-

liverance and salvation are spoken of, the evil

are not excepted (lxiii. 16 ; liv. 7, 8). [It is not
the case that the prayer altogether ignores the

distinction between the apod and the bad in the
community. This distinction is prominently
made in the latter part of lxiii. 17 : Return for
thy servants' sake to the tribes of thine
inheritance (amended translation). Jehovah's
answer is exactly conformable to this prayer.

Oomp. Ixv. 8 sq.: So will I do for my ser-
vants1 aakea. When the prayer speaks of the
whole nation being God's people, the reference is

to the original relation established between them
and God. The prayer distinctly declares that it

is for those that wait for Him that God acts, and
that it is he who rejoiceth and worketh righteous-

ness whom God meets, lxiv. 4, 5. Moreover,
this prayer, which the church is supposed to
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CHAP. LXV. 1-7.

utter, testifies, notwithstanding its strong confes-

sion of prevalent and general ungodliness, to the
existence of a faithful, praying remnant Dr.
Naegbl8BACH fails to appreciate the prayer that

precedes chap. 1st., ana attributes to it defects

and blemishes which it does not really contain.

—

D. M.]. In chap. lxv. there is a sharp line of
separation drawn between the servants of Jeho-
vah whohave songhtHim (vers. 8-10, 13 sqq.), and
the persons who have forsaken Him (ver. 11 sqq.)

But it is not the intention of the Lord that Is-

rael should be reduced by the exclusion of the
ungodly to a little flock, and that the old patri-

archal promise of an innumerable progeny should
find but a scanty realization in the glorious time
of salvation. In the Messianic time Israel shall

be not only blessed and glorious, but also nume-
rous (comp. Ezek. xxxvi. 37). Just think of
places such as xlix. 13 sqq.; liv. 1 sqq.; lx. 4

5q. 1 But the Jx>bd will take the members of
is redeemed church not merely out of Israel.

He takes them out of all nations. For, connec-
tion with the church of the redeemed is no longer
dependent on natural descent from Abraham and
circumcision in the flesh, but on being born of
God and circumcision of the heart JWe give
here Dr. J. A. Alexander's analysis of this

section :. "The great enigma of Israel's simulta-

neous loss and gain is solved by a prediction of

the calling of the Gentiles, ver. 1. This is con-

nected with the obstinate unfaithfulness of the

chosen people, ver. 2. They are represented,

ander the two main aspects of their character at

different periods, as gross idolaters and as Phari-

saical bigots, vers. 3-5. Their casting off was
not occasioned by the sins of one generation, but

of many, vers. 6, 7. But even in this rejected

race there was a chosen remnant, in whom the

promises shall be fulfilled, vers. 8-10 "—D. M.].

2. I am sought called by my name.
Ver. 1. The Apostle Paul understands ver. 1 of
the Gentiles while he adheres to the Septuagint,

with a transpositior of the clauses (Bom. x. 20).

The Jewish commentators (with exception of

Chiqiutilla or Gecatilia, comp. Rosekmttexler
SchoL in toe) and most modern interpreters refer

the words to the unbelieving Jews. Only Hen-
dewerk, who supposes the Persians specifically

to be here meant, Stier and von Hofmann are

exceptions. I agree with these latter. For 1) if

ver. 1 is to refer to the Jews, then T»Bh13, TMVDJ
must signify: quaerendwrn, inveniendum me obtuU,

and not tl I let Myself be asked for, be found/*

which signification the Niphal undoubtedly has

in Ezek. xiv.3; xx. 3, 31; xxxvi. 37 (Niph.

toleratiwm). For, in fact, the Jews have not

sought the Lord, and therefore have not asked

for and found Him. If then we would take the

verbs TiBhlJ and TtltyDJ in the sense in which

tfyw occurs in the places quoted from Ezekiel,

that would be affirmed regarding the Jews in the

place before us which was not true of them. We
must then take tf"VU and KXOJ in the sense of

quaercndum, inveniendum me obtuli, or in the sense
" I was capable of being asked for, capable of

being found;" but this sense the perfect Niphal

cannot bear. In reference to EhlJ, an examina-

tion of the places in Ezekiel makes this clear.

But in reference to KXDJ appeal is made to Isa.

44

lv. 6. There it is said: Seek the Lord tottDru

which may be rendered while he may be
found.—For everything which is found, may be
found. But does it follow that KYDJ can mean
"to be capable of being found" to the exclusion of
the signification " to be actually foundV But that
must be the case if ver. 1 is to be referred to the

Jews. 2) 'DW K^ l6 »U is appropriately

applied only to Gentiles, as even Delitzbch
confesses. [Delitzbch also calls attention to the
use of *U (comp. lv. 5) in ver. 1 and of D£ in
ver. 2, as indicating that ver. 1 relates to the
Gentiles and ver. 2 to the Jews.—D. M.]. With
the words 'JJH 'JOn the Lord wishes to declare
that He offers Himself lovingly and pressingly
to the nation hitherto strangers to Him (comn.
lviii.9).

v ^

3. I have spread out their bosom.—
Vers 2-7. In opposition to what the Lord will
be in feet to the Gentiles we are told in these
verses what the Lord wished to be to Israel, but
was not on account of the stubbornness of this
people. With infinite, compassionate love the

Lord spread out His hands to Israel Qrrr^D
(comp. ver. 5; xxviii. 24; li.13; Hi. 5; lxii. 6),
i. e.

y continually. He would gladly have en-

closed them in His arms as dear children (feni)

see the List.). But they were a refractory peo-

ple. He calls them DJP not '*U as, ver. 1, the Gen-
tiles ; but they were "HID Dp. How they proved
refractory is declared in what follows. They pur-
sued evD, perverse ways, and this was the necessary
consequence of their following, not the thoughts
of Jehovah, but only their own thoughts
(comp. lv. 7; lix. 7: Jer. xviii. 12). But not
only by omitting to do what the Lord desired,
did they offend Him, but also by defiant and

open CM-bp, comp. Job i. 11 ; vi. 28 ; xxi. 31,
probably, too, alluding to Ex. xx. 3) doing of
that which is contrary to the chief command-
ment of the theocracy, by gross idolatry which
they practised, while they sacrificed in gardens
or groves (comp. on i. 29 ; lxvi. 17), and burnt
incense on altars which, contrary to the law,
were built of bricks. According to the Mosaic
law only an altar of earth* or of unhewn stones
[or of wooden boards overlaid with brass] was
allowed (Ex. xx. 24 sqq. : xxvii. 1 saq. ; xxx. 1
sqq.). The bricks recall Babylon, the land of
latere* cocti from ancient time (Gen. xi. 3). An-
other form of their idolatry consisted in their fre-

quenting groves and other kept (i. «., secret,,

not easily accessible) places, where they even
passed the night in order to obtain mantic revela-

tions through the demons, or through the spirits

of the dead, a thing which was strictly forbidden
in the law (Deut xviii. 11 ; comp. Isa. viii. 19).

Even Jerome and Theodoret have so under-
stood this place. Jerome says : . .

" Sedens . .

vel habitant in eepulchru et in delubris idolorum
dormiens, ubi stratis pelltbus hostiarum ineubare so-

liti erant, ut somniis Jutura cognoscerent." Other
passages from ancient authors regarding this

usage are given by Bosexmueller, in he. It

seems to me less appropriate to think of purifica-

tory offerings presented for the dead (tn/eriae.

februatumes, Vitrinoa), as these offerings aid
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690 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

not require a lengthened sitting or passing the

night in sepulchral caves, £H«fJ are loca ab-

$condilat as xlviii. 6 Tl^"W3f3 res abseonditae, as 1?

J

easily obtains the signification of hiding from the

signification cuttodire, ob$ervare (comp. Prov. vii.

10). The swine which divides the hoof, but does

not chew the cud, is according to the law un-

clean, and durst not be eaten (Lev. xi. 7; Deut
siv. 18). Quamdiu stetit Judaeorwn respublica,

ia Judaea nutti erant sues" says Bochakt (JJie-

roz. I. p. 804 comp. Luke xv. 11 ; viii. 26, 32).

It is doubtful whether in our place the common
or the ritual use of swine's flesh (at the sacrificial

meal) is spoken of. Both are possible. Where
swine are eaten, there they can also be used in

sacrifice, and where they are sacrificed, there

they are also eaten. In lxvi. 17, too, both pro-

fane and sacred uses can be promiscuously spoken

of. That among many heathen nations of an-

tiquity swine were offered in sacrifice has been

sufficiently proved by Spencer (De legg. Hebr,

lonians sacrificed and ate swine seems to be im-

plied in what is here said [7], but is not con-

firmed by other testimonies (comp. Deutzbch
in loc.). p^JS from p}§ to rend, to tear wi piece*

(comp. Gen. xxvii. 40 ; Ps. vii. 3 et saepe) is &w.

Aey. The signification must be that which U
torn to pieces, broken. [Gbbentus assigns

to the word the meaning of broth, soap, which
is so called from the fragments or crumbs of

bread on which the broth is poured.—D. M.].

S'Jfi iBreefoeday abominabilis, abomination (comp.

Lev. vii. 18; xix. 7; E«ek. iv. 14). Broken
bits (a ragout, a medley) of abominations are
their dishes. The expression is metonymical
[synecdochical, comp. Jer. xxiv. 21. The K'ri

reads p^O, which, according to Judges vL 19, 20,

must mean broth. But the alteration is not

needed. In ver. 5 the Prophet alludes to idola-

trous rites of purification or sanctification which
were not sanctioned by the law. They were pro-

bably connected with the celebration of mysteries.

One recalls appropriately here the word of

Horace odi profanum vulgus et areeo. [Hender-
son thinks the class here described to be en-

tirely different from the idolaters spoken of in

vers. 3, 4. " Having specified the sins for which
the Jews were notorious, during what may be
called the idolatrous period of their history, Je-

hovah now portrays their character during the

self-righteous period^ or that which succeeded the

return from the captivity—including Pharisaism,

Talmudism, and modern Judaism/' Comp. Isa.

lviii. 1-3; Luke xviii. 11; Bom. x. 3.—D. M.].

ySx 2">p recalls expressions such as we find

xlix. 20; Gen. xix. 9, 3, 2; Prov. ix. 4. 16.
["The literal translation isapproach to thyself,
which implies removal from the speaker. The
E. V., stand by thyself snggests the idea of
standing alone, whereas all that is expressed by
the Hebrew phrase is the act of standing away
from the speaker, for which LowtH has found
the idiomatic equivalent keep to thyself/'

Alexander. D. M.]. tfU stands only here

with 3, probably because there lies in the word

the idea of an approach that would be offensive,

disturbing, \rtflp is one of the rare cases in

which the verbal suffix has the signification of

the dative (comp. xliv. 21). [I am holy to
thee, «. «., unapproachable.

—

Del.]. If the

words which we read from ver. 3 6, to ver. 6 a,

really portray such idolatry as the exiles com-
mitted in Babylon, we must regard them as an
interpolation. For the description is so particu-

lar that it could proceed from no one but an eye-
witness. [Here again our author would alter the
text to make it conform to his theory of the na-
ture of prophecy. It was such idolatry as i« here
described that Drought on the Jews the punish-
ment of the Exile. Comp. Isa. i. 29 ; lvii. 3-8.

The Babylonish captivity had the effect of making
them turn with abhorrence from such gross idola-

try.—D. M]. By means of a strong figurative

expression the I/ORD makes known how much
those idolatrous practices call for His retributive

justice. He describes those sinners as the prey
of an unquenchable fire (comp. lxvi. 24), whose
smoke ascends perpetually before Him (see simi-
lar images ix. 18 ; x. 17 ; xxx. 27). In order to

prove that He is in terrible earnest with the
threatening in ver. 5 6, the Lord attests in ver.

6 that it is written before Him. He does
not mean that the sin of those idolaters is re-

corded before Him, for what is recorded is stated

in what goes before and follows. But immedi-
ately before and after, mention is made not of sin,

but of punishment The Lord intends to say

:

it is not merelv decreed, but recorded, set down
in a document (Job xiii. 26 ; Jer. xxii. 30), that

I will not be silent till I have recompensed.

'DoStf! assures that the recompense will not re-

main intention but will become fact. DpTrSp
comp. Jer. xxxiL 18 ; Ps. lxxix. 12 (Luke vL
38). These are the only other places in which
the expression occurs iu the Old Testament In

them Sm is found instead of Sj?, as in the K'ri

on ver. 7. These two particles are frequently

substituted the one for the other (comp. on x. 3).

It is worthy of remark that Jeremiah (xxxii. 18)

had this place manifestly in his mind. The quick

change of person sounds very hard. Ver. 6 closes

with their bosom ; and ver. 7 in reference to the

same persons proceeds to say your iniquities,

in the second person. [The form of the address

shows that flJrt D3*/W, ver. 7 a, is not governed

by TioScft but by an D;??fK, which is easily un-

derstood from it" Delitzsch.). *U1 'moi con-

nects itself with "I TO^tf ver. 6, so that the

words Oyr\W to Win appear as a parenthesis.

mtfm DnSj?C cannot mean : what they have
first deserved, their first, earliest gullt.-For

why should the Lord punish only this? But if

the' meaning was intended to be: their total guilt

from the beginning, why do we not read /VBte]?a

or some similar expression? HJtfm can there-

fore only be an adverb, and signify primum. The
Prophet has the people of the Exile in his eye.

The people suffering the Exile endure in it only

the beginning of the punishment for the national
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CHAP. LXV. 8-12. 691

guilt This punishment extends beyond it

And the people redeemed from exile still suffer

under it The first restoration from the captivity

was a poor one. Israel was never after the Exile
again independent And on the first exile a sec-

ond still worse followed. For the second de-

struction by the Romans was total, while the first

by Nebuchadnezzar was only partial. After the
first exile the Israelites could, organize themselves
again according to their law. After the second
this could no more be done. This thought lies

also at the basis of the passage Jer. xvi. 18
(comp. my remarks on this place), which mani-
festly depends on the one before us.

2. NOT ALL ISRAEL SHALL BE CAST OFF.

Chapter LXV. 8-12.

8 Thus saith the Lord,
As the new wine is found in the cluster,

And one saith, Destroy it not ; for a blessing is in it:

So will I do for my servants' sakes,

That I may not destroy them all.

9 And I will bring forth a seed out of Jacob,
And out of Judah an inheritor of my mountains:
And mine elect shall inherit it,

And my servants shall dwell there.

10 And Sharon shall be a fold of flocks,

And the valley of £chor a place for the herds to lie down in*

For my people that have sought me.
11 'But ye are they that forsake the Lord,

That forget my holy mountain,
That prepare a table for that **troop,

And tnat •furnish the drink-offering unto that 'number.
12 Therefore will I number you to the sword,

And ye shall all bow down to the slaughter:

Because*when I called, ye did not answer;
When I spake, ye did not hear:

But did evil before mine eyes,

And did choose that wherein I delighted not

l Gad. MenL

» But ye whofortake Jehovah. *Gad. • fin for the goddm cffortune a mingled drink.

SXEOETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This section stands to the one which precedes
it in the same relation (lxv. 1-7) in which this

latter stands to the prayer in lxiii. and lxiv. For
as the Prophet in lxv. I sag. opposes the expecta-
tion [?] that all Israel will be saved (lxiv. 7, 8),

so lxv. 8 sqq. repels the opposite error that all

Israel will be cast off. This opinion might have
been drawn from lxv. 2 sqq. For there Israel is

quite generally designated as a rebellions people
to which the Lord spreads out His hands in vain,

that provokes Him by defiant idolatry, and there-

fore will have to bear the whole harden of the
guilt accumulated from their fathers. It might
accordingly be supposed that Israel should be
entirely cast off, and their place taken by the Gen-
tiles (lxv. 1). This misunderstanding the Pro-
phet here combats. He compares Israel with a
cluster of grapes on which many berries may be
rotten. Is the whole cluster, therefore, cast away?
No ! much of the blessing of God is still therein.

So for His servants' sake the Lord will not de-

stroy all Israel (ver. 8). He will yet cause to

come forth from the remnant a race that will con-

sist of the elect of the Lord, and that will possess

the holy land (ver. 9). This will be fertile in all

its parts and be fitted for excellent pasture (ver.

10). But they who forget the Lobd and set their

heart on the false gods of the land of the Exile

(ver. 11) shall for their disobedience be extir-

pated (ver. 12).

2. Thua saith the Lord sought me.—
Vers. 8-10. The image does not appear to me to

be correctly explained when the intended anti-

theses are supposed to be : only stalk and husks

should be destroyed, not the berries ; or, only the

degenerate vine or vineyard (v. 4 ; xviii. 5) is to

be destroyed, not the grapes. For who needs to

be told that he should not treat the berries as the

stalk and husk, or that he should spare the

grapes but destroy the vine or vineyard ? Whence
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are grape-clusters to be had if the latter are de-

stroyed ? It seems to me that the Prophet has in

his mind a bunch of grapes on which together

with many bad and rotten berries, there are some
good ones. One is tempted to throw away such

a cluster entirely. The Prophet forbids this.

[''The image really presented by the Prophet, as

Vitbinga clearly shows, and most later writers

have admitted, is that of a good cluster, in which
juice is found, while others are unripe or rotten."

—Alexander BhVJVJ has the article which

the Hebrew was wont to employ in comparisons.

See Ges. Or. I 109. Note 1.—D. MJ. There is

a bleaaing in it seems to be taken in a double
sense : 1 ) Even the smallest Quantity of the noble

fruit is valuable and not to be despised ; 2) God
can bless even the smallest quantity, t. e., He can
multiply it (John vi. 9, 12). [The simple, obvi-

ous meaning is : A bleaaing is in the cluster,

because new wine, which was considered a
blessing (Judges ix. 13 ; Isa, lxii. 8), is in it.—D.
M.]. "^OKl is used as xxv. 9 ; xlv. 24 ; lvii. 14. Por
His aervanta' sake the Lord will not entirely

destroy Israel. For these are the true Israelites.

They prove that Israel is capable and worthy to

continue to exist. There shall, therefore, seed
(posteritv) yet proceed out of Israel, that^ shall

possess the "mountains of Canaan (comp. xiv. 25,

and in a wider sense xlix. 11). This shall be a
holy seed (vi. 13). For only the elect of the Lord
shall possess it (the land

{ f
"W, which is ideally

contained in ^H), and His servants shall dwell
therein. ["My mountains is supposed by
Vitbinga to denote Mount Zion and Moriah, or

Jerusalem as built upon them ; but the later writers

more correctly suppose it to describe the whole of
Palestine, as being an uneven, hilly country. See
the same use of the plural in xiv. 25. and the ana-
logous phrase, moantains of Israel, repeatedly

employed by Ezekiel (xxxvi. 1, 8 ; xxxviii. 8).

. . . The adverb at the end of the sentence
properly means thither, and is never perhaps put
foi there, except in cases where a change of place
is previously mentioned or implied."

—

Alexan-
der.—D. M.] Ver. 10. The land shall be fer-

tile and glorious. Sharon shall be pasture for
sheep, the valley of Achor a pasture for

black oattle. Sharon is the well-known fertile

plain in the west of Palestine, stretching from
Caesarea northwards to Garmel (comp. on xxxiii.

9 ; xxxv. 2). Achor is the valley in the east of
the tribe of Judah, in which, according to Josh,
vii. 24-26, Achan was stoned. This valley is

further mentioned only in Josh. xv. 7 ; Hos. ii.

17. It must have been a stony place, for accord-
ing to Josh. vii. 25 sq., there were there stones
enough to stone Achan, together with all belong-
ing to him, and to raise up a great heap of stones.

In Hos. ii. 17 TE. V. 15] it is said that the valley
of Achor will be unto converted and restored Is-

rael a door of hope. This means : When Israel,

returning from the Exile, shall pass through the
valley of Achor, it shall be to them no more a
monument of the wrath of God, which it formerly
was, with its heap of stones and its stony ground

;

but even this valley shall be to them a door of
hope, for the place shall be altered. There shall

be seen in it the traces of the blessing which, ac-
cording to vers. 20 sqq., shall be spread over the

whole land. Then, according to this passage, the

valley of Achor shall become a fertile pasture,

even more fertile than Sharon, for sheep are con-

tent with much poorer pasture than neat-cattle

(oomp, Hebzoo) R. Ene, VI, p. 160 ; Si Obi

Hum curat,fugc pabula laeta. VraorL Oeorg. IIL,
384).

3. But ye are they delighted not.
Vers. 11, 12. What in verse 8 had been denied
in reference to all Israel is here affirmed in re-

ference to a part. The wicked Israelites shall

certainly perish. These are described as thc*e
that foraake Jehovah (comp

;
on i. 28. The

expression occurs further only i. 24, 28), that
forget the holy mountain of Jehovah. The
writer has here evidently exiles in his eye, who
in a heathen land were seduced to worship the
local gods of the heathen, and so forgot the wor-
ship that prevailed in their own country, and the
place where their fathers worshipped God. Such
forgetting must often have happened in the Exile,

and have been for the faithful Israelites a subject

of great grief and vexation. We see this from
Ps. cxxxvii. 5, 6 [?]. In what follows the Prophet
specifies more particularly the idolatry of those
apostates, while he describes them as those who
44 prepare a table for Gad, and fill for Menl
mixed drink.' 1 The Prophet here speaks of a
culto* of which there is no mention in tfc3 history

of the people before the Exile. He has evidently

in his mind the sorcaUed lectuternia. That these

UetUternia were observed by the Babylonians is

proved from i/aruch vi. 26, and from Bel and
the Dragon, ver. 11 sqq. What Herodotus (I.

181) relates of the golden table, which stood in the

highest room of the temple-tower beside the *ti**i

fiey&Xif ei iorpofiitnjp seems to have reference

to such a Uctisternivm (comp. Leyrjer in Hebz.
R. E. xiii., p. 470;. as an appellative noun, *U>

means fortune, good luck. As the name of a divi-

nity, it denotes the star of fortune, of which the
Babylonians had two, Jupiter and Venus (comp.
Duncker Qetch. dee AUerth^XcL L, p. 117;
Plutarch de Is. et Osir, { 48). The Arabs
named the former " Great Fortune," and the latter
44
Little Fortune.1' Many are disposed to connect

'33, which is found only here, with M^p, M^v*/,

and to understand it of the moon (comp. especiallr

Rnobel in loc). The matter is not yet decided.

^ODD (comp. Prov. xxiii. 30, and in reference

to the verb, Isaiah v. 22; xix. 14) is mixed viae,

spiced wine (see on v. 22). With allusion to the

name *3D. the Lord threatens these Banners that
• >

*

He will number (liii, 12) them to the sword, and
they all must bow down (x. 4 ; xliv. 1, 2,) to be
slaughtered, because they did not answer to the

call of the Lord, yea, did not even hearken to His
word, but did that which the Lord regarded as

evil, and chose what displeased Him. For recur-

ring expressions see Ixvi. 4; lvi. 4. The expres-

sion '1 *yp2 jnn nfrj? occurs first in Numb,
xxxii. 13, then frequently in Dent, Judges,

Samuel, Kings, Chron. It is found once in the

Psalms (li. 6), three times in Jeremiah (vii. 30;
xviii. 10 ; xxxii. 30). It occurs in Isaiah only

here and lxvi. 4 (comp. xxxviii. 3). What was
remarked in regard to vers. 3 b-& o applies to

vera 11 and 12. If they portray an idolatry
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t

specifically Babylonian which the Jews practised

in exile, the Terse* are an interpolation. [Db-
utzsch, who is inclined to identify Til with Ju-

ttter, confesses that it is only from this place in

saiah that we know that Gad was worshipped by
the Babylonians. The Babylonian Pantheon, in

Bawlinson's Monorchia, does not contain this

name. The application of the name Meni is

admitted to be doubtful. We could as easily

connect the worship and the divinities mentioned

here with Egypt, Syria, or Arabia, as with Baby-
lonia. The Jews that fied to Egypt had their

LeeUtterma there (Jer. xliv. 17-19), and the de-

struction with which Isaiah threatens the apos-

tates that he has in mind, is denounced by Jere-

miah against the idolatrous Jews in Egypt Jer.

xliv. 12-14. Moreover, the Jews had their Xee-

tisUmia in the cities of Judah and in the streets

of Jerusalem before the captivity (Jer. viL 17,

18.) But suppose that the worship here described

by Isaiah could be proved to Be distinctively

and exclusively Babylonian, must the real Isaiah

be supposed to be ignorant of it? Knowing the

disposition of the Jews to follow the ways of
the heathen around them^ he could anticipate.

even without Divine inspiration, that many of

the captive Jews would practise the peculiar

religions rites of the Babylonians. Even an anti-

supernaturalist could defend the genuineness

of vers. 11, 12; much more one who believes

that a true Prophet of God could utter a de-

finite prediction. We may add that verse 13

supposes the sins mentioned in vers. 11, 12 as

the ground of the threatening which it contain*,

and cannot be connected immediately with ver.

10. Henderson, who thinks that the terms in

ver. 11 may have been borrowed from the no-

menclature of idolaters, takes Gad as meaning
Fortune and Meni Fate, and applies the passage

to the impenitent and worldly Jews of the resto-

ration, who had no god but riches, and regarded

human affairs as governed by fortune.—D. M.].

8. THE TRUE AND RIGHTEOUS GOD GIVES TO EVERY ONE HIS OWN.

Chapter LXV. 13-16.

13 Therefore thus saith the Lord God, [Jehovah]

Behold, my servants shall eat, but ye shall be hungry:

Behold, my servants shall drink, but ye shall be thirsty:

Behold, my servants shall rejoice, but ye shall be ashamed:

14 Behold, my servants shall sing for joy of heart,

But ye shall cry for sorrow of heart,

And shall howl for ^vexation of spirit

15 And ye shall leave your name for *a curse unto my chosen:

For the Lord God [Jehovah] shall slay thee,

And call his servants by another name:

16 That he who blesseth himself in the earth

Shall bless himself in the HJod of truth

;

And he that sweareth in the earth

Shall swear by the God of truth

;

Because the former troubles are forgotten,

And because they are hid from mine eyes.

> Heb. breaking.

• an oath. * the God of Amen.

EXEGETICAL

1. ["On the ground of the renewed mention

of the offence there is a fresh announcement of

punishment, and the different lot of the servants

of Jahve, and of those who despised Him, is ex-

pressed in five clauses and antithetic clauses."

—

Del.] The servants of Jehovah will eat, drink,

rejoice (comp. xxv. 6 sqq. ; Iv. 1; lvi. 9), the

wicked will do the opposite of all this (vers. 13,

14). The name of the wicked will only remain

to serve the servants of Jehovah for an oath

;

they themselves will be dead, and the Lord will

give His servants another name (ver. 15). Then
will both the promises and the threatenings of

Jehovah be fulfilled. Jehovah will have proved

A3TO CRITICAL.

Himself as the troe One. He who blesses him-

self and he who swears, will ^Jhis hencefor-

ward only in the name of this true God. All

tribulation of the former time shall be forgotten,

and shall have disappeared (ver. 16).

2. Therefore, thus saith mine eyes

Vers 13-16. [" These verses merely carry out

the general threatening of the one preceding, in

a series of poetical antitheses, where hunger,

thirst, disgrace and anguish take the place of

sword and slaughter, and determine these to be

symbolical or emblematic terms." Alexander.

—D. M.] & »» recalls^ »», D«it xxviii.
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694 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

47. The expression does not elsewhere occur.

The adjectival construction is found 1 Kings viii.

66 ; 2 Chron. vii. 10; Esth. 1. 10; v. 9; Prov. xt.

15. The expression 3
1

? 2¥0 (comp. xvii. 11 ; Prov.

xiv. 13) occurs only here. HH ^3)0, too, occurs

only here (comp. Ps. 1L 19). The punishmentofthe
wicked shall not cease with the termination of a
wretched life : after death it shall be continued in

a memory laden with a curse. This last point

the Prophet mentions first as the climax of the

punishment, and only parenthetically introduces

the threatening of destruction. The threatening

:

Ye shall leave your name for an oath,
supposes the death of those threatened. This
matter the Prophet afterwards refers to as a thing
of only minor importance. For all men must die.

But in the words
{

the Lord God shall slay
thee, there is intimated a death which should be
a marked expression of the Divine displeasure.

} before "]JVDn is to be taken as causal. The
sudden change of number need no more surprise

us than the sudden change of person elsewhere.

Comp. Lia. i. 23 ; v. 23, 26 ; xvii. 10 : xix. 25 ; xxix.
13. The singular may perhaps be nere employed
for a rhetorical reason. It renders the speech more
concise and emphatic The wicked will be de-

stroyed so that nothing will remain of them but
a name on which a curse rest*. To such a degree
will they appear as objects of the curse, that one
in swearing will believe that he cannot take a
stronger oath than by invoking on himself the

curse of those wicked persons, in case of being
guilty of falsehood (comp. Numb. v. 21; Jer.

xxix. 22; Pa. cii. 9). One name originally

united the wicked and the godly. For they were
both called Israelites. Can the elect of the Lord
continue to bear the name which, after the judg-
ments of God, has become accursed T No. The
Lord will therefore give His servants another
name. He does not say: A new name, as lxii.

2, but another name. The Prophet's look sur-

veys rapidly the whole period which embraces
thousands of years, from the beginning till the
completion of redemption, i. en from the end of
the Exile till the last day. He sees how in this

period the separation between the enemies and
the friends or Jehovah is accomplished, but he
does not distinguish the stages of time, but all

events which he beholds present themselves to
him on one and the same plane. He sees only a
decrease of the 'lepaifX oookik6c; he sees this

carnal Israel endure great pain and distress—

a

judgment of God resting on it, in consequence
of which it appears as accursed. Further, the
Prophet beholds a people of God, with another
name, in the place of the old Israel. Is not the
new covenant, that should come in the place of the
old, in thisway intimated ? It seems to me that Jb-

boms is not altogether wrong in regard to the
main point, when he says: "Nome* autem novum
give akud nullum est, nisi quod ex Chrieti nomine
derivator, ut nequoquamvoceturpopulus Dei Jacob et

Juda et uradet EpkrametJoeeph, wed Chruticmm,"
[" According to the usage of the prophecies the
promise of another name imports a different

character and state, and in this sense the promise
has been fully verified. But in addition to this

general fulfilment, which no one calls in ques-
tion, it is matter of history that the Jewish com-
monwealth or nation is destroyed ; thai the name
of Jew has been for centuries a bye-word and a
formula of execration, and that they who have
succeeded to the spiritual honors of this once fa-

vored race, although they claim historical iden-
tity therewith, have never borne its name, but
another, which from its very nature could have
no existence until Christ had come, and which in
the common parlance of the Christian world is

treated as the opposite of Jew." Alexander,—
D. M.]. The destruction of the wicked supposes
as corresponding to it the salvation of the godly.
Through both the veracity of God is attested. Is

Jehovah shown to be true by the history of the
world, then no one naturally will think of utter-

ing an oath or benediction by another God than
by Him. "*Bf* is therefore quart, quapropter,

or in a demonstrative sense =*so thai (comp. Gen.
xiii. 16; Dent iii. 24 : xxviii. 27, 51, et saepe).
y>2DS\ with 3 stands here as Jer. iv. % which

place seems to refer to ours. The expression

JDK 71*71* occurs only here. ["A remarkable

expression; lit "the God of Amen/'—of
what is firm and true, Vulg. tn Deo Amen. The
God to whom that quality of covenant-keeping
truth essentially belongs, is He in whom all shall
bleaa themselves. A comparison ofGen.xxiL
18 and Ps. lxxii. 17 with the present verse shows
that 'the Seed of Abraham' and 'the Son of
David' are to be identified with this God of
truth:—a mystery completely realised in Him
who is the ' Amen, the Faithful and True Wit-
ness* (Bev. iii. 14; comp. xix. 11). In Him
1
all the promises of God are . . . Amen' (2 Cor.

i. 20"). Kay.—D. M.]. When all promises are
fulfilled, then, too, all troubles must necessarily

be past For the promises of God have respect

not to partial, limited, but to fall, complete sal-

vation. In the time, then, when men will swear
and bless by none other than the true and vera-
cious God, all troubles will end, so that men will

know no more what trouble is. But not only
this. There could still be danger of new troubles.

But this wjll not be, for God Himself will with
His all-seeing eye perceive no where the trace of
a trouble. '3}~'3 is= because—and because

(Gen. xxxiii. 11 ; Josh. x. 2; 1 Sam. xix. 4).
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4. THE NEW LIFE IN ITS OUTWAED MANIFESTATION.

Chapter LXV. 17-25.

17 For, behold, I create new heavens and a new earth:

And the former shall not be remembered, nor 'come into mind.
18 But be ye glad and rejoice for ever *in thai which I create:

For, behold, I create Jerusalem a rejoicing,

And her people a joy.

19 And I will rejoice in Jerusalem,

And joy in my people:

And the voice of weeping shall be no more heard in her,

Nor die voice of crying.

20 There shall be no more Hhence an infant of days,

Nor an old man that hath not filled his days:
For the •child shall die an hundred years old;

But the sinner beina an hundred years old Shall be accursed.

21 And they shall build houses, and inhabit them;
And they shall plant vineyards, and eat the fruit of them.

22 They shall not build, and another inhabit

;

They shall not plant, and another eat:

For as the days of a tree are the days of my people,

And mine elect •'shall long enjoy the work oi their hands.
23 They shall not labour in vain,

Nor bring forth for 'trouble

;

For they are the seed of the blessed of the Lord,
And their offspring with them.

24 And it shall come to pass, that before they call, I will answer

;

And while they are yet speaking, I will hear.

2d The wolf and the lamb shall feed together,

And the lion shall eat straw like the 'bullock

:

And dust shall be the serpent's meat.
They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain,
Saith the Lord.

i Heb. come upon the heart * Heb. ehaU make them continue long, or, ehall wear out

• became I create it * there a suckling that count* only day*. • boy,
* will be considered accursed, •wear out * quick paeemg away. * ox or cow.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet had previously declared that
mighty changes would take place in consequence
of severe judgments on the one hand, and of glo-

rious saving grace on the other. Here he states

that the Lord will create a new heaven and a
new earth which will entirely efface the remem-
brance of the old (ver. 17). For this new glori-

ous creation will cause such joy that it will make
the misery of the old world to "be quite forgotten.

Jerusalem and its people will be nothing but joy,

and the Lord, too, will only rejoice over His
people. Among the people of God nothing more
will be heard of mourning and lamentation (ver.

19). The vital force of mankind will then ap-
pear undiminished (vers. 20, 21). Death will no
longer prevent a man from enjoying the fruits of
his labor. None will labor in vain, or beget
children for speedy death, for all will be a

blessed race (ver. 23) ; and if they have anything
to ask from tne Lord, their prayer will be imme-
diately answered (ver. 24). There will be a
renovation even of the animal world. It will be
in harmony with the spirit of peace and love
which will prevail in the entire new creation

(ver. 25).

2. For, behold, I oreate orying.—Vers.
17-19. The Prophet manifestly distinguishes

stadia in the accomplishment of salvation, al-

though he says nothing of their relative times.

Objects which are represented in one perspec-

tive on different planes, so that those in the back-
ground can be seen through the intervening spaces

of those on the foreground, appear to be on one
plane to him who regards them at a distance.

We can here also distinguish three really dis-

tinct stadia, although the Prophet in no way in*
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THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

dicates a difference of time. The first stadium
he describes vers. 9, 10. He there speaks of
again taking possession of the holy land. This
was first accomplished by the return from Exile.

He brings us. vers. 13-16, to another stadium.
In it he sees the wicked and the godly together

;

but he perceives the godless Israel judged and
cursed, and the elect that are saved from the
judgment called by another name. We enter on
the third stadium ver. 17. In it everything be-

comes new. A new higher life pervades the
whole of nature. To this highest stadium the
preceding are related as organic preparation.

This is the meaning of the '3 in the beginning
of ver. 17. (The Prophet had said at the close

of ver. 16 that the former evils had entirely

passed awav. " That they had passed away he
establishes by joining, as in ix. 3-3>, one '3 to an-

other, vers. 17-19." Del.—D. M.]. By mjtfKi
many understand merely tempora suncriora, the
former evil times, others, only the old heaven and
the old earth. But why should not both be in-
tended by it ? Would it be possible to remember
the old earth and the old heaven, and not at the
same time think of the times passed on the one
and under the other? The Prophet certainly
does not mean to say that people will have lost

their memory in the new world. But his mean-
ing is only this, that all misery and distress of
the old world will be so completely got rid of
that the images of the same will no more present
themselves as a disturbing element in the happi-

ness of the new world. 3*7 Sp nSjf is come
to mind, to be suggested. Oomp. Jer. iii 16,
which place is of similar import with the one be-
fore us, and seems to be formed after it The ex-
pression is found only in Isaiah and Jeremiah
(Jer. iii. 16; vii.31; xix.5; xxxii.35; xliv.21).
The words, ver. 18, Be ye glad and rejoloe
agree admirably with our explanation of ver. 17 b.

The servants of God shall not suffer their happi-
ness to be disturbed by gloomy recollections, but
they shall enjoy it to the full and uninterruptedly.
Why should they not do this? Is it not a crea-
tion of the Lord? And all that the Lord
creates is good (Gen. i. 31). Neither tftfer nor

TJ are ever construed with the accusative of the

object It&fc is therefore to be taken as causala
because. The Prophet then repeats emphatically:
for behold I oreate Jerusalem a rajololng

and its people a Joy. rfVa and fertfro are ab-
stracts to be taken as concretes. This*form of
expression is particularly emphatic (lx. 17 • xi
10; xiii. 9. et saepe; Pa. cxx.2,7,e* saepe). Jeru-
salem shall be nothing but rejoicing, its people
nothing but joy. But more than that ! Not only
shall Jerusalem reioice with its people. The
Lord Himself will rejoice over Jerusalem and
its people

; which supposes on the part of the
latter a state of perfect righteousness, such a
renovation, in short,«* (ver. 17) is promised to
the heaven and the earth (lxii. 5). Where there
is no more sin, there is no more trouble, and
where there is no more trouble, there is no more
pain (comp. xxv. 8; xxxv. 10; li. 11 ; Rev. vii.
17: xxi. 4).

3. There shall be no more aaith the

LORD.—Vers. 20-25. In what follows the Pro-
phet gives examples of the state of things in the
new world. The illustrations given are to serve

as a measure for estimating the new relations.

Dflto is not ib from then. For Dtf is never used
T •

#
T

in regard to time. [The examples given by

Gebbnius of D0 in the sense of then do not bear

examination.
^
The particle is not used of time

in Hebrew as it is in Arabic.—D. M.]. JO marks
in Hebrew the terminus wide, which according to
the usage of the language is found where we em-
ploy the terminus ubL Orf refers to Jerusalem

and the Holy Land. Thenoe will no suckling
ever appear (comp. lix. 19; xl. 15) who will be
only days old (comp. e. g., Gen. xxiv. 55), or
an old man who has not reached the normal
measure of human age. [Alexander, follow-
ing Kimchl supposes there shall be no more
from thenoe to mean there shall be no more
taken away thence, or carried thenoe to burial.

But rrn means properly to come into existence,

and we are to understand the statement thus:
there shall no suckling thence arise or come into
being who shall live only some days, whose age
shall be counted by days.—D. M.J. What fol-

lows, strictly taken, contradicts what has been said.

For if no one, not even an old man, falls short
of the normal measure, then no one can die as a
boy. [But the Prophet does not say that no one,

not even an old man, falls short of the normal
measure, in the former part of ver. 20. When
one who dies at the ape of a hundred years is

counted a boy, and when a sinner who dies a
hundred years old is regarded as prematurely
cut off by the judgment of God, this is no con-
tradiction of the declaration that the suckling's

age will not be reckoned by days, and that old
men will fill up the measure of their days. For
the hundred years old sinner will not be included
in the category of old men. There is no need
then of adopting the forced construction proposed
by Dr. Naegelbbach to get rid of an imaginary
contradiction. The examples here given he holds
to be unreal and only supposed by way of illus-

tration. If it were possible that there should
still be sinners, one of them, who should be pun-
ished with death when a hundred years old,

would be regarded as cursed by God, and forever
excluded from mercy. And if one of a hundred
years should die a natural death, (supposing
such a case, which from what has been said can-
not really occur), he would be only a boy at his

death.—D. M.]. There is clear reference here
to the Mosaic law which promises long life and a
numeroas posterity to the godly, and, on the con-

trary, threatens shortening of fife and speedy ex-

tinction of name to the wicked (Ex. xx. 5. 6,

12 ; xxiii. 26). That the Prophet here at the

same time thinks of the longevity of the [antedi-

luvian] patriarchs is very probable. The thought

of a return of this longevity is not unbiblicaL

It is expressed in Rev. xx. 4 [?]. The form

K?rtnn witb Sep* is as if from HOH. The
longevity which, ver. 20, is promised to the ser-

vants of God, shall as a secondary consequence,

have also the good effect that the curse of fruit-

less cultivation, planting and begetting, withwhich
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the wicked are threatened by the law (Lev. xxvi.

16 ; Deut. xxviii. 30 sqq.), will be removed from
the people of God (conip. lxii. 8, 9 ; Jer. xxxi.

6 ; Amoe ix. 14, 15). That men shall build

houses and not dwell therein, and plant vine-

yards and not enjoy them, is threatened as a curse

Deut. xxviii. 30. These curses will be trans-

formed into the corresponding blessings in conse-

quence of longevity ; lor the people of God shall

live as long as trees (comp. Ps. xcii. 13 sqq.).

["Some trees, such as the oak, the terebinth, and
the banyan, reach the age of a thousand years.'

1

Henderson. The cedars of Lebanon that are

still found there "may be fairly presumed to

have existed in Biblical times." (Royle). nSa

means not only to use, but to use up, consume
(Del.).—D. M.]. Ver. 23 a alludes to Lev.

xxvi. 16, 20; for p
%*h and H^na are borrowed

from the two places. [" The sense of sudden de-

struction given to *^*J?
by some modern writers,

is a mere conjecture from the context . . . The
Hebrew wora properly denotes extreme agitation

and alarm, and the meaning of the clause is that

they shall not bring forth children merely to be
the subjects of distressing solicitude." Alex-
ander, D. M.]. The meaning of '• W13 jn? is

plainly not a posterity that springs from those

blessed of the Lord, but a posterity, a se*d
which consists of those who are blessed.
Comp. on i. 4). [This is not so plain as it is af-

firmed to be. And Alexander is right in say-

ing that it adds greatly to the strength of the ex-
pression if we take it to mean that they are
themselves the offspring of those blessed

of God, and thus give JHT its usual sense. D.

M.]. Dft* is not to be regarded as merely mark-

ing addition to, but as denoting simultaneous,
common enjoyment It includes the idea that

the children will enjoy these things not after the
parents, but with the parents. But if notwith-
standing the abundance of blessing that surrounds
them, any trouble or the lack of any good thing
should be felt, they have only to bring their con-
cern in prayer to the Lord. The answer will

be given even before the request is expressed, or
at latest, while he that prays is yet speaking
(comp. lviii. 9; xxx. 19). Ver. * 25 adds an
eschatological feature which is abridged from xi.

6-9. I cannot avoid the impression that these
words are an awkward addition, and are not of
one piece with what precedes. Have we here
again to mark the hand of him who has re-

touched in various wayB the original work of the
Prophet in these last chapters? [Deutzsch
declares that those who affirm that the speaker
in ver. 25 is one later than Isaiah, because this

verse is only loosely attached to what precedes,

make an assertion which is unfair and untrue.
As in chapter xi. so here, the picture of the new
time closes with the peace in the world of nature,
which in chapters xl.-lxvi., just as in chapters i.-

xxxix., appears as standing in the closest mutual
relation to man. The repetition of what was al-

ready uttered in chapter xi. speaks in favor of
unity of authorship Dr. Naegelsbach, fol-

lowing Knobel, urges the substitution of into
for WP as marking the hand of a later writer.

But t!™? is more than WIT, together. It means
as one, and is a perfectly simple and natural
Hebrew form. No argument can be drawn from
its appearing besides only in such late books as

2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah and Ecclesiastes.
nrv also occurs in Nehemiah. We have, too,

THK B^IO in early books, in Judg. xx. 8;

1 8am. xi. 7. This phase is essentially one
with the expression in our text, and cannot be re-

ferred to the later Hebrew, though it occurs in

Ezra iii. 1 and Neh. viii. 1, as well as in Judges
and 1 Samuel. We find also in our verse the

stronger expression HiD, a young iamb, substi-

tuted for the word Bfri, a weUrgrown lamb, which

is used in xi. 6. There is, then, no valid reason

for suspecting here an addition by a later hand.

See Eat in loc. " Most of the modern writers

construe #TU as a nominative absolute, a* for the

serpent, dud (shall be) his food. A more obvious

construction is to repeat the verb shall eat, and
consider dust and food as in apposition. . . .

" The
sense seems to be that, in accordance with his

ancient doom, he shall be rendered harmless,

robbed of his favorite nutriment, and made to bite

the dust at the feet of his conqueror (Gen. iii. 15;

Rom. xvi. 20; 1 John iii. 8)."—Alexander.
Isaiah, in writing " Dust shall be the serpent's

meat,1 ' has evidently Micah viL 17 before him

:

" They shall lick the dust like a serpent'' This

borrowing from Micah is characteristic of Isaiah,

and attests the genuineness of this passage. De-
utzsch, at the close of this chapter, asks when
the state of things shall be realized that is here

depicted, when the antediluvian length of life

shall return, and man and the lower animals shall

be in harmony and peace ? He replies that it is

absurd to refer this prophecy to the state of final

blessedness, as it supposes a continued mixture

of righteous and sinful men, and only a limitation

of the power of death, not its complete destruction

by the fulfilment of the promise in xxv. 8 a. But

is this state to follow the creation of new heavens

and a new earth mentioned in ver. 17? And
what have we to understand by the creation of

new heavens and a new earth here spoken of?

On these questions see under Doctrinal and Ethi-

cal, No. 10.—D. M.]
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698 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

5. THE NEW LIFE IN ITS INWAED EELATIOOTL

Chapteb LXVL 1-3 a.

1 Thus saith the Lord,
The heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool t

•Where is the house that ye build unto me ?

And bwhere is the place of my rest ?

2 For all those things hath mine hand made,
And all those things 'have been, saith the Lord :

But to this man will I look,

Eoen to him that is poor and of a contrite spirit,

And trembleth at my word.

3 a He that killeth anoxias if he slew a roan
;

He that sacrificeth a Hamb, as if he cut offa dog's neck ;

He that offereth an oblation, as if he offered swine's blood

;

He that "burnetii incense, as if he blessed an idol.

iOi\ttd.
• What. *v>haL

• Heb. maketh a memorial of.

KZBOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet continues to describe the condi-

tion of things which is to be expected in the time of

the end when there will be a new heaven and a new
earth. Here he has respect more to the inward
life, as in lxv. 17 sqq. he had depicted the reno-

vation of the life of nature. What he here de-

clares is to be regarded only as a measure to help

us to estimate wnat will take place. The ques-

tion, it is true, " What house will ye build roe,

and what shall be the place of mv rest?" appears

primarily to have practical application to those re-

turning home from Exile, wnile it looks as if this

qnestion interdicted them from building a temple

in Jerusalem. But this cannot possibly have
been the design of the Prophet For that the

Lord desired for that time the erection of a tem-

ple is proved most clearly by suchplaces as xliv.

28; In. 7; lx.7; Ezra i. 2-4; Hag. i. and ii.

This, then, must be the meaning of the words, that

the external temple is at alftimes a thing of minor
importance, and that hereafter, in the time of the

new heaven and the new earth, the external tem-

ple will exist no longer (ver. 1). For all that

the Lord has made belongs to Him. If He
needed a house, the whole vast world would be at

His command. But He does not dwell in temples

built by human hands. In the hearts of the

afflicted, contrite and obedient He will make His
spiritual dwelling (ver. 2). And as He needs no
temple, so He needs no external ceremonial wor-
ship. In the time when all things will be new,
every act of the old, external, ceremonial worship
must rather be regarded as an offence against the
spirit of the new aeon (ver. 3 a).

2. Thus aaith the Lord an Idol.—
Vers. 1-3 a. The Prophet begins by setting forth

the infinite greatness and majesty of God by
means of a figure used elsewhere in holy Scrip-
ture. For we read that the heaven is' Clod's)

throne also in Ps. xi. 4; ciii. 19; Matth. v. 34;

xxiii. 22. That the •arth is bit footstool is

directly stated only here and Matth. v. 35, which
latter place is based on the one before us. But
the thought is indirectly contained in those places

where the holy mountain or the temple is named
the footstool of God : Ps. xcix. 5, comp. ver. 9

;

cxxxii. 7 ; Lam. ii. 1 ; 1 Chron. xxviii. 2. With
this view of the greatness and majesty ofGod the
idea of an earthly habitation for God stands in
contradiction, if God is conceived as a local pod
like the heathen divinities, and the temple is a
space that encloses Him. This is a view from
which even the Israelites (comp., e. gn the pro-
phet Jonah) could not get free. Even the Chris-
tian martyr Stephen had to protest against this

vain imagination (Acts vii. 48 sqq.), and in doing
so he appeals to our place (comp. Acts xviL 24
sq.). But the idea of a temple did not contradict

God's infinity, when the temple was regarded as a
place in which God was present only partially

and rcpraesetUaUvo tnodo, with a shining forth of
His glory. The Rabbis call this effulgence of the
absolute fflory the Shekinah, and appeal to pas-

sages such as Ex. xxv. 21 so.. ; Lev. xvi. 2 ; xxvi.
11 sqq. ; Numb. vii. 89 ; 1 dam. iv. 4, etc Solo-

mon, too, was folly conscious that the heaven and
heaven of heavens could not contain God, much
less a house built on the earth (1 Kings viii. 27).

He therefore did not think of building a place for

the Deity which should enclose Him in His to-

tality. Our Prophet, in asking the question,
" Wnat house will ye buildV has manifestly the

returning exiles before his mind,* and while he

• [•• From tbe whole strain of the prophecy and par-

ticularly from yers. 8-6. it seems probable that it refers

to the time when the temple which Herod had reared
was finishing ; when the nation was full of pride» self-

rightenusnes* and hypocrisy, and when all sacriSees
were about to be superseded by the one greet sacrifice

which the Messiah was about to make of Himself for

the sins of the world." Baixbsv-D. M.J.
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rejects an external temple and temple-worship,

he has in view the remotest end of the time of

salvation, the time of the new heaven and new
earth, when, according to Rev. xzi. 22, there

shall be no temple. The form of a question is

intentionally chosen in the sentence *U1 JV3 ni~,lt

For it makes known that the Lord declares an
earthly place to be insufficient to be a habitation

for His Godhead, without directly forbidding the

erection of such a habitation. Such a prohibi-

tion He could not possibly design to make. For,

in fact. He plainly disclosed to the returning

exiles His will that His house should be rebuilt

in Jerusalem (com{>. the close of chap. xliv.

;

Ezra i. 2 sqq. ; Hag. L 2 sqq.). There is no indi-

cation that the rebuilding of the temple and the

re-institution of the Mosaic cultus were hindered

by the place before us. Doubtless there was found
in ver. 1 b merely the thought that there is no

Jriace which, as a dwelling, corresponds in the

east degree to the greatness of God, and that the

Prophet warns against such rude childish notions

as formerly were entertained in Israel, that Jeho-
vah really dwells in the most holy place of the

temple as a man dwells in his house. The
thought would readily suggest itself when this

passage would be considered, that the new temple
was not intended to be a place to contain God,
but only to be the restoration of the old plaoe

where God revealed Himself. HHUO is place

of rest, Ps. cxxxii. 14. The second question is

literally rendered : what place is my resting
plaoe ? I will not undertake to decide whether
it was also seen that the look of the Prophet is

here directed also to the time of the end. But we
can have no doubt on this point For it is unde-
niable that all through chapters lxv. and lxvi.

even the remotest time of the end is present to

the spirit of the Prophet. And in this last time
there will really, according to Rev. xxL 22, be no
temple. For God is then inwardly and outwardly
ever present to all. He is then Himself their

temple. The Prophet assigns as reasons for the

Jiuestions which he puts : First, God has heaven
or His throne, the earth for Hia footstool. Sec-

ondly, he declares that God has made all these,

that all have arisen through His almighty " Let
there be.'' He evidently alludes to the word of

the Creator in Gen. i., *n\ He thus lets it be

known that God, if He wished, could build Him-
self a temple. For what would that be for Him
who made " all these," heaven and earth ? And
thirdly and lastly, he tells why God does not do
this, although He could do it. He needs no tem-
ple. Hearts that feel their misery, that with con-
trition (comp. xvi. 7; Prov. xv. 13; xvii. 22;
xviii. 14) are conscious of their sin, and humbly

hearken to His word p^n, corap. Judg. vii. 3

;

1 Sam. iv. 13; Ezra ix. 4; x. 3. h$ for *?K,

cbmp. ver. 5; lx. 5: x. 3) are the temple which
He most desires ana values. On these He looks,

these He regards and loves, and in these He will

dwell. And because He is in them, they also are
in Him. They are His temple, and He is their

temple. While I cannot believe that the Pro-
phet in vers. 1-2 absolutely repels the design
of the returning Israelites to build God a tem-
ple, still leas can I believe that he in ver. 3 a

declares only to those estranged from God that
the Lobd will accept no religious services from
them. Where is it by a single syllable intimated
that ver. 3 is addressed solely to those estranged
from God?—[See the words immediately follow-
ing ver. 3 b and ver. 4.—D. M.1

—

Deutzsgh
indeed affirms that the sentence : He who slays

in the new Jerusalem an ox in sacrifice is like

one who slays a man," could not possibly be con-
tained in the Old Testament. If under the
"new Jerusalem" he means the city rebuilt by
the exiles on their return, I admit that Delitzsch
is perfectly right But distingue tempora et eon*

eordabU Scriptural The Prophet does not distin-

guish the times. He surveys the whole time of
salvation from the end of the Exile to the aiuv

piTJkuv at one view, and in this space of time he
perceives really a temple and sacrificial wor-
ship; but he declares both to be insufficient

He utters no absolute prohibition; but he de-
clares most unambiguously that this temple
must disappear and give place to a better. And
when this shall have happened, then (this the
Prophet sees quite clearly, as it is also self-evi-

dent), an animal sacrifice will be an abomination*
He who in the Christian church would present
an ox or a sheep as a sin-offering—would he not
commit a crime, which in its way would be as

great as if a Jew should present a sacrifice of a
man or of a dog T Would he not thus despise

the blood of the Lamb of God? If in chaps, lvi.

and lx. and also in our chapter, vers. 6 and 20
sqq., a temple and sacrificial worship are still

spoken of, are we to suppose that the old temple
of stone, with its material, bloody offerings, is

intended:? Verily chaps, liii. and lv. testify

that the Prophet knew of an infinitely better

offering and of an infinitely better way of appro-
priating salvation. Even Jeremiah can speak
of a time in which the ark of the covenant will

be no more thought of (Jer. iii. 16). And Isaiah

emphatically testifies that the religious concep-

tion of the Israelites of his time will be super-

seded by one infinitely higher (lv. 8 sqq.). I
cannot therefore agree with those who propose
this explanation: "He who with a disposition

unholy and estranged from Ood offers an ox, a
sheep, etc., is like one who kills a man, etc."

For in the time present to the mind of the Pro-
phet every animal sacrifice will be a crimen lae-

sae majestatis. Still less is that explanation to

be approved which Hahn
;
not after the example

of Gesekius, whom he misunderstands, but alter

the example of Lowth, adopts: "fie who slays

an ox kills at the same time a man.'* etc. Ac-
cording to it the Prophet is supposed to censure

those who, while they offer sacrifice to the Lord
in His sanctuary, outside of it commit all possi-

ble abominations; a course of conduct which is

reproved by Esekiel xxiii. 39, and in the New
Testament by our Lobd, Matt, xxiii. 14. We
have here sentences containing comparisons in

which the figure and the thing compared are put

in the relation of subject and predicate, whereby
they are not absolutely, but yet relatively, iden-

tified. The offerer of an ox is a manalayer,
i. s. he is, viewed as to his religious worth, a
manslayer. He stands before God on the same
level with one who now should offer a human
sacrifice. For according to the context the Pro-
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700 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

phet does not mean to compare animal sacrifices

in the time of the end with every kind of offence,

but with offerings which would be abominable
in the present time. Human sacrifices in general

are not expressly forbidden in the law. Impli-
citly they are prohibited by all the places of the

law which command Israel to shun all the abo-
minations of the heathen (comp. Ex. xxiiL 24;
Lev. xviii. 3, et taepe). But the offering of chil-

dren, such as was practised in the worship of
Baal, is in various places most strictly prohibited

(comp. Lev. xviii. 21; xx. 2 sqq.; DeuL Xii. 31,

et $aepc). Regarding the custom of sacrificing

dogs practised by the Carians, Lacedaemonians,

Macedonians and other Greeks, see Bochabt,

Hierox. I., p. 798 sqq., td Lip*. *]"}}> is part act

Kai. from *)TJJ, verb, denom. from *]}& the neck

(comp. Ex. xiiL 13; Deut xxL 4, 7; Hos. x. 2).

It means to break the nook.—In the clause

Tl 1 nriJD TVJpO we have in order to complete

the sentence simply to repeat TVJpO before Dl
(comp. Ivii. 6). On the offering of swine^ comp.
on lxv. 4. Dogs and swine are in the Scriptures,

as in profane authors, often joined together

(comp. Matt vii. 6; 2 Pet ii. 22; 1 Kings xxi.

19; xxii. 38 in several codices of the LXX.;
Horath, EpitL L 2, 26; IL 2, 75). T3TK
stands only here as direct causative Hiphil in
the sense of to make an ^3TK, to offer as n^TK,
pK is taken by most interpreters correctly in the

sense of vatwm, i. t. idolum, (comp. 1 8am. xv.
23; Hos. x. 8; xii. 12), for this particular mean-
ing corresponds better to the context than the
general one of iniquitat, bccIus, wickedness (Lu-
ther).

6. PUNISHMENT TO THE WICKED 1 BEWARD TO THE FAITHFUL.

Chap. LXVI.3&-6.

3 b *Yea, they have chosen their own ways,
#

And their soul deliffhteth in their abominations.

4 bI also will choose their ^delusions,

And will bring their fears upon them

;

Because when I called, none did answer

;

When I spake, they did not hear

:

But they did evil before mine eyes,

And chose that in which I delighted not
5 Hear the word of the Lord, ye that tremble at his word

;

Your brethren that hated you,

That cast you out for my name's sake, said,

*Let the uohd be glorified

:

But he shall appear to your joy,

•And they shall be ashamed.
6 A voice of rnoise from the city,

A voice from the temple,

A voice of the Lord that rendereth recompence to his enemies.

> Or, device*.

• At they have ehoten. » So I alto vHU chooee,
* Let Jehovah be glorified that %oe may teeyowrJoy / • But.

BXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

1. There were among the exiles in Babylon
not a few who forsook Jehovah and forgot His
holy mountain (lxv. 11). These looked upon
the theocracy as a played-out game. Jehovah
had not protected them against the gods of Baby-
lon. To these, therefore, they now attached
themselves. Between such persons and the faith-

ful Israelites there existed naturally a hostile

relation. The apostates mocked those who re-

mained faithful, while the latter abhorred the
others as shameful apostates, and threatened them
with the wrath of Jehovah. We repeatedly find
traces of this enmity in chaps, lxv. and lxvi. It

appears that one of those who remained faithful

used every opportunity which he could find in

chapters lxv. and lxvi., in order to attach to the

words of the Prophet a commination against the

abhorred apostates [ I ]. If we must discard the

opinion that the Prophet in ver. 3 a rejects only

the sacrifices of the wicked, we cannot avoid per-

ceiving that a wide chasm exists between ver. 3
a and b. For ver. 3 a relates to the glorious

time of the end. Yea, the highest elevation of

its spiritual life is indicated by these words. But
vers. 3 fc-6 bring us back into the particular re-

lations of the Exile.—[Dr. Naboxlsbach ac-

cordingly condemns vers. 3 fc-0 as an interpola-

tion. The interpolator we are asked to regard as

a faithful servant of Jehovah. But assuredly he

was not one "who trembled at Jehovah's word,"
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CHAP. LXVL 3 6-6. 701

else he would have shrank with horror from cor-

rupting that holy word. Even the Pharisees did

not venture to alter the text of Scripture to make
it support their views. The apostates, too, whom
the interpolator is supposed to threaten, having

openly renounced the worship of Jehovah, would

pay no regard to the fictitious or real utterances

of His Prophet. Were the transition in ver. 3 a
-3 b sqq. as abrupt as our author supposes, from

the time of the end to concrete existing relations,

each a transition could not be pronounced unpa-

ralleled. Look, e. g. at the surroundings of the

Slorious promise respecting the abolition of

eath contained in Hos. xiii. 14. Shall we say

that what follows that promise is to be rejected

as spurious? But the want of coherence, of

which our author here complains, is only imagi-

nary. If we adopt the view of ver. 3 a taken by
Delitzsch and others "that not the temple-

offerings in themselves are rejected, but the of-

ferings of those whose heart is divided between

Jahve and the false gods, and who refuse Him
the offering which is most dear to Him (Ps. li.

19 ; comp. 1. 23)/' then there is no difficulty in

perceiving the coherence of the words that fol-

low. But if we should (as I believe Da. Nae-
GEL8BACH rightly does) regard the Prophet as

here predicting the future abolition of the tem-

ple-service under a more glorious dispensation,

we should be at no loss to perceive the coherence

of vers. 3 6, 4 with such a prediction. The lan-

guage can be aptly applied to those Jews who
obstinately refused to obey the revealed^ will of

God, and persisted in practising rites which were
superseded by the establishment of the new and
better economy. This is the view taken by many
interpreters who, in order to justify it, do not

find it necessary to condemn the Hebrew text as

interpolated. Henderson, e. g., looks upon
ver. 3 a "as teaching the absolute unlawfulness

of sacrifices under the Christian dispensation.

When the Jews are converted to the faith of

Jesus Christ, the Son of God, they must acquiesce

in the doctrine taught in the ninth and tenth

chapters of the Epistle to the Hebrews, that the

one offering which He presented on the cross

forever set aside all the animal sacrifices and
oblations which had been appointed by the law
of Moses. Any attempt to revive the practice is

here declared to be upon a par with the cruel

and abominable customs of the heathen, who
offered human sacrifices and such animals as the

ancient people of God were taught to hold in

abomination." And he finds what follows ver.

3 6 to have this connection with the aforesaid

teaching: "In retribution of the unbelieving and
rebellious persistence of the Jews in endeavoring
to establish the old ritual, Jehovah threatens

them with condign punishment: while such of

them as may render themselves obnoxions to

their brethren by receiving the doctrines of the

Gospel on the subject, have a gracious promise
of divine approbation and protection given to

them.'
1 In no case, then, is there any necessity

for supposing the hand of an interpolator to have
been here at work. Strange would be the course

taken by this assumed interpolator! The senti-

ments which he utters do not look like those of
one who would recklessly alter the sacred text,

and give out his own words for those of Jehovah.

See especially ver. 5 where the writer addresses

those who tremble at Ood'a word. Can we
suppose that he was, while using this language,

corrupting the word of God and making his own
additions to it? The character of this passage

strongly attests its genuineness. We have to

add that vers. 3 6, 4, should not have been sepa-

rated from what precedes, as the close connection

between the two parts has been pointed out—
D. M/l

2. Tea, they have chosen delighted
not, vers. 3 6-4. Dl'DJ are related as etret, tomr

auam (comp. Gen. xxiv. 25; Jer. It 12, et aaepe).

\y?, stands here, as often (comp. Amos viii. 14;

Ps. cxxxix. 24), in the signification of the reli-

gious bent y*Pp is likewise used frequently of

the abominations of idolatry (comp. 1 Kings xi.

5, 7; Jer. vii. 30, et taepe). The word is found

only here in Isaiah. Sl'tyfl (in which word the

signification of the Hithpael S-Jgnn with 3 fol-

lowing (comp. Jud. xix. 26) is reflected) is &w.

A*y.—[This is an error. The word occurs in

Jsa. iii. 4 in the plural as here. There it means

the petulances, the puerilities of boys. Here it

retains the kindred notion of annoyances, vexa-

tions. The occurrence of this peculiar word

here and in iii. 4 speaks in favor of identity of

authorship. The rendering of the E. V. delu>

swns, in the sense of childish, wayward follies,

may be defended. These childish delusions

would mock and disappoint those who entertained

them. God could be said to choose their de-

lusions by allowing them in His providence,

and causing the people to eat the fruit of them.

Their fears, rfiUD, may be taken as what is

feared by them, or. with Delitzsch, situa-

tions, conditions, whicn inspire dread. The lat-

ter part of ver. 4 from beoanse Db. Nab-
oelsbach regards as a needless repetition from

lxv. 12; but Alexander rightly judges that

the repetition serves not only to connect the pas-

sages as parts of an unbroken composition, but

also to identify the subjects of discourse in the

two places.—D. M.]
8. Hear the word His enemies, vers.

5, 6. These words are a consolation for the

faithful adherents of Jehovah, who tremble at

His word. The verb ?TO occurs only in Piel,

and is found only here and Amos vi. 3. In later

Hebrew the word is employed of removal, exclu-

sion from the community, or excommunication

(comp. Luke vi. 22; John ix. 22; xii. 42; xyi.

2). The Rabbis use the word 'TO to denote the

lowest of the three grades of excommunication

(comp. Buxtorf, Lex. Choi., p. 1303). The

Masoretes connect 'Dtf JJND
1

? with what follows,

because they could not conceive, or would not

admit that an Israelite was ever put out of the

community for the sake of the name of Jehovah.

But this is what the forsakers of Jehovah did in

the Exile where they had the power [? J.
#
And

they scoffingly called out to the excommunicated

:

''Let Jehovah be (appear as) glorious (comp.

Job xiv. 21; Ezek. xxvii. 26), and we Will (in

consequence) behold with delight your ioy/

I
They thus mock the Lord and their brethren,
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regarding whom they do not think that they will

experience the joy of seeing their hopes fulfilled.

But this scoffing misses the mark. Not those

who are scoffed at, but the scoffers will be put to

shame.

—

[Barnes, Alexander and Eat think

with Vitringa that in this verse we are brought
down to New Testament times. VlTRrNGA ap-

plies it "to the rejection of the first Christian

converts by the unbelieving Jews: Hear the

word (or promise) of Jehovah, ye that wait for

it with trembling confidence: your brethren (the

unconverted Jews) who hate you and cast you
out for my name's sake, have said (in so doing) :

'Jehovah will be glorious (or glorify Himself on
your behalf no doubt), and we shall witness your
salvation' (a bitter irony like that in v. 19);

but they (who thus speak) shall themselves be
confounded (by beholding what they now consi-

der so incredible). The phrase those hating
you may be compared with John xv. 18; xvii.

14; Matt. x. 22; 1 Thess. ii. 14: and casting
yon ont with John xvi. 2; and Matt. xviiL 17:

for my name's sake, with Matt xxiv. 9; John
xv. 21." Alexander. And they shall be
ashamed. "How true this has been of the

Jews who persecuted the early Christians 1 How

entirely were they confounded and overwhelmed

!

God established permanently the persecuted; He
scattered the persecutors to the ends of the earth."

Barnes. Ver. 6. "The Hebrew word jtKK? is

never applied elsewhere to a joyful cry or a cry
of lamentation, but to the tumult of war, the
rushing sound of armies and the shock of battle,

in which sense it is repeatedly employed by
Isaiah. The enemies here mentioned* most of
course be those who had just been described as
the despisers and persecutors of the brethren.
The description cannot without violence be un-
derstood of foreign or external enemies." Alex-
ander, Barnes observes here: "1) that it is
recompense taken on those who had cast out
their brethren (ver. 6). 2) It is vengeance taken
within the city, and on the internal, not the ex-
ternal enemies. 3) It is vengeance taken in the
midst of this tumult. All this is a striking de-
scription of the scene when the city and temple
were taken by the Roman armies; and it seems
to me that it is to be regarded as descriptive of
that event It was the vengeance which was to
precede the glorious triumph of truth and of the
cause of the true religion."—D. M.1

7. THE WONDERFUL PRODUCTIVE POWER OF THE NEW PRINCIPLE OF LIFE.

Chapter LXVI. 7-9.

7 Before she travailed, she brought forth ;

Before her pain came, she was delivered of a man child.

8 Who hath heard such a thing ?

Who hath seen such things ?

•Shall the earth be made to bring forth in one day ?

Or shall a nation be born at once ?

For as soon as Zion travailed, she brought forth her children.

9 Shall I bring to the birth, and not 'cause to bring forth ? saith the Lord :

'Shall I cause to bring forth, and shut the womb? saith thy God.

* Or, beget.

• Shall a land be born in one day t * Shall Imake to bear and restraint

exegetical and critical.

1. With wonderful rapidity Zion will be Bar-

rounded by the blessing of numerous children

(ver. 7). In other cases a lone time is needed
for a land to be peopled, for a ramily to expand
into a nation. But in the case of Zion this will

happen with incredible quickness (ver. 8). Such
is the power inherent in that new principle of

life which Jehovah cannot possibly in a forced

and artificial way restrain (ver. 9).—[Our author

speaks of a new principle of life and its wonder-
ful power. The Prophet, however, makes no
mention of this new principle of life, but of the

working of Jehovah Himself.—D. M.]
2. Before she travailed saith thy

God, vera. 7-9.—[While the immediately pre-

ceding verses speak of judgment falling on the

disobedient and rebellions mass of the people, we
learn here how the Israel of God shall receive a
sudden and unexampled enlargement Vitringa
sees here a prophecy of the vocation of the Gen-
tiles and of their accession to the Church, while
the unbelieving JewB are cast off.—D. M.]—We
have here in the main the aime thought which
the Prophet had expressed, xlix. 18 sqq. ; liv. 1

sqq.; lx. 4 sqq. Here he makes specially promi-
nent the rapidity and suddenness with which,
contrary to tne ordinary lawB of nature, Zion will

be enlarged, and this he does most ingeniously and

in a manner characteristic of Isaiah. D^?Dn

to let dip away, is used as Piel xxxiv. 15 (comp.

Job xxL 10). I3t must in this connection bt
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primarily choeen to intimate that the birth takes

place easily and quickly, though the child is a
male. For male children are wont to be larger

and stronger; hence their birth is attended with
more difficulty. But it is just as certain that the

Prophet does not think of the birth of a single

child in a literal sense. In ver. 8 he puts rri3

for "O
J.

He means, therefore, that "O? should be

taken collectirely, and at the same time wishes
to indicate that this collectire birth is a male
child strong and vigorous. This seems to be the

meaning put upon our place in Rev. xii. 5, which
latter passage evidently refers to the one before

us. However erroneous it would be to apply this

solely to the birth of Christ, it would in my opi-

nion be equally one-sided to exclude the latter.

For does not the whole New Testament blessing

of abundance of children begin with the birth

of Christ? Without the birth of Christ this

bleating could not be realized. " Unto us a child

is born, unto us a son is given," the Prophet had
said ix. 6. And to this child is promised " in-

crease of government,1
' conseauenuy

{
a populous

and mighty kingdom,—this child, with what be-

longs to it, is it not a male, strong child ? I look

upon it as possible that the Prophet had here
before him his earlier utterance iz. 5. [This
view is in accordance with the Targum :

" Before

distress cometh upon her, she shall be redeemed:
and before trembling cometh upon her, as travail

upon a woman with child, her king shall bo
revealed."—D. M.]. Such a case never before

occurred thata land (f^tt must denote here both

land and people, the idea of the people being
predominant, and hence the word is used as a
masculine, comp. on xiv. 17) or nation suddenly,

all at once arose. ["The causative sense given

to SrjP in the English and some other versions

is not approved by the later lexicographers, who
make it a simple passive." Alexander.]. How

comes it that in the case of Zion, travailing and
bringing forth her children coincided ? Every-
thing was well arranged beforehand for the birth.

The time was fulfilled. The proper moment had
come. Peter's speech on the day of Pentecost
and the conversion of the three thousand are facts

in which the rapidity of that process of bringing
forth is mirrored. And when such an astonish-

ing and rapid success is founded in the nature of
the case, can the Lord interfere to check and re-

strain? This is the meaning of ver. 8. [Dr.
Naegelsbach interprets the first part of ver. 9
by describing the process of parturition with a
particularity which some would think hardly in

accordance with good taste. It is sufficient to

give the explanation of Gebenius in his Lexi-
con : "Shall I cause to break open (the womb),
and not cause to bring forth T D. M.]. The
second hemistich of ver. 9 repeats according to

the law of the ParaMelixmu* membrorum, the same
thought in another form. 13UJ is often used of

the closing of the uteru^ %, e., of the barrenness
of a woman. But here it is not the making un-
fruitful, but the hindering of the birth that is

spoken of. It is, therefore, better to take 1¥% in

the sense of eohibere, retincre, in which it occurs
frequently elsewhere (comp. e. g. t

Judges xiii. 15,

16). [The words of Hezekiah are here almost
taken up xxxvii. 3. " Shall that long and pain-
ful national history not have for its issue the
birth of a true Israel V* Kay. " The meaning
of the whole is, that God designed the great ana
sudden increase of His Church ; that the plan
was long laid ; and that having done this, He
would not abandon it, but would certainly effect

His designs.
11 Barnes. D. M.]. In regard to

the alternating 'Ul ID* and It "TO* in ver. 9,

I refer in general to the remarks on xl. 1. In
the place before us, the Prophet has certainly

no other reason for the change than a rhetorical

8. THE MATEBNAL CHARACTER OF THE NEW ORDER OF LIFE.

Chapter LXVI. 10-14.

10 Rejoice ye with Jerusalem, and be glad 'with her, all ye that love her

:

Rejoice for joy with her, all ye that mourn for her

:

11 That ye may suck, and be satisfied with the breasts of her consolations

;

That ye may "milk out, and be delighted with the u abundance of her glory

12 For thus saith the Lord,
Behold, I will extend peace to her like a river,

And the dory of the Grentiles like a flowing stream

:

Then shall ye suck, ye shall be borne upon Aher sides,

And be dandled upon her knees.
13 'As one whom his mother comforteth,

So will I comfort you

;

And ye shall be comforted in Jerusalem.
14 And when ye see this, your heart shall rejoice,

And your banes shall flourish like fan herb

;
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And the hand of the Lord shall be known 'toward his servants.
And Am indignation htoward his enemies.

* Or, brightneu.

• war her. * tuck. •botom. *Ouhip. •Ataman. *fr*hgrau. on.

TEXTUAL AND
Ver. 10. S'J with 3 of the object is the common con-

struction, comp. lx*. 1» ; Ptot. xxiT. 17. fenfefD iferfr.

On this connection of a verb with a tutatantire instead

of the infinitive absolute comp. xxiu 17, 18 ; xxlv. 19, 22;

xlii. 17.

Ver. 12. The Muoretes take 0*1J 1133 •* the object

of both clauses, and consequently D^# *>HJ =- a river

which is peace, a peaceful river. But this is artificial.

y&VU is Pulpal from $$&• The word is one which is

used especially by Isaiah. It is fcund besides here ri.

10 ; xi. 8 ; xxix. 9 (bit).

Ver. 14. There should properly be a *3 beforemnwT.
But the thrice-repeated conjunction Tav in the pre-

ceding part of the verse, as it were, governed the flow

GRAMMATICAL.
of speech, and carried it over the syntax. Therefore

njHUI stands as resumption of OJVK% which is for

*3 DJTin. I therefore take fcfen to TUn^Dn as a pa-

renthesis which is Intended to declare by 'what emo-
tions that "seeing" will be accompanied. [But it is

much easier, with the E. V., to supply the pronoun thiM

or it, meaning the fulfilment ofthe promise, afterDmn,
and then there will be no need of assuming a break la
the sentence and a parenthesis.—D. M.]. In the clause

y~PH n T we have to take flK as a preposition, while

before YT* it marks the accusative. [In the E. V. D£?
is regarded as a noun- But the noon would have Pat-
tach under its first syllable. The verb governs the ac-

cusative.—D. M.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. After all that has been mid, all the friends

of Jerusalem, who had before mourned over her,

are now justly called upon to rejoice oyer her
(ver. 10), and gloriously to participate in her
happiness (ver. 11). For the Lord will torn to

her peace and all glory in abundance; the Israel-

ites will be treated with the tenderest care (ver.

12). The Lord Himself will comfort them with
a mother's love (ver. 13). Then they shall have
joy, and the Lobd's hand will be manifest on
them ; but His enemies will be made to feel the
indignation of the Lord (ver. 14).

2. Rojoloo ye Hit enemies.—Vers. 10-
14. The joy at Jerusalem's prosperity is also the
condition of participation in that prosperity.

For he who has not mourned with Jerusalem and
does not rejoice with her will not be regarded as

her child, and is not suffered to satiate himself
with delight on her maternal breast. This is, I

think, the meaning of JJ^ ver. 11. [•' Jeru-

salem is thought of as a mother, and the rich

consolation (not in word but in deed) which she

receives (li. 3) as the milk which comes into her
breasts (1ft as Iz. 16), with which she now
nourishes her children abundantly." Del.]. The
image of suckling to designate the most loving

and assiduous care, has been already before us

xlix. 23; lx. 16. We should rather expect the
consolations) of her breast ; but the putting

of 1# first is the effect of the idea of sucking

being before the mind of the writer. ["Sack
and be satisfied, milk oat and enjoy
yourselves, may be regarded as examples of

hendiadys, meaning suok to satiety, and milk
oat with delight ; but no such change in the

form of translation is required or admissible."

Alexander. D. M.]. The word n, which

stands parallel with T#, is found besides here

only Ps. h 11 ; lxxx. 14. Its signification is still

disputed. Some take WafJ in the significa-

tion micare, emicare, and hence n =s lac ex vbere

raddatim defum* (Schroeder, Gesext.). [8o
Gesen. in The*.; but in Lexicon he gives the
meaning, fall breast. D. M.]. But the signifi-

cation of shining forth, belongs essentially to
ftf, pf, whence pf, a shining plate, a flower, a

glittering feather. W, on the contrary, denotes

according to the meaning of its root, which oc-

curs in Svriac, though not in Hebrew, id quod
nuwtur, that which moves itself to and fro.

Hence n, Ps. 1. 11 ; lxxx. 14, the beasts that

move about on the field. Hence here, too, H »
synonymous with mamma, the breast that moves
this way and that So Delitzsch. [Delttzsch
assigns to n the meaning abundance ( TJebcr-

schwang) as the E. V., does, and, moreover, he
expressly states that the parallelism does not force

us to give to the word the signification of teats,
dags. See his comment. inloc2E<L D. M.].
The joy to which the Prophet, ver. 10, summons
the mends of Jerusalem is well-founded. For
the Lord Himself declares that He will extend,

(direct) to Jerusalem peace, the highest of all

inward blessings, as a river (comp. xlviii. 18

;

viii. 7), and as a torrent (Snj, Arabic Wadi,

comp. xxx. 28) the glory of the Gentiles,
which comprehends all desirable outward things

(comp. xvi. 14; xvii. 4; xxi. 16; xxxv. 2).

And because the Prophet has here before his

mind the image of maternal love and solici-

tude on the one hand, and on the other that of a
child's wants, he adds here, and ye shall sack.
Herewith he points back to ver. 11, where he had
designated Jerusalem as the source ofconsolations.

Here he tells us that the spring of that spring

will be the Lord. But that maternal care is not

restricted to the affording of nourishment. The

children shall also be faithfully carried fnHw
on the hip, after the common oriental custom,

lx. 4). They will also be lovingly played with,

caressed, ana rocked on the knees. Tne Lord
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here again ascribes to Himself maternal lore and
maternal conduct (oomp* xlii. 14; xlvi. 3 sq.;

xlix.15). Is the term V'K to be pressed? I be-

lieve that it ought, for it contains a fine climax.
A mother who comforts her child is an affecting

image. Bat a mother's love is still more glori-

ously displayed when it shows itsetf to be strong
enough to raise up again the son, the strong man,
who is bowed down by misfortune. [" The £. V.
here dilutes a man to one. The same liberty

is taken by many other rersions. But oomp.
Gen. xxit. 67: Judges xvii. 2 ; 1 Kings xix. 19.

20, and the affecting scenes between Thetis and
Achilles in the Iliad."—Alexander. "The
Prophet now thinks of the people as one man.
Before he had thought of them as children. Is-

rael is as a man returned from a foreign country,

escaped from bondage, full of sad recollections,

which are wholly obliterated in the maternal
arms of dirine love yonder in Jerusalem, the
dear home, which eren in a strange land was the
home of their thoughts.''—Dehtzsoh. "The

in Jerusalem suggests the onlr means by which
these blessings are to be secured, vis., a union of
affection and of interest with the Israel of God to

whom alone they are promised." Alexander.—
D. M.]. The beginning of rer. 14 recalls lx. 5.

In this place, too, the meaning of the Prophet is,

that what Jerusalem shall see is the manifesta-

tion of the nower of Jehovah on His friends and
foes. For the aim and scope of all divine train-

ing is that God may be known from all nature and
history as the supreme good (oomp. xli. 20 ; xlii.

12 sqq. ; xliii 10 sqq. ; xlv. 8 sqq. et $aepe). The
heart, the centre of life, shall rejoioe, the
bones, the parts forming the periphery, will

shoot as young grass, i. e., they will feel them-
selves excited to fresh, vigorous manifestation of
life (oomp. xliv. 4; Win. 11; lxi. 3). [The latter

part of the verse is " in accordance with the Pro-
phet's constant practice of presenting the salva-

tion of God's people as coincident and simultane-
ous with the destruction of His enemies." Alex-
deb.—D. M.].

0. GENERAL PICTURE OP THE TIME OP THE END AS THE TIME OF JUDO-
* MENT TO LIFE AND TO DEATH.

Chaptbb LXVI. 15-24.

15 For, behold, the Lord will come with fire.

And with his chariots like a whirlwind,
To render his anger with fury,

And his rebuke with flames of fire.

16 *For by fire and by his sword
Will the Lord plead with all flesh :

And the slain or the Lord shall be many.
17 They that sanctify themselves and purify themselves *in the gardens,

'Behind one tree in the midst,

Eating swine's flesh, and the abomination, and the mouse,
Shall be consumed tojrether, saith the Lord.

18 'For I knew their worlts and their thoughts

:

It shall come, that I will gather all nations and tongues

;

And they shall come, and see my glory.

19 And I will set a sign among them,
And I will send those that escape of them unto the nations,

To Tarshish, Pul, and Lud, that draw the bow,
To Tubal and Javan, to the isles afar off,

That have not heard my *fame,
Neither have seen my glory

;

And they shall declare my glory among the Gentiles.
20 And they shall bring all your brethren for an offering unto the LORD

Out of all nations

Upon horses, and in chariots, and in litters,

And upon mules, and upon •Swift beasts,

To my holy mountain 'Jerusalem, saith the Lord,
As the children of Israel bring an offering

In a cleaa vessel into the house of die Lord.
21 «And I will also take of them

For priests and for Levites, saith the Lord.
46
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22

23

For as the new heavens and the new earth, which I will make.

Shall remain before me, saith the Lord,
So shall your seed and your name remain.

And it shall come to pass, that "from one new moon to another.

And from one Sabbath to another,

Shall all flesh come to worship before me, saith the Lord.
24 And they shall go forth, and look

Upon the carcases of the men that have transgressed against me

:

For their worm shall not die,

Neither shall their fire be quenched

;

And they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh.

i Or, one after another,
» Heb.from new moon to htt new moon, andfrom Sabbath to hie Sabbath.

•Or,

• For by fire Jehovah contends and by hie eword with allMeeh. * for the garden* behind one in tkemidet.
• But f—their worke and their thought* it ie come that they gather all nationt, etc.

* report * dromedariee. ' to «

t And ateo of them will I take to (ae an addition to) theprieete, to the LevUee.
* monthly at new moon, and weekly on the Sabbath.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. M. The words WWTO 7101031 occur exactly

as here Jer. It. 18. There, too, they stand ae second

subject of the verb 7lStf\ which is first in order. Jere-

miah quotes there Hab. L 8 also. 7133^0 la nerer used
TT IV

by Jeremiah elsewhere; he employs the word 33"}

(xviL »; xxil. 4: xltt 9; xivii. 8; 1. 87: It HI &£
Isaiah uses 1*13310 three times, namely Ik 7 ; xxii. 18,

in addition to the present case. HO'Di too, is nerer

elsewhere used by Jeremiah. He employs always in-

stead of it -iJJO (*xW. 1»; xxt. 88; xxx. 23) and H^D
(xxiit 19 ; xxx. 28). But Isaiah has rUMD Are times,

including the present place, v. 28 ; xvll. 18 ; xxi. I; xxix.

6. On these grounds we can maintain that the words in

Jeremiah are a quotation from the place before us.

Ver. 16. nit is not the sign of the accusative, but a

preposition as 1 Sam. xii.7; Jer. ii. 86; Esek. xvii. 20;

xx. 86 sq. ; xxxviii. 22 ; Jer. xxv. 31. This last place re-

calls forcibly the one before us.

Ver. 17. I hold this verse to be interpolated by the

same hand which inserted lxiv. 9 sqq. ; lxv. 8-6, 11

;

IxtL 36-6. My reasons are, 1) The special mention of

the Israelites who had apostatised to heathenism is not

at all necessary in this connection. For vers. 16 and

16 speak of the general Judgment extending to aU fleeh

(ver. 16). For what purpose then this particular speci-

fication ofa single class of men T [Criticism of this kind

is not worthy of our author. We might apply It to es-

tablish the spuriousness of the greater part of the dis-

course recorded in Matt. xxv. 31-46. There, too, is an

account of the judgment of aU nation*. Tet only a class

of persons guilty of a particular sin of omission is con-

demned by the Judge. It is enough to say that our

Loan and the Prophet bad their reasons for particularly

specifying a certain class of men as the objects of di-

vine judgment—!). M.J. 2) This verse, as lxv. 3, 11,

contains clear allusion to foreign, in particular, to Baby-

Ioninn heathenism. Such an allusion Is suspicious. It

cannot be explained from the stand-point of Itaiah. For

Isaiah sees into the distant future, It is true, but he does

not see as a person standing near. He does not distin-

guish specific, individual features. [In his remarks on
lxv. 4 Da. Nasoilssacb admits that there is no evidence

outside the book of Isaiah that the Babylonians ehher

offered swine In sacrifice, pr used them for food. There
is really nothing mentioned in this verse which can be

proved to be specifically Babylonian. The gardens

were connected with Idolatrous worship practised by
the Israelites at home. See Isa. L 29. The statement

that the Prophet could not foresee the practices here

mentioned depends on the erroneous theory of pro-

phecy which Da. Nasoelssach has adopted, and which

is animadverted on in the Introduction, pp. 17, 18, foot-

note.—D. M.]. 8) The words are very appropriate te

the mouth of an exile who thought that he must apply

particularly to the renegades of his time the threaten-

ing of Judgment contained in vers. 16 and 16. [Bat the

words are quite appropriate in the mouth of the Prophet

Isaiah, and we are not warranted to assume that these

forms of idolatry were practised by the exiles in Baby-

lon. Unless Isaiah is supposed to testify to this fact,

we have no evidence of it. In the Babylonian Captivity

the people were cured of their propensity to gross ido-

latry.—D. M.]. 4) The singular phrase "prO ITO* "HI*

clearly betrays a foreign, later hand ; and the manifest

corruption of the text in the beginning of ver. 18 is also

to be regarded as an Indication of changes in the origi-

nal text. [The occurrence of the singular phrase re-

ferred to is no sign of the hand of an interpolator, who

would rather be careful to avoid saying what would be

obscure and ambiguous. An Interpolator, too, who un-

derstood Hebrew, would hardly have left the difficulty

complained of in the beginning of ver. 18.—D. MJ.

EXEGETTCAL ATTO CRITICAL.

1. The Prophet here, too, represents the future

under the forms of the present. He sets forth its

leading features, and again brings together what

is homogeneous without regard to intervening

spaces of time. He begins, vers. 15, 16, and 18,

by describing the judgment of retribution on the

wicked. [Craver.l7seeunderZfa*«*d<3TWs*a

The Prophet surveys together the beginning and

end of the judgment As we see from ver. 19/the

beginning of the judgment of the world is for him

the judgment on Israel. He, therefore, vers. 19

sqq., telle what shall take place after the destrao-
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tion of the visible theocracy. He beholds a aim
set in Israel. We clearly perceive here in the

light of the fulfilment what he only obscurely, as

through a mist, descried. He intends Ilim who
is set for a sign that is spoken against. After

this sign has appeared and been rejected, the

judgment begins on the earthly Jerusalem. Per-

sons escaped from this great catastrophe go to the

heathen to publish to them the glory of Jehovah
(ver. 19). And the heathen world turns to Je-

hovah, and in grateful love brings along with it

to the holy mountain the scattered members of
Israel thathad been visited withjudgment These
are as a meat-offering which Jehovah receives

from the hand of the Gentiles as willingly as He
welcomes a pure meat-offering from the hand of
an Israelite (ver. 20). And then from Gentiles
and Jews a new race arises. The wall of separa-
tion is removed. The Lord takes priests and
Levites indiscriminately from both (ver. 21).

The new life which throbs in men, as well as

in heaven and earth, is eternal life. Hence the
new race ofmen stana on the new earth and under
the new heaven eternally before the Lord (ver.

22). And all flesh will then render to the Lord
true worship forever ( ver. 23). But the wicked,
of whom the Prophet had declared at the close of
the first and second Ennead that they have no
peace, will be excluded from the society of the
Messed, to be a prey of the undying worm and
unquenchable fire, and an object of abhorrence.

2. For, behold, the LORD my glory.
—Vers. 1 5-18. The Prophet sees the Lord come
to judgment in flaming fire, and he beholds His
chariots rush along as a tempest The image is

here, as Ps. xviii. 9, 13, borrowed from a thunder-
storm. It appears to me better to regard VJ1331D

as second subject to KT than to supply in the

translation the substantive verb. For the chariots
are not in themselves like a stormy wind, but
their rolling is compared with the rushing of a
tempest. The plural is certainly the proper plu-
ral. For as an earthly commander of an army
is accompanied by many chariots, so too is the
" Lord of hosts." Kleinert justly observes
on Hab. iii. that the elements, clouds and winds,
as media of manifestation, are compared with Je-
hovah's horses and chariots. In Ps. civ. 3 the
Lord is expressly described as He who " maketh
the clouds his chariot" *)* 2'Bftl cannot possibly

denote here as Job ix. 13 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 38, to take
away wrath. Here retribution is the subject of
discourse. We must, therefore, compare places

such as Hos. xii. 3, where TSftl standing alone
means to recompense, and Dent xxxii. 41, 43,

where it is joined with 0j3J in like signification.

In the day of judgment they who have sown evil
must reap the wrath of God as necessary harvest
(comp. Gal. vi. 7). God will render his anger
to them in the form of Hon, %. «,, of burning
fury (comp. xlii. 26; Hx. 18), and hie rebuke
(comp. xxx. 17; L 2; li. 20), in flames of fire
(comp. xin. 8 ; xxix. 6; xxx. 30). Fire must nerve
not only to indicate the violence of the divine
wrath, but also as a real instrument ofjudgment
JTor the first judgment of the world was accom-
£woed by water (Gen. vii.), the second will be ef-
fected by fire. At the firstaotofthesecondjudgment

of the world, the destruction of Jerusalem, fire

was not wanting (comp. Joseph. B.J. VI. 7, 2; t>,

5). With fire and sword, ioneferroque, theLord
judges. [" What is here said of fire, sword and
slaughter, was fulfilled not only as a figurative
prophecy ofgeneral destruction, but in its strictest

sense in the terrific carnage which attended the
extinction of the Jewish State, of which, more
emphatically than of any other event outwardly
resembling it, it might be said that many were
the slain of Jehovah." Alexander. D.
M.l. Ver. 17. Here people are spoken of, who
make a religious consecration of themselves by
sanotifying (comp. xxx. 29: lxv. 6; Ex. xix.

22; Numb. xi. 18 et taepe) and purifying them-
selves pHOD in Isaiah only here, comp. Ley.
xiv. 4, 7, 8 et$aepe; Ezra vi. 20; Neh. xii. 30;

xiii. 22). They do this ^W"17

? (comp. i. 29,

30 ; lxi. 11 ; lxv. 3).* The preposition *?K might

be taken, with Hahn, as a case ofconstr. praegnans,

if it were possible to find the idea of motion to

a place latent in the verbs ^ftOn and BhpDH.

We must, therefore, take /K in the sense of " in

relation to, in respect to/' »'.*.= for (comp. e. g. 9

1 Sam. i. 27; Esek. vi. 10). [In performing
their lustrations they have respect to the gardens
as places of worship. Translate : that purify
themselves for the gardens, not in the
gardens as in the E. V.—D. M.]. The words
^1fO TTIK "in* are yery obscure. The old trans-

lators (LXX., Targ., Syr^ Arab.,Theodoret,
Symmachus, Hierokymus) were evidently puz-
zled with the text, and conjectured its meaning ra-

ther than explained it according to certain princi-

ples. The later interpreters can be classified accord-

ing to what they understand by TTW pTJK, nn*
the last is the reading ofthe K'ri). Seb. Schmidt
and Bochart think (after Saadia) of one of

the treeag or of a reservoir in the garden, behind
or in which the lustration was performed. Others
refer 1HK to an idol. Abenezra thinks that
nnK (K'ri) is Astarte. Very many interpreters

(after Scalioer] take 1DK to be the name of a
Syrian divinity, Adudoc, who is called in Eusb-
bitts (Praep. Ev. I. 10) King of gods. And
this explanation has been the rather adopted, be-

cause Macrobitts (Saturn. I. 23) gives as the
meaning of this name " unus,-" a statement which
is manifestly owing to his want of knowledge of

the language. Clericus sees in nnK the name
'E*rfn?. Sen. Carfzov, who is followed by
Hahn and Maurer, understands an idol of some
kind. Stier, not satisfied with Antichrist, who
is thought of by Netbler, understands under the
one the ''idol of the world in the strictest sense,

whose place of concealment is the tree of know-
ledge in the midst of the garden." Majtjs
(CEcon. p. 984) takes TH* TIK in the sense of

praeter unum, i. e», beside the only true Ood
(Deut. vi. 4) they follow an idol set in the midst.
But this meaning the words will not bear. That
explanation has most in its favor, which refers

"OTM to a human being. Here we must set aside

as philologically untenable the view which, after

the Targ. Jon., and the Syriac, would in any
way bring out the sense alius pott alium. After

the example ofPfbifer in the Dubia Vexata, it is
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better to understand a person placed in the midst
who acted as leader, initiator, or hierophant. 60
Gebenius, Hrraa, Hbnpewerk, Beck, Um-
BBETT, KlfOBEL, DELITZBCH, BEINECEJlRoHL-
ino. ftH3 *• understood by Hrrzio, Hehde-
webk. Beck, Umbreit, Ewald of the middle
of the house, the impluvium, the coort. Bat Kho-
bel, Deutzsch, Sedtecke, Rohlino think of
the hierophant standing in the midst, so that
">r}K is not to be understood in the local sense,

but in that of acting after, or imitation. Ewaxd
proposes instead of THK in* to read a double
"IK ; Boettcheb would strike out the words
in* ">nit Cheyne regards the place as quite

corrupt. It seems to me that the words iTW
yro init are either a corrupt reading, or a later

expression current in those Babylonian forms of

worship. But we have not hitherto been able to

explain their meaning satisfactorily. [That Baby-
lonian rites are here referred to is a gratuitous

assumption. Of the interpretations put upon the

statement that purify themselves for the
gardens after one in the midst,the one most
entitled to our acceptance is that which regards

it as descriptive of a crowd of devotees surround-

ing their priest or leader, and doing after him
the rites which he exhibits for their imitation.

Delitzsch is so satisfied with this explanation

that he declares that it leaves nothing to be de-

sired. The use of TO*, one, has its reason in

the opposition of the one leader of the cere-

monies to the many repeaters of the rites after

him. D. M.]. 171 1feQ 'So* is one of the sub-

jects of WD\ Comp. on lxv. 4 fptf stands

frequently in Leviticus parallel with y*$, reptile,

e. g. t
Lev. xi. 20, comp. ibid. vers, id, 23, 41.

Probably, then, reptiles, such as the snail, lizard

and the like, are here chiefly intended. 1|3£
is the mouse (comp. Lev. xi. 29 ; 1 Sam. vi. 4
sqq.). On edible mice, or rats (glim) see De-
litzsch, CbmmenL in loc, Bochabt, Hierot. II.

». 432 sqq., Herz. R-EneyeL XIV. p. 602.

b"The actual use of any kind of mouse in the

ancient heathen rites has never been established,

the modern allegations of the fact being founded

on the place before us." Alexander. This
commentator contends that the Prophet is still

treating of the excision of the Jews and the vo-

cation of the Gentiles. And although the gen-

eration of Jews M upon whom the final Mow fell

were hypocrites, not idolaters, the misdeeds of

their fathers entered into the account, and they

were cast off not merely as the murderers of the

Lord of Life, but as apostates who insulted Je-

hovah to His nice by bowing down to stocks and
stones, in groves and gardens, and by eating

swine's flesh, the abomination, and the mouse."

Isaiah would naturally make prominent, in as-

signing the causes of divine judgment, the most

flagrant transgressions of the law that prevailed

in his own time. We have had many examples

of his practice to depict the future in the colors

of the present—D. M.]. Ver. 18 k very diffi-

cult. It appears to me impossible to obtain an

appropriate sense from the text as it stands. I

must therefore hold it to be corrupt The old

versions do not enable us to detect any corruption

that has taken place since they were made. They

?

all give such translations that they evidently sop-
pose the present Masoretic text They all use
the first person in the rendering of HM3. Bat
this does not justify our inferring a difference of
text It is merely a free translation. The predi-
cate to *3JW is wanting. Some would supply

'tyT [as the E. V.], or 1J?W (Deutzsch), as

was done in some manuscripts of the LXX. Bet
is it possible that the writer omitted the predi-
cate? [" The ellipsis is like that in Virgil Qum
ego (Aen. 1. 139), and belongs to the rhetorical

hgure of aposiopesis: and I, their works
and thoughts—(will know to punish)." De-
utzsch. If an ellipsis is to be supplied^ there
is none more facile than that assumed in the
English version, and which can plead the support
of the Targum. But it seems to me better to re-
tain the aposiopesis of the original, with Eno-
bel, Ewald, Alexander and Kay. The last

mentioned has this remark: "The sentence is

interrupted ; as if it were too great a condescen-
sion to comment on their folly,—-so soon to be
made evident by the course of events. And I
—as for their works and their thought*,
the time oometh for gathering all na-
tione."—D. M.I. So much can be seen from
ver. 18, that God'sjudgments will rest on a bring-
ing to light not only of the works, but also of the
thoughts of the heart (Hebr. iv. 12). HW is ac-

cording to the accents to be taken as a participle.

The feminine is to be understood in a neuter

sense [t. e., h is used impersonally]. K3
i

for the arrival of the right moment: it is come
to this that all nations, efe, comp. Esek. xxxix. 8.

The words D'Un-Sa-flK pp seem to be bor-

rowed from Joel iv» 2. On the other hand, the
Prophet Zephaniah (iii. 8] seems to have had
this place of Isaiah before him. The expression

flUtfal) D*Urt~S3 does not occur exactly else-

where. We can compare, on the one hand, Gen.
x. 20, 31 (comp. ver. 6), on the other, Dan. iii.

4, 7, 29, 31 : v. 19; vi. 26 ^ vii. 14. Comp. Zech.
viii. 23. If this expression really belonged^ to
a later age, we should find in it a confirmation
of the supposition that the text of ver. 18 also
has been corrupted by an interpolator. [" The
use of the word tongnea as an equivalent to na-
tions has referenceto national disthnaionsspring-

ing from diversity of language, and is founded
on Gen. x. 5, 20, 81. bv the influence of which
passage and the one before us, it became a phrase
of frequent use in Daniel, whose predictions torn
so much upon the calling of the Gentiles (Dan.
iii. 4, 7. 31; v. 19). The representation of this

form of speech as aa Aramaic idiom by some
modern critics is characteristic of their candor.9*

Alexander. Some suppose the glory of Je-
hovah which aU nations will be assembled to see

to be a gracious display of His dory, and
1

others

think that a grand manifestation of judgment
is here referred to. In the preceding part

of the chapter a revelation of both grace and
judgment is foretold. Wecan take the expres-

sion in a general sense for the revelation of

Jehovah's perfections. But here a difficulty

arises. If in this Terse all nations are repre-

sented as gathered, as having come to see the
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glory of the Lord, where are the distant nations

who are to be visited according to the following

Terse bj those that have escaped from the judg-

ment? The seeming inconsistency is removed,

if we regard ver. 19 as describing the way in

which the nations will be brought to see the glory

of God, and take the ) as causal: For I will set

a sign, etc For this causal force of
J
comp.

on lxiv. 3. This is better than to suppose, with

Delitzsch, that all nations and tongues in

er. 18 are not to be understood of all nations

without exception.—D. MJ.
3. And I will set all flesh.—Vers. 19-

24. [This verse explains the gathering of all na-

tions mentioned in the previous verse. The He-
brew often employs the simple connective and
where we would ose for.—D. Mj. The mention

of 0*0^0 ver. 19, implies that the judgment
from which they have escaped is not the general

judgment. After it there will remain no nations

on the earth to whom the messengers could come
to announce Jehovah's glory. That judgment,
then, from which the messengers have escaped,

must be onlv the first act of the general judg-
ment, i. ft, the judgment on Israel. If we con-

sider this place in the light of fulfilment, we must
take thedestruction ofthe theocracy by theRomans
for this first act of the general judgment, which
the Prophet views together with its last act or last

acts, just as our Lord does in His oroiio esefa-

fo%tca,Matth.xxiv. They who have escaped from
that dreadful catastrophe which befalls the church
of the Old Covenant are the church of the New
Covenant, for whose flight and deliverance the

Lord has so significantly cared in that discourse

(Matth. xxiv. 16 sqq.). If this is the case, what
opinion have we to form regarding the sign,
which the Loan, according to the .words com-
mencing ver. 19, will set " among them," *. ft,

among those on whom that first great act ofjudg-
ment has fallen? The expression flto EWfr occurs
Gen. iv. 15 ; Ex. x. 2 j Jer. xxxii. 20 ; P*. Ixxviii.

43; cv. 27. It alternates with (HI or A1K nfrjf

(Dent xih\ 2; Josh. ii. 12; Judges vi. 17; Pa!

Lxxxvi. 17 et nqpe). Of these forms rt* Wfr is

the most emphatic. It denotes, we might say,

setting a sign as a monument for general and per-
manent observation. To regard this sign as a
signal to call the nations does not suit the context

[7J, for the nations are not called to the Judgment
upon Israel. The announcement is rather borne
to them. Calvin's explanation " I make a sign
on them/' namely, on the elect for their deliver-
ance, is justified by the language; but the suffixes

in 0H3 and DHJ refer to those who are judged,

and not to those who are saved. The old ortho-
dox explanation, according to which the "sign"
is the Spirit poured out upon the disciples as evi-
dence of their divine mission, is exposed to the
same objection. When, on the other hand, Hit-
zio and Knobel consider as the sign, the judg-
ment upon the heathen, a great slaughter, there is

this objection that it is to the heathen that they
who escaped the judgment go. And when 8tisr
refers the sign to the judgment upon Israel, it

seems strange that mention should be made of the
sign after the description of the judgment and its

happy consequences, and they shall oome

and a#e my glory. [But if we regard the
J

at the h«y"""ig of ver. 19 as explicative or cau-

sal, this objection falls away.—D. M.J. Ewald,
Umbbbtt, Dsutzsch, Seutbcke think that the
escape of some from the all-destroyiiu? slaughter

is itself the miracle. Bat is it something so ex-
traordinary and wonderful that individuals should
escape from a slaughter, be it ever so bloody ? I
would not say with the Catholic interpreters that

this nft* is the sign of the cross. But I think that

Luke [Simeon] when he, ii. 34, speaks of Him
whoU sat for a sign whioh shall be spoken
against had our place before him. And I would
refer the sign of the Bon of man (Matth.
xxiv. 30) to the same source. It was the purpose
of God, which Isaiah here announces without
knowing how it should be fulfilled, that out of the
ashes of the old covenant the phoenix of the new
should arise. [Alexander, who sees in the

Q'P
%S& who go to the nations the first preachers

of the Gospel, who were escaped Jews, saved from
that perverse generation (Acts ii. 40), thinks that

the sign to be set denotes " the whole miraculous
display of divine power, in bringing the old dis-

pensation to a close and introducing the new, in-

cluding the destruction of the unbelieving Jews,

on the one hand, and, on the other, all those signs

and wonders, and divers miracles and gifts of the

Holy Ghost (Heb. ii. 4), which Paul calls the

signs of an apostle (2 Cor. xii. 12), and which
Christ Himself had promised should follow them
that believed (Mark xvi. 17). All these were
signs placed among them, i. &, among the Jews,

to the greater condemnation of the unbelievers,

and to the salvation of such as should be saved. 1'

But if we compare Isa. xi. 10 and its connection

with the place before us and the context, it would
appear that Messiah is the sign here spoken of.

—

D. M.]. The following names of nations repre-

sent the entire heathen world. The Prophet de-

signedly mentions the names of the most remote
nations to intimate that to all, even the mostdistant
peoples, the joyful message (evayyttuov) should

come. Respecting Tarshish (comp. on ii. 16.)

The name Pul occurs as the name of a people

only here (as name of a person, comp. 2 J£ings

xv. 19). In Jer. xlvi. 9; Eiek. xxvii. 10; xxx.

5, the name B*B is mentioned in conjunction

with *wS. The LXX., too, have in our place

Qohd. Iu the places in Jer. and Esek. just cited the

LXX. have Alfiveg for 1MB. Bochabt understands

by Pul the island Philae. Most scholars hold

the identity of Sti) and tWfl, and assume either an

error in writing, or an interchange of D and *?

(Hitho). Regarding IWB, it is pretty generally

held, after the LXX., to be Libyia. Ebbbs, in-

deed, affirms that on the Egyptian monuments
Punt or Put always denotes a country east of

Egypt, namely, Arabia. We must in rejoprd to

Sis point defer a decision. It is not quite cer-

tain what people we have to understand under

"vh. In Gen. x. 13 OH*1

? is named as the first

son of Miaraim; but there, too. in ver. 22 the

fourth son of Shem is called Lod. Ebebs holds,

with Rouoemokt (Vagt du 6ronse), the son of

Shem for the Lutmnu, i. &, Syrians, while accord-

ing to him the Ludu or Rutu are the native

Egyptians in opposition to the non-Egyptian ele-
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ments of the kingdom of Pharaoh. Ebers pro-
perly leaved it undecided whether these native
Egyptians, or " the fourth son of Sheni" is here
meant We cannot apply to the place before us
a strict ethnographical measure. We cannot ex-
pect that the Prophet should mention the na-
tions of only one part of the world, or that he
should mention the nations in regular succes-

sion. He means only to name very distant

peoples. Do the Egyptians who are never
called in the Old Testament by another name
than C.iyp belong to these? The Ludim
are celebrated as archers also in Jer. xlvi. 9.

Under Tubal (Gen. x. 2; Ezek. xxvii. 13; xxxii.

26; xxxviii. 2, 3; xxxix. 1) the Tibareni, a
tribe in the south-eastern corner of the Black Sea,

are, since the time of Bochart, supposed to be
intended. That JV are the Greeks is universally

acknowledged (comp. Gen. x. 2; Ezek xxvii. 13;
Dan. viii. 21; Zech. ix. 13). There will take
place a centrifugal and a centripetal motion.
After the judgment on Israel, the holy centre
will be forsaken, yea, trodden down (Luke xxi.

24; Rev. xi. 2). The escaped of Israel will

carry out from the destroyed centre the salvation

of Israel to the heathen. The heathen will re-

ceive it ; but Israel shall not be mixed with them.
—[But the escaped Israelites who brought salva-

tion to the Gentiles have been in fact blended
with the Gentiles who embraced it. That these
escaped Israelites should remain distinct from
the converted Gentiles is not here affirmed.—D.
M.]—But when the time shall have come (ac-

cording to Paul :
" when the fulness of the Gen-

tiles shall have come in
;
" Rom. xi. 25), a centri-

petal streaming back will take place, which will
find the Israelites still existing among the na-
tions. But they are no longer hated, but loved
and highly honored. Jerusalem will again have
become a centre, but not for Israel only, but for
all nations. The nations will then flow to Jeru-
salem (ii. 2 sqq.; Ix. 4 sqq.), and take with them
the Israelites who will now know aright the Lord
their God.—-[Alexander understands the sub-
ject of Wan, ver. 20, to be the messengers of

ver. 19; but the subject of the verb is clearly
"the heathen won for Jehovah by the testimony
of those escaped ones" that had gone to them.
The messengers could hardly be supposed to be
those who supply the multifarious means of con-
veyance mentioned here. They who do this are

;

moreover, evidently regarded as different from
the children of Israel named at the close of the
verse. If the subject of the W3H is the Gentile

nations, then your brethren would naturally
be regarded as the scattered Jews rather than the
converted Gentiles. Comp. Zeph. iii. 10 : "From
beyond the rivers of Cush will they (the Gen-
tiles) bring my worshippers, the daughter of ray
dispersed, to me as an offering (Tim?)." This
passage of Zephaniah is an abbreviation of what
Isaiah here says, and determines the sense ofD?™ as referring to the Jews. See Ketl on
Zeph. iii. 10.—D. M.J—The nations will conduct
back the scattered Jews most honorably. On
nones, In chariots, on oonohes (comp.
Num. vii. 3), on mnles (TiB only here in
Isaiah), on dromedaries (H^TS, &w. ley.

from the root ">3, currere, saltore), will they be
brought And this bringing of His people the
Lord will regard as a precious, unbloody offer-

ing which the Gentiles render to Him. Hereto-
fore the Gentiles durst not tread ths temple of
Jehovah to make offerings on His altar in the
holy place. But then they will be admitted to
this service; and their offering will be as accept-
able to the Lord as a pure nruo presented to

Him by Israelites (comp. lvi. 7; Mai. L 11; iii.

3). WT is not to be taken as the future, as if
in the present time the meat-offering were not
brought in a clean vessel. But it is the imper-
fect which indicates a lasting condition.

, JV3
is Ace. loealii in answer to the question where?
For the act of offering is performed in the house
of Jehovah by the presentation of the offering
(xliii. 23), not on the way thither. But the of-

fering of the Israelites as a nTUO consists not in

offering them in the house of the Lord, bat in
bringing tbem to the house of the Lord. The
Gentiles, who bring them thither on their horses,
mules, etc., are, as it were, the clean vessel (comp.
xviii. 7: Ps. lxviii. 32). But a still greater
thing will happen. The Gentiles will be admit-
ted not only to the congregation of Israel ; they
will also be admitted to the office of priests and
Levites. However much the Prophet is seen to
be governed in respect to form by the time to
which he belonged, we clearly perceive how in
respect to the substance he boldly breaks through
the limits of the present time, and prophesies a
quite new order of things. For it was a funda-
mental law of the old theocracy that onlv those
belonging to the tribe of Levi could be admitted
to the office of Levites and priests. But in the
glorious time future the middle wall of par-
tition (Enh. ii. 14) will be taken away. Then
twain will be made one; there will be one flock
and one Shepherd (John x. 16). Then the Lord
will choose not onlv out of all the tribes of Israel*

but also from the Gentiles, those whom He will
add to the Aaronic priests and to the Levites^

We are not to explain D^niS and D^lV? for

priests and Levites, but in addition to the
already existing priests and Levites. All things
will become new. The explanation which refers
OHO, ver. 21, to the OT1K (ver. 20) is at variance

with the context—[Against this interpretation,

which applies of them to the restored Israelite*,

an interpretation which, beside Jewish writers

and Grottos, Hitzio and Knobetl have put
forward, it may be objected that the promise in
this view of it would be needless, as the priests

and Levites would not have forfeited their right

to their hereditary office by a foreign residence.

Hofmann shows well how it suits the context to

understand OHO DJ1 of the Gentiles:
<( God re-

compenses this bringing of an offering, bv taking

to Himself out of the number of those who make

,

the offering, priests, who as such are added to the

Levitical priests." Instead of I will also take
of them, as in the E. V- translate: also of
them will I take, etc The expression implies

that those to be chosen to the offices of priests

and Levites are not the ordinary and regular

priests and Levites.—D. M.I—The time will be
that of the koiv^ Krictg. Without it that fonda-
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I

mental change could not be oonoeived. For in

it the powers of the C««) al6vu>c manifest them-

selves. In ver. 22 there are two thoughts com-

bined into one: for as heaven and earth so shall

e also be new, and this new life will be eternal.

_n vers. 23 and 24 also we perceive this singular

blending of what belongs specifically to the pre-

sent, and of what belongs to a totally different

future. The Prophet still sees the old forms of

worship, Sabbath and new moon. But at the

same time the relations are so fundamentally new
that what was not possible even to the Israelites

will be possible to all flesh.—["The Prophet, in

accordance with his constant practice, speaks of

the emancipated church in language borrowed

from her state of bondage." Alexander.]—The
males of the Israelites, from their twelfth year,

had to appear before the Lord three times in

the year. To appear every new moon and Sab-

bath would have been impossible even for the

inhabitants of circumscribed Palestine. But ac-

cording to the Prophet's declaration, this will be

in that remote future possible for all flesh. Comp.

for a real parallel Zech. xiv. 16. I do not see

what objection can be made to taking Vhp and

H3tf in a double sense here. Bhn (renovatio) is

first, the new moon, then, the month beginning

with the new moon, governed, as it were, by it.

'H3 ttniVHD is pro rations mentis novilunio suo,

i. e. every month on the newmoon belong-
ing to it. And fO*fr rati ID is every week
on the Sabbath belonging to it. H3# is

used even in the Old Testament in the significa-

tion of week, Num. xxiii. 15 ; comp. the parallel

place, Dent xvi. 4. And in the New Testament

o&PParov and o&flfiara denote a week.—[But

there is no need of taking tflH and rotf in a

double sense. We cannot take fl|tf in a double

sense in Zach. xiv. 16 and 1 Sam. vii. 16, where
the construction is similar. Comp. these places

with the one before us to see that there is a valid

objection, which our author did not see, to the

construction which he proposes.—D. M.]—The
last verse carries out more fully the refrain:

There is no peaoe to the wioked (xlviii.

22; lvii. 21). The Prophet has here, too, the

outlined of the topography of the old Jerusalem
before his eyes. As tnis has outside its walls,

but in its immediate neighborhood, a place into

which all the filth of the city is thrown, because

it was a place profaned by abominable idolatry,

namely, the valley of Hiunom, he conceives of

Gehenna as adjacent to the new Jerusalem. Our
Lord appropriates this view of the Prophet so far

that he, too, describes yiewa as the place " where
their worm dieth not, and their fire is not

quenched " (Mark ix. 43-48). H>n with fol-

lowing 3 denotes a qualified seeing, as with plea-

sure, with abhorrence, with interest. [Here with

horror, as appears from the last clause.—D. M.]
(Comp. ver. 5; liii. 2; Ps. xxii. 18; liv. 9; Gen.
xxi. 16 ; xiiv. 34, et saepe.) Regarding the worm
that dies not and the fire that is not quenched,
we are to guard against the extremes of a gross

material view and of an abstract ideal one.

—

["Ordinarily, the worm feeds on the disorganized

body, and then dies ; the fire consumes its fuel,

and goes out. But here is a strange mystery of

suffering—a worm not dying, a fire not becoming

extinct; a remorseful memory of past guilt, and

all-penetrating sense of Divine justice" Kay.—

D. M.]—|^"H is found besides here only Dan.

xii. 2. The root K"H does not occur in Hebrew.

The word is explained from Arabic roots which

denote repeUere, taedio, contemtui esse. [ The

Prophet had spoken in xxxiii. 14. also, of ever-

lasting burnings.' He, whose lips have been

touched with the
' live coal' from the heavenly

altar, understood that Holv Love must^bc
i
to all

that is unholy 'a consuming fire*" (Heb. xii.

29). Kay.—D. M.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL. .

1. On Ixv. 1, 2. Our Lord has said, "He
that seeketh findeth" (Matt. vii. 8). How, then,

does it come that the Jews do not find what they

seek, but the heathen find what they did not

seek ? The Apostle Panl puts this question and

answers it, Rom. ix. 30 sqq. ; x. 19 soq. ; xi. 7.

[See also x. 3]. All depends on the way in

which we seek. Luther says : Quaerere M dur

pliciter. Prima, secundum jmuscriptum verbi Dei,

et sis invenitur Deus. Secundo, 9^^[ n™*™
studiis el consiliis, etsienon invenUur.' The Jews,

with exception of the tofcn* (Rom. xi. 7), Bought

only after their own glory and merit. They

sought what satisfies the flesh. They did not

suffer the spirit in the depths of their heart to

speak,—the Bpirit which can be satisfied only by

food fitted for it. The law which was given to

them that they might perceive by means of it

their own impotence, became a snare to them.

For they perverted it, made what was of minor

importance the chief matter, and then persuaded

themselves that they had fulfilled it and were

righteous. But the Gentiles who had not the

law, had not this snare. They were not tempted

to abuse the pasdagogical discipline of the law.

They felt simply that they were forsaken bv God.

Their spirit was hungry. And when for the first

time God's word in the Gospel was presented to

them, then they received it the more eagerly m
proportion to the poverty, wretchedness and

hunger in which they had teen. The Jews did

not find what they sought, because they had not

a spiritual, but a carnal apprehension of the law,

and, like the elder brother of the prodigal son,

were full, and blind for that which was needful

for them. But the Gentiles found what they did

not seek, because they were like the prodigal son,

who was the more receptive of grace, the more

he needed it, and the less claim he had to it.

[There is important truth stated in the foregoing

remarks. But it does not fully explain why the

Lord is found of those who sought Him not.

The sinner who has obtained mercy when he

asks why? must have recourse to a higher cause,

a cause out of himself, even free, sovereign, effica-

cious grace. " It is of God that showeth mercy '

Rom. ix. 16. "Though in after-communion God

is found of those that seek Him (Prov. viii. 17),

yet in the first conversion He is found of those

that seek Him not; for therefore we love Him,

because He first loved us." Henry. D. M.J.

2. On lxv. 2. God's long-suffering is great

He stretches out His hands the whole day and

does not grow weary. What man would do this?
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The disobedient people contemns Him, as if He
knew nothing, and could do nothing.

3. On lxv. 2. « It is clear from this Terse
groMamesseresistibilem. Christ earnestly stretched

out His hands to the Jews. He would, but they
would not. This doctrine the Remonstrants
prove from this place, and rightly too, in Actis

Synodi Dodrae. P. III. p. 76.,T Leigh. [The
grace of God which is signified by His stretch-

ing cut His hands can be, ana is, resisted.

That figurative expression denotes warning, ex-
horting, entreating, and was never set forth by
Reformed theologians as indicating such grace

as was necessarily productive of conversion. The
power by which Ood quickens those who were

dead in 'sins (Eph. ii. 6], by which He gives a
new heart (Esek. xxxv. 26), by which He draws

to the Son (John vi. 44. 45, 65), is the grace

which is called irresistible. The epithet is

admitted on all hands to be faulty; but the

grace denoted by it is, from the nature of the case,

not resisted. tubrettin in treating De Voca-

tione et Fide thus replies to this objection,
tlAliud

est Deo monenti et voeanti externe resistere ; Aliud
est eonversionem intendenti et efficadter ae interne

voeanti. Prius asseritur Isa. lxv. 2, 3 quum
died Propheta se expandisse toid die menus ad po-

pulum perversum etc., non posterius. Expansio
brachiorum notat quddem blanaam et benevolam Dei
invitattimem, oud Ulos extrinseeus swe Verbo, sive

benefieiis atiiaebat, non sexnd atque iterum, sed quo-

tidie ministerio servorum suorum eos eompeUando.
Sed non potest designate potentem et efieacem opera-

tionem, qud braehium Domini itlis revelatur qui

docentur a Deo et trahuntur a Poire* etc." Locus
XV.

;
Quaestio VI. 25.—D. M.].

4. On lxv. 2. [Who walk after their ownthoughts.)

Due me, nee sins, me per me, Deus optima, ducu
Nam duee mepereo, te duee eertus eo.

[** If our guide be our own thoughts, our way
is not likely to be good ; for every imagination
ofthe thought of ournearts is only evil' ' Henry.
D.M.J.

5. Ob
into the . .

apostatize from God, they are worse than the

heathen (Jer. iii. 11)." Stabke.
6. On lxv. 5. [I am holier than thou. "A

deep insight is here given us into the nature of
the mysterious fascination which heathenism ex-
ercised on the Jewish people. The law humbled
them at every turn with mementoes of their own
sin and of God's unapproachable holiness. Pa-
ganism freed them from this, and allowed them
(in the midst of moral pollution) to cherish lofty

pretensions to sanctity. The man, who had been
offering incense on the mountain-top, despised the

Citent who went to the temple to present ' a
ken and contrite heart' IfPharisaism led to

a like result it was because it too, had emptied
the law of its spiritual import, and turned its

provisions into intellectual idols" Kay. D. MJ.
7. On vers. 6, 7. "The longer God forbears,

the harder He punishes at last The greatness

of the punishment compensates for the delay (Ps.

1. 21).'* Starke after Leigh.
8. On lxv. 8 soa. [•* This is expounded by

St Paul, Rom. xi. 1-5, where, when upon occa-

sion of the rejection of the Jews, it is asked Hath
God then cast away His people f He answers, no;

n lxv. 3 sq.
M The sweetest wine is turned

e sourest vinegar : and when God's people

fcr, at this time there is a remnant according to the
election of grace. This prophecy has reference to
thai distinguished remnant . . Our Saviour baa
told us thatfor the sake of them elect the days of
the destruction of the Jews should be shortened,
and a stop put to the desolation, which otherwise
would have proceeded to that degree that noflesh
should be saved. Matt xxiv. 22. Hbery. D. Mj.

9. On lxv. 15. The judgment which came
upon Israel by the hand of the Romans, did not
altogether destroy the people, hoi it so destroyed
the Old Covenant, t. e., the Mosaic religion, that
the Jews eon no more observe its precepts in es-

sential points. For no Jew knows to what tribe
he belongs. Therefore, they have no priests, and,
consequently, no sacrifices. The Old Covenant is

now only a rain. We see here most clearly that
the Old Covenant as it was designed only for one*
nation, and for one country, was to last only for a
certain time. If we consider, moreover, the way
in which the judgment was executed, (comp.
Josephus). we can truly say that the Jews bear
in themselves the mark of a curse. They bear
the stamp of the divine judgment The begin-
ning of the judgment on the world has been exe-
cuted on them as the house of God. But how
comes it that the Jews have become so mighty,
so insolent in the present time, and are not satis-

fied with remaining on the defensive in their at-

titude toward the Christian church, but have
passed over to the offensive? This has arisen

solely from Christendom having to a large ex*
tent lost the consciousness of its new name.
There are many Christians who scoff at the name
of Christian, and seek their honor in combating
all that is called Christian. This is the prepara-
tion for the judgment on Christendom itself. If
Christendom would hold fast her jewel, she would
remain strong, and no one would dare to mock
or to assail her. For she would then partake of
the full blessing which lies In the principle of
Christianity, and every one would be obliged to
show respect for the fruits of this principle. But
an apostate Christendom, that is ashamed of her
glorious Christian name, is something more
miserable than the Jews, judged though they
have been, who still esteem highly their name,
and what remains to them of their old religion.

Thus Christendom, in so far as it denies the worth
and significance of its name, is gradually reach-
ing a condition in which it will be so ripe for the
second act of the Judgment on the world, that

this will be longed for as a benefit For, this

apostate Christendom will be the kingdom of
Antichrist as Antichrist will manifest himself
in Satanic antagonism to God by sitting in the
temple of God, and pretending to be God (2
Thess. ii 3 sqq.). [We do not quite share all the
sentiments expressed in this paragraph. We are

far from being so despondent as to the prospects

of Christendom, and think that there m a
more obvious interpretation of the prophecy

1noted from 2 Theas- than that indicated.—D.
I.].

10. On lxv, 17. [If we had only the present

passage to testify of new heavens and a new earth,

we might say, as many good interpreters do, that

the language is figurative, and indicates nothing
more than a great moral and spiritual revolution.

But we cannot thus explain 2 Pet iii. 1Q-1& The
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present earth and heaven* shall pans away;
(comp. Ibx. li. 6 ; P*. cii. 25, 26). But how can
we suppose that our Prophet here refers to the

Dew heavens and new earth, which are to euo-

eeed the destruction of the world by fire ? In the

verses that follow lxv* 17, a condition of things

is described which, although better than the pre-

sent, is not so good as that perfectly sinless,

blessed state of the redeemed, which we look for

after the coming of the day of the Lord. Yet
the Apostle Peter (2 Pet. iii. 13) evidently re-

gards the promise before as of new heavens* and
a new earth, as destined to receive its accomplish-
ment after the conflagration which is to take
place at the end of the world. If we had not
respect to other Scriptures, and if we overlooked
the use made by Peter of this passage, we should
not take it literally, fiat we can take it literally,

if we suppose that the Prophet brings together
future events not according to their order in time.

He sees the new heavens and new earth arise.

Other scenes are disclosed to his prophetio eye
of a grand and joy4nspiring nature. He an-
nounces them as future. But these scenes sup-
pose the continued prevalence of death and labor
(ver. 20 sqq.), which* we know from definite

statements of Scripture* will not exist when the
new heaven and new earth appear (comp. Rev.
xxi. 1-4). The proper view then of ver. 17 is

to take its prediction literally, and to hold at the
same tame that in the following description (which
is that of the millennium) future things are pre-

sented to as which are really prior, and not
posterior to the promised complete renovation of
heaven and earth. Nor should this surprise us, as
Isaiah and the other Prophets place closely to-

gether in their pictures future things which be-

long to different times. They do not draw the
line sharply between this world and the next.

Compare Isaiah's prophecy of the abolition of
death (xxv. 8) in connection with other events
that must happen long before that state of perfect

blessedness.—D. M.l.
11. On lxv. 20. [* The extension of the Gospel

every where,—of its pure principles of temper-
ance in eating and drinking, in restraining the
passions, in producing calmness of mind, and in
arresting war, would greatly lengthen out the
life of man. The image here employed by the
Prophet is more than mere poetry ; it is one that
i* founded in reality, and is designed to convey
mo* important truth." B&bnjbb. D. M.].

12. On lxv. 24. [It occurs to me that an er-
roneous application is frequently made of the
promise, Effort they oatf, ete. this declaration
is made in connection with the glory and blessed-
ness of the last days. It belongs specifically to
the millennium. There are, indeed, occasions
when God even now seems to act according to
this law. (Comp. Dan. ix. 23). But Paul had
to pray thrice before he received the answer of
the Lord (2 Cor. xii. 8). Compare the parable
of the importunate widow, Luke xviii. 1-7. The
answer to prayer may be long delayed. This is not
only taught in the Bible, but is verified in Chris-
tian experience. Bat the time will come when
the Lord will not thus try and exercise the faith
of His people.—D. M.l.

13. On lxv. 25. " If the lower animals live in
hostility in consequence of the sin of man, a

state of peace must be restored to them along
with our redemption from sin.

11
J. G. Mueller

in Hbbz. RrEneyd. xvi. p. 46. [" By the serpent

in this plsoe there seems every reason to believe
that Satan, the old seducer and author of discord
and misery, is meant During the millennium he
is to be subject to the lowest degradation. Com-
pare for the force of the phrase to lick the dutL
Ps. lxxii. 9 ; Mic. vii. 17. This was the original

doom of the tempter, Gen. iii 14, and shall be
rally carried into execution. Comp. Bev. xx.
1-3." Hdtderson. D. M.J.

14. On IxvL 1. [" Having held up in every
point of view the true design, mission and voca-
tion of the church or chosen people, its relation

to the natural descendants of Abraham, the causes
which required that the latter should be stripped
of their peculiar privileges, and the vocation of
the Gentiles as a part of the divine plan from its

origin, the Prophet now addresses the apostate
and unbelieving Jews at the close of the old dis-

pensation, who, instead of preparing for the gen-
eral extension of the church and the exchange
of ceremonial for spiritual worship, were engaged
in the rebuilding and costly decoration of the
temple at Jerusalem. The pride and interest in
this great publio work, felt not only by the
Herods but by all the Jews, is clear from inci-

dental statements of the Scriptures (John ii» 20:
Matt xxiv. 1), as well as from the ample ana
direct assertions of Josephus. That the nation
should have been thus occupied precisely at the
time when the Messiah came, is one of those
agreements between prophecy and history, which
cannot be accounted for except upon the suppo-
sition of a providential and designed assimila-

tion." Alexander after VmtnraA. D. M.].
15. On lxvi. 1, 2. What a grand view of the

nature of God and of the way in which He is

made known lies at the foundation of these
words t God made all things. He is so great
that it is an absurdity to desire to build a temple
for Him. The whole universe cannot contain
Him (1 Kings viii 27)1 But He, who contains
all things and can be contained by nothing, has
His greatestjoy in a poor, humble human heart
that wars Him. He holds it worthy of His re-

gard, it pleases Him, He enters into it, He makes
His abode in H. The wise and prudent men of
science should learn hence what is chiefly neces-
sary in order to know God. We cannot reach
Him by applying force, by climbing up to Him,
by attempting to take Him by storm. And if

science should place ladder upon ladder up-
wards and downwards, she could not attain His
height or His depth. But He enters of His own
accord into a child-like, simple heart. He lets

Himself be laid hold of by it, kept and known.
It is not, therefore, by the intellect [alone] but by
the heart that we can know God.

16. On lxvi. 3. He who under the Christian
dispensation would retain the forms of worship
of the ancient ritual of shadows would violate the
fundamental laws of the new time, just as a man
by killing would offend against the foundation of
the moral law, or as he would by offering the
blood of dogs or swine offend against the founda-
tion of the ceremonial law. For when the bodv,
the substance has appeared, the type must vanish.

He who would retain the type along with the
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714 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

reality would declare the latter to be insufficient,
|

would, therefore, found his salvation not upon
God only, but also in part on his own legal per-

formance. But God will brook no rival. He is

either our All. or nothing. Christianity could '

tolerate animal sacrifices just as little as the Old
Testament law could tolerate murder or the offer-

ing of abominable things.

17. On lxvi. 6. ["The most malignant and
cruel persecutions of the friends of God have been
originated under the pretext of great zeal in His
service, and with a professed desire to honor His
name. So it was with the Jews when they cruci-

fied the Lord Jesus. So it is expressly said it

would be when His disciples would: be excommu-
nicated and put to death, John xvi. 2. So it was
in feet in the persecutions excited against the

apostles and early Christians. See Acts vL 13,

14; xxi. 23-31. So it was in all the persecutions

of the Waldenses, in all the horrors of the Inqui-

sition, in all the crimes of the Duke of Alva. So
it was in the bloody reign of Mary; and so it has
ever been in all ages and in all countries where
Christians have been persecuted." Barnbb.—
D. M.].

18. On lxvi. 10. " The idea which is presented

in this verse is, that it is the duty of all who love

Zion to sympathise in her joy. The true friends

of God should rejoice in every real revival of reli-

gion, they should rejoice in all the success which
attends the Gospel in heathen lands. And they

will rejoice. It is one evidence of piety to rejoice

in her joy; and they who have no toy when souls

are born into the kingdom of God, when He
pours down His Spirit and in a revival of religion

produces changes as sudden and transforming as

if the earth were suddenly to pass from the deso-

lation of winter to the verdure and bloom of sum-
mer, or when the Gospel makes sudden and rapid

advances in the heathen world, have no true evi-

dence that they love God and His cause. They
have no religion.'

1 Barnes.—D. M.
19. On lxvi. 13. The Prophet is here com-

pletely governed by the idea that in the glorious

time of the end, love, maternal love will reign.

Thus He makes Zion appear as a mother who
will bring forth with incredible ease and rapidity

innumerable children (vers. 7-9). Then the Is-

raelites are depicted as little children who suck

the breasts of their mother. Further, the heathen

who bring back the Israelites into their home,
must do this in the same way in which mothers

in the Orient are wont to carry their little chil-

dren. Lastly, even to the Lord Himself maternal

love is ascribed (comp. xlii. 14; xlix. 15), and
such love as a mother manifests to her adult son.

Thus the Israelites will be surrounded in that

glorious time on all sides by maternal love. Ma-
ternal love will be the characteristic of that

period.

20. On lxvi. 19 sgq. The Prophet describes

remote things by words which are borrowed from
the relations and conceptions of his own time, but
which stand in strange contrast to the reality

of the future which he beholds. Thns the Pro-
phet speaks of escaped persons who go to Tar-
shish, Pul, Lud, Tubal, and Javan. Here he has
rightly seen that a great art of judgment must
have taken place. And this act of judgment
must have passed on Israel, because they who

escape, who go to the Gentiles to declare to them
the glory of Jehovah, must plainly be Jews
How accurately, in spite of the strange manner
of expression, is the fact here stated that the Gos-
pel of Jesus Christ was proclaimed to the Gentiles
exactly at the time when the old theocracy was
destroyed 1 How justly does he indicate that
there was a causal connection between these
events ! He did not, indeed, know that the shat-

tering of the old form was necessary in order that
the eternal truth enclosed in it might be set free,

and fitted for filling the whole earth. For the
Old Covenant cannot exist along with the New, the
Law cannot stand with equal dignity beside the
Gospel. The Law must be regarded as annulled,

in order that the Gospel may come into force.

How remarkably strange is it, however, that he
calls the Gentile nations Tarehish, Pul, Lud, etc

And how singular it sounds to be told that the
Israelites shall be brought by the Gentiles to Jeru-
salem as an offering for Jehovah ! But how ac-

curately has he, notwithstanding, stated the fact,

which, indeed, still awaits its fulfilment, that it is

the conversion of the heathen world which will

induce Israel to acknowledge their Saviour, and
that they both shall gather round the Lord as

their common centre! How strange it sounds
that then priests and Levites shall be taken from
the Gentiles also, and that new moon and Sab-

bath shall be celebrated by all flesh in the old

Jewish fashion ! But how accurately is the truth

thereby stated that in the New Covenant there

will be no more the priesthood restricted to

the family of Aaron, but a higher spiritual and
universal priesthood, and that instead of the lim-

ited local place of worship or the Old Covenant,

the whole earth will be a temple of the Lord 1

Verily the prophecy of the two last chapters of
Isaiah attests a genuine prophet of Jehovah. He
cannot have been an anonymous unknown person.

He can have been none other than Isaiah the son

of Amos I

HOMILETTCAL HINTS.

1. On lxv. 1 sq. [I. " It is here foretold that

the Gentiles, who had been afar off, should be
made nigh, ver. 1. II. It is here foretold that

the Jews, who had long been a people near to

God, should be cast off, and set at a distance,

ver. 2." Hbnby. IIL We are informed of the

cause of the rejection of the Jews. It was owing

to their rebellion, waywardness and flagrant pro-

vocations, ver. 2 sqq.-—D. M.J
2. On lxv. 1-7. A Fasl-Day Sermon. When

the Evangelical Church no more holds fast what

she has; when apostasy spreads more and more,

and modern heathenism (vers. 3-6 a) gains the

ascendency in her. then it can happen to her as

it did to the people of Israel, and as it happened

to the Church in the Orient Her candlestick

can be removed out of its place.—[By the Evan-

gelical Church we are not to understand here

the Church nniversal, for her perpetuity is cer-

tain. The Evangelical Church is in Germany

the Protestant Church, and more particularly the

Lutheran branch of it.—D. M.]
3. On lxv. 8-10. Sermon on behalf of the mis-

sum among the Jew*. LraeVe hope. 1) On what

it is founded (Israel is still a berry in which
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CHAP. LXVL 15-24. 715

drops of the divine blessing are contained); 2)
To what this hope is directed (Israel's Restora-

tion).

4. On lxv. 13-16. ["The blessedness of those

that serve God, and the woful condition of those

that rebel against him, are here set the one over
against the other, that they may serve as a foil

to each other. The difference of their states here
lies in two things: 1) In point of comfort and
satisfaction, a. God's servants shall eat and
drink ; they shall have the bread of life to feed,

to feast upon continually, and shall want nothing
that is good for them. But those who set their

hearts upon the world, and place their happiness
In it, shall be hungry and thirsty, always emp-
ty, always craving. In communion with God
and dependence upon Him there is full satisfac-

tion ; but in sinful pursuits there is nothing but
disappointment, b. God's servants shall rejoice

and sing for joy of heart; they have constant

cause for joy, and there is nothing that may be
an occasion of grief to them but they have an
allay sufficient for it But, on the other hand,
they that forsake the Lord shut themselves out
from all true joy, for they shall be ashamed of their

vain confidence in themselves, and their own
righteousness, and the hopes they had built

thereon. When the expectations of bliss, where-
with they had flattered themselves, are frustrated,

O what confusion will fill their faces 1 Then
shall they cry for sorrow of heart and howl for vexa-

tion of spirit. 2) In point of honor and reputa-

tion, vers. 15, 16. The memory of the just is,

and shall be, blessed; but the memory of the
wicked shall rot." Henby.-—D. M.]

5. On lxvi. 1, 2. Cabpzov has a sermon on
this text He places it in parallel with Luke

xviii. 9-14, and considers, 1) The rejection of spi-

ritual wide; 2) The commendation offilial fear.

6. On lxvi. 2 Abndt, in his True Chbis-
tiaxity I., cap. 10, comments on this text He
says among other things: "The man who will

be something is the material out of which God
makes nothing, yea. out of which He makes fools.

But a man who will be nothing, and regards him-
self as nothing, is the material out of which God
makes something, even glorious, wise people in
His sight"

7. On lxvi. "3. [Saubin has a sermon on this

text entitled " SureInsuffisance du cuUeexterieur**

in the eighth volume of his sermons.—D. M.]
8. On lxvi. 13. As one whom his mother com"

forteth, so will 1 comfort you. "These words stand,

let us consider it, 1) In the Old Testament; 2)
In the heart of God always; 3) But are they
realized in our experience?1

' Koegel in "Aus
dem Vorhofins Heiligthum, II. Bd., p. 242, 1876.

9. On lxvi. 24. The punishment of sin is two-
fold—inward and outward. The inward is com-
pared with a worm that dies not; the outward
with a fire that is not quenched. This worm
and this fire are at work even in this life. He
who is alarmed by them and hastens to Christ

can now be delivered from them.—["It is better

not to fall into this fire and never to have any
experience of this worm, even though, as some
imagine, eternity should not be eternal, and the
unquenchable fire might be quenched, and the
worm that shall never die, should die, and Jesus
and His apostles should not have expressed them-
selves quite in accordance with the compassionate
taste of our time. Better. I say, is better. Save
thyself and thy neighbor before the fire begins to

burn, and the smoke to ascend.'
9 Gossnkb.—

D. M.]
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A LIST OF HEBREW WORDS

INTENDED TO FACILITATE A COMPABD30N OF THE VOCABULABY OF CHAP-
TEES XL—XLVI WITH THAT OF THE PAS8AGE8 OF PABT

FIRST WHOSE GENUINENESS IS UNDISPUTED.

Under I. are Included, for the sake of brevity, only the passages of Part First acknowledged a* genuine.
Under II. are included the disputed passages of Fart First, as well as chapters xL—lxvi, according to the

following table:—

I. MU. MHxtt.
IL

L xxriiL—xxxiii.

xiv. S4—(xt.—xri. 12)-xx. xxL U—xxiii
xifL—zir.tt. XXtl-10. XXlV.-XXVlL

n. xxxiv<—xxxvii. SO.
xxxvii. 21-85.

XXXTit •*-xxxix, XL—IXTi.

The passages II. 1-4, and xr.—xvi. IS, though included under I, are, as not undisputed, quoted with brackets.
Absolut* awat ArytffM**, marked &*. JUy. abs., are such as occur nowhere else in the Old Testament Bdatiw
i*m£ A«yn marked In. Xty. reL, are such as occur but once in Isaiah. For further remark on this Litt, see Intro-
duction, pp. SI), 21.

T3K Xal I. xxix. 14.-H. xxvfi. 13 ; xU. 11

;

lvii. 1 ; lx. 12.

v
Piel H. xxvi 14 ; xxxvii. 19.

JV3K I. xiv. 30; xxix. 19; xxxii. 7.—H.
xxv. 4 ; xli. 17.

T3K L i. 24.—II. xlix. 26; lx. 16.

TJK I.x.l3K'thibh.-n.xxxiv.7;xlvU2.
S?K Kal I. iii. 26; xix. 8; xxxiii 9.—H.
. xxiv. 4, 7.

TO* II. lvii 18; lxi.2,3.

S3* H.lx.20; lxi.3.

\9f. Sing. I. viii. 14; xxviii. 26; xxx. 80.

—II.xxxtU.19; lxii. 10.

Plur. II. xiv. 19 ; xxvii. 9 ; xxxiv. 11

;

liv. 11, 12; lx. 17.

IttJK air. Xey. lviii 6 rel.

JK IX xiv. 23 ; xxxv. 7 ; xli. 18 ; xlii. 15.

I^OJM* I. ix. 13 ; xix. 15.—II. lviii. 5.

^VUK ax. At/. hiii 4 rel.

jri* Sing. I. L 24 ; iii 1 ; x. 16, 33; xix. 4.
T

Plar. L xix. 4; xxii. 8.-Plur. II.

xxiv. 2; xxvi. 13; xxxvL 12;
xxxvii 4,6; li. 22.

TOT '$1* I. iii. 15 ; vii 7 ; x. 23, 24; xxii. 12

;

xxviii 16, 22 ; xxx. 10.—IL xiv.

15; xl. 10; xlviii. 16; xlix. 22; i
4,5,7,9; Hi. 4; lvi. 8; lxi.1,11;
Ixv. 13, 15.

D1* dir. Xey. lxiii 2 rel.

ni d>. Xty. Hiph. xlii. 21 abe.

3HK Kalperf. ILxliii.4;xlviii.l4;)vii.8.
T

Part, anil I. i. 23.—II. xli. 8; lvi. 10

;

1x18; lxvilO.
Int fOHK air. Xey. lvi. 6 rel.

^Hfc L xv.Y;' xxxiii 20; xxxviii 12.—IL

xL 22: Uv. 2.

*?** II. xxxvii. 4 ; xlvH. 12 bis.

pK I. i. 13; x. 1; xxix. 20; xxxL 2;

xxxii. 6. II. xli. 29 ; lv. 7 ; lviii.

9: lix.4,6; lxvi 3.

CTliU II. xl. 26, 28.

13rtH Lil7; xxx. 6; xxxiii. 6.—IL xxxix.

2, 4: xiv. 3.

•HH Verb. Kal imperf. IL lx. 1.

Hiph. impf. IL lx. 19.

Hiph. part. II. xxvii. 11.

tf* Subat. I. ii. 5; v. 20, 30: ix. 1, 2; x.

16; xxx. 26.—II. xiii. 10; beside

12 times in chaps, xl.—lxvi.

WK I. xxxi. 9.—H. xliv. 16; xlvii 14;

1.11.
JTfc I. vii 11, 14 : viii. 18 ; xix. 20 ; xx. 3;

xxxvii. 30.— IL xxxviii. 7, 22;

xliv. 25; lv.13; lxvi. 19.

m L xxxiii 23.—IL xxxv. 4, 6 ; xli. 1 ;

lviii 8, 14: lx. 5.

NW I. xvi. 13.—II. xiv. 8 ; xliv. 8

;

T

"xiv. 21; xlviu. 3, 5, 7, 8.

flk I. v. 9; vi. 10; xi.3; xv. 4; xxii. 14;

xxx. 21; xxxii. 3; xxxiii. 15;

xxxvii. 17.—IL xxxv. 5; xxxvi.

xxxvii 28; six times in chaps.

xL—lxvi
717
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Verb, denom. JTKn I. L 2, 10 ; viiL 9

;

xxviii. 23; xxxii. 9.—II. xlii. 23

;

IL 4 ; lxiv. 3.

im PL II. xlv. 5; 1.11.

Hithp. L viiL 9.

THK or Tn*2 air. ley. lxv. 25 rel.

rtn* I. L4Vix. 11 ; xxYiii. 13.—ILxlL 23;

xlii. 16, 23: xliv. 26 ; 1. 5 ; lix. 14.
in* PL I. T. 11.—il. xlvi. 13.

1HK I. xxviii. 11 (fern.).—H. Ixt. 15, 22;

xlii. 8.

inK H. lvu. 8 ; lix. 13; Ixt. 2; lxvi. 17.

*!!!?* L xxx. 21 ; xxxviL 22.—II. xxxviiL

17; xlv. 14.
plHK I. viii. 23; xxx. 8.—II. xli. 4 ; xliv.

6; xlviiL 12.

iv^n* (i. a. 2 d^dvi nnnK).—n. xlvi. 10:

xlvu.7; xli. 22.

JTjVHK an. ley. xxxviiL 8 reL

* Sing. I. xx. 6; xxiii. 2, 6.

Plor. I. xi. 11.—II. xxiv. 15 ; xl. 15

;

, xli. 1,5; xlii. 4, 10, 12, 15; xlix.l;

1L5: lix. 18; lx. 9; IxtL 9.

T* Sing. II. lxiii. 10.

Plnr. I. i. 24; ix. 10.—II. xiii, 13;
lix. 18; lxii. 8; Ixvi. 6, 14.

V* ram. plor. I. i. 11.—IL xxxiv. 6 ; lx. 7.

Terebinths Plur. I. L 29.—II. lvii. 5:

lzi. 3.

i;K II.xxxvu.3; xlv. 21.

j;*) II. xli. 17; lix. 11.

j:*3II.xl. 17; xli. 11,12.

|;kSii.x1. 23.

pcoiLxli. 24.

I'MO II. 1. 2.

NT* air. ley. xlix- 21 rel.

D'tf** air. ley. liii. 3 rel.

*?3M Eal I. i. 7, 19; beside 18 times in part

I.—II. xxi. 5; xxiv. 6, 11 ; xxxvi.
12.16; 17 times in chaps, xl.—Ixvi.

Pual I. i. 20.

Hiph. II. xlix. 20; lviii. 14.

p* II. xl. 7 ; xlv. 15; xlix. 4; liii. 4.

13K air. ley. lxi. 5 rel.

5>S* air. ley. xliv. 8 rel.

\h* I. ii. 13 ; Ti. 13.—n. xliv. 14.

th* air. ley. liii. 7 rel.

o|?K II. xxxv. 6; lvi. 10.

jtoS* air. ley. xlvii. 9 abs.

HJoSk I. i. 17, 23 ; ix. 16; x. 2.—ITxlvii. 8.

0T.UDSK air. ley. liv. 4 rel.

*{?* Lvii. 23; xxx. 17.—II. xxxvii. 36;

lx. 22.

Plur. I. xxx. 24.

Dual. II. xxxvi. 8.

IWOH I. xi. 5 ; xxxiii. 6.—U. xxv. 1 ; lix. 4.

P®* I. xxviii. 2.—H. xl. 26.

{OK Part. KalH. xlix. 23.

Niph. 1. 1 21, 26; vii. 9 ; viii. 2 : xxii.

23, 35; xxxiiL 16.—II. xlix. 7:
lv.3;lx.4.

Hiph. I. vii. 9 ; xxviii. 16 ; xxx. 2L—ILxliii. 10: liii. 1.
{OK afr.A*y. lxv.l6 6tsreL

f?K Pi. ILxli. 10; xliv. 14.

* 1DK n"3 1, vii. 7; viiL 11 ; x. 24; xviii. 4;
xxi. 16 ; xxii. 15; xxviii. 16 ; xxix.
22; xxx. 12, 15; xxxi. 4; xxxviL
21.—II. xxi 6 ; xxxvii. 6 ; xxxviiL
5. Beside 21 times in chaps. xL

—

lxvi.

* or It 10* or 1?K as formula of

introduction, I. i. 11, 18; xxxiiL
10.—II. xL 1, 25 ; xli. 21 . lxvi 9.

1DK1 in the specif, sense L vi. 3 ; xxix.

11, 12.—II. xxi- 7 ; xl. 6; lxv. 8.

131 and 1?K in paralLL xxix. 4.—IL
xL27.

no* n. xxxix. 8; xliiL 9; lix. 14, 15.

*?*?. L x. 20 ;
(xvi. 5).—IL xxxviiL

*3*; xlviiL 11; lxi. 8.

nrmb IL xxxviii. 18, 19 ; xlii. 3.

«tt* l/vui. 1; xxxiiL 8.—IL xiii. 7, 12;

xxiv.6; li. 7; lvi 2.

riTOK II. xxi. 2; xxxv. 10; IL 11.

H»JK Plur. I. ii. 16; xxiti. 1, 14.—n. xliii.

14; lx.9.

TDK L x. 4.—H. xxiv. 22; xlii. 7.

«)0K Kal. L iv. 1 ; x. 14; xi. 11; xviL 5—
n. lviii. 8.

Niph. (I. xvi. 10).—II. xiii. 4; xliiL

9: xlix. 5; lvii. 1; lx. 20.

Pi. IL lii. 12; lxii. 9.

Pu. I. xxxiiL 4.—II. xxiv. 22.

1DK Pu. I. xxii. 3.—H. xlix. 9; lxi. l,part.

pass. Eal.
*)K Particle I. xxxiii. 2.—IL xxvi. 8, 9,

11; xxxv. 2; xl. 24; xlL 10,23,

26; xlii. 13; xliiL 7, 19; xliv. 15,

16; xlv. 21; xlvi. 11; xlviiL 12,

13,15.
r\* nosus, vra. I. iL 22; iU. 21 ; v. 25 ; ix.

12, 16,20; x. 5, 25; xii. 1; xxx.

27, 30; 37. 29.—II. xiii. 3, 9, 13

;

xiv. 6; xlii. 25; xlviiL 9; xlix.

23 ; lxiii. 3, 6 ; lxv. 5 ; lxvi. 15.

HWt n. xliv. 15, 19.

nSgK I. viiL 22.—II. lviii. 10 ;
pi. lix. 9.

DDK L v. 8.—II. xxxiv. 12; xl. 17; xlL

29 ; lxv. 6, 14 22; xlvi. 9 ; xlviL

8,10; IH.4,10; Uv. 15.

DBK3 air. ley. xl. 12 abs.

yiK 'DfiK II. xlv. 22; lii. 10.

y&* &£'ley. xlL 14 abs.

H??* I. xxx. 6.—II. lix. 5.

pi* Hithp. II. xlii. 14, lxiiL 15; lxiv. 11.

ii* n. xliv. 20; lviii. 5; lxi. 3.

J>»K L iL 8 ; xviL 8.-IL lviii. 9 ; lix. 3.
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Ml! &*• **y. xli 9 rel. comp. Gen. xxiv. 11.

HlpK (Jtt. toy. liv. 12 abs.

n3?k II. xxiv. 18; lx. 8.

rjK I. xix. 9.-II. xxxviii. 12; lix. 5.

n* I. ii. 13; ix. 9; xxxvii. 24.—IL
xiv. 8 : xli. 19 ; xliv. 14.

Tnk I. ii. 3; iii. 12; xxx. 11 ; xxxiii. 8.—
Il.xxvi. 7, 8; xl. 14; xli. 8.

TVI* L xL 7 ;
(xv. 9) ; xxxi. 4.—IL xxxy.

9 ; xxi. 8 ; lxv. 26.
jv* Hiph. II. xlviii. 9 ; liii. 10 ; liv. 2

;

lvii. 4.

H3?K air. Tiey. lviii. 8 rel.

|l* air. My. xliv. 21 ab*.

tf* I. i. 7; iv. 5; v. 24; ix. 4, 17, 18;

x. 16, 17 : xxix. 6 ; xxx. 14, 27,

33; xxxiii. 11, 12, 14.—II. xxvi.

11 ; xxxvii. 19 ; eleven times in

chaps. 40—66.

S'3l*K an. My. lxv. 8 rel.

D'JO&K 5tt. My. lix. 10 abe.

rifl&K I. xxii. 6.—II. xlix. 2.

iW (ntfK) I. xxx. 18; xxxii. 20.-II. lvi. 2.

IWH Part. Kal nVnfc n. xli. 23 ; xliv. 7

;

TT ' '

xlv. 11.

Imper. I. xxi. 12.—II. lvi. 9, 12.

Imperf. II. xli. 5, 25.

Hiph. I. xxi. 14.

OK*pKIL xliii. 2, 5.

3 essentia* II. xxvi. 4; xl. 10.

K3 future II. xxvii. 6 ; xxxix. 6 ; lxiii.

4;lxvi.l8.
tfK3 &w. My. 1. 2 rel.

pj djr. Xey. xliv. 4 abs.

Sa3 II. xiiL 1, 19; xiv

xxxix. 1, 3, C, 7

;

1; xlviii. 14,20.

1J3 I. xxxiii. 1.—II. xxi. 2; xxiv. 16;

xlviii. 8.

113 11. xxiv. 16 (fratu); xxxvi. 22;

xxxvii. 1 ; 11 times in chape. 40
—66.

tri3 (I. xvi. 6).—II. xliv. 26.

Sl3 Hiph. II. lvi. 3 ; lix. 2.

r6n3 &w. My. lxv. 23 rel.

4, 22; xxi. 9;

xliii. 14 ; xlvii.

nn»13 I. xviii. 6 ; xxx. 6.—II. xlvi. 1; lxiii.

;- 14
S*3 &w. ley. xliv. 19 rel.

0*3 I. xiv. 26.—II. xiv. 19 ; lxiii. 6, 18.

1>3 II. xiv. 15, 19 ; xxiv. 22 ; xxxvi. 16

;

xxxviii. 18 ; li. 1.

Bft3 Kal perf. I. xix. 9; xx. 5; xxxvii.

27.—II. xxiv. 23; xlv. 16.

Kal imper. I. xxiii. 4.

Kal imperf. I. i. 29 ; xxix. 22.—II.
xxiv. 23 ; xxvi. 11 ; 14 times in

chaps. 40—66.
Hiph. I. xxx. 5.

T3

HT3
TT

TT3
-T

1U13
T

TH3
• T

m3
- T

nD3
" T

n&3

|£93

(T?
1

? n;n) arr. ?.ey. xlii. 22 rel.

I. xxxvii 22.—Inf. Kal II. xlix. 7

;

part. Niph. liii. 3.

I. x. 2, 6 ; xi. 14; xviL 14 ; xxxiii. 23.

II. xxiv. 3 ; xlii. 22.

I. ix. 16 ; xxiii. 4 ; xxxi. 8.—II. xl.

30; lxii. 5.

dectus U. xlii 1; xliii. 20; xlv. 4;

lxv. 9, 15, 22.

Li. 29; vii. 15, 16.—H. xiv. 1; 14

times in chaps. 40—66.

L xii. 2; xxxi. 1; xxxii. 9, 10, 11,

12.—II. xxvi. 3, 4 ; xxxvi. 4, 5, 6,

7, 9, 15 ; xxxvii. 10; xlii. 17 ; xlvii.

10; 1.10; lix. 4.

I. xxxii. 17.

TIMS I. xiv. 30.—II. xlvii. 8.

ILxiii.8; xlix. 15.

D H. xliv. 2, 24; xlvi. 3; xlviii. 8;

DTT3

03

nSa

1jS3

• t
•

no3
TT

D7TR

nj3

xlix. 1, 5.

Niph. I. iii. 3; v. 21; x. 13; xxix. 14.

Hiph. I. vi. 9, 10; xxviii. 9. 19; xxix.

16; xxxii. 4.—II. xL 14. 21; xliii.

10; xliv. 18; lvi. 11; lvii. 1.

Hithp. I. i. 3.—II. xiv. 16; xliii. 18;

litis.

I. x. 14.—H. lix. 5.

L(xv. 5,23; xvi. 9); xxii. 2,12.—

II. xxxviii. 3 ; lxv. 19.

camel's colt an. My. Ix. 6 abs.

Particle I. xxxiii. 20, 21, 23, 24.—IL

xiv. 21; xxvi. 10, 11, 14, 18; xxxv.

9.

n. 1. 9 ; li. 6 ; lxv. 22 ; lxiv. 5 Hiph.

Kal. I. xxviii. 4,7.

Pi. I. iii. 12; xix. 3.—IL xxv. 7, 8;
xlix. 19.

Poal I. ix. 15.

H. xxxvi. 10; xliii. 11; xliv. 6,8;

xlv. 6, 21.

I. x. 4.—II. xiv. 6.

•fWj II. xliv. 10; xlviii. 9; lxv. 8.

Sing. L xvii. 12 (Plur. xv. 2).—Plor.

II. xiv. 14; lviii. 14.

n. li. 12; lvi. 2.

01K-r3 H. Hi. 14.

Kal I. v. 2; ix. 9.—II. xlv. 13; lx. 10;

lxi.4; lxv. 21, 22; ixvi. 1.

Niph. II. xxv. 2; xliv. 26, 28.

I. xxi. 12; xxx. 13.—II. lxiv. 1.

Kal perf. II. xxvi. 13.

Part. act. II. liv. 5.
##

Part. pass. II. liv. 1 ; lxii. 4.

Kal impf. II. lxii. 6.

Niphal II. lxii. 4.

I. i. 3; (xvi. 8).—II. xli. 15 ; 1. 8.

Kal perf. I. i. 31; ix. 17; x. 17.—

Kal part. xxx. 27. 33.—II. xxxiv. 9.

Kal imperf. II. xlii. 25; xliii. 2; lxii. 1.

Piel perf. I. iii. 14.—II. 1. 11.
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720 THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

Fuel inf. L iv. 4.—II. xl. 16; **$*) I.

v. 5; vi.13.—II.xlW.15.
JTJ53 Kal II. xxxiv. 15; xlviii. 21; IxiiL 12.

Niph. IL xxxv. 6; lyiii. 8: Hx. 5.

Pi. II. lix. 5.

Hiph. L vii. 6.

H^pa U.xl.4; xli. 18 ; lxiu. 14.

DTp* I. xxiL 9.

y* L vii. 21; xi. 7; xxii. 18.—II.Ixt. 10.

1p3 I. v. 11; xvii. 11, 14; xxL 12; xxxiii.

2.—II. xxxviL 36; xxxviii. 13.

ip>a ipfa I. xxviii. 19.—IL I 4.

tfp3 Pi I. i.* 12.—II. xl. 20; xli. 12,17;
xlv. 19: 111; Ixv. 1.

V*l I. xxxiii. 15.—II. lvL 11; ML 17.

ini Kal I. iv. 5.—II. xl. 26; xL 20; xliil

7; beside 12 times, 9 times being
the part, act Kal: xl. 28; xliL 5 u.

Niph. II. xlviii. 7.

tftia L xxxvii. 24.—IL xiv. 8; xli. 19; Iv.

, 13; lx. 13.

W| L x. 34.—IL xliv. 12; xlv. 2; xlviii

4;lx.l7.
Tna L xxii. 3.—II. xlviii. 20.

lyja ar. Aey. xlv. 2 rel. comp. xv. 5 and the

comm. in loc
nni L xxviiL 15, 18; xxxiii. 8.—IL xxiv.

5; xliL 6: xlix. 8; liv. 10; lv. 3;
lvi. 4,6; lix. 21; lxi. 8.

31* Kal part. pass. L xix. 25.—II. Ixv. 23.

PL I. xix. 25.—n. 1L 2 ; lxL 9 ; lxvL 3.

Hithp. II. Ixv. 16.

T£ DoaL H. xxxv. 3; xlv. 23; lxvi. 12.

roS? L xix. 24.—II. xxxvL 16; xliv. 3;
Ixv. 8.

*na Part. pass. Kal IL xlix. 2; imp. Niph.

Hi. 11.

Ifcja L ix. 19; x. 18; xviL 4; xxiL 13;

xxxi. 3.—II. xl. 5, 6 ; xliv. 16> 19;
xlix. 26; lviii.7 ; Ixv. 4 ; lxvL 17.

23,24.
•tea IL xl. 9 part. fern. ; xli. 27 ; liL 7,

part, masc.; lx. 6 imperf.; lxL 1
inf.

n^a L xxx. S> 5.—IL xliL 17; liv. 4; lxi. 7.

ria with name of city or nation, L L 8; x.

20, 32 (K'ri); xxiL 4; xxiii. 10,

12; xxxviL 22: (xvi. 1).—II. xlviL

1,5; Hi. 2; lxll.ll.

\fX-h* I. i. 8; (xvi. 1).—IL xxxvii.

22; xxv. 2; lxii. 11.

rtyna I. xxiiL 4.—H. lxii. 5.

iai na n^na L xxiL 12; xxxviL 22.—U. xlviL

tfSuU Snbet tor. Xey. lxiii. 4abs. [batsee xxxv.

9; H. 10; lxii. 12; Ps. cvii. 2].
\*H I. ii. 10, 19, 21 ; iv. 2; xxiiL 9.—II.

xiiL 11, 19; xvi. 6; xxiv. 14; xiv.

11; lx. 15.

-T

riaj
- T

n
5i

VV

«

Vii

^KJ Kal: tofeere, rtdmert II. xliiL 1; xUv.

22, 23; lxviiL 20; UL 9; IxiiL 9.

Part. Ski IL xH. 14; xliiL 14; xUv. 6,

24; xlvii. 4; xlviii. 17; xlix.-vii.

26; liv. 5, 8; lix. 20; lx. 16; lxiii.

.16.
SlU IL xxxv. 9; IL 10; lxM. 12.

Niph. imperf. IL lii 3.

uapwrum tttt Niph.b*}) IL lix.3; Hiph.

VlUK lxiii. 3.

L Ui. id; v. 16; viL 11.—IL UL 13; lv.

9 to.

L iL 15; v. 15; x. 33; xxx. 25.—IL
xl.9; lvii.7.

I. xv. 8; xix. 19.—H. Hv. 12; lx. 18.

L iiL 2; v. 22; ix. 5; x. 21; xxL 17.

IL xiii. 3; xlii. 13; xlix. 24> 25.

Sing. L iiL 25; xL 2; xxviiL 6; xxx.

15; xxxiiL 13.—IL xxxvL 5.

Plur. IL IxiiL 15.

Hithp. IL xliL 13.

IL xxiv. 2; xlvii. 5, 7.

fortma &r. tey. Ixv. 11 reL

on-, tey. IL 7 abe.

o>. Xry. xxxiv. 28 reL

PL L L 2; xxiiL 4.— IL xliv. 14;

xlix. 21; 1L18.
Hiph. I. ix. 2; xxviiL29.—H. xffi. 2L
Hitph. L x. 15.

KalLx.33.
Niph. L xxii. 25.—IL xiv. 12.

PL IL xlv. 2.

Pual L ix. 9.

aw. Aey. IviiL 12 reL

ILxxxviiL17;L6; IL 23.

L xi. 6; (xvL 4); xxiiL 7; xxxiiL 14.

—IL IiL 4; liv. 15.

L xvii. 14.—IL xxxiv. 17; IviL 6.

&ic. Xty. Hii. 7 reL

Air. Aey. lxL 8 rel.

L xL 1.—H. xL 24.

L ix. 19.—H. Iffi. 8.

IL xlvii* 14; pL xliv. 19.

aw. Aey. xlviiL 4 reL

Verb. L ix. 2; xxix. 19.—H. xxv. 9;

xxxv. 1, 2; xli. 16; xlix. 13; lxL

10; Ixv. 18, 19; lxvL 10.

EL xxxv. 2; Ixv. 18.

L xxxviL 26.—IL xxv. 2; xlviiL 18;

1L15.

Kal perf. L v. 18.—II. xxiv. 11.

Kal part. H. xlix. 21.

Niph. LxxiL14; xxiii.1.—ILxxxyiu.

12; xL 5; xlviL 3; xlix. 9; lui. 1;

lvLl.

PLperin.xxvL21; IviL 8.

PL imper. IL xlvii. 2 bit.

PL imperf! L (xvL 3); xxiL 8.

rn

•niT

m

Vi

T •
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Vhi *V. Xey. xlix. 21 r*L

nO| L xx. 4.—H. xlv. 18.

Vd| L xxx. 6.—n. xxL 7; lx. «. .

Swi I. iii. 11.—IL xxxt. 4; lix. 18; lxvi. 6.

nSoj Sir. A*y. lix. 18 reLT

tl IL IL 8; IriiL 11.

njj L i 29, 30.—IL lxL ll; lxr. 3; lxvL

17.

1J| I. xviL 13.—H. liv. 9.

rrj^l L xxx. 17.-H. 1. 2; IL 20; lxrL 15.

Jl"i| L Hi. 16.-H. IviH. 1.

«hi fiir.Aey.lTii. 20 WireL

D#(n.xHv.l4; lv. 10.

eflj?|PL&r.;Uy.lix.lOabi.

W &r. Aey. lxiiL 2 reL

%
3#* aw. *ey. lvH. 11 r*L

3* a bear, I. xi. 7.—IL lix. IL"
D31 air. Xey. xli. 7 reL

TO Kalpart.actI.xxxiH.16.—ILx1t.19.

Pi. perf. I. i. 2, 20: xri 18, 14; xx. 2;
xxi. 17 ; xxii. 25 ; xxv. 8 : xxxvu.
22.—II. xxiv. 3; xxxviH. i ; xxxix.
8: xl. 5: xIt. 19; xlvL 11; xlvin.

15, 16; lrui. 14; lix. 3; lxr. 12;
lxvL 4.

Pi. cart I. xix. 18.—IL Hi. 6; Ixiii. 1;

PL inf*L Til. 10; vui. 5; xxxH. 4, 6,

7.—H. xxxri. 12; MIL 9, 13; lix.

4,13.
PL imper. I. viiL 10; xxx. 10.—II.

xxxvi.ll;xl.2.
PL imperii I. xxviH. 11; xxix. 4;

xxxiL 6.—II. xxxtL 11; xxxviii.
15;xl.27;xH.l.

OUT TO L viH. 10 (ooL viL 7).—IL xL 8.
T nS a*. Xey. \. 2 rel.

|XJ ILxxxvL17; lxH.8.

DOW air. Xey. xlyiL 5 id.

Tin IL xxxvuL lfc; Hu. 8.

IT* Hth I. xiH. 20.-H. xxxir. 17;

lviu.12; lx.15; lxL 4.

-\ih im n. xxxiv. 10.

onvi nth n. h. 8.

Plar.nWl ILxli.4; H. 9.

tfn L xxviu. 27, 28.—IL xxv. 10; xH. 15.

nrapart Niph. Stnfen tto l xi. 12.—n.
lvi. 8 (beside only in Ps. cxlviL 2).

*l I. xxvui. 19.—H. xl. 16; lxrL 23.

•On Niph. part IL IviL 15.

Pi. I. iii. 15.—II. 1HL 10.

Pu. I. xix. 10.—7L HH. 5.

H31 aw. Xey. IviL 15 reL

46 '

th* ILxxvi.20;lviL8.

D:nSn IL xxyL 25; xIt. 1.

nilhl &r. Xey. xlv. 2 rel.

Sing. L L 11 ;
(xv. 9).—IL xxxir. S> 6>

7; xlix. 28; lix. 3, 7: lxvi. 3.

Plur. L L 15; iv. 4: ix. 4; xxxiii. 15.—
II. xxvi. 21.

Kal L i. 9.—IL xlvL 5.

VLm*meditari I. x. 7; xiv. 241

Pi.— to make like II. xl. 18, 25 ; xlvi. 5.

Hithp. make one's self like IL xiy. 14.

IL xui. 14; xL 18.

II. xxxviH* 10; bdL 6> 7.

air. Xeey. xlui. 17 rel.

Sabst I. v. 13; xi. 2; xxxH. 4; xxxiii.

6.—II. xliv. 25; xlvii. 10; xlviii. 4;
1HL 11; IvHL 2.

nfl along with TOOTl IL xL 14; xliv,

19.

L xxix. 5.-IL xl. 15.

air. Xey. xl. 22 abs.

L xxviu. 28.—IL xlL 15.

air, Xey. lxvi. 24 reL

Kal (L xvi. 10).—IL lxffi. 8.

Kalpart L v. 28; (xvL 10); xxi. 15.

II. lix. 8; lxiii. 2.

Hiph. L xL 16.—II. xlH. 16 ; xlviH. 17.

Sing. L iii. 12; vuL 11, 23; x. 24, 26;

(xv. 5); xxx. 11, 21; xxxvu. 24,
29.—IL xxxv. 8. In chaps, xl.

—

lxvL 17 times.

Plor. L H. 3.—In chaps. xL— lxvL 11

1VW

Dl

run
TT

:

vi

r-

m

m

&w. Xey. lxi. 1 reL

Kal perf. L ix. 12; (xvi. 5); xix. 8;

xxxi. 1.—IL lxv. 10; Part pass.

lxH.12.
Kal imper. L L 17; viiL

xxxiv. 16; Iv. 6.

; xxx. 14.

19.— n.
JLMJLMV. IW, AT. V.

Kal imperf. L viiL 19; xL 10;
n.IvHi.2.

Niph. IL lxv. 1.

L (xv. 6) ; xxxviL 27.—IL lxvL.14.

iir. Xey. Iv. 2 reL

n.

riKH *>% Xey. xliv. 16 reL

Hfe

rixn

orm
T

T
on

I. xxx. 7.—H. xlix. 4; ML 13.

arc. Xey. xlvii. 13 abs.

Kal L (xvi. 7)i xxxi. 4; xxxin. 18.—

IL xxvH. 8; xxxvHL 14;, lix. 3> IL
Poel IL lix. 13.

Hiph. L vHi. 19.

&*. Xey* lxvL 1 reL

II. xlv. 2; lxiiL 1.

IL xH. 19; Iv. 13.

L iL 10; xix. 21; v^.15.—IL xxxv. 2;

1HL2^
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Rtfl in an emphatic tenee.L viL 14; xxxiiL
16 (?).—IL xlL 4; xliiL 10, 18, 26;
xlvi. 4; xlviiL 12.

ntfl &w. Xey. xlviL 11 reL

npl Air. Xey. lvL 10 aha.

S^n I. vf. 1.—IL xffi. 22; xxxix. 7; xliv.

28;lxvL6.

*fa}(vid.1r) Kal perf. «, pert. L iL 8; viii.

6, 7; ix. 1 ; xx. 3: xxxiiL 15; xxx.

2, 29.—IL xxxv. 8, 9: xliL 6; xlv.

16; xlvi. 2; 1. 10: hi. 12; lviL 2;
lviii. 8; lx. 8. 14; Ixv. 2.

Infc abe. I. iii. 16; xx. 2.—IL Xlii. 24.

Pi. U. lix. 9.

Hithp. II. xxxviiL 3.

SSn Pi. IL xxxviiL 18; brii 9; bdv. 10.

Hithp. IL xli. 16; xUt. 26; xIt. 26.

Hiph. IL xiiL K>.

Po. IL xIt. 26.

Hon L (xri. 11); xviL 12; xxfl. fcr-IL 1L

15; lix. 11.

tton L r. 18, 16; xvL 14; xvii. 12; xxix. 5,

•7, 8; xxxi. 4; xxxii. 14; xxxiiL 8.

ILxEi.4;lx.6;lxiiL14-
CTpOn &w. Xey. lxiT. 1 abe. .

"
'jn L xxiii. 18; anrril. 1; xxxiiL 7.—II.

xl. 15; xU. 11, 24. 29 and 17 timet

betide in chape, xL-lxvL

0?TtSlt nin IL xxv. 9; xxxv. 4; xl. a
*j3b i tL 8 (oof. viiL 18).—ILlviii.9; lxr.1.

^fin Kal inf. I. xxix. 16.—Niph. IL xxxiy.~ T
9; lx. 5; lxiiL 10i

•)nyerb.withrvai I. u. 14; x. 32; xxx. 17,

26: xxxi.' 4.-H. xl. 4, 12; xii. 15;
xlii. 15 ; liv. 10; It. 12; lxr. 7.

mn Kal pert IL xxvi 18.
T T

Kal impf. L viii. 8; xxxiiL 11.

Kal inf. abe. V»n IL ttx. 4.

Po. Vtfl IL lix. 18.

rnn Abject. L vii. 14.—IL xxtL 14
IW^n to. Xey. xlix. 19 abe.

D"in Lxxti.19.-IL xiT. 17; xlix. 17.

r.

3mLxi.6.—n.hnr.26.

So? &w. Xey. lxiiL 15 reL

H? Kal part. IL lxr. 8; Ixri. 8;
T
Kal int IL lvii. 7.

rOT I. L 11; xix. 21.—II. xxxiv* 6; xliiL
"v

23, 24; lvL 7; lviL 7.

ant L ii. 6, 20; xxx. 22; xxxL 7.-IL xiii.
TT

17 ; xxxix. 2; xL 19; xivL 6; lx. 6>

9 17.

1? IL xliL 24; xliii. 21.

3<? aw. Xey. xlTiii. 21 reL

Stf to pooroat to. Xey. xlvi. 6 abe. (Kal).

rfal II. xxtL 18; xIt. 5, 21; lxiT. 8.

TTW &w. Xey. lix. 5 abe.

Hdir.Aey.JxTLlljeL
frtp'T aw. Aey. L 11 aba,

13? Kal I. xvii. 10.—IL xxxrML 3; xliiL

18, 25; xliv. 21 ; xln. 8, 9; xlvii.

7; liy.4; rriL 11; lxiiL 11; lxiv.

4,8. .

Niph. I. xxiii. 16.—II. lxr. 17.

Hiph. L xii 4; xix. 17.—II. xxvi 13;
xxxtL iii. 22; xKiL 26; xlviii. 1;
xlix. 1 ; lxU. 6 ; Ixffi. 7; lxri 3.

TO to. Xey. hcfl 7 reL

jVU? ton Xey. lvii. 8 reL

nj? L i. 21; xxiii. 15, 16> 17.—II. IviL 3.

0J£? to. Xe}. lxvi. 14 reL

pij L xiv. 31: (xv. 4, 5); xxx. 19.—IL
xxvL17;lvH.13.

nj5J^T (L xt. 5, 8).—IL Ixv. 19.

O'p? aw. Xey. xlv. 14 reL

JD? I. iiL 2, 5, 14; xx. 4.—II. xxiv. 23;

xxxvii. 2; xlviL 6; Ixv. 20.

rWDT &r. Xey. xlvi. 4 reL

% I. i. 7; xviL 10; xxviil 21; xxjx. 5.—
T

IL xxv. 2, 5; xliii. 12; lxL 5.

TTV L xxx. 22, 24.—IL xlL 16.

Jpnf to. Xey. lxL 11 reL

TVM n. lviii. 10; lx. 1,2.

rnt to. fey. lx. 8 aba,

JHI Kal L xviL 10; xxvttL 24; xxx. 23;
"*

xxxiL 20; xxxvlL *>.—IL lv. 10.

PnalILxl.24.
JTW L L 4; v. 10; vL 28; xviL 11; xxiii. 3.
"*

n. xiv. 20: xlL 8; xlhr. 3; xlv. 19,

25; xlviiL 19; liii 10; liv. 3; lv. 10;
lvii. 8, 4; Hx. 21 ; lxL *; Ixv. 9, 23;
lxvi. 12.

^P# rit to. Aty. lviL 4 abe.

£**? in'an ordinary tense. L ix. 19; xviL 5;

xxx. 86.—IL xL 11 ;. xliv. 12.

by metonomy L xxxiiL 2.—IL xL 10;
xlviiL 14; 1L.5, 9: IiL 10; liiL 1

;

lix.l6;lxiL8;lxiiLM2. ,

n?J. 4ir.Aey.xL 12 reL

San

San

nan

"*£
onan

tfan
-T

Kal. IL xxtL 2fi; Uopb> xlii- »5
ffiph. xix. 2.

PL L xxxiL 7.—IL xifl. 5 ; Kv. 16.

Pu. L x. 27.

to. Xey. lxvL 7 aba/

Flnr. O^an L v. 18; xxxiiL 20, 23.-*

IL xiii. 8; xxvi. 17.

•**uLi. 2&—ILxliv. 11.

to. Xey. 1HL 5 abe. camp. L 6.

n.xlvii.^12.

Kal L iiL 7 ; xxx. 26.—IL lxL L
PoalLi.6.
to. Xey. xlix. 2 reL

Abject &r. fey. UK. 3 reL
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VOGABULABY COMPABED. 723

Vm H.xU.15;xliL10;lxiL2.

Vftn 6m. Xey. lxL 4 reL

B^rhl. L 13, 14.—H. xhil 1&; IxvL 23.

ntfrn IL xliiL 19; lxv. 17; IxvL 22.

fta*™ ILxliL9;xlviiL6.

DTfhll IL lxv. 17 ; IxvL 22.

Jffl da-. Aey. xL 22 reL

Smto'tr*vaiLKal.perf. I. xxtt. 4.—IL xxvL
lgVHnlj lxvi. 8.

Import L xxiii. 6.—IL xfiL 8; xxvL
17: xlv. 10; IxvL 7;

Poiellkli.2,9.
Pnlal II. liiL 5,

Hoph.IL lxvi. 8. . .

Sta Lx.22.—IL xlviii, 19.
TOta Sing. L iL 15; xxi*. 10; xxx. 1&—IL

xxxvi. 11, 12.

Plar. IL xxv. 12; xxvL 1; xlix. 16;
lvL*;lx.l(V18jlxiL6.

DoaL L xxU. XL . .

ytt! L v. 25; x. 6; (xv.* 3); xXxiii. 7.—
n. xxiv. 11 ; xlii. 2; IL 20, 23.

8ftn KalL viii. 1,3.
Hiph. L v. 19; xxvffi. 16.—IX lx. 22.

Hit} KalL L 1; :fi. 11; xxx. 10; xxxiiL 17,

20. II. xilL 1 ; xxvi. 11 ; xlviiL

6; lvii. 8.

Kal part. I. xxviii. 15; xxix. 10; xxx.
10. II. xlvii. 13.

TTTI n. lxv. 4; lxvi. 3, 17.

pjn Kal L xxii. 21; xxviiL 22; xxxiiL 23.

—IL xxxv, 3> 4; xxxix. 1; xlL 6,

7; liv. 2.

Hiph. I. iv. L*^L xxviL &; xli 9,

13; xliL 6; xlv. 1; li. 18; liv. 2;
lvi.2,4* 6; Ixiv. 6.

pjn L xxviiL i—IL xxviL 1; xL 1(L

K©n KalLL4.—ILxlii,22; xliu..27;lxiv.

4; lxv. 20.

Hiph. I. xxix. 21.

KOT1 L L 18; xxxi. 7.—IL xxxviiL 17; liiL

12.

DOH hir.Xef. xlviii. 9 aba. r .

tWOi} LiiL 9; vi.7; xxx- L—IL xxviL 9.

PL I. v. 25.—H. xt. 2; xliii. 25; xliv.

22; IviiLl; lix. 2,12.

*TJ Axft.vuxuting. £L xxxvu. 4» 17 ; xxxviii.

19; xlix. ia
Plar.t TiiL 20.—IL xxxviii. 11 ; liii. 8.

U"Ti subsL abetr. vita L iv. 3.—IL
xxxviii. 12, 16, 2a

Trn abetr. vita **. Aey, IviL 10 rel.

miSing. amtnal U. xl. 16; xliii. 20;T
xlvLl; M. 9 («•)/ lvii 10.

Plar. IL xxxv. 9.

rrn Kal IL xxvL H 1»» xxxviiL 1, 9, 16,

21: iv. 3.

Piel. £ viL 21.

Hiph. IL xxxviiLl^ ML 15 (Mi).

Vn L v. 22; viiL 4; x. 14; xxx. 6.—H.
xxxvL 2y xliiL 17; xL 5, 11; lxL 6.

DTJ

nan
TT

no3n
T X T

3£

TT

" T

SSn

pSn

thy>n

fa

fa

fa

fa
fa
ion
non
T "

prsn

j*on

nSon
Don

Don
T Tm
Din

ion
' V V

H.xL 11; lxv. 6,7.

Bel L viiL 17; xxx. 18.—H. lxiv. 3.

L x. 13; xi. 2; xxix. 14; xxxiiL 6.—
IL xlvii. 10.

L viL 22; xxviiL 9.—H. Iv. 1.

Li 1L-H. xxxiv. 6, 7; xliiL 24; lx.

16.

Kal L xxxiiL 24—IL xxxviiL 19;

xxxix. 1; IviL 10.

Kiph. L xviL IL
PoallLxiv. ia
Hiph. H. liiL 10.

I. £ 5.—IL xxxviL 9; liiL 3, 4, 10.

perforate: Part Po.IL IL 9; part. Poal

liiL 5.

where, prqfem&re Niph. H. xlviii. 11*

ft&ere, profcmare Pi. L xxiii. 9.—II.

xliiL 28; xlvii. 6; IvL 2, 6.

Plur. L xxiL 2.—IL xxxiv. S ; lxvi. 16.

I. xvL 8; xxviiL L-r-IJ. xlL 7.

<br. ley, 1. 7 reL

Kal part pass. (L xv. 4).

Kal impt I. xx. 2.

Hiph. H. IviiL 11.

L iL 18; viii. 8; ix. 9.—IL xxL 1;

xxiv. 5; xl.31;xH.l.
PL L ix. 8.—IL xxxiv. 17; 1UL 12.

Pual I. xxxiiL 22.

Hiph. IL xli. 7.

L xxx. 10.—H. IviL 6.

^n
T

m
TPP-

icn

L xvfi. 14.-IL ML 6? lxi. 7.

LL29.—ILxliv. 9; liiL £
IL xxvii. 4; xxxiv. 2; xHL 25; Ji. 13,

17, 20, 22; lix. 18; IxiiL ^ 6, 6;
IxvL 15.

violenhu to. iey. L 17 aba.

herba aeida &*. ley. xxx. 24 aba.

frr. "key. xliii. 9 reL

IL xliv. 15, 16; xlviL 14; part Niph.

lvii. 5.

H. liiL 9; lfac 6? lx. 18.

Part pa*. Kal. da-. Xey. lxiii. 1 rej.

L x. 6; xxix. 16.—IL xlL 25; xlv. 9;

lxiv. 7.

ILliL3,5.

Sing. (L xvL 5).-IL xL 6; liv. 8, 10;

IviL l ipn^f??!-

Plur. H. lv/8; IxiiL 7 hie.

L xiv. 32; xxx. 2.—H. IviL 13.

Kain.li. 14.

Hiph. H. xxxiL 6.

L L 11.—IL xiii. 17 ; xliL 21 ; liiL 10
;

lv. 11; lvi.4; lviu. 2; lxii. 4; lxv.

12: IxvL 3, 4.

IL xliv. 28; xlvL 10; xlviiL 14; liiL

10; liv. W; lvUL 3,43; hdl 4.

Kal L L 29.—IL xxiv. 23.

Hiph. L xxxiii. 9.-rIL Hv..4,
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724 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

• l Tam

1?"
nam

ash

rain
TIT

air. Aey; lvHL 6 reL

Kal L v. 2; x. 15; xxiL 16.

PU.IL1L1.
Hiph. IL IL 9.

H. xliv. 16, 19.

L xxxviL 27.—H. xL 6; xliv. 4; li. 12.

ren «fr (I. xt. 6).-H. xl. 7, 8.

= 1*1} II. xxxiv. 13 ; xxxv. 7.

a>. A«y. xlix. 22 reL

Sing.—

Plur. tn*n atria L L 12.-0"!*!! **»

II. xlii. 11.

Plur. itiTOl airia IL lxii. 9.

Lx.l; xxii. 16 ; xxx. 8 ; xxxiii. 22.

—II. xlix. 16.

or yjl pit ax. My. xl. 28 reL

L iv. 6.—II. xxt. 4, 5; bri. 4.

L i. 20; IL 4; iii. 25; xxi. 15; xxii

2; xxxL 8.—n. xiii 15; xiv. 19;
xxviL 1; xxxiv. 5, 6; xxxviL 7,

8; xli.2; xlix. 2; li. 19; lxv. 12;
lxri.16.

Sing. II. briv. 10.

Plar. L v. 17.—H. xliv. 26; xlviiL 21

;

xlix. 19; IL 8; lii. 9; lvifl. 12;

L x. 29; xviL 2; xix. 16; xxxU. 11.—

H.xU.5.
H. lxri. 2, 5.

Kal I. t. 25.

Nil*, part. IL xlL 11; xlv. 24.

I. x. 22; xxviiL 27.—II xlL 15.

II. xxxiv. 5; xliii. 28.

Pi. I. xxxviL 23, 24.—IL xxxrii. 4,

17; Ixt.7.
I. ir. 1; xxx. 5.—IL xxt. 8; xlriL 8;

li/7; liv.4.

air. My. lriii. 6 reL

Hiph. *inn to be silent IL xxxvi.

21;xlLl- xlii. 14.

n. xl. 19, 20; xli. 7; bdv. 11, 12, 13;

xlv. 16; lhr. 16.

L xxix. 18.—H. xxxt. 5; xlU. 18, 19;

xliii. 8.

I. xxx. 14.—H. xIt. 9.

H.xiv.6; liv. 2; lviii. 1.

I. xx. 4; xxx. 14.—H. xlviL 2; lii.

10.

Kal I. x. 7; xxxiii. 8.—IL xiiL 17;

KiL 3,4.

Niph. I. ii. 22; v. 28; xxix. 16, 17.—
IL xl. 15, 17.

n. xlU. 14; lvii.ll; lxii. 1,6; lxiv.

11; lxv. 6.

ftn I. v. 20, xxx.; ix, 1; xxix. 18,—n.

xlii. 7; xlv. 3, 7, 19; xlvii. 5; xlix.

9; lix.9,10; lx. 1
B*y0p .Plur. an. My. 1. 10 aba.

'jnn n. ixi. 10; lxii. 5.

mn
T T

rain
T IV

nfrjnn

TT

nnn Lxii. 8; viii.9;xx.5;xxx.81;xxxL

4, 9 ; xxxviL 27.—IL IL 6, 7.

Hiph. I. ix.3.

*29

WJO

no

m

$
MOO
MOD
- T

ngo

IL xxxiv. 2, 6; liiL 7; Ixt. 12.

an-. *£y. lxri. 20 reL

Part Hithp. an. Aey.lxvL 17 reL

I.L19.—ILlxiiL7; lxv. 14.

I. iiL 10; v. 9, 20; viL 15, 16.—IL
xxxviii. 3; xxxix. % 8; xlL 7; IiL

7; lv.2; lvL 5; lxv. 2.

4ir. My. xliv. 18 reL

L iiL 15.—H. xlviL 2.

II. xlL 25; lvii. 20.

fa. My. lxv. 25 reL

oV. My. xL 11 reL

Verb. PL I. xxx. 21
Abject L vi. 5.—IL xxxr. 8; IiL 1,

11; lxiv. 5.

&*. My. xlviiL 13 reL

n. lxv. 24.

0^03 L viL 16; viiL 4; xxviiL 4.—

ILxliL9;lxvL7.

by Hiph. I. xxiiL 7.

, Hoph. L xviii. 7.-IL liiL 7; lv. UD^n xxx. 25.—IL xliv. 4.

WV Kal I. xix. 5, 7; (xv. 16).—IL xxviL
"*

11; xL 7, 8, 24.

Hiph. n. xliL 15: xliv. 27.

«fy Abject air. Aey. lvL 8 reL

n«fr for. My. xliv. 3 rel.

7\T Hiph. a>. My. IL 23 reL

Jl7 IL xxxv. 10; IL 11.

yr n. xlv. 14; lv. 2.

p'y IL xL 28, 30^ 31; xliiL 22, 28,24;
"T

xlviL 12, 15; xlix* 4; IviL 10j briL

8; lxv. 23.

001 T air. 3Uy. lvL 5 aba.
"W Kal perf. L L 8; ix. 8; xix. 21; xxix.

"T
11, 12, 24; xxxviL 28.—IL xL 28;

xlvii? 6. 7. 8; beside 18 times.

Chaps. 40-66.

partactILlL7; lix.15.

Part. pass. IL lii. 3.

Infin. oonstr. L viL 15; xxxii. 4—IL
L4

Imper. I- xxxiii. 13.

Imper* Lv. 19: vL 9; vu. 16; vffi.

4: xix.12.—ILxxxvii. 20;xL21;

xlL 20.22,23,26; beside 8 times

In the fol. ehaps.

Niph. perf. L xix. 21.-IL lxi. 9; lxvL

14.

Hiph. part. IL xlvii. 13.

Hiph. Imper. L xii. 4.
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VOCABULABY OOMPABED. 725

Hiph. imperil I. y. 5.—IL xxxviii. 19;
xl. 13*14.

Hoph. part L xii 5.

In an abeol. sense L xxxli. 4.—II. xliv.

9,18; xlv. 20; M. 10.

MCnr nVrr I. i.-xii 21 timet; si?. 24-32 2 timet;

xvii-xx. 10 time*; xxi 11-xxiii 18
7 times; xxviii.-xxxiii 6 times;
xxxvii. 21-38 1 time; (xr. l-xvi.12)
times; xvi. IS n. 14 times.—II.

xiii. 1-xiv. 23 4 times; xxi. 1-101
times; xxiv.-xxvii. 2 times; xxxiv.-
xxxv. times : xxxvi^xxxvii. 21

1

. time; xxxviii-xxxix. once; xl.-

lxyi. 6 times*

intiimiX Hirr IL xlviL 4; xlviii 2;

Ii 15; liv. 5.

Of* Sing. L ix. 3, 13; xxii. 5; x. 3: xxx.
8. II. xxxvii 3; xxxviii. 19;

. . xlviii 7 ; in. 12 ; lviii 6 ; lxiii 4.

or oi* n. iyiiii2.

Tfcr
1

! OV L ii 12.—H. xxxiv. 8; lviii 5; lxi 2.

» DV II. xiii. 6, 9.

rwn tim n. xxxvii. 3; xxxix. 8.

D^n S» I. xxviii. 24.—ILU. 13; lii. 5; brii 6;

Ixt- 2, 5.

0^1 nVS n. xxvii. 3.

tim^i I.x.32.

(0*3) 0^3 I. x. 17; xi. 16; xvil.ll; xxviii 19;

xxx. 26, 26.—H. xiii. 8; xiv. 3;

xxvii. 8; xlvii. 9; xlix. 8; lviii. 3,

13; lx?i 8.

«mn ota 1. ii. 11, n, 20; m. 7, 18; iv. 1, 2; v.

30; vii.18, 20, 21, 23; x. 20, 27;
xi. 10,11; xii. J. 4; xvii. 4, 7, 9;
xix. 16. 18. 19, 21, 23> 24; ix. 6;

xx. 8, 12, 20, 25; xxiii. 15; xxviii.

5: xxix. 18: xxx, 23; xxxi 7.—
II. xxiv. 21; xxv. 9; xxvi. 1;
xxvii. 1, 2, ,12, 13; lii. 6.

0*3 H. lviii. 4.

* Dl»p H. xxxviii. 12, 18; xliiL 18.

OVpS L vii, 17.

nVV"U> 0*0 TL xxxviii 12, 13.
' D%

0; Plur. L L 1; vii 1, 17; xxiii. 15; xxx
26; xxxii. 10.—IL xiii 22; xxiv.

22: xxxriii. 1, 5. 10, 20; xxxix. 8;

liii 10; lx. 20; lxv. 20, 22.

ITK3 D^p; IL xxxix. 6.

trp;n nnrw (L ii 2).

oSty W IL lxiii 9, 11.

ing.V L xxiii 7; xxxvii 26.—n. Ii 9.

wWrfrS, n. xxxiv. io.

Vhny DO* iir. Xey. lx. 11 rei, eomp. xxxiv. 10;
*'"*

* xxviii 19.

|£ tor. Xty. lxvi 19 rei.

TO* dove H. 38, 14; lix. 11 ; lx. 8.

pVr suckling Lxi. 8.—tree-sproat n. 63, 2.

TT?: I. xxii 3.—H. xxvii 4; xiii. 14; xliii

26; xliv. 11; xlv. 8; 1.8.

WIT L xxviii 81; ix, 20; x. 8; xi 6, 7,

14; xviii 6; xxii 3; xxxi 3.—
IL xi 6; xll 1, 19, 20, 23: xliii

9, 17; xlv. 16, 20, 21; xlvi. 2;
xlviii. 13; lii 8, 9; lx, 13; lxv. 7;

. lxvi. 17.

?n; IL xiii. 4; li 5.

30' Hiph. L i 17; xxiii 16.—IL xii 23.

£ L v. 11, 12, 22; xvi 10; xx*L 18;

xxviii 1, 7; xxix. 9.—II. xxiv. 9,

11; U.21; lv.l;lvil2.

Sb;X i 13; vii 1; xvi 12; xxiv. 11.—

II. xxxvi 8, 14; xlvi. 2; xlvii 11,

12; lvi 10; lvii 20; lix. 14.

t|r Kal pert L xxiii 4.—IL xxvi. 18;
T

xlix. 21; li. 18; liv. 1; lxvi 7, 8.

Eal part L vii 14.—II. xiii 8; xxi
3; xiii 14.

Kai inf. II. xxvi 17; xxxvii. 3.

Kal impert I. viii 3; xxxiii 11.—II.
lxv. 23.

Niph. II. lxvi 8.

Hiph. IL xxxix. 7; lv. 10; lix, 4;
lxvi. 9.

Pual I. ix. 5.

TV I. ii. 6 (TV); Tiii. 18; ix. 5; xi7;

xxix. 2&-II. lvii 4 (nty, 5.

Jfgfc nfr tor. Afy. lvii. 4 aba.

jv kaTinit'cooatr. I. viii 12.

Kal imper. Li 18; vi9; xx. 2; xxii
15.—H. xxi. 6; xxvi 20 r 1. 11.

Hiph. IL xiii 16; xlviii 21; lxiii.

12,13.

Vr only Hiph. L 14> 31 • (*• % 3) ; xxiii.

1, 6, 14.—II. xiii 6: lii 5; lxv. 14.

0; I. v. 30; viii. 28; x. 22, 26; xi 9, 14,

15; xvi 8; xvii. 12; xviii. 2;
xxiii. 2, 4, 11.—II. xxi. 1 ; xxiv.

14,15; xxyii.l; 10 times in Chaps,

xi-lxvi

|W H.xH.10,18; xliv. 20; xlv.l; xlviii

13; lxii.8;lxiii. 12,

Sutot* pr i. ix. 19.—n. liv. 3,

•W Hith.4tr. Xty. lxi 6 aba.

nr Part. Hiph. o>. Ac/, xlix. 26 rei.

* pr Kal IL lx. 16; lxvi. 11, 12.
"*

Pari Hiph. IL xlix. 23.

10* I. xiv. 32; xxiii. 13; xxviii 16.—II."T
xliv. 28; xlviii 13; li 13, 16; liv. 11.

•p Kal L xxix. 19; xxxvii 31.—H.
"*

xxvi 15.

Niph. (I. xv. 9>
Hiph. I. i 5, 18; vtt. 10; viii. 5; x.

JB0; xi. 11; xxiii. 12; xxix. 14.—
H. xxhr. 20; xxxviii 5; xlvii. 1,

5; li.22; lii 1.

D£ in. ley. lxi 10 aba,

Sr Hiph. Vjrtn I. xxx. 5 (his.) 6.—H.

xliv. 9, 10; xlvii. 12; xlviii 17;

lvii 12.

HJJ^r NM) IL xiii 21; xxxiv. 13;

xliii.20.
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*726 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

TJ;n.xL2$,30,31;xliv.l2.

*JE; Adj. H. xl 29 ; 1. 4.

, fir Kal L i. 26; iii 8; vii 5; viii 10;

ix. 5; xiv. 24, 26, 27; xix. 11, 12,

17; xxiiL 8, 1>; xxxii 7, 8.—II.
zli.28.

Niph.II.xl. 14; xlv. 21.
' »£ L vii. 2; ix. 17; X. 18» 19, 84; xxL

13; xxii 8; xxix. 17; xxxii 15,

19; xxxvi 24.-.H. xIit. 14, 28;
Ivi. 9.

yr Hoph. n. xw. ii.

Hiph. II. lviii 5.

DT air. ?.ey. xliv. 3 rei

. . »J Kal L xxxvii 26.—H. xliiL 7, 21;

xlir. 10, 12, 21 ; xlv. 18 ; xhri 11

;

xlix. 8.

Kal part, L *xJi 11; xxix. 16; xxx.

14.—IL xxvii 11: xli. 25: xliii

1: xliv. 2, 9, 24; xlr. 7, 9, 11, 18;
xlix* 5; Ixiv. 7.

Niph. II. xliiL 10.

Hoph. II. liv. 17.

^Lx. 10, 16; xxx. 14—II. lxv. 5.

ip; Hiph. L xiii. 12.—Kal. II. xliiL 4.

*v Kal. Lvii 4; viii 12; x. 24.-H.

xxr. 8; xxxv, 4; xxxvii 6. In
ehapa. xi-ixvi, 15 timet.

Niph. part. I. xviu. 2, 7.—IL xxL 1;

KV A4J. a*. A«y. L 10 reL

HKV L vii. 25; xi. 2, 3; xxix. 13; xxxiii

6.—II. briU. 17.

TV Kal pert L v. 14 ;
(xr. 8).—H. xxxiv.

T
7; xxxriiL 8; Iii. 4; lxiii 19;
lxiv. 2.

Kal part. L xxxi. 1.—IL xIt. 19;
. xxxviM.18?xliL10.

Kal inf. L xxx. 2; xxxii 19.

« imper. U. xML 1.

" impi I. xxxi 4.—IL xxxiv. 5;
lv. ft ; lxiii 14.

Hit*, ftrf. IL xffii 14.
•f Impf.J.x.li—H. lxiii 6.

Hoph. II. xiv. 11, 15.

HW and O1^^' in paralli danses I. L 1 ; ii.

iTw! 1, 8: v. 23; xxii. 21.—IL
xxxtL 7; xliv. 26.

TT 8nbst air. ley. xlix. 25 reL

nJp3 «t. >tey. Uv. 2 rel.

^V II. xiv. 21 1 xxxiv. 11, 17 ; liv. 2 ; lvii.
"*

13; lx.21; bri. 7; lxiii. 18; lxv. 9.

SnlT and 3p£ in paralL LiX.7; x.20; xxix.

13.—n. xiv. 1 ; xxvii. 6: xl. 27;
xli 8, 14; xlU. 24 ; xliii. 1, 22, 28;

xliv. 1(2), 5, 21, 23; xlv. 4
30; Kal perf. I. Xvi. 5; xxxii. 18.—H.

lxv. 21.

Kal. part, act L 19 times.— II. 21

times..

ICal part, act Fern; rotf' L xii 6.—

II. xivtt.8.

Kal Int L xxx. 7; xxxvii. 28.—IL
xl. 22; xliv. 13; xlv. 18; xlviL
14;lviii. 12.

Kal Imper. IL xlvii 1, 5 ; lii. 1
Kal Impf. L iii 26; xxx. 19; xxxii

16.—H. xiii 20; xiv. 13; xxxvii
87; xiii 11; xlvii 8; xlix. 20;
lxv. 22.

Hiph. cans. » to make inhabited. IL

Hoph.Lv. 8.—IL xli?. 26.

HjMf; L xii 2, 3; xxxiii. 2, 6.—II. xxv. 9;
xxvi 1, 18; xlix. 6, 8; IL 6, 8;
Iii 7, 10; lvii; lix. 11, 17; lx.

18; lii 1.

njm and njneh p*raU. IL xlv. 8; xlvi 13; K.

6; vi.8; lvi 1; lix. 17; bri. 10;
lxti. 1.

fO*th
t

air. A*y. xliiL 19, 20 reL

frf Niph. L xxx. 15.-4L xlv.. 17, 22;

xlvi 7 ; lxiv. 4.

Hiph. L xxxvii 35 ; xxxiii. 22.—II.
xxv. 9; xxxv. 4; xxxvii 20;
xliii 12; Xlv. 20; xlvi 7; xlvii.

13; xlix. 25; lix. 1, 16; lxiii 1.

5,9.

Hiph. part. jnflQ I. xix. 20.—IL xliiL

3, 11 ; xlv. 15> 21 ; xlvii 15; xlix,

26; lx.16; lxiii 8.

(**)JN£LxviL10.--ILxlv.8; li5; lxii2L
' I* Piel It xL 8; xlv. 2, 18.

JHfh &ic. Xty. xiii 2 reL

itf L xxii. 23, 25; xxxiii 20.—IL Kv. 2.W IL xxxviii 10; xliv. 19; lvi 12.

Tto *W ix. ley. lvi 12 aba>

3. .

3*3 L xvM. 11.—IL lxv. Hr-**. Xty.

aS 3*3 lxv. 14 ah*. '

133 Kai IL xxiv; 20 ; hx.' 1 1 lxvi 5.
"T

Kiph. L iii. 5: xxifi. 8, 9.-IL xxvi
15; xliii 4; xlix. 5.

Kei L xxix. 13.—H. xxiv. 15; xxv.

8; xliii 20. 23; lviiil3; lx. 13.

Paal part. IL lviii 13,

Hiph. L vi 10 ; viii 23.—IL xlvii 6.

trtt H133 only L vi. 10 and IL lix. 1,

comp. Zech. vii 11.

TO3 L i 31.—H. xxxiv. 10; xiii 8; xliiL
TT

17; lxvi. 24.

rn» L Hi 8; iv; % 5; v. 13; vi 3; vffi.

7; x. 3, 16, 18; xL 10: xvi 14;

xvU. 8, 4: xxi 16; xxii. 18, 23,

,24.—IL xiv. 18; xxiv. 23; xxxv.

2; xi 5; xiii 8, 12; xliii 7: lviii

8 Ux.l9;lx.l,2,18;)xi6;lxii
2; lxvi. 11, 12, 18, 19.

HUT "tf33 n. xxxv. 2; xL4j Iviin 8; lx. 1.

Iil3 air. fey. liv. 12 reL
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VOCABULARY COMPABED. IV

ngs Kai impf. nny n. xiii. 4.
T

piel nn{ ILxliLS; lxL 3.

JH| Piel cir.

T
£ry. Ill 10 reL

jni Sing. L Tiii. 2.—IL xxiv. 2.

Plur. IL xxxviL 2; bd. 6; lxvL 21.

jnto air. My. lix. 17 reL

HO Niph. a>. Aey. xliiL 2 reL

3^i3 IL xMi.10; Kir. 18; xlviL 13*

JW Niph. part. L iL 2.

Pflel n. xiv. 18:; 1L13; lxiL 7.

Hiph. L ix; 6.—IL xiv. 21; xL 20.

Hithp. n. liv. 14.

Hoph. I. (xvL 5) 5 xxx. 83.

Dte n. IL 17, 22.

"M3 air. My. xlviii. 10 reL

30 (only Piel in Isaiah).—IL mi. 11

;

IviiL 11.

Hi L x. 13.—H. xxxvii. 8; xl. 9, 26, 29,

31) xlL 1; xliv. 12; xlix. 4; L 2;

lxiii. 1.

tfHD &w. My. Iix. 13 reL

D'3 air. My. xlvL 6 reL

1fe3 Si ft xl. 5; xlix 28; be 16> 23, 24.

nfcrjn S>n.xl.6.
hS3 *>. ley. xliiL 6 teL

H^3 (XV3) a>. A*y. xiiL 7 reL

D'ltS*W aw. *ey. xliL 22 abs.

. a^ILlyLlMl; lxvLS.

nSj KaLI. k-28; x. 26; (xv. 6; xvL 4);

xxi. 16; xxix. 20; xxxiL 10.—IL
xxiv. 13.

Piel I. x. 18.—II. xxviL 10; xlix. 4.

- Vh\ ft xlix. 18; lxL 10; lxiL 6.

^J Sing. H. liv. 16, 17; lxvL 20.
"'

Plor. I. x. 28] xriil. 2; xxiL 24;

xxxii. 7.—IL xiiL 6; xxxix. 2; lii.

11; lxi.10; lxv.4.

dS3 IL xlL 11; xiv. 16, 17; L 7; liv. 4
nisSi Sing. L xxx. 3.-JL xiv. 16; IxL 7.

Plur. ILL 6.

TU3 IL xliv. 6; xiv. 4.

K?i I.vLl;,ix.6; (xvL6); xxiL 23.—IL

xiv. 9; xlviL 1; lxvL 1.

n03 Piel L vi 2; xi. 9; xxix. 10.—ft xiv.

11; xxvL.21; IL 16; IviiL 7; lx.

2, 6.

Hithp. II. xxxvii. 1, 2; lix. 6.

JUDd air. My. L 3 rel.

; ^oi I. L 22; iL 7, 20; vii. 28; xxx. 22;

xxxi. 7.—ft xiiL 17 ; xxxix. 2 ; xL
lfr; xlvi. 6; lv. 1, 2: lx. 9, 17.

*J033
ft xliii. 24; xlviiL 10 ; liL 8.

^OQrtih see under DnVlt
1

?.

Sj3 air. JUy. lxiiL 7 rel. \
.'• Vy>*^g> a*. Aey. lix. 18 abs.

DJ3 Hiph. part. a*. Ar/. lxv. 3 reL

TT I
*

D^5

m3

. onto

L L 6; xxvui. 4; xxxvii. 25.-II.

xxxvi. 6; xxxviii. 6; lv. 12; lxii. 3.

D'fi* I. L.16; xxxiU. 16.—H. xlix. 16;

[lix, 3, 6.

nto ft be 14.

a>. Aty. xl. 2 reL

aV. tey. IviiL 6 rel.

Piel H. xlviL 11.

Paal I. vL 7; xxiL 14; xxviii. 18.—

II. xxvU. 9.

piaculvmc*. My. xliiL 3 reL

dir. My. 1. 1 rel.

air. My. lxvL 20 aba.

tiwitor or. My. bri. 6 rel.

Li. 8; iii.14; v. 1, 3, 4, 6; vii. 10;

(xvi. 10); xxxviL 30.—IL xxxvi.

• 17; lxv. 21.
, , ft

I. x. 4.-lI.xlv. 28; xhi. 1, 2; lxv. 12.

KaL L xviii. 6; xxviii. 16.—IL xiv.

8 ; xxxvii. 24; xliv. 14 ; lv. 3; lvii.

8; bri. 8. . ,

Niph. LxL 13; xxiL 26; xxix. 20.—

IL xlviii. 19 ; lv. 13 ; lvi. 5.
#

Hiph. I. ix. 13; x. 7.-IL xiv. 22;

xlviii, 9.
M

L xxiii. 13.—IL xiiL 19; xlui. 14;

xlviLl,6; xlviii: 14, 20.

Liii. 8; v. 27; viii. 15; xxvuL 13;

xxxL 3.—II. xxxv. 3; xl. 30; lix.

10, 14; lxiiL 13.

D'003 IL xlviL 9, 12.

ipJLxL14;xxx.6.-ftxlvL7;xlix.22.

h.

rmS
T T

xh

niaS

-T

Niph.Li.l4; (xvL12).-ft xlviL 13.

Hiph. I. vii. 13.

L xvii. 12, 13.—IL xxxiv. 1 ; xli. 1

;

xliiL 4, 9; xlix. 1; IL 4; lv.4;

^2.
., „

L vL 10; xv. 5 ; xxix. 13; xxxiL 6

;

xxxiii. 18.—II. xiii. 7| xxiv. 7;

xxxv. 4; xxxviiL 3; besides 21

. times in chaps. xL—Ixvi.

MS L L 5; vL 10; viL % 4; ix. 8; x.
T

7, 12 ; xix. 1 ; xxx. 29 ; xxxii. 4.-

xiv. 13; xxi. 4; xlvh.8; xbx.21;

lx. 5.

Lii. 11, 17; v> 8.— H. xxvL 13;

xxxvii. 16, 20; *liv. 24; xlix. 21

;

* lxiii. 3.

ft xliii. 23; be. 6; lxvL 3.

Plor. D^S I. ix. 9—H. lxv. 3.

Lii. 13; x. 34; xxix. 17; xxxiiL 9;

xxxviL 24.—IL xiv. 8; xxxv. 2;

xL16; lx. 13.

Kal n. xix. 18; IL 9; lii. 1; lix. 17.

Hiph. I xxiL 21—H. L 3; lxi. 10.

H. xiv. 19; lxiiLl,2.

I. xxix. 6; xxx. 80.— II. xiiL 8;

lxvi. 15.
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728 THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

runS
T TV

onS

TT

I. iv. 5; t. 24; x. 17.-IL xliii 2;
xlrii. 14.

fa. A«y. xliL 25 id.

ILxlviii. 18; lxiiil9.

fa. Xey. IxtL 19 rei

Kal H. xxiv. 2.

Niph. H. adv. 1 : ItL 8, 6.

Hiph. II. xxiv. 2.

Hiph. L i. 21 ; xxi. 13.—H. lxr. 4.

I. xxx. 28.—II. 1. 6.

Piel fa. by. xlix. 28 rei

Niph. I. vii. l;xix. 2;xx.l;

onS

noS

tub}

,WS

TltO

*ntao

pifflto

T-l-

muo
T • .

82.—IL xxxvii. 8. 9; briii. 10.

L iii 1, 6; iv. 1 ; xxi. 14; xxviii 28;
rxx. 20, 23: xxxiii 16.—IL xxxvi.
17; xliv. 15, 19; xlviL 14; IL 14;
lv.2,10: lYiii.7; lxv. 25.

(Oxymoron) L x. 15 ; xxxL 8.—H. lv.

1,2.
(I. xv. 1 bis; xvi. 3) ; xxL 11 ; xxx.

29.

L iv. 6; xxi. 11, 12; xxviiL19; xxix.

7.—II. xxvi. 9; xxvii. 8; xxxiv.
10; xxxviii 1% 13; lx.ll; lxiL 6.

Plor. JtiVS L xxi. 8.

Kal I. i 17; ii. 4; xxix, 24.—IL xxvi.

9,10.
Piei I. xxix. 13.—n. xl. 14; xlviii 17.

L viii 16.—II. 1. 4; liv. 13.

for ft II. xHv. 15; liii 8.

L v. 19; xxiii. 16.—IL xxxvii. 25;
xlL20; xlii.21; xliii. 10, 14 25;
xliv. 9 ; xlv. 8, 4 ; xlviii. 9, 11 ; lv. 5;
lxH.l;lxffi.l7;lxv. 8; lxVi.ll!

fa. 3ey, lxii 1 rei

Kal. I.ri.6; villi; xxiii. 16; xxviii.

19.—II. xiv.2; xxxvi.17; xxxvii.

14 ; xxxix. 7 ; xl. 2 : xliv. 14. 15

:

xivii.2,3; lvi.12; lvii 13.

Pud II. xlix. 24, 25; lit 5; lift 8.

L iii. 8; v. 24; xi. 15; xxviii. 11;

xxx. 27 ; xxiii. 4 ; xxxiii. 19.—II.
xxxv.6; xlL17; xlv. 23; L4;liv.
17; lvii. 4; lix. 3; Ixvi 18.

II.xlvii.9; Iii 13; lvi 12.

Tte-lJ IL lxiv. 8, 11.

forW3 II. Hv. 15; lix. 21.

H.xil2,15.

fa. Xty. lxii. 8 rei

Kal I. v. 24; viiL 6; xxxiii 8, 15.—

ILxli.9.
Kal inf. L vii. 15, 16; xxx. 12.

Kal impf. I. xxxi 7.

Niph. II. Hv. 6.

« because fa. Ity, xliii 4l abe.

H. xxxv. 7; xlix. 10.

fa. Xty. Ixvi. 4 rel.

WO I. (xvi 8) ; xxxiL 6, 15.—IL xiv. 18;
xxi. 1; xxxy. 1, 6; 10 timet in
chape, xl. lxvi.

TTO ILxl.12; lxv.7.

mo air. Aey. xlv. 14 rei

gpQ I. v. 4.—IL i 2; briii 2.

l^O Lix.4;x.29.-ILlx.6.

'*1^n9 1- =dL 16.—nb^^T-n? n. iii. c
n>TO L v. 26.—IL lviii 8.

*>no Piel L v. 19; xxxii 4.—IL xxxv. 4;
xlix. 17; U. 14; lix. 7.

110 L xiv. 31.—II. lxiv. 6.
WD IL xxiv. 19; Hv. 10.

Ota? tf? H. xl. 20; xli 7.

note n. lviii 6 (5m.) 9.

TDfO PL ffrlDto II. xL 21.

-npto fa. xxiv. 18; IviiL 12.

ipfo L xxviiL 22.—IL Iii 2.

^0*0 IL xxvi. 16; ffii 5.

MtfbH. xli 18 ;. lviii IL
*?iO fa. 7*y. xli. 15 rel.

*W Kal I. xxii 15.—IL liv. 10; lix. 2L
Hiph.TLxlvi.7.

WO Kal L viii 19; xxii 2> 13, 14, 18;
xxxvii. 36.— IL xxvi. 14, 19;
xxxvffi. 1; L 2: li. 6, 12, 14; lix.

9.10; lxv. 20; Ixvi. 24.
Hiph. L xi. 4; xiv. 30.—IL lxv. 15.

rim Sing. L vi 1; xxviii 15, 18.—IL xiv.

28; xxv. 8; xxxviii. 18; liii 12.

Plur. OTifa IL liii 9.

133J? L vi 6; xvii 8; xix. 19.—IL xxvii.

9; xxxvi. 7; hi 7; lx. 7.
nmo fa. Aey. Mi 8 rei

TRO L x. 25; (xvi 4); xxix. 17.— IL
xxiv. 6.

rntO H. xli 2, 25; xliii. 5; xlv. 6; xlvi

II; lix. 19.

Kno 4ir.Xey.lv. 12 rei

Hno IL xxv. 6, 8; xliii. 25; xliv. 22.

rutflO fa. Xty. xliv. 13 aha.W IL xlv. 13; lv.l.

TOno Plnr. fa. Xty. lxiv. 10 rei

THO L xxii 12.—IL lvi 12.

TO^no IL lv. 7, 8, 9; lix. 7; lxv. 2; Ixvi 18.

ijcrtriO L xxix. 15.—IL xlii. 16.

n^no Sir. Xty. liv. 14 rei

0'Abp fa. tey. xlv. 3 rei

'jfBO H.lx.21; bd.3.

CTO Plur. aba, L i 2% 80; Hi 1; xi 9;

xii 3; xvii 12, 13; xviii. 2: xix.

5, 8; xxi 14; xxiii 3; xxviii 2.

ifr; xxx. 14*20, 25; xxxii 2, 20;
xxxvii 25.—IL xiv. 23 ; xxxv. 6f
7; 16 times in chape, xi—Ixvi

Conetr.*OLviii6,7; (xv. 6, 9) ; xxii

9, 11.—II. xxxvi 16; xlviii 1 ; IL

10; liv. 9.
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VOCABULABY COMPARED. T29

Coottr. *tTO L xxxiii 16.—IL xxxvi.

11; lviL20; 1tU1.1L
Semen wiriU ax. Xty. xlviii. 1 reL

Itah? I. xi. 4 (in eth. mdn).-IL xL 4;

xliL 16.

irn^o I. xxxiii 16—IL xxtL 7 ; xlv. 19.

VT3 &r. fcy. Uv. 2 reL

3*00 Plar. ntatoo IL liii. 3.

Plur. O'SlO? IL liii. 4.

">0D0 an-. Ary. ii. 20 abs.

StifJO I. viii. 14.—II. lvii. 14.

130 II. xxiv. 2; LI; HL3.

*6o KaLI.L15; iL6; vLl; xL9; (xv.

i

T
9); xxii. 7; xxviiL 8; xxx. 27.—
IL xiU. 21 : xiv. 21 ; xxi 3; xxvii.

6; xxxiv. 6; xl. 2.

Niph.Lii.7.8; vL 4.
* Piel I. xxiii. 2; xxxiii. 5.—IL lxv.

11, 20.

tfcSo &w. My. Ixiii. 3 reL

mV?0 Subst. I. tL 3; viiL 8; xxxi. 4.—II.

xxxiv. 1; xlu.10.

njno n. xxxiv. 12; lxii. 3.

nSo Niph. aw. Xey. IL 6 aba,

nonSo Sing. I. ii. 4; iiL 2, 26; viL 1; xxL 16;

*

TTX
xxiL 2; xxviiL 6.— IL xiii. 4;

xxvii. 4; xxxvi. 6; xli. 12; xliL 26.

Plor. I. xxx. 32—II. xliL 13.

oSo Piel II. xxxiv. 16 ; xxxvii. 38 ; xlvi. 2.

" T
Niph. I. xx. «.—IL xlix. 24, 26;

fflph. I. xxxL 6.—IL lxvL 7.

jhq aw. Xey. xliii. 27 wL
aj>^^So aw. Afy. xlL 21 aU.

rrtpSq n. xlix. 24 25.

raSoD L ix. 6; x. 10; xviL 3; xix. 2; xxiii.
TTI "

n 17.—II. xiiL 11, 19: xiv. 16;

xxxviL 16, 20; xlviL 6; lx. 12.

SjBO I. vi. 2.—II. xiv. 13; xlv. 8.

}DOO aw. ley. lxv. 12 reL

mi Kal n. lxv. 12.
TT

Niphain.liii.12.
riTHJO I. xi. 10; xxviiL 12; xxxiL 18.—II.

T
' lxvi.l.

TOW aw. Xty. lii. 12 reL

mwb L L 18; xix. 21.—H. xxxix. 1 ; xliiL
T '"

23;lviL6;lxvL3,20.
%30 for. My. lxv. 11 abt.

'lO^JO L xxx. 11.—'jO^ff IL xlvi. 3.

^JOD II. xxiv. 22; bdL 7.

HJOO L xxx. 1. 22.—IL xliL 17.

nboo L viL 3; xL 16; xix. 23; xxxiii. 8.—
T

*
l

IL xxxvi. 2; xL 3; xlix. 11; lix.

7;lxiL10.
>O0q aw. ley. xlL 7 rel.

inOD tV, Jley. liii. 3 aba.

D^WDO o*. Jley. xlv. 8 rd.

nS|^0 &w. My. lix. 8 rd.

3^0 IL xlHL 6; xlv. 6; lix. 19.

ntyo
nojfo

Vyo

onfp^o

K*0

mo
T T

TWO
TWO

m
nl3p

Tq
—150

oipo
T

ntwro
10

mno
rno

onn*?
ofto

030
HMIO
T T IV
noio
^ino
niro

fcrttPO

a*. My. xlviii. 19 aba.

*>. Xey. lxL 3 aba.

n. lix. 17; lxi.10.

(LxvL 11.)—IL xlviiL 19; xiix. 1;

Ixiii. 16.

I. xiL 3.—IL xlL 18.

aw. My. ML \0 reL

aw. toy. 1. 11 aba.

aw. My. xliv. 12 reL

aw. My. xliL 16 abt.

aw. My. xlv. 6 aba.

L ii. 8; Hi. 24; v. 12, 19; x, 12; xviL

8 ; xix. 14, 16, 26 ; xxviii. 21

;

xxix. 16, 16, 23.—II. xxvi. 12;
xxxvii. 19 ; 8 times in chaps, lx.—
lxvL

L xvii. 13; xxix. 6.—IL xlL 16.

Kal L x. 10, 14—II. xxxviL 8; xlL

12; lvii. 10; IviiL 3, 13.

Niph. xxii. 3; xxx. 14.—IL xiii. 16;
xxxv. 9; xxxviL 4; xxxix. 2; li.

3; lv.6; lxv. 1,8.

ma aw. Xty. xlL 12 abt,

air. My. li. 17 rel.

&w. My. lviii. 4 reL

Sing. I. xxix. 13.—IL xxxvL 21.

Plur. IL xlviiL 18.

&w. My. xlviiL 4 rel.

aw. My. bdii. 18 rel.

aw. My. lxvL 11 aba,

&w. My. xliv. 12 reL

air.Aey.lLlreL

L viiL 14; (xvL 12).—IL lx. IT; IxiiL

18.

L v. 8; vii. 23; xviiL 7; xxiL 23, 26;

xxviiL 8 ; xxxiii. 21.—IL xiiL 13

;

xiv. 2; xxvi. 21; xlv. 19; xlvL 7;
xlix. 20; liv. 2; lx. 18; lxvL L

aw. My. xliv. 13 abt.

gnUa &w. My. xl. 16 abt.

LU.3.—H.lii.14; liii. 2.'

L L 20; iiL 8.—IL L 6; IxiiL 10.

air.Aey.lviii.7reL

L xx. 16; xxxiL 16; xxxiii. v. 16.—

IL xxiv. 18, 21 ; xxvi. 6 ; xxxviL
23; xxxviii. 14: lvii. 16; IviiL 4.

(pTOO pK) IL xiii. 6; xlvi. 11.

Lxviii.2,7.—II. 1.6.

PLLii.7; xxii. 18.—IL lxvL 16.

hw. My. liii. 9 rel.

aw. My. xUx. 9 rel.

I. xiv. 28; (xv. 1); xviL 1; xix. 1

;

xxL 11,13; xxii. l,»jxxiiLl;
xxx. 6.—IL xiii. 1; xxi. 1; xlvL

1 2.

I. viii. 6 ; xxxiL 18, 14.—IL xxiv. 8,

11; lx.16; lxiL6; lxv. 18; lxvL

10.
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mo

oil
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tfu

air. Aey. Hi 14 aba,

an-. Aey. xiv. 1 rcL

Kal part. L v. 18.—IL lxvi 19.

Nipk II. xiii. 22.

Pual part I. xviii 2, 7.

II. Itu. 7, 8.

Plur. n. Ivii. 2.

dominari perf.Kal.I. ill. 12.—II. Ixiii.

19.

Part, act, I. (xvi. 1); xxvffi. 14.—H.
xiv. 5j xL lfr; rlix. 7 ; lii 5.

Impf. I. iii. 4 ; xix. 4
v.derwmjmlo compare Niph. IL xiv. 10.

Hipk H xlvL 5.

II.lxi.7ftu.

H. xlii 22, 24

I. i 17; xxi. 27; iii, 14] iv. 4; v. 7,

16; ix. ft; x. 2; (xvi 6); xxriii.

6, 17. 26 ; xxx. 18 ; xxxu. 1,7, 16;
xxxiii. 5.—II. xxvi 8, 9; xxxiv.
6: xL 14 27; xli 1 ; xUi 1, 8. 4;
xlix.4; H.4; Hii.8; Hv. 17; lvi.

1; lviii. 2, 6 ; Hx. 8, 9, 11, 14, 15;
lxi.8.

in. toy. xi 22 aba,

I. ill 26; t. 18.-^ILx»L 14
L xL 5 ; xx* 2.—II. xxi &; xhr. t

PiL ^raJum etse a*-, ky. Iii. 7 rel.

L L 24; iii. 15; xvii 8, 6; xix. 4;

xxH.*25; xxx.1; xxxvii 34.—II.
xiv. 22, 28: xli. 14; xliii 10, 12

;

xlix. 18; lil 5: Hv. 17; lv. 6; lvi.

8* lix. 20; lxvi. 2, 17, 22.

Part Piel aw. toy. Ivii. 3 rel.

Piel Li 4; v. 24—H.lx.14
Hithp. IL Iii. 5.

air.Aey.lvi.lOabe.

PielLv.30.

Hiph. L v. 12; viii, 22; xviii. 4 ; xxH.
8, 11.—IL xxxviii. 11; xlii. 16 ; IL

1, 2> 6; briii 5, 15; lxiv. 8; lxn.2.
aw. toy. Ix. 7 rei

I. 1. 7,16; v. 21.—IL xxiv. 23; xl.

17; xlviL14; xHx. 16; Hx. 12;
lxi.ll.

jt iv# 5#—n. 1. 10 ; lx. 8, 19; lxii 1.

Plor. an. toy. lix. 9 aha.

&n. toy. Iv. 4 rel.

Kilper£LvL7; (xvi 8).

Kal part. paw. liii. 4
Ealunpf.Ui.il.
Hiph. I. v. 8; vi 7; viii. 8; xxx. 4

—EL xxv. 12: xxvi 6.

for. toy. 1HL 8 rei

Kal part. I. iii 12; ix. 8.—IL xiv. 2;

lx.17.

Kal imperf. IL lviii. 8.

Niph. Liii.6.—tLliH.7.
Kal imper. IL xlix. 20*

mi
rrw
-T

-ITO

rtrfi

ma
VT

Kal iupt IL xli 1; L 8; Ixr. 6.
Nipk. L xxix. 12.

Hiph. II. xli. 22; xiv. 2L
Hithp, II. xiv. 20.

Piel aw. toy. lxvi 5 reL

Niph. L xix. 7.—IL xli. 2.

L xL 6; xx. 4—IL xlix. 10; Ix. 11;
lxtii. 14

II.xi.ll; xlix. 10; H. 18.

to atream an. toy. ii 2 reL
to thine ax. toy. Ix. 5 reL

8ing. L vii. 20; viii. 7; xi.15; xix. 5.

II. xxviL 12; xlviii. IS; lix. 19:
lxvi. 12.

Plor. I^m I. xix. 6.-IL xlL 18;

xliL 16;'xlffi. 2, 19, 20; xliv. 27;
xlvU.2;1.2.

Ptor. CT-»m I! xviii 1,2, 7 ; xxxffi. 21.

&n. toy. lvii 10 rel.

(K'ri M) *w. toy. IviL 19 reL

Kal n. IL 19.

Hithp. H. xxiv. 2a
L xxxii. 18; xxxiii 20.—IL xxrii.

10; xxxiv. 13; xxxv. 7; lxv. 10.

Kal I; vii % 19; xi 2; xxili. 12.—
H. xiv. 7; xxv. 10; lvii 2.

BBpt.TO L xxviii 12;

TO
DU

no
TT

oru

crprja

rwfnJ

hoi

II. xiv. 8; lxHi.14
Hiph. n'lTTL xxvHi 2.—IL xiv. 1

;

xlvi 7 : lxv. 15.

L v. 27.—fa. lvi. 10.

I. x.3,29; xvii. 18: xx. 6; xxx. 16,
17; xxxi 8.—II. xiii 14; xxiv.
18: xxxv. 10; li 11.

Pilel in. toy. lix. 19 aba.

Hiph. Iii 16; lxiU.8.

Kal part. 11. xlir. 8.

Kal impf. II. xiv. 8.

Kiph. A. Ixiii. 19; lxiv. 2.

Hiph.H.xlviii.2i.
to lead H. lvii 18; lviii IL
IXxlv.2;xlviiL4

Kal n. lvii. 18.

Hiph. n. xlix. 8.

Hithp. II. xiv. 2.

I. vii. 19; xi. 15; xv. 7; xxx. 28, 83,

II. xxvii. 12; xxxiv. 9; xxxv. 6;
lvii. 6,6; lxvi 12.

I. xix. 26^11. xlvii 6; xix. 8; Hv.

17; lviii 14; Ixiii. 17.

Niphal I. i 24—H. lvii. 6.

Piel I. xii. 1 ; xxu. 4—IL xl. 1; xlix.

13; U. 3, 12,19; Hi. 9; bri.2.

Poain.liv.il; lxvi 18.

aw. toy. lvii. 18 rei

I. xiv. 29.—IL xxvii 1 ; lxv. 25.

an. toy. Ix. 17 Mt. rei

Kal perf. Lxadii. lL^tL xxxiv. ll

;

xliv. 13; xiv. 12.

Kal part act II. xl. 22; xlii 5; xlir.

22; li. 13; lxvi 12.
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111.

17;

2;

Kal part. pa* I. iti. 16; t. 25; ix. 11,

16^20; Ki 4-s-H. xiv. 26, 27.

Kal impf. 1. v. 25.

Hiph. 1. x. 2; xxix. 21; xxx. 11;

xxxi. 3. II. xxxvU. 17 ; xHv. 20;

- ^Jiy-2;lT.S.
IBJltxL 15; Ixui9.

*M I. v. 2; xvii. 10.—IL xxxvU. 30; Ix.
"
T

{ 24; xHv. 14; li 16; lxv.21, 22.

1131 Hiph.perf. I. ix.12; x- 20; xi. 4,15;

.

TT
- xiv. 29.—IL xiv. 6: xxvU. 7;

xxxvU. 88; 1. 6; IvfiL 4; lx. 10;

IxviS.

Hlph. impft L t.> 25; x. 24f xxx. 31

;

*xx*vif. 36.—IL xlix. 10 ; Wii. 17.

Hoph. I. i. 5.—II. liii 4 (part.).

IDJ (Lxvfc7).-*-H.ixvi 2.

nil IL lvH. 2.

rmbj sing. n. Hx. 14.
T X

Plor. L xxx. 10.—n. xxvi. 10.

*OJ Hlph. II. lxL 9; Ixiii. 16.

*l55 for 'JW IL M. 8> 6 ; lx. 10;
T ~

ft; liii. 8. .

0J L v. 26; xi. 10, 12; xvnl 3; xxx.

xxxi. 0; xxxiii. 23.—II. xHi
xlix. 22; lxii. 10.

JW Kal H. lix. 13.
T
Niph. II. Hx. 14. , m %

^W L xxix. 10; xxx. 1.—EL xxv. 7; xl.
"*

19;xHv. 10.

•#>} molten image II. xli 29 ; xlviii-5.

drink offering II. lvii. 6*

tr^yi II. xlvii 1% 15; liv. 6.

pi{£ only in Isaiah I. vii 19.—IL It. 13.

"UN Kal I. xxxiii. 9, 15.
"*

Hithp. II. Hi. 2.

^Si L in. 4, 5; vH. 16 ; vHL 4; x. 19 ; xi.

6; xx. 4.—IL xiii. 18; xxxtu. 6;

lx. 80; Ixt. 20.

nfi^fiir.^y.HT.16ieL

• *7#3 KJal pert and part, t fiL8j TiH. 15;
" T

ix. 7, 9; xri. 9} xxii 15; xxx. 13;

xxxi 3. 8.—IL xiT. 12; xxi. 9;

xxiv. 20.

Kal. inl L xxx. 25.

Kal imp* I. Hi. 25; x. 4, 84.—II. xiii.

15; xxiv. 18; xxvi. 18; xlyii 11;

Hv. 15.

Hiph. L xxvi 19 ; xxxiv. 17 ; xxxvii. 7.

tffi) L L 14; iH. &, 20; v. 14; x. 18; xv.' 4;

xix. 10? xxtx. 8; xxxii 6.—IL
xxvi. 8, 9; xxxvHi. 15, 17. In

chaps. XL—Jxvi 22 times. ,

tflM = derire: L v. 14; xxix. 8.—H.
V
iv.2; lvi.ll; lvui. 10.

fl?l tuecxu II. lxHi. 3, 6.

' tin (DTOJtW IL xxxiv. 10.

TWS L xxviii. 28; xxxiii 20.—II.

"xHi.20; xxv. 8; lvH. 16.

S*J Niph. L xx. 6.—IL xxxvH. 11.

Hiph. I. xix. 20; xxxi. 5.^-lL xxxri

14, 15, 18, 19, 20; xxxvii 12;

xxxvHi. 6: xHv, 17, 20> xlvii 14;

1%; lviil3>

^*9 1^1 L v. 29.--II. xHi. 22; xffii.

13.W L i 8 ; viH. 16.—II. xxvi 3; xxvii 3;

xHi 6; xlvHi 6; xlix. 6; lxv. 4.
*1*

J I. xi. 1.—II. xiv. 19 ; lx. 21.

Dp| IL xxxvi 6; brii 2.

>pj <<J 0*) aw. Aey. lix. 7 rei

OjjJ IL xxxiv. 8; xxxv. 4; xlvii 4; lix.

17; brf. 2;lxiii4.

y^ aw. Xty. li 1 rei

**£ Eal. pert I v. 26* x, 26; xi 12; xxU.

6.—IL xiv. 4 : xxxvii 4; Hi 8; HH.
4,12.

Kal part, act IL xiv. 20; Hi M.
Kal part pass. I. Hi 3; ix. 14 (Ktitt

D'JJ).—IL xivi i3.

Kal part. pass. L xxxiii 24 fy*p}>
Kai inf. constr. I. i. 14 ; xvHi 3»

... Kal iinper. H. xHi 2; xi 26; IL 6;

Kal impf. L H. 4, 9 ; iij. 7 ; vHi. 4; x.

24; xxx. 6: xxxvii. 23.—H. Xxiv.

14; xxxvih. 21; 11 times in chaps.

xL-lxvi.

Niph. part. I. ii 2, 12, 13, 14; vi 1;
xxx. 25.—IL Ivfi. 7, 15.

Niph. perf. U. xxxix. 6; Hi 18.

Niph. impf. I. xxxiii 10.—IL xi 4;
xUx. &; lxvi 12.

Piel impf. IL lxiii 9.

ttft with S^p»foca» &n* L ffi.7.—

VlLxKLll.
jflM Hiph. IL xxxv. 10; li. 11; lix. 9.

p|U Hiph. &w. ley. xHv. 15 rei

n«fJ foenerari IL xxiv. 2; i 1.
j

nil oUwM aw; Xiy* xhv. 21 rei I

*p] &w. Uy. xiii 14 abs.

3i—IL xiii 5; lvii. 16.30^1 L&22;
*\ti* iw. 7#y. xl. 24 rei

JafJ L v. 11.—IL xxi 4; Hx. 10.

rc;nj II. xliL 16 ? xHH. 16; MH. 12; Ux. 8.

pm Niph. L v. 27 ; xxxiii 20.
T
Piel H. IviH. 6.

iru Hiph. aw. ley. lviii 6 reL

•130 aw. Xey. lvi 12 rei

y5o H. xiu. 25; xlix. 18; lx. 4

S30 ILxlvi.4,7;lHi4,li.

niO IL xHv. 15, 17, 19; xlvi 6.

MO air. Juy. xli 25 rei

T* Lxxil.2t*-n.xxiy.lO,22|xxti20;"T
xlT.li ^11.
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m THE PBOPHET ISAIAH.

*D Niph. with I'm* JL xlii 17; i 5.

WO L ii. 7; v. 28; xxx. 16; xxxi. 1, 3.—
II. xxxvi. 8; xliii 17; lxiiL 18;
lxvi. 20.

«pO Verb. to. Xey. lxvi 17 rei.^ L v. 28; xvii 18; xxix. 6.—IL axi. 1;

lxvi 16.
"MD Kal L vi 7; vii. 17j x.27; xi. *fr? xiv.

_ 25; xxx. 11.—It liL 11; lix. 15.
Hiph. I. i. 16, 25; HL 1, 18; v. 5, 28;

x. 13; xvii 1; xviii. 6; xxxi. 2.—
II. xxv. 8; xxvii 9; xxxvi 7;
lviii 9.

rniD to. Xey. xlix. 21 rei
™D Kal pert I. xxiii. 3.—H. xlv. 14.

, Part. Kal I. xxiii. 2, 8.—H. xlvii. 15.
130 to. Xey. xliv. 25 rei

J30 Kal part act I. xxii 15.

Part Pual IL xi 20.

nSo to. Xey. iv. 7 rei

V?D H. lvii. 15 (Kt); IxiL 10 (to).

*So I ii. 21; Tii. 19; (xvi 1); xxii 17;
xxxi 9; xxxii 2; xxxiii. 16.—
ILxlii. 11: lvii. 5.

^00 H xxvi 3; lix. 16; hdii 5; Niph.
xxxvi. 6; xlviii 2.

00 to. Xey. li 8 abs.

TJPO JUsum L U. 21.—H. lvii. 5.

ramus I. xvii 6; (vgL x. 33).—JL
xxvii. 10.

1f0 Part act to. Xey. liv. 11 rei

T\y
r
D L xxix. 6.—II. xl. 24; xli 16.

TBD to. ley. liv. 11 rei

1$D Kal I. xxii. 10; xxxiii 18.

PIein.xliH.21,26. .

Pual II. lii. 15.W I. xxix. 11, 12, 18; xxx. 8; xxxiii 18.

II. xxxiv. 4, 16; xxxvi 3; xxxvii.
. 2,14; mix. 1; 1.1.

7p0 nor Piel « to freefrom gtona L v. 2.

—

IL lx. 10.

mo ««a*io Li. 5; xxxi. 6.—EL xiv. 6; lix.TT
13.

0^0 IL xxxix. 7; lvi 3, 4,

IB-JO to. Xey. lv. 13 aba,

•VJ0 Part 13* L i 23; xxx. 1.—JL lxv. 2.

ino Niph. L xxviii 15.—IL xi 27; lxv.

16.

Piel (L xvi. 8).

Hiph. L viii. 17: xxix. 15.—IL xlix.

2; 1. 6; liii. 3; liv. 8; lvii 17; lix.

2\ Ldv. 6.

Hith. L xxix. 14.—H. xlv. 15.

I/JO L (xvi 4); xxviii 17; xxxii 2.—IL
xlv. 19; xlviii. 16.

3f L v. 6; xviii. 4; xix. 1.—IL xiv. 14;

xxv. 5; xliv. 22; lx. 8,

T3f Kal L xix. 9. 21, 23; xxviii 21; xxx
24.—H. lx. 12.

Poal IL xiv. 3.

Hiph. IL xliii. 23> 24.
t3E in a general sense I. xx. 8; xxii. 20.—

IL xiv. 2; xxiv. 2; xxxvi 9. 11;
xxxvii 5, 24, 35; 9 times in chaps,
xl.-lxvi

13| as " TV IL xli 8; xlii 1, 19; xliiL

10; xliv. 1. 2, 21, 26; xlv. 4; xlviii
20; xlix. 3, 6, 6; i 10; lii 13; liii

TJf Kal L (xvi 8); x. 28, 29.—H. xxiv.5.

Kal part act. L xxiii 2; xxix. 5;
xxxiii 8.—IL xxxiv. 10; li. 23; lx.
15

Kal in£ conetr. L xxviii 19.—IL li
10: liv. 9.

Kal imper. I. xxiii 6, 10, 12.—IL
xlvii 2; lxii 10.

Kal impC I. xxviii 15, 16, 19; xxxi
9; xxxiii. 21.—II. xxvi 20; xxxv.
8; xi 27; xli 8; xliii 2; xlv. 14;
li. 23.

**aj with |D to. Xey. xi 27 rei

T3E L vii 20; viii 23; xviii l.-IL xlvii.

15.

It Sobst and adv. L ix. 5.—IL xlv. 17;

lvii 15.

^Lxxx.8.—ILlxiv.8.
U^IL xxvi 4; lxv. 18.

TJ I. viii 2; xix. 20.—IL xlHi 9, 10;

xliv. 8, 9: lv. 4.

tny Kal to. Xey. lxi 10 rei

*j% to. Xey. xlix. 18 rei

Wy> to. Xey. bdv. 5 aba,

nfty to. Xey. xlvii 8 aba,

PE (comp. jTJ xxxvii. 12) to. Xey. li. 3 reL

VljJ Niph. IL xxxiv. 16; xi 26; lix. 15.

*ng
t
L xvii 2; ~»«- 14—IL xi IL

% L i 5; ii. 4; v. 4, 25; xxiii 12; xxx.
20.—IL xiv. 1 ; xxvi. 21 ; xxxviii

11 ; xlv. 6, 14, 22; xlvi. 9; xlvii. 10;

li 22; liv. 9; lvi 8; lxii.4; lxv. 24.

Ttyai.vii8;xxil6.
9

0£D1\J?Lx.25; xxix. 17.

Stf IL xlix. 15; lxv. 20.

rhjl to. Jley. lix. 3 rei
*

tyP — n^£ *** **Y' lxi* *•*•

oty L ix, 6 ; xxx. 8 ; xxxii 14> 17 ; xxxiii

14.—IL xxiv. 5 ; xxxiv. 17 ; xxxv.

10; beside in chaps. xi-lxvi. 19

nines.

DStyS IL xiv. 20; xxv. 2; xxxiv. 10;

Xi8;xlvii7;li6,8; lxi 21.

Otyo n. xlii 14; xlvi 9; lvii 11;

lxiiil6,19; lxiv.3.

Vrthty IL xxvi. 4; xlv. 17 (Wi) lvii 9.
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fi '0S> &*. toy. xIt. 17 aha.

JfjJ LI.4J T.18;Ti.7;xxiL14;xxx.l3;

xxxiii. 24.—II. xiii. 11: xiT. 10,

21; xxtL 21 ; xxvii 9; si. 2; xliiL

24: 1. 1; liiL5,6, 11 ; ML 17; xxix.

2,a>
12:lsiv.6.el

9;lsT.7.

Jjty Sing. fern. IL Itu. 3.

Plur. I. ii. 6.W •otorsKalLTi.2;xL14;xxxLft.—II.
Is. 8.

Pod L tL $; xxx. 6.—II. siv. 21.W amttfuim omtre an. toy. viil 10 reL

<W Impar.KalILli.9;liLl.
Hiph. II. xiii. 17 ; xli. 2, 25; xlii. 13;

sir. 13; 1.4(6ii).

Pol. L s. 26; (st. 5); ssiiL 13.-IL
siv.9.

Hith.II.U. 17;lsir.6.

KJP Sing. EL ssst. 5; slit 16, 18, 19;

sliii. 8.

Plur. 0: L ssis. 18.—U. ItL 10; lis. 10.

Plor. T\\ air. Aey. xffi. 7 aba.W a»r. Aey. 1. 4 aba.

?£ Adject. I. sis. 4.—H. xxt.3; sliiL16

ItL 11.

t> I. sii. 2.—II. ssrl. 1; slv.24; xlix.5
li.9;lii.l;lxii.8.^ Kal pert L L 4; srii. 9.—H. xiii. 16

slis. 14; 11t.7; Witt. 2.

Kal pert act I. L 28.—II. 1st. 11.

Kal part paw. I. vi. 12; s. 14; sriL 2,

9.—II.Ht.6;1x. 15;lxiL4.
Kal impf. I. s. 3.—n. sli. 17 : It. 7.

Niph. t Tii. 16; sriiL 6.—IL sstU.
10;lxiL12.

Pu. L ssxii. 14.

WTJf air. toy. xffi. 25 rel.

WJJ air. Xry. xliiL 17 rel.

V? L sss. 7; sssi 3.—II. slL 6> 10, 13,

14; sliT. 2; slis. 8:1. 7. 9; briii. 5.

TO| Kal I. sxii. 17 (Mi).—IL lis. 17.

)0JJ 4ir. A»y. lTii. 16 reL

nyo^ L ssriii. 1, 3, 5.—IL IsiL 3.

1$X L xviiL 6 (**•)•—!*• ***• n-

ji£ Si^g' H. sill. 16, 18; lu. 8; IsIt. 8.

Dual L i. 15, 16; beside 19 times in

Prt L—II. ssst. 5; xxxriiL 3,

14 ; beside 15 times in chaps. xL-
IxtL

|7Jg3 pjj air. toy. lit 8 rel.

"fJJ Masc. £ t. 27; ssriii. 12; ssis. 8.

Fern. L ssxii. 2.—H. xItL 1.

HD'£ dir. toy. lx. 6 rel.

Vjf nrfcs.Sing.Li.8; beside 9 times in Prt

I,—II. xxiT. 12; xxr. 2; xxrl 1;

xxvii. 10; xxxtl 15; xxxrii. 13,

34, 35; xxxviiL 6; 6 times in chaps.

xL-lxrL
l*lur. L i. 7; tL 11; xrii. 2, 9: xix. 18.

II. xiT. 17, 21 ; xxxri. 1 ; xl. 9 ; slii.

11 ; xliT. 26 : 11t. 3; lxl 4; lxiT. 9.

•ty air. Turf. xi. I ret

" Vy (s. u. «hf>) *ir. toy. Is. H rel.

oomp. Ps, xlviiL 9; ci. 8. - *

^13^ *w. toy. lis. ft raL

njbfi air.Aty.lxrL 17 reL

nfcljj air. toy. 1st. 10 reL

Sjr ramtm I. ix. 8; x. 27; x!t. 25.—II.
xlTii.6.

nSj{ Kal. I. il. 3; t. 6, 24; Tii. 1, 6; TiiL

7; xi. 16; xxiL 1; xxxiL 13;
xxxrii. 24, 29.—IL xiV. 8, 13, 14;
st. 2, 5; xxiT. 18: xxxW. 3, 10,

13; xsst. 9; xxxti. 1, 10; xxxriL
14; xxxtu. 22; 8 times in chaps.

xl.-lxri.

Hiph. I. Tiii. 7.-H. lTii. 6; IxiiL 11;
1xtL3.

L i. 30.—IL xxrii. 3; sxxIt. 4; lxW. 5.

I. L 11,—H. xl. 16; xliiL 23; ItL 7.

atr. Xty. Ht. 4 rel.

a*, toy. xl. 11 reL

Hiph. I. L 15.

Hithp. H. WiU. 7.

air. toy, li. 20 reL

air. toy. xlL 10 reL

Lx.1.—ILliiLll; Kx.4.

Part pass. Kal IL xItL 1, 3.

L XTiL 5; xxiL 7; xxriiL 21.—IL

lxr.lO.

Hithp. IL It. 2; lnL 4; WiiL 14;

1st!. 11.

H. xiii. 22; Witt. 13.

air. toy. xlvii. 1 reL

rupondU L iiL 9; xxx. 19.—fl. mt.

10, 32; xxL 9; xxt. 5; xxxvi. 21

;

xlL17; xlTi.7; xlix.8; 1.2; lTui.

9; lix. 12; lxr. 12, 24; lxri. 4.

tft/arum sate Kal L xxxi. 4.

Niph. H. 1UL7; Win. 10.

Piel H. lTiiL 3> 5; lx. 14*

lxiT. 11.

Poal II. liiL 4.

I. xi. 4; xxix. 19.—H. lxi. 1.

L iii. 14, 15; x. 2; xiT. 32; xxxiL 7.

—H. xxtL 6; xlL 17; xlix. 13;

ItUI.7; lxTi.2.

Fern. I. x. 30.—IL IL 21; Ut. 11.

ar. toy. xItuL 10 reL

L W. ft.—II. xUt. 22.

air. toy. xlix. 26 rel.

L IL 10, 19; xxix. 4.—IL ssr. 12;

xxtL 5, 19; xxxiT. 7, 9; xl. 12;

xli. 2; xlTiL 1; xlix. 23; Hi. 2.

Sing. L x. 15, 19.—IL xxxTii. 19; in

Chaps. xI.-IxtL, 8 times.

Plur. I. tIL 2: xxx. 83.—II. In Chaps.

xL-lxri., 4 times.

J9«f flj
air. toy. xlL 19 reL

^KaTpart piss. H. Ut. 6.

Piel IL IxiiL 10.

"tot

m

w

w
^

m
t r

n
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734 THE PROPHET ISAIAH,

»£ «MMnMiLx.U.-ILxlvLL
»J?.Ja6ara*.Afy,lviiL8i*L. :

3*y for. Aey. xlviiL 5 x«L

Wtf L y. 19; viii. 10; xi. 2; xiv. 36; xyL

3 ; xix. 3, 11, 17 ; xxviii. 29 ; xxix.
16.—II, xxv. 1; xxxvL 6; xi 13;
xlvLlO, 11; xlvii. 13.

TO£ &* H. xl. 13; xlvi. 11.

W¥J£ L viiL 7.—IL liiL 12;.lx. 22.

»Jp. Plur. Atoyi; 1L xxxviiL 13; IviiL 11;

lxvi. 14.

n$f$ H. xl. 29; xlvii. 9.

ntoyjj 5ir. A*y. xli. 21 aha.

*^£j£ air. Xey. IxvL 9 reL.

T£P &r. A*?. lMi 8 reL

tfpJP Piel dfl-. JUy. lix. 8 reL

TTJ|52 5*. ley. liv. 1 rel.

Tir^r I. xxxiii. 9.—II. xxxv. 1, 6; xL 8;

xlL 19; li. 3.

vyyt Arah-tree XL xv. 7).—H. xKv. 4.

inj; Pi.I.iii. 17; xxii.6.

Niph. I. xxxiL 19;

Hiph. IL liiL 12.

nry£ l xx. 4.—n. xlriL -8*

fTJ{ X xxix. 6, JO.-EL xiiL 11 ; xxv, 3, 4>

5; xlix. 25.^ Lxxx. 33<—II xxL 5; xL 18; xliv.

7; lxv. 11.

S^ fa. Xry. lii. 1 rd.

D*>£ I. xx. 2, 8, 4.—n. lvffi. 7.

*\yt frangere cervieem fa- "key. IxvL 8 reL

£jf air. Xey. xlviiL 4 s&L

hoy
;
*tf. Aey, lx. 2 rel.

fa{ L iL 19, 21; viii. 12, 18; xxix. 23.—

n. xlvii. 12.

^TO L xxxvii. 27.—H. xlii. 15.

nC?jr Creator L xvii. 7; xxix. 16.— IL

xxviL 11; xliv. 2; xlv. 18; li. 13;
liv. 5.

tfjgtiniaILl.9; li. 8.

Ttfj? ojt. Xey. liiL 9 rd.

Jtfjf L iv. 5; vi 4; ix. 17; xiy. 31.—IL
xxxiv. 10; U. 6; lxv. 5. .

Kal H. lii. 4.

Poal L xxiiL 12.

L xxx. 12.—IL liv. 14; lix. 18.

Lxxix.22; xxx.8; xxxtti. 10; xxxvii.

26.—EL xxxvi 5; xMiL 19; xlviiL

7; xlix. 19.

PI^JO L v. 8> 5; xvL 14; xxviiL 22.—

IL xxxvi 8y 10; xxxvii, 20; xliiL

1 ; xliv. 1 ; xlvii. 8; xlviiL 16; xlix.

5: UL 5; Ixiv. 7.

I\K L viiL 23; xvii. 14; xviiL 7; xx. 2;

xxxiii. 2.—II. xiiL 22; xxxix. 1;
xivfli 16; xlix. 8; lx. 42.

Plor. L xxxiii. 6.

TO PL IL lv. 5; lx. 7, 9, 18.

Hithp. L x. 15.—IL xlit. 23; xlix. 3

;

lx. 21; 1x13.
"M» LiiL 20; H.bd.%10,
Sjfl fa. Xty. lxv. 4 reL

ijfl IL xiv. 19; xxxiv. 8; xxxvM. 36;
IxvL 24.

PI* TL xlvtt. 8; l&L 6, 12; lix: W;JWv. 4.

HID Kal perf. L xxix. 22.

Kal put. pa*. L xxxv. 10; IL IL
Niph. L L 27.

WW o>. Xey. L 2 reL

TIB L v. 14; vi. 7; ix. 11? x. 14; xi. 4;

xix. 7; xxix. 13; xxx, A—IL
xxxiv. 16; 12 times in Chape. xL-
lxvi.

W^PIi. 20.-DL xi 5; IviiL 14.

nWflU.lix.21j lxiL2.

ypB fa. X$y. Uv. 11 raL

TO (name of a nation) &r. fey. IxvL 19 aha.

^fl Hiph. L xxviiL 25,— Hi xjriv. 1;
xlLlfc

ptt Kal I. xxviiL 7.

Hiph. n. IviiL 10.

ITOB fa. X$y. Ixiii. 8 reL

THfl L xii. 2; xix. 16; xxxiii 14.—IL xliv.

8>11; lL13;lx.5.
OTIB IL xliv. 12; Uv. 16.

B^Bfl fa. ley. xlL 7 reL

O'Sfl dw. Xey. lxvi. 19 rei

erSfl for. **y. xlv. 20 reL

Vtt Hithp. L (xvL 12); xxxviL 21.—H.
T

xxxvii. 15; xxxviiL 2; xli* 17;
xlv. 14, 20.

oSfl fa. **y. xl. 12 jei

n5fl Kal J. viiL 21.—H. xiiL J4| Hii: 6;

r

" lvi.ll.

Kel n. xl. 3; Ivii. 14; bdi. 10.

S'Ofl Ix 10; xxx. 22.—IL xxL 9; xiiL 8.

Sm ILxL19,20; xiiL 17 ; xliv. 9, 10, 1^
17; xlv. 20; xlviiL 5.

nj^fl fa. liy'. xiiL 14 aha.

bpB L xxxL 2.—IL xxvL 12; xlL 4; xliii." ¥
13; xliv. 12, 15.

Sjjfi L L 81; v. 12.-IL xlL 24; xlv. 9; 11

;

lix. 6.

n^Hfl II. xl. 10; xlix. 4^ Ld. 8; LdL 11

;

lxv. 7.

D£0 pamu I. xxxviL 25.—IL xxvL 6; xlL

7; lxvi. 8.

Vfl ta*t« fa. *«7. xlL 7 ahs.

nxfl IL xiv. 7; xUv. 23; xlix. -13; KL 9;" T
. Uv.l;lv.l2.

Ipfl Kal L.x. 12; xxiiL 17.—IL xiiL 11;
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xxvi. 14, 17, 21; xxiv. 21; xxviL
1, 3: xxxiv. 16.

Niph. L xxix. 6.-IL xxiv. 22.

Piel H. xiiL 4; Poal xxxviiL 10.

Hiph. I. x. 28.—IL lxii. 6.

mpfl Li.3; (xv. 7).—IL lx. 17 (in another

sense).

nj)fl H. xxxv. 5; xxxviL 17; xffi. 7, 20.

Intensive form fltonjJB oV. Xty, lxL

1 aba.

T$ J*, fcy. lxvi. 20 rei

HSb fruotwprpferrt I. xL 1; xvft. 6; xxxii.

12.—IL xiv. 8.

H^fi I. xviL 11.—IL xxriL 6; xxxv. 1, 2;

lxvi. L
n» I. iii 10; iv. 2; x. 12; xiv. 29; xxxvii.

30, 31.—IL xiii. 18; xxvii. 9;
lxv. 21.

•DID air. *ey. IviiL 7 reL

p_fl L v. 6.—IL liv. 8.

fSS I. xxviii. 21 ; xxx. 13.—IL IviiL 12.

tHB *«% Aey. lxv. 4 ate.

*nfl Kal and Hithp. IL xxiv. 19; .

Hiph. L xiv. 27; xxxiii. 8.—EL xxiv.

5; xliv. 25.

Pual L viii. 10,

tTJB KalLxix.8; xxxiii. 23.-II.xxxviL14.
T

Piel I. L 15.—IL xxv. 11; lxv. 2.

P& Pert Kal I. L 2.—IL xliil 27.
T
Fart Kal I. L 28.^-H. xlvL 8; x}viiL

8; liii. 12; lxvi. 24.
In£Kal±Hx.l3.

J#B EL xxiv. 20; xliiL 25; xliv. 22; 1. 1;

liii. 5, 8; IviL 4; lviii. 1; li*42, 20.

n«Cfe n.xliL 3; xliiL 17.

DfcnB.L xxix. 5; xxx..13.—IL xlviL 11;

xlviii. 3.

nnfl Kal. L xxii. 22.—n. xiv. 17; xxvi. 2;

xli.18; xiv. 8; 1.5; liii. 7.

JJiph. I. v. 27.—II. xxiv. 18; xxxv.
5; IL 14.

Piel I. xx. 2; xxviii 24.—IL xiv. 1

;

xlviii. 8; lviii. 6; lx.lL

|K* I. vii 21; xxii. 13.—IL xiii. 14; liii.

6; lx. 7; lxi. 5; lxiH. 11; lxv. 10.

0*K3[W L xxii. 24.—IL xxxiv. 1 ; xlii. 5; xliv.

3; xlviii. 19; lxi. 9; lxv. 23.

3* tor., fcy. lxvi 20 reL ..

RW Sing. IL xiii 4; xxiv. 18, 21; xxxiv.

2. 4; xL 2, 26; xiv. 12.

13? H. lx; 4; lxvl 12.

pro I. iii. 10; v. 23; xxix. 21.—IL xxiv.

26; xxvi. 2, 7; xli. 96; xiv. 21;
xlix. 24; liii. 11 ; lvii. 1; lx. 21.

' P3* Lv.23.-ILxliiL9,26;xlv.25; L8;
liiilL

pi» L i. 21, 26; xi. 4, 5; (xvL 5); xxxii.

1.—IL xxvi. 9, 10; 18 times in

Ohape. xL—lxvi.
npTr L l. 27Tv. 7, 16, 23; ix. 6; x. 22;

xxviii. 17; xxxii. 16, 17; xxxiii.

5, 15.—n. xiv. 8, 23, 24; besides

20 times in Chaps, fol.

Pior. JYlpT* L xxxiii. 15.—It xiv. 24;

lxiv. 6.

'

njyj3f and Hjptf; parallel H. xiv. 8;

r xlvi. 13; iL 6* 6r 8; lvi, 1 ; lix. 17

;

lxi. 10; lxii. i.w I. x. 80; xii. 6.—II. xxiv. 14; liv. 1.

JT^ng IL xvL 3; lviii. 10; lix. 10.

SlW I. viii 8; x. 27; xxx. 28.—II. Iii. 2.

TW Piel L v. 6{ x. 6; xxiii. 11.—n. xiii.

3; xxxiv. 16; xxxviiL 1; xiv. 11,

12;xlviiL 5.

Part. IL lv. 4.

ITO an. ley. xlii. 11 aba.

nnur in. Aey. xxiv. 11 reL

Hvi an. A*y. xliv. 27 aba.

D* IL lviii. 3, 4.

Dtt IL lviii. 3, 5, 6.

nwn? Plur.air. ley. lviii. 11 aba*

DW conetringtre, qpprtmapcHiph. I. xxix. 2,

7^-ILlL13.
Heph. I. viii 23.

•H5T L S. 10> 18> 21 ; vjiL 14; xviX. 10;
xxx. 29.— IL.xxvL,4; xliv. 8;
xlviii 21 ; IL L

7VV n. xxxv. 1; xli. 18; liii. 2.

pSe*V} \tt in parallel sjaoaes I. iL, 3; iiv.- 3, 4

;

x. 12, 32; xxxi. 9.; xxxiii. 20;
xxxvu. 22, 32.—II. xxiv. 32 : xL 9

;

xli. 27; xlvi. 13; Hi. 1, -2; IxiL 1*
lxiv. 10.

;

pr i. xxviii. 1 (Sgi n comp. Sai nr*

xxviiL 4).—H. xL 6; J? *>?? **•

7,8.
TV Messenger L xviii. 2.—II. IviL ft.

eonttrietio II. xiii. 8; xxi. 3.

Image IL xiv. 16.

S* L iv. 6; (xvL 3); xxx. 2, 3; xxxiL 2.

II. xxv. 4, 5 : xxxiv. 15 ; xxxviiL

8; xlix. 2; li 16.

TTO IL xliv. 16, 19. .

HJV Kal. II. KiL 10 ; Hv. 17.

,

' Hiph. n. xhriii. 16; lv. 11.

'S* far. ley. xliv. 16 reL

Ho5 ILxU. 17; 1.2.

Kpi IL xlviiL 21; xttx. 10; lxv. 13.

KO$ A4j. L xxL 14; xxix. 8; xxxii. 6.—H.
aiiv.3;iv.l.

mwf &7T. Xey. xlvii. 2 rel.

TOV IL xliL 9; xlUL 19; xUv. 4; xiv. 8;
T

lv. 10; lviii. 8: lxLlL.
not L iv. 2.—IL lxi. 11.

noi Li. 18.—II.1L8.

"I'lif I. iii. 23.T-H. IxiL 3.
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73* THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

njpf H.li.14; lxiiil.

Yjp¥ on-. **y. lx. 22 rel.

Vgl L xix. 20; xxxffi. 7.—IL xliL 2; xlvL

7; lxv. 14.

rifilf Kal part. II. Hi. 8; M. 10.
T
Kal inf IL xxi 5.

Piel part II. xxi. 6.

|\W I. xIt. 31.—IL xiv. 18; xli 25; xliiL

6; xlix. 13.

«#«? I. xi. 8.—H. lix. 5.

Si L I 24; t. 28, 30; ix. 10; xxx. 20.—

II. xxv. 4; xxvl 11, 16; lix. 18,

10: lxiii. 9, 18; briv. 1.

njV L viii. 22; xxx. 6; xxxiiL 2.-IL

xxxviL3; xlvi.7;lxiiL9;lxv.l6.
ITO Hiph. fiir. Aey. xUi. 13 ate.

p* Kal perf. L i. 25.—H. xlviiL 10.
T
Kal part. H. xl. 19; xlL 7; xlvi. 6.W Kal L viii 16; xL 13; xxviiL20.—IL

xlix. 20, 21.

iy?R H. 1L 17, 22.

pp Niph. H. xxxiv. 15; xliii. 9; xlv. 20;
f

xlviii. 14; xlix.18; lvi.8; lx.4.7.

Piel I. xi. 12; xxiL 9.—IL xiiL 14;
xxxiv. 16: xliii. 6; xlix. 11; liv.

7; lvi.8; brii. 9; lxvi 18.

Hithp. H. xliv. 11.

•>3D L xxii. 16 (Wt).—IL xiv. 19; liiL 9;v
*

lxv. 4.

**1D I. i. 4; iv. 3; . 16, 19, 24; beside 11

times in Pt I.—II. xxxvii. 23; 16
times in chaps, xl.—lxvi.

Suiter tfflp L i. 4; v.19,24; x.20; xii.6;xvii.
"**'

' 7; xxix. 19, 28; xxx. 11, 12, 15;
xxxi. 1 ; xxxvii. 23.—H. xlt 14,

16, 20; xliii 3, 14, 15; xlv. 11;
xlviL 4; xlviii. 17; xlix. 7; liv. 6;
lv.6; lvui. 13; lx. 9, 14. *

rnjj n. L ii ; lxiv. 1.

D"ip I. xi. 14; xxiiL 7; xxxviL 26.—H.
li.9.

01(30 L iL 6; ix. IL—IL xlv. 21;
'"

xlvi. 10.

rfr&lp &k. try xliii. 18 reL
'

TJP L xxL 16, 17.—IL xliL 11; be 7-

mip air. Aey. L 3 abs.

«Hp Kal H. lxv. 5.
T
Niph. L v. 16.

Pual part IL xiii. 8.

Hiph. L viiL 13; xxix. 23.

Hithp. I. xxx. 29.—II. lxvi. 17.

Sing. I. vi. 13; xi. 9; xxiii. 18.—IL

xxvii. 13; xxxv. 8; 9 times in

chaps, xl.—lxvi.

tth^n -Vjp n. xlviii. 2; lii. 1; lxiiL

'

10, il| 15, 18; lxiv. 9, 10 ; lxy. 11,

25; lxvi. 20.

1g L xvili. 2, 7; xxviiL 10, 18> 17.—IL,

*#

xxxiv. 11, 17; xliv. 13.
nip

T
Kal part. IL xl. 80; xlix. 23.

Piel I. v. 2, 4, 7: viii. 17; xxxiii. 2.—
xxv. 9: xxvi. 85 IL 5; lix. 9, 11;

. Ix. 9; lxiv. 2.

Vf L vi. 4, 8; x. 30; (xv. 4) ; xxix. 4, 6;

xxx. 19, 81; xxxL 4: xxxiL 9;
xxxiii. 8.—IL xiii. 2, 4; xxiv. 14,

18; xxxvi. 13; 10 times in chaps.
xl.—lxvi

lOpTJ S^p L vi. 4.-»np S^p H. xL 3.

Dtp Kal. pert I. iL 19, 21; xxxL 2.—IL
xiv. 22; xxiv. 20 ; xlix. 7.

. KaL imper. I. xxiii. 12 ; xxxiii 9.—
II. xxi. 5; IL 17; lx. 1.

KaL impf. L vii. 7 ; viii. 10; xiv. 24;
xxviiL 18, 21 ; xxxii. 8 ; xxxiii. 10.

II. xiv. 21 ; xxvL 14, 19 ; xxvii. 7;
xl.8; xliii. 17; xlvi 10.

Pilel II. xliv. 26; lviii. 12; bd. 4.

Hiph. L xxiii. 13; xxix. 3.—II. xiv.

9; xliv. xlix. 6, 8.

»R

•up n. lix. 5, 6.

Jtojj L xL 6.—H. liv. 7 ; lx. 22.

•»|} Piel H. lxv. 3, 7.

Tp L (xv. 1; xv. 7); xxii. 5, 6.—IL xxv.

4; xxxviii. 2; lix. 10.

>D Niph. I. xxx. 16.-IL xlix. 6.

PielI.viiL21.
Pu. I. viii. 23.-H. lxv. 20.

&ir. Aey. xlviL 2 rel.

Lix. 6; xL13; xxxviL 82.—IL xxvL

11; xiii. 18; lix. 17; bdiL 15.

L xix. 6.—II. xxxv. 7; xxxvi 6; xliL

8; xliii. 24; xlvi. 6.

0D]5 I. iii. 2.-H. xliv. 25.

yip &r. ley. lii. 15 rel.

H*jJ PI. P*? ^*P n. xl. 28; xli. 5, 9.

njfjJ I. v. 26;
T

vii. 8> 18.—H. xiii. 5; xiii.

10; xliii. 6; xlviiL 20; xlix. 6;
lvi.ll; lxii.ll.

•tfp Kal IL xlviL 6; liv. 9; lvii. 16> 17;

lxiv. 4; 8.

Hithp. L viii. 21.W II. xxxiv. 2; Uv. 8; lx. 10.

njfr> I. xxviiL 20.—IL I 2; lix. 1.

mp Kal peri L vL 3; vii. 14; xxii 20;

xxx- 7.-IL xiii. 4; 15 times in

chaps, xl.—lxvi.
Kal part, act I. vi 14; xxi. ll.-IL

xL 3; xli. 4; xlv. 8; xlvL 11;

xlviii. 13; lix. 4.

Kal inf. constr. I. L 13; viiL 4.—II.
Ixi. 1,2. . „

Ktl imper. I. viii. 3; xli 4; xxix. 11,

12.—ILxxxiv. 16; xL2, 6; lv. 6;

•

MB. 1- ^ • «
Kal impf. I. ix. 5; xx.12.—IL xxi. 8;

xxxiv. 12, 14; xxxvi 13; xxxviL

14; 14 times in chaps, xl.—lxvL

Niph. perf. II. xliiL 7; xlviii, 1, 2;

1, 2Tlxiii. 19.
. M

Niph. impf. L i. 26; iv. 1; xxxi. 4;
xxxii. 5.-H. xiv. 20; xxXv. 3;
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liv. 5; Ivi. 7; lxi. 6; lxii. 4, 12.

Pual II. xlviii. 8, 12; IviiL 12; lxi. 3;
lxii. 2; lxv. 1.

003 KijJ n. xl. 26; xliU. 1, 7 ; xliv.

5; xiv. 3, 4; xlviii. 1.

" Dtf3 Kl£ L xii. 4.—U. xli. 26 ; Ixiv.

(Jj'lxv.L
•njj« rng n. ii. 19; lx. 18.

3ijJ KalY t. 19; viii. 3.—II. xxxiv. 1;

xli. 1, 5; xlviii. 16; lvii. 3 ; lxv. 5.

Piel IL xli. 21 ; xlvi. 13. .

Hiph. I. t. 8.—II. xxvi. 17.

*!$. or 31p3 I. v. 8, 26; vi. 12; vii. 22; x.

23 { xii. 6; (xvi. 11) ; xix. 1, 3, 24;
xxlx. 23.—II. xxiv. 13; xxy. 11

;

xxvL 9 ; lxiiL 11.
aij*p Liv. 4.

Hl|J obvcHtre &*. \iy. xli 22 rel.

abj5 I. xxxiiL 18.—IL xiii. 6, 22; L 8; li.

6; lv.6; lvi.l; lvii.19.

Kf3Sa^p
T
II.xiii.22; Ivi. 1.

II. xxxvi. 22; xxxviL 1 ; lxiii. 19.

I.v.24; xxxiiL ll.-H.xl. 24; xlL2;

xlvii. 14.

KaL I. xxxii. 3.

Hiph. L x. 30 ; xxviii. 23—II. xxi. 7

;

xxxiv. 1: xlii. 23; xlviii. 18;
xlix. 1 ; li. 4.

I. xix. 4.—II. xiv. 2 ; xxl 2 ; xxvii.

xxvii. 1, 8 ; xlviii. 4.

Hiph. fa. iey. lxiii. 17 rcL

Piel Sir. A*y. xlix. 18 rel.

I. v. 28; vii. 24; xxi. 16, 17; xxil 3.

IL xiii. 18; xli. 2; IxfL 19.

npT

a*p
T

ntfp
r

itfD

*fl

|Wxi

rotatai

ntofefci

' 31

ai

47

%
I. L 6, 6; vii. 8, 9, 20; ix. 13, 14; xix.

16; xxviii. 1, 4; xxx. 16; xxxvii.
22.—IL xxxv. 10; li. 11; lviii. 6;
lix. 17.

0*13 L (ii. 2) ; xvii. 6.—H. li. 20.

Bfc'W II. xl. 21; xli. 4, 26; xlii. 11.

xlviii. 16.

Plur. I. xxix. 10.

L viii. 23.—IL xli. 4, 27; xlii. 27;

xliv.6; xlviii. 12; lxi.4.

I. L 26.—H. UL 4; lx. 9; lxv. 7.

n. xli. 22; xlii. 9 ; xliii. 9, 18; xlvi.

9; xlviii. 3; lxv. 16, 17.

&r. Xey. xlvi. 10 rel.

Sing. L vi. 12; (xvi. 14); xxx. 25;

xxxi. 1.—H. xiii. 4 ; xxi. 7 ; xlii.

20; li. 10 ; liv. 13; lxiii. 1, 7.

Plur. I. (ii. 3, 4); v. 9; viii. 7. 15;
xvii. 12, 13; xxiii. 3.—IL lii. 14,

15; liii.ll, 12; liv. 1.

L i. 11 : xxxvii. 24.—H. xlvii. 9, 12,
14; lvii. 10; lxiii. 1, 7.

a^D L vii. 22.—II. xxiv. 22; xl. 26.

331 L xxu.9.—IL lix. 12; lxvi. 16.

H3l Hiph. L ix. 2; xxxiii. 23.

Hiph. inf. aba. Win I. xxx. 83.

Hiph. imper. I. xxiii. 16.

Hiph. impf. I. L 15.—IL xl. 29 ; li. 3;
lv. 7; lvii. 9.

f3l KaL I. xi. 6, 7 ; xiv. 30 ; xvii. 2.-IL
xiii. 21 ; xxviL 10.

Hiph. II. xiiL20; liv. 11.

pi n. xxxv. 7; lxv. 10.

?Jl Kal I. v. 25 ; xxviii. 21 ; xxxii. 10,

11—II. xiv. 9 ; lxiv. 2.

Hiph. I. xxiii. 11.—II. xiii. 3 ; xiv. 16.
Hithp. I. xxxvii. 28, 29.

^.?. Sing. Li. 6; xx. 2; xxxii. 20.—II.
xxvi. 6; xli.2; lviii. 18.

Dual I. iii. 16 ; vi. 2; vii. 20 ; xxiii. 7

;

xxviii. 3.—II. xxxvi. 12 ; 7 timea
in chaps, xl.-lxvi.

J721 eommotwe IL li. 15.

quieaeere Hiph. II. xxxiv. 14 ; li. 4. •

JNl II. xxvi. 20; xlviL 9; liv. 7, 8.

'

D'JUlS H. xxviL 3.

Ill afl-.A^.xlv.Irel.

nTj
T
ILxiv.2,6; xli. 2.

•pi L i. 23; v. 11; xxx. 16.—H. xli. 3;
IL 1.

arn Kal n. lx. 5.

Niph. I. xxx. 23.

Hiph. I. v. 14; xxx. 33.—II. liv. 2;
lvu.4^8.

ani Lxxx. 7.—II.li.9.
Tirn &r. ley. xliv. 8 abs.

nil (I. xvL 9).—II. xxxiv. 5, 7; xliiL 24;TT
lv. 10.

nn &k. Xty. IviiL 11 rel.

fill aw. try. lx. 23 reL

1}**i (wind) I. iv. 4; xi. 4; xviL 13 ; xxx.

28; xxxiL 2; xxxiiL 11.—II. xxvi.

18^ xxvii. 8: xxxviii. 16; 7 times
in chaps xl.-lxvi.

(Spirit) I. vii. 2; xi. 2, 15; xix. 3;
xxviii. 6; xxix. 10, 24; xxx. 1;
xxxi. 3; xxxii. 15. II. xxv. 4;
xxvi. 9 ; xxxiv. 16; xxxvii. 7 ; 13
times in chaps lx.-lxvi.

tehpn nn IL lxiii. 10, n.
"
"Vwi ("of the wind) II. lx. 7; lix. 19.

Dn Kal part I. iL 12, 13, 14.

Kfem 01 1. vi. 1.—IL IviL 15.
rr» t

Kal perf. H. xxvi. 11.

Kal impf. I. xxx. 18.—H. xlix. 11;

lii. 13.

Pilel I. L 2; xxiii. 4.—II. xxv. 1.

Hiph. I. x. 15; xxxvii. 23.—II. xiv.

. 1&; rlix. 22; lvii. 14; lxii. 10.

Tip 0"!" n. xiii. 2; xl. 9; lviii. 1.

Hithp. L xxxiiL 10.

JN1 clamare Hiph. (I. XV. 4).—H. xlii. 13;

xliv. 23.
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Pual (I. xvi. 10).

fTl H.xl.31; It. 5; lix. 7.

3frn (L xv. 3).—IL lix. 14.

pfTP L xxxffi. IS.—IL xxxix. 3 ; xlvi 12;

lvii.19; lxvi 19.

ptn-JOI.v.26; xxu.3,11; xxiii7;

xxxvii 26.—H. xxy. 1; xliii 6;
xlix. 1.12; lix. 14; lx.4>9.

trill to. Xty. xlvii. 2 rei

VlVJ &ir. A*y. liii 7 rel.

orn ii. xiri 3.

Plur. n. xlvii. 6; liv. 7 ; lxiii 7, 16.

DH*) L ix. 16; xxx. 18.—II. xiii. 18; xiv.

1 ; xxvii. 1 1 ; xlix. 10, 13, 15 ; liv.

8,10; lv.7; lx. 10.

prn Kal H. xlvi. 13; xlix. 19; liv. 14;

lix. 9. 11.

Rel«. vi. 12: xxix. 13.—H. xxvi. 15.

T^ Verb. part. Kal. L xix. 20.—IL xlv. 9.

Imper. I. i. 17.

Inf, I. ui. 13.

Impf. II. xxvii. 8; xlix. 25; L 8; 11

22; lvii. 16.

3n Sobtt L i. 23.—H. xxxiv. 8 ; xli 11,

12 ; lviii 4.

pn I. xxx. 7.

p^\ H. xlix. 4.

pnV H. lxv. 23.

Dp;?. &w. Xry. lv. 11 rel.^ Kal I. xix. 1; xxx. 1&—IL xxxvi. 8.

Hiph. H. IviiL 14.

ajn L xxii. 7; xxxi. 1; xxxviL 24.—n.

xxi. 7, 9; xxxvi. 9; xliii. 17;

lxvi. 20.

TW aw. Xty. xlvii. 1 rei

DEH 1. i 12; (xvi. 4); xxviii.3.—H. xxvi.

6; xli 25; lxiii 3.

!tn II. xiv. 7; xxxv. 10; xliiL 14; xliv.

23; xlviii. 20; xlix. 13 ; li 11 ; liv.

1; lv. 12.

|rj Kal I. xii. 6.—II. xxiv. 14 ; xxxv. 6

;

xlii. 11 : xliv. 23 ; xlix. 13 ; liv. 1

;

lxi.7;lxv.l4.
Piel (I. xvi. 10).—H. xxvi. 19; xxxv.

2; lii. 8, 9.

jn malus adject I. iii. 11 ; v. 20 ; vii. 15,

16 ; xxxii. 7 : xxxiii. 15.—IL xlv.

7; lvi. 2; lix. 7, 15; lxv. 12;
lxvi. 4.

VUl Verb. II. xlix. 10 ; lxv. 13.

3jfJ
Subst L v. 13; xiv. xxx.—II. IL 19.

3JP AajTl. viii 21; ix- 19; xxix. 8;

xxxii. 6.—IL xliv. 12 ; lviii 7, 10.

Hjn p<ucere of cattle I. v. 17; xi. 7 ; xiv.

80; xxx. 23.—II. xxvii, 10; xliv.

20; xlix. 4: lxv. 25.

of the shepherd II. xl. 11 ; Ixi. 5.

n£l the shepherd L xxxi. 4.—H. xiii. 20

;

xxxviii. 12; xliv. 28; lvL 11;
lxiii. 11.

Hjn malum L iii. 9; vii. 5.—IL xiii 11

;

wrj

*P2
nil.

ireh* TT

jroh

xlviLlO, 11; lviii.
Kal IL lix. 15.

Hiph. L 1. 4, 16: ix. 16; xi. 9 ; xxxi
2. II. xiv. 20; xxiv. 19; xli 23;
lxv. 25.

Hithp. II. xxiv. 19.

Hiph. air. Xey. xiv. 8 rei

Kal I. vi. 10; xix. 22; xxx. 26.—IL
lvii. 18, 19.

Niph. II. liii. 5.

o>. Xey. lvii 20 lbs,

ILxl.2; xliii.

U. xlix. 8; lvi 7; lviii 5; lx. 7,10;

lxL2.
flrr) II. xxxvi. 6; xlii 4.

'fOTy II. xiii 3 ; lviii 6.

d>. Xty. 1. 6 rel.

air. Xty. xi 20 rei

air. Xty. lvii 9 rei

II. xl. 19; xlii 5; xliv. 24.

Hiph. H. 1.9; liv. 17.

Sing. L iii. 11 ; v. 23; xi. 4.—II. xiii.

11; xiv. 5; xxvi 10; xlviii 22;
liii. 9; lv.7; lvii 20, 21.

maUtialL lviii 4, 6.

air. Xty. xl. 19 abs.

Mfe

ry*

VT

"ft

Wo

naffer

. rrfer

tor

Kal I. i. 11; ix. 19.—IL xliv. 16; liiL

11 ; lxvi. 11.

Hiph. II. lviii. 10, 11.

H. lvi. 11.

nj^afrS n. lv. 2.

L v.8 ; vii 3; xxxii 12; xxxvii. 27.

—H. xxxvi 2; xL 6; xliii 20;
lv. 12.

nfcfILlvi.9.

I.vtf.25.—ILxliii.23; Uii7;lxvi.8.

Kal I. xxiii 13; xxviii. 15. 17,25;
xxxvii. 29.—IL xiv. 17,23; xxi
8. In chaps, xl.-lxvi 18 times.

Kal part. I, v. 20 (W»).-IL lxiii 11.

Kal inf. I. x. 6.—II. xiii 9; xxvii. 9

;

xliv. 7; lxil.

Hiph. impt L iii 7. In chaps, xir—
lxvi 18 times.

3S hi OW n. xlU. 25 ; xlvii 7; lvii*

~
1, 11. Comp, xliv. 19 and >li 20.

aS Wfr a*. Xty. xli 22, rel.

Tt35 DM* air. Xey. xlii 12 rel.

xxxV. 1; lxi 10; Wt5; lxiv. 4;

lxv. 18. 19; lxvi. 10,14.

aV. Xey. xlvi 4 rel.

Bii liii 8 rei

Safr Hiph. IL xli 20 ; xliv. 18; lii. 18.

lafer d*. Xey. xlvi. 6 reL

"iafr ILxilO; lxii.lL
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TOfer Kal L ix. 2, 16 ; xiv. 29.—IL xiv. 8

;

xx*. 9; xxxix. 2; lxv. 13; lxvi. 10.

Piel H. lvi. 7.

HITO* I. ix, 2; (xvi. 10); xxix. 19; xxx.
Tt

"

29.—II. xxiv. 11 ; lv. 12; lxvi 5.

nnoton tterkr i. xxii. 13.—n. xxxv.
T I • I I T

10; H3,ll.

ttyp niJDfef II. xxxv. 10 ; li. 11 ; IxL 7.

*& Kalperf.Li. 14.
T

Part. act. H. lxi S; lxvi. 5.

Part. pass. fern. II. Ix. 15.

pfr L iii. 24 ; (xt. 3) ; xx. 2 ; xx. 12.—

lLxxxvii. 1,2; 1.3; Iviii. 5.

rW air. Xey. xHv. 13 aba.

mfr princess &r. Aey. xlix. 23 pel.

*p& I. i. 7.—IL xHv. 16, 19 ; xlviL 14.

renter I. ix. 4.—IL lxiv. 10.

jW (|*rky jotf) H. lxi. 3.

ntftf I. x. 3.—H. xlvii 11.

S)*B? L v. 14; xxvffi. 15, 18.—IL xiv. 9,

11, 15 ; xxxviii 10, 18 ; lvii. 9.

JlKtf I. v. 14; xvii. 12, 13.—IL xiii. 4;

xxiv. 8 ; xxv. 5; lxvi. 6.W Pert L xxx. 2.—II. ixv. 1.
~ T

Imper. I. vii. 11.—II. xlv. 11.

Imperf. I. vii. 12.—IL xli 28 ; iviii. 2.

*)Ktf &k. Xty. xlii 14 rel.

•W^Niph. I. iv. 3; xi. 11, 16; xvii 6;

xxxvii. 31.—II. xxiv. 6, 12 ; xlix.

21.

HTM* I. xiv. 30; (xv. 9); xxxvii. 32.—H.

xxxvii. 4 ; xliv. 17 ; xlvL 3.

ICtf d*. A«y. Ix. 6 rel.

JtJaV Part. Kal. act. II. xiv. 2 (K»).

Part. Kal. pass. II. lxi. 1.

*3kf I. xx. 4.-H. xlvi. 2; xlix. 24, 25;

Hi. 2.

IV3tf a«. toy. Iii. 2 abs.

$W &k. ley. xlviL 2 abs.;

T\yi? cbr. Xey. lxv. 15 rel.

l&b denom. from "Wj air. Xey. lv. 1 (W«). rel.

•>3tf Kal I. xxx. 14.—IL xiv. 5, 25; xlii. 3.

Niph. I. viii. 16 ; xxviii. 13.—IL xiv.

29: xxiv. 10; xxvii. 11; lxi. 1.

Piel II. xxi. 9; xxxviU. 13; xlv. 2.

Hiph. II. lxvi. 9.

TOf I. L 28; (xv. 5) ; xxx. 13, 14, 26.—
' "'

ILli. 19; lix. 7; lx. 18; lxv. 14.

tfCh 1W H. li. 19 ; lix. 7 ; lx. 18.

r?«f ialsa. only Niph, L xiv. 24; xix. 18.

n. xlv. 23; xlviii. 1; liv. 9 ; lxu.

8; lxv. 16.

Wtf L L 13.—H. lvi 2, 6; iviii 13; lxvi.

23.

Plnr.ntiWII.lvi4.

10 mamma H. lx. 16; lxvi. 11.

Itf ruina I. (xvi. 4); xxii. 4.—II. xiii. 6;
li. 19; lix. 7; lx. 18.

•HBf I. i. 13; v. 18; xxx. 28.—II. lix. 4.

'3* Kal I. v. 25; vi. 13; ix.ll, 12, 16, 20;

xx. 4; xix. 22; xxiii. 17; xxix.

17.—II. xxxvii. 7.

Part. Kal I. i. 27 ; vi. 10.—H. lix. 20.

Inf, constr. II. Hi. 8.

Imper. I. xxi. 12; xxxi. 6.—IL xHv.

22; lxiii. 17.

Imperf: Kal L vii. $; x. 22; xii. 1—
II. xxxv. 10; xxxvii. 8. 34, 37

;

xxxviU.8; xiv. 23; li 11; lv. 7,

10, 11.

Poel II. xlvii. 10; xHx. 5; IviiL 12.

Hiph. 1. i 25, 26 ; xiv. 27 ; xxviii. 6

;

xxxvii. 29.—II. xxxvi. 9 ; xxxviii.

8 ; 9 times in cbaps. xl.-lxvi

. Hopb. I. v. 8.—II. xliv. 26.

3D)tf &w.\ey. lvii. 17 rel.

rW L xxviii. 25.—II. xxxviiL13; xi 25;

xlvi. 5.

jntf PieJ ait. ?wey. Iviii 9 rel

Wft5 I. xviiL 3.—II. xxvii 13 ; Iviii 1.

pW dir. Aey. xlvu. 2 reL

TMf &ir. A*y. lvii. 9 rel.

nfef L L 3; vii. 25; xxxii 20.—II. lxvi. 3.

Trvti Li. 23; v.23; xxxiii 15.—IL xlv. 13.

nntf Kal n. h. 23.TT
Hithp. I. ii. 8, 20.—II. xxvii. 13;

xxxvi 7; xxxvlL 38; 8 times in

cbaps. xl.—lxvi.

tip* Kal L u. 9, 11, 17; v. 15; xxix. 4.—

IL lx. 14 (inf. nomin.)

Hiph. IL xxv. 12 ; xxvi. 5.

em«f I. xxiL 13.—II. IviL 5 ; lxvi 3.

mh Sing. IL xL 15.
""

Plur. II. xlv. 8.-

intf incantare air. Xry. xlvii. 11 abs.

nn«f Piel IL xiv. 20.

Hipb. part. L i. 4; v. 26.—H. IL 13

;

liv. 16.

Hiph. impfc L v. 8 ; xi 9.—II. xxxvii.
12; lxv. 8, 21.

Hiph. inf. IL xxxvi 10 ; H. 13; lxv. 8L

nn^U. xxxviii 17; li 14.

TiBtf &r. Aty. xli 19 reL

«)Btf L viii. 8 ; x. 22 ; xxviii 2, 15, 17, 18

;

xxx. 28.—IL xliii 2; lxvi. 12.

Vtf Verb. I. v. 1.—II. xxvi 1; xHi 10.

T«f Subst L xxui 16; xxx. 29.—II. xxiv

9; xxvi. 1; xlii 10.

3Dtf IL xui 16; xiv. 8, J8; xliii 17; i" T
11; H. 20; lvi 10.

Stotf H. xlvii 8, 9.

TOBf Kal I. xvii 10.—H. xlix. 14* 15; IL

13;Hv.4.
Niph. L xxiii 15, 16.—II. lxv. 16.

TOtf Adj. tor. *ey. lxv. 11 rei

H& &*. Xrf. xlix. 21 reL
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D'S^tf &ir. Xey. xlix. 20 abs.

J?tf I. viii. 18 ; xviii. 3 ; xxxii. 16 ; xxxiii.

5, 16.—II. xiii. 20, 21 ; xxvi. 19

;

^ xxxiv. 11, 17 ; lvii. 15 ; Ixv. 9.
Otf Kal I. xxix. 9.—II. xlix. 26.

Part. paw. KalILli21.
_ Piel II. lxiii. 6.

•W* L v. 11, 22; xxviii 7 (ter).-IL xxiv.

. . 9; lvi. 12.^ Li 18.—ILlv. 10.

tifr* I. ix. 5, 6 ; xxxii. 17, 18; xxxiii. 7.—
II. xxvi 3, 12; xxvii. 5; xxxviii.

17 ; xxxix. 8. In chaps, xl.—lxvi.
,

14 times.
rnti Kal L 6,8; ix.7; (xvi. 1); xviii 2;

xix. 20; xx. 1.—II. xxxvi. 2, 12;
xxxvii 2, 4 9, 17, 21; xxxix. 1;
5 times in chape, xl. lxvi

Piel I. x. 6, 16; xxxii. 20.—II. xxvii.

8; 6 times in chap, xl.—lxvi
Pual (I. xvi 2).—II. xxvii 10; L 1.

JfW L xxviii 8.—H. xxi. 5; lxv. IL

8T?tf &ir. Xey. xl. 12 reL

SStf KalLx,6.
Hithpoel H. lix. 15.

SStf L viii 13; ix. 2; x. 2, 6; xxxiii. 4,

,
23.—n. liii 12.

DTO Kal n. Ix. 20.

Piel L xix. 21.—H. lvii 18 ; lix. 18

;

lxv. 6 ; lxvi. 6.

Pual part IL xlii 19.

Hiph. IL xxxviii. 12, 13
j
xliv. 26, 28.

Dtf I. iv. 1; vii. 14; viii. 3; ix. 5; xh. 4;

xviii 7; xxix. 23; xxx. 27.—IL
xiv. 22; xxiv. 15; xxv. 1; xxvi. 8,

13. In chsps. xl.—lxvi 35 times.

TQVf Niph. H. xlviiTl9.

Hiph. I. x. 7 ; xxiii. 11.—H. xiii. 9

;

xiv. 23 ; xxvi 14.

n,f*Otf I. xxviii. 9, 19.—IL xxxvii 7; liii. 1.

DO* Kal perf. IL Hi 14.

Kal part. IL xlix. 8, 19 ; liv. 1 ; lxi. 4.

Niph. perf. I. xxxiii. 8.

Niph. part II. liv. 3.

Hithp. IL lix. 16; lxiii 5.

TODtf L i 7; vi. 11; xvii. 8.—IL lxii 4;

lxiv.9.

]?# Sing. I. i. 6; v. 1; x. 27.—IL xxxix.

2; xli.19; lvii. 9; lxi. 3.

Plur. I. xxviii 1, 4.—IL xxv. 6.

JTC0 Kal: 11 times in Pt L—35 times in

PtIL
Hiphil L xxx. 30—15 times in Pt. IL
Niph. (L xv. 4).—IL lx. 18; lxv. 19.

jmtf I. xxiii 5 (6it).—IL lxvi 19.

igtf Kal L xxi 11, 12.—H. xxvi 2; xlii.

20; lvi. 1,2, 4,6; bdi 6.

Niph. I. vii. 4.

tfptf Sing. IL xiii. 10; xxxviii 8; 6 times

in chaps, xl.—lxvi
Plur. II. liv. 12.

HJtf anntwsing. I. vi 1; vii 8; xiv. 28;

vgpf

(xv. 17) ; xx. 1 ; xxi. 16 ; xxiii 15:
xxix. 1; xxxii 10; xxxvii 30.—
IL xv. 17; xxxiv. 8; xxxvi 1;
xxxviii. 5; lxi. 2; lxiii 4; lxv.20.

Plur. L xvi. 14; xx. 3; xxi 16.—IL
xxxviii. 10, 15 (flW).

j# Kal. I. xvii. 7, 8; xx. 4; xxxi. 1.

Hithp. L xxix. 9.—H. xli 10, 23.
_ ' air. Xey. xl. 12 abs.

\£f Niph. I. x. 20; xxx. 12; xxxi. 1.—IL
1.10.

Wf Kal I. xxix. 9.

Hiph. I. vi. 10.
Pilp. I. xi 8.

Pulp. II. lxvi. 12.
Hithp. I. xxix. 9.

TT$ L xiv. 31; xxii 7; xxviii 6; xxix.

%l~~P: ™T' 12
J XXTi- 2 ? xxxviii

HDtf L xix. 18; xxviii. 11; xxxiii. 18.

Dual I. vi 5, 7 ; xi. 4; xxix. 13; xxx.
27; xxxvii 29.—IL xxxvi 5: lvii
19.

'

Plur. n\nj)BJ IL lix. 3.

0?f Kal I. i. 17, 23, 26; ii 4; Hi 2; v. 3;
xi. 3, 4 : (xvi 5) ; xxxiii. 22.—IL
xl. 23; li. 5.

Niph. IL xliii. 26; lix. 4; lxvi. 16.
*fitf bald summit IL xli. 18; xlix. 9.

3?jf n. xxxvii. 33; xlii 25; lvii 6; lix. 9.
1B& air. Xey. lvii. 15 fc, j^W Kal I. ii 9, 11, 12, 17; v. 15; x. 33;

xxix. 4; xxxii 18.—II. xl. 4.
Hiph. II. xiii. 11 ; xxv. 11, 12; xxvi.

5; lvii. 9.

n^D? air. Xey. Ix. 6 rel.

*)Ytf air. Xey. liv. 8 abs.

IpBf Hiph. L xxxii 6.—IL xxvii 3; xliii.

20.

Plur. &ir. Xey. lxvi. 3 rel.

OJ5BJ Kal I. xviii. 4.—II. xiv. 7 ; Lrii L
Hiph. I. vii. 4; xxx. 15: xxxii 17.—

II. lvii 20.

Sj5tf I. xxxiii 18.—H. xi 12; xlvi 6; lv. 2.

yjN* air. Xey. lxvi 17 rel.

1j$ I. ix. 14; xxviii 15; xxxii 7.—IL
xlii 20; lvii 4; lix. 3, 13.

3^«f H. xxxv. 7; xlix. 10.

T»£ &rr. Xey. xliv. 13 abs.

J^tf I. xxxiii. 9.—IL xxxv. 2; lxv. 10.

Qf 5ir. Xey. lix. 17 reL

tfjtf L v. 24; xi. 10; xiv. 29, 30; xxxvii.

31.—IL liii 2.

nnef L v. 22; xxii. 13; xxix. 8; xxxvii.

25.—II. xxi. 5; xxiv. 9; xxxvi. 12,
16; 6 times in chaps, xl.—lxvi

rn# IL lvi. 6 ;lx. 7, 10; lxi 6.

2
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">K* J*, ley. xHv. 13 rel.

y*k 4ir.A*y.xHv.l3r«L

nkh H Hi. 14; liil 2.

•Wt*R II. xli. 19; lx. 13.

HMfl H. xl. 14, 28 ; xiiv. 19.

J3P L xL 7.—IL Ixv. 26.

ITJM 5*. ley. xHv. 13 reL

Wn IL xM. 19; lx. 13.

*nh L xxix. 21.—IL xxiv. 10; xxxiv. 11;
xl. 17.23; xli. 29; xliv.9; xlv.18,

19; xlix. 4; lix.

Dfrin Sing. in. ley. IL 19 reL

Plur. an. ley. lxiiL 13 reL

TfmfS IL xliL 8, 10, 12; xliiL 21; xlviii. 9;

lx. 6, 18 ; lxi. 3, 11 ; lxii. 7 ; lxiiL 7.

*\F\ an. ley. H. 20 rel

S?W &n. ley. lxvi. 19 reL

m\FS air. Xey. IL 3 reL

Tpfl IL lxvL 17.

^n I. vi. 6 ; xix. 19.—H. xxiv. 13, 18

;

xlL18; Hi. 11; IviiL 9.

p)m I. L 18.

n^^ II. xiv. 11.

J\gSta ILxlL14; lxvL21.

n3j?> I. L 18.—IL xH. 24 ; xHv. 19.

n^rt L i. 10; iL 3; v. 24; viii. 16, 20;
xxx. 9.—IL xxiv. 6; xHL 4, 21,
24;1L4>7.

/>np Plur. inferiora II. xxv. 10 ; xlvi. 7.

jrtWIfl an. ley. xliv. 23 reL

JO*J} an. ley. xliii. 6 rel.

tfVfl IL xxiv. 7 ; xxxtL 17 ; lxiL 8; lxv. 8.

J3H IL xL 12, 13.

ntfaS* &n. Xey. lix. 17 abs.

SSn Hoph. &n. ley. xHv. 20 rel.

Oh air. ley. xlvlL 9 rel.

TDD IL xxL 8; xlix. 16; K. 13; Hi. 5;

IviH. II ; lx. Tl ; lxii. 6 ; lx*. 3.

^?n I. xxxiH. 15.—II. xH. 10; xHi. 1.

D'JH IL xiH. 22; xxxiv. 13; xxxv. 7 ; xliii*

20.

Y*fi ILxxvH.1; H.9.

D'OHJn an. ley. lxvi. 11 reL

tyn Part Niph. IL xiv. 9.

Part Piel IL xlix. 7.

r^JJ Kal I. xvL 8 ; xxviH. 7; xxix. 24.—

II. xxi. 4: xxxv. 8; xlvii. 15 >

llii.6.

Niph. I. xix. 14.

Hiph. I. Hi. 12; ix. 15; xix. 13, 14;
xxx. 28.—II. lxiH. 17.

&n. ley. lxvi. 4 abs.

I. Hi. 18; iv. 2; x. 12; xx. 6; xxviii.

1, 3; xxxiiL 9.—II. xiH. 11, 19;
10 times in chaps. xL-lxvi.

L L 15.—II. xxxvu. 4; xxxviii. 5;

lvL7.
an. ley. xl. 20 reL

&n. ley. xHv. 14 abs.

n. H. 17, 22.

I. ii. 16; xxiii. 1, 10, 14.—II. lx. 9;

lxvi. 19.

IL xlv. 17 ; xlvi. 13.

nfiKM

nSfin
T • I

nonn

nSjnn

Hgnefn
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